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Tests were conducted in the two dimensional test section of the Langley 0.3 meter Transonic
Cryogenic Tunnel on an NACA 0012 airfoil to obtain aerodynamic data as a part of the
Advanced Technology Airfoil Test (ATAT) program. The test program covered a Mach number
range of 0.30 to 0.82 and a Reynolds number range of 3.0 x 10e to 45.0 x 10e. The stagnation
pressure was varied between 1.2 and 6.0 atmospheres and the stagnation temperature was varied
between 300 K and 90 K to obtain these test conditions.
Tabulated pressure distributions and integrated force and moment coefficients are presented as
well as plots of the surface pressure distributions. The data are presented uncorrected for wall
interference effects and without analysis. This data adds to the existing data base to be used for
tunnel comparison purposes as well as assessment of wall interference and correction procedures.
INTRODUCTION
A comprehensive test program has been undertaken in the Langley Research Center 0.3 meter
transonic cryogenic tunnel (0.3-m TCT) to obtain the static aerodynamic characteristics of a
series of two dimensional airfoils at transonic speeds and flight equivalent Reynolds numbers.
This program, known as the Advanced Technology Airfoil Test program (ATAT), was sponsored
by the Langley Aircraft Energy Efficiency Project Office and the Transonic Aerodynamics
Division. A description and status report on this program was first presented in reference 1.
The primary objectives of this program, as stated in this reference, were to provide the U. S.
transport industry the opportunity to test and compare their most advanced airfoils to the latest
NASA design at high Reynolds numbers in the same facility and to provide experience in the
designand constructionof modelsfor testing in a cryogenicenvironmentas well as testing
techniques unique to this environment. Included in this test program were four series of tests: (l)
Correlation airfoils, (2) Advanced NASA supercritical airfoil, (3) Industry airfoils, and (4)
Foreign technology airfoils.
This report presents results obtained from tests of the NACA 0012 airfoil which was tested as a
part of the Correlation series of airfoils. Tests were conducted at Mach numbers from 0.30 to
about 0.82 at chord Reynolds numbers from 3 x 106 to 45 x 10°. To obtain these conditions, the
stagnation pressure varied from 1.2 to 6.0 atmospheres and the stagnation temperature from 300
K to about 90 K. Model surface pressures, wake survey pressures, and tunnel wall pressures were
obtained during the test program.
Plots and tabulated values of model surface pressure distributions as well as tabulated values of
the integrated force and moment coefficients are presented herein. The data are uncorrected for
wall effects and are presented without analysis. In this format, the data should be useful for
tunnel comparison purposes as well as extending the existing data base for use in evaluating wall
interference and correction procedures. Copies of the data presented herein as well as listings of
the tunnel wall pressures and wake survey pressures are available on microfiche upon request.
SYMBOLS
All measurements and calculations were made in U.S. Customary Units; however, the
measurements are presented with the International System of Units (SI) in parentheses. The
symbols are those used on the computer generated plots and figures.




















airfoilmodel span, 8.00in (20.32cm)
airfoilmodel chord,6.00in (15.24cm)
sectionchord forcecoefficientfrom integrationof model surfacepressures
sectiondrag force coefficientfrom integrationof wake totalhead profilefor probe
locatedatY/(B/2) = 0.125
sectiondrag forcecoefficientfrom integrationof wake totalhead profilefor probe
locatedatY/(B/2) = 0.0
sectiondrag force coefficientfrom integrationof wake totalhead profilefor probe
locatedatY/(B/2) = -0.125
sectiondrag forcecoefficientfrom integrationof wake totalhead profilefor probe
locatedatY/(B/2) = -0.375
sectiondrag force coefficientfrom integrationof wake totalhead profilefor probe
locatedat Y/(B/2) = -0.500
correctedvalueof CD,i (i=1,2,3,4,5)
section pitching moment coefficientabout model 25-percent chord point from
integrationof model surfacepressurecoefficients




Mach number based on localmodel surfacepressure
ratioof localmodel surfacepressuretofreestream stagnationpressure
Reynolds number based on model chord
free stream stagnation temperature, K
chordwise distance from model leading edge (positive downstream of leading edge)
spanwise distance from tunnel center line (positive toward right hand side)
APPARATUS
The test program was conducted in the 8 in by 24 in (20.32 cm by 60.96 cm) two dimensional test
section of the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel. This facility is a continuous flow,
fan driven, pressure tunnel which uses nitrogen gas as the test medium. The test section is
rectangular in cross section, has solid sidewalls, and slotted top and bottom walls. Two slots are
located in each of these walls with a spacing of 4.0 in (10.16 cm) and a total open area ratio of
0.05. Further details of this tunnel and test section are contained in reference 2.
Data were recorded on a shared, remote central data acquisition system. This system is referred to
as the original data acquisition system for the two dimensional test section of the 0.3-m TCT in
reference 2 and further details of the capability of the system are given in this reference.
MODEL
r
The model tested was a two dimensional model of the NACA 0012 airfoil with a chord of 6.00 in
(15.24 era) and a span of 8.00 in (20.32 era). The equation for the ordinates of this airfoil shape
was first presented in reference 3 and the ordinates for this model were obtained from the
computer program of reference 4.
The model was constructed of A286 stainless steel which is an acceptable material for cryogenic
test conditions. To locate all pressure instrumentation tubes internally in the model, it was
constructed in two halves, the tubing installed, and then these two halves were bonded together.
By locating the tubes internally, the model surface can be maintained in a very smooth condition
which is required for high Reynolds number testing. One longitudinal row of pressure orifices
was located on each surface of the model near the mid-span location and three spanwise rows
were located on the upper surface. The ordinates for each orifice location are presented in the
tabulated data. An orifice diameter of 0.010 in (0.25 ram) was used for all locations.
Upon completion of model construction and after several cryogenic temperature cycles, the model
ordinates were measured and compared to the design values. The maximum deviation from design
was found to be 0.003 in (0.076 mm) with most of the model surface being within the
manufacturing tolerance of 0.001 in (0.025 mm).
TESTS
The tests of this airfoil covered a Mach number range from 0.30 to 0.82 and a Reynolds number
range of 3.0 x 106 to 45.0 x 106. To obtain these test conditions, the tunnel stagnation pressure
was varied between 1.2 atm and 6.0 atm and the stagnation temperature was varied between 300
K and 90 K. Measurements of model surface pressure, wake total head surveys, sidewall
pressures at the wake survey station, tunnel floor and ceiling pressures, and various tunnel
parameters were made during the tests.
For these tests, the wake surveys were made at a station !.2 model chords downstream of the
model trailing edge. Data were obtained with both free and fixed locations of boundary layer
transition. For the fixed transition tests, data were obtained only at Reynolds numbers of 3.0 x
10° and 9.0 x 10e. The angle of attack range for all tests was from zero degrees to that for drag
divergence. Limited data were also obtained at negative angles of attack as a check for
asymmetry which could result from flow angularity, model inaccuracies, or incorrect angle of
attack setting.
For the fixed transition data, transition strips were located on both the upper and lower surfaces
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of the model at the 5-percent chord station. These strips were about I-percent chord in length
and consisted of #240 carborundum grit applied with an acrylic spray.
TEST PROCEDURES
Model Pressures
All model surface and tunnel floor and ceiling pressures were measured using 48-port scanni-
valves connected to high precision variable capacitance type pressure transducers. Three samples
of data, taken at 0.25 second intervals, were recorded for each port. These readings were
averaged during the data reduction process. To provide for lag in the response time of the
pressure tubing and transducer, a delay time was invoked after each port change before the data
were recorded. This delay time varied from 2.0 seconds near the model leading edge where large
changes in pressure occurred between ports to 0.5 seconds for the aft portion of the model.
Wake Pressures
Surveys of the total pressure in the model wake were made using a traversing rake cantilevered
from one of the tunnel sidewalls. This rake contained five individual probes such that a spanwise
survey could also be obtained. The drive mechanism consisted of an electric stepper motor which
was synchronized with the scannivalve system so that the rake would advance one step in distance
with each scannivalve step. For these tests, approximately 75 steps were made as the rake
traversed the model wake region. Tunnel sidewall static pressure data was obtained at the same
tunnel station as the rake probes for use in data reduction. Individual pressure transducers were
connected to each of the probes as well as the sidewall pressure taps to keep response time to a
minimum. For this test program, the survey probes were located approximately 1.1 model chords
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downstream of the model trailing edge.
Corrections
All data and tunnel parameters were corrected for real gas effects by the method of reference 5.
No corrections have been made for wall interference effects on the data presented herein;
however, these corrections have been made for some of this data and the results presented in
reference 6. These corrections reduce the test angle of attack for all conditions and the free
stream Mach number, mainly at supercritical conditions.
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
The results of this investigation are presented in this paper as plots and tabulations of the
measured model surface pressure distributions. Also included in the tables are listings of the
integrated force and moment data obtained from integrations of the model surface pressure
distributions and wake total head pressure surveys. These data are presented for reference
purposes only and no analysis of the results is presented. An index to the various figures and
tables for both free and fixed transition data follows.
INDEX FORFREETRANSITIONDATA
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TABLE h - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.30
























,5994 -.1_85 ,9258 .3335
,6495 -,1547 ,9281 .3279
,6996 -.1279 ,9289 ,3261
,76B9 -.1093 .9307 .3218
,8003 -,0659 ,9334 ,3151
• 8500 -*0347 ,9356 ,3096
.3993 ,0158 .9389 *3013
,9489 ,0597 .9417 ,Z940
24.9543 PSI CN. -,0113
190,6177 K CM *0008




ML_: XIC CP PnLlPT MLOC
,0421 0.0000 1,0029 ,99SB ,0621
*3062 ,0122 -,0181 .9361 *3083
,3405 *0251 -,2626 *9211 .3444
,3_71 .0510 -,3830 .9142 .3600
,3634 ,075S -.4112 ,_1_1 ,_646
,3654 ,1000 -,4375 ,9111 ,3669
,3632 ,1504 -.4400 ,9110 ,3672
.3637 ,2004 -*41_1 ,q118 *3654
.3590 ,2501 -.3904 ,9138 ,3600
,3556 ,3002 -,3603 ,9136 ,3568
,3525 ,3507 -,3320 ,9168 ,3541
,3479 ,4000 -,309B .9190 .3492
,3447 .4503 -.2730 .9206 ,3456
.3403 ,5000 -,2520 ,9222 ,3413
.3367 .5506 -.2222 ,9235 ,3388
.5997 -,1978 .9252 ,3348
*6502 -,1602 ,9273 ,3299
,7003 -,1324 ,9286 ,3267
,7497 -,1128 *9305 *3223
,7996 -*0679 ,9333 ,3154
,8503 -,0383 .9354 ,3102
,9000 -,0013 ,9378 .3040
,9483 ,0637 ,9420 ,2931
CDI .00849 COCORI ,00780
C02 ,00950 COCOR2 ,00891
CO3 ,00933 C000R3 .OOBTZ
C04 ,00913 CDCOR4 ,00849
C05 ,00971 COCOR5 ,00765
SPANWISE
XlC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
• 1303 -*5000 -*3762 ,9146 ,3591
,1505 -,3333 -,4113 ,9116 ,3657
• 1503 -,1667 -,4023 ,9122 ,_645
,1505 0.0000 -,4106 .9127 ,36_2
,1505 ,1667 -,4295 ,9114 .3663
• 1305 ,3333 -,4207 ,9111 ,3670
• 1303 ,5000 -,4017 ,9122 ,3644
,4995 -,3000 -,2363 ,9231 ,3398
,4995 -*3333 -,2377 .9226 ,3408
,4995 -,1667 -,2461 ,9226 ,3410
,4995 0,0000 -,2449 ,9227 ,3408
• 4995 ,1667 -.2378 *9230 .3401
,499_ ,3333 -.2370 ,9227 .3407
,4995 ,5000 -,2250 *9239 ,3380
,7994 -,5000 -,0707 ,9326 ,3165
,7994 -.3333 -,0664 ,9332 ,31§7
,7994 -,1667 -,0661 ,9331 .3159
• 7994 0.0000 -*0659 ,9334 ,3151
,7996 ,1667 -,0649 ,9332 ,3157
,7994 .3333 -,0615 ,9335 ,3149
,7994 ,5000 -,0637 ,9332 ,3153
TEST 119 PT Z4,963Z PS! Cq -,3060
RJN 22 TT 190,6909 K CM ,0002
POZNT 2 PC 3,094_ MILLION CC -,0201
MAC_ .3053
ALPHJ -4,0118 DEO
_PPEP SURFACE LOWED SURFACE
XIC CP PeLFPT MLQC X/C CP PpllPT MLOC
0.0000 ,4708 ,9661 .2225 0,0000 .4708 .9661 *2223
• 0135 ,7L03 .980B .1665 .0122 -1,_631 ,8608 ,4675
,0271 ,4395 ._643 .2282 ,0251 -i,2758 ,8595 .4698
,_315 ,2030 ,9500 ,2716 ,0510 -1,1284 .8687 ,4526
,0763 ,0?99 ,9427 .2_15 ,0755 -,9990 ,877| ,4367
,1012 ,0087 ,9377 ,3043 ,1000 -,9173 ,8808 ,4203
• 1503 -,0610 ,9329 ,3163 ,1504 -,$095 ,8866 .4180
,1994 -,1169 ,9297 .3242 ,2004 -.7325 ,8917 ,4077
• 2501 -,1283 ,9Z91 ,3Z56 ,2501 -,6541 ,8968 ,8974
.ZQ99 -,1385 .9287 .3265 ,3002 -.5829 ,9015 ,3R75"
,3499 -,1347 .9291 ,3257 ,3507 -,5241 .9052 ,3796
,3994 -,1277 .9293 ,3Z51 .4000 -.4654 ,9086 ,3724
,4496 -.1194 ,9300 ,3235 ,4503 -,4114 ,9121 .3648
,4Qq? -,ii03 ,9300 ,3235 ,5000 -,8666 ,9141 .3602
,5492 -,0999 ,9310 ,3211 ,5506 -.3309 ,9168 ,3543
,599_ -,0910 .9811 ,3207 ,5997 -,2880 ,9190 ,3493
,6495 -,0713 ,9325 .3174 .6502 -.2452 *9217 .3430
.6996 -,0642 ,9334 ,3150 .7003 -.2031 .9249 ,3355
,748_ -.0466 ,9347 ,3118 ,7497 -.1596 ,92?9 ,3286
• 8003 -*0121 ,g363 ,3079 .7998 -,0977 ,9310 ,3209
.8500 -,0000 .9374 ,3050 .8_03 -.0620 .g337 ,3145
,8993 ,0351 ,g393 ,3001 ,gO00 -,0098 ,9866 ,3072
,9489 ,0666 .9413 ,2951 ,9483 ,0681 ,9414 .2940
C01 ,00910 COCOR1 ,00834
CO2 *Ogq60 CDCORZ ,OOBSZ
C03 ,00877 COC_R3 ,00784
C04 *0084q CDCOR4 ,00773
C05 *00928 COLOR5 ,0072B
SPANWISE
XIC ¥1C ¢P PpL/PT MLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -,0469 ,9343 .3129
.1505 -.3333 -*0721 ,9325 ,3173
,1505 -,1667 -,0829 ,9323 .3173
,1505 0,0000 -,0610 ,9329 ,3163
• 1505 .1667 -,0715 ,93Z8 ,3166
• 1505 .3333 -,0723 .9325 .3173
,1505 ,5000 -,0703 ,0331 ,3159
,4995 -.5000 -,1110 ,9299 ,3237
,4995 -,3333 -,1175 .9302 .3229
,4995 -.166T -.1222 ,9300 ,3234
,4995 0,0000 -.1103 .9300 .3235
,4995 ,1667 -.1132 ,9298 ,3240
• 4995 ,3333 -,I164 .9303 .3228
,4995 ,5000 -,0985 ,9315 ,3199
,7994 -,5000 -.0335 ,9353 ,3105
,7994 -,3333 -,0274 .9335 ,3090
,7994 -,1667 -,0199 ,9357 .3094
,7994 0,0000 -,0121 ,9363 ,3079
,7994 .1667 -.0221 ,9360 ,3087
,7994 ,3333 -,0186 ,9361 ,3085
,7994 ,5000 -,0160 ,9359 ,3088
TEST 119 PT 24.9714 PSI CN -,1950
RUN 22 TT 190.8599 K CM *0003
POINt 3 PC 3.0994 N%LLIOH CC -.0026
MAC_ ,3061
ALPHA -l,_877 O_G
UPP[k SURFACE LOWER SURFACE
Xl: CP PpLIPT ML_C XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,BB27 ,9913 ,1116 0,0000 ,q827 ,9913 ,1116
,0135 ,4136 .9628 ,2332 ,0122 -.5644 ,q031 ,3841
*027_ ,142L .9459 .2_28 *0_51 --,7164 *_932 ,4047
,0515 -,0580 ,9332 ,3156 ,0510 -,7149 ,8926 ,405B
,0763 -,1575 ,9273 ,3299 .0755 -,6978 ,8940 ,4030
.i0i_ -.2026 .9241 ,3374 ,I000 -,6659 ,8954 ,4001
,1503 -,2389 ,9214 ,3_38 ,1504 -,6100 ,8983 ,3942
,1994 -.2551 .9209 ,3449 ,2004 -.5633 ,9018 .3868
,2501 -,249? ,9217 .3430 ,2501 -,5168 ,0083 ,3?95
,2999 -,2383 .9224 ,3414 .3002 *.4627 ,qOB6 ,3723
.3499 -,278l ,9232 .3395 ,3507 -.4272 ,9110 .8671
.3994 -,2168 ,9_33 ,3393 ,4000 *.3879 ,q127 ,3633
.4496 -.1970 ,9247 ,3361 ,4503 -,3445 ,91_6 ,3569
,4997 -,1856 ,9250 ,3354 ,5000 -.3145 ,0170 .3538
,5492 -,1511 ,9280 ,3281 ,5506 -.2?24 ,9206 ,3456
,5994 --,1422 .9294 ,3240 ,5997 -,244L ,9232 ,33_5
,6495 -.1142 ,9302 ,3229 ,6502 -,2057 ,9246 .3362
.6996 -,0967 ,9309 ,3213 ,7003 -.1667 ,926S ,3317
.74e9 -,0756 ,9324 ,3175 ,?40? -,1322 .0290 ,3259
,8003 -,0453 ,9333 ,3153 ,?O93 -,0863 ,9308 ,3216
,3500 -,0185 ,9364 ,307? ,8503 -,0496 ,9345 ,3125
,8993 ,02Zb ,9391 ,3007 ,9000 -,0055 ,9374 ,3050
,94_9 *0659 .94_6 ,2941 .9483 .0699 .0419 *2935
C01 ,00839 CDCOR1 ,00?69
C02 ,00934 COLOR2 ,00833
C03 .00949 COCOR3 ,00860
C04 ,00893 COCOR4 ,00828
CD5 ,00915 COLOR5 ,00727
SPANdISE
X/¢ Y/¢ CP FeL/PT NLOC
,1505 -*5000 -.2063 .9247 .3360
,1505 -.3333 -,2396 .9223 ,3417
.1505 -,1667 -,2465 ,9214 ,3438
,1505 0,0000 -,2389 ,9214 ,3438
• 1505 *166? -,24?0 ,9222 ,3418
,1505 ,3333 -,2465 ,9219 .3426
,1505 .5000 -,2362 ,9220 ,3423
,499S -,5000 -,1763 ,9259 .3333
,4995 -,3333 -,1736 .9261 ,3327
• 4995 -*1667 -*I?6B .9266 .3316
,499_ 0.0000 -,1856 ,9250 ,)354
.4995 ,1667 -.1778 .9258 ,3335
• 4995 ,3333 -,1730 .q261 ,3328
.4995 .5000 -.1620 ,9275 ,3294
.?994 -,5000 -.0529 ,9340 .3136
• 7994 -,3333 -,0474 .93A0 ,3137
• 7994 -,1667 -,043? ,9345 ,3125
.?994 0,0000 -,0453 ,9333 ,3153
,?994 ,1667 -,0451 ,9345 .3123
.7994 ,3333 -,0413 ,9344 .3127
• 7994 ,5000 -,0415 ,9346 ,3121






XlC CP P_LIPT MLIC
0,0000 ,o961 eqOfl3 t0999
.0135 ,0011 ,9361 ,3084
,0271 -,230Q ,9215 ,3%35
,0515 -.3_23 ._194 ,3506
,076) -,_070 ,9111 .3669
• 101Z -.4177 ,9[05 ,36_1
• 1503 -.4057 ,9115 .3659
,1994 --,4_3 .9109 .3673
• Z501 -.37%3 .9130 .362e
.2999 -,3%68 ,91%% ,3597
.3%99 -.3221 .0160 ,3560
,399% -.2977 .9178 ,3520
.9496 -.2672 .9201 .3468
.4997 -*2931 .9211 ,394)
,5492 -*2025 .9_31 .3397
,5994 -.1809 .92&6 .336&
.6495 -,1520 .9261 ,3327
.6996 -.1326 .9282 .3278
,7489 -*I061 ,9295 .3246
.8003 -*0671 ,9)iB ,3191
.8500 -.0312 ,9395 ,31Zh
.8993 .0075 *9379 .3050
,9489 .0669 ,9410 .2959
PT 74,9664 PSI CN -.0109
TT 190,978o N CM enO_7




XlC CP PpLIPT _LOC
0.0000 ,9061 ,9983 .04Oq
.0122 -,0152 .9350 ,3110
.0251 -,2541 ,9201 .3468
,0510 -,3801 .9127 .3634
.0755 -,%123 ,OlOP ,3676
,1000 -,4312 .9097 ,3699
,1504 -,4366 ,9096 ,3701
.2004 -,9245 ,910) .3687
.2_01 -,3%78 ,9121 ,3646
,3002 -,3538 ,9144 .3596
• 3507 -,3)36 ,9153 ,3576
.4000 -,)067 ,9172 ,3533
.4503 -,2715 .9198 .3474
,5000 -.2999 .0207 ,3453
,5506 -.2160 ,9223 .3417
.5097 -.1590 .9241 .3375
,6502 -.1656 ,0253 ,33%7
,7003 -.1372 ,9270 ,3284
• 7997 -,1096 .9293 ,3251
,7098 -,0665 .9317 ,3193
.8503 -,0356 ,0342 ,313_
• 9000 -,0087 .9364 .3075
.9483 .0729 ,q413 .2949
CDI ,008%1 COCOR1 ,00767
C_ ,00963 CDCOR2 ,008SS
C03 ,00945 COCOR3 .00852
CD4 ,00058 CDCOR4 .00781
C05 ,00899 CDCOR_ *00711
5PANWISE
XIC YIC CP P,LIPT qtoc
.1505 -.5000 -.3767 .9130 ,3626
,1505 -,3333 -,%158 .9106 .3600
,1505 -.1667 -*%194 .9103 ,3687
• 1505 0,0000 -,%057 ,9115 .3659
• 1_05 ,1667 -,4295 ,9098 ,3698
• 1505 ,3333 -,4234 ,9101 .3691
.1505 ,5000 -.4054 .9111 .3669
.%995 -.5000 -.2392 ,9212 .3441
.%995 -.3333 -.2336 ,9219 .3%26
.4995 -.1667 -*2902 .9211 .3444
,4995 0,0000 -,2%31 ,9211 .3443
,4995 .1667 -,1395 ,9212 .3443
,4995 ,3333 -,2394 .9218 .3427
,4995 .SO00 -.2222 ,9222 .39|8
.7999 -,5000 -.0728 .9315 .3198
,7999 -,3333 -,0701 ,931Z ,)204
,7904 -.1667 -,069% .9313 .3202
,7994 0,0000 -.0671 ,931B ,)191
,79q% .1667 -,0667 ,9319 ,3188
.7994 .3333 -.0636 .9316 ,3194





XlC CP _,LIOT _Lq_
0,0000 ,8965 .0921 ,1066
,0135 -,5154 ,9037 ,3828
,027L -,6680 .R047 ,4016
,0515 -,6_91 .8939 .4032
•0763 -.6832 ._933 ,4045
,i012 -.6407 ,8_56 *3908
,1503 -,5820 ,_Q95 ,3917
,1994 -,5_18 ,0011 ,39_2
• 1501 -.4016 ,9053 ,379_
,2999 -.4547 ,_079 ,3739
.3%9_ -.4097 ,9110 ,367_
•3994 -,3781 .9130 ,3&27
.4996 -,3356 ,0155 ,3571
,4997 --.3035 .917_ .3534
,5492 -,2682 ,91oi ,34_1
,5999 -,22fl3 ,92_3 ,3417
.6995 -.1906 .0244 .3360
.6996 -.1599 ,9260 ,3329
,7%89 -,I_?I ,9Z_8 ,3263
• P003 -,O_2B ,_310 ,3210
,9500 -,038Z .9338 ,314_
,_993 ,01_6 ,9373 ,305%
,9%09 ,0699 ,9405 ,2_70
#t 24,9628 _SI CN ,169_
Tr 191,1105 K CR ,0011




X/C CP PellPT _lOC
0.0000 ,8966 .9921 ,1066
,0122 ,4067 ,961_ ,237?
.0251 ,1223 ,9939 ,28_2
,0510 -,tO00 ,9309 ,3225
,0755 -,I_18 ,9246 ,3363
,i000 -,_23_ ,9218 ,3429
,1504 -.2602 .9196 ,3678
.200_ -,2797 ,9187 ,3499
,2501 -*2595 .919_ .3979
,3002 -,2510 ,9206 ,3455
,3507 -.2395 ,9215 ,3434
,4000 -,2_61 .92_4 ,3413
• _503 -,2011 ,9_3_ ,3)80
,5000 -.1_78 .9244 ,3_60
.5506 -.1765 ,9248 ,_358
,_097 -.1459 ,927% ,3207
,6502 -,1274 ,9283 ,3275
,7003 -,1007 .9_97 ,_41
,7497 -.073q ,9318 ,3190
,7999 -,0948 ,9014 ,3152
.8503 -,0159 .9352 ,3107
,9000 ,OOPO ,9371 .3058
.9483 ,0759 ,9909 ,2961
CO1 ,00059 COCOR1 ,00?82
CD2 ,0092! COCOA2 .00009
C03 .00926 COCOR3 *00033
C09 .00846 COCOR% .00770
C05 .00893 COCOA5 .00711
5PANWISE
XlC vie CP P_LIPT RLOC
,1_05 -,5000 -.5379 ,9026 ,3652
,1505 -.3333 -,5974 ,8991 .3925
,1505 -,1667 -.5939 ,8994 ,3919
,1505 0,0000 -,5820 ,8995 .3917
.1505 ,166? -,6015 ,8966 ,3935
,1505 ,3333 -,6103 .8983 *39_1
.1505 .5000 -.5960 .6992 .3922
,4995 -.5000 -,2990 .917_ .3528
,4995 -.3333 -,Z955 .9175 ,3526
,4995 -.1667 -,2955 .9179 .3529
.4995 0.0000 -.3035 .9172 .3534
.4995 .1667 -.2997 .9171 .3535
.49_5 .3333 -,2900 .9173 .3fl30
,9995 ,5000 -.2?60 ,9186 ,3501
,7994 -.5000 -.OeOO .9306 .3219
,7994 -,3333 -,0928 ,9308 ._2lS
.7994 -.1667 -,OqOl .9312 .3206
.7999 0,0000 -,0§2_ ,9310 .3210
.7999 .1667 -.0896 .9309 .3213
,7999 .3333 -,007_ ,9311 .3207





XlC CP P,LIPT HL]C
0.0000 .4RB8 ,0666 .2_06
• 0135 -1,170_ .0639 .461A
,0271 -1,1730 .8633 ,4629
.0515 -1,0551 ,S705 ,4493
.0763 -.9767 ._751 .4404
.lOlZ -,8o72 ,_796 .931_
.1503 -.7690 .8875 ,%161
.1994 -,7045 ,8915 ,4081
,2501 -.6295 .8956 ,3972
,2999 -,5600 ,9013 ,3_80
.3499 -,5077 ,o050 ,3301
,3994 -,4621 ,0074 ,3750
.44q6 -,%011 .0111 ,_66Q
.6997 -.3604 ,913% ,3619
,549Z -,3079 ,9169 .3590
,5994 -,2693 ,9192 ,3%88
,6995 --.226? .9219 .34_6
,6996 -,106% .9_39 *3378
,?%89 -,I_65 ,9?65 ,3318
,qO03 -.1000 .929_ ,3239
•8500 -,058B ,_328 ,3166
.8993 .0031 *9363 ,3078
,9409 *06?5 .g606 .2969
PT 2_.9591 PS! CN ,35%4
TT 191.0162 K CN .0014




X/C CP P,L/PT _LO_
0,0000 ,4_P8 .9666 ,2206
,0122 .71)0 ,0507 .1669
,0251 ,%365 ,9634 .2)11
,0510 .1676 ,9%66 ,280%
,0755 ,0557 .9396 ,29_5
,lO00 -.0266 .9391 .0133
• 150% -,0975 ,0296 ,3243
,2004 -.12R9 .9276 .32_1
,2501 -.1438 ,9271 ,3103
,3002 -,1405 ._274 .3_07
,350? -.1457 ,9274 ,)_06
,4000 -.1460 ,92?0 ,3306
,4503 -,1298 ,92_3 ,3274
,5000 -,1274 ,928) ,)276
.5506 -,1083 ,9294 ,3250
,5_97 -*0936 ,930? ,3230
,6502 -,0645 .9308 ,3215
,700) -*071_ ,9317 ,3192
,?%9? -,05_6 ,93_9 ,_164
,799R -,0219 ,9347 ,3110
.8503 *,009? ,9359 .30Rg
.9000 ,0192 ,9370 .3060
.9%83 ,0745 .9410 ,2958
13
C01 .00919 ¢DCOR1 .00846
C02 .009?6 COCQR2 .00867
C03 ,00912 CDCOR3 ,00819
CO% .00882 CDCOR4 .0080?
CO5 .00914 C DOOR5 .00T30
SPANWTSE
X#¢ YIC CP PeL/PT NLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,72B4 .0917 .40??
• 1505 -.3333 -*7911 .00?6 .4160
.1505 -.1667 -.?606 .0083 .4145
,150_ 0,0000 -,76q0 .88?5 .4161
.L505 .1667 -.?69? ,80?9 .4153
.1505 *3333 -,7751 .0886 .4140
,1505 ,_000 -.7743 ,8080 ,41_1
.499_ -.5000 -.3506 .9146 .3592
.%995 -.)333 **3%93 ,9140 .3605
• 4995 -,1667 -,3519 ,9138 .3610
.4995 0.0000 -.3b04 .9134 .3619
.4995 .1667 -,)6?0 ,9139 ,3608
,4995 .3333 -.3555 ,9136 ,3613
.%995 ,5000 -.3323 ,9150 .3583
• ?994 -,5000 -,1097 ,9296 .3243
,7994 -,3333 -,1100 ,9296 .32%3
• ?994 -.1667 -,1058 ,9296 .3244
.?9q4 0,0000 -.1009 ,9298 .3239
.7994 .1667 -,lOll ,9299 .3230
.799% ,)333 **1069 ,9290 .3239







XIC CP P,L/PT ML3C
0,0000 -,1780 .Q255 ,3341
,0135 -1,9074 .8190 .5415
.0271 -1.7367 .82_6 .5249
,3515 -1.4332 .8482 ,4905
,0763 -1,2850 .8575 .4735
• 1012 -1.1601 ,8644 .4608
• 1503 -.9727 ,8759 ,43fl9
,IQ94 -,6672 ,BB3Z ,4Z47
,2501 -.7610 ,88Q6 ,4120
.2997 -.6795 .0947 .4016
.3499 --.6050 ._3 .3_28
,3994 -.5334 ,0037 ,3_29
.4496 -.4747 .9075 .3747
,4997 -,4258 ,9106 ,3679
,549Z -.3596 .Q146 .3590
,5994 -,304§ .91_I .3512
,6495 -,2622 ,9207 .3452
.6996 -,2167 ,9236 ,3387
,7489 -.1723 .9262 ,3325
.8003 -,1231 ,9290 .325R
,_500 -.0657 ,9326 ,3171
,89Q3 "*0062 .9365 .3073
,Q489 ,0622 ,9400 ,2963
PT 24.9625 PSI CN .5351
TT 191.0217 K CM ,0019




XIC CP PetlPT ML_C
0.0000 -,17R0 .9255 .3341
.0122 ,9137 ,9932 ,09_7
,0251 .6837 .9709 ,1747
,0510 .3_63 ,9612 ,23#2
,0755 ,26g3 .9534 .2617
.1000 ,1665 .946P ,2805
.1504 ,0534 .9397 ,_992
.2004 -.0019 .9366 .3070
.2501 -.0364 .9344 .3126
• 3002 -.0531 .9334 ,3150
.3507 -.0666 .g324 ,3177
,4000 -.0650 ,9326 .3170
,4503 -.0639 .9328 ,3L65
.5000 -.06_9 *Q326 .3170
,5506 -*0558 .q334 .3151
.5997 -,0390 ,9345 ,3124
.6532 -.0417 ,9343 ,312B
• 7003 -.0265 *9353 .3134
.7497 -,0175 ,9358 ,3092
.799R -.0032 ,9364 ,3075
,8503 .0124 ,9374 ,3050
,QO00 .0100 .9381 .3034





XlC CP PpL/PT _LOC
0.0000 -1.1916 .8647 .4603
.0135 -2.8117 .7646 .6310
.0271 "2.3279 ,7946 .5_23
,0515 -I,8690 ._223 .5358
,0763 -1,6410 .8373 .5098
.I012 -1,4432 .9480 .4909
,1503 -1.1828 ,_647 ,4602
,1994 -1,0360 ,8738 .4430
• 2501 -._o71 ,R_28 .4256
,2999 -.7921 ,0_q5 .4142
,3499 -.700b .8949 .4011
.3994 -,6224 .9995 ,3917
,4496 -,5452 .9038 ,3826
.4997 --,4R13 ,0076 *3745
.5492 -.4185 ,_117 .3657
.5994 -,354_ ,_150 ,3582
.6495 -.3011 ,_i_0 .3493
.6996 -,2524 ,q218 ,3429
.7489 -,1o62 ._255 .3342
.RO03 -,1364 ,9293 .37_8
,_500 -,0734 .9329 ,3164
,8993 -.0096 .9367 .306q
,940g .05dZ .940_ .2963
pT 24.9640 PSI CN .?187
TT 191.0967 K CM .00Z4
RC 3,08¢4 _ILLIOq CC -,0795
HAC_ .3056
ALPHA 8,04b o O[G
LOWE_ SUPFACE
X/C CP P,LI=T MLOC
0.0000 -1.1816 ,B647 ,4603
.0122 .9802 .9979 ,3540
.0251 ._454 ,9891 ,1_52
,0510 ,5860 .9731 ,1975
,0755 ,4_71 .964B ,2266
.1003 .3384 ,9578 ,_489
,1504 ,2037 .9497 ,2722
.2004 .1229 ,q44_ ,285_
,_501 .0790 .9423 .2923
,3002 .0450 ,93Q0 .29#7
• 3_07 .0239 .9391 ,300S
.4000 *00_5 ,9381 ,3034
,4503 ,0054 .9376 .3047
,5000 -,304_ .936_ .3364
• 5506 -,0101 .9367 e3069
,5997 --,00_5 ,Q367 *3068
.6502 -.0037 .9377 ,3057
,7003 ,0006 .9373 ,3054
,7497 ,O0Oq .9381 .3033
.7_9R ,0230 ,93Y8 ,3016
,_503 ,0318 *9393 .3002
,9000 ,0304 .g391 ,3307




PT 74.9640 =SI CN ,7983
TT 190,9904 K ¢M ,0044




XlC CP P,LtPT _LOC
0.0000 -1,7558 .8291 .5242
,0135 -3.3116 ,7373 .6742
.0271 -2.6305 ,777_ .6101
,0515 -2.0668 ._0q5 ,5575
.0763 -1,7o23 ,_276 .5261
,I012 -I,5A30 ,8407 .5038
.1503 -1,2_46 ,059_ ,4703
.1994 -1,I124 ._700 .4502
,2501 -,9559 ,_7_7 ,4335
,Z999 -,_354 ,_861 ,41#0
.3499 -,7473 .8921 .4070
,3994 -.6531 ,8974 ,3960
,44q6 -.57ii ,q025 .3854
.4907 -,5016 .0063 .3772
• 5_9_- -._32_ .911_5 '3660
.5994 -,3715 ._145 .3594
,6495 -.3163 ,9182 .3510
.60_6 -,2566 ,9222 ,3419
.7489 -.2051 ,9252 .3349
.8003 -.1424 *g2_q ,3262
.8500 -.079_ ,0324 .31TT
,8q93 -,0140 ,_367 ,3069
.g469 *0567 .9412 .2952
LOVE_ SU,rACE
xI£ ¢P P.LIPT NLOC
0,0000 -I.7558 .82_1 .5242
,0122 ,q920 ,99_i ,0520
,025l .9098 ,9931 .0995
.3513 .6721 ,g783 ,1770
,0755 .5276 .0693 ,2113
,1000 .4109 .9626 *_339
.1504 .2710 ,9541 ,2597
,2004 .1759 ,9484 .2759
,2501 .1249 .9449 .2854
,3007 ,0925 .g430 ,2006
,3537 .3525 .9408 ,2963
,4000 ,0427 ,9400 .2984
.4503 .03_9 .9394 *2Q9_
,5000 ,0212 ,938& *3024
,5997 ,0134 ,93_I .3034
.6502 ,0114 .9382 ,3030
,7003 ,0187 .03_0 .3012
.7497 ,01_3 .93_8 ,3015
.799_ .0312 ._395 ,_998
,_503 ,0357 .9394 ,29_8
.0000 .0272 ,9392 ,3005
,9483 ,0720 ,9422 ,2929
14
C01 .01016 CDCOR1 .00940
COZ ,01060 CDCOR2 ,00956
C03 ,01001 ¢DC0_3 ,00907
C04 .008_0 CDCOR4 .00001
CD5 .00946 COCOR5 *00770
SPANWISE
XIC YIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
,1505 -,5030 -.9168 .8805 .4301
,1505 -,3333 -,9533 .8786 ,433B
,1505 -.1667 -.9829 .8765 ,4:vB
*1505 0.0000 -*9727 ,675g ,4389
,1505 .1667 -,9881 ,6761 ,4386
.1505 ,3333 -.9864 .8765 ,4377
,1505 .5000 -.9651 ,8776 ,4357
,4995 -,5000 -,4060 .9118 .3653
,499_ -.3333 -.4100 .9114 .3661
.4995 -.1667 -.4134 .9111 .3670
,4995 0,0000 -,4256 .9106 ,3679
.4995 .1667 -.4219 .9108 ,3675
.499_ .3333 -.4182 ,9109 ,3673
,499_ .5000 -,3937 ,9123 .3643
.7994 -,5000 -,1326 .9286 ,3267
,7994 -.3333 -.1246 .929I .3255
*7994 -,1667 -.1175 .9294 *3249
.7994 0.0000 -.1231 ,9290 ,3ZSB
,7994 ,1667 -,1214 *gzg3 ,3250
.7994 .3333 -.1204 .9294 *3249
*7994 ,5000 -*1207 .9292 .3254
C01 .01148 C0¢0R1 ,01079
C02 *011Q3 COCOR2 .01085
C03 .01130 COCOR3 .01039
CO4 ,01011 COCOR4 .00925
CO5 .01053 CDCOR5 *00873
5PANWISE
X/C YIC CP P_L/PT _LOC
,1505 -,5000 -I.1262 .8661 ,4530
,1505 -*3333 -1.1507 .0657 ,4583
,1505 -.1667 -1.1844 ,8639 .4617
,1505 0.0000 -1,10Z$ .8647 .4602
,1505 .166T -1,2090 .8630 .4633
,1505 .3333 -I.lq03 ,8633 ,4629
,1505 ,5000 -1,17Z0 .8646 ,4603
,4995 -,5000 -,4613 .9094 *3706
.4995 -,3333 -.4545 .9007 ,3721
,4995 -.1&67 -.4690 ,9081 .3735
*4995 0,0000 -,4813 ,q076 ,3745
,4995 ,166T -,4849 *q079 *3737
.4995 ,3333 -,4643 .9001 .3734
,4995 ,5000 -.4488 ,g093 ,3708
,7994 -*5000 -,1671 ,9274 .3297
,7gg4 -,3333 -,1380 ,9289 ._262
,7994 -,1667 -.1309 ,92ql *3255
,7994 0.0000 -.1364 *9290 *3290
.7994 ,1667 -.1371 ,q292 ,3253
,7994 ,3333 -.1315 ,9293 ,3252
*7994 ,5000 -.1348 .9269 .3261
C31 ,01219 CDCOR1 ,01153
C02 ,01220 CDCOR2 ,01124
¢03 ,01143 COCOR3 ,01047
C_4 ,01088 COCOR4 .01012
C05 *01169 COCOR5 *00905
5PANWISE
X/C Y/_ CP P_L/PT ML_C
,1505 -,5000 -1.2075 ,863B ,4620
.1505 -,3333 -1.2525 ,8610 ,4671
*1505 -.1667 -1.2923 ,8597 ,4695
,1505 0,0000 -I,2846 .0592 ,4703
,1505 ,1667 -1,2956 ,0564 .4719
.1505 *3333 -1.2942 .0584 .4718
.1505 *5000 --1.2004 ,8604 ,46_2
.4995 -,5000 -.4814 ,9081 ,3735
.4995 -,3333 -.4980 ,q072 ,3753
,4995 -,1667 -.4952 .go7§ ,3742
,4995 0,0000 -.5016 ,9063 ,3772
,4gg5 ,1667 -,5068 .9065 ,376B
,4995 .3333 -,5062 ,g067 ,3764
,4995 ,5000 -.4714 ,g092 ,3710
.?_94 -,YO_ -.I7_7 ,9263 ,3322
,7994 -,3333 -,1493 .9283 ,3275
,7q94 -.1667 -,1393 .9205 .327|
,?994 0,0000 *.1424 ,9289 *3262
,T994 .1667 -.1311 ,9291 ,3256
,7994 ,3333 -,137B .9290 ,3258















W/C CP PtL/PT _LDC
D.O000 -2,3o38 ,7909 .5_4
.0135 -3,8803 ,?037 ,7264
,OZTt -2.9668 .7579 ,b917
,0515 -2.3162 ,7956 ,5808
.0763 -1.9884 ,8172 ,5446
,1012 -1.72_5 .0328 .5176
.1503 -1.3903 .R535 .4804
.1994 -1*19Z2 .8653 .4591
• 1501 -i.0278 .8742 ,_422
,29_9 -.8996 .8_30 .4151
.)499 -.7_65 ._901 .4110
.399% -.6037 .8_50 ,399%
,4496 -.60%4 ,OOLO ,39_5
.4997 -.5354 .q0_9 .380Z
.5492 -._546 ,9093 .3707
.5999 -,3_46 .9138 .3610
,6495 -.3_10 *9176 .3523
,6q96 -,26_6 .9211 .34_5
,748_ -.2153 ,9243 .3369
,8003 -.1460 .928_ .3269
.8500 -.0_52 .9322 ,31_2
•_993 -*OLTB ,9363 ,3079
,0489 ,0%75 *9906 .2970
LOWER SURFACE
XIC CP P_LIPT HL_C
0.0000 -2.3038 .7909 ,_884
.0122 .9863 ,9978 .0564
,0251 .9543 ,9958 .0779
,0510 .7384 .9825 ,1587
*0755 .5919 .9738 *lqSO
.I000 .4?74 .966P .2200
,1509 .3276 .9571 ._48R
,2004 .2299 .9517 .2666
,2501 *1686 ,9476 .2782
.3002 .1311 ,9957 ,28_3
,3_07 .098q .9_39 .2883
.4000 ,0751 ,942% ,2920
.4503 *0627 .9416 ,2943
,5000 ,0459 .9404 ._973
.5506 .0397 ,9397 .2993
,5997 *0913 ,9390 .2988
,5502 .038q .0397 ._992
,7003 .03_9 .9396 .2905
.7497 ,0303 ,9303 ._001
.?gqB .0916 .9400 .29_3
.8503 ,0402 ,0398 .Zg_q
.9000 ,0335 .9394 .2999
.9_3 ,0691 .9419 .2935
C01 ,01317 C0COR1 ,0125%
C02 ,01329 CDCDR2 ,0122q
C03 .01235 CDCOR3 ,01143
C04 .01230 CDCOR4 *011%7
C05 .01431 COCOR5 .01250
5PANWISE
X/C YIC CP P,LIPT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.2947 .$57q ,4726
• 1505 -.3333 -1.344Z ,8534 ,%810
,1505 -,1667 -1.3826 ,8531 ,4015
• 1505 0.0000 -1.3903 *$_5 ,%E08
,1505 ,1667 -1,%051 ,0012 ,4851
• 1505 .33_3 -1.3995 .8500 .4872
,1505 .5000 -1.3783 ,853% .%0i0
.%995 -,5000 -.5076 ,q065 .3769
.4995 -.3333 -,_118 .9060 .37?9
,4995 -.1667 -,5E95 ,90_2 ,37_?
,499_ 0.0000 -.5364 .9049 .3_02
.%995 ,1667 -,5298 .0051 ,3790
.4995 .3333 -.5260 .90S1 .3790
,_995 .5000 -,5098 .9064 .3?72
,7994 -.5000 -,2066 .924? .3360
.7994 -.3333 -,I_97 .9276 .3292
.7994 -.1667 -.1485 .9283 .3275
,7994 0,0000 -.1460 .9286 .3269
,799% ,1667 -.1453 ,9205 ,3271
.7994 .3333 -,1455 .928S ,32?1





x/C CP PeL/PT HL_C
D,O000 -3,0413 ,7536 ,6_85
,3135 -%,38_4 ,6673 .7824
,0271 -3,_661 ,7372 ._7;3
.0515 -_.5050 ,7830 .6013
,3763 -Z.1341 ,8082 ,5597
,I012 -L._366 .82%9 .5319
• 1503 -1.4645 ,8473 ,_920
,1994 -1,_56 ._607 .4677
,2501 -1.0790 ,_722 ,4%60
,_99 -.q_l_ .8_00 .4310
.3499 -,8291 .8875 ._162
•399_ -.7212 ,_931 .4048
,%496 -.6318 ._ggb .3935
.4997 -,5494 .90_8 ._6
.5492 -.4653 ,9079 .373_
,5994 -*%041 ,9134 .3619
,6495 -.3489 ,q169 ,3551
.6996 -,2_I ,92_ ,3452
,74eq -,_258 .9248 ,3350
.q003 -*1507 ,92_2 .3277
,8500 -.0886 .93_0 ,31_5
,8g93 -,0_7 *9360 ,306?
,94_9 .0444 ,940B ,2_63
PT Z4.9699 PSI CN ,9601
TT 191.1568 K CM .0056




XlC CP _tl_? qL_C
0.0000 -3.0413 .7536 .64P5
.0122 .9548 .995_ ,0?78
,0251 ,9809 ,997_ *0610
,0510 .78P4 ._55 .1443
.0755 ,6495 .9773 .1813
• I000 ,5372 .9702 *_081
,1504 ,3R85 ,9610 .23_B
.200* ,2_%8 .95981 ,_76
• _501 ,2198 .9512 .7682
• 3001 ,1735 .g981 ._760
.3507 .1340 .9460 ,28_5
,4000 ,I102 .9441 ._878
.4503 ,0939 ,9431 .2904
.5000 .0_15 .042_ .2927
,5506 ,0084 ,9409 *7960
.5997 .0624 .9417 .2940
.6502 .0458 .9%0% ._97_
.7003 ,0439 .9405 .2970
.7497 ,0%04 .9%08 ,2963
.7998 ,0491 .9404 *1973
,9503 ,0442 .9%01 ,2981
.9000 *0366 ,9%03 ,297_
.9483 ,0703 .9424 ,_922
C01 .01432 C0C0_1 .01369
COZ .01%40 COCOR2 .01341
CD3 .01365 CDCOR3 ,012?2
C04 ,01589 COCOR4 .01499
CD5 .01893 CDCOR_ ,0171%
5PANWISE
XlC Y/C C_ P,L/PT _LOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.3430 .0566 .4752
.I_0_ -.3333 -1.4207 .8307 .%_59
,1505 -.1667 -1.%750 ,8%97 .%870
,1505 0.0000 *1,%6%5 .8%73 ,%920
.1505 .1667 -1.5066 .8467 .4q31
*1505 .3333 -1,4989 .0460 .49%_
.LS05 ,5000 -1.4_54 ,8490 .sE§q
,4995 -.5000 -.5543 .9030 .3025
.4995 -.3333 -,5267 .905? .3786
,4995 -.1667 -.5415 .q03q .3823
,%995 0.0000 -,5%%% ,9038 ,3826
.4995 ,1667 -,5554 ,9038 .3827
,4995 ,3333 -.555% *90%0 ,3823
,4995 ,5000 -.5_72 .9048 ,3805
,7994 -.5000 -.2901 .0223 *3%17
,799% -,3333 *.1937 ,9261 .3327
,7999 -.1667 -.1568 .920% ,3273
.7994 0.0000 -.1507 .9282 .3277
.7994 ,16_7 -.1464 .9210 .3281
.7994 ,3333 -.1_87 .9203 .3276





XtC CP P,L/_T _Lg:
0,0000 -3,6448 ,7164 ,7068
.0135 -4,9102 ,63_6 ,_265
.0271 -3.6013 ,7104 ,7071
,05|5 -2.7126 .77_R ._178
• 0763 -2.2_18 ,79_5 .5758
.I012 -l.q5b7 ,qlR5 .5_24
.1503 -I,5529 .84_3 ,_010
.199_ -l.319B .8565 ._754
• 2501 -1.1279 ,8685 .4530
• 7999 --,9A25 ,_779 ,%350
,3%99 -,8495 ,8852 ,4207
,3994 -.7593 ,_e_2 ,_067
,%496 -,6540 *_933 .3941
.4997 -.5662 *q026 .3851
.5492 -._47 .9079 .3739
.5994 -,4195 ,91ZO ,3648
,6495 -.3653 ,9|52 .3579
.699_ -,2862 .9105 ,}482
,T%89 ".??qO .9238 .33_1
• _003 -,1651 ,9277 ,32_9
.0500 -.I043 ,9316 .3195
• _993 -,0366 *9350 ,3110
• 9409 .0137 .93a6 ,3019
_T 2_.9671 o$I CN 1,0282
TT 191.0_72 K CM ,0075




X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 -3,64%8 .7164 .?068
,0122 ,90_3 ,9930 .1002
,0151 ,qgb1 ,99P% ,04_5
,0_10 ,_429 ,9890 ,12_5
,0755 ,?010 .9_03 ,16_5
,1000 *591% .9?37 ,1954
,1504 ,432% ,0638 .2799
• 200_ ,32"3 ,9574 *2499
,_501 ,2536 ,9S29 .1631
• 3002 ,Z033 .9501 .2712
,3507 ,1677 ,9976 ,2782
,4000 .1302 ,9460 ,2825
• 4503 ,1189 ,9452 ,2_47
• 5000 .0993 ,9%3% .2_q5
,5506 ,0R38 .9426 ,2916
C01 ,01587 COCOR1 ,01512
C02 ,01669 COCOR2 ,01547
C03 ,01692 C DCOR3 ,01502
C04 ,0124_ CDCOR4 ,0213%
C05 .03020 C OCOR5 ,02505
SP_WISE
_IC Y/C CP P_L/_T MLOC
.1505 -,5000 -1,2580 *8599 .%691
.1505 -.3333 -1.4432 .8501 ,4870
,1505 -.1667 -I*5096 .8%%S ,4971
• 1505 0.0000 -1.5529 .8%23 .5010
,1505 .1667 -1.5741 .840S .S041
• 1505 ,3333 -1,$802 .0918 ,5019
• l_05 .5000 -1.5425 .0422 .5012
.%995 -,5000 -,5932 ,9020 .396%
.%995 -,3333 *,5558 .q0%% .3814
• %995 -,1667 -,5556 ,9034 ,3E36
,499_ 0,0000 -,5662 .9026 ,3951
• 4995 .1667 -.5744 *9032 .3840
.4995 .3333 **5863 .9025 .3_33
,4995 ,5000 -,_506 .903? ,3029
.?qq4 -.5000 -.2990 ,91_2 .3488
,59_? ,0711 .9%10 .2933 .799% -,3333 **2653 ,9221 ,3421
,650Z ,0516 .9406 ,2968 .7994 -.1667 -,1857 ,9261 .3327
• ?003 ,0573 ,9406 ,2_69 .7994 0.0000 -.1651 .9277 *3289
,7%¢7 ,0490 .q407 ,2965 ,799% .1667 -,1582 ,92?8 .328?
,?0_ ,0%?3 ,9%06 ,2068 .7994 ,3333 -.1583 ,9286 ,3_69
,8503 ,0364 ,9401 ,_981 ,799% .5000 *,1586 .92?0 ,3208
.0000 ,0299 ,9391 ,300?
,9%_3 ,0%35 ,9%04 ,29?2
OR/GTNAL PAGE IS





XIC CP P,L/DT _LOC
0,0000 -4e1337 *b828 ,7586
• 0135 -5.247[ ,6173 ,_$93
.027[ -3.7977 .7045 .72§1
.0515 -Z.EO53 .7654 ,6_80
• 0763 -Z.35Z& ,79Z8 ,5_53
,1012 -2,028_ .8143 .5495
• 1503 -1.5735 .9400 .5050
• [994 -1,3446 ,_554 ,4774
• 2501 -1.1317 ,8684 ,4533
,2099 -1*0004 .P771 ,4366
.3499 -,8721 .0846 ,4219
,3994 -.756_ ,89Z0 ,4072
,4495 -*6529 ,8973 ,3963
,4997 -.5806 °9020 ,3_65
,5492 -,4059 .?081 ,3735
.5994 -,4314 ,_117 ,3655
,6493 --,3707 .9143 ,3598
,6996 -.3160 .0182 ,351[
,7469 -,2527 ,9229 ,340Z
,8003 -,1892 ,0263 .33Z2
.8500 -,1335 ,9291 .3255
,8993 -,0792 .9323 .3177
,9489 -.0290 ,9362 ,3082
PT 24.9675 PSI CN. 1.0656
TT 191.2023 K CM .0070




XtC CP PeLIPT qLOC
0,0000 -4,1337 *6528 ,75P5
.0122 .R675 .9905 .[167
,0251 .9983 .q985 ,0470
.0510 .6713 .9907 .1154
*0755 ,7387 *9825 .1588
.1000 ,6320 ,9762 .1857
*1500 .4605 .9653 ,7250
,2004 ,3584 ,9594 ,2439
,2501 ,2786 .9545 .2586
.3002 *2220 .951_ ,2677
,3507 .1789 .9486 *275%
.4000 .1533 .947_ .2793
,4503 ,1329 ,945& ,2841
.5000 ,0967 ,9434 ,2896
,5506 ,0903 .9438 ,2885
*5997 ,0760 .9%25 ,2919
.6502 ,055fl .9405 *2970
.7003 .0443 .9402 ,7979
,7497 ,0391 .9405 ,2970
.790_ .0359 .9400 ,2984
,_503 .0213 .9386 *3020
,9000 .0020 ,9373 .3053





_IC CP P.LtPT _L3C
C,0003 -4.5791 ,65_0 ,7967
.0135 -5,8191 .58_4 ,_136
• 0271 -3,9112 ,6990 ,7336
•0515 -2.9326 .7615 .6350
.0763 -2,4229 ,78_3 ,5926
• I012 -2.0702 ,8130 .5517
.1503 -1,6181 ,8400 ,5051
,199& -1,3402 ,8540 ,4709
,2501 -I,1555 ._6_3 ,4535
.2999 --.9014 ,8777 .4354
.3499 -*R516 ,8854 ,4204
.3994 -,7540 ,B024 .4063
,4496 -,6680 ,_070 .3968
.4997 -,5_30 .9015 ,3_74
• 5092 -.5000 ,Q054 .3792
• 5994 -.4552 ,o105 .36_2
,6495 -,4050 ,9137 ,3612
• 5995 -.3530 .916Z .35S6
,7489 -.2957 ,91_2 ,34_8
,R003 -,2482 ,9221 .3421
,8500 -.2030 *925_ .3332
.8993 -.IbO0 ,92_2 ,3278
.9489 -.1037 .93L7 .3192
PT 24.9649 PSI CN 1.1106
TT 191.0965 K CM .0021




XlC CP P;LIPT RLOC
0.0000 -4,579[ ,6580 ,7967
,0122 ,0197 ,9876 .1337
• 0251 1,0019 ,_9@7 ,0434
.0510 ,9002 ,9926 .1030
.0755 .755L .9841 ,1512
,lO00 ,6626 ,97§2 ,1776
,1504 .4885 ,9676 *_[72
,2004 .3805 .9603 .2411
,2501 .304[ ,9565 ,2526
,3002 .2462 ,952P *_634
,3F07 .1997 .9499 ,27|7
.4000 .[297 .9483 .2721
.4503 .1360 ,9460 .2826
,5000 .1067 ,9438 .2884
,5506 ,0939 *9426 .2915
• 5_97 ,0736 .9425 *2918
.6502 .0512 ,¢413 .2951
• 7003 ,040_ ,9402 ,2980
,7097 .0307 ,9392 .3006
,7998 .0170 ,9384 .3026
,8503 -*0030 .93_0 ,3035
,9000 -.0314 ,9360 ,3086





(IC CP °,LI_T RL3C
0,0000 -5,1051 ,6255 ,8467
.0135 -5,_032 ,5765 .9227
.027[ -4,0778 ,6919 ,7447
*0§[5 -_.9754 .7572 .5427
.0763 -2,4752 .7875 ,5940
,lOl2 -2.1_2 ,8101 .5566
,1503 -1,6_76 ,_390 ,5058
,1994 -1.3478 .8569 ,4746
._501 -1.1165 ,_704 ,4494
,2909 -,9_49 ,_815 .42_1
,3499 -,8456 .8882 ,4148
.3904 -,7484 .8933 .4045
,4496 -.6_7L ,8_93 ,3922
.4997 -,5069 ,9022 ,3_61
,5492 -*_463 ,9046 *3010
,5994 -,4q74 ,9070 ,3758
,6495 -,455_ ,0107 ,3677
,h996 -,41_B *9126 ,3635
,7489 -.3733 ,9153 ,3576
,8003 -,3_26 ,91_4 .3506
,8500 -.2794 ,_210 .3446
,8993 -.3055 ,0196 ,34_0
.9489 -,1a|4 .9263 ,3324
PT 24.9751 PSI CN 1.1575
TT [91.1427 K CP -.0121




XIC CP P,LIPT WLOC
0.0000 --5.[051 .6_5 *8467
.0122 ,7638 .9841 .1512
,0251 ,9931 ,99_2 *0500
• 0510 ,0190 ,9937 .0952
.0755 .7988 ,9864 .140l
.lO00 .6968 .9803 ,1687
,1504 ,5226 ,9696 ,_103
,_004 ,416_ .9634 .Z313
,7501 ,33_3 ,_585 .2466
.3002 .77P5 ,9554 ,2560
,3507 .2172 *q518 .2664
,4000 .1707 ,940_ .2737
,4503 ,1591 ._485 ,2756
,5000 .1240 ,0457 ,2833
.5506 ,0¢36 ,9435 .2893
,5997 ,0813 .9424 ,2922
.6502 ,0539 ,9415 .2945
.7003 ,0398 .9402 .2980
• 7497 *0216 .9392 .3004
.7998 ,0098 ,g385 ,3021
,8503 -,0203 ,o367 ,3068
,9000 -,0573 .9346 .312P
,9483 -,0641 .9340 ,3136
16
C01 .01877 COCOR1 *01805
C02 *02095 COCOR2 *01975
C03 ,02332 CDCOR3 .02220
COA .03800 CDCOR4 .03670
C05 .04948 C DC 085 ,04716
5PANWISE
XlC YlC ce P_LIPT MLOC
,1505 -.5000 -1.0406 ,8750 .4407
,1505 -.3333 -1.4039 .8519 .4838
.1505 -.1667 -1.5255 .8451 .496C
,1505 0.0000 -h5735 ,8400 ,5050
,1505 ,1667 -1,6270 ,8395 ,5060
,1505 ,3333 -1.6411 *8370 .5096
,[505 *5000 --1.6221 *8392 *5064
,4995 -.5000 -.6641 ,8975 ,3959
.4995 -.3333 -,6202 .9000 .3907
.4995 -,1667 -.5642 ,goz8 *3868
,4995 0.0000 -.5806 .9020 ,3865
,4995 ,L667 -,5845 ,9023 ,3858
,4995 ,3333 -.5864 .9020 ,3864
.4995 ,5000 -.5604 ,9030 ,3043
.7994 -.5000 -,3725 ,9146 ,359Z
,7994 -.3333 -.3036 .9152 ,3579
.7994 -.1667 -,2664 ,9208 .3451
,7794 0,0000 -.1892 ,9263 ,3322
,7994 ,1667 -.16_6 ,9272 .3301
,7994 .3333 -,1713 ,9280 .3203
,7994 ,5000 -,1636 ,9271 ,3303
CO1 ,02427 COC0_1 *02322
C02 .02833 CDCDRZ .02662
CD3 ,0346? CDCOR3 .03304
CO4 .07276 COCOR4 ,07[07
C05 *09076 COCOR5 ,08775
5PANWISE
X/C Y/C C_ _,L/RT RLOC
.1505 -*5000 -,9572 *8785 ,4339
.1505 -,3333 -1.2862 ,8587 .%714
.1505 -.1667 -1,5079 *8061 .4942
,[505 0,0000 -1.6181 ,8400 ,5051
• 1505 .1667 -1,6680 ,8349 ,5140
• 1505 *3333 -1,6991 .8334 ,5166
.1505 ,5000 -1.6867 ,835Z ,5[34
• 4995 -*5000 **7049 *8051 ,4007
• 4995 -,3333 -.68[7 .8953 .4003
,4995 -,1667 -.6160 *9002 .3903
,4995 0,0000 -,5830 ,9015 ,3874
,4995 .1&67 -,5937 ,9019 .3867
,4995 .3333 -*5963 ,0006 ,3894
,4995 ,5000 -*5762 ,9026 *3852
.?994 -*5000 -,4899 .g084 .37Z7
.7994 -*3333 -,4833 .9085 ,3726
,7994 -,166? -,3829 ,9133 *3620
• 7994 0.0000 -.2482 .gzzI ,34Zl
• 7994 ,1667 -*2056 ,9256 *3339
,7994 ,3333 -,[886 ,9264 ,3321
• 7994 *5000 -.1840 ,g256 *3340
C01 .03214 CDCORI *03[05
C02 ,03788 COCOR2 .03590
C03 ,04804 C 0 C 0R3 .04635
C_4 ,0%567 COCOR4 .09386
C05 .11135 CDCOR5 .10911
SPANWISE
R/C ¥/C C_ R.L/PT NLOC
*[505 -,5000 -*9190 ,8807 *4296
.1505 -.3333 *[,1439 .8675 .4549
,[505 -.1657 -[,4345 ,R49L ,4888
,1505 0.0000 -[,6276 .8390 ,5068
.1505 .1667 -1,6967 ,8329 ,5175
,[505 .3333 -1,737[ .8312 ,5204
.[505 ,5000 -[.7218 .8315 .5200
,4995 -,5000 -,7248 .8041 .40zq
.4995 -.3333 -,7139 *8943 ,4024
,4995 -,[667 -,6802 *8955 *%000
.4995 0.0000 -*5969 ,q022 *386[
.4995 .1667 -,5941 .90_0 .386_
.4905 .3333 -,6096 *g006 *3803
*4995 ,5000 -*5802 *g016 *3872
.7994 -,5000 -,5247 *9054 .3?93
,7994 -,3333 -.5327 *g056 ,3788
,7994 -,1667 -,4485 ,9103 .3686
,7994 0.0000 -.32Z6 .9184 ,3506
,7994 .1667 -.2468 .9223 ,3415
.7994 ,3333 -,2035 ,9256 ,3340
,7990 *5000 -.194[ ,9258 ,3334
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
_)_ ]L_K)R QUALIT_
TABLE II. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.30
















_IC CP P,LI=T 4L_:
0.0000 1.01b0 ,9996 ,Oz4e
,0135 ,0178 .9394 .2997
*0271 -.1044 ,9265 o3315
.0515 -,3015 ,9109 .34?0
.0763 -.3?31 ,9155 ,3564
.1012 -,3764 ,9151 ,35?4
.1503 -.368b ,9152 .3575
.1994 -,3674 ,9157 .3564
.2501 -.3396 ,9174 .3526
.2999 -,3234 ,91_8 .3494
.3499 -.2924 .920b .3453
.3994 --.2669 *9220 ,3421
*¢496 -.2390 .9234 .3389
,4QQ? -,2139 ,9251 .3348
,5492 -,1791 ,9275 ,3_92
,5994 -,15b$ .92_4 .3271
.6495 -,1321 ,9301 .3230
.bqb -.1040 .9319 .3155
.7489 -.0766 ,933? .3141
,RO03 -,0404 ._360 .3084
,RSO0 -.0015 .9342 .3028
.0993 ,0404 .9403 .29?4
,q409 ,0923 ,9435 .2885
LOWEg SURFACE
XIC CP PeL/PT NLOC
0.0000 1.0160 .9996 ,0248
.0122 .0086 .03R8 .3011
• OZS1 -,2145 ,9253 ,3344
,0510 -,3490 ,9170 .3535
.0755 -,3760 ,9153 .3572
,1000 -,3928 .9141 .3600
,1504 -,4007 ,9132 .3618
• 2004 -.381b .9148 .3583
.2_01 -.3534 .9165 ,3545
• 3002 -,3301 ,9184 .3504
,3507 -,3020 .9200 .3467
,4000 -,2734 .9216 .3431
• 4903 -,2431 *_231 ,3394
• 5000 -.2202 ,924? .3357
,5506 -.1919 ,9267 .3310
• 5997 -.1631 .92_0 .32e0
.6502 -,1456 .929_ .3250
,7003 -.1083 .9316 ._102
,?497 -,0790 .9335 ,3145
.TQ9B -,0405 .93_0 ,3084
• 8503 -,0064 .9379 ,30_9
.9000 .0207 ,9301 .3005
,9483 ,0961 ,9430 ,Z|g2
COl ,00837 COCOR1 ,00837
C02 .00820 COCOR2 ,00820
C03 ,00799 COCOR3 .00795
C04 ,00?8? COCOR4 ,00787
COg .007?7 COCOR5 .00777
5P4NdISE
XlC YI¢ CP P,LIPT MLOC
,1505 -,5000 -.3417 .9173 ,3528
,1505 -,3333 -.3634 ,9156 ,3561
• 1505 -,1667 -*3766 .9190 ,39'9
.1505 0.0000 -,3686 .9152 .3575
.1505 ,1667 -,3743 .9153 ,3572
• 1505 ,3333 -,3741 ,9152 .3576
,1505 .5000 -,3Slb ,9147 ,3586
,4995 -,3000 -,2094 ,9294 ,3341
.4995 -*3333 -.2068 ,9254 .3341
,4995 -,1667 -,2107 .9251 .3348
.4995 0.0000 -.2139 *9251 .3346
.4995 .1667 -.2112 09253 .3344
.4995 .3333 -.2061 ,9254 ,3340
,4995 .SO00 -.1890 .9264 .3318
.7994 -.5000 -.0425 ,9390 .3309
.7994 -.3333 -.0423 09351 .3107
.7994 -.1667 -.0408 .9350 ,3107
,7994 0.0000 -,0406 .9360 ,3084
,7994 .1667 -.0383 .9392 .3102
.7994 .3333 -.0361 .9354 .3097





XIC CP P,LIPT HLUC
0,0000 ,4R37 .9675 ,Z174
• 3135 .7452 .°B33 .1549
.0571 ,4752 *9669 *2193
.0S15 .2b02 .9540 .25Q9
.0763 .1155 .9454 .2840
.1012 ,054b .941b ,2943
• 1903 -.0199 .0370 .3059
.1994 -,0685 .9342 .312e
• ESOI -.0868 .9333 .3152
.2999 -.0064 .9329 .3161
.3499 -,Oqb5 .932_ ,3170
.3994 -.0051 .9326 .3168
,4496 -.OP?O .9330 .3157
,4997 -*0816 ,9332 .31§2
.5492 -.0_19 .4346 ,3114
.5994 -.0_I0 .9353 .310Z
.6405 -.0421 ,0357 ,3091
.690b -.0257 ,03b? .3065
.7489 -.0004 .9377 ,3041
,8003 ,0155 .q393 .3000
.RSO0 ,0352 ,9402 .2975
.8993 .0684 .9422 ,2923
,0489 .1015 .9442 .2871
PT 93.1289 PSI CN -,3902
TT 19_.5164 K C N .OOt9




XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC
0.0000 .4837 .0675 ,_174
.0122 -1.5235 .8651 ,4590
,0251 -1.1796 .8671 .4553
,0510 -1.0698 ,_740 ,4423
.0755 -,9597 .8005 .4297
,I000 -.8024 ,8042 .4_23
.1504 -,7q17 .8909 .4000
,2004 -.6004 .8067 .3971
.2501 -._lbe .q014 .3874
.3002 -,5477 ,q05_ .3780
,3507 -.488b .0089 .3713
.4000 -.4347 .9121 ,3643
.4503 -,3810 .9153 .3573
,5000 -,3420 .9175 .3574
,5_Ob -,2958 ,9205 .3455
,5907 -,2501 .9233 ,3391
,6502 -,21_S .0250 .3351
.7003 -.16_0 ,92fll ,3277
,7_97 -,1244 *q30b .3216
.7994 -,0?43 .93_0 ,3137
.B503 -.0342 .9360 .30_
.9000 .0123 .q3gg .3011
,9483 .0944 *9438 ,2483
CD1 ,00839 COCOR1 ,00828
COX .00836 C0_0R2 .007§4
C03 .OO60b COCOR3 .00775
C04 ,00796 COCOg4 *0079_
C05 .00763 COCOR5 .00701
SPAMMISE
XIC YIC CP P_L/PT NLOC
,1909 -.5000 -,03_7 .9399 .3065
.1505 -,3333 -,0455 .9354 .3098
,1505 -.1667 -.0465 ,9354 .30qg
.1505 0,0000 -,0199 .9370 ,3059
.1505 .1667 -.0392 .9358 .3089
.1505 .3333 -.0276 .9365 .3071
.1505 ,9000 -.0342 .9362 .3079
.4995 -.5000 -.0692 ,0345 .3121
.4995 -,3333 -,0761 .9341 .3131
.4995 -,1667 -.0775 ,9339 ,3135
.4995 0,0000 -.0616 .9332 .31_2
,4995 .1667 -.0716 .9344 .3124
,4995 ,3333 -,0734 .9343 ,3127
.4995 ,5000 -.0620 ,934B .3113
,7994 -.50_0 .00?2 .9390 ,300_
.7994 -.3333 .0093 ,9393 .3000
.7994 -.1667 .0111 .9393 .2999
,7994 0.0000 .0156 .9393 .3000
,7994 ,1667 .0142 .9394 .2997
.7994 ,3333 .0_85 .9395 .2986




PT 53,1303 oSI CN -,_020
TT IO9,6227 K CB .0009
RC 6.1534 qILLIOH CC -,0023
4LP_ -1.)752 OEG
UPPER SORFACE
XlC CP P_L/PT HL3C
0,0000 ,fie94 .o925 .1036
*0135 .4_41 ,9644 .2277
,0271 ,1816 .94_3 ,27b0
.0515 .0013 .9375 .3046
.0763 -.I036 .9311 .3206
.1012 -.150_ ,9281 ,3278
.1503 -.18Zb .9261 ,33_4
.1994 -,2135 ,9245 ,3362
,2501 -.2102 ,9243 .3343
.2999 -.204_ .9252 .1345
.34_9 -.1927 .9262 .3322
.3994 -,17B0 ,9272 .3298
.449_ -.1601 .Q782 ,3574
,499? -,14b0 ,928B ,3260
,5492 -,1169 .0305 *3219
.5994 -.1027 .9311 ,3204
,6495 -.08?0 ,_321 ,3179
,b99b -,062E ,_331 .3155
.748_ -.038_ .934B .3115
.8003 -.0132 .9363 .307b
.flSO0 .0191 .93B0 ,30_2
.8993 .0593 .9408 .2qbO
,9489 .0_74 .9435 ,28_9
LO_ER SUPFACE
_/C CP P.L/PT qLqC
0,0000 .8004 ,9925 .1036
.0122 -.5500 .9034 .3831
,02_1 -,66_0 ,8962 .3_81
,0910 -.6879 .8953 .4001
.0?99 -.5921 ,8975 .3955
.1000 -,6374 ,R@87 .3940
.1904 -.5_55 ,9014 ,39?3
.2004 -,5369 .9048 ,3_02
,2501 -.4445 .904? .371B
.3002 -,4324 .9113 .3661
.3507 -.3939 ._140 .3602
.4000 -*3926 .9167 ,3542
,4903 -.3101 .9191 ,3486
.5000 -,2796 ,9207 ,3451
.9506 -.2401 .9230 .3397
._997 -.20_ ,9248 ,3354
.b502 -.1016 .0264 .331_
.7003 -.1349 ,928b .3264
.7497 -,0971 .9313 .3200
,7994 -.0570 .9336 .3143
.8903 -.0201 ,_359 ,3087
,9000 ,0187 ,9386 ,3010
*9483 .0965 *9435 .2891
18
C01 .00?82 COCOR1 ,00774
C02 .00833 COCOR2 .00701
C03 .00?93 COCOR3 ,00762
C04 ,00804 COCOR4 .00764
C05 ,00786 COCOR5 .00739
SPAN_I$E
X/C YIC CP P_L/PT flLOC
,1505 -.9000 -.1932 .9297 .3339
,1905 -,3333 -,2076 ,9246 .33bl
.1909 -.1667 -.1890 .0259 .3330
.1509 0,0000 -.1626 .9261 .3324
.1904 .1667 -.2078 .9246 ,3396
,1505 .3333 -.1960 .9293 .3344
,1509 .9000 -,1951 .9255 .3338
.4999 -,5000 -.1333 .9294 .3246
.4995 -.3333 -.1360 ,9292 .3290
,4995 -.16b? -.1408 .9286 .3260
.4995 0.0000 -,1460 ,9208 ,3260
.4995 .1667 -.1407 .9289 ,3297
,4909 ,3333 -.1368 .9292 .3251
.4999 ,9000 -.1251 *9297 ,3237
.7994 -*9000 -.0161 .9360 ,3071
.7994 -.3333 -.0171 .9365 .3071
.?994 -.1667 -.0140 *9366 .3069
.7994 0,0000 -.0132 .9363 .3076
.7994 .1667 -,0098 .936_ .3062
.?994 .3333 -.0091 ,9370 .3059
.7994 .9000 -.0116 .9367 .3066
O,  C NALPAGE












XlC C p PpLIPT qL_C
0,0000 1.0184 ,@9_7 .0204
.0135 .0407 ,9402 .2975
• 0271 -.1745 .9270 ,3304
,O515 -.2864 .9202 .3461
.0763 -.3605 .Q154 .3570
• I012 -.3644 .914% .3591
.1503 -.3592 ,9157 .3564
• 1994 -,3618 .9154 .3P70
• 2501 -.3346 .9175 .3523
.2992 -.3139 .91_5 .3500
.3490 --.2805 .9205 ,3454
,3994 -,2636 .9270 ,3471
,4496 -.2300 *_236 .3383
• 4997 -*2065 .O2_O .3351
• _492 -.1737 .0271 .3300
.5994 -.1494 .9285 .3266
,6495 -.1278 .9300 .3231
.6996 -,0o67 ._318 .3189
.7489 -.0698 .9336 .3144
.8003 -*037[ *93_5 .3096
.8500 *0011 ,9378 .3037
.8993 ,0477 ,g407 .2967





XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,01_4 .9997 ,0204
,0122 .0070 .9382 ,30Z_
.0251 -,220B .qE42 .33?0
.0_10 -*3522 .9162 .3552
,075_ -.3815 .9141 .3599
,I000 -.3949 ,9130 .3623
,1504 -.3986 .9133 .3618
• 2004 -.3854 ,9140 ,3602
• 2FOI -.3550 .9163 ._551
.3002 -.3257 *9170 .3516
,3507 -,2958 ,9196 ._475
,4000 -.2716 ,g713 ,3437
• 4503 -.2371 ,9232 .3393
.5000 -.21_ ,9245 .3363
• 5506 -,IR_7 .9262 .3322
• 5997 1.158_ .9280 *3280
.6502 "*1420 .9291 .32S3
.7003 --.1027 .9314 .3197
,7497 -.0731 ,9334 .3145
.799_ -*037_ .9355 .3097
._503 -.003_ .9375 .3044
,qO00 .0279 .9395 ,2993
,9463 .IOOR ,9437 ,2a83
C01 ,00820 CDCOR1 .00812
C02 .03879 CDCOR2 ,00831
C03 ,00827 CDCDR3 .OOSO0
CD4 ,00821 CDCOR4 ,007|1
CD_ .00000 COCOR5 .00742
SPAN_ZSE
XIC vie CP P;LIPT qLOC
.1505 -,5000 -*3293 .9175 *3523
.1505 -.3333 -.3527 .9165 ,3546
• 1505 -,1667 -.3639 .9156 .3_7
.1503 0.0000 -.3592 .9157 .3564
.150_ ,1667 -.3650 ,91_3 ,3572
,1505 ,3333 -.3639 .915? ,3_64
.1505 .5000 -.3708 .9151 .3576
,4995 -*_000 -.2028 *92_3 .3344
.4995 -,33_3 -,2012 .92_4 .3341
.4995 -.1667 -.2012 .9261 .3324
.4995 0,0000 -,2065 ,9250 .335|
,4995 .1667 -.2063 .9251 ,3349
,4995 .3333 -.2020 .9233 .3342
,4995 ,5000 -,1814 ,9273 .3296
,7994 -,5000 -,0369 .9362 ,3079
.7994 -,3333 -,0373 .9360 .3083
.7994 -,1667 -,0340 ,9361 .3081
.7994 0,0000 -.0371 ,9355 ,3096
.7994 *2667 -*0328 *9364 *3073
.7994 .3333 -,030_ .9364 ,3073










XlC CP P;L/PT _L_C
0,0000 .9200 .9939 ,3034
.0135 -.4_[9 ._102 ,3605
*0271 -._044 .9027 .3_46
*0515 -.613_ .Q02S ,3_50
.0763 -.635R .2014 .3_75
.1012 -,6033 .9034 ,3831
.1503 -.5406 ,9072 .3751
.1994 ".5115 .90_8 .3716
.2501 -,4574 .9119 ,3647
.299_ -.4217 .9141 *359Q
,3499 -*3027 .9166 ,3_43
.3994 -.3378 .9190 .3490
.4496 -,?_2 .9216 .3430
,4Q97 -.2691 .9232 .3392
.5_92 -.2252 ,o257 .3334
*5994 -.1938 .927_ .3291
,6495 -,1630 .9205 .3244
.6996 -,133§ .9313 ,3199
.7489 -.0969 ,o336 .3144
._003 -,0_31 ._360 ,3033
*_500 -.0107 .93_6 .3010
.6993 .0365 ,9415 ,2943





XIC CP PeLIPT qLOC
0.0000 ,9200 ._939 ,0934
.0122 ,4_$3 .964o .2260
.0251 .1514 .9479 .2771
.0510 -*0487 .9367 .3079
.0755 -.1278 .9316 ,3192
.I000 --.1733 .9290 .3257
*150_ -.7152 .926_ .3316
,2004 -,2320 .9234 .3341
.2501 -,2237 .9259 .3330
.3002 -.2143 ,9264 ,3316
.3507 -._059 .9271 .3300
.4000 -.18AO ,9281 .t276
.4_03 -.1614 .92_7 .3238
,5000 -.1527 ,9301 ,3228
,5506 -.1304 ,93L3 .31_8
,5_97 -.I094 .93_? .3166
,6_02 -.0971 .9334 .3148
.7003 -*0712 .93_0 .3107
.7497 --,04A1 .9367 .3066
.799_ -.0099 .q386 .3018
,8503 .015_ .9401 .2978
,qO00 ,0349 .9413 ,2947
.9403 .1035 ,9453 ,2S41
C01 .00618 CDCOR1 .00809
C02 .00853 CDCOR2 .00810
C03 ,00817 CDCOR3 ,O0?qS
CD4 .00817 CDCOR4 ,00780
CD5 .00750 CDCQR_ .00697
sPAq_[sE
XlC YIC CP P,LIRT NLOC
.1505 -.SO00 -.5046 .9089 .3713
,1505 -.3333 -,5344 .9071 ,3753
.1505 -.1667 -.5§41 .9060 ,3775
,1505 0,0000 -,5406 .9072 .3791
*1_05 .1667 -,5535 .9060 .3776
.1505 ,3333 -.5570 ,qos7 ,3782
.1505 .5000 -,5317 ,9074 .3746
.499_ -.5000 -.2581 .9234 .3388
,4995 -,3333 -.2642 ,9231 .3396
.4995 -,1667 -,2655 .9230 ,3396
.4995 0,0000 -._691 .9232 .3392
,4995 .1667 -.2619 .9232 .3393
.A995 ,3333 -,2658 .9230 ,3398
.4995 .5000 -.2421 .9244 .3363
,7994 -.5000 -*0556 ,9355 .3093
,7994 -.3333 -.0569 .9353 ,3100
.7994 -.1667 -,05A1 .9359 .30_5
,7994 0*0000 -*0531 .9360 *3003
,7994 *1667 -.0337 ,9356 .3093
,7994 ,3333 -,0516 ,9356 *3092





XlC CP P_LI¢T _LOC
0.0000 ,5256 .g698 .2093
*013_ -1.12R0 *_701 *4497
.0271 -1.1016 ._718 ,4465
.0515 -,9846 ,_7_9 .4327
.0763 -.0394 ._818 ,4271
.1012 -,8589 .4863 .4193
.1503 -.7403 ,_937 .4033
.1994 -.6750 *_9_0 ,3945
.2501 -.5903 ,9022 ,3_57
*299_ -,5367 ._0_% ,3781
.3499 -*4748 .9095 .3701
.3994 -.4268 *_127 .3631
,4496 -.3722 .91S5 ,35F8
.4997 -.3291 .91_0 *_511
.5492 -.2R16 ,9212 .343_
.5994 -,2397 .9236 .3387
.6495 -,20§3 .9259 ,3329
.6996 -*1629 *_291 .3253
,7489 -.1219 .9314 .3196
.8003 -.0767 .9339 ,3136
.B_O0 -,0276 .936_ .3071
.6993 ,02uI ._400 ,2982
.9_dq .0956 .9438 *_R83
PT 53.1274 PS! C_ .3597
TT 192.5598 K C_ -.0007




XfC CP P_L/PT NL0C
0.0000 .5256 .9690 .2_93
• 0127 ,7422 .4_30 .1563
.0251 ,4629 ,9662 .2218
.0510 .1968 ,9502 .2708
.0755 ,1051 ,944? ,28_7
,I000 .0300 .9400 .20e2
.1_04 -.0525 ,9351 .3105
• 2004 -.09_3 .9330 ,3157
,2501 -,1008 .9319 ,3106
• 3002 -.I0_0 .9317 .3191
.350? -.1005 .9316 ,3192
.4000 -,1047 .9321 .3190
• 4503 -.0916 .9325 .3170
.5000 -,0054 .9328 .3163
.5506 -,0752 ,933? ,3141
,_997 -*05_0 ,9346 .311_
• 650_ -.056? .9349 .3112
• 7003 -.0310 .93?0 ,30_8
.7497 -.01_1 .9300 .3032
.?998 ,0118 .9392 ,3001
.0503 ,0312 ,9401 .2980
.9000 .0441 .9409 *2957
.94R3 .1099 ,9446 ,2_9
19
C01 ,00837 CDCOR1 .00829
C02 ,00873 COCOR2 .00e27
C03 .00830 COCOR3 .00607
C04 .00835 COCOR4 ,00799
C05 ,00766 COCOR5 ,00713
SPkN_SE
X/C Y/C CP R,L/PT NLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -.6963 .8963 .3979
• 1505 -.3333 -,724? .0943 .40_1
.1505 -,1667 -.7458 ,8933 .4040
.1505 0.0000 -.7403 .0937 .4033
.1505 .1667 -.7550 ,092? ,4053
• 1505 .3333 -.7505 .8927 .4053
• 1505 .5000 -*7246 .0946 .4014
.4995 -,5000 -*3236 .9191 ,340?
,4995 -,3333 -.3287 .9184 ,3S02
.4995 -.1667 *.3235 ,9164 .3503
• 4995 0*0000 -.3291 .qlBO .3511
.A995 ,1667 -.3278 ,9100 .3493
,4995 *3333 *,3304 ,9183 ,3_04
.4995 .5000 -,2956 .9201 .3465
• 7994 -.5000 -.0796 .9332 .3154
.7q94 -,3333 -.0?03 .9339 ,3137
.7994 -.1667 -,074_ .9336 ,3142
.7994 0*0000 -.0767 *9339 *3136
,7994 ,166? -.0?53 *9334 .3147
• 7994 ,3333 *.0730 ,9342 .3129







X/C CP PsLIPT HL_C
0,0000 -.1626 .928? .3263
.0135 -1,4000 .8250 ,5308
,0271 -L,6730 .8306 ,5054
,0515 -1,3934 ,8559 ,4761
*0763 -1.2699 ,8632 .4625
,IOZZ o1.1375 ,_712 ,4476
,1503 -.g500 .8820 .4266
.1994 -.8406 .8684 .4139
,2501 -,730Z .8053 ,4000
.2999 -,6507 ,9000 ,3902
,3499 -,5709 *Q046 ,3806
.3994 -,5103 .q088 ,3715
,4496 -,4435 ,91_5 ,3636
.4997 -,3934 ,9150 .$550
,549Z -,3302 ,Q188 ,3494
.5994 -,2P62 .9218 .34Z4
.6495 -,2424 ,9244 ,3365
,6996 -,!409 .9Z26 ,3290
,7489 -.|_47 ,0300 ,323Z
,B003 -,0904 ,9332 .315Z
.8500 -.0396 .9363 .3076
,8993 ,0229 .9400 ,_982
,9489 ,0034 ,9439 .2880
PT _3.1258 PSI ¢N ' *$488
TT 109,6421 _ _l -,00_?




0.0000 -.162_ .qZ87 ,3263
,0122 ,932? ,9948 ,0873
.0Z51 .711Z .9415 ,1634
.0510 .4384 .9651 .2253
*0755 ,3112 .9576 ,2403
,I000 ,2167 .9519 .2633
.1504 .1036 ,9450 ,Z849
.2004 .0444 ,9414 *2044
.2501 ,0164 ,9309 .E983
,3002 -,0032 ,9387 ,3014
.3507 -.0172 ,9377 .3040
,4000 -.0233 ,9378 ,3038
.4503 -.0181 ,9379 ,3036
,5000 -.0234 ,9372 .3053
.5506 -,01_1 .0377 .3040
,5997 -,O0_S ,_384 ,30_Z
.650Z -.01Z8 .9381 ,3030
,7003 ,OOqZ ,9395 .2904
,7497 .0205 .9399 ,2985
,?QQ_ *0411 ,9411 .295_
.8_03 ,050Z .9417 ,Z9_8
.9000 ,0564 .9420 ,7930
,048_ .1122 ,8450 .Z iSO
CDI .00878 CDCORI .0087Z
COZ ,ooqz5 CD¢ORZ .00870
C03 ,00|43 C0C0R3 ,00816
C04 ,00909 CD¢OA4 *00867
COS ,00?37 COCOR5 *00739
SPANWISE
XIC YIC CP P*L/PT MLO¢
• 1505 -,5000 -,8983 .8849 ,4210
.1505 -,3335 -,9310 ,0832 ,4244
• I_0_ -.1667 -,9590 .88Z0 ,4Z6_
• |505 0.0000 -,q500 .8820 ,4266
,1505 ,|667 -,9568 .8314 ,4279
• 1505 .3333 -,0393 ,4815 ,4277
.1505 ,5000 -.9363 ,8831 ,4246
,4995 -.5000 -,3867 *9151 ,3576
,4905 -,3333 -,383_ .915Z ,3579
,4995 -,1667 -,3880 ,0131 ,3577
,4995 0,0000 -,3934 .9150 .3580
.4095 ,[667 -*3915 .9148 .3583
,4995 .3333 -.3841 ,9151 ,3577
,4995 ,5000 -.3547 *9171 ,3_3Z
.7094 -,5000 -.100_ *@3ZZ ,3177
,7994 -,3333 -,0952 *9326 ,3167
.?994 -.1667 -,0946 ,9329 03160
,?qq4 0.3000 *,0904 ,933_ ,3152
.7994 ,1667 -,0032 ,9327 ,3166
,7994 .3333 -.0877 ,9331 .3156




PT 53.1[63 eSI _N .7303
TT _00.4259 K CN -.0005




{IC CP 8_LIPT _L_C
0.0000 -1.1694 ,_675 ,4545
• 0135 -2.729[ ,?74_ .614_
• 0271 -Z.3036 ,7907 ,5751
• 0515 -1.8325 .P276 .526_
• 3763 -1,6100 .8407 ,5033
.1012 -1,42_1 .85Zl .4831
,1503 -1,1548 .8685 .4527
.1994 -I,0039 ,8776 ,4353
,Z501 -,P657 .88_8 ,4192
,2999 -,7641 ,8919 ,4069
• 3499 -,6683 .8976 ,395Z
.3994 -,5893 ,9026 *_848
,4496 -,5124 .9077 ,3730
.409_ -.4508 ._112 .3664
.5492 -,3_08 ._155 .3569
,5094 -.3_51 .9185 .t408
• 6695 -.2776 ,9217 ,3426
.6996 -.2_7 .9_0 .3350
• 7489 -.1655 .9278 ,32F3
.8003 -.i070 .9318 *_L88
.8500 -.0471 .9357 ,3091
• 9993 *016_ .q_O ._81
,q48J ,0935 ,4444 .E866
LO_ER SURFACE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 -1,1604 ,8675 ,4545
.01Z2 1.0200 .qqq8 .015_
.0251 .e776 ,9912 .1123
,0510 ,6298 .9763 .1853
,0755 ,4812 .9672 ,21#3
,lO00 ,3806 ,9611 .2384
.1504 ,E505 ,0534 .E617
.ZOO4 .1709 .9485 .E753
.2501 ,1241 .0456 .2_3E
.300Z ,0923 ,9437 ,2884
.3507 ,067_ .94_1 ,2925
,4000 *0555 .9416 ,2941
• 4503 .0537 ._417 ._936
,5000 .0397 ,9407 ,_q6z
,5506 .0338 ,9407 ,2962
,5_97 ,0421 .9408 ,2963
.650Z .OZ_ .940Z .E977
,7003 ,0453 ,9410 ,2955
,7497 ,0516 .9410 *2055
,7998 ,0650 ,442E .Zq2§
• 8503 ,070S ,9427 ,2909
,9000 .0654 .942_ ,2905
,9483 ,1174 ,94_8 .ZFZ?
CD1 .00964 COCOR1 .00059
CD2 .03034 COCOR2 .00900
C03 ,00949 CDCOR3 ,00926
C04 .00_73 COCOR4 ,00935
COS .00i69 COCOR§ .00820
SP4MVISE
XlC YIC CP PtLIPT MLOC
,1505 -,5000 -1.0941 ,8732 ,4438
,1505 -,3333 -[,139E .0706 ,4486
• 1505 -,1667 -1,1625 .8698 ,45o3
.1505 0.0000 -1.1548 .8685 .4527
,1505 ,2667 -|.1659 *_689 ,4_19
• 1505 .3533 -1.1736 ,8686 ,45_5
.L503 ,$000 "1,1436 ,8709 ,4482
,4995 ",5000 -.4340 *qlZ? .36Z9
• 4993 -.3333 -.4428 ,9123 .3639
,499_ -,1667 -,4488 *9124 ,3637
,4995 0.0000 -,4508 ,9112 .3664
,4995 ,1667 -,4457 ,9120 ,3645
,4095 ,3333 -,4460 ,9123 ,3643
,4995 ,5000 -,4136 .0145 ,3591
• 7994 -,5000 -,IZ35 ,9313 .3200
,7994 -,3333 -.1158 .9317 .3189
,7994 -.1667 -.1095 ,9318 ,3187
,7994 0.0000 -.1070 ,9318 .3188
,7994 ,1667 -,3066 .9323 ,31?6
,?q94 .3333 -,1060 ,93Z3 .3175













XlC CP F,LIPT _LOC
0.0000 -1.7631 .8327 .3174
,0135 -3.2033 .7459 ,_602
,OZT[ -2,643Z ,779_ ,b071
.0515 -Z,0615 ,8133 *$508
*0763 -1,7854 ,8303 .5_17
.1012 -[.55_4 .8433 *4984
.1503 -1.7621 .86Z0 ,4648
,[994 -_*0_61 .87_9 .4443
*_50L -,92_9 .682_ ,4Z61
.Z099 -._220 ,8_4 .4120
.3499 -,7167 .8951 .4005
,3994 -,6_75 *_005 .38_3
.4496 -,5480 ,9053 .379Z
,4qq? -.477Z ,9099 .369Z
,5492 -.4046 *_14Z ,3598
,_994 -,3467 *q175 ,35Z4
.6495 -,28P? ,9Z06 .3453
*bqq6 -,2283 ,9245 *3362
.?489 -,I742 ,OZ?5 *3Zql
,9003 -,11Z2 ,9317 .3189
,8500 -,0481 ,93_T ,3091
*8093 *O_Z2 .9398 ._08_
,9489 .0935 .4490 *2877
LO_E o SUPFkCE
X/¢ CP P_L/FT qLa¢
0.0000 -1.7631 .83?? ,5174
,012_ 1,020_ ,9998 .0154
*0_1 ,940? *9950 .0841
,0510 ,?057 .9808 .1664
,0755 .55FZ ,9719 .2018
,1000 .453? ,9655 ,2242
,1504 ,311_ .9570 ,2508
,Z004 .2286 .95ZI ,Z6$Z
,2501 ,1791 ._400 ,_739
,300? .1394 ,9470 ,_?95
,3_07 ,1107 ,9450 ,2850
*4000 ,0920 .9439 .ZFgO
.4503 .0_24 ,9433 ,ZA_5
,5000 .0703 .94_6 .2909
*5506 .0643 .9424 ,E920
,5097 ,06Z3 ,9421 ,29?6
,650Z ,0521 ,9412 ,EgSO
.7003 ,0657 ,94_3 .29_3
.7_97 ,06T4 .94_1 ,?9?6
.7998 ,0780 .9432 ,2898
,8503 .0319 ,9435 ,2889
,9000 *0775 ,@43Z .ZR98
,9683 ,1194 .9453 ,Z835
C01 .01045 COCOM1 .01040
CDZ ,01124 CD¢082 ,01083
CD3 .01035 CDCOR3 .01014
C04 ..01048 COCOR4 .01016
CD5 .00025 COCORS .O0|Sl
SPkNM_SE
X/C ¢1C CP P_L/PT qLOC
,1505 -._000 -l.lqO? .86?3 .4550
• 1505 -.3333 -I.2Z79 ,8643 .4605
,1505 -.1667 -1,2610 ,8633 .46_5
.1505 0,0000 -1.2621 .86?0 ,4648
• 1505 .1667 -1,2677 .8626 ,463?
• 3505 ,3333 -1.2653 ,8621 ,464?
.1505 .5000 -l,2455 .8642 .4608
• 4995 -*5000 -,4548 ,9115 ,3656
,4095 -,3333 -,4710 ,010? .3673
• 4995 -,1667 -,4678 ,9]05 .36?9
.4995 0.0000 -,477Z ,9099 ,3697
,4995 ,1667 -.4692 ,9107 ,36?5
• 4995 .3333 -,4740 .9108 *3677
.4995 ,5000 -.4312 ,9127 ,3631
.7994 -.5000 -,1336 ,9305 ,3219
,7994 -,3333 -.1734 .931E .3Z03
,7994 -.1667 -.1143 *0334 .3398
.7994 0,0000 -.1122 ,9317 ,3189
,7994 .1667 -.1110 ,9318 ,31#6
,?994 ,3333 -.1101 ,9320 .3153














XlC CP P.L/PT HLOC
0.0000 -2.4197 .701S .5870
• 0135 -3.6081 ,7133 ,7111
.0Z71 -2,Q_42 .T581 ,6609
• 0515 -2.2057 .8003 .5725
• 0763 -1.9649 .818b ,5419
• 1012 -1.7081 ."328 .5172
• 1503 -1,3616 ._542 ,4791
.1994 -1.1692 .B6_5 °6564
.Z501 -.9990 .8767 .6370
• 2999 -.R60L .SR46 ,4215
.349q -.7505 .8921 *%066
,3994 -,6501 .8979 .3946
• 4496 -.5841 .0032 .3835
• 4997 -,5031 .9079 .3735
• 5492 -.4291 ,9119 ,3648
.5994 -.3646 .0155 .356_
• 6495 -.3056 ,gL_q .3¢90
.6996 -.Z430 ,qZ20 *3410
.7489 -,lOP4 ,9258 .3333
• 8003 -,i189 ,9304 *3223
•_500 -,0_I *9343 .3125
,8993 .0152 .0383 o3026
.q489 .OATO ,9425 .Z915
LO_£R SUPF4CE
XIC CP P*LIPT HL_C
0,0000 -2,41q7 ,7915 *58?0
.0121 1.0067 .9q90 ,0379
*0251 *9798 *99?4 .0610
.0510 .7709 *9868 .1477
,07_S .61S5 .97S8 .1969
,1000 .5194 .0692 .2117
.1504 .3703 .9601 .2415
.2004 .1807 .9S48 .2575
.Z501 .2_45 .9513 .E675
.3002 .1R66 .94_0 .2740
.3507 .1531 .9473 .27_6
.4000 .1366 .9462 ._817
.4503 .1147 .9453 .2841
.5000 .i022 .9444 .2864
.5506 .0932 .0436 .2887
,5997 ,08_5 .9431 .2900
,650_ ._726 *9_20 ,2929
.7003 *0809 .9420 *2930
.7497 .0790 .9421 .2975
.799_ .0911 .9437 .2809
._503 .08e8 .9431 .2901
.9000 .07P3 .9621 ,_9Z6





Xl_ CP P.LIDT ML_C
0.000_ -3.108L .74_7 .55_Z
.0135 -4,Z177 .6_28 .75_Z
• 0Z71 -3,3390 .7364 .6751
.0515 -Z.5277 .7850 ,5961
.0763 -2.1338 .EOq7 .55_4
.I012 -I.R531 .8263 .5286
.1503 -1.4608 .8507 .4856
,1994 -1,_501 .A635 .4621
,2501 -1.0602 .8743 .4616
.2999 -.9279 .8833 ,4241
.3499 -.EOOZ .8900 *_108
,3994 -.6077 .89_ .4000
,4496 -.6062 .9016 .1870
• 4997 -.5_85 .9064 .3766
.5492 -.445_ .9106 .3677
,5994 -.3818 .9144 .3592
,6495 -.3189 .9189 .349_
.6996 -.E_39 ,9131 .3303
.7489 -.i_08 .Z?Z ._98
._003 -.11_3 .9314 ,3197
,8500 -,0605 .0346 .3118
.8993 .0148 .9389 .3011
.9_89 .ORSO .9430 ._g02
Pr 5_.1344 PSI CN .9867
TT 200.3026 K CH .0016




XlC CP P,LI_T HL_¢
0.0000 -_,1061 _7497 .654_
• OiZ_ ,9664 .9966 ,0700
• 0151 1.0106 .999_ *0328
.0510 .5302 .9884 .1291
.0755 ,6894 ,9798 .1708
.1000 .5790 .9732 .1971
.1504 ,4324 ,9645 ._?4
.Z004 .328@ .9583 ,2470
.2501 ._712 .9546 .2579
.3001 .227_ .9525 .264_
.3507 ,1890 .94a7 ,27_i
.4000 .1662 ,0479 ._7?i
.6503 .1498 .9472 .2780
,5000 .1276 ,0460 ,2826
,550_ ,1187 .9649 ,2R81
.5997 .10?? ,944_ *2870
.6502 .0906 .9436 ,2886
.7003 .0961 .9447 .2_70
.740? .095_ .9444 .7867
• 799 n .i061 .9449 .6852
.4503 .0960 ,9438 .2_81
.9_00 .0785 ,0427 ,2910





KIC CP P_LIPT HL_C
0.0000 -3.8403 .7058 .TZZ7
.0138 -4.7335 .65_2 .8051
,0171 -3.6832 .7153 ,7080
.0515 -2.7462 .7739 *6157
.0763 -_.3160 .8001 .57_9
,1012 -1.9R26 .8206 .5383
.1503 -1.5703 .8452 .4955
.1994 -1.3178 .8803 ,4698
.Z501 -1.1226 ._71_ .6476
,2999 -.96;8 .8804 ._29_
.34q9 -.8408 .8881 .6147
.3994 -.7436 .R946 .4015
.4496 -.6363 .9005 .3893
.4997 -._63 ._046 ,3805
,549_ -.467_ .9098 ,3693
.5994 -.3960 ,9146 .3588
.649_ -.3364 .91_I .3508
.6996 -*_633 ,92_6 .3405
.74_ -.2005 ._26_ .3311
.8003 -.1298 .0311 ,3105
.8500 -.0639 .9346 .3119
.8993 .0120 .93_9 ,3009
.o489 ,0756 .94_7 .2910
pr 53.1375 ps_ cN 1.0672
TT 200.2v67 K CH .0022




XlC CP P_LI_T qL_C
0.0000 -3.9403 .7058 .7227
• 0122 .9127 *9933 .0977
.0251 1o0208 .9099 .0140
.0510 .8802 .9914 .II07
.075_ .7470 .9835 .I_42
.I000 .6428 .9773 .1810
• 1504 .4863 .9680 .2158
._004 .3855 ,9617 .7365
• 2501 ,3174 .9576 *_490
,3001 .ZTTS .9551 ,2565
.3507 .2271 ,95_2 ,2650
.4000 .1954 .0506 ,2605
.4503 .1790 .0694 .2730
.5000 .1503 .9473 .2787
• 5506 .1408 .9466 ,2HO_
,5997 ,1315 .9464 .2813
.6502 .1037 .9447 ._857
.7003 .iI0_ .0_51 ,E_46
.7497 .1060 ,9447 .2957
.709H .II08 ._4_5 ._837
,8503 .10_0 .9444 ,2_65
.9000 ,0839 .943E .2897
.94_3 .1121 ,0450 .2_81
21
COl ,011_6 CDCO_I ,OIlEI
C02 .01204 CDCOR2 .01163
C03 .01106 CDCOI3 .01085
CD4 ,01062 COCOR4 .01031
CD5 .0_989 CD_OR3 .00944
5Pk_ISE
XlC _/C CP P_LIPT NLD¢
.1505 -.5000 -1.2926 .8578 ,47Z6
.1505 -.333_ -1,3395 .855Z .4773
,1503 -.1667 -1.3656 .0538 .4_0
.1505 0.0000 "h3616 .0542 .4791
• 1505 .1667 -h3798 .8S_5 .48E3
.1505 *3333 -1,3862 .0824 .4025
.1505 .8000 -1.3842 ,|548 ,4787
.4998 -,5000 -.4878 .9069 .3756
.4995 -.3333 -,4963 .9066 ,3763
.4995 -,1667 -.4960 .9067 .3761
,4995 0.0000 -.5032 .9079 .3735
.4995 .1667 -.8073 .9087 ,3781
.4995 .3333 -.3022 .9062 .37?1
.4995 .5000 -.4605 .9089 ,3714
,7994 -.5000 -.1518 ,9286 ,3Z64
.7904 -.3333 -*1315 .qzqo .3255
.7994 -.1667 -.1243 .9299 .3235
.7994 0.0000 -.1189 ,9304 .3Z23
.7994 .1667 -.1211 .9305 ,3219
.7994 ,3333 -.1176 .9299 .3234
.7994 .5000 -.12_5 .9_98 *3Z36
C01 .01206 CDCOR1 .01194
CO_ .01161 COCOR2 .012Z3
CD3 .01198 CDCOR3 .01170
C04 .01136 C DCORk *01103
CO_ .01049 CDCOR3 .01008
SPkqWISE
X/C fie CP PsL/PT HLOC
,I_03 -.5000 -1.3762 .|542 ,4792
,1505 -.3333 -1.4267 .8518 .4836
.1805 -.1667 -1,4_61 .8510 ,4049
.l_O_ 0.0000 -1,4608 .0_0? ,40S6
,1905 .1667 -1.4778 ,9480 ,4904
.1_05 ,3333 -L.4780 ,8487 ,4892
.1_05 ,5000 -1,4463 ,0516 ,4039
,499S -.5000 -*4984 .9081 ,3T31
.4995 -,3333 -.51_? .90?? .3739
,4995 -,1667 -.5172 .9074 .3745
.4995 0,3000 -.328S ,9064 .3?66
.4995 ,1667 *._229 ,9066 ,3?63
,4995 ,3333 -.8253 .9073 ,3?4?
,4995 ,5000 *.4810 .q096 *3698
,?904 **5000 -,1724 .9_82 ,3275
.7994 -.3333 -.1430 .8306 ,322?
.7994 -.1667 -,1330 ,9300 .3232
.?994 0.0000 -.1183 ,9314 *3197
,7994 .1667 -.1249 ,9310 .3206
.7994 .3333 -.1277 .q312 ,3202
.7994 .3000 -.1309 ,9301 ,3229
C01 ,01316 COCOR1 .01314
COZ .01412 COCOR2 ,01368
C03 ,01322 COCOR3 .01306
C04 .01229 C_OR4 ,01203
COS .01156 CDCOR5 ,01206
5PAN,IS[
X/C Y/C CP PeL/PT HLOC
,1805 -,5000 -1.4530 .8800 ,4868
• I_05 -,3333 -1.5180 .8474 .4916
• 1505 -,1667 -1.8572 ,6445 ,4966
.1505 0.0000 -1,5703 ,0452 .495S
.1805 .1667 -1.S739 ,8427 .4999
.1505 .3333 -1.5826 .8435 .6984
.1_05 ,3000 -h5556 ,8446 .4964
• 4995 -.5000 -.5181 .9078 .3?37
.4995 -.3333 -*8397 .90S6 .3784
.4995 -,1667 -.5415 .q057 .3783
.4995 0,0000 -,5563 ,q046 ,3805
,4995 ,1667 -.5508 .90Sq *3??9
.499_ ,3333 *,5326 .9048 ,3801
.4993 .3000 -.5068 ,90?8 ,3?38
.7994 -.3000 -,2085 .0265 .3314
• 7994 -,3333 -,1345 .9292 .3251
.7994 -.1667 -.1375 ,9306 .3216
.?994 0,0000 -,1298 .9311 .320_
.7904 .1667 *.1323 ,9311 .3205
.7994 .3333 -*130_ .9306 ,3216















XIC CP P_LIPT qL3C
0*0000 -4.6572 ,6604 ,7927
,0135 -5,2340 .6230 ,8502
,0271 --3,9890 ,6970 *7364
.0515 -2,9600 ,7600 °6379
• 0763 -2,4767 ,7891 ,5909
,101Z -2,1211 ,8109 ,$549
• 1503 -1.6673 .83q8 ,5068
.1994 -1*3959 .8560 ,4760
,2501 -1,1723 ,8690 ,4517
,2990 -$,0149 ,_777 ,4352
,3499 -.8746 .8854 .4201
,3994 -.7698 ,Y923 ,4062
,6496 -,6614 .8994 .3915
,4997 -,5738 .9050 ,3707
,5492 --.4879 .90Q5 ,3701
,5994 -,6118 ,0138 .3606
.6495 -.3439 ,91_1 ,3510
,6996 -.2693 .9224 ,3412
,7480 -*2076 .9257 .3335
.8003 -,1374 ,9304 ,3223
,8500 -,0661 ,9340 ,3133
,|993 ,0133 ,9346 .3017
,9489 ,0882 ,9439 .2878
LOWER SURFRCE
XlC CP PpLtPT qLOC
0.0000 -4.6572 .6604 .7927
,0122 ,$442 .9092 ,1243
,0_51 1,0160 ,9996 .0_47
,0510 ,9206 ,9938 ,0939
,0755 ,7924 ,9861 ,1413
,1000 *6895 ,0799 .1701
,1504 .5314 ,9705 .206T
.2004 .4314 ,9648 .2265
.2501 ,35A6 ,9604 ,2406
,3002 ,3060 ,9570 ,2511
,3507 ,2623 .9540 ,2507
,4000 ,2279 ,9522 *2649
,4503 ,2063 .9512 ,2677
,5000 ,1788 .9498 .2718
,5_06 .1634 .9455 .2754
,5997 ,148_ ,9475 ,2782
.6502 .1253 .9462 .2917
,7003 .1266 .9662 .2818
,?497 ,1142 .9451 ,2847
,?99_ ,1139 ,94_4 .2838
.8503 .1053 .9444 .2866
,9000 ,0821 .9428 ,2908
,9483 .1100 .9452 ,_843
C01 .01426 CDCOR1 .01429
C92 .01600 COCOR2 ,01553
C03 .01452 CDCOR3 ,01443
C04 .01449 CDCOR4 .01419
COS ,01716 COCOR5 .01$TS
SPANWISE
XlC YIC CP P,LIFT MLOE
,1505 -.5000 -1.5195 .8471 .4920
• 1505 -,3333 -1.5987 ,8428 .4996
.1505 -.1667 -1.6425 .6403 .50'2
.1505 0,0000 -1.66?3 .8388 .5068
• 1505 .1667 -1.6734 .8379 .5084
.1505 ,3333 -1,6787 .8380 .5081
.1505 ,5000 -1.6482 ,8399 ,5048
,4995 -.5000 -,5691 .9050 .379T
,4995 *.3333 -.5567 ,9049 .3799
.4995 -.%667 -,5612 .9040 .3819
.4995 0,0000 *.5738 .9050 ,3797
.4995 .1667 -.874! .9035 .3829
,4995 ,3333 -,5704 .9041 .3617
.4995 .5000 -,5261 .9061 ,3773
.7994 -.5000 -.2372 .9243 .3368
.7994 -,3333 -.1671 ,9285 .3266
,7996 -.1667 -,1399 .9303 ,3223
.7994 0.0000 -.1374 .9304 .3223
.7994 .1667 -,1298 .9307 ,3214
.7994 .3333 -.1292 .9308 .3211





XI_ CP P_L/PT qL3C
0.0000 -5._494 ,5815 ,9146
.0135 -5,9727 .5607 ._159
,0271 -4.4770 ,6680 .7_00
,0_18 -3,2561 .7417 .6668
,0763 -2,6775 .7776 .6037
• 1012 -2.2702 ,8001 ,5728
.1503 -1.7605 .8306 .5212
,1994 -1.4603 ,8495 .4_77
,2501 -1.2253 ,_638 ,4615
,2999 -1,0511 .8740 ,4423
.3499 -.909L .8d25 *4258
,3994 -,7981 .8900 ,410t
.4496 -,6870 ,_968 .3969
.4997 -,_a54 .9022 ,3956
.5492 -,5115 ,)077 ,3740
.5994 -,4372 ,0126 .3633
.b495 -,3675 ,9156 ,3_66
,6996 *._990 .9199 .3468
.7483 -.2_$4 .9240 .3374
,R033 -,1678 ,q281 ,3278
,8500 -,0970 ,0322 .3178
.8993 -,0368 ,9359 .3036
.9489 ,0123 ,9382 ,3027
PT 53.1079 PSI Cg 1.2262
TT 200.2810 K CM .0051




x/c CP P_L/PT MLOC
0,0000 -5.9494 ,581_ .9146
,01_2 ,7025 .QqOR ,1654
.0251 1.0003 *9986 .044_
*0510 ,3678 ,9967 .0690
,0755 ,8538 .9898 ,1207
,i000 ,7577 ,9839 .15_2
,1504 ,5984 ,9741 .1938
.Z004 ,4922 ,9678 .2163
.2501 .4122 ,9630 ,2323
,3002 ,3522 ,Q592 .2442
,3507 .3031 .9562 .2833
.4000 .2621 .9540 .2597
.4503 ,2369 .9526 .2640
,5000 .2027 ,9894 ,_700
,5506 ,17P7 .9492 .2735
.5997 ,1627 .9485 ,2754
,6502 ,1275 ,0456 .2832
,7003 ,1208 .9453 ,2140
.749_ .1074 ,9447 .2856
,799_ ,1017 .9443 .2867
,8503 ,0877 ,9434 .2_93
,9000 ,0513 ,9412 ,2950
.9483 .0617 .9412 .2949
C01 ,01777 COCOR1 .01780
CDZ ,0L918 COCORZ .01881
C03 .01920 CDCOR3 .01861
C04 .03T41 COCOA4 .03668
C05 .06408 CDCOR5 .06329
5PA_WISE
XlC YIC C_ P_LIPT MLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1,3523 ,8564 ,4751
.1505 -.3333 -1,5923 ,8427 ,4999
.1505 -.1667 -1,7083 .836Z .5113
.1505 0.0000 -1.7605 .8306 .5212
,1505 ,166T -1,8007 ,8293 .5233
.1505 .3333 -1.8069 ,8298 ,5225
.1505 ,5000 -1,7915 .8312 ,5200
,4995 -,5000 -,6308 .9010 .3883
.4995 -,3333 -.ST38 .q03Q ,3822
,4995 -,166T -.5779 .9041 .3816
,4995 0.0000 -,5954 ,9022 .3856
,4995 ,1667 -.5970 .9030 .3840
.4995 ,3333 -.5925 .9027 ,3845
,6995 ,5000 -.5476 .9059 .3777
.7994 -.5000 -,6020 ,9142 ,3597
,7994 -,3333 -.3439 .9181 ,3509
,7994 -,1667 -.2073 ,9262 .3322
,7994 0,0000 -,1678 .9281 .32T8
.7994 .166? -.1516 .9293 .3268
.7994 .3333 -,1455 .9300 .3231




PT 53.121_ P%I CN 1._237
TT Z00.2280 K CM -.0030




XlC CP O_Ll_T ,LOC
0.0000-4.9881 ,6330 .8347
.0135 -6,0766 ,5718 ,7239
.0271 -4.3646 .6722 .7744
,0515 -3,232L .7437 .6637
,0763 -Z.6939 ,7746 ,6L46
,1012 -2.1133 ,8097 ,5567
,1503 -1.7246 ._334 ,51_3
.1994 -1,3419 ,8593 .4716
.2501 -1.2065 ,_b4P .4597
.2999 -1,0&93 ,8752 ,439R
,349@ -,qOg4 ,8839 .4229
,3994 -,8?8? ,8879 ,4151
,4496 -,68_ ,8965 ,3975
.4097 -,6623 .89_2 ,3_20
,5492 -,5269 .9065 .3766
.5994 -,4050 ,908L .3731
.6495 -,36M3 ,91_6 ,3565
,699b -.3639 ,9160 .3556
.7489 -,_BL8 .9216 .3431
,8003 -,1978 .9262 ,3321
.8500 -,1353 ,9305 .3218
.8993 -,0927 .q328 .3162
,0489 -.10_4 .0317 ,3191
LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP P,L/PT qL_C
0.0000 -4,9881 .6330 .834?
.0122 ,6483 ._774 ,1807
.0251 *9865 ,9978 ,0565
,0510 ,9829 ,90?6 *058?
,0?55 ,8?50 ,9910 ,1134
,1000 .7576 ,9839 .1522
.1504 ,6249 ,9758 *1869
,Z004 .4??8 *9673 .2179
.2501 ,4209 .9635 ,2308
.3002 .3552 .q598 .2424
,3507 ,284? .9556 .2550
,4000 .2419 ,952? ,2636
,4503 .2288 ,9518 ,2661
,5000 ,1816 .o4a? .2722
,5506 ,16_0 .9484 .275T
.5997 ,1419 ,9467 .2805
,6502 ,L254 .9456 .2834
,?003 ,0943 .9438 ,2_82
.?497 .0790 ,9433 .2_6
,7_¢8 ,0928 ,_438 .2882
.8503 .0628 ,0424 ,2918
,9000 -,0041 .9382 .3029
,9483 ,0007 ,9383 ,30Z6
22
C01 .03732 CDCORL .03593
C02 ,0365? COCOR2 .03521
C03 ,03686 CDCOR3 .03503
CD4 .10002 CDCOR4 .09797
C05 ,18308 CDCOR5 ,18147
SPA_WISE
W/C _IC CP P.L/PT MLOC
,L505 -,5000 -1,2760 ,8616 .46_6
,1505 -.3333 -1,4811 ,8490 ,4885
,1505 -.1667 -1,6360 ,8384 .5075
,1505 0,0000 -1.7246 ,8334 ,5163
,1505 ,1667 -1,7498 .8331 ,5168
,1_05 ,3333 -1,4809 ._4_ ,48_
,1805 ,5000 -1,6296 ,8388 .5066
.4995 -.5000 -,6291 .9005 ,3892
,4995 -,3333 -,6104 ,9007 ,3889
,4995 -*L667 -.5872 ,9026 .3845
.4995 0,0000 -.6623 ,8992 .3920
,4995 ,1667 -.6617 .8985 ,3933
,4995 ,3333 -,6145 ,9004 .3894
,4995 ,5000 -.5632 ,q030 .3840
,7994 -.5000 -.4144 ,9136 ,3_11
,7994 -.3333 -.4460 .9116 .3654
.7994 **166T -.2_66 .9227 ,340A
.7994 0.0000 -,1978 .9262 .33Z1
.?994 .166T -,3352 ,q183 ,3505
,7994 ,3333 -,1825 ,9271 .3300
,T994 ,5000 -,2157 .9252 .3346
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF, P.OOR QUALIT_
TABLE III. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.30














XtC CP P_L/PT MLGC
0.0000 1,0282 1.0003 0.0000
.0135 ,03&9 ,9406 ,2972
,0271 -,1589 ,9287 ,3272
.0515 -*2916 ,920% .3%65
,0763 -*3690 *g159 *35bq
,1012 -.3818 ,9144 ,3602
• 1503 -.3660 ,0153 .3581
.199% -.3751 ,0146 o3598
,2S01 -,3%20 ,o171 ,3540
,2999 -*3224 ,Q1_9 ,3501
• 3499 -*2962 .9109 .3477
,3994 -.Z698 *9ZZ3 ,3423
• 4496 -,2391 *¢236 ,3392
• 4997 -,2222 .9247 ,3366
.5492 -*183% ,0274 ,3303
,5994 -*L573 _92_9 ,3266
,6495 -.1359 ,9302 ,3234
,6996 -,1102 ,9326 ,3177
,7489 -,0837 ,9339 ,31%4
• 8003 -,0427 ,_3hl ,3090
,8500 -,0090 ,037_ *3045
,8993 ,0401 .0%04 .2977
.9489 ,0912 ,9_40 *2883
tO_ER SURFACE
XlC CP FeL/PT qtOC
0.0000 1,0282 1,0003 0.0000
,0122 -.0137 ,937E ,3051
,0251 -*_422 ,9236 .3391
.0510 -*3723 ,9156 *3576
• 0755 -,4015 ,Q139 .3613
• 1000 -,4153 ,9123 ,3647
,1504 -.4157 .91_4 ,3645
.2004 -,4044 .g120 ,3638
.2501 -.3674 ,9156 ,3575
• 3002 -,3367 ,9180 *35Z0
.3507 -.3141 ,0188 .3502
,4000 -,2836 ,9214 ,3442
,4503 -,2_03 .0229 ,3400
.5900 -,2355 ,9239 ,3384
.5506 -,_017 ,9263 ,3329
.5997 --.1696 *928_ ,3203
.6502 -.1532 .9292 ,3259
.7003 -.1180 .9321 .31_8
,7%97 -.0866 .9336 .3152
.7998 -*0451 .9359 ,3093
• 8503 -*0168 ,9373 .3057
,9000 .0143 ,9389 _3018
,9683 ,0944 ,94%2 ,2078
C01 ,00780 CDC081 ,00779
C02 .00768 COCOR2 .00758
C03 *03752 COCOR3 ,00748
C04 .00755 ODCDR4 .00751
C05 *0_697 C0¢0R5 ,00686
5PANWISE
XIC YIC CP PPLIPT _LOC
.1505 -.5000 -.3427 ,9183 .3513
.1505 -,3333 -.3661 .9165 ,3556
*1505 -,1667 -,3875 .9156 ,357_
*1505 0,0000 -,3680 ,9153 ,3581
.1505 ,166? -.3776 .9162 .3561
*1505 .3333 -.3798 09156 .3574
.1505 .5000 -,3660 ,916q ,354_
.4995 -,5000 -.2207 ,9258 .3339
.4995 -.3333 -.217Z ,9260 ,3335
,4995 -,1667 -.2161 .9252 .3353
,4995 0.0000 -,2222 ,9247 ,3366
,4995 ,166? -.2153 ,9262 .3331
.4995 ,3333 -.2142 ,9262 ,3331
,4995 ,5000 -*lq_O .9263 ,3328
,7994 -,5000 -*0532 .9357 .3100
,7994 -,3333 -*0490 ,9355 .3103
,7994 -,1667 -,0481 ,9355 .3103
,799A 0,0000 -,0427 ,9361 ,3090
,7994 *1667 -,0456 ,9361 ,3080
.?994 .3333 -,0397 ,9361 .3080





XlC CP P,LIPT _L_:
0.0000 ,%739 ,9667 .2201
.0135 .7485 .9837 .1537
,0271 *%916 .06_3 .21_4
.0515 .2623 .9541 ,2602
._763 *1167 .9451 .2_54
.I012 .0_59 .o411 .Z962
.1503 -,0234 ,0367 .3073
.1994 -,0_02 .03%0 .3142
.ZSOL -.O03b .9330 .3166
.2999 -.1119 .03_2 .31_6
,3499 -,1043 ,9325 .3179
,3994 -,1036 .9322 ,3165
.4496 -.097_ .9329 ,3170
,4997 -.0886 .9337 .3150
,5492 -,07_8 ,93_1 ,3140
.5994 -.0652 ,03%5 .31_8
,6495 -*0515 .9353 ,3110
.6096 -.0381 ,9363 ,30_3
.7469 -*0212 .9373 .3057
.8003 *0051 ,93_7 .30Z3
.8500 ,0317 ,9405 .2975
.8993 .O&_5 ,94_4 .2926
.9469 .00_7 ,_44_ ,2879
_T 3d,5772 _SI CH -,4005
TT 119,9144 K CM .0019




XlC CR P,LIPT _tOC
0.0000 .4739 .9669 .2201
.0122 -1.2303 ,8659 .45_6
,0251 -1.2344 ,8651 ,4602
,0510 -1.1090 .6714 .4483
.0755 -,9o88 .8775 .4365
.1000 -,0_41 .8825 ,4_67
.1504 -.8054 ,_894 .4130
,2004 -.7193 .8957 ,4001
.2501 -.6353 .9005 ,3q02
*3002 -.5684 .9049 .3809
,3507 -*5049 ,9085 .3732
,4000 -.4513 ,0113 .3670
,4503 -.3996 ,9148 .3594
,5000 -,356Q ,9176 .3529
.5506 -.3122 *9197 .3483
*5997 -.26#3 ,9223 .3422
.6502 -.2323 .92%4 *337%
.7003 -.1851 .9275 .3300
.7_97 -.1433 ,9301 .3_36
,7_98 -*0868 .9331 .3163
.8503 -,0397 ,9362 .3085
.9000 -.0002 ,9387 .3023
,9483 .0856 .9438 ,?890
C01 ,00812 CDCOR1 ,00814
C02 ,00814 COCOR2 ,00806
C03 ,00793 COCOR3 ,00792
C_4 ,00789 COCOR4 .00791
C05 .00729 CDCO#5 ,00720
SPAN_ISE
XIC YtC CP P,LIPT RLOC
,1505 -.5000 -*0216 ,9373 *30_8
• 1505 -,3333 -*0253 .9371 .3063
• |505 -.1667 -,0353 ,9369 .3067
• 1505 0,0000 -,0234 .9367 .3073
.1505 .1667 -,0341 ,9366 .3077
,1505 ,3333 -*0333 .9366 ,3075
• 1505 .5000 -.0179 *9360 ,3041
• 4995 -,5000 -*0853 ,9334 ,3156
.4995 -.3333 -.0843 .9330 .3166
.4995 -,1667 -.0874 .9331 ,3163
,4995 0,0000 -,0886 ,9337 ,3150
,_995 .1667 -.0840 ,9335 .315_
• 4995 .3333 -.0824 ,9331 ,3163
,4995 ,SO00 -,0770 .9337 ,3148
.?994 -,5000 -*0029 ,9383 ,3033
,7994 -.3333 -.0006 ,9384 ,3030
,7994 -,1667 ,0017 .9379 ,3043
,?994 0.0000 ,00_I ,9307 .3023
.799_ ,1667 *0039 .9387 ,3023
.7994 .3333 .0070 .9389 ,3016





_IC CP P*L/PT _L_C
0.0000 .8047 ,9921 .I066
._135 ,4392 .96_9 .2_69
.0271 .I079 ._%96 .2732
*0515 ,0036 ,0374 ,3055
.0763 -.I163 .9304 .3229
.1012 -.1625 .0276 .3206
,1503 -.I°S_ .9266 .33_0
.1994 -,2258 ,q_42 .3378
.2501 -,2161 .924l ,3381
,1099 -.2180 ._248 ,3364
.3499 -,2033 ,9_57 *3343
.3994 -,la?O ._262 ,3332
,%49b -.lbg9 .0273 .3305
,4997 -,15_8 .9296 ,3248
.$492 -*1_73 .9310 .3215
,5994 -,1104 .9306 ,3224
,6495 -.0983 .9315 ,3_04
.6996 "*0746 *9336 .3150
.7469 -,0681 .9351 ,3115
,8003 -.0185 .9370 .3067
,8500 .0123 ,9393 ,3007
,8993 ,04?5 .9407 ,_971
,9489 ,0033 ,9434 ,2900
Pr 3_.5016 PS[ CH -,2061
TT 120.0663 K CM ,0009




X/C CP P_L/PT qLOC
0.0000 .80_7 ,9921 .1066
.0122 -,564_ ,9044 ,3819
• 0251 -,6877 .8954 ,400?
,0510 -,7107 ,8936 .40_5
.0755 -,6794 .896_ .3991
• I000 -,6531 .8977 *3960
.1504 -*6078 .901_ ,_475
._00% -.5524 ,9044 ,3820
.2501 -,4033 ,9071 ,376Z
• 3002 -,4461 ,gi08 ,3681
.3507 -.4094 .913_ .36_
,4000 -*3640 .9154 *35#0
• 4503 -,_215 ,9161 .3519
,5000 -.2914 ,9215 ,3%40
• 5506 -.2530 ,9235 .3395
.5997 -.2145 ,92%3 ,3376
,6502 -.1949 ,9256 ,3346
.7003 -.1495 .eZql .3261
.7%9? -.1079 ._315 ,3204
.709B -,0623 ._343 ,3134
,8503 -,0248 ,9371 ,3064
• 9000 .0068 ,9382 ,3034
• 9483 *0933 .9434 *2900
CO1 .00?80 COCORI .00765
C02 .00781 CDCO_2 .00778
C03 ,O07_A COCOR3 *00766
C04 .00777 COCOR4 ,00781
C05 ,00702 COCO_5 .00696
3PANVlSE
_/C _/C CP P_L/PT HLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -.1797 ,9267 ,3319
,1505 -.3333 -,1973 .g254 .3349
,1505 -.1667 -.2055 .9252 .3354
,1505 0.0000 -.1956 ,9266 ,3320
• 1505 ,1667 -,2021 ,9253 ,3351
• 1505 ,3333 -.2108 .9246 .3368
.1505 ,5000 -.1902 .9261 .3331
• 4995 -,5000 -.1505 .929_ *3260
,4995 -,3333 -,1514 .9285 ,3275
.4995 -,1667 -.1495 ,9282 .3282
,_995 0.0000 -,1558 ,g296 ,3248
,4995 ,L667 -,1541 .9289 .3265
• 4995 ,3333 -,1528 .9284 .3276
• 4995 .5000 --*_375 *9290 *3265
.7994 -,5000 -*0237 *9360 .3090
,?994 -.3333 -.0234 *9372 .3061
,7994 -.1667 -*020? *9366 .3077
,?gq4 0,0000 -,0185 ,9370 ,3067
,?994 ,1667 -,018% *9364 .3082
,7994 *3333 *,0169 ,93?6 .3051
,7994 .5000 -.0196 ,9366 ,3075






XlC CP PpLIPT HL3C
0.0000 1,0250 1.0002 0.0000
,0135 .0344 .9400 ,2Q88
.0271 -,1_45 ,gZ_O ,328&
.3515 -.303£ ,91_6 .3484
.0763 ".3704 ,9161 ,3564
• 1012 -.3875 ,9146 .3602
,1503 -.3748 ,9151 .3587
.1994 -,373_ .9156 ,3575
,2501 *,3416 .Q173 ,3S37
,2999 -.3282 .9176 *3519
• 349q --.2961 ,9187 ,3505
.3996 --.2694 ,9203 .3469
.4696 -.2439 .9Z26 ,3416
,4997 -,2184 ,9Z35 .3394
,5492 -.I_67 .9253 ,3352
.599% -.15_Q ,_73 .3305
.6495 -.1350 ,9287 ,3172
.6996 -,1075 .9304 .3229
.7489 -.0795 .0327 ,3174
.6003 -,0462 ,9338 ,3145
• 8500 -*0095 .9361 .3058
,8993 .0388 ,0393 ,3006
.Q480 ,0_06 .9%27 ,2Q19
PT 38*§029 PSI ¢_ -*0174
TT 120,[011 K CM *0004




X/C CP P_LIPT HLOC
0,0000 I*0258 1.0002 0,0000
,0122 -,0069 ,9375 .3052
.025[ -.2395 .9235 .3395
,0510 -,3766 .9152 ,3588
.0755 -.3977 ,9145 .3601
,1000 -.4135 ,9128 .3_37
• 1504 -,4163 ,9125 .3643
.2004 -,3966 ,9142 ,3607
.2501 -.3638 ,9150 .3568
• 3002 -.33E5 ,9170 .3_43
• 3507 -.3109 .9178 .3525
• 4000 -.2800 ,9196 ,3684
.4503 -.2517 ,9222 .3425
,5000 -,2275 ,922Q .3607
• 5506 -.202_ *9243 ,33T5
,5997 -,1682 .9267 .3318
• 6502 *,1496 .9278 .3293
• 7003 *.1135 ,9301 .3_38
,7497 -.0831 .9325 .31Tq
.7996 -.0469 .933B .3146
.8503 -*0142 ,9358 ,3096
• 9000 ,0150 ,0370 .3044
,9483 .0957 .9430 .2910
CO1 ,OOTT3 COCORt ,0077_
C02 .00768 COCOR2 .00761
CD3 ,00740 COCOR3 .00747
CD4 ,00751 CDCOR4 ,00750
C05 .00693 CDCOR5 ,00685
SPANWISE
XIC YIC CP P_L/PT _LO¢
• 1505 *,5000 -,3450 ,9163 ,3559
,1505 -.3333 -,3699 ,9148 ,3594
.1505 -,lbTT -,3828 .9144 ._601
.1505 O.O000 -._746 ,9151 ,3_87
• 1505 .1667 *.3830 .g_40 ,3611
• 1805 .3333 -.3879 .9137 .3618
,1505 .5000 -.3646 .9155 ,3576
.4995 -.5000 -.2158 .92_3 .33k?
.4998 -,3333 -.2146 .9255 .3340
.499§ -.1667 -.2L47 .92_L *3356
.4995 0.0000 -.2186 .9235 .3394
• 6995 .1667 -.2131 .9257 .3343
,4995 ,3333 *.2144 ,9255 ,_347
.4995 .5000 -.1982 ,9261 ,3332
.7994 -.5000 -.0491 *9350 ,3117
.7994 -,3333 -,0456 ,9353 ,3109
.7996 -*1667 -.0482 .9397 .3099
,7994 0,0000 *.0462 .9338 .314§
.79q4 .1667 -*0430 ,9353 .3109
.7994 ,3333 -,0382 ,9357 .30qS




PT 3B,6R58 PS| CN ,1747
TT I_0,2295 K CM .0001




XIE _P _,LIPT _LJC
_*0000 *g236 ,9_39 ,_934
,0135 -,4944 .9078 ,3747
,0271 -,597_ ,9012 ,3887
• 0515 -,6389 .89_6 .3942
.0763 -.6540 .8977 .3961
.I012 -.6_95 ,_904 .39_5
,1803 -,5675 ,qOZ7 .3856
.1994 -.5333 .0050 .3806
,2501 -.4778 .90_? .3739
• _QgQ -,438[ ,9l[0 ,367_
.3699 -.3952 ,9142 ,3607
.3994 -,3538 ,qlST ,3572
.;496 -,3202 .9179 ,35_3
.4997 --._65 .9200 .3475
,5491 -*Z608 .9222 .3624
.8994 -,2094 .92¢1 ,3381
.6495 -.1790 .92b3 ,3328
,b996 **1430 ,9291 .3261
,7489 -,i049 .93_2 .3210
.8003 -,0665 .0332 .3161
,8800 -.0281 .9355 ,3108
.8993 ,0305 .9308 ,_995
I .9989 ,0_90 ._430 ._910
LOWE_ SURFACE
XIC CP P_tl_T _tqC
0,0000 ,9136 ,9930 .0934
,012_ .6338 .964_ ,_291
,OZSI ,1516 ,946_ ,2806
• 0510 -.0553 .9342 .3137
,0755 -.1309 ,Q296 .3250
,i000 -.1R05 .QZ67 ,3318
.1504 -,237L ,92_9 .3408
,_004 -.24_2 .9224 .3419
.1501 -,2391 .9128 .34U
.300_ -.22_6 .92_0 ,33P_
.3507 -.2168 .g849 .3360
.4000 -.L953 ,9254 .3349
,4503 -.1811 ,9264 .3326
.5000 -,1661 .9272 .3_06
,5506 -.1444 ,9282 .3_84
,5997 -,1217 .9295 .3258
.b502 -.111_ ,9304 ,3_29
.7003 -,0796 ,9330 .3167
,7497 -.0514 ._345 .3129
.7998 *.0210 .9360 .809_
.8503 -,0012 .9372 .3061
.O000 *0_49 .9394 ,3003
.94_3 *oqgo .9436 .2893
C01 .00767 ¢0C011 .00769
CD2 ,00768 COCOR2 .00759
C08 ,0_T51 COCOA3 .00751
C04 ,00749 COCOR4 .00750
C05 ,006_9 C0¢0R5 .00683
S_ANWISE
XlC YIC C_ P.L/PT NtOC
.1505 -.5000 -,5312 .9044 .3819
.1505 -.3333 -.5567 ,q033 .3844
,1505 -*1667 -._734 .9048 ,3812
.1505 0,0000 -._675 ,9077 .38_6
.1505 .tb6T -.5757 .9097 .30TT
,1508 ,3_33 -.5766 ,9020 ,3870
.1505 .5000 -,5569 .90_9 ._788
,4995 -.5000 -,2782 .9212 .3448
.4995 -.3333 -.2772 .9204 .3467
,699_ -.1667 -.2794 .9215 .3440
.4995 0,0000 -,2845 ,9200 .347_
.4995 ,1667 -.2610 ,q60q .3453
.4995 .3333 -.2?76 ,9203 .3467
,4995 ,5000 -.2582 ,9228 ,3410
,7994 -.5000 -,0665 ,9342 .3137
.7994 -,3333 -.0706 .9331 .3163
.7994 -.1667 -.0674 .9338 .3148
.7994 0,0000 -,0665 .9332 ,3161
.7994 *1667 *.0643 .9343 .3136
,7994 ,3333 -.0b44 ,9335 .3154













X/C CP P_LIPT qLdC
0,0000 .5171 .9694 ,2114
.0135 -I,1464 ._6_5 ,4519
,027| -1,1147 .8706 ,4503
.9515 -1,0256 ,8756 ,440_
*0763 -.9719 .RTO0 ,4336
,1012 -,_04_ ,_836 .4246
,1503 -,7696 .8913 .6092
.1994 -,6082 ,_958 .4000
,2501 -,6130 ,_005 ,3902
,299_ --*5563 .9039 ,3831
.3499 *,4072 .9073 ,3757
.3994 -,4454 .9111 ,3675
*4496 *.3902 .9145 *3599
.499? -,3476 ._17_ ,3538
,8491 -,3001 ,9203 .3468
*5994 -,25?7 ,9230 ,3406
,6495 -,219[ ,9248 .3364
.6996 -.1746 ,9270 .3312
.7489 -.1363 ,92_9 ,3241
.BOO3 -,OBSO ,9338 ,3146
,8500 -,0358 .0361 ,3088
,8993 ,0195 ,9391 .3013
.9489 ,083_ .9428 .2916
LOWE_ SURFACr
X/C CP P,L/PT qLOC
0,0000 ,5171 .9b04 .2116
,0122 ,7485 .9835 .1546
,0251 .4601 *9663 .2219
,0510 .Z106 .9507 .2701
.0755 ,1030 ,9442 .2878
.1000 ,0276 .9396 .3000
.1504 -,0614 .9347 .3135
.2004 -,1020 .931g ,3194
,1501 -,1111 .9310 .3115
,3001 -*i158 .9307 ,3224
.3507 -,1212 ,9302 .3234
,4000 *,1147 ,9311 ,3213
,4503 -,1005 *9320 ,8190
.5000 -.0969 ._324 ,3182
,5506 -,0880 ,9331 ,3164
.5997 -*0700 ,9343 ,3135
,6502 -,0656 .9341 ,3140
,7003 -,0374 ,9353 .3108
.749? *.0197 ,9360 .30?0
*7998 ,0085 .9304 ,3004
.8503 ,02?0 *9399 ,2qgt
.9000 ,0361 .9401 ,2907




C01 ,00805 CDC081 .00009
C02 ,00812 COCOR2 ,00804
C03 ,007S9 CD¢OR3 .00788
C04 ,00753 COCOR4 .00783
¢05 ,00718 C_9_5 .OOTI2
SPANWIS£
X/C Y/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.7216 .893? .4044
,1509 -.3333 -.757_ .8923 .4071
• 1805 -,1667 *.7792 ,89_1 *4076
.1505 0.0000 -,7696 ,8913 ,4092
.1505 .1667 ".7740 .8905 ,4108
• 1505 .3333 -,?808 ,8909 *4099
.1505 ._000 -,7_65 .8934 *4049
• 4995 **5000 **3400 .9185 .3510
.4995 -,3333 -.3%28 ,9172 ,_539
.4995 -.1667 -.3411 .9178 ,3324
• 4995 0.0000 ".34?6 .9172 .3538
.4995 *[667 -,3461 ,9181 ,3518
.4995 .3333 -.3454 ,9170 ,3543
.4995 .5000 *,3181 ,9192 ,3493
,7994 -.5000 -.0862 .9332 ,_161
,7994 -,3333 -.0926 ,9326 .817_
.7904 -.1667 ".0054 .9326 .3176
.7994 0,0000 -.08_0 .9338 .3146
.7q94 .1667 -*0845 ,9333 .3158
,7994 ,3333 -,0883 ,9329 .3169





XIC CP P,L/PT qL3C
0.0000 -,1B92 .9263 ,3329
.0135 -1,9426 .8206 ,5396
• 0271 -1.7049 ,8361 .5127
,$515 -1.4581 .8708 ,¢866
.0763 -1.3110 ,8539 .4710
• 1012 -1.1659 .A673 .4761
• 1703 -.9788 .8759 .4338
,1994 -.R622 .8868 .4183
• 2501 -.7572 .8931 ,4056
.2999 -,_737 .8977 ,3961
.3499 -.592_ .9030 .3850
• 3994 -.5201 ,@068 ,3769
• 4496 -.&642 .9101 .3698
• 4997 *.4090 .9135 .3621
,5492 -.3458 .9174 .3533
,8994 -,2999 ,q199 ,3475
,6495 -,2547 .9220 .3429
,6@96 -._132 .0285 ,3348
,?4B9 -*1568 ,9281 ,3286
• 8003 --.1043 ,930@ ,3218
.8800 -.0504 ,?347 ,3130
.B993 ,0124 ,9384 .3031
.9489 .0845 ,9434 .2899
PT 3a.7431 PSZ CN • .7641
TT 120.2897 K CN -,0016




XIC CP PoLIPT NLOC
0,0000 -,1892 .9Z63 .33_9
• 01ZZ *9441 ,9972 .0829
.0251 .7177 .9816 .1630
,0510 .4449 .9652 *2Z56
.0757 .3111 .9569 .2518
• 1000 .2195 ,9513 .2684
.1504 ,1047 ,9444 .2R72
.Z004 ,0435 ,941Z ,EqSO
• 2801 .0067 ,9389 .3016
.300_ -.0106 .9377 .3049
• 3507 -.0237 .9371 .3063
• 4000 -*0291 *9368 .307[
.4503 -,0265 ,9365 .3078
,5000 -.0288 .9365 .5079
.5506 -.0221 ,9370 .3067
.5997 -*0141 .9372 .3061
,6502 -.0175 .0365 ,3080
.7003 -.0043 .9380 .3039
.7497 ,0161 .9386 .3025
.7998 ,0342 .9394 ,3005
.8503 *0459 ,9403 .Z980
,9000 ,0484 .9406 ,29?4
,9483 .I090 ,9449 .ZR60
C01 ,0085_ COCOR1 .00862
C02 ,00875 CDCUR2 .00873
C03 .00845 C DCON3 .00848
C04 .00835 COCOR4 .00838
C05 .03740 CDCON5 .00736
5P&NW[3f
_lC YIC CP P_L/PT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -,9354 .8016 .4Z86
• 1505 -.3333 -.9586 .8797 ,4323
01505 -,1667 -,g830 .8797 .4_3
• 1505 0,0000 -.9788 .8789 .433_
• 1505 ,1667 -,9919 ,8782 .4353
• 1505 .3333 -,9878 ,8779 ,4358
.1509 ,5000 -,9887 .8811 ,4295
.4995 -.5000 -.4001 ,9164 .$601
,4995 -.3333 -.4037 .9143 .3604
.4995 -*1667 -.4006 .9141 .3607
,4995 0,0000 -.4090 .9135 .3621
.4995 ,1667 -.4050 .9141 ,3609
.4995 .3333 -,4055 ,9142 .3606
,4995 .5000 -.3744 ,9157 .3572
,7994 -.5000 -,II13 ,9315 ,3196
,7994 -,3333 -.II05 ,9314 ,3Z06
.T994 -01667 -.1023 09317 .3198
.7994 0.0000 -.1043 ,9309 *3218
.7994 .1687 -.1057 .9321 .3188
.7994 .3333 -.1047 .g317 .3197




PT 3_,5452 P$1 CN .7410
Tr 120*2720 K C_ -*0011




X/C CP PpLIPT NL_C
0,0000 -1,1871 .86_9 .4_05
,0135 -Z*7837 .7683 ,6Z61
.0271 -2.3109 *7968 .5796
.3515 -1.8790 *8245 .5329
._763 -1.6384 .8376 .5102
.1012 -1.4P56 ,8489 ,4899
.1703 -1.1_05 .866Z .4581
.1994 -1.0323 .8754 .4406
,Z501 -.8R14 ._847 .4227
.2999 -.7800 .8911 .4096
,3@94 -.6137 ,9008 .3fl96
• 4496 -.7Z84 ,9061 ,3784
,4g97 -,4677 .9101 .3697
.749Z -.4003 .9140 .3610
.5994 -,3441 .9177 .3528
.6495 -.2fl81 .0207 .3464
.6996 -.2326 ,_241 ,33al
.7489 -.1793 .9277 *3295
.8003 -.I196 ,9308 *3ZZO
,8500 -.0604 ,9343 .3133
,8993 *0096 ,9384 .3031
.9489 ,0849 ,9429 .Z913
L04ER SURFACE
XlC CP P*LIPT _LOC
0.0000 -1,1871 .8649 ,466_
.O1EZ [.0197 .9998 .0180
.0251 ,8766 .9911 .1133
.0710 *6278 .9761 ,1864
*0755 ,4822 ,9670 .2198
.1000 .3795 .@608 .2400
.1504 .2464 ,9528 ,2639
.Z004 *1612 .9477 *Z782
._501 .1185 .g452 ,2853
,300Z ,0086 .9436 02005
.4000 *0430 .9406 .2974
,4503 .0423 .9406 .E973
.7000 .0311 . .9402 .2984
.5506 ,0Z85 ,9399 ._991
.5997 .0303 .9402 ,2984
,6502 .0_58 ,9396 .3004
.7003 .036Z .9403 .2980
,7497 .0444 .0411 *2959
.7998 .0588 .9416 ._947
.8503 .0619 .9417 .E944
,9000 ,0593 ,9414 .E953
,9483 .1114 ,9445 ,2570
CO1 ,00952 CDCOR1 ,00950
C02 .00964 COCOR2 .00957
C03 ,00940 COCOR3 ,00941
C04 ,00896 CDCOR4 ,008q8
C05 *00815 CDCOR5 *00810
SPAN_ISE
XIC YIC CF P_LIPT NLOC
.1§05 -.5000 -1.1351 ,8690 ,4529
,1505 -.3333 -1.1630 ,0673 ,4_60
.1505 -.1667 -1.1934 .8662 .4588
.I§05 0,0000 -I.1805 ,8662 .4581
• 1505 .1667 -1.1932 .8655 *4_9§
,1505 .3333 -i,i922 .8655 .4594
,1505 ,5000 -1.1714 .8675 04557
,4995 -.5000 -.4791 .9096 .3707
.4995 -.3333 -.4597 .9095 .3710
.4998 -.1667 -.4625 .9103 .3692
.4995 0.0000 -.4677 .9101 03697
.4995 .1667 -.4641 .9093 .3714
,4995 ,3333 -,4588 ,9095 ,3709
• 4995 ,5000 -.431[ *91ZE .3671
.7994 -.5000 -.1334 *9299 .3842
,7994 -.3333 -.1316 09_97 ,3251
.7994 -.1667 -.1230 .9304 ,3230
.7994 0.0000 -,I196 .9308 .3ZZO
.7994 .1667 -.llq7 .9307 .322Z
.7994 .3333 -*lEll .9302 ,3236









Xl_ CP D_LIPT qLOC
0,0000 -1.8267 ,8_3 .5Z64
.0137 -3.E837 .7393 ,6?El
*027[ -Z*6757 ,7764 .6130
.0515 -Z,I198 *RI_3 .5_3T
.0763 -1.8308 .8272 ,5282
*lOIZ -1.6063 .8410 .5040
,1503 -1.E063 ,8605 .4607
.1994 -I,110Z *STIZ *4486
*8501 -.9571 .8816 *4286
*2999 -.8_29 *8883 .4153
,3499 -,7395 *_958 ,4001
.3994 --.64"_4 *9009 ,3893
,4496 -,5654 .9046 .3815
.4997 -*4960 ,9088 ,37_5
,54qZ -.4235 ,9135 .3622
.5994 -,3633 ,9166 ,3551
,6495 -,3188 *9201 .3478
,6996 -,_473 ,9231 .3403
,7_89 -.lgZ6 ,9267 .3318
,8003 -,1280 .9303 ,3232
.8500 -,0631 ,9343 ,3133
,8993 .0079 .9391 ,3011
.9489 .0027 .8431 ,2909
PT 38.5462 PST CN ,8358
TT 120.3074 K CN -.0010




X/C CP P,L/RT qLOC
0,0000 -1,8247 ,8883 ,5864
.OIZE I,OZOE ,gqq8 ,0164
• 0251 .93_3 *gg4@ .0858
.0510 .7082 .9812 .1650
• 0755 ,75?8 .9718 .?026
• 1000 ,4734 ,9676 ,?_45
.1504 ,3113 .Q57_ .8700
,ZOO4 .Z253 .9518 .2667
.2501 .1704 ,9490 ,_747
.3002 ,13bl .q4bq ._806
• 3507 .1064 .9478 ,E835
,4000 ,0885 .@445 ,8870
.4503 .0753 *9431 *zqoB
• 5000 ,0639 ._424 ,2926
• 5506 ,0587 .9483 ,2928
.5997 .0575 .9419 *2938
.6502 .0413 .8413 *zg75
.7003 .0551 .9414 ,2_5_
.T697 *0582 ,9418 *2941
• ?998 ,0?08 .9423 ,zg?8
.8503 .0744 *9426 ,2920
• 9000 .0659 ,9426 ,2921
,9483 ,1134 ,9449 .2859
col .OLO2X COCOR1 .O1O26
C02 ,01044 COCOR2 .01037
CD3 ,01018 COC083 ,01016
C04 ,00956 CDCOR4 *00955
CD5 ,00848 COCOR5 *00040
5PAN_|SE
X/C Y/C CP P.L/RT RLgC
.1705 -,5000 -1.2347 .8633 ,4635
,1505 -,3333 -1.2670 .8614 .4671
• 1505 -.[667 -1.2969 *860? .4604
,1505 0.0000 -[*2963 ,8605 *468?
.1505 ,1667 -1.3037 *85g[ ,4713
.1505 ,3333 -1,3041 ,85gl .4713
.1505 .5000 -1.2770 .8619 ,4661
• 4995 -*5000 -.4070 ,9097 .3706
• 4@95 -*3333 -.4910 *90qZ .3716
• 4995 -.1667 -*4959 .9091 ,3719
.4995 0.0000 -,4960 .9088 *3725
• 4995 ,1667 -.4940 .g093 .3715
• 4995 .3333 -,4929 .q091 ,3719
.4995 .5000 -.4653 ,9109 ,36?9
.7994 -.5000 -,1464 ,@304 ,3231
.7@94 --*3333 -.1382 *9300 *3240
,79@4 -.1667 -*1271 .9312 .32|0
.7994 0,0000 *.1280 ,9303 *3232
,7994 .1667 -.1300 ,9313 *3207
.7994 ,3333 -.1272 ,9306 .3224














K/C C p PwL/DT dL3C
0,0000 -2,4638 ,7831 ,60ZE
,0135 -3.8248 .?OZO .7301
.0271 -3.0488 .7480 .b504
,0515 -2.3762 .7874 .5951
.0763 -Z.0343 ,80q6 ,5579
,1012 -1.7641 ,8266 ,5292
*1503 -1.4076 .8484 ,4909
.1994 -I.Z066 .8608 ,46_2
.ZSOI -i,0310 .8724 .4463
,2999 -.89_3 .8R06 ,4305
,3499 -,7767 ,_890 ,4139
.399% -*bQZ2 ,8945 ,4027
.4496 -.6029 .890? ,391@
._997 -.5247 .9043 .3921
.54@2 -.44_8 ._I04 ,3690
.5Q94 -.3794 .91_8 .3638
.6495 -._06 .9170 .3§44
*6996 -,2624 .9206 ,3462
.7489 -,Z018 *9251 .3358
.8003 --.1342 .9283 .3Z81
.8500 -.0677 ,@340 ,3141
.6993 .00_0 .93_4 .30Z9
*048_ .0815 .9423 *_Q2Q
LO_ER SURFACE
xlC CP PwL/PT NL_C
0.0000 -E.4638 .7831 .60E2
,0122 1,0043 ,9988 .0413
.0251 .9874 .Qq7? .0569
,0510 ,7?46 .9_;4 .1502
.0755 .63Z6 .9757 .1881
.i000 ,52_Z .OBOE ,2119
,1504 .377_ .9597 ,2434
,200& .ZR_7 .9539 .2697
.2_01 ,2245 .9504 ._?Oq
.3002 .1881 .9480 ,2774
,3507 .1531 .9463 .2821
,4000 .1250 ,9447 ,2864
,_503 ,1134 .9439 .2887
• 5000 .0989 ,9429 .2914
,5506 ,085_ .94_q .2912
.5997 .0833 ,9415 .2949
,650Z ,06@1 ,9411 .Z061
,7003 .0715 .9412 ,2958
.7497 ,0744 .9419 .2938
,799_ ,0857 ,9419 ._93q
.8503 ,0830 ,9431 .290?
._000 ,071_ .9424 .2926
.9483 ,1138 ,9443 .2876
C01 ,01118 COCOR1 .01128
C02 .01151 COCOR2 .01151
C03 ,01112 COCOR3 .OlllS
CD4 .01022 CDCOR4 ,01031
C05 ,00914 C OCOR5 ,00917
SPAHW|SE
_IC YIC CP P,L/PT MLO¢
.1505 -.3000 -1.3436 ,8546 .4795
*1505 -.3333 -1.3946 .8521 ,4841
.1505 -,1667 -h4061 .8492 .'894
.1505 0.0000 -1.4076 ,8484 .49_9
,1505 .1667 -1.4Z20 .8496 ,4063
.1505 .3333 -1,4374 ,8495 .4889
*1505 .5000 -1.3928 ,8500 ,4879
,4995 -.5000 -.5102 .9063 .3778
,4995 -,3333 -,5207 .9033 ,3800
,4995 -,1667 -,_192 .9035 .3796
.4995 0.0000 -,5247 ,9043 .3821
.4995 ,1667 -*$214 .9057 .3793
,4995 ,3333 -.5237 ,9011 ._%04
.4995 ,5000 -.4888 ,9074 ,3716
.7@94 -.5000 -,1589 .9277 ,3293
.7994 -,3333 -,1444 ,921S ,32?6
.T994 -.1667 -.1369 .9264 .32TT
,7994 0.0000 -.1342 ,9283 ,32R1
,7994 .1667 -.1363 .9291 .3262
.7994 .3333 -.1316 ,9293 .3257





_/C CP P,LI_T MLaE
0.0000 -3.2034 .7453 .6626
.013_ -4,3_36 .6774 .7621
,0Z71 -3.3_60 .7316 ,6842
.0515 -E.5_3R ,?BZ7 .6027
,0763 -Z,IQ4e ,9045 .5668
*101_ -I.E_94 ,8217 .5376
.1503 -I,_041 .845_ .4954
,1994 -1.2749 .859b ,4704
,ZSOL -I.0907 .e716 ._479
.2@99 -.9514 .8794 .43_9
*3499 -.8201 .8860 ,415Z
.3994 -.7208 ,8940 .4036
.4496 -.637_ ,9001 .3911
.4qq? -.5_74 ,9051 .3805
.549_ -,4731 ,q096 .3708
.5_94 -.4033 .9140 .3610
*6495 -,33_4 .9176 .3530
.6996 -._73_ .QZI5 ,3440
.746_ -.2099 .9255 .3347
,8003 -.1_73 ,9_04 ,3255
,8500 -.0693 .9340 ,3142
,_993 *0075 .9384 ,3031
.9489 .0758 .9419 ,293_
PT 3_,4504 PSI CH 1.0086
TT 120.5002 K CM .0005




XIC CP P_LIPT WL_C
0.0000 -3,2034 .7453 .6626
,01_ ,_707 *gg6_ ,0674
,OZ51 1.0070 .9990 ,0380
.0510 .8309 ,9885 ,1200
.0755 .6932 ,9799 ,170_
*I000 ,5882 .9735 *1966
,1504 .4354 .9641 ,22_2
,2004 .3363 ._580 ._484
._501 ._730 .0544 .259_
.3002 ,2Z60 .9513 ._6R3
.3507 .1877 ,9487 .2756
.4000 .1619 ,9477 .2784
.4503 ,1354 .q466 _2_14
,5000 ,1215 .9455 ,Z_43
.5506 .I074 ,9447 .2866
,5997 *I003 .9444 ._873
.6502 ,0890 ,9432 ,_904
,7003 .0880 ,9434 .2900
,7497 ,0865 ,9434 .2900
,7998 .0966 .9436 .289_
,8503 .0909 ,9437 .2893
,9000 .0767 .9426 ,2922
.94e3 .IIIZ ,9441 *29_1
C01 .O1ZO? CDCOR1 .01211
CO2 ,01228 COCOR2 ,0121_
C03 ,01196 COCOR3 ,01193
C04 .01084 COCOR4 .01082
C_5 .03951 C_0_5 ,00941
SPANWISE
XlC YIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
*1505 -,fO00 -1.3995 .8522 .4840
.1505 -,3333 -1.4733 ._484 ,4908
.1505 -,1667 -1,5043 .8466 ,4941
.1505 0,0000 -1.5041 .8459 ,4954
,1505 ,1667 -1.5049 .8458 .4956
.1505 .3333 -1.5E41 .8454 .4963
,1505 .5000 -1.4970 .8470 ,4933
,49@5 -.5000 -.5_@I ,9057 .3793
,4995 -.3333 -*_37T .9044 .3_21
,4995 -.1667 -.5419 ,9040 .3029
.4995 0.0000 -.5474 ,90_1 ,3805
,4995 .166? -.5474 .9046 .3816
,4995 .3333 -.$439 .9040 .3829
.4995 ,5000 -.5125 .q050 ,3790
,7994 -.5000 -*1698 ,q280 ,3268
,7994 -.3333 -*1532 ,92§6 .3274
.7994 -.1667 -.1373 .9289 .3266
.7994 0.0000 -.1373 .9294 .3255
,7994 .1667 -.1354 .9301 .3238
,7994 ,3333 -*1355 ,QZ@T .3248





XIC CP P,LIPT _LOC
0,0000 -3.8721 .7054 .7249
,0135 -4.8310 .6452 .8175
.0271 -3,6992 ,?135 ,?124
.0515 -2,7_59 .7699 ,6235
.0763 -2.3469 .7963 ,5804
.1012 -Z.Olb2 .8165 .5466
,1503 -1,5963 ,8421 .50Z2
.1994 -1,3460 ,8574 .4745
.2501 -1,1455 ,8691 ,45_7
.2999 -,9R75 .R781 ,4353
.3499 -.0593 .880? ._IB5
.3994 -.7513 ,8924 ,_069
.4496 -.6487 .8991 .3932
.4997 -,5690 .9038 ,3833
.5492 -.4823 .9093 .3713
.5994 -.4135 .9135 .3621
.6495 -,3474 .9183 .3514
.6996 -.2_23 ,9219 ,3433
,7489 -,2110 .9258 ,3340
.AO03 -,140@ .9294 .3255
.3500 -,0705 ,9337 .3148
.8993 -,0009 ._373 ,3059
.9489 ,0743 .94_6 ._ZL
PT 3_.5009 PSI CN 1.0779
TT L23.5149 K C_ .00_




X/C CP PeL/PT qLOC
0.0000 -3,8721 .?054 ,7249
.0122 .91@1 ,9937 *0953
.0251 1,0184 ,999? .0_07
,0510 .B013 ._915 ,110_
.0755 ,?4?5 ,9833 .1553
,1000 .63_5 .9?6A ,1834
,1504 .485_ *9676 ._177
,2004 ,3830 ,9615 .2378
,2501 ,3113 ,9570 ,2515
.3002 ,26E5 .9539 .260_
.3507 ,2195 .q516 .26?3
,4000 ,1880 .9494 *2737
.4503 ,1700 ,9485 ._761
.5000 ,1429 .9468 ._800
.5506 ,13_8 ,9464 ,2519
*5997 .1177 *9455 .2_43
,650E ,0988 .9449 *2659
*7003 .Oq@l ,94_? ,_866
.749? .0990 .9444 *_872
,7998 .1000 .9440 ,2884
._50_ *0940 ._437 .2&92
.9000 ,068? .9415 ,294@
.@483 .1077 ,944_ .2868
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
,OF POOR QUALITY 27
C01 ,01311 COCOR1 ,01311
C_2 .0L336 CO_OR2 .013t4
CO3 ,01296 COCOR3 ,01286
C04 .01198 COCOR4 ,01189
CO5 .01127 COCOR5 ,01097
SP_NWISE
X/C T/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
• 1505 -*5000 -1,4067 .8473 .492R
,I505 -,3333 -1,5513 .843I .5004
• 1505 -.1667 -1.5742 .83@4 ,5070
.1505 0,0000 -1.5963 .8421 *5022
• 1505 .I667 -1.6066 ,6400 *S059
• 1505 *3333 -1.6120 .8394 .5070
• 1505 .5000 -1,5651 .83@9 .5060
• 4995 -.5000 -.3376 ,@055 *3796
.4995 -*3333 **5642 .9040 ,302?
• 4995 -.1667 **56?8 .9042 ,3_23
.4qqS 0.0000 -.5690 .q03e .3633
• 4995 *16_? -.5604 .9041 .3625
• 4995 ,3333 -.5665 .9038 ,3833
• 4995 .5000 -.5341 *@062 ,3780
.7994 -*$000 -*2032 *@2_2 .335_
• ?994 -*3333 -.1651 ,9282 .3264
.7994 -.1667 -.1499 .9290 .3264
.?@@4 0.0000 -.140@ .9294 .32_5
.7@94 ,1667 -,1342 .9294 .3255
• 7994 .3333 -.1596 ,9289 .3276





XlC CP P,LIPT qLOC
0,0000 -4,6603 .6528 ,_059
.0135 -5,3673 ,6112 ,_701
• 0271 -4.05Q6 .6908 ,7489
•0515 -3*0493 .7524 *6513
.0763 -2,5261 .786Q .5_58
• 1012 -2,[205 °80?6 ,5616
,1503 *1.6794 ,9359 ,5130
,1994 -1.4235 ,8505 ,4871
•2501 -1.2033 ,_641 ,4621
• 2999 -1,0350 .8752 ,4409
,3499 -,9036 ,8837 ,424¢
,3994 -,7844 ,8586 ,4146
.4496 -.6787 ,8963 ,3990
.4997 -,5953 *9012 ,3987
,5492 -,5047 ,9069 ,37_6
,5994 -,4349 ,9120 .3655
,6495 -,3_57 ,9166 ,3552
,6996 -.2955 .9_96 ,3484
,748) -,2206 ,9247 ,3366
• _003 -.1_03 ,9284 .3279
.RSO0 -.0756 ,9334 .3156
,9993 -,0024 ,9379 ,3042
.9_89 ,0573 ,9413 ,2955
PT 38,4991 PSI CH • 1,1588
TT 120.6202 K CN ,0034




X/C CP P*LIPT _LOC
0,0000 -4,6603 ,6828 .8059
,012_ .8455 ,9892 .1249
,0251 1,0191 ,9997 ,019_
.0510 ,9257 .9941 *0923
,0755 ,7969 ,9864 .1400
,1000 ,69)7 ,g_O0 .170E
.1504 .5357 ,9704 .2076
.2004 ,4271 .9636 ,2)11
• 2501 .3522 .9590 .2454
,)002 ,2985 ,9561 ,E544
,3507 ,253Z ,9535 ,Z61q
,4000 ,2209 ,9505 .2704
,4503 ,1986 ,9497 ,2726
,5000 ,1651 ,9476 ,2785
,5506 ,1509 ,9468 ,2907
.5997 .13)5 ,9463 .20_1
.6502 .1143 ,9454 ,2945
,7003 ,i06§ ,9441 .2881
,7497 ,1067 ,9445 .2870
,7998 .1062 .9440 .2883
,8503 ,OgqE .9440 .2884
,9000 ,0794 ,9429 .2913
.9483 ,0976 ,9437 .2891
C01 .01461 CDCOH1 *01465
C02 ,01492 ¢0C0R2 ,O14TO
C03 ,01440 CDCOR3 ,01430
CO4 ,01450 C0¢0R4 ,01441
COS *0149_ CDCOR5 *01456
5P&NWISE
XlC Vie CP PpL/PT RLOC
.1805 -,5000 -1,5474 ,8455 ,4961
,1505 -,3333 -1,6282 ,8397 ,5064
,1505 -,1667 -1.6442 ,8)00 .5077
,1505 b.O000 -1,6794 .8359 .81_
.1505 ,1667 -1,?145 ,8354 ,8139
,1505 ,3333 -1.7154 ,8344 ,5157
,1505 *$000 -1.6707 .8374 .5105
,4995 -,5000 -.5667 .9040 .38Z8
,4998 -,3333 -,5742 .9036 .3838
.499§ -.1667 -.5775 ,9031 .)847
,4995 0,0000 -.5953 .9012 ,3087
,4995 *1667 -.5897 .9026 ,3857
.4995 *3333 -.5887 ,9027 ,3_56
,4995 .5000 -.5495 .9048 .3811
,7q94 -,5000 -,2557 .9226 .3415
,?904 -.333_ -*1949 .9E67 ,)319
,7994 -.1667 -,1548 .9286 ,3274
,7994 0.0000 -,1503 .9284 ,3279
,7994 ,1667 -,1838 .9270 .3313
,7994 .)333 -,1501 .9294 ,3254




PT 38,3935 PSI CM 1.1596
Tr 123.5903 K CM ,0041




XlC CP PpLtPT ML5C
0,0000 -4.9019 .6383 .5282
.0135 -5,4678 ,590_ ,8876
.0271 -4.1061 .6825 .7602
.0515 -3.0411 .7493 .6563
,076) -_.5301 ,7811 .6054
• lO1E "2.1651 .B057 .5648
• 1503 -1,6725 .0337 ,5170
• 1994 -1.4_11 ._506 .4869
.2501 -1.1E89 .8642 .4619
._990 -1,0248 ,8748 .4418
,349_ -,_g ,8_29 ,4260
• 3994 -.7628 ,8902 .4114
• 4496 *.6A32 ,_958 ,4000
.4997 -.6017 .9001 .3910
.5492 -.5198 .9052 *3803
.5994 -,448) ._099 .3700
.6495 -.)788 .9149 .35gl
,6996 -,3214 ,0177 .3528
,7489 -.2535 .q21b .3437
,_003 -.1576 .9259 .3338
•8500 -.1204 ,9300 .3_40
.a993 -.0451 ,9342 ,3135
.94_9 ,0171 ,9)77 ,3067
LOWER SURFACE
X/¢ CP P,LIPT qLOC
0,0000 -4.9019 .6303 ,8282
.0122 .8281 ,9879 ,1319
.0251 1,0177 .99_6 ,0233
.0510 ,9374 .9947 ,0874
,0755 ,814_ .9871 *_363
.I000 .7057 .9806 *167_
*1504 .54_[ .9707 .2066
.2004 .440_ .9642 .2Z90
.2501 ,3629 ,9594 *_44)
.3002 .3115 ,9565 ,2532"
.3507 .2526 .95_8 .2639
.4000 ,_234 ,9514 ._681
.4503 .1874 .9489 ._749
.SO00 .1572 ,9468 .2809
,5506 ,1374 .9455 ,_842
,5g97 .12)I ,9449 *2860
.6502 .10_4 ,9441 ._8_2
.7003 ,0881 .04Z7 *Z917
.7497 .0520 ,9422 ,2931
.7998 .0791 ,94_ ,293[
._503 ,0612 ,041[ .2qbO
.9000 .03ZI ,9390 .3015
.9483 ,0448 .0395 .3003
C01 ,015_3 CDCORI ,01856
C02 .01636 COCOR2 ,01600
C03 .01711 COCOR3 .01659
C04 ,03502 CDCOR4 ,03414
¢05 ,05856 CDCOR5 .0_794
SPAMWT5[
_lC 71¢ CP P_L/PT HL_C
.1505 -,3000 -1.1911 .8637 " ,4627
,1505 -,3333 -1.4671 ,8490 .4807
,1505 -,1667 -l,6053 .8406 .5047
,1505 0.0000 -1.6725 .8337 ,8170
*1305 .1667 -1.7184 ,8314 .5209
,1505 ,)333 -1,7)16 .8330 ,5182
,1505 .5000 -1.7143 .0340 .5164
,4995 -.5000 -,6422 .8988 ,3938
,4995 -,)333 -,5768 .9017 ,3878
,4995 -.1667 -._809 .9028 .3_85
,4995 0.0000 -.6017 .9001 .3910
.4995 *1667 -.$960 .9016 .3880
,4995 ,3333 -,5931 .9008 .3896
,4995 .5000 -.5644 .9038 ,3833
.7994 -*3000 -.4120 .9119 ,3657
,7994 -,3333 -.3886 .9137 ,3616
,7994 -,1667 -.2379 .9223 .3472
,7994 0.0000 -.[676 .9259 *3338
,7994 .1667 -.1647 .9271 .3309
.7994 ,)333 -.1580 ,9278 ,3292





XlC CP P_LIPT ML_C
0,0000 -5°5067 ,60Z0 .9844
,0135 -5,8139 .5833 .9136
.0271 "4.3521 .6729 .7750
• _51_ -),]638 ,7438 ,66_9
,0763 -2,613_ ,7790 .b08B
.i012 -2,2159 ,'030 ,5694
• 1503 -1.7265 *6332 ,517Q
,1994 -1.4318 .8506 .4868
,2501 -1.199_ ,$63_ .4625
,2999 -1,0487 ,8?34 ,444_
.3499 -,9009 ,_825 ,4269
,)994 -.7_72 ,8890 ,4139
.4496 -,6965 ,695_ ,40_Z
• 4997 -.6114 ,9010 *3892
._492 -,526& ,Q057 .3791
,5994 -,4589 .9087 .3727
.6495 -,)917 ,9130 .3634
.6996 -,3_25 .g172 ,3539
,7489 -.269? ,9206 .3461
,8003 -,2023 ,9246 13368
,ASO0 -,1391 .92_1 .32_5
,8993 -,0760 ,9322 .3186
,948_ -,0_37 ,9355 ,3103
_T 38,40_9 P_I CN 1.2011
TT IZ0*Z176 K CM ,0039




X/C CP P_L/PT _L_C
0,0000 -5.5067 .6020 .8n44
,0122 *7557 *9837 .1536
.0251 1.0104 ,9992 .0337
.0510 .955_ *9958 *0773
.0755 .8457 ,9892 ,1247
.1000 ,73A5 ,9827 ,15_4
.1504 .5831 .9733 ,1972
,Z004 ,4699 ,966_ *2219
,2501 ,3881 .961I ,2390
,3002 .3361 ,9550 .2485
,3507 ,2829 ,9848 *2582
.4000 ,2381 ,0518 *2667
.4503 ,2115 *0505 ,2704
,5000 ,1729 ,948_ ,_762
.5_06 ,150) ,9469 ._805
,5997 ,1293 .94_9 ,2859
,6502 ,0999 *9432 .2905
,7003 ,0_13 ,9431 .2909
*7497 .0734 .9417 .2945
,7998 ,0732 ,q41fi ,2948
.8503 ,0496 .939_ ,290_
.9000 *0088 ,9374 .)0_5
,9483 ,0239 ,9385 ,30_9
C01 .01816 CDCOR1 .01807
CO_ .01976 C0C0_2 .otqzz
C03 ,02160 COCOR3 ,01995
C04 .06506 CDCOR4 ,06407
COS ,09200 EOCDR8 ,09132
SP&N_[$E
X#C Y/C CP P_L/PT RLOC
,1505 -,5000 -I,1447 ,8661 .4583
,1505 -.3333 -1,4778 ,8463 ,4946
,1505 -.1667 -1.6265 ,8384 .5087
,150_ 0,0000 -1,7265 ,8332 ,5179
,1505 ,1667 -1*7799 ,8269 ,5207
,1505 ,3333 -1,7988 ,8266 ,5293
,1505 *5000 -1.7766 *8292 *5247
,4995 -,S000 -.6679 ,8967 ,3952
.4995 -.3333 -,6174 .8998 ,3924
*4995 -.1667 -,5833 ,g019 ,3873
,4995 0.0000 -.6114 .9010 ,3892
,4995 ,1667 -.6102 .9002 .3909
.4995 ,)333 *,6052 *9002 .3908
,4995 ,8000 -,5594 ,9033 .3643
,7994 -,3000 -,4703 *9094 ,)71)
,7994 -*)313 -,4844 .9086 ,3?28
*7994 *,1667 -,)011 .9190 ,3499
,7994 0,0000 -.2023 ,9246 *3368
,7994 ,1667 -.1756 ,9272 .3306
,7994 ,_)33 -,1646 ,9280 ,32_7




TABLE IV. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.30






XIC CP PPLIPT _LOC
0,0000 1.01q_ ,gQOa .0172
• 0135 ,0508 .9418 .2g43
,027l -.1848 .9275 .3302
,0515 -,3025 ,9203 ,3469
,0763 -.3_05 .9157 .3574
,IOIZ -,3897 .9153 ,3583
,1503 -.3785 ,9189 ,3570
.1994 -.3794 ,9157 .3574
._501 -.3524 ,9171 .3544
,29q9 -,3313 ,9180 ,3522
,3499 -,3020 .q198 ,34B2
.3994 -,2761 .9215 ,3442
• 4496 -.2440 .9235 ,3395
• 4997 -,2243 .9245 .3372
• 5492 -.1921 ,9254 ,3326
.5994 -,1664 ._279 ,3292
• 6495 -,1442 *9290 .3264
• 6996 -,1184 .9303 ,3233
• 7483 --*0835 *9326 ,3177
,8003 -,0511 ,9350 ,3117
,_500 -,0144 ,9371 ,3064
,8993 .0298 ,_402 .2985
,9489 .0798 .9_27 ,2913
PT 64,6425 PB] CN -,0217
TT 120.5925 K CR .0010




X/C CP P_L/PT RLgC
0,0000 1.0196 ,9998 *0172
.0122 -,0255 .9372 ,3061
.0251 -.2537 .9233 .3400
.0510 -._B55 .9154 .35e2
,0755 -.4104 .9139 .3614
,1000 -,4234 ,9133 .3628
• 1504 -,4294 .9129 .363B
.2004 -.4081 ,Q140 ,3612
,2501 -,3791 ,9155 ._580
,3002 -.3465 ,9171 ,3543
.3507 -.3211 .QIB6 .350B
.4000 -._921 ,9206 ,3464
,4503 -,2566 .9228 .3412
.5000 -.238_ .9237 .3391
.5505 -.209_ ,9254 .33_2
.5_97 -,1786 ,9271 .3310
.6502 -,1673 ,9276 .3298
,7003 -,1265 .9290 .3245
,7497 -*0895 ,9323 ,3186
,709_ -.0517 ,9350 .3118
,8503 -,0213 .93_7 ,3074
.9000 -.0010 ,9384 .3033





XI_ CP PpLIPT _L_C
0.0000 ,4584 ,9670 ,2198
.0135 ,7407 ,9833 ,1556
.0271 ,4RZb .9678 ,21_9
,0515 .2615 ,9544 ,zsgb
.0763 .I087 ,9453 ,2a51
.1012 .0360 ._412 .2960
• 1503 -,0307 .9375 ,30fi4
,199_ -,0_64 ,q344 ,3134
,2501 -,1007 .9331 ,31_6
,_999 -.1127 ,9324 .31_3
,3499 -.1115 ,9326 .]179
.3994 -.1071 ,_382 .3162
,4496 -.1010 ,9332 .31&4
,4gg? -.0960 ,9332 ,3363
.5492 -.0773 .93_5 ,3131
.5994 -.0&87 .9350 ,3117
,6495 -.0563 ,9365 .3080
• 6995 -,039_ .9372 .3062
,7489 -,0213 ,9383 .3035
.8003 ,0019 ,939_ ,3005
._500 ,0267 *_408 .296_
,8993 ,05_3 .9426 .292Z
,948) ,0A77 .q4_B .BRb3
PT e4.5857 PSI CN -.4025
TT L19._965 K CN .0024




XIC CP P_LtPT NLOC
0,0000 ,4584 .9670 ,2198
,0122 -1.2502 ,B6S3 ,4602
,0251 -1.2545 .8645 .4617
,0510 -1.1106 ,8721 .4472
.0755 -1.0005 .8789 .4342
,lO00 -.9330 .88_5 ,4252
• 1504 -.8179 ,8909 ,4104
,2004 -,7269 .8965 ,398B
.2501 -,6440 ,9007 .3900
• 3002 -.5715 .9051 ,3907
.3507 *.5125 ,gOB7 ,3729
,4000 -.4580 ,9125 .3647
.4503 -,4037 .9152 ._5_7
,5000 -,3640 ,9172 .3541
,5506 -.3177 .9202 .3474
.5_97 -,273_ ,92ZP .3412
.6502 -.2443 .9254 .3351
• 7003 -.1_72 ,9285 ._279
.749? -.14_3 ,9311 ,32_4
.7998 -,0917 ,9339 ,3146
• 9503 -.0471 ,9365 ,3081
,9000 -,0099 ,93R6 ,3027
,9483 ,0809 ,g444 .2874
C01 ,00710 COCOR1 *O070fl
C02 ,00715 COCOR2 .00704
CO3 ,00703 COCOR3 ,00695
C04 ,00712 C_OR4 .00710
CD5 .0_600 COCOR5 .00653
SP&N_SE
XIC YIC CP P_LIPT RLOC
• 1505 _.5000 ",35_6 .QI_Q *3548
.1505 -.3333 -,3752 ,9154 .356L
,1505 -,1667 -,3905 ,914b ,3[_9
,1505 0.3000 -,3785 ,91§9 ,3570
• 1505 ,1667 -,3885 ,9148 ,3594
.1505 ,3333 -,3885 ,9146 ,3599
,1505 .5000 -.3700 .9159 .3571
,4995 -.5000 -,2182 ,9249 .3363
,_995 -.3333 -,2162 .9250 .3361
,4995 -,1667 -.2184 ,9249 .3363
.4995 0.0000 -.2_45 .9Z45 _337Z
,4995 ,166? -,2194 ,9248 .3364
.4995 ,3333 -,2185 ,9250 .336Z
.4995 ,5000 -.1873 .9268 ,3319
,7994 -,5000 -,0536 ,9340 .3122
.7994 -,3333 -,0518 ,9349 .3121
.7994 -.1667 -,0511 .9345 .3133
.7994 0,0000 -,0511 .9350 .311?
.7994 .1667 -,0401 .9351 .3114
,7994 .3333 -,0452 .9351 .3111
,7994 ,5000 -,0503 ,9345 .3130
C01 *00774 CDCOR1 *00776
C02 ,00764 C D_OR2 .00755
C03 ,00732 CDCOR3 .00729
C04 ,00739 C0C004 .00739
C05 ,00715 CDCO_5 .00690
SP&NWZSE
XlC YlC CP P_LIPT NLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -.0223 .)382 .3036
.1505 -,3333 -,0346 ,9372 ,3062
,1505 -,1667 -,0405 .9367 .3074
,1505 0.0000 -.0307 .9375 ,3054
• 1505 ,1667 -.0371 .9373 .3059
,1505 ,3333 -,0424 .9360 .3074
,1505 ,5000 -,023? .9377 .3049
,4995 -,5000 -.0973 ,9334 .3156
,_995 -,3333 0,0925 ,9338 ,3148
• 4995 -.1667 -,0924 .9338 .3149
• 4995 0,0000 -,0960 ,g33_ .3163
,49g5 .1667 -.0928 .9337 ,3151
94995 ,3333 -*0904 ,9339 *3145
.4995 .5000 -*0785 ,9346 .3126
• 7994 -.5000 -*0043 .9387 .3023
,7994 -.3333 -,0054 .9390 .3016
.7994 -.1667 ,0011 ,9399 ,2994
.7994 0.0000 *0019 ,9394 .3005
.7994 ,1667 ,0057 ,9393 .3006
.7994 .3333 .0029 .9395 .3003





XIC CP P,LIPT qLgC
0,0000 .0863 ,9918 ,1089
.0135 ,4542 .96b0 ,2232
,0271 .1A30 ,9496 .2733
.0515 -,0055 ,9377 ,3050
,3763 -.1157 .9317 .3200
• 1012 -,1644 .9277 ,3297
.1503 -,1g95 ._255 ,3348
,1994 -,Z281 ,9245 ,3373
.2501 -,2187 .9253 ,3354
.2999 -.2202 ,9249 .3363
.3499 -,2058 ,9259 .3339
.3994 -,1944 ,9263 .3331
.4496 -.1755 .9274 .3305
,4997 -,1595 ,9207 .3273
,5492 -,1325 ,9306 ,3227
,_994 -.1171 .9312 ,3Z1Z
.6495 -.1007 .9325 .31_0
,6996 -,0783 ,9340 .3142
.74_9 -,0506 ,9355 ,3106
• 8003 -,0217 ,93?2 ,3062
.8500 ,0061 .938? .3023
• B993 .0477 .9413 .2957
.9409 ,0_59 ,9435 .ZB97
PT 6;.6150 PS! CN -,2134
TT 119.7497 K Cq ,0018




X/¢ CP P,L/PT _LOC
0,0000 ,8863 ,9913 .t08q
,0122 -.5?3? ,q045 ,3820
,0251 -,7131 ,8950 *4003
.0_10 -.7318 ,_937 .4045
• 0755 -,6941 ,8970 ,3977
.1000 -,6721 ,8968 ,3982
,1504 -,6225 .89Q8 ,3919
• 2004 -,5653 ,9042 .3927
,2501 -.5053 ,0081 ,3?43
,3002 -,4574 ,9106 ,3688
• 3507 *,4169 ,9132 .3631
,4000 -,3?93 .9151 ,_500
,4503 -*3355 .9177 .3529
.5000 -,3010 .920? ,34?4
,5506 -,2623 ,92?8 .3412
,5997 -,2261 ,9246 ,3370
• 6502 -,2064 .9262 ,3333
• 7003 -,1561 ,0294 ,3257
,?49? -.1145 ,9316 .3202
,7998 -,069_ ,9343 ,3135
.A503 -,0343 ,9363 *3085
,9000 -,0030 ,9382 .3036
.9483 ,0849 .9435 ,2899
3O
C01 ,00743 COCOPl ,00T50
C02 .00729 CD_OR2 .0072B
C03 ,00718 C0C0P3 *00723
C04 *00717 C0C004 ,00721
CO5 ,00669 CDCOR5 ,00657
SPAN_|SE
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -,1802 .9276 ,3300
,1505 -,3333 -.1962 .9269 ,3316
• 1505 *,1667 -,7137 ,9262 *3332
,1505 0.0000 -,1995 .9255 ,3340
.1505 ,1667 -.2052 .9261 .3336
,1505 .3333 -,2075 .9262 ,3332
.1505 .5000 -.1926 ,92?5 ,3302
• 4995 -*5000 -,1560 *9294 .3255
,499_ -,3333 -,1590 ,9296 ,3252
• 4995 -,1667 -,1533 ,g2qB ,3247
.4995 0.3000 -.1595 .9287 .3273
• 4995 .1667 -,1535 *9296 *3251
,4995 .3333 -,1571 ,9297 .3249
,4995 ,5000 -.1300 .9312 .3213
.?994 -,5000 -.0331 ,9367 .3076
.7994 -,3333 -.0302 .937| .3066
.7994 -,1667 -,0247 ,93T_ ,3047
.7994 0.0000 -,0217 .9372 .3062
• 7994 .1667 -*0236 ,93?2 ,3062
,7994 .3333 -.0204 ,93?? .3051







XIC CP P,L/PT HL_C
0.0000 1.0191 .9998 .0179
• 0135 .0418 .9417 ._966
.0271 -,188] ,9277 *3297
.0515 -.2954 .9212 .3450
,0763 -,3826 ,9161 .3566
.IOIZ -.391] .9157 .3574
.1503 -.3783 .9165 .3557
.1994 -.3765 .9163 .3561
• 2501 -.3532 .9179 .3524
.Z999 -,3328 .o193 .3693
.3499 -.307L .9213 .3666
.3996 -.2776 .9231 .3604
• 6496 -.2651 .9266 .3]70
.4997 -t2206 *9265 *]326
• 5492 -.1907 .9230 .3290
.5996 -.1639 .9292 ,3261
• 6695 -.1409 .9306 .3226
.6996 -.1137 *9322 .3[88
.7489 -.0859 ,9339 .3167
• 8003 -.0698 .9363 .3074
.8500 -*0093 .9390 .3015
.8993 .0374 .9422 .2933
.9489 .OR00 ,9665 .2872
PT 66.b190 PSI CN -.0181
TT 120.3016 K CH .0007




X/C CP P_LIRT _LOC
0,0000 1.0191 .9998 .0179
• 0122 -.O06T .9388 .3021
.0251 -.2501 .9260 .3385
.0510 -,3770 .9163 .3562
.0755 -.6035 .9168 .3596
.i000 -.4187 .9141 .3611
.1504 -.4_20 .9139 .3615
.2006 -.3999 .9149 .3592
• 2501 -.3750 .9166 .]554
.3002 -,3439 .9186 .3508
.3507 -.3216 .9208 .3666
.6000 -.2899 ,9226 .3421
,4503 -.2537 .9241 .3382
,5000 -,2312 .9258 .3341
,5506 -,2065 .9271 .3312
.5997 -,1734 .9296 .3275
.6502 -.1616 .9296 .3256
,7003 -.1195 ,9318 .3197
.7407 -.0896 .9336 .3152
.7998 -.0494 ,936_ ._073
.8503 -,0166 ,9387 ,3023
.9000 ,0077 ,9605 .2979
.9683 .0870 .9649 .2861
C01 .00704 CDCOR1 ,00705
C02 .00?11 COCOR2 ,00700
C03 ,00703 CDCOR3 .00700
C04 ,00700 COCDR6 ,00696
C05 ,00662 CDCOR5 .00645
5PANWISE
_IC YIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
,1505 -,SO00 -.3559 .9183 .3515
• 1505 -,3333 -,3?49 .9171 ,3542
• 1505 -,1667 -,3919 ,9168 .3_31
,1505 0,0000 -,3783 ,9165 .355;
,1505 .1667 -,3880 ,9166 ,3558
• 1505 ,3333 -,3915 .9161 ,3565
.1505 ,5000 -.3683 .9181 ,3519
.4995 ".5000 -.2202 .9266 .3322
,4995 -,3333 -,2191 ,9270 ,3314
.4995 -,1667 -.2186 ,9269 .3316
,4995 0.0000 -.2206 .9265 ,3326
.6995 .1667 -.2221 ,9265 ,3325
,4995 ,3333 -.2199 .9269 .3315
.4995 .5000 -.18?4 .9287 ,3272
.7994 -.3000 -.0515 ,9369 .3070
.7996 -.3333 -,0517 .9367 ,3074
.7994 -,1667 -.0444 .9369 ,3070
.7994 0,0000 -.0498 ,9368 .3074
.7996 ,1667 -.0462 ,9372 .3062
,7994 ,3333 -.0465 .9371 ,3064







XIC CP PeLleT qLOC
0.0000 ,9703 ,9938 ,_9_0
.0135 -,4o13 .9094 ,3714
.0271 -.6Z56 .9008 ,3897
.0515 -.6380 .9001 .3912
*0763 -.66_0 .8989 .3938
.1012 -.6795 .9009 .3897
,1503 -,5627 .9066 ,3819
*1994 -.5362 ,9062 ,3782
.2501 -.4819 ,9111 ,3678
.2999 -.4393 ,9137 .3619
,3_99 -.3981 .9160 .3568
.3994 -*3001 .9171 ,3543
,4490 -,3196 .01_9 .3503
.4997 -.2879 .9216 .3441
.5492 -.2457 .9Z36 .3393
,5994 -.2127 ,9261 .3336
.6695 -,1827 .9273 ,3306
.6996 -.1490 .9290 *3244
.7489 -.1132 ,9318 .3197
.8003 -,0714 .9366 .313]
,8500 -.0292 .g366 .3079
.8993 *0242 ,9601 .2988












6_.6386 PSI CN .1724
119.8626 K CH .0000




XlC CP PpLIPT NLOC












• 4503 -,184_ .9271 .3312
.SO00 -.1713 .9285 .32?7
.5506 -.1506 ,9294 ,3257
,5997 -.1267 .931] .3_11
.6507 -,1211 .9310 ,3216
.7003 -,0848 .9137 .]150
.7497 -,0589 .9351 .]I16
.7998 -,0255 .9371 ,]064
.8503 -,0007 ,9353 .3035
,9000 .0149 .9395 ,3003
.9483 ,0926 ,9641 .2883
CO1 .00729 COCOA1 .00732
C02 .00714 COCOR2 .00706
C03 ,00711 CDCOR3 .00710
C04 .00698 COCOR4 .00696
C05 ,00663 COC085 .00629
SPAN_ZSE
XlC VIC CP PtLIPT HtOC
.1505 -.5000 -.5272 .9077 .3751
• 1505 -.3333 -.$564 ,9065 ,3777
.1505 -,1667 -,5772 ,9055 ,3798
.1505 0.0000 -,5627 ,9046 ,3819
.1505 .1667 -,5728 .9066 .3017
.1505 .3333 -.5785 ,9052 .3808
• 1505 .5000 -.5557 .9068 .3771
.4995 -.5000 -,2930 .9224 ,3423
.6995 -.3333 -,2865 .9222 .3626
.6995 -.1667 -.2813 ,9226 ,3417
.6995 0.0000 -,2879 ,9216 .3441
,4995 ,1667 -.2862 ,9228 .3413
.4995 .3333 -.28_8 .9222 .3426
,4995 ,5000 -,2411 ,9250 ,3361
,7994 -,SO00 -,0730 .9350 ,3117
.7994 -,3133 -,0?49 .9351 ,3116
.7994 -.1667 -.06E2 ,9356 .3103
,7994 0.0000 -,0714 .9344 .3133
.7994 .1667 -.0695 .9352 ,3112
.7996 ,3333 -.0685 .9354 .3107





XlC CP P;LIPT NL3C
0,0000 ,5253 .9700 ,ZOqZ
.0135 -1,1475 ,8710 .4694
,0271 -1,1468 .8707 .4409
*0515 -1.0207 .8778 .6362
,0763 -,9816 ,8809 .4301
,1012 -.89_1 .8859 .4206
.1503 -,7686 .8929 .4063
.1996 -.7010 .8968 .3982
.2501 -.6169 .9021 .3871
,2999 -,5608 *9056 .3796
,3499 -,4995 ,9093 ,3715
,3994 -.6490 ,9121 ,3654
.4496 -.3964 .9153 .3583
.4997 -,3520 .9190 .3501
,5492 -.2098 .9221 .3429
.5994 -.257& ,9239 .3337
,6495 -.2235 *9260 .3337
,6996 -.1832 .9297 .3273
,7489 -,1410 ,9310 .3216
*8003 -*0953 .9333 .3160
.8500 -*0467 ,9366 .3077
,8993 ,0163 .9400 .zgo
.9489 *0765 .9639 .2838
PT 64.6352 PSI CN .3676
TT 119.7Q74 K C_ -*0007




X/C CP O_LIOT qLOC
0.0000 .5253 .g?O0 ,2092
• 01ZZ ,7370 .9830 .1569
• 0251 .466g .9669 .2_02
.0510 .2012 .950g .2606
• 0755 .0906 ,9446 .2968
• 1000 .0108 .9404 .2981
,1504 -.0658 .9]49 ,31_1
• 2006 -.1101 ,9322 .3189
,2501 -.1192 .9318 ,]197
,3002 -.IZ42 ,9316 ,3201
.3507 -.1253 ,9316 .3202
.6000 -,1229 .9316 .3202
• 6503 -.1094 .9326 ,3164
• 5000 -,1039 ,93]6 .3153
,580_ -,0908 ,9344 ,3133
,5997 -.0722 ,9]49 *]120
• 6802 -.0762 .9348 .3126
• 7003 -.0465 .9368 ,3074
• ?497 -.0264 ,9378 ,]046
.799_ -.0015 .9]89 ,]019
• 8503 ,0112 .9401 .2989
,9000 ,0278 ,940? .29?2
,9483 ,0968 ,9451 .2856
3i
COL ,00?54 CDCOR1 .00760
C02 ,00?54 CDCOR2 .00747
C03 ,00743 COCOR3 .00744
C04 ,00725 CDCOR4 ,00729
C05 ,03664 CD_OR5 ,00687
SPANWISE
X/C ¥/C CP P*L/PT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -,7223 .8958 .6002
.1505 -.3333 -.7528 ,8935 ,4050
.1505 -.1667 -.7798 .8918 .4090
,1505 0,0000 -,7666 ,8929 .4063
.1505 .1667 -,7815 ,8923 .4074
.1503 .3333 -.7820 .8917 .4006
,1505 ,5000 -,7552 .8930 ,4060
,6995 -,SO00 -,3495 .9179 .3526
.6995 -*3333 -,3454 *q1T8 *3528
.4995 -.1667 -,3427 .9172 ,3541
,6995 0,0000 -.3520 ,9190 ,3501
,4995 ,1667 -,3522 ,9177 .3529
,4995 ,3333 -,3474 .9177 ,3531
,4995 ,5000 -.2947 ,9201 .34?5
,7994 -*5000 *.0910 ,932& .3179
,7996 -.3333 -.0941 .9327 .3176
,7994 -.1667 -.08?? .9331 .3164
,79q6 0,0000 -,0953 .9333 ,3160
.7996 .1667 -,0682 .9327 .3175
,7994 *3333 -,0882 ,9330 .3160
.7994 .5000 -,0866 ,9332 ,3163
TEST119R_N 71POINT7








X/C CP P,L/PT HLg:
0,0000 -.1740 ,9Z98 ,3247
,0135 -1,9210 .8Z62 ,5303
,027[ -1.7282 ,8366 .5123
,05[5 -[,4400 ,0510 ,4866
• 0763 -|,3149 ,8581 .4735
,1012 -1.1735 .8673 .4563
,1503 -.9786 ,B790 ,4339
°[994 -,e660 ,8848 ,4ZZ6
• 2501 -.7530 ,8912 .4097
.Z999 -.6760 .8967 ,3983
,3499 -.5904 .9012 ,38_9
,3994 -,5333 .Q052 .3805
,4496 -.4660 ,9095 ,3712
,4997 -,4153 ,9123 ,3050
,549Z -.3535 .9163 ,3562
• 5994 ".3045 .9199 .3479
,6495 -,262[ .9225 ,3419
,6996 -,2146 .9253 ,3354
,7489 -,1624 .9280 ,3291
,_003 -,1094 .9308 ,3221
• 8500 -,0596 .9346 ,3129
,8993 ,0067 ,9390 ,3017
,9489 ,0754 ,9430 ,2911
LOWEE SURFACE
XlC CP P,LIPT NLOC
0.0000 -,1748 ,9298 ,3247
.0122 .9339 ,9948 ,0868
,025[ ,7073 ,9813 ,1649
,05[0 ,4390 ,9647 ,2276
,0755 ,2993 ,9861 ,2548
,[000 ,2102 .9509 *2696
,1504 ,0945 ,9439 ,_8_9
,2004 ,0332 ,9396 ,3001
,2501 ,0040 ,9376 ,3053
,3002 -,0165 *9368 ,3072
,3507 -.0303 ,9358 ,309?
,4000 -.0380 ,9353 ,3110
.4503 -,0333 ,9350 ,3098
,5000 -,0376 .9353 ,3[10
,5506 -*0322 .9358 ,3097
,5997 -,0215 ,9370 ,3068
,6502 -,0319 ,9364 ,3083
,7003 -,0074 .9378 ,3048
,7497 .0099 ,9384 ,3031
,7098 ,0308 .9394 ,3006
.8500 .0374 1._404 ,2980
,9000 ,0396 .9408 ,2969
,9483 ,1013 ,9446 .2869
COl ,00501 CDCORI .00008
C02 ,00823 CDCORZ .00819
C03 ,00817 COCOR3 ,00819
C04 ,00802 COCOR4 ,00806
C05 ,00730 COCOR8 ,00724
SPANWZSE
XlC YI¢ CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 1508 -,SO00 -,9219 ,8830 ,426[
,1505 -,3333 -,9634 ,BSOZ ,4316
.[508 -,1667 -,9885 ,8783 ,4153
,1505 0,0000 -,9786 ,8790 .433_
,1505 ,1667 -.993? .8787 ,4346
,1509 .3333 -,9750 .8783 ,4353
,1508 ,5000 -,9669 ,8706 ,4328
,4995 -,5000 -,4096 .qIZ5 ,3645
,4995 -,3333 -,4118 ,9132 ,363[
,4998 -,1667 -,4120 ,q138 ,3623
.4995 0,0000 -,4153 ,9123 ,3650
• 499_ ,1667 -,4124 ,9124 ,3649
04993 .3333 -.4122 ,9132 o3631
.4995 ,5000 -,3535 .0169 ,3847
,7994 -.5000 -,1203 .9302 ,3235
,7994 -,3333 -,1193 ,9300 ,324[
,7994 -.1667 -.1136 ,9311 03214
.2994 0.0000 -,1094 .9308 ,8221
,7994 ,1667 -,[103 ,9309 ,322[
.7994 ,3303 -.I089 ,930? .322_













XlC CP PpLIPT qLOC
0,0000 -I,Z079 ,8652 ,4604
,0135 -2,7985 ,76_4 ,6Z63
,027[ -2,3763 ,7937 ,5852
,0515 -I,R59[ ,8231 ,5357
,0763 -1,6666 ,8369 ,5117
,I012 -1.4632 .8497 .4889
• 1503 -1,1083 ,8660 ,4588
,1994 -1,0204 ,8750 ,4416
• 2501 -,_944 ,8_36 ,4249
,2999 -,7890 ,8896 .4130
.3499 -,6955 ,8QSB ,4003
.3994 --.6167 ,9005 .3904
.4496 -,5339 ,9052 ,3_06
,4997 -,4780 ,9097 ,3708
,54q2 -,4080 ,9138 ,361_
,5994 -,3512 ,_17[ ,3543
.6495 -,3003 ,920[ ,3476
• 6996 -.2423 ,9232 .3402
,7489 -.1o02 ,9265 ,33Z6
,8003 -.1324 .9302 .3236
,_500 -,0653 ,9338 .3148
,R993 ,0016 ,9379 ,3044
,_489 *0742 ,9424 ,2928
LO_ER SURFACE
XIC CP PtLIPT qLOC
0,0000 -I,ZOT9 ,8652 ,4604
.0122 1.0164 .9996 .0246
• 0251 .8774 .9911 ,1130
.0510 ,6258 ,9758 ,1874
.0755 ,4807 ,9671 ,2194
.1000 .3791 .9611 .2392
.1504 ,2389 ,9525 ,2650
.2004 ,1622 ,9476 ,2789
.2501 .1122 .9447 ,2866.
,3002 .0818 ,9426 .2922
,3507 .0550 .9413 .2957
,4000 .0403 ,9404 .2_81
.4503 .0378 ,9400 ,_991
,5000 .0234 ,9398 ,_994
,5506 ,0213 .9396 ,3000
.5997 ,0245 .9398 .2997
.6502 *0083 .93R7 .3024
.7003 .0302 .9398 .2996
,7497 .0373 ,9402 ,2984
,7998 ,0504 ,9412 .2958
,8503 .0613 .9415 .2951
,0000 ,0400 ,9408 ,2969
,9483 .IOS8 .9443 ,2577
C01 ,00872 COCOR1 ,00900
COZ ,0092! COCOR2 ,00915
C03 .00686 C0C0R3 ,00886
C04 ,00839 C0C0R4 .00840
C05 .00798 CDCOR5 ,00706
SPANWISE
XI¢ vie CP PwLIPT HLOC
*|SOS -.SO00 -L,[097 ,0703 ,4506
.1505 -,3333 -1,1393 .8668 ,4573
,1805 -.1667 -l.1853 .8655 ,4597
.1505 0,0000 -1,[883 ,8660 ,4588
,1505 ,1667 -1.2045 ,8646 .4615
.1508 ,3333 -1.2051 ,8640 ,4616
.1505 ,5000 -I,1702 .8664 .4580
.4995 -,5000 -.4663 *90q1 .3721
.4995 -.3333 -.4661 .90ql ,3721
,4995 -,1667 -,4691 ,9093 _3717
.4995 0,0000 -,4780 .909? .3708
.4995 ,1667 -.4737 ,9086 ,3731
,4995 ,3333 -.4685 .9089 .3724
,4995 ,5000 -,4085 ,9129 ,3606
,7994 -,5000 -,1506 ,9206 ,3276
.7994 -.3333 -.1365 ,9294 ,3257
,7994 -,[667 -.[326 .9293 .3288
,79q4 0,0000 -,1324 .9302 .3236
.?994 .[667 -.[256 .9301 ,3239
.7994 ,3333 -.1246 .9301 ,3239
















_lC CP P,L/PT MLOC
0.0000 -1,7753 ,8321 ,5201
• 0135 -3,2717 .7430 ,6668
.027[ -2.7039 .7775 .6117
.0515 -2,1056 ,8121 ,5544
.0763 -_.B36B .82_7 .5261
• 1012 -|,6042 *B_lb ,5034
.1503 -1,2929 .8603 ._695
,1994 -1,1157 ,8717 .4481
,2501 T.9581 .8815 ,4290
• 2999 -.8391 ,8875 .4171
.3499 -,7402 .8943 ,4034
.3994 -,6502 ,8998 .3920
.4496 -,5685 ,9046 .3818
.4997 -.4980 .9090 ,3723
.5492 -.4299 .9132 ,3630
.5994 -.3709 .0166 ,3554
,6495 -,3186 .919b ,3407
,6996 -.2571 ,9235 .3396
,7489 -,2034 ,9269 ,3316
.8003 -,1371 .9304 ,3232
,8500 -,0?72 ,934[ ,3141
.8993 -.0016 ,9389 ,3020
,9489 *0755 ,9436 .2897
LOWE_ SURFACE
X/C CP P,L/PT HLOC
0.0000 -1,7753 ,8321 .5201
,01_2 1.0132 ,9994 .0291
,OZS1 ,9360 .9048 ,0864
,0510 ,7000 *_806 ,1677
,0755 ,5557 .9720 ,2021
,lO00 .4480 .9653 ,2254
.1504 .3009 *9564 ,_534
,Z004 ,2146 ,95[5 ,2679
.2501 .1620 .9485 .Z?bZ
,300Z ,130q ,9461 .2829
.3507 .095? ,9444 ,2875
,4000 ,0795 ,9435 ,2_99
.4503 .0678 ,942? ,2910
.5000 ,05_8 ,9423 ,2930
,5506 ,0493 .9410 .2942
,5997 ,047[ ,9416 .2940
,6502 ,0280 ,9403 ,2982
,7003 ,0_65 ,_416 ,_48
.749? ,0504 ,9419 ,2941
.7990 .06?8 ,9424 .29?8
,8503 .0625 ,9428 ,2926
.9000 ,05_4 ,9421 .2936
.9483 .1078 ,9455 ,2045
CDI ,00969 CDCDR1 ,009?5
CD2 ,01006 CDCOR2 ,01000
C03 .00972 COCOR3 ,OOqTZ
C04 *00881 COCOR4 ,00082
C05 ,00B6Z CDCOR5 ,00846
SPAHWT$E
_1¢ ¥/C CP P_L/PT HLOC
,1505 -.5000 -t,188e .06?2 ,4566
,1505 -.3333 -l,2528 ,8652 *4602
,1508 -.[667 -1,2826 ,8623 .4657
,1505 0.0000 -1,2929 ,8603 ,4698
*L505 .1662 -L,3059 ,860[ ,4697
,1505 .3333 -[.3091 ,86[q .4665
.1505 ,5000 -1,2770 ,8630 ,4644
.4995 -.5000 -.4870 ,9102 .3697
.4995 -*3333 -,4949 ,9100 ,3700
,4995 *.1667 -.4913 .9098 *3705
,4995 0,0000 -.4qeo .9090 *3723
,4995 .1667 -.4989 ,9095 .3711
,499_ ,3333 -.49?0 ,qOq9 .3703
.4995 ,5000 -,4296 ,9138 ,3624
,7994 -.5000 -,1806 ,92S6 *32?6
.7994 -,3333 -,1509 .9300 ,3240
,7994 -.1667 -.[391 ,9303 *3233
,?994 0,0000 -,1371 ,9304 ,3232
,7994 ,1667 -.1352 .9313 .3211
.7994 *3333 ",134_ ,9310 .32[7











X/C C D PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 -2.3386 .7976 .5787
.0135 -3.7293 .71S5 .7098
.0271 -3.0198 .7572 .6443
*0515 -2.3217 .7989 .5765
.0763 -1.9975 .B170 .546Z
,1012 -1.7368 .8328 .5190
.1503 -1.3899 ,8544 ,4804
.I994 -1.1895 .8658 .4592
.2501 -1.0160 .8767 .4383
.2999 -.8917 .8842 .4238
.3499 --.7777 ,8919 .4083
,3994 -.6927 .898¢ .3949
.4496 -.5083 ,9033 .3846
.4997 -.5256 .9073 .3760
.5492 -,4536 .9113 ,3674
.5994 -.3_42 .0156 .3578
.6495 -.3301 .9191 .3498
.6996 -.2643 .9228 ,3412
.7489 -.2097 .9268 ,3319
.B003 -.1450 .9301 .3239
.8500 -.0800 .0344 .3134
.8993 -,OObO ,9384 .3031





XIC CP A;LIPT qLgC
0,0000 -2.3386 ,7976 .5787
.0122 1.0056 .9990 .0387
.0251 .9755 .9971 .0641
.0510 ,7627 .9543 .1505
.0755 .6178 .9754 .1891
• 1000 .5138 .9691 .2124
.1504 .3592 .9599 .2428
.2004 ,2676 .9542 .2601
.2501 .20R5 .9508 .2700
• 3002 .166_ .9482 .2771
• 3507 .1339 .9466 .281S
.4000 .1079 .9458 .2837
.4503 .0972 .9448 .286_
.5000 .0816 .94_6 .2_95
.5506 .0694 .9427 .ZqZO
.5997 .0700 .9428 ,_917
.650Z .0451 .941_ .29S1
.7003 .0651 .9426 .2923
.7497 .06_9 .9430 .2913
.799_ .0717 .9431 .2910
.8503 .0690 .9432 .2906
.9000 .0520 .9419 .2941
.9483 .1018 .9447 .2866
C01 .01019 COCOR1 .01023
C02 .01048 CDCOA2 .01030
C03 .01031 COCOR3 ,01023
C04 .00946 COCOA4 ,00943
COS ,00942 C OCOR5 ,00912
SPANNZSE
XlC Y/C CP ABLIAT HLOC
,1505 -.5000 -1.268_ ,8625 .4654
• 1505 -,3333 -1.3397 .8_B6 ,4?27
• 1505 -.1667 -1.3910 ,8567 .47_2
• 1505 0.0000 -I,3899 .8544 .4004
• 1505 .1667 -1.4054 .8542 ,4806
.1505 ,3333 -1.4073 ,e545 .4801
.[505 .SO00 -1.3812 .8572 .4751
.4995 -.5000 -.5129 ,9090 .3723
• 4995 -.3333 -.5230 ,9070 .3767
.4995 -,1667 -,5201 .9074 .3758
• 4995 0.0000 -,5256 .9073 .3760
.4995 ,1667 -.5294 .9050 .3744
• 4995 .3333 -.5273 .9067 ,37?2
.4995 .$000 -,4546 .9113 .36?2
.7994 -,5000 -,2031 .9277 ,329?
.7994 -.3333 -.1636 .9295 .3253
.7994 -,1667 -.1514 .9299 ,3244
• 7994 0,0000 -.1450 .9301 .3239
• ?994 ,1667 -.1396 .9314 ,3206
,7994 ,3333 -.1303 ,9310 .3217





_lC CP P, LIPT dLO:
0,0000 -3.03Z6 .7601 .6397
• 0135 -4.2125 .6926 .7453
.0271 -3.3454 .7435 .6659
.0515 -2.5375 .7912 .5892
• 0763 -2.1594 .8131 ,5527
• 1012 -1.8701 ._207 ,5_42
.1503 -1.4867 .P524 ._839
,1994 -1.2628 ,R657 ,4_94
• Z501 -1,0705 .8771 ,4375
.2999 -.9417 .8846 .4228
.3499 -.8145 .89_3 ,4075
,3994 -.7234 .8979 .3959
.4496 -.6295 .9037 .3836
.4997 -.55_2 .9072 .3761
,5492 -,4794 ,9129 ,3637
.5994 -.4096 .9160 .3568
.6495 -.3473 .9205 .3467
.6q96 -.2_53 .9229 .3409
.7489 -.2218 .9273 .3307
.8003 -.1509 .9308 .3221
• 8500 -.0857 .9347 .3125
,8993 -.0157 .938E ,3021
.9489 ,0677 .9436 ._890
PT 64.6246 PSI CN .Q93[
TT 119.8693 K CH -.0001




xlC CP PeLIAT RLOC
0.0000 -3,0326 .7601 .6397
• 0122 .9663 .9967 .06P9
.02_i .9968 .9985 .0466
.05[0 .8241 .98R4 .[296
.0755 .6844 .9801 .1697
.i000 .5769 .97_8 ,1955
.1504 .4192 ,9645 .2281
.2004 .3216 .9588 ,_462
.2501 .75_9 .9553 ,2567
.300Z ,_I04 .9523 ._655
.3507 .1810 .9507 .2702
.4000 .1458 .9487 .2756
.4503 .1286 .9479 .2779
.5000 .1058 .9462 .28Z6
.5506 ,0946 .9462 ._826
.5997 .0867 .9451 .2856
.6502 .0627 .9443 .2878
.7003 .0737 .9441 ._883
.7497 .0751 .9446 ._869
.7998 .0835 .9446 .2_68
• 8503 .0756 .9442 ._880
.9000 .0537 .94_9 .2914
.9483 ,1043 .9460 ._832
C_1 .01119 C DCOR1 .OIISS
C02 .01140 CDCORZ .0113S
C03 ,01082 CDCOR3 .01090
C04 .01055 CDCOR4 .01067
CO5 .01153 COCOR5 .01118
SPANdZSE
x/C _IC CP P_LIAT _LOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.3216 .8615 .4672
,1505 -.3333 -1,4178 ,8575 .4745
• 1508 -,1667 -1,464B .8532 .4024
.1508 0.0000 -1,4867 .8524 .4839
.1505 .1667 -1.5006 .8_10 .4866
.1505 .3333 -1.5137 .8520 .4848
• 1505 .5000 -1.4754 .8526 ,4836
.4995 -.5000 -.5304 ,9082 ,3740
.4995 -.3333 -,5381 .9085 .3734
.4995 -.1667 -.5457 ,9081 .3743
,4995 0,0000 -,5582 .9072 .3?61
.4995 .1667 -.5522 ,9069 .376S
.4995 ,3333 -.8457 ,9081 ,3743
.4995 ,5000 -,4817 ,9118 .3661
.7994 -.5000 -.2518 .9250 ,3361
.7994 -.3333 -.1876 .9286 .3274
.7994 -.1667 -.1598 .9302 ,3236
,7994 0,0000 -.1509 .9308 .3221
.7994 .1667 -,1498 ,9310 .3217
.7994 .3333 -.1504 .9308 .3221




PT 64.6233 PSI CN 1.0613
TT 120.4685 K CH .0014




XI¢ CA PeL/PT _LDC
O.O000 -3.6520 .7202 .7025
• 0135 -4.7007 .6535 .Y055
.0271 -3.6748 ,7174 .7068
• 0515 -Z.7321 .7752 .6153
.0763 -2,3143 .709T ,5752
•I012 -1.9902 ._203 ,5405
• 1503 -1,5h72 .8438 .4994
• 1994 -1.3_16 .8587 .4723
• 2501 *1.1307 .8703 .4506
,Z999 -.9810 ,8790 .4338
.3499 -,8574 ,8863 ,4195
.3994 --,7494 ._933 .4054
.4496 -.6_25 .8990 .3937
.4997 -.5768 .9041 .3828
.5492 -.4905 .9089 .3724
.5994 --*4246 ,0128 *3640
.6495 -.3596 ,9163 .3560
,6996 -._968 .9_05 .3465
,748_ -,2332 ,9242 .33_0
,8003 -,1621 ,9291 ,3262
.8500 -.095? .9329 .3170
.8993 -.0188 .9374 .3057
.9489 .0589 *9424 .29_9
LOWE_ SURFACE
X/C CP P,L/PT qLOC
0.0000 -3.6520 .7202 .7025
•0122 .9321 .9945 .0891
.0251 1.0165 ,9996 .0240
.0510 .8708 .9909 ,1147
.0755 .7354 .9827 ,1_81
.lO00 ,6302 ,9766 ,1846
• 1504 .4669 .9665 .2216
.2004 ,3634 .960_ .2417
.2501 ,2949 ,9562 .2542
.3002 ,2445 .9530 .26_
.3507 ,2031 .9504 .2?09
.4000 ,1723 .9488 ,2755
• .4503 .1533 .9475 .2?80
.5000 ,1266 .9463 ,2824
.5506 .116_ ,9455 .2846
.5097 .1044 .9446 ._86E
• 6502 *075_ .9427 *2920
• 7003 .0839 .9435 ._899
.7497 .0819 .9432 .2907
• 7998 ,08?0 .0440 .2884
.8_03 .0769 .9432 .2906
.9000 .0488 .9415 .2952
.9483 *0925 *9445 .2871
33
C01 .01206 CDCOA1 .01233
CD2 .01Z22 CDCOR2 .01223
CD3 .01167 CDCOR3 .01177
C04 .01261 CDCOR4 *01215
CD5 ,01668 CDCOR5 *01627
SP&N_ISE
X/C YIC CA P,L/PT MLOC
*1505 -.5000 -1.3291 .8601 .4697
.1505 -.3333 -1,4664 ,8513 ,4858
.1505 -.1667 -1,5366 ,8463 .4950
,1505 0.0000 -1.5672 .8438 ,4994
.1505 .1667 -1,5098 .8446 *4980
.1505 ,3333 -1.5951 ,843? .499?
.1508 .5000 -1,5675 ,8444 .4983
.4995 -,5000 -.5805 ,9059 .3?90
,4995 -,3333 -,5549 .9048 .3S12
,4998 -.1667 -,5647 ,9050 ,3S08
,499_ 0.0000 -,5768 .9041 .3S28
*4995 ,1667 -*5686 *9048 .3813
,4995 ,3333 -,5717 ,g038 .3834
.4995 .5000 -.5038 ,908? .3729
.T994 -._000 -._944 .9213 .3446
,7994 -,3333 *.2192 ,9263 .3329
,7994 -,1667 -,1773 ,9284 .3280
,7994 0,0000 -,1621 .9291 ,3262
,?994 .1667 -.1538 *9297 *3248
,7994 ,3333 -.1517 .9303 ,3233















X/C CP P,L/PT HLO:
0.0000 -4.2?07 .6791 .7661
• 01_ -5,1041 .6279 .8¢49
.0271 -3.93*3 .7001 .7336
,0515 -2.e741 .?626 .6356
.0763 -2.4185 ,7901 ,5910
,1012 -2,0656 ,8123 .55_1
,1503 -1,6220 ,0391 .5078
.1994 -1.3694 ,8546 .4800
.2501 -1.1624 ,8676 .4558
• 2999 -1,0135 .8768 .%382
,3499 -.8693 ,8849 .4223
.3994 -,7620 ,891I .4096
.4496 -.6722 .8969 .3980
.4997 -.5031 .901P ,3978
,5492 -.5111 ,9076 .3752
.5994 -.4396 .9126 .3644
.6495 -.3806 .9162 .3564
,6096 -,3107 .9199 .34?9
.7489 -.2500 .9232 ,3402
.8003 -.1775 ,9277 ,3296
.8500 -,1292 .9303 .3233
,8993 -,0325 ,9359 .3096
.9689 .0334 .9394 ,3005
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP P,L/PT HLOC
0.0000 -4.2707 .8791 .7661
• 0122 .8774 ,9911 .11_0
.0251 1,0202 .o998 ,o164
,0510 ,8990 ,9924 ,I044
.0755 ,7692 .9845 .1A98
,1000 .6827 .9781 .1784
.1504 .5066 .9686 .2146
,2004 .3098 ,9621 .2359
.2501 .3263 ,9578 ,2494
,3002 .2734 ,9546 .2587
.3507 .231R .9518 .2668
,4000 .1959 .9495 .2734
• _503 .1719 .9482 ,_771
,5000 ,1418 ,9464 .2821
,55o6 ,1256 .9460 .2832
.5997 ,lOe7 ,9454 .2_49
• 6502 .0772 .9435 .2048
,7003 ,0880 .9438 ,2889
.7497 ,0771 .9430 ,291_
,7998 .0020 .94_3 .2903
,8503 .0676 .9422 .2932
,9000 .0340 .9399 .2993
.9403 ,0698 .9417 .2947
CD1 ,01358 CDCOR1 *01361
C02 ,01351 COCOR2 *01331
C03 .01355 C0¢0R3 ,01337
C84 .01729 CDCOR4 .01690
C05 ,02908 COCOR5 ,02858
SPAHU[SE
XlC ¥1C CP P_LIPT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -l.2Sle .8618 .4666
,1505 -.3333 -1,4717 .8487 .4906
.1505 -,1667 -1.$865 .8429 .50?T
• 1505 0.0000 -1.6220 .8391 .0078
• 150S .1667 -1.6535 ,837_ ,5107
.1505 .3383 -1.6697 .8367 ,5120
• 1505 .5000 -1.6559 ,8387 .5o85
.4995 -.5000 -.61?3 .0007 .3901
.4995 -.3333 -.Sb2e .9041 .3828
.4995 -,1667 -.5834 .9027 ,3857
.4995 0,0000 -,5931 .9Ole .3878
.4995 .1667 -.59_2 .9021 .3870
.4995 .3333 -.58e5 .9026 .3861
.4995 ,5000 0,5227 ,9064 ,3779
.?994 -,5000 -,3854 ,9145 .3602
.7994 -.3853 -.8071 .9198 .3482
.7094 -.1667 -.2130 .9250 .3360
,7994 0.0000 -,1775 ,9277 .3296
.7994 ,1667 -.1637 .9279 ,3291
.?904 .3383 -.1569 .9289 .5268













XlC CP P_LtPT HL_C
0.0000 -4.7541 .6550 .3032
,0135 -5,4296 .6163 ._629
.0271 -4.1257 .6943 .7425
.0515 -3.0223 .7892 ,6410
,0703 -Z.5215 ,?903 .5908
.1012 -2,1480 .8120 ,5545
.1503 -I,6558 ,8409 ,5046
.1994 -1.3033 ._569 .4756
.2501 -1.1815 ,8698 .4516
.2999 -1.0256 ,87R9 .4340
,349_ -.8909 ,8_61 .4199
• 3994 -,?847 .8936 ,4046
.4496 -.6774 .8999 .3917
,4997 -,6051 ,9035 .3835
.5492 -.5175 ,9082 ,3741
.5994 -.4562 ,9128 .3639
,6495 -.3938 .0159 .3571
,8996 -.3278 .920_ .3470
.7489 -.2615 .923_ .3399
.0003 -.I085 ,9274 ,3304
.eso0 -.1301 .9321 .3190
.8993 -.0513 .9356 ,3102
.94_9 ,0106 .9395 .3003
LnWER SURFACE
XlC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 -4.7541 ,6550 ,8o32
,0122 ,8219 .9880 .1313
,0251 I*0131 .0994 .0288
.0510 .9276 .9943 .0903
,0755 ,8082 .9873 .1354
.1000 .7081 ,9813 .1644
.1504 .5419 ,9714 .2042
,2004 .4300 .9649 .226e
,2501 .3582 ,9607 ,2402.
.3002 .3000 .9573 .2509
.3507 .2513 ,9541 .2603
,4000 .2045 .9519 .2668
.4503 ,1869 .9508 .2698
,5000 .1536 .94Eb .2759
*5506 .1328 ,9469 ,2806
,5Q97 .1115 .9463 .2824
.6502 .0808 .9440 .2884
.7003 .0821 .9443 .2878
.7497 .0759 .9435 .2890
.799A ,0718 .9434 .2900
.8_03 .0533 .9429 .2915
.0000 .0136 .9395 .3003
.9483 .0447 ,9415 ._950
c01 .01464 COCOR1 ,0146z
C02 ,OlSZe COCOR2 .01496
C03 .01591 COC0_3 .01550
C04 ,02712 CD_OR4 .02663
CO5 .03828 CD_OR5 .03778
5PAN_ISE
XlC YIC CP P,LIPT NLOC
.1505 -.SO00 -1.1570 .8716 ,4481
.1505 -.3333 -1.4493 .8545 .4801
.1505 -.1667 -1.6041 ,8442 ,4988
.1505 0,0000 -1.6558 .8409 .5046
.150S .1667 -1.7088 .8392 .5077
.1505 .3333 -1.7328 .8378 .5101
.1505 ,5000 -1,7157 ,8375 .5105
.4995 -.5000 -.6273 .9026 .386o
.4995 -.3333 -.5831 .9053 .3802
.4995 -.1667 -,5808 .9050 .3010
,4995 0.0000 -.6051 ,9038 .3835
,4995 ,1667 -,6058 .9039 ,3833
.4995 .3333 -.6078 .9038 .3834
.4995 .5000 -.5280 .9081 .3742
.7994 -.SO00 -.4630 .9122 .3653
.7994 -.3333 -.4278 .9149 ,3592
,?994 -.1667 -.2620 .9236 .3393
,7904 0.0000 -.1985 .9274 .3304
.7994 ,1667 -.1777 .9290 .3265
.7994 .3333 -,1649 .9303 .3233













_/C CP P,LIPT HLOC
0,0000 -5,_206 ,_146 ,8655
.0135 -5.8092 .5896 .9044
.0_71 -4.3538 .67_6 ,7663
.0515 -3.13_9 ,7527 _6514
.0763 -2.5960 ,7835 .6o18
.1012 -2.2113 ,8098 ,55_4
.1503 -1,7113 ,_385 ,5089
.1994 -1.4195 .8556 .4?RO
• 2501 -1.1957 ,86_3 ,4544
.2099 -I,0327 ._780 .4359
.3499 -.89_9 .8858 ,4205
.3994 -.7824 ._916 .4081
.4496 -.6809 ,0978 .3961
,4097 -,6050 ,9031 .3849
,5492 -.5232 ,90_8 .3?28
,5994 -,4524 ,9124 .3648
.6495 -.3023 .9156 .3577
.6996 -,3342 ,9193 ,3492
,74_9 -.2_10 ,9231 ,3406
• 8003 -,2061 ,0269 .3316
._500 -,1434 ,9311 ,3215
.8993 -.0?44 ,9352 .3113
,eAB9 -,0127 ,9383 ,3034
LO#ER SURFACE
X/C CP P,L/PT qLOC
0.0000 -5,4206 ,6146 .8655
,0122 .7504 ,9836 ,1540
• 0251 1.0120 ,9993 .030 ?
,0_I0 ,9502 .995? ,0788
.0755 .8371 ,qe_9 ,1268
.lO00 .7361 ,9831 ,1562
,1504 ,5?78 .9737 .1957
.2004 ,4670 .9671 ,2193
,2501 .3_14 ,9619 .236_
.3002 ,3238 ,9585 ,2471
• 350? .2667 *9550 .25??
.4000 ,2283 ,9523 .2656
.4503 .1957 .9504 ,2710
.5000 .16_4 ,9489 ,2753
,5506 ,1379 ,9470 .2782
• 5997 .124@ .9467 .2812
.6_02 .0843 .9440 ,280_
,7003 ,085_ ,9443 ,2877
,7497 .0633 .9434 .2901
,7998 .0670 .9431 ._909
.8503 ,0419 ,9420 .2938
.9000 -.0059 .9392 ,3010
.9483 ,0240 ,9405 ,2977
C01 .01668 COCORI ,01658
C02 ,01809 COCOR2 .0177Z
CD3 .01991 COCOR3 ,01946
C04 .03766 CDCOR4 .03713
CD5 .04703 CDCOR5 .04651
5PAN_|SE
X/C Y/: CP P_L/PT _LOC
,1503 -.SO00 -1.1148 ,8738 ,4440
,1505 -.3333 -1.4A00 .$543 ,4804
,1505 -.1667 -1.6292 .e431 .5007
,1505 0,0000 -1.711e .83e5 ,5089
.1505 .1667 -1,76A3 ,8354 .5143
.1505 .3333 -1,7819 ,0341 .5166
,1505 .5000 -1.7687 .8348 .5153
.4995 -.5000 -,6215 .9026 ,3861
.4995 -.3333 -.6120 ,9035 ,3841
.4995 -,lb6? -.5898 ,9039 .3833
.4995 0,0000 -,6050 .9031 .3849
,4995 .1667 -.6138 .9030 .3851
.4995 .3333 -.6215 .9030 .3e52
.4995 .5000 -.5412 ,9068 ,3771
,7994 -,5000 -.5133 ,9084 .3737
.7994 -.3333 -.5255 .9077 .3750
,7994 -,1667 -,3203 ,9201 .3474
,7qqA 0.0000 -,2061 ,9269 ,3316
,7994 .1667 -,1823 .9281 ,8287
.7994 .3333 -.1632 .9293 *3257













K/C CP F,L/PT qLOC
0.0000 -1,q477 .8216 ,5382
,0135 01.5423 .8463 ,49_9
• 0271 -2,0904 *B14g ._4_7
• 0515 -1.0392 ,8764 ,4390
• 0763 -1,0484 ,8760 ,4397
• 101_ -1,0234 ,8770 ,4378
• 1503 -,_969 ,8797 *_3Z_
.1994 -1,00_1 ,87q4 *4350
• 2501 -,g632 *8820 ,4280
,29g_ -1.0028 ,8786 .4347
• 349Q -,9_7& ,881g .4283
,3994 -.9418 ,B#25 ,4271
,449& -,8365 .88_7 ,4147
.4997 -.8831 *_861 .4199
,5492 -.8_59 .RB6q ,41_4
• 5904 -.8_38 ,R898 .4124
• 6495 -.6320 *qO13 .3887
• 6996 -.7163 .8962 .3995
• 7689 -.6616 ,_994 ,3927
.8003 -.6068 ,902_ .3864
• _500 -,5770 .9041 *3829
,8993 -,5146 .9077 .3750





XIC CR P, LIPT MLnC
0.0000 -1.9477 *_216 .5382
*OIZ_ *9630 *9964 *0719
,0251 *9983 ,9988 ,0487
,0510 ,8640 .9893 ,1244
,0755 ,7209 .9819 .1619
,1000 ,6071 .9780 .1008
,1504 ,_572 ,9660 *2231
,_004 .3470 .9595 *Z439
.2501 ,2676 ,qS51 .2873
.3002 .2406 ,9531 ,2632
.3507 .17_5 .9491 .2746
.4000 *07_9 ,¢438 .2898
,4503 .1461 ._475 ,27q0
,5000 *0577 ,q473 ._930
,5506 .0226 ,9390 ,2997
.5o97 .0049 .9393 .300q
,6502 -*0303 ,9372 .3062
.7003 -.0303 .Q366 .3077
.7497 -.0668 ,9349 .3120
.7998 -*06P6 ,9346 ,3127
.8503 -.127_ *9810 .3217
.9000 -.219_ .9254 .3351
.q483 -.2208 ,9259 ,3340
C01 ,15894 CDCORI .15686
CO2 ,15501 C DCDR2 .15336
C03 .14757 CDCOR3 ,t_543
CO4 .13128 CDCOR4 .13036
C05 .11147 CDCOR5 ,11066
SPANVZSE
XlC YIC CP P;LIPT RLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -1.1503 .R693 .4526
• 1505 °*3333 -1.2543 .8631 .4642
,1505 -.1667 -1.1748 ,8690 ,4531
.1505 0,0000 -.9969 ,8797 ,43c_
• 1505 ,1667 -1.0302 .8?68 *_387
• 1505 .3333 -1.1705 ,8682 ,4547
.1505 ,5000 -1,0955 ,8737 .4441
.4995 -.5000 -,7404 .8946 *4026
,4995 -,3333 -,a158 .8903 ,4118
,4998 -,1667 -.8677 .6870 ,4181
,4995 0,0000 -,8831 ,8861 .419g
• 4gq5 o1667 -08473 ,RRBZ ,4156
• 4q95 *3333 -*81A0 *RqO& .4112
,4998 ,5000 -,7109 .8964 .3990
,7994 -.5000 -,4878 ,9099 .3703
,79q4 -,3333 -,5668 .q051 ,3|07
.7q94 -.1667 -.5928 *9042 ,3827
,7994 0,0000 -.6068 .9024 .3864
,79g_ ,1667 -.6246 .9015 .3878
,7994 .3333 -,5665 .9051 ,3807




TABLE V. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.40






XIC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.0277 .9986 .0443
• 0135 *0327 ,8069 ,3970
.0271 -.2151 .8721 .4461
• 0515 -.3555 ,8583 ,4720
.0763 -.4027 ._532 .4814
• 10L2 -.4312 .8507 .4859
.1503 -.4266 .P510 .4854
.1904 -.4169 .8509 ._854
.2501 -.3808 ._$51 .4778
.2999 -.3544 .857Q .4728
.3499 -.3208 .8612 .4667
,3994 -,2951 .8643 ,4609
• 4496 -,2622 ._673 .45§2
.4997 -.2357 .8603 .4516
.5492 -,2066 .9726 .4453
.5994 -.1826 .8760 .4387
.6495 -.1507 .8783 .4343
• 6996 -,1251 .8811 .4287
.7489 -.0926 .8840 .4232
.B003 -.0580 .8R72 .4166
.8500 -,0254 .8913 ,4084
._993 .OZZ6 .8960 .3000
.9489 .0792 .9025 .3853
PT 25.0081 PSI CN . -.0213
TT 232.6485 K CN .0004




XIC CP P,LIRT _LOC
0.0000 1.0277 .9986 .0443
.0122 -.0212 .8014 ,4083
.0251 -.2806 .8685 .4507
.0510 -.4310 .8506 .4860
.0?55 -.4551 .8478 ,4910
.1000 -.4809 .8456 .4050
• 1504 -.4732 .8463 .4_30
.2004 -.4469 .8470 .4909
.2501 -.4113 .8520 .4835
.3002 -.3737 .8550 .4764
• _507 -.3383 .8594 .4700
.4000 -.3083 .R620 .4634
.4503 -.2715 .8664 .4570
.5000 -.2471 .8681 .4538
.5506 -.2280 .8707 .4480
.5997 -.1947 .874R ,4411
.6502 -,1654 .8768 .4372
• 7003 -.1323 .8804 .4301
.7497 -.0974 .8835 .4241
.7998 -.0618 .886_ .4173
.8503 -*0308 .8908 ,4095
.9000 .0063 ,8943 ,4023
.9483 .0q22 .q028 .3846
CD1 .00684 COCOR1 .00657
CD2 .00769 CDCOR2 .00721
C03 .00?10 CDCOR3 ,00670
CD4 .00705 CDCOR4 .00671
C05 .00690 COCOR5 *00635
SP&NWZSE
XlC YIC CP FpLIPT HLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.3760 .8567 .4749
• 1505 -.3333 -.4201 ,8516 .A843
.1505 -.1667 -.4260 .8518 .4839
,1505 0.0000 -,4268 .8510 .48_
.1505 .1667 -,4248 ,0519 .4837
• 1505 .3333 -.4242 .8511 .4851
• 1505 .5000 -.4091 .8535 04808
.4995 -,5000 -.2306 .8707 .4489
.4995 -.3333 -.2286 .8709 .4483
.4995 -,1667 -,2349 ,8707 .448q
• 6995 0.0000 -.2357 .0693 .4516
.4995 .1667 -.2326 .0705 .4493
.4995 ,3333 -.2298 .8708 .4406
.4995 .5000 -.2187 .8723 .4457
.7994 -.5000 -.0601 .0853 .4145
,7994 -.3333 -.0606 ,8881 ,4149
.7994 -.1667 -.0585 .8881 .4|49
,7994 0.0000 -.0588 .8872 .4166
.7994 .166? -.0503 .8885 .4141
,7994 .3333 -.0561 .0886 .4139





XIC CR P,L/PT _LOC
0.0000 .5237 .9468 .2_04
.0135 .7381 .9687 ,2133
.0271 .4655 .9405 ._970
.0515 .2301 .Q161 .3556
.0763 .0o25 .9021 .3862
.I012 .0162 .6946 ,4018
.1503 -,0651 ._850 .4194
.1994 -.1158 .8808 .4294
• 2501 -*1280 .8794 .4320
,2999 -.1319 .8787 .4334
• 349) -,1315 .8709 .4331
• 3994 -.1290 ,_702 .4325
.4496 -.1195 .8805 .4300
,4997 -.1140 ,8_06 ,42_8
.5492 -.0044 .8829 ,4253
.5994 -.0834 .8841 .4228
• 6495 -.0700 ,8049 .4214
,6qq6 -.0543 .8867 .4177
.7489 -,0_99 .8885 .4141
.8003 -.0150 .8911 .4000
.8500 .0050 .8931 .4047
.8993 .0380 .8Q64 .3981
• 9480 ,0785 .9007 .3R92
PT 24.9843 P$! CN -.4073
TT 232.7747 K CH -.0007




XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 .5237 .9468 ,2804
• 0122 -1,2997 ,7590 .6398
,0251 -1.3411 .7542 .6475
.0510 -1.1967 .76R8 ,6242
.0755 -I.0727 .78t0 .6030
.i000 *._891 .7913 .5877
,1504 -.8544 .8045 ,5650
.2004 -.7666 .813R ,5_03
.2501 -.6763 .8229 ,5347
.3002 -,5976 ,8306 .5_14
• 3507 -.5417 ,8365 .5111
.4000 -.4_82 .R4_5 .5005
.4503 -.4264 .8489 .4891
;5000 -.3_34 ,A527 ,48_t
.5506 -.3353 ,8580 ,4725
.5097 -,28_6 ,8630 .4633
• 6502 -.2512 ,8661 .4575
.7003 -.1982 .8718 .4467
.7497 -.1561 .8765 ,4377
.7998 -.1027 .88Z0 ,4270
,8503 -.0572 .886? .4177
.9000 -.0043 .8920 .4070
.9483 .0802 .q008 ,3§88
C01 .00806 CDCOR1 .00770
C02 .00861 COCOR2 ,00814
CO3 .00787 CDCOR3 ,00746
C_4 .00778 CDCOR4 .00742
C05 .00771 CDCOR5 .00718
SPAM_ISE
XlC YIC CP P.LIPT MLOC
.1505 -,5000 -*0420 .8878 .415A
*1505 -,3333 -*0690 .8049 .421Z
,1505 -.1667 -.0688 .8854 ,4202
,1505 0.0000 -*0651 ,8859 ,4194
.1505 ,1667 -.0664 .8853 .4205
.1505 .3333 -.0661 .885Z ,4206
.1505 .5000 -.0543 ,8869 .4173
,4995 -,5000 -.10?7 .8018 .4275
.4995 -.3333 -.i090 .8816 .4278
.4995 -.1667 -.1191 .8802 ,4306
,4995 0.0000 -.I1AO .8806 ,4298
.4995 .1667 -.I180 .8807 ,4295
,4995 .3333 -.1051 .8820 .42?0
.4995 .5000 -.0946 .8827 .4257
.7994 -.5000 -.0231 .8896 ,4120
,7994 -.3333 -.0211 .8900 ,4111
,7994 -.1667 -.0160 .8904 .4103
.7994 0.0000 -.0150 ,8911 .4090
.7994 ,1667 -,0122 .8907 .4097
,7994 .3333 -.0122 .8909 .4092





XlC CP P, LIPT _LOC
0.0000 .9144 .9868 ,1379
.0135 .4303 .0367 .3068
.0271 .1514 .9084 .3728
.0513 -.0533 ,_70 .4171
• 0763 -.IS40 .8768 ,4372
.1012 -.2021 .8716 .4472
.1503 -.2375 .86_1 .4538
.1994 -.2615 .8658 .45_1
• 2501 -,2520 .8662 .4572
.2999 -.2460 .8672 ,4555
.3499 -*_290 .A683 .4533
,3994 -.2190 .8689 .4522
.4496 -.1995 .8717 .4469
• .4997 -.1842 .8733 .4439
• 549Z -.1519 .8763 .43_1
.5094 -.1333 *9788 .4333
.6495 -.I158 .8806 ,4298
.6996 -.00_3 .8829 .4252
,748q -.0730 .8_52 .4207
.8003 -.0407 ._8R2 .4147
.8500 -.0110 .8413 .4095
• 8g93 .0314 *8959 ,3980
,0489 .0777 .9002 .3901
PT _4.0793 PSI CX -.2075
TT 233.0607 K CM -.0002




X/C C_ P,L/=T qLOC
0,0000 .9144 .gR6R *1370
.0122 -.5651 ,833? ,_160
,0251 -.7470 ,8159 ,5467
.0510 -.7792 .8121 .5531
.0755 -.7431 ,8161 .5464
.1000 -,7114 ,8190 .5414
.1504 -,6479 ,R258 .5208
,_004 -.504? .8315 ,5109
,2501 -.5331 .83?2 .5099
*3002 -,4?96 .8431 ,4905
.3507 -.4352 .8471 .48_4
,4000 -.3952 .8506 ,4061
,4503 -.3_I4 ,_560 .4762
,5000 -.3210 ,85_I .4?04
,5506 -,278R ,R6,? .4630
.5087 -.2399 .8678 ,4543
.6502 -.Z136 .8?05 ,4492
.7003 -,1673 .8754 .4398
,7497 -.1322 *8792 .4325
,7908 -,0840 ,0837 ,(236
.8803 -,0434 .8879 .4153
,0000 .0032 ,8930 *A050
,9483 .OAI? .9006 ,380_
37
C01 .00?24 COCOR1 .00689
C02 *00792 COCOR2 .00741
C03 .03?30 CDCOR3 ,00689
C04 .00764 COCOR4 ,00?28
C05 .00704 COCOR5 ,00648
SP4NU_SE
XIC Y/C CP P.L/PT _LOC
.1505 -.5000 -.2140 .8?08 .448?
,1505 -.3333 -.2409 ,8669 .4561
• 1505 -,1667 -.2513 .8665 .4568
.1505 0*0000 -.23?5 ,8681 ,4538
.1505 ,1667 -.2509 ,8670 .4559
,1505 .3333 -,_500 ,8667 ,4563
,1505 ,5000 -,2348 .8682 ,4536
.4995 -.5000 -.I750 .8?42 ,4421
,4995 -.3333 -.1721 ,87A9 ,4407
• 4995 -,1667 -.1767 ,8?49 ,4408
,4995 0.0000 -.1842 ,8?33 ,4439
.4995 .1667 -.1739 ,8743 ,4419
• 4995 ,3333 -.1696 *8752 ,4402
• 4905 ,5000 -.1619 ,0?64 ,43?q
• 7994 -,5000 -,0453 ,88?? ,4156
.7994 -*3333 -*0455 ,8080 ,41_1
,7994 -,1667 -.0423 ,8886 ,4139
.7994 0,0000 -,0407 ,8882 .4147
,7994 ,1667 -*0390 ,8884 .4143
.7994 .3333 -.0385 ,888? ,4137
.7994 .5000 -.0392 .0889 .4133














KIC CF P,LIPT qL3_
0.0000 1,0197 .997? ,0570
• 0135 .0166 ,8048 .4014
• 02?1 -*2376 ,Sb_T ,4527
• 0515 -,3702 ,8545 ,4790
,0763 -.4149 ,8492 ,48a6
,101Z -.4365 ,8472 ,4022
,1503 -,4318 ,8483 ,4003
• 1904 -,4296 ,R489 ,4892
• 2501 -,3000 ,R533 ,4811
,2999 -,3634 ,8557 ,_767
,3499 -.3305 ,8585 ,_715
,3994 -,3033 .8613 ,4664
• 4496 -.Z639 ,8641 .461Z
,4997 -.2435 ,867! ,45_6
,5492 -,2052 ,R713 ,4476
.5994 -.1837 ,8744 ,4417
,6495 -,1609 ,8773 *436Z
,6998 -,1284 ,8799 ,4312
,7480 -,0975 ,_825 *4259
,SO03 -.06I$ ,8861 ,4189
,2500 -,OZ30 ,8895 ,4120
.8993 *0253 ,8947 ,4015
• 9489 ,0776 .9007 .3891
LOWER SURFACE
XIC CF P_L/RT HL_C
0.0000 1,0197 ,9077 ,0570
.0122 *0013 .8932 ,4046
,02_l -,2640 .8660 ,4578
,0510 -,4083 ,8505 ,4862
,0753 -,4372 .8_69 .4028
,1000 -.45?5 ,8430 ,4961
,1504 -,4450 ,8460 ,4927
,2004 -.4338 ,8484 ,4900
,250l -.4035 ,8520 ,4834
• 3002 -,3728 ,8548 ,4784
,3507 -,3413 ,8574 ,4736
.4000 -,310[ ,8607 ,4676
.4503 -,2675 .8637 ,4610
• 5000 -,2494 ,8665 .4_67
,5S06 -,2178 ,8700 ,4_01
,5097 ".1913 ,87_6 .4433
,650E -,1757 ,8758 ,4391
.7003 -.1321 .8795 ,4319
.7497 -,0993 .8824 ,4263
,7qq_ -,0618 ,8860 ,4100
,8_03 -.0267 .8891 ,4[28
.9000 .0112 *89_3 ,4044
,0463 .0822 ,0012 .3nl
COl ,00690 COCQR1 ,00667
COZ ,00780 COCGR2 ,00732
CD3 ,00?26 CDCOR3 *00686
C04 .00704 CDCOR4 ,00868
CD5 ,00685 CO¢(HI5 ,00634
SPkflMISE
KIC YIC CP PeLIST NLOC
,1505 -,5000 -.3848 ,8§32 ,4612
• 1505 -,3333 ",4306 .8494 ,4882
,1505 -,1667 -.4342 ,8481 ,4005
.[505 0,0000 -.4318 ,8463 .4903
.1505 .1667 -,4354 .0480 ,4907
,1505 ,3333 -.4361 ,8489 ,4892
• 1505 ,5000 -,41?9 .8498 .4874
• _995 -.5000 -,231_ *8692 ,45|8
,4905 -,3333 -.2351 .8684 ,4532
,4993 -,16_7 -.2381 ,8680 ,4830
,4995 0,0000 -,2435 .8671 ,4556
.4995 .1667 _ -,2345 .8688 ,4523
• 499_ ,$333 -,2369 *8682 ,4556
,4_05 ,5000 -,2216 ,8697 ,4507
.?994 -,5000 -*0613 ,8667 ,4177
,7994 -,3333 -.0639 ,8864 .4184
.7984 -.I667 -,0605 .8869 ,4173
,7094 0,0000 -.0615 ,8861 .4189
• 7994 ,1667 -,0602 ,8868 ,4175
• 7994 .3333 -,0601 ,8867 ,4176






_/C CP P,LIPT HLaC
0,0000 ,9227 .9878 *[326
*0133 -.5378 ,83_6 ,5075
,0271 -*6968 ,_12 ,53?6
._515 -,T3[L *_137 .545_
*076_ -.71_2 ,8177 ,5436
,1012 -,6962 ,8200 ,_396
,[503 -,6226 .8286 ,5Z50
,[994 -,5R22 ,8335 ,5164
,_501 -.5171 ,8402 .5047
*2999 -,_761 ,8438 ,4982
,_499 -,4286 ,848b ,_897
,3994 -,3864 .8523 ,4830
*4496 -.3380 ,8569 ,4746
.4997 -.3106 .8601 ,4687
,3492 -.2_44 ._652 ,45_1
,5994 -,2326 ,_693 .4516
*6495 -,1077 ,0733 ,4438
,6996 -,1653 ,_761 ,4384
,748_ -.[284 ,8700 ,4329
*8003 -,0809 ,8836 ,4238
.8500 -,0405 ,88_5 ,4140
,8993 ,0151 ,_944 .4021
,948) ,0780 .9011 .3883
PT 24.9864 P3[ CN ,1863
TT 233.1033 K CM ,0000




XlC CP P_LIRT _LOC
0,0000 ,9227 ,9M78 ,1326
,0122 ,4333 ,9381 .3033
,0251 *[466 .9080 ,_737
,0510 -,0870 .8832 ,4246
• 0755 -,1631 ,8?53 ,4401
,1000 -,211_ .8702 .4498
• 1504 -,2539 .8665 .4567
,2004 -,278_ .8646 ,4803
,2501 -*2666 .8659 .4379
,3002 -,_581 .8662 .487_
,3507 -,2427 ,8677 .4544
,4000 -,2232 ,8692 ,4517
,4503 -.1427 .8710 ,4465
• 5000 -.184_ ,8731 ,4443
• 3506 -.1625 .8757 ,4_92
.5997 -.1413 ,_786 ,4336
,6502 -,1280 .880_ ,4300
• 7003 -,0990 ,8829 .4252
,7407 -*073g ,8846 .4_19
.7998 -.037q ,8881 ,41_0
.8_03 -,0142 ,8912 ,4086
,9000 .0160 .8945 *4010
,9483 .08_[ *9018 *3867
C01 ,00740 COCORI ,00716
COZ ,00801 COCOR2 ,00753
C03 ,00734 COCOR3 ,00604
C04 *00651 COCOR4 *00613
COS *00641 COCOR_ ,00893
SPA_VXSE
x_c _/c ¢P e,L_FT _LOC
• 150_ -.3000 ",5762 *0341 ,5153
,150_ -,3333 -.6237 .828q ,5283
• |505 -.1667 -.6373 .8275 .5268
,[505 0.0000 -,6226 ,8286 ,_250
• 1505 ,1667 -.641Z *827_ .$260
.1505 .3333 -,6320 ,828[ .5258
.I_05 .5000 -,619| ,8294 ,5236
,4995 -,5000 -.3018 .8609 .4672
,49q5 -,33_3 -.3005 ,8608 .4673
,499_ -,1667 -,308_ *8600 .4673
,4995 0.0000 -,3106 ,8601 .4687
• 4995 .1667 -.3086 .860_ ,8685
._qQ5 .3333 -.3033 .8603 .4679
.4995 85000 "_2831 .8630 .4633
,7994 -,$000 -.0793 .8847 ,4216
• 7994 -.3333 -.0843 .8851 ,4208
.?994 -,1667 -,0846 .8848 .4214
.7994 0,0000 -.0809 ,8836 .4238
.7994 .1667 -,0808 ,$846 *42Z0
.7994 ,3333 -.0810 ,08_4 ,4204




PT 24,9880 P3Z CN .3708
TT 233,0961 K CM .0021




XlC CP P*L/PT _LOC
0.0000 *5519 ,9404 ,2731
.0135 -1.2008 *7690 .6238
• 0271 -1,2238 ,7675 .6262
,0315 -1.1350 ,7776 ..6100
,0763 -1.0405 *7P70 ,5947
.1012 -,_60q ,TQ3Q ,5833
,[503 -.8100 ,8096 .3574
,1994 -,7336 .8163 ,5460
.250[ -.65_7 ,gZSO ,5311
,2999 -,5938 ._313 .5201
,3499 -.5281 ,83R8 .5071
,3994 -,479[ ,_447 .4067
,4496 -.4198 .8407 ,4876
,4907 -.3751 ,_544 ,4792
,5492 -,3217 ,8597 ,4604
,5094 ".???Z .863q ,46|?
.6495 -.2354 *8683 .4534
,6996 -.1964 ,8726 .4452
,748_ -.[473 .8776 ,4355
,8003 -,1030 ,8832 ,4_46
.8500 -,0554 .8_74 ,416Z
,8993 *0069 *8834 ,4043
,q409 ,0780 ,0008 ,3888
LO_R SURFACE
XlC CP P,LIPT _LOC
0,0o00 .5519 .9494 .2731
,0127 .7412 .9690 .2123
,0251 .4381 ,9401 .2981
• 0510 .1784 .9118 ,3652
• 0755 .0613 ._907 .3921
,1000 -.0200 ,8908 ,40_6
• 1504 -.1026 ,8823 ,4264
,Z004 -,1416 ,8777 .4354
,7501 -,1577 ,8764 .4370
• 3002 -,1635 ,_757 .4392
• 350? -,1507 *8766 ,43?5
• 4000 -,1544 .8?78 .4351
._503 -.1370 .8788 .4333
.5000 -,1266 ,8?_9 .4311
• 5306 -,1090 ,8_16 ,4278
,5907 -.0000 .8_ .4_4?
,6502 -,0871 .8036 .423@
.7003 -,0632 ,8863 ,4185
,7497 -,0306 ,8887 ,41_7
,7998 -.0200 ,8017 ,4076
,8503 -.0035 .8q28 ,4055
.9000 ,0164 .8043 .4023
.9483 ,0825 ,9012 .3880
38
C01 ,00824 COCOR1 ,00TqZ
COZ ,00820 CDCOR2 ,00??2
CD3 ,00770 COCOR3 .00?30
C04 ,00725 CDCOR4 .00687
CD5 ,0072_ £DCDR5 *00679
SPAN_[SE
X/C Y/C CP PsL/PT MLOC
.1505 -,5000 -,??10 ,8116 .5540
.1505 -,3333 -,8420 ,8043 .5661
.[505 -.1667 -,8368 ,8052 .9647
• [505 0.0000 -,8100 ,8006 .55?4
,1505 .1667 -.8[65 .8069 .56[7
• 150_ .3333 -,843? ,8041 ,5664
,1505 ,5000 -.8182 .8071 ,5615
• 4995 -,5000 -,3651 .055? ,4?67
• 4905 -*3333 -.3703 ,655T ,4767
• 4995 -,1667 -.3730 .8554 .67?3
,4qqS 0.0000 -.3751 ,8544 *4?92
.4095 ,1687 -,3?50 ,6547 .4786
.499_ ,33_3 -*3?39 ,8554 *4774
.4095 ,5000 -.34_5 ,85T8 .4720
.?904 -.5000 -.1024 .8826 *4258
• ?qq4 -,3_|3 -,1068 ._BZ3 .4264
,7994 -,1667 -,1010 .6821 .4?67
,7904 0,0000 -,1030 .8852 ,4246
.7004 *|667 -.1016 ,8827 .4257
,79q4 .$333 -,1026 ,8820 .4255







XIC CP PPL/PT wLOC
0,0000 -,1139 .d825 ,4261
.0135 -Z,OI08 .6879 .7506
.0271 -1.8593 .7041 .7257
.0515 -1.5563 .733R .679_
.0763 -1.3520 .7560 .6445
• 1012 -1.2260 .7676 .6260
.1503 -1.0349 .7875 .5939
.1994 -.9085 .7995 .5741
• 2501 -.7978 ,R109 .$551
.Z999 -.7080 .81Q? .5402
.3499 --.6255 .8279 .5262
.3994 --.5579 ._3_9 .51_1
.4496 -,_982 ,84Z9 .4090
.6997 -.6332 .8498 .487S
t5492 -*3737 .3555 .4772
.5994 -.3210 .8601 ,4687
• 649S -.2701 .8651 ._$93
.6996 --*2186 ,8699 .4504
,7489 -.1686 .8757 .4392
.RO03 -.I138 ,8819 ,4272
• _500 -.0625 .0878 .4155
.8993 ,OOIR .8940 .6030
19489 .0750 .9014 .3877
PT 24.9922 PSI CN ' ,5609
TT 233.0961 K CH *0034




X/C CP P*LIPT HLOC
0,0000 -.1139 ,8825 ,4261
,0122 .9300 ,9886 .1279
.0251 ,6941 .9646 .2274
.0510 .4180 .9361 .3083
.0755 ,2741 .921A .3428
,1000 .1743 .9111 .3668
.1504 .0556 .8991 ,_925
.2004 -.0020 .8927 .4056
• 2501 -.0367 .8891 .4128
.3002 -.0547 .8870 ,4171
.3507 -.06_4 .8857 .4107
.4000 -.0691 .8861 .4100
.4503 -.0693 ,8867 ,4178
• 5000 -.0649 .8873 .4165
• 5506 -.0602 ,_875 ,4161
.5997 -,0477 .8881 .4149
.6502 -.0418 .8886 ,4139
.7003 -.0213 .8902 .4106
,7497 -,0074 ,8923 ,406_
,7998 .0098 .8945 .4019
,8503 .0159 .8958 .3993
.9000 .0239 .8962 .398#
.9483 ,0805 ,9019 ,3865
C01 ,00961 COCOR1 .00931
C02 ,00945 CDCOR2 .00896
C03 .00890 COCOR3 ,00849
C04 .00839 C DCOR4 .00802
C05 *00820 CDCOR5 .00773
SPANWISE
XIC ¥1C CP P.LIPT NLOC
,ISOS -,SO00 -.9810 .7025 ,5858
.1505 -.3333 -1.0126 ,7889 ,5916
.1505 -,1667 -1,0267 .7863 ,S058
.1505 0.0000 -1.0349 .7875 .593_
• 1505 .1667 -1.0424 ,7862 .5961
,1505 ,3333 -I,0347 .7866 ,$953
,1505 .5000 -1.0006 .7890 .5914
._995 -.5000 -,4155 .8500 ,4871
.4995 -,3333 -,_238 .9400 ,4809
• 4995 -,1667 -.4293 .8487 ,4895
,4995 0.0000 -.4332 .8498 ,4875
.4995 .1667 -,427? .8488 ,A893
.4995 .3333 -,4280 .8486 .4896
,4095 .5000 -.404$ .8512 ,4849
.7994 -.5000 -.I197 ,8809 ,4292
,7994 -.3333 -.1256 .8811 .4288
.7994 -.1667 -.1195 .8814 ,4283
,7994 0.0000 -.1138 .8819 ,4272
.7994 .1667 -.1148 .8814 ,4292
,7994 .3333 -.1210 .8816 ,4278





_/C CP P,LIPT qLOC
0.0000 -.9786 ,?926 .5856
• 0135 -3.0143 .5829 .9128
• 0_7[ -2.6_87 .62Lq .9521
.0515 -1.9_04 ,6912 ,7456
.3763 -1.7187 .7160 .7072
• 101Z -1.5341 .7363 .6757
.1503 -I*2509 .7650 .6303
.1994 -i*0_33 .782_ .6027
• 250L -.9455 .7966 .5789
._999 -.8317 .8082 .5597
,3499 -.7266 .8184 .5423
.3994 -,6407 .8270 .5278
,4496 -.5582 ,8355 ,5128
.#997 -,4034 ._422 .5010
.5492 -.4189 ,8501 .4870
.5994 -.3585 .A_59 ,4764
.b495 -,3039 .96[Q ._654
• 6996 -.2514 .8686 .4529
,7469 -.1037 .8744 .4418
• _003 -.1331 .8804 .4301
.8500 -.0714 .8864 ,4183
.8993 -,0012 ,8937 .4037
,9489 .0725 .9009 .3887
DT 24,9896 PS[ CN .7502
TT 233.0804 K CM ,0056




XIC CP FeLIPT qtOC
0,0000 -.0786 ,?926 .5856
• 0122 1.0166 *9972 .0634
• 0251 .q676 .9821 .1609
,0510 ,604S .9549 .2575
.0755 .4569 .9398 .2988
.1000 .34el .9290 .3258
.1504 .2075 .9145 .3594
.2004 .1290 .9064 .3770
.2501 .0744 .0010 .3884
• 3002 .0420 .8976 ,3955
.3507 .0192 .8052 .4006
.4000 .0100 .8939 ,4032
.4503 .0070 .8936 .4037
• 5000 -.0041 .8925 .4060
.5506 -*0037 .8927 .4056
.5997 -.0016 .8926 .4058
• 6502 -.0024 ,_928 .4054
,7003 .0037 ,8945 ,4019
,7497 .0144 .8055 *3998
.?098 ,0285 .8069 .397[
• 6503 ,0329 ,8971 ,3967
.9000 .0337 ,8972 ,3964
.9_83 ,0830 ,9020 .3865
C01 ,01110 COCOR1 .01080
C02 ,01094 CDCOR2 ,01049
C03 ,01037 COCOR3 .ooqq4
C04 ,00985 COCOR4 .00945
CD5 .00940 COCOR5 .0089_
SPANVISE
XIC YIC CP P_LIPT HLO¢
.1505 -,5000 -1.1901 .7715 .6198
.1505 -,3333 -1.2206 .7678 .6258
.1505 -.1667 -1.2395 .7669 ,6272
• [505 0.0000 -1.2509 .7650 .6303
,1505 .1667 -1,2569 ,7646 ,6308
• 1505 .3333 -1.2484 .7649 .6303
,1505 ,5000 -1.2170 .7692 ,6235
.4995 -.5000 -.4641 .8456 .4950
,4995 -,3333 -.4799 .8440 .4979
.4995 -.1667 -,4805 ,8437 ,4983
,4995 0._000 -.4934 ,8422 ,5010
• 4995 .1667 -,4849 .8435 .49§8
,4995 ,3333 -.4865 .8433 04991
.4995 .5000 -.4563 .8462 .4q39
,7994 -,5000 -.1469 .8790 .4328
.7994 -,3333 -.1356 .8802 .4305
,7994 -.1667 -,1297 .8801 .4307
,7994 0,0000 -,1331 .8804 .4301
.799_ .1667 -.1300 .8807 ,4295
,7994 .3333 -.1304 .8807 .4295





XlC CP P.LIFT HL_C
0,0000 -1,4746 .7412 .6679
• 0135 -3.6087 .5244 1.0059
• 0271 -3.0647 .5777 .9209
.0515 -2.2105 .6636 .7879
.0763 -I.9091 .6948 .7400
• 1012 -1,6a16 .71_E .7028
• IS03 -1.3680 .7523 .6504
.1994 -1,1758 .7724 .6184
.2501 -1.0076 ,7802 .5911
.2999 -.8647 ,8012 ,5713
• 3499 -,7650 .8139 .5501
• 3994 -.6793 .8221 .5361
.4496 -.5005 ,8323 .5[85
.4997 -*5200 *8306 *5056
• 5492 -.4455 .84?4 .4918
.5994 -*3863 .8541 *4796
• 6495 -,3230 ,R603 ,4683
• 6996 -*2627 .5663 .4_?2
.7489 -.2004 *3722 ._460
• 8003 -,1362 .4705 .4318
.RSO0 -.0722 .0853 .4206
.R993 -.0037 .8928 .4055
.9689 .0617 ,8989 .3929
PT 24.q926 PSI CN .8444
TT 233*0757 K CM .0071




X/C CP _.L/PT HL_C
0.0000 -1.4746 .7412 .6679
.0122 1.01E1 .9976 ,0585
• 0251 .9251 ,9880 .1_13
.05[0 .6850 .9631 ,2322
• 0?55 ,5325 ,94?3 ,2789
• 1000 .4212 .9362 .3082
.1504 .2?20 .9209 ,344R
• Z004 .1841 .9120 ,3649
.2501 .1313 ,9063 .3771
• 3002 .0914 .0019 .3865
.3507 ,0693 .8908 .3909
.4000 ,0481 ,P973 .3963
.4503 .04[6 ,89?2 '3_63
• 5000 .0252 *R_)Y6 ._96
.5506 .0222 ,8954 ,6002
,$997 .0176 ,8954 ,4001
• 6502 .0151 ,_949 ,4011
• 7003 ,0_15 ,89_4 .4001
• 7497 .0274 .89_6 *}_6
• 7098 .0400 .8976 .39_6
.8503 .0423 ,8971 .396?
.9000 .03?7 ,80?0 .3967
.9483 *0766 ,9004 .389?
39
C01 ,01225 CDCOR1 ,01193
C02 ,01212 CDCOR2 .01163
CD3 .01159 CDCOR3 .01116
C04 .01082 CDCOR4 *01046
C05 .01018 CDCOR5 .00974
SPANVlSE
XlC Y/C CP P_L/PT RLOC
,1505 **5000 -[.2909 ,7608 .6369
• 1505 -.3333 -1.3246 .7558 .6448
• 1505 -,1667 -1.3565 ,7S39 .64?9
.1505 0.0000 -1.3680 .?523 .6S04
.1505 *1667 -1,3712 ,7526 .649g
.1505 .3333 -l.3581 ,7524 .6503
.[505 .5000 -[.3376 ,7555 .6449
.4995 -,5000 -.4993 .8426 .5004
.6995 -.3333 -.5117 .8417 ,5019
• 4995 -.1667 -.5158 ,8398 *5053
,4995 0,0000 -.5200 .8396 ,S056
.4995 .1667 -.5233 .8401 .5048
.4995 ,3333 -.5206 .8408 *_036
,4995 ,5000 -,4928 .8422 .5011
.7994 -,5000 -.1635 ,8755 ,4397
.7996 -,3333 -,1440 .8?82 ,4345
.7994 -.L667 -.1417 ,8788 *4332
.7994 0.0000 -._362 ,8?95 .4318
.7994 ,1667 -,1363 ,8?83 ,4342
.7994 .3333 -.1380 ,8?86 .4333







X/: CP P,1tPT HLOC
0.0000 -1.9730 .6890 .7469
• 0135 -4,4113 ,4429 1,1443
,02?1 -2.9517 ,5925 ,8977
,0515 -2.4543 ,6423 ,8207
,0763 -2.0_43 ,6786 ,7649
• 1012 -1.P200 ,?060 ,7227
• 1503 -1,6625 ,7_06 ,6685
.1994 -1.2486 .7642 ,6315
,2501 -1,0694 ,7613 ,6041
• 2999 -,9356 .7967 .5786
.349g --.6186 .6083 _55q5
,3994 -.7154 ,_1_6 ,5400
,4496 -.6310 ,8286 ,5250
,4997 *,5483 ,8363 ,5115
.5492 -.4617 .6450 .4961
.5994 -.3916 .8519 .4837
• 6695 -,3278 .8588 .4711
.6996 -,2650 ,8651 .4594
.7489 -,2090 ,8711 .4480
.8003 -.1390 .6783 ,4342
• 8500 -.0753 ,8856 .4198
.8993 -*0083 *8915 ,4081
.9469 ,049? ,6974 .3961
PT 24.9936 PST CN .q236
77 233,0702 X C_ .0079




XIC CP P;llPT qLOC
0,0000 -1,9730 .6890 .748Q
,OI2Z 1.0154 ,9973 ,0616
.0251 .9659 .9923 ,1051
.0510 ,7560 ,9705 .2072
.0755 .5982 *9544 ,2_68
,1000 ,4954 .9439 .2_8Z
,1504 ,3373 .@Z?I ,3304
,Z004 .2456 .9180 .3514
,2501 ,1818 .9109 ._673
,3002 .1400 .9073 .3751
,_507 .1065 ,9034 ,3834
,4000 ,0877 .9022 ,3860
.4503 ,0679 ,gO02 ,3902
.5000 .0534 .8982 .3943
.5506 .0507 ,8976 ,3951
.5997 ,0480 .8973 .3962
,6502 ,0300 ,8966 .3077
• ?003 ,0413 ,8967 .3974
.7497 ,0366 .8964 ,3980
.?998 ,0444 .8972 .3964
.8503 ,0441 .8979 .3950
,9000 ,0377 ,9963 .3484
.9483 ,0682 ,8993 ,3921
C01 ,01433 CDCOR1 .01399
CO2 ,0143_ COCOR2 .Oz3Rq
C03 ,01395 CDCOR3 ,01352
C04 .01264 COCOR4 ,01224
C05 .OllSO COCOR5 ,01135
5PRNVISE
XlC YIC CP R_LIPT MLOC
.1509 -.5000 -1.3952 ,7513 .6520
.1505 -.3333 -1.4291 .7459 .6606
• 1505 -.1667 -1,4585 .7446 *&626
.1505 0,0000 -1,4625 .?408 .6665
• 1505 .1667 -1.4801 .7427 .6656
.1505 .3333 -1,4651 ,7422 ,6664
,1505 .5000 -1.4397 .7465 .6596
.4995 -,5000 -,5196 ,6400 ,5049
,4995 -.3333 -.8379 .8368 .5071
,4995 -,166? -.5433 .8384 .5078
.4995 0.0000 -,5463 .B365 ,5115
• ,4995 .1667 -.5434 ,83?6 .5092
.4995 .3333 -.546? .83?9 .SOS?
.4995 ,$000 -.520_ .8607 ,5037
.7994 -,_000 -.1693 ,6740 .4425
.7994 -.3333 -,1517 .07?5 .4356
.7994 -,1667 -,1436 .87?4 .4360
.7994 0.0000 -.1390 .6763 .434Z
,7994 ,1667 -,1465 .6782 .4345
,7994 ,3333 -.1420 ,8785 *4339







PT 24.7932 PSI CN ,99_5
TT 233.0819 K CN ,0158




X/C CP R,L/PT _LOC
0.0000 -2.4237 ,6443 .8175
• 0135 -4.9696 .3777 1,266Z
.0271 -4.0849 ,4684 1.0996
,0515 -2.5612 .6246 .8479
.0763 -2,2050 .6623 .7900
• I012 -1.9236 ,6924 .7437
• 1503 -1.5332 .7313 ,6834
• 1994 -1,3026 .7556 ,6451
• 2501 -1.1075 ,7763 .6121
.2999 -.g?OQ ,7913 *58?6
.3499 -.8402 ,8057 ,563B
.3994 -.7330 ,6167 .5454
.4496 -,63P_ ,8_6_ .P279
.4997 -.5556 .8372 .5099
.5492 -.4731 ,8450 .4961
,5994 -.4011 .8513 ,4648
• 6495 *.3316 .85_4 ,4718
.6996 -.2630 ,6650 ,4596
,7489 -.1992 ,R?I9 ,4466
.8003 -*1366 ,6785 .4339
.8500 -.0760 ._850 ,4211
• 8993 -*0270 ,8903 ,4105
.9489 .0227 .6947 ,4015
LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP PeL/P? qLOC
0.0000 -2.4237 ,6443 .8175
• 0122 ,9969 ,9953 .0817
,0251 .9933 ,9949 .0851
,0510 ,8000 .9748 .1913
.0755 ,6540 .9596 ,2432
,i000 .5421 ,9481 .Z766
,1504 ,3840 .9313 ,3Z02
• 2004 ,2835 ,9209 ,344E
,2501 ,_205 .9145 .3594
.3002 ,1679 .9094 ,3706
• 3507 ,1322 .9061 ,3777
,4000 .1096 ,9037 .3828
.4_03 ,0939 .902| _#61
• 5000 ,0721 .9012 ,3881
• 5506 ,0598 ,8905 ,3916
• 5997 ,0490 .8977 ,3954
• 6502 .0414 ,8969 .3971
.7003 ,0407 ,8964 ,3980
,7497 .0405 ,8966 ,3976
,799_ ,0376 .8965 .3979
,8503 ,0351 ,8964 .3Q80
• 9000 .0190 .8950 .4009
.9483 .0441 ,6969 ,3070
C01 .01867 COCOR1 *01832
C02 .01874 CDCOR2 .01825
C03 .01835 COCOR3 ,01793
C04 ,01648 COCOR4 .01610
COS .01608 COCDR5 .01557
SPANVISE
_IC YIC CP P,LI_T _IDC
.1505 -,5000 -1,4546 .7434 .6645
,1505 *.3333 -1.5064 .73q2 .6711
.1505 **1667 -1.5344 .?365 .6753
.1505 0.0000 -1,5332 .7313 .6634
• 1505 *166? -1.5440 .7342 .6789
.1505 .3333 -1.5463 .7351 .6?75
.1505 ,5000 -1,5179 .7382 .6727
.4995 -.5000 -.5348 ,R3?6 .5093
.4995 -.3333 -.5494 .8366 .5110
.4995 -*1667 -.5442 .8358 .5123
.4995 0.0000 -,5556 ,83?2 .5099
,4995 .1667 -.5482 ,8362 ,5117
.499_ ,_333 -._70 ,83_# *_1Z4
,4995 .5000 -,5232 ,8380 .5085
.7994 -.5000 *,2125 .R?06 ,4469
.?994 -.3333 -.1549 .R765 .437?
.7994 -.1667 -.150? ,OTT6 .4395
.7994 0.0000 -.1366 .9785 .4339
.7994 .1667 -*1405 .STOl .434T
,7994 .3333 -.1328 .0766 .4333





X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 -2.6493 .6111 ,8687
• 0135 -5._009 ._*_3 1,3363
• 02?1 -4.5069 .4116 1,Z013
• 051_ -2.8111 .5888 ,q034
,0763 -2._723 .6454 .81_9
• 1012 -1.9769 .6781 .7656
.1_03 -1.5666 .7240 ,6947
• 1994 -1,3159 ,7466 .6591
,2501 -I.1093 .7686 *6244
.2990 -.96_1 ,7829 ,6014
,3499 -.6321 .?970 ,5783
,3994 -,?294 ,8096 ,55?2
• 4496 *.6141 ,8_14 ,5372
,4997 -,5276 .6307 ,5213
,54qz -,4517 ,6_90 ._063
,5994 -,3_50 .6481 ,4905
,6495 -,3131 o8S25 ,4825
.6996 -,2635 ,6586 .4710
,748_ -.203R .86_0 .4596
.6003 -,1508 ,8699 .4503
,6_00 -,1063 ,8758 .4390
• 8993 -,0698 ,8796 ,4316
• 9489 -.0396 ,6830 ,4250
PT 25,0034 PSI CN 1.0220
TT 233,0485 K CM ,OZIO




X/C CP P_L/PT RLOC
0,0000 -2,6493 ,6111 .8667
• 0122 ,9814 .9935 .0061
,0251 1,0076 *996? *0734
.0510 .82_1 ,9770 .1873
,0755 ,6896 .9621 ,?353
• 1000 ,57_0 .9504 .2?03
• 1504 .4265 .9348 ,3116
,ZOO4 ,3123 ,0215 .3435
,2501 ,2447 ,9141 ,3601
.300? .1099 ,9074 .3?48
• 3507 ,1463 .9029 .3846
,4000 *1156 ,9004 ,3_98
,4503 ,1072 .8991 .1924
.5000 ,0951 ,8967 *3975
,5506 ,0644 .#_4_ ,40[9
.5997 ,0511 .8945 ,40?0
.6502 ,0393 ,_906 .4095
,?003 ,0243 .889_ .4113
,7497 .0?25 ,8695 .4122
,?998 ,0191 ,8684 .4143
,8503 ,0084 ,666? ,4147
,g000 -,0104 .6661 ,4190
.9463 ,0053 ,86?9 ,4154
C01 ,03135 CDCOR1 ,030R6
¢02 ,03217 CDCOR2 ,03146
C03 .02990 CDCOR3 *OZg2g
C04 ,02764 C DCOR4 ,02704
CD5 ,02647 C040R5 ,02581
SPANVISE
X/C _/_ CP P;L/PT NLOC
,L505 -,5000 -1.4559 .7312 .6R36
.[_05 -,3333 -1._161 .?244 ,6942
,1505 -,1667 -1.5426 .7215 *6987
.1505 0.0000 -1,5666 ,?240 .6947
.1505 ,1667 -1,5721 .7187 ,7030
,1503 .3333 -1.5638 *7193 .7021
,L505 .$000 -1,5322 .722? .6969
.4995 -,5000 *.5588 ,§2?9 ,5?62
,4995 -,3333 -,5166 .6309 ,5209
.4995 -.1667 **5276 .8301 ,5223
,4995 0.0000 -,5276 .6307 ._13
.4995 ,1667 -.5362 ,8303 *_Z20
.4995 ,3333 -.5245 ,8300 ,5224
*4995 ,5000 -.50?8 ,8323 ,5185
,Tqq4 -,_000 -.2330 ,8628 ,463?
.7994 -,3333 -,1661 ,86?5 ,4549
.7994 -.1667 -,1527 ,8?04 .4494
,7994 0.0000 -,1508 ,8699 .4503
.7994 ,1667 -,1478 .8720 .4464
,7994 .33_3 -.1546 .8711 .4461
,7994 ,5000 -,1541 ,8702 .4497











XlC CP PsL/PT ML3C
0,0000 -2,6486 ,6160 ,8612
.0135 -5.0322 ,3633 1,29¢9
.0271 -3,6777 ,5085 1.0321
.0515 -2.5870 .6239 .8491
*0763 -2.2716 .6563 .7992
.1012 -2.0421 .6788 ,7647
,1503 -1,6616 .7199 ,T011
.1996 -1,3777 ,7468 ,6591
,2501 m1.1352 ,7718 ,6193
.2999 -*Q914 ,7872 .5944
.3499 -*P292 ,q038 .5671
,3994 -,7369 ,8146 ,5488
*4496 -,6398 .8248 .5315
.4997 -.55_8 .9349 .5139
,5492 -.4698 .8423 ,SOOq
,_994 -.4106 ,_499 ,4873
,6495 -.3613 ,P_41 ,6798
,6996 -.3165 ,8578 ,4729
.7489 -,2599 .8631 .4631
.8003 -.2201 ,8680 ,4539
,8500 -,1848 ,8718 ,4468
.8993 -.1637 ,8734 .4437





X/C CP PpLIPT ML_C
0,0000 -2,6486 ,6160 .8612
• 012Z ,9735 ,9928 .1019
.0251 1.0084 *qq65 ,0710
.0_10 ,8498 ,9801 ,1697
.0755 ,7089 ,0654 .2245
• 1000 ,§906 ,9530 *Z603
,1504 ,4383 ,9375 .3049
,2004 .3305 ,9255 ,3341
,Z501 ,ZSSO ,9175 ,3_26
• 3002 .ZO17 .q120 .3648
• 3_07 *1591 .gOT4 .374_
.4000 .1Z47 ,904_ ._813
• 4503 .1033 .9022 .3860
.5000 ,0773 .9000 .3905
,5506 ,0634 .8979 .394q
• 5997 .0480 .8973 *3062
• 6502 ,0284 .8946 .4018
• 7003 ,0157 .8q26 .405q
.7497 *0145 .8919 .40?2
,7998 .O00B .8911 .4089
• 8503 -*0168 ,8893 ,4125
• 9000 -*0500 .8853 ,4205
.9483 -,0335 .8877 ,4157
C01 *06T04 CD¢OR1 .06629
CD2 .06301 CDCOR2 .06230
C03 .05876 C0¢0R3 ,057q@
CD4 .05761 CDCOR4 ,05680
C05 .04963 COCOR5 ,04886
SPAXiISE
XlC YIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.4545 .7407 .6687
.150_ -,3333 -1.5151 .7331 ,6806
,1509 -,1667 -1,7154 .7131 .'115
,1505 0.0000 -1.6616 .7199 *TOil
• 1505 .1667 -1,5495 .7308 ,6841
,1_05 ,3333 -1.5355 ,7310 .6839
• 1505 ,5000 -1.5796 .7278 .6Bqe
,4995 -,SO00 -,5735 ,833_ .5169
,4995 -.3333 -.5342 .8370 .5103
.4995 -.1667 -,5368 .8356 .5128
.4995 0.0000 -,5508 .834q .513q
.4995 .1667 -.5387 .8368 .5106
.4995 .3333 -.5440 .8359 .5121
,4995 .5000 *,5084 .8385 .907?
• 7q94 -.$000 -.2585 .|643 ,4608
,7994 -.3333 -.Z334 .867T .4545
,7994 -.1667 -,2275 ,S673 .4553
,7994 0.0000 -.2201 ,8680 .4_39
,7q04 .166T -,232? ,8670 .4550
.7994 .3333 -.2273 ,8683 .4533










TABLE Vh - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.40






X/C CP PnLIPT ML_C
0.0000 1,0347 ,g993 ,0318
• 0135 *0_14 .8978 .3949
,0_71 -,1_45 ,8740 .4424
.3515 -.3015 ,8622 .4644
• 0763 -.3784 .8546 .4786
• 1012 -,3914 .8531 .4814
o1503 -.3798 .8544 ,4791
.lg94 -,3800 ,8542 .4794
,2501 -*3543 .8568 .4745
• Zqqq -.3334 .85_g .4710
°3499 -.3031 ,B6ZO .4450
• 3994 -*2790 .8643 *4607
.4496 -.2462 ,8678 .4541
• 4997 -,2225 .8703 .4494
• 5492 -,1876 .8737 .4429
,5994 -.1623 ,8746 ,4374
.4495 -,13_4 .8787 ,4333
,6996 -.1084 ._#16 .4276
.7489 -.0808 .9847 ,421_
• 8003 -.04Z3 .8_86 ,4137
,0500 -,0044 ,8975 ,4059
.8993 .0399 .6972 .3963
.9489 ,0943 .9025 .3851
PT 41.1159 PSI C_ -,0197
TT 200,6113 K CM ,0007




XlC CP PJLIPT _LOC
0,0000 1,0347 .9093 .0318
• 0122 .OOBO ,8933 .4042
.0251 -.2364 .8686 ,45_6
.0510 -.3757 .8546 .4786
.0755 -._068 ,8517 ,4839
.1000 -.4296 .8492 .48fl5
.1504 -.4273 .8495 .4879
.Z004 -,409§ .8511 .4849
.2501 -.3799 .8542 .4793
.3002 -.3488 .8_72 ,4739
.3507 -.3214 .8601 .4685
.4000 -.2933 .862_ .4634
.4503 -,2566 .8668 .4561
.5000 -.Z342 .869[ .45$7
.5506 -,2054 .8719 .4464
.5997 -.1738 .8754 .4397
,650Z -.1540 .8771 .4364
.7003 -.1157 ,8809 .4Z91
,7497 -,0858 .8842 .4225
,7998 -.0442 .8884 ,4141
.8503 --*0101 .8919 .407_
.9000 .0196 ,8951 ,4006
.9483 .0974 .9028 .3844
C01 ,00759 COCOR1 .00777
C02 ,00824 CDCORZ .00784
C03 ,0_707 COCOR3 ,00766
C04 ,00788 CbCOR4 .00750
C05 .00699 CD¢OR5 .00687
SPANW[SE
XlC YIC CP PpL/PT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.3553 .8560 .476|
,1805 -.3_33 -,3840 .8533 .4809
• 1805 -.1687 -.3900 .8_24 .4C_7
.1505 0.0000 -,3798 .8544 .4791
.1505 ,16b7 -.3865 ,8527 .4820
• 1505 ,3333 -,3869 ,8_30 ,4815
• 1505 ,5000 -.3924 ,8521 .4831
.4995 -.5000 *.2173 .8702 .4496
.4995 -.3_33 *.2189 .8703 .4498
._995 -.1667 ".2196 .8702 .4496
• 4995 0.0000 -.2228 .8703 .4494
,4995 *1667 -.2190 .8700 ,4500
.4995 .8333 "._174 *8704 *4492
• 4998 .5000 ".1964 *8726 .4451
.7994 -.5000 -.0455 .8880 .4149
.7994 -._333 -.0469 .8879 .4151
.7994 -.1667 -.0424 .8885 ,4140
,7994 0.0000 -.0428 .8086 .4137
.7994 .1667 -.0411 .8885 .4140
.7994 .3383 *.0394 ,8887 .4136




Pr _1.1161 PSI CH -*4077
TT 200,8R43 K CH .0008




Xl¢ CP P;tlPT _L_C
0.0000 .5317 .9478 .2775
• 0185 .7541 .9705 ,2068
,0Z71 .4_49 .9430 ._904
.0_15 .2607 ,9201 .3464
.0763 ,1195 .9058 .3783
.lO1Z .0_69 .89_7 .393Z
.1503 -.0244 .8915 .4079
,1994 -.0814 .8852 .4205
,2501 -,0_52 ,_887 ,4234
.2999 -.1087 ,88_6 .4_56
,3499 -.1080 .88_9 .425_
.3g94 -.1058 .883_ .4_44
.4496 -.0_90 .8839 .4232
,4997 -.0903 .8845 .4219
.5492 -.0711 .8_65 .4179
,5994 -.0597 .8870 ,4169
.6495 -.0541 .8882 ,4146
• 6996 -,0358 .8902 .4106
,7489 -.0183 .8921 .4066
.8003 .0046 .8941 .4026
,BSO0 .0271 .8969 .3969
.8993 ,0637 *_004 ,3897
,9489 .1025 .9045 .3810
LO_E_ $URFACF
XlC CP P,LtPT _LOC
0,0000 .5317 ,9478 ,2?75
.OI_Z -1.2632 .7637 .63_1
.0251 -1,2629 .7643 .6_12
.0510 -1.1349 .7774 .6102
,0755 -1.0219 .7891 .5_12
• I000 -.9528 ,7968 .5785
.1504 -.8338 .8091 .5580
,2004 -.7371 .8182 .54_5
._501 -._494 .8271 ,$274
.3002 -.5784 .8347 ._14_
.3507 -,_185 .8410 ._030
.4000 -,_618 .8470 ,4_8
,4503 -.4071 ,8525 .4825
.5000 -._806 ,8569 .4744
,5506 -,3138 .8618 .4654
.5997 --._646 .8660 .4575
.6502 -,2340 .8698 .4503
.7003 -*1_15 ,8753 ,4399
.7_97 -.1344 .8801 .4306
.7998 -.085Z .8849 .4_11
,8503 -.0405 .8900 .4109
.0000 .0107 .8950 .4008
.9483 .0979 .9040 ,3825
CO1 .00833 COC0_1 .00824
C02 .00896 COCOR2 .00824
CD3 ,00823 CDCOR3 .00801
C04 .00789 C0C0_4 .00787
C05 .00708 COCOR_ ,00696
SPANW_SE
_IC YIC CP P,LIPT _LOC
.1505 -.5000 -.0393 .8898 ,4114
.1505 -.3333 -.0471 .8891 .41Z8
,1505 -.1667 -.0510 .8885 .4139
• 1505 0,0000 -.0244 .8915 .4079
• 1505 .1667 -.0458 .8091 .4127
,1505 .3333 -,0314 .8907 .4096
.1505 .5000 -.0381 .8898 .4113
.4995 -.5000 -.0814 .8860 04189
• 4995 -.3333 -.0843 .8857 .4195
.4995 -.1667 -*0867 .8851 .4207
.4995 0.0000 -*0900 .8845 .4219
.4995 *1667 -.0856 .8856 .4198
.4995 ,3333 -.0537 .8858 .4194
.4995 .5000 -.0733 .8865 .4180
.7994 -,5000 .00_5 ,8942 ,4024
.7994 -.3333 -,0013 .8942 ,4025
.7994 -.1667 .0035 .8943 .4022
.7994 0.0000 .0046 ,8941 .4026
.7994 .1667 .0083 .8948 .4012
,7994 .3333 .0081 .8951 .4005





XIC CP P, LIPT HL_C
0.0000 ,9256 .9881 .1306
• 0135 ._440 .93_3 .30_5
.027[ .1740 ,9103 .3685
• 0515 -.OOTZ .8918 ,_073
.0763 -.1_78 ,8796 .4316
• 1012 -.1699 ,8751 .440Z
• 1503 -.2040 .971_ .4476
.1994 -,2353 .868Z .4534
._501 -.2276 .869_ .4_04
.2999 -._43 .870_ ,4497
.349_ -,_i02 .8713 .4476
,3994 -.1933 .87_7 .4449
.4496 -,1748 .8743 .4417
• 4gg? -,1614 .8763 .4380
.5492 -.1312 .87_8 .4330
.5994 -.1542 .8812 .4285
,b495 -,00_7 *_823 .4_63
,699b -.0757 .88_5 *4220
.7489 -,0519 .8871 ,4167
• 8003 -.0199 .8904 ,4101
.8500 ,0107 ,893b *4036
.8993 .04_4 .8979 .3948
,9489 .09bl .9027 .3848
PT 41.115_ PSI CN -._065
Tr 203,6592 K Cq .0005
_C 4,1173 _tLlO_ CC -,OOZ4
4LPHA -1.9958 DEG
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CP PpL/PT qLOC
0.0000 *9256 ,9881 ,1306
.0122 -,53_6 ,8369 ,5103
,0_51 -,6901 .8209 .5380
,0510 -,7_36 .817g ,5431
*0755 -,6948 .8212 .5375
.1000 -.6?44 .8231 ,5342
,1504 -.6198 *8283 .5253
,2004 -.56?9 .8338 .5156
,2501 -,5095 ,8408 ,5033
.300Z -,4589 ,8461 ,4940
.3507 -,4572 ,8_00 .4_?0
.4000 -.3719 .0_43 .4792
.4803 -.32?8 .8_8_ .4714
.5000 -,29?7 ,8622 ,4645
.5506 -,2561 .8659 *4877
*8_97 -*_183 ,870_ .4491
.6502 -.1924 .8726 *4450
,7003 -,1490 .8769 .4368
,7497 -,1101 .8811 .4_85
,7998 -,0634 .885q .4191
,8503 -.0240 ,8900 ,4109
.9000 .0146 .8043 .4022
,9483 ,0969 .90_8 .3846
43
C01 .0080? ¢DCOR1 .00795
Cg2 .00831 COCORZ ,00790
C03 .03016 C0¢0R3 ,00791
C04 .00784 CDCOR4 .00758
C05 .03700 CDCO_ ,00690
5P_NdIS£
X/C Y/C CP _,L/PT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 *.1967 .8?24 .4435
,$505 -,3333 -,2262 ,8695 ,4509
.1505 -.1667 -.2143 .8?03 .4493
.1505 0.0000 -._040 .871_ .4476
.1505 .1667 -.22?6 .8692 .4516
.1505 .3333 -.2117 .0710 .4481
.1505 .8000 -,2174 ,8700 ,4499
,4995 -*5000 -.1501 ,8778 .4351
.4995 -.3333 -.1496 .8776 .4355
.4995 -.[667 -.1569 *8767 .4372
,4995 0,0000 -.1614 ,8?63 .4380
,4995 .1687 -,1874 .8770 ,4365
.4995 ,3333 -.1503 .8?75 .4356
.4995 ,8000 -.1397 ,8?84 .4338
,7994 -.8000 -*02S1 .§902 .4105
.7994 -,3333 -.0248 .8907 .4096
.7994 *.1667 -.0216 ,8908 .4092
.7994 0,3000 -,0199 ._q04 ,4101
.7994 .1667 -*0196 .8908 ._Oq_
,7994 ,3333 -.017Z .8915 .4080







XIC Ce P,LIPT tLq_
0,0000 1.0328 ,9991 ,0349
.0138 ,0372 ,8972 ,3963
• 0271 -*1932 ._734 .4436
.0515 -.3092 .8615 .4654
.0763 -.3849 .8540 ,4797
,1012 -,3975 ,_534 ,4a09
.1503 -.3868 ,$541 .4794
.1994 -.3_?? .8541 .4794
• 2501 -.3557 .9578 ,4733
,2999 -.3384 ,8596 ,4695
.3499 *,3073 ._618 .4653
• 3994 -.2793 .8650 .4593
.4496 -.2516 .8678 .4542
.4997 -.2249 ,8716 ,4479
.5492 -.1864 ,8752 ,4401
,5994 -,1622 .8778 ,4350
.6495 -.1363 .8R01 .4305
.6996 -,i078 .8830 .4249
.7489 -.0786 .8_54 .4201
.8003 -*0448 .6885 ,4139
,8500 -,0053 .8923 ,4063
.8993 .0397 .8972 .3963
.9489 .0956 &9037 ,3826
PT 41.1089 eSl C#" -.q141
TT 200.78_6 K CH .0005




XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,0328 .9981 .0349
,01EE .0157 .8950 .4008
,0251 -.2258 .8700 .4499
.0810 -.3701 .8552 .4774
.0755 -.4001 .8524 .4825
.1000 -,4206 .8_10 ,4551
,1504 -,4241 .8503 ,4864
.2004 -,4070 .8822 .4830
.2501 -.3748 .8556 .4769
,3002 -.3437 .8587 .4710
.3507 -.3196 .8606 .4877
,4000 -.2885 .8641 ,4611
.4503 -.2570 .8672 .4553
,5000 -.233_ ,8703 .4495
.5506 -.2003 ,8737 .4429
.5997 -,1708 .8769 ,4367
.6502 -.1509 .8788 .4330
.7003 -.1129 .8825 .4259
.7497 -,0816 .8851 ,4208
.799_ -.0441 .8886 .4138
• 8503 -,0007 " ,8918 ,4073
.qo00 .0E01 .|952 .4005
.9483 .0998 .9041 ,3|17
C01 .00793 CDCOR1 .00780
CBE .00039 CDCORZ .O07qS
C03 .00816 CDCUR3 .00788
CO4 ,00782 COCOR4 .00751
CO5 .0070S CDCOR5 .00691
SPANWESE
XlC ¥IC CP P_LIPT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.3591 .8579 .87Z5
.1505 -.3333 -.3884 .8549 .4780
.1505 -.1667 -.3897 .8540 ,4797
.1508 0.0000 -,3868 ,8541 .6794
.1505 .1667 -.3947 ,8543 .4791
.1805 .3333 -.3911 .8547 .4785
.1505 .5000 -.3933 ,8536 .4804
.4995 -.5000 -.2177 .8719 .4465
.4995 -.3333 -.2191 .8711 .4478
.4995 -.1667 -.2207 .8707 .4467
.4995 0._000 -.2249 .8711 .4479
• 4993 ,1667 -.2200 .8716 ,4469
.4995 .3333 -.Z181 .8713 .4476
.4995 .5000 -,1984 .8730 .4443
.7994 -.5000 -.0443 ,8892 .4125
.7994 -.3333 -.0456 .8894 .41ZZ
.7994 -.1667 -.0465 .8889 .4132
.7994 0.0000 -.0448 .8885 ,4139
,7994 .1667 -*0407 .8896 .4118
.7994 .3333 -.0386 .8901 ,4108





XIC CP P,LIPT _L_C
0.0000 .9360 .9893 .1237
• 0135 -,5040 .8_31 ,4993
.0271 -.6413 ._Z_O ,5240
.0515 -.6538 ,8278 .5262
.0763 -.67d7 .8256 .5299
.1012 -.6456 ,A_88 .5_44
,1503 -.5833 ,8340 ,$139
.1994 -.5504 ,8381 .5082
• ZSOI -.4Q13 .843_ .4978
.299) -.4530 ,_479 ,4907
.3499 -.4033 .8524 .4825
.3994 -.3680 .8569 ,4746
,4496 -.3Z15 ,8608 .4672
.4997 -.2885 .9644 .4605
.549_ -.2445 .8692 .4516
.5994 -.2113 ._729 .4445
,6495 -.1807 ._757 .43Q2
.6996 -.1432 ,8794 ,4320
e7409 -.IOOR *_PZ5 ,4259
.8003 -,0640 .8867 ,4176
.8500 -*0225 .8911 ,4087
,Iqq3 ,0350 .6972 .3962
.9489 .0925 ,9038 .38Z5
PT 41,1098 PSZ CN .1819
TT 200.7435 K C_ .0004




XlC CP PpLIP? HLDC
0,0000 .9360 ,9893 .1237
.OIEE .4486 .9398 .1987
.0251 ,1665 .9111 .36_6
.0510 -,0513 .8890 .4130
.07S5 -,1329 ,8810 .4289
.1000 -.1848 .8756 .4393
.I_04 -.2350 .8702 .4496
.2004 -.2511 ,8685 .6528
.2501 -,2410 .8694 .4511
,3002 -.2318 .8705 .4491
,3_07 -.2171 .8715 ,4472
,4000 -._016 .8734 .4435
.4503 -.177_ ,8756 ;4394
,5000 -.1656 ,8769 ,4387
.5506 -.1446 ,8793 ,4321
,5097 -*1217 .88_0 ,4_69
,6502 -.1099 .88E9 .4_$I
.7003 -.0783 .8860 .4190
.7497 -,0544 ,8880 .4149
.7998 -.0189 .8913 .4083
,8503 .0047 .8939 .4030
,9000 .0326 ,8970 .3967
.9483 ,I003 .9046 .3800
CO1 .008Z5 COCOR1 .00816
COE *00836 COCOR2 ,00795
C03 ,00813 C DCOR3 ,00792
C04 .00795 CDCOR4 .00772
C05 ,03692 C0C085 .00600
SPANVESE
X/C Y/C CP P_LIPT HLOC
.1S0_ -.5000 -.5431 .8386 .5072
.1505 -.3333 -.5705 .8362 .5115
.1505 -,1667 -.5852 .83_3 .5148
.1505 0.3000 -.5833 .8348 .$139
.1505 .1667 -,5933 .8338 .$162
• 1505 .3333 -.5867 .8345 .5144
.1505 .5000 -.5594 .8369 .5102
.4995 -.§000 --*_810 .8640 *4598
.4995 -.3333 -.2835 .8646 .4601
.4995 -.1667 -.2829 ,8650 .4595
.4995 0.0000 -.2885 .8644 .4605
.4995 .1667 -.2850 ,8644 .4606
• 4995 .3333 -,2842 .8645 ,4603
.4995 ,5000 -.2569 .8676 ,4545
.7994 -,5000 -.0681 .8871 .4168
.7q94 -.3333 -,0669 .8869 ,4171
.7994 -.1667 -.0658 ,8273 .4163
.7994 0.0000 -.0640 .0067 .4176
,7994 .1667 -,0631 .8873 .4164
.7994 .3333 -.0613 .8875 .4160




PT 41.0914 PS! CN .3772
TT Z00.7352 R Cq ,0002




XIC CP P,LIPT qLDC
0.0000 .5677 ,9522 *1651
• 0135 -1.1800 .7750 ,6140
.027_ -1.1675 .7764 .6118
,051_ -I,o_6 ,78e3 ,5925
.0763 -i.0006 .7935 ,5830
•I012 -,9i76 ,8017 .5703
• 1503 -._927 ,8155 .5473
.1994 -.7155 .8223 .5356
,2501 -.6323 .B31E .5Z03
.2999 -.5707 .8373 *5096
.3499 -.5070 .B_37 ._98Z
.3994 -.4565 .A6_9 ,4889
,4496 -.3986 .8545 .47_9
.4997 -.3542 ._590 .4705
.5492 -,2024 ,8646 .4602
• 5994 -,Z580 *8682 ,4534
.649_ -.2194 *_7Z3 .4457
• 6996 -,1766 .8772 ,4362
.748_ -.1310 ,9817 ,4275
.B003 -.0834 .8B67 .4175
.8500 -,03_9 .8915 .4080
• B993 .0271 .8972 .3962
._48_ .0903 .9036 .382_
LOVER SURFkCE
X/C CP P_L/PT _LOC
0.0000 *5677 .952_ .2652
,01_2 .7559 .9711 ,Z048
,0251 ,4768 ,9429 .2907
,0510 ,2149 .9162 .3555
.0755 .IOOZ .9048 .3802
.1000 .0255 ,8972 .3963
,1504 -,0623 .8890 ,4130
._004 -,1012 .8_44 .42_0
,1501 -*1151 ,8834 .4242
.3002 -,1198 ,8828 ,4253
.3507 "*123Z ,8815 .4259
.4000 -*lZ06 *8828 .4252
,4503 -,1044 .8842 .4_5
.5000 -.1001 ,8847 .4216
.5506 *.0851 .8061 .4187
.5997 -.0701 .8873 .4164
.6502 -,0654 .88?9 .41_2
,7003 -*0407 .8909 ,4091
,7497 -.0101 .8930 ,4050
.7998 .0059 .8957 ,3993
.8503 .0Z35 .8974 *3q59
,9000 .0410 .8986 .3033
,9483 .1018 .q048 ,3803
CO1 ,00839 COCORI .00825
COZ ,00869 CDCORE .00817
C03 *00859 COCOR3 *00830
C04 .00824 CDCOR4 ,00796
COS .00715 COCOR5 .00701
SPAH_[$E
X/C Y/C C_ F_L/PT RLO0
• 1505 -.5000 *,7442 .8185 .5421
.1505 -.3333 -*7762 *8159 .5469
.1505 -.1667 -.7991 .8135 .5506
.1505 0,3000 -,7927 .8153 .5473
• 1505 .1667 -.8008 .0127 .5510
.1505 *3333 -.7972 .8138 .5301
.150S .5000 -,7722 .8162 .$460
.4995 -.5o0o -._ ,_-_
• 4995 -.3333 **3469 *8597 .4692
,4998 -.1667 -.3510 .8596 *4694
.4995 0.0000 -,3542 .8590 .4705
,4995 .1687 -*3492 .8585 .4714
• 4995 .3333 -,3466 .8598 ,4691
.4995 .5000 -.3198 *8628 ,4636
.7994 -,5000 -.08§8 .8857 .4196
.7994 -.3333 -,0904 .8854 ,4201
.7994 -,1667 -.0819 ,8859 .4191
.7994 0.0000 -.0834 .8867 .4175
.7994 .1667 -.0801 .8863 ,4184
.7994 *3333 -,0836 .8861 ,4187






X/: CP _L/PT _LOC
0.0000 -.0q27 .8845 .4220
.0135 -1,0_93 ,6918 .7444
,027[ -1.7710 .7161 ,7070
• 0518 -1.4824 .7452 ,6615
.0763 -1.3434 ,7574 .6422
• 101Z -1*ZOZ5 .7719 ,6190
,1503 -1,0049 ,?920 ,5863
• 1994 -,8890 .8037 ,5670
.Z501 -,7719 .8153 .5475
• Z99q -.6877 .8240 ,5328
,3490 -,6035 .8330 ,5172
• 3994 -.5365 .83_9 .5021
.4496 -,4717 .846Z .4q38
• 4997 -.4133 .8520 *4633
• 5492 -.3536 .8583 .4717
.5994 -.3032 *8638 .4616
,6492 -.2549 ,8676 ,4546
.6996 -.2056 ,8727 ,4449
• 7489 -,1550 ,8785 ,4337
• 8003 -,OegZ .8838 .4233
• 8500 -.0453 ,8806 ,_117
.8gg3 .02L9 .8063 .3q81
•_469 .0914 .0036 .3828
PT 41.0889 PSI CN, ,5706
TT Z00.7415 M CR .0002




XlC CP P,LIPT qLOC
0,0000 -.0927 .8845 .4220
.0122 .9414 .9809 .1206
• 0251 .7145 ,9671 ,_lqO
• 0510 .4378 .9391 ,3006
.0755 .3048 ,0251 ,3350
,1000 .2154 ,916l ,3557
.1504 .0982 .9042 ,3817
.ZOO4 .0376 .8970 .3947
• Z501 .006Z ,B946 .4017
• 3002 -.0131 .8926 .4056
• 3507 -.0246 .8918 .4074
.4000 -.0314 .8911 ,4087
.4503 -*030Z .E911 .4088
.5000 -.0309 .8909 ,4091
• 5506 -.0Z87 .8913 .4082
.5997 --.0182 .8927 .4055
• 650_ -.0192 .8916 ,4076
.7003 -.0016 ,8935 .4039
.7497 .0135 .8956 .3995
.7998 *0339 .eq?4 ,39_9
.8503 .0443 .8987 .3031
• 9000 ,0536 *8995 .3915
.9483 .1084 .9014 ,3791
C01 .00909 COCOR1 ,ooeq7
C02 .00935 COCOR2 ,00894
C03 .0090_ CDCQR3 .OOB?O
C04 ,008_4 Cocoe4 ,00860
C05 ,00761 CDCOR5 ,00745
SPANWISE
XlC _14 CP P,L/RT HLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -,9506 ,7985 ,5757
.1505 -.3333 -.9860 ,7945 .5822
,1505 -.1667 -1.0106 ,?925 *7856
• 1205 0.0000 -I,0049 .7920 ,58o3
• 1505 .166? -1.0167 .7918 .5867
,1505 ,1333 -1.0125 .7918 .586?
,1505 .5000 -.9853 .7950 ,5814
.4995 -.5000 -.4022 .8530 ._816
.4995 -.333_ -.4103 .8525 .4824
• 4995 -,1667 -.4106 .8518 .4836
.4995 0.0000 -,4133 ,8520 ,4835
.4995 ,166? -,4105 ,8521 ,4831
• 4995 .3333 -.4119 .8524 ,4827
,4995 .5000 -.3773 *855Z .4775
.7994 -,SO00 -.1063 ,8827 ,42$4
.7994 -.3333 -.1066 .8831 .4247
,7994 -.1667 -,I025 .8836 ,4Z57
.7994 0.0000 -,0992 .8838 ,4Z33
.7994 ,1667 -.0978 .8836 ,4237
.?qq4 .3333 -,0995 .8838 .4233





XIC CP P,LIPT HLgC
0.0000 -.qoZ9 .7930 .5848
• 0135 -2,9769 .5912 .8996
• 0271 -2.4532 .b450 .8164
.05L5 -1,9474 .6g62 .7377
.0763 -h7050 ,7212 .6991
• 1012 -1,4072 .7429 .6651
.1503 -1,2246 .7714 .6198
.1994 -1,0566 .7873 .5940
.Z50! -,9095 .e011 .5713
.2999 -,8022 .81_2 .5528
• 3499 -,7014 .8227 ,5349
.3994 -.6194 .8310 ,5205
.4496 -.5383 .8393 .5061
.49g? -,4771 *_463 .4936
.5492 -.4023 .8531 .4R14
• 5994 -.3439 .8597 ._711
.6495 -.2898 ,q641 .4610
.6996 -._334 .8701 .4498
• 7489 -,1774 ._757 *4392
.RO03 -.I164 ._828 .4252
.8500 -.0543 .R_9 .413Z
.8993 ,0151 .895_ .3_89
.9489 .0495 .0034 ,3833
pr 41,1091 PSI CN .7582
Tr Z00.7064 K Cq .0013




X/C CP PsL/PT ML3C
0,0000 -.9929 .7930 ,5848
.0142 1.0246 .a983 .0490
• 0251 .8837 .9840 .1517
,0510 .6215 ,9573 .2500
.0752 ,4762 .9426 ,_913
.1000 ,3757 .93Z6 ,3169
.1504 .2414 ._193 .3483
• 2004 .1645 ._111 .3666
.2501 .1180 .0060 .3778
• 3002 .0880 .9029 .3844"
.3507 .0614 *9003 .38_8
.4000 .0464 ._988 .3930
• 4503 ,0419 ,8983 ,3939
.5000 .0307 .8974 .3959
.§_06 .0282 .8969 .3969
.5097 .0319 .8970 ,3q66
.6502 .0230 ,8961 .3986
.7003 .0346 .8974 .3958
.7497 .042? ,_901 .3943
.7g9fl .0582 ,900_ .3894
• 8503 .0626 ,9007 .3889
._000 .061% ,9006 ,3891





XIC CP R,LIPT HLOC
0,0000 -1.5045 .7420 .6664
• 0135 -3,6164 .5201 .9983
• 0271 -2,8120 .6099 .8705
• 0515 -Z,1874 .6732 .7731
,0763 -1.8871 .7031 ,7270
• 1012 -1.6536 .7276 .6890
• 1503 -1,3342 .75q8 .63_4
.1994 -1.1491 .77_8 .6070
• 2501 -,9791 .7966 .5787
.Zgg_ -,8577 .8070 .5615
.3499 -.7463 .8190 .5413
,3994 -,6545 .82R5 .5249
.4496 -,5733 .8373 .5096
• 4997 -.4079 ,8438 .4981
.5492 -*4266 .8508 .4855
.5994 -,3637 .8579 .4726
.6495 -.3102 .8635 .4623
°6996 -*2447 .8701 .4499
,7489 -.1913 .8758 .4389
.8003 -.1238 ,8_22 .42b4
.8500 -,0595 .8893 .4124
• 8993 ,0120 .8960 .3988
.9489 ,0_78 .9039 ,3823
PT ;L.I112 PSI C_ ,8519
IT 200,5668 K Cq ,0023




X/C CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 -1.5045 .7420 .6664
,0122 1.0319 .q991 .0360
• 0251 .q412 ,9899 .1203
,0510 .7006 ,¢656 .2240
.0755 .5538 .9506 .2696
.1000 .44_7 .9401 ,2979
.1504 .3101 .9261 .3326
,2004 .2216 ,9172 .3531
,2501 ,1709 ,_124 .3638
,3002 ,1336 ,gO?? ,3740
,3207 ,1047 ,g052 .3795
• 4000 ,088_ ,903? .382?
,4503 ,0756 ,902? *3848
,5000 ,0635 ,0008 ,3888
.2506 ,055i ,8998 .3g09
.5997 ,0_60 .9003 .3897
• 6502 * 0416 ,SgqO ,39Z5
• 7003 ,05_4 .q004 .38q6
• 7497 .0548 ,9006 ,3892
,7998 ,0689 ,q017 ,3868
• 8503 ,0707 *9024 *3854
,g000 .0659 ,g014 ,3875
,9483 .1125 ,9064 ,3770
45
C01 .01017 CDCDR1 .01006
¢02 ,01055 COCOR2 .01014
C03 .00969 COCOR3 ,0094Z
CD4 ,0096? CDCOR4 .00938
C05 .00S40 COCOR5 .0082_
SPANWISE
X/C Y/¢ CP R,L/PT HLOC
,1205 -,5000 -1,1574 ,???7 .6097
.1505 -.3333 -1,1939 .7?39 .6158
• 1502 -,1667 -1.2209 ,7711 .6203
.1505 0.0000 -1.2246 ,7714 .6198
,1505 .1667 -1,2367 ,7697 .6ZZ6
.1505 .3333 -1.2284 ,7704 ,6214
.1505 ,5000 -1.1987 .7?34 ,6167
,4gq5 -*5000 -.4535 ,8461 ,4q04
,4995 -,3333 -,4633 ,84?2 .49_0
.4995 -,1667 -,4677 ,846? *4929
.4995 0.0000 -,4721 .8463 .4936
.4995 .1667 -,4684 .8466 ,4931
• 49_5 .3333 -,4679 ,8467 .49_8
,4995 ,5000 -,4337 ,8_01 .4867
• 7qg4 -*5000 -.1339 .8802 ,4303
_7q94 -,3333 -,1253 ,6815 ,42?8
,?q94 -.1667 -,1103 ,0822 ,4265
,7994 0,0000 -,1164 .0828 ,42_2
.79_4 .1667 -,1166 .8820 .4269
• 7994 .3333 -.1149 .8826 ,42_0
,Tgg4 *5000 -.1197 ,8820 ,4268
C01 ,01060 COCORI .01052
C02 ,01122 CDCDR2 ,01090
C03 ,01053 CDCDR3 ,01035
C04 .01007 COCOR4 ,00990
CD5 .03885 CDCOR5 .00878
5P&NWISE
X/C Y/C ¢P P.L/PT HLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -1,2510 .7688 .6241
• 1505 -*3333 -1._949 ,7645 ,6309
,1505 -.1667 -h_232 .7611 ,6363
,1505 0,0000 -1,3342 ,?_90 ,6384
,1505 .[667 -1.3385 ,?_99 .6382
.1505 .3333 -1,3374 .?602 .6377
.1505 .5000 -1._073 ,T6ZT .633T
• 4995 *.5000 -,4?94 *8473 .4918
,4995 -*3333 -,4892 ,8453 ,4954
.499_ -.166? -,4949 ,8452 ,495b
,49q5 0.0000 -,497q ,8438 ,4981
,49q5 ,1667 -,4984 ,8454 ,4q52
• 4995 .3333 -.4961 .8446 .496?
• 4995 ,5000 -,4614 *8486 ,4896
• 7994 -.5000 -.1462 *8804 *4300
,7994 -.3333 -,1351 .8817 ,4274
.7994 -.1667 -.1252 ,8824 .4261
• 7994 0*0000 -.1236 *8822 *4264
.7994 .1667 -,1222 ,8828 ,4222
.7994 .3333 -,1233 .8829 .4251






41,1050 PSI CN • ,9462
200.5947 K CM .0056




XlC CP PeL/PT qLOC
0,0000 -2,0014 ,6881 ,7503
.0122 1,0236 ,9982 ,0510
.0251 ,9867 ,9944 ,0895
,0510 ,7680 ,9719 ,2018
,075S ,6258 ,9572 ,250]
,1000 ,5187 ,9465 ,2809
.1504 ,5332 .9483 ,2761
,2004 .2778 ,9216 ,3431
,2501 ,2172 .9153 ,3574
,3002 .1705 ,qlll .3666
,$507 ,1422 ,9073 .3749
,4000 .1215 ,9050 ,3798
,4503 .i058 ,9034 ,3533
,5000 .0880 ,9020 ,3862
.5506 ,0033 ,9011 ,3881
,$997 ,0816 ,9016 ,$070
,6502 ,0632 ,8999 ,3907
,7003 ,0695 ,9002 ,3901
,7497 .0716 ,9004 *3895
,7998 *0773 .9015 *3072
,8503 ,0821 ,9020 ,3861
.9000 ,0651 ,0002 ,3901
,9485 ,1090 ,9046 ,3806
UPPEF SURFACE
XI: CP P,LIPT BLOC
0.0000 -E,OOI4 ,6881 ,7503
• 0135 -4.6805 ,4145 1,1960
.0271 -3,1553 ,5707 .9318
,0515 -Z,4336 ,6436 ,8186
.0763 -2,0707 .6800 ,7627
• 1012 -1.8075 ,7086 ,7156
,1503 -1.2973 .7620 .6549
,1994 -1.2269 ,7671 ,6266
,ZSOI -1,0486 ,7852 .5974
,2999 -,9116 ,7907 ,5753
,$499 -,7941 ,9108 .5551
.3994 -.602Z .8211 .5577
.4496 -,6051 ,8300 ,5273
,4997 -.5283 ,8397 ,3072
.5492 -,4447 ,8467 .4930
,S_94 -.3765 .8547 ,4794
,6495 --*$207 .8606 .4677
.6996 -,2562 ,8667 ,4562
,7489 -.1_,5 ,8731 .4440
,8003 -,1305 ,8803 ,4302
,JSO0 -,0_70 ,8R7_ ,4153
,09_3 ,OOSS .8944 .4021
,94|0 ,OS3q ,9021 .3860
C01 *011?0 COCOR1 .01157
C02 ,01Z6Z CDCOR2 .01ZZ5
C05 ,01172 COCOR3 .0114Z
C04 ,01101 CDCOR4 ,0107Z
C05 ,00986 COCOR5 ,00968
SPAHWISE
XlC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -1.3544 .7542 16473
.LS05 -.3333 -1,4064 ,7405 ,6565
,1505 -,1667 -1.4278 ,7474 ,6:q0
.1505 0._000 -h2973 .7620 ,6349
.IS05 ,1667 -1.4510 ,7442 .6650
• 1505 ,$$$$ -1.4520 ,7437 ,6639
,1505 ,5000 -1,4156 ,7407 .6560
.4995 -,SO00 -.5052 ,8429 ,4998
,4995 -.$333 -.5174 ,8397 *5053
.4995 -.1667 -.5170 .8402 .5045
,4995 0,0000 -.5283 ,8387 ,5072
,4995 .1667 -,5243 .8407 .5036
.4995 ,$333 -,5240 ,8590 .5065
,4995 ,SO00 -.4817 .8458 .4981
,7094 -,SO00 -,1645 .0766 ,4373
,7994 -.$333 -.1426 .8786 .4355
,7994 -.1667 -,1337 ,8798 ,4511
.7994 0,0000 -.I$05 .8503 .4302
.7994 ,1667 -.1245 .8807 ,4294
.7994 ,3333 -,1232 ,8806 ,4Z96




PT 41.1129 PSI CN 1.0092
TT Z00,6914 K CN ,0085




XlC CF esLIPT _L_C
0,0000 -2.4973 ,6406 ,5232
,013S -5,4689 ,3409 1.3417
,0271 -3,2222 ,5649 ,9409
,OSIS -2,5R6_ .6303 ,_390
,0765 -2.2000 ,6701 ,7779
,1012 -1,9190 ,7008 .7907
,1503 -1.5251 .7395 ,6704
.1994 -1,2535 .7637 ,6321
• 2501 -1.0025 ,7827 .6016
• 2999 -,9560 .7988 .5752
.$499 -.8298 ,_116 ,5537
.3994 -,7280 ,R202 .5391
,4496 -.6299 .8307 ,5212
.4997 -,5455 ,8306 .5056
*$492 -.4621 .R479 ,4907
*$994 -*3_27 *854% ,4789
,6495 -.3304 ,8610 .4669
.6996 -,2572 .8676 ,45_5
.7489 -,1957 .8741 ,4421
.8003 -,1245 ,8814 ,4280
.8_00 -,0591 ,8876 ,4158
,8993 ,007_ ,8949 ,4010
,0419 .0699 .9015 ,3_77
LO_ER SURFACE
XlC CP P, LIRT qLOC
0,0000 -2.4973 ,6406 ,8232
,0122 1,0019 ,9961 *0751
,0251 1.0053 ,9963 .0724
,0510 ,8256 ,9778 ,1790
,0755 .6831 ,9636 ,2306
,1000 ,5763 ,9530 ,2627
,1504 .4220 ,9572 .3035
,2004 ,$282 ,9275 ,$292
,2501 ,2615 .9206 ,3454
.3002 ,2161 .9169 .$537
.3507 ,1777 ,9131 ,3625
,4000 ,1456 .9090 .3712
,4503 .1311 ,907A .3739
,5000 ,1114 ,9059 .3780
• 5506 ,0985 ,9047 ,3906
,5997 .0909 ,9035 ,3830
• 6502 .0722 .9018 ,3867
,7003 ,0786 ,9018 ,3_63
,7497 ,0755 .9017 ,3_68
,709_ ,0847 .9027 ,3848
,8S03 ,0758 .9014 ,$875
,9000 ,0594 ,9002 ,3901
,9483 .0929 ,0038 .$§23
C01 ,01427 COCORI ,01403
C02 ,01402 C DCOR2 ,01441
C93 ,01403 COCOR3 ,01368
C04 ,01305 CDCOR4 ,01269
C05 .01210 COCOR5 ,01177
SPA_ZS8
XIC V/C CP P_LIPT RLOC
,1505 -,5000 -i,4272 .7486 .6561
,1500 -,3533 -1.4926 .7467 .6592
,1505 -.1667 -1.5120 ,7414 .6675
,1505 0,0000 -1.5251 ,7305 .6704
,1505 ,1667 -1.5512 ,7580 ,6727
.1505 .$353 -1.5415 .7418 .6668
,1505 ,5000 -1,5030 .7423 ,6660
,4995 -*$000 -,$153 ,8455 .4987
.4995 -,3333 -,5420 .e$97 *$053
,4995 -.1667 -,5400 ,8396 ,5055
,4995 0.0000 -,5435 .8396 .5056
,4905 ,1667 -,5411 ,0409 .5033
,4995 ,3333 -,5453 ,8394 ,5059
,4995 ,SO00 -.5057 .8433 ,4990
,7994 -,5000 -,1987 .8743 .4418
,7994 -,3335 -,1488 ,8789 .4350
,7994 -,1667 -.1334 .8012 ,4285
.7994 0,0000 -.1245 .8814 .4280
.7994 ,1667 -,1281 .8815 .4279
,7994 ,3333 -.1240 .8814 .4280






41,1148 PS! CN 1.0486
Z00.68_3 K CR .0159
6,0705 MILLION CC -,1757
UPPE_ SURFACE
XlC CP P,LIPT qLSC
0,0000 -2,9197 ,5985 ,9885
,0135 -5,9278 ,29i1 1,4540
*0271 -3.9167 ,5004 1.0454
,0515 -2,6545 .6253 ,9467
,0?63 -2,27_6 ,6612 ,7916
,1012 -1,9834 ,6945 ,7404
,1S03 -1.5587 ,7361 ,6758
.1994 -1,$161 .7594 ,6390
,2501 -1,1189 ,7_11 ,6042
,2999 -,9613 .?965 ,5793




XlC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 -2,9197 ,5985 .88R3
.0122 .9773 ,99_5 .0964
• 0251 1.0262 ,99_5 ,0458
,0510 ,5626 .9810 .1615
,0755 ,7245 .96?? .2168
.1000 ,61SL .9570 .2511
,1504 .4657 .9414 ,294?
,2501 ,2013 ,9240 ,3575
,300Z ,243? .9189 ,3493
.3507 ,2023 ,9149 ,$583
,4000 ,!710 ,9109 .$6?0
,4503 ,1454 ,0088 .3717
• 5000 .1272 .9075 ,3745
• 5506 ,1081 .9050 ,3798
.599? ,0987 ,9049 ,3801
.6502 .0T85 .q029 .3843
,7003 ,0793 ,9025 ,$855
,7497 ,0702 ,9013 .3877
,7998 ,0607 .9013 .$877
,8503 ,058? .9001 ,$901
,9000 .0291 ,8977 .3953
.9483 ,0490 ,8985 *$936
,3994 -,7175 ,R200 .5595
.8496 -,62_6 ,8304 .5217
,499? -,5340 ,8406 .503R
.5492 -,4507 ,8481 .4903
• $994 -,3_11 ,8565 .4752
,6495 -,3112 ,B636 .4620
• 6996 -,2386 ,8701 .4499
• 7489 -.1796 ,9759 *4387
,9003 -,1198 ,8822 ,4265
.8500 -,0629 ,8d78 ,4154
• 8993 -,0205 ,8927 .4055
• 9409 .0139 ,8940 .4010
CDI ,02100 COCOR1 ,02070
C02 .02137 CDCORZ ,ozoqo
C03 ,02022 COCOR3 *01980
C04 .01838 COCOR4 ,01792
C05 ,01672 COCOR5 ,01631
SFAN_[SE
X/¢ _IC CP P,L/PT XLOC
,1505 -,S000 -1,4699 .7460 ,6602
,1505 -,3335 -1.5252 .7593 .6708
,1505 -.1667 -1,5493 .7362 ,6756
,1505 0,0000 -1,5587 .7361 ,6758
,1505 ,1667 -1.5062 .7342 ,6757
,1505 ,$$35 -1.$772 ,?$38 ,6794
.1505 .5000 -1.5466 .7565 ,6752
.49_S -.5000 -,S_64 .8402 ,50_4
,4995 -,3353 -,5285 .8406 .3058
.4995 -.1667 -.5556 .8411 .5029
.4995 0.0000 -,5340 .8406 .5038
,4995 .1667 -,5308 ,8398 ,5052
.4995 .3335 -*5290 ,8405 ,S039
,4995 ,5000 -,3017 .8445 ,4968
,7994 -.5000 -,2208 ,8715 .4453
.7994 -,3355 -,1561 .8786 ,4535
,?994 -,1667 -,1Z59 ,8818 ,4275
.7994 0.0000 -,1198 .8822 .4265
.?994 .1667 -.1159 .8822 ,4265
.7994 ,$$33 -,1148 .8828 ,4253














XlC CP PpL/PT HLOC
0o0000 -3,1533 ,5740 ,9266
*0[35 *6,_394 .2705 1,5049
,0271 -4.5201 ,4342 1.1599
,0515 -2,71_9 ,6210 ,3534
,0763 -2,3072 ,bbl4 ,7913
,1012 -1,9879 ,6926 ,7433
,1503 -1.5701 ,7362 ,6756
,1994 *1,3097 ,761P 6352
,2501 -1,1047 ,7834 6004
,2999 -,9523 .7993 5743
,3499 -,E062 .8119 5533
,3994 -,7021 ,8242 .5323
,4496 -.§OSZ ,a347 5141
,4997 -.5075 .a435 4906
,5492 -o4169 o_511 4850
.5994 -,5504 °8b03 4682
,6495 -,2379 ,8660 ,4576
,6996 -,2249 ,8714 ,4474
,74|9 -,1736 ,8763 4380
,8003 -.1348 .8805 4298
,8500 -,0846 ,8869 ,4171
,8993 -.0735 ,_872 .41_5
,9489 -,0598 ,88B0 ,4149
LOkER SURFACE
XIC CP P_LIRT NLOC
0,0000 -3,1533 ,5740 ,926b
°0122 .056_ °9914 .1112
• 0251 1.0318 ,9990 ,0369
,0510 .8879 ,9146 ,1490
.0755 ,7549 ,9711 ,2049
,1000 ,6426 ,9196 ,2432
• 1504 *4856 ,9439 .2880
,2004 ,3831 ,9333 ,31_1
,2501 ,3141 ,9266 ,3313
.3002 ._579 ,9211 .3442
.3507 .2125 ,9156 .3567
,4000 .1761 ,9128 ,3629
,4503 .1565 .9105 ,3_79
• 5000 ,1248 .9074 ,3747
°550_ .1103 *9049 *_00
,5997 ,0955 ,9051 ,3797
.6502 .0625 ,qOIS .3677
.7003 .0641 .900T ,3589
,7497 ,0533 ,8994 .3917
.7998 *0471 ,8990 ,3926
• 8503 ,0342 ,E999 ,3928
,9000 -.0069 ,8940 ,4029
,9483 ,0017 ,$443 .4023
COl ,0_62 COCOR1 ,02329
C02 .02875 CDCOR2 .02|04
CO3 .0276_ CDCDR3 .02707
C04 ,02541 COCOR4 .0247E
C05 ,02354 CDCDR5 ,02EO5
SPAHVlS£
XlC TIC CP P,LIPT MLOC
,1505 -.SO00 -1,4367 ,7493 .6551
.1505 -.333_ -l,5251 ,7408 .6_84
.1505 -,1667 -1.5615 .7363 ,67_
,1505 0,0000 -_.570_ ,736_ _6756
.1505 .1667 -1,5802 .7347 .6779
,1505 ,3333 -1,5770 ,7356 .67b6
.1505 ,5000 -1.547E ,7377 ,6732
.4993 -.$000 -.5422 .SSE$ ,_070
,4995 -,3333 -,5138 ,8418 ,$016
.4995 -.1667 -,5107 .8439 .4979
.4995 0,0000 -,5075 ,0435 ,4986
.4993 .1667 -.4933 .8436 ,4985
,4993 ,3333 -*4935 .8438 ,4980
,4995 .5000 -,4691 .E481 ,4904
,7994 -,5000 -,2579 .8699 ,4502
,7994 -,3333 -*1839 *8759 ,430E
,T994 -,1667 -.1463 *3301 .430_
,7994 0,0000 -,1348 .BOOS ,429E
,7994 ,1667 -,1_41 ,0833 ,4243
,7994 ,3333 -,1379 .0805 ,4E98





KI_ CP R,LIPT 4LOC
0,0000 -3.3043 ,5582 .9517
• 0135 -5,917_ ,2981 1,4373
.0271 -4.4070 .4400 1,1494
.0515 -2,8653 ,bOlE ,8032
,0763 -2.2667 .6626 .7893
• I012 -I,9469 ,6957 ,7385
.1503 -i.5240 .7391 .6711
• 1994 -1.2554 ,7668 .6273
.2501 -1.0413 .7882 ,5926
.2999 -,P_90 .8044 .5650
• 3499 -°7444 °ELT6 ,5437
.3994 -.6507 .8292 ,5254
.4496 -,_499 *8379 ,5036
,4997 -,4711 ,3458 ,4945
.5492 -,4042 ,8_30 ,_816
.5994 -*3486 *0588 ,4709
,6495 -.3079 *8625 ,4641
.6996 -.2737 .8661 .4573
e7489 -,2380 ,8699 .6502
• 8005 -.2141 .8721 .4459
,8500 -,1944 .8745 ,4415
.8993 -.1719 ,87bl .4383
.9489 -,1551 ,8788 ,4332
PT 41,1154 PSI CN 1,0558
TT 200.6695 K CH ,0147




X/C CP P_LIPT NLO_
0,0000 -3,3043 ,5582 ,9517
.OlZZ ,9406 ,9899 .1204
.0251 1.0281 ,998T .0431
,0510 ,3991 .9855 ._443
• 0755 ,7704 .9724 .2002
.i000 .b630 ,9615 .2372
• 1504 ,4979 ,9448 ,2857
,2004 ,3948 ,9344 ,312_
,2501 .3240 .9271 .3301
• 3002 ,2663 ,9215 ,_433
• 3507 .218_ ,9160 ,3559
,4000 ,1787 ,9124 ,3638
,4503 ,1532 °909§ .370E
,5000 .I192 ,90_0 .3TTE
.5306 .OqTR ,9040 ,38_9
.59_7 .0867 .9030 .3540
,6502 ,0480 ,8986 .3930
• 7003 ,0423 *89f13 .3940
• 7497 ,0282 .8970 ,3966
,7998 ,0178 ,89_8 ,3992
• 8503 -*OOeO ,8934 .4041
,9000 -,0517 .68_4 ,4142
.9483 -.0501 ,8894 ,4122
COL .04$20 COCORL .0408E
C02 .03993 C DCDR2 ,03924
CO3 ,03718 CDC_R3 .03671
C04 ,03539 COCOR4 .03467
C05 ,03794 CDCO_3 ,03721
SRkNUZSE
xlC TiC CP P_LIPT NLOC
*1505 -,SO00 -1.3697 ,7566 .6434
.1505 -.3333 -1,4943 ,7431 ,6648
,1505 -,1667 -1._244 ,7395 ,6705
,1505 0,0000 -1,5240 ,7391 ,6711
.1_05 ,1667 -1*5233 ,7411 ,6679
*1505 ,3333 -1,4751 ,7451 .6617
,1_05 ,5000 -1.4042 ,7517 ,6513
,4995 -,5000 -,5661 ,$367 ,5107
,4995 -,3333 -,5077 ,8423 ,5004
,4995 -*1667 -._924 .8449 ,4961
,4995 0.0000 -.4711 .B4_E .494_
*4993 ,1667 -,4609 .E474 ,4917
.4995 .3333 -,4609 ,8473 ,4919
.4995 .5000 -.4938 .8448 ,4963
.7994 -.5000 -.3203 .6620 ,4649
,7994 -,3333 -.2365 ,8703 ,4494
,7994 -,1667 0*2009 .6743 *4418
,7994 0.0000 -.2141 *0721 ,4459
.7994 .166T -,_358 ,8706 ,4489
.7994 ,3333 -,2601 .3680 ,4539




TABLE VII. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.40














XIC CP PPL/PT _LOC
D.O000 1,0344 .9993 .0316
.0135 .0549 ._994 .3919
.0271 -.1671 .8766 .4376
.0515 -.3141 .8611 ,4631
.0763 -,3956 ,0540 .4800
.10|2 -.4094 .85Z7 .4813
,1503 -.3996 .954_ .4?97
.1994 -.4009 .8530 .4803
• Z501 -.3695 .9574 .4738
,?999 -.3470 .R5_9 .4710
• 3499 ".3181 *8615 ,4641
,3994 -,ZO38 .8645 ,4605
.4496 ".2617 .8669 .4560
.4997 -*1346 .8700 .4501
.5492 -,1997 ,8731 ,4444
.5994 -.I745 .8768 .4373
.6495 -.1538 ,8708 .4333
.6q96 -.1199 .0825 .4162
• 7489 -.0881 .8951 .6209
• _003 -,O_ZO ._08_ .4138
.PSO0 -.0163 .89Z5 .4061
,8993 ,0305 .8977 ,3955
,9489 .0835 .9029 .3945
LO_ER SURFACE
XlC CP F,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,0364 .9993 .0316
.0122 .0004 .8939 ,4033
.0251 -.23_4 .8693 .4515
.0510 -,3860 ,8548 .47R6
,0755 -,4Z21 .8513 ,4849
.I000 -.441A ,8494 .4882
.1504 -.4458 ,_494 ,4882
,2004 -.4270 ,8511 .4_52
,2501 -._951 .8548 ,4785
.3002 -.3602 ._875 ,4738
• 3507 -.3349 ,860A ,4674
.4000 -.3044 ,6632 ,4631
,4503 -.2712 .8660 ,4578
,5000 -.7456 .8689 .4523
.5506 -*_164 .8713 ,4477
,5Q97 -,1852 .8757 .4393
.6801 -.t733 ,8765 ,4377
.7003 -.I166 ,8818 .4Z75
.7497 -.0928 .8846 .4_19
,7998 -,0522 .888? .413?
.8503 -*0214 .8910 .4072
.9000 .0063 .8052 .4005
.9483 .0881 ,_034 .3838
CD1 .00834 CD¢OR1 *00813
C02 .00849 C0¢0R2 .00808
CD3 .03842 CD¢0R3 .00806
C04 ,00831 C D¢OR4 ,00800
COS ,00745 C D¢OR5 ,00723
$gkMVISE
XlC YtC CP PpLIPT flLOC
.1505 -,SO00 -.3676 .8569 .4747
.1505 -,3333 -.3016 ,8544 ,4792
.1505 -.1667 -.4061 .8525 *_927
.1505 0.0000 -,3996 ,8541 .47_7
.1505 .1667 -,4068 ,0530 .4818
,1505 .3333 -,4061 .8529 .4819
,1505 .5000 -.3777 ,8554 .4??4
.4995 -,5000 -.2400 ,8696 .4509
,4995 -,3333 -,2341 .8716 .4476
,4995 -.1667 -.2340 .8708 .4487
.4995 0,0000 -,2346 .8700 .4501
,4995 ,1667 -.2358 ,870_ .4801
,49gs .3333 -,2322 .8715 ,4473
,4995 .5000 -.2075 .8735 .4436
,7994 -.5000 -.0604 .8887 .4139
.7994 -.3333 -.0580 ,8885 .4142
,7994 -,t667 -.0523 ,8889 ,4133
.7994 0,0000 -*0820 .8888 .4136
.7994 .1667 -,05_0 .8092 .4127
.7994 .3333 -.0_03 .8893 .4126





XI¢ CP PpLIPT _L_C
0.0000 ,5355 ,94R8 .2748
• 0135 .7497 .9705 .2071
• 0271 .4904 .0443 .2072
• 0515 .2553 .920b ,3456
.0763 ,1115 ._059 .3701
.1012 .0352 .8983 .3942
.1503 -.0387 .8906 .4099
.1994 -.094Z .8849 .4214
.Z501 -.1086 .8_39 .4234
._999 -*1Z21 ,88_S .4254
,3499 -,L167 ._840 .4131
,3994 -.1144 .8835 .4240
,4496 -,1111 ._836 .4140
.4997 -.i010 ,8846 .4219
,8492 -,0871 ,88_2 .4187
,5994 -.O?L7 .0_73 .4165
.8495 -*0617 ._081 .4149
,6996 -.0446 ,0900 .4111
.7489 -.0256 .B918 .4075
• q003 -.0050 .8939 ,4032
.dSO0 *0211 .rig60 ,3973
.8993 .0544 ,899| .3411
,9489 ,0893 .q033 .3837
_T 45.1658 FS! CM -.4138
TT 159.4303 K CM .0015




X/C CP P,L/PT qLOC
0.0000 .5355 .948R .2748
.0122 -1.2671 ,7662 .6285
,0251 -1.2896 .7641 .6319
.0510 -1.1511 .777_ .5105
,0785 -1.0453 .7088 ,5920
.1000 -._771 .7959 .5802
.1504 -.8545 .8080 ,5601
._004 -.?_79 .8176 .5440
.2501 -,8701 ,8271 ,5_76
.300_ -._944 .8353 .5134
,3507 -.$306 ,8425 ,5006
.4000 -.4737 .8473 .49_0
,4503 -,4229 .8521 L'4835
,5000 --'3765 "8568 ,4748
,5506 -.3180 ,e613 .4865
.5997 -.2_04 ,8662 .4_74
,650_ -.2524 ,8688 .45_§
.7003 -.19_0 .R749 *4409
,74_7 -,_4_0 ,8795 ,4320
.2999 -,0970 .8846 ,4219
.8_03 -,0502 .8896 .41ZO
,9000 -.0063 .8936 .4038
.9493 .0832 .9027 .38_0
C0_ .00902 C0¢0A1 ,008S3
CO2 .00913 COCOR2 .00870
CD3 .00899 CDCOR3 ,00861
C04 *0097I CD¢0R4 .00840
COS .00774 COCOR5 *00755
$PAHWISE
XIC tic CP PeLIPT MLOC
,1505 -.$000 -,0328 .89t3 ,40Sb
.1505 -,3333 -,0416 ,8903 .4105
• 1508 -.1667 -,0491 ,8895 ,412_
.1505 0.0000 -.0367 .8906 ,4090
.1505 .1667 -,04_0 .8900 .4111
.1505 .3333 -.0446 .6_00 ,4112
,1505 .5000 -.0220 .8922 ,4067
,4995 -.5000 -.I004 .8850 ,4211
.4995 -,3333 -.0973 .8856 .4199
.4995 -.1667 -.0971 .8855 ,420_
.4995 0.0000 -._010 .8846 .4219
.6995 ,1667 -,I000 .8851 .4210
,4995 .3333 -,0944 .8859 .4193
.4995 ,8000 -.0820 .8870 .4171
.7994 -.SO00 -.0090 .8943 .4024
,7994 -,3333 -.0064 .8948 .4015
.7994 -,1667 -,0030 .8947 ,4016
,7994 0.0000 -.00_0 ,8939 ,403_
.7994 .1667 -.0016 ,8950 .4009
,7994 .3333 ,0019 ,8956 ,3998




PT 45.1736 PSI CN -.2160
TT 159.9902 K CM .0007




XIC CP PeLIPT qk_C
0.0000 *0186 .9875 .1339
.0135 .44_8 ,a398 ,2988
.0Z71 ,1975 .9141 .3802
• 051§ -.OOZ9 .8939 .4033
,0763 -.1_80 .8809 .4Z92
.I012 -,1775 .8764 .4380
.1503 -.214Z ._725 .4455
.1994 -.2439 .8690 ,4522
,2501 -._393 .8697 ,4507
.Z999 -._367 .8697 .4508
.3499 -,2230 ,8717 .44_9
.3994 -*2076 ,8734 *4438
.4496 -,IR32 ,8784 .43_9
• 499? -.1711 ,07_8 ,43?2
,_492 -,1448 ,8?99 .4311
• 5994 -.1253 ,08L9 ,4171
• 64%5 -,1104 ,8_9 ,4253
• 6996 -,0954 ,a_56 ,6200
• 7689 -.0635 .8083 .4145
• 0003 -,0300 ,8908 ,4095
.8500 *0009 ,8943 .4023
,8993 ,0403 ,8906 .3935
.9489 .0%59 *9030 .3_42
LOdER 5UFFACE
X/C CP ReL/PT _L3C
0.0000 ,0186 .9E75 ,1339
,012_ -,5648 ,8366 .5110
,0251 -,7246 .8202 ,8t94
.0510 *,?570 ,8172 ,5446
.0755 -,?260 ,8202 ,5395
,1000 -,7030 ,0_31 ,5345
,1504 -,6455 .028? ,5249
.2004 -._893 .833? ,5161
.2501 -,5325 ,8399 *5052
,3002 -,4?9? ,8449 ,4963
.3507 -*43?9 .8499 .4873
,4000 -,392? ,0546 .47_9
*4503 -.3429 ,8591 .4705
.5000 -.3125 ,R6_4 ,4645
,5506 -,2?49 ,8668 ,4563
.599? -.2334 .8710 ,44_3
.6502 -.2153 ,8722 ,4460
.7003 -,1615 ,%?79 ,4351
,749? -.1_50 ._8Z1 *4268
.?998 -.0746 ,8962 ,4187
.6503 -.0360 .8906 .4100
.9000 -,0010 ,Bq4A ,402]
,9483 .0862 ,9031 ,3842
49
C01 ,00818 CDCOR1 ,00806
C02 ,008?7 COCOR2 ,00839
CD3 ,0_905 CDCOR3 ,00881
C04 ,00822 COCOR4 ,00803
C0_ .00735 CDCOR5 .00721
SPANWISE
Xf_ YIC CP F,L/RT MLOC
,1505 -,5000 -.1933 .8742 .442?
• 1505 -,3333 -.2100 ,0?29 ,4447
.1505 -.1667 -.2228 .8717 ,44?0
,1505 0,0000 -,2142 .8?25 ,445_
,1505 .1687 -,2167 ,8718 ,4468
,1505 ,333_ -*_2_6 .8716 ,44?2
.1505 *5000 -,1984 ,8741 .4413
,4995 -.3000 -,1609 .8771 ,438_
• 4995 -,3333 -.1667 ,8760 .437Z
• 4995 -,1667 -.1657 ,8?69 .6369
,4995 0.0000 -.1711 .8?68 .437Z
,4995 ,1667 -.1652 .8?6? .4374
• 6995 .3333 -.1670 ,876_ .437_
.4995 .50oo -.1459 .8?89 .4330
,7994 -,5000 -,0343 ,8908 ,409_
• 7094 -,3333 -,0360 .0912 .6088
.7994 -,1667 -,03_4 .8914 ,40§_
.?994 0.0000 -.0300 ,8908 .4095
.7994 ,1687 -,0271 .8915 ,4080
.7994 ,3333 -.0261 .8920 .407_















XlC CP P;LtPT HLOC
0,0000 1,0362 ,9995 ,0274
,0135 ,042T .8989 ,3929
,0271 -,1675 ,8776 ,4356
,0515 -,3126 ,8632 ,4630
,0763 -,3873 ,8545 ,4790
,1012 -,4053 ,8521 ,4833
• 1503 -,39e3 .8529 ,4820
.1994 -,4014 ,8532 ,4814
,2501 -,3645 ,R567 .4751
,2999 -,3500 ,8596 ,4715
,3499 -.3173 ,8625 ,4642
.3994 -.2908 ,8645 ,4606
,4496 -,2609 ,8683 ,4533
,4997 -,2370 .8699 ,4505
,5492 -,2011 ,R735 .4435
,5994 -,1722 ,8761 ,4385
,6495 -,1517 ,8786 ,4336
,6996 -,12_9 ,8815 .42_1
,7489 -,0882 .8_49 ,4213
,8003 -.0509 ,8846 .4139
,#500 -,0143 ,SgZ1 ,4070
• 89_3 ,0339 ,sqkb7 .3974
.8489 *0880 .9023 ,3888
LOVER SURFACE
XIC CP P*LIPT NLOC
0,0000 1,0362 ,9995 ,0274
.0122 -.0065 ,8939 .4032
,0251 -.2395 ,8704 ,449_
,0510 -,3896 .8854 ,4774
.0755 -.4179 .8514 .4846
• lO00 -,4429 ,8483 .4903
,1504 -,4460 ,8480 ,4908
.2004 -,4295 ,8503 ,4866
.2501 -.3898 ,8541 ,4798
• 3002 -.3630 .8573 .474_
.3507 -.3337 .8609 ,4673
,4000 -.3033 ,8632 ,4629
,4503 -,2703 ,86?4 ,4551
.?000 -.2477 ,8680 ,4525
,5506 -,2175 .8719 ,4466
,5997 -.i_16 ,8752 ,4404
.6502 -,1731 ,8765 ,43?9
,7003 -,1266 ,8809 ,4292
,7497 -.0919 .8845 ,4221
,7098 -.0502 .8887 .4137
,8503 -,0191 .8916 ,40gO
.9000 ,0104 .8943 ,4023
,94i3 ,092? ,q_i .3_8
C01 ,00799 COCOR1 ,OOT8_
C02 ,00809 COCOR2 .00768
COS .03784 COCOR3 ,00756
C04 ,00?84 C0¢0R4 ,00758
C05 .00703 CO¢OR5 ,00687
SPANMISE
XIC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,3645 .8561 .4761
,1505 -,3333 -,3879 ,8537 ,4805
,1505 -.1667 -.4039 ,8532 .4_5
,1505 0,0000 -.3983 ,$529 ,4820
,1505 ,1667 -,4047 ,8520 .4836
• 1505 ,3333 -,4046 .8520 .4836
,1505 ,$000 *,3809 ,8555 .4772
,4995 -,SO00 -.2318 ,8703 .4497
,4995 -.3333 -.2296 ,8700 ,4502
,4995 -.1667 -.2290 .8702 ,4499
,4995 0,0000 -.2370 ,8699 ,4503
,4995 ,1667 -,2299 ,8704 .4494
.4995 ,3333 -,2298 .8700 ,4_02
.4995 ,5000 -,2038 ,8727 .4450
,7994 -,$000 -,0545 .8876 ,4160
,7994 -.3333 -,0577 .8879 .4154
,7994 -,1667 -,0537 .8884 ,4143
,7994 0,_000 -.0509 ,8806 ,4139
,7994 ,1667 -.0493 ,8881 ,4149
,7994 ,3335 -,0503 ,8886 ,4139





XIC CP P,LIPT _L3_
0.0000 ,9409 ,989g ,1208
*0135 -*4930 .8439 ,4982
.0271 -.6059 ._317 .5197
*0515 -.6619 ,8Z69 ._279
.0763 -.6_99 *_239 ,5331
*1012 -.6617 ,8265 .52_7
*1503 -.5956 ,8337 .5161
.1994 -.5621 ,8372 ,5100
.2501 -,5046 .8436 .4987
,2999 -.4627 .8474 .4918
.3499 -.4175 .8519 ,4837
.3994 -,3786 ,8558 .4767
.4496 -.3328 .8602 ,4685
.4997 -._012 .8635 ,4625
,5492 -,2576 .8679 .4542
.5994 -.2208 .8719 .4466
,6495 -.1012 ,8755 ,4397
.6996 -,1532 .8793 ,4324
.7489 -*1164 ,8625 .4261
.8003 -*0736 .8862 .4187
.8500 ",_290 ,8910 .4091
.8993 .0255 .8966 ,3976
.9489 ,0834 ,9025 ,3853
PT 45,1695 oSZ CN *1783
TT 160,2109 K C_ *0001




XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .9409 ,9898 ,1208
*0122 .4300 ,937_ .3041
,0251 *1556 ,9095 ,3704
,0_10 -*0690 .8872 .4168
.0755 -.1_17 ,8787 .4336
*1000 -.2044 ,8731 .4444
,1504 -,2526 .8686 ,4529
.2004 -.2682 .8671 .4558
,ZSOl -,Z598 ,8684 ,4533
.3002 -.2438 .8697 .4509
,33o7 -.2337 .e?06 ,44_I
,4000 -,2170 ,8722 ,4461
.4503 -,1906 ,8747 ,4412
.5000 -*1795 .8759 ,43q0
.5506 -*1591 .8779 .4350
.5997 -*1322 .8809 .4292
,6502 -,1286 ,8818 .4274
.7003 -.0884 ,8858 .4195
,74Q7 -,0617 ,8880 ,4151
.7998 -.0273 .8910 .4092
,8503 -.0012 ,8938 ,4033
.9000 *OZO0 ,8961 .3987
,9483 ,0939 ,9036 .3031
C01 ,00790 COCOR1 .00779
C02 ,00821 CDCOR2 ,00701
C03 *00800 C0COR3 *00774
C04 *00769 COCOR4 *00750
CD5 *00707 C DCOR5 ,00695
SPANM[SE
XlC YIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
*1505 -,5000 -,5566 .8371 .5101
,1§05 -.3333 -,5832 ,8350 .5139
.1505 -,1667 -,6002 ,8327 ,5179
.1505 0,0000 -,§956 .8337 .5161
,1505 ,1667 -.6036 ,8323 ,5185
.1505 ,3333 -,6043 ,8328 .5177
,1505 ,5000 -.5794 .8348 .5142
,4995 -*5000 -.2844 .8649 ,4598
,4995 -.3333 -.2905 .8642 ,4612
.499_ -*1667 -,2953 .8646 ,4604
.4995 0,0000 -*_12 ,8635 .4625
,4995 ,1667 -,2968 ,8636 ,4622
,4995 .3333 -,2954 ,8637 ,4621
.490_ ,$000 -,26§7 .8676 ,4548
.7994 -.5000 -.0714 .8876 ,4160
,7994 -,3333 -,0745 ,8873 ,4165
,7994 -.1667 -.0704 ,8878 ,4156
,7994 0,0000 -,0736 ,8862 ,4187
.7994 *1667 -,0727 ,8874 .4163
,7994 .3333 -.0706 .8877 .41_7





XlC CP P,LIPT qLOC
0,0000 .5735 .9524 ,2647
,0135 -1*1477 .7759 ,6128
.0271 -1,1393 ,7734 ,6089
,0515 -1,0571 ,7878 ,5936
,0763 -I.0137 ,7907 ,5888
,1012 -.9354 ,79_3 ,5763
• 1503 -,R066 ,8118 ,5537
,1994 -,7343 ,_195 .5406
.2501 -,6401 .82_2 ,3257
,2999 -.5_I0 ,8353 ,_133
,3499 -,5186 ,8421 ,5013
.3994 -.4643 ,8473 .4920
.4496 -,4069 .8531 ,4815
,499T -.3645 .8569 ,4746
.5402 -.31_8 ,8623 ,4647
• 5994 -.2656 ,8664 ,4569
• 6495 -.2_79 ._?06 .4490
• 6996 -.1_35 ,8747 ,4413
• ?489 -,1_98 .A?Q3 ,4324
.8003 -.0922 ,8845 ,4222
.8500 -,0429 .8901 ._I09
• 8993 ,0165 ,8961 ,3986
• 9489 ,0840 ,q025 ,3054
PT 45,1692 PSI CH ,3763
Tr 160,2557 K CR -*0003




X/C CP P_L/PT qLO_
0,0000 ,5735 .0524 ,2647
.0122 .7450 .9697 .2101
• 0251 ,4667 .9416 ,2942
.0510 .2048 .9154 ,3573
• 0755 .0938 ,q035 ,3832
,1000 .0134 .8951 ,400R
• 1504 -*0775 .8861 .4190
• 2004 -.1193 .8820 .4270
,2301 -.1271 ,8806 ,4298
.3002 -,1306 .8811 .4289
,3507 -.1346 .8810 .4290
• 4000 -,1290 ,8813 .42_4
• 4503 -,1140 ,8828 ,4254
.5000 -.1099 .8828 ,4254
.5506 -.0969 ,8841 ,4230
.5997 -.0?76 ,885? ,41_8
• 6502 -,0803 .8857 ,4198
,7003 -,0467 ,880? ,413_
.7497 -.0261 ,8909 ,4093
.799n -.0001 .8938 ,4033
.8503 ,01_4 ,8963 ,398?
.9000 ,0304 ,8975 ,395?
,9485 .0985 .9039 ,|S23
C01 .00830 CDCOR1 .00816
C02 .00055 CDCOR2 .00815
C03 *00826 COCOR3 .00798
CD4 ,00802 CDCOR4 .00780
C05 .00726 CDCOR5 .O070S
SPANM]SE
X/C f/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.7610 .8170 ,5448
,1505 -.3333 -,7921 .8138 *5503
,1505 -,166T -.8084 ,8121 ,5532
.1508 0.0000 -,8066 ,8110 ,5537
.1505 ,1667 -.8174 .8113 .5548
,1505 *3333 -.8155 .8114 *5543
.1505 .5000 -.7861 .8143 ,5494
,4995 -*5000 -,5492 ,8589 ,4709
.4995 -,3333 -.3574 ,8580 ,4726
,4995 -,1667 -.3599 ,8580 ,4726
.4995 0,0000 -,3645 ,8569 ,4746
,4995 ,L667 -,3609 ,8578 .4730
.49q5 ,3333 -.3615 ,857b *4733
,4998 .5000 -,3223 ,8618 ,4656
.?994 -,5000 -.0992 .8842 ,4228
,7994 -,3333 -,0998 .8841 ,4229
.?994 -.1667 -.0945 ,8847 .4217
,7994 0.0000 -.0922 *8845 ,4222
,7994 ,1667 -,0935 ,8047 ,4216
,7994 .3333 -,0924 ,6849 .4214






[1_ CP P,L/PT HL_C
0,0000 -,0718 ,3863 ,4185
• 0135 -1.9646 .59,5 .7405
00Z71 -1.7533 .7171 .7050
,0515 -1,5005 .7416 .66?4
,0763 -1.3606 ,7566 .6437
•1012 -1.2249 .7695 *6131
•1503 -1.0208 .7901 .589?
,199' -,9037 .8034 ,5675
,2501 -,7051 ,_153 ,5470
.1999 -.7004 ,8236 .5336
• 3499 -,6172 *_317 ,5197
• 3994 -,5495 .8380 .5071
.,496 -.*e07 .845, .4959
.4997 -.4270 .8507 .4859
.5492 -,3648 .8570 .4765
.5094 -,3100 ._610 ,465Z
.6495 -,2684 ,R672 .4556
,6996 -.2164 .8722 ,4460
.7489 -.1669 .8779 ,4351
.8003 -.1077 .8827 .4250
.8500 -.0518 .88_b .4140
,8993 .0090 .8950 .4009
.940_ .0017 ,9021 .3861
PT 45.1654 P$1 ¢_ .5?27
TT 160.2972 K CH -.0001




XtC CP R_LtRT _LOC
0.0000 -,0718 .8863 .4185
.0122 .9447 .9902 .1186
.0251 .7083 ,9663 .2216
*0510 .4386 .9387 .3016
.0755 ,3021 ,9251 .3350
.1000 .2066 .9151 .3580
.1504 .0899 .9032 .3830
.2004 .0255 .8973 .3962
,2501 -,0062 ,89'1 ,4029
,3002 -.0235 ,8922 .4060
.3_07 -.0376 .8005 .4101
.4000 -.0431 .8902 .%108
.4503 -.0397 ,8902 .4107
.5000 -.0419 .8899 .4114
,5506 -,0384 ,8902 .*I08
,5_07 -,OE_% .8911 .4088
.6502 -.0375 .8906 *%100
.7003 -,0096 .8932 .*046
.7487 .0040 .8951 .AOO?
.7998 .0290 .8966 .3977
,8503 .0410 .8940 .39_7
.9000 .0402 .0q82 .394,




PT 45.1676 PSI CN .7649
TT 160.3535 K CH .0011




XlC C p PpLIPT _LOC
0.0000 -.q952 .7947 .5822
.0135 -2.9523 .5976 .3901
• 0271 -Z.4547 ,6494 .8100
.0515 -1.g_42 .695% .7393
.0763 -I,7Zql .7209 .69q9
.I01Z -1,5Z%4 ,7422 ,6665
.1503 -I,2%10 .7709 .6210
.1994 -1.0758 .7868 .5952
.Z501 -.9252 .8034 ,5b78
,2999 -.8155 ,R13% .5511
.349g -.7171 ,8226 ,5353
,3994 -.6289 ,8310 ,5Z09
,4496 -.5535 ._03 .5045
.4997 -,%849 ,8%73 .%920
,5492 -,4154 .8539 .6800
.5994 -.3540 .8594 .4700
.6495 -.3038 .86_5 .4606
.6996 -.2431 ,_70% .4_94
,7689 -,1883 .8764 .%379
.8003 -,126_ ,8827 .4257
• 8500 -.0630 .88_7 .4137
.8093 .0063 .8058 .390%
.9'89 .0_33 .9037 .3828
LD_ER SURFACE
XlC CP P. LIPT MLOC
0.0000 -*9952 .7947 .5_22
.0122 1,0295 ,9999 .0402
• 0251 .8834 .9842 .I_07
• 051_ ,6230 ,9579 .2483
.0755 .4_08 .9436 .2890
• 1000 .3791 .9335 ._1_8
,1504 .2391 .9195 .3480
.2004 .1567 .9109 .3672
.Z501 .1113 .9071 .$756
,3002 .O?eR ,903% ,3835
• 3507 .0_24 ,9003 .3900
.%000 .0417 ,8988 .3930
.%503 .0317 .89_9 .3929
.5000 .0Z33 ._982 .3944
• 5506 .019_ *89?5 ._957
.5997 *0249 ,8976 ,3956
,6502 .0073 .8958 .3993
.7003 .0288 .8079 .3950
.769? .0359 .8990 .3928
.799_ .0_14 .9006 ._8_4
.8503 .058% .9009 .3896
• 9000 ,0_%5 .9006 .3897













xlC CP #,LIPT _LOC
0o0000 -1,4qll ,7450 ,6611
• 0135 -3.6655 .5477 ,9688
• 0271 -2,8155 ,6130 ,8661
.0515 -2,2211 .6706 ,7775
,3763 *1,q102 .7030 .7276
,1012 -1.6715 ,7268 ,6906
,i_03 -I,3%5_ ,7584 ,6408
.1994 -1.1595 .?795 ,6070
• ZSOl -,9856 .7955 .5808
.2999 -.8703 .8080 ,5602
,3%99 -.7594 ,_i_8 .5418
.3994 -.6656 .8289 .5245
.4496 -.5798 ._375 .5095
.4997 -.5104 ,8441 .4978
.549_ -.4368 ,8513 .%_54
• 5994 -.3704 .8579 .47_8
.6_95 -.31%6 .8635 ,4624
.6996 -,2555 .8692 ,%516
.7489 -.1053 .8759 .4389
.8003 -.1300 .8_19 .%273
.8500 -.0645 .P891 .4129
.8993 .00_5 .8964 .3981
.9469 .0815 .9038 .3826
Ln_E_ SURFACE
XlC CP R_LIRT <LOC
0.0000 -1.4011 .7A50 .6521
• 0122 1.0352 .9995 .0278
• 0251 .9375 .9897 *1218
.0510 *6989 ,9655 ._2*%
,0755 .5584 .9_15 ._673
.lO00 .4517 .9407 .2966
.1504 .3061 .9256 .3339
,2004 ,Z163 .91?4 .3528
.2501 .1655 .gilt ,3656
.3002 .1169 .9082 .3732
,3507 .0961 *9049 .3802
.4000 .0777 .9035 .3832
• 4503 ,0681 ,9025 ,3854
• 5000 .0529 .9007 .3891
,5506 .0469 ,8998 ,3_II
.5997 .0490 .9001 .3904
.650Z .0303 .6902 .3943
,7003 .045Z .8996 .3915
.7497 .0513 .9007 .3892
.7998 .0639 ,9015 .3076
.8503 .0667 .90_3 .3858
.9000 .0547 .9014 .3077
,9483 ,1055 .9062 .3774
$1
COl .00094 CDCDR1 .00884
C02 .0095I C DCOR2 .OOqlO
¢03 ,00899 COCOR3 *00877
C04 .03881 CDCOR% .00857
C05 .00778 EDCOR5 *00768
SPANWISE
XIC YIC CP enLIRT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.9679 .7954 ._811
.1505 -.3333 -1,0013 .T90_ .9866
• 1505 -.1667 -1.0230 .7890 _915
• 1505 0.0000 -1.0208 .7901 .5897
.1505 .1667 -1.0342 .7886 .$922
• 1505 ,3333 -1.0301 .7879 .5934
.1505 .5000 -1.0021 .7911 .5000
.4995 -.5000 -.4121 .8517 .4842
.4995 -.3333 -.4199 .0512 .4851
• A995 -.1667 -.4190 .8514 .4847
,4995 0.0000 -.*Z?O ,8507 .4659
• 4995 ,1667 -.42A2 .8504 .4864
• 4995 ,3333 -.4238 .8508 .4856
.6995 .5000 -.3764 .8557 .4768
.7994 -.5000 -.1192 .0815 ._281
.?99, -.3333 -*1164 .0621 .,260
.7994 -*166? -.1117 .8826 .4258
.7994 0.3000 -.lOT? .8827 **250
.799% .1667 -.1075 .882? .42_8
.7994 .3333 -.1070 .0830 .4250
.799_ ,5000 -.1100 ,8828 *6255
CD1 .00992 COCDR1 .00979
C02 .01022 COCOR2 .00983
C03 .01067 COCDR3 .01040
CD% .00936 COCOR4 .00911
C05 .00836 COCOR5 .00817
SPAHW[SE
_/¢ YIC CR P_L/PT NLOC
.1505 -.$000 -1.1770 .7?68 .6114
.1505 -,3333 -1.2149 .7721 .6190
*1505 -.1667 -1.2427 .7701 .6223
.1505 0*0000 -1.2610 .??Oq .6210
.1505 ,1667 -1.2562 .7609 *62%2
.1505 .3333 -L.2521 .7603 .6151
.1505 .5000 -1.223% .??20 .6191
.6995 -.5000 -.6668 *8*?? .4914
.%995 -,3333 -*%753 .8668 .4930
.4995 -.1667 -.4749 .0472 **923
.%995 0,0000 -,48A9 ,0473 .4920
.4995 .1667 -.%820 .0461 .4942
,%995 ,3333 -.4001 ,_463 ,493_
.4995 *5000 -*6289 .8_18 .4839
.799% -.5000 -.1477 .0812 .6287
.799% -.3333 -.1395 .8815 .4281
*7994 -.1667 -*1288 .8827 .4257
.7996 0*0000 -.1266 .8027 ,%257
.7996 .1667 -*I268 *8833 .4266
*7994 ,3333 -.1265 ,8828 .4256
.?99% .5000 -*I271 .8029 .4254
C01 .01056 CDCOR1 .01037
C02 .01091 COCOR2 .01057
C03 .01067 COCOR3 .01040
C04 .00907 COCOR% .00960
C05 .00882 COCOR5 .00057
SP_NWISE
X/C Y/C CP P,L/PT RL00
• 1505 -*5000 -1.26q6 ,7686 .6Z46
.1505 -.3333 -1.3129 ,?6*7 ,6309
• 1505 -.1667 -1.3427 .7610 .636?
• 1505 0.0000 -1.3455 .7584 .6600
.1505 .1667 -1,3562 .7599 ,6305
• 1505 ,3333 -1,356_ .7603 *63?9
,1505 .5000 -1.325A ,7620 .6339
.6995 -.5000 -**935 *_46_ .%q*1
,4995 -,3333 -,5059 .0%60 ,A966
• %995 -.1667 -,5062 .6448 .4965
.%995 0.0000 ".SIOA .8'41 .*q?$
.4995 .1667 -.5094 .84%6 ,%960
.4995 ,3333 -,50q8 .8A44 ,4q?3
.%995 .5000 -*4565 .8698 .*075
.799% -*5000 -,1600 .8?94 .4321
.7994 -*3333 -.1506 .8818 .4275
.7994 -.1667 -.1601 ,_826 ._259
.7994 0.0000 -.1300 .8819 .4273
.799% .1667 -.1270 .8827 *4256
.799% .3333 -,1331 ,0035 .%241















XlC CP P,L/PT qLOC
OeO000 -1.9937 ,6906 .7467
• 0135 -4.2178 ,4655 1,1052
• 0271 -3,1667 ,5727 ,9291
,0515 -Z.4558 ,6475 *_129
• 0763 -2,0973 ,6836 ,7575
• 1012 -1.8214 ,7112 ,7149
• 1503 -1.4498 .7475 ,6fl_Z
,1994 -1,2492 ,7698 ,6227
• 2501 -1,0601 .7870 ,5948
• 2999 -,919Z ,7908 ,5738
,3499 -,8036 .8127 .5523
.3994 -,7077 *8225 ,5355
,4496 -,6163 *e310 .5208
• 4997 -.5368 ,8395 ,5059
• 5492 -*4573 .8479 .4910
• 5994 -,3914 ,855Z ,4777
,6495 -,3356 ,8608 *4675
,6996 -,Z685 ,8683 ,4535
.7489 -,2064 ,8738 ,4429
• 8003 -,1399 .8802 ,4306
,8500 -,0719 ,8876 ,4160
,8993 ,0039 ,8950 ,4010
,9489 *0760 ,¢OZZ .3861
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP P;LIPT qL_C
0,0000 -1,9957 ,6906 ,7467
,0122 1.0311 .9900 *0382
,0251 .9836 ,9942 .0914
,0510 ,7716 .9729 .1984
• 0755 .6266 .9582 .Z474
• 1000 .5201 .9475 ,2785
.1504 ,3686 .9318 .31R9
• 2004 ,2716 ,9227 ,3407
• 2501 .2123 ,9160 ,3_60
.300Z .174Z ,9114 .1661
,3507 .1367 .9081 .3733
,4000 ,1122 .9057 .3785
,4503 ,0980 .9038 .3825
,5000 ,0815 ,9024 .3856
,5506 ,0736 ,901E ,3868
,5997 ,0704 ,9019 .3866
• 650_ m04_O .8996 ,3915
,7003 .0607 ,9014 ,3877
,7497 ,0626 ,9010 ,3885
.7998 *0726 *9017 .3869
.8503 ,0712 ,9020 ,3863
.9000 .0597 ,9006 .3893
,9483 .1023 ,9048 ,3804
C01 *01165 CDCOII *01156
C02 ,01180 CDCORZ .01160
CO3 ,01150 CDCOR3 ,01136
C04 ,O106Z COCOR4 ,01050
C05 ,0098q C_OR5 ,00976
$PANUZSE
XIC YIC CP FeL/PT KLOC
*1505 -,5000 -1,3626 ,7574 .64Z5
*1505 -.3333 -1.41Z1 *TSZ8 ,6498
,1505 -.1667 -1.4477 ,7488 *C_61
,1505 0,0000 -1,4498 .7475 ,658Z
,1505 ,1667 -1.4719 ,7464 ,6600
*1505 .3333 -1,4646 .7475 ,658Z
.1505 .5000 -1,4358 .7500 .654Z
,4995 -,5000 -.5164 ,8428 ,5001
,4995 -,3333 -,5295 ,84ZZ ,SEn
,4995 -.1667 -.5342 .8417 .5020
.4995 0,0000 -.5368 .8395 .5059
.4995 ,1667 -,5366 ,8407 .5038
,4995 .3333 -.5363 ,8415 .5023
.4995 .5000 -,4847 ,8467 *4931
.7994 -,5000 -*1827 .8765 ,4377
.7994 -,3333 -.1597 ,8792 .43Z5
,7904 -*1667 -,1440 .8813 ,4284
,7994 0.0000 -,1399 .880Z ,4306
,7994 *1667 -.1320 ,8816 ,4Z78
.7994 ,3333 -.1374 ,8814 .4282
,7994 ,5000 -.1386 ,BOLe .4274
C
TEST 119 PT 45,1649 PSI
RUN 61 TT 160.6777 K







XI: CP P, LIPT _LOC
0,0000 -2.509_ ,64Z7 ,8204
• 0135 -5.5109 .3345 1.3557
.0271 -3,39Z2 ,5521 ,9618
• 0515 -2,6294 .6303 ._394
.0763 -2._232 ,668g ,7801
• IOIZ -1.9280 ,6986 .7343
• 1503 -1,5310 ,7386 ,6722
,1994 -1,2975 ,7623 ,6347
,2501 -1.0090 .7011 ,6044
.Z999 -.9687 .7972 *57ql
,3499 -,8376 *810Z ,5564
.3994 -,7310 ,e195 ,5406
,4496 -,6367 ,8294 .5236
,4997 -,5557 ,8377 .5091
,5492 -.4720 ,8476 ,4916
,5994 -.4001 .8541 ,4798
.6495 -,3375 *8611 *4668
.6996 -,2721 .8673 ,4554
,74_9 -.21_1 ,8737 ,4432
.8003 -,1421 ,8809 ,4293
.BSO0 -,0734 ,P873 .4165
.894)3 -.0046 .8934 ,404Z
,9489 ,0614 .9010 ,3086
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP PeLIPT HLO_
0,0000 -2,5099 ,6427 ,8204
.0122 1,0141 .9973 .0626
,0251 1.0101 ,996.9 ,0666
.0510 ,8204 ,9778 ,1792
*0755 ,6815 .9635 ,Z308
.I000 ,5709 ,9523 ,2650
,1504 .4166 .9367 .3067
,2004 ,3209 .9260 .33|1
,2501 ,2581 ,9199 ,3471
.3002 ,2051 .9157 ,356_
,3507 .1691 ,9119 .3651
,4000 *1426 ,goes .3726
,4503 ,IZ43 ,9068 ,3762
.5000 .I014 .9045 ,3811
.5506 ,0924 ,q044 ,3813
,5997 *0868 ,9034 ,3835
,650_ ,0667 .9018 .3867
.7003 ,0703 .9019 ,3867
.7497 ,0669 .9016 .3872
.7998 .0737 .9026 .3051
.8503 ,0669 ,9015 .3874
,9000 .0453 ,Ills ,3t37
.9483 ,0870 ,9036 ,3831
C01 ,01439 COCOR1 ,01418
COZ .01444 CDCOR2 ,01408
C03 *01396 CDCOR3 ,01365
C04 .01309 CDCDR4 .01Z77
COS .01Z38 C DCOR5 .01199
3PANWISE
X/C YIC CF P,LIFT qLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -1.3997 ,75Z6 .6500
• 1505 -.3333 -1,4791 .7466 ,6596
,1505 -,1667 -1.5186 .7407 .6690
• 1505 0.0000 -1.5310 ,7306 ,67Z2
• 1505 .1667 -1.5456 .7379 ,6733
• 1509 .3333 -1,5454 .7395 .6707
.1505 .5000 -1.5174 .7408 ,6687
.4995 -.5000 -.5364 .8404 .5044
,4995 -,3333 -,5472 .8399 ,5012
,4995 -,1667 -.5498 .8401 .5050
.4995 0,0000 -.5557 ,8377 ,$Ogl
,4995 ,1667 -,5560 .8384 ,5079
.4995 ,3333 -.5533 ,0393 .5063
.4995 ,$000 -,5043 ,8446 ,4968
,7994 -*$000 -,Z3Z3 ,8709 .4485
.7994 -.3333 -.1690 ,8782 .4345
.7994 -.1667 -*1470 ,8797 .4315
.7994 0.0000 -.1421 .8809 .4293
,7994 ,1667 -.1353 ,8807 ,4295
.7994 ,3333 -,1336 .8817 ,4276
















XIC CP R,L/PT MLOC
0,0000 -Z,0139 ,6092 .8721
.0135 -5.7908 ,30_3 1,4140
• 0271 -3.9737 ,490? 1,0621
.0515 -2.65Z1 .6Z21 *_5Z1
.0763 -2,2869 ,6641 .7_75
• 1012 -1,9724 ,6960 .7384
• 1503 --lt5598 ,7364 ,6756
.1994 -1.3078 ,7597 .6389
• 2501 -1,1108 ,?_OB .6050
,2999 -,9601 ,7969 .5786
,3499 -,8304 .8106 ,5558
,3994 -.7297 ,8207 ,5306
,4496 -,6_85 .8Z98 ,5230
,4997 -,5447 ,8386 ,50?5
• 5492 -,46Z1 ,8472 ,49Z1
• 5994 -,3655 ,0548 ,4784
,6495 -,3239 ,8619 ,4654
• 6996 -,2475 ,8689 ,45Z2
.?489 -,1921 .8746 ,4414
• 8003 *,1274 ,8818 ,4275
• 8500 -.0698 .98?6 ,4160
,8993 -,0116 ,_927 ,4056
.9489 .0192 *8956 ,3997
LnWER SURFkCF
X/C CP P_L/PT HLOC
0,0000 -Z,8109 .6092 ,8721
,0122 ,9866 ,9947 ,0871
,0251 1,0228 ,9981 .0515
,0510 ,8524 .9807 .1671
• 0755 .71Z3 ,9668 .2198
,1000 .6103 *9566 ,2525
.1504 ,4516 ,9403 .2977
,2004 .3497 ,9202 ,3252
• Z501 ,2822 .9227 .3408
,3002 .2301 ,91R1 ,3513
• 3507 ,1671 .9140 .3605
,4000 ,1566 .9104 .36R3
• 4503 ,1377 ,g074 ,3749
• 5000 ,1110 ,g053 ,3793
• 5506 ,0940 ,q03m ,3827
.5997 ,0882 ,g030 .3843
• 6502 .0598 .gO07 *389[
,7003 .0677 ,9010 *3885
.7497 .0576 .9000 .3006
.7998 .0633 ,9011 .38R3
.8503 ,0485 .8995 ,3916
,9000 .0180 ,8957 .3994
,9483 ,0441 ,8goz ,3945
CO1 ,01927 COCOR1 *01901
C02 ,01935 C DCOR2 ,01891
C03 ,01945 CDCOR3 ,01907
C04 ,01713 COCOR4 ,01669
C05 .01727 C_C_R5 ,01685
SPANWISE
X/C ¥/_ CP PeL/PT HLOC
,1505 -.5000 -1.3843 .7545 .6471
,1505 -*3333 -1.4831 ,742q ,6654
,1505 -.1667 -1,5405 ,7363 .6?58
.1_05 0.0000 -1,5598 ,7364 .6756
.1505 ,1667 -1,5827 .7344 ,6787
,1505 .3333 -1,5758 .7335 .680Z
.1505 .5000 -1.5518 *7352 *6776
.49q5 -*5000 -*5705 *8368 .5107
.49q0 -,3333 -.544? .830Z ,5082
,4995 -,1667 -*549Z *8387 .5073
,4995 0,0000 --,_447 *8386 ,5075
,4995 .1667 -*5387 .8400 .5051
,4995 *3333 -,5389 *8388 ,5071
*4995 ,5000 -*4986 .8438 ,49SZ
,7qq4 -.5000 -*2752 .0657 *4582
,T994 -,3333 **1996 ,8735 ,4435
,7994 -,1667 -,1464 .8792 ,4325
,7994 0,0000 -,1274 ,8818 *4275
.7994 .1667 -.1200 ,8816 ,4279
.7994 ,3333 -,1180 *8818 ,4274














xl: CP P,LIPT _LOC
0.0000 -3.0502 .5837 ,9118
.0135 -§.b249 ,3250 1.3764
.0271 -4,4085 .4504 1.1316
,0515 -Z,?900 .6169 ,8602
,0763 -2,2970 .6658 ,7R49
,1012 -1.9P59 ,6956 ,7390
,1503 -1.5659 .73A9 .6717
,1994 -L.3046 ,7611 .6366
• Z501 -1.1049 .7821 .6027
.2999 -.95_1 .7993 .5762
,3499 -.8221 ,8110 .5550
.3994 -,7123 ,8215 ,5372
,4496 -.6174 .8328 .5177
.4997 -.5312 .R404 .5043
.5492 -.4549 .8453 .4902
.5994 -,3537 .5566 .4752
.6495 -.3124 .8620 ,4651
,6996 -,2569 ,E701 ,4499
.7489 -.2045 ._749 .4408
,8003 -,1535 .8799 .4311
._500 -.1136 ,8833 .4245
,8993 -.0681 ,_893 ,4126
,8489 -.0540 .8898 .4116
LO_R $UEFECE
XlC CP P*L/PT HLOC
0.0000 -3.0502 ,583? .9118
• 0122 ._654 .9923 .1047
.0251 1.0272 ,9986 .0442
,0510 .3R47 .9844 ,14Q8
.0755 .748_ .9708 .ZObO
.1000 .6370 .95_4 .2438
.1504 .4836 ,9442 ._573
,_004 ,3718 .9318 ,31_0
.2501 .2983 .9246 ._363
.3002 ,2467 ,9196 .3478
.3_07 .197_ ,9144 .3_Q6
,4000 .1656 .9109 ,3674
.4503 .1405 .9097 .3709
.5000 .1125 .9058 .3784
.5506 .092_ ,0038 .38_6
,5997 .0814 ,9034 ,_834
.6502 ,0516 ,8991 ,_924
,7003 .0505 ._00_ .3587
,7497 .0430 ,8998 .3911
.7098 ,0385 .8992 .39ZZ
,8503 ,01_5 .8(166 ._976
.9000 -.0149 ,8946 ,4018





XIC CP P,L/PT qLOC
0.0000 -3.1948 .5709 ,9319
.0135 -5.173_ .3694 1.2833
._71 -4.3337 ,4_76 1,11_8
.OPI5 -2,9151 .6020 ._833
.0763 -Z.3418 .658_ .7954
*I012 -I,9622 .6_3 .739_
.1503 -1.5450 ,73_3 ,6727
.lqq4 -1.3000 .76_9 *_338
,2501 -1.077& .7875 .5_41
o_999 -.9260 o80_9 .5687
.3499 -,7083 ._14_ ,54_6
.3994 -.6843 .8263 .5294
,4496 -*5085 .8340 .5156
.4997 -,5233 .8&20 .5016
.5492 -.4422 ._515 ,4_45
,5994 -,3_61 ,8559 .4765
.649_ -.3350 ,_619 ,4554
,6996 -,2_57 ._67_ ,4555
.7489 -.2519 .8703 .4496
.8003 -.2103 ,8746 ,441_
.8500 -,1813 .8774 ,4361
.8093 -.1635 ._701 .4327
.9489 -.1399 ,8e17 .4276
PT 45.1598 PSI CN 1.0573
TT 161,4010 K CN ,0126




XlC CP PeLIPT qL_C
0.0000 -3.1945 .5709 ,9319
.OIZZ .9528 .9910 .1134
.0251 1,0278 .9987 ,0433
.0510 ._991 .9858 .1432
.0755 ,7590 ,9716 .2031
• 1000 .64P9 .9602 .2413
,1504 .4930 .9445 ,_864
,2004 .3861 .a33? ,3144
.2501 .3146 ,9272 .3302
.3002 .2551 .9213 ,3440
• 3507 .2062 ,9160 .3561
.4000 ,1687 .91_1 .3648
.4503 .1374 .9085 ,3725
.5000 .1067 .9036 ,37_7
.5506 .0870 .9045 .3811
.5997 ,0706 ,9021 ,3861
• 6502 .034_ .Eq90 .39_7
• 7003 .0373 .8996 .3915
.7497 .0205 ,8977 .3955
,7998 .0168 ,6974 .3961
,8503 -.0108 .8945 ,4020
• 9000 -.0?49 .8880 .4152





XlC CP P;L/PT _LOC
0,0000 -2.1_64 .6774 .76?1
,0135 -2,2168 .6b90 .7799
,OZ?L -1,3952 .7533 ,6409
,0515 -1,1345 .7802 ,6059
.0763 -1.0786 .7_71 .5946
,I012 -1.0375 .7_98 .5902
• 1503 -1.0007 .703_ ._835
.1994 -1.0231 .7914 ,5876
• 2_01 -I,0143 ,7911 .5581
• _999 -*9841 .7950 ,_817
• 3499 -*0078 *80_7 .5600
,3994 -*_277 .8011 .5716
.4496 -,_923 .8034 .5677
,4997 -,8535 .5069 .56_0
,5492 -.8053 ,_132 .5513
.5994 -.7666 ,81_6 *5422
.6495 -.7152 .8230 ,5347
.6996 -*6522 .8283 ,5255
,7489 -,5_60 .8424 ,5008
.8003 -,5508 .8399 ,5052
,_00 -.5009 .8449 ,4963
,8993 -.4308 ._19 ,4838
.9489 -.3906 ,8_58 .4766
PT 45.1617 P51 CN ,9616
TT 160,4328 K CP -,0939




XIC CP P;LIPT qL_C
0.0000 -2.1564 .6774 .7671
,012_ ,9991 .9957 .0782
.0251 1.0200 .9979 .0551
• 0510 .8664 ,9#24 *|595
.0755 .7279 ,9686 ,2138
• 1000 .6155 .9570 ,2512
.1504 ,4609 .9415 .2_46
.2004 ,5556 .9307 ,3_16
,2501 ,2822 ,0229 ,3403
• 3002 ,2229 .91?2 ,3533
.3507 ,1704 .9118 ,3652
.4000 .1362 .9086 ,3723
.4503 ,I029 .9046 .3809
,5000 .0670 .9007 ,3892
,5506 .0407 ,8QBR ,3931
.5997 *0_44 .89_0 ,3948
.650Z -,0216 .8929 .40§2
,7003 -,0193 .8925 ,4061
,7497 -.0467 ,8906 .4099
,7098 -,0526 .8900 ,4110
,8503 -.0896 ,_863 ,4185
.9000 -.1664 .8?85 .4339
.9483 -.1_25 ,8768 ,4373
53
C01 .02694 COCOR1 ,02668
C02 ,02652 COCOR2 ,02599
C03 ,02463 CDCQR3 ,02424
CD4 ,02787 CDCOR4 .02680
C05 ,04377 CDCOR5 .04306
SPAN_[SE
XlC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
,1505 -.5000 -1,2349 ,7706 .6213
.1505 -.3333 -1,4446 .7500 ,6542
.1505 -.1667 -1.5326 .7428 ,_656
,1505 0,0000 -1.5659 ,7389 ,67i7
,1505 .1667 -1,5829 ,73_6 .6769
,1505 .3333 -1,5955 .7348 ,6781
• 1505 .5000 -1,5848 ,7376 ,6738
.4995 -,5000 -.6089 .8340 .51_6
.4995 -,3333 -,5530 ,8416 ,5022
,4995 -.1667 -.5339 .8415 ,5024
.4995 0,0000 -,5312 .8404 .5043
.4995 .1667 -.522? ,8427 .5008
.4995 ,3333 -,5264 .8443 .49?4
.4995 ,5000 -.4881 ,8461 ,4941
,7994 -.5000 -.3698 .8594 ,4700
,7994 -.3333 -.3076 ,8634 ,4627
.7994 -,1667 -,1899 .8?63 ,4381
,Tqq4 0,0000 -.1535 ,8799 .4311
.7994 ,1667 -,1447 ,8819 .4273
,7994 ,3333 -.1375 .8806 .4298
• 7994 ,5000 -.1594 .8794 ,4321
COl ,04120 COCOA1 ,04077
C02 .03945 COCOR2 *0389Z
C03 ,03448 COC0_3 ,03384
CD4 .04179 C090R4 ,04109
C05 ,06706 C0C095 ,06632
SPANV_$E
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
.1505 -*5000 -1.1446 .7807 ,6052
.1505 -.3333 -1,3999 ,7558 ,6450
.1505 -,1667 -1,4932 .747? ,6578
.1505 0,0000 -1,5450 ,7383 ,672?
.1505 .1667 -1.5656 .7384 ,6725
,1505 ,3333 -1.5455 .7402 .6696
.1505 ,5000 -1,5433 ,7428 ,6656
,4995 -,5000 -,6232 ,8332 .5169
.4995 -,3333 -.5613 .8392 .5065
.4995 -.1667 -,5292 .8426 _5004
.4995 0,0000 -.5233 ,8420 .5016
.4995 .1667 -.5057 ,8450 ,4961
,4995 ,3333 -.4863 ,846? .4931
.4995 .5000 -,4902 ,8465 ,4934
.7994 -,5000 -,4397 ,8517 .4841
,7994 -,3333 -,3730 ,8580 ,4?27
.7994 -.1667 -,2404 .871_ .44?3
,7994 0.0000 -,2103 ,8746 ,4414
.?gg4 .1667 -.2084 .8749 *4409
.?994 .3333 -,2434 .8710 .4483
,7994 .5000 -,2411 .8714 ,4475
CO1 ,14645 CDCOR1 ,14021
C02 .14300 CDCO_2 ,14171
CD3 .13621 C D_OR3 ,13484
CD4 ,10695 C_OA4 ,10598
C05 .08660 CDCOR5 *0856_
SP4NVISE
X/C _1¢ CP _eL/PT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -1,2388 .7712 ,6204
,1505 -,3333 -1,21_2 ,7726 ,6181
,1505 -,1667 -1.0838 .7853 .5976
,1505 0.0000 -1,0007 .?939 ,5835
,1505 ,1667 -1,0531 .7899 ,5902
• 1505 .3333 -1,0394 ,7901 ,5898
.1505 ,5000 -1.0919 ,7845 ,5990
,4995 -.5000 -.6449 ,8295 .5234
,49_S -,3333 -,7052 ,8244 .5322
• 4905 -*1667 -,?987 ,81_2 ,5479
• 4995 0.0000 -,85_ ,8069 .5620
.4995 .166? -,80_8 ,8135 .5508
.4995 ,3333 -.8401 .8109 ,5_53
,4995 ,5000 -.6662 ,0286 ,5251
,7994 -,5000 -.4564 ,8491 ,4888
.7994 -,3333 -,50_0 ,8439 ,4981
• 7994 -,1667 -,5595 ,8394 ,5061
• ?994 0,0000 -*5500 ,8399 .5052
• 7994 .1667 -,5546 ,8392 .5065
• 7994 *3333 -.5146 ,8427 ,5002
• 7994 ,5000 -.5345 ,8419 ,5017
TABLE VIII. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.40






X/C CP PPLIPT HL_C
0,0000 1,0302 ,q097 ,0223
,0135 ,0428 ,8975 .3965
,0271 -.1939 ,8738 .4438
.0515 -.3123 .8612 .4676
,0763 -,3963 ,8528 ,4831
,1012 -,40_1 .6512 .4859
*1503 -*3971 *8522 .6841
*1q94 -,3Q83 .8521 ,4564
.2501 -,3659 .P557 ,4778
,2999 -,3478 ,8572 ,4751
,3499 -.3158 *0606 *4b87
,3994 --*2890 .R632 ,6639
,4496 -.2578 *8666 ,4574
.6997 -,2336 ,8692 ,4525
,5492 -,1995 ,8729 ,6455
,5994 -.1701 ,8756 *4404
,6497 -.1477 .87_0 .4358
,6996 -,1171 .8808 ,4301
*7489 -*0855 ,8840 ,4239
,8003 -,04_9 ,888d ,4144
*6500 -.0118 ,8920 ,4079
*8993 *0379 ,8968 *39_0
*9489 ,0874 *9023 .3865
PT 4Q.4896 P$1 CN ".0173
TT 120.t983 K ¢N .0009




XlC CP PpLIPT _LOC
0,0000 1.0382 .9997 *0223
.0122 ,0093 .8941 .4036
,0251 -.2328 ,8699 ,4714
.0710 -,3838 ,8739 .4811
*0755 -.4172 .8506 .4869
,I000 -.4373 .E4q? ,4913
.1504 -.4406 .8478 ,4921
.2004 -,4212 ,8497 .4887
,2501 -,3877 ,0534 .4018
,3002 -,3765 ,8563 .4767
,3507 -,3298 ,8592 ,4713
.4000 -.3011 .8619 *4662
.4503 -.2664 .8650 .4591
,7000 -,2433 ,86R3 .4544
.7506 -.2174 .8713 ,4486
,5997 -.1800 .8746 .4424
.6502 -,1736 ,8753 ,4400
,7_03 -.1228 .8003 ,4313
.7497 -,0893 .8836 ,4246
.7998 -,0478 .8889 .4142
,8703 -*0168 ,8915 ,4090
,9000 ,0085 ,8938 ,404_
.9483 .0937 .9029 .3882
C01 .00721 COCOR1 ,00715
C02 .00732 COCOR2 ,O071E
C03 ,00711 CDCOR3 .00702
C04 .00710 COCOR4 ,00703
C05 ,00668 CDCOR7 .00677
SPAN_XSE
XIC ¥1C CP RpLIPT RLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,3711 .8558 .4775
.1505 -.3333 -.3935 .8531 ,4825
.1705 -.1667 -,4077 .8721 ,4843
.1705 0.0000 -,3971 ,852Z .4841
• 1705 .1667 -.4073 ,872! .4042
• 1507 .3333 -,4086 .8717 ,4873
.1507 .7000 --.3813 .8546 *4798
,6995 -.5000 -.2305 .8705 ,450]
.4995 -.3333 -,2284 .87o8 ,4496
.4995 -.1667 -.2289 .8706 .4500
,4995 0.0000 -,2336 ,8692 ,4525
,4997 ,1667 -.2319 ,8704 .4504
.4995 ,3333 -,2293 .8707 ,4497
,4997 .5000 -,1990 ,8736 .4442
,7994 -,5000 -*0719 ,8883 ,4153
,7994 -,3333 -.0546 .8877 ,4167
.7994 -.1667 -,0506 .8800 ,4160
,7994 0.3000 -,0489 ,8888 ,4144
,7994 .1667 -,0466 .8889 ,4142
,7994 ,3333 -.0468 ,8885 ,4150





XIC CP PsLIPT NL_C
0.0000 .7313 .94_0 .2776
*0135 ,7515 ,9707 ,2077
.0271 .4R56 .9434 .2900
.0717 .2623 .9212 .3449
.0763 .1146 ._066 ,3773
.[012 .0423 ,8904 ,3927
.1503 -,036_ .8917 ,4085
.1994 -,0006 .8852 .4216
.2701 -*i068 ,8639 .4241
.2999 -.1187 ,882_ *%_61
.3499 -*1174 ,8834 .4251
.3994 -.1150 *_831 *6258
.4496 -,1041 ,8840 ,4238
,4997 -.0069 .8842 ,4235
,7492 -.07_9 .8860 .4700
.5994 -.0679 ._fl75 .6169
,6497 -*0763 .8688 .6143
,6996 -.0602 ,8901 .6118
,748_ -*0219 ,8921 .4076
.8003 .0019 .8964 .4030
,8500 *0268 ,8971 ,3974
.8993 .0589 ,9003 .3908
.9489 .0941 ,9042 .3825
PT 49.7777 PSI CN -.4153
TT 120.Z286 K CN .0070




X/C CP PpLIPT RLOC
0.0000 .5313 .9480 .2776
.0122 -1.2570 .7657 .6304
.0251 -1.3016 .7615 .6371
*0510 -1.1634 ,7769 .6124
,0755 -I,0393 ,7904 ,5904
.1000 -,9709 ,7973 .5790
,1504 -.8522 ,8096 ,5584
.2004 -,7569 ,8176 .5449
.2701 -.6674 .8272 ,5284
,3002 -.5899 ,8353 ,5143
.3507 -.5317 .8_17 ,5029
.6000 -.4765 .8467 ,4044
.4_03 -,4162 .8525 .4'837
,5000 -.3730 .856_ ,4769
.7506 -,3255 .8609 .4661
,5997 -.7773 .8663 ,4581
,6502 -,2733 .86B8 .4533
.7003 -,1907 ,8748 .4419
,7497 -.1450 .8796 .4327
,7998 -,_915 ,8849 ,4222
,8503 -,0466 .8897 ,4126
.9000 -,0082 .8934 ,4049
,9483 ,0880 ,9036 ,_$38
C01 *00768 COCOR1 .00760
C02 .03780 COCOR2 ,00763
C03 .00776 CDCOR3 .00746
C04 ,00755 CDCOR4 .00749
C07 *00684 CDCOR5 .00671
SPANWISE
X/C YlC CP P,LIPT NLOC
.1707 -,5000 -,0266 ,8914 .4090
.1707 -,3333 -.0365 .6902 .4115
,1705 -.t667 -.0465 .8097 .4126
.1505 0.0000 -.0360 ,8917 .4085
.1707 .1667 -,0408 ,8900 .4119
.1705 ,3333 -,0431 .8096 .4128
.1505 .7000 -,0221 ,8922 .4076
.4997 -,5000 -,0998 .8043 ,4233
.4995 -.3333 -*0972 .8870 *4Z20
.4997 -,1667 -.0942 .8870 ,4220
,4997 0.0000 -*0969 .8042 ,4235
.4998 .1667 -.0953 .8848 ,4224
,4995 ,3333 -,0916 .8853 .421_
.4995 .7000 -*0786 *8066 *4188
.7994 -,7000 -.0046 ,8941 ,4037
,7994 -.3333 -.0044 .8936 ,4047
.7994 -.1667 ,0019 ,6949 ,4020
.7994 0.0000 ,0019 ,8944 .4030
,7994 ,1667 ,0053 .8971 ,4016
• 7994 .3333 ,0069 .8947 .4023





XFC CP P,LI_T _LOC
0,0000 .9735 ,9880 .1314
.0137 ,4520 ,9400 ,2989
.027l .1R17 .9126 .3643
.0517 -.0087 .8931 .4057
• 0763 -.1295 .8801 ,4316
,1017 -.1741 .8760 .4396
• 1503 -.21_0 ,8719 ,4474
• 1994 -,2428 .8686 .4737
• 2701 -.2324 ,8690 ,4510
,2999 -.2318 .8696 .4719
.3499 -.2153 ,_714 .6683
,3994 -,2035 ,8729 ,6655
.4496 -*IPO0 .8777 .4402
.4q97 -.1666 .8769 .4378
.7492 -.1397 ,6794 .6329
,5994 -.I195 .880_ ,430_
.6495 -,i037 .88_8 .4Z64
.6996 -,0805 .R850 .4710
,7489 -*0763 ,088_ .4156
• 8003 -,0_39 ,8915 .4090
,8700 .0086 .8949 .4019
,8993 ,0493 .89_5 .3945
e9489 .0889 ,9024 ,3863
PT 49.5861 PSI CN -+2146
TT 120.1123 K CN .0015




X/C CP P_L/_T MLOC
0.0000 ,9235 .9080 .1314
• 0122 -.7486 .6382 .5092
.0251 -.7?39 ,8205 .5400
.0510 -,?45? .81_0 ,5442
• 0757 -,7092 .8207 ,5307
,1000 -,6924 ,8232 ,5354
.1504 -.6423 .8280 .$271
• 2004 -.5P72 *8334 .5177
.2501 -.5204 .8401 .5058
.3002 -.4704 .8471 *4969
• 3507 -.4273 ,049? .4806
• 4000 -.38_5 .8540 ,4808
.4503 -.3389 .85¢5 ,4?07
• 5000 -,3081 .8627 .4672
,7506 -,26_9 ,8661 .4584
.7997 -*7291 .8696 .4519
.6702 -,2147 ,8714 ,448_
• 7003 -.1581 .8771 .43?5
,76_7 -,1188 .8818 ,4EE3
,7999 -,0697 ,E868 ,4104
• 8503 -*0303 .8909 ,4100
• 9000 .0019 ,8936 ,4045
• 9483 ,0891 ,90_4 ,3_62
55
CDI .00?34 COCOR1 ,00733
COZ ,00747 COCOR2 ,00730
CD3 ,00726 COCOR3 .00723
C04 .00718 CDCOR4 .00719
C07 ,00667 COCOR7 ,00658
5PAN_ISE
XlC Y/C C# PeL/PT RLOC
• 1507 -,5000 **1909 .8730 .443E
• 1707 -.3333 -.20?? ,8?21 ,4471
• LSOS -.1667 -.2214 ,8714 ,4484
• 1505 0.0000 -.7120 .8719 ,44?4
.1507 ,1667 -,2167 ,0711 ,4489
,1505 .3333 -,2186 ,8710 .4498
• 1507 .5000 -,197_ ,8739 ,4437
.4995 -*5000 -.1620 ,8768 ,4380
• 4995 -,3333 -,1627 ,8?70 ,43??
• 4997 -,1667 -,1599 .8?75 .4366
• 4995 0,0000 -,1666 ,8769 ,4370
• 4997 ,1667 -,1621 ,8?69 .4379
,4995 ,3333 -,1613 .8771 .4374
• 4995 ,7000 -,1365 ,8799 .43?0
,7994 -,5000 *.0316 ,8904 .4111
• 7994 -.3333 -.0302 ,8903 ,4114
• 7994 -,1667 -.024Z .8907 ,4110
• 7994 0._000 -,0_39 ,0915 ,4090
.?994 .1667 -,023? ,0912 ,4095
,7994 ,3333 -.0210 .8912 ,4095















KIC CP PpLIOT HLOC
0,0000 1,0381 ,9906 .0233
• 013S ,0347 ,8972 .3973
.0271 -,1956 ,8731 ,4452
.0515 -,3184 ,8610 ,4679
,0763 -.3901 .85_9 ,q_Z8
.101Z -.;099 +8516 .4_52
• 1503 -.3993 .8537 ,4814
,1994 -*4017 ,8527 .4_32
• 2501 -.3654 ,8565 ,4762
,2999 -,3462 ,8580 ,4736
• 3499 -.3170 ,861; .4673
.3994 -,ZR98 ,8641 ,4623
,4406 -*Z574 .8673 ,4562
.4997 -,2339 ,8698 ,4515
• 5492 -,19S4 ,8736 ,4443
.5994 -.1699 ,6759 .4398
.6495 -.1451 .8788 ,4341
• 6996 -,1179 .8814 .4290
.?409 --*0842 ,R845 .422Q
• 8003 -.0494 .88_8 ,4143
.8500 -.0097 ,89Z3 .;072
.8993 .0375 ,89_3 *3950
,9489 .0879 .9036 ,3839
LO_ER SURFACE
XIC CP PeLIRT NLOC
0,0000 1.0381 .9996 .0233
.0122 .01T6 ,8934 .4009
• 0251 -,2241 .8701 ,4508
,0510 -,3759 ,8552 ._787
,0755 -,4110 ,851? .4850
.1000 -._315 ,849; ,;892
,1504 -,4371 .8499 ,4884
.2004 -,;202 ,8508 .4866
,2501 -,3829 .8548 .4794
.3002 -.3511 ,8575 ,4745
.3507 -.3276 .8603 ,4693
.4000 -.2997 .8630 *464Z
• ;503 -,2645 .8666 .4575
.5000 -,2427 ,8689 ,4532
,5506 -,2097 .87Z1 .4471
.5997 -.1786 ,8750 ,4415
• 6502 -.1699 ,R763 *4390
• 7003 -.1230 ,8809 ,4300
.7497 -,0873 ,884Z .4236
+7998 -,0488 *8889 .4141
,8503 -,0149 .8918 .408_
.9000 .0088 .8954 .4010
,9483 .0943 .904Z ,3825
CD1 .00720 COCORI ,00715
CD2 ,00727 CDCDR2 .00713
C03 *00703 CDCOR3 .00696
C04 .00703 CDCOR4 *00700
C05 ,0_664 COCOAS ,00657
SPANUESE
XlC YIC CP P*L/PT _LOC
.1505 ",$000 ".3726 ,856Z .4768
.1505 -,3333 -,3927 .8545 .4800
,1505 -,1667 -.4093 ,853? ,;q14
.1505 0.0000 -,3993 .0537 ,481_
,1505 .1667 -,4068 .8527 .4832
.150_ ,3333 -.4054 .8532 .4823
.t505 ,SO00 -.3835 ,8563 ,4766
.;995 -.5000 -*Z292 ,8714 ,4484
.4995 -,3333 -.Z2?1 .8717 ,4478
.4995 -,166T -.2282 .8713 .4486
.4995 0.0000 -.2330 ,8698 .4515
.4995 *1667 -.2304 ,8?13 ,4487
.4995 .3333 -.2266 ,8718 .4477
,4995 .5000 -,1978 ,8744 ,4427
.7994 -,SO00 -,051_ ,8896 .4128
*7994 -,3333 -*0533 ,8891 .4137
,799_ -.1667 -.0494 .8891 ,4137
.799; 0.0000 -,0494 ,8888 ,4143
.7994 .1667 -.0463 .8901 ,;117
.T994 ,3333 -,0455 ,8899 ,4121













Xl_ CP P,LIPT _LDC
0,0000 .9396 .9805 .1228
• 3135 -.4987 .8425 ,5016
,0271 -.6502 .82_3 .5301
.0515 -,6687 .8256 ,5313
• 0763 -,6974 .8226 .5363
• lO1Z -*6625 .8261 ,5304
,1503 -.5965 .83Z9 .51d5
,1994 -,5596 ._373 .511;
,2501 -.5001 .84Z8 ,5010
.2999 -,4617 .8;77 *4923
,3499 -.4138 ,8516 .4852
.3994 -.3758 .8555 *4730
.4496 -.3313 ,859_ .4705
.4997 -.8976 .4624 .4654
._492 -._16 ,8670 ,4567
,5994 -,2203 .RT03 .4504
,6495 -.1_7_ ._739 .;;35
,6906 -.1504 .8779 .4359
,7489 -,1137 ,8018 .4283
.8003 -.0688 .8866 .4187
,8500 -,OZ60 ,8008 .4102
,8993 ,0283 ._959 .3998
.9489 ,0880 .9012 ,3889
LOJE_ SUPFACE
XIC CP R,LiPT MLO_
0.0000 .9396 .9895 .1_8
,012Z .4470 ,9392 .3010
,OZS1 .1708 .0106 .3688
,0510 -.0537 ,8883 .415;
,0755 -,1402 ,8794 ,4329
.1000 -.1935 ,8739 .4435
.1504 -.2459 .8687 .4536
.2004 -.Z565 .8678 ,;S_Z
,2501 -.2471 ,8686 ,4537
• 300_ -.23;? ,8707 ,;;98
.3507 -.2245 .8709 .4494
• 4000 -,2107 .8724 .4466
.4503 -.1856 .8745 .4484
• 5000 -.1728 .8752 .4411
.5506 -.1498 .8775 ,4367
.5997 -,LZgl ,879? .4324
.650_ -,tZ6_ ,8802 ,4314
,7003 -,0828 ,8848 .42Z3
,7497 -.0570 ,8876 .4168
,7998 -.0185 .891_ *;084
,8503 .0036 .8939 ,4041
.9000 .0195 ,8950 .4017
,9483 ,1005 .9025 .3862
C01 .O07Zo COCOR1 ,00714
C02 .00750 CDCOR2 .00737
C03 ,0071Z COC093 .00704
C04 ,0_710 COCOR4 .00705
CD5 ,00661 CDCOR5 .00652
SPANVISE
XlC YIC CP PtLIPT MLOC
*150S -.5000 -.5;94 .835; .5141
*1505 -.3333 -,5837 .8325 .5193
.1505 -,1667 -,6046 ,8309 .5E21
.1505 0,0000 -,5965 ,8329 ,9185
.1505 ,1667 -.6074 ,8294 ,5246
,ISOS .3333 -.6050 .8303 ,5231
.1508 .5000 -.5785 ,8336 ,5174
,4995 -.5000 -.2996 ,8616 .4669
.4995 -.3333 -.2942 ,8621 ,4660
,;995 -,l&67 -,2919 .8639 .46Z6
,4995 0.0000 -.2976 .8624 .4654
.4995 ,1667 -.2970 .8619 .4664
,4995 .3333 -.2947 ,8620 .466Z
.4995 ,5000 -.2552 .8676 .4555
,7994 -.5000 -,0675 .88?2 .4176
.7994 -.3333 -.0726 ,8866 ,4187
.7994 -*1667 -*0700 ,8867 *4186
.7994 0,3000 -.0688 ,8866 .4187
.7994 .1667 -,0669 .8872 ,417_
.7994 .3333 -.066Z .8073 ,4174













XlC CP P,LIPT ML_C
0.0000 ,5618 ,9505 ,2705
,0135 -1.173Z .7915 ,6212
.OZ?l -1,1_85 ,7700 .6235
.0515 -1.0620 ,7828 .6027
.0763 -l,OZ20 .7868 .5968
• 1012 -.9375 ,7_97 .5817
,1503 -,809_ .8098 ,5591
.1994 -,7335 .8172 .5456
,2501 -,6;15 .8267 .5293
• 2909 -,5832 .8325 .5197
,3499 *.5189 .8390 ,5078
.3994 -,4623 ,8450 ,497I
.4496 -,4078 *_505 ,4866
.4997 ",3638 .8_51 .;7_8
.54qZ -.3107 ,8609 .4682
,5994 -,2661 ,8652 ,4601
.6495 ",2Z86 .8704 ,4503
.6996 -,1847 .8752 .4411
• 7489 -.1397 ,8796 .43Z6
.8003 -,00i6 ,_846 ,4277
.8500 -.O;OZ ,8895 .4130
,8993 .0184 .8953 .4010
• 9489 .0851 .902; .3864
LO_ER SURFACE
_/C CR P,L/PT MLO_
0,0000 +5617 ,950_ ,Z705
.0122 .7556 ,9?04 *_077
.0751 .4734 .9414 .2954
.0510 ,?131 .01_4 ,3602
• 0755 ,0985 *9025 *3860
.1000 ,0??4 .8948 ,40Z3
.1504 -.0690 .8859 ,;?02
,?004 -.II09 .0813 ,4293
• _01 -.1187 ._05 ,4308
.3002 -,1Z66 ,8796 .4326
• 3507 -.1300 .g7q1 ,4336
,;000 -,IZZ6 ,8800 .4318
.4503 -,1107 ,8814 ,4?90
.5000 -,1058 o88|7 .4_85
• 5506 -.09_ ,8933 ,4?53
• 599? -,0749 ,8849 .4ZZ1
• 6502 -.081_ .8854 ,4212
• 7003 -.0442 +R895 ,4130
• 7497 -.OE3Z .891§ *4090
• 7008 ,0044 .8944 .4030
.8503 ,0?37 ._960 .3997
.9000 .0294 .8963 ,3987
.9483 ,1043 .9043 .3827
56
C01 ,00734 CDCOR1 .00?49
C07 .0077? CDCOR2 .00761
C03 ,00751 COCOR3 ,00744
CD4 .00735 CDCOR4 .00731
C05 ,00672 COCOR5 .00666
SPANWTSE
X/C YIC CP P,L/PT RLOC
,1505 -,5000 -.?498 .8168 .5462
,1505 -.3333 -*?865 ,8134 ,5520
• 1505 -,1667 -,8097 .8107 ,5566
,1505 0.0000 -,8090 ,8090 .5581
• 1505 .1667 -,8164 .8100 .5577
.1505 ,3333 -,8131 ,8107 .5566
.1505 .5000 -,7865 .8131 ,5526
.4905 -,5000 -,3565 .8576 .474Z
• 4995 -*3333 -.3541 .8573 ,4749
• 4005 -*1667 -.3559 .0575 .4744
.4995 0.0000 *.3638 ,8551 .4788
.4905 .1667 -*3607 .8572 ,4740
• 4995 *3333 -.3566 *0570 .4753
• 4995 .5000 -,3138 .8618 .4664
.7994 -.5000 -,00?7 ,8843 .4?33
• ?994 -,3333 -,0951 .8840 .4840
,7994 -,1667 -,0909 ,8844 ,4231
,7994 0,0000 -,0916 ,8846 .4227
.7994 .166T -.0900 .9846 ,4Z28
.7994 ,3333 -,0888 ,8046 ,4727







_/C CP PpLIPT NLOC
0,0000 -,0992 .8_45 .4230
• 0135 -I,9RBO .6934 ,7436
,0271 -1,0105 ,7148 ,7105
• 3515 -1,4971 ,7450 ,6634
,0763 -1,3669 ,7581 ,6426
• 1012 -1,Z339 ,7733 ,6182
• 1503 -1,0229 ,7944 ,5838
,1994 -,9046 ,a054 ,5654
,Z§01 -,7814 ,8178 ,5446
.Z999 -e6086 ,8257 ,5311
• 3499 -.6138 ,8345 .5158
• 3994 -,5467 ,8415 .5034
• 4496 -,4768 ,8481 ,4916
• 4997 -,4244 *8529 ,4828
,5492 -,3629 ,85_5 ,4723
,5994 -.3109 ,8643 ,4618
,6495 -,2681 ,8693 ,4524
• 6996 -,2159 ,8743 ,442#
,7489 -,1687 .5791 ,4335
• 8003 -,1099 ,_846 ,4227
• 8500 -,0545 ,BQ3I ,4118
,8993 ,0114 *8963 ,3990










XlC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 -,0092 ,8845 ,4230
*0122 ,9491 ,9907 ,1158
.0251 .7155 ,9675 .2181
.0510 ,4442 ,9401 ,2988
,075_ ,3001 ,9268 ,3325
,I000 ,_133 ,Q174 ,3538
*1504 *0945 ,9057 .3702
.2004 ,0317 ,_091 ,3033
,2501 ,0022 *8962 ,3994
,3002 -,0163 ,8940 ,403T
,3507 -.0309 .89_8 *4063
,4000 -,0378 ,8023 ,4072
,4503 -.0335 .8¢25 ,4069
,5000 -,0379 ,8917 ,40R5
,5506 -,0321 .8919 ,4082
,5997 -,0224 ,8932 ,4053
,6502 -,0379 ,8923 ,4073
,7003 -.0065 ,8953 ,4012
,7497 ,0058 *P966 ,3955
.7998 ,0316 ,8958 .3938
,8503 ,0;15 ,8997 ,3_20
.9000 ,0406 .8993 ,3029
,9483 ,1081 ,9060 ,3786
C01 ,03847 CDCOR1 ,00841
COZ .00826 CDCOR2 ,00809
C03 .0_081 CDCOR3 .00841
C04 ,00789 CDCOR4 ,00704
C05 .00718 CDCOR8 ,00705
5PANV|SE
KIC TIC CP P,LIPT RLOC
• 1503 -*5000 -,9492 ,7999 .5747
• 1505 -,3333 -.9993 ,7987 .8817
• 1505 -,1667 -1,0260 ,7918 ,8_q0
.1505 0,0000 -1,0229 .7944 ,5030
,1505 ,1667 -1,0317 ,7916 ,8888
• 1305 ,3333 -1,0324 ,7924 ,5|71
,1305 ,5000 -1,0021 ,7942 ,5840
,4995 -,5000 -,4185 ,8531 ,4825
.4995 -,3333 -,4182 ,8526 ,4834
• 4995 -,1667 -,4222 ,8821 ,4843
• 4995 0,0000 -,4244 ,8529 ,4828
,4995 *1667 -,4211 .8528 ,4830
,4995 ,3333 -,A196 ,8525 ,4837
,4995 *$000 -,3728 .8571 ,4752
.7994 -,5000 -,1207 ,8826 ,4268
,7994 -,3333 -,1196 ,8824 ,4271
.7994 -,1667 -,1123 ,8834 .4251
,7994 0.0000 -,1099 ,8846 ,4227
.7994 .1667 -,I082 ,8838 .4243
,7994 .3333 -*1078 ,8836 ,4248
,7994 ,5000 -.1099 ,8836 .4246
TEST IIQ PT 49,6627 PSI CN ,7671
RUN 77 TT 120,2325 K CM ,0009
POINT _ RC 15.1316 N]LLIOH CC -.0812
NAC_ ,4013
ALPHA 8.0037 OEG
UPPEP 5URFAC_ LOdER SURFACE
X/C CP %L/PT NLqC X/C CP P*L/PT qL3C
0.0000 -,9704 ,7958 .5815 0,0000 -.9704 .7958 ,5815
.0135 -2,9601 .5951 .8954 .0122 1,0340 .9993 ,03_2
• 0271 -2.5015 ,6433 ._208 ,0251 ,8847 ,9843 .1508
.0515 -i,0723 ,6946 ,7418 ,0510 ,6291 .9_82 .2479
.0763 -1.7314 ,7194 ,7035 .0755 ,4860 ,9438 .25_9
,1012 -1,5_51 ,7411 .6605 *1000 .3RO0 .9333 .3159
• 1503 -1.2396 ,7699 ,6237 ,1504 .2405 ,9192 ,3494
.1994 -i,0756 .7859 .5978 .2004 ,1608 .9110 ,3679
• 2501 -,9221 ,8032 ,5693 .2501 ,1137 ,9070 ,3764
,2999 -,8100 .8140 .5510 .3002 .0862 ,9041 ,38_
.3499 -.7118 ,_30 ,5357 ,3507 ,0577 ,9037 .3899
,3994 -.6794 ,8315 .5209 ,3_30
.4496 -.5511 ,8396 .5366 ,3942
,4997 -,4R34 ,8452 ,4950 ,3964
.5492 -,4162 ,8526 ,4833 .1979
• 5994 -.3547 .85q4 .4723 .3977
• 6498 -.3036 ,8635 *_633 ,4022
.6996 -.2488 ,8605 .4520 .3067
,7489 -,1897 *8749 .4416 .3954
,a003 -,1246 ,5fl18 ,4283 ,3911
_8500 -.0620 ,8885 .4149 .3891
.8993 ,0066 ,8961 ,3996 .3904






• 6502 ,0050 ,894_
.7003 .0296 ,8974





C01 ,03915 CDCDRI ,00909
C02 ,00937 CDCOR2 .00924
C03 ,00921 COCOR3 ,00912
C04 .00858 COCOR4 ,00855
C03 ,03803 COCOR5 .00793
SPANMZSE
XlC TiC CP P,LIPT HLOC
,1508 -,8000 -1,1476 ,7783 ,6101
• 1505 -.3333 -1,2064 ,7722 ,6199
,1505 -,1667 -1,2406 ,7680 ,6267
• 1505 0,0000 -1.2396 ,7699 .6237
,1505 ,1667 -1.2817 .7677 .6271
• 1505 .3833 -1.2530 ,7678 .6275
,1305 ,5000 -1.2224 .7699 ,6237
,4995 -,5000 -.4777 ,8463 ,4948
.4995 -.3333 -,4783 .8471 .4934
,4995 -.1667 -,4811 ,8470 .4936
• 4995 0.0000 -,4834 .8462 .4950
,4995 ,1667 -.4840 ,8456 ,4960
,4995 .3333 -,4788 ,8470 ,493S
.4995 ,$000 -.4283 ,8523 ,4840
,7994 -,8000 -,1519 .8808 .4302
.7994 -.3333 -*1384 .8822 ,4276
,7994 -.1667 -,1297 ,8833 .4254
.7994 0.0000 -.1246 ,8818 ,4283
,7994 ,1667 -.1252 .8833 ,4249
.7994 ,3333 -,1226 ,8837 ,4245







Xl_ CP P_IlPT _L_C
0.3000 -1.4713 .7457 ,6612
.0135 -3,5113 ,5409 ,9812
,3271 -2.8742 ,6027 *8836
.0515 -2,2177 ,6717 ,7771
• 0763 -1,9158 ,7021 .7302
,I012 -I,6739 ,7_50 ,694?
• 1503 -1.3435 ,7571 ,6442
,1994 -1,1624 ,7768 ,6115
• 2501 -.Q920 .7946 ,_535
.2999 -.8685 .8076 ,5617
,3499 -,7603 ,8150 .5462
.3994 -.6709 ,5273 .5282
.4496 -.5_47 ,8365 .5121
,499? -,5156 ,84_9 ,5008
.5492 -,4378 ,8509 .4864
,_994 -.3712 ,8_70 .4754
.6495 -.3166 ,8635 ,4633
,6996 -*2594 .8696 .4518
• 7489 -,1088 ,P750 ,4415
• 8003 -,1328 .8813 .41_2
• 8500 -.0679 .a87_ ,4161
,8993 ,0042 ,8946 .6025
• 9489 ,081q *9033 ,3843
49,6621 PSI CN .8892
120,2260 K CN .0019




X/C C o PeL/RT _L_C
0.0000 -1.4713 .745? .66_2
.0122 1,0400 ,9990 .0119
,0251 ,942? ,9900 .1200
,0510 .7059 ,9663 .22_2
• 0755 .8631 ,9519 .2667
• 1000 ,4574 ,9409 .296?
.1504 ,3076 ,9254 .3350
,Z004 ,2171 .9165 .3554
• 2501 ,1658 ,9116 ,3665
.300_ .1319 *9084 ,3734
,350? *09?7 *Q047 ,3814
• 4000 .0801 ._031 .384_
.4503 .0686 .9022 .386?
,5000 ,0535 ,g004 ,390b
.5506 ,0499 ,9001 ,3912
,5o97 ,0518 ,R098 ,3919
,6502 ,0292 ,8983 *3950
,7003 .0463 .0003 .3908
,7497 ,0533 ,9004 ,3904
• 7098 *0669 .9018 ,3R82
• 8503 ,0689 .9018 .3877
• 9000 ,0536 ,8996 .3921
• 9483 ,1093 ,9061 .3?84
57
CD1 .00988 COCORI ,00982
C02 .01005 CDCOR2 ,00990
C03 ,03976 C_OR3 ,00967
C04 .00938 COCOR4 ,00932
CD5 .00868 ¢0COR8 ,00852
SRAN_|SE
X/C Y/C C _ PsL/PT NLOC
.1505 -.SO00 -1.2313 .?717 ,6208
.1505 -,3333 -1,3062 .7614 ,63?3
,1505 -.1667 -1,3474 ,7877 .6431
• 1505 0.0000 -1,3485 *7571 *6442
,1305 ,1667 -1,3587 ,?889 ,6413
• 1505 .3333 -1,3658 ,7583 ,6470
,1405 .4000 -L,3385 .7589 ,6412
.4993 -.5000 -.4050 ,8442 .4986
,4995 -.3333 -*5063 ,84)2 .8002
,4995 -,1667 -.50?9 .8437 ,4998
• 4995 0.0000 -*$156 .8429 .5008
.4995 ,1667 -,30?9 ,8429 .8009
,4995 .3333 -.8092 ,8430 *5008
• 4995 .5000 -.453? ,8491 ,489?
,7994 -,8000 -,1778 *0772 ,4373
• 7994 -,3333 -.1805 ,8793 ,4333
.7994 -,1667 -,1377 ,8?98 ,4322
• ?994 0.0000 -.1328 ,8813 .4292
,7994 ,1667 -,1319 .8818 ,4283
,7994 ,3333 -,1313 .8813 .4293







K/C CR F,L/PT HLOC
0.0000 -1,9561 .695q ,7396
,0135 -4,3080 ,4527 1,I299
,0271 -3,2123 ,5656 ,9421
,0515 -2.4371 ,6460 ,4167
,_T63 -2,0R55 ,6807 .7633
.1012 -1.80S0 .7073 .7222
,1503 -1,4447 ,7439 ,6619
.1094 -1.2320 .768S .6260
,2§01 -1,04§8 ,7859 .5978
,Z99_ -,92Z2 .7997 ,5751
._499 -,8032 ,SI12 ,5537
,3994 -,7084 ,8213 ,5387
.4496 -,6103 ,8324 ,5195
,4997 -,5627 ,8381 ,5094
.5492 -.4612 ,8473 ,4930
.3994 -,3920 ,3523 .4_33
,6495 -,3363 .8595 ,4707
,6996 -,2?11 .8659 ,4588
.7489 -,2093 ,P717 ,4479
,8003 -.1402 ,8794 .4330
.8500 -.0741 ,8859 .4Z01
.8993 -,0015 ,8933 .4052
,9489 ,0753 .qO0? ,3898
PT 49.6556 PSI CN ' .9440
TT 120,2136 K CM .00S9




XlC CP P_[iFT _L_C
0,0000 -1.9361 .6959 ,7398
.0122 1.0315 ,9900 ,0385
.0231 .983T ,9941 ,0922
,0510 .,769§ .9723 ,2008
,0753 ,6289 ,9579 ,2490
,1000 .5208 ,9464 .2819
,1504 .3664 ,9310 ,3216
,2004 ,2745 ,9219 ,3432
,2P01 ,2184 ,9156 ,35??.
,3002 .1732 ,9114 .3669
,3507 ,135? ,9073 ,_?_S
,4000 ,1095 .q048 ,3_12
,4503 .1007 ,9045 ,3818
,3000 ,0797 ,9017 ,3878
.5506 ,0711 ,9014 ,_88_
,$997 ,0704 ,qO01 ,3912
,6302 ,0419 ,8981 ,3954
.7003 ,0611 ,8998 .3017
.7497 .0621 ,_995 ,3924
,799P ,OTS1 .9014 ,38R5
,8503 ,0718 ",9008 ,3896
,9000 ,0511 ,89R7 ,3941
,9483 ,1025 ,9035 ,3839
COl .01109 COC081 ,01099
C02 ,01113 COCOR2 ,01092
C03 .01090 COCOa3 ,01075
C04 ,01016 CDCDR4 .01009
C05 .01026 C040R5 .00994
SPANWISE
XlC YIC CP PpLIFT MLOC
.1503 -,$000 -1.2970 ,7617 ,6369
,1505 -,3333 -1,383_ .7528 ,6509
,1509 *,1667 -1,4409 .?475 ,6504
,1305 0,0000 -1.4447 .7459 .661_
.1505 .1667 -1,4662 .7444 ,6643
,1505 ,3333 -1.4634 ,7449 .6635
,1505 .SO00 -1,4385 ,7477 .6590
.4995 ",SO00 -,5101 .8405 ,5051
,49Q5 -.3333 -.5322 .8395 .5068
.4995 *,1667 -,5361 .8386 ,S085
.4995 0.0000 -,$427 ,8381 .5094
.4995 ,1667 -,$353 ,8388 ,9082
• 499_ .3333 -.5351 ._392 .5074
.4995 ,$000 -,480? .8443 ,4984
,7994 -.SO00 -.2232 .8719 ,4474
.7994 -,3333 -,1689 ,8761 .4394
.7994 -.1667 -,1470 ,8785 ,4347
,7994 000000 -,1402 ,8794 ,4330
.7994 .166? -.1300 ,8805 .4309
,7994 ,3333 -,1348 ,8796 ,4326




FT 49.6516 PSI CN 1,0220
TT IZ0.2164 K CH .0108




XlC CF P,LIPT qLUC
0.0000 -2.3b18 .6535 ,BOSI
• 0135 -6,2626 ,2591 1,5364
.0271 -3.6525 ,$636 ,9768
,051S -2.S_15 ,6330 ,9367
,0761 -2,2018 ,6702 ,7793
.1012 -1,9092 ,7007 ,?_24
• IS03 -1.5139 ,7400 ._712
,1994 -1.2819 ,7631 ,634S
• 2501 -1,0928 ,7828 ,6029
,2999 -.959_ .7068 .5797
• 3499 -,PSA1 ,8109 *SS63
,3994 -,7230 ,8201 ,$406
.4496 -,6374 .8303 .5221
.4997 -.5573 ,8387 .S093
.5492 -,4783 .8467 .4941
.5994 -.40EO ,8542 ,4805
,6493 -.3A42 ,8S96 .4706
.6996 -,2806 ,8666 ,4576
• 7489 -,2120 ,8719 .447_
• 8003 -,1668 .879_ ,4337
,8500 -,0749 ,J867 ,4187
,8993 -,00S6 ,8925 ,4063
.9489 .0371 .8991 ,3932
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 -2,3618 .6535 ,8051
.0122 1.01_1 ,9973 .0617
• 0251 1,0076 .9966 ,0701
,0510 ,3206 ,9777 ,I_02
,07SS ,6603 .9633 .2320
,1000 .5711 ,9S23 ,_634
,1504 ,4150 .9363 .308S
,2004 ,3147 ,9259 ,3339
,2301 ,2495 .9194 .3490
,3002 ,2066 ,915_ .35R4
,3507 *lbS3 ,9117 ,3663
,4000 .1404 ,9082 ,3738
,4503 ,120S ,9072 ,$760
,S000 .0990 ,9049 ,3809
,5506 .0864 ,9037 .38_6
.5997 ,0923 ,903_ ,3839
.6S02 ,0528 ,8998 .3917
,7003 ,0661 ,9016 ,38_1
.7497 ,0663 *9003 ,3907
,799_ ,0728 ,9014 *3884
,8303 ,0689 .9013 .3887
.9000 ,0394 ,8974 .3968
,9_83 ,0803 ,9013 ,3382
C01 ,01332 CDCDR1 *01331
C02 ,01370 COCORZ *0133Z
C03 ,01284 CDCOR3 ,01270
C04 *01209 CDCOR4 .01180
COS ,0142? COCOAS ,01389
SPAH_[SE
XlC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 150S -.5000 -1.2964 .7600 ,639_
,1505 -.3333 -1.4309 ,7481 .6584
.150S -,1667 -1.4926 ,7420 ,6680
,1503 0,0000 -1,$139 ,7400 ,6712
,ISOS *1667 -1,5284 ,7362 ,6771
,1503 ,3333 -1,5407 .7369 ,6761
.150S ,5000 -I,SOqS .7403 ,6707
,499S -,5000 *,5322 .8387 ,5084
.4995 -,3333 -.5440 .8368 .5117
.4995 -,1667 -.5503 ,8373 ,5108
,4995 0,0000 -.5373 ,8387 .S083
,4995 .1667 -.$504 .8368 ,5117
,4993 ,3333 -.5490 ,8363 ,5126
,4993 ,5000 -,4998 ,8423 ,$017
,7994 -.5000 -,28S3 .8646 .4613
,7994 -,3333 -,2013 ,8710 ,4474
,7994 -.1667 -,1658 ,8758 ,4399
,7994 0.0000 -,1468 .8?90 ,4337
.7994 .1667 -.1379 .8794 ,4329
.7994 ,3333 *,1322 .8791 .4336













XlC CP P,L/PT HLOC
0,0000 -2.?_62 ,62[_ ,8549
,013S -5.6°93 ,3205 1.3878
,OZ?l -3,9404 ,_977 1,0519
,0515 -2.6S83 ,6307 ,8403
,0763 -2,2577 .6670 .7843
• 1012 -1,9563 ,69q2 .7348
,1503 *1,5500 ,7392 ,6725
,1994 -1.3072 .7631 ,634S
,2501 -1.10_B .784S ,6000
• 2999 -,_583 .?973 ,$790
.3499 -,829b ,8119 ,SS45
,3994 -,7312 .8219 ,537S
.4496 -,6328 ,8306 ,5229
,4997 -,5_48 ,8376 ,5102
• 5492 -,4768 ,8468 .4940
.5994 -,409_ .853_ ,6819
,6499 -,3410 .8602 .467#
• 6996 *,2751 ,865S .4S96
.7489 *,2137 ,8?27 .4439
• 8003 -,1413 ,8800 .4319
• 8500 -,0863 ,886S .41_9
.8993 -,0305 ,8922 ,4074
.9489 ,0253 .8978 .3959
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CP P.L/FT HLOC
0,0000 -2,7362 ,6212 ,8S49
,0122 ,992b .99S1 ,083?
,02SI 1,0220 ,9931 ,0324
.0510 ,8S64 ,981b ,1632
,0755 ,7169 ,9673 *_187
,I000 ,b106 ,@$68 .2522
,IS04 ,451S ,9407 .29?2
,2004 ,3434 .9296 ,3249
,2501 .2?7? ,9234 ,339?
,3002 ,2276 .917S ,3533
,3307 ,1889 ,q143 ,360A
,4000 ,IS81 ,9110 ,3678
,4S03 ,1323 .90?9 ,374S
,$000 ,1064 ,9040 ,3810
,SS06 ,0903 ,9040 ,3829
,$997 ,0773 ,9027 ,3638
,6502 ,0484 .8996 ,3_2
,7003 ,0382 ,8995 ,3923
,7497 ,0532 ,89_8 ,3018
,799B .0626 ,900? ,3900
,8S03 ,04SZ ,8998 .3919
,qO00 .0090 ,8962 ,3995
,9483 ,0493 ,9002 ,3909
C01 ,01762 COCQR1 .01724
C02 .0[?I1 COCOR2 ,01681
CD3 ,01629 CDCOR3 ,01603
C04 ,01518 CD_OR4 .01492
C05 ,01541 CDCORS ,01503
SPANWISE
X/C Y/C CP P_L/RT HLOC
• 1S05 -.5000 -1.2614 ,7697 ,6240
,150S -*3333 -1,4145 .7819 ,6524
,1509 -,1667 -1,5116 ,7417 ,6685
.1S05 0.0000 -1,5500 ,7392 ,6?25
,1505 ,1667 -1,5803 ,7378 ,6746
.IS05 .3333 -1,$747 ,735? .6??9
.1S05 .$000 -1,$5A2 .7374 ,6753
,4995 -.5000 -,S?28 ,8374 ,5107
,499S -,3333 -.5406 ,8389 ,5079
.4995 -.1667 -,54?3 ,8403 .5056
.4995 0.0000 -,SS48 .8376 ,5102
,4995 ,1667 -,8S24 .8394 .50?0
.4995 .3333 *.5462 ,8384 .5089
.4998 ,$000 -,4996 .8481 .4969
.7994 -,5000 -,3433 ,8899 ,4701
,7994 -*3333 -.2704 .8676 .4556
,7994 -,1667 -,1842 .8761 .4394
,7994 0,0000 -,1413 *8800 ,4319
,7994 ,1667 -,1381 ,8808 .4302
,7994 ,3333 -,1282 ,8820 ,4279






XlC CP P.L/PT _LOC
0.0000 -2,9563 ,5967 .8939
.0135 -5,6666 .3272 1.t731
.0271 -4,3233 .4651 1,1073
.051S -Z,7620 .6162 ,8627
.0763 -Z,2773 .6660 .78§8
.1012 -1.9620 .6993 .7365
.1503 -lo5452 .7406 .6706
.1994 -1*2973 ,76;6 ,6321
*2501 -1,0974 ,785S .5983
,Z999 -*9486 .8000 .5744
,3499 -.8209 ,8[23 .5539
.3996 -.7194 .8223 .$36_
.4496 "*6256 ,8318 *520_
.4997 -,5467 .83qd .5064
.549Z ",4731 .8_76 ,4924
.5994 -.4039 .8558 ._776
.6495 -*3619 .8617 .4666
.6996 -.Z8_8 .8661 .4584
.7_80 -.2280 .8714 .4_84
.8003 -.1634 .8791 .4335
.8500 -.1153 .8833 .4253
.8993 -*0718 ,8875 .6_70
.9489 -.03ll ,8915 .4088
PT 49.7493 PSI CM 1.0514
TT 120.4749 K CM .0175




X/C CP PpLIPT NLOC
0,0000 -2.9_63 .5967 .8930
.0122 .9718 .9931 .0907
• 0251 1.0305 .gqgO *0377
• 0510 .8796 .9837 .1_35
• 075_ .7422 .9699 .2095
.1000 .633S .9592 .26_8
.I_04 .4678 .9425 .2925
.200_ ._660 .9321 .3190
• 2_01 .29_8 .9252 .33_S
.3002 ._404 .91_5 .3486
• 3507 .192_ .9144 .3602
.4000 .1582 .9109 .3600
.4_03 *1338 .9084 .3734
.5000 .1067 .905? .3T9_
• 5506 .0854 ,9038 ,3833
.5997 .0775 .9038 .3833
.6_0_ .0387 .8998 .3918
.7003 *0437 .8990 .3935
.76q7 .0337 .8979 .3957
.7998 .0601 .8996 .3923
.8503 .0160 .8965 .3986
• q000 -.0286 .8915 .4082





XIC CP P_LtPT HL_C
0,0000 -Z,9985 .5910 ,9018
.0135 -4.9754 .3942 1.2361
• 0271 -4.1510 .47_I 1.0_84
• 0515 -2.8355 .6092 .8734
.0763 -2.3119 .6599 .7953
• 1012 -1.8915 .7044 .7267
.IS03 -1.5512 .73_9 .6730
.1994 -1,2854 *7671 ,6281
.2501 -I.0702 .7882 .$960
.2999 -*96_1 .7996 .5751
,3699 -._Ob_ .8146 .5499
.3996 -.7108 .8230 .5356
;4696 -.6174 ._33Z ,5179
.4997 -.553_ .83_6 .5066
.$49_ -.6861 ,8_3 .6948
.5996 -.4_68 .853_ .4817
.6495 -.3_63 .8609 .6681
.6996 -.3034 .8654 .459_
,7489 -,2674 ,_6_1 ,4527
• 8003 -.2170 .8750 .4615
.8500 -.178Z .87_ .4342
._993 -.1§73 °8802 .4314
.9489 -.1380 .8818 .4282
PT 49.7501 PSI CN 1.0531
TT 1Z0,4834 K CH .0086




X/C CR P_LIPT NL_C
0.0000 -2.9985 .5910 .9018
• 01_2 .9619 .9920 .1070
.0_51 1,0345 .9493 *0307
.0510 .8933 .9e51 ,1467
.0755 .7591 .9714 .2043
.1000 .6443 .9600 .7424
• 1504 .4889 ,_444 .2_74
.Z004 .3839 .9342 .3136
• _01 .3120 ,9_69 .331_
.3002 .2_02 ,9_09 .3_55
• 3_07 *1993 .91S6 *3577
.4000 .1666 .9115 .3668
.4P03 ,1375 .9092 ,3718
.5000 .1015 .9055 .3797
,5506 .0791 .903_ .3847
.5997 .0617 .9023 .3866
.6502 .0279 .8990 .3934
.7003 .0799 .8488 .3939
,7697 *0162 .8975 .3_65
.7998 *0117 ,8477 .3961
.8503 -.0155 .89_9 .4019
.9000 -.0735 ,8886 .4148




pr 49,6579 psz cN .9778
TT 120,3471 K CN -.0971




XIC CP PeLIPT ML_¢
0.0000 -1.7826 ,716_ ,7080
.0139 -1.7660 .7163 .7082
.0_7_ -1.19_q .7713 .6Z15
*0515 -1.1574 .7792 .6086
.0763 -1.14_2 .7B05 .6065
.1012 -1.1202 .7831 .6023
.1503 -1.1010 .7830 ,6024
,1996 -1.0919 .7850 .5993
.2501 -1.0663 .7888 .5930
.2999 -1.0304 .7903 .5905
.3699 _.q962 .795_ *5815
.3996 -.9_57 .79_7 .5766
.4496 -._179 .80_7 ,5701
.4997 -.6667 .8069 .5630
.5A9_ -.7946 .814Z .5506
.5994 -.7717 .8168 .5660
,6495 -.7279 ,_09 *5392
.6996 -.6488 .8_89 .5255
*7489 -.6300 *_31_ .5219
.8003 -.5749 .8370 ,5113
.8500 -.5012 .8458 ,4957
.8943 -.436_ .8508 .k866
.9489 -.3808 .8568 .4751
LO_ER SURFACE
XIC CP P;LIPT _L_C
0.0000 -1.7826 .716_ ,?080
.0122 1.0112 .9970 .0658
.0251 1o0152 °9973 .0621
.0510 ._560 .9814 .16_0
.0755 .7210 .9679 .2166
• i000 .6052 .9563 .2538
.150_ .4500 .9401 .2986
• 2004 .3506 .9304 .3231
.2501 ._770 .923A .3397
.3002 .2217 .9171 .3543
,3507 .1707 .9128 ,3639
,4000 .1293 .9081 .37A1
,4503 .0965 .9049 .3811
.5000 .0651 .9011 .3891
.5506 .0390 .8986 .3963
.Sgq? .0137 .8963 .3992
.6_02 -*0375 .8908 .6104
.7003 -.0315 .891_ .4091
• 7497 -,0504 .8896 .41_7
.7998 -.0_50 .8894 .4130
.8503 -.0996 .8860 .4200
.qOO0 -.1806 .8767 .43_3




C01 .0241| C_C081 .02401
CD2 ,02422 CDCOR2 .02382
C03 .02183 COCDR3 .02161
C06 .03383 COCOR4 .03316
C05 ,06051 CDCDR5 .osq?l
SPAN_SE
XIC Y/C CP P_LIPT nLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.1286 .78_7 .6066
.1505 -,3333 -1.3657 .7580 .64_7
• 1505 -,166? -1.4817 .743? .6_2
.1§05 0.0000 -i,5452 .7A04 ,6?06
.1505 ,1667 -1.5759 ,7367 ,676_
• 1505 ,3333 -1.5887 .7356 .6781
.1505 .5000 -1.5686 .7369 .6760
,4995 -.5000 -,5906 .8357 *5137
.4995 ",3333 -.5403 .8403 .5054
,4995 -.1667 -.$387 .8603 ,5054
.4995 0,0000 -.5467 ,8398 ,5064
.4995 .1667 -.5617 ,8406 ,5049
.4945 .3333 -.5326 ,8411 .5040
.4995 .5000 -.48?1 .8655 ,4961
.7494 -,S000 -,4297 .8508 .4866
,7994 -.3333 -.3679 ,857? .47A0
.7994 -.1667 -.2123 .8733 ,46A7
,799_ 0.0000 -,1634 .8791 .6335
.7994 ,1667 -.1523 .8?90 .4330
.7994 *3333 -.1304 .8809 .4300
.7994 .5000 -,1517 .8794 .6329
C01 ,04253 COC081 .04227
CD2 .03963 CDCOR2 .03955
CD3 ,03434 C DCOR3 .03617
C04 .04873 CDCORA .04799
COS ,0751? COCDR5 ,07463
SPANd_SE
X/C 71C CP P_LIRT _LOC
.150_ -.5000 -1.0864 .7870 .5959
.1505 -.3333 -1.3423 ,7615 .6372
• 1505 -.1667 -1.4704 ,7493 .6564
.1505 0.3000 -1.$512 .7389 ,6730
.1505 ,1667 -1.5780 .7378 .6746
.1_05 ,3333 -h_TOl .7386 .6733
• 1505 *5000 -I.5287 .7435 *6656
.4995 -*$000 -.$942 *8360 .S|30
.4445 -.3333 -,5577 ,8419 .S026
,4995 -,1667 -.5371 ,8631 ,_004
.4995 0,0000 -.5531 .8396 .5066
• 4995 .1667 -.53?5 ,8417 *5030
,4995 ,3333 -,5162 ,8462 ,4969
.4995 ,SO00 -,4920 ,8476 .4924
.7984 -.5000 -.6758 .8684 .6404
.?994 -.3333 -.443_ ,8515 ,6855
.7494 -.1667 -,255? ,8713 *4686
.7994 0.0000 -,2170 .8750 ,4415
,7996 .1667 -*2066 .8753 .4405
.7994 .3333 -.282? ,8675 .6558
.7494 ,5000 -.2218 .8?4? .442_
¢01 ,15179 COCORI .150q_
C82 ,1511Z CDCOR2 ,14978
C03 .14521 C0C0_3 .14633
C04 ,IZ106 COCOR6 ,1ZOO0
C05 .10097 COC0_3 ,10010
SRAH_ISE
XlC T/C ¢_ P*LIPT MLOC
,1505 -,5000 -1,2433 ,769? .6239
.IS05 -,3333 -1.2228 ,7715 ,6211
.1505 -,1667 -1,2032 ,773? ,6176
,1505 0,0000 -1,1010 ,7830 ,6026
.150S ,1667 -1,0915 .7850 .5991
,1505 .3333 -1,1850 ,7753 ,6150
.1505 *5000 -1.1239 .7817 .6046
.4995 -.5000 -,6695 .8260 .5305
.4995 -,3333 -,7461 ,8186 .SA33
.6995 -.1667 -,8306 .8102 ,5574
,4995 0.0000 -.864? .8069 *$630
.4995 ,1667 -.8501 ,8088 ,5580
,4995 ,3333 -*8263 .8104 .5571
,4995 ,$000 *,6936 ,8241 ,533?
,7994 *.5000 -,42?2 .8516 ,4852
.7494 -.3333 -,50?3 .8428 .5011
,7994 -,1667 -,5400 ,8399 ,5061
.7996 0.0000 -,5?A9 .8370 .5113
.7994 ,1667 -.5663 ,0396 ,5068
.7994 ,3333 -,$186 ,8416 ,5031
*7996 .5000 -*_041 .8_36 .6997
TABLE IX. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.50






XlC CP P, LIPT _LaC
0.0000 1,0501 ,0978 .0S67
,0135 ,0236 ,8443 ,4973
,0271 -,2393 .8051 ,564§
• 0515 -,3914 ,7820 ,6028
,0763 -,4497 ,7727 ,6178
,1012 -,4723 ,7694 ,6232
,1503 -.4640 ,7700 ,AZOq
.1994 -,4555 ,7717 ,6195
.2501 -.4165 .77_1 .6092
,2999 -.3976 *7825 ,6019
• 3499 -.3557 ,7870 ,5967
• 3994 -.3247 ,7921 .58hA
• 44q6 -,2890 .?965 o5790
,4997 -,2601 .8014 ,5710
• 5492 -,2214 ,8076 .5607
°5994 -,1938 .8118 .5535
,6495 -,16BE ,q153 .5477
,6996 -.1357 .8198 .5400
,7A09 -,1025 ,8253 .§306
.8003 -.0648 ,0310 ,5207
.8500 -,0209 ,8361 .5117
,8993 *0260 .8444 ,4972
.9489 ,080T ,8530 ,4817
PT 25.01A6 RSZ CN -.0123
TT 267.7841 K CH .0005




XlC CF PoLIDT #L_C
0.0000 1.0501 .9078 ,0567
.0122 ,0Z32 ,844_ .4974
,0251 -,2554 ,0027 ,5680
.0510 -.4308 ,7761 ,6123
.0755 -,4?30 ,?692 ,6_3_
,1000 -.497B .7656 ,6293
,1504 -,4952 ,7661 .6_RA
,200_ -,4759 .7686 ,6_44
,2501 -,4990 .7747 ,6146
.3002 -,3937 ,7816 ,6034
,3507 -,3625 ,TBbO .596_
.4000 -.3290 ,?014 ,$074
,4503 -,291_ ,7962 ,5796
,5000 -.26_I ,0005 .5725
,5506 -,2340 .8056 ,5640
,5997 -.2018 .8106 ,58_
,6502 -.1829 ,8131 ,SSIA
,7003 -,1394 ,8103 ,5409
,7497 -,1054 .8249 ,5313
,799_ -,0663 ,8300 .5211
,8503 -,0334 ,8355 .5129
,9000 ,0109 ,0421 .5012
,qA83 ,05A3 ,9535 .4800
CO1 ,00?20 COC0_1 .00653
C02 .00767 CDCOR2 .00722
C03 ,00721 COCOR3 ,00679
COA ,00674 CDCOR4 .00639
C05 ,00639 CDCOR5 ,00612
SPANWISE
_lC YIC CF P,LIPT RLOC
,1505 -,3000 -,4225 ,7776 .6099
,1505 -,3333 -.4648 ,7709 ,6208
*1505 -,1667 -,A729 .7690 ,_30
.1505 0*0000 -,4640 .7708 *6209
.1505 ,1667 -,473_ ,7700 ,6223
,1505 ,3333 -,46_5 ,7703 ,6217
,l$OS ,5000 -,4507 ,7724 ,6184
.4995 -.5000 -,2537 ,8032 ,0600
,4995 -,3333 -,2544 ,$030 .560A
,4995 -,1667 -,25R9 .002_ ,$694
.4995 0.0000 -._601 ,8016 .9710
.49_S ,166? -,25A8 .0030 ,$603
.4995 ,3333 -.2540 ,8030 .5693
,4995 ,5000 ",2390 ,B053 ,5645
,7996 -.5000 -,0607 ,0302 ,_221
.?994 -,3333 -.0714 .8294 .5235
,79q4 -,1667 -,0601 .8302 ,5222
,7994 0,0000 -,0640 .8310 ,520?
,7994 .1667 -,0668 .6305 ,_216
,7994 .3333 -,0657 ,0303 ._220






XlC CP PeL/PT HL3C
0.0000 .5_83 ,9286 ,3268
.0135 ,7_45 .9535 .2615
• 0271 .4782 ,9119 .3651
,0_15 ,2304 ,_746 ,4413
._763 .0957 .8550 .4780
.1012 .0140 .8430 ,4997
,1_03 -,0716 .8312 .5205
,1994 -.1286 ,$224 .5356
• 2501 -,1415 .8202 .$3_4
• 2999 -,1549 ,8183 ,5426
.3499 -,1463 ,8192 ,5411
.3994 -,1404 .5194 ,5406
• 4496 -.1308 .8208 *5383
,499? -.1_33 .8213 ,5375
,5492 -.I024 .8252 ,5308
,50_4 -.0031 .82_8 ,5200
.6495 *,0792 ._290 .5241
• 6996 -,06_5 ,8319 .5191
,7409 -.0419 ,8341 ,5154
.8003 -.0196 .8379 .5088
.8500 .0043 .8413 .5026
.8993 ,0396 .8_60 .4943
,9_e_ .0806 .0521 ,4033
PT 25.0036 _S! CN -.4301
TT 26_.1453 K CM -.00_9




XIC CP P;LIPT qL_C
0,0000 .5883 .9286 .3268
,0122 -1.3246 ,6420 .02_1
• 0251 -1.6213 ,6267 .8646
,0§I0 -1,3100 ,6433 .9191
,0755 -I,1786 .6646 ,7867
.1000 -1.0826 .6792 ,7640
,1504 -.9182 ,7053 ,7237
.200_ -,8245 .7188 ,7029
.2501 -.7264 .73_0 ,68_8
.3002 -.6495 .7646 .66_6
,3507 -.5794 ,7545 ,6469
.4000 -,5140 ,7635 ,6326
.4503 -.4_12 .7728 ",6177
,_000 -.4029 ,7T92 .6073
,_506 -,3515 .7879 ,5932
,5_97 -,3038 ,7953 ,5811
,6502 -._631 ,8015 ._707
.7003 -,2070 .8103 ._561
,7497 -.15?_ ,e16% ,_452
.7498 -.1043 .R252 .530R
.8503 -.0536 ,0327 .S179
.go00 .O03A ,0405 ,_040





XlC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0,0000 ,9438 .9813 .1641
.0135 .6538 .9072 ,3754
*0271 .1634 .8641 .4612
,0515 -.0_90 .0315 ,5198
,0763 -.1553 .8147 ,5486
.1012 -.2160 .$070 .5617
,1503 -.2615 ,7997 ,5738
,1996 -,7870 ,?967 ,5787
.2501 -,2779 .7979 .576_
.2999 -,2666 .7998 .5736
,3499 -.2503 .8016 ,5707
.3994 -,2333 ,R046 .5657
,4496 -.2125 ,BOR1 ,5_99
.4097 -.I_59 .8099 .5568
,5492 -*1649 .0145 .5490
.5996 -.1440 .8183 ,5426
,6495 -,1253 .8212 ,5377
.69_6 -*I027 .8240 .5329
,?A89 -,0765 ,82?8 .5263
.8003 -,0444 *8325 *5190
,8500 -,0153 .B376 ,5095
.8993 ,0306 .8441 .6977
,9489 .0793 ._509 .4054
PT 25.0090 PSI CN -.2235
TT 26_.0774 K CM -.0009




X/C CP P_LIPT _LOC
0,0000 .9438 ,9813 .1641
,0122 -.5696 ,7520 .6509
*0251 -.7868 .7213 ,6989
.0510 -.8616 ,7_20 ,7134
,0755 -.8112 ,7152 .7084
.1000 -.7892 ,7203 ,7005
.1504 -.7191 ,7306 ,6545
.2006 -.6467 ,7427 .6656
.2501 -.5742 .7533 .64_6
.3002 -.5178 .7620 .6349
.3507 -,4718 .7602 .6252
,4000 -.4239 .7759 *hiE?
,_503 -,3750 ,7836 ,6002
.5000 -.3_I0 .7881 .5_30
,_506 -,2996 .?942 .5828
.5997 -,2572 ,8013 .5712
.6502 -.22?9 .0058 ,5637
,7003 -.1780 .8126 .5523
,7497 -,1365 .BIB? .5418
*7998 --*08?0 ._260 ,5294
,8503 -*0473 *8326 ,5179
.9000 ,0035 .8400 .5049
,9483 .0840 .0516 ,4842
C01 .0082R CO, OR1 .00700
CD2 .09866 CDCOR2 .OORlq
C03 .00789 C0_093 ,00?40
C04 .00?88 COCOR4 .00?54
C05 .00734 COCOR5 ,00715
SFkNVI$E
_/C Y/C CP PpL/PT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.0479 .0331 ._172
,1505 -,3333 -.OTTA .8293 ,5236
,1505 -.1667 -,0788 .8293 ,523R
.[505 0.0000 -.0716 .8312 ,5205
,1505 .1667 -.074? .8200 .5242
.1505 .3333 -.0766 .8295 .5234
.1505 ,5000 *.0652 .0313 ,5Z02
,6905 -.5000 -.1140 ,8236 ,5335
.4995 -.3333 -.1166 ,8225 ,5354
,4995 -,1667 -.1284 ,0209 ,$382
,4995 0.0000 -.1233 .R013 .53?5
,4995 .1667 -.1275 ,8216 .5369
,4995 .3333 -,1250 ,8211 ,$370
.4095 ,5000 -.1148 .8229 .534?
.?994 -.5000 -,0218 ,8365 .5111
,?094 -,3333 -.02Zq ,0367 ,5100
.7994 -,1667 -.0218 ,8368 ,5_05
,7996 0.0000 -,0196 .93?8 ,_0|0
,7994 ,1667 -.05A2 ,e3T? .SOqL
.?994 ,3333 -.0151 .83?9 .$087
,7994 ,5000 -.0203 ,8371 .5101
CO1 .00?38 CDCORI .00701
C02 .00700 COCOR2 .0073?
C03 *00713 COCOR3 .00674
CD4 .00762 CDCOR4 .00731
C05 .03667 C_COR5 .00644
5PkN_ISE
X/C ¥/C CP 8_L/PT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.22?0 .804? ._654
• 1505 -.3333 -,2660 .8000 .5?32
.150_ -.1667 -,2662 ,?097 .5730
.1505 0.0000 -,2615 ,7097 .5739
.1505 .1667 -.2655 ,7919 ,5751
.1505 .3333 -,0674 ,?098 ,5?36
,150_ .5000 -.2489 .0023 ,5695
.4995 -.5000 -,1847 .0115 .5541
.4995 -.3333 -.1832 ,0112 .5546
,499§ -.1667 -.1891 .8109 .555_
.4995 0.0000 -,1959 .0009 .556R
.4995 ,1667 -.1887 ,0109 ,5551
.6995 .3333 -.1852 .R109 .555L
.4992 ,5000 -.$?2? .0133 .55|0
.799% -.5000 -.0517 .8310 ,5193
.7994 -.3333 -,0488 ,0320 ,5191
.7994 -*1667 "*0474 .0324 .$104
.709_ 0.0000 -.0444 .0325 ,5180
.799_ ,1667 -.0463 ,0326 .3579
,7994 ,3333 -.0419 .8330 ,5173








X/C CP PpL/PT _LOC
0,0000 1,0503 .q070 .0546
• 0135 ,0257 ._455 ,4952
,0271 -,2354 ,_054 ,5642
.0513 -,3qZB .7009 .6046
.0763 -.4479 ,7731 ,617Z
• 1012 -,4717 ,7707 .6211
• 130] -,4660 ,7720 .6190
,1994 -.4394 .7742 .6154
,2501 -.42[3 .7795 ,8068
• 2999 -,3R70 .7635 .6004
• ?499 -.3547 .7Bb2 *SqbO
.3994 -.3227 .7904 .5991
• 4496 -.ZBSI ,7973 *5776
.4997 -,260Q ,6022 ,5697
.5402 -.2241 .8082 ,55@6
• 5994 -,193@ ,8125 ,5524
• 6495 -,1651 ,8162 ,5461
,6996 -.1407 .81@7 .54i9
• 7409 -.1061 ,8237 ,5333
.@003 -.0663 .8310 .§Z07
• @500 -.0Z64 .8371 .5100
.8993 *0225 *8454 ,4954
,q460 ,0626 ,@341 .479?
PT 25.00@4 PSZ CN -.0144
TT 26@.0703 K CH .0006




XlC CP PeLleT HLOC
0*0000 1.0503 ,9979 .0546
,0122 ,0164 ,8441 ,4977
.0251 -,2504 ,@020 ,5700
*0510 -*4383 ,7741 .6156
*0735 -,4763 ,7689 *6240
.1000 -.5020 .7661 .6284
.1504 -.5011 .7688 ,6274
,2004 -,4820 ,7709 ,6208
.2501 -.4473 ,7757 ,6131
.3002 -.39@7 ,7817 ,6033
,3507 -,3643 .784@ ,59@3
.4000 -.327@ .7897 .5904
,4503 -,2880 .7970 .5762
,5000 -,2677 ,8012 .3714
.5506 -.2374 ,8062 .5629
.599T --*2025 .8112 *3545
.6502 -.1BOB .8139 .5501
.7003 -,1453 ,8180 .5431
.7497 -,I088 .ez]3 .534o
,7qq@ -.0683 ,8307 .5213
,8503 -.032_ .6363 ,5115
.qO00 ,0057 ,@429 ,4909
.0463 .0648 .8544 ,4791
C01 ,00701 COC0@1 .00666
COZ ,00745 COCOR2 ,00700
C03 ,00691 COCOR_ .00659
C04 .00661 CDCO@4 ,00634
COS ,00617 CDCOR5 .00600
SPANW[SE
XIC TIC CP PeLleT RLO¢
.1505 *.5000 -*4Z08 .7777 *6098
,1505 -,3333 -.4667 ,7702 ,6210
*1505 -,1667 -.4716 ,7609 ,_240
,1505 0,0000 -,4660 .77Z0 ,61_0
.1505 ,1667 -,4697 .7704 ,6216
.1505 .3333 -.4697 .7699 *6225
.1505 ,5000 -.4491 .7723 *61Rb
.4995 -,5000 -,2905 ,0035 *9675
.4995 -.3333 -.2516 ,@037 ,9671
,4995 -.1667 -,2600 .6032 ,5679
.4093 0,0000 -,2609 .8022 ,3697
,4995 .1667 -,2522 .@033 .@670
.4995 .3333 -.2515 ,8038 ,5671
.4995 ,5000 -.2410 *8061 .5632
*79g4 -*5000 -.0646 *@311 *3Z06
.7994 -.3333 -.0712 .8306 .5215
,7994 -.1667 -.0676 .s2q5 .5234
.7904 0,0000 -*0663 .8310 .5207
.7994 .1667 -*0626 .8314 .5201
.7994 .3333 -.0660 .8313 ,9201




PT 25.0093 PSI CN .1918
TT Z68.0207 K CM *0013




XlC CP P,LIPT qLOC
0.0000 .9521 ,9830 .1566
,0135 -,5341 .7604 ,6375
.0271 -.7240 ,7334 ,6801
*0515 -*7626 .7290 .6869
,0763 -.7685 .728_ ,6974
.1012 -.7418 ,7312 ,6_36
.1503 -.6660 .7408 *6686
,1994 -.6279 ,7460 .6603
,2501 -,5644 ,7582 .6443
.2999 -,5096 ,7649 .6303
,_99 -.4_85 .7727 .6179
._Q94 -,4167 .7796 .6087
.4496 -,3712 .7877 ,5936
.49_7 -,3349 .7929 ,5349
,5492 -.2835 ,79_0 .5766
.5994 -.2490 ,802? .5689
.649_ -,2131 .8092 .$579
.6996 -,1?70 .8161 .5464
.7469 -,1335 ,6229 ,5347
.8003 -,0R75 ._284 ,5253
.8500 -,0414 .8352 .5134
,B993 ,0159 ,8428 .5000
.9459 ,0@35 .0523 .4628
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP P,LIPT NLOC
0.0000 .9521 .9830 ,1566
.OIZZ .4553 .9086 ,3722
.0251 ,1509 ,@638 ,461S
• 0510 -*0952 ,8280 .5259
.0755 -.1809 .8145 ,5489
.1000 -,2475 .8047 .5654
.1504 -.2964 ,7961 ,5797
,2004 -,3119 ,7934 .5@42
.2501 -,302@ ,7953 .581_
,3002 -,2866 ,7982 ,5763
• 3507 -.2690 .6010 ,5717
.4000 -.2461 ,8050 .5650
.4503 -*2134 .8110 .5549
• 5000 -.2018 .e126 ,5522
.5506 --.1754 .8142 .5496
.5997 -.1516 .8174 .5441
.6502 -.1400 .8202 ,53o4
,7003 -,I079 .8263 ,52@9
.7497 -*0780 ,8311 ,5205
.7998 -,0451 *8347 ,5143
._503 -*0175 *83@8 .5071
.9000 *0116 .8422 .5011
,9463 ,0032 00526 ,4624
C01 .00712 COCORI .00677
C02 .03761 CDCOR2 .00716
C03 *00703 COCOR3 ,00662
C04 *00661 COCOR4 *0062@
C05 .00623 COCOR5 ,00604
SPANW_SE
XIC YIC CP P,LIPT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.6262 .7467 .6392
*150@ -.3333 -*6754 .7399 .6701
*1505 -.1667 -.6914 .7369 ,6715
.1505 0.0000 -,6660 ,7408 ,6696
,1505 .1667 -.6911 .7370 .6744
.1905 .3333 -.6824 .7386 ,6717
,1505 .5000 -.6679 .7424 .6660
.4995 -.5000 -.3163 .7940 .5032
.4995 -,3333 -03173 .7929 ,5@50
.4995 -,1667 -.3281 .7901 ,5896
.4995 0,0000 -.3349 *7929 .5049
.4995 ,1667 -.3286 *7925 .@858
.4995 .3333 -,3209 .7024 .5859
,4995 .5000 -,3056 ,7q35 .5840
,7994 -.5000 -,0846 .8271 .5275
.7994 -,3333 -.0986 ,1278 *5262
.7994 -,1667 -,0946 ,|298 ,5232
.7994 0.0000 -*0875 ,6284 .5253
,7994 ,1667 -*0863 ,6269 .5279
.7904 ,3333 -.0872 ,8280 .5259





XlC CP PeLleT MLOC
0.0000 .6252 .9342 .3131
.0135 -I.2245 .6537 .8031
.0271 -1.3093 .6419 .8212
• 0515 -1.2227 ,6553 .@006
• 0763 -1,1258 .6715 ,7758
• 1012 -1.0489 ,6830 .7568
.1503 -.8_09 .7085 .7188
.1994 -.7956 .7_20 *6979
,2501 -.7071 ,7333 .b803
.2999 -.6352 .7423 ,6662
,3499 -.5718 .7557 ,6451
.3994 -,5057 .7655 .6293
.4496 -,4470 .7741 ,6156
,4997 -,_Oll 176i2 ,6o41
.5492 -.3381 .7887 ,5918
._994 -,2959 ,7945 .5824
.6495 -*2503 .8023 .56@5
.6996 -.2069 .8102 .5563
,7409 -11554 .81@8 ,5418
• 8003 -,I050 .8258 .5297
.8500 -,0509 .9323 .5184
,6993 .0122 ,6408 ,5035
,948_ .0844 *8506 ,4859
PT 25*0039 eS[ CN .3971
TT 268.0017 K CM .0034




X/C CP PeL/PT NLOC
0.0000 *6252 .9342 ,3131
• 01ZZ .7511 .9524 .2646
.0251 .4667 ,0100 .36@2
,0510 .I@67 ,@676 .4546
• 0755 ,0666 ,8503 .4@66
.1000 -.0139 ,@3@6 .5074
,1504 -.1031 .@250 ,5311
.2004 -.1466 ,@190 .5414
• 2501 -.1609 .@15_ .5474
,3002 -.1624 *9139 *5500
.]507 -.1672 .@161 .5484
.4000 -.1559 .@17@ ,5435
.4503 -.1422 .9197 .9401
.5000 -.13@1 *8205 ,5366
.5506 -.1204 .@215 .5371
.599? -.1054 *@232 .5341
.6502 -,0974 *@_53 .5306
• 7003 -.0718 *8303 .5219
.7497 --,0464 *@350 ,3139
.7998 -.0Z27 ,8381 ,$0@3
.@503 -,0001 ,@398 ,5053
• 9000 .0196 *@410 .501@
.9463 *0858 *@50@ .4@56
CDI .00768 CDCORI .00739
COZ .00@67 COCORZ .00@25
C_3 .0@617 CDCOR3 .0077@
C04 ,00729 COCOR4 ,006@@
C0§ ,0069@ COCOR5 .006@0
SPANWZSE
_IC Y/C CP P;L/PT RLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -*@445 .7113 .7145
.1505 -,3333 -,9_33 .7031 ,7271
.1505 -.1667 -*9252 ,7019 *7201
.1505 0*0000 --*@00@ *70@5 *71@0
.1505 ,1667 -,@866 .7049 ,7244
.1305 ,3333 -,9302 .7021 ,72@?
.1505 .$000 -.@929 .7067 .7216
• 4995 -.5000 -*3795 .7@2@ .6016
.4095 -*3333 -.3961 .7@00 .6060
.4995 *.1667 -.3061 ,77@4 *60@6
,499@ 0.0000 -.4011 .7912 .6041
.4905 .1667 *.3030 *7806 .6091
,4903 ,3333 **3907 .7705 ,6060
.4995 *5000 -,3719 .7@21 *602?
• 79@4 -*5000 -*L053 .8242 *@325
• 7994 -.3333 -.1067 *8250 .5310
.7004 -.1667 -.1045 *@250 .5311
,7094 0.0000 -.1050 ,8258 .5207
• 7994 .1667 -.1049 .8242 *5324
,?094 ,3333 -.1049 .@253 ,@306
.7094 ,5000 -,1074 .@246 .$310
62
TEST 119 PT 25*0057 PSI
RUN 24 TT 267t9779 K




XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC X/C
0.0000 ,056Q ,8487 .4894 0,0000
,0135 -Z,1392 ,5186 1,0154 ,0122
,0271 -Z,0575 ,5324 .9930 ,0251
,0515 -1.7569 ,5d17 09145 .0510
.0763 -1.5035 ,6197 .8555 ,0755
.1012 -1.3256 .b442 .8177 .1000













.1994 -.9889 ,6921 .7441 .ZOO4 -.0078 *8391 .5065
._501 -.8577 .7121 .7133 .Z501 -*0386 .8347 ,5142
,2999 -.7576 *7286 .6877 .3002 -*0556 .8331 .5170
.3499 -,6694 ,7420 ,6666 .3507 -.0696 ,8312 ,5203
,3994 -,5030 ,7537 ,6481 ,4000 -.0726 .8310 .5207
.4496 -.5219 .7629 .6336 ,4503 -.0691 .8305 .5216
.4997 -.4585 ,7710 ,6205 .5000 -.0696 *8295 .5234
,5492 -,391Z .7815 ,6037 ,5506 -.0635 .8306 .5213
.5994 -,3344 .7921 .5863 .5977 -.0515 .8342 .5152
*b495 -,2R63 .799b *5740 ,6502 -.0550 ,8339 ,5157
,6996 --,2299 ,8074 *5609 *7003 -.0307 ,9370 *5102
,7489 -,1762 ,8148 .5486 ,7497 -,O1BO ,8384 ,5078
,8003 -,I171 ,8233 ,5341 ,7990 .0022 ,_411 ,5030
,8500 -,0581 ,8321 .5169 .8503 ,0148 ,8430 ,4997
,8993 .0095 ,R428 ,5000 ,qO00 *0276 ,8455 ,4952
,9489 ,0842 ,8544 ,4792 ,q483 .0845 .8544 .47Q1
C01 ,OOS?? C0¢0R1 ,00841
C02 *00974 CDCOR2 *00933
C03 ,OOq3Z COCOR3 ,00891
CO4 .00624 COCOR4 ,007|8
C05 ,00803 COCOR5 ,00778
5PANWISE
KIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
.1505 -,5000 -1,0593 ,6845 .7558
• 1505 -,3333 -1,0975 ,6796 ,7634
.1505 -.1667 -1.1158 ,6736 ,7726
• I_05 0,0000 -1.1168 ,6735 ,7_:?
,1505 ,1667 -1.1139 .6764 .?602
• 1505 .3333 -1.1184 .6765 .7601
.1505 ,$000 -1,0876 ,6778 ,7661
.4995 -.5000 -.4405 .7749 .6142
,4995 -.3333 -.4484 .7736 ,6163
,4995 -,1667 -.4550 .7727 ,6179
.4995 0.0000 -,4585 ,7710 .6205
.4995 .1667 -.4579 ,7723 ,6184
,4995 ,3533 -,4555 ,77_q .6176
,4995 ,5000 -,4313 ,7762 .6122
.7994 -,5000 -,1227 ,0232 ,5343
,7994 -,3333 -.1241 .8231 ,5344
,7994 -.1667 -.1197 ,8241 .5327
.7994 0,0000 -.1171 ,8233 ,5341
,7994 ,1667 -.1180 .8239 .5330
,7994 .3333 -.1212 ,8235 ,5356





XlC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0,0000 -.5691 ,7544 ,8471
,0135 -3,2554 ,3535 1,3151
,0271 -3.1774 ,3676 1.2864
.0515 -2,4Rbl .4744 I*0894
*0763 -1.7581 .5774 ,9212
,101Z -1.6Z49 ,5995 ,_867
.1503 -i,3300 ,6416 ,8217
.1994 -1,1530 .6711 ,7765
.2501 -,9909 ,6943 .7407
.2999 -,8675 .7123 .7130
,3499 -.7611 ,7276 ,6892
.3994 -,6628 ,7412 ,6678
.4496 -.5801 ,7553 .6456
,4997 -,5097 ,7672 ,6267
.5492 -,4341 ,7759 ,6127
.599_ -.3681 ,7851 ._977
.6495 --t3086 .7949 .5817
,6996 -,7444 ,8038 .5671
,7489 -,I_9Z ,813E ,5512
.8003 -.1196 .8223 ,5357
,8500 -*0583 ,8323 .5185
.8q93 *00?5 *A411 *5030
.q409 *0720 ,8513 .4048
119 FT 24,9948 FS! CN ,7880
Z4 TT 267,8695 K CH .0152




XlC CP _,LIPT MLOC
0,0000 -,5691 .7544 ,6471
.0122 1,0320 ,9951 ,0841
,0251 .8680 .9707 .2065
*0510 ,6066 ,9323 ,31?9
,0755 .4521 ,9086 ,3723
,1000 .3433 ,8926 ,4050
,1804 ,2023 ,8709 .4484
,2004 ,1197 .8599 ,4691
,2501 ,0675 .8517 ,4840
.3002 ,0367 ,8469 ,4926
,3507 .0104 ,8427 ,5002
.4000 ,0026 ,8409 .5034
,4503 -,0022 ,8413 .5027
,5000 -,0133 ,8406 ,5039
,5506 -,0177 ,8382 ,5082
,5997 -,0134 .8383 ,5079
• 6502 -,0159 ,8386 .5074
,7003 -,0024 ,8400 ,504_
,7497 *0016 .0416 .5021
,7998 *0206 *8433 ,4990
• 8503 ,0229 *q444 .4972
,9000 ,0213 .8432 .4993
,9483 .0685 ,8508 ,4057
C01 .01200 COCOR1 ,01162
C02 .01279 COCOR2 .01238
C03 ,01250 COC013 ,01208
C04 ,01119 CDCOR4 .01079
COS ,01070 CDCOR5 ,01041
SPANWZSE
_lC _IC CP R.LIPT MLOC
,1505 -,5000 -I,2760 ,6511 .8071
,1505 -,3333 -1,3135 .6455 ,8157
,IS05 -,1667 -1,3331 ,6404 ,8235
,1505 0,0000 -1,3300 ,6416 ,8217
,1505 .1661 -1,3245 ,6440 .0100
• 1505 ,3333 -1,3314 ,6429 .8198
,1505 .5000 -1,3031 ,6449 ,8166
,4995 -,5000 -.4903 ,?684 ,6248
.4995 -,3333 -*4966 ,7655 .6295
,4995 -,1667 -.5060 ,7670 ,6270
,4995 0,0000 -.5097 ,7672 .6267
,4995 ,1667 -,5098 ,?655 ,6295
,4995 ,3333 -,5027 .7645 .6309
,4995 ,5000 -,4824 ,7705 .6214
,7994 -,5000 -,1490 ,8192 ,5410
,7994 -,3333 -,1316 ,8207 .5385
,7994 -,1667 -,1297 ,8210 .5379
.7994 0,0000 -.[196 ,$223 ,5357
,7994 ,1667 -.1255 .8227 .9350
,?994 ,3333 -,1220 ,0221 ,5361







24.9963 PSI CN ,8623
267,8876 K CH ,0209
3.0320 MILLION CC -,1039
UPPER SURFkCE
XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 -,8105 ,7176 ,7047
,0135 -3,5253 .3153 1,3974
,0271 -3.5065 .3146 1,3991
*0515 -3.3620 ,3374 1.3490
,0763 -1,9841 ,5434 ,9752
.1012 -1,6622 .5901 ,_014




XlC CP PpLtPT MLOC
0,0000 -,8105 .7176 ,7047
.0122 1,0430 ,9967 ,0682
,0251 ,91fl9 ,9781 ,1781
.0510 *6657 .9402 ,2978
,0755 ,5164 .9178 ,3518
.1000 ,4066 ,0010 ,3885
.1504 ,2548 ,8776 ,4356
,7917 ,2004 ,1697 ,8653 ,*589
• 7560 ,2501 ,1126 .8561 ,4761
,726& .3002 ,0743 ,8503 ,4866
,6961 ,3507 .0404 .8474 ,4918
,6771 .4000 ,0314 ,8434 ,4990
,655o ,4503 ,0221 .8418 .5018
• 6385 ,5000 ,0082 .8392 ,5064
,6172 ,$506 ,0069 ,8398 ,S053
• 5995 .599? .0016 .8404 ,5042
,58?8 ,6502 -,0022 .83?5 .5093
,5713 ,7003 ,0025 .8388 ,30?0
.5546 ,?497 ,0059 ,8405 .504I
,5382 .7998 .0161 ,8421 ,8012
,5225 ,8503 ,0155 .0424 .5007
,5080 ,9000 .0083 ,8411 .5030


















CO1 .01793 CDCOR1 ,01756
C02 ,01794 CDCOR2 .01753
C03 ,01795 COCOR3 .01754
C04 ,01695 COCOR4 .01657
C05 ,01481 COCORS ,01451
SPANWISE
X/C YIC CP P.L/PT NLOC
.1505 -,5000 -1.3517 .6396 ,0248
• 1503 -.3333 -1,3617 .6350 .8318
,1505 -.1667 -1,3725 .6330 ,8350
,1505 0,0000 -1,3793 .6309 ,8382
,1505 .1667 -I,3885 ,6341 .8832
.IS05 ,3333 -1.3775 ,632? ,8350
,1505 ,$000 -1.3509 .6362 ,8300
,4995 -*$000 -.4908 .7643 ,6314
.4995 -,3333 -.5077 .7628 .6346
.4995 -.1667 -.$132 ,?653 ,6298
.4995 0,0000 -,5146 ,75q$ ,6385
.4995 .1667 -,5175 .7610 ,6366
,49qS .3333 -,5153 .7611 .6364
,4995 .$000 -,4044 ,7681 .6253
,7994 -,5000 -.1602 ,Sl6q ,5449
.79q4 -.3333 -.1364 ,0206 ,5387
,7994 -,1667 -,1207 *S21S .5371
.?994 0.0000 -.1253 ,8209 .53|2
.7994 ,1667 -.1227 .8225 ,5354
• 7994 ,3333 -.125Z ,8222 ,5359







X/C CP P*L/PT qLOC
0.0000 -.9971 ,6859 .7537
• 0135 -3,6508 ,2901 1.%562
.0271 -3.5558 *3065 1*9176
.0515 -3*Z37Z .3504 1.3114
.0763 -2.4761 ,9661 1.1036
,1012 -Z,0175 *5391 *9903
• 1503 -1.&779 .6157 .8617
.199% -1.2297 .6541 .8026
.1501 -1.0407 .6815 .7604
,1999 -.9018 .7018 .7192
,3499 -.7806 .7108 ,6990
• 3994 -,6051 ,7356 .6768
,9996 -.5945 ,7%05 .6549
,4997 -.5131 .7605 ,6374
.5492 -.4399 ,7723 ,6165
.5994 -.3680 .7820 .6029
• 6993 -.3070 .7905 .5889
.6996 -.1489 ,7984 .5759
.7989 -.1997 .8087 *5588
• 8003 -.1389 ,8181 .5930
.8500 -.0895 ,BZAO .5319
,8993 -.0370 ,8321 .5187
,9489 .0013 .S394 .5079
PT ZS.00ZZ P$1 CN .9115
TT 267.8691 K CN *0244




XIC CP PjLIPT ML_C
0.0000 -*9971 .6859 .7537
.0122 1,0980 .9975 .0598
• 0251 .9483 *9829 .1591
,0510 .7192 .9969 .2799
.0755 .5636 .9293 .3369
.1000 .4533 .9079 .3798
.1504 *2989 .8840 .4230
,ZOO% .2020 .0697 .9508
.2501 .1909 ,8601 ,4686
.3001 .1039 .0541 .47q7
.3507 *0722 .8997 .4876
.4000 .0521 .8969 .4917
• 9503 .0380 .8499 .4962
• 5000 .02N1 ,8919 .5025
.5506 .0091 .0402 .5046
• 5997 *0091 .8393 .5062
,6_02 -,0021 ,8370 .5102
,7003 -*0007 .8364 .5113
,7497 -.0019 .8380 .5085
.7998 .0090 ,8396 .5056
.8503 -.OOZO .8373 *50q7
,9000 -.0090 .8369 .5113
,9483 .0192 .|911 *$031
C01 .03206 COCOR1 .03195
CD2 .03220 COCORE ,03159
CD3 .03111 CDCOR3 .03098
C04 .02913 CDCOR4 .02851
CD5 ,02700 C DCOR5 ,02646
SPANVISE
TiC YIC CP PJLIPT MLOC
,1503 -,5000 -1.3562 .6327 *0359
• 1505 -.3333 -1.39_q .6261 ,8957
.1505 -.1667 -1.4599 .6153 .m623
.1505 0.3000 -1.4774 .6157 ,8617
.1505 .1667 -1.4901 *6129 .0661
• 1505 .3333 -1.4838 *6117 .8663
.1505 ,5000 -1.5033 .6007 .8725
0%995 -*5000 -*5166 .7601 *6301
.4995 -.3333 -.9901 ,7630 .6339
.A995 -.1667 -.5017 ,7622 ,6397
.9995 0.0000 -.5131 ,7605 .6374
.49q5 .1667 -.5139 .7605 *6379
.9995 .3333 -,5102 .7612 .6363
.9995 ,5000 -.4070 ,7699 .6312
.7999 -.3000 -,1967 ,8085 .5591
.7999 -.3333 -.1521 o8199 05491
07994 -.1667 -.1433 .8199 .5409
.7994 0,0000 -.1389 .81|1 .5430
.7999 .1667 -.1366 ,0176 *5937
,7909 .3333 -.1301 .8178 ,5%35







Xl: CP P,LIPT HLOC
0.0000 -1.0453 .6796 .7710
• 0135 -3.46b8 .3060 1.9186
• 0Z71 -3.409% .3129 1.4029
•0515 -Z,7636 *4136 1.1975
• 0763 -2.3470 .9736 |00907
• 1012 -2,0382 .5204 1.01_5
.1503 -1.5806 .5899 .9017
.1999 -1.2703 .6390 ._ZSB
.2501 -1.0539 ,6733 ,7730
.2999 -,8985 .6964 ,7375
,349_ -,7725 .7167 .7062
.3994 -.6784 .7320 .6823
• 9496 -.5899 .7970 *6588
• 9997 -.511% .7579 *6915
,5991 -*9439 ,7672 .6167
.5994 -.3913 .7751 .6190
._%95 -.3326 .7049 .5981
.6996 -.2896 .7918 .5_69
• 7%89 -.2362 .8008 .5720
,0003 -.1955 .8069 .5617
.8500 --.1599 .812% .5525
.8993 -.1158 *8167 .3452
.9409 -.0833 .8232 .5392
PT 25.0010 PS! CH .9096
TT 267.8576 K CN .0179




X/C CP PpLtPT MLOC
0.0000 -1.0953 .b796 .7710
.0122 1.0466 .9969 .0666
.0251 .9692 .9042 .1509
.0510 *7320 .9909 *2796
.0755 *5806 .924q .3355
.I000 .4683 .9079 .3748
*1509 .3133 .8832 ,4297
.Z009 .Z131 .868_ .9530
.1501 ,1503 ,8587 .971_
.3002 .1059 .8515 .4844
.3507 .0709 .8465 .9935
,4000 ,0949 ,8430 .9997
.9503 ,0331 ,8921 .5012
.5000 .0127 .8383 .5079
,5506 -.0027 .8351 .5!35
,5997 ".0138 08333 ,5167
.6502 -*0247 .8322 ,5186
.7003 -.0299 .8316 .5197
.7%97 -.0266 .8328 .5176
.7998 -.0303 .8321 .5186
*_503 -*0464 .8298 *5218
.9000 -.0691 .0255 ,5303
*9983 -.0%28 .829% .9235
C01 .05080 C0COR1 .05023
C02 .05009 CDCOR2 .09930
C03 .09893 CDCOR3 .09769
C09 *05039 CDCOR4 .09965
C05 .05993 COCOR_ .05375
SPANM|SE
XlC YlC CP PmLIPT MLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -1,1701 .6556 .0002
.1505 -.3333 -1.3533 .6271 .8940
.1505 -.1667 -1.5930 .5980 .8891
• 1505 0.0000 -1.5806 .5899 09017
• 1505 .1667 -1.6020 .5091 ,90Z9
• 1505 .3333 -1.6163 .5866 .9069
• 1505 .5000 -1.6722 .5781 .9202
• 9995 -,5000 0.5962 .7961 .6602
,9995 -,3333 -.5956 ,7538 .6901
.4995 --*1667 -.5099 .7592 ,6395
.9995 0,0000 -.5114 ,7579 .6915
.4995 .1667 -.5078 .7596 ,6309
.9995 .3333 -.5158 .7583 .6409
.9995 ,5000 -.9904 .7621 ,6398
.7994 -,5000 -.3222 07873 .5043
.7999 -.3333 -.2789 .7933 ,5849
,7999 -.1667 -.2398 .7998 ,5736
.799% 0.0000 -.1955 .0069 .56|7
.7999 .1667 -.1703 .0093 .5578
,7994 ,3333 -.1744 .0093 ,5577




PT 25.0055 PSI CN ,91b2
TT 267.J735 K CN -.0115




XlC CP P,LIPT qLOC
0,0000 -1.0995 .6747 .7709
.0135 -3.2607 ,3954 1.3319
.0271 -3,078% .3715 1.2789
,0515 -2.%288 .9711 1,0933
,0763 -1.97E0 ,5382 .9836
,1011 -hBnZO .5622 .9453
.1503 -1.4167 .6118 .8523
.1994 -1.2017 .6562 ,7993
• 2501 -1.0329 .681Z .7b08
.2999 -.9000 .7029 .7275
• 3499 -*8080 *7162 ,7069
.399% -.7251 .7269 .6911
.4496 -.6512 .739b .6705
,9997 -.6164 '7420 .6653
.5992 -.5332 ,7576 .6420
.5994 -.4716 .7663 .6281
.6495 -.9232 ,7738 ,6161
.6996 -.398% .7773 ,6105
,7489 -.3578 .7891 .5994
.aO03 -.3225 .7_01 ,5928
.MSO0 -.3646 ,7095 .5900
.§QQ3 -*2506 .8009 *5726
,9409 -.2221 .8055 ,5691
L OWER SURFACE
XIC CP P,LFPT NLOC
0.0000 -1,0995 .67%7 .7709
• 0122 1.0471 .9971 .0638
,0251 .9675 ,9850 .1968
• 0510 ,7%82 .9520 .2657
• 0755 ,5966 *9280 ,3163
.I000 .%836 .9110 ,3671
.1509 .3296 ,B077 ,9156
.200% *Z263 *8727 *4%50
,2501 .1568 .8619 *%653
• 3002 .1087 ,8553 .%774
.3507 *0791 ,0498 ,A079
.4000 *0%27 .8436 ,4985
.%503 .OZ3Z .8918 .5017
.5000 .0008 .8371 ,_100
.550_ -,0152 ,0361 .5118
• 5997 -*0279 .8337 .5160
.6502 -*0951 .8312 .520%
.7003 -.0536 .8297 .5230
• 7497 -.0640 ,8285 .5251
,7990 -.0665 *8272 ,5273
,8503 -*0091 *8260 .5299
.9000 -.1235 .8197 .5402
• 9483 -.1210 .8200 .5383
C01 .09089 COCOR1 .09009
C02 .08715 CDCOR2 .00633
C03 .08865 COCOR3 ,00772
C09 .03343 COCOR% .0R255
C05 .07633 CDCOR5 .07539
SP4HWISE
_IC Y/C CP P*L/PT NLOC
.1505 -*5000 -1,2137 ,6561 ,7999
• 1505 -,3333 -1.9010 .6293 ,8407
• 1505 -,1667 -1.4566 .6188 *0569
,1505 0.0000 -1.4167 ,6218 .8523
• L505 .1667 -1,3668 ,6330 ,83%9
,1505 ,3333 -1.4904 .6233 .8499
• 1505 .5000 -1.5199 *6092 ,8717
.4995 -.5000 -,6021 .?%|? .6560
• %995 -.3333 -*5953 .7497 .65%5
,4995 -.1667 -,5931 *7493 .6551
• 9995 0.0000 -.6169 *7918 *6653
.%995 .1667 -.6176 *7%6% .6997
• %995 *3333 -.6085 .7477 .6577
• 4995 *5000 -*3304 .7546 *6%68
.7999 -*5000 -.3246 ,78q6 *5909
.799% -,3333 -.3246 .7901 ,5896
• 799% -.1667 -.3197 .7010 ,5|52
,799% 0.0000 -.3225 .7881 .5918
,7999 ,1667 -.3186 ,7905 .5089
.7094 ,3333 -,3065 .7028 .5852
• 799% .9000 -.3034 *7045 .5024
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XIC CP P,L/_T _LOC
0.0000 1.0586 .9990 .0382
.0135 ,03QO ,R466 ,4931
,0271 -,2064 ,BIOE ,5562
,0515 -.3360 ,7908 ,5883
,0763 -,4186 .7781 ,60qI
,1012 -,4322 ,7753 ,6136
,1503 -,4255 .777Z ,6104
.1994 -.4230 .7779 .6094
.2501 -,3012 ,7833 ,6006
,2999 -,3672 ,7R61 .5961
,3499 -.3351 ,7906 .5887
.399A -*3058 ,7958 ,5902
,4496 -,2721 ,8005 ,5724
.4997 -,2449 ,8038 .5669
.5492 -,Z061 .8093 .5577
,5994 -.1785 .8139 .5499
,6495 -,1518 .8189 .5415
,6996 -,1196 .8237 ,5333
,7489 -,0853 ,8282 ,5254
.8003 -,0483 .8335 ,$163
,8500 -,0105 ,_396 ,5055
.8993 ,0401 ,8474 ,4917
,9480 ,0972 ,BSS? ,4765
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP P, LIPT NL_C
0,0000 1,0586 ,9_90 ,0382
,0122 ,0424 ,8471 ,4921
.0_51 -,2166 .8087 ,5_87
,0510 -.3844 ,78_6 ,6001
.07S5 -.4201 ,7770 ,609A
,1000 -,4483 ,?729 .61?5
,1504 -,4557 ,7727 ,6177
• 2004 -,4371 ,7758 ,6128
.2_01 -,4048 ,7813 .6039
.3002 -.370S ,7856 .$969
,3_07 -.3A17 ,7806 ,Sq03
,4000 -,3111 ,7950 ,SBI_
,4503 -,2750 ,8000 ,5731
• 5000 -,_500 ,_030 ,$68E
,5506 -,2179 ,8075 ,5607
.5q97 -.18A3 .8130 ,5514
,6502 -.1650 ,8169 ,SAA8
.7003 -,1224 ,8232 ,5340
,7497 -,0862 ,8281 ,5257
.7_98 -,0_5_ *8339 *5186
,8503 -,0132 ,8302 ,_062
,qO00 ,0220 ,8447 ,4965
,9483 ,1012 ,88&3 ,4784
CD1 *00806 COCOR1 ,00791
C02 ,03838 COCOR2 *O07qS
CO3 ,00811 CDCOR3 .00786
CD4 ,00760 CDCOR4 *00740
C05 *00693 CDCOR5 ,00684
SPAN_ISE
X/C YIC CP PeL/PT MLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,3901 ,7816 ,6034
,150_ -.3333 -.4330 ,7757 ,6129
,1505 -,1667 -,4283 ,7770 .6107
,1505 0,0000 -,4255 ,7772 ,6;_4
.1505 .1667 -.4289 ,775B .6127
,1505 .3333 *,4284 ,776A ,6110
.150§ ,5000 -.4276 .7771 .6106
.4905 -,SO00 -,2391 ,8094 ,5642
.499S -,3333 -,2404 ,8052 .5645
,4905 -,1667 -,2394 *8049 ,5650
,499S 0,0000 -,2449 ,8038 .5669
,4995 ,1667 -,2419 ,8049 ,96_0
,4995 ,3333 -,2401 ,8052 ,5645
,4995 ,5000 -,2155 ,8085 ,5590
,7994 -,SO00 -.0517 ,8326 ,5179
,7994 -,3333 -.0556 ,8321 ,5186
,7994 -,1667 -,0514 ,8326 ,5178
,7994 0,0000 -,0483 ,8335 ,5163
,7994 ,1667 -,049_ ,8329 05173
,7994 ,3333 -.0491 ,8351 ,$169













XlC CP P,LIPT qL3C
0.0000 .6084 .9319 ,3187
,0135 ,762_ ,9547 ,2578
.02?I ,4007 ,9145 .3592
.3515 ._596 .8801 ._306
,0763 ,1133 ,858S ,4714
,1012 .0398 .8470 ,4924
.1503 -.0382 ,835Z .5133
,1994 -,0971 ,8265 .5284
.2501 -.1088 ._248 ,$313
,299_ -,1248 ,_2Z8 ,5347
,3499 -,1201 .8234 .5337
,3994 -,1193 ,8235 ,5336
,4496 -,1113 ,824b .53L7
.4997 -.1026 ,8259 ,5294
.5492 -*0824 ,8286 ,5248
,5994 -,0699 ,8307 .5211
.6495 -.0593 .8325 ,5179
.6996 -,0427 ,8353 ,5131
,7489 -,0221 ,8375 ,50qZ
.8003 .0009 .8407 .5035
,8500 ,0270 ,8450 ,A960
,8q93 .0630 ,8503 ,4864
,9489 ,1016 ,R559 ,4763
LO_ER SURFACE
XlC CP PeLIPT HLDC
0.0000 .60A4 .q310 .3187
• 0122 -1.2942 ,6470 ,8133
,0_51 -I,3406 ,6417 ,821_
.0510 -1,22_8 .658q .7950
,0755 -1,1116 .6764 .769_
.1000 -1.0366 ,6863 ,7530
,1504 -,0050 ,7057 .7230
,_004 -,4032 ,7210 .6993
• 2501 -.7030 .7361 ,6758
.3002 -,6234 ,7485 ,656_
,3_07 -,5529 ,7589 . ,6398
,4000 -,4933 ,7677 ,625?
.4503 -.4330 ,7766 ,61|5
,5000 -.3850 .7838 .5998
,5506 -,3337 ,7910 ,$880
.$997 -,2817 ,7991 .$746
,6502 -._463 ,8047 ,5654
.7003 -.1_11 .8132 ,5510
,7497 -,1409 ,8107 ,5400
.7098 -.0881 .8274 ,5_69
.$503 -.0383 .8357 ,5133
,qO00 .013_ ,8420 ,A996
,q403 ,i006 ,8557 ,4766
C01 ,00856 COCOR1 .00838
C_2 .00895 COCOR2 .008_6
CD3 ,00832 COCOR3 ,00804
C04 ,00799 COCOR4 .O0?SO
C05 ,00720 COCOR5 ,00710
SPAN_ISE
XlC _IC CP P_LIPT HLOC
,1505 -,5000 -.0492 ,8334 .5165
.1505 -.3333 -,0599 ,8318 ,51q3
,1505 -.1667 -,0598 ,8320 ,5389
,1505 0,0000 -,0382 ,8352 ,5133
,1505 ,1667 -,0571 ,8322 ,_185
• 1505 ,3333 -,0403 ,8347 ,514Z
.1503 .5000 -.0455 ,8341 .5151
.Aqgs -,5000 -.0936 ,8267 ,5280
,4995 -,3333 -.0972 ,8263 ,5267
,4995 -,166T -,0969 ,8265 ,5283
,4995 0,0000 -,1026 ,8259 ,5294
.4995 .1667 -,0980 ,8261 .5291
,4995 ,3333 -,0967 ,8264 ,_286
.4995 ,5000 -,0831 ,8286 ,5248
,?994 -.5000 -,0027 ,R403 .5043
,7994 -.3333 -,0050 ,8401 ,5047
,7994 -,1667 -.0005 ,8409 .5032
,7994 0,0000 ,0009 ,8407 .9035
,7894 ,1667 *0022 ,8A10 ,_030
,7994 ,3333 ,0045 _ ,8415 ,5022





xtc CP R_LIPT MLqC
0,0000 ,9605 .9845 .1493
,0135 ,4554 *9087 ,3720
._271 ,1754 ,868_ ,4537
,051_ -,0112 .83o6 .5056
,0763 -,1385 ,8213 ,5374
*I012 -,1_73 .81Z6 .5520
.1_03 -.2234 .80_7 ,558b
.1994 -.2570 ,8019 .5700
.2501 -,2A72 ._053 .5643
.29Q_ -,2470 ,8032 ,5678
.3499 -,230§ ,8083 ,5593
.3094 -,2145 ,8104 .5557
,44g6 -*1930 .8139 .5498
,A997 -,1772 ,8160 ,5463
,5492 -,1462 ,9187 ,5417
,_994 -,i_58 ,823_ .5336
,6495 -,1084 ,82A7 ,5316
.6996 -,0856 ,8284 .5252
,7489 -,0569 ,834_ .5146
,8003 -,OZS8 ,9377 ,5088
*8500 *0076 .8A28 .4q99
,8983 .0504 ,84_ ,4884
,_489 ,0_82 .0571 ,4740
PT 37,3174 PSI CN -.2165
TT 212,87_8 K CH .0002




_/C _P P_L/PT HLOC
0,0000 ,9605 .9845 .1Aq3
• 0122 -.5243 ,7619 .6351
,02_1 -,7118 ,7360 ,6?59
,0510 -,7683 ,7267 .6905
.0755 -,73_? ,?320 .6823
.1000 -,?238 ,732A ,6816
,150A -,6656 .7430 ,6648
,2004 -,6140 ,748A ,6S64
,2501 -.5483 ,?606 ,6371
.3002 -,4959 ,?659 ,6287
• 350? -,44_3 ,7761 *6182
,4000 --,4020 ,7827 ,6016
,4503 -.3532 ,790_ ,5893
,5000 -,31q2 ,79_0 ,_813
,5506 *,2762 ,?993 ,5744
,$997 -,2334 .80?5 ,5606
.6502 -,207_ ,8098 .556?
• 7003 -.1600 ,g173 .5442
• 749? -.1161 .8257 ,3207
,7998 -,06_0 ,8313 ,5201
,8_03 -,0262 ,R3?B ,50BE
• _000 ,0165 ,84A2 *4974
,0483 ,0906 ,8573 ,4736
C01 ,0_803 COCOR1 ,00780
CD_ ,00830 COCOR2 .00789
C03 ,00816 CDCOR3 .00787
C04 *00736 COCOR4 ,00736
CO_ ,00684 C DCDR5 ,00673
SPAHgISE
X/C fie CP P*L/PT HLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,2323 ,8054 ,5642
,1505 -,3333 -.2492 .8053 ,5643
,1505 -,1667 -,2340 ,8065 ,$623
,1505 0,0000 -,2234 ,8087 ,5586
,1S05 ,1667 -,2488 ,8029 ,5663
.1505 ,3333 -.2320 ,R07q ,$600
,1505 ,5000 -*2336 .8066 ,5622
,4985 -,_000 -,1647 ,8178 ,5434
,4995 -,3333 -.1683 ,8157 ,5460
,4995 -.1667 -,1721 ,8161 ,5462
,4995 0,0000 -,1772 ,8160 ,5463
,A995 ,1667 -.1710 .8167 ,5452
,4995 .3333 -,1601 ,8156 .5471
.A9q5 ,5000 -,1525 .8100 ,541Z
,7904 -,5000 -,0309 .8368 ,5105
,?994 -,3333 -,0321 ,0360 .5119
,7994 -.1667 -,0282 ,8376 ,5090
,7994 0.0000 *,0258 *R377 ,5088
,7904 .|667 -,0253 .8376 ,50gO
.?994 ,3333 -,0222 ,83?5 ,5003










XIC CP P)LIPT HLO_
0.0000 1.0564 ,9958 .0416
.0135 ,0456 ,8471 ,4921
.0271 -.2030 .8116 .5538
,0515 -.3289 ,7915 ,5872
,0763 -,A138 ,?CO2 .6056
.101_ -*A303 *7756 .6131
.1503 -,4200 .7758 .6079
.1994 -.4212 ,7770 .6107
,2501 -,3879 ,7842 .$992
,2999 -.3644 .7860 .5961
,3499 -.3316 .7920 *5864
.3994 -.3052 .7940 .5832
.4496 -.2724 .8009 .5717
.4997 -,2444 ,8043 *5661
*5492 --,2040 .8123 .$527
.8994 -.1761 ,8162 .5460
,6495 -,1519 ,5202 .5393
,6996 -,1214 .8280 ,5310
,7469 -,0868 ,8293 ,]Z]5
,8003 -*0493 ,5580 ,5136
.8500 -.0093 ,8401 .$046
,8993 ,0390 .8471 .4921







XlC CP PtLIPT _L_
0,0000 .9674 ,9856 ,1440
,0135 -,50_2 ,7663 ,6281
*0271 -.6760 .7416 ,667Z
.0515 -,7081 ,7364 .6753
.0763 -.7313 ,7329 .6807
,1012 -.7019 ,7373 ,6739
,1503 -.6321 .7467 ,6S91
,1994 -.5964 .7529 .6493
.2501 -.5340 .7620 .6349
.Z999 -,4004 ,7686 .6243
.3499 -,4415 ,7759 .6126
,3994 -.5969 .7525 *_019
.4496 -.3520 .78_7 ,5918
.4997 -,3114 .7952 ._811
.5492 -.2654 ,8003 ,$727
.599_ -,2294 ,807§ ,5606
,6A98 -.1951 ,8125 ,5523
.6996 -,1543 .8181 .5428
.7489 -,i139 .5241 ,5324
.8003 -*0690 .8310 .5206
.RSO0 -.0220 .5379 ,5056
.R993 ,0143 ,8465 .4957







_IC CP PtLIRT HLOC
0,0000 .6302 .9354 .3100
• 0135 -1,2153 .6615 .7911
• 0271 -1,2354 ,6_75 .7972
.0515 -1,1375 ,6720 ,7750
,0763 -1.0865 .6797 ,7631
• lO1Z -1.0032 ,6926 .7432
,1503 -.8596 .7137 .7107
.1994 -,7775 ,7251 ,6929
,2501 -.6650 ,7390 .6713
.2999 -,6133 .7506 .6829
,3499 -,5425 .7608 ,6367
.5994 -.4844 ,7697 ,6226
,A496 -.4264 ,7781 .6090
.4997 -.5758 ,7859 .5964
.5492 -.3208 .?947 ,5810
.5994 -,2751 ,8008 .5718
.6495 -.2334 .807] ,5610
.6996 -,1888 .8139 ,5499
,7489 -.1411 .8213 ,5373
.8005 -,0894 ,8286 .5245
,8500 -,0378 .8359 ,5120
.8993 .0270 .0458 .4945
• 9489 *0049 .R562 .4787
37,3084 PSI CH -.G139
212.8161 K C_ ,O00A




X/C CP PpLIPT ML_C
0.0000 1,0564 ,0988 ,0414
.0122 .0151 ,8455 ,4950
,0251 -.2298 ,807? .5603
.0510 -,3879 ,7827 .6016
.0755 -,4767 ,7783 ,6088
,1000 -.4544 ,7720 .6189
,1504 -,4574 .7752 .6169
,2004 -,4418 .7759 ,6158
,2501 -,8064 .7814 ,6036
,3002 -,5727 *7948 .5982
,3507 -.342_ .7904 ,8890
,4000 -,_33 .7928 .585_
.4503 -.2770 .8002 ,5728
,5000 -,2_20 ,8031 ,5680
.5506 -.2176 ,8102 .5561
,5997 -.1834 ,E151 .547_
.6502 -,1664 .8180 .5429
,7003 -.128Z .8244 ,5320
.7497 -.0889 ,8290 ,5240
,799R -.0478 .8352 ,5132
,8503 -.0125 .8397 ,5054
.9000 ,OZO? .8444 ,4970
.948] .1012 00S69 .4?44
37.2950 uSI Cq ,1936
212.7595 K CN ,0008




XlC CP PeLleT _LDC
0,0000 ,_674 .9856 ,1440
,0122 .4663 .9109 .3671
,0251 ,1736 .8677 ,4543
,0510 -.0589 ,8320 ,517_
,0755 -.14_I .8206 ,5386
,1000 -,2032 ,811] .55A0
.1504 -,2549 ,8030 ,5681
.2004 -.2723 ,8011 .5713
.2501 -.2651 .8010 ,569_
• 3002 -.2520 ,5041 .5663
.3507 -,2402 ,8059 ,_634
.4000 -.2225 .808A ,5591
,4503 -.1981 .8117 ,5537
,5000 -,181S ._14_ ._488
,5506 -,1603 ,8160 .5463
,5097 -.1355 ,8215 ,5370
,650_ -.1242 ,8230 .5344
.7003 -.0869 .8281 .P256
.74_7 -,0581 .8525 ,5181
,7998 -,0231 ,8379 ,50R6
• 8503 .OOA9 .841_ ,5015
,9000 ,0312 ,8458 .A_45
.9483 ,1035 ,8566 ,4750
37,3258 P5_ CH .3996
212,8180 K CM ,0014




XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 .6302 .9354 ,3100
.0122 ,7711 .9564 ,2527
.0251 .4919 ,9147 .358?
,0510 .2172 ,8730 ,4420
.0755 .0993 .8563 .4756
,1000 ,018] ,8445 ,A969
.150A -.0717 .8]09 ,5_07
.2004 -,1145 ,8240 .5327
.2501 -.1314 .8216 ,5369
.3002 -.1337 ,8219 ,5363
,3507 -,1342 .8216 .5568
,4000 -.1297 ,822A ,5354
,4503 -.I169 ,¢24_ ,53_4
.5000 -,1101 .8254 ,8504
,5506 -.09_0 .8277 ,5263
.5997 -,0501 ,8298 ,5227
.6502 -,0774 .R]05 ,5215
• 7003 -,0503 .8345 ._146
.7497 -.0_7_ .8381 ,5081
.7998 .0007 .8420 .5013
,_503 ,019] ,8444 ,4970
,9000 ,0394 .8476 .4912
,9483 ,1041 ,857_ .4732
67
CD1 ,00814 COCORI ,00798
C02 .00844 COC0_2 .00804
C03 .00824 CDCOR3 ,00792
C04 .00?56 CDCOR4 *00756
C05 ,00682 COCOR5 .006?4
SPAN_|SE
X_C Yl_ CP P.LIPT MLOC
.1505 -.SO00 -.3908 .7818 ,6035
,1508 -.3333 -.4500 .??77 ,6096
.1505 -.1667 -.82AE *?771 ,6_6
,1505 0,0000 -,4Z00 ,7788 .6079
.1505 .1667 -,4276 .7760 .6124
,1508 *3333 -.4241 ,7786 ,6082
,1505 ,5000 -,4251 .7771 ,6106
,4995 -.SO00 -,2386 .8088 .5635
,4995 -.3333 -.2369 .8049 .5650
.4995 -.1667 -.239B ,8061 .$630
.4995 0.0000 -,_444 ,8043 ,5661
.4995 .166? -.2413 ,8054 .5641
.4995 .3353 -,2371 .8049 .$650
.4995 ,5000 -.2161 .8097 .55?1
,7994 -.8000 -,0496 ,0331 .5169
.7994 -.3333 -.0534 ,8339 ,5158
.7994 -,1667 -.0505 ,6347 .5141
,7994 0.0000 -.0493 ,8350 ,5136
.7994 *1667 -,0473 ,8335 .5163
07994 ,3333 -,0459 .8350 .5136
.7994 ,5000 -,0408 .8350 ,5137
C01 ,00825 COCOA1 ,00808
C02 .00059 CDCUR2 ,00020
C03 ,00843 COCOR3 ,00813
C04 .00806 C O_OR4 ,00703
C05 ,00702 CDCORS .00693
SPA_VTSE
XlC YIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
.1505 -*5000 -.5850 ,?536 ,6482
,1505 -*3333 -.6217 ,7489 ,6557
.1505 -.1667 -,6365 ,?A61 ,6601
,1505 0,0000 -.6321 *?46? ,6591
,1505 .lbb? -,63_4 ,?457 6608
• 1505 ,3333 -,6411 .7A60 ,6602
,1505 ,SO00 -,6198 ,7486 ,6S61
• 499S -*5000 -.299? ,7967 5?87
• 4995 -*3333 -.3031 .7966 .5788
.A995 -.1667 -.3066 .7948 5018
• 4995 0.0000 -,3114 ,79_2 .5811
.4995 ,1667 -,3065 .?956 8804
• 4995 .3333 **3046 ,?964 .5792
• 4995 .5000 -,2?94 ,?989 _S?50
,7994 -,5000 -,0607 ,8314 ,$200
,7q94 -,3333 -.0718 .8295 $233
.?994 -,1667 -.0711 .0312 .$203
• 7994 0.0000 **0690 ,0310 .$206
.7994 .1667 *.0683 ,R314 ,5199
• 7994 .3333 -.0663 ,8303 ,$218
.7994 ,8000 -,0?0? ,8312 .5202
C01 ,00865 COCOR1 ,00848
C02 ,0089_ CDCOR2 ,00852
C03 .00870 COC3R3 ,OOE40
CD4 ,OOB30 COCOR4 .00810
C05 .00717 CDCOR5 ,00708
SPAH_SE
X/C YI¢ CP PeL/PT HLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -.?998 ,7231 .6961
,1505 -,3333 -,8422 .7164 .7065
,1508 -,1667 -,8643 .7129 .7118
.1505 0,0000 -.8596 ,7137 .7107
,1505 .1667 -.8671 ,7130 .7117
• 1505 *3333 -.8667 .7127 .7121
.1505 ,8000 -,0343 ,7174 ,?049
.4995 -*]000 -*3679 ,?865 .5934
.4995 -.33]3 -,3712 ,7863 .5956
.4998 -.1667 -.5719 *7858 .5968
,4995 0.0000 -,3758 ,?859 *3964
• 499§ .1667 -,3745 ,7885 .59?0
.4995 ,3333 -.3729 .7861 ,5961
• 4995 .$000 -,3408 *?904 .$889
.7994 -,5000 -*0946 *827? ,8264
• 7994 -.3333 -.0946 .8277 .5262
,7994 -.1667 *.0914 *82?9 .5260
• 7994 0,0000 -,0894 ,8286 .5248
• T99_ .1667 --.0891 .8_85 .$250
• 7994 ,3333 -,08?7 .82SR .$245















XIC CP F,LIPT HL_C
0,0000 ,05Z5 °8489 ,4890
,0135 -2.[353 ,$228 1.0086
.0271 -1.9836 .5661 .9708
,OSlS -1.6399 .5981 ,83_9
,0763 -i,4794 ,6216 ,8524
.1012 -1.3221 .6441 .0177
.1503 -1.0995 .6769 .7674
,Iqq4 -,9662 ,6978 ,7353
,2501 -,8352 .7163 _7067
,2999 -,7425 ,7305 .6R46
*3400 -*6499 *7448 *6621
,3994 -.S764 ,?566 ,6434
.4496 -,4Qq7 ,7666 *6275
,4997 -,44_4 ,7758 ,61Z8
.5492 -,3753 .7854 ,5973
,5994 -,3234 ,7028 ,5851
.6495 -.2720 .8011 .5713
,6996 -.219Z ,8090 *5582
,7489 -,1658 ,8171 ,5445
.8003 -.1057 .8254 .5303
.8500 -,0469 .8335 .5157
.8qq3 ,0107 ,P439 ,4979
.iTiq .0045 ,8552 ,4776
LOdER SURFACE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLO¢
0.0000 ,0525 ,8419 ,¢8q0
.0122 ,9568 ,9839 ,1523
,0251 ,7253 ,94_5 ,2?28
.0510 ,4468 *Q082 *3?30
,0755 ,3115 ,88_0 ,4150
.1000 .2137 .8731 .4441
,1504 ,0952 ,8552 ,4775
,2004 ,0303 o8461 ,4940
,2P01 -,0019 ,8407 .P036
,3002 -,0_28 ,_3?8 ,508?
,350T -,0358 ,8362 ,$115
,4000 -.0436 ,8357 ,5125
.4503 -,0366 .8357 ,51_4
.5000 -,0416 ,83S3 ,5131
.5506 -.036? .8358 .5122
,SgQ7 --,0274 *8369 ,510Z
,6502 -.0307 ,8370 .5101
,7003 -,0102 ,8401 ,5047
.7497 ,0055 ,8425 ,5003
,7998 ,02B? _8454 ,49_2
,8503 *0406 *8469 ,4925
.9000 ,0476 .8481 ,4905
,0485 ,1076 .es?I ,4741
C01 *00929 COCORI .00915
C02 ,OOqS? COCOR2 ,00917
C03 ,00919 COCOR3 .00|95
C04 .OOqZZ COCOR4 .OOiq3
COS *00759 CDCOR5 ,00753
SPANVISE
XIC YIC CP P,LIPT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -1.0329 ,6871 ,7817
• 1505 -,3333 -1,0745 ,68[0 ,7611
,1505 -.1667 -1,0989 ,6779 *?658
• 1505 0.0000 "1*0095 .6769 *76i4
• _505 *1667 -1.1064 .6762 .7685
• 1505 .3333 -1.1035 .6767 .7678
,1505 ,5000 -1.0706 ,6821 ,7594
.4995 -,5000 -,4509 ,7782 *6089
• 4995 -.3333 -,4348 ,7764 .6117
• 4990 -,1667 -,4373 .7761 .6122
• 4995 0,0000 -,6414 .7758 ,6128
• 4995 ,1667 -,4413 ,7767 ,6113
,4995 ,3333 -,4374 .7760 ,6124
• 4995 ,5000 -,4036 .7812 ,6040
• 7994 -.5000 -.1166 .8234 .8338
• ?994 -.3333 -.1127 ,8246 .3321
• 7994 -.1667 -,1098 ,8267 .5314
,7994 0,0000 -,105? .8254 ,$303
,7994 ,166? -.1060 ,8250 .5310
• ?994 .3333 -,1043 ,8256 ,$299
• 7994 ,5000 -,1108 ,8246 ,$317
TEST 119 PT 37.3171 PSI
RUN 46 TT 212,80EZ K







XlC CP _LIPT _L?C
0,0000 -.5688 .7557 .6448
,0135 -3.2807 ,3526 1,3170
,0271 -3._778 ,_406 1.3421
.0515 -1.8653 .5631 .9439
,0?63 -1.7900 .5731 ,9279
.1012 -1.5961 .5900 ,8874
,1503 -1.301_ ,6442 .8176
,1994 -1.1239 ,6?38 .7722
,2501 -,_585 *6979 ,7350
• 2_gq -.8455 .7176 *7046
.3499 -.7420 ,7326 .6812
• 3994 -,6484 .7456 ,6609
,4496 -.5652 ,7_59 ,6446
,4997 -.4918 .7658 .6288
,5492 -.4133 ,7773 .6103
.5994 -,3546 .7891 .5912
.6495 -.2987 .7972 .5778
,6996 -.2387 ,8061 ,5630
,7489 -.1777 .8144 ,54QI
• 8003 -,1129 ,8235 .5335
,8500 -,0515 .R330 ,5172
,i993 .0181 .843Z .49_1
,1419 ,0024 .8540 ,4797
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP PwLIFT qLOC
0.0000 -,5688 ,7557 .6448
.0122 1,0422 ,996? .0691
.0251 ._82_ .9731 .1977
,0510 ,6221 .q340 .3135
• 0755 ,4775 ,9122 .3643
•1000 .3T44 ,8QSQ ,_Q_O
,1504 .2377 .8756 ,4393
,2004 ,1552 ,8644 ,4605
.2501 .1105 .8575 .473_
,3002 ,0781 .8542 ,4794
.3507 ,0501 .84q9 ,4872
.4000 ,0353 .8471 ,4921
,4503 ,0285 ,8448 _4963
• 5000 ,0102 ,8426 ,5002
• 5506 .0198 ,8425 ,5003
• 5997 .0206 .8448 .4963
• 6502 ,0076 .8428 ,6999
• 7003 .0_21 ,8440 ,4961
,7497 *0315 .8456 .4948
,7098 ,0477 .8476 ,491_
• _503 .0495 ,8481 *_904
.9000 ,0467 ,0475 .4q1$
,4483 ,0900 ,8800 ,4?70
C01 .01129 COCOR1 ,OLIOS
C02 ,OllT2 CDCOR2 ,01137
C03 ,01094 COCOR3 ,01062
C04 .01060 CDCOR4 ,01020
COS ,00915 CDCOR5 .00899
5PAN_ISE
XFC ¥1C CP P*LIPT NLOC
.1500 -.5000 -1.2321 *6501 ,7948
• 1505 -*3333 -1,2826 .6528 .8045
• 1505 -.1667 -1.3048 ,6496 ,8093
• 1505 0.0000 -1.3019 ,6442 .8176
• 1505 .1667 -1,3062 ,6681 .8117
,150_ ,3333 -1.3106 .6486 *|I09
,150_ ,5000 -1,2810 .6031 .8039
,4998 -.5000 -,4740 *7695 .6229
.4905 -.3333 -.6874 .7667 .6273
.4995 -.1667 -.4885 ,7664 ,6279
,49q5 0,0000 -,49is ,7658 ,6288
,4995 .1667 -,4856 .7678 ,6237
,4095 ,3333 -,4873 ,?667 .6273
,499_ .5000 -,4_15 ,7710 .6190
.7904 -.5000 -,1460 .8197 .5400
.7994 -,3333 -.1307 .8226 *_351
,7996 -01667 -.1206 ,8249 .5312
• 7994 0.0000 -.1129 .8235 ,533_
.7996 .1667 -.1158 ,0242 ,5323
,7996 .3333 -.1130 ,825Z .5306







XlC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 -,8619 .7163 .7067
.0135 -3,5P17 ,3137 1,4013
,0_71 -3,?040 ._856 1.4672
• 0515 -3.4793 .3195 1,38_3
,0?63 -1,7063 ,5884 .9040
.I012 -1.6337 ,6032 ,8809
.1503 -1.3_61 .6438 ,8183
.|97_4 "1,I7]_ ,66 _I ,7809
,2501 -1.000A .6929 ,74_8
.2999 -.8761 .7125 ,7125
,3699 -.7567 ,7300 ,6854
,399_ -.6650 .7448 .66_1
,4696 -,5769 .7604 .6375
,4997 -,5052 ,7710 .6205
.5492 -.4254 .7812 .6041
,5994 -,3_71 ,7911 ._879
,6495 -,3016 ,7983 ,3760
.6996 -.2345 .8073 .5610
,7489 -.1748 .8165 ,5455
,8003 -.1107 ,628_ ,5254
.8500 -*0434 ,R370 ,_lO1
.8993 ,0100 ,8452 ,4955
,9489 ,0779 .8542 ,4793
PT 37.3162 PSI CN ,8767
TT Z1_,8343 K CH *0388




XlC CP P_LIPT qLOC
0.0000 -.8619 ,7163 ,?067
• 0122 1.0555 ,9988 .0422
.0251 .0341 .9806 .1683
,0510 .6885 .9436 .Z888
.0755 .5419 ,_224 .3413
,i000 ,4364 ,90?? .3?40
• 1504 .2_8 .8865 ,4179
.2004 ,2042 ,872) .4456
• 2501 .1509 .8641 .4610
,3002 ,1142 ,859_ .4701
.3507 ,08?8 ,8552 .4??_
• 4000 ,065_ .8526 .482Z
.4503 ,0565 .852q .4817
• 5000 ,0398 ,8506 .4860
,5506 ,034_ ,8488 .4892
• 5907 ,0371 ,8491 ,4887
• 6502 .0162 ,8452 ,4955
,7003 ,0308 ,846? ,4029
• 7497 ,0351 ,8476 .4913
.7998 ,0466 ,8512 .484?
,8503 .0492 .8507 .4858
,qO00 .03?6 ,8480 ,4006
.9483 ,0786 ,854) .4791
68
C01 ,01518 COCORI ,014q4
C02 .01598 CDCOR2 ,01560
CO3 .01487 COCOR3 .01455
C06 .01401 COCOR4 .01370
COS .01Z34 CDCOR5 *01216
SP&NN_SE
X/C YIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
*1805 -.$000 -1.2085 ,6513 .806?
*1505 -.3333 -[.3343 .6458 .8152
.1505 -.1667 -[.3617 *6430 .8195
.1505 0.0000 -[.3561 .6438 .8183
,1505 .1667 -1.3668 ,6412 .8222
,1505 .3333 -1.3636 .6414 .6219
.1505 .5000 -1.3423 .6458 .6151
,4995 -.5000 -,4873 ,7715 .6197
*4995 -*3333 -,4996 .7700 *6220
*4005 -.1667 -.4982 ,7694 *6230
,4905 0,0000 -.5052 .7710 .6205
,490_ ,1667 -.4980 ,7699 .6222
.4095 .3333 -.49?9 .?703 .6216
.4995 *5000 -,4613 .??49 .6143
,?994 -,5000 -,1563 ,8178 *5434
,7994 -,3333 *.1Z94 ._22Z ,5358
*?q94 -.1667 -.1204 .e236 ,$33B
.7994 0.0000 -.1107 ,8262 .5254
.7994 .1667 -.1022 ,8258 ,5295
,7904 .3333 *.1034 .9261 ,5291







XIC CP P,L/PT _LgC
0.0000 -1.1108 .6784 .7651
.0135 -3.7929 .ZBO0 _.4_1l
.0271 -3.9908 .2509 1.5566
,0515 -3,8716 *2636 1.52Z8
.0763 -2.2410 ,5100 1.0Z95
.1012 -1.5712 .b096 .8710
.1503 -1.3739 .6405 .9233
,1994 -1.1919 .6655 .7849
.2501 -1.0226 .bql2 .7455
.2999 -.8990 .7091 .7193
.3499 -.7701 .7Z56 ,69_1
,3994 -.6800 .7397 .6701
.4496 -.5R97 .7547 .6464
.4997 -.5075 .7667 *6274
.5492 -.4Z58 .7789 .6078
.5994 -.3608 .?878 .5933
,6495 -*2089 .7965 .57_9
.6996 -.237A .8047 .5656
.7489 -.1753 .0145 .5488
,8003 -.1101 .8265 .5283
.|500 -,0522 .1351 .51Z3
.|gq3 ,0061 .8434 ,4967
,94i9 ,0576 _0511 .4890
PT 37.2049 PSI CN .9319
TT Z12.8856 K CM .OZ37




XIC CP P_LIPT _LO¢
0.0000 -1.1108 ,6724 .7651
.0122 1.0558 .9987 .0424
.0251 ,9688 .9859 .1426
• 0_10 .7398 .9515 .2670
• 0755 .5947 .9304 .3223
.i000 .4880 ,9147 ,3589
.1504 .5420 .8936 .4038
.2004 .2478 .8790 .6328
,2501 .1900 .8706 ,4488
.3002 ,1445 .8632 .4627
.3507 ,ll?A .8583 .4718
.4000 ,0887. .8544 .4790
.4503 .0744 .8532 .4812
.5000 .0572 .8505 .4861
.5506 .0514 ,8407 .4875
,5997 .0_66 .8482 .4903
.650E ,0261 .8450 .4960
.7003 .0329 .8452 .4956
,7697 ,0349 .8460 .4942
.7098 .0457 .8496 .4878
.8503 .0390 .8492 .A885
.9000 ,0248 .8462 ,493|
.9483 .0606 ,R81S ,4|4_
CD1 ,ozzq3 COCOfll .02265
CO2 ,02320 COCOR2 ,02282
C03 .02297 CDCOR3 .02261
C04 ,02042 C DCOR4 ,02006
CD5 .01890 CDCOR5 ,01850
SPANWISE
XIC YI_ CP PJLIPT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.3227 ,6446 ,8171
• 1505 -.3333 -1.3547 .6395 ,8248
• 1505 -.1667 -1.3662 .6394 .8250
,1_05 0.0000 -1,3739 .6405 ,8_3
• 1505 ,1667 -1.3805 .6360 .8303
,1505 .3333 -1.3885 ,6345 .8126
,1505 .5000 -1.3621 .6400 .0241
,4995 -.5000 -.4917 .7704 .6214
.4995 -.3333 -.5052 ,7694 .6231
.4995 -.1667 -,5031 .7685 .6244
• 4995 0.0000 -.5075 .7667 .6274
• 4995 .1667 -,5064 07683 .6249
04995 ,3333 -,5035 .7696 .6227
.4995 .5000 *,4671 ,7739 ,6189
.7994 -05000 -,2046 .8106 .5558
.7994 -.33_3 -.1466 ,6186 .5420
.7994 -,1667 -,1257 ,8221 .5359
• 7994 0.0000 -.1101 .8265 .5283
,7994 .1667 -,1061 ,8253 .5305
.7994 .3333 -.1101 .8241 .5326





XlC CP P;LIPT MLOC
0.0000 -1.2818 ,6510 ,8072
.0135 -3,9385 .2556 1,5444
.0271 -4.1170 .2283 1.6205
,0515 -3.9943 .2472 1.5667
,0763 -2,5116 ,4688 1.0989
,1012 -1.7373 ,5834 ,_118
.1503 -1.4053 .6317 ,8369
.1994 -1.2L25 .6623 ,7899
.2501 -I*0222 .6878 .7507
.2999 -.8935 ,70_8 .7132
.3499 -.7711 .7267 .6905
.3994 -.6729 .7415 .6673
.4496 -.5777 .7550 .6660
.4997 -,6996 ,7665 .6276
,5_92 -,_180 .7781 ,6090
,5994 -.3594 ,7885 .5920
.6495 -,2939 .7978 .5768
,6996 -.2604 .8054 .5642
.7489 -.1780 .8146 ,5687
.8003 -,1302 .8ZZ2 .5358
.8500 -.0_25 ,R282 ,52_5
,|993 -.0410 .8356 .51Zq
.9409 -.0011 .8418 ,5017
PT 37.2000 PSI Cq ,9649
TT ZI2,3Z84 K CH .0271




XIC CP P;LIPT qLOC
0.0000 -1.2818 .6510 .8072
.0122 1.0568 .99q8 ,0407
.0251 ,0918 .9892 ,1Z47
.0510 ,7768 .95?2 ,250_
.0755 .6300 ,935_ .3098
.1000 .5203 .q191 .3480
• 1_04 .3724 ,8968 ,3972
,2006 .276_ .8E32 ,424P
• Z501 ,2161 ,8730 .4443
.3002 ,1667 .866_ ,4566
,3507 ,1288 .8607 ,4675
,4000 .09_5 .8564 .4753
.4503 .0861 .8537 ,4fl02
05000 .0617 .8503 .4866
.5506 .0514 ,8484 .4898
• 5997 .0417 .8481 ,4904
,6502 .0236 .8450 ,4959
• 7003 ,0243 .8440 .4962
.7497 .0250 .8449 .4961
,7998 ,0282 .8457 .4946
• 8503 .0169 .6427 ,5000
,9000 -.0108 .8399 ,5051
.9403 *0223 .R41_ .495_
C01 003675 COCOR1 .03642
CD2 .03453 COCOR2 .03396
C03 .03333 COCOR3 .03290
C04 ,03324 CDCOR4 003285
C05 .02995 COC0_5 .02935
SPANWISE
XlC YIC CP P.LIPT MLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.3093 .6455 .8157
.1505 -.3333 -1.395? .6353 .8314
• 1505 -,1667 -1.3986 ,63A3 ,8329
• 1505 0.0000 -1,4053 .6317 *8369
• 1505 .1667 -1.5072 ,6159 ,8612
.1_05 .3333 -l.4698 .6243 ,84|3
.1505 .5000 -1.5565 .6108 .8691
,4995 -.5000 -.5008 *7669 .6271
.4995 -.3333 -.4973 .7678 06261
.4995 -.1667 -,A912 .76?7 ,6258
.4995 0.0000 -.4996 .7665 ,6276
.4995 .1667 -.4915 .7683 .6248
• 4995 .3333 -.4911 .7684 .6246
.4995 .5000 -.4539 .7733 .6169
.7994 -.§000 -._607 ,_023 .5694
,7994 -.3333 -,1812 ,8149 .548_
• 7994 -.1667 -.1432 .8207 .5383
.7994 0.0000 -.1302 .8222 .535R
.7994 ,1667 -.1284 ,0220 .5361
• 7994 .3333 -.1352 .821? .5366







XlC CP P*LIPT HL_C
0.0000 -1.433b .6303 .8390
.0135 -4.0425 .2437 1.5763
,OZT1 -4.0001 .2684 1.5636
.0515 -3.0532 .389Z I._437
.0763 -2;5069 ,4738 1.0904
.1012 -2,1598 .5244 1.0060
.1503 -1.5546 .6218 .86?6
.1994 -l,ZZ?2 .6607 ,7922
.2501 -1.0107 .6974 .7435
.2999 -.8707 .7151 07085
.3499 -*7448 ,7330 .6807
.3994 -,6529 ,7463 ,6597
.4496 -,5621 .78q8 ,6384
.4997 -,4476 .7700 .6221
.5492 -.4244 .7?97 ,6064
,5994 -.3614 ,7886 .5920
.6495 -,3168 .7953 ,5809
.6996 -.270b .8023 .5694
.7489 -.Z259 ,8101 ,5564
.8003 -.i_68 .81_4 .5473
.8500 -,1542 .8200 .5395
,8993 -.1217 .8265 ,5319
.9489 -.0981 ,8290 .5240
PT 37,2071 PS! CN .9?54
TT 212._169 K CK .0209




X/C CP P_L/PT _LOC
0.0000 -1.4336 .6303 .8390
.0122 1.0520 ,998_ *0507
.0251 1,0032 ,9909 ,1140
.0510 .7967 ,960) .2409
,0?55 .6567 ,9400 ,2983
.1000 .54_9 .9242 .3371
.1504 .397? ,901_ .38?9
.2004 .2_?9 .886b ,4179
,2501 .2306 ,8764 .4378
.3002 .t801 .8699 .4503
.3507 ,13_6 .8634 .4624
,4000 ,1043 ,8582 ,4?20
,4503 ,0887 ,8559 ,4?62
,5000 .0605 ,8812 .4848
.5506 .0421 ,8488 ,4892
,5997 ,0363 ,84?5 ,4914
.6502 .0038 .8428 .4998
.7003 .0046 .8431 .4994
.T697 .0010 .8435 .4g87
.7998 -,0012 ,8422 ,4998
,8503 -,0196 ,8399 .5050
.9000 m.0560 .8342 .5150
.9483 -,0402 .837_ .5092
ORIGINAL PAGE I_
OF P,©OR QUALITy 69
C01 .05574 COCOR1 ,0_816
C02 ,05809 COCOR2 .05748
C03 .05741 COCOR3 .056?0
C04 ,05424 C0¢0R4 ,05362
C05 .04680 CDCOR5 .04610
SPANdISE
X/C Y/C ,P P.L/PT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -L.3532 .6420 .8210
,1505 -.3333 -1.4852 .6241 ,8486
,1_05 -,L667 -1,565? ,6115 ,8681
,1505 0.0000 -I,5546 ,&118 ,86?6
.1505 .1667 -1,_465 .6134 *0652
.1505 .3333 -1.4916 .6231 .8501
,1505 .5000 -1.6166 .6044 .0791
.4995 -.5000 -.4631 .??SO ,6141
.4995 -,3333 *.5035 .7690 ,6236
.4995 -,1667 -.4906 ,7712 ,&202
,4995 0.0000 -,40?6 ,7700 ,622|
,4995 ,1667 -,4862 .7716 ,6196
,4995 .3333 -.4916 .?708 .6208
,4995 ,5000 -.4653 .7749 .6142
,7994 *.5000 -,3060 .79T4 ,S?T5
.7994 -,3333 -.2284 .8091 .5580
.7994 -.1667 -,2002 .8128 *SSl8
.?994 0,0000 -,1868 ,8154 .$473
.7994 ,L667 -.1926 .8141 ,S495
.7994 .3333 *.1985 ,8135 .5506















Xl: CP PpLIPT _LOC
0,0000 -1,4764 ,6201 ,B54B
.0135 -4.0179 ,Z422 1,5805
.0271 -3,7510 .2631 1.4734
,0515 -2,4518 ,4739 1,0902
,0763 -2,3199 ,4950 1,0544
• 1012 -2,02_2 .539_ .9820
• 1503 -_*4863 ,61_7 *G569
.1994 -1.1511 ,66_3 .7806
,2501 -,9618 ,6982 ,7346
• 2999 -,8204 ,7195 ,7016
• 3499 -,7098 ,7347 ,6779
• 3994 -,6296 ,7489 ,6557
,4496 -,5619 .7576 ._419
• 4997 -.5083 ,2643 ,63t2
• 5492 -.4596 ,7727 .6177
,5994 -,4166 .7789 ,6077
,6495 -,3831 .7844 ,5988
,6996 -.3486 .7900 ,5896
• 7489 -,3284 ,791Z ,SR77
• 8003 -,3006 ,7974 .5775
• 6500 -,268_ ,8014 .5709
,eqq3 -,2520 ,8028 .565b
• 9469 -,2319 ,8060 ,5619
LOdFR 5UEFACE
X/C CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 -1,4764 .6201 ,8548
,0122 1,0537 ,9984 ,0484
,02_i 1,0140 .9926 .1030
,0510 .8173 .9630 ,2326
,0755 .6753 ,9419 ,2933
,I000 .5614 .9249 ,3385
.1504 .4063 .9016 ,3872
.2004 ,3062 ,8068 ,4174
,2501 ,235Z ,8765 .4376
,3002 .1836 .8689 ,4521
• 3507 .1_68 ,8613 ,4664
,4000 .1060 .8579 .4725
,4503 .0772 ,8528 .4819
,SO00 .0454 .8472 ,4920
,5506 ,0293 .8456 .4948
.5997 ,0157 *§434 ,4987
,6502 -.016S ,_390 ,5066
,700_ -,0169 ,8393 ,5060
• 7497 -,0367 ,E349 ,5138
.7996 -.0366 ,8366 ,5109
,8503 -,0652 ,831? .5195
.9000 -.1207 ,8224 ,5354
,948_ -,1189 ,8236 .5333
C01 ,08906 CDCOR1 ,06830
CD2 ,09045 CDCOR2 .00963
CO3 ,08814 COCOR3 .00732
C04 ,06631 CDCOR4 ,00550
CO5 ,07444 CDCOR5 ,07365
SPANVZSE
XlC YlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -1.4717 .6212 ,0530
,1505 -.3333 -1,5815 ,6064 ,0760
,1505 -,1667 -1,4044 ,6320 .B365
.1505 0,0000 -1,4063 ,6187 ,6569
,1505 .1667 -1,4420 ,6267 ,8446
.1505 .3333 -1.3911 .6347 .8322
,L505 ,5000 -1,4986 ,6179 ,8581
,4995 -,$000 0,5Z06 ,7641 .6316
,4995 -,3333 -,5190 ,7648 .6305
• 4995 -,1667 -.5020 07667 ,6273
.4995 0.0000 -.5083 ,7643 ,6312
,4995 .1667 -,5041 ,7665 ,6Z77
,4995 ,3333 -,5216 ,7645 ,6309
,4995 ,5000 -.4835 ,7695 ,6229
.7994 -,5000 -*2864 07991 .5747
.7994 -,3333 -,Z860 ,7989 ,5750
.7994 -.1667 °.2884 ,7979 ,5767
,7994 0,0000 -,3006 ,7974 ,5775
,7994 ,1667 -,3002 ,7970 ,5781
.7994 .3333 -,3025 ,7965 ,5790








TABLE Xl. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.50






XlC CP _,L/PT _LOC
0,0000 1.0630 .99Q8 ,0169
,0135 ,0468 ,_489 .4893
*0271 -.1Q41 ,8182 ,5514
,0515 -.3230 ,7939 ,8835
,0763 -.41;3 ,7813 .6042
.1012 -.;37_ .7770 .6110
.1503 -,4273 ,7790 .6079
.[994 -,425_ .77_6 .6069
,2501 -.30[6 ,?840 .5908
,2gqq -,3723 ,7_77 .593?
.3499 -.3354 ,7079 .5852
,3q94 -,3107 ,7_70 .J784
,;496 -,2749 .8015 ,5700
t490? -,2497 *8053 .5646
,$492 -,2109 ,_110 ,5551
,5994 -.1825 .8155 .5474
.6495 -,15_3 ,81_7 ,5421
,6996 -.1761 .8233 .5342
.748_ -.0943 ,8279 .5263
.8003 -.0537 ,8333 *5169
._500 -.0150 ,8396 ,8059
,8993 .0384 .8;72 .4922
.9489 .0q25 ,6554 *4775
PT 38.1061 PSI CN -,0176
TT 161,3244 K CR ,O00S




XIC CP PeLleT _LOC
0,0000 1,0630 ,9098 ,0169
.0122 .0231 ,8453 ,;956
• 0251 -.2374 ,8067 .5622
,0510 -,4012 .7823 .6025
,0755 -.4398 .7775 .6108
.1000 -.;695 ,7722 .6i88
,1504 -.4726 ,7723 ,6_Q?
,2004 -.4520 ,7757 .6132
,2501 -,;163 ,7803 ,60S7
,3002 -,3638 ,7860 .5965
.3507 -,3508 .?008 ,58_7
.4000 -,3Z_q .;WSZ ,5_14
.4503 -,2834 ,8004 ,5720
.5000 -.Z601 .8038 .5672
,8506 -.2272 .8086 ,5592
.5097 -.1930 .R140 .5800
.6502 -,1721 .8166 ,5456
,7003 -.1321 .8224 .5357
.7497 -,0978 .8274 .8271
.7998 -*0825 .8335 ,5166
.8503 -,0202 .8389 .5070
.0000 ,0149 ,8437 ,4985
• 9483 .0969 .8560 .4763
C01 .00785 CDCOR1 .00772
C02 .00800 COCOR2 ,00766
C03 .00780 CDCOR3 .00757
C04 ,0078? CDCOR4 .00773
COS ,00703 CDCOR5 ,00692
5FANWISE
_lC Vie CP P_LIPT HLOC
.IS08 -.5000 -.3929 .7831 .6012
• 1508 -.3333 -.4213 .7795 .6071
.1505 -,1667 -,4330 .7782 ._oql
• 1508 0.0000 -.4273 .77_0 .6079
.1508 .1667 -.4337 .7771 .6110
.150S ,3333 -.4342 .7776 .6102
.1505 .SO00 -.4081 *?824 ,6024
.4995 -.$000 -,2489 .8052 .5649
,4995 -.3333 -.2434 .8058 .5638
,4995 -.1667 -.2440 *8048 .5685
,4995 0.0000 -.2497 *8053 .5646
.4445 .166? -,2462 *_056 .5642
.4995 .3333 -.2420 .0060 .5634
.4995 .5000 -.2154 .8090 .5504
,799_ -.5000 -.0561 .8335 .5165
.7994 -.3333 -.0595 .8327 ._179
,7994 -,1667 -,0536 ,8335 .5166
,7994 0.0000 -.0837 ,8333 .5169
.7994 .1667 -*0516 .8342 .51_4
.7994 .3333 -.0510 .8340 ,51_7





X/C CP P_LIPT ML3C
0.0000 .6131 ,7333 .3155
*013_ .7644 ,9_55 .2556
*0271 .4039 .9153 ,3577
,0515 .2637 ,8_I_ .4290
.0763 .112_ .8_90 ,4708
.1012 .0356 ,8_69 .4028
,1503 -.0_12 .8352 ,513b
.1994 -,1000 ,_2_4 .52_9
.2501 -*1117 .824_ .5320
.2999 -,1301 .R220 .5364
.3499 -.1251 .8238 ,5333
.3994 -.i765 ,8237 .5334
.4496 -,1142 ,8251 .5310
.;9q7 -.1090 .8260 ,5_95
._492 -.0_77 .8294 .5237
*5994 -.0767 .8314 .5202
.6495 -,06;9 .8328 .51?7
.b906 ".0468 .83_5 .5130
.7489 -.0262 .8387 .5073
,8003 -.0023 .84_9 .5000
.8500 ,0234 ,8460 .49;4
.8993 .0616 *_527 .4824
.9489 .0996 .8_72 .4741
PT 38.1122 _S! CN -.4352
TT 161.9455 K Cq .0001




_/C CP PeLIPT NLOC
0,0000 .6131 ,9338 .31_5
.0122 -1,2805 ,650q .8078
.0251 -1.3540 .6_08 .8_33
,0510 -1,2500 .6561 .7_98
.0755 -I.1284 ,6751 .7706
.1000 -1.0502 ,6854 .7548
,150_ -,9176 ,7041 ,7252
,200; -._110 .720; .7006
,2501 -,7105 ,7353 ,6774
,3002 -.6318 .7478 ,6506
.3507 -.5506 .7593 .6394
.4000 -.8037 .7679 .6257
.4503 -.4396 ,7769 .6113
,5000 -,3952 .7835 ,6005
,5506 -,3431 ,7916 ,5874
.5997 -,2923 ,?995 ,8743
,6502 -,2523 ,8051 .5651
• 7003 -.1984 .8|31 ,5516
.7497 -.1489 .8206 .5388
,7990 -.0943 .8293 *5238
• 0503 -,0459 .8357 .5126
,9000 .0043 ,8442 .4076
,9483 *0962 .0567 .47_1
C01 .00883 CDCOR1 .00838
C02 .00868 CDCOR2 .00840
C03 .00854 CDCOR3 ,00837
C04 *00806 COCDR4 .00795
C05 ,03724 CDCORS .00716
SPkNVISE
X/C YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
,1505 -.$000 -.0331 .8372 .5101
.1505 -,3333 -.0454 .8354 .5132
.1505 -,1667 -.0494 .8347 ,5145
.1505 0._000 -.0412 .8352 .$136
,1505 .1667 -.0445 ,8355 .5130
,1505 ,3333 -,0438 .0356 .5128
,1505 .SO00 -.0282 .8378 ,$089
,4995 -.5000 -.1022 .8269 .5279
.4995 -.3333 -,I048 .0271 ._277
,4995 -.1667 -.I040 ,8272 .5275
.4998 0.0000 -.1090 .8260 .5298
,4995 .1667 -,1035 .8267 .5283
,4995 .3333 -.1018 .8275 .$270
.4995 .5000 -.0880 ,0296 ,5233
.7994 -.5000 -.0060 ,0421 .5014
,7994 -.3333 -*0072 .8417 ,5021
.7994 -.1667 -*0024 .8425 .5007
.7_94 0,0000 -.0023 ,8429 ._000
.7094 .1667 ,0001 .B430 ,4998
.7994 .3333 .0028 .8432 ,4995





_IC CP P_LI_T _LOC
0.0000 1,0632 .9997 ,0204
,0135 .04;7 .8;_9 .4928
*0271 -,1_43 .8107 ,555_
*051_ -.3298 .7900 ,5899
*0763 -;4213 ,7765 ,6119
.1012 -.4375 ,77!9 ,6161
.1503 -,;292 ,7754 ,6138
.1994 -,4311 .7747 .6148
*2501 -.393; .7809 .6048
,2009 -,3721 ,7_43 ,5993
.349_ -.3365 .7898 ,5902
,3994 -.3111 .7934 .5844
.4496 -.2758 .79_0 ,5769
.4997 -.2532 .8018 .5705
,5492 -,2133 .807; .5611
.5994 -,1842 ,812; ,5527
.6499 -.1567 ,_170 ,5450
,6996 -,I230 ,82i6 .5371
,?489 -.0923 ,0261 ,5293
,8003 ",0527 ,83i5 ,5199
,8500 -'0117 .83?8 .5090
*8903 .038_ .8460 ,4943
.94_9 ,0935 ,0_37 ,4805
PT 38*1112 PSI CN -,014;
TT 161,9597 K CM ,0003




X/C CR P,L/P? qLOC
0,0000 1,0632 ,999? .0204
.0122 ,OZB5 .8448 ,4972
.0251 -.2294 ,8054 ,5644
,0510 -.3976 ,7798 .6069
,075S -,4385 ,7739 .6161
,i000 -,4626 ,??01 ,6222
,1504 -.4701 .7692 ,6236
,2004 -,4511 ,7717 ,6196
,2501 -.4143 ,7777 .6000
,3002 -,3793 .?832 ,6010
.3507 -.34?0 ,7883 .5928
,4000 -,3205 .?920 ,5867
,4503 -*2820 ,7970 *5?84
,5000 -.2577 .8006 ,5724
,5506 -,2272 ,8053 ,$646
,599? -.1018 ,8113 ,8546
,6502 -,1682 .8132 .8480
,7003 -,1277 .8210 .5381
,7497 -,0943 ,8258 .5299
.?998 -,0504 ,8319 .5103
.8503 -,0152 .8_?3 .5090
.9000 .0160 ,8427 ,5004
. ,9483 ,0988 ,8545 .4790
C01 ,00783 COCORl .00?73
C02 ,00790 CDCOR2 .007b6
C_3 .00797 C0C083 .00?76
C04 ,00765 COCOR4 *00754
CO_ ,00696 CDCOR5 ,00608
5PAH_ISE
X/C ¥/C CP P,L/PT RLOC
.1505 -,5000 -,3946 ,?804 .6057
,1505 -,3333 -.4205 .7?68 .6115
,I_05 -.1667 -,43?8 .7?37 ,6164
.1505 0.0000 -.4292 .?754 .6130
.1505 ,1667 -,4364 .7741 .6150
,1805 ,3333 -,4338 .7?48 .6147
.1505 ,5000 -,4112 .?7?8 .6099
.4995 -,5000 -,2487 ,8010 .5?04
,4095 -,3333 -,2473 ,8026 .5692
.4995 -.1667 -.2454 *8030 ,5605
,;098 0.0000 -,250Z ,0018 .5705
.4095 .1667 -,2480 ,B019 ,5702
,4005 ,3333 -*2464 ,0027 .5690
,4995 .5000 -,2178 ,8071 .5616
,7994 -.5000 -.0561 .0314 .5201
,7994 -.3883 -.0381 .8312 ,9205
.?994 -.1667 -,0520 .83_5 *5200
,?994 0.0000 -,052? .8315 ,5199
.799; .1667 -*0522 .8320 .5191
.7994 ,3333 -,0502 ,R324 ,9104
,7994 *5000 -,0512 .8318 ,5196











XIC CP P,L/PT MLOC
0.0000 .9710 .9861 ,1416
.0133 -.5081 .7649 .6305
.0271 -.6700 .7408 *6688
.3513 -.7131 ,7343 *6759
*0763 -,7404 ,7303 .6852
,1012 -,7144 ,7343 ,6789
,1503 -.6421 .7449 .6622
.1994 ".6036 .7510 ,6527
.250k -,5404 ,7605 ,6376
.2999 -*4882 .7672 .6270
,3499 -,4450 .7735 .6136
*3994 -.4016 .7816 .6037
.4696 -,3533 .7883 .5927
,4997 -.3168 .7950 ,5818
.5492 -.2697 ,8021 .5701
.5994 -.2332 .8074 ,5612
.6495 -.1990 ,8124 ,5328
,6996 -,1601 .8181 .3431
.7489 -.1201 ,8240 .3330
.8003 -*0733 ,8304 ,5220
.RSO0 -,0277 .8375 .3094
.8993 ,0318 ,8465 .4935





XlC CP P,L/PT NLOC
0.0000 .9710 .9861 .1416
*0122 ,4638 .9105 .3683
*0251 .1766 *86?3 .4554
.0510 -,0564 .8325 .5183
.0755 -o14A4 *_Lq3 .5409
,1000 -.Z082 .80_9 .5370
.1504 -.2634 .8015 .5709
*Z004 -.2774 .7q06 .3741
.2501 -.2702 ,8008 .5721
*3002 -.Z584 .8029 .5687
,3507 -.2425 *8036 .5642
,4000 -.2260 .B076 .560B
,4503 -,2007 ,8111 .3549
.5000 -,1863 .8143 ,3495
.5506 -.1648 .8176 .5439
.5997 -.1401 .8212 .337e
.6502 -.1252 ,8233 .5341
,7003 -,0928 .8281 .5239
,7497 "*0642 .0323 .5186
.7998 -,0270 .8373 .5098
.6503 -,000_ ,8416 .5023
.9000 ,0248 .8435 .4954
.94_3 .0909 .8570 ,4744
C01 ,00?87 Cl)COR1 .00773
C02 .00003 COCOR2 .00773
C03 *00792 C0¢0R3 .00772
C04 ,00771 CDCOR4 .00738
C03 .00698 COCOA3 .00688
SPAHW_SE
_IC YIC CP P,LIPT RLOC
.1503 -,3000 -.6031 ,7319 *6512
• 1305 -.3333 -.6328 .7473 :6506
• 1505 -.1667 -.6330 ,7444 .6_31
.1503 0,0000 -.6421 .7449 ,6622
.1505 .1667 -.6509 ,7448 ,6624
,1305 .3333 -.6469 *745Z *66L9
.L303 ,5000 -.6237 ,7487 .6563
.4995 -.5000 -.3036 .7962 .5797
.4995 -.3333 -.3122 ,7949 .3820
.4995 -.1667 -,3104 ,7948 .5021
.4995 0.0000 -.3160 .7950 ,5810
.4993 *1667 -,3139 ,7947 .5822
.4995 .3333 -.313] ,7947 ,3822
,4993 .5000 -.2752 .8000 .5734
.7994 -.5000 -,0716 .8309 .3211
.7984 -.3333 -.0766 .0298 .5229
• 7904 -.1667 -*0734 .0302 *5223
.7994 0.0000 -.0733 ,8304 .3220
.7994 .1667 -.0719 .8308 .5211
.7994 .3333 -.0704 .8308 ,3213





XIC CP PsLIPT _L_C
0.0000 .6363 .9365 .3073
,0135 -1.1R23 .6653 ,7836
*0271 -1,2378 ,6575 .7976
.0515 -1.1487 ,670_ ,7772
.0763 -1.0964 .6798 ,7634
.I012 -1.0124 .6908 .7464
.1503 -.8650 ,7128 .7124
.1994 -.7863 .7240 .6950
*2501 -*6892 .7391 ,6714
,2999 -,6218 ,7496 ,6548
.3499 -,5515 ,7600 .63_3
,3994 -,4818 .76_3 .6251
,4496 -.4327 .7774 ,6105
.4997 -.3839 ,7847 .59_6
.54¥Z -.3263 .7932 ,3846
,3994 -,7824 .8001 ,5733
,6493 -,2388 .8055 .5643
.6996 -.IQ_I .8124 .5527
*7489 -.1474 ,8189 o5417
.8003 -.09_7 ,_273 .5273
,8500 -,0407 ,_3_9 .3141
.8993 .0217 .P444 .4973
,9409 .0_11 ,8548 ,478_
PT 38.1167 PSr CN .4009
TT 161.8961 K CN .000_




XIC CP P#LIPT _LOC
0.0000 .6_63 .9365 ,307_
,0122 .7642 .9552 .2564
.0231 .4A97 .9145 ,35Q4
,0510 *Z178 .8740 ,4426
• 0755 .0091 .8569 ,4746
,1000 ,0147 .84_? ,4_85
.1504 -,07_8 *8ZQQ .5229
.2004 -.1240 .8228 ,3331
,2_01 -.1334 .821_ ,5_73
• 3002 -.1412 ,8210 ,5381
.3507 -.1413 ,8210 ,5_2
• 4000 -.1370 .8211 ,5379
.4303 -.1239 .82_3 *5342
,5000 -,1167 .8244 ,5323
.3506 -,1029 .8764 .5288
.589? -.0866 ,8292 ,5241
• 6502 -,0782 .8205 .523_
.7003 --.0508 .8_34 ,5168
• 7497 -*0316 ,8362 .31L7
.7998 .0009 ,8413 ,5029
,8503 .0199 .8439 ,4981
.9000 .0331 .8461 .4943
.9483 .1033 .8_66 ,4751
C01 .00827 COCOR1 ,00814
CD2 .00844 COC0_2 *00811
C03 .008Z0 C_0_3 .00198
C04 ,O08Lq COC0_4 .00|07
C03 .00714 CDCOR5 .00706
SPA_ISE
XlC TiC CP P,LIPT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -,_160 ,7205 ,7004
,1305 -.$333 -.8537 .71A7 ,7095
.1303 -.1667 -,8747 .7111 ,7151
• 1505 0,0000 -.8650 ,7128 .7124
• 1505 .1667 -.8?97 .7110 .7151
• 150_ .3333 -.3765 .7113 ,714S
.1505 *5000 -._466 ,7153 .7086
.4995 -.5000 -.3703 .7834 .3814
.4995 -,3333 -.3766 ,7055 .3073
.4995 -.1667 -.3792 .7850 .59el
.4993 0.0000 -.3339 .7847 ._986
.4995 ,1667 -.3804 .7840 .Sqq_
.4995 .3333 -.3709 .7852 .5979
.4993 .5000 -.3396 .7909 .5884
.7994 -.5000 -.0973 .8262 .5291
.7994 -,3333 -,0984 .8266 .5284
.7994 -.1667 -.0936 .8265 .Y286
,789_ 0.0000 -.0827 .8273 *5213
.7994 .L667 -,0926 ,8270 *327q
,7994 .3333 -.090B *8278 .9265





XlC CP P*LIPT HLOC
0.0000 .0565 .8505 ,4803
*0135 -Z.0749 ,3333 .9808
,0211 -1.g605 .5500 ,9638
*0515 -1.6530 ,3956 .8931
.07b3 -1._902 .6210 .8539
.1012 -1.3367 .6432 .819S
,1303 -1.1043 ,6770 .7676
,1994 -.9?24 .6970 .7368
.2501 -,83_5 ,715_ .7076
.2999 -.7461 .7297 .6861
.3499 -.6561 ,7441 .6635
.3994 -,5810 .7541 .6478
.4496 -.3061 .7650 .6304
.4997 -.4476 ,7738 .6163
,5492 -,3823 .7_36 .6005
.5994 -*3_68 .7926 ._856
.6495 -.2780 .?QO6 .3741
.6996 -.22_1 ._077 .5606
.7489 -.17_4 ,8139 ,5468
,8003 -,169_ ,8247 ,5317
,6300 -*0505 ._342 .3L5_
,8903 .0167 .8439 ,4982
.9489 .0921 .8549 .4784
PT 38,1L69 PSI CN .6100
Tr 162*0117 K CN ,0021




X/C C_ P_L/_T qLMC
0.0000 .056_ .8303 .4863
.0122 .9554 .9839 .1324
.0251 ,7235 .9494 .2733
.0510 .4493 ,qoR4 *3727
,0755 .3092 ,8879 ,4153
.1000 .Z122 ,8734 .4438
.1_04 ,0926 .8532 ,477?
.2004 .0Z63 ,8456 .4952
.Z501 -.0054 .8403 .2046
,300Z -.0243 .8374 ,5096
,3507 -.0394 .8358 .5125
,4000 -.04?4 *8338 .5139
.4503 -,0426 ._343 .5151
.2000 -.0470 .0337 ,5161
.5506 -.0415 .8345 .5147
,509? -,0305 ,8368 .5L08
*6302 -,0311 ,8364 ,3114
.7003 -.0114 .8393 .3063
.7497 ,0033 ,8418 ,5019
*7098 .0286 .8454 .4955
.8503 .04LI .84?8 ,4911
.9000 ,0448 ,8481 ,490?
.9483 ,1082 ,8573 ,4740
C01 .00892 COCOR1 .OOBTq
C02 .00915 COCOR2 .00886
C03 .00890 CDCOR3 .00872
C04 .00847 COCOR4 ,00836
C05 .03752 CDCOR5 .00?45
5PANW[SE
X/C YIC CP P, LtPT qLOC
.1305 -*5000 -1.0429 .6850 .7554
.1505 -.3333 -1,0809 .6816 ,?606
,1205 -.1667 -1.1047 .67b9 ,767_
• 1505 0.0000 -1.1043 .6?70 *?676
.1305 ,1667 -1.1160 .6741 .7721
,1503 ,3333 -1.1112 .6771 ,7673
.1303 .3000 -I,0505 ,6003 .7623
• 4995 -.5000 -.4300 .7?69 ,6112
• 4995 -.3333 -.4384 .776? .61!6
• 4895 -.166? -.4395 ,7?64 .61E0
.4995 0.0000 -.4476 .7738 .6163
.4905 ,1667 -.4436 .7749 ,614_
,4995 ,3333 -*4420 ,7?62 ,6125
.4995 ,5000 -*3966 *?82_ .6017
,7894 -*5000 -,L217 ,8236 .5336
• 7994 -.3533 -.1185 ,8241 ,5329
• 7894 -.1667 -.1146 .8246 .3320
.7984 0.0000 -.1098 ,824? .5317
.7994 ,1667 -,1102 .8253 ,5307
.7884 *3333 -.1061 ,8256 ,5302

















_lC CP P,LIPT _LOC
0,0000 -,5718 ,756_ ,6434
,0135 -3,2619 ,3596 1,3030
,0271 -3.3187 ,3505 1,3Z17
.0515 -2,0020 ,5454 ,_724
,076) -1.8Z10 ,57ZZ ,9Z99
,1012 -1,6240 ,6034 ,8810
.1503 -1,3158 .6482 ,8119
,1904 -i,1387 ,6738 ,7726
,2501 -,9727 ,7008 ,7315
._999 -,8_77 .7176 ,7049
,3499 -,7429 .7335 ,6803
.3994 -,6556 ,7454 ,6615
,4496 -,5710 ,759[ ,6397
,4997 -,5010 ,7699 ,6225
,5492 -,4262 ,7802 .6059
,5994 -.3618 ,7895 ,5908
,64Q5 -,3075 ,7973 ,57a0
,6996 -,2468 ,8070 ,5618
,74_9 -.1861 ,R146 ,$491
,6003 -,1212 ,9255 ,5304
.8500 -,0569 .8347 ,5143
,8993 ,0128 ,8457 ,4049
,q489 ,0879 ,0569 ,4746
LO_ER SURFACE
XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 -.5710 ,7568 ,6434
*0122 1,0441 ,9970 *0653
*0Z51 ,881Z .9759 ,1984
,0510 ,6566 .9351 .3108
*0755 .4836 ,9139 *3607
.1000 ,3747 ,8983 .3941
*1504 .2360 *8776 .4357
.ZOO4 .15_7 ,8650 ,4596
,2501 *1071 .8593 ,4703
.300Z .0740 .8546 .4789
.3507 .0519 .8507 .4859
.4000 .0335 .8474 ,4918
.4803 *0275 ,8473 ,4qzo
._000 .01_3 *8458 .4947
,5506 *0141 .8455 ,4959
.5997 .0186 .84_6 ,4900
*6502 *0076 .8438 ,4983
,?003 *0216 .8465 ,4935
.7497 *0305 .8467 *4_32
.7998 .0476 ,8504 ,4868
.8503 ,05Z7 .8509 ,48_6
.9000 ,0463 .8506 ,4861
,9483 .IO05 .8887 .4713
C01 ,01093 COCO81 ,01078
CO5 .01118 ¢0C08Z .OlOqO
CO3 ,01083 CDC083 *01063
C04 *00987 CDCOR4 *00973
CD5 .00867 CDCOR5 *00861
SPANW[SE
XlC YlC CP P_LIPT NLOC
.I_05 -.5000 -1,2391 ,6_96 ,7944
*1505 -,3333 -1.2842 ,656q ,7983
*1505 -.1667 -1,3130 ,6500 -8083
*1505 0,0000 -1,3158 .6485 ,8119
,1805 .1667 -1,3247 .6469 ,8139
,1505 ,3333 -1.3240 .6511 .8074
.1505 ,5000 -1.2916 ,6537 ,0035
.4995 -.5000 -.4835 ,7713 .6203
,4995 -,3333 -.4953 ,7692 .6537
.4995 -,1667 -.4940 ,7697 ,6Z29
,499_ 0.0000 -.5010 ,7699 ,6ZZ5
,4995 .1667 -,4g79 .7692 *6237
.4995 .3333 -,4969 .7680 .6541
.4995 ,5000 -.4480 ,7768 ,6119
,7994 -.5000 -*1538 .BZlO *$382
.7994 -.3333 -.1371 *8253 ,5358
,7994 -,1667 -.1271 ,8Z40 ,5330
,7994 0.0000 -,1215 .8258 ,5304
.7994 ,1667 -,IZZZ .8206 .8302
,7994 .3333 -*1161 ,0254 .8305





XI: C p P,LIPT qL3C
0,0000 -,8248 ,7lqO ,7043
• 0135 -3,5519 .3160 1,3Q64
• 0271 -3.6565 .29L9 1,45Z3
• 0515 -3,1813 ,3653 1,2914
,0763 -I.9727 ,5454 .97_4
,1012 -1,6128 ,5962 ,8_ZZ
• 1503 -1.3615 ,6360 ,8307
.1994 -I.1_24 ,6632 .7R89
• 2501 -I.0094 ,68_1 .74_9
,2999 -.8_50 ,7092 ,7195
.3499 -.7716 .7279 .6890
,3994 -.6773 ,7398 *6703
.4496 -,5R27 .7§25 ,6505
,4997 -.5083 ,7649 .6306
,5492 -,4316 ,7755 ,6135
.5994 -,3688 .7849 .5983
.6405 -.3073 .7940 .5834
• 6996 -*2462 .8020 ,5702
• 7489 -.1838 .8116 .5540
.8003 -,1193 .8218 .5367
,8500 -,0543 ,831_ ,519g
,8993 .0128 ,8433 ,499Z
,9489 ,0804 .8_25 *4027
PT 38,1Z13 PSI CN .878g
TT 16_.2604 K CM .0166




XlC CP P_LIPT NLO_
0.0000 -.8240 .7180 ,7043
*Ol_Z 1.0567 .9988 .0416
*0251 .936[ *0806 ,1675
*0_10 ,6869 .9435 .2892
*0755 .5456 .9518 .3458
.I000 ,4367 .9052 .37_7
,1504 ,Z909 *8838 ,4_35
,ZOO4 .ZOll ,870_ .4493
._501 ,1518 .8631 .4631
.3002 *1123 ,8574 ,47_7
,3507 ,0847 ,8548 ,47_5
.4000 .0595 .8498 .4875
,4503 ,054_ ,848_ .,4_05
.5000 .0404 .0470 ,4926
,5506 ,0326 ,8451 ,4060
.5997 .0305 .8448 ,4965
.650Z .0184 ,8428 ._000
.7003 ,0566 ,8431 .49_5
.7497 .0359 .8643 .4974
.7q98 .044_ ,8464 *4936
,8503 ,0449 ,8465 ,4935
,9000 ,0344 ,$465 .493_
,9483 *0845 *8_31 .4816
CO1 ,01561 COCOR1 ,01846
COZ *01585 COCOR5 ,01589
C03 *01512 CDCOR3 ,01493
CO4 ,01380 COCOR4 .0137I
CD5 .01239 COCOR5 ,01Z32
SPAHNISE
X/C YIC CP P_L/PT NLOC
• 1_05 -,5000 -1,583q ,6463 ,8148
• 1_05 -,3333 -1,3311 .6424 ,8508
,1505 -,1667 -1.3667 ,6383 .8270
,1_05 0.0000 -1.3615 ,6360 .8307
• 1_05 ,1667 -1.3630 ,6344 08331
,1505 .3333 -1.3706 ,6368 ,8299
,1505 .5000 -I.3520 ,6404 ,8239
,4995 -,5000 -.4953 ,767_ ,6264
,4995 -,3333 -*_057 .7648 .6307
.499_ -,1667 -,5073 .7657 ,6293
,6995 0,_000 ",5093 ,7649 .6306
,4995 ,1667 -,5081 .76§6 .659_
.4995 .3333 -.5065 ,7647 .6309
,4995 ,5000 -.4614 .TTZ$ ,6183
.7994 -,$000 -,1810 ,8142 ,5496
,7994 -,3333 ",1418 ,8201 .5396
• 7994 -.1667 -.1264 ,8225 ,5388
,7994 0.0000 -*I193 .8218 .9367
,7994 .1667 -.1157 ,8Z40 ,5330
,7994 ,3333 -.1130 ,8544 ,3353





XlC CP P,LIPT _L3C
0.0000 -1,1013 ,6802 ,7627
,0135 -3,7565 ._851 1.4690
.0271 -3.9369 ,2_7 1,3361
.3518 -3,3372 .3514 1.3200
,0763 -2.4658 ,4784 1,0829
• 1012 -1._074 .5754 ,9248
.1503 -1.3773 .6382 .8273
.1994 -1,1917 ,6658 ,7848
,2501 -1,0262 ,6910 .7465
.2999 -.80?0 .7098 .7171
,3699 -,7_00 .7Z7Z ,6900
.3994 -.6876 ,742? ,6657
,4496 -._950 ,7557 ,6452
,4997 -,5103 ,7677 ,6261
.5492 -*4427 .7785 .6087
.5994 -*369_ .7880 .§_32
.&495 -,3100 .7975 .5776
• 6996 -,2478 ,8064 ,5629
.7489 -,1843 ,8151 .5481
,8003 -.1Z03 ,8247 .5318
• 8500 -.0601 ,R331 ,5173
,8093 -.0048 ,8419 ,$017
,9409 ,0514 ,8501 .4871
PT 38.1166 PSI CN ,9365
TT 162.lg68 K CH .021_




X/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
0*0000 -1.1013 *6808 .7687
,01ZZ 1,0617 ,9996 .0240
,0551 .9703 ,9861 ,1416
,0510 *7442 ,9529 ,2633
.0755 ,6006 ,9315 .3197
.I000 ,4933 ,9156 ,3569
• 1504 *3387 .89_5 .4062
.Z004 ,2486 ,8792 .4326
,Z501 .1879 .8705 .4494
,3002 ,1478 .R644 *4608
,3507 .1121 ,8505 ,4705
• 4000 ,0868 ,8565 ,4754
• 4503 *0735 *8542 ,47_7
,5000 ,0542 .8519 ,4830
,5506 ,0431 ,84q9 *48?4
.5997 *0428 .8400 .4q_0
• 6502 ,0196 ,8461 .4943
• 7003 .0306 .8474 .4018
.7497 .0334 .8473 .4920
.7998 *0449 .8491 .4888
.8503 *03_7 .84?? ,4913
.9000 ,0184 .8449 ,4964
• 9483 ,0590 .8512 .4851
¢01 ,02369 COCORI ,02353
C02 ,02291 COCOR5 ,OZE68
C03 *02Z08 COCOR3 ,02190
C04 ,01985 CDCOR4 ,01987
COS ,01761 CDCOR5 ,01729
SP&NMISE
X/C Y/C CP P.L/PT WLOC
,150_ -.5000 -1*2920 ,6510 .8076
.1503 -,3333 -1.3425 .6432 .8196
• 1505 -.1667 -1.3699 *6386 .8266
• 1505 0,0000 -1,3773 .6382 *8273
• 1505 ,166T -1*3826 ,6377 .8281
• 150_ .3333 -1.3707 ,6378 *8276
.1505 .3000 -1.3762 .6377 *8281
• 4995 -,8000 -,8080 ,7664 *6282
• 4995 -,3333 -.5178 *7678 *626_
,4995 -.1667 -.5129 .7674 *6266
• 499_ 0.0000 -.$103 ,76T7 .6561
.409_ ,1667 -.8137 .765_ *6_95
,4993 ,3333 -.5152 .7678 ,6259
,499_ ,5000 -,4667 ,7742 .6157
,7994 -,_000 -,2437 .8064 *5628
,7994 -.3333 -,1625 .8207 ,5386
.7094 -,1667 -.1337 .0235 *5339
,7994 0.0000 -,1503 ,8247 .5318
.7994 .166T -.1177 .8250 .5312
,7994 .3333 -,1142 .8270 *_26_






XIC CP P,L/PT MLOC
0.0000 -1,269_ .6530 ,8045
.0135 -3.9215 .2610 1.5299
.OZTI -4.0916 .2362 [.$980
*0515 --2.9091 .3993 1.2249
.0763 -Z.6059 .A548 1.1236
.101Z -2.1050 .5313 ,9952
.1503 -1.4915 ,6226 ,3513
,1994 -1.2227 .6657 .7850
.250[ -1.0305 *6916 .7452
.2999 -,8963 .7109 .7154
.3499 -.7698 .7274 ,6898
,3994 -,6817 ,741& .6679
.4496 -.5B90 .7555 .6455
.4997 -.5105 .7660 ,6287
*5492 -.4373 .7767 .6115
.5994 -*3733 ,7884 *5926
.6495 -*)105 .7964 .5795
.6996 -.2_[0 ,8065 .5626
.7489 -.1984 ,8128 .5521
,8003 -.1422 .8218 .5368
,8900 -.0047 .82_3 .523P
.8993 -.0_62 ,8365 .5113
.9489 -,0086 *8412 ,§030
PT 38.1151 PSI CN ,9647
TT 162,7974 K CB ,02_4




X/C CP PpLIPT HLOC
0,0000 -1,2690 .6530 .8045
.0122 1.0586 .9992 .0348
,0251 ,9941 .9896 .1222
*0510 ,7719 .9568 .2518
,0755 .6347 ,9362 .3082
.1000 .525B ,9204 ,3460
.1504 ,3681 .89?2 .396A
.2004 ,2711 .8841 .4229
.2501 .2114 .8745 .4417
.3002 .1633 ,R672 .4556
.3507 .1287 .8609 .4672
.4000 .0965 .8568 .4749
.4503 .0814 .8546 .4?88
,5000 .0574 ,8904 .4865
.5506 .0436 .8482 .4904
.5997 *0373 *8488 ,4893
.6502 .0193 .8452 ,Aq58
,7003 *0207 .8465 .4935
,7497 *0166 ,8446 ,4968
.7998 ,0230 .8462 .4941
.850_ .0025 ,8445 .49?1
,9000 -,0148 .8411 .5031





XIC CP P,L/PT qLOC
0.0000 -1.4172 .6320 .8368
,0135 -).9796 .2447 1,5739
,0271 -4.0977 ,2169 1.6249
,0515 -2.8659 ,4079 1.2086
.0763 -2.4604 .4735 1.0912
.101Z -2.0951 ,5266 1,0027
*1503 -1.5856 ,6045 *_793
.1994 -1.2766 .6512 .8073
,2501 -1.0502 .6957 ,7542
.2999 -,8932 .7079 ,7200
.3499 -,7711 ,72_0 .6888
.3994 -,6711 .7404 .6694
,4A96 -.5851 .75_3 .6474
._997 -.5040 .7676 .6263
.5492 -.4345 .7755 .6133
*5994 -.3870 .7947 .5986
.6495 -,3288 ,7936 .5841
,6996 -.2793 ,7993 ,5747
.7489 -,2407 .8053 .5647
,8003 -.1942 .8113 .5546
,8500 -,1602 .8174 .5442
,8993 -.125A ._238 .5333
,9489 -.1030 .8263 .5289
PT 38.1149 PSI CN .9788
TT 162.6970 K CH .0190




XIC Co PaLIPT NL_C
0.0000 -h4172 .6320 .8368
• 0122 |*0595 ,9992 e0345
,0251 1.0061 ,9912 ,1127
.0510 .7973 .9596 ,2433
• 0755 .6561 ,g3qg .3011
,1000 .5466 ,9223 .3416
,1504 ,3930 .8997 .3912
.2004 ,2903 ,8846 .4219
,2501 ,2278 .8757 .ASQ4
.3002 .17_6 ,8678 ,454(
,3507 ,1347 .8622 .4649
,4000 .0975 ,8553 .4776
,4503 ,0778 ,8530 .4417
.5000 .0579 .8508 .4857
.5506 ,0388 ,8465 .4936
,5_97 .0225 .8454 .49_4
.6502 -,0050 .8415 ,502_
.7003 -.0004 ,8409 .5035
• 7497 -.0097 .8397 .5056
.7998 -.0035 .8398 ,8054
,8503 -.0257 .8375 .5096
.9000 -.0681 ,8323 .5186





XIC CP P;LIPT HL_C
0.0000 -1.4726 ,62Z2 ,B51g
,0135 -3,9406 .2550 1.9498
,0271 -3,0117 .3896 1,2435
.0515 -2.2654 ,5041 1.0397
,0763 -1_9335 ,5532 ,_600
.I012 -I,6916 ,5887 ,QOSQ
,1503 -1,4245 .6272 .9442
,1994 -1.1947 .6631 .7889
.2501 -1.0426 .6879 .7509
.2999 -.6852 .7104 ,7161
,3499 -,7850 ,7243 ,6945
,3994 -e7039 .7372 *6735
.4496 -,6296 ,7493 ,6554
,4997 -,5692 .7571 .6430
,5492 -.5023 ,7676 .6262
.5994 -,4672 ,7736 .6167
.6495 -.4116 ,7610 .6046
,6996 -,3a[Z .7_44 ,5991
,7489 -.3480 .7910 .5882
,8003 -,3261 .7945 ._821
.8500 -.2945 ,7973 .5779
,8993 -.2589 ,8047 .5656
,9489 -,2221 ._104 .5561
PT 38.1135 PS! CR .9443
TT 162,6618 K CH -.0107




XlC CP P*LIPT NLOC
0.0000 -1.4726 .6222 ,8519
• 0122 1.0575 .9989 ,0390
.0251 1.0136 .9923 ,10_2
,0510 .R149 .062R .2332
.0755 ,6748 ,9419 .2035
• I000 .5604 .9247 ,3360
.1504 ,4066 .9014 .3877
.Z004 ,3015 ,8862 .41P_
.2501 ,2342 .8770 .A368
.3002 .1790 .B685 ,_531
,3507 ,1342 .8613 .4665
,4000 .0944 .8562 .4760
,4503 .0746 .8535 .A808
.5000 .0425 .8480 .4907
.5506 .02)9 .B457 .4Q50
,5097 .0088 ,8440 .4081
.6502 -,0246 ,8385 ,507R
,7003 -.0305 .8378 .5089
.7497 -.0430 .8362 .5118
.7998 -.0486 ,8357 ,5126
.8503 -,0740 .8302 ,5222
.9000 -,1517 .8235 .5338
,94R3 -.1204 .8254 .5306
ORIGINAL PAGE I$
OF POOR QUALITy 75
C01 .03813 COCOR1 .03764
¢02 .O_?&5 CDCOR2 ,03711
C03 ,03489 CDCOR) ,03439
C04 ,02771 CDCOR4 ,02720
COS .02751 CDCDR5 .02696
SPANWISE
XlC YlC CP F.LIPT NLO¢
.1505 -.SO00 -1.2419 .6610 .7923
.1505 -,3333 -1,3301 ,6457 ,R157
,1505 -,1667 -1,4230 .6358 .8309
,1505 0.0000 -1.A915 .6226 .8_
.1505 .1667 -1.5350 .6179 .8586
.L505 .3333 -1.4266 .6314 .8377
,1505 .5000 -1.4109 .6376 ,8282
.4995 -.5000 -.5530 ,7612 .6365
.4995 -.3333 -.5079 .7660 .6273
.4995 -.1667 -.508[ .7666 .6278
.4995 0.0000 -.5105 ,7660 .6287
.4995 .1667 -.5093 ,7676 ,6262
.4995 .3333 -,4971 ,7685 .6248
.4905 .$000 -,4560 .7744 .6153
,7994 -.5000 -,3089 .7971 .5783
,7994 -.3333 -.2206 .S085 ,5592
,7994 -.1667 -.1535 .8220 ,5564
,7994 0.0000 -.1622 ,8218 ,536e
,7994 .1667 -,1333 .R230 ,5347
.7994 .3333 -.1216 ,8233 ,5342
,?994 ,5000 -.1230 .8265 .52R7
C01 .09794 CDCOR1 .09708
C02 .09685 C DCOR2 .09614
C03 ,04971 COCOR3 ,04909
CO4 ,03999 CDCOR4 ,03925
C05 ,04847 C OC_R5 ,04772
SPANWISE
_/C Y/C CP P,L/PT RLOC
,1509 -,9000 -1.1657 ,6709 *77?0
.1909 -,3333 -1.3240 ,6490 ,8107
,1909 -.1667 -1.4662 ,6250 *8475
,1909 0.0000 -1.9896 .6045 .6795
,1909 ,1667 -1,6338 ,6018 ,8839
,1505 ,3333 -1,9109 .6219 ,8530
• 1509 .9000 -1.4431 .6285 .8423
.4995 -_5000 -.5960 .7519 .6518
,4999 -,3333 -,9111 ,7648 .6308
.4999 -,1667 -,9046 ,7677 ,6261
.4995 0.0000 -,9040 ,76?6 *6263
• 4999 .1667 -,4976 *7663 .6284
.4995 .3333 -.4849 .7687 .6249
,4995 .9000 -*4633 ,7738 ,6163
• 7994 -,5000 -.3581 .?893 ,59|1
.7994 -.3333 -.2793 .8012 .5719
.7904 -.1667 -,2018 .8118 .593?
.7994 0*0000 -.1942 .8113 .5946
,7994 .1667 -.1840 .8151 .5481
,7994 .3333 -,1765 ,6164 ,9460
.7994 ,5000 -,1887 ,8138 .9504
C01 ,13516 CDCOR1 ,10437
C02 ,10130 COCOR2 .10032
CD3 ,09342 COCOR3 .09252
C04 ,07319 CDCOR4 .07231
C05 .06662 COCDR_ .065R3
5PAN_SE
_/C Y/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
.1509 -,9000 -1.1631 ,6694 ,7?93
.1909 -.3333 -1,2846 .AAg7 .SO,6
,1909 -,1667 -1,4069 .6334 ,R347
,1905 0.0000 -1,4249 ,6272 .0442
• 1505 .1667 -1.4956 .6200 .|553
,1909 ,3333 -1.3484 ,6402 ,8242
,1509 ,9000 -1,3774 ,6377 ,RESl
.4999 -,5000 -.5696 .7557 .6452
.4995 -.3333 -,5186 .76A8 ,6308
.4995 -,1667 -,5418 .7636 .632?
• 49_5 0,0000 -.5692 ,7971 ,6430
.4095 .1667 -,)427 .7)9? .6388
.4995 ,3333 -.5394 ,7617 ,6357
.4999 .9000 -.4743 .7735 .616R
.?994 -.9000 -,34A2 ,7g09 ,5884
.?994 -.)333 -.3313 .7928 .5R53
.7994 -,1667 -,3229 ,7945 .5825
,7994 0,0000 --,3261 ,7948 ,5821
.7994 ,1667 -.30R3 .7963 ,5796
.7994 ,3333 -.3238 .7939 *5835
,7994 *9000 **3208 ,794| .5R20
iI
TABLE XII. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.50







XIC CP PpL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1,0594 ,9993 ,0316
• 0135 ,0611 ,BSlq ,4842
.0271 -,1867 ,8146 ,5494
• 0515 -.3100 ,T939 ,5840
• 076) -.4169 ,7(OZ .6065
,I012 -,4313 ,T770 *6116
,1503 -.6_11 ,?783 ,6096
,1994 -.4_32 ,7786 ,b090
.ZSOI -,3900 ,7837 ,bOO?
,2qqq -,3689 ,7862 .5907
• 3699 -,3339 ,7917 ,5377
,3994 -,3081 ,7954 ,5816
• 4496 -,2743 ,8007 ,5728
,4997 -,2479 ,8048 ,5659
,5492 -,2110 .BI04 .5566
,5994 -.1814 .8145 ,5496
.6895 -,1556 ,_185 .5_ZB
• 6996 -,1243 ,8Z38 ,5338
,7489 -,0910 .8193 ,5243
• B003 -.0526 ,8356 .5133
,8500 -,0113 ,_417 ,5025
.8993 ,0398 .84d3 ,4908
• 9489 ,09Z8 *8559 ,4709
48,8642 PSI CK -*0196
134.8715 K CM ,0006




X/C Co PJL/PT qLoc
0.0000 1.0594 ,9995 ,0_16
,0122 ,0197 .84_8 ,4952
• 025_ -,24S5 ,806_ ,5_35
• 0510 -,4062 .7809 ,6052
.075_ --.4391 .7766 .6123
• i000 -,46_9 .7719 ,6199
,1504 -,4716 .7707 ,6217
.ZO0_ -,4526 ,7763 .6160
• 2501 -,41_7 ,7799 ,60bq
• 3002 -,3796 .T846 .5993
.350? -,3476 .7896 .5011
• 4000 -,3216 ,7934 ,5849
.6503 -.2839 ,7992 .5?52
,5000 -,2590 .8032 ,5687
• 5506 -.2277 .8079 .5608
.5997 -,1919 ,8130 .5582
,6502 -.1607 *6146 .5492
,7003 -,1302 .8129 .5353
,7497 -*0946 .8287 ,5253
.79_$ -,0495 .$360 ,5125
,8503 -,0170 ,8410 ,5057
,9000 .0102 .8440 ,4984
.9485 *0993 *8569 .4751
CD1 ,00789 COCOR1 ,00720
CD2 ,00735 COC082 *00714
CD3 .03772 COCOA3 .0076i
C04 ,O07Z6 COCOR4 ,00717
C05 ,00662 CDCOR5 .00651
SPkNd|SE
XlC YIC CP P*LIPT RLOC
.1505 -*5000 ".3920 .78_5 *5994
.1505 -,3333 -,4173 ,?812 .6048
• 1505 -.1667 -.4334 ,7784 ,_93
• 1505 0,0000 *.4211 .7783 .6096
.1505 .1667 -.4308 .7788 .6087
• 1§05 ,33_3 -.6286 ,7795 ,6075
,1505 .$000 *.4087 .78Z1 ,6034
.4995 -,5000 -.2615 .8064 *5632
.4995 -,3333 -.2409 .8068 .562?
.4995 -,1667 -.2412 .8062 ,5636
.499_ 0,0000 -*2479 .8048 *5659
.4995 .1667 "*Z465 ,8060 *5639
.4995 .33_3 -,2415 ,8067 .5628
• 4995 .5000 -.2094 ,8109 *5557
,7994 -.5000 -*0524 ,8341 ,5159
,7996 -,3333 -,0567 ,8336 .5168
,7994 -,1667 -.052Z ,8S39 .5_63
.7994 0,0000 -.0526 ,8356 ,5133
.7996 ,1667 -00488 ,8346 .5149
.7994 *3333 -.0684 ,8340 0_147





_/C CP P,L/PT ML_
0.0000 .6144 .9332 ,3158
• 0135 .7621 ,9547 ,Z§81
• 0Z71 ,4917 .9146 ,3595
• 0515 ,1644 ,8801 ,4311
• 0763 .1122 .8578 ,4735
• 101_ *0346 .8461 ,4947
,1503 -,0_24 ,8359 ,5127
,1994 -,1018 .8170 .5E82
• Z501 -,1144 *82_ .53_1
.8999 -,1299 .8225 ,5361
.3499 -.1284 .8222 ,5364
.399_ -,1254 .8Z32 .5348
• 6496 -.I138 ,8_42 .5331
.499? -.1075 ,8246 ,5314
.5691 -*0885 .8281 .5Z63
,5994 -,074_ .8300 ,5230
,649_ -.0669 .8312 .5210
.6996 -*0400 .8340 .5160
.76_9 -*0253 ._378 ,5096
.8003 -,0053 ,8610 ,5037
• 8500 *0_48 .94_4 .4977
.8993 .0623 .#5_ ,4368
• q_69 *0_62 .8552 ,4791
eT 48.8544 PSI CN -.4351
TT 134,8988 _ CR .0006




XIC CP P*L/PT _LOC
0,0000 ,6144 .9337 .3158
,0122 -1,2648 ,6519 .8068
*0251 -I,3654 .637? .828?
.0_i0 -1,2487 ,6536 ,8043
,0755 -1.1311 ,6722 .7757
.I000 -1.0484 .6863 ,7570
.I_06 -.91_? .7064 .72_9
.8004 -.8093 *7221 .6986
,150_ -.71_Z ,T358 .6771
,3002 -,6268 .7486 .6570
.3507 -.5615 .7577 .6_5
.4000 -.5021 *767_ ,b_74
,4503 -,4374 .7759 _6133
.5000 -,39_4 ,7820 .6035
.5506 -,3430 .?OOE .5901
,5997 -.2q22 .7976 ,5780
,650_ -,2657 .8015 ,5714
,7003 -,1983 .8113 ,55_1
,7497 -.1489 ,8194 .5413
,7098 -.0956 .8273 .5277
.8503 -,0468 ,8)38 .5165
,9000 -.0018 ,8409 ,50_9
.9483 .09_6 .85_ .6788
C01 .00791 COCOR1 ,00782
¢02 ,00783 CDCOR2 ,00763
C03 ,00776 COCOR3 .00764
C04 ,00759 CDCOR4 .00751
C05 .00685 CDCOR5 .00676
SP4N_ISE
XlC _IC CP P,LIPT RLOC
,1505 -.5000 "*0308 .8369 ._111
,1505 -,333_ -*04§8 ,8347 .5148
,1505 -.1667 -.0512 ,8357 .5165
• 1505 0.0000 -*0426 *8359 .5127
,1505 .1667 -,0493 .8341 ,5159
• 150_ ,3333 -.0477 .8345 *_152
• 150_ .5000 -.0311 ,8367 ,5112
.6995 -.5000 -*1072 ,8243 ,5330
,4995 -.3333 -o1043 .8245 .5329
,4995 -,16S7 -.1055 .8251 .5315
,4995 0,0000 -.I075 .8Z46 ,5324
• 499_ .1667 -,1040 ,024? ,5321
.4995 .3333 -*I009 ,8250 *$516
,4995 .5000 -.0887 .8276 ,5272
.7994 -*§000 ".0108 .8395 .5064
,T994 -,3353 -*0109 ,839T ,5060
.7994 -,1667 -.0057 .8406 .5045
.7994 0.0000 -.0033 ,8410 *5037
.7994 *1657 -,001_ ,0409 ,5039
,7994 ,3333 *0017 .8416 *5027





XlC CP PtLI_T %3C
0,0000 .9617 .9847 .1446
.0135 ,464_ .9109 ,3676
.0271 .1_68 ,8695 .4515
,0515 -,0073 ,8614 ,5031
.0763 -;1384 .8108 .53_9
.1011 -,1903 .8131 ,5519
.1503 -,228_ ,8076 ,_613
,1994 -,Z605 ,8036 .5679
.2501 -*Z483 .8050 ,5657
*2999 "*Z506 *q047 .5662
,3_q9 -._321 ,8072 ,5620
.3994 ",Z171 .8096 .5578
.6496 -.1901 .8124 .5531
,4997 -.1806 .8160 .5471
.5492 -,1503 ,8Z01 .5400
.5994 -.1301 .8228 .8355
,6495 -,1132 .8Z51 .5315
,bgqb -,0881 *6288 .5251
,7489 -,0611 ,8332 .5175
,8003 -,OZ91 .8371 ,5106
.8_00 ,0038 .8431 ,5000
.8993 *0404 ,84_Q *4896
*9489 *0935 *8554 .4777
Pr _S,8538 PSI C_ -,12_2
Tr 134.9582 K Cq ,0006




X/C CP P,L/_T _LOC
0,0000 .9617 .9_47 ,168&
,012_ -,5311 ,763E ,6338
*0851 -.7341 ,7326 .6821
.0510 -,T_95 .?255 ,6933
,075_ -,7604 ,7282 ,6891
.1000 -,7405 ,T31Z ,6863
.1504 -*6869 *7393 .6716
,2004 -*6256 *7495 *6555
,2501 -*5566 ,7592 ,6403
,3002 -,5019 .?6?3 ,62_E
,350? -*4526 *7744 .6158
*_000 -,4098 .7810 .6051
,4503 -,360? .7880 .5938
*5000 -,3264 *?944 ,5832
,550_ -,2829 ,800_ ,5731
,599? -,2410 ,8063 .5634
,6502 -,2227 ,8088 ,55q2
.TO0_ -,_6_0 ,817_ .544?
,7497 -.1228 ,8240 ,5334
,?998 -.0724 ,830? ,5719
,8503 -,0326 .837? ,_096
,9000 ,003? ,84_1 .5017
.9&83 *0964 .8559 .4769
77
¢01 ,OOTSO COCOR1 ,00?62
C02 ,0_756 C0C082 ,00?)9
C03 .00735 CDCOR3 .00?2S
C04 .007_6 COCOk4 .007_1
¢05 ,036?2 C OCQR5 .0066?
5Pk_VISE
Y/C Y/C CP P_L/PT RLOC
,150_ -,5000 -,2070 ,8104 ,5_66
*150_ -,3333 -*2278 .B081 .5604
.1505 -,1667 -*2360 ,806_ ,_631
.1505 0,0000 -,2264 .80T6 ,5613
,1505 ,1667 -*235? *B061 *5638
.1505 *3333 -.2331 .B0?3 .5617
,1505 ,5000 -,2165 ,B094 .5582
*4995 --*5000 -.1762 .8150 *3487
,4995 -.3333 -.1745 ,8153 ,5483
,4995 -.1667 -,1762 ,8152 ,5404
*4995 0,0000 -.1806 .9160 .$471
*4995 .1667 -,1767 ,8149 .5489
,499_ .3333 -,1733 ,81_5 ,5480
,4995 ,5000 -,1519 ,818_ .5423
,7994 -,SO00 -,032Z ,8362 ,5122
,7994 -*3333 -*0332 .8366 ,5115
*7994 -.1667 -,0296 ,8364 ,5118
,7994 0,0000 -.0891 .83T1 ,$I06
,7996 .1667 -.0260 .8371 ,5106
,7994 *3333 -.0265 ,8379 *5093









XI_ CP PpL/PT _LOC
0,0000 1.0615 ,9995 ,0Z65
.3135 ,0531 .8498 .4880
.0271 -.1982 .8114 .5548
,0515 -,3268 ,7927 ,5860
,0763 -,4183 .7788 ,b086
.1012 -,4364 ,7762 ,b130
.1503 -.4244 *7772 .6112
,1994 -.4262 ,7769 ,6117
,2501 -,3921 ,78Z5 .6027
,2999 -.3725 ,7855 .5977
,3499 -,3379 .7911 .5886
.3994 -,3101 ,7951 .58Z0
,4496 -,2757 .8002 *5736
.4997 -,2487 ,_044 ,5666
,5491 -,2102 ,8100 ,557Z
.5994 -,1?98 ,0152 ,5484
,6495 -,1559 .$177 ,544Z
,6996 -,1247 .8234 .5344
,7489 -,0025 ,8279 .5267
,8003 -,05Z6 ,2315 ,5169
,8500 -,0131 .8396 ,5062
.8993 ,0386 .8473 .4925
,9489 ,0929 ,8557 *4773
48,8570 P$! CN , -D0158
134.8841 K CM ,0009




XIC CP PpLIPT RLnC
0,0000 1,0615 ,9995 ,0265
,01Z2 .0313 .8465 .4a39
,0251 -.2392 .8053 .5651
.0510 -.4021 .7815 ,6043
,0755 -.4374 ,7760 .6132
,1000 -.4620 ,7723 .6192
.1504 -.4680 ,7707 .6218
.2004 -.4482 .7757 ,6170
,2501 -,4126 ,7795 .6076
.3002 -,3788 ,7846 ,5993
• 3507 -,3476 ,7897 ,8910
• 4000 -,3204 ,7936 .5845
,4503 -,2827 ,7992 ,8753
,5000 -,2573 .8031 .5607
.5506 -.2248 .8078 .5609
.5997 -.1881 ,8140 .5505
.6502 -.1789 ,8143 ,5500
.7003 -.1289 .82_8 ,5355
.7497 -,0945 ,8_76 .3272
.7998 -,0486 .8341 .5159
,8503 -.0171 .839o ,5o72
,9000 .0111 ,8432 .4998
.9483 .1002 ,8568 .4753
COl .00?23 COCOR1 .00715
CO2 ,00719 CDCOR2 ,00706
C03 .00720 COCOR3 .00711
C04 ,00713 CDCOR4 ,00709
COS ,00650 COCOR5 ,00643
SPAHWISE
XIC Y/C CP PeL/PT RLOC
,1505 -.5000 -,3931 .7835 .6011
.1505 -.3333 -,4184 ,T801 ,6066
.1505 -,1667 -.4347 .7762 .6_28
,1505 0.3000 -,4244 eTTT2 .611_
.1505 ,1667 -,4342 ,T774 ,6110
.1505 ,3333 -.4299 .7784 .6094
.1505 .5000 -.4124 .7796 ,6074
.4995 -.5000 ".2_28 .806Z ,5637
.4995 -.3333 -,2438 ,8058 .5643
,6995 -,1667 -,2413 ,8067 ._627
.4995 0,0000 -.2487 ,8044 .5666
.4995 .1667 -.2466 ,8056 ,5646
,4995 ,3333 -.2447 .8057 ,5645
,4995 .5000 -,2106 ,8113 ,5551
,7994 -,5000 -,0544 ,8339 ,8163
,7994 -.3333 -.0564 ,8338 .8164
,7994 -.1667 **0520 .8331 .5177
,7994 0,0000 -.0526 .0335 .5169
,7994 ,1667 -,0521 ,8342 .5157
.7994 ,3333 -,0493 ,8349 ,5146







PT 48,8552 PSI CH ,1905
TT 134.9386 K CM .0009




XlC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0,0000 ,9761 ,9867 .1384
,0135 -,4878 .7695 .6237
• 0E71 -.6683 .7421 ,6672
• 0515 -.7028 ,7366 .6759
,0763 -,7)72 .7320 ,6831
.101Z -.7092 ,7357 .6773
.1503 -,6374 .7476 ,6586
.1994 -.6025 .7520 ,6516
• 2501 -,5393 .7613 .6368
.2999 -.4058 .76_3 .6256
.3499 -.4427 ,7756 ,6139
.3994 -.4024 .?817 .6040
.4496 -,3544 ,7898 .5007
.4997 -,3171 .7947 .5_27
,5492 -.2713 *8025 .5699
.5994 -.2319 ,8081 .5605
,6495 -.1996 .81_2 .5536
.6996 -.1603 ,8180 ,5_36
,7489 -,IZ18 ,8238 ,5337
,8003 --,0750 ._311 ,5212
.8_00 -.0289 .8378 .5095
,8993 *0_93 ,8467 .493& .
,9489 .0898 ,8547 .4790
LOJER SURFACE
X/C CP PeLIPT _LflC
0.0000 ,9761 .9067 ,1384
.0122 .4596 .9102 .3692
.0251 .1728 .8673 ,4558
.0510 -.0709 .8308 .5217
• 0755 -*1500 .8194 .5414
.I000 -.2139 .8095 ,55RI
.1504 -,2693 ,8022 ,5703
,2004 -.2835 .7905 .5748
.2501 --1273 g '8008 ,$726
,3002 -.2586 ,8036 .5680"
,3507 -,2_31 .8053 ,5651
.4000 -.2311 .8072 ,5619
.4503 -.2046 .8120 ,5539
,5000 -,1891 .8137 ,5510
,5506 --,1677 .8178 ,5441
.5997 -.1393 .8218 ,5372
,650E -.1371 .8215 ,5378
.7003 -,0930 .8280 .5265
.7497 --.0656 ,8311 .5193
.7998 -,0266 .8383 .5086
,8503 -,0017 .8418 ,5023
.9000 .0175 ,8449 .496R
.9483 .0998 ,856E .4763
COl ,00738 COCOR1 ,00730
COZ ,03744 COCORZ ,00727
C03 ,00741 COCOR3 .00731
C04 ,007Z2 CDCDR4 ,00714
C05 ,00663 COCOR5 .00654
5PANVISE
XlC YI_ CP P,LIPT NLOC
,1505 *,5000 -,5849 ,7537 ,6489
.1505 -,3333 -,6237 ,7405 ,6555
.1505 -.1667 -,6482 .7456 .6618
,1505 0.0000 -,6374 .7476 ,6886
.1505 .1667 -,6501 .7440 .6643
,1505 .3333 -,6467 ,7461 ,6609
.1505 .5000 -,6231 ,7493 .6559
.4995 -,5000 -,3163 .7948 .8831
,4995 -,3333 -,3424 ,7949 ,5824
,4995 -,1667 -,3118 ,7948 .5825
.4995 0,0000 -.3171 .7947 .5827
,4995 .1667 -,3132 ,7949 .5824
,4995 ,3333 *,3110 07951 .5820
.4995 ,5000 -*2722 .8007 ,5728
.7994 -,5000 -,0726 .0308 .5216
,7994 -,3333 -.0619 ,8294 ,5241
.7994 -.1667 -,0750 ,8311 .5212
,7994 0.0000 -,0750 .8311 ,5212
.7994 ,1667 -*0719 .8310 .5214
,7994 ,3333 -.0733 .8306 .5219





XlC CP PsL/PT HLO_
0.0000 ,6395 ,9366 .3073
.0135 -1.1886 ,6643 .7_78
,0271 -I,2535 ,65_3 .8031
.0515 -1.1489 ,6703 .7765
,0763 -I,I005 ,6770 .7682
,1012 -1,013_ .6898 ,7501
.1503 -,_673 .7112 ,7155
.1994 -.?eb8 ,72Z0 ,6987
,2_01 -.6024 .7367 ._758
,2999 -,6260 .7464 .6605
.3499 -.5520 .7573 .6431
.3994 -.4938 *7658 *6296
• 4496 -,4317 .7?62 .6129
,4997 -,3861 ,7931 .6017
• 5492 -.3291 .7921 .5871
• 5994 -,ER30 ,?994 ,5750
• 6495 -.2423 ,8062 *5637
.b996 -.1047 ._125 .5530
,?489 -,1468 .B196 ,5409
,BOO3 -.0960 .BZGb .5290
,8500 -,0439 ,8345 ,5152
,8893 ,021Z ,8440 ,4984
.9489 ,0894 .8542 ,4800
PT 43.8624 PSI CN ,4017
TT 134,8296 K CN ,0009




X/C C_ P;L/PT _LgC
0,0000 *6395 *9366 *30?3
,012Z .?65? *9554 .2561
,0251 ,4876 ,9139 .3610
.0510 ,2179 .8739 ,4432
,0755 ,0073 ,8557 ,4773
.I000 ,0115 .8423 ,5015
• 1504 -,0813 ,8187 .5_53
,2004 -,1238 .8215 ,5377
,2501 -.1371 .8199 *5405
,300Z -,1399 ,8193 ,5415
,350? -,1395 ,8192 .5416
.4000 -.13_2 ,8102 .5416
,4503 -.1233 .8_23 .5363
• 5000 -,1190 ,8230 ,5351
.5506 -,1049 ,8255 .5308
,5097 --,0867 .828_ .5255
,650Z -,0916 ,8285 ,5256
• 7003 -,0526 .833? .$167
,?497 -.029b ,8371 ,5107
.79q8 -,O00Z *8409 ,8040
• 8503 .0183 ,8430 .4987
.9000 ,0Z86 ,8451 ,4965
.9483 ,1040 ,8564 .4760
C01 .00795 COCOR1 ,00784
C02 .0078B COCOR2 ,00763
C03 .0_775 COCOR3 .00761
CD4 .00755 COCOR4 ,00749
CO5 ,00683 C0¢0R5 ,006?3
SP&_VlSE
X/C _IC CP P*L/PT NLOC
.1505 -,5000 -,8030 .7205 ,7011
,1505 -,3333 -.6501 .7124 .?137
,1505 -.1667 -.8783 ,7090 ,7189
,1505 0.0000 -.8673 ,7112 ,T155
,1505 ,1667 -,8831 ,7085 ,7197
,1505 ,3333 -.8811 ,?077 ,7209
.1505 ,5000 -.8551 ,7125 ,?|35
.4895 -.5000 -,3803 ,7837 *6007
.4995 **3333 -.3803 ,7841 ,6000
,4995 -,1667 -,3820 .?842 ,6000
,4995 0,0000 -.3861 ,?831 ,6017
*49q5 ,1667 -,3836 ,7832 ,6015
.4995 ,3333 -,3815 ,7840 .6003
,4995 .5000 -,3376 .7908 .5891
.7984 -.0000 -,1012 .8261 ,5297
.7994 *.3333 -.1029 ,8256 .5306
,7994 -.1667 -*097? *8263 .0295
,7994 0,0000 -,0960 ,8266 ,5290
.7994 .1667 -.0968 ,8268 ,5286
,7994 ,3333 -.0939 ,02T0 ,5283






X/¢ C_ PpL/PT MtOC
0,0000 ,0?33 *q529 .4g_4
,0135 -2,0771 ._330 .9932
.3271 -1.9754 ,5490 ,9674
.0515 -1,6475 ,6008 .8858
,0T63 -1.4868 ,6240 ,_490
• 1012 -1.3290 .6454 .8169
.1503 -1,0985 ,6799 .7638
.1996 -.9721 .6971 .7374
,2501 -.8404 ,7168 ,7068
• Zq99 -.7451 .7307 .6852
,3499 -,6568 ,7440 .6642
,3994 -,5_29 ,7545 ,6_77
,4496 -.5004 .7655 .b301
• 499T -,4499 *?T_2 .6161
,5492 -,3835 ,7046 ,$994
,5996 -.3285 ,7925 ,5863
,6495 -,2820 ,7996 ,57_g
,6996 -,2266 ,8078 ,5609
,7489 -.1749 .8151 .5496
,8003 -,I157 ,_Z44 ,5326
,8500 -,0558 ,0339 ,5162
,8993 ,0141 ,$436 ,6992
.9_09 ,0R93 ,_550 .47_6
PT 6q.8600 PSl CH" ,6073
TT 134,8S99 K CH *80_1




_IC _P P_LIPT ML_C
0,0000 ,0733 ,8529 ,4824
*0122 .9521 ,9833 ,1554
,0251 .7195 ,96R8 ,2750
,0510 ,4452 ,9089 ,3720
,0755 ,3080 ,fl885 ,_i_6
.1000 .2105 ,8735 .4440
,1504 *0861 .8552 .4781
,2004 ,0198 .8446 ,407_
.2501 -.0113 ,8400 ,5054
.3002 -.0266 .8376 ,5097
,3507 -,0410 ,8355 ,5135
,4000 -*0§15 ,8337 ,5167
.4503 -,068S ,8341 ,5158
,5000 -,050_ ,B337 .5166
,5506 -.0466 ,8350 .5163
,5097 -*0327 .8366 .5115
*6502 -.0466 ,8345 ,5152
,7003 -,0146 ,8394 .5066
.7697 -,0004 ,8411 ,S035
.7¢98 ,0255 ,8454 ,4958
,8503 .0374 ,8677 ,4917
,0000 .0385 ,8472 .4926
,9483 ,1075 .85?7 ,4736
CDI ,00B52 COCORI ,00840
COE ,00|?0 COCOR2 *00846
003 _00638 COCOR3 ,00824
CD4 .00797 CDCOR4 .00790
CD5 ,00713 CDCOR5 .00706
5PANMISE
X/C Y/C CP PpL/PT RLOC
,1505 -,5000 -h0098 .6921 .7651
,1505 -,3333 -1,0734 ,6825 ,T597
,1505 -,1667 -1,1025 ,6786 ,7_2
,1505 0,0000 -1.0985 ,6799 ,7638
,1505 .1667 -1.1123 *bTb9 ,768_
,1505 ,3333 -1,1150 ,6764 .7693
,1505 ,5000 -1,0828 ,6813 ,7617
,6995 -,5000 -,6614 ,7770 ,6115
,4995 -.3333 -,4438 ,7770 ,6116
,4995 -,1667 -,4436 .?769 ,6119
,6995 0.0000 -,4499 ,7742 ,6161
.4095 .166T -,4457 *?766 *6126
,4995 ,3333 -,4449 ,7768 ,6119
,6995 .5000 -,3941 ,7661 ,6000
,7994 -,5000 -,1312 .6221 ,5366
,7996 -,3333 -,1291 .8233 ,5346
.7994 -,1667 -,116E .6246 ,5323
,7996 0,0000 -.1157 ,8264 *5326
,7994 ,1667 -,1131 ,8248 ,_320
,7994 ,3333 -,1162 .8255 ,5308





XIC CP PpLIPT HL3C
0.0000 -*S_54 .7600 .6389
*0135 -3,2466 *3633 1,2964
,0271 -3,2943 .3_I_ 1,3190
.0515 -2.0397 ,5603 *)%15
,0763 -1*822L .5735 ,92_6
,101_ -1.6133 ,6005 ,8863
,1503 -1.3116 ,6489 ,$116
,1994 -1,1335 ,6745 ,7722
,2501 -,9693 ,607§ .7367
,2999 -,8528 .7147 .7101
,3699 -.7439 *73L4 ,6941
.3996 -,6608 .7643 ,6637
,4496 -,$730 ,7570 .6438
,4997 -,5038 ,7674 .6270
.5492 -.4523 ,7787 .60_8
.5994 -,3690 ,7868 ,5056
,6495 -,3113 ,7_59 .5807
.6996 -,2551 .8035 .5679
,7689 -,1046 ,_131 .5S20
,8003 -,1276 ,8223 ,5364
,8500 -.0610 .83Z2 .5192
.8993 ,0124 ,8429 ,5006
.9409 ,0865 ,8543 *4798
PT 49.8611 PSI CN .7009
TT 134.9484 K CN *0080




XIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0,0000 -.5554 .7600 ,6780
*0122 1.0432 .9969 .0666
.0251 ,8786 ,9723 ,2007
.0510 ,6246 ,9348 .3118
.0755 ,4791 .9135 ,3618
.1000 .3722 .8967 *3979
.1504 ,22_9 ,8766 .43_0
.2006 .1484 .8643 .4613
.2501 .I027 ,E56_ ,475_
.3002 .0717 .E522 ,4836
.3507 ,0479 *8490 ,4894
.6000 .0756 ,8660 ,4948
,4503 ,0209 .8451 _4964
,5000 .0124 .8440 ,4986
,5506 *0075 ,8437 .4088
.5_97 .0113 ,8434 ,69_5
.6502 -.0059 .8412 ,5033
,7003 ,0143 ,8637 ,4q89
,7697 .0_51 .8457 .6_53
,799B .0448 ,8680 ,4912
,8503 .0513 ,8690 ,6895
,9000 ,060_ ,8670 ,6930
,9483 ,0983 .8361 .4766
C01 ,01067 COCOR1 ,010Z5
C02 .01056 CDCOR2 *01029
CD3 ,01026 C DCDR3 ,01003
CD6 ,00948 COCOR4 ,00928
C05 ,036_1 COCOR5 ,00056
SPANWISE
X/C YIC CP P, LIPT MLOC
.1505 -,5000 -I,1818 .66S6 ,7859
,1505 -,3333 -1,2656 ,6566 ,8028
,1505 -,1667 -1,3059 ,6676 ,8135
,1505 0,0000 -1,3118 .6489 ,8114
,1505 ,1667 -L,3226 ,6446 ,8161
,1505 ,3333 -1,3284 ,64_3 ,8171
,1505 .5000 -1,2960 .6491 .8112
,4995 -,5000 -,4956 ,7668 ,6281
,4995 -.3333 -*50Z6 ,7669 ,6279
,4995 -,1667 -,4992 ,?676 ,6267
.4905 0.0000 -,5038 ,7674 ,6270
,4995 .1667 -,4989 .7662 ,6289
,4995 ,3333 -,5006 ,7672 ,6Z76
,4095 ,5000 -.44T0 ,TT54 *6146
,7996 -,5000 -,1848 ,6152 ,5455
,7994 -,3333 -,1539 ,8193 ,5615
.7994 --,1667 -,1369 ,8209 ,5367
,7994 0.3000 -,1278 ,8223 ,5364
,7996 ,1667 -,1270 .8237 ,5339
.7996 ,3373 -,1226 ,8239 ,5335




PT 68.8595 #5I CN *8720
TT 136,8663 K CM ,0137




X/C CP P, LIPT NLO_
0,0000 -,@211 ,7195 ,7026
• 3135 -3.6_61 ._lgd 1,30_8
,0_71 -3,7318 .2950 1,4460
,0515 -2,TTTS ,4295 1,1606
• 0763 -1.9515 *5546 .9588
,1012 -1,6757 ,600? ,8859
.1503 -1.3629 .6404 .8246
,1994 -1,1813 .6666 .7842
• 2501 -1.0170 .6032 *7433
• 2999 -.8793 ,71_6 ,7136
• 3499 -,7723 ,T274 *6903
• 3994 -.6T84 ,7392 .6718
,4496 -,5904 *7535 .6493
• 499T -,5208 ,?669 .6311
• 5492 -,4418 .7758 .6135
• 5994 -*3756 .7040 *5990
,6495 -,3183 ,7942 .5835
,b996 -,_57 ,8086 .5_80
• 7609 -,ln98 .8126 ,5529
,E003 -,1273 ,E?2* ,5362
• 6500 -,0548 .832_ .51_1
.0993 ,0095 ,8436 ,6090
• 9489 ,0722 ,8528 .6825
LO_E_ SURFACE
X/C CP P_L/PT qL_C
0,0000 -.8_11 ,7195 .?026
• 01ZZ 1,0570 ,9988 .0417
,0251 ,93S2 ,9808 .1666
,0510 .6663 ,9438 ,2886
,0735 . .5465 ,9235 ,3391
.I000 ,6354 ,q070 ,3761
,1506 ,_471 .8868 ,4218
,Z004 .196b ,ETIS ,44?8
,2501 ,14_1 ,8650 ,4601
• $002 ,1192 ,0602 .4690
,3507 .0821 ,8S62 ,4800
• 4000 ,0586 ,8495 ,4886
• 4503 ,0497 ,8488 .4807
• 5000 .0339 .84?2 .492?
• 5506 ,0285 .8458 ,6952
• 599T ,0284 .8451 ,6964
• 6502 ,0063 ,8625 ,3011
• 7003 *0253 ,8454 ,4959
,7497 .0338 .8660 ,4949
• T99M ,0465 ,848? .4908
• 8503 ,052T ,6489 ,4896
• 9000 ,02_6 ,n666 ,693?
.0483 ,0795 ,8539 .4805
C01 ,01469 COCDR| ,01455
C02 ,01456 COCOR2 ,01433
C03 ,01438 COCOR3 ,01621
C04 *01259 COCOR4 *01250
C05 .01109 CDCOR5 ,01084
SPARMISE
X/C _C CP P;L/PT MLOC
,1505 -,5000 -1.2617 .6575 ,?983
.1505 -,3333 -1,3230 ,6469 .8145
.1505 -,166T -1.3508 .6392 ,8264
,1505 0.0000 -1.3629 .6404 .8246
,1505 ,1667 -1.3764 ,6373 *0290
.1505 ,3333 -1.3810 ,6382 .8279
,1505 ,5000 -1,3632 ,6403 ,R267
,6995 -,5000 -,5209 .7638 ,6329
,49q5 -.3333 -.5166 ,Tb46 .6315
,6995 -.166T -.S129 .7649 ,6311
,4995 0.0000 -.5208 ,7669 .6Sll
.4995 .1667 -,5157 .?666 ,6516
,4995 ,3333 -.5103 ,?656 ,6300
.4995 .5000 -.4599 ,7728 ,61R5
.7996 -,5000 -.1956 ,8131 ,$521
,7996 -,3333 -,1575 ,8178 .5441
.7994 -,1667 -,1342 .8217 ,5374
,7996 0,0000 -.1273 ,8224 ,5362
,7994 .1667 -,1248 ,8236 ,5362
,?994 .3333 -.1157 .8240 .5334
.7994 ,S000 -.1234 .|233 ,$366






X/C CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 -1,0414 ,6860 ,7544
• 0135 -3.7047 .2898 [.4§53
.0271 -3.9002 ,2614 1,5Z97
,0515 -2,9661 ,4036 1.2172
,076S -2.5430 .4647 1,1073
• 1012 -1,9476 *5508 ,9646
• [503 -1,3711 .6351 ,8326
.1994 -1,1947 ,5666 .7842
.2501 -1.0271 ,6904 ,7476
,2999 *.9037 .7104 ,7167
,3499 -.7835 .7283 .6889
,3994 -.6879 .73_6 .6713
.4496 -.5983 .7538 ,6_8
.4997 -,518E ,7638 ,6328
,$498 -,4424 .776[ .6131
.5994 -.3766 ,7852 .5983
.6495 -.3163 ,7953 .5816
• 6996 -,2534 ,5046 *$662
,7489 -,1923 .8136 .5512
,8003 -.1313 .8217 .5373
,8500 -.0704 ,8328 .5182
.8993 -.0017 .8416 .5027
,9489 ,0490 .8488 .4898
PT 46.8611 P$| CN .9314
TT [35.0111 K CN ,0205




XlC CP P#LIPT qLOC
0.0000 -1.0414 ,6860 .7544
.0122 1,0609 .9094 .026Q
• 0251 .9661 .9553 .1455
• 0510 ,7393 .9519 .2662
• 0755 ,5956 ,9304 .32Z7
.1000 ,_881 ,9140 ,3608
,1504 ,3338 .8905 .4106
.2004 .2431 ,8788 ,4336
,2501 ,1645 .8696 ,4_11
.3002 .1429 .5644 .4611
,3507 .1099 .5597 .4699
.4000 ,0625 .8540 ,4803
,4503 ,0693 ,8576 .4P28
.5000 ,0504 .8487 ,4900
,5506 .0410 .8479 .4914
.5907 .0361 .8467 ,49_6
.6502 .0119 ,8440 .4984
,7003 ,0267 ,8461 .4945
.7497 .0289 ,8464 ,4941
,7998 .0364 .8467 ,4935
.8503 ,0314 .8478 ,4916
,9000 .0126 .8437 .4989
,9483 .0553 ,8498 .4881
C01 .02396 CDCOR1 .02329
C02 .0Z281 CDCOR2 .0225[
C03 *0Z196 C DCOR3 .0Z167
C04 .01890 COCOR4 .01865
COS ,01691 COCOR5 ,01659
SPANVISE
XlC YlC CP P_LIPT _LOC
• 1505 -*$000 -1.Z426 .6584 .7969
.1505 -.3333 -1.3292 .6461 .8158
.1§05 -.[667 -[.3616 .6403 .qz4?
.1505 0.0000 -1.3711 .6351 .8326
.1505 ,1667 -1*3939 ,6360 ,8313
• 1503 .3333 -1.3933 .6366 ,8304
,1505 .5000 -1,3733 ,6386 .8Z74
,4995 -.5000 -,5403 ,76Z8 .6345
,4995 -,3333 -,5Z85 ,7626 ,6347
.4995 -,1667 -,5238 .7649 .6311
.4995 0,0000 -.5168 .7638 .63Z8
,4995 *[667 -,5197 ,7658 .6296
.4995 ,3333 -.5114 .7652 .6307
.4995 .5000 -.4677 .7732 ,6178
,7994 -.5000 -,2470 ,8050 .5657
.7994 -*3333 -*1793 08153 .5480
,7994 -,1667 -.1426 .8203 .5397
.7994 0,0000 -.1313 ,8217 .5373
,7994 ,1667 -,1195 ,8239 .5336
.7994 .3333 -.1140 .8252 .5314




PT 48,6552 PSI CH .9553
T7 135,0308 K CH .0230




Xl_ CP PtLt_T _L_C
0.0000 -1.2271 .6626 ,7904
• 0135 -3,7074 ._783 1,4865
.0271 -3.8_3[ .Z680 1.51_5
.0515 -2;9393 .4029 1.2189
,_763 -2,5786 ,4589 1.1173
• L012 -2,1409 .5_23 1,0105
,1503 -1.5352 ,6143 ,8649
.1994 -1.2298 .6636 ,7935
,250[ -1.0396 ,6_87 ,7503
.2999 -,9013 .7100 ,7174
.3499 -.7743 .7267 .6882
.3994 -,6816 .7416 .6661
,4496 -,5R60 .7549 ,6471
,4997 -,5138 .7667 .6281
.549Z -,4409 .7757 ,6L38
.5994 -.3706 .7658 .SQ74
.649_ -.3169 .7945 .5831
,6996 -._553 ,804_ .5656
.7489 -.2067 .8111 ,5554
,8003 -.1473 .B1_7 ,5407
• 3500 -.1044 ,5265 .5291
,8993 -.0678 ,8328 ,5181
,948Q --.0260 ,8357 ,5079
LO#ER SURFACE
XlC CP PeLIPT NLO:
0,0000 -1,2_71 ,6626 ,7904
.0122 1,0626 ,9997 ,0204
,0251 ,9870 ,9886 ,1283
.0510 .7639 .9551 .2570
*0755 ,6252 ,9347 .3120
.1000 .5152 .9161 .3516
.1504 .1641 ,8961 .3991
.2004 ,2612 ,8812 .42Q0
.2501 ,2019 .R724 .4461
.3002 ,1565 .8661 ,4580
,3507 .1215 .6610 .4676
,4000 .0881 .8555 .4776
.4503 .0733 ,8528 .4826
.5000 .0474 .8497 ,4882
.5506 .0323 ,8462 ,4945
,5897 .0275 .8452 .496S
,6502 -.0048 .5409 .5039
.7003 ,0115 ._443 .4978
.7497 ,0052 ,8426 .5010
,7998 .0179 .8443 ,4978
.8503 *0011 ,8422 .5017
.9000 -.0396 .8370 .5108
.0483 .0004 ,8426 .5009
C01 .04059 CDCORI .04016
C_2 ,03790 COCOR2 .03751
C03 .03512 CDCOR3 ,03480
CD4 *02821 COC094 .02777
C05 ,02803 COCOR5 .02748
SPAN_ISE
XlC YI: CP P_LIRT RLOC
,L505 *.5000 -1.2004 .6655 .7860
,1505 -.3333 -1,3234 ,6454 .8169
,1505 -.1667 -1,4589 .6253 .8478
• 1505 0.3000 -I,5352 .6143 .8649
,1505 .1667 -1,5836 ,6089 .6732
• 1505 ,3333 -1.5871 .6062 *8774
.1505 ,5000 -1,5437 .6127 .6672
• 4995 --.5000 -.5534 *7618 .6360
.4995 -.3333 -*5283 .7637 .6330
,4993 -.1667 -.5188 .7665 ,6283
• 4995 0.0000 -.5138 .7667 .6281
,4995 ,1667 -,5048 ,7690 ,6246
,4095 ,3333 -.5021 ,7676 ,6267
• 4995 .5000 -*4609 ,7751 ,6147
,7994 -.5000 -.3172 .7953 .5817
,7994 -.3333 -.2165 ,8106 ,5562
,7994 -,1667 -.1667 .8177 .5442
,7994 0,0000 -,1473 ,8197 ,5407
.7994 .1667 -.1458 ,8207 .5390
,7994 .3333 -.1417 .8217 .5374













_lC CP P,LIPT _LOC
0,0000 -1,2614 ,6520 .8066
.0135 -3.6589 .2984 1,4378
,0271 -2,9187 .4091 1.2072
,0515 -2.5L73 ,4650 1,1067
.0763 -2;2271 .5113 1.0286
*loiz -1._?6 ,5505 ,_650
,[5_ -1,5761 .6116 .8690
,|Q_4 -i.3023 .6498 ,6100
.2501 -1.0962 .6815 .7613
,2999 -._314 ,7049 ,7252
._4Q_ _.8020 ,7247 ,6945
,3994 -,6_71 ,7388 ,6724
,4496 -.6154 ,7522 ,6513
,4997 -.5400 ,7635 .6333
,_492 -,4712 ,7746 .6155
,5994 -.4162 .7808 ,6055
.6495 -._685 ,78_4 ,3931
.6996 -.3228 .7943 ,5833
,7489 -,2869 .5000 ,5740
,8003 -,2362 ,8063 ,5634
,8800 -,2082 ,6119 ,5540
,_993 -.1767 ,8165 ,5463
.0489 -,1463 ,8207 ,5_01
LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP P,L/_T qLOC
0,0000 -1,2814 ,6520 .8066
,0122 1*0613 ,9995 .0266
• 0251 ,9976 ,9901 .1195
.0510 .?840 .9580 .2482
,0755 ,6494 .9384 .3029
,1000 ,53?5 ,9222 .3422
,[504 ,3810 ,Eg95 .3919
.2004 ,2?73 ,_836 .4244
.250l ,2121 ,P744 .4422
,3002 ,1674 .86?4 *4555
,3507 ,12_5 ,6614 ,4668
,4000 ,0896 ,8555 ,4777
,4503 ,0709 .8535 .4813
• 5000 ,0403 .6491 .4893
,5506 ,0270 ,8477 .4_17
,5997 ,0155 ,8449 ,4967
,6502 -.0203 .8398 ,5059
.7003 -.0154 .8399 .5057
• ?49? -,0227 ,P391 ,5071
,7098 -.0123 ,8399 .5056
• 8503 -.044Z .8362 .5123
,q000 -.0917 *82q0 ,5247
.9483 -.0701 ,8320 .5196
8O
CD1 ,07520 C0C0R1 ,07446
C02 .07293 CDCOR2 ,07185
C03 .06731 COCOR3 ,06675
C04 .04911 COCOR4 .04857
C05 ,04382 CDCOR5 ,04327
SPANVISE
X/C YIC CP P_L/PT qLOC
.1505 -*5000 -1.Z307 .6610 ,7829
.1505 -,3333 -1.4638 ,6257 ,8472
.1505 -,1667 -1.5756 .6117 .8689
.1505 0.0000 -1.5761 .6116 *8690
.1505 ,1667 -1.6217 ,6032 .8820
.1505 .3333 -1.5918 .6066 ,8765
.1505 ,5000 -1.5858 .6102 .8713
,4995 -.5000 *.5639 .7618 *6360
.4095 -.3333 -.5320 .7655 *6302
*4995 -.1667 -.5Z60 .7660 .6293
.4995 0.0000 -.5400 .7635 *6333
.49q5 .1667 -.5340 ,7662 .6290
,4995 ,3333 -,5416 ,7641 .6324
.4905 .5000 -,4769 ,77S3 .6177
.7994 -.5000 -.3701 ,7884 ,5931
,7994 -.3333 -,2571 ,8061 ,5630
.7994 -.1667 -.2357 .8091 ,5588
,7994 0.0000 -,2382 ,8063 .5634
,7994 .1667 **2263 .O09b ,5579
,7994 ,3333 -,2310 ,8099 .55?3





- TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.50








X/C CP FtL/PT HLOC
0,0000 1.0625 .0996 ,0241
*0135 ,0270 .8455 .4965
.0271 -.2120 .5009 .5584
.0515 -.3453 .7097 .5920
,0763 -,4512 ,7740 ,6175
,|012 -,4544 .7726 ,6108
,1503 -,4373 ,7749 ,6160
,1994 -,4416 ,7752 ,6156
*2501 -,4072 ,7813 ,6057
,2999 -.3832 ,7849 .5998
,3499 -.3502 ,7909 ,$899
,3994 -.3224 .7944 ,5841
.4496 -,2630 .7993 ,5760
.4997 -.2590 .8031 .5697
,5492 -.2209 .e082 .5611
,5994 -,1907 ,8122 ,5545
,6495 -,1646 ,8165 ,5471
.6996 -,1347 ,8207 ,5400
,?489 -.1004 ,8256 ,5315
.8003 -,0584 .8314 ,5214
.8500 -.0201 ,0380 .50_8
,8993 ,0342 .R463 ,4951
,0409 ,0J35 ,0534 ,4822
PT 84,1614 PS1 CH ' -,0116
TT 121,6969 K CH ,0017




XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC
0,0000 1.0625 ,9996 ,0242
• 0122 ,0410 ,84?6 ,4927
• 0251 -.2449 ,5050 .566_
,0510 -,4019 ,7512 ,6057
,0755 -,4308 ,?T70 .6126
• 1000 -,4544 ,?726 ,6100
,1504 -,4716 ,7608 ,6243
,2004 -,4537 ,7734 .6185
,2501 -*4168 ,7799 ,6060
,3002 -,3827 .7850 ,590?
,3507 -,3535 ,7904 ,5907
,4000 -.3291 .7934 ,5_50
,4503 -,2891 .798_ .5773
,5000 -,266_ ,8020 .5725
.5506 -.2336 ,8063 ,5643
• 5997 -.2004 ,8107 .5569
,6502 -,1076 .8116 ,5554
.7003 -.1395 .RIO0 .5412
.7497 -.1040 ,52S0 ,5325
,7998 -.0567 ,8316 ,5210
,8503 -.0272 .8360 ,5117
.9000 -,004| ,8405 ,5055
.q483 *0922 ,8847 ,4790
C01 ,00684 CDCOR1 ,00667
C02 .00001 CDCOR2 ,00000
C03 .01519 CBCOR3 .01500
C04 ,00672 CD¢OR4 *00655
C05 ,00623 CDCOR5 *00601
SP&NVISE
_IC YIC CP P*LIPT HLOC
,1508 -,5000 -,4151 ,7775 .611R
.1505 -.3333 -.4367 .7755 .6151
.1505 -,1667 -,4608 .7721 .6_06
,1505 0,0000 -.4373 .7749 .616_
.2505 ,1667 -,4540 ,7717 .6213
,1505 ,3333 -,4549 ,7728 ,6195
,1505 ,5000 -,4345 ,7760 ,6142
,4995 -,8000 -,2683 .8015 ,5723
.4995 -,3333 -,2552 ,8054 ,5692
,4995 -,1667 -,2605 .8027 .5703
,4qqS 0.0000 -,2590 .8031 ,5697
,4995 ,1667 -*25?0 *8032 ,5695
.4995 .3333 -.2544 .8035 .8690
,4995 .5000 -.2157 ,8094 ,5591
,7994 -.SO00 -,0628 ,8320 ,S204
,7994 -,3333 -.0696 ,8314 .5215
,?994 -,1667 -,0630 ,8321 ,5202
.7994 0.0000 -,0584 ,8314 .5214
,7994 ,1667 -,0589 ,8326 ,8194
,7994 .333) -.0886 .8330 ,5186




PT 84,1381 PS! CN -.4385
TT 121,91_0 K CN .0021




X/: CP P.LIPT HLOC
0.0000 .5022 ,9310 .3217
,0135 ,7609 *9556 .2559
,0271 ,4937 ,9159 ,3S71
,0515 ,2565 ,8810 .4300
.0763 ,0993 ,8582 .4734
• 1012 ,0306 ,8482 ,4916
• 1503 -,0458 .8374 .5108
,1994 -.1033 ,8291 .5253
,2501 -.1161 ,8264 .$301
.2999 -,1350 ,8236 .5340
,3499 -.13L8 .8247 .5330
,3994 -.1296 .8256 .5314
,4496 -,1188 ,8271 .52_8
,4997 -,1108 .8277 ,5270
.5492 -.0R99 .830_ .5223
,5994 -.0783 .8320 .5204
,6495 -.0675 .8332 ,5183
,6996 -,0494 .8368 .5120
.?489 -,0294 ,8402 ,8059
.6003 -.0027 ,8434 .5003
,8500 ,0228 .8465 ,4947
,8993 *0636 ,65_9 .4832
.9489 .0J92 ,8579 ,4740
LOWER SUPFACE
XIC CP P,LIPT qLOC
0.0000 ,$922 .9310 ,3217
.0122 -1.2750 ,6572 ,8001
,0251 -1,3835 ,63o0 ,8282
,0510 -1,25_5 ,657_ ,7993
.0755 -1,1269 .6770 .7682
,1000 -1,0402 ,6910 ,7481
• 1504 -.9201 .7093 *7197
.2004 -.8156 ,7249 ,69_4
,2501 -.7144 ,7384 .6743
.3002 -,6315 ,7506 ,6550
,3507 -.5658 ,7611 ,63_2
,4000 -,5105 ,7700 .6240
,4503 -,4460 ,7793 ,6089
.5000 -.4002 .7852 .5092
,5506 -,3483 .7030 ,5864
,5997 -,2991 ,7995 .5757
.6502 -,2798 ,8019 ,5717
,7003 -,2066 .8137 ,5518
,7497 -,1578 ,8214 ,538?
,7098 -,1013 ,8289 ,5258
,8503 -,0545 ,8351 ,5150
.9000 -,0138 ,8415 .5037
,9483 ,0867 .8875 .4747
C01 ,00755 COCOR1 .00746
C02 ,00001 COCOR2 .00000
C03 ,01567 C0¢0R3 ,01554
C04 ,00706 COCOR4 .00699
COS ,00648 C DCOR5 ,00631
SPAHWISE
X/C YIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
• 1505 -.8000 -,0405 .8390 .5080
.1505 -,3333 -.0510 ,8368 ,8U9
.1805 -.1667 -,0600 .8349 ,5153
,1505 0.0000 -,0458 ,8374 ,5108
• 1805 ,166? -.0527 .8372 .511Z
• 1505 .3333 -.0554 .8362 .5130
.1505 ,5000 -.0364 .8384 .5092
,4995 -.5000 -.1145 ,8274 .5283
,4995 -.3333 -.1050 ,8262 ,5270
,4995 -.1667 -.1102 ,8273 ,5285
,4995 0,0000 -,1108 ,8277 .5279
• 4995 ,1667 -,1077 ,8204 ,5266
,4995 ,3333 -,1043 ,8283 ,5268
,4995 .5000 -,0861 ,8308 .5224
,7994 -.5000 -*0077 .8430 .5009
,7994 -.3333 -,0126 .8419 ,5029
.7994 -.1667 -*0057 .8420 ,5026
,7994 0.0000 -.0027 .8434 ,5003
.7994 .1667 -,0017 .8439 ,4993
,TOg4 ,3333 -,0006 .843T .4998













XIC CP P,L/PT MLOC
0.8000 .9512 ,9832 .1561
.0135 .4660 ,9122 .3653
,027i _IF_O ,8713 .4489
,0515 -.0100 ,8429 .5012
.0"63 -,i470 ,8227 .5364
• 1012 -,1905 .8155 .5488
.1503 -.2269 .8097 ,5587
,1994 -.2593 ,8044 .5675
.2501 -,2525 ,R057 ,5684
,2999 -,2504 ,8070 ,5631
,3499 -,2364 ,8089 .5600
,3994 -,2216 .8117 ,5560
.4496 -.1980 ,8151 .5494
,499T -,1_36 ,8173 ,5458
,$492 -.2528 ,_213 .5380
,5094 -.1327 .8253 .5320
,6495 -.1134 ,8289 .5258
.6996 -,0_00 ,8319 ,5205
• 7489 -,0623 ,8359 ,5136
.8003 -,0288 ,8407 .5051
• 0500 *0025 ,8450 ,4973
.R993 .0481 ,8516 ,4P54
.94Uq ,08?8 ,8576 ,4745
LONER SURFACF
X/C C_ P.L/PT NLqC
0.0000 .9512 .9832 ,1561
.0122 -.5527 .762? .6357
.0251 -.7573 .7323 .6538
.0510 -.8027 ,7269 ,6923
,0755 -,7640 ,?326 ,6833
• 1000 -,7346 ,7354 ,6789
,1504 -,6893 .7415 ,66q3
.Z004 -*6300 .?496 ,6565
,2501 -*5634 .7508 ,6403
,3002 -,5043 ,7608 ,6243
• 350? -,4601 .?760 ,6t42
,4000 -,4107 ,?823 ,6040
.4503 -,36?6 ,?903 .5909
.5000 -.3330 ,7953 ,582?
• _506 -,2903 ,8011 ,5731
,5997 -.24_9 .8083 ,5609
.6502 -.2366 ,8109 .5565
.7003 -,1714 ,8201 .5410
,?497 -.1288 .8262 ,5305
.7998 -,0?94 .8333 ,_181
,8503 -,0403 ,8388 ,5088
.9000 -,0101 .8431 .500?
,948_ ,0908 ,8580 .473?
82
C01 ,00685 COCOR1 ,00676
C02 .0_091 COCOR2 ,00000
C03 ,01412 COCOR3 ,01402
C04 ,00665 COCOR4 .00656
C05 .00611 COCOR5 .00599
SPAM_ISE
X/C Y/C CP P,L/PT RLOC
.1505 -,5000 -.2147 ,8136 .5520
.1505 -.3333 -.2298 .8117 .5552
,1505 -,1667 -.2447 ,8095 .5890
.1505 0,0000 -,2269 ,8097 .5587
,1505 .1667 -.2384 ,8101 .5579
,1505 ,3333 -,2403 ,8102 .5578
,1805 ,5000 -.2206 ,0130 ,5531
,499_ -.5000 -,1834 ,8174 .5456
,4995 -,3333 -,1773 ,8184 ,5438
,4995 *.1667 -.1821 .8108 ,5432
*4995 0.0000 -.1036 .0173 .5458
.4995 .1667 -,1809 .8180 ,8445
,4995 ,3333 -.1778 ,elS4 .5439
,4995 .5000 -.1471 .0238 ,5345
,7994 -.5000 -.0355 ,8397 ,5068
,7994 -*3333 -,0380 ,8399 .5065
,7994 -.1667 -.0337 .8398 ,5066
,7994 0.0000 -.0288 ,8407 ,S051
,7994 ,1667 -,0298 .0405 ,5054
.7994 *3333 -.0263 ,8416 ,5035







X/C CP P;L/?T ML_C
0.0000 1,0610 ,99Q5 ,0279
*0135 ,0456 ,0486 ,4909
,0271 -,|978 .q134 .552&
,0515 -.3304 ,7937 ,5852
.0763 -.4345 .7794 .6103
,1012 -.4417 ,7776 ,6117
,1503 -,4234 ,7815 .6053
,1994 -,4297 .7002 ,6074
.Z§01 -.3o71 .7_54 ,598Q
.ZQQQ -,3744 ,TARO ,5048
05499 -.3414 .7030 *5865
.3994 -.3133 ,7968 ,5502
,4496 -,2762 .8030 ,5696
.4997 -*2520 .8076 ,5622
.3492 -._133 ._124 ,5541
.5994 -,i_41 o$I_Z .5475
,6495 -,IS79 ,8199 ,5612
.6996 -.1273 .8246 .533Z
,7480 --*0935 *0294 *5249
,8003 -,0544 ,8353 ,5146
.0500 -.0066 .8416 ,5034
,0993 .0382 .8494 ,4912
,4489 ,0_b8 ,8555 ,47_4
PT 84,1240 eSt CH , -.0163
TT 121.9019 K CH .0017




XIC CP OpLIPT NL_C
0,0000 1,0610 ,9995 .0279
*0122 .0274 .8450 ,4950
.0251 -°2506 ,8056 ,5655
.0510 -.4082 ,7822 .6041
*0755 -.4313 ,7739 ,6095
.I000 -.454S ,7757 ,6147
.1504 -.4655 .7753 .6153
.2004 -,4493 .7773 .6121
.2501 -44124 ,7832 46025
.3002 -.3775 .7875 ,_953
.3507 -.3478 .7920 ._8nl
.4000 -,3237 .7953 .5827
.4503 -*2842 ,0018 ,5710
.5000 -.2617 ,8062 .5644
._506 -.2282 .0102 .5578
.5997 -.lq49 .0147 ,5502
,6502 -,1915 ,0150 ,5497
.7003 -.1328 ,023R ,5346
.7407 -.0978 *8200 .5260
,7998 -.0540 .8354 ,5145
.0503 -.0213 .0394 ,5073
.qO00 -.0006 .8427 .5014
*9403 .0446 .8_66 .4762
C01 ,00603 CDCOR1 .00673
CO2 0.00000 COCOR2 0.00000
C03 ,01386 00COR3 .01372
C04 *006?9 COCOA4 ,00660
COS .00614 CO¢ORS ,00602
SPANVISE
XIC YIC CP PpLIPT RLOC
.1505 -,5000 -.4020 ,7829 ,6031
.1505 -,3333 -.4265 .7744 ,6087
• 1505 -,1667 -,4472 .7756 .61Lq
• 1505 0,0000 -.4234 .7815 .6053
.1505 .1667 -.4430 .7769 ,6127
,1505 ,333t -,4455 ,7766 ,6133
.1505 ,5000 -,4234 *??91 ,6092
.4995 -.5000 -.2572 .8045 ,5674
,_gqs -43333 -*2451 .8060 .5634
,4495 -,1667 -.2519 .8051 .5664
• 499_ 0.0000 -,2525 ,8076 ,$622
.4995 ,1667 -.2_07 .8054 .5658
• 4943 .3333 -.2456 .8067 .5636
.4945 ,5000 -.2074 .8116 ,9553
.7994 -.5000 -.0569 .8339 ,5171
.799_ -,3333 -.0624 .8326 ,5144
• 7494 -*1667 -.0574 ,8_30 .5105
07994 000000 -.0844 ,0353 ,5146
• 7994 .1667 -.0538 .0343 ,5163
,7994 .3333 -,0511 .8343 ,5164




PT a4,2939 PSI CH .1961
TT 121,7023 K C_ .0005




XIC CP P,LIPT qLOC
0,0000 .9682 .9860 ,1421
• 0135 -._069 ,7696 .6246
.0271 -,6751 .7437 ,6699
.0515 -,7152 ,73_5 ,_740
.0763 -,7540 .7326 ,683_
.1012 -,?173 ,7187 ,6737
.IS03 -.6388 .7510 ,6542
.lO94 -.60_0 .7562 .6461
• 2501 -.5453 .7654 .6314
.2999 -.4092 .7724 ,6201
.3499 -.4403 ,7804 ,6071
.3994 -0&079 ,7BbO ,_Q7 O
.44q6 --.3567 .?q3S .5856
.4997 -.3237 ,7979 ,3783
.5492 -,2762 .80_9 .5668
.5994 -,2375 ,8102 .5577
,6495 -,2053 .0151 .5496
.6996 -,1677 ,_199 ,5413
,748_ -,1772 ,0230 .5346
.8003 -,0796 ,8309 ,5223
.8300 -,0300 ,83_5 ,5089
• 0993 *0263 ,8469 .4940
.9409 *0036 .8554 .4705
L_Ee SURFACE
X/C CP _LIPT qL_C
0.0000 .9682 .9860 .1421
.0122 ._572 .9110 .3679
• 0251 .1648 ,867§ ,4361
.o51o -.0_75 .8337 ,_174
.0755 -.1462 .0221 ._376
,I000 -.2026 ,0143 ._S09
.1504 -,26_6 ,8058 ,5652
• 2004 -.2_12 .8036 .5689
.2501 -,2697 .8056 ,5656.
.3002 -.2530 .80R2 .5611
.3507 -,2404 .8106 ,5573
.4000 -.2310 .8118 .55_1
.4503 -,2031 .01S9 ,54_2
• 5000 -.1902 ,8174 ,5456
,_506 -.1673 ,8207 ,5399
,5q97 -,1415 .8243 ,5338
.6S02 -.1469 *P236 .5350
.7003 -.095? .8304 ,5231
.7497 -.0670 .8327 .5191
,7998 -.02_1 ,0365 .500q
.0503 -,0018 ,8427 ,5015
,q000 ,OOqq .8444 ,4084
.9483 .0993 .8577 ,4743
C01 .00685 COCOR1 *00681
C02 0.03000 CDCOR2 0,00000
Cg3 ,01521 C_C0_$ ,01514
C04 .00666 CDCOR4 .00658
C05 ,03619 COCOR_ ,0060?
SPAHVISE
XlC YlC CP P.LIPT HLQC
*1505 -,3000 -.5970 ,7553 .6475
.1505 -.3333 -,6307 .7501 .6550
,1505 -.1667 -.6616 .7452 *6635
,1505 0.0000 -,6360 _7510 46542
,1505 ,1667 o,6621 .7457 ,6627
.1505 03333 -,6656 ,7449 *6639
.1505 ,SO00 -.6371 .7488 ,6577
,499S -.5000 -.3108 ,7436 .5854
.4995 -,3333 -,3152 07951 ,5829
.4995 -.1667 -.3207 ,7946 ,5839
.4495 0,0000 -.3237 .7979 ,5783
.4995 .1667 -._234 ,7947 ,5036
.4995 .3333 -.3184 .7947 .5837
,4995 ,SO00 -,2605 ,8023 ,3710
,7994 -,5000 -,0762 ,8_05 .5230
,7994 -,3333 -,0840 ,0280 ,5259
.7944 -*1667 -,0806 .8242 .5252
,7944 000000 -00796 .$30q .5223
.7994 .1667 -.0705 .8302 ,5236
.7994 ,3333 -.0??1 ,82q9 45241













XI_ CP P,LIPT qL_C
0,0000 .6236 ,9354 ,3109
.0135 -1.2193 ,6635 ,7903
,0271 -1,2672 ,656_ ,_015
._515 -1.1753 ,6699 .7805
,0763 -I,1219 .6766 .7702
• 1012 -1,0276 .6903 .7491
• 1503 -,8760 .7133 ,7134
• lqq4 -,79_5 .7257 ,6941
,2501 -,7017 .7401 ,6715
.2q99 -,6100 ,74_ *6577
,3499 -.5613 .7590 ,6415
.3994 -,5025 07679 .6273
.4406 -,43b_ ,77?4 .6120
,4997 -.3022 .7_41 ,bOll
._442 -,3347 .7933 .S_60
._994 -.2879 .?987 .5771
,649§ -,2481 ,0056 .5654
,6996 -*ZO19 ,812_ *_539
.7409 -,1555 ,81qq .5429
• 0003 -,1019 ,8272 .5287
.8500 *,0403 ,8350 .5151
,8993 ,0169 ,_449 .49?5
.0489 .0833 ,0543 ,4805
Ln_ER 5UOFACE
X/C CP P,L/PT _LO_
0.0000 .6256 ,9354 .310q
.0122 ,7680 .9564 ,2536
.0251 ,4807 ,9151 ,358?
• 0510 ,2211 ,875? ,4403
• 0755 ,1052 .8581 .4?35
.1000 ,0217 ,_456 ,49_3
.1504 -,0?94 .8311 ,_220
,Z004 -.1220 ,824q ,_326
.2_01 -.1333 ,8238 ,5346
• 3002 -.1336 .0224 ,53?0
,3507 -,1372 ,8219 ,$379
,4000 -,1380 ,8219 ._37q
,4503 -.1214 .0241 ,5340
.5000 -,1175 .8240 ,532Q
,5506 -,1029 .02?5 ,5201
,59q7 -,0866 .8286 .5262
,6_02 -,0¢03 ,82?? .52?q
.7003 -.0536 ,8345 ,5161
.7497 -.0329 ,0371 .5114
.7998 ,000_ ,8424 ,5020
.0_03 ,0183 ,P449 ,4476
.9000 .0207 ,0455 ,4965
.9483 ,1042 ,8574 ,4?48
83
CD1 ,00721 COCO_I *00707
C02 0.00000 CD¢082 0,00000
CO3 ,01551 CDCOR3 ,01033
CD4 ,00697 COCOR4 ,00603
CO5 ,00b34 CDCOR5 .0063?
SP4HVISE
X/C Y/C CR e,L/PT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -,6101 ,?2[7 .?003
.130_ -,3333 *,8867 .7174 .7071
,1505 -.1667 **0900 ,7117 ,7159
.1505 0.0000 -,0?69 ,713_ ,7134
• i505 .1667 -.8946 ,7104 ,7179
.1505 ,3333 -.6991 ,7111 *7168
.1503 .5000 -,0665 ,7152 ,7105
,4945 -,_000 -,3954 ,7835 ,6020
.4995 -.3333 -.3038 ,7860 ,5900
• 4995 -.1667 -,3885 .7861 ,_978
• 4995 0,0000 -.3922 ,7841 .6011
,4995 .1667 -,3919 .?840 .6011
• 4995 ,3333 -.3R60 ,7954 .5q40
• 4905 ,$000 -,3280 ,7050 *_832
4Tqq4 -,5000 -,0992 ,8285 *5265
• 7994 -,3333 -.1076 .8269 ._292
,?994 -,1667 -.1015 ,8274 .5284
,7994 0.0000 *.1019 ,02?5 ,_287
• 7994 ,1667 -.1005 .0283 ,_26q
• ?994 ,3333 -.1005 ,0280 ,_273







X/C CP P*L/PT qLQC
0,0000 ,0481 ,B499 ,4885
,0135 -2,1401 ,5273 1,0042
,0271 -2,0115 .5454 ,_749
,0515 -1.6922 *592Z ,9008
.0763 -1,5241 ,6179 ,8607
,lOlZ -1.3561 ,6417 ,8Z30
,1503 -1.1167 .6776 ,7687
,1994 -.987[ ,6967 07392
,2501 -,8537 ,7167 ,7081
.2999 -,7548 .731Z .6855
.3499 -.6680 .7431 .6669
.3994 -,5q33 .7548 .6483
.4496 -.5130 .7666 .6294
,4997 -.4691 .7748 .6162
.5492 -,3_[6 ,7848 .6000
.3994 -.3350 .7931 .5862
.6495 -e2854 *8004 .5742
,6096 -.2345 ,8082 ,56[1
.7489 -.1810 .8172 .5459
.8003 -.[178 ,8259 .5310
,8500 -,0599 .8333 ,_181
.8993 .0090 .8440 ,4991
.948q ,0831 ,8551 ,4790
PT 64.2921 P$Z CM ,6226
TT 121,98_2 _ CI ,OOZb




XIC CP P_LIPT _L_C
0,0000 .0461 ,8499 .4385
,0122 ,9591 ,9845 .1498
• 0251 .7254 .9499 .2724
,0510 .4546 ,9098 .3706
.0755 .3202 .8902 ,4118
,1000 ,2216 .8752 .4413
.1504 .0931 .8564 .4767
.2004 .0263 ._465 .4947
• 2501 -.0045 ,B422 .5024
.3002 -,0185 .8400 ,5063
,3507 -,0363 ,E367 .512[
.4000 -.0467 .8356 .5140
.4503 -.0424 .8362 ._129
.5000 -.0479 .8357 ._139
.5506 -.0414 .8365 .5124
.5997 0.0317 ,8380 .5099
,650Z -.0496 .8353 .5146
,7003 -.0140 .8408 .5049
,7497 .0011 .8439 .4993
.7998 *0298 .8476 *4927
.E503 .0384 .8478 ,4922
,qO00 ,0305 .0472 ,4934
.9483 .[065 .0586 .4726
C01 ,00779 COCOR1 ,00772
C02 0.0_000 CDC082 0000000
C03 .01754 COCOR3 .01742
C04 .00749 CDCOR4 .00737
CD5 *00680 COCOR5 ,00668
SPANUISE
_lC YlC CP P_LIPT qLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.0464 .6885 .7519
,1505 -.3333 01,0914 ,681S .T627
• 1505 -.1667 -[.1296 .6766 ._702
,1505 0.0000 -1.1167 .6776 .7687
• 1505 .1667 -1,1352 ,6754 .7721
.150_ .3333 -1.1402 .6743 .7738
• 1505 .5000 -1.106Z .6801 .7649
.4995 -.$000 -.4576 .7756 .6130
.4995 -.3333 -.4473 .7760 .6142
.4995 -.1667 -.4536 .7754 .6152
.4995 0.0000 -04601 .7748 .6162
.4993 ,1667 -.4567 .7757 .6147
.4995 ,3333 -.451E ,7754 .6192
• 4993 *5000 -.383E .7854 *5989
.7994 -.5000 -,1230 .8240 .5342
.7994 -,3333 -,1285 ,0234 .3552
.7994 -*[667 -01206 08241 .534[
.7994 0.0000 -.117E .8259 .5310
.7994 .166? -.[183 .824T .5330
.7994 ,3333 -.1175 ,8251 ,5324
.79q4 *5000 -*1194 ,8243 ,5337
TEST 119 PT 84,2860 PS! CN .8162
RJN 33 TT [21,9383 K CN ,0085
PO|NT 1 RC 30.2405 MILLION CC -,0875
MAC_ ,5006
ALPHA _,1022 OEG
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFAC_
XIC CP PsLtPT MLOC XlC CP PeLIPT HLDC
0.0000 -.5753 ,7582 06428 0.0000 -,5753 *7582 .6428
• 0135 -3,3115 ,3539 1.3176 ,0122 1.0449 .9971 .0644
.0271 -3,3757 .3409 1,3449 ,0231 .8665 ,9735 ,19b4
• 0515 -Z,1343 ,5290 1.0015 ,0510 ,6333 ,9365 ,3070
,0763 -1,8275 .5717 0Q330 ,0755 .4898 ,9149 ,3593
.1012 -1.6336 .6015 ._863 .1000 .3_67 .899q .3917
.1503 -1.3244 .6474 .8153 .1504 .2414 .8785 .4349
,[994 -1.1529 ,6730 .7737 ,2004 ,15EO .8664 .45R2
,2501 -.9883 ,6980 .7371 ,2501 .1116 .8598 ,470_
• 2999 -,8658 ,7150 ,7108 ,3002 .0816 ,8_4o .4794
,3499 -,7572 .7320 .6842 .3507 ,0548 .8515 ,4857
,3994 -*6698 .7439 *6656 ,4000 .0318 .R475 *402q
.4496 -.5762 ,755S ,6456 ,4503 .0289 .8463 ,4951
.4997 --,5069 .7668 ,6290 ,3000 .0_83 .8447 .4978
.5492 -.4328 .77_7 .6098 .5506 .0154 .8450 .4074
.5994 -.3712 .7950 .5947 .5997 .0163 .8452 .4970
.6495 -.3158 ,7961 ,3813 .6502 -.0104 .8412 ,5041
,6996 -.2556 ,8053 05661 ,7003 ,0200 ,8459 .4957
.7480 -.1956 .8143 .5509 .7497 .0291 .8474 .4931
( ,8003 -,1296 .8242 .5339 .7998 ,0491 ,8505 .4875
e8500 -.0622 ,8347 ,5137 .8503 .0499 .8311 .4863
.8993 .0085 .8449 .4976 ,9000 ,0319 .8483 .4914
.9489 ,0_54 .8555 .4783 .9483 .0975 .8573 04751
COl ,01040 COCOR1 ,01030
C02 .00001 CDCOR2 .00000
C03 *02190 CDCOR3 ,02169
C04 .00926 CDCOR4 ,00914
C05 .00833 COCOR5 .00823
SPAHdZSE
XIC YIC CP P_L/PT RLOC
*1505 -.$000 -1.2519 .6599 ,7959
.1505 -.3333 -1,2945 ,6520 ,8081
.1505 -,1667 -1.3424 ,6431 ,8218
.1505 0.0000 -1.3244 .6474 *8153
.1505 .1667 -1.3448 .6463 .8169
.1505 ,3333 -1.3495 .6439 .8206
,1505 .5000 -1.3202 .6464 .E168
,4995 -,5000 -.5019 .7674 .6282
.4995 -.3333 -.3049 .7682 .6268
,4995 -.1667 -.S073 .7670 .6287
.4995 0,0000 -,5069 ,7668 .6290
*4995 .1667 -.5097 .7662 *6300
.4995 .3333 -.30EZ .7677 .6276
,4995 ,5000 -,4378 .7773 .6120
.7994 -.3000 -.1676 .8182 .5443
.7994 -.3333 -.1473 ,8209 .5395
.7994 ".|667 -,1358 ,8226 ,5367
.7994 0.0000 -0|296 ,8242 ,3339
*7994 .1667 -.1277 ,8240 ,5S42
.7994 ,3333 -,1255 .8242 ,5339
.7994 ,5000 -,1307 .8233 ,5354
TEST 119 PT 54,2690 PS! CN ,8193
RUN 33 TT 121.9329 K CN .0095




XIC CP PaL/FT _LOC
0,0000 -,5835 .7568 .645!
,0135 -3,3188 .3518 1,3220
,0271 -3.4[96 ._373 1,352_
,0515 -2,1942 .5169 1.0212
._763 -1.'8343 .57_6 .9316
.L012 -1.6395 ,5998 ,8859
.1503 -1.332[ ,645_ .8175
.1094 -1.1534 .6718 .7775
,_501 -.0_73 .6971 .7386
,2999 -,8658 ,71_2 .7[05
.349_ -.?$76 .7300 .6874
.3994 -,6668 .7425 .6678
.4496 -.5776 ,7557 ,6469
,4997 -,5087 ,7653 .6315
,5492 -,4345 ,7763 .6138
.5994 -.3709 ,7878 ,5951
,6495 -,3136 ,7964 .5808
,6996 -,2486 ,8032 .5662
.7489 -*1949 .8129 .5532
,_003 -,1271 ,8246 ,5332
,8500 -,0617 .8326 .5193
.8993 ,0102 .8444 .4984
.9409 ,0E54 .8554 ,4786
LOdEP SURFACE
XlC CP PeL/PT _LOC
0,0000 -.5835 ,?568 .6451
,0122 1.0464 ,9973 .0619
,0251 ,8901 .9?43 .1936
,0510 ,6351 ,¢363 .3085
.0?55 .4929 .9158 .3573
.1000 ,3886 ,9000 ,3916
.1304 ,2406 .8793 .4353
,Z004 .1_89 .8660 .458_
,2501 .1141 .8597 .4706
.3002 .0858 .8556 .47E2
*350? .0560 ,8505 ,4874
*4000 .0348 .8468 .4941
.4503 *0_88 .E459 .4958
.5000 .0174 ,E438 .4996
.5506 .0143 .E432 .5005
.5997 .0166 .8451 .49?3
.6502 -,0082 .8415 ,5035
,7003 ,0190 ._448 .49?6
.7497 .0271 .E459 .4058
.?998 ,0500 ,E50? ,4871
.8503 .0492 .8491 ,4900
,0000 .0319 *8476 .4927
.9483 .0960 .8569 .4757
84
C01 .01034 COCOR1 .01013
C02 ,00001 CDCOR2 .00000
C03 ,02[40 COCOR3 .02120
C04 ,009[6 COCOR4 .00897
COS .00856 CDCOR5 .00836
5PEN_ISE
X/C ¥/C CP P;L/PT MLOC
.[505 -,5000 -1.2570 .6571 .|003
,1505 -,3333 -[,2995 ,6491 .8126
,[505 -,[667 -[,3405 ,6461 .8[72
.1505 0.0000 -1.3321 .6459 ,8175
,150S .1667 -1,3459 ,6439 ,8206
• 1505 ,3333 -1.3512 .6414 .8245
,[505 ,5000 -1.3166 .6496 .6118
• 4995 -.5000 -.502[ ,7676 .6277
• 4995 -,3333 -.5061 *7691 .6253
.4995 -.[667 -.508? .7669 ,6290
.4995 0.0000 -,50E7 .7653 .6315
.4995 .[667 -.507? .7668 ,6201
• 4995 ,3333 -,5087 *7607 .6259
.4995 .5000 -.4383 ,7773 ,6122
.7994 -.5000 -.1650 .8179 .5447
.?994 -,3333 -.1487 .E200 ,8398
,7994 -*[667 -.1360 .621E ,5381
,7994 0.0000 -.1271 ,82_6 ,5332
.?qq4 .[667 -.1256 ,6237 .5347
.7994 ,3333 -.1265 .E240 .5342















XIC CP P, LIPT HL3C
0.0000 -.8206 .7217 .7004
,0135 -3,5632 .3183 1,3941
,0271 -3.7158 .2927 1.6534
.0515 -3.3363 .3656 1,3369
,0763 -2,0R96 ,5323 .9961
*1012 -1,6192 ,6011 ,8960
*1503 -1,3716 ,6395 ,8276
.1996 -1.193_ .6649 .7802
.2501 -1.0264 .6913 .7476
,Z999 -*0035 .7103 .7182
.3699 -,7809 u7288 .6993
,3994 -,6001 ,7410 ,6701
,4696 -,8086 ,75b0 .6463
.4997 -,5246 .7646 .6326
.5692 -,_659 ,7766 .6136
.5994 -*3?66 *TR68 .5Q67
,6495 -.3170 .7959 ,5816
.6996 -.25?4 .8086 .5659
.Ttaq -,1057 .8139 ,_519
,8003 -,1267 ,8236 ,9349
,8900 -.0640 .9318 *5207
,8993 .0086 .0433 .5004
,9489 .0765 *$536 .6818
LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP PeLIPT HLOC
0,0000 -,8206 ,7217 ,7006
,0122 1,0959 ,9987 ,0427
,0251 ,9382 ,9813 ,1646
.0510 ,6922 .0466 ,2869
,0759 ,5503 ,923? ,33Ol
.i000 .4666 .9081 ,3762
• 1506 ,2987 ,8062 ,4197
,2004 .2082 .8729 ,4457
,2501 .1937 ,8655 ,4597
.3002 .1217 .8600 ,469Z
.3907 .0016 ,8970 ,67_5
,6000 .0638 ,8523 .6862
,6903 ,0539 ,8518 .6051
,9000 ,03QS ,8682 ,6017
,5906 .0336 ,_476 .4931
.9997 ,0351 ,8677 ,6925
• 6502 .0051 .8436 .6998
• 7003 ,0317 ,P4_I ,6917
• 7497 ,0352 .8680 ,6920
.7998 .0933 ,8902 ,6470
.8903 ,0476 .8684 ,4913
.qO00 *0256 ,8498 ,4959
.9483 ,0031 .$560 .6?qS
COl ,01514 COCOR1 ,01516
C02 ,00001 COCOR2 ,0000!
C03 ,03260 CDCOR3 .03238
C04 .01319 CDCOR4 *01319
C05 ,01196 CDCOR5 ,01192
SPANWISE
XIC YIC CP P,LIPT MLOC
,1505 -,9000 -1,3052 .6674 ,0192
,1505 -,3333 -1,3447 ,6635 .8213
,1509 -,1667 -1,3795 ,6378 .8100
• 1500 0,0000 -1,3716 .6395 ,827_
.1509 .1667 -1.3065 ,6306 ,8334
.1505 ,3333 -1,3964 ,6358 ,0331
• 1908 .5000 -1,3656 ,6399 ,0268
.6995 -,SO00 -._157 .7670 .6288
.6905 -.3333 -,5176 .7679 .6279
.6991 -.1667 -,5216 ,7659 .6305
,6995 0.0000 -,5244 .7646 .6326
.6995 .1667 -,g233 ,?639 ,6306
,6999 .3333 -.5226 .766? .6292
,6995 .5000 -.4501 .7757 .6140
.7996 -.5000 -.1888 .8159 .5680
,7996 -.3533 -,1522 .8209 ,5396
.7996 -.1667 -.1350 ,0230 .5360
,7994 0,0000 -,1267 .0236 ,5349
,T994 ,1667 -.1260 ,0252 .5322
,7004 .3333 -,1265 ,8247 .5331





XlC CP P,LIDI MLO_
0,0000 -1,0502 o68_9 ,7518
*0135 -3,7822 .Z885 1,6635
,OZT1 -3.9041 .2b13 1,9318
,0915 -3,0637 .3933 1,2392
.0763 -2,6075 .6589 1,1192
.1012 -1,9953 .5563 ,9974
,1503 -1.6029 ,6353 .8339
.1996 -1.2053 .6659 .7866
.2501 -1.0601 .6910 ,7680
.2999 -,9080 ,7106 .7179
.3699 -,7933 .72_4 .68_8
.3996 -.6¢66 ,7415 ,6693
,4696 -.6000 ,7545 .6686
,4997 -,9250 ,7661 ,6301
,5692 -,4492 .7780 ,6109
.5996 -.3762 ,7889 .5932
,b499 -,3151 ,7965 ,9806
.6996 -.2943 .8060 .9649
.7689 -,1002 .8169 .9698
,8003 -,I255 ,8_62 .5338
.8500 -,0627 .8337 ,5176
.8993 -,0038 ,8412 ,5041
.9689 ,0674 .8680 .6905
PT 86.2726 PS! CN .9466
TT 122.1279 K CN ,0220




XlC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 -I,0902 .68P9 ,7910
.0122 1.0596 ,Q996 .0301
,0251 .9693 .086_ ,1410
,0910 ,7631 .95_8 ,2660
,0799 .600Z ,9316 ,3202
,1000 .4952 ,9164 ,3558
.1506 .3365 .8926 .4072
.Z004 ._474 ,8798 ,4324
.2501 ,1906 ,8717 ,4480
• 3002 ,1907 .B689 ,4590
.3807 ,i168 ,8612 ,6677
.6000 .0899 ,89h2 ,4770
,6803 ,0718 ,0936 ,6818
.9000 .0525 ,8911 .6_63
,5906 ,0669 ,8901 ,4881
.5997 .0608 ,8500 ,68fl3
,6502 .0057 ,8639 ,4996
,7003 .0271 .8674 ,4031
,7497 .0308 .8679 .4928
.7098 .0429 ,P691 ,4000
.8803 .0386 ,8482 ,6016
,9000 ,0023 ,8421 .5026
.9483 ,0564 ,$60i .4006
C01 ,02670 CD_OR1 ,02634
C02 ,O000L CDCOR2 ,00000
C03 .03575 CDCOR3 .03555
C06 ,02116 CDCOR6 ,02100
C05 .01936 COCOR5 ,01906
SP&NVlSE
XlC YlC CP P_LIPT NLOC
.1505 -,5000 -1,3099 ,6478 ,8146
,1905 -.3333 -1.3516 .6427 .8225
.1505 -,166? -1,3883 .6380 .8296
• 1505 0,0000 -1.4029 .6393 .8339
.1505 .1667 -1.6144 .6323 ,8385
,1500 ,3333 -1,4148 .6S33 ,0360
• 1905 ,5000 -1.6079 .6351 ,0341
,4999 -.5000 -,fl220 .7665 ,6295
,4999 -,3353 -.5206 .7664 .6298
,4998 *,1667 -,9251 ,7665 ,6295
,4995 0,0000 -,5250 ,7661 ,6301
.6999 ,1667 -.9267 .7608 ,6306
,6995 .3333 -.$189 ,7666 .6293
.4995 ,5000 -,4609 ,7760 ,6143
.7994 -.5000 ".2526 ,8072 ,5627
,7996 -,3333 -,1616 ,8193 .5623
.7996 -,1667 -,1397 .8226 .5366
.7906 0,0000 -.1253 .8242 .5330
.7004 .1667 -,1234 ,0262 .5305
,7904 .3333 -,1163 .8259 .5309
.7906 .5000 -,1257 ,8250 ,3325
TEST 119 Pr 84.2638 PSI CN ,9594
RUN 33 TT 121,9980 K CN ,0222
POINT 12 RC 30.1993 NILLION CC -,1139
MACH .499Z
ALPHA 11.0280 DEG
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE
R/C CP PeLIPT qLOC XIC CP PeL/PT NLOC
0.0000 -1,1917 ,6682 ,7832 0,0000 -I*IQIT .66E2 ,7832
• 0135 -3.8538 ,2718 1,5060 .0122 1,0970 ,0989 ,0400
,0271 -3.9518 .3185 1.3037 .0281 .9859 .9884 .1293
,0515 -2,9651 .6061 1,216_ ,0910 ,7729 ,9571 ,2915
( ,0763 -2,_606 ,4670 1.1052 .0755 .6290 .9356 ,3102
,lOIZ -2,1983 ,9214 1,0139 ,1000 ,5210 ,9192 ,36_5
• 1803 -I,6011 ,6069 ,8778 *1904 .3669 ,8Q60 ._981
( .1996 -I,2888 ,6920 ,8011 .2006 ,2640 .8816 ,6281
• 2501 -1,0655 .6845 ,79_0 ,2501 ,2062 ,8720 ,4450
,2999 -.9075 ,7089 ,7203 ,3002 ,1618 .8668 .45?6
,3699 -,7798 .7288 .6893 .3507 .1223 .8615 ,4673
.3996 -,6862 ,7636 ,6663 ,4000 ,ope6 ,8_68 ,4?99
,4496 -,9909 .7970 ,6639 ,6903 ,0725 .0569 ,479_
! ,6997 -.9070 ,7679 .6273 ,9000 .0493 .8901 .6882
.569_ -.4343 ,7795 .6085 ,$906 .0371 .8480 .4906
,5996 -.3680 ,7886 ,9960 ,9997 ,0202 .847I ,6936
{ ,6495 -,3116 ,7965 .9806 .6902 -.0088 ,8613 .9040
,6996 -*2963 ,8068 .9668 .7000 .0073 ,8438 ,499_
.7489 -.2073 .9119 .5949 .769? .0040 .8631 *800?
.8003 -,1564 .8209 ,$395 ,7998 .0161 ,0660 ,4956
,8500 -,1176 .8253 ,5320 .0503 -,0060 ,8618 ,S032
,0993 -,0003 ,8306 ,5220 ,0000 -,0590 ,0362 ,5165
,9489 -,0682 ,8391 ,5190 ,9483 -,0162 ,8398 .5066
85
C01 .06576 COCOR1 ,06521
C02 ,00002 CDCO_2 ,00001
C03 .00661 COCOR3 .05306
CO4 ,03609 CDCOR6 .03566
CDS ,03060 CDCOR8 .03008
SPAH_ISE
X/C _/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -I,3272 .668? ,0132
,1505 -,3333 -1,6387 .6339 ,0361
,1500 -.1667 -1.$636 .6122 .8697
,1803 0.0000 -1,6011 .6069 .0??0
,1505 ,1667 -1.6047 *6006 ,08?7
• 1805 ,3333 -1,6013 .6101 .0T29
• I_05 ,8000 -I,6043 ,6061 .8700
• 6995 --*5000 -*5209 .7670 .6287
,4905 -,3333 -,5112 ,7602 ,6268
• 4009 -,1667 -,3031 .7701 .6237
,6905 0.0000 -,5075 ,7679 .62?3
.4005 ,1667 -.9027 ,?607 .6264
.4998 ,3333 -,5054 .7691 *6254
.4990 .5000 -.6602 ,776? ,6131
,7994 -,5000 -.2971 .0014 ,5?26
.?994 -,3003 -,1035 ,8176 ,8652
,7994 -.1667 -.1583 ,0221 ,8376
.?994 0,0000 -._546 ,8209 ,539§
,7994 .1667 -,1931 ,8226 .83?0
.?096 ,3333 -,1676 ,622q ,3362












X/C CP PpL/PT ML3C
0.0000 -1.2595 *6571 ,8003
• 0135 -3.5721 .308B lo4157
.0271 -2.9349 .4071 1,2128
• 0515 -2.5243 ,4665 1.1061
.0763 -2.2039 ,5128 1*0279
• 1012 -1.9833 .5472 ,9719
• 1503 -1.6072 .6034 ._833
.1994 -1.3350 .642_ .8227
.2501 -1.1341 .6771 .7695
.2999 -,9581 .6997 ,7344
.3499 -.8219 .7188 ,7048
.3994 -.7228 .7344 .6805
.4496 -.6310 .7469 .6607
.4997 -.5622 .7585 .6423
• 5492 -.4882 .7685 ,6263
.5994 -.4317 .7754 .6151
.6495 -.3780 .7845 .6003
.6996 -.3386 .7900 .5913
.74e9 -.2978 ,7960 .5815
.8003 -.2551 ,8039 .5683
• 8500 -,2183 .8086 .5605
• 8993 -.1869 .8136 .5521





XlC CP PoLIPT HLOC
0.0000 -1,25%5 .6571 .8003
.0122 1.0569 .9988 .0418
.0251 .9@QR .9904 .1177
.0510 .7907 .9592 .2449
.0?55 .6479 .9378 .3046
,1000 .542_ .0225 .3420
,1504 .3796 .8983 .3951
.2004 ._793 .BB30 .4261
• 2501 .2196 .87_9 *6399
.3002 ,1724 .8675 .455q
,3507 .1266 .8602 ,A697
.4000 .0880 .8548 .4795
.4503 .0691 .8514 .4858
.5000 .0613 .8481 ._918
.5506 .0240 .8648 .4977
.5997 .0133 *8422 .5024
.650_ -.0310 .8363 .5127
• 7003 -*0146 ._305 .SOOq
.7497 -.0241 .8370 *_116
.790A -.0177 ,8392 .5077
• B503 -.0475 .8341 .516?
• qO00 -.'1100 ,SZSO ,5125
.9483 -.0765 .8304 .5Z31
C01 .08745 COCDR1 .08646
C02 .O000Z CDCgR2 ,00002
C03 .08680 CDCOR3 .08655
CO4 .06794 COCOR4 .06779
C05 .05442 COCOR5 *05426
5PAHVISE
XIC YIC CP P#LIPT HLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.4420 .6266 ,8473
• 1505 -.3333 -1.5989 ,6012 .8666
• 1505 -.1667 -1,6209 .5999 .G_B8
.1505 0._000 -1*6072 .6034 .883_
• 1505 .1667 -1.6351 .§q7B .8920
• 1505 ,3333 -1.6276 ,5969 .8934
.1505 .5000 -1,6246 .5993 ,8897
.Aqq5 -.5000 -.5264 .7626 .6358
.4995 -.3333 -.5373 .7602 .6396
• 4995 -.1667 -.5401 .7611 .6382
.AQq5 0*0000 -.5622 .7585 .6423
,4995 ,1667 -,5556 .7582 .6428
.4995 .3333 -.5542 ,7577 .6436
• 4995 ._000 -.4977 .7674 .6281
,7994 -.5000 -.2687 ,7987 ,5770
.7994 -.3333 -.2509 .8053 *5659
.7q94 -.1667 -*24B2 .8047 .56T0
• 7994 0.0000 -,2551 .803q ,5683
,7qq4 ,1667 -._590 .8031 .5697
.?9qA .3333 -.Z341 .8078 .5618
.7994 .5000 -.Z507 .8043 *5676
TEST 11q PT 54.2730 P$1
RUN 33 TT 122,0058 K







XI_ CP PaLtPT IL_C
0.0000 -1.2_75 .6500 ._111
.0155 -2.9624 .4046 1._177
.0271 -2.5052 .4740 1.0932
• 0515 -2.1503 .5246 1.0086
.0763 -1.9345 .5563 .9_74
• 101_ -1.7899 .5766 .9253
.1503 -1.4712 .6_31 ._528
.1994 -i._764 .6550 ._035
• 2501 -1.1094 .6770 .7696
• _999 -.0771 .6969 *7389
.3499 -._665 .7153 .7103
._q94 -.7618 .72_5 .6897
,4496 -.6757 .7431 .6667
.4997 -.6104 .7516 .6533
.549_ -,5432 .7621 .6366
.5994 -.5039 .7676 .6277
•6495 -*4685 .7738 ,6177
.6996 -,4174 .7815 .6054
.?489 -,3_16 ,78_? ._q6B
.8003 -.3456 ,7915 .5890
.8500 -.3125 .7964 ,5809
.8993 -.2780 .8013 .5726
.9489 -.ZSq3 ,8054 .56§8
LO_ER SURFACE
XIC CP P,LIPT NL_C
0.0000 -1.2975 .6500 *8111
.0122 1.056_ ,998_ .0410
• 0_51 1.0050 .9013 .1171
.0510 .8035 .9614 .2381
,0755 .6659 .9410 .2964
• I000 .5529 ,9241 .3302
,1504 .3927 .9001 .3913
.2004 .2885 .885? .4207
.2501 .2220 .8748 ,4421
.300Z .1741 *P678 .455_
.3507 *I262 .8617 .4669
.4000 .0827 .8540 .4810
.4_03 .0656 .85_6 .4837
.5000 .0337 .8471 .49_6
• 5506 .0158 .8_4R .4??7
.5q97 -.0005 .8422 .5023
.650Z -.0497 .8356 .5140
.7003 -.0377 .8375 .5108
.7497 -*0_11 .P354 .5143
.7998 -,0503 *6351 .5149
._503 -.0_51 .8300 .5238
.9000 -.1583 .B190 ._4_8
.9483 -,1317 .8242 ,5340
C01 .1Z066 COCOR1 .11909
C02 ,00002 CDCOR2 .00001
CD3 .13129 CDCOR3 ,13047
CD6 .09729 CDCOR4 ,0q644
CD5 .07999 CDCOR5 .07952
5PAN_ZSE
XIC YIC CP P,LIPT RLOC
.1505 -.SO00 -h5213 .6170 .S6ZI
• 1505 -.3333 -1.5361 .6136 *8675
• 150_ -.1667 -1.5281 .6165 .8629
.1505 0.0000 -I.4712 .6231 ,8528
.1505 .1667 -1.5044 .6195 .8582
,1505 .3333 -1.4671 .6241 .8511
.1505 .5000 -1.5Z44 .6171 .86Z0
.4995 -.5000 -.5607 .7614 .6377
• 4995 -.3333 -.5qll .7567 .64_3
• 4995 -,1667 -.6019 .7546 .6486
.4995 0.0000 -.6104 .7516 .6533
,4995 *1667 -.6013 .7555 .6472
.4995 .3333 -.6054 .7546 .6486
.4995 ,5000 -.5321 .7649 .6321
,7994 -.§000 -.3231 .7940 ,5848
.7994 -.3333 -.335_ .7935 .5857
.7994 --*1667 -.3421 ,7940 .5848
.7994 0.0000 -.3456 .791_ .5890
.7994 .1667 -.3514 .7898 05917
.7994 .3333 -,3459 .7q19 .5883






TABLE XIV. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.60














xlC CP PtLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,0R7T ,9987 .0436
,0135 ,ORll ,7976 .5774
,0271 -,2005 ,7475 ,6659
,0915 -*3700 ,7093 ,7177
.0763 -.4937 ,6921 .7441
• 1012 -.4R13 .6857 ,7541
.1503 -,4801 .6R48 ,7954
,1994 -,A763 ,6864 ,7829
,2501 -,4415 ,6946 .7403
,Z999 -.415§ .6991 ,7334
,3499 -,3777 ,7067 .7217
,3994 -,3419 .7127 .7123
.4496 -,3028 ,7Z13 ,6990
,4997 -.Z607 ,7279 .6988
.9492 -,2289 .7360 .6761
,$994 -.1Q87 .7417 ,6671
.6499 -,1697 .74_8 .6591
• 6996 -.1375 .7948 .6470
.7489 -.0994 .7623 ,6346
• RO03 -,0597 .7693 .6234
.8500 -.0189 ,7781 .6092
.8993 ,0368 .7090 .9914
,9489 ,1033 ,S020 ,5700
LOWEP SURFACE
XIC CP P,LIPT qLOC
o.o0o0 1,o877 .9987 ,0436
.0112 .0470 ,7908 .5886
,0251 -,2530 ,73Z0 ,6823
.0510 -,4989 .6916 ,?449
.0755 -.5103 .6809 .7614
,1000 -,5430 ,6734 .7730
• 1904 -.5466 .6715 ,7788
.2004 -.9194 ,6770 ,7661
.2501 -.4775 .6874 .?S14"
.3002 -.4353 .6984 .7391
,3507 -.3968 ,7029 .7275
,4000 -.3529 .7105 ,7158
• 4503 -.3098 .7199 .7012
,5000 -.2806 ,7255 .692§
.9906 -,2472 ,7323 ,6818
,5997 -.2106 .7393 ,6709
,6902 -,1817 .7444 *6619
,7003 -,1439 ,7832 .6490
,7497 -.i041 .7613 .6361
,7998 -.0614 ,?689 ,6240
.8903 -.0108 .7770 ,6109
,go00 .0210 .7689 ._966













XlC CP P;LIDT _LOC
0.0000 ,7146 .9264 ,3319
.0139 .7680 ,9351 ,3109
.3271 .4900 .879b ,4316
.0_19 .2397 .8298 .5229
.0763 ,0977 .B020 .5701
*IOIZ .0139 ,7857 .5968
.1503 -.0776 ,7672 .6268
.1994 -,1337 .7569 ,6438
,2901 -.1900 ,7826 .6497
,2999 -,1618 ,7505 .6533
.3499 -.1602 .7909 ,6526
.3994 -.1526 ,7922 ,6909
._496 -,1389 ,7548 ,64b9
.4997 -,1268 .79?5 ,6423
.8492 -,I086 .7613 ,6361
.5994 -,0696 ,7641 ,6317
.6495 -.0781 ,7669 ,6272
.6996 -.0591 .7710 ,6206
.748_ -,0372 ,7791 ,6141
.8003 -,0120 ,7797 .6066
.8900 .0287 ,7872 ,5944
*6993 ,0500 ,7924 ,5858
.9489 .0932 .8013 .5?IZ
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0,0000 ,7246 ,9264 ,3319
,0122 -1.1933 ,9446 .973_
,0251 -1,4578 .4916 1,0601
,0910 -1.4963 .4839 1.0731
.0755 -I,3977 ,9126 1,0282
.1000 -1.2432 ,5363 .9867
,1904 -i.0278 ,5783 .9198
,2004 -.8834 ,6078 .8740
.2901 -.7799 ,6276 .8433
,3002 -.6870 ,6462 .8147"
• 3907 -.&lOS ,6615 *7912
,4000 -,9396 ,6793 .7700
,4503 -,4674 .6894 .7493
,9000 -.4150 ,7002 .7317
.5506 -.3601 .7107 .7185
,5097 -.3028 .7216 .6986
• 6902 -.2562 .7319 ,6832
.7003 -,2019 ,7427 .5656
.7497 -.1488 .7929 .6405
.7098 -,0899 .7642 .6315
,8503 -.0368 .7748 ,6L46
.9000 ,0244 .7872 .8944













XlC CP PsLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1,0082 .9828 ,1576
.0135 ,4743 .8760 .4388
,3271 .1789 ._173 ,5443
.051_ -.0491 .771A .6199
• 0763 -,1643 ,74_4 .6866
.1012 -,2277 .7364 ,6755
,1503 -.2817 .7251 .6932
.1994 -.3076 .?199 ,7018
,2501 -.2991 .7223 ,6974
.2999 -.2022 .7241 .6947
.3499 -.2?20 .72?7 ,6891
,3994 -,2500 ,7317 .6828
,4496 -.2296 .7372 .6743
.4997 -,2032 ,7421 .6666
.5A92 -,1667 .7487 .6961
,5994 -,1486 .7926 .6_99
,6498 -,1293 ,7972 ,6426
,6996 -,0998 .7624 .6344
.748_ -,0721 .7683 ,6250
.8003 -.0369 ,7743 .6193
,8000 -.0028 ,?RI_ ,6041
,8993 ,0427 ,7912 ,$878
,9489 ,0965 ,8018 .5704
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP PJLIPT qLOC
0.0000 1,0082 .9828 .IS76
,0122 -,4927 .6826 .7988
.0251 -,7638 .6292 ,8408
.0510 -.8867 ,6041 ,8797
.0795 -,8794 .6062 ,8763
• 1000 -,8589 .6105 ,8697
.1904 -.7888 ,6238 ,8492
,2004 -,7082 .6394 .8251
,2501 -,6299 .6S72 ,7978
.3002 -,5493 .6729 ,7737
.3907 -,4988 ,6825 .7909
.4000 -,4456 .6927 ,7432
.4903 -,3933 ,7038 .7262
.5000 -.3531 .7123 .7130
• 5906 -,3095 .7210 .6994
.9997 -,2610 .7296 ,6861
• 6902 -.2222 ,?379 .6731
.7003 -.17A8 .7474 ,6581
.7497 -*1301 .756? ,64_4
,799_ -,0762 ,7664 ,6279
.8903 -*030l .7750 .6129
,9000 ,0210 .7869 .5948
,9483 ,1072 .8039 ,8668
88.
CbL .0_719 COCORI *00690
C02 .00767 CDCOR2 ,00727
C03 .00699 CDCOR3 *00656
C04 ,00641 COCOR4 ,00632
COS ,0066§ CDCOR9 .00996
IPAHWIS[
KIC YI¢ CP P,LIPT RLOC
.1508 -.9000 -.4378 .6945 ,T409
.1508 -,3333 -.4898 .6848 .7559
• 1508 -.1667 -,4971 .6821 ,7_96
.1508 0.0000 -.4801 ,6848 .75§4
• IS05 .1667 -.4970 ,6826 .TSeT
.1505 ,3333 -,4940 *6035 .7876
• 1505 .5000 -.4730 .6869 .7822
.4998 -,5000 -,2584 .7299 ,6863
.4999 -.3333 -.2584 ,7292 ,6067
.4998 -,1667 -.2623 .7293 .6866
.4999 0.0000 -,2687 .7279 ,6888
.4999 .1667 -,2631 .7285 ,6877
.4998 ,3333 -,2628 .7284 ,6879
,4999 .9000 -,2426 .7332 .680A
,7994 -.9000 -,0909 .7696 ,6228
,7994 -.3333 -.0622 ,7686 ,6244
.?994 -,1667 -,0886 ,76q4 .6232
,7994 0,0000 -,0897 ,7693 .6234
.7994 .1667 -.0577 ,7701 .6221
,7994 .3333 -,0565 .7690 .6226
,7994 .5000 -*0588 .7693 .6233
C01 ,03811 COCOR1 ,00703
C02 .00832 CDCOR2 .00?92
C03 .00771 COCOR3 ,00?39
C04 ,00764 C DCOR4 ,00792
CO5 ,00?82 CDCOR8 ,00689
SPANWISE
X/C YtC CP PeL/PT MLOC
,1805 -.5000 -,0514 ,7726 ,6181
.1509 -,3333 -.0781 .7670 ,6271
.1509 -,166? -*0011 ,7668 ,62?3
,1805 0.0000 -,0?76 .7672 *6268
,1805 .1667 -,0811 .7667 ,62?5
.1509 .3333 -.0779 .7670 ,6270
• 1809 ,8000 -,0691 ,7700 .6112
,4998 -*9000 -.1193 .7999 .6384
• 4999 -,3333 -.1277 ,7976 ,6421
.4999 -,1667 -,1311 ,7970 .6430
.A995 0.0000 -.1268 ,79?9 .6423
.A999 .1667 -.1293 ,7571 .6429
,4995 .3333 -,1218 ,?888 ,6408
,4999 ,5000 -,115T ,7601 ,6301
,7994 -,9000 -,0196 .7T09 .6078
.7994 -*3333 -.0184 *7790 *6078
.7994 -.1667 -.0129 .7007 *6080
.?994 0,0000 -.0120 .7797 .6066
,7994 .1667 -.0109 ,7007 .6080
,7994 ,3333 -,0096 ,7607 ,6049
,7994 ,5000 -.0107 .7012 ,6042
C01 ,00?23 CDCOR1 ,00691
C02 ,00749 CDCORZ ,00704
C03 ,00701 CDCOR3 .00664
C04 ,00710 CDCOR4 ,O06qq
CO9 .00713 CDCOR9 ,00650
SPANWZSE
X/C ¥/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -*2388 ,7344 ,6787
.1509 -,3333 -,2?82 ,7261 ,6915
.1909 -,1667 -,28A1 .7251 .6931
,1505 0.0000 -.2817 .7251 .&932
.1905 .[667 -,2835 ,7254 .6926
,1908 ,3333 -,2797 .7298 ,6920
,1905 .8000 -,2643 .7290 ,68T0
,4995 -.5000 -.I924 .7431 .6649
,4998 -.3333 -,1924 ,7429 *6652
.4999 -.1667 -.1987 ,7425 .6659
,4995 0.0000 -,2032 ,7A21 ,6666
.4995 .1667 -,1964 .7423 .6661
.4998 ,3333 -.19A8 ,7425 *6660
,4995 .$000 -.1806 .7A61 ,6602
,79q4 -.9000 -*0432 ,7?38 .6161
.7994 -,3333 -.0431 ,?72? ,61T9
,7994 -.1667 -,0416 .7736 ,6168
,?994 0,0000 -,0369 .7743 .6183
,7994 .1667 -.0369 .7751 .61A1
.7994 ,3333 -,0349 .7744 .6152







X/C CP P,LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.0016 ,qg95 ,0Z71
,0135 ,0682 ,7957 ,5805
,0271 -,21_6 ,7394 .6707
.0515 --.3804 ,706Z .7Z24
,O?b3 -.4619 ,6899 .7475
*101_ -,4888 ,6849 .7503
,1503 -,4049 ,6851 *7549
.1994 -,4R23 ,6060 *7536
*250[ -.4460 ,6932 *7625
,Z099 -,4167 .6994 .7328
*3499 -,3780 ,70S9 .7229
*3994 -,3411 .71_4 .7128
,4496 -.3032 .7Z12 .6992
.4997 -.Z69Z ,7274 *6896
,549Z -.2292 .73S6 .6768
,5994 -,1907 .7430 .66S1
,6495 -,169S .7480 .6172
,6996 -,1346 .7S46 ,6468
.7409 -.0976 .7621 .b340
.8003 -*0582 ,7702 .6219
.8_00 -*01S1 ,7785 .6086
.8993 .0383 .7897 .5903
.9409 ,1033 .BOZS .$69Z
PT Z3,2724 PSI CN -.0184
TT Z_1,L_63 K CR .OO_




XlC CP P,LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1,0916 .9991 .0271
.012Z .0560 .7932 .5R45
,OZS1 -,2416 .7336 .6798
.0510 -,4486 .69_6 .7434
.0755 -.5014 ,6821 .7196
.1000 -,$351 .6757 .7694
,1504 -,5399 .6741 ,7718
.2004 -.51S0 .6793 ,7638
,_501 -,4744 ,6876 .7511
• 3002 -.4286 ,6971 ,7361
.3507 -.3924 .7030 .7273
,4000 -,3493 .7109 .7112
.4503 -,3069 .7204 ,7004
• $000 -,2783 ,7256 ,6924
.5506 -,Z454 ,7323 .6818
.5997 -.2090 .7409 ,6683
,6102 -.1002 ,7459 .6606
,7003 -,1403 ,7535 ,6406
.7497 -,1020 .7613 .6362
,7098 -,0596 .7699 ,62E4
,8503 -,0207 ' .7774 ,6104
.9000 ,OZ17 .7864 ,$9S7




PT Z3,Z710 PSI CN ,2063
TT ZBl,bB76 K CK ,0026




XlC CP P,LIPT NLDC
0.0000 1,0098 ,9832 ,1S54
• 0135 -.4793 ,6070 ,7520
.0271 -.715_ .b404 *_231
• 051S -.8234 ,61_4 *_574
,0763 -.8314 ,6166 .9603
.IO1E -.8171 ,61¢5 ._558
• 1503 -,7467 ,6350 ,8319
,1994 -*6896 ,64S7 .8155
•Z$Ol -,6080 ,6616 .7911
,Z999 -,5442 ,6737 ,7725
,3499 -,4840 ,6_65 ,7020
.3994 -,43E1 .6950 .7385
,4496 --,3863 ,70S8 ,7230
,4997 -.3458 .7145 ,7096
.5492 -,2897 ,7Z49 ,6934
,5994 -,Z51_ .73Z8 ,6ell
,6495 -,2103 ,7414 ,b676
,6996 -.1711 .7401 .65S4
,7489 -*1Z$5 .7S85 .6407
,8003 -.0769 .7670 .6257
,BSO0 -,0266 ,7773 .6105
,8993 .0340 ,7898 .$901
.9489 ,I046 ,6036 ,$674
LOWER 5UPFACE
XIC CP PpLIPT NLDC
0,0000 1,ooqB ,9e32 .IS54
,0122 ,4836 ,B786 ,4337
• 0251 .1709 ,S166 .545S
• 0510 -,0803 ,7647 ,6307
• 0755 -,1883 ,7446 ,6625
,1000 -,2S46 ,?315 ,6031
,1504 -.3140 ,7207 ,69_9
.2004 -.329_ ,7172 ,7054
,2101 -.3183 .7192 ,702_
.3002 -.2974 ,722_ .6966
,3507 -,2794 .TZTZ .6R99
.4000 -,2567 ,731_ ,6827
,4503 -,2252 .7379 ,6732
,5000 -.2094 .7415 ,6674
,S$06 -,1798 .7468 .6192
,$997 -.1S30 ,752_ ,6104
.6502 -,1314 .7S71 .6429
.7003 -,1034 ,7626 .6341
.7497 -.0722 .7690 ,6238
,7998 -.0359 ,7760 ,6126
,8503 -.0060 .7814 ,6039
,9000 .0266 .7|83 ,5026





Xl_ CP P,LIPT HLOC
0,0000 .7380 .0290 ,3258
*0135 -1.1_35 ,5536 ,9S89
,OZ71 -1.357Z ,$103 1.0291
.0515 -1.3845 .5061 1.0360
.0763 -1._fl?fl ,$247 1.0055
,IOIZ -I.1Q03 ,5434 ,9752
*1503 -,9999 ,58Z9 .9127
.1994 -._670 .6098 .a709
,Z50! -.7593 .6306 .8386
,Z999 -,6798 .64_4 ,8143
.3499 -,$_94 .6621 ,7902
,3994 -.$321 ,675_ .76_2
,4496 -.4637 ,6894 ,7483
.4997 -.4117 ,7001 ,7319
,5492 -,3490 ,71Z8 ,7122
.5994 -.ZOb3 .7232 ,6960
,6495 -,2494 ,7323 .6818
,6996 -,ZOO0 ,7424 .6660
,74_9 --.1461 .7527 .6499
.8003 -,0028 .7640 ,6318
*BSO0 -.0335 ,7711 .6134
,8993 ,0309 .7885 .$923
,9489 ,1060 .8029 .5685
PT 23,2734 PSI CN ,4240
TT 281.3916 K CN ,0068




XlC CP P,LIPT RL_C
0.0000 ,7386 ,9290 .32S8
.0122 ,7752 .9364 ,3077
,0251 ,4861 ,8785 ,4339
*0510 .1969 .8212 ,5377
,0755 ,0692 ,7954 .$009
,1000 -.0169 .7779 .6091
.1504 -.1153 ,7591 ,6397
,ZOO4 -,16ZO .7500 ,6S40
,2101 -,1751 ,7470 ,6587
,3002 -,1760 ,7468 .6591
,3707 -,1752 .7468 ,6192
,_000 -,164b ,74ql ,6554
,4103 -.1450 ,7529 ,6494
,5000 -.1412 .7540 ,6478
,$506 -.1269 .7_7_ ,64_7
.$097 -.1041 .7615 ,6359
,6102 -,0911 ,7639 .6320
.7003 -,0665 ,7690 .6239
,7497 -,0410 ,7736 ,6164
.7998 -,0147 ,77_6 ,6068
,8503 .0009 ,7839 .5908
.9000 ,0298 .7883 ,5926




C01 .00717 COCOR1 .00686
COZ .00763 COCOA2 .00723
C03 .00694 CDCOR3 .00658
C04 .00641 COCOR_ ,00629
COS *00660 CDCOR5 .00600
SPAHWISE
XlC TiC CP P_LIPT NLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,4450 .6933 .74Z4
,1509 -,3333 -.4_49 .6839 ,7167
,1501 -,1667 -,$025 .6_22 ,7594
.I$05 0.0000 -.4849 .6851 .7_9
,1505 ,1667 -.$041 .b015 .7609
.IS05 ,3333 -.4902 ,6033 ,737?
,1501 ,5000 -.4778 ,6871 ,7519
.499S -,$000 -.Z636 .7299 ,6616
.4995 -,3333 -,2609 .7299 .6856
,4995 -.1667 -,2632 ,7294 .6863
,4995 0,0000 -,2692 ,7274 ,6896
,4991 ,166? -.2671 .7292 ,6867
,4990 ,3333 -.2638 ,7293 .6_61
.4990 .5000 -,2432 ,7334 .6001
.7994 -,SO00 -.0581 ,??00 ,6223
.7994 -.3333 -.0611 .7702 .6219
.7994 -.1667 -,0S85 .7700 ,6223
.7994 0,0000 -,0582 .7702 .6219
.7994 ,1b&7 -,0550 .?704 ,b215
,7994 ,3333 -.0544 .7715 ,6198
,7994 .5000 -,00?0 .7701 ,6221
C01 ,00706 CDCOR1 ,006?3
C02 ,00?54 COCOR2 ,00713
C03 ,00708 CDCOR3 ,00669
C04 ,00649 COCOR4 .00635
COS ,00675 CDCORS ,00614
SPANWISE
_/C TIC CP P;L/PT NLOC
.IS05 ".$000 -,6?76 ,6404 .0114
• 1505 -.3333 -.7384 ,6361 ,8303
,L505 -.1667 -.7483 ,6344 ,_326
.1505 0,0000 -,7467 .6350 ,8319
,1005 .1667 -.7550 .6330 ,8349
,150S .3333 -.7461 .634S .8326
,1505 .5000 -.7191 ,6402 *0239
.4995 -.3000 -,3283 ,7176 .?040
.49q$ -,3333 -,3349 ,7160 .?059
,4995 -,1667 -*33q9 ,7154 ,7081
.4995 0.0000 ".3458 ,7140 ,7096
,4995 .1667 -,3406 .7151 .7086
,4995 ,3333 -,3395 .7160 ,70?3
.4995 .5000 -.3170 ,?200 ,7011
,7q94 -,S000 -.0752 ,7684 ,6248
.7994 -,3333 -,0780 .7675 .6Z63
.Tqq4 -*1667 -,0795 ,7671 *6269
,?994 0.0000 -.0769 .7670 ,6257
.7994 .1667 -,0739 .768? .6243
.7994 .3333 -.0742 .7683 *6249
.7994 ,SO00 -,0809 ,?660 ,6273
C01 *00781 COCOR1 ,00?40
C02 ,00862 COCOR2 ,00011
C03 ,00820 CDCOR3 .00771
C04 .00720 COCOR4 .00706
C05 .00765 CDCOR5 .00693
SPANWISE
X/C TIC C_ P,L/RT NLOC
,1S05 -,5000 -.9738 ,$886 .q037
,1505 -.3333 -1.0309 .$770 ,9219
,1505 -,1667 -1.0444 .$750 ,9251
,1505 0*0000 -.0999 ,5829 .9127
• 1505 .1667 -1,0493 ,5736 ,92?2
• 150S .3333 -I.0079 .$816 ,9147
,1505 ,$000 -1,0012 .$o2e .qlZ9
.4995 -,$000 -.3952 .7041 .7256
.4995 -.3333 -,3986 .7036 ,7264
.4995 -.1667 -.4056 .7024 .72§3
,4990 0,0000 -,4117 .7001 ,7319
,4995 ,t667 -,4115 .7009 .?_06
.4990 ,3333 -,4034 .7027 ,7279
.499S ,5000 -.3003 .70?4 ,?205
.7994 -,5000 -,0968 .7634 .632_
,7994 -.3333 -.09?1 .7636 ,6324
.7994 -.1667 -.0956 ,?636 .6325
.?994 0,0000 -.0928 ,7640 .631_
.799_ .1667 -,0917 .?644 ,6311
• 7994 .3333 -.0910 .7647 .6307












XIC CP P,LIPT _L_C
0,0000 ,3418 ,R504 ,4864
.0135 -I,7982 ,4240 1,1782
.0271 -2,0135 .3808 1,2&O0
• 0515 -2,1420 .3561 h3097
,0763 -2.0967 ,3677 1,2861
• lO1Z -1,q80Z ,3890 1,2440
,1503 -1.0206 ,5798 .9175
,1994 -,9065 ,5858 ,9081
o2501 -,8630 ,6083 ,8731
,2999 -,7793 ,6271 .8441
,3490 -.6854 .6462 .8147
• 3994 -,6069 .6614 ,7913
.4496 -,5267 ,6786 ,7650
.4997 -.4600 ,6914 .7452
• 5492 -,3867 ,7048 .7245
.5994 -,3284 .7168 .7060
,6495 -,2752 ,7268 ,6874
,6996 -,2158 ,7401 ,6697
,7489 -,1615 .7507 ,652_
.BOO3 -.0976 ,7634 ,6329
.$500 -,0366 ,7759 ,6127
,0993 ,0301 .7884 .5924
,94|q ,I030 ,8026 ,5690
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP P,LIPT _LOC
0,0000 .3418 ,8504 .4864
,0122 .9543 ,9?22 ,2010
,0251 ,7120 ,9239 ,3380
*0510 .4261 ,8671 ,4556
,0755 .2785 ,8385 .5077
,1000 .1812 ,8186 ,5421
,1504 ,0550 .7935 ,5840
.2004 -,0102 .7802 ,605&
,2501 -,0462 ,7741 ,6156
.3002 -,0593 ,7704 .6216
.3507 -,0745 .7677 ,6260
,4000 -,0771 .7669 ,6272
,4503 -,0679 ,7696 .6229
.5000 --,0717 .7685 .6246
,5506 -,0638 ,7692 ,6235
.5997 -.0527 .7717 .6195
,6502 -,0509 ,7732 ,6i?_
.7003 -.0333 ,7765 ,611B
,7497 -.0104 .7790 .6078
.7998 ,0056 ,7839 .5998
.8503 ,0182 ".7868 ,5951
.9000 ,0297 .7883 .5926





XlC CP P,LtPT _LOC
0,0000 ,1654 ,8160 ,5466
,0135 -2.0332 ,3770 1.2675
,02?1 -2,2455 .3357 1.3525
.0515 -2,3635 .3131 1,4024
,0?63 -2,3680 ,3112 1,4068
,1012 -2.247a ,3349 1,3542
,1503 -i,6198 ,4650 1,1055
.1994 -,9667 ,5906 .9006
,2501 -.R759 .6100 .8704
.299_ -,7_89 .6258 .8460
,3499 -,6978 ,6439 ,8181
,3994 -,6167 ,6596 ,7941
,4496 -,5391 .6763 ,7684
,4997 -,4688 .6902 .7470
,5492 -.3975 .7040 .7258
,5994 -,3357 .715a ,7076
,6495 -,2818 ,7272 ,6699
,6996 -.2207 ,73_8 .6717
,7489 -,1638 ,7503 ,6535
,RO03 -,0985 ,7625 ,63_3
,8500 -.0403 ,7749 ,6144
,6993 .0240 ,7675 ,5940
.9489 .0P61 *7994 .5743
PT 23,2727 PSI CN ,7290
TT 281,5410 K CN ,0209




X/C CP P_LIPT NLOC
0,0000 ,1664 ,8160 .5466
• 0122 1,0025 ,9817 ,1623
.0251 ,7R43 .9384 ,3025
,0510 ,50E2 ,8837 ,4237
.0755 .3626 .8545 .4790
.I000 ,2567 ,8334 ,5166
.1504 .1260 .8093 .5578
,2004 ,0494 ,7925 ,5857
,2501 ,0066 .7846 ,5983
,3002 -,0145 ,7798 .6065
,3507 -.0325 ,7762 ,6123
.4000 -*0376 .7748 .6145
.4_03 -.0358 .7761 ,6124
,5000 -.041_ ,7"_0 .6142
.5506 -.0406 ,7748 .6145
.5997 *,0297 ,7766 .6116
,6502 -,0345 ,7762 .6122
,7003 -,0196 ,7787 ,6082
,7497 -.00_4 ,7812 .6042
.7998 .0142 ,7649 .5951
._503 ,019_ ,7865 .$951
• 9000 .0271 ,7881 ,5929




PT 23.2694 PSI CN ,8118
TT 282.4312 K CH .025M




[IC CP P,L/PT MLOC
0,0000 ,0335 .7868 ,5950
,0135 -2,1a18 .3439 1.3352
• 0271 -2,3962 .3013 1,4297
.0515 -2,5214 ,2801 1.4806
,0763 -2,4892 .2812 1.4779
,1012 -2.3041 .3010 1.4304
.1503 -2.0646 ,3689 1,2836
,1994 -1.2570 ,53L3 .9948
.2501 -.9416 .5926 .8975
,2999 -,8000 ,6227 ,8509
,3499 -,6096 ,6437 ,q185
,3994 -,6184 .6552 ,_009
.4496 -,5472 ,6741 ,7718
,4997 -,_734 ,6852 ,7548
,_492 -._050 ,6905 ,7327
.5994 -.3465 ,7110 .7150
,6495 -.2R53 .7238 .6051
,6996 -,2290 ,7350 ,6777
.7489 -,1769 ,7460 .6604
,8003 -.1126 ,7505 ,6391
,8500 -,0547 ,7701 ,6221
,B993 .0069 .7837 .6001
.9489 ,0612 ,7935 .5841
LOWEQ SURFACE
XlC CP PpLIPT HLOE
0,0000 ,0335 ,7868 ,5950
*0122 1,0347 .9881 ,1310
,0251 ,8397 .9490 .7744
.0510 ,5742 ,8965 ,3979
,0755 ,4248 .fl656 ,45P5
.I000 ,3188 .8445 .4970
.1504 ,1fi18 ,8177 ,54_6
.Z004 .0990 .8016 .5706
,2501 ,0523 ,7915 .5_74
,3002 *0215 ,7863 .5958
.3507 ,0006 ,7828 .6015
,4000 -*0150 ,7766 .6116
.4503 -,0169 .7794 .6070
.5000 -,026_ .7746 ,6140
,5506 -,0307 ,7745 ,6150
,5997 -,02_3 ,7748 ,6145
.6502 -,0272 ,7755 ,6135
,7003 -,0198 ,7769 .6112
.7497 -,0148 .7784 ,6088
,7998 ,0044 ,7828 ,6016
,6503 .0089 ,7828 .6015
,9000 ,0126 ,7040 .5982
,9463 .05?5 ,?927 .5053
9O
C01 ,01082 COCORI ,01044
CD2 ,01157 COCOR2 ,01116
CO3 ,01142 CDCOR3 .01101
CO4 ,00994 CDCOR4 ,00974
CO5 ,01006 CDCOR5 ,00946
SP4HWISE
X/C YIC CP P,LIPT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1,0677 ,5704 ,9323
,1505 -.3333 -,9602 ,59_0 .qo00
,1505 -,1667 -,9617 ,5919 ,8_96
,1505 0.0000 -1,0206 .5?96 .917_
• 1505 ,1667 -.9631 ,5912 .8997
.1505 .3333 -,9725 ,5902 .9013
,1505 .5000 -1,0240 ,5795 ,9180
.4995 -.5000 -.4411 ,6940 .7412
.4995 -.3333 -.4488 ,6930 .7426
.4995 -.1667 -*4523 ,6936 ,7419
,4995 0,0000 -.4600 .6914 ,7452
.4995 ,1667 -,4585 ,6905 .7466
.4995 ,3333 -,4553 .691? ,7447
,4995 .5000 -.4311 ,6978 ,7354
.7994 -,5000 -.1103 ,7601 ,63B0
,7994 -.3333 -,1034 .7616 ,6357
,7994 -,1667 -.0964 ,?618 .6353
,7994 0,0000 -.0976 ,7634 ,6329
.7994 .1667 -,0964 ,?629 .6336
,7994 ,3333 -,0974 .?62? .6338
,7994 .5000 -,I050 .7601 ,6381
COl ,01665 " CDCOR1 ,01625
CD2 ,01744 COCOR2 .01703
C03 ,01772 COCOR3 ,01730
C04 ,01520 COCOA4 .01495
C05 .01464 COCOR5 .01428
5PA_WISE
_/C YIC CP PeL/PT RLOC
.1505 -,5000 -1.1590 ,5512 .9625
,1505 -,3333 -t.5262 .4759 1,0817
,1505 -,1667 -1,7246 ,4398 ],1499
,1505 0.0000 -1.6198 ,4650 1,1055
,1505 .1667 -1.7858 .4263 1.1741
.1505 .3333 -1,6983 ,4451 1.1404
,1505 *5000 -1,4394 .4964 1,0521
,4995 *.5000 -.4616 ,6922 .7440
,4995 -,3333 -.45_5 .6909 .7460
.4995 -.1667 -,4666 .6912 ,?456
.4995 0,0000 -,4688 ,6902 .74?0
,4995 .1667 -,4771 ,6891 ,7457
,4995 .3333 o.463e ,6599 .?476
,4995 ,5000 -.4468 .6951 ,7395
.?994 -.$000 -,1284 ,7562 .6442
,7994 -.3333 -,1147 ,7593 ,6393
.7994 -.1667 -,1050 ,?607 .6371
.7994 0,0000 -.0985 ,7625 ,6343
,7994 ,1667 -,0977 *7623 ,6345
,7994 .3333 -.1020 .7618 ,6353
,7994 .5000 -,1106 .7596 ,6389
C01 .02748 CDCORI *02696
CD2 ,02617 COCOR2 ,02764
C03 .02919 CDCOR3 .02865
C04 ,02461 CDCOR4 .02420
CD5 ,02302 CDCOR3 ,02230
SPANWISE
X/C V/C CP P,L/PT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1,4431 ,4955 1,0537
.1505 -,3333 -1.7574 ,4304 1.166b
,1505 -,1667 -1,9436 .3942 1.2341
,1505 0.0000 -2.0646 ,3689 1,2836
,1505 .1667 -1.9504 .3930 1,2364
,1505 ,3333 -1.8994 .4021 1.219|
.1505 .5000 -1.8085 .4211 1,1836
,4995 -,5000 -.4799 .6842 ,7563
,4995 -.3333 -,4741 ,bB64 .7529
.4995 -.1667 **4?60 *6863 *7530
,4gq5 0.0000 -*4734 ,6652 .7546
,4995 .1667 -.474? ,6052 ,?548
,4995 ,3333 -,4721 ,6066 ,7323
,4995 ,$000 -,4514 .6912 .7455
,7994 -.5000 -.1967 .?429 ,6652
.7994 -.3333 -,1449 .7519 ,6510
,7994 -.1667 -,1232 ,?5?6 .6421
,7994 0.0000 -.1126 .7595 *6391
.7994 ,1667 -,1103 ,7601 ,6360
,7994 ,3333 -,1082 .7593 ,6393





X/C CP PpL/PT _LOC
0.0000 -.1028 ,7631 .6332
.0135 -2.3749 ,32_9 1.3826
.0271 -2.5446 .2780 1.4858
,0515 -2.6051 .2647 1.5197
.0763 -2.5222 ,2851 1.4684
.I012 -2.5082 ,2Q09 1.45¢3
.1503 -1.7607 .4358 1.1569
.1994 -i,3856 ,5108 1.0283
.2501 -1.0820 .5698 .9333
• 29qq -.8g36 .60_2 .9732
.3499 -.7502 .6345 .8326
.3g94 -.6517 .6544 .8020
.4496 -.5661 .6720 .7751
.Sgq? -.4885 .6857 .7540
.54q2 -*%217 .6q97 .7325
.5994 -.3671 .7132 *7115
,6495 -.3100 .7228 .6967
• 6996 -,2534 .7337 .6797
.7689 -.2000 ,7427 .6655
.qo03 -.1424 ,7569 .6431
• _500 -.O05b .7658 .62q0
.e993 -.0403 .7756 .6132
.9489 ' .0091 .7564 .5956
PT 23.2733 PSI CN. .8520
TT 281.35_4 _ _" .02_




XlC CP P,LIPT NLOC
0.0000 -.1028 .7631 .6332
,0122 1.0561 .q_26 .1033
.0251 .8796 .957_ ._695
*0510 .6155 .9040 ,3_02
.0755 .4736 .8775 .435B
.1000 .3644 .8566 ,4751
.1504 .217B .8270 .5278
.2004 .1303 .8100 ,5567
.2501 .07_5 .7_q5 *5741
.3002 .0439 ,7q20 .5fib5
.3507 .0117 .7855 .5971
.4000 ,0011 .7837 .60_1
.4503 -.0061 .7827 ,6017
.5000 -*0193 .7789 .6079
,5506 -.0_74 .777B ,6096
.5997 -,0302 .7794 .6070
.6502 -.0366 .7768 .6113
,7003 -.0315 *7776 .6100
,7497 -,0260 .7773 .6104
.799B -.Ollq ,7826 .6019
.8503 -.0192 .7809 .6047
._000 -.0234 .77q0 .6078
.q483 .0171 .?*SO .5930
C01 .03939 CDCOR1 ,038eq
C02 ,03897 CDCOR2 .03823
CD3 ,03e52 C DCOR3 ,03782
C04 .03930 CDCOR4 .03ESO
C05 ,03_Oq COCOR5 .0370q
SPAN¢ISE
XIC YIC CP PeLIPT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -I.2993 .5264 1.0027
.1503 -.3333 -1.6035 .4633 1.1084
.1503 -.1667 -1.677q .4522 1,1277
,1505 0.0000 -1.7607 .4358 1.156_
.1505 .1667 -1.7546 ,4363 1.1561
.1505 .3333 -1.7307 ,4380 1.1530
.1505 .SO00 -1.7515 ,4377 1.1535
.4995 -.5000 -.5704 .6728 .T73q
.4995 -.3333 -.4944 .6847 ,7556
.4995 --.1667 --.4942 .6_60 .7_35
.4995 0.0000 -.4885 .6857 .7540
.4995 .1667 -.4965 ,6873 .7515
.4995 .3333 -.4933 .6849 .7553
.4995 .5000 --*4664 *6q15 ,7451
.Tqq4 ".5000 -*_899 .7253 .6928
.7994 -.3333 -*2386 .7352 .6773
.7994 *.1667 -.1655 .7497 ,6545
,7994 0._000 -.1424 .?Sbq .6431
.7994 .1667 -.1401 .7550 ,6461
,7994 ,3333 -.1341 .7560 .6446





_IC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 -.I928 .74%7 .6625
•0135 -2,3Fll ,3153 1,3Q75
.0271 -2.3947 .3017 1.4287
.OSLS -2,3517 .3134 1.4019
,0763 -2.0558 .3746 1,2723
• 1012 -1,7R35 .42_8 1.1749
•1503 -1.5419 .4765 1.0858
• 1994 -1.3146 ,5201 1.0130
,250l -i,1289 .5577 ,9525
.2999 -.qEq% .5871 .qO61
.349q -,8529 .6178 ._662
.3q94 -.7383 .b368 .8292
.4496 -.6604 ,651_ ._059
• 4997 -,5850 .6666 .7833
,5492 -.4063 .6A35 .7574
.5994 -.4385 .6962 .7379
,64_5 -,3P52 ,705_ ,7228
.6996 -.3322 .7172 .7054
.7489 -.2067 *7244 .6942
• _003 -.2398 ,73_I ,675g
.8500 -.2072 .7427 .6656
.8993 -.1708 .74_ ,6560
• g48g -.1365 .7574 .6423
PT 23.2713 _SI CN ,8516
TT 282._189 K CR -,0026




XlC CP PeLIRT qLDC
0.0000 -.1928 ,7447 .6625
,0122 1,0652 ._943 .0_03
• 0251 ,9012 .9613 .2390
.0510 °6478 ,qLII .366q
.0755 ,4qq3 ._820 .4271
,I000 .3R72 .8588 .47_2
.1504 .2423 .8309 .5210
• 2004 .1489 .8117 ,5538
.2501 .093g .ROIO ,5717
• 3002 .0510 .7q34 .5843"
.3507 ,0223 .786B .,5950
.4000 .0079 .7837 ,6000
._503 -.OILS .7807 *6050
.5000 -.0310 .7766 .6116
.5506 -.0377 .7747 .6146
.59,97 -,0411 .7750 .6tSZ
.6502 -.0545 .7717 .6196
,7003 -,0562 .771_ ,61_1
.7497 -.0598 .7713 .6201
.7998 -,0509 .7735 .6166
.8503 -.0676 .7703 ,6217
.9000 --*0913 .7646 .6309
.q483 -,0700 .7706 .6213
CDI .078_0 CDCORI ,07770
Cb2 ,07378 CDCOR2 .07305
C03 ,05284 C OCOR3 *03216
C04 ,06337 C DCOR4 *06264
C05 ,05647 CDCOR5 .03537
XIC TIC CP P_LIPT RLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -I,52E0 .4781 1.0830
,1505 -.3333 -1.5418 .4756 1,0873
• 1505 -.1667 -1.5500 .4759 1.0868
• t505 0.0000 -l.541q .4765 1.0656
.1505 .1667 -1.4754 .4885 1.0653
.1503 .3333 -1.4619 .4915 1.0604
.1505 .5000 -1._193 .4820 1,0764
.4995 -.5000 -.5238 .6787 ,7648
• 4995 -,3333 -.5313 ,6785 .7651
,4995 -.1667 -.5374 .6763 ,7685
.4995 0.0000 -,5850 ,6666 .7833
.4995 .1667 -.6021 .6631 ,78S7
.4995 .3333 -.600q .6647 .7863
.49_5 .5000 -.532_ .6773 .7670
.7994 -,5000 -.2406 .7358 .6764
• Tqq_ **3333 -.232_ .7372 ,6742
.Tqq4 -.1667 -.2324 *73?1 .6744
.7994 0.0000 -,2398 ,7361 ,67_q
.7994 .1667 -.2423 ,7355 .676q
.7994 .3333 -,242q .7351 .6775




TABLE XV. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.60















XlC CP PtL/PT SL3C
0.0000 1,0888 .9990 .0371
.0135 .08§? .7992 .5746
.0271 -,1790 .7456 .6607
.0515 -,3431 .7138 *710b
.0763 -,4404 .6947 .7402
.1012 -.4631 .6893 ,7485
,1503 -,457? .6904 .746E
.1994 -.4640 .6891 ,74A8
*Z501 -.4279 *6957 .73_6
.2999 -,4026 ,7019 ,7200
*3499 -,3647 .7088 .7184
,3994 -,3347 .7139 ,7104
.4496 -.2951 .7222 .6976
.4997 -.2673 .72_3 ._BSl
,5492 -.1244 .7361 .6759
.5994 -,1944 ,7428 .6554
.6495 -.1666 .7483 *6568
,6996 -.1315 ,7548 .b_64
.7489 -,0949 ,7610 .6353
,8003 -.0549 .7700 .6222
,8500 -,0117 ,77_b ,6083
*$993 ,0428 .7900 .5898
,94|9 *103Z ,8013 *$645
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CP D,L/PT qLqC
0.0000 1.0888 .9990 ,0371
,0121 .0520 .7925 ,5856
.0251 -.2Z59 ,7366 .6751
• 0510 -.4228 .6980 ,735l
• 0755 -*474b .6879 .7507
,1000 -.5058 .6808 .7616
.1504 -.5117 .6796 .7634
.2004 -.496Z .68_? ,758?
,2_01 -.4502 .6896 .7480
,3002 --.41_0 .6984 .7337
• 3507 -,3843 .7049 _7245
.4000 -,3492 ,7111 ,7149
.4503 -.3050 .7203 .7006
.5000 -*Z?_7 ,?258 ,6919
.5506 -.2423 .7326 .681_
,59q7 -.Z052 ,7406 .668Q
.6502 -.1937 .7449 *6622
.7003 -.1373 .7537 ,6_82
.74q7 -,0907 ,7611 .6365
.7998 -,0542 .7702 .6220
.8503 -,015b .7778 .6096
.9000 .0Z44 ,7|64 .39_6













XIZ CP PeLIPT _LO_
0.0000 .7122 .9248 .3357
,0135 *7695 .93_4 .307b
.0271 ,40_9 .8818 .4274
,0515 .263Z .835q .5121
.0763 .1093 ,9063 .5628
.I012 *0292 .7899 .5899
,1503 -,0508 ,7740 .6157
,1994 -,1144 ,76L_ .6358
*_501 -*1304 .7581 .6413
*_999 -,1431 .7556 .6452
.3499 -.1396 ,7554 ,6455
.3994 -.1376 .7556 .6451
.4496 -.1256 .75_3 .6_I0
,4997 -,1199 .7600 .6382
._492 -.0948 .764_ .6303
._994 -.0_34 ,7663 .6281
.6495 -.0702 ,7694 .6231
.6996 -,051_ .77_8 .6177
,7489 -*0321 .7773 ,6105
.8003 -.0044 .7828 .6015
,3500 .0223 .7_0 .5930
.8993 ,0614 ,704_ .53_8
,9489 .I043 .8027 .5699
LOWER SURFAC_
XIC CP P_L/PT RLOC
0.0000 .7122 ,9248 ,3357
.OIZZ -1.1q29 ,5500 ,9647
.0251 -1.3001 .5068 1,0349
,0510 -1.4160 ,5040 1,0396
.0755 -1.2555 ,5375 ,9849
.1000 -1.1792 .5513 ,9627
.1504 -1.0163 .5833 ,9121
,2004 -.8905 .6082 ,8734
.2501 -.7763 .6304 .839_
.3002 -.6801 .6495 ,80q6
,3507 -.6010 .6639 .7875
.4000 -.5316 .6774 .7667
.4503 -.4622 .6915 _7650
,5000 -.4135 .7019 .7291
.5506 -.3545 ,7136 ,7110
,5997 -,3006 .723_ ,6961
,6502 -._58_ .7321 .68_E
.7003 -.1999 .7434 .6645
,7497 -,1493 .7541 ,6476
.7998 -.0889 .7661 ,6284
.8503 --,0376 ,7762 .6123
.9000 ,0188 .7064 ,59_7













XlC CP PeLIPT qLOC
0,0000 1.0095 .9830 .1567
,0135 .4697 ,_753 .4400
,0271 .1839 .81_0 .5431
.0515 -.0234 ,776_ *blZl
*0763 -.1537 ,7696 .6547
.1012 -.2077 .7402 .6694
,1503 -,2530 ,731_ .6_24
.|994 -.2888 .7238 .6951
.2501 -.2784 .7255 .69Z4
._999 -.2763 .7258 .6919
.3499 -.2555 ,7305 .6842
,3994 -.1408 ,7330 .b807
.4496 -o2158 .7384 ,6723
.4997 -.1_51 .744_ .6631
.5492 -.1629 .7493 .6_51
,5994 -.1419 .7529 .6494
,6495 -.1205 .758_ ,6410
.6996 -.0_44 .7630 .b334
.7489 -*0639 .7b95 .6230
,6003 -.0324 ,7754 .6135
.8500 .0034 ,7826 .6018
.|993 ,0571 .7927 .5853
.9489 ,1028 .8028 .5686
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP PeLleT RLDC
0.0000 1,0045 .9830 ,1567
,0122 -,4735 .6870 .7520
.0251 -.7135 ,6386 ,8264
.0510 -,8306 ,614? .8632
.0755 -.8180 .6164 .0606
,I000 -.805_ .6209 .8537
.1304 -,7451 .6340 .8335
.2004 -.6836 ,6449 ,8166
,2501 -.6093 ,6503 ,794_
.3002 -,5466 ,6718 ,7753
• 3507 -.4896 .6841 .7564
,4000 -.4399 .6932 ,742_
• 4503 -.3838 .7049 ,724_
.5000 -.3435 .7148 .7090
,5506 -.2977 .7225 .6972
.sqq7 -.2520 .7309 .6040
.6502 -*_203 .7383 ,6724
.?003 -.1686 ,7482 ,6569
.7497 -.1220 ,7579 ,6415
.7998 -,072_ .7673 ,6265
.8503 -.0277 .7764 .6118
• 9000 ,0217 .7867 .5952




C01 ,00800 COCOI1 .00707
_DZ s00799 Cl_Ol2 ,00779
C03 ,00791 COCOR3 ,00777
CD4 ,00728 COCOR4 ,00717
COS .006_9 COCOR5 *00654
SPANWZSE
XI¢ tiC CP P,L/PT RLO¢
,1505 -.5000 -,4230 .6980 ,7351
,1505 -,3333 -04752 ,6875 ,7512
.1505 -,166? -.46_1 .6896 .7480
,1505 0.0000 -,4577 ,6904 .746_
.1505 .1667 -.4672 .6892 ,7407
,1505 .3333 -,4632 .6894 ,7475
• 1505 ,5000 -,4620 .6901 ,7473
,4995 -.5000 -.2605 .7298 ,6858
,4995 -.3333 -,2621 .7294 ,6856
.4995 -.1667 -.2590 .7306 .6845
,4995 0,0000 -.2673 .7283 ,6801
.4995 .1667 -.2622 .7295 .6863
.4995 ,3_33 -,2617 ,7300 ,6853
,4995 .5000 -.2340 .7356 .6?68
.7994 -,5000 -.0548 .7704 .6215
°7994 -,3333 -.0583 ,T696 .62_
,7994 -,lb67 -.0562 .7708 ,6209
.7994 0.0000 -,0549 .7700 ,6222
.7994 .1667 -,0503 .?713 ,6201
,7994 ,3333 -,0494 .7714 .6199
,7994 .5000 -.0541 .7712 ,6203
¢01 .00659 ¢DCOR1 .00643
C02 .00851 CDCOR2 *00628
C03 *00911 C OCOR3 ,00796
C04 ,00783 CDCOR4 .00769
COS *00713 CDCOR5 .00705
SPAN_ISE
X/C ¥1_ CP P_L/PT RLOC
,1505 -,5000 -.0613 ,7?06 .6213
• 1505 -,3333 -.0741 .7667 ,6244
,1505 --.1667 --.0751 ,7602 .6251
,1505 0.0000 -,0508 .7740 ,6187
.1505 ,1667 -,0719 .768S .6247
,1505 .3333 -.0605 .7714 .6200
.1505 ,5000 -,0583 .7715 ,619?
.4995 -.5000 -.1091 .7614 .6360
.4995 -.3333 -.1129 ,760? .6370
.4995 -,1667 -,1123 .760? ,6371
,49q5 0,0000 -,1199 ,7600 ,6302
• 4995 .1667 -.1137 .7605 ,6374
,4995 .3333 -,1118 ,7610 ,6366
• 4995 .5000 *.096? *7638 ,6322
,7994 -,5000 *.0125 .?004 ,6055
.7994 -,3333 -,0129 *7807 .6049
,7994 -.1667 -,0081 .7811 ,5042
.7994 0.0000 -,0044 .7626 .6015
• 7994 .1667 -,0019 .7823 .6024
,7994 ,3333 -.o00q .7831 ,6011
,7994 .5000 -,002? ,7822 .6025
C01 ,00811 COCORI ,00749
C02 .00821 CDCOR2 *00601
¢03 .00811 C040R3 .00?99
C04 .0075S CDCOR4 .00?45
C05 ,00684 ¢OCORS .006?6
5PANgISE
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -*Z556 .7305 ,6846
,150_ -.3333 -.2?39 .7269 .6902
,1505 -.1667 -.2618 ,7296 ,605?
,1505 0,0000 -.2530 ,7314 ,6024
• 1505 ,1667 -.2749 .7266 .6907
.1505 .3333 -,2624 .7292 ,6866
.1505 ,5000 -,2566 .730q .6841
,4995 -.5000 -,1842 ,7443 ,6630
• 4995 -,3333 -,1407 .7440 .6623
.4995 -,1667 -.1911 ,7440 .6635
.4995 0,0000 -.1951 ,7443 ,6631
• 4995 ,1667 -,1931 .7425 *6658
.4995 ,3333 -.lq10 ,7447 ,6624
• 4995 ,5000 -.1692 .7484 ,6566
.7994 -,5000 -*0398 ,7738 .6161
.7994 -,3333 -,0401 ,7?39 ,6159
• 7994 -,1667 -*0330 ,7751 .6139
• 7994 0.0000 -,0324 ,7754 ,6135
.7994 .1667 -,0245 .7?SS ,6133
.7994 ,3333 *.0261 ,7T63 ,6120







X/¢ CP P, LIPT HLQC
0.0000 1.0884 .9989 .340Z
.0135 .0669 .7Q46 .5821
.0271 -.1958 .7419 ,6667
,0515 -,35?1 ,7102 .7162
*0763 -.453_ .6906 .746%
,1012 -.4725 .6863 .7530
.1503 -.4699 ,5886 ,7495
.1994 -.4691 .6877 ,7509
,2501 -,4332 .6948 ,7400
.2999 -,4076 .7006 .7311
.3499 -.3683 *7079 .7197
.3994 -.3368 ,7149 .7089
.4496 ",2997 .7210 .6994
.4997 -.2707 .7267 ,6906
.5692 -.Z257 ,7356 *6764
.5994 --.1940 *7925 .6658
.6995 --.1670 .7402 ,6568
.6996 -.1295 .7559 .6646
.7489 -,0944 .7623 .6346
.8003 -.054§ .7703 .6217
.8500 -.0121 ,7797 ,6065
,8_85 ,0417 ,78q7 .5902
.9459 .1049 ,0027 .5688
31.Z?12 PS! CM -*0112
208,6402 K CN ,0002




XIC CP P,LIPT HLnC
0,0000 1,0884 ,9989 .0402
*O1ZZ .0753 .7963 .5794
*0251 -,2102 .7391 ,6712
.0510 -.4063 .7004 .7313
.0755 -.6621 .6889 .7690
.1000 -,4935 .6821 ,7595
.1504 -,5050 .6817 .7602
.2006 -.6_58 .6844 .7560 •
.2501 -.6693 ,6916 .7649
,3002 -.6131 .6905 ,7328
.3507 -,3751 .7059 .7Z28
.6000 -.3632 ,71_6 ,7109
,6503 -.3050 ,7Z04 .7006
.5000 -.2770 ,7259 .6926
.5506 -.2370 .7333 .6502
,5997 -.2005 .7412 .6675
,650Z -.1795 .7457 .6605
.7003 -.1318 ,7555 .6%53
,7997 -,0953 ,7622 ,6347
.7990 -.0513 ,7709 .6_07
.8503 -.0162 .7793 ,607Z
.9000 ,0251 .7a64 ,5996
.9413 ,1093 ,|036 ,$673
001 .00804 COCOR1 .O07qZ
CD2 ,00811 COCOR2 .00789
C03 .00804 CDCOR3 .00791
CO4 .00727 COCOR% .00717
C05 .00658 CDCOR5 .00653
SPANVISE
XIC ¥1C CP PJLIPT MLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,4286 .6958 ,7384
,1505 -,3333 -,9851 ,6846 ,7557
,1505 -.1667 -.4730 .6574 .751_
,1505 0,0000 -.4699 .6886 .7995
.1505 ,1667 -,6712 ,6873 .7515
• 1505 .3335 -.4744 .6867 .75Z4
.1505 .5000 -,4711 .6578 ,7508
,4995 -,5000 -,2628 ,7291 .6868
,4995 -.3333 -.2643 .7296 .6861
.4995 -,1667 -,26_6 ,7304 ,6868
,4995 0,0000 -,2T07 .7267 ,6906
.4995 .1667 -.2657 *7285 .6878
.4995 ,3333 -,2645 .7295 .6861
.4995 ,5000 -.2373 ,7354 ,6770
,7994 -.5000 -.0571 .7705 ,6216
,7994 -,3533 -.0589 ,7696 .6229
.7996 -,1667 -.0568 *7706 .6212
,7996 0,0000 -.0565 ,7703 .6217
,7996 .1667 -.0529 .7714 ,6199
,7994 .3333 -.0501 .7713 ,6Z00





XlC CP P,LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,0075 ,0828 .1575
,0135 -.6740 .60_4 .7698
• OZTl -,6892 ,6657 ._155
• 0515 -.7679 .6_8 ._615
• 0763 -.8082 ,6217 .8523
.1012 -,77_7 .6253 ,_468
• 1503 -,7113 ,6611 ,_226
.1994 -,6_79 .6503 .q083
,2501 -,5958 .66_1 .7872
,_990 -.5399 .6747 .7710
,3499 -.6816 .6861 ,7534
.3996 -,6336 .6961 .7380
.6696 --.3838 *7063 .7222
.4997 -,3373 .714b ,7094
,5492 -.2871 .7244 .6942
,5999 -.2459 ,7326 .6813
,6495 -.2082 .7606 .66_8
.6996 -.1677 .74R8 ,6560
.7989 -,1231 .7578 .6417
,_003 -.0756 ,7670 .6269
,5500 -.0231 .7778 .6097
,8993 ,0355 .78_2 ,5910
.9419 ,1038 *R023 ,5696
PT 31.2697 PSI CN .2087
Tr 205.5893 K CM .0016




XlC CP PeLIPT qLDC
0.0000 1,0075 ,9828 .1575
• 0122 ,4575 ,8705 .6318
• 0251 ,1861 ,8192 ,5610
,0510 -,0597 .7700 ,622Z
,0755 -.1576 ,7511 .6523
,1000 -.2198 ,7371 .6743
,150_ -,2835 ,7_61 .6915
.2004 -.3038 .7226 .6969
,2501 -,2956 .7237 ,6952
• 3002 -,2784 .7266 ,6907
• 3507 -.2665 .7294 ,6864
,4000 -,2448 .7336 .6797
,4503 -.2197 ,7389 .6716
.5000 -.2002 .7419 .6667
,5506 -,1773 .7463 .6599
,5_97 -,1489 .7520 .650_
,6502 -,1363 .7553 .6456
.7003 -.0989 .7625 ,6343
.7497 -.0671 ,765a .6Z60
,799_ -,0295 ,7762 ,6122
,8503 ,0024 .7828 .6015
.9000 ,0307 ,7883 .5926
.9483 ,1079 .8032 ,5680
C01 ,00813 CDCOR1 ,00803
C02 ,00825 CDCOR2 .00805
CD3 .00815 CDCOR3 ,00802
C04 .00770 COCOR4 .00768
C05 ,00684 COCOR5 ,00650
SP&HWZSE
XIC YIC CP P.LtPT RLOC
,1505 -,5000 -.6517 ,6526 .8049
,1505 -,3333 -.6912 .6653 .8160
.1505 -.1667 -.7103 .6622 ,8209
.1505 0,0000 -,7113 .6411 .8Z26
.1505 .1667 -.7160 ,6398 .8245
,1505 .3333 -,7125 ,6411 ,8225
,1505 .5000 -.7093 .6434 ,8190
,4995 -.5000 -,3263 ,7182 ,7088
,_995 -,3333 -.3301 .7176 .7050
.4995 -,1667 -.3325 ,7174 .7050
,4995 0.0000 -.3373 .7146 .7094
,4995 ,1667 -,3367 ,7161 .7070
,4995 .3333 -,3328 ,7169 .7058
,4995 ,5000 -.3059 ,7228 .6967
,7996 I'_O00 1"0738 .7690 ,6237
.7994 -,3333 -.0773 .7685 .6246
.7994 -.1667 -.0743 ,7650 .6Z53
.7994 0.0000 -*0756 *7670 .6269
,7994 .1667 -.0719 .7694 .6231
.7994 .3333 -.0727 .7696 .6228






XIC CP P,LIPT _LOC
0.0000 .7341 ,9_0 ,3281
• 0135 -1,1437 .5561 ,9582
.0_71 -1,3275 .5157 1.0154
.3515 -1.2998 .5_38 1,0070
.0763 -1,2_56 .5356 ,_78
.1012 -1,I315 ,5_73 .9532
.1503 -,9656 .5807 ._021
.1996 -._710 .6075 ._744
• 2801 -.7527 .6318 .8369
,2999 -.6730 .6469 ,8135
,349_ -.5936 ,6634 .7882
.3994 -.5259 ,6779 .7660
.4996 -.4594 .6905 ,76_5
.6997 -.4036 .7012 .7301
.5492 -.3414 .7135 ,7111
,5996 -,2911 ,?238 ,6951
,6495 -.24?6 *7326 ,6_14
,6996 -,1955 ,7435 ,6638
.7489 -.1670 ,7564 .6670
.8003 -.0926 ,7652 ,6290
,8500 -.0367 ,?752 ,6138
.8993 ,0302 ,7885 ,5922
,9489 ,1059 .803S .5675
Pr 31,2716 PS_ CN ,4287
Tr Z0_,5422 K C_ .0039




X/C CP P_L/PT _LOC
0.0000 .7361 ,0280 ,3_81
,0122 .??62 ,9366 ,3069
• 0251 ,4963 ,8808 .4293
.0510 .Z176 .8257 .5Z99
,0755 ,0965 .8007 ,5720
,1000 ,0097 ,7843 .5991
• 1504 -,0870 ,7647 *6306
,2004 -,1350 ,7545 .6469
,2501 -,1686 ,7522 .6505
,3002 -,1566 ,7505 ,6533
,3507 -.1568 ,7505 ,6532
,4000 -,1495 ,7527 ,6497
,4503 -,13_2 .7553 .6656
,5000 -,1261 ,7566 .6436
,5506 -.1118 .7593 .6393
.5097 -,0916 ,7636 .63Z5
• 6502 -,0881 ,?663 ,6313
• 7003 -,0566 ,771% ,6199
,769? -.0362 .7760 .6113
.7995 I'00_I "7827 .6016
.8503 ,0183 ,7858 ,5967
.9000 *0302 .7901 *5896
,9483 .1098 *8062 .5662
CO1 ,00855 C000R1 ,00891
C02 ,00869 CDCORZ .00844
C03 ,00853 CDCOR3 ,0083?
CD4 .00813 COCOR4 .00001
C05 .00706 COCOR5 ,00701
SPAHWISE
X/¢ _IC CP P_L/PT HLOC
• 1505 -*5000 -,8796 .6076 *87%3
.1505 -.3333 -,9380 *5962 *8919
.1505 -.1667 -.9619 .5903 ,90[2
.1505 0.0000 -,9656 ,5897 ,9021
,1505 ,1667 -.q676 .5901 .9015
,1505 *3333 -,9689 *5907 ,q005
.1505 *5000 -.9263 .597? ,8895
,6995 -*5000 -.3925 ,7027 ,72?8
._995 *.3333 -,3997 ,7031 .7271
• 4995 -,1667 -.3975 *7037 ,7263
,4995 0,0000 -.4036 ,70i2 .7301
• 4995 .1667 -.4018 .7008 ,?30?
.4995 .3333 -,4021 ,7027 ,?2?8
.4995 .5000 -*56?0 .7098 .7169
.7994 -.5000 -,0982 .7632 .63}1
.7994 -.3333 -,0987 .?630 .6334
,7994 -.1667 **09_3 *?6%2 ,6314
.7994 0,0000 -,09_6 ,?652 .6298
.799% ,1667 -,0891 ,7650 .6302
,?994 .3333 -.090[ ,7647 .6307








XIC EP P_L/PT HLOC
0.0000 ,3383 .8¢95 ,¢881
•0135 -1.8173 ,4195 I,1866
,0271 -2,0238 ,3791 1,2635
,0515 -Z*1289 ,3572 1,3076
•0763 -Z,1561 ,3579 1,3061
,I012 -Z,0639 .3720 1.2775
,1503 -1.0537 .57_7 .9287
,1994 -1.0047 .5827 ,_130
.Z501 -.8766 ,60_3 .5732
.Z999 w.7771 ,6286 ,g417
,3499 -,6831 ,6474 ,_128
.3994 -.6033 .6622 .7901
.4496 -,5217 ,6779 .7659
.4997 -.4587 .6915 ,7451
,5492 -.3072 .7065 ,721_
.5094 -.3Z76 .7175 .7069
,6495 -,Z750 .72_0 ,6P_6
.6996 -.2195 ,73_7 .6718
,7489 -.1642 .7513 ._SZO
.8003 -.i036 ,7625 ,634Z
,8500 -.0403 ,7753 .6137
.Bgq3 .0Z54 .7876 ,$936







XIC CP PpL/PT qL_C
0,0000 ,141T ,8114 ,5563
.0135 -2,1011 ,36_ 1,2967
,0271 -Z,3049 *3296 1.3659
• 0515 -2.3_85 ,30_1 1.6160
,0763 -Z,4084 .3055 1,4E00
• 101E -2,3920 .30PZ 1.4138
•15_3 -1.4403 ,4995 l,_4TO
,1994 -.9370 .59_8 ._880
.2501 -._611 ,6125 ._666
,2009 -*7856 ,6273 ._437
.349q -.6996 .6453 *Bib0
.3994 -,6260 .6602 ,7932
•¢496 -.5613 .6761 ,7687
,6997 -.472_ .6903 ,74_
• 5492 -,4006 ,7069 ,7245
• 5994 -.3445 .7165 .706_
.6495 -.2859 ,7257 ,69ZI
,6996 -.Z308 *7396 ,6720
,7409 -*1698 .7506 ,bSZ7
.8003 -.1098 ,76i9 .6351
,a500 -.04_6 .7749 ,6143
.8993 .0217 .7891 .5911







XIC CP P_LIFT HL_C
0.0000 -.0422 ,7768 ,6112
,0135 -2,Z740 ,3314 1,3621
.0271 -2.4622 *Z910 1.45#3
• 3515 -Z.551I .2721 1.5009
.0763 -2,3818 ,2679 1,5117
.1012 -2.5843 ,2704 1,50_3
.1_03 -Z.2660 .3343 1.3557
• 1004 -i*2729 ,SZq4 ,7078
,2501 -.8448 .6156 ,_618
,2999 -,7525 .6336 ._341
,3499 -,6868 ,6473 *_130
.3994 -,_Z29 ,6615 ,7911
.4496 -.5456 ,6755 .7696
.4097 -.4810 .6_4 .7498
• 569_ -,6117 .7019 .7290
.5994 -,3483 ,713_ .7105
,6495 -,ZQ18 ,7_9 .691B
.6096 -.2351 m7368 ,6748
.7489 -,1740 *7_R5 .656_
,8003 -.1167 .7597 .6387
.6_00 -*0569 .7743 .6153
,8993 ,0123 .7851 ,5977
.9489 .0815 .7988 ,5753
_1,2666 PSI CN. ,6564
208,69_6 K CN *0130




_/C CP P_L/PT _LOC
0,0000 ,3383 ,8495 ,4881
*0122 .9534 ._?19 .2019
.0251 ,7164 ,9248 .3357
.0510 ,637_ ,8690 ,6521
,0755 .30_I .8437 ,4984
,1000 ,E011 ,82_5 ,5354
.1504 ,080_ .7984 ,5760
,_004 ,0150 ,785_ .5972
.Z501 -*0193 ,7787 ,6001
,300_ -,0388 .7752 ,6138
.3507 -.0563 .7718 .6193
,4000 -,0625 .7698 .6Z25
,4503 -.054_ ,7710 ,6205
.5000 -.0597 .7708 ,6209
,5506 -,0516 ,7730 .6173
._97 -.0393 ,7748 ,6145
.6502 -,04IS ,7743 ,6152
,7003 -.0200 ,7784 ,6087
,749? -.0050 ,78_8 .6016
,7998 ,0184 .7867 .5952
.8503 .0333 *?899 ,5899
*qO00 ,0397 ,7905 ,5890
,94_3 .1049 .8032 ,5679
31.3716 PSI CN .7479
208.7049 K CN *0165




X/C CP P,LIPT qL_C
0,0000 *i_17 ,8114 .5543
.0122 1,0049 .9025 .15_6
.0_51 ,7961 .9414 .2966
,0510 .5207 .8B61 .4188
,0755 ,3849 ,8595 .6698
,1000 ,2801 ,8385 .5075
,150_ ,1533 ,_t43 ,5493
,Z004 ,0782 ,7994 .5743
,2501 ,0355 ,7903 ,5493
.3002 .0109 ,7853 .5975*
.3507 -.0110 ,7816 .6035
,4000 -.0243 .7789 ,6079
*_503 -.0208 ,7792 .6073
*_000 -.0243 .7789 *6076
.550b -.0230 ,7795 *6069
,5997 -.0194 .7807 ,6050
,6502 -,0_30 .7780 ,6093
,7003 -.0063 .7829 .6013
,7497 ,0099 .7_63 ,5956
,7998 .027J ,7892 .5911
,8503 ,0389 .7916 ,5871
,9000 .0422 .793_ ,5845
,9483 .1033 ,6050 ,5650
31.3618 PS[ CX ,85|3
_06.7336 K C_ .0Z33
6,3506 NILLION CC *,0754
_,0261 OEG
L_dER SURFACE
XIC CP P,L!PT _LOC
0.0000 -,04ZZ .776R ,6112
,Oi2Z 1.0352 ,9884 ,I_9I
.0251 ,8511 ,0515 .2671
,0510 .5861 ,8985 ,3q36
.075_ ,4474 ,8712 ,4478
,1000 .3463 ,8517 .4839
.1504 .ZOAO ,8245 .5319
,2004 ,1276 ,8079 ,5601
.Z501 ,0834 .7997 .5738
.300_ .0507 ,7930 ,5840
,3507 ,0237 ,7881 ,5929
,4000 .010_ .7864 .5956
• 4503 ,0070 ,7869 ,5980
.5000 -,005_ ,7826 ,6019
,5506 -,0091 ,7817 ,6034
,5_97 -,0017 .7_26 ,6018
• 650Z -,0107 ,7815 .6036
• 7003 *0029 .7839 .5996
,7697 .014_ .7860 ,5962
,7998 .02_8 *7888 .5918
,9503 .032T ,791_ .5867
,9000 .0336 .7094 .5908
.04_3 .0870 .8001 .5732
95
C01 ,01110 CDCOR1 ,01092
C02 ,011_1 CDCOR2 ,01093
C03 ,010_0 COCOR3 .01069
CD6 ,01007 C0¢0R4 .00901
COS .00850 COCOR5 ,00042
5PANWISE
X/C YIC C@ PeLIPT RLOC
,1505 -.5000 -1.088_ ,5656 .0399
,1505 -.3333 -1,0730 .5608 .9346
,1505 -,1667 -1.038_ ,5746 ,?_57
.1505 0.0000 *h0537 .5727 .92_7
.1505 ,1667 -[,0§49 .5723 ,9Z93
.1505 ,3333 -1.0294 .5775 *gzIZ
.1505 .3000 -1,0634 .5696 .9336
,6995 -.5000 -.4480 ,6939 ,7414
.4995 -.3333 -.4504 .6931 .7426
.4995 -.1667 -.4537 ,6924 .7637
.4995 0,0000 -,4587 .6915 .7_51
,4995 .1667 -,4547 .6925 *7435
,4995 ,3333 -.450_ .6030 .7420
.4995 ,$000 -.4199 ,699| ,7333
,7994 -,$000 -,1256 ,7575 ,6421
.7994 *,3333 -,1193 .7594 .639|
,7994 -.1667 -.11oi ,7596 ,63_e
.7994 0,0000 -,1036 .7625 .6342
.?994 .1667 -.1013 .?624 .6344
,7994 .3333 -.I042 ,?624 ,6343
.7994 ,_000 -.1090 ,?590 ,6304
CDI *01693 COCORI .01670
C02 ,01660 C0COR2 ,01630
C03 .01604 C0¢0R3 .01584
CD4 ,01495 CDCOR4 ,01402
C05 .01246 COCQR5 ,01240
5PANWISE
X/C _/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
,I505 -,5000 -1,058_ ,5743 ,9261
,1505 -.3338 -t,1889 ,5481 ,96?7
.1505 -,1667 -1.2804 .5329 ,9923
,_505 0,0000 -1,4403 ,4995 1,0470
,1505 .1667 -1.4130 ,5042 1.0392
.1505 ,3333 -Z,41S7 .3052 1.4207
,1505 ,5000 -1,1_19 *5522 ,9611
,4995 -*5000 -.4665 .6913 ,7454
,4995 -.3333 -.4674 ,bql_ .7455
.4995 -.1667 -,46T9 .6910 *7458
.4995 0,0000 -,4724 ,6903 .7469
,4995 ,1667 -,4706 ,6904 ,746?
,49q5 ,3333 -*4675 ,6912 .7455
.4q95 ,_000 -,4350 *6975 .735_
,7904 -.5000 -.1469 ,7548 ,6464
,7996 -,3333 -,1281 ,7586 .6405
,7094 -,1667 -.1170 ,7614 ,6359
,7994 0,0000 -.1098 ,7619 ,6351
,7994 ,1667 -.10_1 ,T625 .6342
,7994 ,333_ -,1064 .7628 ,6336
.7994 *5000 -,1149 ,7618 ,6353
CD1 ,02728 COC081 ,02683
C02 ,02745 COCOR_ ,02705
CD3 .0Z542 CDCOR3 .02506
CD4 .02345 CDCOR4 .02317
CD5 ,01968 CDCOR5 ,01944
SRA_UTSE
_/C YI_ CP P_L/PT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -1,2927 *5272 1,0014
,1505 -.3333 -1,6311 .4612 1,1121
• 1505 -.1667 -_,2325 .3416 1,3401
,1505 0.0000 -2.2660 ,334_ 1.3557
,1505 .1667 -2,1327 ,3608 1,3001
.1505 ,3333 -_.1356 ,3614 1*2909
,1505 .5000 -I,9649 .3946 I,E334
.409_ -,3000 -*4949 *6865 .?32?
.4995 -,_333 -,4078 ,6072 .7516
• 4995 -.1667 *.4776 ,6889 .7491
• 4995 0,0000 -.4_10 *6804 ,749_
.4995 ,1667 -.4786 .6897 *7478
.4995 ,3333 -.4761 ,6095 .7481
• 4995 .5000 -,4309 .6965 *73?3
• 7994 -,5000 -.1910 .7449 ,6620
,799_ -.3333 -.1475 .7542 ,64?3
.7994 -,1667 -,1263 ,758? .6402
,7994 0,0000 -.1167 .7597 .6307
,7994 ,1667 -*1107 .7610 *6366
• 7994 .3333 -,1108 .7615 ,6350







XIC CP PtL/PT 4LO_
0.0000 -,1479 ,7522 .6506
,0139 -2.3766 *3069 1.4169
o0Z71 -2.5_4_ ,2662 1.5160
,0515 -Z.7045 ,Z478 1,P652
.0763 -2,7_36 ,2449 1.5741
• 1012 -2.6754 .24_0 1,9618
,1503 -2.0437 .3778 1.2660
,1994 -1.9742 .4719 1,0943
,2501 -1.0789 ._690 .9366
,2999 -.7_99 .6Z7Z .8439
,3499 ".67Z6 .64q0 ._119
.3994 -.60RO .6608 .7922
.4496 -.9493 ,6795 .7697
.4997 -.4763 .6873 ,7914
.949Z -.4171 ,7002 .7316
.5994 -,3977 .7123 .7130
.6495 -.3027 ,7237 ,b953
.6996 -,2423 ,7339 .6793
• 7489 -e1848 .7456 .6609
.B003 -.1286 .7966 .6439
.8900 -,0726 .7679 .6262
.8993 -,0089 ,7809 ,6066
.948_ .0463 ,7919 ,5867
PT 31.369P PSI ¢q ,8987
TT 208.7300 K CH ,0260




XIC CP P#LIPT ML_C
0.0000 -.1479 ,7922 ,6_06
*0122 1,0993 .9930 .1002
*0291 .8926 ,9599 ,2421
,0510 .64EI .0106 .3670
.0795 .4992 .8824 ,4261
.1000 ,3930 .9603 ,4682
.1504 .2511 .8329 .9173
,2004 ,1698 ,8170 ,9447
,2501 .1144 ,8057 .5638
.3002 ,0795 ,7093 .9744
.3907 .0446 .7909 .9983
,4000 ,0297 ,7871 .5949
.4903 ,0185 ,7871 ,9944
.5000 .0046 .7831 ,6010
.5906 -.0055 .7819 ,6030
.9997 -,0021 .7828 .6016
.6502 -.0181 .7800 .6060
.7003 -,0032 .7815 .6036
,7497 ,0055 ,7835 .600'
.7998 .0167 .78_4 *5974
*8903 .0139 ,7847 ,5983
.9000 .0096 .7846 .5987
,9683 .0963 .7930 .9834
C01 ,041_2 COCOR1 ,04100
C02 ,03824 COCOR2 .0377_
C03 .03638 ¢0C083 ,03800
C04 ,03379 ¢0¢0R4 ,03394
C05 ,02951 C0¢0R9 .02925
SPAN_ZSE
XlC YIO CP P*LIPT qLOC
,1505 -.5000 -1.4969 .4836 1.0737
.1505 -.3333 -1.8153 ,4225 1.1812
.1505 -.1667 -2.3762 ,3068 1,%170
,1905 0.0000 -2.0437 .3778 1.2660
,1505 .1667 -2.2220 ,3391 1.3_59
.1909 .3333 -2.1086 ,3483 1,3259
,1909 ,9000 -I,9901 .3839 1.2940
,4995 -,9000 -,9120 .6817 ,7602
,4999 -.3333 -.4971 .6847 .7954
.4995 -.1667 -0479B .6861 ,7536
.499_ 0.0000 -.%763 *68?3 *7_14
,49_9 *1667 -,4761 ,6888 .7492
.4995 ,3333 -,4799 ,6889 ,7490
.4995 ,9000 -.4438 .6933 ,?423
,7994 -,9000 -.2800 *7261 ,6915
,7994 -,3333 -.1872 .7435 ,6611
.799% -.1667 -.1436 .7526 .6500
,7994 0.0000 -.1286 .7964 *6439
,7994 ,1667 -.1218 .7976 .6420
.7994 .3333 -,1172 .7994 ,6391





XIC CP PpL/PT mLOC
0,0000 -.2700 ,7257 .6876
,0139 -2.64fl5 .2905 1.4595
.027_ -Z.6767 ._8 1.562Z
,0519 -2.7673 ,2296 1.6167
,0763 -2.7812 ,2273 1.6234
,lOl_ -2,7164 ,Z666 1.5738
• 1903 -1.9500 .3983 1.Z263
,199_ -1.5952 .4757 L.0_72
.2501 -1,1350 .5562 ._548
.2999 -.8284 .6193 ._560
.3499 -.6902 .6462 ,_1_6
.3994 -,6203 ,6597 ,7939
,6496 -.9&97 ,6747 .7708
,4997 -.4B56 .6855 ,7942
.5492 -.6258 .6977 .7354
• 5994 -,3702 ,7088 ,7183
.6495 -,3145 ,7213 .6989
,6996 -.2600 ,7307 .6843
,7489 -.?116 ,7410 ,6682
.8003 -.1579 ,7509 .6525
.J900 -.1065 .7608 ,6370
.8_93 -,0500 ,7736 ,6168
,9489 *0011 ,7829 .b014
PT 31,3708 PSI CN ,9191
TT Z08,7690 K C8 *0260




XIC C_ P_LIPT _LC
0.0000 -.2700 .7287 .6_74
*0122 1.0681 .9047 ,0573
,0251 ,9219 ,9657 .2236
,0510 .67_0 .9163 .3551
.0755 ,5390 .8885 ,4141
,1000 .4_89 ,96BI .4537
.1904 ,2543 ,0401 .9048
._006 ,1917 .8215 .9370
.2501 *1331 ,8087 ,55B8
,3002 .0939 ,BO20 .9699
.3507 ,0632 ,7957 .5804
.4000 ,0350 ,7895 ,5900
.4903 .0264 ,7886 .5917
.5000 .0056 .7833 .6007
.5906 -.0072 .7810 .6044
.9997 -,0008 .7807 .6049
,6502 -.026_ .7794 ,6086
.7003 -.0161 .779_ ,6073
.7497 -.0180 ,7794 .6070
.79_8 -.0077 *7BOB .6047
.8503 -.0167 ,778? *6082
,9000 -.0297 *7774 .6_03
.q483 ,O13q .7854 .9_7Z
C01 .09382 00¢0R1 .05354
COZ .04845 COCOP2 .04780
003 ,05099 CDCOR3 .05072
CD4 ,04403 COCOR4 ,04362
C05 ,04362 CD_OR5 .04209
SPANWI$E
XlC YlC CP P*LIPT _LOC
.1509 -.5000 -1.9828 ,3856 1,2908
.1509 -,3333 -1.7581 ,4295 1.1604
.1905 -.1667 -2.0423 ,3765 1,2606
,1505 0.0000 -1,9500 .3983 1,_263
,1505 ,1667 -2.058_ .3706 1,2805
,1509 ,3333 -1,9601 ,3891 1.2440
,1505 .9000 -1,7290 ,4388 1,1517
,4999 -.SO00 -.5384 .6753 ,7699
,49q5 -,3333 -,5047 .6823 .7592
,4995 -.1667 -.4911 .6852 ,7547
.4995 0.0000 -.4996 .6895 ,7542
.4999 .1667 -,4892 .6851 ,7549
,4995 .3333 -.5282 .6776 .7664
.4995 ,9000 -,4711 ,6892 ,7485
.7994 -,5000 -.3336 .7156 .7078
.7994 -,3333 -.2419 .7340 .6792
.7994 -.1667 -,1822 ,7466 ,6993
,7994 0,0000 -.1579 ,7509 .6529
,7994 .1667 -,1513 ,7520 ,6509
.7994 .3333 -.1754 .7472 ,6585





_IC CP P,LIPT _LqC
0,0000 -,3_09 .7077 ,7201
.0135 -2.9748 ,2759 1.4913
*0271 -2.7175 ,2463 1.5748
,0915 -2.6300 ,2626 1,5253
,0763 -2.3162 .3290 1,3673
,1012 -2,0479 .3787 1,2644
.1503 -I.7670 .4361 1.1969
,1994 -1,6702 .4908 1,0616
.2501 -1,1460 ,9544 ,9577
.2999 -._666 ,Sg3Z .3966
.3499 -,_119 ,6203 ,_546
,3994 -,6_70 ,6487 ,_i09
,4496 -.6179 .6615 .7913
,4997 -,_297 .6768 ,7677
,9492 -.4559 ,6912 ,7459
.5994 -.4066 ,7012 .7301
,6495 -,359? .7109 .7153
,6996 -,3038 ,7213 .6Q90
,7469 -.2717 *?282 ,6882
,8003 -.2_82 .737g ,6730
.8500 -.iq64 .7432 .6647
,8993 -,1972 .750_ ,6530
,9489 -.1280 .7971 .6428
_T Z_.8711 PSZ CH ,9137
TT 20_,8215 K C8 ,0093




X/C CP F_L/PT _LDC
0,0000 -,3909 ,7077 ,7201
,0122 1,0763 ,q967 *0687
• 0251 .9472 ,9710 ,2053
,0910 ,7087 .9238 ,3380
,0755 ,5656 ,B963 *3983
.i000 ,4559 .8739 .4427
.1904 ,3093 ,8459 ,49_2
,2004 ,2077 .8240 ,53_8
,2901 ,1494 ,8123 ,5927
• 3002 .1076 ,9054 .5643
,3507 ,0697 .7999 .5800
• 6000 ,0424 .7927 *9854
,4503 ,0213 ,7879 ,5933
.5000 ,0007 ,?824 .6022
.9906 -,0116 .7797 ,6066
• 5997 -.0224 .7777 ,6098
,6502 -,0476 .7?29 ,6176
• 7003 -,0400 ,773 ° ,6159
.7497 -,044_ *7739 .616b
.7998 -,0424 ,7748 .6145
• 9503 -,0619 .7701 .6_21
.9000 -.09?9 ,7629 ,6341
• 9483 -,07_2 .7678 .6257
C01 ,07495 COCOR1 ,07410
COZ ,07731 COCOR2 ,07687
CD3 ,07926 COCOR3 .07834
C04 .07128 CDCOR4 .0?008
CD5 .06325 CDCO_5 .06236
X/C ¥/C CP P_L/PT HLOC
,1508 -,9000 -1,6366 ,4561 1.1210
.1503 -,1333 -I.6820 .4466 1.1378
,1505 -.1667 -1,5921 ,6744 1.0894
,1508 0*0000 -1,7670 ,6361 1.1565
,1503 ,1667 -1,6966 ,4821 1,1280
,1509 ,3333 -1.6308 ,4560 1.1199
,1505 .8000 -1,6634 ,4523 1,1278
.4998 -.5000 -,9318 *6783 ,7654
,4995 -.3333 -.5322 ,6798 ,7631
,499S -,1667 -.9403 .6?50 ,7692
,4998 0,0000 -,5297 .6768 ,7677
,4995 ,1667 -,5388 ,6775 *7666
.4993 *3333 -,5?03 ,6723 ,7746
.4993 ,3000 -,5184 ,6801 *7626
.7994 -.9000 -,2975 .7249 ,6935
,7994 -,3333 -,2489 ,7355 ,6768
.7994 -.1667 -.2395 ,7327 .6813
,79q4 0.0000 -.228Z *7379 .6730
.7994 .1667 -,2333 ,7376 .6736
,7994 ,3333 -,2466 ,7354 .6770







K/C CF P,L/_T ML_C
0,0000 1,1056 ,99ql ,035%
• 0135 ,0981 ,77%2 ,6155
,0Z71 -*17_7 o7124 *7129
.0515 -*35;7 ,6725 ,7743
•0763 -,4558 .6498 ,d092
,lOk2 -,4919 ,6435 ,_i_0
• 1303 -*4925 .6428 .5199
• 1994 -,40%2 .6420 *0211
• 2501 -,4558 ,6511 ._072
.2999 -.4275 *6564 *7)90
• 3499 -.3_69 *6659 ,784%
• 3994 -.3521 ,6737 *7725
• 4_96 -,314% .6_07 ,7617
.4997 -.2820 .68_ ,7%98
.5492 -.2361 .7003 .7315
• 599% -.2038 .7063 .7223
,6495 -.171B .7135 .7110
• 6996 -.1370 .7206 .7000
.7%89 -.0991 .7202 .6867
.8003 -,0557 .7388 .6717
,8500 °.0084 .7500 ,6540
.8993 .0455 ,7625 .63%2
.9489 .1109 .77_7 .6130
PT 28.369Z PSI ON -.0179
TT Z09.5111 K CN .000_




X/C CP P,L/PT qtOC
0,0000 1.1056 .9991 .0354
.0122 ,0879 ,7719 .6191
,0251 -.2120 .7049 .7_%4
.0510 -.4Z66 .6565 .7989
,0755 -,4873 ,6427 .8200
,1000 -.5303 .6350 ._319
• IS0% -.5431 .6316 ,8372
,2004 -.5Z40 .6356 .8314
,2501 -.%831 .6450 .8165
,3002 -,4394 .6538 ,8031
.3507 -.4037 ,6622 .7Q02
.4000 -.36_0 .6710 .7766
.4503 -.3224 .67_9 ,7645
.5000 -.2929 ,6860 ,7536
.5506 -.2S3_ .6965 ,7_73
.5997 -,Z144 ,7039 .7259
.6502 -.1675 .7100 .7165
.7003 -,1416 .7196 .7017
,7497 -*101% .7287 .6875
.7Q98 -*0523 .7396 ,6705
°8503 -.010_ ,74_5 ,6549
,9000 .0287 ,7587 ,6%02
.9483 ,1150 ,7767 .6115
COl .00798 COCORI ,00789
C02 ,00790 COCOR2 ,00778
C03 ,00793 CDCOR3 ,00785
C0% .00729 COCOR4 .00723
C05 .03665 COCOR5 .00663
5PAMW|SE
XlC YIC CP P.LIPT HLOC
,1505 -.5000 -.4478 *6523 .8053
.ISOS -,3333 -,5084 .6303 ,8268
.1505 -.1667 -.4959 .6407 .7232
.1505 0._000 -,4925 .64E0 .8199
*1_05 .1667 -*511% .6361 .8271
.1505 .3333 -.4985 .6405 *8234
.1505 ,5000 -,4923 *6%15 .0E20
.4995 -.5000 -,2749 .6912 .7456
,4995 -.3333 -.2742 .6906 *7665
.4995 -.1667 -.Z75? *6903 .?470
,%995 0.0000 -.2820 .6004 ,7498
,4995 .1667 -.2767 .6908 .7462
*SQq5 .3333 -.2741 .690& .7464
.4995 .5000 -.2400 .6q63 ,7377
.7996 -,5000 -,0586 ,7309 .6716
,7994 -.3333 -,0628 .7372 .6741
.7994 -*1667 -.0585 .73S6 .6720
.7996 OeO000 -,0S57 ,7300 .6717
.7994 .1667 -.0014 *7404 .6692
,7994 .3333 -.0514 .7398 .6701





XtC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 .7963 ,_2q9 .3235
.0135 ,7653 ,o23% .3391
,0071 .4905 .86_3 .4645
• 0513 ,_561 ,_007 .5571
.0763 .1058 .7764 .6120
• 1012 ,O_2g ,75_0 .6%14
.1503 -,0593 .7401 ,6697
.199_ -.1253 .7_@ ,6_34
,2501 -.1389 ,7211 .6993
.E999 -.1522 .71_3 .7037
,3499 -.1525 .7185 .703_
.399% -.1_83 ,7200 .7011
,&496 -,1340 ,7_25 ,6_71
.4997 -.1Zb4 ,7248 .6936
.5492 -.1030 ,7295 .6863
• 5994 -*0908 .7332 ,5805
.5495 -.077[ .7355 .6769
• 6996 -*0572 .7404 .6692
,746_ -*0336 ,74_3 .6630
.8003 -.0087 ,7504 .6535
.8_00 *0201 .7566 .6436
.8993 .0623 .7664 *6279
.q469 .1066 .7764 .6119
pr 29,36_5 PSI CN -.4770
IT _0_.5018 K C_ -.0068




XlC CP P;LI_T _LflC
0.0000 ,7963 .9299 .3235
• 0122 -1,01%L ._27S 1,0009
.0251 -1,28@2 .4669 1.1022
.0510 -1.4_12 .%226 1,1_11
• 0755 -1.522_ ,413a 1.1972
• I000 -1.5411 ,4097 1.2048
.150_ -1.0544 .5188 I*0151
.2004 -.8975 .5530 *gbO0
.2501 -.7929 ._751 .0250
.300_ m.6971 .5967 ,801_
,3507 -.6205 .6141 ,8641
• %000 -.5475 .6311 ._379
.4503 -,4726 .6470 ,8135
.5000 -.4213 .6591 .7940
,5506 -,3621 .671? .7755
.5997 -,306_ *6853 .7546
.6502 -,Z621 ,6943 .7408
.7003 -.2014 .7083 ,7191
.7_7 *.1%57 *7193 ,7022
,7990 -.0860 ,7331 ,6806
.8503 -.0330 .7448 .6623
.9000 .0260 .7_85 *6406
,940_ .1153 .7794 ,60_|
CD1 .00920 COCORI .OOq05
£02 ,00906 CDCOR2 ,00887
C03 .09858 COCOR3 °008%5
C04 .00000 CGCOR% ,00791
CD_ .00?23 CDCDR5 .00719
SPAN_ISE
XIC _lC CP P_LI@T RLOC
,1505 -,5000 -.0650 .7379 .6731
,1505 -.3333 -,0706 .7154 °6770
,1505 -.1667 -*0829 .7354 .6770
,1505 0.0000 -*0593 ,7401 .6697
,1505 ,1667 -,0017 .73%2 ,676q
• 1505 .3333 -.0768 .7330 .6764
.1505 .5000 -,0652 ,7394 ,6708
.499_ -.5000 -,1103 *7274 ,6696
,4995 -,3533 -,1178 .7276 .6092
.4995 -*1667 -*1208 .7252 .6929
,4995 0.0000 -.1264 .7248 .6936
,4995 .L667 -.1234 ,7_62 .6913
.4993 .3333 -.1164 ,7279 ,6867
.4993 ,5000 -,1043 ,7289 .6071
,7994 -.5000 -*0151 .7499 .6543
.7994 -.3333 -.O1S? .7406 .6562
.7994 -,1667 -,0097 .7504 ,653%
,7994 0.0000 -*0007 .7_04 .653_
.7994 ,1667 -.0037 .7524 .6503
,799% .3333 -.0016 .7_18 .6512





X/C CP P,L/PT _tl]_
0.0000 1.0394 ,9840 .1518
• 0135 ,4771 .85_5 .4716
• 0271 *1_55 .79_5 .5_25
,0515 -.0266 .7454 .6614
• 0763 -,'1618 ,7159 ,707_
.1012 -.2215 ,7023 .72_5
.1503 -.2703 .6916 .7449
,1994 -.3111 .6_22 ,7594
• 2501 -.3007 ,6BSO ,75_8
.Zggg -.2057 .6_69 .7522
• 3499 -.2733 ,69[0 ,7459
• 399% -.2554 *6937 ,7416
.4496 -._27Z ,6998 ,7323
• sggT -,Z072 ,?052 .7Z39
,540_ -.1756 ,7137 ,7109
,5994 -,1503 *71_b .7032
.6495 -,1291 ,72_ .69?6
• 6996 -,0o97 .7299 ,6857
.7%69 -,0699 ,7371 .67%4
• @003 -,0357 .7439 ,6637
• _500 .0025 .75Z5 ,6500
,8993 ,0525 ,7644 .6313
.9%_9 .1060 ,776_ ,6118
PT ZS,L6q5 _S[ CN -,2386
TT 20o.3055 K C_ -,0019




X/C CP R_L/_T MLO¢
0,0000 1,0394 .9@%0 ,151@
• 0122 -,417_ *6586 .7957
.0251 -,6964 *5979 ,0@93
.0510 -*_640 .5579 *9522
,075S -,6708 .5576 .9527
,1000 --.8741 .5_64 .954_
.1504 *.803% .5726 ,g_qO
• 200_ -*736| ,5872 .9060
._501 -,6511 .6078 .8739
• 3002 -.5?85 .b23_ .8490
• 3507 -.5171 *6365 ,8295
• 4000 -.4599 .6479 ,8121
.4503 -,39_0 ,6612 .7916
• 5000 -.358% .6714 .7?60
.5506 -.3116 ,6834 .7576
.5997 --*260% *6940 .7412
.6_02 -,2270 .7001 .7310
,7003 -.1721 ,7137 .710_
,7%97 -.I_57 ,72%6 ,693@
.7995 -*072% ,?33? ,6765
• _503 -,0Z%1 *7466 ,659%
• 9000 ,0261 ,7585 ,6%07




CO1 .00013 COCGRt .00801
C02 ,03813 CDCO_2 .00@00
CD3 .00812 COCOR3 ,00800
C04 *00?5? CDCOR4 .007_?
C05 *006_6 CDCOR5 .00681
SPANWISE
_IC YIC CP @_L/@T _LOC
,1305 -.5000 -.2689 ,6q22 .7440
,1505 -.3333 -.2923 ,68?% ,7314
• 1505 -.1667 -.Z_27 .6@97 ,7%79
,1505 0.0000 -*2703 *6916 *?%%9
.1305 .1667 -*2960 .6062 .7333
.1505 .3333 -,2908 ,6877 ,7_09
.1505 .5000 -.Z740 ,6q16 .7449
,4995 -,5000 -.1933 ,7103 ,7161
.%995 -.3333 **2003 .70?? .7201
• %995 -.1667 -.2021 .?060 ,7215
,4993 0.3000 -,Z072 ,7052 o7239
.%995 .1667 -,Z0%2 ,7079 .7198
• %995 .3333 *.Z016 .707% ,7206
.%q95 ,5000 -.1793 .7119 .7136
• 788% -.5000 -.0435 .7415 ,6675
.799% -.3333 -.0%%0 .7426 .665?
.799% -.1667 -*0386 .7%39 .6636
• 7994 0,0000 "*035? .7439 .663?
.7994 .1667 -.0324 .7%%0 ,6636
• 7994 .3333 -*0296 ,7458 .6606
,7994 .5000 -,0333 .7451 ,661_
C
iTABLE XVl. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.60
REYNOLDS NUMBER 9.0 x 106
98
TEST 119 P7 CN -.0160
RUH 63 TT Cq *9006
POIN7 1 RC CC ,0041
MAC_
ALPqA
UPPE_ SURFACE LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP PeL/PT _LOC X/C CP PpL/PT HL_C
0.0000 1.0928 .9997 ,OZIO 0.0000 1,0928 .9997 ,0210
• _135 .0732 .7965 .5701 .0122 .0640 .7948 ,9821
.0271 -.1885 ,7444 .6632 .0251 -.2162 .7300 .6719
.0515 -.3483 .7128 .7125 .0510 -.4151 .6995 .7331
.0763 -.4463 .6926 .7434 .0755 -.4642 .6684 .7501
.1012 -.4751 .6862 .7536 .1000 -.50Z8 .6806 .7621
,1503 -.4715 .56_0 .7508 .1504 -.5156 .6792 .7643
.1994 -.4742 .6869 .7524 .ZOO4 -,4976 .6R22 .7596
.Z501 -._35Z ._94§ ,7407 ,2501 -.4§82 .68Q9 .7477
.2999 -.4109 .6907 .7327 .3002 -.4205 *6978 .7357
.3499 -.37_7 .7069 .7215 .3_07 -.3867 .7041 .7259
.3994 -.3391 .7139 .7108 .4000 -.34_3 .7118 .7140
.4496 -.30ZO .7209 .6008 .4503 -.3093 .7195 .7021
.4997 -.2709 .7262 .6917 .5000 -.2801 .7243 .6946
.5492 -.Z_84 .7353 ,6774 .5506 -,2438 ,7323 .6822
• 5994 -.1961 .7425 .6661 .5997 --*_054 ,7A07 *6690
.6495 -.1696 *7404 .6552 .6502 --*1807 .7456 .6612
,6995 -.15_2 .7560 ,_448 .7003 -.1391 .75_0 .6464
.7409 -.0054 ,7631 .6334 .7497 -.1010 .7626 .6343
.8003 --,0571 .77L4 .6202 .7q98 --.0543 .7719 .6193
• 8500 -.0128 *7803 ,6059 *8503 -.0163 .7196 ,6070
.8993 .04Z7 .7911 ,5R83 .9000 .OZ04 ,7866 .5955






C01 .00794 CDCOR1 .007%|
C02 .00769 ¢0COR2 .00769
C03 .0_781 CDCDR3 .00?66
C04 ,00767 COC0_4 .00?57
C05 .00691 CDCOR5 .00685
SPANWISE
XlC YIC CP PeLIPT qLoc
.1505 -.5000 -.4345 .6961 ,7303
.1505 -.3333 -.4615 ,6911 ,7460
• 1505 -*1667 -,4763 *6878 .75:1
.1505 0.0000 -.4715 .6B80 .7508
.1505 .1667 -.4779 .6874 .7516
.1505 .3333 -.4764 .6981 ,7505
.1505 ,5000 -,4454 .6939 .74_6
.499_ -._000 -,2631 ,7311 .6840
,4995 -.3333 -*Z641 ,7305 .6850
.4995 -.1667 -._642 .7305 ,6849
.4995 0.0000 -.2709 .7262 ,6917
.4995 ,1667 -.2676 .7302 ,6054
.4995 .3333 -.2634 .7306 .604?
.4995 .5000 -.2346 ,7364 ,6757
.7994 -.§000 *.0617 .7707 .6214
.7994 -.3333 -.0626 .7713 .6204
.7994 -,1667 -*0561 .7719 .6194
,7994 0.0000 -.0571 .7714 .6202
• 7994 .1667 -*0_43 *77Z1 .6190
.7094 .3333 -.0521 .7734 .6170











119 pr 32.6655 PS| CN -.4654
_3 TT 161.4015 K CR -.0022
? EC 3.0141 HILLIOq CC -.oz13
_C_ .5969
ALP_/A -_.01_0 OEG
UPOE_ SUkFACE LOJER SURFACE
CP PpLIPT _LO_ XlC CP P.LIPT qLOC
,7237 .9276 .3Z91 0.0000 .7_37 .9276 .3291
.7708 .9366 .3071 .012_ -i.1_5 .5514 .9629
.4975 .882b ,4255 .0251 -1.3860 .5120 1.0267
.2647 ,8378 ,5091 .0510 -1.4272 .5039 1.0401
.1126 .8064 .5629 .0755 -1.2740 .5326 .9931
.0326 .78_9 ,5_01 .I000 -1.19_5 .5469 ,9700
.1503 -.0496 ,7745 .6152 .1504 -1._58 .5818 .9148
.1994 --.1130 .7636 *63_8 .ZOO4 -.8943 .6103 .8704
._501 -.128_ .7602 ._382 .2501 -.V794 .6323 .8364
,Z999 -.1426 .7566 .6438 .300Z -.6816 .6504 ,8085
,3499 -.I415 .7579 ,6418 ._507 **6070 .6663 .7841
.3994 -.1379 .7585 ,6408 *4000 -,5369 .6802 .7627
.4496 -.1Z67 .7603 ,6380 .4503 *,467_ .6933 .74_
.4997 -.1166 .76Z4 .6347 .5000 -.4155 .7036 .7_67
.549Z -.0_84 .7653 .620_ .5506 -.3624 ,7133 .71!7
.5994 -*0839 ,7691 .6Z39 .5_97 -.3057 .7258 .6q27
.6495 -*0725 .7714 .6ZOZ .6502 -.2695 .7377 .6815
.6996 -.0515 ,7751 .6142 .7003 -,2047 .7450 ,6622
.7489 -.0317 .7781 .6094 ,7497 -.1534 .7541 .6479
.8003 -.0033 ,7845 .5990 .7_9_ -.0_20 .7670 .6272
.|_00 ,0237 .7903 ,5898 .8503 -.0418 .7774 .6105
.8993 .0638 .7978 .5771 .9000 ,0129 .78?0 .$936
.94@9 .1037 .8041 .5666 .94§3 .1053 .6044 ._661
C01 .00057 CDCDR1 .00843
C92 .00847 CDCOA2 .00828
C03 .00835 COCOR8 ,00821
C_4 .0061Z COCOR4 .00802
COS .00730 COCOR5 .00722
SFkq_ISE
XIC YIC CP PeLIPT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.0A37 .7762 .6124
,1505 -.3333 -.0530 .7747 ,6149
.150§ -.1667 -.0618 .7709 ,6210
• 1505 0.0000 -.0496 ,7745 .6152
• 1505 .1667 -.0584 ,7733 ,6171
.1508 ,3333 -.0568 .7739 .6161
.1505 ,8000 -.0377 .7757 .6133
.4995 -.5000 -.1103 .7619 .6354
.4095 -.3333 -.1142 .7617 ,6357
.4995 -.1667 *.1148 ,7623 .6348
.4095 0.0000 -.1168 ,76Z4 ,634?
.4993 .1667 -.1136 .7612 .6365
• 4995 .3333 -,1115 .7622 .6349
.4995 .5000 -.0067 ,7658 .6291
.7994 -,5000 -.0127 .7816 .6037
.7994 -,3333 -.0122 .7817 .6036
.7994 -.1667 -.0068 .7837 .6003
.7994 0.0000 -.0033 .784_ ,_990
.7994 .1667 -.0021 .7837 .6004
• 7994 .3333 *0001 .7842 .5995







X/C CP P_L/_T _LDC
0.0000 1,01Z1 .9838 .1527
*0135 .4713 .0769 .4371
,0271 .1899 .8Z03 .5394
,0515 -,0157 .7800 .6064
.0763 -*_512 .7528 .6408
.I012 -.2094 ,7411 .6684
.1503 -.2573 .7320 .6826
,1994 -,2q13 ,7245 .6_43
.ZSOl -.2849 .7_58 ,6922
.Z999 -.2n35 .7278 .6891
32.6515 PSI CN *.2340
161.4283 K Cq -.0005




XlC CP PtLIPT ML_C
0.0000 1.0121 .98_8 .1527
.0122 -.4783 .6890 ,7403
• 0Z51 -.7192 .6395 .8252
.0510 -.0371 .6171 .8599
,0755 -.8256 .6189 .8571
.i000 --._152 .6Z07 .6543
.1504 -.7589 .6325 ,8361
.ZOO4 -.6905 .6451 .8167
.ZSOI -.6193 .6593 .?948
.3002 -.3517 .6741 .7?El
.3499 -.2596 .73_b .6817
.8994 -,2429 .7359 .6765
.4496 -.2182 .7406 .6690
.4Q97 -.1979 ,7443 .6633
.54q2 -.1656 .7506 .6534
*5994 -*_433 .7548 *6467
,6495 -.i_45 ,75_Z .6396
.699b -.0967 .7652 .6301
.7489 -.06_ .7706 .6Z15
.8003 -m0348 ,7770 .6111
.8500 .0017 ,784_ .5095
,8993 .0502 .?937 ,5_40
.9480 .1020 .8041 .5667
.3507 -.4962 .685% ,7545
.4000 -.4444 .6960 ,7384
.4503 -.3898 .?067 ,7219
,5000 -.3493 .?14_ ,7101
,5506 -.3023 ,7235 *6956
.5997 -,2561 ,7324 .6819
• 650Z -,2299 ,?384 .6726
,7003 -,1731 .7501 .6541
• 7497 -,1204 .?587 .6405
.7998 -,0763 .7689 ,6243
.8503 -.031Z .7777 .6100
,9000 ,0148 .7%67 ,5955
.9483 .1057 .8049 .5654
ORIGINAL PAGE lr_
OF POOR QUALITy 99
C01 .00808 COCO_I .00795
C02 .008_5 CbCOR2 .00?87
C03 ,00799 C0¢0R3 .00786
C04 .00788 C_0_4 .00779
C05 .0_704 COCOR5 .O06qE
SPAq_ISE
X/C _IC CP P_L/PT NLOC
,150_ -.8000 -.2349 ,73?9 .6734
.1505 -.3333 -,2542 .7334 .6804
.1505 -.1667 -,2646 .7311 .6840
,1505 0.0000 -.257_ .7320 .68Z6
,1505 ,1667 -,2633 .7323 ,6821
• 1505 .3333 -.2611 *7320 *6825
.1505 .5000 -,2369 .?366 ,b754
.4995 -*5000 -.1867 ,7464 .6600
,49_5 -,3333 -.1930 .7456 ,6612
.4995 -,1667 -,1925 ,7A52 .6619
,4905 0.0000 -.1070 .7A43 .6633
.4995 ,1667 -,1q38 ,?450 ,6622
• 4995 .3333 -.1929 *7459 .6606
,4995 *SO00 -*I683 ,7500 .6543
.7904 -.8000 -,0408 ,7753 .6139
• 7994 -.3333 -*0405 *7766 ,6118
.7994 -.1667 -.0344 .7786 ,609_
• 7994 0.0000 -,03A_ ,7770 *611I
• 7994 .1667 *.0313 ,7772 ,6109
,7994 .3333 -.0291 .7789 .6081












XI: CP PpL/PT HL3C
D,O000 1.0019 .9996 *OZZ9
,0135 ,0676 ,7960 ,5801
.OZT1 -.I927 .7438 .6641
• 0515 -,3526 ,7133 .7116
.0783 -,4491 ,6920 .74_5
• IO1Z -.4747 ,6_85 .7499
• 1503 -,47Zi .6891 .7490
,1994 -.4735 .6881 .7506
,2501 -.4358 .6963 .7390
.Z999 -.408Z .7014 .7301
.3499 -.3722 *7006 .7174
.3994 -,3396 .7147 ,7096
,4496 -,3017 .7217 .6q86
.4997 --.2718 .7234 .6881
.$492 -.2295 .7376 .6739
,5094 -*1082 .7438 ,8640
,6495 -.1678 ,7488 .6565
.6996 -.1344 .7567 .6437
.7489 -.0070 ,7637 .8328
.8033 -.0554 ,7717 ,b197
.8500 -.0108 .7805 .6055
.8943 ,0406 ,7909 ,SSq5
.9489 .1032 ,8037 .5674
LO@ER SURFACE
XIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.0919 ,0996 .0E29
.0122 .0676 .7960 ,5801
• OZS1 -.Z128 .7398 .6703
.0510 -.4111 .7017 .7296
.0755 -.4651 .6887 .7497
,1000 -.4979 .6839 .7570
• 1504 -,51RE ,6811 ,7613
,2004 -.4950 .6839 .7571
• ZSO1 -.4561 .6923 .744Z
.300Z -.4159 *6998 .73_5
• 3507 -.3839 ,7073 '72i0
• 4000 -.3482 .7130 .712Z
.4503 -,3069 .7Z07 .700Z
,5000 -,2796 .7269 ,6905
.5506 -,2437 ,7_4? .678_
• 5997 -.2064 .742E .6666
.6502 -,IR58 ,7450 ,662_
.7003 -,138Z .7560 .644_
,7497 -.09¢1 ,763Z .6333
.7998 -,0518 .7724 .6185
,8503 -.0140 ,7796 .6066
.9000 ,0192 .7867 ,g95_
,9483 ,1079 .8048 .5859
CD1 .00784 COCOR1 .0077Z
CDZ ,00789 COCOR2 ,00769
C03 .00775 CDCOR3 ,00761
CD4 ,00773 COCOR4 ,00763
CO5 .00697 CDCOR5 .00690
SPANWZSE
XlC TIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -.4288 .6983 .7349
• 1505 -.3333 -.4610 .6919 .7447
• 1505 -.1667 -,4771 ,6885 ,1_99
• 1505 0.0000 -.4721 .6891 ,7490
• 1505 .1667 -.4779 ,6886 .7499
,1505 .3333 -,4764 .8889 ,7494
.1505 .5000 -.4490 .6941 ,7413
.4995 -,$000 -.Z873 ,7293 .686T
.4995 -.3333 -*8664 .730S .6853
• 4995 -.1667 -.Z643 .7309 .6843
.499S 0.0000 -.Z718 .7284 .6881
,4995 .1667 -.Z674 .7Z93 .6868
.499_ .3333 -.2648 .7306 .6848
,4995 ,5000 -.Z347 ,7368 ,6751
.799_ -,5000 -,0604 .7713 .6Z04
,7994 -.333S -.0617 .7708 ,6211
.7994 -.1667 -*0560 .7718 .6196
,7994 0.0000 -.0554 .7717 .6197
.7994 .1667 -.0534 .77Z7 .6181
,7994 .3333 -.0519 .7727 .6180





XIC CP PJLtPT qLOC
0.0000 1.0101 .9833 ,1551
.0135 -.4700 .8888 .74_6
.0271 -.6R25 .6_78 .8134
,0525 -,7649 .630? ._386
,0763 -.811Z .6214 .$532
,IO1Z -,7887 ,62_9 ,8478
• 1503 -,7172 ,6379 .8Z77
,i994 -.6730 .6491 ._I05
.ZSO1 -.597Z ,664Z ,7873
.2999 -.5466 .6748 ,7711
.3499 -,4870 .6859 .75_0
• 3994 -.4374 ,6956 .7391
.4496 -.3845 ,706Z .7Z27
,4997 -.3414 .7159 .7076
.5492 -.2885 ,7ZSZ .6q3Z
,5994 --,247Z ,73_2 .67q2
,5;95 -,2109 ,7410 .66_5
• 6996 --*167Z .7508 .6531
• 7489 -.1257 .7576 .6422
.8003 -*0762 ,7888 .6244
.8500 -*0Z72 .7783 .6091
.8993 ,0326 .7899 ,590Z
,9488 .10Z4 .$040 .5669
PT 38.66¢0 PSI CN .2078
TT 181,3295 K CN .0017




X/C CP PeLIPT qLOC
0,0000 1.0101 .q833 .1551
.OI2Z ,485Z .8788 .4333
.0251 ,1842 .8193 .5410
• 0510 -.0619 .7705 .6217
• 0755 -,1609 .7506 .6533
• 1000 -.2247 ,7372 .6744
.I_04 -.zqoz .7233 ,696Z
,ZOO4 -.3101 .TEIZ .6994
• ZSO1 -,3007 .7231 .6965
.3002 -.2R6_ .7264 .6013
.3507 -.2719 .7Z66 ,6879
,4000 -.Z506 ,732? .6815
,4503 -.2223 .7384 .67Z5
• 5000 -.2052 .?429 .6655
.5506 -.t79_ .7468 ,6593
.5997 -.1509 .7533 .649|
,650Z -.1414 ,7548 .6467
.7003 -.0989 .76;3 .6316
.7497 -,0697 .7687 .6244
.7998 -.0293 ,7780 .60_5
.8503 -,O01Z .7834 .6008
.9000 *0246 .7|83 .5928
.94R3 .1078 .8080 .5651
C01 *00806 CDCOR1 .0079Z
C02 *03811 CDCOR2 .00787
C03 ,00799 COCOR3 *00782
C04 .00772 COCOR6 *00760
CO5 .00702 COCOR5 ,00896
SPAHWI$E
_IC YIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -,6536 .8539 ,8031
• 1505 -,3333 -.6948 ,6A62 .8150
.1505 -.1667 -.7157 .6414 .82Z3
.1505 0.0000 -.7172 .6379 .8277
• 1505 ,1667 -.7224 .6403 .8241
.1505 .3333 -.7170 .6418 .8218
• 1505 ,5000 -.6840 ,6477 ,8127
,4995 -.5000 -.3271 .7284 ,7037
.4995 -.3333 -,3352 .717E .7057
.4995 -.1667 -.3338 ,7172 .7057
,4995 0.0000 -.3414 .7159 ,7076
.4995 .1667 -.3391 .7160 .7074
.4995 .3333 -.8380 .7166 .7066
.4995 .5000 -.3007 .7237 .6955
.7994 -,5000 -,0767 .7683 .6251
.7994 -.3333 -.0800 ,7674 .6266
,7994 -.1667 -.075Z .7676 .6263
.7994 0.0000 -.0762 ,7688 ,8244
.7994 ,1667 -.0745 .7688 ,6Z44
.7994 .3333 -,0741 .7685 ,6248





XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .7303 ,9289 ,3262
.0135 -1.1483 ,5590 .9508
.0271 -1.3225 .5250 1.0055
• 0515 -i.2985 .5310 .9956
.0765 -I_2395 ,54ZI ,9777
,lO1Z -1.1486 .5600 ,9491
.1503 -,9745 .5944 .8951
.1994 -,87_3 .61_8 ,8841
,2501 -,75_0 ,6380 ,8_76
.2999 -.6797 .8524 ._055
.3499 -.596Z *6698 .7788
.3994 -.5291 .6824 .7594
,_496 -.4626 ,6952 .7397
.4q97 -.409_ ,7047 ,7249
,5492 -,3470 .7168 ,7082
,5994 -.2974 ,7261 .6918
• 6495 -,2531 ,7356 ,6?69
,8998 -.2011 .7449 .6624
,7489 -.1517 ,7548 .6467
.B003 -,0058 ,765b .6205
,_500 *.0389 ,7769 ,6113
• 8993 .0282 ,7908 .5887
• 9489 ,1014 .8048 ,565b
PT 32,6640 PSI CN .4315
TT 161,1892 K CM ,_033




X/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
0*0000 .7303 ,9289 *3262
,0122 .7756 .9376 .3046
,0251 ,4053 ._825 .4261
,0510 .2?00 .8289 ,524_
,0755 .0971 ,8048 .5859
,1000 .0096 ,7874 *5942
• 150_ -,0900 .7680 ,625?
.2004 -.1380 ,?5R7 .6404
• 2501 **1516 ,7567 .6_37
.3002 -,1569 .7549 .6465
.3507 -,1577 .7555 .6455
.4000 -,1504 .?566 ,6439
,4503 -*1362 .7592 ,6398
.5000 -,1302 .?596 .6390
,5506 -,1150 .76Z5 ,6345
.5097 -.0952 ,7659 .6289
.6502 -,0948 ,7668 .6276
• 7003 -*0593 ,7729 .6178
.7497 -,0366 ,?775 .6104
,7998 -.0037 ,7837 .600_
.8503 ,0179 ,7881 ,5930
.9000 ,0349 ,7921 *5866
.9483 .1084 .8062 .5633
C01 ,00845 COCORI .0083Z
CD2 .00857 CDCOR2 .00833
C03 ,03838 CDCUR3 .008Z3
CD4 .0080_ COCOR4 ,00793
C05 .00723 COCOR5 .00717
SPAMUTSE
X/C Y#C CP P_L/PT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -*9005 *6036 .8807
.1505 -,3333 -.9564 ,594? .8946
,1505 -,1667 -.9759 .5920 ,8989
,1505 0*0000 -*9745 ,5944 ,8951
• 1505 .1667 -,9833 .587Z *9064
.1505 ,3333 -.9844 .58gl .9033
• 1505 *5000 -.9422 .5988 ,8885
.4995 -*5000 -.3963 *7073 .7210
.4995 -*3333 -.4031 ,7058 .7233
,4995 -,1667 -.402S .7054 ,7239
,4q95 0,0000 -*4095 *7047 *7249
• 4995 .1667 -.4080 .7050 .7Z46
.4gg5 ,3333 -.4058 ,7053 ,7241
.4995 ,5000 -.3638 ,7130 .71Z1
.7994 -,5000 -.1052 ,7631 ,8335
.7994 -.3333 -.1023 *7647 .6310
• 7994 -,1667 -,0981 ,?664 ,6282
.?qq4 0.0000 -,0958 ,7656 .6zq5
.7994 .1667 -*0958 .764g *6305
.7994 .3333 -.0922 ,7667 ,8278














XlC CP P*L/PT MLOC
0.0000 o3411 ,_505 *4863
,0135 -1.8175 ,4238 1.1797
• 0271 -1,9870 ,3859 1,2505
,0515 -Z,0827 ,3696 1,20Z7
• 0763 -Z,1116 ,363_ 1.2950
,1012 -2.0638 .37;0 1,2740
• 1503 -1.10§5 ,5651 ,0410
.1994 -1,0111 ,5810 .9161
.2501 -*0840 ,606_ *8762
• 2999 -.7867 ,6296 ,8;21
,3499 -.680; ,6461 ,8151
• 3994 -.606? *b607 ,7927
,4496 -,5297 .6777 *7665
• 4997 -.4639 .6qoE ,7664
,5492 -,3035 ,7061 ,725_
.5994 -,3350 ,7156 .?081
.6495 -,2905 ,7252 .6932
.6996 -,2252 ,736E ,6751
• 7489 -.1666 .7488 ,6562
• 8003 -,1068 ,7612 .6365
.8500 -.0_29 ,7747 ,6169
• 0993 ,0245 ,7888 .5919
.94§9 .1003 *80_q .5686
LO_ER SURCkCE
X/C CP PnLIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,3611 .8505 ,4863
• 0122 .0562 .q724 ,Z001
• 0251 .7164 .q247 .3361
• 05|0 .4619 .0706 ,4;91
• 0755 .3063 .0436 .49_?
• 1000 .2030 .8234 *_340
.1504 ,0797 ,7996 .5742
• 2004 .0098 .7841 .5996
,2_01 -.0254 .7773 .6106
,3002 -,0421 .7757 .6132
.3507 I.OgF 5 .771Z .6205
• 4000 -.0630 .7691 .6238
• 4503 -*0593 .7711 *6206
.5000 -*0615 .7T07 ,6214
.5506 -._549 *7715 .6200
• 5997 -,0633 ,7736 .6166
• 6502 -.04_5 .7722 ,6190
.7003 -*0829 ,7771 .610q
.7497 -,0043 .7811 .6043
.7098 .0210 .7866 .5955
.8503 .0348 .7901 *§898
.9000 ,03@5 .7916 ._874
.9483 .103_ .8036 .5675
C01 ,01121 COCOR1 ,01101
CDE .01128 CDCOR2 ,01094
C03 ,01090 CD¢OR3 ,01068
C04 .01010 COCOR; .01004
C05 .OOEE1 CDCOR_ .00872
SPANUESE
XI¢ ¥10 CP PJLIPT MLO¢
• 1505 -,5000 -1.1029 .5653 .940_
,1505 -.3333 -1,1096 .5630 ,9444
,1805 -.1667 -1.0976 ,8636 .9435
• 1505 0.0000 -I.I055 .5651 ,9410
• 1505 .1667 -1.1067 .5615 .9420
• 1505 .3333 -1.0917 .5666 .9388
.1505 .SO00 -1.0046 .5661 ,9394
.4995 -.5000 -.4503 .6919 .7447
.4995 -.3333 -,4593 ,6906 ,7468
.;995 -.1667 -.4550 .6916 .7451
.4995 0.0000 -.4639 .6900 .7464
.4995 .1667 -,459| .?qOE .7474
• 4995 ,3333 -,4594 .6905 .7460
.4995 ,5000 -.4128 .7001 .7321
• 7994 -.5000 ".1308 .7543 .6475
.7994 -.3333 -,1218 .7586 .6406
.7994 ".1667 -.1098 .7607 .63?3
.7994 0.0000 -.I06E .7612 .6365
.7994 .1667 -.1039 .759? .6390
• 7994 .3333 -.1035 .7623 .6348





XlC CP P;LIPT _LDC
0.0000 ,1552 ,R137 ,5505
*0135 -2.0961 .3719 1.278_
.0271 -2,2587 ,3370 1.3503
,0513 -2,3360 .3206 1,3865
.0763 -2.3623 .3130 [.4032
.I012 -2.3446 .3169 1.39,4
.1503 -1.4860 .1893 1.066§
.1994 -I.01_; .5850 .9097
.2501 -.8642 .6113 .8608
.2gg9 -.7023 .6266 .84_2
,3699 -.7010 .6435 ._191
.3994 -,6274 .6595 ,7945
.4496 -,5677 ,6756 ,7701
,;997 -.4_16 .6884 .7501
.5492 -.4115 ,?036 .7266
,5_94 -,3485 .7159 ,7076
.6695 -.2q27 .7254 .6929
.6996 -.2352 ,7357 .67_6
,7489 -.1812 ,7491 .6557
.8003 -.1138 ,7613 .6363
,8_00 -.0493 ,7727 .6180
.8993 .OlqO ,7876 .5960
,94E9 .0892 ,8020 ,$702
PT 32,6618 PSI CN .7503
TT 161.2699 K CN .015!




XlC CP P_Lt_T _LOC
0.0000 ,1552 .8137 ,5505
.01ZZ 1.0100 ,9837 .1534
.0251 .7q29 .9406 ,2_69
.0510 .525; .8874 .4164
.0755 ,3862 ._5_9 ,4710
.I000 ._799 ,8383 .5082
.1504 ,1516 .8133 .5512
.2004 *0712 .79_6 .5758
,2501 ,0303 .TEE_ .5918
• 3002 .0068 .7B48 ,5905
.3507 -.0140 .7800 .6064
.4000 -.0251 .7787 .6084
.4503 -.0257 .7787 .6084
.5000 -,0322 ,7773 .6106
.5506 -.0302 ,77_8 ,6083
,5997 -.0186 .7010 ,6047
• 6502 -*0295 ,7775 .6103
.7003 -*00_I .7009 ,6049
.7497 .0031 .7854 ,5975
• 7age .0323 ,?902 .5896
.8503 .0397 .7901 .58_3
.9000 .039_ ,7917 .5872
.q4E3 .0993 .8040 .5660
CO1 ,01707 CDCOR1 ,01677
CO2 .01670 CDCOR2 *01637
C03 ,016_7 COCOR3 .01594
C04 .01476 CDCOR4 ,01449
C05 .012_6 CO,OR5 .0123_
5PAN_SE
XlC Yl¢ CP P_LIPT NLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -I,0887 ,56E2 .9_62
.1505 -.3333 -1*2592 ,534E .9896
.1505 -.1667 -1.4023 ,5069 1.0_51
• 1505 0,0000 -t,;840 .4893 1.0645
.1505 .1667 -1,314E .4040 1.0733
• 1505 ,3333 -1.4601 ,_933 1.0578
.1505 .5000 -1,2772 .5316 .9946
,4995 -*$000 -.478E .688; .7501
.;995 -.3333 -.4836 .6901 ,747_
• 4995 -.1667 -.4729 .6912 .7458
.4q95 0.0000 -.4816 .6886 .7501
,4995 ,1667 -,4802 .6882 .7_05
.4995 .3333 -*4801 ,6908 .7;64
,4995 .5000 -*_285 ,6999 .73E3
.7994 -.5000 -*1530 ,7535 ,6487
.7994 -.3333 -.1329 .7574 ,642_
.7994 -.1667 -*1199 .7603 .6380
•7994 0.0000 -,1138 .T613 ,6_63
,7994 ,1667 -.1149 ,7610 ,6368
,7994 .3333 -.108§ .7623 .634E




PT 32.6652 PSI CN .9306
TT 162,05Ol K Cq *0217




_/C ¢P P,LI_T _LO:
0.0000 -,0158 .7708 .6066
.0135 -2,2700 .3363 1.3518
.0271 -2.4568 .29_6 1.4342
.0_1_ -2.5592 ,2666 1.4651
,0763 -_.5527 .2797 1,4823
,1012 -2.5802 ,2831 1.4737
.1503 -1.7051 .4_68 1.137E
,1994 -I.385_ ,5120 1.0266
.Z_01 -.9300 *6028 ,_20
,2990 -.7782 .6314 ._378
.3499 --*6_56 *6&92 *_106
,3994 -,6183 .6610 ,7922
.4496 -,5457 .6759 ,7694
,4997 -,4_31 ,6886 .7499
.5492 -.4105 .7054 .7239
.5994 -.3526 ,7147 ,70_5
.6495 -.2070 .7256 .6928
,6996 -.?385 .7375 .6739
.7489 -.1796 ,7508 ,6530
.8003 -.1185 .7624 .6346
.9500 -.0574 .77;2 .6157
.3993 ,0100 ,7961 .5964
.9489 ,0700 .7998 ,5739
LOWE_ SURFACE
X/C CP P;L/PT qLOC
0.0000 -.0158 .7798 .6066
.0122 1.0379 .9¢01 .1249
• 0251 .8496 .9520 .1650
.0510 .5911 ._022 ,3861
,0755 ,4534 ,8736 .4434
.1000 ,3461 .8544 .4T92
.1504 ._024 ,E239 ,5332
• 2004 *1227 ,8090 ,5585
.1501 .07?0 ,8006 ,5726
• 3002 .0455 .?937 .5839
,3_07 .0187 ,7E94 ,_910
,4000 .0027 ,7E40 .59_0
• _503 -.0019 .T_34 .6008
• 5000 -.0147 .7El1 ,60;5
• 5506 -.009? .7_;0 *5998
,sqg7 -.0100 ,7B23 .6025
.6502 -.0240 ,7?96 .6073
,7003 -.0043 *7837 *8003
.74_7 ,0085 .7877 .5938
,?_$ .0266 .7909 .gE_b
,8503 .0292 ,7912 ,5880
.9000 .0844 ,?E89 ,591T
,94E3 .0773 *B012 .5715
CD1 ,02686 CDCOR1 ,02647
C02 .0_604 CDCOR2 ,02566
C03 ,02557 CDCOR3 ,02519
C04 .02189 CDCOR4 *02162
C05 .01_43 COCO_5 .01790
SPAN_|SE
X/C YI_ CP P_L/PT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.05_1 ,5753 .9246
• 1505 -.3333 -1.5810 ,4717 1.0945
.1505 -*[&67 -1.6524 ,4621 1,1109
.1505 0*0000 -1.7051 ,4468 1.13T8
,1505 ,1667 -1.7059 .44?0 1.1373
,1505 .3333 -1*6q_1 .4493 t,1333
.1505 .5000 -1,7220 .44E5 1,1348
• ;_95 -,5000 -.;984 .68?0 ,7923
.4995 -,3333 -,4880 ,6078 .7911
.4995 -,1667 -,4793 .6912 ,7439
._995 0,0000 -,4831 ,6006 ,7499
• 4995 ,1667 -,477? ,6911 ,7460
,4q95 ,3333 -,4719 .6909 ,746E
• 4995 .5000 -.;325 ,?004 .7317
.7994 -,5000 -.2037 *7471 ,6559
,7994 -,333_ -,1540 ,7558 ,6430
.7994 -,1667 -,1E77 .760g *63?0
,7994 0.0000 o,11B5 .7624 .6_46
.7994 .1667 -.1133 ,7647 .6309
• 7994 ,33_3 -,1153 ,7642 .b317
• 799; .5000 -,11_9 ,?632 .6333
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XlC CP PpLIPT MLDC
0,0000 -,1467 ,7563 ,6443
,0135 -2.4070 ,3138 1,4014
.0271 -2,58E0 ,2764 1,9904
,0515 -2,6118 ,2636 1,5230
,0763 -2,6547 ,2537 1,3361
,i012 -2,1929 ,3495 1,3238
• 1503 -i,7153 .9412 1,1478
,1994 -1,4755 ,1940 1,0566
,ZSOI -1.1854 ,5496 ,9657
,2999 -,9270 ,6013 ,_043
,3499 -.7698 .6303 ,_395
,3994 -,6598 ,6532 ,8042
• %496 -,5596 ,6722 ,7751
.%997 -,4831 ,6851 ,7532
,5492 -,4112 ,7094 ,7255
•5994 -,3;95 ,715% ,708%
,6495 -,2966 ,7258 ,6922
,6096 -,2369 ,7366 ,6756
,7489 -,IQ60 ,?63_ ,6647
,@003 -,1352 ,7574 ,6426
,8500 -,0917 ,7691 ,6_39
,|093 -,0435 ,??48 ,6198
.9489 .0091 ,7856 ,$971
LOWER 5URFACE
XlC CP PwLIPT MLOC
0,0000 -,144? .?563 ,6463
,0122 1,0590 ,9935 ,0965
*0251 ,8876 ,9596 ,_933
*0510 ,6310 ,9090 ,3719
,0755 ,4957 ,8818 .4275
,1000 ,3811 ,8590 ,4700
,1504 ,2361 ,8293 ,5230
,EO04 ,1535 .8149 ,5985
,2501 ,0993 ,8035 ,5676
,3002 ,0645 ,79?0 ,_785
,3507 ,0304 ,7890 ,5916
,4000 .0099 ,7357 ,5970
.4503 .0058 ,7842 .5995
,5000 -,0126 .7800 ,6063
,5506 -,0154 ,7822 ,6028
,5997 -,0139 .7817 ,6036
,6502 -,0347 ,7775 .6103
,?003 -,01@2 ,7799 .6069
,7%97 -,0238 ,7777 ,6101
.7998 -,0015 ,7336 ,6001
,8503 -.0030. .7B46 ,59e9
.qO00 -*0295 .7?73 .6103





XIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
0.0000 -,2602 .7345 ,6786
• 0135 -2,5207 ,2_1 1,99_%
,0271 -2,6044 ,_577 1,5385
,_515 -2.7079 ,2567 1,5_1_
.0763 -1,9_61 ,3974 1.2284
• 1012 -1,8500 ,4235 1.1797
.1503 -1.6452 ,4652 1,1055
,1994 -1.3926 .5132 1,0246
,2501 -1.1784 ,5537 .9591
,2999 -,9987 ,5666 ,_072
,3499 -,8492 ,61_8 .9571
.3994 -,7310 ,64?9 ,9201
,4496 -,6355 ,6602 ,7935
,9997 -,5497 ,6797 .7635
,5492 -.4751 .6906 ,7467
,5996 -,4114 .7036 ,7267
,6495 -,3552 .7139 ,7110
.6996 -.3037 .7256 ,6925
.7489 -,2601 ,7336 ,6803
,8003 -.7135 ,7427 .66_8
.8500 -,1675 ,7519 ,6513
,8993 -.1291 ,7596 .6391
,94|9 -,1017 ,7635 .6320
PT ]2,bb_? PSl CN *_831
T7 161,2991 K CM ,0060




X/C C_ P_LIPT qLOC
0.0000 -.7602 .7345 .6786
.0122 I*0702 ,9959 ,0770
,0251 ,9174 ,9656 ,2241
,0510 ,6727 ,9180 ,_516
,0755 .5310 ,8903 ,4105
,I000 ,4197 ,8682 .4536
.1504 .2743 ,3905 ,3046
,2004 ,1810 ,0215 ,5373
,2501 ,1207 ,R090 ,5584
,3002 ,0129 .BOO3 ,57_9
• 3507 .0460 .7966 .58_5
,4000 ,0210 ,7902 ,5897
,%503 .0066 .7864 .,5950
.5000 -.0120 .7839 ,5999
.5506 -.0229 .7799 ,6064
.5997 -.0254 ,7797 .6069
.6502 -,0480 ,7745 ,6153
,7003 -,0%23 ,7770 .6112
,7497 -,0622 ,7764 .6122
.7998 -,0329 .7763 ,6091
• 8503 -*03_i ,7774 .6105
,9000 -,0793 ,7694 ,6234





X/C CP P,LIPT WLOC
0,0000 -,35%_ .71%6 .7097
,0135 -2,5345 ,2799 1,4_18
.0271 -2,7_97 ,2969 1,5677
*0_15 -2,1999 ,3497 1,3234
,0763 -1_8625 ,%158 1.1940
,|01_ -I.7151 ,1448 1,1413
,1503 -I.4_32 ,4955 1,0_40
,1994 -1,2661 .5305 *_964
,_501 -1.12?2 ,5613 ,9471
.2990 -,9000 .5885 .9043
,3499 -,8841 ,6062 ,5767
,3994 -,7357 ,6265 ,8454
,4k96 -#_975 ,6465 ,8145
.4997 -,6247 .6566 ,7991
.5492 -,5622 .67_[1 ,7767
,5994 -,5031 ,6838 ,7572
,6495 -,4415 ,6938 .7418
,6996 -,3057 ,7033 ,7271
.7489 -,3504 ,7127 ,7126
,8003 -,3026 ,7231 ,6965
,8500 -,2574 ,7336 ,6801
,8993 -;_3_ ,7357 ,6767
.0489 -.1960 ,7432 ,6650
PT 32,6650 PSI CN ,8959
TT 161,3287 K CH -,0145




XtC CP P,LIPT NLOC
0.0000 -*3592 ,7146 ,Tog?
.012_ I*0748 .9062 *0734
,0_51 ,9472 ,9713 ,_046
,0510 ,7027 ,9229 ,3403
• 0755 ,5596 ,8945 ,4020
.i000 ,4507 ,8730 ,4445
,1504 ,3016 ,8438 ,4984
,2004 ,Z003 .822_ .5360
,2501 ,1435 ,8124 .5528
.3002 ,0957 ,8030 ,5686
,3507 ,0546 ,7931 ,5840
,4000 ,0270 ,7890 ,5933
,4503 ,0141 .7870 ,5949
.5000 -*0080 ,7797 ,6067
,5506 --,0_99 ,7770 ,6111
.5997 ",0331 ,7769 .6114
,6502 -,0605 ,7698 ,6228
,7003 -,0595 ,7705 ,6217
.7497 -,0627 ,7699 .62_6
,7998 -,0555 ,7721 ,6191
,8503 -,0790 ,7688 ,6244
.9000 -.1308 ,7563 .6444
,9483 ";1087 .7606 ,6375
102
C01 ,0467_ CDCOR1 ,0463@
CO2 ,04395 CDCOR2 ,04341
C03 .01021 CDCOR3 ,03986
C04 ,03041 CDCOR4 ,03017
COS ,02761 CDCOR5 ,02696
SPANWISE
_IC YIC CP P_L/PT RLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -1.0492 ,5800 ,9177
,1505 -,3333 -1,64@9 ,4611 1,112?
,1505 -,1667 -1,7330 .4470 1,1774
,1505 0,3000 -1.7153 ,4412 1,1476
,1501 ,1667 -1,7573 .4411 1,1480
• 1505 ,3333 -1.74e6 .4415 1.1472
,1505 ,5000 -1,8379 .4265 1,1743
,4995 -,5000 -,5061 ,687Z .7520
,4995 ",3333 -,4962 .6881 .7505
,4995 -,1667 -.4030 ,6928 ,7433
,4995 0,0000 -,4831 ,6864 ,7532
.4995 ,1667 -,4761 ,6931 ,7429
,4995 ,3333 -,4764 .6920 *74%6
.499_ ,5000 -.4415 ,7009 .T300
,7994 -,5000 -.Z773 .7316 ,603Z
,7994 -.3333 -,1899 ,74|3 ,6570
,7994 -.1667 -.1472 ,7562 ,6445
.7994 0,0000 -,1352 *7574 .6426
,7994 ,1667 -.1250 ,7613 .6364
,7994 ,3333 -,1242 ,7612 .6365
.7994 ,5000 -.1239 ,7608 ,6372
C01 *08120 COCOR1 .0R043
C02 ,07630 COCORZ ,0?567
C03 .07014 COCOR3 ,06943
C04 ,04745 COCOR4 ,04676
C05 ,09140 COCOR5 ,04079
5PAHWISE
X/C YIC C_ P_L/PT RLOC
,1505 -.5000 -1,0915 ,5Tll ,9317
,1505 -,3333 -L.6591 ,4612 1,1126
,1505 -.1667 -1,6513 ,4607 1,1133
,1505 0,0000 -1,6452 .%652 1.1055
• 1505 ,1667 -1,6486 .4616 1,111@
,1505 ,3333 -1.7254 .4482 1,1353
,1505 ,5000 -1.7171 .4470 1.1361
,4905 -,5000 -,3360 .679@ ,7633
,9905 -.3333 -.5074 .6827 ,7509
.4095 -.1667 -,5337 .6@03 ,762?
,%995 0,0000 -,5%4? ,6797 ,7635
,4995 .1667 -,5411 ,6790 ,7646
.%095 ,3333 -.520@ ,6800 ,7630
,4905 ,5000 -,4649 ,6938 .T419
.7994 -,5000 -,3180 .7218 ,6905
,7994 -,3333 -,2223 ,7420 ,6656
,7994 -,1667 -,2105 .7447 ,6626
.7994 0,0000 -.2135 .742? .6655
,7904 .1667 -.2051 ,?440 .6637
,?994 .3333 -,1766 .7518 ,6515
,7994 ,5000 -.1703 ,7526 .6501
C01 .11422 CDCOR1 ,11316
C02 ,11053 COCOR2 ,10956
C03 ,1_13@ CDCOR3 .10039
C04 ,0T151 COCOR4 ,07061
C05 ,06049 COCOR5 .05944
SP_NWISE
_IC tic CP P,L/PT NLOC
,1505 -,$000 -1,2444 ,5396 .9817
,1503 -,3333 -1.5266 ,4808 1.0780
.1505 -*1667 -1.5249 .4840 1,0733
.1505 0,0000 -1.463_ ,4055 1.0340
,1505 ,1667 -1,4939 .4905 1.0625
,1505 ,3333 -1,5434 ,4775 1,0845
,1505 ,5000 -1,5406 ,4809 1,0796
.4095 -,5000 -,5617 *670% ,77?8
.4995 -,3333 -,5670 ,6709 ,7?70
.%995 -.1667 -,5984 ,6647 .7065
,4995 0.3000 -.624? ,6566 .7991
,4993 ,1667 *.6173 ,6509 ,7940
.4995 ,3333 -.5932 .665? ,7050
.4995 *5000 -.5035 ,6@33 ,7576
,?994 ".5000 -,3362 *7164 .?060
,7994 -.3333 -.3030 *?231 .6964
,7994 -,166T -.3101 ,7225 ,6974
.?994 0,0000 -,3026 ,7231 .6965
.7094 .1667 -._960 ,7242 .6948
.7994 ,3333 -.2864 ,7264 ,6913




- TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.60














K/C CF PtL/RT _LOC
0,_000 1,0894 ,9092 ,0341
,0135 ,ORq7 .8012 ,5711
,0271 -,1752 ,7479 ,6574
• 05L5 -.3447 .7143 .7098
.0763 -,4471 .6940 ,7412
,1012 -.4733 .6QO0 .74?3
o1503 -.4698 *bB_l .7487
,1994 -,4730 .6887 .7493
.2501 -,4375 .6q62 *7377
.2999 -,4102 *7010 ,72_1
,3499 -.3731 ,7080 .7102
.3q94 -.3428 ,7144 .7096
,4496 -*302? *7220 *6065
.4997 -.2752 ,7260 .68q4
,5492 -.2323 .7368 .6748
.5994 -,IQ99 .7435 ,6647
,6495 -,1745 .7485 .6563
,6996 -,1390 *7553 .6455
,7489 -*[017 .7633 .632_
.8003 -*0601 ,7713 ,6200
• 0500 -.0162 ,7795 ,6068
,8993 .0388 ,7008 .5083
,9489 ,0970 .8028 ,5685
LOJER 5URFkCE
XlC CP P;LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1,0894 ,9992 ,0341
,0122 ,0475 ,7029 ,5849
.0251 -,2371 .7355 ,6?68
,0510 -.4376 ,6955 .7384
.0755 -,4874 ,6860 ,7535
,1000 -.516q .6814 .760_
.1504 -*5204 .6775 .?666
.2004 -.5089 .6817 .7600
.2501 -.4696 .68qq .7475
,3002 -,4277 ,6983 ,7345
• 3507 -,3940 .7047 ,7247
.4000 -.3591 .7112 ,7146
.4503 -,3158 ,7203 ,7005
.5000 -.2889 ,7253 .6926
,5_06 -.2516 ,7329 ,6807
.Sgg? -.2130 ,7400 .6683
.6502 -.2001 ,7434 .6643
.7003 -,1465 .7540 ,6476
,7497 -,I061 .7624 ,6342
.7998 -,0569 ,7719 .6190
._503 -,0212 .7784 ,6085
,9000 ,0106 .7852 .5975
,9483 ,1038 .8043 ,5662
C01 ,00800 COCDR1 ,007B5
C02 .00786 CDCOR2 ,00757
C03 .00769 COCOR3 ,00744
C04 .00757 CDCOR4 ,00745
C05 ,00691 C0C0R5 ,00680
SPAMWISE
XlC _IC CP PeLIPT MLOC
,1505 -.5000 -.4271 ,6987 .7338
.1505 -.3333 -,4591 .6926 .7433
• 1505 -,1667 -.4775 .6886 ,7_04
.150_ 0,0000 -.4698 .6891 .7487
.1505 ,1667 -.4761 ,6090 ,7408
.1505 ,3333 -.4766 .6092 ,7486
.1505 .5000 -,4513 ,6938 .7414
.4905 -.SO00 -.2635 .7305 .6846
,4995 -.3333 -.2670 ,7298 .6857
,499_ -.[667 -,2674 .7299 .6855
.4995 0,0000 -.2752 ,7200 .6884
,4005 ,1667 -._711 ,7290 .6869
.4999 ,3333 -,2682 .7295 ,6861
,4995 .5000 -,2309 .7371 ,6742
,7994 -,5000 -,0677 .7603 .6233
,7994 -,3333 -,0676 ,7603 .6231
.7994 -,1667 -.0623 .7699 ,6222
,7994 0,0000 -.0601 .7713 ,6200
,7q94 .1667 -.0560 ,7712 .6202
.7994 .3333 -.0562 .7716 ,6195





XlC CP P,LIRT _LO_
0.0000 .7427 .9306 ,3217
.3135 ,7562 ,9333 .3152
.3271 .4856 ,8795 .4318
,0_15 .2560 .e343 .5148
*0763 ,003q .8019 ,5699
.i012 .0139 .78_7 .5951
,1503 -,0fl39 ,7711 ,6203
.1994 -.1292 ,7573 .6423
.2501 -.1441 .7541 .6474
.2999 -*1580 .7519 .650q
,3499 -,1527 .7532 ,64_9
.3994 -*1497 ,7537 .64_1
.4496 -.1387 .7557 .6450
,4997 -.125S .75_3 .6406
.5492 -,1076 .7632 .6330
,5994 -.0034 .7650 .6300
,6495 -.OR03 .7671 .b267
.6q96 -.0608 .771_ ,6191
.7489 -.0389 ,7757 .612g
,MOO3 -,0123 ,7818 ,6030
.8500 ,0180 ,7878 ._033
.8993 .0581 *7047 .SBlg
*q489 .Og?1 .80|5 ._707
PT 60.4722 PSI CN -,4537
TT 172,7922 K Cq -,0021




X/C CP PeLIRT MLOC
0.0000 ,7427 ,930_ .3217
,0122 -I.1265 .5604 ,9483
.0251 -1,3612 .5132 1,0244
.0510 -1.4078 ,5050 1,0381
,0755 -1.2614 ,5333 ,9917
.I000 -1.1_26 .5_02 .9646
,1504 -1,0185 .5823 .9137
,2004 -.8932 .60S7 .8772
.250I -.?755 .6287 ,8416
• 3002 -,6_ii .6482 ,8116
.3507 -.6034 .6639 ,7875
.4000 -.§370 .6769 ,7674
• 4503 -.4688 .6902 .?470
.5000 -.4177 .7010 ,7303
.5506 -.3630 .7128 .7121
.5997 -,3079 .7225 .6970
• 6502 -*Z751 ,728_ .6877
,7003 -.2094 .7425 .6658
.7497 -*15%6 .7_20 .6508
.799R -.0972 .76_0 ,6300
,8503 -,0473 ,7749 ,6142
,qO00 ,0014 .7R35 .6003
.9_83 ,0994 ,8020 .569R
C01 .00031 CDCOR1 .00817
C02 .00038 COCOR2 *00813
C03 .00815 CDCOR3 .00800
C04 ,00?08 COCOR4 ,00778
C05 .0_704 COCOR5 *00694
SPANWISE
_IC YI: CP P_LIPT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -,0564 .7714 *6109
.1505 -.3333 -,0704 .7695 ,6228
,1505 -,1667 -,0797 ,7674 .6Z63
.1505 0.0000 -,0639 ,7711 .6203
• 1505 ,1667 -,0736 .7680 ,6253
.1505 ,3333 -,0738 .7689 .6239
.1505 .5000 -,0559 ,7721 ,6187
,4993 -,_000 -,1289 .7579 ,6414
,4995 -,3333 -,1268 .7576 .6418
,4995 -.1667 -.1255 *7584 ,6406
,499_ 0.0000 -.128_ ,7_83 .6408
,499_ *1667 -,1263 ,7S84 ,6406
.4995 ,3333 -,1222 .7506 ,6403
.499S ,5000 -,1037 .7627 ,6337
.7994 -,5000 -,0267 .7786 .6081
.7994 -.3333 -,OZ20 .7792 .6072
.7994 -.1667 -,0146 ,7800 ,6059
,7q94 0.0000 -,0123 .7818 ,6030
,7994 ,1667 -.0084 .7822 .6023
,7994 .3333 -.0057 .7824 .6020




PT 00.4659 PSI CN -.2357
TT 172.7229 K CN -.0006




XIC CP P;L/PT ML_C
0.0000 I*0047 ,90_3 .1595
.0135 .4730 ,8765 .4374
,0271 .1952 .8212 .5375
,_51§ -.0148 .7800 ,6060
,0763 -_1552 .7520 .6508
,lOl2 -,_136 .7399 ,6hq9
• 1503 -,2561 ,7315 ,6830
.1994 -.2938 .7252 ,6928
.2501 -.2_60 .7265 .6908
.2999 -,2817 ,7274 .6_94
,3409 -.2622 ,7313 ,6833
,3994 -,2464 ,7346 ,6782
,4496 -.2210 ,7300 ,6712
,4907 -,2033 .74[8 *6668
• 5492 -.1702 .7489 ,_557
• 5994 -*1481 ,7525 .6499
,6495 -,1278 ,7S68 ,6432
,6096 -,1007 .7619 .6351
.?469 -,071B .7674 ,_263
• 8003 -,0374 ,7743 ,bL51
,8_00 -*0005 .7_16 ,6034
.6903 ,04_9 .7912 ,5R76
,048_ .0968 ,8008 .5718
LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP R;L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.0047 .9823 .15_5
.0122 -,4798 .6070 ,7519
.0251 -,7337 ,6363 ,8298
.0510 -,8517 ,613P .8646
.0755 -.836? ,6167 ,8602
• 1000 -.822_ .6186 .8572
,1504 -,?646 ,6303 ,8391
.2004 -,6941 .6460 .8150
.2501 -.619q .6603 .7930
,3002 -,5524 ,6737 ,7?23
.3507 -,4090 ,6843 .?560
,4000 -.44?6 ,6947 .7430
,4503 -,3926 ,7049 ,7Z43
,5000 -,3S31 ,71_0 .7133
,5506 -*3062 ,7Z1_ .6981
,5007 -,2599 .7303 ,6849
.6502 -.2363 .7352 .67?2
,7003 -.1764 ,7460 ,6591
,7497 -.1317 ,7554 .6454
,?_98 -,0772 ,7664 .6279
.8_03 -.0346 ,7740 .6144
.9000 ,0071 .7829 .6012
,g483 ,1016 ,BO[8 ,5702
104
¢01 *00811 COCORI ,00800
CO2 *00810 CDCOP2 .00785
CD3 .03795 C DCUR3 ,00775
C04 .00778 CDC_R4 *00769
CD5 .00703 CDCOR5 ,00694
SPANWISE
X/C Y/C CP P,L/PT _LOC
,150_ -,5000 -,2329 ,73S3 ,6770
,150_ -,3333 -.2551 .7304 ,684?
,150_ -.1667 -.2?08 ,?2?2 ,6890
,1505 0,0000 -,256I ,7315 *6830
,1505 .1667 -,2671 ,7285 .68?6
,1505 .3333 -,2668 ,7281 ,6683
,1505 .5000 -,2470 ,7317 .6826
.4995 -.5000 -,1968 ,7426 .6657
,499_ -.3333 -,1992 .7418 .6668
.4995 -,1667 -,lq82 ,7421 ,6663
,4995 0,0000 -.2033 .7418 .6660
,4993 ,1667 -,1988 ,7422 ,6663
.4995 ,3333 -._964 ,7424 .6650
,4995 ,5000 -,1674 ,7483 .6566
,7994 -.5000 -.0532 .7710 .620_
.?994 -,3333 *.0482 .7722 .618_
.?094 -,1667 -,0394 ,7732 ,6169
,79q4 0,3000 -,0374 ,7743 .6151
,7094 .1667 -,0342 .7747 .6144
.7994 ,3333 -.0318 .7759 ,6132







_IC CP PeLIPT _L3C
0.0000 1.oo17 ._994 ,OZ_O
,0135 .0790 ,7968 ,_7R4
.0271 "*]_61 ,74k? ,6622
.0515 -.3510 .7105 ,7157
,0763 -,4503 .6912 .7455
.1012 -.;774 .6858 .753_
,1503 -,4715 ,&869 ,7520
,199k -,4769 .6_6_ .75_0
• 2501 -,4375 .6941 .7¢09
,2g9_ -,4123 .&g_2 ,733Z
.3;9_ -.37_3 .7070 .7211
.3994 -,3406 ,7144 ,7096
.4496 -*3012 .7225 .6?70
.4997 -.7713 ,72n3 .6R_O
.5492 -._313 .7365 .6751
.5994 -,1970 .7423 ,6661
.649_ -.1697 .7477 ,6576
.6996 -.1351 .7548 .6463
.7489 -.OOR? .7617 .6554
.8003 -*0969 .77L5 .6197
• 8500 -.0141 .7790 .6061
.8993 .0421 ,7910 .5_7_
.9489 ,0992 ._026 .568R
PT 60.4746 PSI CN -*0163
TT 17Z._173 _ C_ ,OOG_




XlC EP PeLIPT qLOC
0.0000 1.0917 ,q994 .0Z90
,0122 ,0703 .795| ,5813
• 0251 -,2171 .73_6 ,6719
,0_10 -,4194 ,6968 ,7369
.0755 -.4726 .6867 ,7523
.1000 -.5021 .6808 .7614
.1504 -,5173 ,677_ .7661
.ZOO4 -.§007 .6817 .76_2
.2501 -.4588 ,6899 ,767_
• 3002 -._Z05 ,6975 .7355
• 3507 -,3852 ,7044 .7_51
.4000 -,3510 .?123 ,7128
.4P03 -,3091 .7209 .69q_
• 5000 -.Z807 .7264 .6909
• 5506 -.Z466 .7355 ,67q9
.5997 -,2069 ,7403 .6692
.6502 -,192_ ,7431 .664_
.7003 -.1397 .7539 ,6477
,7_97 -,1016 ,?blt ,6363
.7e98 -.0530 ,7722 ,6185
°8503 -,0181 .7791 .6074
.9000 .0138 ,7854 .5971
.9483 .1055 .B038 ,5667
C01 ,00743 CDCDR1 ,00734
C02 .03746 C0¢0_2 .00720
C03 .00737 CDCDR3 .O0?Z5
C04 *00721 CDCD_4 *00712
COS .0065e COCDRS ,00651
SPAH_I$E
_IC ¥/C CP P_LIPT _LOC
.1505 -.$000 -.43Z8 .6973 ,T361
,1_05 -*3333 -*4638 .690B ,7461
.1505 -,1667 -.4800 ,6867 ._$24
*1505 0.0000 -.4715 .6869 .?SZO
,1505 ,1667 -*4811 ,6877 .7509
.1505 ,333_ -.4795 .6877 ,7509
*1505 *_000 -.4_Z9 .69_1 ,7441
.4995 -.5000 -._617 .7306 .6844
,4995 -.3333 -,2654 .7_99 .6855
.4995 -.166T -.2664 .T290 ,6069
,4995 0.0000 -.2713 .7_3 .68B0
.4995 ,1667 -.Z685 .7293 ,6865
,4995 ,3333 ",Zb60 .7_9B *6057
,4995 .5000 -*_83 .7366 ,6750
,7994 -.5000 -*0636 *7699 ,62ZZ
,7994 -,3353 -.0654 .7696 ,62Z7
,7994 -,1667 -,0_E9 ,7709 ,6Z06
.7994 0,0000 -*0569 .7715 .6197
,7994 ,1667 -*0547 *771? .6193
.7994 .3333 -*0_13 .77_4 ,6182




PT 60.4756 PSI CN ,_04_
Tr 17_._14_ K CM .0017




XlC CP P,L/PT qL_C
0.0000 1.0145 .9843 .1504
• 0135 -,4484 .6g_6 ,7434
,3271 -._739 .6_76 *_124
.051_ -.7631 ,629_ *_600
,0763 -,8079 .6219 ,_522
• 101_ -.7_5_ ,6259 .9460
• 1503 -.7129 ,63_8 ,8261
.lq94 -.6726 ,6469 .3136
._501 -.5985 ,6635 ,7881
,zgqq -,5453 .6750 ,7703
,3499 -.4_6_ .6865 .75Z7
.3994 -.4372 ,b_71 .7364
.4496 -,3"35 .7079 .7197
.4997 -.3439 .7_4 .708I
.54_Z -,2004 ,7254 .69Z6
,5994 -.2489 .7334 .6800
• _49§ -.Z144 ,7400 .6697
,6996 -,17Z4 .7494 .6564
,7489 -,1_9 ,7575 *b_20
.8003 -.0789 .7674 .6_63
.8500 -.0_74 .7771 .6106
.8993 ,0326 ,7R90 .5913
.9489 .0992 ,8017 .5703
10_E_ SURFACE
XlC CP P, LIPT qLO¢
0o0000 ],014S .9843 .IS04
.012_ ,4793 *977_ ,4356
.0Z51 ,1777 .8174 ,5440
• 0510 -.0716 *7676 .6_9
,0755 -,1680 ,7491 .6554
• 1000 -,2291 .7366 ,6750
• 1504 -,Z943 ,7224 ,697_
.Z004 -.3140 .7186 .703_
,Z501 -.303_ .72Z2 .6975
.3002 -,?E?_ .7262 ,6_$_
.3507 -.2731 .7298 .6872
• 4000 -.2530 ,7335 .6798
• 4503 -,Z252 .739_ .6709
.5000 -._096 ,7420 ,6665
.5506 -,1827 ,7467 .6501
,5997 -,1540 .7573 ._503
• 6502 -.1493 .TSZ9 ,6493
.7003 -.I038 .76_] .6348
,7497 -.072_ .7686 .6243
.7_9R -,0301 .7771 .6107
.8503 -,0011 .7823 ,6021
,9000 ,01_8 .7863 .5957
.9483 .1056 .8030 ,5681
C01 .03760 CDCOR1 .00751
COZ .03756 COCOA2 .00739
C03 .00742 CDCOR3 ,00730
C04 .00724 C000_4 ,00715
CD5 .03650 COCDR5 ,00644
$Pt_WISE
XIC YIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
,1505 -._000 -.658_ ,655? .0001
,1505 -,3333 -.6930 .6441 ,8180
.1505 -,_667 -,7194 ,63B0 .6273
.1505 0,3000 -.7129 .6388 .8261
.1505 .1667 -.7235 .6387 .8262
,ISOS ,3333 -.7232 *6381 ,8272
,1505 .5000 -,6922 .6434 ,8189
,4995 -.5000 -.3437 .71_4 ,7112
.4995 -,3333 -.3410 .7132 .7115
,4995 -,1667 -,3377 ,7162 .7099
.4995 0,0000 -.3439 .7154 .7081
.4995 .1667 -,3406 .7140 ,7103
,4995 ,3333 -.3395 ,7135 ,7110
,4995 .5000 -.2911 ,7235 .6954
.7994 -,5000 -.OB2S ,7653 .6296
,7994 -,3333 -.0_72 .7666 .6307
.T99_ -,1667 ".080T .7665 .6ZTT
,7994 0,0000 -*0789 .7674 .6263
,7994 .1667 -,0751 ,7668 .6272
,7994 .3333 -.0751 .7670 .6269





x/C CP P;LIPT qLOC
0,0000 ,7_13 .0304 .3_Z3
*0135 -1,1161 .5625 .a440
*0Z71 -1,3075 .52_$ L,0061
.0515 -1.2a18 .5286 ,9993
*0763 -1,2&02 .5375 .9849
,lOlZ -1,1520 .5550 ,9569
.1503 -,97Z9 ,5898 ,9019
.1994 -.8758 ,6091 ,_720
.Z501 -,7611 .6333 ,_345
*299_ -*6_OZ .64_4 .]113
,3499 -.5990 ,6646 *7864
.3094 -,5321 ,6784 .7651
*4496 -.46_9 .6913 *?453
.49_7 -.4104 .7014 .7298
.549_ -.348_ .7137 .7106
,5994 -.Z990 ,7_9 ,6949
*6495 -.2547 .7330 .6n06
.6996 -*2055 ,7425 .6658
.74_9 -,15_B ,T5_4 ,6502
,_003 -,0o84 .7630 ,6333
,BSO0 -.0_3_ ,7739 ,b15_
,B993 ,0Z67 .7868 ,5948
,9489 .1006 .8019 ,5700
PT 60.4742 PSZ CN ,4287
TT L7Z*5434 K CN .003_




X/C CP P_L/_T NLOC
0.0000 ,7413 ,9304 ,3Z_3
.0122 ,7714 .9363 .3077
.0Z51 ,4949 ,$_15 .4ZTB
.0510 .214_ .8Z64 .5_85
• 0?55 .0923 ,6016 *5705
,1000 .0053 ,7844 ,5989
• 1504 -,094T .764] .6314
• ?004 -.1427 ,7546 .6467
,2_01 -,1575 ,7527 .6497
,300Z -.160_ ,7514 .6518
.3507 -,1621 .7512 .65_1
.4000 -.1554 ,7530 .6492
.4503 -,1395 ,7554 ,6454
•5000 -.1330 ,7564 .6437
• 5506 -,1174 ,7596 *6387
.5997 -,0089 .7636 .6324
• 6502 -,L01_ .7634 *6326
• 7003 -,0634 ,770b .6_11
,74_7 -.03_6 .7754 ,6134
.7¢98 -,0034 .7819 .60Z9
• 8503 ,0164 ,?853 ,59?3
.q000 ,0288 .7_73 ,5941
• 9483 .1090 .8036 .56?2
I05
C01 .00790 COCOR1 .00760
C0_ .00134 COCOR2 .00??8
C03 .00786 COCOR3 .00?66
C04 .00748 C000_4 *00T36
CD5 .00679 CDCOR5 *00671
SPANVISE
X/C Y/C CP _eL/PT NLOC
,I505 -*5000 -,8744 ,6081 .8734
,1505 -,3333 -.9421 ,5932 .8966
.1505 -.1667 -,qTT_ .5B73 ,9059
.1505 0.0000 -,9729 ,5895 ,90|9
,1505 ,1667 -.9653 .5861 ,90?8
,1505 *3333 -,9829 ,5851 ,9093
,1505 .5000 -,9521 ,5923 .8q80
,4995 -,5000 -.4044 .7013 ,7299
,4995 -,3333 -.4074 .7015 .7296
*49q5 -.1667 -,4051 .70_3 .T2gq
.4995 0,0000 -.4104 .7014 .?298
.4995 .1667 -.4008 .7004 .7313
.499S .333_ -,40?5 ,7015 .7296
,4995 ,5000 -.3531 ,7116 .7139
,7994 -.5000 -.1069 *7595 *6388
,7994 -*3333 -.1079 .7598 .6384
.7994 -.1667 -.100T .?6Zl .6348
,7994 0.0000 -,0984 ,?6]0 ,6333
.7994 .1667 -*0949 .7619 ,6350
,7994 ,3333 -.094? ,?624 ,6342







XlC CP P,LI_T CLOC
0,0000 ,33_8 ,PSOI m4867
,0135 -I,7Q21 ,432Z 1,1638
*0271 "Z*0051 ,38q0 1,2446
,0515 -2.1065 ,3716 1,27_8
,0763 -2,1255 .3675 1*2871
,1012 -1,9_10 ,3913 1,2401
,1503 -1,1128 ,5655 ,_397
,1994 -1,0212 ,5833 ,#IZI
,2501 -*6855 ,6119 .5676
,E999 --,?#46 ,6206 ,_402
.3499 -,6874 .64_2 ,8116
,3994 -,60fl7 ,6646 ,7864
,4496 -,5285 ,6B2_ ,7594
.4997 -,6659 ,6Q38 .7415
,5492 -.3971 ,7083 ,71_0
,5994 -.3364 ,7193 ,7020
,6405 -,_974 ,7299 ,6856_
,6996 -,2312 ,7606 ,66_8
,7689 -,1776 ,7499 .6541
,Q003 -,1117 ,7637 ,6321
,8500 -,0520 .7763 ,6120
,8993 ,OZ04 .7896 ,5903
.9489 ,0962 ,_048 ,5651
PT 60,6743 PSI CN' ,65SI
TT 172,5375 K CM ,0113




XIC CP P, LIRT qLO_
0.0000 ._300 .e_01 .6_7
.0122 ,9525 .9724 .1999
,0251 .714_ ,9254 .334_
• 0510l ,4438 .6726 ,4450
.0755 .3040 ,8450 .4958
,I000 ,2001 ,8238 ,5_30
.ISO_ ,0777 .8002 ._728
.2004 .0069 .7860 *5962
,2501 -,0231 ,7811 .6041
.3002 -.0440 .7758 ,612_
.3507 -,0593 .7723 ,6183
.4000 -.0643 .7719 .6190
,4503 -.058_ ,7743 .6152
.5000 -,0635 .7728 ,6175
,5506 --,0570 .7750 ,6141
,5_97 -.043g .7768 ,6|11
.6502 -.0585 ,7747 ,6145
.7003 -.0246 .7611 .604_
.7497 -,0110 .7827 .6016
,7998 .0206 ,7897 .5901
,6503 ,0293 ,7922 .$861
,9000 ,0316 *7918 ,5867
,9483 .1032 ,8062 .5628
COl ,01023 COCORI *01018
C02 ,01025 COCOA2 ,01017
C03 ,0_997 C0¢0R3 ,00992
604 ,00919 COCOR6 *00916
C05 ,00803 CD¢OR5 .00799
SPANWISE
XlC VIC CP P,L/PT NLOC
.1505 -*$000 -1.067q ,5773 ,9Z16
*1505 -.3333 "1.1205 .5665 .9387
.IS05 -.1667 -1.1325 .564Z ,_AZ3
,1505 0,0000 -l.ll2e ,5656 ,9367
.1505 .1657 -1,1291 ,5653 .9406
.1505 ,3333 -1.1240 ,5656 ,9400
.1505 ,5000 -1.1295 ,_668 ,9614
,4_9S -,SO00 -,4636 .6931 .7425
.4995 -.3333 -.4645 .693R ,7415
,_995 -.1667 -,4613 .694Z ,7609
,4995 0,0000 -,4659 .6938 ,7415
,4995 *1667 -.4639 ,6930 ,7626
,6995 .3333 -,4622 ,6942 ,7409
.4905 .5000 -,4041 .7055 .7235
,7996 -.5000 -*1472 ,7556 ,6450
.799A -,3333 -,1339 .7596 .6387
,7994 -,1667 -,1196 ,7623 ,6344
,7994 0.0000 -,1117 .7637 ,6321
.7994 *1667 -*109A .7631 ,6332
.7996 ,3333 -,1063 ,7650 .6301





XlC CP PsLIPT HLO_
0.0000 ,1433 ,8145 .5406
• 0135 -2,0626 .3_15 1.2591
.0271 -2,2636 .3424 1,338_
• 0515 -2.3576 .3258 1,3747
• 0763 -2,3081 .3203 1,3870
• 1012 -2,3406 ,3266 1.3730
.1503 -1,3799 .5146 1.0218
.1994 -.9781 .5920 ,8986
• 2501 -,8660 .6127 ,_664
,2999 -.7938 .6292 .BAOB













PT 60.4753 PSI CN ,739B
T_ 172,2B25 K CH ,0157




XlC CP P.LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .1433 .8165 .5488
• 0122 1.0018 .9823 ,1596
,0251 .7879 .9606 ,2971
,0510 .5230 ,88_9 ,6132
,0755 ,3828 .8615 .4658
.1000 ,2768 .8401 ,5047
.1504 .1408 .8133 ._509
.2006 .0_61 .7901 .5762
• 2501 .0282 ,7896 .5904
.3002 ,0029 ,7058 ,59fl4
.3507 -,0165 .7818 .6030
7910 .4000 -.0325 ,77_3 .6087
7653 .6503 -.0319 .7795 .6067
7469 .5000 -.03_I .7787 .6081
7245 .5506 -,0372 ,77_4 ,6086
70_5 ,5997 --*0253 ,7810 .6043
6B72 ,6502 -*0413 .7790 .6076
6706 .7003 -.0150 .7835 .6002
6531 .7697 -.0010 ,?B_ ,8964
6321 ,7qq8 ,0285 .7923 ,5858
6140 ,R503 ,0316 ,7921 .5862
5912 .9000 .0262 ,7915 .5872
5661 ,9483 .096T .8052 .5644
COl .01686 CDCOR1 ,0146q
C02 ,01466 CDCOR2 ,01441
C03 ,01423 C OCOR3 .01400
C04 ,01270 C OCORA ,OIZSZ
C05 ,010_4 CDCDR5 .01060
SPAN_[SE
XIC YlC CP P;LIPT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1,0923 ,5723 ,9296
.1505 -,3333 -L.1347 .5644 .9420
• 1505 -.1667 -1,2437 .5448 .9732
,1505 0.0000 -1,3799 .5148 1.021P
.1505 .1667 -i,3779 ,516A 1.0193
• 1505 *3333 -1*3743 .5175 100175
,1505 .5000 -1.2433 ,5449 .9731
.6995 -.5000 -.407_ .6918 ,7445
,4995 -,3333 -,4903 .6934 ,7421
.4995 -.1667 -.4777 .6946 ,7600
.6995 0.0000 -.4841 ,6916 ,7449
,4995 *1667 -,6793 ,6935 *74ZO
.4995 .3333 -.4805 .6953 ,7391
.4995 .SO00 -,4148 .7070 ,7211
,7996 -,SO00 -,1737 .7539 ,6478
.7994 -.3333 -,1508 .7572 ,6426
,7996 -,1667 -.1284 ,7621 ,6347
.7994 0.0000 -.1180 .7637 ,6321
.T994 *1667 -.1135 ,76S6 ,6291
,7996 ,3333 -,1103 ,7651 ,6300





X/C CP P,LtPT qL_C
0.0000 .0334 .7872 .5942
•013S -2,1563 .3466 1,3301
• 3271 -2.4025 ,3060 1.4194
.0515 -2#6677 .2_95 1,45_4
.0763 -_,5027 ,2794 1.4831
• 1012 -2.4069 .2818 1.4772
• 1503 -I,7073 .4405 1.1490
• 1994 -1.4018 .5019 1,0433
,2501 -.96_9 ,5887 ,9037
,2999 -.7708 ,628T ,8416
.3699 -,6806 .6461 .8148
• $994 -.6170 .6573 ,7_76
.4496 -.5447 ,6733 .7730
.6997 -.4796 .6834 .7575
.5492 -,4114 ,6978 .7354
,5994 -.3541 .?107 .7153
• 6495 0,2995 .7208 ,6997
.6996 -,2433 ,7324 .6015
.7489 -,1908 *7662 ,6599
,8003 -.1260 ,75?6 .6419
• 8_00 -.0634 *7696 *6223
,8993 ,0021 ,?E38 ,$998
.9489 ,06bb ,7964 .$791
PT 60,4_24 PSI CN .8176
TT 172.6310 K C_ ,0206




XfC CP R_L/PT _LOC
0.0000 .0338 ,7672 .594_
,0122 1.0325 ,9876 .1344
.0251 .6461 ,05_9 .26_B
.0510 ,$873 .8989 ,3927
,0755 .4401 .8689 .4521
.1000 ,3358 *8682 .6902
,150_ ,19_9 ,8200 .5395
,Z004 ,1162 ,8068 ,5651
,2501 .0680 .79S2 ,8811
,3002 ,0363 .?898 ,5900
.3507 ,0147 ,7848 ,5982
,4000 -,OObl ,7796 .6066
,4503 -,0108 .7797 .6064
,5000 -,0230 *7752 .6137
,5506 -*0225 ,7758 ,6128
,5997 -.017_ ,??79 .6094
*6502 -*0354 *7737 .6162
,7003 -,0136 ,7784 .6085
.?697 -,0066 *7831 ,60_9
,?098 ,0162 ,7858 .5964
.8503 ,0211 ,7866 ,5951
.0000 .0382 .7909 .5881
.9483 ,0701 .7971 ,8779
C01 .02761 COCOR1 ,02720
C02 ,0_?37 COCOR2 ,O_6qq
CO3 .02540 CDCOR3 ,02504
C04 *02200 CDCOR4 ,0216&
C05 .01863 COCOR5 ,01623
SPANW[SE
_fC _/C CP P_L/PT _LOC
.1505 --*$000 --1.0989 ,5649 .9412
.1505 -.3333 -1.5874 ,4637 1.1080
.1505 -.166T -1,6581 ,4550 1.1282
.1505 0,0000 -1.7078 *6605 1.1490
.1505 ,1667 -1.7048 .4466 1.1416
• 1508 ,3333 -1.7074 .439? 1,1803
• 1505 *5000 -1.7628 *6382 1,1530
,4995 -,5000 -.$108 ,6795 ,7634
,4998 -,3333 -,5009 .6831 ,7579
,6998 -,1667 -,4854 .6884 ,7545
• 4998 0,0000 -.A796 ,6834 ,T8T5
• 4995 .l&&? -.4?46 .686T *7524
• 4995 ,3333 -,4762 ,6880 ,7504
.4998 ,5000 -.4224 *6979 *735[
.T996 -*5000 -*2376 .7342 *6?88
,7994 -*3333 -.1775 ,7672 *6584
,?994 -.1667 -.1650 .7530 ,6492
,7994 0,0000 -,1260 .7876 ,6619
• 7996 ,1667 -,1148 .T586 ,6402
• 7994 ,3383 -.1096 ,7607 ,6370






xtc CP PpL/PT HLJC
O,O000 -.1026 ,7621 ,6347
o0135 -2,3275 .32_8 1,3769
,OZTt -205606 ,2801 I*4913
,0_15 -2,6420 °Z66_ 1o5140
.0763 -2,5621 .Z737 1.4q73
.1012 -2.00?8 .3857 1.2510
,1503 -1.T320 ,4446 1.1417
.1994 -1.450B ,49_4 1,0490
.Z_01 -1,1423 ,55_7 ,9494
,Z99) -,925C ,6003 ,8956
,3499 -.7550 ,635? ,9309
,3994 -,6577 ,6560 *799?
,4496 -.5609 ,6750 ,7704
,499? -,4879 .6686 .7498
,5492 -,41g0 ,7001 .73tq
*5996 --*3575 *?110 ,?149
.6495 -,3059 ,7Z32 .bqbO
.6Q96 -.245B °7367 ,6749
,7489 -,1988 ,7431 ,6648
,9003 *,1453 .7560 ,6444
,8500 -,0056 ,7651 .6284
._99_ -,0420 .7763 .6119
.9489 -,001l ,7_5Z .5975
P_ 60,4729 PSZ CN ' ,e466
TT 172.4438 K CN .0219




X/C CP P_LI pT NL_C
0.0000 -,1026 *7621 ,6_47
,0122 1,0529 .qqz1 .1062
.0251 .8_15 ,9584 ._468
,0510 ,6341 ,0101 ,36B0 t
.075_ .4840 .B?80 ,4329
.I000 .3712 .8570 .4743
,1504 ,Z361 .B916 .5195
,ZOO4 .1479 *BI_? *_503"
.Z501 .0968 ,803B ,_6_8
.300Z ,0587 .TqSX ,_812
,3507 ,0292 *_q03 ,5q92
,6000 *0039 .7860 ,5961
.4503 -,0021 ,?e4g ,_981
.5000 -.0187 ,7809 .6045
*5_06 -.0262 ,77T9 ,6093
._99? -,0266 .??bq ,6110
,_02 -,0516 .7735 .6165
,7003 -,0262 .7799 .6061
,7497 -,0280 ,7770 .6107
,799_ -,0100 *?P27 .6016
,_503 -.016_ .7816 ,603_
,9000 -,0429 .7761 .6122
,9483 ,0090 ,7872 *5943
COl *04482 CDCOR1 ,04442
CO2 *04217 CDCOR2 .04186
CD3 ,0392? CDCD_ .03SO?
C04 ,03090 COCOR4 .O_06Z
CO§ *OEQ09 COCOR5 .0Z740
SPANMZSE
XlC _1¢ CP _eLIPT _LOC
,1505 *.SO00 -1*0869 .$686 .9354
,_505 *,3333 -L,6618 ,45?7 1,11_
.1501 *.1667 -1.7077 ,4456 1.1_91
,150_ 0,0000 -L,7320 ,4446 1,141_
.1505 ,1667 -1,?186 ,_436 1.14_4
,1505 .3333 -1,7390 .44Z5 1.1453
.1505 ,SO00 -1.7559 .4361 1.1_68
,4995 -,$000 **5278 ,6811 .7611
.499_ -,3333 -,5047 ,6B46 *?SS?
.4995 -.166? *,4_ .6902 .7470
.4995 0.0000 -.4B79 ,6Be4 ,7498
.4995 .1667 -,4B05 ,6904 .746?
,4995 .3333 *,4840 .6887 .7494
,4995 ,_000 -,4395 .7000 ,7319
,799_ -,5000 -.305L .7259 .6q15
.7994 -,3333 -,Z073 .?43_ ,6640
,7994 -.1667 -,16Z4 ,751? ,6512
,7994 0,0000 *,1453 .7560 .6444
.7994 .1667 -,13e3 ,7586 ,6403
,?994 ,33_3 *,1317 .7586 .6403





_/C CP P,LIPT _L;]:
0,0000 -.I035 ,7445 ,6626
• 3135 -2,3_65 ,3116 1.4066
• 0271 -2.565_ ,2743 1.4_58
.0515 -2.0064 .38_9 I,ZSZ5
,076] -L*8_4 ,4Lab 1,1_6
• 101Z -1,715B ,4434 1,1437
.1503 -I,479_ ,4q22 1,0595
.1994 "1.7777 .5315 ,7_47
• Z_01 -1.1108 .5655 ,9401
,Z99_ -,9717 .59_Z ,d983
,349_ -,84_9 .6177 ,9536
,3994 -,7_75 .6321 ,_363
• 4496 -.b_42 .5526 ._04_
,4997 -*Snbq ,bb_q .77_7
.549_ -,5_38 ,5799 .7544
.5994 -,4489 ,b_b7 .7370
,6495 -.402Z .70_9 ,7227
,6996 -,3522 ,7151 ,70_
• 748% -.301Z .7253 ,_9Z?
,8003 -.Z608 ,73Z_ ,6q14
.8500 -*El70 .7427 *6655
,8993 -*ITbl .74°3 .6550
,9489 -,1519 ,7539 ,6477
PT 60.4?98 PSI C_ ,8440
TT 17Z,5334 K CH -.0069




XIC CP PeLIPT qLOC
0,0000 -.1_35 .7445 *6626
.01_Z 1.0634 ,9941 ,0917
.0251 .9030 ,9622 ,Z_49
,0510 ,6589 .91_ *3_0T
,0755 .5154 ,8856 .4198
,i000 .4054 ,8637 ,461_
,1504 ,2583 ,8353 ,5131
,2004 *1654 .Bib? ._452
,Z501 ,t097 .8062 .562B
*3002 ,0683 ,7976 ,_771"
,3507 ,0375 ,7022 .58_9
,4000 ,0064 ,7839 ,5995
.4503 -.0067 ,7826 .6017
*5000 -.0250 .7797 ,6064
,5506 -,0377 ,7754 ,6134
,599? -,0374 ,7777 ,6097
,6502 -,0744 ,?704 .6214
*?00_ -*0574 ,7732 .6169
,749? -,0574 .7733 .6167
.799_ -.0469 .7748 ,6144
,8503 -,0685 ,7718 ,6191
,9000 -,1109 ,7622 ,6346
,94_3 -,0827 .?6Tb .6259
C01 ,0_741 COCOR1 ,0_53
COZ .OBLl3 CDCOR2 ,08022
C03 ,07461 COCOR3 *073_1
CO4 ,0_400 CDCOR4 ,05319
CO5 ,04417 COCOA5 .04_71
SPANMZSE
XlC YIC CP FeLIPT NLOC
,1505 -,9000 -1,Z972 .5Z83 ,9999
.1_05 ".33_3 -1*_566 .4777 I*0_39
,1505 -,1667 -1.5477 .4815 1,0774
,1505 0.0000 -i.479B .49Z2 1.0595
,1505 *1667 -I.4704 .4941 1.0563
,1505 .33_3 -1.4921 ,4904 1,0624
1505 ,5000 -I,5367 .4B37 1._7_8
4995 -,5000 *,_5Z3 ,6732 .7731
4995 -.3333 *.54_7 .6767 .7677
4995 -,1667 -,_576 ,6732 .7731
4995 0,0000 -,_E69 ,6689 ,7797
4995 ,lbb? -._972 .6643 .7_69
4995 ,3333 -,_9_9 ,667Z .78_4
4995 .5000 -,_I19 .6823 .7592
7994 -,5000 -,_7_6 ,7299 ,6855
7994 -.3333 -*Z473 .73_4 ,676_
7996 -*1667 -.2551 .7345 .6763
7994 0,0000 -*Z_O_ .7325 .6814
7994 .1667 -*Z605 .7325 .6814
7996 ,3333 *.Z513 *734? .6781
7996 *5000 -.24Z6 .73?0 .6744
107
TABLE XVIII. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.60








X/C CP P_L/PY ML_C
0.0000 1,0Sgb ,9993 ,0309
,0135 ,0693 ,7985 ,5769
,027[ -.2035 .7445 .b641
,0515 -,35Eb ,7130 ,7133
,0763 -,46Z9 ,6929 ,7446
,1012 -,4778 °6899 ,749Z
,1503 -.4690 ,b919 ,7460
.1994 -,4747 ,6913 ,7469
,2501 -,430b .6973 ,7378
.2999 -,4103 ,7027 ,7_94
,3499 -,3765 ,7101 .7179
,3994 -,3427 ,7169 ,7073
.4496 -,2Qq6 ,7253 ,6942
,4997 -,2734 ,7293 ,6880
,5492 -,2303 ,7341 ,0742
.5994 -,1980 .7447 .b63e
,6495 -,1690 ,7503 ,6550
,6996 -,1358 .7568 ,6446
,7409 -,1000 ,7650 ,6315
+4003 -.0579 ,772q .6188
.8500 -,0121 ,7813 ,6051
.4993 ,0449 ,7926 ,5867
.9489 .0070 ,_033 .5689
77,8551 PSI CN -,0129
1Z7.1310 K cq ,0010




X/C CP PpLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.0496 .9993 .0309
.0122 .0667 .79_0 .5777
,0251 -,2237 .TAO_ ,6703
,0510 -,4158 ,7017 ,7309
,0755 -,460S ,6934 .7434
.1000 -,4895 .0876 .7927
.150_ -,5112 ,6838 ,7586
.Z004 -*4915 ,6BBO .75Z0
,2501 -.4555 .6941 .7426
• 3002 -,4137 ,7020 ,730A
,3507 -.3848 ,7044 .7205
.4000 -.350_ .7154 ,7097
.4503 -._06_ ,7240 .6963
.5000 -,2805 ,7279 .6902
.5500 -,2435 .7355 ,6783
,5997 -,Z069 ,7429 .8668
.6502 -,Z000 .7443 ,6644
.7003 -,1392 ,7561 ,6456
,7497 -,1020 .7646 *6322
.7098 -,0490 .7746 .6160
,8503 -.0163 .7405 .6065
.9000 ,0094 .7056 .5042
,9463 ,1067 ,8052 ._617
CDI .00672 CDCOR1 .00666
CD_ 0,00000 COCOR2 0,00000
C03 ,00794 COCOR3 .00702
C04 ,00671 CD¢0R4 .00662
C05 ,00607 CD¢OR5 ,00601
SPANW|SE
XlC YIC CP PpLIPT flLOC
,1505 -.5000 -,4355 .6973 .7377
01909 -,3333 -.4650 06919 *7460
• 1505 -.1667 -.4B89 .6872 *7538
,1505 0,0000 -,4698 *6919 .74_0
.1505 .1667 -,4846 .68?6 ,7527
• 1505 ,3333 -.407S .6075 .7528
.1505 .5000 -.A611 .6927 .7448
• 4995 -.SO00 -.2769 .7270 .6904
.4995 -.3333 -,26S8 ,7309 .6855
.4995 -,1667 -.2679 ,7312 .6|50
• 4995 0.0000 -.2734 ,7293 *b_40
• 4995 ,1667 -.2711 ,7293 ,bS@O
.4995 .3333 -.267_ .7306 .6460
,4995 .5000 -,2243 .7398 .6?15
,7994 -,$000 -,0574 .7719 .6204
.7994 -.3333 -.ObZS .7708 .6221
.7994 -,1667 -.0579 .7719 ,6204
.7994 0.0000 -,0579 .7729 .6188
,7994 ,1667 -,0540 .7727 .6192
.?994 .3333 -*0524 .7728 *6Lqo




PT 77,8744 PSI CH -.4768
TT 127.0049 K C_ -.0011




XlC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0,0000 .7018 ,9223 ,3423
*0135 ,7724 ,0305 .3078
,0271 ,_019 ,8_27 ,4264
,0515 ,2762 ,8378 ,5098
.0763 ,1098 ,8050 .5661
,1012 .0351 ,7893 .5920
.1103 -.0450 .7743 .6166
,1994 -.1101 ,7602 ,6391
.2501 -.1279 ,7_74 .5437
,299g -,1419 ,7546 ,6401
*3499 -,1422 .7548 ,6478
,3994 -,1391 ,7547 .6480
,4496 -.1255 ,7584 .6420
,4997 -,1180 ,7610 ,0380
.5492 -.0_59 .76_7 ,6320
.5994 -,0824 ,7667 ,6287
.8495 -.0685 ,7694 .6244
*6996 -.0_26 .7715 ,6194
.7489 -*0301 ,7767 .6126
.8003 ,0001 ,7_26 .6031
.8500 ,0167 .7882 ,5039
,8993 .0687 .7968 .5798
,9489 .Oqq9 ,8026 ,5701
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .7010 ,9223 ,3423
,0122 -1.1756 .5514 .9646
,0_51 -I,4150 .5028 1.0438
,0510 -1,4894 ,4477 1.0692
.0755 -I,2943 ,5264 t,O0_3
.1000 -I,2159 ,5405 .9821
• 1504 -1,0425 .5765 ,4247
,2004 -.9103 .6009 ,8865
.2501 -*7895 .6260 .8476
,3002 -,6894 ,b459 .016_
.3507 -,6156 ,6609 .7939
,4000 -,5466 .6736 ,7742
,4503 -,4749 ,6892 ,7302
• 5000 -.4246 ,7005 .7374
,5506 -,3663 .7112 ,?162
,5997 -,3101 ,7216 ,7000
,6502 -.2832 .72_0 *6919
,7003 -,2113 .7411 ,66_5
.7497 -.1580 .7513 ,6533
,79qB -.0931 .7641 .6S30
,8503 -,045S .773_ .0171
.9000 .0005 .7132 .6020
,9483 ,1047 ,|0_6 ,5685
C01 ,00742 CDCORt ,00733
C02 0.00000 COCOR2 0,00000
C03 ,00730 COCOR3 ,00716
CD4 ,00716 CDCOR4 ,00706
CD5 *03639 CDCDR5 ,00630
SPANgISE
KIC ¥1C CP PpLIPT MLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -*0368 ,7767 .6127
.1505 ",3333 -,0508 .7738 .6173
.1505 -,1667 -,0647 ,7712 .6213
.1505 0,0000 -.0450 ,7743 .6166
._50S .1667 -,0583 ,7724 ,6196
• 1505 .3333 -.0614 .7717 .6208
.1_05 .5000 -.0425 ,7756 .6144
,4995 -,$000 -*1188 .7603 ,6390
,4995 -.3333 -.1129 .7613 ,6375
.4995 -,1667 -.1159 .7607 .6384
• 4995 0,0000 -.1180 .7610 .6380
.4995 ,1667 -.1144 .7612 .6376
.4995 .3333 -,1128 .7613 .bS?5
,4999 .5000 -.092S .7653 .b310
.7994 -,5000 -.0095 .7823 .b036
,7994 -.3333 -.0094 .7010 .6057
.7qq4 -*1667 -*0030 ,7828 ,6028
.7994 0.0000 ,0001 .7826 ,6031
.7994 .1667 *0000 .7062 .6005
07994 ,3S33 ,0035 07839 .601S





X/C CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.0026 .9020 ,1612
,0135 .4821 ,4792 .4332
.0271 .1963 .8231 .5354
,0515 -.0048 ,7832 .6021
.0763 -;1541 ,7549 .6476
• 1012 -,2037 ,7442 ,6645
,1503 -.2464 ,7358 ,6777
,1994 -.2_37 ,7275 .6907
.2501 -.2763 ,72_4 ,0876
,2999 -.2709 .7309 ,6855
.3499 -,2544 .7347 ,6796
.3_94 -.2374 ,7384 ,6737
,4490 -.2112 ,7431 ,6662
.4997 -.1034 ,74_3 .6581
,5492 -.1627 ,7537 .649b
• 5994 -,1393 .7542 .6423
,6495 -.1179 ,7620 .6303
,6996 -*0_21 .7664 ,6293
.7489 -,0616 .772_ ,6201
,8003 -.0261 .7808 .6059
,8900 *0083 .746_ .5967
.8993 .0576 ,?950 ,5827
,9489 .1007 .4090 *5661
PT 77,4591 PSI CN -,2448
TT 127,1635 K C_ .0012




X/C CP PeL/PT qLOC
0,0000 h0026 ,9820 ,1612
,0122 -,4649 .6_82 .7517
.0251 -.7610 ,6343 ,6340
.0510 -.8588 .6146 .4653
.0759 -,4364 .6207 .4594
,I000 -,8179 .6231 .8921
,1504 -.7650 *6336 .4360
,2004 -,6942 .6463 .4162
.2901 -,6206 ,6614 ,7031
.3002 --.5_12 ,6756 *77]2
,3507 -,4993 .6864 ,7945
*4000 -,4492 ,096? ,7306
.4503 -,3926 ,?074 ,7220
,5000 -,3930 .7170 .7071
,5506 -,3069 ,7294 .6941
.5q97 -*1605 .7344 .&?99
,6502 -,243_ ,?373 .6754
,7003 -.17_3 .7500 ,6594
.7497 -,1300 .758_ .6414
.7994 -.0?26 ,7717 ,6207
._503 -,0334 .7702 ,6102
.9000 .0030 ,?042 ,6004
,9483 ,1092 .8059 ,9646
CD1 ,00090 CDCORI .00679
C02 0,00000 COCDR2 0,00000
C03 .00697 COCDR3 ,00687
C04 ,00641 CDCOR4 ,00669
CO§ .0061_ COCORS *00605
5PANU|SE
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT RLOC
.1505 -*9000 -.227Q .7406 .6702
,1505 -,3333 -.1475 .?369 .6760
• 1505 -*1667 -.2642 .7332 .6818
,1909 0,0000 -,2464 *?398 *6777
• 1509 .1667 -,29?6 .7340 ,6794
• 1509 ,3333 -*2bOO *7344 *6?94
,1509 .5000 -,2374 .73_5 .6735
.4495 -,9000 -*1971 *7499 ,6626
• 499S -,3333 -,1094 ,74?9 *6993
.499S -*1667 -.1918 .7404 *6979
.4945 0.0000 -,1934 ,?483 ,6941
,4949 *1667 -.1921 .?46A *6610
,4945 .3333 -.1841 ,?478 .6989
• 4999 ,5000 -.1591 .7556 *6469
• 7994 -.5000 -,0369 .7782 .6101
.74q6 -*3333 -*0376 *7770 .6108
• 7994 -.I667 --*0336 *?780 .6109
.7994 0.0000 -.0261 ,7908 ,6099
,?9q4 .1667 -.0270 .7601 .6071
.7994 .3333 -*0264 .7004 *6066
.7994 *5000 -.0273 *??93 .609A
ORIGINAL PAGE IS












XlC CP P,LIIT qLC
0.0000 1.0894 .9991 .0356
,0135 ,0724 .7975 ,57_6
.0271 -,1079 .7431 ,666_
,0515 -,3558 07124 .7143
.0?63 -,4590 .6004 .7484
,1012 -,4771 ,6876 .7527
.1503 -,4684 ,6002 ,7487
,1994 -,4742 .6898 ,7494
,2501 -,4365 .6966 .7398
.2999 -,4079 .7013 ,7315
,3499 -.3?36 ,7084 ,7206
.3994 -.3408 ,7147 ,7107
.4496 -.2990 .7232 .6074
.4907 -.27Z6 .7295 ,6877
,5492 -.2301 .7356 ,6734
.5994 -,1974 .7440 ,6648
.6495 -,1694 ,7490 ,65_0
,6996 -,1344 ,7556 ,6464
.7489 -.0983 .7626 .6354
,$00_ -,0550 ,7715 ,6ZIO
,8800 -,0115 ,7505 ,6065
.8993 .0449 .7916 .5684





X/C CP P,LtPT qLgC
0,0000 1,0894 ,9901 ,0356
,0122 ,0688 ,7968 ,5797
.0251 --*2243 *7370 .6746
,0510 -,4203 .6906 .7342
,0755 -,4647 .6892 .7501
,i000 -.4933 ,6043 ,7577
,1504 -,5131 ,6013 ,7623
,2004 -,4941 ,6058 ,7555
• 2501 -,4560 ,6927 ,7440
,3002 -,4131 ,7003 ,7331
,3507 -,3831 ,7065 ,7235
• 4000 -,3491 .7131 ,7133
,4503 -,3050 ,?21Q ,6095
,5000 -,2800 ,7280 .6900
.5506 -.2435 ,7359 ,6776
,5997 -*2069 .7421 ,6678
,6502 -.1996 .7430 ,6665
,7003 -,1377 ,7550 ,6475
,7497 -.1000 ,7622 ,6360
,7998 -,0485 .7729 ,6100
.8503 -,0160 ,7796 .6079
.9000 ,0105 ,?147 .5996
.9483 ,[076 ,e04l ,6676
C01 .00685 CDCOR1 .00681
C02 0,00000 CC_OR2 0.00000
C03 .01381 COCOR3 ,01375
C04 ,00675 CDCOR4 ,00670
COS ,00604 CDCOR8 ,00600
SPANWlSE
XlC YlC CP P,LIPT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.4335 .6955 .7405
,1505 -,3333 -.4615 ,6907 ,7479
,1505 -,1667 -,4857 ,6865 ,7_44
,1505 0,0000 -.4684 ,6902 ,24R_
,1505 .1667 -.4833 .6856 .7550
,1505 .3338 -,4847 ,6861 .7350
.1505 .5000 -.4602 .6915 .7466
,4095 -,5000 -,2754 *7290 ,68R4
.4905 -.3333 -.2631 ,7317 .6841
,4995 -,1667 -*2674 *7903 ,6864
.4995 0.0000 -.2726 .7295 .6|77
,4095 ,1667 -,2662 ,7305 ,686Z
,4995 .3333 -.2656 .7312 ,6050
.4995 .SO00 -.2247 .7387 .6732
,7994 -.SO00 -.0572 .7717 ,6207
,7994 -.3333 -,0619 ,7713 ,6214
,7994 *,1667 -,0563 ,7721 .6201
.7994 0.0000 -.0550 ,7715 ,6210
,7994 .1667 -.0541 ,7723 .6198
,7094 ,3333 -,0526 ,773[ ,6184





XI¢ CP P_L/PT HLOC
0,0000 1,0119 ,9839 ,1527
*0135 -,4665 ,6906 ,7481
,0271 -,6997 ,6449 ,81P5
,0515 -.7729 .6312 ._396
*0763 -,8269 ,6194 ,8579
.1012 -.?Q57 .6265 ,8469
,1503 -,7139 .6431 ,8213
.1994 -.6756 .6500 ,8106
.2501 -.6027 .664_ .7878
.2999 -.5468 .6758 .7709
.3499 -.4902 ,6871 ,7534
.3994 -.4407 ,6962 ,7394
,4496 ".3838 .7070 .7228
.4907 -.34Z3 .7168 ,7075
,549Z -.2904 ,7253 .6926
.5994 -,2477 ,7349 .6792
.6495 -,2125 ,7410 ,6697
.6996 -,1699 .7490 .6570
.7489 -,1266 ,7601 ,6393
,8003 -,0761 ,7718 .6Z06
.RSO0 -,0257 ,7803 .6068
.8993 ,0_66 ,7921 ,5875
.9489 .0914 .8034 ,$688
PT 77,8729 PSI CN .2113
TT 127,1376 K CN ,0019




XlC CP PpLIPT NLnC
0.0000 1.0119 ,9839 ,1527
• 0122 ,4862 ,8795 .4327
.0251 ,1795 ,R190 ,5475
• 0510 -.0673 .7706 06224
,0755 -.1528 .7530 ,6507
.I000 -.2155 ,7412 .6694
• 1504 -*_846 ,7279 ,6902
.2004 -,3048 ,7234 ,6972
• 2501 -.2970 ,7252 .6944
,3002 -.2796 .72P6 .6891
.3507 -,2675 .?3ll .6851
.4000 -,2497 ,7340 .6806
,4503 -,2202 ,7394 ,6721
.5000 -.2032 .7442 .6645
.5506 -,17PO .7485 .6577
,5997 -,1506 ,7_41 .6489
,6502 -,1525 .7528 .650_
,7003 -.0984 .7632 .6344
.7497 -.0678 ,771? .6207
,7998 -.0254 .7817 ,6046
,6503 ,0013 ,7856 .5981
,9000 ,0162 .7081 .5941
,9483 ,1093 .6054 *$655
CO1 ,03690 COCORI ,00683
C02 0,00000 COCOR2 0,00000
C03 .01013 COCOR3 .01004
C04 ,00671 C 0 CUR4 .00666
C05 *00603 CDCOR5 .00598
SP&NWISE
_lC YIC CP PeLIPT qLOC
,1505 -.5000 -.6627 ,6517 .8080
,1505 -,3333 -.7013 ,6470 .8153
.1505 -.1667 -,7281 .6415 ,8238
.1505 0.0000 -.7139 .6431 ,8Z13
.1505 ,1667 -.7305 .6382 .0Z88
.1505 ,3333 -,7300 ,6413 .0240
• 1505 .5000 -.6968 ,6476 .R143
,4995 -,5000 -.3489 .7146 *7109
.4995 -,3333 -,3367 .7171 ,7069
,4995 -,1667 -.3403 .7168 ,7075
,4995 0.0000 -.3423 ,7168 ,7075
,4995 ,1667 -,3408 ,7162 ,7084
,4995 ,3333 -,3376 .7169 ,?07Z
.4995 ,5000 -,2862 ,7274 .6909
,7994 -,5000 -,0761 .7681 .6263
.7994 -,3333 -,0854 .7660 .6286
.7994 -.1667 -,0788 ,7691 ,6248
.7994 0.0000 -,076[ .7718 .6206
,7994 ,1667 -.0746 ,7685 .6E58
,7994 .3333 -,0745 ,7689 .625Z







WlC CP PpL/PT qLOC
0.0000 .733E ,9281 ,3285
,0135 -1.1411 ._70 .9558
.0271 -1,3463 ,5206 1,0145
,0515 -1,31S7 .5263 1.0052
,0763 -1._695 ,5346 ,9917
,1012 -1_16E6 ,5565 ,9565
.1503 -.9780 .5931 .8988
.1994 -.8P39 ,$11Z .d706
.E581 -.7660 ,6343 .8348
.299_ -.6822 .6509 .8092
.3499 -,6041 ,6663 .7855
.3994 -,5380 ,6796 .7650
,4496 -.4642 ,6931 .7441
,4997 -,4146 ,7032 ,72_6
.5492 -,3518 ,7159 ,7088
.5994 -.2097 .7260 ,6931
,6495 -.2560 ,7345 ,6799
.6996 -,Z066 ,7443 ,6644
,7489 -,1547 ,7541 .6488
,0003 -,0983 .7652 .631Z
,8_00 -.0402 .T770 .6122
,0903 .0290 .7010 ,58o3
.9489 .0988 .8041 ,5675
PT 77,9564 PSZ CN .4393
TT 127,0480 K C_ ,0028




X/C CP P_L/PT HLOC
0,0000 .7338 ,9281 .3_85
,0122 ,7?82 .93?4 ,3055
.0251 .4999 .8835 ,_240
,0510 ,2191 ,8281 .5267
.0755 .1039 .8051 .5659
,1000 ,0192 .?889 ,59_8
• 1504 -.0854 .7685 .6_5_
.2004 -.1349 .7585 ,6410
,2501 -,1470 .7561 .6457
• 3002 -,1_03 ,7555 .6467
.3507 -,1558 .7544 .6483
.4000 -,1517 .7555 ,6467
,4503 -.1335 ,7583 .6422
.5000 -,1285 .7595 .6403
• 5506 -.1127 .7629 ,6348
• 5997 -.0933 .?666 ,6289
,6_02 -,[043 ,7643 .6326
,7003 -.0581 .??35 .6178
• 7497 -.0336 ,?780 ,6105
• ?996 .0034 .7852 .598?
.8503 .0208 .?890 .59_6
,9000 .0267 ,7006 ,$900
• 9483 .1124 ,8068 ,5630
C01 .00723 CDCOR1 ,00712
C02 0,00000 COCOR2 0,00000
C03 ,01085 CD¢OR3 ,01068
C04 .00701 COCOR4 ,00688
C05 ,03630 COCOR5 .006Z3
5PAHWZSE
X/C Y/C CP PeL/PT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -.q143 *6052 ,8799
.1505 -.3333 -.9569 .5968 88029
.1505 -.1667 -.9934 .5896 .9043
,1505 0.0000 *.9?80 ,5931 88988
• 1503 .1667 -,9942 .5805 ,9044
.150S .3333 *,0942 ,5805 ,9044
,1505 .5000 -,9608 .$960 ,0943
• 4995 -.5000 -,4158 ,7029 .7290
,499_ -.3333 --*40?0 *TO43 *T269
.4905 -,1667 -,4116 .7034 .T283
.4995 0,0000 -,4146 ,?032 .7286
,4995 ,1667 -.410q .7099 .7276
,4995 ,3333 -,4098 ,7037 ,72?8
.4995 .5000 -,3521 .71_I .T101
,7894 -*5000 -80993 ,7652 86311
,?904 -,3333 -.[052 ,7640 .6331
.Tgg4 *.166T -.ogg9 .?648 .6318
.7804 0.0000 *,0983 .7652 ,6312
87994 ,1667 -.0964 .7657 ,6303
,7884 ,3333 -*Oq4q ,7660 ,6288
,7094 ,5000 -,0987 ,7651 .6314
liO
(TEST [19 PT 77,8847 PSI
RUN 34 TT 126,9533 K




XIC C D PtL/PT HL_C
D,O000 *3356 *_507 ,;868
,0135 -1,7977 ,4203 1.1730
.0271 -L.qa61 *385Z [*1542
• 0515 -2*0050 ,3660 1.2922
.0763 -2.1366 *3509 1.3066
• 1012 -2,0865 .3606 1,2870
,1503 -1,0909 *5657 .9418
,lq94 -1.0084 .5842 .9127
• 2501 -,8835 ,6087 ,_746
,Z999 -.784Z .6_5& ,8485
,3699 -*6914 .6442 ,6196
• 3996 -.6129 *6636 ,7B97
.4696 -.5301 ,6798 ,7648
,4997 -*4692 *6qZO ,7460
,5492 -,3Q64 ,7055 .7250
.5994 -.3391 ,7168 ,7074
.6495 -,2853 ,7261 *6930
,6996 -,2306 ,7366 ,6766
,7489 -,1731 ,7591 .6553
*8003 --.1067 .7632 *6366
,8500 -,0663 .774? .6159
,0993 *0252 .790_ ,5903





X/C CP P,L/PT XLOC
0,0000 ,3356 ,8507 ,4868
*012E *9552 *972b .1_96
,0Z51 .7165 .9248 *3362
,0510 .4465 .8712 ,4486
,0755 .31_8 .8450 ,4971
.1000 .Ell? .8248 .5324
.1504 .0_22 *7989 .576_
.2004 ,0145 ,7865 .5966
,2501 -,0155 ,7805 ,8065
,3002 -,0371 ,7764 .6164
.3507 -.0530 ,7714 .6213
,4000 -.0580 ,7730 ,6186
,6503 -.0541 ,7737 .6176
.5000 -*0584 ,7730 .61P7
.5505 -*0506 .7739 .6172
,5997 -.0431 .7753 .6149
.6_02 -*0579 .7713 ,6215
.7003 -*0210 ,77_3 .6|01
.7697 -*0038 .7835 ,6016
,7q98 *0297 .7905 *590Z
,8503 .0368 .7911 ,589[
.9000 *0312 .791b .5884
































































XIC CP P,LIPT _LDC
0,0000 ,_529 ,8137 ,5514
,0122 1,0083 .9832 .1556
.0251 ,7_48 ,9409 .2964
.0510 ,6342 *88_g .4141
,0755 .3974 .8627 ,4647
,1000 ,2928 .8440 *4987
.1504 .1551 .8152 .5490
.2004 .0790 .8002 .5741
.2501 *0425 .7936 .5851
,3002 .0161 ,7881 ,5941
.3507 -,0069 ,7835 .6016
._000 -,0217 ,7803 ,6068
,4503 -.0190 .7816 -,6047
.5000 -.028fi .7786 .609q
,5_06 -,0249 ,7804 .6066
.5997 -,0181 .7811 .6055
*6502 --*0351 .7800 ,6073
,7003 -,0078 .7_37 .6013
,7497 *0088 .7874 *5952
.7998 .03_I ,7930 ,5860
,8503 ,0410 ,7946 .5836
,9000 .0286 ,7908 *SBqb


































77.8636 _SI CN .8412
126,9142 K C_ ,0227

























XlC CP P_L/PT RLOC
0.0000 .0258 .7866 .596_
,0122 1.0376 .98_9 ,1266
.0251 ,8510 ,9522 ,2655
,0510 ,5961 .9020 ,3870
,0755 .4542 ,8729 .6453
,1000 ,3464 ,8521 ,4841
.1504 ,2046 ,8224 .5366
,Z004 ,1237 .8070 ,5627
,2501 ,0814 ,7994 ,5770
.3002 ,0681 ,7927 .5865
,3507 ,0228 ,7870 .5_59
.6000 ,002_ ,7817 .6045
,4503 -,0005 ,7839 ,6004
,5000 -,0110 .7805 .6064
.5506 -,0147 .7816 ,6046
.5997 -.0110 ,7803 *b06fl
*6502 -,037q ,7759 .6140
,7003 -.0105 .7816 .6047
.7497 .0051 .786_ .6001
,799_ .0290 ,7885 ,5934
,8503 ,0282 *78?6 45948
,9000 *0107 .7849 .5g04







C01 ,01006 CDCORI ,00984
C02 0.00000 ¢OCOR2 0,00000
C03 .01471 COCOR3 .01444
CD4 .0092_ COCOR4 *00904
C0_ *00808 COCOR5 *00794
$PANWISE
XlC YIC CP P*LIPT RLOC
,150_ -.5000 -I.I122 ,5617 ,948)
• 150_ -,3333 -1,0839 .5689 .9360
• 1505 -,1667 -I,09_6 .5689 *?_68
,150_ 0,0000 -1,0909 ,5657 .0418
• 150_ .1667 -l,lOZZ ,5637 ,9451
,1508 .3333 -1.0892 .5679 ,93|t
,1505 ,5000 -1,0952 ,5690 ,9367
,499_ -,5000 -.4688 .6910 ,747§
,4995 -.3333 -.4633 .6924 ,7453
• 4995 -*1667 -.4668 .6926 .7480
.4995 0.0000 -.4692 .6920 .7460
.4995 .1667 -.4641 ,6919 .7461
,499_ ,3333 -,4632 ,6924 .7453
.4995 ,5000 -,4017 ,70_4 *7252
,7994 -,5000 ".1311 .7576 .6433
,7994 -,3333 -.1266 *7579 ,64Zi
.7994 -.166? -*1168 ,7612 ,6376
.7994 0,0000 -,1087 ,7632 ,6344
.7994 ,1667 -.1095 ,7619 .6365
• 7994 ,3333 -.106fl ,761_ ,6366
• 7994 ,5000 -,1123 .7621 .6361
CDI .01637 COCDRI ,01607
C02 0,00000 CDCOR2 0,00000
C03 ,01985 CDCOR3 *019_0
¢04 ,01503 COCOR6 ,01474
C05 .01293 CDCOR5 .01272
SPANWlSE
XIC YIC CP _,L/PT RLOC
• 1509 -.5000 -1,1218 .5663 .9408
• 1505 -,3333 -1,3620 ,5170 1,020_
.1505 -,1667 -1,4968 ,4902 1.0649
.180_ 0,0000 -1,6028 ,468? 1.101_
•1505 .1667 -I.5545 .4816 1.0795
• 1505 ,3333 -1._541 .4792 1.0836
• 150P *5000 "i.4689 .4957 1*055b
.4098 -,0000 -*4969 *68?3 .7531
,4995 -.3333 -*4823 ,6096 .749&
44995 -.1667 -.48_2 .6913 =7471
.4995 0.0000 -,4841 .6884 .7514
,4995 ,1667 -,4823 *6902 .7486
.4995 .3333 -,47_1 .6904 .7403
.49q5 *5000 --.4141 *7046 *7264
.7994 -,5000 -,1572 ,7543 .648_
.7994 -.3333 -,1390 ,7579 .6429
.7994 -.1667 -.12_5 .7618 .6366
*7996 0.0000 -.1187 .7629 .634_
,7994 ,1667 -,1133 ,7619 .6348
,7994 ,3333 -,[092 *7638 ,6334
,7994 .5000 -.1186 .7632 .634_
CD1 ,02?7? CD_OR1 ,02730
C02 0.00000 ¢OCaRZ 0*00000
C03 ,03575 COCOR3 .03537
CD4 *02402 CDCOR4 ,02389
C05 .0_051 CDCOR5 .02040
SP&MMISE
X/C TIC CP P,L/PT RLOC
,1505 -.5000 -1.2944 ,5301 ,9990
.1505 -.3333 -1.b528 .4612 1.114_
.1505 -.1667 -1.T144 44434 1.1460
• 1505 0.0000 -I,8569 ,4112 1,2046
• 1505 ,1667 -1,8141 ,4178 1.1740
,150_ .3333 -1,7601 .4402 1.1517
,1505 .5000 -I,?b54 *4353 1.1604
• 4995 -,5000 -,5224 ,6798 ,764?
• 4995 --,3333 --.5016 ,68_6 .755_
.4998 -.1667 -.492g *68?2 ,7S33
,4995 0.0000 -,4830 *6860 *7539
,4q95 ,1667 -.4808 .6881 ,7519
,4995 .3333 -,4802 ,6898 ,7493
.4995 ,5000 -.4248 ,7006 ,7326
.7994 -,5000 -.2346 *73?2 ,6?57
• 7994 -,3333 -.1624 .TSZO *6523
,7994 -.1667 -,1356 ,7575 ,643_
.7994 0,0000 -.1206 ,7588 .6414
• 7994 .1667 -.1143 .7610 ,6380
• 7994 ,3333 -.1097 .7624 *6357








XIC CP PJLIFT _LOC
0.0000 -,1235 ,7516 ,b370
*0135 -Z.3611 .3215 1.3864
.0271 -2,5861 .Z7_0 1,48bl
,0515 -2.6455 *8670 1*5163
*0763 -2.50_1 *1885 1*4628
.lOIE -2.06?2 .37_3 1,1657
.1503 -I,7149 .4438 1,1492
.1994 -I,463Z .4953 1,0563
.1501 -1.1860 .5507 .9657
*Zqq9 -*9511 .5991 ,Rflq4
*34qq -,7066 ,6275 .8653
.3996 -*6731 .65%4 .8039
*4696 -,5785 .5716 .7770
*%997 --.5004 .6_5b .7558
,549Z -.4263 ,7011 .7318
._9q% -,3647 .7141 *7116
.6495 -.3032 .7Z40 *bhZ
.6796 --,_503 ,7363 ,6770
.7489 -,IOTZ ,745? *6602
.8003 -,1489 ,7549 ,6476
,8500 -,2039 ,76_0 ,6363
.8993 -.0692 ,7757 ,6142
.q46_ -.OOqT ,78_4 ,6009
77._67) P$| CM .8668
117.1431 K CN ,01qS




XlC CP PeLIPT ML_C
0.0000 -.1235 .7616 .6370
*0122 1.0539 ,99_4 .1067
*0251 .866_ .9597 ,_434
.0510 .6363 .q105 .3687
*0755 .4943 ,8816 .4_85
.1000 .3879 .8615 .4668
,1504 ,1427 ,8311 *Stqe
.2004 ,156_ ,814? .5697
,2501 *I043 ,8051 ,5660
.300Z *0672 .7qSq .5762
.3507 ,0350 ,7914 .58_7
,4000 *0153 .7891 ,5q24
*_503 *00_8 .7864 .5_59
,5000 -,0129 ,7817 ,6045
,5506 -.0173 .7813 .6052
.5997 -,0176 .782E ,6037
.6502 -.0655 .7749 .6195
,7003 -.0813 .7812 .5053
.74q? -.0161 .78E5 .6033
.7998 -,0025 .78_ ,6011
,8503 -.0159 ,779_ .60_I
,9000 -.0696 ,7757 ,6143
.q403 .0060 ,7670 ,5qSQ
COl ,0483Z CDCORI ,04776
C02 0.00000 COCORZ 0,00000
C03 ,06478 CDCOR3 ,06447
CO6 ,03661 CDCOR4 *03654
COS ,02910 CGC_5 ,02|61
SPANM[SE
XlC 71C CP P_LIPT MLOC
,1505 -,5000 -1,3420 .5220 1,0122
,1505 -.3333 -h7086 ,ASOS 1.1156
.1505 -,1667 -1.7156 ,4463 1,1407
• 1505 0,0000 -I,7260 ,66]e 1.14_E
,1505 ,1667 -1,?SSq ,4446 1,1637
• 1505 ,3333 -I.7400 .4443 1,1443
• 1505 .5000 -1.?6q3 ,63q6 1.1SZ6
,4995 -,5000 -,5400 ,6805 ,763?
.4995 -,3333 -.5013 ,6866 *7611
.sqq5 -*1667 -*_q1_ .6902 *7686
.4995 0.0000 -.5004 .68_6 .7958
,sqg5 ,1667 -.495q .68ql .7504
,6995 .3333 -,4972 ,6Rq6 ,7499
,4995 ,5000 -,4489 .6985 .735|
,7996 -.5000 -._771 .7313 ,6048
• 7994 "*3333 -,1769 ,7538 ,6494
.Tqq6 -.1667 -.I491 .TSTZ ,6439
.7994 0.0000 -.1489 .754q .6476
• 7994 ,1667 -,1614 .7579 *64Z8
.Tqq4 ,1_33 -.133_ *THE1 .6361





XlC CP P, LIPT 8L_:
0,0000 -,1776 ,7498 .6557
,0135 -2,3951 ,3117 1,4083
*0171 -Z*5610 *_706 1.484_
.0515 -2.0550 ,3803 i,Z638
.0763 -I,84_7 .6197 1.1889
.I012 -1*7141 ,4438 1.1652
,1503 -1,670_ ,4937 1,0591
,1996 -1._855 ,5316 ._966
*2501 -1.1237 ,5616 .96_4
*Zqqq -.9761 .5897 ._041
.3499 -,8673 .5135 .8670
.3996 -.7686 ,6303 .8411
.44q6 -_676_ .640§ .8130
._997 -.6031 *664q .7876
.5_q2 -.5872 .6815 .76_2
,5994 -.4661 .5960 ,7418
,64q5 -*411_ .70_ .7300
.6qq6 -.35q_ ,7138 .71_i
*7489 -.3097 *7157 .6964
,8003 -.1633 .7317 ,6_16
.8500 -._250 ,73_9 ,6729
.5993 -*181Z .74ql ,6583
,9489 -,1586 ,751_ ,65_5
PT 77.ESq6 PS_ CH .853_
TT 126,9681 K CN -,0080




XlC CP P_LI_T qLO_
0,0000 -.1776 ,74?8 .6557
.0122 1,0650 .9944 ,0_5
*0Z51 ,gO60 .9631 .2_25
,0510 .5609 ,q149 .3_89
,0755 ,5190 ,8864 ,4100
,I000 *4061 ._638 ,46_6
,1504 .1573 ,8349 .5150
,ZOO% ,16_8 .8174 .545Z
,2501 ,I137 .8063 ,5640
.300_ .0727 .7qT6 .5785
.3507 *0369 ,7914 *5687
,4000 .0080 ,7844 .6001
.4503 -.0030 .7810 '.6043
,5000" -.0250 .7791 ,6088
.5506 -.0343 .7784 .6|00
,650_ -.0751 ,7669 ,6252
,7003 -*055_ ,7757 .5174
*7497 -,0551 .7740 .6170
,7qO8 -*0435 ,7760 ,6137
,8503 -.0660 .7706 .62_q
,9000 -,1196 ,7603 ,63q0
,q483 -*083_ .7668 ,6287
C01 ,08606 COCOR1 ,O84qZ
CO2 0,00000 CDCORZ 0.00000
C03 ,09211 CDCOR3 ,OqltS
C04 *06351 C_0R6 .ObZq3
COS .05128 COCOR5 ,05096
SPANM_$E
KIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
*150_ -.5000 -I.5305 .6797 1.0827
*150_ -,3333 -1.5394 .4777 1.0861
,1505 -,1667 -1*5128 .4842 1,0751
.1505 0.0000 -1,4702 .4q37 1,059I
.150S ,1667 -1,471] ,4q15 1.0628
.1505 ,3133 -1.4700 *_qI$ 1.06Z8
.1505 .5000 -I,5123 ,4843 1,0750
,Sqq5 -*9000 -*$_22 *67_4 ,7715
,4995 -.3333 -.5636 .672_ .T753
,4995 -,1567 -.5808 ,6693 ,780q
.4995 0,0000 -.6031 .6649 ,7_76
.4995 ,1667 -,5975 .6665 .?852
,%_95 .3333 -*Sq6q .6564 ,7853
,6995 ,5000 -.5215 ,6810 ,76Eq
.Tq9_ -.5000 -*1468 ,7372 _6755
.Tqq% -.3333 "*E533 ,7336 ,6e12
.7996 -,1667 -,2602 ,7336 ,6813
.7994 0,0000 ",Z6S5 ,73_7 _6826
,Tq96 .£667 -.8651 ,7537 .6_11
*7994 .3333 -*2596 .T324 .6832
.7994 ,5000 -,2527 .7351 ,6790
113
TABLE XIX. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.65








X/C CP PpL/PT HLOC
0.0000 1.108@ ,Q905 .0259
• 0135 ,0003 ,7712 .6203
,0271 -,1996 .7056 *7234
,0515 -,3@28 .6626 ,70@5
.0763 -,4819 ,6414 ,0220
.I012 -.5155 .6350 .3320
• 1503 -.520% .6330 ,8340
,1994 --,51@I .b337 ,8340
.Z501 -.%770 ,6433 .8191
,Z099 -.4458 ,6509 ,_075
.3499 -*40Zb .6602 .7932
,3094 -.36Z# .66@7 .7787
,4%96 -,3174 ,6707 ,7633
.%097 -*2878 .6853 .7547
.5492 -,2410 .6065 .7375
,5994 -.2095 .70%0 ,7258
,6495 -*lTqE ,7116 ,7_45
.b996 -.1418 .7190 ,7029
,7480 -.1050 ,7276 ,6892
,8003 -.0584 .7380 .6729
.8500 -.0167 .7476 .6578
.8993 *0439 .7611 .6366










XIC CP PeLIPT qLOC
0.0000 1.1080 ,0995 ,0250
.0122 ,0846 ,7700 ,6223
• 0251 -.2252 ,6998 .7323
,0510 -,4565 .6484 .8114
.0755 -,5228 .6322 .8362
.I000 -,5643 .6240 .84Pg
.1504 -.5790 .6109 .8553
.2004 -.5_21 ,6263 .8454
.2501 -,5051 .6370 ,8_88
,3002 -,4570 ,6484 ,8113
.3_07 -.4163 .657I ,79Tq
,4000 -.3681 ,6684 ,7806
,4503 -.3199 ,6791 ,7642
,5000 -.296_ ,6834 .7575
.5506 -.2570 .6920 .7430
.5_97 -,21P8 .7019 ,7201
.6502 -,1898 ,709l ,7170
.7003 -.1%61 ,7178 ,7044
.7497 -.I077 .7270 .6Q01
.7098 -,0574 .7383 ,6726
._503 -o0206 .7468 .6502
.9000 .0275 .75T% *6424
.9%83 ,1212 .7766 ,6116
C01 ,00724 COCDR1 ,00702
C02 ,00?66 COCOA2 ,00734
C03 .00698 CDCOR3 .00671
C04 ,00673 CD¢OR% ,00662
003 ,00622 C040R5 ,00608
SPANWZSE
XlC ¥10 CP PwLIPT NLOC
• 1505 -.5000 *.4033 ,6410 ,8227
,1505 -,3133 -.5248 .6333 ,8345
.1505 -.1667 -.$252 .6326 ,_56
.I505 0.0000 -.5206 ,6330 88349
.1505 ,1667 -,_368 ,6313 .037?
• 1505 ,3331 -,5303 ,6321 ,8364
.1505 ,5000 -.5090 ,6362 ,0300
.4995 -,5000 -,2799 .688% ,7500
,4095 -.3333 -.2763 .6815 .7496
.4095 -,1667 -.2809 06880 *?SOS
,4995 0.0000 -,2878 ,6853 ,754?
,4905 ,1667 -.2839 ,6875 ,7513
,4905 ,3333 -.2766 .6885 .?490
,4905 ,5000 -,2571 .6033 .7423
.7904 -,5000 *.0619 ,7359 06763
.7994 -.3333 -,0680 ,7352 06??4
.7904 -,1667 -,0625 ,736? *674q
.7994 0.0000 -,058% .73|0 .6720
,7904 .166? -,0575 ,7360 ,6740
,709% .3333 -,0610 .7360 ,6749











pr 21,58o7 Psl CN -,4768
26 TT 275,8956 K CM -,0115
2 _C 3,0364 MILLION CC -*0233
HAC_ .6515
ALPHA -4.0120 OEG
UPPE o SURFACE LGWEP SURFACE
CP P,LtPT HLOC XIC CP PeL/PT qLOC
,8_52 .9319 ,3187 0,0000 .R052 ,0319 .3187
.7595 .9214 ,3437 .0122 -,9036 ,5291 .0983
.4806 ,8505 ,4698 .0251 -1,3051 ,4611 1,1122
• 2335 .8039 ,5668 .0_10 -1,5014 .4161 1.1020
.0014 ,7721 .6189 .0755 -1,5401 .4053 1,Z130
.0002 ,7525 ,6501 .1000 -1,5648 .%036 1,2162
• 1503 -.0905 ,7321 ,6822 .1504 -I.4180 .4350 1,1567
,1094 -,1491 ,7193 ,7021 .2004 -,8128 ,5714 ,0308
.2501 -.1639 ,7144 .7098 ,2501 -.77_6 ,5780 ,0_0_
,2999 -,1751 .7130 ,7119 ,3002 -,6974 ,5964 .8916
.3490 -,170% .7l_3 ,?00q ,3507 -.6226 ,6134 ,8653
,3994 -.165@ ,7160 .7073 *_000 -.5532 .6298 .8400
,4496 -.1%93 .7173 .7052 ,4503 -,%762 ,6440 ',8181
,4997 -,1398 ,7196 ,7017 .5000 -,4245 ,6558 .8000
.5492 -.1_26 ,7258 ,&qz1 .5506 -,361q .66q0 ,77_%
• 5g94 *.0988 .?787 .6_75 .5097 -.3056 ,6826 .7502
,6495 -.0852 .73_2 ,6821 .6_02 -,2561 ,6939 .7414
,6996 -.0654 .7371 *674_ .7003 -,2000 ,7070 ,7213
,7489 -,0426 ,7417 .b671 .7407 -,1%%8 .7108 .7029
.8003 -,0169 .7482 .6569 ,7098 -.0846 ,7332 .6805
,PSO0 .0088 .7546 ,6%68 .8503 -,0305 .7459 ,6606
,8993 ,0475 .7628 .6339 ,0000 ,0303 ,7580 ,6400
.9489 .0935 .7735 .6167 ,0483 *i150 .7782 ,6000
CO1 ,00025 COCORI .00809
CD2 .00914 CDCOR_ ,00885
003 ,00869 0D¢083 ,00845
C0% .00037 C000R4 ,00127
CO5 .00776 CDCOR5 *00759
SPANWISE
xlC YIC CP PeLIPT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.0759 ,7353 ,6772
.1505 -,3333 -,0933 ,7315 ,6832
,1505 -.1667 -,0967 ,7318 ,6027
.1505 0.0000 -,0905 ,?321 ,6822
,1505 .1667 -,0046 ,7311 06030
• 1505 ,3333 -,0927 .7316 ,6830
.1505 .5000 -,0791 .7357 .6765
.4995 -.5000 -.1327 .7227 ,6968
.4995 -,3)33 -.1359 .?20R *6qg$
,4995 -,1667 -,1412 .7197 ,7015
.%qq5 0.0000 -,1398 .7106 ,7017
,4995 *1667 -,1409 .7200 ,6006
.4995 .3333 -,1365 .7207 .7000
,4995 .5000 -,1240 .7235 ,6956
,7gq4 -,5000 °,025? *?465 ,6506
,7994 -,3333 -.0258 .7463 ,6600
• 7994 -.1667 -.0190 .7%71 ,6587
,7994 0.0000 -,0160 ,7402 06569
,Tqq% .1667 -,0143 ,749_ .6556
,7994 ,3333 -.0127 ,7402 ,6554
,7994 ,5000 -,0132 .7484 .6566
TEST 119 PT Z1,5907 PSI CN -,2443
RUN 26 TT _76,7753 K Cq -,0038
POINT 3 RC 3,0237 MILLION CC -,0041
_k_ .6515
ALPHA -1,0950 0E0
UPPEF SURFACE LOWFR SUSF_E
_1_ CO P_LIPT _LOC XlC CP P_LIPT ML_C
0.0000 1.0381 ,9838 ,1526 0,0000 1,0381 .9838 ,1526
.0135 ,4803 .8590 ._708 ,0122 -,4380 ,6535 ,8035
,0271 .1_65 .7930 .5_48 ,0251 -,7332 .5871 .0061
,0515 -,0_79 .7408 .6686 .0510 -.9205 ,5%55 ,0718
.0763 -_170_ .7132 ,7116 ,0755 -,0333 ._425 .g768
• 101_ -.2365 .6@88 ,7330 ,I000 -.9352 ,5426 ,9766
.1503 -,7855 .6867 ,7525 ,1504 -.0538 ,5595 .9496
.1994 -.3198 ,680| ,7626 *2004 -,7648 *SB06 *0163
,2501 -,3123 ,6808 ,761§ .2501 -.6672 ,6013 ,0841
,2qQ@ --,3038 *6fl33 07_77 *3002 --,5745 s6_? .8508
,3%9q -*2832 .68q2 .7_02 ,3507 -,5208 .6351 ,8318
.3@94 -,2642 *6932 .7425 ,4000 -,46?% .6478 .812_
,4406 -,235% .60_I .?34@ ,%503 -,405% .6600 ,?035
,%@0? -,_135 .?043 ,7_54 ,5000 -.36_% .6703 ,7776
• 5%92 -.1755 .7118 .7137 .5506 -.3142 .6808 .7616
• 5Q04 -*1543 .7172 ,705% ,5007 -.2672 ,6919 ,?%44
,64@_ -,133_ ,72_3 ,60?4 .6_02 -.2271 .7014 .T208
,6g@6 -,1044 ,7296 ,6_6Z .7003 -.1761 ,7136 .7110
.748@ -.0?%7 .735% .6771 .7%07 -.1288 .?233 .6959
,B003 -.0307 .7433 ,66%7 .7Q98 -,0?47 *?355 ,6760
.8500 -.0044 ,7510 ,6525 .8503 -,02_2 ,7457 .660@
• 8@@3 .0451 ,7621 *6350 ,0000 *02?0 ,7580 ,6414
{ .0480 .1016 ,7749 ,6143 .9483 ,1131 .???5 ,6102
ORIGINAL PAGE [_












X/C TIC CP P,L/PT MLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,2684 ,6028 ,?432
• 1505 -.3333 -,2927 .6856 ,75%2
.1505 -.1667 -.3010 .6838 *7570
,1505 0.0000 -,2865 .6867 ,7525
,1505 ,1667 -,2079 ,6862 ,?533
,1505 ,3_33 -*2956 ,6850 .7531
.1505 ,5000 -.2808 ,6885 ,7408
.4995 -,5000 -.2016 *?068 *7215
,4995 -*3383 -,2024 ,?070 ,7212
,%995 -.1667 -.2121 ,7049 .72%5
.4005 0.0000 -,_135 .?0%3 *725%
,4095 .1667 -.2105 ,70%8 .?2%6
,4005 .3333 -.20%5 ,T065 .7210
,4005 *5000 -.1899 ,?008 ,7160
• 79@4 -.5000 -,0%62 ,7428 ,6662
,7@94 -,3333 -*0%56 *?423 *6662
,Tqq4 -.166T -.04Z1 .T4_0 .665_
,7904 0,0000 -,039? ,?433 ,664?
,?@94 ,1667 -,0386 ,7441 ,6635
• ?0@4 ,3333 -,0370 *?4%3 ,6632








XlC CP PtLIPT HLO_
0.0000 1.1080 .9993 .0317
.0135 .0877 .7710 .6207
.0271 -.2002 .7057 .7232
.0S15 -.3905 ,6625 .7897
*0763 -,4844 .6422 *8208
.1012 -.5211 .6332 .8345
.1503 -,5203 *6343 .R330
.1994 -.5106 .6351 .8317
.2501 -*4756 .6441 .3180
,2999 -,4456 .6497 .8108
*3499 --*4030 *RSQQ *7937
,3994 -,3664 ,6693 .7792
*4496 -.3158 .6775 .7667
.4997 -*2873 ,6856 .7542
.5492 -.2409 .6971 .7365
.$994 -.2072 .7044 .?253
,649§ -.1805 ,7113 .7146
,6996 -.1410 ,7206 .7002
,7489 -.1030 ,7286 .6877
.5003 -.0601 ,7386 .6720
,0500 -.0152 ,7488 .6560
.$993 ,0435 ,7613 .6361
.9489 .1080 .??62 .6122
21,5874 PSI C_ -,0176
275,2344 K CR ,0003




XIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1.1080 ,9993 ,0817
.0122 ,0854 .7705 .6215
• 0251 -.2266 ,6990 ,7328
,0510 -.4532 .6484 .8113
.0755 -.5225 .6337 .8340
.I000 -.5672 .6228 ,8507
.1504 -.57_6 .6219 .8521
.2004 -.5514 .6278 ,8430
.2501 -,5027 .6380 .8273
.3002 -.4565 .6463 *8146
.3507 -,4162 ,6569 .7983
.4000 -.3700 .6681 .7811
• 4508 -.3210 ,6768 .7678
• SO00 -,2959 .6837 ,7571
.5506 -.2570 .6935 .7420
.5997 -,216E .7022 .7286
,6502 -.1904 ,7091 .7180
,7003 -.1458 .7195 .7018
.7497 -.I064 ,7279 .6888
.7998 -.0598 ,7_E7 .6719
.5503 -.0200 .7478 ,6576
.qO00 .0262 .7575 .6422
.4483 *1092 .7765 .611l
COl .00726 COCOR1 .00701
COZ .00759 CDCORZ .00728
CD3 *00704 COCOR3 ,00676
CD4 *00674 CDCOR4 .00664
C05 .00632 CDCOR5 .00612
SPANVZSE
XIC YlC CP PeLIRT NLOC
.1505 -,§000 -,4922 .6414 .8221
• 150§ -*3333 -.5271 .6327 .8355
.1505 -.1667 -.3249 .6334 ,_44
• 1505 0,0000 -.5203 .6343 .83_0
,1505 .1667 -.5352 ,6318 .|364
.1505 .3333 -.5328 .6314 ,8374
• L505 ,5000 -.5130 ,6372 .8286
• 4995 --.5000 -.2703 *RRB1 *7503
.4945 -,3333 "*2751 .6405 .7466
,4495 -.1667 -,2746 *6080 ,7505
• 4995 0,0000 -*2873 .6856 *7542
.4995 ,1667 -.2016 .6874 ,7515
,444_ .3333 -.2752 .6905 *7467
,4445 .5000 -,2353 ,6934 .7421
.7994 -.5000 -,0615 .7375 ,6738
• 7944 -.3333 **0664 .7364 .6754
,7944 -*1667 -,0616 .7375 ,6738
• 7944 0.0000 -*0601 .7886 .6720
• 7994 ,1667 -*0567 ,7586 .6721
• 7994 *3333 -.0587 .7381 *6727





XlC CP P.LIDT NLqC
0.0000 1.0336 .4827 ,1580
• 0138 -.4312 .6548 .8016
• 0271 -,6941 .$441 .8953
• 0515 --*'8_94 ,$612 .9469
.0763 -,8910 ,5511 .9629
.1012 -.E428 .5521 .9614
.IS03 -.B138 ,5697 .9334
,1994 -.7451 ,5856 .9085
• 2501 -.6506 .b056 ,8774
,2999 -,5786 ,6204 ,8544
.3494 --.5132 .63_3 .8314
,3994 -,4639 .6468 ,8138
.4496 -.4085 .6557 .7955
.4997 -.3626 .6701 17780
.5492 -.3017 .6838 ,7570
,5994 -.2597 ,6923 .7430
.6495 -,2142 .7010 .7305
,6996 -.1738 .711_ *7143
.748_ -,1298 .?213 .6940
• 8003 -*0784 ,7340 .6793
18500 --.0257 .7452 ,6617
,8098 ,0387 ,7596 .6389
,9484 .1115 .7755 .6134
PT 21.5856 PSI CN .2163
TT Z7§.4358 K CN *0039




XlC C8 P,L/PT qLOC
0.0000 I*0336 *9827 .1580
.0122 .4449 .P621 .4650
• 0251 ,1828 .7918 .5865
,0510 -,0878 .7332 .6805
.0755 -.1968 ,7068 .7215
.1000 -.2688 .6416 .7450
.1504 -.3321 ,6774 .7668
.2004 -,3501 .6738 .7723
,2501 -.3391 .6753 ,7700
.3002 -,3204 .6784 ,7653
.3507 -.2971 .6838 *7569
.4000 -.2738 .6894 *7483
,4503 -.2420 .6961 _7350
.5000 -.2235 ,7012 ,7301
• 5506 -*1404 .7087 .7186
.5497 -.1613 .7148 .7091
,6502 -.1421 .7183 .7037
.7003 -.1083 .7261 ,6915
.7497 -.0794 .7326 .6814
• 7098 1.03_ q ,7426 .6657
.8503 1.0089 ,7490 .6557
.9000 ,0272 ,7570 .6430
.4483 .1054 .7741 .6156
C01 ,00720 COCORI ,00689
C02 ,00768 COCOR2 ,00734
C03 ,00735 CDCOR3 ,00704
CD4 .00674 C DCOR4 *00660
COS .00645 COCOR5 .00620
5PINMISE
x/c ¥1C CP PpLIPT NLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -,7572 .5794 ,9182
,1505 -.3333 -.8060 .5669 ,9347
• 1505 -.1667 -,8000 ,5702 ,4327
.1505 0,0000 -,4135 ,8647 .4334
.1505 *1667 -.8194 .5654 .9402
• 1505 .3333 -.8161 .5668 .9380
.1505 ,5000 -.7749 ,5747 ,9256
.4995 -.5000 -.3467 .6714 .7760
.4995 -.3333 -.3512 .6713 .7762
.4495 -.1667 -.3587 *6700 .7769
• 4995 0.0000 -*3626 .6701 .7780
• 4995 .1667 -.3597 ,6685 ,7805
• 4495 .3333 -,3544 .6706 .7773
.4495 .5000 -.3328 ,6766 .7680
.7994 1,5000 -.0807 .7321 .6822
.7994 -*3333 -.0034 .7323 .6014
• 7994 -*1667 -.0797 .7331 .6807
.7994 0.0000 -.0784 *7340 .6748
.7994 .1667 -,0761 .7332 .6805
.7994 .3333 -,0766 .7338 .6745




PT 21.5044 PSI CN .4464
TT 275._873 K CH .0106




XlC CP PpL/PT HLOC
0.0000 .8098 ,4325 .3174
.0135 -,9855 .5304 .9963
,0271 -1.2582 .4692 1.0952
.0515 -1.4214 .4309 1.1657
.0763 -144919 ,4173 1.1907
• 1012 -1.4736 .4207 1.1844
• 1503 -1.2651 .4681 1.1001
.1404 -,8537 ,5604 ,9481
.2501 --*7859 *5767 .9225
,2949 -,7094 ,5927 ,8974
.3449 -.6213 .6115 .8683
,3994 -.5531 .6274 .8437
,4496 -,4792 ,6435 .8189
,4997 -.4211 ,6565 .7989
,5492 -.3537 .6714 .7761
.8994 -.3010 .6_39 .7568
.6495 -,2522 .6445 ,7405
,6996 -.200Q ,7055 .7236
• 7489 -,1451 ,71_9 .7028
.8003 -.0881 .7306 .6846
• 5500 -,0293 ,7441 .6634
.E943 .0414 .7592 .6395
• 9489 .1131 .7756 .6132
LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP P;L/PT NLOC
0.0000 .B098 .9325 .3174
.0122 .7708 *5238 .3351
.0251 ,4822 ,5591 .4705
,0510 ,1941 .7939 .5034
.0755 ,0631 .7654 ,6296
.1000 -.0280 ,7447 .6624
.1504 -.128_ .7276 .6q70
.2004 -.175_ ,7122 .7132
.2501 -,1912 ,7094 .7174
.3002 -.1911 *708? .7186
.3507 -.1671 ,7088 .7184
.4000 -.1769 .7116 .7141
.4503 -.1558 .7160 .7073
*5000 -.1504 ,7172 .7054
.5506 -.1326 .7210 .6995
,5997 -.1111 .726_ .bgll
,6502 -,0584 .7209 .6871
,7007 -.0?25 .7343 ,6788
.7497 --*0458 .7411 ,6681
*7948 --.0170 *7465 .6595
.8503 ,0050 .7515 ,6512
.9000 ,0324 ,7572 .642?
.9483 ,0906 *7724 .6185
C01 *00829 CDCOR1 *00796
¢02 ,00902 COC082 ,00865
C03 .00871 CDCOR8 ,00834
C04 .03782 COCOR4 ,00765
C05 ,00747 COCOR5 .00716
SP&NW[SE
XIC Y/C CP P;L/PT NLOC
• 1505 -*5000 -1.1073 *3019 1.0425
,1503 -.3333 -1.2446 .4716 1.0442
.1505 -.1667 -1.2236 *4752 1.0879
,1505 0.0000 -1.2651 .4681 1.I001
• 1505 ,1667 -1,3096 .4565 1.1202
,1505 *3333 -1.3069 .4576 1.1104
.1505 .5000 11.1804 .4845 1.0714
• 4945 -,5000 -.4055 *6603 .7431
.4595 -,3333 -.4095 .6603 ,7431
.4q55 -.1667 -.4159 .6588 .7q83
.44q5 0*0000 -.4211 *6565 *7484
• 4995 .1667 -.4251 .6554 ,7594
,4955 .3333 -.4162 .6588 ,7454
,4995 .5000 -,3936 ,6638 ,7877
• 7444 -.5000 -*095& *7254 *6864
.7954 -.3333 -,0945 .7300 ,6855
,7994 -.1667 -*0896 .7300 *6855
• 7994 0.0000 -.0881 *7306 .6546
.7444 .1667 -.0874 .7312 ,6836
• 7494 .3333 -,0085 ,7314 .6833














XIC CP P,LIPT qLOC
0,0000 ,6691 ,8996 .3915
,0135 -1,Z121 .%7_9 1.0800
• 0271 -1.9806 ,4159 1.1877
• 0515 -1.6952 ,3619 1,25O0
• 0763 -1.?021 .3670 1,2876
,1012 -1.7901 .3607 1.3003
.1503 -1.640Z .3820 1.2561
.1999 -1.2262 .k767 1.0854
.2501 -.7161 ,590_ .9003
• 2999 -,6919 .59%9 ,8990
.3499 -.6291 .b099 .8?06
.3994 --.5667 .6245 .8401
.4496 -,4859 .6401 ,8241
.4997 -.4366 ,6536 .8033
• 5492 -.3690 *6692 ,779%
.5994 -.3113 .6R07 ,7617
,6495 -.2595 .6933 *7923
.6996 -,Z0_9 .7095 .7239
,7489 -.1515 .7181 ,7039
,_003 -.0893 ,7301 .6853
.8500 -.0_97 ,7444 .6629
,8993 ,0407 ,7591 .6396
,94R9 ,1129 .7762 .6124
LOkER SURFACE
XIC CP PeLIPT qLOC
0.0000 .bb¢l .8996 .3915
,0122 .8619 ,9%%3 ,2872
,02_I ,5950 .0843 ,4Z75
• 0_I0 .3069 ,8194 ,5408
.0755 .I684 .7878 .$934
,1000 ,0701 ,7666 .6277
,1504 -,0408 ,7416 ,66_3
.200_ -,0977 ,7294 .6864
,_501 -,1223 .7238 ,69_1
.3002 -*1ZQ9 ,7211 ,6993
• 3507 -.1328 ,7212 .6992
.4000 -.1307 .7221 ,6978
.4503 -.1173 .7299 .6935
• 5000 -.1]85 ,7252 ,6930
.5506 -.1056 .7281 .6884
• 5997 -.0871 .7311 .68_8
,6502 -.07E5 ,7338 .6799
,7003-.0563 .7388 ,6717
,74_7 -,0366 ,7438 ,6638
• 7998 -.0070 .7486 .6963
.B503 .0101 ,7533 .6_88
.9000 .0326 .7573 ,6425
,9483 ,0985 .7729 ,6176
C01 .01107 CDCOR1 *01076
C02 .01195 CDCOR2 ,01155
C03 .01159 COC0#3 ,01119
C04 .01028 CDCOR4 .0099R
C09 ,00944 ¢DCDR9 ,0090]
SPANVISE
XlC YIC CP P.LIPT NLOC
.1505 -,5000 -1.4292 ,%323 1,1632
,1905 -.3333 -1.5908 .3937 1,23_0
,1505 -.1667 -1,6263 .3845 _.2529
,1505 0.0000 -1.6402 ,3828 1,2561
.1505 ,1667 -1,6068 ,3926 1,2371
,1505 .3333 -1,6275 ,3855 1,2509
• 1509 .5000 -1.6074 ,3891 1.2938
.9995 -.5000 -,4319 .6564 .7991
.4995 -.3333 -.9286 ,6555 .8004
.4995 -.1667 -.92#2 .6593 .8023
.4999 0.0000 -.4386 .6536 ,8033
.4995 .1667 -.4457 .6526 .8049
,9995 .3333 -.4323 ,6947 ,8016
.4995 ,5000 -.4065 .6592 ,7948
,7994 -.5000 -,10Z8 ,7288 *6079
.7994 -.3333 -,0965 .7304 .6840
,7994 -.1667 -.0936 .73|3 .6839
,7999 0,0000 -,0093 .7301 .6853
,7994 ,166? -,0800 ,7321 .6822
• 799% .3333 -.0903 ,731m .682?





xl_ CP P_LIPT _L_C
0.0000 ,5216 ,8680 ,4539
• 0135 -1.4489 .4289 1,1695
.0271 -1.6676 .3793 1.2631
• 3§15 -1.8281 ,3420 1.3391
.0763 -1,0999 ,3292 1.3666
• 1012 -1.9230 ,3231 1.3801
.1503 -I,_618 .3362 1.3516
,1999 -I,8032 .3509 1,3209
.2501 -*9037 .5283 ,9907
• _99Q -,6735 .600B .8840
,3499 -.6016 .6163 ,_607
,3996 -,5553 .6266 ._469
•4496 --,4896 .6610 .8226
• 4997 --,4391 .55_5 eSO_O
• 5492 -.3699 .668Z ,7809
,5994 -,3169 .679l .7641
.6695 -.2631 .6931 .7426
,h996 --.2090 *7056 .7233
.7989 -.1982 .7172 ,7059
.8003 -.0912 .7313 *6839
• 8500 -,03_7 .74_8 .6623
,8993 ,0392 ,7588 .6481
.9409 ,1003 .7732 ,6171
PT Z1,5918 PSI CN .6636
TT 276,4469 K CH ,0212




XIC CP PpLIDT _t_C
0.0000 .5216 ,8680 .4939
• 0122 .9347 .9608 .2395
,0251 ,6080 .9056 ,3780
.0510 .%026 .8414 .9025
,0755 .2619 ,8110 ._950
• 1000 .1609 .7851 ,5929
• 1504 .0397 .7609 *6369
• ZOO% -,0_90 .7962 .6600
.2501 -.0633 .7365 .674_
.3002 -,0796 ,7337 .6797
,3507 -.0937 ,7301 ,6853
.%000 -.0967 ,7203 .6865
• 4503 -,0828 ,7323 ,6519
,5000 -,08_5 .7327 ,6813
.§806 -,07_S ,733_ .6804
.5997 -.0698 ,7347 .6782
.6502 -.0616 ,7381 .6727
•7003 -,0498 .7423 .6663
• 7%97 -.02Z6 ,7454 ,6634
.7998 .0003 .7518 .6913
,_503 ,0116 ,7551 .6460
,9000 .0297 ,7578 ,6417
.9483 .0892 .7707 ,6211
C_1 ,01864 COCORI ,01818
CD2 ,01966 CDCORZ ,01915
CD3 .01B89 COCOR3 .01832
CD4 .01685 CDCD_4 ,01649
C09 .01409 COCOR5 ,01352
SPANg|S£
XIC YI_ CP P_LIPT MLOC
.1909 -,5000 -1.7166 ,3673 1,2868
,1905 -,3333 -1.8077 ,3467 1.3293
,1505 -,1667 -1,8865 .3303 1.3643
,I§OS 0.0000 -1,8618 ,3362 1.3516
• 1505 .1667 -1,8037 ,3476 1,9288
,1905 .3333 -1.8469 ,3379 1.3479
• 1505 .5000 -1,864_ .3352 1,3536
.4995 -.9000 -,4511 .6909 .8074
,4995 -,3333 -.4395 .6926 .8049
.4995 -.1667 -,4348 ,6539 .0029
,4995 0,0000 -,4391 .6545 .8020
,4995 *1667 -,4501 ,6_II .E071
.4995 .3333 -,4334 ,6539 ,8020
,4995 .5000 -.%127 .658E ,7953
,7999 -.5000 -.1309 .7219 .6982
.7994 -,3333 -,1114 ,7264 .6910
,7994 -,1667 -.1003 .7306 .6045
.7994 0.0000 -*0912 .7313 .6834
.7994 ,1667 -.0909 .7309 *6891
,7994 .3333 -.0901 .7_12 ,6836





XIC CP PeLIPT _LDC
0.0000 ,4013 ,8%[3 .5027
,5135 -1.5037 .3921 1,2380
.0271 -1.8161 ,3%39 1.3360
,0519 -1,96_8 .3115 1,406Z
._763 -2_0272 .2986 1,4359
*I012 -2.0428 ,2927 1,9499
.1503 -1,9701 .300L 1,4115
,1994 -1._55 ,3214 1.3839
,2501 -1,2_60 ,4720 1.0935
.2999 -.8648 *557% .9930
,3499 -,6504 .605_ _,87_2
.3994 -.5638 .6276 *8436
.4496 --*%_95 *6397 *82%7
,4997 -.4408 :.654_ " .8024
,549Z -.3731 ,6673 ,78_3
.5994 -,3_30 ,6795 .7636
.64q8 --,_6q5 .690% *766g
*6996 -,2104 .7032 ,7271
.7489 -.1677 .7150 ,70B?
.8003 -,10_ ,7273 ,6596
.8500 -.0479 ,7912 .6679
,8993 ,0097 ,7_47 .6%66
.9489 ,0713 .7684 ,62%8
_T _1.9856 PST CN .7426
TT 276,2159 K CR ,0_29




X/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
0,0000 .%013 .8413 ,902?
,0122 .9851 .9718 ,_023
,0251 ,7483 ,9186 ,3901
,0_10 .4726 ,8572 ,%7%1
,0759 .3277 ,8250 .8311
.1000 ,2247 ,8012 ,5713
.1_09 .0935 ,7719 .6192
• 200% ,0181 .7958 .6449
.2501 -.0208 ,7465 ,b_97
• 3002 -,042q ,7419 ,6679
.3_07 -,06]8 *7383 ,6725
,%000 -,0656 ,7304 .6723
,4503 -.0614 ,7360 ,6761
,_000 -.0713 ,7366 ,6752
• 9506 -.0641 .7369 .6753
,590? -*056? *?390 ,6714
.6502 -.0563 ,7382 ,672?
,7003 -,0%36 .74_2 .6664
• 7497 -.02E1 .7452 .6617
• 7998 -*0026 ,7%92 .6_54
• 8503 ,0020 .7924 ,6904
.9000 ,00?8 .75%3 ,6473




CO] ,02984 CDCOR1 .02913
C02 ,03008 CDCOR2 .02933
C03 .02868 COCOR3 ,OZ?q6
C04 ,02991 COCOR4 .02A58
C95 .02030 COCOR_ .01965
SPANM[SE
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT RLOC
,1505 -.5000 -1,8491 ,3395 1,3432
.1505 -.3333 -1,9297 .3207 1,3854
,1505 -,1667 -l,9803 ,3068 1,4168
,1505 0,0000 -1,9701 ,3091 1,Al15
,1505 ,1667 -1,9036 ,3267 1,3720
,150S ,3333 -1,9698 ,3110 1,A055
• 1505 ,5000 -2.005? .3011 ],4300
.4995 -*5000 -,A717 *6457 ,8154
.4905 -,3333 -,4400 .6506 .|080
.4995 -,1667 -,4420 ,6537 .|031
,4995 0.0000 -.4%00 *6542 .8024
.4995 ,1667 -,4497 ,6S07 .|078
• 4995 .3533 -,4305 ,6545 ,8020
,4905 ,5000 -,4170 ,6593 ,7945
,7994 -.5000 -,2080 .70?6 ,?203
.?99% -,3333 -*1447 ,7190 ,7026
.Tqq4 -.1667 -,1121 .72S6 .6924
,7994 0.0000 -.1059 .?_73 .6696
,7994 ,[667 -.0991 ,7_18 ,6827
,?994 ,3333 -.09_b .7304 ,6848





KfC CF P;L/FT HLOC
0,0000 ,2748 ,8140 .5499
.0135 -1.7645 .3601 1.30L5
,0271 -1,q705 ,31t4 1.4019
.0515 -2.1004 ,_42 1,4705
,0763 -2*13QZ *2738 L*4964
,1012 -2,1441 ,2736 1,4968
,1503 -2.0558 .zgz4 1,4508
.1994 -1,7070 .3735 1,2746
.2501 -1.2711 ,4671 1,1019
o299_ -1.0062 ,5274 1,0011
,3499 -,8015 .57L7 .9303
.3994 -.6474 ,6058 .6770
,4496 -.5455 .631Z ,_3T$
.4997 -,4708 .6463 ,B145
.5492 -.4039 ,$6Z7 ,7B94
.5994 -,3500 ,6762 ,7686
,6495 -,2969 .6871 ,7518
,6996 -,23b_ ,7003 ,7316
,7489 -,1_71 ,7104 ,715_
,8003 -,1309 ,7233 ,6960
*8900 -,082I .7348 ,6780
,8993 -.0254 ,7446 *$6Zb
.9489 ,0277 .7575 ,b422
PT ZI*SBOB PSI CM ,?qS4
TT Z73,8826 K CN ,OZlZ




XlC CP P_LIPT _LDC
0.0000 ._748 ,8140 ,549q
.0122 1.0191 .9798 .1709
,0251 ,8036 ,9317 .3193
,0510 .9305 *8708 ,4487
.0755 ,3853 ,83?9 ,3085
• 1000 ,2802 .8147 ,5487
.1504 .1424 *7836 *6002
,2004 ,0602 ,7665 ,6_78
• 2501 .0127 t7943 ,$472
• 3002 -.0159 ,7485 .6564
,3907 "*03q_ *7423 .666Z
,4000 -*0451 .?408 .66M5
.4503 -*0_ ,74_Z .6666
.5000 -,0595 ,7383 ,672_
,5_06 -.0628 .7387 .6719
.3997 -*0582 .7410 e6683
.550Z -*0639 ,7390 ,6714
,7003 -.0481 ,742Z ,6_64
,7497 -*0411 .7430 .6651
,?qq8 --.0248 .7460 ,6589
.8503 -.0275 .7470 ,6589
• 9000 -*0262 .7444 .662q
,9483 ,023q .7567 .$433
C01 ,042S7 COCORI ,04204
COE ,041_6 ¢OCOR2 .0404Z
C03 ,04120 COCOR3 ,04036
¢04 ,03311 COCOR4 ,03Z91
CD_ ,03027 COCOR5 ,02935
SPAHWZSE
X/C Vie CP P, LIPT HLOC
.1905 -,3000 -1,7351 .357q 1,3060
,1903 -,3333 -1,9E71 .3104 1,4087
,1509 -,1667 -2.0401 ,2932 1,4487
.1509 0,0000 -2.0938 ,2q24 1*490B
.1905 .1667 -1.9531 .3135 1.4019
• 1503 ,3333 -2,0441 ,2077 1,4382
• 1905 ,5000 -2,0340 .2946 1.4494
.4999 -.9000 -,569q .6263 ,8494
.4999 -,3333 -,4685 ,6460 .8|50
,4995 -,1667 -,4745 .6464 ,0144
• 4q95 0.0000 -*4708 .6463 *8145
.4999 .1697 -.4972 ,6416 ,0211
,499_ ,)3)3 -,&a47 .642_ *#206
• 4995 ,5000 -.4438 ,6532 ,|O_q
• 7994 -.9000 -.2888 *6875 ,7913
• Tqq4 -*3333 -*2166 .7056 .7234
,7994 -,1667 -,1535 ,7177 ,7046
,7994 0,0000 -,1309 .7233 ,6960
,?994 ,1667 -,1208 ,7290 ,6933
,7994 .3333 -,1120 ,7288 .6873





TABLE XX. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.65








XIC CF PpL/PT _L_C
0*0000 1.1044 ,9986 ,0446
• 0135 .0831 ,7702 ,6219
• 0271 -,1915 .7084 ,7190
,0515 -,3686 ,6680 ,7812
,0763 -,47_6 *6457 ,8154
• 1012 -,5015 ,63R7 ,9263
• 1503 -,5019 ,6401 ,8239
,1994 -.5040 ,6398 *8260
• 2901 -,4625 .6477 ,8123
,2999 -,9350 ,6598 ,8015
.3499 -,3906 ,665Z ,7855
• 3994 -.3573 .6711 .7765
,4496 -,3172 ,6802 .7625
• 4997 -,2859 ,6BTq .7506
.$492 -.2391 ,6982 ,7348
• 9994 -,2066 ,7053 ,7237
,6495 -.1753 .7121 .7133
,6996 -,1398 ,7206 ,7002
,7489 -.I022 .7301 ,6853
I ,8003 -,0557 .7391 ,6713
,RSO0 -,0121 ,7491 ,6555
• B993 ,0446 ,762B .6337










XIC CP PeLIPT HL_C
0,0000 1,1044 ,9986 .0%46
*0122 .I003 .7791 .6197
,0251 -,2012 .7063 .7223
,0510 -._151 ,6576 ,7972
,0755 -.%BOO ,6991 .8100
,1000 -.5227 ,6339 .8336
,1S04 -,5386 ,6320 .8365
.2004 -,5217 .6349 ,8322
,2501 -,4805 *6937 ,8185
.3002 -.9399 .653B .8030
,3507 -._008 .6630 .7890
.4000 -,3635 .6697 ,7786
.4503 -.3200 ,6795 .7635
.5000 -,Z922 .6865 .7528
.5_06 -.2522 .6953 o7392
.5997 -.2135 ,7038 ,7261
,&502 -,1885 ,70_I .7179
.7003 -.1419 ,7201 .7009
,7997 -.1027 .7300 .6855
,7996 -,0517 .7402 ,6695
• 8503 -,0138 " .7487 ,6561
.9000 ,0282 ,7592 ,6396
.9483 ,I128 ,7772 ,6107
C01 .00816 ¢0COR1 .00809
C02 ,00809 CDCOR2 .00793
CO3 ,00809 COCOR3 .00797
CO4 .00740 CDCOR% .00730
C05 .0_679 COCOR5 .0067%
SPANVrSE
XIC _IC CP P_LIPT HLOC
,1505 -,5000 -.9584 ,6492 .8101
.1505 -.3333 -.5171 .6382 .8270
,1505 -,1667 -.5057 .6384 *_66
,1505 0,0000 -.S019 .6402 .823_
,1505 .1667 -,5274 ,6337 ,8339
,150S .3333 *,5082 .6902 ,8290
,1505 .5000 -.5027 .6391 .8286
,9995 -.8000 -._785 .6ES6 *7699
.4995 -*3333 -,278% ,6B89 ,7492
.499S -,1667 -.2769 ,6902 .7970
.4995 0.0000 -.2859 .6070 .7506
,9995 .1667 -.2811 .6881 .7504
,9995 ,3333 -._781 .6889 ,7491
,4995 ,9000 -.2503 ,696Z ,7379
,7994 -*9000 -.0612 .7379 ,6732
,7994 -.3333 -,0644 ,7373 86740
.799% -.1667 -*0600 .7368 *6?48
,?994 0,0000 -*0567 ,7391 .6713
.7999 .1667 -.0535 .7396 .6709
,7994 ,3333 -,0525 ,7900 .6699
.799% .5000 -.0565 .7376 ,6735
TEST 119 Pr 2a.1761 PSI CN .2180
AUN 48 TT 209,27?2 K CR .0025
POINT 5 FC 5,7333 _ILLION CC -,0013
_ACH .6505
ALPdJ _.03%8 OEG
UPPE_ 5U_FACt LD_ER SURFACE
Xl_ CP P,LIPT _LOC X/C CP P_LIPT NL_C
0.0000 1.0324 ,9825 .1507 0,0000 1,0324 .9825 .1587
• 0135 -,4322 .6S56 ,_003 .0122 ,_969 ,8629 ,463%
,0271 -.6775 ,5995 ,_867 .0251 .1914 ,7941 05830
• 0515 -.8075 .5701 ,9328 ,0510 -,0696 ,7366 .6792
,0763 -.8630 ,5593 .9500 ,0755 -.1667 .7148 .7091
• IOlZ -,_70 ,5633 ,9436 ,1000 -.2380 ,6992 ,733_
• 1503 -.7682 ,5799 .9175 ,1504 -.3043 ,6836 .7972
,1994 -.7245 ,5901 ,9015 ,2004 -.3274 .6788 .7646
.2501 -,6390 .6103 ,_701 ,2501 -,3189 .6016 .7604
• 2999 -.5775 .6229 .8505 ,3002 -,3000 .6849 .7552
.3499 -.5129 .b37_ ,8287 .3507 -,2860 .6878 .7908
• 399% -,4569 ,6506 *_079 .%000 -.2635 ,6941 ,7411
• %496 -,%024 .6620 ,7904 .4503 -*23%1 ,6996 ,7326
.4997 -,3572 ,6734 ,7730 .5000 -.2160 .70_6 ,7249
._992 -,2083 .6871 .7518 ,5506 -,1875 .7118 .7138
.5994 -.2556 .bgS? ,7393 ,5997 -.1586 ,7169 .7059
.6495 -,2172 ,7050 .7243 ,6502 -,1449 ,7211 *6994
• 6996 -.174Z .714b .7094 ,7003 -.1062 .7298 ,6858
,7480 -.1264 .72_ ,6940 .7997 -,0719 .7366 .6751
.8003 -,0744 .7365 ,6753 ,7990 -,0294 .7465 .6596
.0500 -.0227 .7467 .6593 ,8503 ,0006 .7519 .6511
,0993 .0376 .7606 ,6373 ,9000 ,0302 ,7589 .6399
.9489 .1106 ,7?78 .6097 ,9983 .1121 ,7781 ,6092
COl ,00836 CDCOR1 ,00829
C02 ,00833 COCOR2 .00817
C03 .00830 CDCOR3 .00818
C04 ,00752 COCOR4 .00793
C05 .00675 CDCOR5 .00670
SPAN_ISE
_lC _lC CP P*L/PT NLgC
• 1505 -.5000 *.6912 .6008 .0849
.1505 -.3333 -.7625 .5828 .9134
,1505 -.1667 -,7659 .5820 ,9142
,1505 0,0000 -.7682 ,5799 .9175
.1505 ,1667 -,7634 ,5840 .909R
,1505 ,3333 -.7660 .5817 .9146
.1505 .9000 -.7690 .5812 .9155
,4995 -._000 -.3403 .6759 .7691
,4095 -.3333 -.3485 .6739 .7721
.9905 -.1667 -.3486 ,6745 *7712
.499S 0*0000 -.3572 .6739 *7730
,4993 .1667 -.3_29 .6731 ,7734
.9995 ,3333 -,3516 ,6732 .7732
,9995 .5000 -,3202 ,6809 .7615
,7999 -.5000 -.0810 .7335 ,6601
,7999 -.3333 -.0836 .7332 ,680%
.7999 -.1667 -,0796 .7350 ,6777
• 799% 0.0000 -.0744 *7365 ,6783
.799_ .1667 -.0752 .7348 .6780
• 7999 ,3333 -.0791 ,7353 .6771
,7999 .5000 -.0785 .7352 .6773
TEST 119 PT 28,1783 PSI
RUN 48 TT 209.07_4 K




X/C CP P_LIPT IL_C XIC
0.0000 ,7039 .9504 ,3224 0,0000
.0135 -i,0084 ,9293 ,9981 ,0122
.0271 -1,2696 .4721 1,0933 .0251
• 0315 -1_%001 ,%%33 1,1%37 ,0510







• ?734 ,9253 ,3346
• %870 .0610 ,4693
• 2100 ,8009 ,57?5
• 0060 ,7712 *6202
,101Z -1,4535 ,4277 1.1717
• 1503 -,9_81 ,5373 ,_852
,1994 -.918_ ,9%79 ,9681
• 2501 -,7_35 ,5?98 ,_)139
.2999 -,?056 *S952 ._935
•3499 --.6182 .b132 ,8695
,3994 -.5467 .6_87 .$416
• %496 -,4771 .6%46 ,8172
.4997 -,4191 .6386 .7956
,_492 -.3531 ,6753 .7701
,$994 -.3017 ,&862 .7533
• 6499 -.2521 .6963 ,?377
,6996 -,2023 ,?064 ,7220
,?%69 -,1477 .7_85 ,7033
• 8003 -*0_39 .?314 ,6817
• _500 -.0335 ,7%45 ,662_
.8993 ,0340 ,7600 .6382
,9489 .I008 .7773 .6104
.1000 -,0011 ,751g ,6511
,1904 -.1017 .7302 ,6851
.2004 -,1513 ,7189 ,7027
,1501 -.16?Z ,7154 ,7082
.3002 -,1689 ,714_ ,7000
,3507 *.1724 .7130 ,7120
.4000 -.1634 ,7146 ,7095
.%903 -,1%74 ,7184 .7039
,5000 -.1410 .7207 ,6999
,5506 -,1240 ,7261 ,691S
.5997 -.1036 ,7302 .6851
,6502 **0969 ,7310 ,6839
.7003 -,0668 .73b? *6799
,7497 --*03¢7 .7427 .6656
,7998 *.0093 .7511 *6523
,8903 .0142 ,7851 .6460
.9000 ,0366 .7606 ,6373
,9483 .1099 .77?3 ,6104
CO1 ,00902 CDCOR1 .00889
C02 ,00894 COCOR2 .00875
C03 ,00872 CDCOR3 ,00859
C0_ ,O081Z CDCOR4 ,00002
CD5 ,00699 CDCOR5 *00696
SPAN_ISE
XlC _/_ CP F_L/PT NIDC
.1505 *.9000 -,9109 .5%76 .9685
.L505 -.3333 -*9504 .9%06 ,9790
,1509 -,1667 -*9355 *5%33 .9754
,1505 0.0000 -.9681 .93?3 ,9852
,1905 .1667 -,9910 .5427 .9?64
.1909 *3333 -,9380 .5434 .9753
.1905 *9000 -*9306 *54%4 .973?
,%999 -.5000 -,4067 .6616 .7910
,%995 -*3333 -,411% .6608 ,7923
.%999 -.1667 -,%123 .6609 .7927
*%999 0,0000 -.4191 .6306 *7956
,%995 .1667 -,9177 ,6592 ,7948
.%995 .3333 -,4142 .6602 .7932
.4995 *5000 -*3026 .6672 .7825
*7999 -.9000 -.1042 .728R .6873
,7994 -.3333 -.1026 .7299 .6064
,7994 -*1667 -,0949 .7313 .6839
*7994 0,0000 -.0939 *7324 ,6017
,7994 *1667 -,0895 .7321 ,6822
,799% .3333 -,0906 *7321 ,6823
.7999 ,9000 -.0q45 .7314 ,6033











XlC CP P,LIPT HLOC
0.0000 .6499 .8969 .3970
,0135 -1.2430 ,4760 1,0867
.0271 -1.5100 ,4137 1,1974
• 0515 -1.6444 .3828 1.2563
._763 -1,7165 .3675 1.2867
.1012 -1.7326 .3641 1,2Q35
.1503 -1.7215 .3666 1._884
.1994 -.9155 ,5462 .q70q
.2501 -,7643 ,5817 ,9146
,Z999 -,7128 .5915 .9992
• 3499 -.6325 .6077 ,8740
.3994 -.5684 ,6229 .8505
• 4496 -.5004 ,6_02 .d240
.4097 -.4358 .6538 .q031
• 5492 -.3669 .6684 .7806
,5994 -.3152 ,680d .7615
• 6495 -,2617 .6q20 .7443
.6996 -.2096 .7035 .7266
.7_89 -.1546 ,?174 .7051
.8003 -.0956 .7284 .6879
.9500 -.0_47 .743_ .6639
.8993 .0360 .759_ .6391





XlC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 .6499 .8969 .3970
,0122 .8682 .9462 *2521
.0251 .6042 *0867 .4177
,0510 .3239 .eZ37 .5333
.0755 ,1927 ,7946 .5822
.I000 .0999 .7739 .6159
• 1504 -.0156 .7481 .6570
.2004 -.0768 .7344 .678_
• 2501 -.1014 .7296 .6861
.3002 -.1112 ,7263 .6913
.3507 -,1192 .T232 .6961
.4000 -,llFO ,7240 .6948
.4503 -.1086 .7277 .6891
.5000 -.1043 .7280 .68R6
.5506 -.0911 .7302 .6852
.5997 -.0768 .7342 .6789
.6502 -*0732 .7343 .67R7
.7003 -.0475 .7309 .6700
.7497 -.0254 .7462 .6600
.7998 *0031 .7506 .6530
.8503 .0222 .7565 .6438
.9000 .0403 .7604 .6376
.9483 .1065 ,7763 .6121
C01 ,0121! CDCORI .011e6
COZ .01192 CDCOR2 .01164
CO3 ,01156 CDCOR3 .0113]
CO4 .01043 CDCOR4 ,010Zq
CO5 .00832 COCDR5 .0082S
5PANWZSE
X/C YIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -1,1136 ,5015 1,0437
,1505 -,3333 -1,6071 ,3940 1,2345
• 1505 -.1667 -1.6997 .3738 1._740
,1505 0.0000 -1.7215 .3666 1.Ze_4
• 1505 .1667 -1.5963 .3933 1,2358
.1505 .3333 -1.7577 .3604 1.3009
,1505 ,5000 -1.6361 .3879 1,2462
.4995 -,5000 -.4135 .6596 .?940
.4995 -.3333 -.43_6 ,6542 .8024
.4995 *.1667 -.4339 .6539 ,8029
.4995 0.0000 -.4358 .6538 .8031
.4995 .166T -.4402 .6537 .8032
.4995 .3333 -.4326 .6_47 .0017
,4995 ,5000 -,4002 ,6615 ,7913
.7994 -.SO00 -.1201 .7240 .69_S
.7994 -.3333 -.1092 .7265 .6909
,7994 -.1667 -.1027 .7292 .6867
.7994 0.0000 -.0956 .7284 .6S79
.7994 ,1667 -*0938 .7299 .6856
.7994 ,3333 -.0906 .7307 .6844





xIC CP PeLIPT ILOC
0.0000 .5138 ,8651 .45Q4
• 0135 -1,4450 .42_4 1.1813
.0271 -1.66;6 .3709 1.2798
._515 -I._354 .3367 1.3505
.0763 -1,8844 .3222 1.3_22
• 1012 -1.9029 .3162 1.3Q56
.1503 -1.9277 .3125 1.4041
• 1994 -1.9318 .3162 1.3955
.2501 -1.0286 .5164 1.01Q1
.2999 -.6_61 .5956 ._929
.3499 -.5780 .61_1 .8579
• 3994 -.5359 .6261 ._457
.4496 -.4816 .6386 .8263
.4997 -.4386 .6497 .8093
,5492 -.3795 .66_9 .7844
.5994 -.3214 .6754 ,7699
• 6495 -.27_3 .6_73 ,7516
.6996 -._195 .7005 ,7311
.7489 -.1635 .7124 .7128
.8003 -.1054 .7_47 .6937
.8500 -.0422 .7387 .6719
.8993 .0_18 ,7560 .6446
.9489 ,0_87 .7710 .6206
PT 27.9733 PSI CN .6908
TT 209.3564 K CH ,0168




XlC CP PeLIPT NL_C
0.0000 ,5138 ._651 .45_4
• 0122 ,9382 .9607 ,23_8
• 0251 .6922 .9047 .3806
• 0510 .4134 .842R .4999
.0755 .2773 ,8111 ,5547
.I000 .1823 .7090 ,5914
.1504 .0615 .7623 .6345
.2004 -.0086 .7484 ,6566
.2501 -.0402 .7397 .6703
.3002 -.0566 .7372 .67_1
• 3_07 -.0727 .7323 .681_
.4000 -.0792 .7297 ,6860
• 4503 -.0701 .7319 .6825
.5000 -.0763 ,7316 .6830
.5506 -,0695 .7354 .6770
• 5997 -.0565 .7354 .6771
.6502 -.0555 .7366 ,67_2
.7003 -.0336 .7424 .6661
.7497 -.0152 ,7450 .6605
.7_98 .0092 .7506 .6531
,8503 .0270 .7543 ,6472
.9000 ,0367 .7593 .6393
.9483 ,i062 .772? .6179
C01 .02133 COCOR1 .02090
CO2 .02080 CDCOR2 .02035
C03 ,02011 COCOR3 .01972
C04 ,01761 COCOR4 ,0173_
C05 .01305 COCOR5 .O130S
SPANWISE
XlC YIC CP PeLtPT MLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.7491 .3548 1.3124
.1505 -.3333 -1,9181 .5168 1,3943
,1505 -,1667 -1,9409 ,3124 1,4042
,1505 0,0000 -1.9277 ,3125 1,4041
.1505 .1667 -1.7683 ,3505 1.3214
.1505 .3333 -1.9464 .3104 1.408?
• 1505 .5000 -1.9362 .3135 1.4018
.4995 -,5000 -.4605 ,6449 .B167
.4995 -.3333 -.4479 .6483 .8114
.4905 -.1667 -.4335 .6505 *|08[
.4995 0.0000 -,4386 ,6497 .8093
.4995 .1667 -,3019 .6626 .7895
.4995 .3333 -.4340 .6515 .0066
.4995 .5000 -.4019 .6576 .?971
.7994 -.5000 -.1437 .?159 .?073
.7994 -.3333 -.1253 .?202 ,TOOT
,7994 ",1667 -,1079 ,7249 ,6934
.7994 0.0000 -.1054 .7247 .6937
.7994 .1667 -,1012 ,7256 ,6924
.T994 .3333 -.0980 ,7264 ,6910





XlC CV P;L/PT dL_C
0.0000 ,3560 .8319 .5191
• 0135 -1.6_02 .3776 1.2665
.0271 -I.0744 .3324 1.3598
• 0515 -Z_0099 .301? 1.428_
• 07b3 -Z*0731 .2905 1.4555
.I012 -2.0950 .2852 1.4683
• 1503 -2.0902 .2819 1.4763
.1994 -2.0803 .2901 1.4565
• 2501 -1.3053 .4569 1.1197
• 2g99 -._498 .5407 .9796
.3499 -.6554 .6030 .8814
• 3994 -.5226 .6353 ,8314
.4496 -.4737 .6457 ._154
.4997 -.4310 .6571 .7990
.5492 -.t749 ,6684 .7806
• 5994 -.3255 *6800 .762_
.6495 -.2_01 .6907 .7464
.6996 -.2244 .7016 .7295
.7469 -.1700 .7152 .70_4
.8003 -,111_ ,7204 .6800
.RSO0 -.0541 .7405 .6691
.8993 .0140 .7563 .6440
.9489 ,0789 .7702 .6218
PT 20.1664 PSI CN .7092
Tr _00.5766 K CM .020_




X/C CP P_L/PT qL_C
0,0000 .3560 ,8319 .5191
,0122 .9091 ,9730 ,1980
.0_51 *7649 .922? ,3407
.0510 ._952 *8623 .4647
• 0756 .3532 .8313 .5_03
• 1000 .2543 .8091 ,5581
,1504 .1243 .7786 .6083
• 2004 ,0467 .7634 .6328
.2501 .000_ .7521 *6507
• 3002 -,0157 *7490 .655?
.3_07 -.0366 .?420 .6667
• 4000 -.0466 ,7416 ,6673
.4503 -.0473 .74li .66_1
.5000 -*0503 .7418 .6670
• 5506 -.0505 ,7408 .6685
• 599? -.0391 .7439 .6637
• 6502 -,0452 .7429 .6652
• 7003 -.02?3 ,745? .6609
.7497 -.0105 *750? .6_29
• 7998 ,0124 ,7560 .6445
• 8_03 .0180 .7565 *643?
.9000 ,0279 .7594 ,6391
.9483 ,0861 ,7718 ,6193
121
C01 ,03246 C0¢0R1 .03201
C02 .03275 CDCOR2 ,03218
C03 ,0k147 COCOR3 ,04100
C04 .02638 CDCOR4 ,02604
C05 .02015 COCOR5 .02000
SPANW_SE
X/C _/C C _ P_L/PT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1,9477 .3180 1.3915
,1505 -,3333 -2,082? ,2855 1,4675
,1505 -.1667 -2.1042 .2830 1,4735
.1505 0.0000 -2.0902 .2819 1.4763
.1505 ,1667 -1,9865 .3094 1,4111
• 1505 *3333 -2,1167 ,2?79 1.4862
,1505 .5000 -2.1373 ,2757 1,4918
.4995 -.5000 -.4?5? ,6456 .8156
.4995 -,3333 -.4506 ,6492 ,8100
,4995 -.1667 -,4362 ,6557 .800[
,4995 0.0000 -.4310 ,6571 .7980
.4995 .L667 -.4293 .6560 .799?
.4995 ,3333 -.4309 ,6554 ,0005
.4995 ,$000 -.406X ,6624 .7897
.7994 -.5000 -*[859 ,7094 .7175
.7994 -.3333 -,147g .7|q0 *?026
,7994 -,1667 -,1_22 *?229 ,6965
.7994 0.0000 -,1119 ,?2_4 ,6_0
,7994 .1667 -,1040 *7277 *6890
• 7994 .3333 -.1052 .7285 .6S?e













_IC CP P,L/PT HLOC
0,0000 ,2571 .8084 ,5503
.0135 -1,7_71 .3527 1.3169
.0271 -1,0812 ,3059 1,4191
.0515 -2.0995 .2791 i._833
,0?63 -2.1695 .7678 1,5118
.1012 -7.1074 .2630 1.52;3
.1503 -2,1430 ,2715 1.5024
,1094 -1,5437 ,_067 1,2113
,2501 -1.6062 ,4356 1.1576
.2999 -1.27a3 .4652 1.1052
.349_ -.0537 .5371 ,9854
.3994 -.6457 ,60d2 ,8734
,4496 -,5212 ,6322 .8363
.6997 -,4170 .6601 .7933
,5492 -.3618 .6701 .7750
.5094 -.3130 .67_q .7644
.6495 -,2682 .6894 .7484
.6996 -.2276 .7016 .7296
.7489 -.177_ .71_9 .7151
.B003 -,1235 ,7237 ,6953
.8500 -.0_97 .7347 .6761
.8993 -.0085 .7504 .6535
.9689 .0403 .7579 ,6416
LO_ER 5URFkCE
X/C CP P,LIPT HLOC
0.0000 .2371 .8084 .5593
,OIZZ I*022B ,9804 .1681
• 0251 .8117 .0328 .3166
.0510 .5460 ,6731 .4443
.0755 .4040 ,84_ .5005
.1000 .3088 .8708 .5387
.1504 .1680 .7889 .5916
.2004 .0805 .7716 .61_7
.250_ .0477 .7603 ,6376
• 3002 .0103 .7537 .6483
.3507 -.0144 .7477 .6577
• 4000 -.0280 .7460 .6604
.6503 -.0336 .7470 ,6667
• 5000 -.0399 .7441 .6634
.5506 -.0451 .7410 .6682
• 5097 -.0390 .7407 .6688
.6502 -*0477 .7390 .6714
.7003 -.0351 ,7435 ,6643
.7497 -.0275 .7445 .6627
.7990 -.0090 .7493 ,655E
• 6503 -.0070 .7488 .6560
.9000 -.0045 .7513 .6520
.9483 .0630 .7585 *6406
CO1 ,0496Z CDCDR1 .0490|
C02 ,04441 COCOR2 .04379
C03 ,05455 COCOR3 ,05394
C04 .03905 CDCOfl4 .03868
C05 .03018 C_OR5 ,02975
5P&MVISE
XIC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
.1505 -,5000 -2.0240 ,2892 1,4585
.1505 -,3333 -2.1128 .7741 1,49_9
• 1505 -.1667 -Z,1706 .Z601 ,.5320
• 1505 0.0000 -Z.1430 .27L5 1.5024
.1505 .1667 --Z.03A7 .2860 1.4640
,1505 ,3333 -Z.1980 .Z549 1.5498
• 1505 ,5000 -Z.Z167 .Z517 1.5542
,6995 -,$000 ",4970 .6364 ,8298
.4995 -.3333 -.4644 .6451 .8165
,4995 -.1667 -.4407 ,6473 .8130
.4995 0.0000 -.4170 .6601 .793_
,4995 .1667 -.463q .6473 .8150
.4995 .3333 -.4498 .6484 ,8114
,6005 ,5000 -.4962 ,6368 .8702
• 7994 -.5000 -.7660 .6894 .7483
,7094 -.3333 -.15_6 .71_4 .708L
.7994 -.1667 -,1443 ,7192 .7073
.7946 0,0000 -,1235 ,7237 *6953
• 7994 .1667 -.1176 .7229 .6965
,7994 .3333 -.1124 ,7245 .6940
,7994 ,5000 -,1540 .71TO ,7057
TEST 119 Pr 28.0747 PST CN .8648
RJN 48 TT 70_.6480 K CM .Ol?fi
POZNT 11 RC 5.7065 MILLION CC -.0514
HAC4 .6519
ALPHA _.03P3 OEG
JPPEP SUPFACE LOgER SURFACE
X/C CP P,LIPT HL_C XlC CP PeLIPT NLqC
0.0000 .1523 .7859 .5065 0.0000 .L5_3 *7850 *5_65
,0135 -1.8086 .3256 1.3748 .0172 1.0420 .9866 .1491
.0271 -2.0702 .7865 1.6651 .0251 ,8559 .9430 .2904
.0515 -7.1872 ,25_1 1,5345 .0510 .5910 *8631 ,4248
.0763 -2.2460 ,2509 1.5568 .0755 .4579 ,8533 .4817
.1017 -2.2S07 .Z475 1.5557 ,1000 .3522 .63_Z .5775
• 1503 -2,07k5 ,2877 I*_672 .1504 .2072 *7980 .5767
.1994 -1.567Q .3989 1.2253 .2004 .1140 ,7758 .6129
• 2501 -1.4591 .4252 1.1763 .7501 .0647 .7660 .6766
.2999 -1,1992 .4831 1.0746 .3002 .0358 ,7595 ,63_1
.3499 -.9408 .5368 ._859 .3507 -.0022 .7486 ,6563
.39¢4 -,67_5 .60L3 .8841 .4000 -.0197 .7476 ,65R2
.449_ -.5460 .6288 .3415 .4503 -.0743 .7456 .6600
.4997 -.4669 .6447 .8_70 .5000 --.0429 .740_ .6696
.5492 -._031 .86_8 .7892 .5506 -.0459 .7474 .6660
.599_ -.3580 .6712 .77_3 ,59_7 -.04B7 .7605 .6691
.6495 -,3133 .6_30 .75_2 .6502 -.061_ .7386 ,6710
• 6qqb -.2_zq .6033 .7424 .7003 -.0515 .740_ .6695
.7489 -.7113 .7074 .72_3 .7407 -.0415 .7406 .6680
.8003 -.1662 .71_0 .7103 ,799_ -.0306 ,?440 .6636
.8500 -.1197 ,7232 ,6961 .8503 *.0405 .7400 .6684
.8993 -.0573 .73_9 .6700 .9000 -.0430 .7431 .6650
,9489 --.0157 .7_62 ._600 .g48_ -.00_7 ,7600 .65_6
C01 ,06710 C0¢081 .06155
C02 .05471 COCORZ ,0540_
C03 .04146 COCOR3 ,04096
CD4 .06871 CDCOR4 ,04830
CO5 ,04011 CDCOR5 .03991
5Pa_glSS
XIC YIC CP P_LIPT HLO¢
*1505 -,5000 -Z,0856 *20Z3 1.4754
.1505 -,3333 -2.16_6 ,26_2 1*5155
.1505 -*1667 -Z.7473 .2501 1.5587
,1505 0.0000 -Z.0745 .2677 1.4622
,1505 ,1667 -Z*1193 .Z747 1.4942
.1505 .3333 -Z.2343 .Z496 1.SSq_
,1505 .5000 -7.1110 .2806 1.4797
.4995 -.5000 -.5256 .6335 ,8343
.49Q5 -,3333 -.4822 ,639Z .82_4
*4995 -.1667 -.483q .6437 .8186
.4995 0.0000 -.4669 .6447 .6170
.4995 .1667 --.4835 .64Z9 .8|98
.4995 ,3333 -,5033 ,6345 .8327
.4995 .5000 -,5679 .6249 .8475
,7994 -.5000 -.31Zq ,6797 ,7632
*7996 -,3333 -,2Z38 .6980 ,7337
.799_ -.1607 -.1_08 .7095 .716_
,?qQ4 0,0000 -,1642 ,7140 ,7103
.7996 *1667 -,1597 .7142 .7101
.7994 .3333 -,1913 .7062 .7ZZ3
.7994 .5000 -,Z724 -,6893 .7465
TEST 119 PT Z8,1_17 PSI CN .8000
RUN 48 TT ?OQ.bem9 K CH .0158
_OI_l 17 RC 5.6963 MILLION CC -.0535
HACH ,6467
ALP_ 10.0008 DEG
UPP[_ SURFACE LO_ER sURFACE
XlC CP P, LIPT _LO_ X/C CP P_LIPT
0.0000 ,0408 ,7678 ,6338 0*0000 .0408 .7628
*0135 -Z.0018 .3101 1.4093 .0122 1.0639 .0900
,0271 -2,1846 .2696 1.5066 .OZSL ._866 ,q50T
.0515 -2.2873 .2426 1.5793 .0510 *6360 *8043
.0763 -2,3?96 .2318 1,6103 *0755 ,4909 ,8617
.1012 -2.3470 ._30_ 1.6127 .1000 .3901 *83_q
,1503 -2.2790 ,24Z8 1,5790 .1504 *7365 ,8048
.lg96 *1*619_ .3_45 1.7336 .2004 .1680 .7_66
.2501 -1,_736 .4737 1,0905 ,2501 ,0008 .7757
_c/9_ -._7760 .5376 ,9846 .3002 *0544 *7658
,3499 -.7779 ,5802 ,9170 .3507 .0185 ,7573
,3994 -,8?43 .b054 *_776 ,4000 -,0089 ,7527
,4496 -,5798 ,6267 .844? *4503 -.0703 .?504
,4887 -.5061 ,6440 ,818L .5000 -.0310 ,7487
,5482 -,4461 .6571 ,7080 *5508 -,0477 *7467
,5994 -.6004 ,6651 ,7857 .5897 *.0481 *7430
,6_05 -.3579 ,6753 ,7700 .bSOZ -.0719 .?3_6
.6996 -.3051 .6B69 ,7522 ,7003 -.0613 ,7408
.7489 -'7611 .6958 .7384 .7497 --*0626 .7390
._003 -._061 .70_6 .7172 .79q8 --*0467 *745£
,8500 -.161_ ,7175 .7049 ,8503 **0600 ,?400
.B_93 -.1104 .?303 .6850 .9000 -.0804 ,7360
























C01 ,06901 COCOR1 .06830
C02 .068ZZ CDCOR2 .06743
CO3 .04019 COC083 ,03963
CO4 ,05017 CDCOR4 .05076
C05 .057_0 CDCOR5 .05253
5P&N_ISE
X/C Y/C CP m,L/PT HLOC
• 1505 -*5000 -1.8776 *3377 3*3485
.1505 -,3333 -1,8732 .3417 1,3400
.1505 -.1667 -Z*1648 *2740 1.4030
.1505 0.0000 -7,2?90 *2428 1,5790
,1505 ,1667 -Z,1365 ,2802 1,4805
• 1505 .3333 -7.1079 ,2910 1.4543
,1505 ,5000 -1,7292 .3714 1,278_
.699S -,5000 *.56Z0 .6Zq_ ,63gg
• 498_ -,3333 -,5030 ,6445 *g173
.49Q5 -*1667 -.5050 *6426 *8203
.4995 0.0000 -.506Z ,6440 .8181
,6995 .1667 -,5213 .6389 .8260
• 6895 ,3333 -,5647 ,6300 .0383
.4995 .5000 -.6061 ,6207 ,8542
.7904 -.5000 -*3565 *6754 *7699
.7996 -,3333 -,7693 ,6942 .7409
.7994 -,[667 -.7204 *7057 .7232
.7894 0.0000 --.2081 *7096 ,7172
,7994 .1667 -,2270 .7040 .72_7
,T894 ,3333 -,Z799 *6010 ,7445











Xl_ CP P.L/aT qL_C
0.0003 -.0263 .7455 .6610
,0135 -2,0592 ,2887 1,_597
.0271 -Z,Zb3Z .Z484 1,56R8
• 0515 -Z,3_31 .Z273 1.623Z
• 0763 -2.2734 .Z3fl? 1.5905
• 1012 -Z.Zel5 .Z383 1°591_
,1503 -1,7701 .3537 1,3147
.1994 -1.3136 .4594 1,1152
.ZSO1 -1.0077 .5037 1.0400
.299_ -*_764 .5335 ._913
• 3_99 -.87q3 *5547 ,'q573
• 3994 -.7_64 .5712 *q31Z
.4496 -,7139 .5925 ._978
• &997 -.6364 .6004 *BTIA
.549Z -.5656 ,6ZZ4 .8513
• 5q04 -.5Z04 *6316 .837Z
.6495 -.4707 .6473 *_130
.6996 -.4184 .6583 .7962
,7489 -.3819 .6635 .7881
• 8003 -.3386 .6765 .7681
• _500 -.2839 ,b876 .7512
• Rgg3 -.257g *bq53 .7393





XIC CP P_LIPT qLnC
O.OOQO -.0Z63 .7456 .6610
• 0122 1,0727 .9914 .1111
• OZSI .q201 .q575 .Z407
• 0_i0 .679q .90_0 .3822
.0755 .5Z49 .B681 .4538
.1000 *_175 .8443 ,Aq74
• 1506 .2679 .810e .5552
.ZOO4 .1764 .7917 ,SBbq
• ZSOl ,1107 .7752 .6139
.3002 .07A7 .76R4 .6247
.3507 *0371 .7597 .6386
.4000 .0043 .?Sll .65_3
.4503 -.O09B .7498 .6544
.5000 -*0350 .7439 .6637
.5506 -.049_ .7386 .6?ZO
• 5997 -.060q .7353 .6772
.650Z -.0854 .7333 .6B04
.7003 -,0787 .7342 .6759
.7407 -*Oq41 .7Z83 .6S80
.7gg8 -.087l .7327 .6813
.8503 -*1084 .7269 .690A
,qo00 -.1527 .7187 .7030
.9483 -.1332 ,7235 .6q56
COl .IOIZ3 COCOR1 .I0013
CO_ .10346 COCOR2 .10Z45
C03 .05S_5 CDCOR3 .0S751
CD4 .I1079 C DCORA *10969
C05 .09463 CDCOR5 .0936t
SRA_WTSE
XlC Yl_ CP P,LIPT mLOC
.1505 -.5000 -l. Aq32 .416q 1.1916
.1505 -.3333 -1.4356 .4330 1.1620
• 150S -*1667 -1*4423 .4Z72 1,17_6
.1505 0.0000 -1.7701 .3537 1.3147
• 1505 .1667 -1,7462 0360Z 1.3014
.1505 .3333 -1.6242 .3_10 1.Z403
• 1505 .5000 -1.4745 .41qq 1.1SS9
.4995 -.5000 -.646_ .6055 ,8774
.A995 -.3333 -.7178 .592_ .SqR3
• 4995 -.1667 -.7069 .5943 .8q69
.4995 0.0000 -,636A ,6094 .§714
.49q_ .1667 -.6178 .6119 .8676
• 4995 .3333 -.6725 .60Z3 .e825
• _gq_ .5000 -.6197 .6137 .8647
,7994 -.5000 -.3302 .6779 .7660
,7994 -.3333 -.3347 .6780 .7659
.7qq4 -.1667 -.339_ .6752 .7701
.7994 0.0000 -.3386 .6765 .7681
.7994 .1667 -.3309 .677B .766Z
,7994 ,3333 -.3_85 .6794 .7637




iTABLE XXI. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.65














Xl_ *P PsLIPT _LOC
0.0000 1,1088 ,9996 ,0236
• 0135 .0901 .7723 ,618B
• 0271 -,178§ .7120 .7137
• 0515 -,354q .6714 .7763
• 0763 -.4628 .648e *di09
• 1011 -,499_ *6417 ,a218
• 1503 -.5011 .6406 ,8137
.1996 -,505e .b404 ,$240
,1501 -.4620 ,6495 ,8099
• Z99@ -,4357 ,6566 ,7qqO
,3499 -*3QI? ,6645 ,7869
• 3994 -.3570 ,6715 .7762
• 4496 -.3161 .6816 .7605
.4907 -.2q43 ,6_86 ,7400
,5491 -*2384 ,6983 ,7349
.5994 -.Z07L .7046 .72_8
.6495 -,1747 .7133 .7117
.6996 -.1400 .7207 *7001
.7489 -*1005 ,7303 *6853
• 8003 -*0579 .730_ *6703
.8500 -,0112 .7499 .6_44
• 8993 .0454 .762T .6341
.0489 .1109 .7773 .6106
LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP P_LIPT _LOC
0,0000 1,lOBe .9996 ,0236
,0122 .0024 .7728 .6180
*0251 -,_041 .7063 .7Z26
,0510 -,4202 ,6567 .7_80
,0755 -,4877 .6433 *8105
,I000 -,5312 ,6346 ,8329
.1504 -*_517 ,6Zq_ .8411
,2004 -.5323 *6345 .8_30
,2501 -,4889 ,6435 ,8191
,3002 -.4470 ,6541 ,8020
*3507 -,_OBO ,6608 .702_
*6000 -.3703 ,66fl7 .7605
.4503 -.3256 ,6795 .7638
*5000 -.2954 *6860 *753E
,5506 -,2bb4 ,6043 .7411
.5q97 -.2184 .70Z3 ,TZ_7
.6_02 -*1946 ,7088 .7186
.7003 -.1'6l *7104 *7023
.74_7 -.1047 ,7204 .6_67
.7998 -*055§ .7404 .66q5
*8503 -,0158 .7480 ,6560
,go00 *0132 ,757T .6420
.0483 *L142 .7781 .6094
CO1 .00006 C0¢001 .00702
C02 .00793 CDCOR2 .00779
C03 *00790 C0¢0R3 .00?77
C04 ,00702 CDCOR4 ,00772
C05 ,00705 COCOR5 *O06qT
SPAHW[SE
XlC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
*1505 -,5000 -,4510 ,6511 ,$074
.1505 -.3333 -,4911 .6427 .0204
,1505 -*1667 -,5081 ,6304 .1255
*1505 O.O000 -,_01| .6406 .S237
,1505 ,1667 -,_070 .6386 .8266
,150_ .3333 *.5060 .6394 00255
,1505 .5000 -.4744 .6469 .8140
.4995 -._000 -.2709 .6922 .7443
.4905 -,3333 -,2794 .688_ ,7504
.4905 -.1667 -.2703 ,6891 .7401
,4995 0.0000 -.2843 .6886 .7490
,400_ *lbbT -*2804 .6901 *7476
.4995 ,3333 -.2790 ,6881 ,7506
,4995 ,5000 -.2477 ,6959 ,73E5
,7996 -.5000 "*0634 ,73T6 *6739
.7996 -,3333 -.0645 ,7307 ,6721
.7994 -.1667 -.0591 .7394 *67|0
.Tgq4 0,0000 -,0579 ,739_ ,6703
,7994 ,1667 -,0531 .7399 .6703
.7904 ,3333 -.0524 _7414 *6679













XlC CP PeLtPT _LOC
0,0000 *80%4 ,93_ *_182
*0135 ,7631 ,9231 *3396
,3Z71 .489_ .8621 .4652
,0515 ,2610 ._122 ,5530
,0763 ,1032 .7763 ,6123
,1012 ,0219 ,7579 ,6418
,1503 -,0627 ,73g2 ,6713
.199* -*1289 ,72_2 ,6_47
,2501 -,1429 ,7217 ,6966
,2q99 -,I602 ,7175 ,7051
,3499 -.1555 ,7188 .7031
,3094 -,1514 ,7200 ,7013
.4496 -,1'00 .7229 .6q68
.4997 -,1313 ,7257 ,6923
,5492 -,1050 .7302 ,6855
,5994 -,0_33 ,73_3 ,6_21
.6495 -,0822 .7359 .676_
.6996 -,0612 .73_7 ,6721
.7489 -,0387 .7445 .6628
.8003 -,O1OO .7507 .6532
,_00 ,0189 ,7570 ,6432
*_9g_ *0604 .7666 .627_
.9489 .I043 .7759 ,6130
LO#ER SURFACF
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 ._044 .¢322 ,3182
• 0122 *1.0010 ._310 .9941
,0251 -1,2664 ,4714 1,0_49
• 0510 -1,4665 .4793 1,16_2
.0v55 -1,5063 ,41_6 1,1846
.I000 -1.5276 .4131 1.lgO0
,1504 -I*2024 ,4857 1,070_
,2004 -.89_6 .5527 ,960_
,2501 -.7985 .5761 .0_38
.3002 -,7015 ,5071 .840_
,3507 -,6114 ,6153 . .06_7
,4000 -,5472 ,6321 ,8366
• 4503 -._767 ,6482 ,8118
,5000 -,4237 ,6611 ,79_1
,5506 -,361_ ,6731 ,7736
,5997 -.3070 .684_ .7557
.6502 -,2605 .6944 ,7408
,7003 -,2045 ,7067 .7_1_
.7497 -.1511 .7196 .7019
,7098 -,0876 ,7334 .6803
.8503 -*0362 .74,7 ,6626
.9000 .0187 *7574 ,6426
,94_3 .1120 .??76 .6102
C01 ,00939 COCORI *00922
C02 ,00918 COCORZ ,00809
C03 ,03020 COCOR3. ,00905
C04 ,00879 CDCOR4 .00869
C05 .03754 C0C085 .00746
SPAN¥ISE
XlC Y/C CP PeLIPT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -,0462 ,7428 ,6657
.1505 -,3333 -.0638 .7382 .6720
,I_05 -,1667 -,0701 .736_ ,6751
,1505 0,0000 -.0627 .7392 ,6713
• 1505 *1667 -.0706 .7374 .6742
.1505 .3333 -.0698 .7368 .6750
,1505 ,5000 -.0475 ,?418 .6672
.4095 --.5000 -.1252 *7_0 *6_36
.4995 -.3333 -,1270 .7241 .6949
.4995 -.1667 -,1266 .7249 .6037
• 4qg5 0,0000 -,1313 .7_57 .6923
,49_5 *1667 -.1271 .7245 .6942
,4995 ,3333 -,I139 .7248 ,6939
.4995 .5000 -.LOBI .7290 .6873
• 7094 -*_000 -.0224 .7472 *6586
.7094 -,3333 -.0199 .74?0 *6590
.7994 -.1667 -.0133 .7486 ,6565
,7994 0,0000 -,0100 ,?SO? ,b_32
.7004 .1667 -,0061 ,7500 .6529
.7994 .3333 -.0031 .7507 ,6531





XlC CP P_LtPT MLOC
0,0000 1,0357 .qB3T .1532
,0135 ,4RII ,8507 ,4695
,0271 ,1956 .7g55 ,5809
.0515 -,015q .7476 ,6581
*0763 -_1575 ,7154 ,7085
.1012 -,2221 ,7004 ,7317
,1503 -,2705 ,6016 .7453
,1q04 -,3115 ,6812 ,7611
.2501 -.3015 ,6837 .7574
.2qqO -*2%65 ,6843 .7565
,34q@ -.2771 *6870 ,7510
,3994 -,2587 ,6912 .7458
.4496 -,232_ .69_2 ,7350
,4997 -,2110 ,7043 ,7256
,5492 -,1767 ,7109 ,7154
,5994 -,1510 .7158 .7070
.6405 -,1310 ,7202 .7010
.6996 -.101q ,7273 ,6899
.74_q -,0710 ,7364 ,6757
,8003 -*0338 .7437 .b643
,8500 .0026 .7518 ,6514
,8993 ,052_ ,7620 ,6338
.9489 ,1067 ,7747 .61'9
PT 30,8633 P3I CN -*245?
TT 160.3624 K CM -,0017
_ACq ,6523
ALP_k "$*qSTO OEG
X/C CP P_L/aT qLDC
0,0000 1,0357 .0817 .1532
.0122 -.4203 .6568 ,?488
.0251 -*69?6 ,5959 *8#27
• 0510 -._?38 *5554 .0564
,0755 -.8_66 ,5510 .06_3
.1000 -,8086 ,5484 *0676
,1504 -._24_ ,567P *q36@
•2004 -.7496 .5831 *_1_8
,2501 -,6640 *6025 .8824
,3002 -.5860 ,6104 ,8563
,3507 -,5271 ,6317 *8374
.4000 -*4694 .6437 ,8188
• 4503 -.4086 ,6586 .7050
,5000 -,3662 .6696 .7700
• 5506 -.3154 .6708 ,7634
,5_7 -,2652 .6003 .?472
,6502 -.2341 *6070 .7369
,7003 -,1763 .7106 ,7159
,7497 -.120_ .7234 ,6060
.?_90 -,0715 ,7352 .6776
.8503 -,0267 .?452 ,6618
.9000 ,0214 .75_q .6450
.0483 ,1126 ,7760 ,6128
ORIGINAL PAGE I_
OF POOR QUALITY 125
C01 ,00821 ¢000R1 ,00010
C02 ,00814 COCOR2 ,00801
C03 ,03806 COCOR3 .O07qS
C04 ,00792 C D¢OR4 .00784
COS .03714 COCORS .00707
SP4HWISE
xtC _/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -,2344 ,T018 .7205
,1505 -.3333 -.2652 .6942 .7412
• 1505 -,lb67 -.2769 *6886 .?499
,1505 0,0000 **2705 .6016 .7483
.1505 .1667 -.2?58 ,6026 .743?
• 1805 ,3333 -.2766 ,6917 ,7451
.1505 .5000 *.2486 .6940 ,7401
• 4995 -.5000 -.2002 .?046 .?252
• 4995 -,3333 -.2031 .7062 .?_17
.4905 -,1667 -.2034 .7054 .?_40
• 4995 0.0000 -,2110 .7043 ,7256
.4908 .1667 -,2058 .7033 .?2?2
• 4005 .3333 -.2022 .?064 .?224
,4995 ,5000 -,1785 ,7109 ,7153
.7004 -*SO00 -.0447 .7508 .6?04
.?qq4 -.3333 -.0443 .7410 *6605
.7904 -.1667 -.0379 .7413 .6601
.7994 0.0000 -,0338 .?43? ,6643
.7994 .1667 -.0314 .7428 .6657
• ?994 .3333 -,0305 ,7441 ,6636





XIC CP P,LIPT NLOC
0,0000 1.1088 .9995 .0268
,0135 ,0925 ,7710 ,6208
,0271 -.1793 .7095 ,7176
.0515 -,3547 .6739 ,7721
.0763 -.46§Z ,6495 .8100
• 1012 -.5002 ,6399 ,_246
.1503 -,50Z6 .6384 ,8269
,1994 -,5075 ,6384 *8170
• 2501 -.4603 ,6516 ,8066
.2999 -.43%8 .6543 .8026
,3499 -,3949 ,66Z2 ,7905
• 399% -.3568 .6722 .7751
.4496 -.3157 .6837 .7S73
,4997 -.?840 .68Q9 *7479
.5%92 -.2388 ,6985 .7345
• 5994 -.2034 ,7053 .7741
.6495 -,1750 .7135 ,7114
.6996 -,1373 ,7224 .6976
.7489 -.1014 .7304 .6850
.8003 -*0S57 .7404 .6694
• 8500 -.010| .7497 .6555
,8993 ,045@ .763Z .6334
.94|9 ,1001 .7780 .6096
PT 30.8623 PSI CN -*0176
TT 160.95P2 K CN *0010




XIC CP P,LIPT qLOC
0.0000 1.1088 .9995 .0268
*0172 ,0937 .7713 ,6104
.0251 -.2017 .7044 .7254
.0510 -,41BO ,6597 .7943
.0755 -,4859 ,6440 .8171
,1000 -,5305 ,6332 .8351
,1504 -,5512 .6276 .8437
.?004 -.5337 .6376 .8360
.2501 -.4871 .6457 ,8158
.3002 -.4459 ,6518 .8064
.3507 -.4107 ,6586 .7950
.4000 -,3690 ,6695 ,7793
.4503 -.3251 .6§16 .7606
.5000 -.2964 .6871 ,7521
,5506 -.2567 .6945 .7407
.5997 -,2150 ,7026 ,7_82
.6502 -,1957 .7089 .7186
.7003 -,1434 ,7710 .699?
.7497 -.1055 *7295 .6864
.799R -.0533 .7409 .66R6
.SS03 -.0157 .7481 ,6573
,9000 .0230 .7Sel ,64|4
.9403 .1113 ,7717 ,6065
C01 ,00801 C0C0R1 ,00791
C02 ,03795 C0COR2 ,00780
CO3 .00791 CDCDR3 ,00779
CD4 ,00777 COCDR4 *0076R
CD5 .00698 COCOR5 .00692
SPAHWZSE
XlC YIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -.4472 .6S47 .Bozo
,150§ -,3333 -.4909 .6435 .0192
.1505 -,1667 -.5092 .6306 .9266
• 1505 0.0000 -,5026 .6384 .8269
.1505 .1667 -.5028 .6423 .8110
.1SOb ,3333 -.5059 .6401 .8745
• 1505 *5000 -.4741 .6465 *0146
.4995 -,5000 -.2696 .69S1 .7396
.4995 -.3333 -,2748 .6939 .7417
,4995 -*1667 -,2776 ,6913 ,7457
.4995 0,0000 -.1840 .6899 .7479
,4995 .1667 -.2784 ,6932 ,7428
.4995 .3333 -.2762 *6936 ,7412
.4995 .5000 -,7466 ,69R2 .7350
,7994 -.5000 -.0643 .7395 .6709
,7994 -.3333 -*0641 ,7386 .6721
.7994 -.1667 -.0504 .7411 .6684
,7994 0.0000 -.05S7 .7404 ,6694
.7994 .1667 -.0537 .7418 .667Z
.7991 .3333 -,0524 .7412 .6682





_lC CP PeLIPr NL_C
0,0000 1.0399 ,9843 ,IS04
• 0135 -.4146 ,6577 .7974
• 0271 -.6580 .6043 .8797
,0515 -,7874 ,5737 .9275
.0763 -.8_05 .555_ .9558
• 1012 -.8499 ,5608 ,_479
• 1503 -.7674 ,5802 .9173
.1994 -.7760 .5875 .9059
• 2501 -.6375 .60_9 .d726
.2999 -.5020 .6193 ._564
.3499 -,5140 .6336 ,8344
.3994 -.4600 .6483 .8118
.4496 -.4021 .66|8 .7011
,4997 -,_587 .6712 .7765
.5492 -,3015 ,6841 .7566
,5994 -,2588 ,6927 .7436
.6495 -.2193 .7036 .7267
.6996 -.1742 .7129 ,7123
.7489 -.1301 ,7223 .6077
.8003 -.0784 .7329 .6811
• 0500 -.OZbZ ,7452 ,6619
._993 .0385 ,?604 ,6378
.9459 ,1010 .7761 .6176
PT 30.8668 PSI CH .2136
TT 160.7880 K CN .0074




XlC CP PpLIPT NL_C
0.0000 1.039q .9843 .1504
• 0121 .4902 .8607 .467R
.0251 .1882 .7936 ,5841
,0510 -.0704 .7347 .6784
.0755 -,1736 ,7105 ,7160
.I000 -,1425 ,6969 ,7371
• 1504 -.3129 .6818 .7603
.2004 -.3360 .6750 .7707
.2501 -.3254 .6787 .7651
• 500Z -.3096 .6806 ,7622
.3507 -,1909 .6839 .7571
.4000 -,7696 .6911 ,7460
,4503 -.2382 .6984 ,7347
,5000 -.2714 .7020 ,7292
.5506 -,IgZT ,7085 .TIQ1
.5997 -.1631 .7141 .7104
.6502 -.1507 .7189 .7030
.7003 -.1072 .7779 .6891
.7497 -.0761 .7344 ,6788
.7998 -*0329 .7431 ,6651
,8503 -,0026 ,7SOS ,6536
.QO00 *0278 .7580 .6416
,9483 *ii08 ,7767 .6116
C01 ,00807 CDCOR1 *00795
C02 .OOS07 CDCDR2 ,00791
C03 ,00795 CDCOR3 ,00783
C04 .00783 COCOR% ,00773
C05 .00701 CDCOR5 ,00695
SPANNZSE
_IC tic CP PeLIPT NLDC
• 1505 -,SO00 -.676S .59§5 ,R887
• 1505 -.3333 -*7460 .5810 ,9160
.1505 -.1667 -,7775 .5780 *9208
,1505 0.0000 -,7674 ,5802 ,9173
.1505 .1667 -.7793 .5754 .9248
• 1505 .3333 -.7774 .5739 .9271
• 1505 .5000 -.7408 .5851 ,9096
• 4995 -.5000 -.3551 .6726 .7744
.4995 -.3333 -.3S44 .6710 .T768
.4995 -.1667 -.3500 .6716 *7759
.4995 0.0000 -.3_87 .671_ ,7765
• 4995 *1667 -.3537 *6720 ,T739
• 4995 ,3333 -.3537 .671E .7766
.4995 .8000 -.3149 .6795 *7638
,7994 -.5000 -,0R34 .73Z0 ,68Z6
.7994 -.3333 -.0848 .7306 ,6§48
.7994 -.1667 -,0802 .733R *6797
,7994 0.0000 -,07E4 ,7329 ,6811
• 7994 *1667 -.0753 .7338 ,67g7
,7994 ,3333 -.0728 ,7333 .6806




PT 30.8171 PSI CN ,4393
TT 161.1784 K CH ,0066




XtC CP P,LIPT NL_C
0.0000 .R176 .9342 ,3132
,9135 -.9755 .5329 ,9926
.0271 -I.2233 .1769 1.0855
.0515 -1.3481 .4491 I*133a
.0763 -I'.4350 .42R3 1.1710
• 101Z -1.4359 .4282 1.1711
.1503 -.9R64 .5Z96 ,)980
.1994 -.9157 ,5442 ,9763
.2501 -,7925 .5727 ,9291
,2999 -,7067 ,5914 ,E997
.3499 -.6176 .6125 .8669
.3994 -.$465 .6286 .84_0
• 4496 -.476& .644% ,8177
.4097 -.4185 ,6571 .7903
,5492 -,3533 ,6710 .7760
,5994 -.3016 .6P27 .758Q
,6495 -*2553 .6934 *7424
.6996 -,2031 .7046 .7251
• 7489 -,1486 .7176 ,7050
.R003 -.0Q30 .7296 ,6863
.8500 -*0354 ,7431 .6652
• e991 .0345 ,7583 ,6111
.9489 .1091 ,775_ ,6141
LOYER 5URFACE
X/C CP PeL/PT qLOC
0.0000 ,8176 *9342 .3132
.0121 .766Z .9218 ,3405
,0261 *4808 ,8588 .4713
.0510 .2090 .7979 .5770
• 0755 *0B17 .7688 *62%4
,1000 -,0073 *7489 .6_60
• 1504 -.1107 .7260 ,6920
.2004 -,1614 .7138 ,7109
• 2501 -,_759 .77.11 .71_1
.3001 -.1772 .7104 .7161
• 3507 -.1701 .7110 .7152
• %000 -.1691 ,7131 .7119
• 4503 -.1538 ,7167 .706%
.5000 -.1459 .7182 .7041
• 5506 -,1285 ,7215 .6989
.5Q97 -,1076 .7_6_ ,_15
• 6501 -.104T .7_?2 .6901
,7003 --,0694 ,7347 .6784
,7497 -.0417 .7416 *6676
.79qR -*0008 .7485 .6566
.8503 .0i30 .7_39 _6480
• 9000 .0335 .75_1 ,6415
• 9183 .1100 .7754 ,6138
CD1 .00R91 CDCOR1 ,008?5
C02 .00880 COCOR? ,00R61
C03 ,00871 COCOR3 ,00S56
CD4 .0_14 CDCOR4 .00815
C05 ,00726 COCOR5 ,00719
SPANWISE
X/C YIC CP P,L/FT NLOC
• 1505 -*5000 -.9132 ,5442 ,9744
,1505 -.3333 -.oRsg *5288 .gq92
.1505 -.1667 -,9798 *5298 .9976
• 1505 0.3000 -.9864 ,5296 .ggRO
,1505 .I667 -1,0008 .5245 1,0063
• 1505 .3333 -*9768 .5308 *9959
.1505 *8000 **qRIZ .5294 *gqsz
• 4995 -,5000 **1110 .657_ *79R1
,4995 -.3333 -.4147 *6565 ,T992
.4995 -.1667 -.4132 ,6573 .7900
.4905 0,0000 -.4185 ,6571 ,?983
.4995 ,166T -.4156 *6562 ,7996
.4995 .3333 -.4190 .6564 *7993
.4995 .5000 -.3759 *6657 *7051
,7994 -*5000 -.1119 .7_47 *6940
• 7994 -.3333 _._070 ;7262 ,_Q]L6
,7994 -.1667 -*0960 *7185 .6081
,7994 0,0000 *.0930 *7296 .6863
• 7994 *1667 -,ORRg ,7299 .6899
,?994 .3333 **0882 .7304 ,6850














xlC CP P,LIPT HLOC
0,0000 .6724 a9013 *30?9
,013] -1,1984 ,4BOO 1,OeO1
,0271 -1,4537 ,4226 1.1814
• 0515 -1,5904 .3934 1,2360
,0763 -I,6617 ,3757 1,2706
• 1012 -1,6_62 ,3702 1,2816
,130] -1,6927 ,3695 1,2_30
,1994 -,9864 ,5271 I,OOZO
• 2501 -.7601 ,5774 ,9217
,2999 -,7129 ,5892 ,9032
,3499 -.6406 ,6065 .8763
,3994 -,5713 ,6209 ,8540
• 4496 --*4996 .6351 .82?5
,4997 -,4396 ,6523 *_056
• 549Z -,3748 *6663 ,7842
,5904 -.31e2 ,6792 ,7642
,6495 -,2720 ,6e97 ,7481
,699b -,2158 ,?032 .7273
• 7489 -,1607 ,7140 ,7106
,RO03 -,0995 ,7276 ,6894
,6500 -,0396 ,7416 ,6676
,8993 ,0301 ,75?8 .6419
,9489 ,1059 1,7760 ,6129
LO_ER SURFACE
XIC CP P,LIPT qLOC
0,0000 ,6724 .9018 .3470
,O12Z ,8617 ,9437 ,2887
.0251 ,5984 ,R84_ ,4_23
.0510 ,3192 ,8222 ,5362
,0?55 .1875 ,7920 ,5868
,1000 ,OqSl ,7712 ,6206
,1504 -.0222 ,7451 ,66ZI
.2004 -.0828 ,7307 ,68_6
,2501 -.1079 ,7260 ,6920
,3002 -.1183 ,7231 ,6965
,3507 -o1288 .7214 ,6_91
,4000 -,1266 ,7211 ,6996
.4503 -.1139 ,7247 ,693_
.5000 -.I098 ,7262 ,6916
,5506 -,1010 .7277 ,6998
*5997 -*0524 ,7321 .6624
,6502 -,0860 ,7314 ,6835
,?003 -*0_25 ,7398 ,6704
,7497 -.030? ,7432 ,6650
,7998 ,0022 ,7508 .6535
,8503 *0200 ,7549 *6465
,9000 ,0339 ,7587 ,6406
,9453 ,lOT? ,7764 .6122
COl .01180 COCORI ,01157
C02 ,01164 COCOR2 ,01133
C03 ,01130 CD¢OR3 ,01104
C04 ,01010 COCOR4 ,00094
COS ,00854 COCOR5 ,00845
SP&NWISE
XIC YIC CP P.LIPT NLO¢
,1505 -.5000 -.998| .5277 1.0010
,1505 -,3333 -1,5401 ,4027 1.2183
• 1505 -.1667 -t,SeTO .3736 1._74e
,1505 0,0000 -1,6927 ,3695 1*2030
• 1505 ,1667 -1,6298 ,3864 1,2496
,1505 ,33]] -1.7340 .3611 h2997
,1505 .5000 -1,6135 .3900 1.2425
,4995 -.5000 -,4417 .6511 ,S065
,4995 -,33]$ -,4405 ,6511 ,S074
.4995 -*1667 -,4360 ,6527 ,8050
,4995 0.0000 *.4396 .6525 .0056
,4995 ,1667 -,4386 ,6525 *8051
,4995 ,33]) -,4364 ,6521 ,0060
,4995 ,5000 -.3961 ,6617 ,7911
,7994 -,5000 -,1392 .7184 ,TOSS
.7994 -.3333 -.1179 ,7229 ,696i
,7994 -,1667 -,1057 ,7269 ,6905
,7994 0,0000 -,0995 ,7276 ,6894
,7904 ,1667 -,097] .72?8 ,6891
,7994 ,3333 -,0916 ,TZRS ,6875













X/C CP P_LIPT qLOC
0,0000 ,5254 ,8690 ,4322
.0135 -1.4652 ,4260 1.1751
,0271 -1,6601 .3821 1,2880
• 0515 -1,7778 .3527 1,3171
.076] -1.R_51 ,3369 1.3506
,1012 -1,878_ ,3311 1,36]0
• 1503 -1,8973 ,3280 1.3698
,1994 -1.4815 ,4227 1,1812
,2501 -.q726 ,5353 .9887
.2999 -,6970 .5976 .8901
• 3499 -,6031 ,6164 ,8609
• 3q94 -,5591 ,6268 ,8448
,4496 -,4906 ,6400 ,8246
,4997 -.4489 ,6531 ,8044
,5492 -*3841 .6684 ,7_09
,5994 -.3238 .6801 .7628
,6495 -,2706 ,6907 ,7465
.6996 -.2238 ,7024 .7286
,74SQ -.1667 ,?136 .7111
,8003 -,1038 ,7281 ,6_86
• 8500 -,0486 ,7416 ,6675
,1903 ,0246 .7544 ,6410
• 9409 ,0_75 ,7752 .b141
LOVEP SURFAC_
XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,5254 ,8690 .4522
,0122 .9362 ,9612 .23_2
• 0251 ,6941 .9076 .3746
,0510 ,4120 .8434 ,4902
• 0755 ,276? .8156 ,S473
,I000 .1759 ,7908 ,58_6
,1504 ,0556 ,7643 ,6316
,2004 -,0139 .7496 .6544
.2501 --*0506 ,7410 ,668_
.3002 -,0681 ,7376 ,67_?
,3507 -,0796 ,7336 ,6801
,4000 -,0859 ,7326 ,6816
.4503 -,076? ,7]]0 o6910
.5000 -,0842 .7343 .6790
,5_06 -.0753 ,736_ ,6749
,5_97 -.05_7 ,7393 .6712
,6502 -,0682 ,7378 .6736
,7003 -.0401 ,T434 ,6646
.7497 -,0211 ,7463 .6602
,799_ ,0104 ,7537 ,648_
,8503 ,0193 ,7567 ,6416
,9000 ,0315 .7590 .6306
.9403 ,I018 .7760 ,6127
C01 ,01917 CDCORI ,01887
C02 ,01871 COCOR2 .01831
C03 ,01786 COCOR3 ,01151
C04 ,01506 C0¢0R4 .01487
C_5 .01230 CDCOR5 .01220
SPANN_SE
_lC Y/C CP P_LIPT qLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -1.3000 .4617 1.1116
.1505 -,3333 -1,8497 ,3383 1,3474
,1505 -,1667 -1.9046 ,3287 1,3682
,1505 0,0000 -1.8973 .3280 |,3698
• 1505 ,1667 -I.8079 ,3463 1.3264
• 1505 .3333 -1.9298 ,3204 1.3864
• 1505 ,5000 -1,0745 ,3854 1,3537
,4995 -,5000 -,4632 .6496 ,8097
,499_ -.]333 -.4588 ,6_02 ._08S
,4995 -,lbb7 -.4422 ,6511 .6074
,4995 0,0000 -,4489 ,6531 ,8044
,4995 *1667 -,4416 ,6_44 ,8023
,4q95 .1333 -.4408 .6544 .|024
.4995 .3000 -,3966 .6613 .7917
,7994 -,5000 -,lqlS ,?090 ,?184
.7994 -,3333 -,1373 ,7209 ,6998
.7994 -,1667 -.1202 ,7226 *6972
,Tqq4 0.0000 -.1030 ,7281 .6806
• 7904 ,1667 -,1020 ,7290 ,6872
,7994 ,3333 -,0977 .?298 ,6|60




X/C CP PeLIPT BLOC
0,0000 ,4264 ,8461 ,494]
.0135 -1,5_03 ,3_] 1,2400
,0271 -1.7652 .3529 1,316?
.8515 -1,9006 ,3249 1.]766
,0763 -1;9553 .30ql 1.4120
,1012 -1,9774 .3043 1,4232
,1503 -2,0098 ,3011 1,4]06
.1994 -1,4737 ,4187 1,1885
,2501 -1,1594 ,4844 1.0727
,zqqq -.880§ .5524 ,9613
,3499 -,6285 ,60_6 ,8731
,3994 -.54_6 ,6264 ,845_
,4496 -,4886 ,6402 ,8243
,49q7 -*4376 ,6509 ,8078
,5492 -,3871 .66_6 .?89?
,5994 -,3367 ,6750 ,7?07
*6495 -,2R44 *6836 ,7575
,69q6 -,2382 ,6954 ,7394
,?489 -,1848 .7061 .7228
,B003 -,1291 ,7197 .7018
,8500 -,0694 ,7320 *6826
.S993 -,0034 ,7437 ,6563
.q489 ,0706 ,T660 .6289
PT 30,7777 PSI CN .7131
TT 161.3335 K C_ .01_2




X/C CP P_L/PT qLOC
0.0000 .4264 .8461 ,494]
,012_ ,_741 .9690 .2126
.0251 ,?496 .9186 ,350]
,0510 ,4725 ,8569 ,4748
,0755 ,3320 ,8243 ,5324
,1000 ,2298 ,8014 .5713
.1504 ,1001 *T73b .6166
,Z004 ,0216 ,7549 ,6465
,2501 -.0148 ,7441 ,6636
,3002 -.0391 .7414 ,6670
.3507 -*0565 ,7372 ,6744
,4000 -,0716 .?332 .680?
• 4503 --*0709 ,7341 *6793
• 5000 -,0761 ,7324 ,6820
• 5506 -.0768 ,?325 .6610
.599? -*0686 ,7352 ,6776
,6_02 -,0708 *7320 ,6526
.7003 -,0510 ,7376 ,673_
• 749? -,0371 .73_6 .6707
.?998 -.0114 ,T462 ,6602
.8503 -,0057 ,7464 ,6599
._000 -,0028 .7488 .6561




C01 ,02738 COCOR1 ,02700
C02 ,02559 COCOR2 ,02515
C03 ,02_20 CD¢ORS .02297
C04 ,01801 COCOR4 ,01752
C0_ ,02132 COCO_5 ,020?5
5P4MVI$E
X/C Y/C CP P,L/PT nLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1,0498 ,5110 1.0283
• 1505 -,33]3 -1,924] .3160 1,3965
,1505 -,1667 -1,qB77 ,3002 1,4326
,1505 0.0000 -Z,0098 .3011 1,4306
• 1505 ,1667 -1,8887 .3213 1,3845
• 150_ .3833 -2,0289 ,2924 1.4511
.1505 ,5000 -Z,0219 ,2925 1,4509
• 4995 -,5000 -,4720 ,6445 ,8176
,4995 -,3333 -,4633 ,6466 ,8144
.4qq5 -,1667 -,4489 ,6490 .0_07
• 4995 0,0000 -,4376 ,6_09 *00?8
,4995 ,1667 -,4318 ,b536 ,_037
• 4995 .3333 -,4245 .6553 .8011
.4995 .$000 -,3952 .6611 .7922
.T994 -,5000 -,3090 .6813 .76_0
• 7994 -*3333 -,22?6 ,6989 ,?340
,7994 -*1667 -.1668 ,7128 ,7124
.7994 0,0000 -.L291 ,TIqT ,70L8
• 7994 ,1667 -,1121 ,7255 ,6927
• 7994 .3333 -,1027 *72?0 *6qOS
,7994 ,5000 -.1115 .7253 ,6931
TEST119 PT 30.7301PSI CN ,7538RUN 64 TT 161.1667K C_ *_|3N
FOINT 10 RC 9,0_6A NXLtXON CC -,0417
NAC_ ,6558
ALPHA 9,0324 OEG
UPPER SURFACE Lager SURFACE
XlC CP PsL/PT HLO: X/C CP PtLIRT NLOC
0.0000 .3317 ,8244 .5324 0.0000 .3317 ,9244 .9324
.0135 -1,7038 .3645 1.2931 .0122 1.0063 .9761 .1961
.0271 -I.8934 .324A 1.3776 .0251 .7938 ,9286 ,3270
.0515 -1.9698 .3011 1.4307 *0510 .5239 .8663 .4574
.0?63 -2.0516 *2857 1,4673 .0755 .3046 .9357 .9127
.1012 -2,0755 .ZR07 1.4797 .1000 .2734 ,8107 .9956
.1503 -1.9242 ,3119 1.4056 .1504 .1370 ,7789 .60_1
.1994 -1.3252 .4496 1.1329 ,2004 ,0642 .7633 .6932
,2501 -1.2094 .4753 1.0881 ,2501 .0116 .7513 .6523
.2999 -1.0180 ._209 1.0129 ,3002 -.0196 .7452 .661q
.3A99 -,7940 .5708 .9320 .3507 -.0446 .7396 ,6707
.3994 -.6529 .5998 .0067 ,4000 -.0562 .73_0 .6778
.4496 -.559_ .6196 .8559 .4503 -.0654 .7319 ,6827
.499T -.4695 ,6453 .8164 .5000 -.0747 .7339 *6797
.5492 -.400_ .65_2 .796_ .5506 -.0740 .7320 .68_6
.5994 -.3539 .6692 .7796 .5997 -.077A .7316 .6832
.6495 -.2967 .6799 .7632 .6502 -.0877 .7274 .6998
.6996 -,2465 .6929 .7433 ,7003 -.0676 ,7333 ,6805
.7489 -.1988 .?035 .7269 .7497 -,0594 .7350 .6779
.8003 -.1430 .7183 .7039 .7998 -,0322 .7432 .6650
.8500 -.0951 .7269 .6913 .8503 -.0372 .7395 .670B
.8993 -.0331 .7428 .6657 .9000 -.OA08 .7411 .6684
.94|9 .0151 .7S29 .6Ag? ,9483 .0143 .7927 .6900
C01 .04308 CDCOR1 *04268
COZ ,03743 COCOR2 ,03699
C03 ,03185 COCOR3 ,03152
CDA .02519 COCOR4 ,024_7
C05 .0]630 CDCOR5 *03568
5FAN_ISE
_lC _lC CP RtLIPT RLOC
.1505 -,9000 -.9A50 .5319 .9941
,1505 -.3333 -1.0252 .3360 1.3524
.1505 -.1667 -2,0149 ,2900 1,4_69
.1505 0.0000 -1.9242 .3119 1.4056
.1505 .1667 -1.6450 .372R 1.2764
,1505 .3333 -1.5729 .3930 1,2368
.1505 .$000 -1.9320 ,3087 1.4129
.4995 -.5000 -.4025 .6377 .B2EO
,4995 -.3333 -.A749 .6437 .8188
,4995 -,1667 -.4629 ,6A39 ,8186
.¢995 0.0000 -.4695 .6453 .8164
,4995 .1667 -.4877 ,6366 ,829R
,4995 .3333 -.4835 .6418 .8218
.4995 .5000 -.4327 ,6507 .8081
.7994 -.5000 -.3697 *6662 .7842
.7qSA -*3333 -,3002 .6822 .7597
.7994 -*166T -.1947 .7033 .7271
.7994 0.0000 -.1A30 07183 .7039
,7994 .1667 -.1268 ,7205 .7005
.7994 .3333 -.1235 ,7220 .6962
.799_ .5000 -,1278 ,7105 .7036
TEST 119 OT 30,7119 PS! Cq .7815
RUN 6k TT 161,1515 K CR .0015
P_INT 11 PC 9.0333 HILLION CC -,0338
_AC_ .6538
ALPHA 9.0118 DEG
UPPER SURFACE LO#ER SURFACE
_IC CP P,L/_T NLgC XlC CP PpLIPT qLOC
0.0000 .2400 ,8034 ,5679 0,0000 .2400 .8034 ._679
.0135 -1.8_7 .3413 1.3410 .0122 1.0369 .9R34 .1540
.0271 -2,0026 ,29_9 1.4333 .0251 .8343 .9377 .3044
,0515 -2.0729 .2795 1,4_26 .0510 .56_8 ,8773 .4364
.0763 -2.1131 .2696 1,5079 *0755 .42A9 .8443 .4976
.1012 -1.8_74 ,3190 1.3878 .I000 ,3151 .8198 .5402
.1503 -1.3853 .43_6 1.159b .1504 .1784 .7085 ,5924
.1994 -1.2802 .4613 1.1124 .2004 .0901 ,7699 .6_26
• 2501 -1.140_ .491b 1.0607 .2501 ,0388 ,7578 .6420
,2999 -.9999 ,5236 1.0076 .3002 .0027 .7498 .654_
,3499 -.8610 .560_ .9492 .3507 -.0242 .7467 .6994
• 3994 --,7576 .5796 .9192 .4000 -.0502 ,7387 .67_i
.4496 -,6fi87 .5974 .0904 .4503 -.0554 .7345 .6788
.4997 -.5757 .6179 .8586 *_000 -.0715 .7320 .6926
.5492 -.4990 .6361 .9305 .5506 -.0018 .7303 .6852
.5994 --.44%1 ,6_9 .8140 .5997 --.0841 .7285 .6_81
.6495 -,3737 .6665 .7938 .6502 -.1017 .7276 ,6895
.6996 -.3221 .6765 .7605 .7003 -.0857 ,7298 .6860
,7489 -.2739 .6894 .7406 .7497 -.0835 .7321 .6024
.8003 -._274 .6993 .7349 ,?998 -.0605 .7341 .6794
.8500 -.1845 .7091 .7182 .8503 -.0768 .7333 .6006
.6993 -,1429 .7164 .7068 .qO00 -.1034 .725A .6930
.9469 -.1071 .7264 .6913 .9483 -.0644 .?$60 .6763
C01 ,06979 CD_OR1 ,06915
COZ ,05692 C_COR2 ,058A0
CD3 .04798 CDCOR3 .04758
COA .03750 CDCORA .03712
C05 .05051 CDCOR5 .04984
SPANglSE
XlC ¥tC CP P_LIPT RLOC
.1505 -.SO00 -.8441 .5591 .9506
.1505 -.3333 -1,43A2 ,4250 1.1770
.1505 -,1667 -1.4104 .4336 1.1614
.1505 0.0000 -1.3893 .4346 1,1596
.1505 .1667 -I.3784 .4387 1,1522
.1505 .3333 -1.3804 .4371 1.1_51
.1505 .5000 -1.6609 ,3792 1.2636
.4995 -.5000 -,5080 .6355 .8315
.4995 -.3333 -.4887 .6410 ,6230
,4995 -,1667 -.4982 .6398 .6248
,499_ 0,0000 -,5?57 ,617g ,8586
.499_ .1667 --.5848 .6_82 *_8_
.4995 ,3333 -.5941 .6174 .8594
.4995 .5000 -.4876 .642Z .8211
.?994 -.5000 -.4117 .6579 .7976
,7994 -.1333 -,3393 .6741 .7721
.7994 -.1667 -.2328 .6903 .7349
.7994 0.0000 -.22?4 .6983 .7349
.7994 .166? -.2174 .7012 .7304
,7994 .3333 -,2067 .7039 ,7262
,7994 .50_0 -,2036 .,?049 ,?246
TEST 119 PT 30,7851 P51 CN ,0375
RUN 64 TT 161.5624 K CN -.0215
POINT 12 PC _.9841 RILL[ON CC -.0280
RAC_ .6497
ALPHA 10.0356 OEG
JPPEP SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CP P,LIPT HLOC XlC CP P. LIRT qLOC
0.0000 .1_92 .7787 ,6084 0.0000 .1292 .77_7 ,6084
• 0135 -1._385 .3169 1.3943 .0122 1.0958 .9876 ,1334
.0271 -2.1277 .2757 1.4921 *0251 ,9747 .9472 ._792
;0_5-2;I996 ,2584 1,5358 .0510 .6167 ,8993 .4127
.0763 -1;9016 .3255 1.3753 .0755 .4722 .9571 .4763
.1012 -1.5344 .4072 1.2099 .I000 .363Z .8324 .5184
_ -1_3807 .A424 1.1456 .1504 ,2178 .80_1 .5733
.lq94 -1.2713 .4697 1.0978 ,2004 .1229 ,7802 ,6060
.2_01 -1.1294 ,AQQQ 1.0467 .2501 .0695 ,?672 .6270
• 2999 -1.0107 ,5301 ,9971 ,3002 ,0300 .7600 .6372
.3499 -,8985 .5521 .9618 ,3_07 -*0056 .7512 .6924
.3994 -.F067 ,57_8 ,_Z_9 ,4000 -,0311 ,7457 .6611
.A496 -,?[62 .5915 .8996 .4503 -.0373 .7433 .6648
• 4907 -.641Z .6108 .8696 ,5000 -.0632 .7393 .6712
,549Z -,6039 .6200 ,8994 ,5506 -.0691 ,7381 .6730
,5994 -.5472 ,6310 ,8304 *9997 -.0690 .7375 .6740
.6495 -,4_43 ,6492 ,q165 ,6502 -.0991 ,7318 ,68_9
• 6996 -,4281 .6501 .7952 ,7003 -.0851 ,7351 ,67?7
,7489 -,3_05 .6640 ,?877 .7497 -,0901 .7317 .6838
• 8003 -.335_ .6759 .7694 .7998 -,0766 .7339 .6?96
.8500 -.2838 .6889 ,7499 ,8903 -.1013 .7296 .6863
• 8993 -.2348 ,69_5 .7331 .9000 -.1371 ,7213 ,6993
.9489 -.1951 ,7069 ,7215 .9483 -.1105 .?299 ,6921
128
CO1 .10828 COCOR1 .10732
C02 ,10089 COCOR2 ,10015
CD3 *08896 CDCOR3 .08854
CD4 .06409 CDCOR4 .063[9
C05 .06117 C OCOR5 .06029
SPA_gISE
X/C Y/C CP P.L/PT _LOC
.1505 -*5000 -1.3569 .A4AB 1,1413
.1505 -.3333 -1.9463 .4275 1.17Z5
,1505 -,1667 -1.3979 .4411 1.1479
,1505 0,0000 -1.3807 .4424 1,1456
.1505 ,1667 -1.3472 .4469 1,1377
• 1505 .3333 -1,3994 ,4369 1.1519
.1505 ,5000 -1,9583 ,4093 1.2135
,4995 -._000 -,5699 .6271 .8444
.4995 -.3333 -,5_25 .6237 ,8497
,4995 -.1667 -.6A14 .6121 ,8675
.4995 0.0000 -,6412 .6108 .8696
,4995 .1667 -,6709 .60A7 .8791
,4995 ,3333 -.6746 .6032 .8814
.4995 ,9000 -.9473 .6330 .8353
.?994 -,SO00 -.3767 .6690 ,7800
,?994 -.3333 -,3132 ,6825 ,7592
,7994 -.1667 -.3213 ,6799 ,?632
.7994 0.0000 -.3356 *6759 .7694
.?994 ,1667 -.3105 .6837 ,7973
,?994 .3333 -,3016 ,6851 ,7952
.7994 .5000 -.2787 .6894 .7486
oRIGINAL pAGE IS
OF pOOR Q13ALITY
TABLE XXll. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.65











X/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
0,0000 1,1047 ,9988 .0419
• 0139 .0954 ,7742 ,6157
• 0271 -,1_04 ,7126 .7128
.0515 -,3612 ,6717 ,7758
.0763 -.4740 .6482 *81Z0
.1012 -,5055 ,6403 ,_241
• IS03 ".5072 *6393 ,8257
.1994 -,5130 ,&370 ,8292
,2501 -.4700 ,6478 .a127
.2999 -,4400 .6533 ,_042
• 3499 -,4005 ,A620 ,7895
• 3094 -.3A42 .&714 .7763
,4496 -,3208 .6817 ,7603
.4997 -,2877 ,6891 .7490
,3492 -,2432 ,6946 .7406
.5994 -.2107 .7064 ,7224
,6495 -.1014 *7128 .7125
• 6996 -.1431 .7211 .6996
• 7489 -.1045 .?286 .6878
• 8003 -*0598 .7392 ,6713
.8500 -.0158 ,7497 ,6348
._993 ,0432 ,7618 .6361





XIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1.1047 .9988 ,0419
,0122 ,0910 ,7732 ,6|?_
• 0251 -.2034 .7075 .7208
,0510 -.4280 .6569 ,7987
,0755 -.4923 .6441 .81R2
• 1000 -.5338 ,6340 ,8338
• 1504 -,$553 .6286 .8422
.2004 -.5361 .6318 .837_
,2501 -,4934 ,6425 .8207
• 3002 -,4493 ,6514 .8071
.3507 -.413_ ,6598 ,7941
.4000 -.3742 .6692 ,7707
,4503 -.3282 ,6801 ,7630
• 5000 -.2978 .6869 ,7825
,5506 -,2608 .6911 ,7460
.5997 -,2206 .7042 ,725§
.6502 -,2035 ,7070 .7201
• 7003 -,1470 ,7202 ,7010
,7497 -,1066 .7282 ,6_86
.7998 -,0544 *7403 .6695
,8503 -,0205 .7487 .6564
• 9000 .0160 .7554 .64_8
• 9483 ,1096 .7768 .6114
CD1 .00754 COCOR1 ,00742
C02 .00759 CDCORZ *00733
C03 .00738 CDCOR3 ,00721
C04 *00732 COCOR4 ,00721
CD5 ,00667 CDCOR5 ,00658
SPAHWESE
XIC Y/C CP PpLIPT HLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -.4620 .6504 .8086
,1505 -.3333 -,4980 ,6419 .8217
.1505 -,1667 -,5148 ,6373 ,9288
,1505 0.0000 -,5072 ,6393 .8237
• 1505 ,1667 -.5144 ,6387 .8266
• 1505 .3333 -.5130 ,6388 .8269
,1505 .5000 -,4844 ,6441 ,0183
.4995 -.5000 -._821 .6904 .7472
,4995 -,3333 -.2843 ,6890 ,7492
,4995 -,1667 -.2833 ,6894 .748_
.4995 0.0000 -,2877 ,6891 .7490
• 4995 ,1667 -*Z864 ,6894 .7486
,4995 ,3333 -.2836 ,6892 .7490
,4995 .5000 -,2440 .6982 ,7351
.7994 -,5000 -.0702 .7371 ,6746
,7994 -.3333 -,0686 ,7365 ,6755
,7994 -.1667 -.0621 .7380 .6732
,7994 0,0000 -.0595 ,7392 .6713
.7994 .1667 -,0584 .7397 ,6708
,7994 ,3333 -,0355 .7394 ,6709
• 7994 .5000 -,0593 .7386 .6722
4
TEST 11g PT 4_.2557 PS!
RUN 80 TT 155.5480 K




xl_ CP P,LIPT _L3C
0,0000 ,8158 .9341 ,3135
*0135 ,7546 .9201 ,3468
.0271 ,4800 ,8593 ,4702
,0515 ,2569 ,8073 ,5613
.0763 ,OQ60 .7736 .6166
,1012 .0137 .7543 .6475
,1503 -,0710 .7367 ,6753
,1994 -,13b5 ,7215 ,6987
,ZSO1 -,1528 ,7168 .7063
,2999 -,168_ ,7136 ,7112
.3499 -.1630 .7155 .70_3
,3994 -*15_2 ,7159 .7077
,4496 -*1459 ,7173 .7055
.4997 -,1375 ,7195 .7021
,5402 -.1152 .7253 ,6930
.5994 -.0997 .729h .6863
*6495 -,0R75 ,7307 ,6046
.6996 -,0646 ,7359 ,6765
.7489 -,04_1 ,7403 ,6696
.8003 -*0145 ,7470 .6591
.8500 .0173 ,7545 .6472
,8993 *0592 .7634 .6330





XIC CP P_LIPT qLOC
0,0000 .8158 .9341 .3135
.0122 -,9448 ,5391 .9828
,0251 -1.2277 ,4725 1.0032
,0510 -1,4437 .4241 1.1788
• 0755 -1.5010 ,416? 1.1924
,I000 -1.5258 .4094 1,2060
.1504 -I.1540 .4952 1,0547
,2004 -,8968 .5519 .9622
.2501 -,7953 .5728 .9291
,3002 -.7031 .5940 .8957
• 3507 -.6226 ,6128 1 ,8666
• 4000 -.5498 .6282 ,8428
.4503 -.477@ ,6426 _8205
,5000 -,4268 ,654_ .8022
.5506 -,3693 ,6684 ,7809
• 5997 -.3116 ,6822 .7597
.6502 -,27?2 ,6881 .7506
• 7003 -.2076 .7038 .7264
,7497 -,1548 .7149 .7092
.7998 -*0905 ,7299 .6858
,8503 -*0396 .7417 .6674
,9000 ,0116 .7527 ,6500
,9483 .I088 ,7751 ,6141
C01 *OOBgQ COCOR1 ,00887
C02 *00889 CDCOR2 .00876
CD3 ,00862 COCOR3 ,00853
CD4 ,00813 COCOR4 ,00805
CD_ .00697 CDCOR5 .00692
SPANVISE
XIC YlC CP P_L/P¥ MLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -*0553 .7376 .6739
• 1505 -.3333 -*0739 *7344 *6789
,1505 -.1667 -*0836 .7312 .6838
.1505 0.0000 -.0710 .7367 .6753
• 1505 .1667 -*0797 .7321 .6825
• 1505 .3333 -*0784 ,7333 .6805
.1505 .5000 -,0616 .7362 .6761
.4995 -,5000 -.1352 .7201 .7012
,4995 -.3333 -.1344 ,7205 *7005
,4995 -,1667 -,1337 .7198 ,7017
,4995 0,0000 -.1375 *7195 .7021
• 4995 ,1667 -,1340 ,7204 ,7007
,4995 ,3333 -.1303 .7215 .6990
,4995 .5000 -*1113 ,7248 .6939
.7994 -,5000 -*0302 ,7438 .6641
.7994 -.3333 -,0278 .7448 .6625
,7994 -.1667 -*0158 .7476 .6580
.7994 0.0000 -*0145 ,7470 .6591
,7994 ,1667 -,0095 .7484 ,6568
,7994 ,3333 -.0086 ,7491 .6557
.?gg4 .5000 -.0084 *7493 ,6554
TEST 119 PT 49,250Z PS[
RUN 80 Tr 155.4419 K







XIC CP PpLIPT ML_C
0,0000 1.0381 .9839 .1522
.0135 ,4798 ,8595 ,4698
,0271 ,1957 .7051 .5817
*0515 -,0206 ,7479 .6577
.0763 -_1641 ,71_8 ,7077
,1012 -.225& ,7024 ,7286
.1503 -.275_ ,6917 .7450
,1994 -,3163 ,_p25 .7592
.2501 -.3051 ,6_8 .7526
,2999 -.3002 ,6874 .7517
,3499 -.2790 .6911 ,7460
,3994 -,2617 ,6952 *7398
.4496 -,2354 ,7004 ,7317
,4997 -,2139 .?040 .7261
.5492 -,1813 ,7114 ,7146
,5994 -,1563 ,7177 ,7049
.6495 -.1357 .7216 ,6988
,6996 -,1063 ,72_6 .6879
*7489 -,9?46 ,7361 ,6762
,8003 -,0374 .?439 ,6640
,8500 ,0002 .75L9 ,b514
,8993 ,0_08 ,7636 ,b327
,9489 ,1023 .7756 ,6134
LOVER SURFACE
X/C CP P,L/PT qL_
0,0000 1,0381 ,9839 ,tS22
,0122 -.4160 ,6599 ,7940
• 0231 -,7020 ,5940 ,8957
,0510 -,8763 .55?0 .9540
• 0755 -,8871 ,5546 .9578
,1000 -.8885 *554? .9578
,1504 -,8242 ,5696 ,9340
.2004 -*7477 ,5865 .g076
• 2501 -,6597 .6083 .8735
,3002 -,5856 ,6241 .8491
,3507 -,5249 ,6364 .8302
,4000 -,4689 .6491 ,8106
,4303 -,4102 ,6614 ,7916
,5000 -,3662 .6700 .7785
.5306 -,3184 ,6808 ,76L0
• 5997 -,2684 ,692? .7436
,6502 -.2430 .6976 .?360
,7003 -.1806 .7120 ,7137
.749? -,1330 ,7231 .6965
,7998 -,0742 ,7336 ,6?69
,8503 -.0308 ,7449 ,6623
.9000 .0120 ,?$49 ,6463
,9483 ,1089 ,7770 ,6111
130
CDI ,00769 COCORI *00753
C02 .03769 CDCOR2 ,00745
C03 .00761 COCOR3 .00741
C04 .00747 COCOR4 *00738
C05 ,00669 CDCOR3 .00661
SPANWISE
X/C Y/C CP P;L/PT MLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -,2468 ,6977 ,7358
.1505 -,3333 -,2734 .6918 ,7450
• 1503 -,1667 -.285? ,6884 ,7502
.1505 0.0000 -.2756 .6917 *7450
• 150_ .1667 -,2836 ,6895 .7485
.1305 *3333 -,2827 ,6897 .7481
• 1503 ,5000 -,zsgg .6941 .7413
.4995 -*5000 -*2096 ,7062 .722?
,4995 -*3333 -,2110 .7051 .7244
,4995 -.1667 -,2104 ,7049 *7247
,499_ 0,0000 -.2139 ,7040 ,7261
,4995 .1667 -.2110 .7059 *7232
• 4995 *3333 -*2074 *7059 *7232
.4995 *5000 -.1774 ,7123 .7132
.7994 **3000 -*0524 *7405 ,6692
.7994 -,3333 -*0503 .7407 .6689
.7994 -,1667 -,0413 ,7427 .66_7
,7994 0,0000 -,0374 .7439 .6640
,7904 .1667 -*034_ ,7446 *6628
.7994 ,3333 -,0326 .744? ,6627






XI_ CP P,LIPT _L3C
0,0000 1,1072 +qOqZ ,0346
,0135 .OOTZ ,7728 .61RO
.0271 -,1750 ,7115 .7145
.0515 -.3602 .6692 ,77_8
,0763 -,4720 .6440 ,8191
.1012 -.5058 ,6378 ,82g0
.1503 -.5066 ,6365 .9300
,1994 -,5125 ,6357 ,8312
.2501 -*4702 .6465 .8177
.2999 --,4671 ,6513 ,8072
,340_ -,39g0 ,6626 ,7398
*3994 -*3627 ,6706 ,7775
*44_6 -,3191 ,6602 .7628
,4997 -,78?% ,b86% ,?533
,5%92 -,Z4%7 ,6960 ,73_5
,_994 --,2086 ,7039 ,7262
,6695 -.1798 *7095 ,7176
,6996 -*1430 .7183 ,7039
*7489 -,1055 .7272 ,6901
,8003 -,0608 .7368 .6751
*0500 -.0165 .7669 .6592
.8993 .0457 ,7606 ,6375
*qSBq *1056 ,7735 ,616S
PT 49.2526 PSI ¢m ".0163
Tt 155,4629 K CM .0006




x/c Ce PeLleT _L_C
0.0000 1,1072 ._qq_ ,0346
.0122 .0968 ,7722 .6180
.0251 -,2043 .7051 ,724_
.0510 -,4280 .6539 ,8032
.0755 -,4925 ,63q4 .8_55
.1000 -.5346 .6316 ,8379
• 1504 -.5557 ,6256 ,8170
,2004 -,5357 ,6305 ,8303
,2501 -,4946 ,6390 ,8_62
,3002 -.4505 ,6494 .8101
,3507 -,4120 ,6597 ,7963
._000 -,3725 *6604 .700q
.4_03 -.3267 .67_5 ,7654
,5000 --,206_ ,6843 ,7565
,5506 -,2597 .6926 .7637
.5997 -,2182 ,?O1B ,72_S
.6502 -*_012 ,7047 ,7250
.7003 -,1470 .7174 .70_3
.7497 -.107% .7260 .6q07
,7998 --,0561 .7379 .6734
.8503 -,0181 / .7461 .6604
.9000 .0188 .7515 .6671
.q_83 .1116 .7748 ,6147
CD1 ,00759 CDCOR1 .00752
C02 .00754 60COR2 ,00740
C03 ,0_735 CDCOR3 .00727
C04 .00737 C_OR6 .00730
C05 ,00650 C_OR5 ,00653
SPANWISE
XIC YIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
,1505 -,5030 -.4637 ,6462 .01_0
,1505 -.3333 -,4972 .63|4 .0270
• 1505 -,1667 -.5157 ,633B ,b_42
.1505 0,0000 -.5066 ,6365 .|300
• 1505 ,1667 -,5164 .63_4 ,6332
.1505 .3333 -.5123 .6351 .6322
• 1505 ._000 -.4856 .6405 .8238
,1905 -.5000 -.2800 ,6863 ,7533
,4995 -.3333 -,2830 .6873 .7519
.4995 -.1667 *.2806 ,6673 ,T$1i
,6995 0.0000 -.2874 .6864 .7533
• 4995 ,1667 -*2046 .6603 .7549
.4995 ,3333 -*2828 *6873 .7518
• 4995 ._000 -.2412 .6962 .7382
.7994 -,5000 -.0681 ,7346 ,6711
,7994 -.3333 -,0675 ,7397 .6769
.790% -*|667 *.0609 *7366 .6754
,7994 0,0000 -.0600 ,7368 .675L
,7996 ,1667 -,0565 ,7374 ,674[
.7994 .3333 -.0535 ,73|0 .6719





X/C CP P_L/PT dLOC
0.0000 1,0378 ,9837 ,1532
.0135 -.4097 .6590 ,7953
._271 -,668_ ,601_ ,_835
,0515 -,7_84 ,5731 ,9Z_6
,0763 -.8664 ,5568 ,)546
,1012 -,8589 ,5591 ,9508
,1503 -,7773 ,5774 ,')217
,1994 -.7313 ,58_0 ,9051
,2501 -.6660 ,6055 ,_7_0
,z_q_ -.5_56 ,618l ._546
,349_ -,5202 .6333 ,334_
.3004 -,4670 ,6446 ,0176
.4496 -,606Z ,6605 ,7931
,4997 -,3655 .6700 .77_4
.549_ -,3056 ,6816 ,7607
,5996 -.2616 ,6917 ,7%58
,6495 -*22_6 .6995 ,7331
,6996 -,1770 .7102 ,7165
.7489 -.I_15 ,7_07 .7001
,8003 -,0802 ,7319 ,6827
.8500 -.0_73 ,7452 .661H
,8993 ,0388 .7590 ,63_0
.9469 .I073 ,7755 ,6136
PT 69.2543 PSI CN *2186
TT 155,4328 K cq .0025




XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,0370 ,9R37 .1532
,OIZZ .4967 ,8627 ,1640
,D251 .1944 ,7949 .5919
.0510 -,0630 ,7373 .6747
.0755 -,1683 .7132 ,7118
.1000 -.2363 .6984 .73%7
.1504 -.3097 ,6821 .7599
*2006 -,3306 ,6776 .766?
.2501 -,323_ ,6779 .766_
.300_ -.3046 ,6_13 ,7611
*3607 -.2qi_ ,6848 ,7557
,4000 --,2701 .6609 ,7494
.6503 -,2307 .6980 .735%
,5000 -,2201 ,7015 .7300
.5506 -,1942 ,7066 .7221
.5_97 -.1642 ,?13] ,7120
.6502 -,1559 ,7165 ,7008
,7003 -,i078 ,?258 ,6923
.7497 -,0758 ,7332 ,6007
.7998 -.0322 .7427 ,6658
,8503 -.0022 ,7508 .6530
,9000 .0Z33 ,7556 ,6455
,q_83 ,1116 .7765 ,6120
COl ,00761 COCOR1 .00752
C02 ,00?60 CDCOMZ .00747
C03 .00742 COCOR3 ,00731
C06 ,00734 COCOR4 .00727
C05 400657 COCOR5 ,00652
SPANWISE
xlc ¥1C CP PeL/PT NLQC
.1505 -,_000 -.6077 .5956 .6930
.1505 -,3333 -,7531 ,5014 ,9155
.1505 -.166? -.7831 .5740 .92?1
,1505 0,0000 -.7773 ,5774 .9217
• 1505 .1667 -.7862 .5737 *927?
.1505 ,3333 *,7862 ,5740 .9271
• 1505 .9000 -,7524 .5810 .9162
,4995 -,3000 -,3613 ,6663 .7842
,4995 -,_333 -,3591 .6681 .7013
.4095 -.166T -43§40 .6601 47814
,4905 0,0000 --,36_5 .6700 ,7704
.4995 *1667 ".35_? ,6669 .7_33
,4995 ,3333 -.3561 ,6606 .7803
,1995 .5000 -.3076 .670R .7649
.7994 -,_000 -.0843 *7292 .6070
,7994 ",3333 -.0877 *7300 .6058
.7901 -.1667 -,0607 ,7312 .6838
,7994 0.0000 -,0_02 .7319 46827
,7994 ,1667 -,0761 .7311 .6841
,7994 ,3333 *,0753 ,7326 .6014





XIC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 ,SOSl .93_6 ,3170
,0135 -,9584 .5370 .9_68
,0271 -I,2300 .4764 I*0963
,0515 -1,3692 .6648 1,161_
,0763 -i.4599 ,4257 1,17_9
,i012 -1,4571 ,4260 1,1754
,1503 -1,0073 .5259 1.0041
,1996 -,0215 .544_ ,9735
,2501 -,7975 ,5706 .9325
,2990 -,7145 ,5908 *qOOB
.3499 -.625B ,6110 ,5696
,3996 -,5552 ,6266 ._%55
,4496 -,4796 ,64Z_ ,8202
.6997 -,6221 ,6549 ,6017
,54Q2 -,3564 ,6712 ,7766
,5994 -,3059 ,6820 .7599
,6495 -,2596 .6977 ,7635
,699b -,2074 ,7047 .7250
.74U9 -.1535 *?160 ,70?5
,8003 -,0o54 ,?300 ,685?
,8500 -*0372 ,7444 ,6632
,0993 ,0331 ,7596 .6304
*q4_q .1073 ,7760 .61Z7
PT 4_,2590 PSI C_ *4474
TT 155.4560 K CN ,0063




X/C C_ P,L/PT NLqC
0,0000 ,8061 *9326 .3170
.0122 ,7713 *9242 ,3372
.0751 ,6870 *5606 ,%6?9
,0510 .2139 ,7992 ,5748
• 0?55 ,0863 ,7712 ,6205
.1000 *0006 *7519 ,6513
,1504 -.1067 .7275 ,6896
,2004 -*1560 .7162 ,7071
,2501 -,1?19 .7113 ,714E
• 3002 -,1743 .7119 ,7130
• 350? -.1765 ,7116 ,7143
.%000 -,I?01 ,7128 .71_5
• 4503 -,1522 ,7163 .70?0
• 5000 -,1439 ,7175 ,7052
• 5506 -.1279 *7228 ,6969
• 599? -.1076 ,7265 .6911
• 6502 -,1086 *7265 .6911
.7003 -.0691 ,735? ,6769
• 7497 -*0430 *7400 *6688
,799A -,0060 ,7500 .6543
• 9503 ,0147 .7559 ,6449
• 9000 *0292 ,7505 *6408
,9403 .1106 .T?6A .6115
131
C01 ,00830 CDCO_I .00616
¢02 *00830 CDCOR2 ,00011
C03 ,0_010 CDCOR3 .00703
C04 ,0079_ CDCOR4 .00?85
C05 ,0_683 COCOR5 ,006?9
SPANWI_E
X/C YIC CP P.L/PT NLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,935b ,5429 ,9766
.1505 -,3333 -,9933 .5291 ,0909
,1505 -,lbb7 -,9892 ,5303 .09?0
,1505 0,0000 -1.0073 ,5259 1.0041
,1505 .1667 -1.0000 ,526? 1,0027
,1505 ,3333 -,9070 ,5305 ,q066
,1505 ,5000 -,9983 .5282 1.0003
,4995 -,5000 -,4217 ,65?2 ,7901
,4995 -.3333 -,4202 .6571 ,?983
,4995 -,1667 -,4179 ,6572 .?981
.%995 0,0000 ",4221 .6549 .8017
,4995 ,1667 -,42Z7 ,6570 ,7085
,4995 ,3333 -.4183 ,6575 .?976
.4905 .5000 -,3655 ,b6qO .?000
.7994 -.5000 -.1106 ,7261 .6916
,7904 -,3333 -,100? ,7266 ,6910
.?994 -,1667 -,099? ,7204 ,6661
,7094 0.3000 -,0954 .7300 ,6057
,7994 ,1667 -*0932 ,7300 .605?
.7994 .3333 -,0922 ,7303 ,60_2







KIC CP P,LlaT HL3_
0,0000 .6643 .9002 ,3902
• 0135 -1,1690 .4905 1,0626
,0271 -1.4740 .4218 1.1831
,0515 -1,6127 ,3917 1.2397
,0763 -1.6877 .3743 I,Z736
.1012 -I,?043 .3705 1,2812
,1503 -1,7062 ,3707 1.2808
,1994 -,9371 ,$430 .9764
,_501 -,7744 ,5704 .9186
,2999 -,7335 ,5024 ,0084
.349_ -.64S0 ,b090 ,3724
.3994 -.5752 ,6230 ,5508
.4496 -.5008 ,6405 ,5238
,4997 -,4415 ,6531 ,S044
,$49Z -,3771 ,6692 ,7797
.5994 -,322_ .6809 .7618
.6495 -.2727 .6922 ,7442
,6996 -,2!89 ,?044 .?_54
.7489 -.1641 .7159 .7076
.8003 -,1012 ,7300 .be57
.R500 -,0431 .7438 .6641
• 0993 .0290 .7590 ,6401
,9489 .1028 .77S4 .6138
PT 40.2542 PSI CN, ,5614
TT L55,3808 K Cm ,610_




X/C CP PpLIPT HLOC
0.0000 .6643 .9002 .3902
• 0122 ,8639 ,9449 .28_6
,0251 ,6018 .86_2 ,4188
.0510 ,3221 ,0Z39 .5332
.0755 .1808 .7941 ,5832
.I000 .0992 .7738 ,6163
.1504 -.0109 .7477 .6579
.2004 -.0776 .7348 .6781
,2501 -,1027 ,7293 .6868
,3002 -.1144 ,7293 .666?
.3507 -,I_33 .7252 .6931
.4000 -,1237 .7240 ,6951
,4503 -.1120 .7273 .6900
• 5000 -.I090 .?274 ,609?
.5506 -.0979 ,7313 .6837
.5997 -.0819 .7344 ,6780
.6S02 -.0060 ,7330 ,6796
,7003 -,0510 .7418 .6612
,7497 -.0200 .7459 .660g
.7998 .0073 ,7542 ,647?
.8503 .0196 " ,7577 .6420
.9000 .0306 .7591 ,639B
,9483 .I072 .7764 ,6122
C01 ,01102 C0¢_1 ,01058
Cg2 ,01105 ¢0¢092 .010e3
C03 ,01110 COCOR3 .01095
C04 .00970 COCOR4 .0006Z
C0_ ,00806 COCOR5 .0080_
SRA_WZSE
XlC YlC CP PpLIRT HLQC
• 150S -,5000 -1.0216 ,5256 1.0046
.150_ -.3333 -1.5359 .4092 1.2064
• 1505 -.1667 *1.7069 ,3694 1,2935
.1505 0.0000 -1.7062 .3707 1,280_
.1_0S .1667 -1.6600 .3833 1.2559
.1505 ,3333 -1.7A44 ,3626 1.2971
,1505 ._000 -1.6431 ,3837 1,2552
.499S -,5000 -.4456 .6507 ,6081
.4995 -,3333 -.4442 .6532 .R042
.4995 -.1667 *.4373 .6540 ,8030
.4995 0.3000 -.4415 ,6531 .|044
.4995 .1667 -.4388 ,6523 ,6057
.4995 ,3333 -.4308 .6544 .0024
• 4995 .5000 -.3029 .6662 ,7043
.7994 -.5000 -.1335 .7214 .6991
.7994 -.3333 -.123e .7253 ,6930
.7994 -,1667 -.1094 .7206 .6079
.7994 0.0000 -.1012 .7300 ,6857
.7994 ,1667 -,0989 .7292 .6070
.7994 ,3333 -.0975 .7312 .6839




PT 49.2444 PSI CN .6643
TT 155,2704 K CH ,0156




XIC CP F,LIRT _LOC
0.0000 ,5203 .0685 ,4_32
.013_ -1.A2S9 .43_§ 1,1563
.0271 -1.6569 ,39Z7 1,2571
,_515 -1.8143 .3526 1.3178
.0763 -I.R738 .3357 1.353A
.1012 -1.0907 .3314 1.3628
.1503 -1.9141 ,3273 1,3717
.1994 -I.§173 .4161 1.1935
• 2501 -*9_3 .5431 .9762
.2999 --*6_67 .6006 ,8_55
.3499 -.6157 ,6169 .8602
.3994 --.5661 ,62_0 ,_430
,4496 -,5032 .6421 .8213
.4997 ".44q0 .6527 .8051
,5492 -,3853 ,6675 .7823
,$994 -,3312 .6791 ,764_
.6495 -.2813 .6805 .74_4
,6996 -.2241 ,7019 .7293
.7469 -.1709 .7142 ,7102
,0003 -,1135 .7277 .6893
.8500 -.0_08 ,7421 ._668
.0993 .019S .7574 .6426
.9489 ,0051 .7737 ,6164
LO_ER SURFACE
XlC CP P_LIPT qLOC
0.0000 ,5203 *8685 .4_32
,0122 ,9326 ,9607 .2400
.0_51 .6906 .9064 .3771
,0510 .4164 .8470 .4926
.0755 ,2617 ,8156 .5473
.I000 ,1792 .7932 .5848
.1504 .0528 .7648 .6307
*2004 -.016_ .7490 .6S47
.2501 -.0454 .7423 ,6665
,3002 -,0679 .7382 ,67_9
.3507 -,0813 .73_6 .6770
.4000 -,0848 .7349 ,6791
.4503 -.0796 .7361 _6761
,5000 -.0840 ,7338 ,6702
.5506 -.0750 ,7363 .6759
,5997 -.0647 ,7384 .6725
,6502 -.0726 .7361 .6762
.7003 -.0301 .743_ .6650
,7497 -,0224 .7474 .6585
.7998 .0054 .7_42 *6476
.8503 ,0191 .7576 ,6422
,9000 .0215 .7560 ,6416
,9483 .1001 .7749 .6146
C91 ,01836 CDCOR1 ,01790
C02 ,OlOOl COCOA2 ,01759
C03 .01726 CDCOR3 .01608
C04 ,01_04 CDCOR4 ,01473
C05 .01158 CDCOR5 .01142
5FARVISE
XlC YlC CP P_LIPT _L3C
• 1505 -.5000 -1,2682 ,A722 1.0938
• 150_ -.3333 -|,6629 .3349 1.3551
.1505 -.1667 -1.q195 .3250 1.3767
.1505 0.0000 -1.9141 .3273 1.3717
.1505 .1667 -h8377 ,3457 1,3320
.1505 .3333 -1.9341 .3190 1.3901
.1505 ._000 -1.8949 .3305 1,3647
.4995 -.5000 -.4688 .6AQ3 .8103
.4995 -.3333 -.4606 .6505 ,8084
,4995 -.1667 -.4423 .6510 .8077
• 4995 0,0000 -.4490 .6527 .0051
,4995 ,1667 -,4454 .6545 .0023
.4995 ,3333 -.4446 ,6541 .8030
.499_ .5000 -.3831 .6643 ,7873
.7994 -.5000 -,1796 .7120 ,7138
• 7994 -.3333 -.1477 .7190 *7029
.7994 -,1667 -.1226 ,7258 .6923
,7994 0.0000 -.I136 .7277 .6803
.7994 .1667 -,1061 .7284 .6802
.7994 ,3333 *,1006 .7295 .6865













Xl_ CP P,LIPT _tSC
0,0000 ,3850 ,83_9 ,SO?O
• 0135 -1,6398 .3935 I,Z361
.0271 *1,80_0 .3471 1,3291
.3515 -I,9447 .31_9 1.3901
• 0?63 -2.0161 .3043 1,4235
,1012 -2.05Z8 .3000 1.4334
.1503 -2.0416 .29_7 1.44_6
,1994 -1,5720 .3991 1.2254
.2S01 -1.2172 ,4_17 1.077S
• 2999 -.9_60 *_480 ,9684
,3A99 -.6611 .6075 ._74_
,3994 -,5538 ,62ql ,8413
,4496 -,4905 .6458 ,8141
.4997 -*4348 .6561 ,7909
._492 -,3?67 .6677 ,78_0
,5994 -,3224 ,6619 .7601
,649_ -,_916 ,6936 ,7422
.6996 -,2268 .7029 *7ZTB
.7469 -.1730 .7144 .7100
.8001 -.1144 .7271 ,6903
,8_00 -.0553 ,7398 ,6703
• 8993 .0099 .7S85 .6407
,9489 ,0634 ,7752 .hi41
Lg_ER SURFACE
X/C CP PeL/PT HLOC
0,0000 .3850 ,8380 .5070
,0122 ,985? ,9720 ,1983
,0251 ,?5?4 .9210 .3446
.0510 ,4P82 ,_613 ,4665
.07S5 .3519 .8313 ,_203
.I000 ._496 .809? .$872
• 1504 ,1122 ,??69 ,6112
,2004 .03?8 .7_97 ,6390
.2501 -,0016 .?_24 ,6_04
.3002 -*0257 ,7479 .65?5
• 3507 -,0464 .?438 .6641
• 4000 -,0592 .7394 .6710
.4503 -.0530 .7434 .6646
.5000 -.0619 ,7391 ,6715
,$506 -,0626 .?370 .6?34
.599? -.0486 ,?437 .6643
,6POZ -,0613 ,7421 .666?
,7003 -,0377 .?448 ,66_3
.7497 -.0238 ,74?6 ,6_81
.790R .0031 ,?533 ,6491
.8503 .0087 .7S41 .6478
,9000 .0062 ,?S77 .6421
,9483 .0826 ,7750 .6144
132
C01 .02662 CDCDR1 ,02863
C02 .02792 COCO82 .02763
C03 ,02649 CDCOR3 ,02628
CO4 ,02176 COCOR4 .02166
C05 .01721 CDCOR5 .01694
5PANWISE
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT #LOC
.1505 -.5000 -1,4639 .A315 1.1654
,1_05 -,3333 -2,0259 ,3038 1.4247
,1505 -.1667 -2.04?5 ,294? 1,4461
,1505 0,3000 -2,0416 ,29_7 1,4436
,150_ .1667 -1,9738 ,3188 1,390_
.1505 .3333 -2.08e4 ,2906 1,4559
,I_05 .5000 *2,0660 .2901 1.4571
.499_ -*5000 **4803 .64?4 .8131
.4995 -.3333 -,4673 .6520 ,8061
,499_ -,1667 -,44?2 ,65?0 ,?984
,4995 0.0000 -,4348 .6_61 ,7999
,499_ .1667 -,4300 .6586 .7960
,4995 ,3333 -,4320 .6598 ,7q41
,4q95 ,5000 -,38S0 *6?08 .7773
,7994 -,5000 -,2476 ,6901 ,7352
,?994 -.3333 -,1799 ,7117 ,7142
,7994 -,1667 -.1383 .7195 .7021
,7994 0,0000 -,1144 .7271 ,6903
,?994 .1667 -,1055 .?297 ,6861
.?994 ,3333 -,0974 .7301 ,685_




49,2587 PSI CN .7564
155,3474 K _ ._lAt




X/C CP P,LIPT _LOC
0,0000 .ZqA? .8180 ,5433
,0122 1,007e ,q768 .1531
• 0251 .7986 ,q303 ,32E7
.0510 .5331 .8698 .4507
,0755 ,3q18 .8381 ,5085
.1000 .284q .8146 .5489
.1504 .1494 .7845 .Sq_O
.2004 .06_4 .7649 .6306
.2501 .022_ ,7574 o64E5
.3002 -.OOe7 ,74_1 ,6558
• 3507 -,0394 ,7435 .6646
._000 -.0_27 ,7405 ,660_
,_503 -,0541 ,7408 .66B8
• 5000 -,0667 .7361 ,6761
.5506 -.0717 ,7349 .6780
• 5997 -.0673 .7358 ,6766
.650_ -,0844 ,7335 ,6E02
• 7003 -,0981 .7609 .66B6
.7497 -.0514 ,7421 ,6667
,7098 -.0304 ,7465 .6598
.B503 -,0356 .743? .b642
.qo00 -,O_7q ,7405 ,66q2
.9483 -,004_ .7524 .6505
kLPAA
UPPE_ SURFACE
X/C CP P*LIPT qLOC
0.0000 .2_7 ._180 .5433
.0135 -1.706q .3683 1.2857
.OR71 -I.ZqZ *3ZO_ 1.3859
.0515 -2.0116 ,ZqTO 1._06
,0763 -2.0?28 ,1837 1.4726
,1012 -2.0654 ,2874 1.4636
,1503 -1.5198 .4104 L,ZO_Z
.1994 -1.3264 .4524 1,1_52
• Z501 -I.2250 ,4791 l,O_EO
.E999 -i.0416 ,5176 1.0177
.349_ -.8719 .5577 ,_SE_
.3q9_ -.7134 .§930 .dq73
.4496 -.5010 .6113 .8535
.4997 -.5069 .6375 ,8284
.5692 -*4165 ._554 .8009
.5_4 -.3641 *6693 .7795
.64g5 -.zqq4 ._85h *75_5
,6996 -,2420 ,7001 .73_1
.7487 -.I035 .7105 .7160
*BOO3 -,1411 ,TZlq .6_3
._500 -,00_9 *TEq6 ._864
• 8q93 -*05_4 ,TAL_ .6680
• 9_89 -.O09E ,7_L3 .65ZE
COl .05184 COCORI *05114
_ .047S9 COCOE2 .04695
C03 ,04317 CDCOR3 ,04280
C_4 .03162 CD¢OR4 ,03135
CD5 ,01560 COCOR5 .02503
SPANWISE
X/C YIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
.1505 *._000 -1.5344 ,4064 1.211?
,1505 -,3333 -hTq24 .3515 t,stqq
,1505 -.1667 -1.7016 .3742 1._739
.1505 0,0000 -1,5198 ,4104 1,E04Z
,1505 ,1667 -1.4951 ,A152 1.1953
_1_05 ,3333 -1.4860 ,6_0 1,1S65
.150_ .5000 -1,5312 ,AlZl 1,2010
.4995 -.5000 -*50EO .6397 ,8E51
,4905 -.3333 -.4BE5 .64_A ,8162
.4995 -.1667 -.4797 .6417 ,B204
.4995 O,_O00 -,506q ,6_?5 .6204
.Aqq5 ,1667 -.5162 .6365 _8300
.4995 .3333 -.5101 .6373 ,8200
.4995 .5000 -.4555 .64|2 ,SlZO
.7974 -,5000 -.ETq2 .690E .7473
,7994 -,3333 -,2016 ,7078 .7201
,?qg4 -,1667 -.1553 .?LO_ ,7040
,7794 0.0000 -.1411 ,7219 ,6g|3
,799_ ,1667 -.1333 ,?E_8 ,6970
.7q9_ ,3333 -.1360 .7Z25 ,6975




119 Pr 4_.2604 PSI CN ,7741
eO TT 155,3656 K CH -.0152
11 PC 15,2075 HILLION CC -.0249
HAC_ .6516
ALPHA 0,0816 OEG
UPPE; SURFACE LOWE_ SURFACE
P,L/_T _L_C _IC CP P_LIPT _LO_
.8004 ,57E_ 0.0000 .E172
.34_5 1,3346 .0121 1.0326
.3015 1.4293 .0_51 .@354
,Z9_O 1,_76 .0510 ,577_
.3658 l.EqÙ8 ,0755 .4344
,4154 I,IO49 ,i000 ,3215
,45_9 I.I_72 .1504 .1774
.4840 1.0736 .2004 .0903
.5_0_ 1,0294 .ZSO_ ,0405
.536Z .9874 ,300_ .0054
,55_S ,_517 ,3507 -,0_57
.5799 .)178 ._000 -,0464
.597_ ,_qO9 .4503 -.0574
.6100 .a70g .5000 -.0735
.bZSO ._476 ,5_06 -,O??L
.641_ ,SZ_E ,5997 -,Oglq
.6_51 ,8014 .650Z -.1066
.6646 .786_ .7003 -,0858
.673_ ,7726 .7_97 -.0888
._4q °7556 ,Tqg8 -,0746
.6945 .7402 .R_03 -.0863














































CO1 .08810 ¢DCORI .08?07
COt .OSZeR C0¢0R2 .0818_
CO3 .07632 C I)_OR3 .07535
CO4 .05579 CO_OR_ .05517
COS .0_397 CDCOR5 ,04347
5PA_WISE
X/C YIC CP P_L/PT Mt3C
,1505 -,5000 -1.6535 ,4234 1.1802
.1505 -,3333 -1,4001 ,A371 1.1553
,1505 -.1667 -1.3577 ,4438 1,1_34
.1505 0.0000 -1.3359 ,452g 1,1272
,1505 .1667 -1.3069 .4563 1.1112
.1505 .3333 -1.334_ ,4519 1,1Zql
.1505 .5000 -1.3822 .4383 1.1532
,Aqq5 -.5000 *.5466 ,628_ *8425
.Aqg5 -.3333 -.5704 .6ZI1 .e53T
.4995 -,1667 -.6002 ,6171 ,|600
.4995 0.0000 -.6237 .6100 *8?Oq
,499_ .1667 -.61?9 .61Z4 ,8671
.4995 .3333 -.6294 ,6079 .R742
,Aqq5 .5000 -.5335 .63Z0 ._36q
,7994 -.5000 -,Z663 ,690_ ,746_
.7994 -.3333 -.ZSe8 .6943 ,7411
.7994 -.1667 -,ZBTe ,6872 ,75E0
.7994 0.0000 -.?q61 .6849 .7556
.7qq_ .1667 -,2696 .6856 .75_5
.7994 ,3333 -.Z6g4 .691q ,7448
.7994 .5000 *,Z633 -,6get ,7435
133
!TABLE XXIII. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.65






X/C CP PpL/PT _LOC
0.0000 1,1080 .9993 .0300
• 013] ,1090 .77_Z .61_Z
• 0271 -,1693 .7153 ,7106
.0315 -.3670 .6746 .7734
.0763 -,4669 .6406 .8135
.1012 -.4947 .6_20 ,9Z36
• 1503 -.4QZI .6418 .8Z40
,1996 -,5056 .6355 .8291
• ZSOL -.4616 .6495 .8122
.Z990 -.4310 .6577 ._004
,3499 -.3921 .6669 .7853
.3994 -,3580 .6745 ,7737
,4496 -.3142 .6_37 .7594
.49Q7 -.2_44 ,6894 ,7507
.5492 -.2434 .bq77 .7378
.5994 -.2051 .7070 .7235
,649§ -.1739 ,71]? .7138
.6996 -.1193 .7216 .7008
.7689 -.i000 .7316 ,6851
• 8003 -.0561 .7411 .670?
.5500 -.Ollb ,7514 .6539
.8993 ,0477 .764_ .6335
.¥4|9 ,1049 .7758 .6141
Pt 62.5216 PSZ ON -,0229
Tr 113.9937 K CN .0007




XIC CP P_L/PT qLOC
0,0000 1.1080 .9993 .0308
,0122 .0779 ,7692 .625_
• OZ]l -.Z32] .701] .7S23
• 0510 -*430_ .6546 ,9047
.07_5 -.6993 ,6414 .8246
.1000 -.9334 .6333 ,017L
,1504 -.5596 .6?67 *8473
,ZOO4 -.5188 .6311 .0405
.Z501 -.4_67 .6421 .8_36
.3002 -.4457 .6940 .809_
.3507 -.4104 .66_9 .7915
,4000 -.3738 ,6709 .7791
.4503 -.3272 .680_ .7639
• 5000 -.Z980 .6864 .7556
,5506 -,Z559 .6916 ,7442
.5_97 -._102 ,7041 .7_80
,6502 -.Z063 .7060 .7750
• 7003 -,I_49 .TEO] .702S
.7497 -.1035 .7309 .686]
.79q_ -.0512 .74_2 ,6685
.8503 -.0165 .7503 .6557
• gO00 .013] ,7566 .6497




PT 62.5315 PSI CN -.9033
Tt 114.798B K CH -.0061




XIC CP P,LIPT _LOC
0.0000 .7920 .qZ_5 .3Z79
*0135 .7658 ._276 .36?0
,0271 .4_66 ._627 .4653
.0515 .2695 .8117 .5555
.0763 .I04_ .775g .6_6
.I012 .0Z56 .7580 .6433
,1503 -.059Z .7390 .6734
.1994 -.1248 .7254 .6948
.7501 -.1425 ,7206 .7022
.Z999 -.1539 .7201 .70]I
.3499 -.1_46 .7190 .7063
.3q94 -.1500 .7201 .7030
.4496 -.I]55 .7_8 .6988
.4997 -.1Z54 .77_? .6951
.5492 -.1031 .7301 .5876
*5994 -.0A94 .7318 ,6847
.6495 -.0758 .7340 ,6814
.6996 -.0548 ,7607 .6708
.7489 --.0320 ,7463 .66Z0
,800] -.0020 .7524 .6_23
.8500 .0Z53 .7584 .6427
.8993 .0683 .7670 .6290
.e6@9 ,1055 ,7747 ,6166
LOVER SURFkCF
XtC CP P;LIPT ML_C
0.0000 ,7925 .9265 ,3Z79
.0172 -.9549 .537] .9879
.0751 -1._681 .46fl5 1.10_5
.0510 -1,_586 .4252 1.1797
• 0755 -1.5176 .4149 1.1092
.1000 -1.5452 .4079 1.El13
.1504 -1.5168 ,4119 I._000
.2004 -.8668 .5606 .95_9
.Z501 -.7905 .576_ .9760
.3007 -.7010 ,5989 .8004
.3507 -.6760 .6130 .4b_5
,4000 -.9570 .6297 .0426
.4503 -.4R26 .6656 .8181
,5000 -.4?86 .6577 .7994
.5506 -.36_1 .b710 .77_0
.5097 -,3121 ,6871 .7619
.6507 -.7825 .6877 .7533
.7003 -.2065 .7069 .7736
.7497 -.152_ .7194 .7041
.7998 -.0867 ,7315 .6821
,R503 -.0306 .7462 .6653
.9000 .000# .7537 ,6902





_1¢ CP P_LIRT qLDC
0.0000 1,0319 .9821 .1609
,0135 ,4873 .8599 .6704
.0?71 .ZOE4 .7956 .9876
• 0515 -.013? .76_7 ._551
,0763 -_1606 .71_1 .7062
.lOIZ -.2147 .7058 .7Z53
.1503 -.2616 .6947 .7425
.1996 -.306? .6857 .7564
.7901 -.2081 .6869 .7545
.Z999 -.Z911 .6880 .7]79
.3_99 -,274b ,6916 ,7_T3
,3994 -.?_47 .89_2 .74L7
.6496 -.Z?67 .7016 .7317
,4997 -.2067 .7065 .7741
• 549Z -.1779 .T141 ,71_4
• 5996 -.1488 .7189 .7049
,6495 -.I767 .7237 .6975
.69_6 -.0999 .7305 .6869
.7_89 -,0669 .7367 .6771
.8003 -,0799 .74_3 .6616
• 8500 .007? .7553 .6677
.6993 .0593 .7661 ,6505
.9409 .1052 .7764 .6139
PT b2.5167 PSI CN -.Z534
TT 116.0812 K CN -.0000




XlC CP P,LI_T NL_
0.0000 1.0315 .9_Zl .1609
.OIZZ -.4180 .6570 .8006
.0251 -.7238 .5875 .qO_?
• 0510 -.8918 .55Z5 ,9636
.0755 -,892Z .5557 .9584
.1000 -.8936 .9550 *9595
.1504 -.0308 .5600 .9359
.2004 -.7406 .5873 .9086
.Z501 -.6646 ,6055 .8_01
.3002 -.586Z .6273 .954Z
.3507 -,5297 .6348 .8340
.6000 -.67E3 .6467 .8165
.4503 -.4107 .6605 .7957
.5000 -.367_ .670T .77_5
.5506 -*]177 ,681R .76Z3
.5997 -.2690 .69EI .?465
.6507 -.Z407 ,6965 ,739T
.7003 -,1804 .71_6 .7141
,7497 -.1307 .7774 *6594
.7098 -.0715 .7360 .67_?
,0503 -.0329 .7664 ,6618
.9000 ,010l ,755[ .6480
.9483 ,113Z .?782 ,6110
135
CDI .0063A CDCOR1 *00678
C02 0,00000 ¢DCOR? 0.00000
C03 .0090_ C000R3 .00903
C04 .00660 COCOR4 ,00656
C05 ,03599 ¢0COR5 ,00598
SPANV[SE
XIC YI¢ CP PeLIPT NLOC
• 150S -.5000 -.4569 *6516 .8097
,1505 -.3333 -,4055 ,6454 ,6104
.1505 -,1667 -,5096 .6409 ._214
.1903 0.0000 -.49?1 ,6418 .8Z40
.1905 .1667 -.5051 .6602 ,8264
.1505 .3333 -,5075 .640_ ,8_60
.1505 ,5000 -,4779 .6479 .0145
.4995 -.5000 -,1905 .6900 ,7600
.6995 -,333_ -,?728 ,6947 .7424
.4995 -.1667 -.?775 .6979 ,74_2
.4995 0.0000 -.2844 .6896 ,7507
.6995 ,1667 -.2815 ,6920 ,7_67
.4995 .3333 -.Z753 ,694Z .7633
.4905 ,$000 -.2340 .?OZ5 .7303
.7904 -.5000 -.0581 .7397 .67Z_
• 7994 -,33]3 *.0631 .?39_ ,6712
.7904 -.1667 -.0562 .?405 ,6711
.7994 0.0000 -.0561 .7611 ,670Z
,7994 .1667 *.05]7 ,7407 ,6708
,?qq4 .3333 -.0515 .741e .6691
.7904 ,5000 **0549 ,740_ .6706
CD1 ,00845 CDCQR_ .00843
CO? 0,00000 ¢000R2 0,00000
¢03 .O08?6 ¢DCOR3 .00ell
C04 ,00766 CDCOR4 ,0076E
C05 .00667 ¢_¢0R5 ,00666
SPANVISE
x/C Y/C CP P;L/PT RLOC
,1905 -.5000 -.0454 *7405 .6711
,1505 -,333_ -,06?9 .?369 ,6767
.1505 -.1667 -.0743 .?34_ .6801
,1505 0.0000 -.0592 .7390 .6734
.L505 ,1667 -,0706 ,7349 ,6800
.1505 ,3333 -,0711 ,7347 .6803
,1509 .5000 -,0524 .7397 .67?4
.4995 _.5000 -*1169 *723E .696?
,4995 -*33]] -.1197 .7759 .bg41
,4995 -,1667 -.173? .7?5? ,6951
.4995 0,0000 -.1254 .7?52 .6951
.4995 .1667 --.1_? *7?6[ .6q69
.4995 .33]3 -.I709 .??56 ,6945
,4999 ,5000 -*0994 *7306 .6066
.7994 --*5000 -,0141 .7409 .6576
,7994 -,333_ -,0131 ,7501 .6560
.7994 -.1667 -,0071 ,7506 .6551
,7994 0,0000 -*0020 .?524 .6523
,?gg4 .1667 -,0016 .7518 .65]3
.7994 .3333 ,00_9 .7]]6 ,650]
.7994 .5000 -*007_ -.75|7 .6_34
C01 ,00717 0000R1 .0070?
C07 0.00000 CDCOR2 0,00000
C03 .00696 CDCOR3 ,00684
COt .00696 C DCO_6 .00664
C05 .00623 CDCOR5 ,00616
SPAN_TSE
XlC VIC CP P,L/P! RLOC
,1505 -.5000 -.E449 .6974 ,7S84
,1505 -*3333 -,7669 .69Z6 .?457
.1505 -.1667 -,?040 ,6878 ,7531
.1505 0,0000 -,7616 .6947 .7625
.1505 ,1667 -,E776 .690[ .7496
,1505 ,333] -.E804 ,6896 .7504
.1505 .5000 -.Z557 .6942 .T633
.4995 -,5000 -,?083 *705? ,7Z67
,4995 -.]333 -.2002 ,7070 ,??35
.4995 -,lb67 -,2045 ,7054 ,7250
,4995 0*0030 -.?06T ,7065 .7241
.4995 .1667 -.E055 .7058 .7?5?
,6995 .3333 -.2020 .7066 ,7Z41
,_995 .5000 -.1678 .71_T ,7131
.7994 -.5000 -,0389 .7605 .6711
,7994 -,3333 -.0398 .7416 e6696
.7994 -.1667 -.0342 .?423 ,b683
.7q94 0.0000 -.0E99 .?45] *6636
,7994 .1667 -,0?90 .7627 .6676
*7994 ,3333 -.OZ§? .744? ,6645









XIC CP PtL/PT qLOC
0,0000 1,1071 .9Q92 .034¢
• 0135 ,0008 .7735 .6186
,0271 -,1833 ,7131 .7139
• 0515 -,3622 ,6731 .7757
.0763 -,477Z .6483 *0140
• 1012 -.5024 .6411 .8251
• 1503 -.4QQ5 .6;11 .8250
.1994 -,5104 .63_7 .B_7
• 2501 -,4662 .6407 .8118
.299_ -.4343 ,6585 ,7Q83
43499 -,3053 ,6658 ,7870
• 3994 -.3603 .6738 .7747
• 4496 -.3146 *6837 *7594
.4997 -.2063 .6q02 .7494
• 5492 -.2400 *7004 .7337
• _094 -.2050 .7071 .7733
.6495 -*1754 .7141 .7126
• 6996 -.1390 .7270 .7002
• 7489 -.1005 ,7324 .6838
.8003 -.0541 .7444 .6650
• 8500 -.0106 .7520 .6516
.8993 ,0485 ,7660 .6306










XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1071 .0992 .0344
• 0122 *0952 .7744 .6170
.0251 -.7140 ,7063 .7265
,0510 -.4227 .6597 .7964
.0755 -.4838 ,6468 .8263
• 1000 -.8229 .6365 .8322
.1504 -,5473 .6305 .8415
,ZO0_ -.5292 .6346 .9352
• 2501 -.485q .64_3 .8186
.3007 -.4384 .6576 ,7797
• 3507 -.4047 .6637 ,7907
.4000 -.3688 ,6719 .7776
• 4503 -.3211 .6823 .76|6
.5000 -.2944 .6884 .7522
,5506 -.2540 *6973 .7385
• 5997 -.2147 .7049 .7767
.6502 -.2050 ,7076 ,7226
• 7003 -.1670 .7713 .7012
.7497 -.i010 .7321 ,684_
.7998 -.0483 .7457 .6630
._503 -.0166 .7520 .6530
.9000 ,0139 .758_ .6428
.9413 .1130 47791 ,6014
C01 .00685 CDCOR1 ,00681
C02 0.00000 COCOR2 0,00000
CD3 ,00773 CDCOR3 ,00766
C04 ,00665 CO¢OR4 *00662
C05 *00612 CDCOR5 .00611
SPANWISE
XlC Yl: CP PpLIPT MLOC
,1505 -.5000 -,4624 .6511 .809?
.1505 -,3333 -*4939 .6429 *8226
• 1505 -.1667 -.5193 .6383 .:_96
• 1505 0.0000 -*4995 .6411 .0250
• 1505 .1667 -.814_ .6395 ,8275
• 1505 ,3333 -.5147 ,6382 .8295
• 1505 45000 -.4879 .6453 .8186
.49Q5 -.5000 -.2908 *6902 .7694
.4995 -.3333 -.2772 .6934 .7445
.4995 -,1667 -.2799 .6918 ,7470
._gqs 0.0000 -.2863 .6902 ,7494
.4995 .1667 -.2808 .6925 .7459
.4995 .3333 -,2794 .6929 ,7482
.4995 .5000 -.2357 .7015 ,7319
.7994 -,5000 -.0591 ,7401 ,671T
.7994 -.3333 -*0638 *7380 .6789
.7994 -.1667 -*0566 *7406 06710
.7994 0.0000 -*0541 .7444 .6650
.7994 .1667 -.0538 .7413 .6698
.7994 .3333 -*0516 .7415 *6696













XIC CP PpLIPT qLOC
0.0000 1.0365 .9838 .1533
,0135 -.4194 .6615 .7936
.027| -,6763 .6042 .8872
.0515 -.8009 .5760 .9263
*0763 -.8783 .5581 .9546
.1017 -.8588 .5599 .9518
.1503 -.7801 ,57_I *9230
.1994 -.7322 .5908 .q030
.7501 -.6431 .6105 ,8724
.2999 -.5877 .6778 .85)4
.34Q_ -*5192 .6364 48322
.3994 -.4648 .6496 .8119
.4496 -.40Z7 .6630 ,7913
,4997 -.3615 ,6703 .7800
.5_97 -.3058 .6841 ,7588
,5994 -.2589 ,6940 .7435
.6495 -.22_1 .7058 .7253
06996 -,1755 .7155 .710_
*7489 -.1288 .7257 .6943
.8003 -,076_ ,736_ .6769
.8500 -*0256 .7472 .6606
.1993 .0410 .7634 .6348
.9489 ,I048 .77_5 .6104
LO#ER SURFACE
XIC CP PeLIPT qLOC
0.0000 1,0365 .9838 .[533
• 0122 .4944 .8638 .4632
.0251 .IR91 ,7959 ,5818
.0_10 -.0667 .7389 ,6737
.0755 -*1621 .7172 .7075
• I000 -.230q .7002 .7340
.1504 -.3062 .683B .75q3
• 2004 -.3_62 .6810 .7637
.2501 *.3184 .6826 .7611
• 3007 -.2978 .6862 .7555
• 3507 -.2849 .6887 .7517
.4000 -.2654 ,6940 .7436
.4503 -.Z327 .7008 .7330
.5000 -.2179 .7025 ,7305
.5506 -.1907 .7098 .7191
.5997 -.1593 .7163 .7001
• 6502 -.1586 .?196 ,7039
• 7003 -.i03L .7315 .6852
• 7407 --.0700 ,7387 *6739
.7998 --.0246 .7483 .6587
.8503 .0009 .7531 ,651Z
.9000 .0207 .7589 .6420
.9483 .1146 ,7807 46069
CD1 .00696 CDCOR1 .00692
CD2 0,00000 COCOR2 0.00000
C03 ,00813 CDCOR3 000807
C04 .00672 C000R4 .00669
C05 .03623 CDCOR5 .00621
5PAN_ZSE
XlC YIC CP P,LIPT MLOC
.1508 -.5000 -.704T .5990 .8903
.1505 -,3333 -.7529 45_71 *9088
.1505 -01667 -.7819 ,58[5 .9176
.1505 0.0000 -.7801 .5781 .9230
• 1505 .1667 -.7826 45818 .9172
• 1505 .3333 -,7848 .5801 ,91qq
• 1505 ,5000 -*7497 .5886 ,906_
.4995 -45000 -.3646 .67Z1 *777Z
.4995 -43333 -.350B .6746 47735
.4995 -.1667 -.3545 .673T .7748
• 4995 0.0000 -.3615 *6703 07800
06998 .1667 -.3574 *6737 ,7740
.4995 .3833 -.3546 .6737 .7748
• 4995 .5000 -.3032 .6851 .757_
07994 -.8000 -.0776 .T373 *6762
,7994 -,3333 -.0837 .7372 *6764
,7g94 -.1667 -,0776 .7382 *6747
.7994 0.0000 -.0766 .7368 .6769
.7994 .1667 -.0789 .7377 *6756
.7994 .3333 -*0736 47393 .6731
















XlC CP PeLIPT HLQC
0.0000 .8078 .9373 ,3188
.0135 -.9780 ,5347 .9921
.0271 -1.2589 .4706 1*0989
• 0515 -1.3885 .443Z 1.1468
• 0763 -144R41 ,4715 1.1861
,1012 -1,4710 ,4250 1.1797
.1503 -1.0_35 .5105 1.0318
.1994 -.9187 .8490 .9707
.2501 -*8018 .5745 .9287
.2999 -*7123 ,5950 .8965
,3499 -.6265 .6123 .4695
._094 -.5572 .6302 ,8419
.4496 -.4793 .6465 .8167
,4997 -.4244 .6584 ,7983
.5492 *.3_82 e6729 .7761
.5994 -.3030 .6844 .7583
,6495 -.2580 ,6945 .7427
9_996 --*_053 *7060 .7_0
• 7489 -.1532 ,7185 .7055
._003 -.0929 .7318 .6848
48500 -.0357 .7447 .6645
.8993 .0365 .7610 ,6386
• 9489 ,1083 .7769 .6130
LO_ER SURFACE
XlC C_ P;LIPT qLnc
0.0000 .8078 ,9328 .3188
.0122 ,7770 .9286 .3348
.0251 *4896 .8611 *4682
,0510 .2183 .8012 .5732
*0755 *0986 .7743 .6177
.1000 .0103 .7549 .6483
.1504 -.0952 .7309 .6862
.Z004 -.1464 .7200 ,7032
.2501 -.1632 .7166 ,7086
*3007 -.1622 .7172 .707_
.3507 -,1673 .7148 ,7114
,4000 -.1622 ,7178 ,7066
.4503 -,1438 .7211 .7015
,5000 -.1369 ,7224 46994
*5506 -.1195 *7260 .6938
.5997 -*og9g ,?299 .68??
.6502 -,1083 .7279 *6900
.7003 -*0600 *7383 .6746
,7497 -.0368 ,7448 .6648
.799R .0029 47537 .6511
.6503 .0205 .7571 .6468
.9000 *0784 .7597 ,6415
.9483 ,1154 ,7785 .6104
CD1 .0077? COCOR1 .00771
CD2 0.00000 COCOR2 0.00000
C03 .03989 CDCOR3 *00981
C04 ,00746 COCOR4 *00741
CD5 *00649 COCOR5 .0064T
SPAN_ISE
X/C YIC CP P_L/PT HLOC
.1505 -*5000 -.9810 *5342 *gg30
.1505 -,3333 -,9790 .5338 .g937
• 1505 -,1667 -1.0257 *5237 1.0101
.1505 0.0000 -1.0835 ,5105 140318
.1505 ,1667 -1.0896 .5100 1*03Z5
• 1505 .3333 -1.0319 .5227 1*0126
.1505 .5000 -.9881 ._321 ,q96_
,4995 -45000 -.4300 ,6562 ,8010
• 4995 -.3333 -.4162 .6579 ,?g8z
.4998 -.L667 *.4210 .6576 ,7997
• 4995 0.0000 -*4244 .6584 *7983
.4995 .1667 -442Z6 .6581 ,7989
,4995 .3333 -.4183 .6574 .7999
,4995 .8000 -.3628 *6706 *7797
• ?gg4 -*5000 -.1035 ,7282 *6904
.7994 -.3333 -.1050 *7279 .6909
.7994 -,1667 -*0965 ,7301 ,6075
,7994 0,0000 -.0929 ,7318 *6848
• 7994 ,1667 -.0915 ,7309 .6862
.?994 43333 -*0895 .7314 *6854
.7994 .5000 *.0942 ,7306 .6867









XIC CP PpLI_T MLOC
0,0000 ,6%00 ,9981 ,3q57
.0135 -1,2030 ,6866 1,071b
• 0271 -I,5035 ,%128 1.1937
,0515 -1.6386 ,3915 1.2425
• 0763 -1,7129 .37Z5 1.2795
• IOIZ -i,7218 ,3709 /,2828
,1503 -1,7339 ,3689 1,1869
,1994 -1.0669 .5152 1.0260
• 1501 -.7438 .5855 .9113
• Zqqq -*7046 .5957 ,8956
.3499 -,6450 ,bill ,8715
,3994 -,5751 .6251 .9497
.4496 -.4977 ,6427 .5226
• 6997 -.6661 .6554 .8030
,5692 -,3773 ,b692 .7818
.5994 -,3200 ,6832 .7602
,6495 -.269% ,6032 ,7647
.6996 -*2176 ,7066 ,7271
,7689 -,1623 ,7152 ,7108
.8003 -.1003 .7313 .bg55
,8500 -*0600 .7461 ,6655
,8993 ,0331 ,7599 .6603
.q489 ,I054 ,??69 .61_1
62.5290 _$! CD ,_7_0
114.1867 K CN ,OIOQ




X/C CP PeL/PT MLOC
0,0000 ,6%80 ,8981 ,_95T
,0122 ,8692 ,q465 ,ZB20
,0251 ,6113 ,8899 ,4125
,0510 .3279 .8269 ,5206
,0755 ,2001 .7977 ,57_0
,1000 .I098 ,7777 ,6117
,I_04 -,000_ ,7_14 ,6538
*ZOO4 -*0671 .7378 ,67_4
.2501 -.0966 ,7301 .6876
.3002 -.1030 ,7_97 .6081
,3507 -.llbl ,7283 .6903
.6000 -,11_0 .7272 .6919
,6503 -,i032 ,7303 ,6071
,5000 -,1037 .?_13 .6856
,5506 -.0921 .7326 ,6835
,5997 -,0766 ,7375 ,6758
,6501 -,0869 .7342 ,6810
,7003 -,0444 .7631 ,6670
*7%97 -,0233 *746_ ,6621
,7098 ,0142 .7567 .6454
.8503 .0252 .7586 .6625
,9000 *0292 .7591 *6417
*948_ .1133 ,77i6 ,6102
C01 ,01080 COCORI ,0106e
COZ 0.00000 ¢DC0R2 0,00000
C03 ,01103 COCOA3 *01168
C04 .00982 CDCDR6 .OOq?O
C05 ,OOSI? CDCOR5 ,00|09
SPANWISE
K/C YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -1,2154 .4841 1.0T56
• 1505 -,3333 -1,6941 .3778 1,2692
• 1505 -.1667 -_.747_ ,3703 _,2841
,1505 0,0000 -1,7339 ,3689 I*_369
,1505 ,1667 -1.6858 *3798 1,2652
• 1505 ,3333 -1,766_ .3617 1,3013
• 1505 ,5000 -1,6712 .3511 1.2509
,4995 -,5000 -.4546 .6532 .8064
,4995 -.3333 -.4410 .65T5 ,?qqs
.499_ -,166? -.4417 .6573 ,8001
.4995 0.0000 -*4661 ,6554 ,8030
• 6995 .lbbT -,6620 .6560 ,S021
• 4995 .3333 -,4410 ,6575 ,7998
,4995 .5000 -.3821 .6704 .7Tqq
.7994 -.5000 -.1211 ,7ZT8 .6910
.7994 -.3333 -.1179 .7286 ,6898
• 7996 -.Ibb7 -.1043 .7311 ,6858
.7996 0,0000 -,1003 ,7313 .6855
,7996 .1667 -,0982 *7328 .6831
,7994 .3333 -.0955 ,7335 .6821
.7994 ,5000 -*100§ ,7320 .6845
TEST llQ PT 62.5333 PSZ CN .6970
RUN 35 TT 114,1117 K CM .016_
POINT P PC 30.2714 HILLION CC -.0608
_AC_ ,6520
ALP_J 6.0532 OEG
UPP_ SURFAC_ LO_E_ SURFACE
X/C CP P_LIPT HL_C X/C CP P#L/PT MLOC
0.000_ .5212 ,867_ .6558 0,0000 .5212 .Sb?S .6558
• 0135 -1._405 ,4322 1.1665 ,0122 .9385 *9617 ,_376
,0271 -1,6706 ,3796 1,2656 *0Z51 ._9S3 ,9080 ,3748
.0515 "1._223 ,3507 1,3260 ,0510 ,4227 ,8678 ,4926
,0763 -1,8_91 ,3322 1.3633 ,0755 .2942 .81_2 ,5444
,I012 -i,0153 ,3311 1,3657 ,i000 ,1952 ,7978 ,5788
• 1503 -1.9186 ,3265 1.3799 .1506 .0655 ,7669 .6291
,1994 -I,Q192 ,3_61 1,3766 ,_006 -.0023 ,7525 ,5512
• 1501 -I,0_66 ,5191 I*0175 ,1501 -,0366 ,7442 ,66_2
,2999 -,6_b0 ,5_79 ,8919 ,3002 -,0511 .7615 ,669_
., ,349_ -,5057 .6208 ,8565 ,3507 -,0696 ,7361 ,6780
,3996 -,5559 ,6298 .86_0 ,6000 -.0765 .T356 ,6789
.6696 -*4899 .6613 ._67 .4503 -.0711 .7351 .6796
( .4997 -,4658 ,6533 ._063 ,5000 -,0823 .7363 ,68_9
,5492 -,3797 .6666 ,785_ ,5_Ob --.06_7 ,7368 *6769
,5994 -,327_ ,6622 ,7618 ,5991 -,0510 ,7433 .6668
( .6495 -,2774 ,6992 ,7510 ,6502 -.0709 ,7356 ,b?Ol
.69q6 -.2223 ,?024 ,730_ .7003 -,0_03 .7453 ,6636
,7489 -,1696 ,7156 ,7101 .7697 -.0135 .7502 ,6557
,8003 -*1058 .7295 ,6884 .7998 .0213 .7578 *6438
• 8500 -,0483 ,7619 ,6690 ,9503 *026_ ,7585 .6_26
.8993 ,0271 ,7575 ,6442 ,9000 ,0267 ,7574 ,6444
.9459 *0960 ,7731 .6191 ,9483 .1070 ,?756 .6151
C01 ,01949 COCORI ,01928
CD2 0,00000 C0¢0R2 0,00000
C03 ,02261 COCOR3 ,02242
CD4 .01673 COCDR4 *01662
C05 ,01319 CDCOR5 ,01315
X/C YtC CP PeLIPT RLDC
*1505 1"5000 "1*6605 '3814 1"2620
*1505 -.3333 -1.9177 ,3266 1.3755
.1505 --.1667 --1.91S_ .3209 1,3881
.1508 0._000 -1.9116 ,3245 1,3799
*1505 .t66T -I,8466 ,3399 1,3468
.1505 .3333 -l.9566 ,3179 1,3947
,1505 ,5000 -1.8985 .3253 1.3784
.%995 -.5000 -.4788 *6667 .8164
.%995 -.3333 -.4538 .bSOb .8104
,6995 --*1667 --.4485 ,6524 *8077
,4995 0,0000 -,4458 ,6533 *8063
.4995 ,1667 -,4397 *6554 ,S031
.6995 .3333 -.4381 .6541 ,8051
,6995 ,5000 -,3852 .6665 .7860
,7994 -,5000 -,1614 ,7157 ,7099
,7994 -,3333 -,133? ,7221 ,?000
,7994 -.LbbT -.1165 *7259 ,6941
.7994 0,0000 -*1058 ,7295 ,6884
.7994 ,1667 -,1038 ,7286 .6898
.7996 ,3333 -.0977 ,730l .6874
.7994 .5000 -.1069 _7285 .6900
TEST 119 PT 62.5236 PS! CN ,7823
RUN 35 TT L14.0877 K ¢_ ,0196




XlC CP P_LIPT HLDC
0,0000 .3742 .8376 ,5112
.0135 -i,6245 ,3917 i,_420
,0271 -1.8272 .3443 1.3375
._15 -l.9530 ,3191 1.39%2
• 0763 -2;0024 .3021 1,4308
• 1012 -2.0325 ,3000 1.4357
• 1503 -2,0524 ,2944 1.4_9
.199% -2,0266 ,3008 1.63_7
,2501 -1,2%98 .%77_ 1,0071
• 2999 -1.0361 ,5108 1,0168
,3499 -,76?0 .58_b ,9127
.3994 -,5787 .61_8 ,95_3
• 4496 -,48_5 ,6436 ,8215
• 6997 -*4336 .6566 ,_062
,5492 -,3772 ,6669 *7883
,5996 -*3227 .6791 *7666
.6_95 -.2820 ,6899 .7498
,b99b -,ZZ3_ .702% .7306
• 7489 -,1672 ,7151 ,7108
,8003 -,1146 .7303 ,6872
._500 -,0531 .7429 ,6673
,Sqg3 ,0104 _7559_.6668
.9689 ,0779 .7713 ,6120
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CP P_L/PT HLOC
0.0000 ,3742 ,8376 ,511_
,O1ZZ .9872 ,9726 .2002
,0251 ,7651 ,9228 ,3415
,0510 ,%978 ,8636 ._636
• 0755 ,3607 .8317 .5212
,i000 .2576 ,8100 ,55_4
.1504 .i_34 ,7797 ,b085
,2004 .0478 ,7629 ,6356
,2501 ,0101 ,7565 *6658
,3002 -.0146 ,748_ *6585
.3507 -*034? ,7439 .6658
• 4000 -.0536 .7600 ,6719
,4503 -,0692 ,741% ,669?
,5000 -*0574 ,738? ,6739
.5506 -.0576 .7384 ,6744
,5997 -,0453 ,7611 ,6?02
• 6502 -*0699 *7372 ,6764
• ?003 -.030_ ,7453 ,6636
,?697 -,0131 ,7495 ,65?0
,799_ ,0128 ,7584 ,6428
.B503 ,0194 .?590 ,6419
,9000 *001b ,753q .6499
,9483 .0806 ,7719 .6211
ORIGrNAE PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY 137
C01 ,03145 CDCOR1 ,0312_
C02 0.00000 COCO_ 0.00000
C03 .0%949 COCOR3 .04936
C06 .01560 COCOR4 ,02556
C05 ,0201_ CDCOR5 ,OZ030
lPAgWZSE
X/_ YIC CP P_L/PT HLOC
,1505 ",5000 -1.7946 ,3505 1,3_43
• 1505 -.3333 -2,0445 ,2957 1,44_8
• 1505 -,1667 -2,0690 ,293? 1.4506
.1505 0*0000 -2,0524 .2944 1,4689
,1505 ,1667 -1,9611 ,3133 1,40_0
• 1505 ,3333 -2.0?87 ,2881 1.4641
,1505 ,5000 -2,0806 .2666 1.4675
.4gq5 -,5000 -,_023 ,6419 .$239
,4995 --*3333 -,%599 *6496 *|1_1
• 4995 -.1667 -.4394 ,6539 ,8054
• 4995 0,0000 -.4336 ,6546 *8041
• 4995 ,1667 -.4308 .6578 ,T994
,6995 .3333 -.42?4 .6568 ,0009
,6995 ,5000 *,3814 .6668 ,78_5
• 7996 -,5000 -,2279 .7017 ,7317
.7994 -.3333 -.1604 ,?]6_ ,?092
,7996 -,1667 *,1288 ,7246 .6960
,7996 0.0000 -,1166 ,7303 ,6S72
,7994 *1667 -,1006 ,7300 ,6876
.79q4 ,3333 -,0950 .7300 *6664













Xl_ CP PtLIPT NLOC
0.0000 .2913 ._17§ ,5451
,0133 -1.7134 .3679 1,2888
,0171 -1,941Q .3190 1,3922
*0515 -2,0618 .1960 1,4451
.0763 -2,1330 ,2015 1,6802
.1012 -2,0871 ,2886 1.4627
.1503 -1,6909 ,3702 1,2683
.1994 -1.3733 .4492 1,1362
.2501 -1,2383 ,4779 1,0864
,2qq9 -1,0703 ,5163 1,0118
.3499 -,8831 .5563 .q573
.3994 -,7480 .5853 .9117
,4496 -,610A .6185 ,_600
,499? -,3336 .6312 .8603
.3492 -,4463 .6334 .8062
,3994 -.3761 ,6676 .78_2
.6693 -.3060 .6872 .7341
.6996 -,2534 .6959 .7407
.7489 -,2063 .7063 .72_5
.8003 -.1520 ,7182 .7060
.8300 -*0098 .7321 .6843
.8993 -*0624 .7368 .6769
.9689 -*0171 .7489 ,6379
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP P,LIPT HLOC
0,0000 .2_13 .8178 .5451
,o122 1.0135 ,9781 .1786
• 0231 .8042 .9316 .3206
,0_10 .3460 .8768 *44ZA
.0753 ,4081 .8446 ,4983
,1000 .3003 ,8197 .5418
.1504 .1384 .7887 ,5938
.2004 .0804 .7716 .6_15
.2501 .0315 ,7602 .639q
.3002 .0042 ,7548 ,6465
.3307 -.0233 .7479 .6596
,4000 -.0435 .7425 .6680
• 4503 -.0466 .7636 .6663
• 5000 -.0611 .7371 .6765
• 5506 -.0630 .738? .6740
.5097 -.0612 .7380 .6751
,6502 -.0631 ,7364 ,6775
.7003 -.0553 ,7400 ,671q
.7497 -.04q? .7613 ,669q
.7098 -.0260 .7667 .6613
.8503 -.030q .7474 .6602
• 9000 -o0716 .7368 .6801
.9A83 -*0083 .7508 ,6548
COl ,05368 COCOR1 .0532Z
COZ 0.03000 CDCORZ O.O0000
C03 ,06856 CDCOR3 ,06818
C06 *03616 CO¢OeA ,08605
CD5 ,020?9 CDCOR3 ,02868
5PANVISE
XIC YIC CP PeLIPT flLOC
,1505 -,5000 -1.0323 ,337Z 1.8526
• 1505 -.3333 -t*9122 .3266 1*379q
• 1505 -,166? -1.7682 ,3572 x,3106
• 1303 0,0000 -1.6909 .3782 1,2683
• 1505 .1667 -1.5913 ,3956 1.2365
.1505 .3333 -1.5332 ,6093 1,2087
.1305 .3000 -1.5506 .6058 I.Z153
,4995 -*5000 -.3Z28 .6363 ,8353
.6995 -.3338 -.6835 .6461 .8173
,6995 -.1667 -,4978 .6611 .8Z50
,4995 0,0000 -.3336 ,6312 .8603
.4995 .1667 -.5392 ,6308 .8609
.6993 .3333 -.5376 .6341 *8358
.6995 .5000 -.4706 *6672 .8156
.7996 -.3000 -,2615 .6929 ,7433
• ?qg_ -.3333 -.1761 ,7131 .T139
.7994 -,1657 -.1543 .7190 ,7048
• 7994 0.0000 -.1520 .7182 .7060
,7994 ,|667 -.1552 .7169 .?081
.7996 .3333 -.1643 .7202 .?OZ9





TABLE XXIV. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.70






XlC CP P,L/PT MLgC
0,0000 1,1277 .9907 ,0198
.0135 .1181 .7479 .6575
• 0271 -,3798 ,6733 .7732
.0515 -,4004 ,6198 .8555
• 0763 -,5076 ,5927 *8974
.1012 -.5572 *5806 ,9164
• 1103 -.5684 ,5792 ,9185
• 1994 -,$705 ,5792 ,9156
• 2501 -,$237 ,5881 ,9046
,29q9 -,4o02 ,5975 .8900
.3499 -.4367 .6123 ,8669
,3994 *,3872 .6250 ,8476
.4496 -.3403 ,6366 ,8295
• 4997 -,306Z .6451 .8165
,S492 -.2552 ,6554 *8007
• 5994 -,2221 .6635 ,7882
,6495 -.lq14 ,6717 ,7755
• 6996 -.1512 .6816 .7604
• 7489 -*1069 *6948 .7401
,8003 -,0637 ,7062 ,7225
,8S00 -*0155 .7174 ,7051
,aqq_ .0454 .7296 .6861
.q4lq ,1129 .7478 .6_76
_T 18.3662 PS! CH -,0167
TT 252.903? K Cfl -,0004




XlC CP P,LIPT MLBC
0,0000 1.1277 ,9997 ,0198
,0122 ,1225 ,7490 ,6558
• 0251 -,lqTZ ,6690 .7798
,OSIO -,4533 ,6066 .8758
,0755 -,5448 .583S .9118
,I000 -.6058 ,5685 ,9373
,1504 -.6329 .5633 ,9437
,2004 -.608Z ,5698 .9333
,2501 -.5S70 .5798 .9176
,3002 -,5012 .5947 ,8943
.3507 -,4466 .6099 .8707
.4000 -,3898 .6243 ,8484
.4503 -.3420 .6362 .8301
.5000 -.3140 ,6432 ,8194
.5506 -.Z707 ,6513 ,8066
.5997 -,2308 .6613 .7915
,6502 -,1994 ,6698 ,7786
,7003 -,1538 .6810 .7614
,7497 -,1080 ,6943 .7405
.7998 -.0602 ,7070 ,7212
,8503 -,0173 .7170 ,7058
.9000 .0322 ,7263 ,6912
.9483 .I171 .7489 .6559
C01 ,00748 COCOR1 ,00724
C02 ,00?69 COCOR2 .00740
C03 ,00720 CDCOR3 ,00697
C04 *00693 CD¢OR4 .00680
CD5 .00639 COCOR5 ,00624
SPANWISE
XtC YIC CP PwLIPT MLOC
,1503 -.5000 -,9304 .5880 .9047
.1505 -.3333 -.5723 .5782 .9Z01
,1505 *,1667 -,574Z .5789 ,¢190
,1505 0.0000 -.5684 .5792 .9165
.1505 .1667 *,3863 .5742 .9265
.1505 .3333 -,8822 .8758 .9239
,1505 .5000 -,5538 ,5840 ,9111
,4995 -,5000 -,2973 .6459 .8153
.Aqq5 -.3333 -.2975 .6435 .8189
,4993 -,1667 -,3010 ,6435 ,8189
.4995 0,0000 -.306Z ,6451 .8165
.4995 .1667 -.3026 ,6446 .8173
*4995 .3333 -.2990 .6432 ,8194
.4995 ,5000 -,2782 .6492 ,8102
.7994 -,5000 -*0637 .7034 .7269
.7994 -.3333 -.0678 .7022 .7286
,7994 -,1667 -,0624 ,7036 .7265
,7994 0,0000 *,0637 .7062 ,7225
,7994 .1667 -.0597 .7044 .7253
.?994 .3333 -.0611 ,7039 ,7261





X/C CP P,LlaT HLOC
0.0000 .9R99 .9656 .2240
• 0135 .6305 .8763 .4382
,0271 .3_44 ,8049 .56SZ
,051_ .1032 .7440 ,6636
.0763 -,04Z8 ,709Z ,7178
• IOIZ -.1232 .6901 .7473
• 1503 -,ZOO3 .6716 .77_8
,1994 -,2537 ,6540 .7967
._501 -.Z564 ,6561 ,7996
.Z999 -.Z609 ,6540 ,8027
,3A99 -,2427 ,6589 ,7953
.3994 -,2322 ,6614 .7914
,4496 -.2097 .6675 ,7821
• 4997 -.1904 .6724 ,7745
.5492 -.1579 ,6809 .7615
.5994 -*1378 ,6853 1 .7547
,6495 -,1196 .6890 ,7400
.6996 -*0035 .6974 .7361
.7489 -.0656 ,7041 .7258
,NO03 -,0339 ,7112 ,7148
.8500 ,0000 .7190 .70Z7
,8993 .0486 .7304 .6849
.9489 *1024 .7452 .6617
PT 18,3689 PSI CN -.3913
TT 252.3965 K cq -,0107




XlC CP P_LIPT qLOC
0.0000 ,9899 ,9656 .2240
.012Z -,5630 .5801 .9171
• OZS1 -.860Z .5055 1,0370
,0510 -1.1008 .4452 1.1402
.0755 -1,20Z4 .4Z15 1.1830
,1000 -1.2666 ,4070 1.2008
• 1504 -1.3306 .392_ 1,Z380
,2004 -1.267S ,4071 1.2096
.Z501 -1.1861 ,4253 1.17fi1
,3002 -,5319 .5866 ,9070
.3507 -.5Z03 .5899 .9019
.4000 -,4964 .5957 ,8978
,4503 -,4405 .6101 ,8704
.5000 -.3971 .6211 ,8534
.5506 -.3436 .6348 .8322
,5997 -,2902 ,6475 .8128
.6502 -,2448 .6578 .7970
.7003 -,1893 .6736 .7776
.7497 -.1364 .6865 .7528
.7998 -,0757 .7008 ,7306
.8503 -.02_4 .7132 .7117
.9000 .0368 ,7275 ,6895
.9483 ,1211 ,7499 .6544
COl .01049 CDCOR1 ,01003
C02 ,01009 CDCDR2 ,00963
C03 .00969 CDCOR3 .00929
C04 *00858 CDCOR4 .00838
C05 .03733 COCOR5 .007lq
SPANVZSE
XlC YIC CP PtLIPT NLOC
• 150S -.5000 -.|834 .6738 .7724
,1505 -.3333 -,2070 .6674 .7822
,1505 -,1667 -.ZlSZ .6661 *7843
.1505 0,0000 -.2003 .6716 .7758
,1505 ,1667 -,ZlO7 ,6670 .7829
• 1505 .3333 -.Z084 .6671 .7827
.1505 .5000 -,1927 .6717 ,7757
• 4995 *.5000 -*1648 .6732 *7736
• 4995 -*3333 -.1928 ,6717 .7756
.4995 -.1667 -.1963 ,6709 .7769
.499S 0.0000 -.1904 ,67Z4 .7745
.4995 ,1667 -*1971 ,6701 ,7780
,4995 ,3333 -.1923 ,6718 ,7754
.4q95 .5000 -.1733 .6766 .7681
.7994 -,5000 -.0468 .7079 .7399
.7994 -.3333 -.0422 ,7093 ,7177
.7994 -.1667 -.0375 .7099 .7168
.7994 0.0000 -,0339 .7112 ,7148
.7994 ,1667 -.0307 .7119 .7137
.7994 ,3333 -,0257 ,7134 .7114





XI_ CP P,LIPT qLOC
0,0000 1,0711 ,9R54 .14S2
• 0135 .4897 .84ZZ ,5012
,0271 ,1925 ,7676 .626Z
,0515 -.0490 ,7078 ,7201
,0763 -_1791 ,6763 *7645
• IOLZ -.Z491 ,65o0 ,7951
• 1503 -.31Z3 ,641Z ._ZZ5
.1994 -,3491 ,6333 .8346
,Z501 -,3358 ,6362 .9301
.2999 -.3296 .63o9 .8245
,3499 -*3049 .6466 ,8141
.3994 -.2_56 ,6499 .9090
• 4496 -*2570 .6572 ,7979
,4997 -.2291 ,6627 ,7894
,5492 -,lO07 .6746 ,7711
.5994 -.1653 .6800 ,?628
,6499 -,1430 .6R50 .7552
,6996 -,1111 ,6938 ,7417
.7489 -.0836 ,7015 ,7298
,8003 -.0438 ,7105 .7159
,8500 -,0049 ,7200 ,7012
,8993 .0470 ,7336 .6800
,94_9 .1062 .7478 ,657?
PT 1_,3672 P$I CN -.2611
TT 252,3532 K CN -,0063




X/C CP P_L/PT qLOC
0.0000 h0711 ,9854 ,1452
,0122 -.3396 .6372 .8287
.0Z51 -,6803 ,5510 .963Z
,0510 -,9044 ,49S5 1.0536
.0755 -,9835 ,4772 1.0846
,1000 -1.0383 .4636 1,107q
,150A -1.075Z ,4513 1.1294
,2004 -,9288 ,4895 1.0638
,2501 -.6906 .5481 ,0678
,300Z -,59@9 .5731 ,q2_!
*350? -,5474 .5868 .9067
*4000 -,4909 *5991 .8675
.4503 -.4276 ,6150 .9628
,5000 -.3809 ,6250 .8474
,5506 -,3291 ,6405 ,8Z35
.599? -,2765 ,65Z5 .80S1
,6502 -,2324 ,6628 .7892
,7003 -,1783 ,6772 ,7672
.7A97 -.1302 .6893 .7486
.7998 -,0726 ,7034 .7Z69
.8503 -.0216 .7158 ,7076
.9000 *0356 .7307 ,6844
,9483 .1220 ,7517 .6515
140
C01 *008Z3 CDCOR1 .00787
C02 ,00831 CDCORZ ,00790
C03 ,00764 COCOR3 *00?28
C04 ,00733 COCOR4 .00723
C05 .00665 CDCOR5 .00655
5PANWISE
X/C YIC CP PeL/PT NLQC
,1505 -,5000 -,Z875 ,6504 ,8084
,1505 -,3333 -,3147 ,644Z ,8179
.1505 -,1667 -,3239 ,6414 .82Z1
.1505 0.0000 *,31Z3 .6412 .8225
• 1505 .1667 -.3220 .6418 ,8215
,1505 *3333 *.3189 .6431 .8195
.1505 *5000 -.3016 ,6469 .8136
.4995 -,5000 -.Z158 .6683 ,?B09
.4995 -,3333 -.2196 .66?2 .7825
.4995 -.1667 **2240 ,664Z ,?872
• 4995 0,0000 **Z291 .66Z7 *?894
,4995 ,1667 *,ZZSS .66S9 ,7846
,4995 *3333 -*ZZ10 ,6669 .7830
• 4995 ,5000 -,Z017 ,6697 .7707
• 7994 -*5000 -*0539 *7056 ,?Z35
,7994 -,3333 -,0522 .7067 .7217
• 7994 -.1667 -.0465 ,7083 .7193
.7994 0,3000 -.0438 .7105 ,7159
.7994 .1667 -.0425 .7004 ,7191
.7994 .3333 -,0400 .?098 ,7170













XIC CP elL/°T ML3C
D,0000 1,1271 ,9905 *0260
,0135 .1255 ,7510 .6525
.0271 -.1717 .6775 .7667
• 0515 -.3876 .6231 ,8503
,0763 -,4991 .5961 .8921
.lOIZ -,5489 .5836 .9120
.1503 -.5666 ,5787 ,9194
.1994 -,5677 ,5777 .9210
.2501 -,5171 *592E ,8072
.2999 -,6797 ,6008 .8848
• 3499 -.6351 .6116 ,_661
.3996 -,3P69 .b230 ,8504
.6696 -.3_00 .6351 IE3L8
.6?97 -.3046 ,5436 .8107
,5492 -.2_67 ,6575 .7q75
.5996 -.2173 .6657 .7869
• b_95 -.186b .6733 ,7732
.6996 -.1682 .68_6 .T588
• 7689 -,1065 .6928 .7631
• 8003 -*0603 ,7067 ,7267
• R_O0 -.0163 ,7172 .705_
• 8993 ,0660 ,7319 .6_26
.9689 .1151 .7670 .6574
LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1271 ,9995 ,0260
.0122 .1119 ,7477 .6576
• 0251 -.2056 ,6691 .7796
• 0510 -.4_70 ,6059 .8769
• 0755 -,5497 ,5836 .9117
• 1000 -.6109 ,56_0 .936|
.1504 -.6605 ,5598 .9_9_
.2004 -.6138 *_662 ,9391
.Z501 -,5580 .5827 .9131
.3002 -.4971 .5965 .8916
• 3507 -.6497 .6080 .8737
.6000 -,3960 .6213 ._31
,4503 -.3663 ,6332 .8339
,5000 -.3161 .6408 ,_230
,5506 -,273Z ,65_9 .8045
,5997 -.2291 .6627 .7894
,6502 -.1968 .6708 .7?70
.7003 -.1529 .6815 .7606
.7697 -.1093 .6921 .7662
.7098 -,0581 .7053 .7_39
.8503 -,0170 ,7164 .7068
.0000 o0318 .7284 .6881
• 9483 .U?9 .7686 ,6_63
C01 .00765 CDCOR1 .00726
Cb_ .00766 C_OR2 .00744
C03 .00719 C0¢0R3 .00?00
CO_ ,00696 COCOR4 .00686
CD5 *00635 CDCOR5 .00627
SPiN_I$E
XlC YI¢ CP P,L/PT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.5201 .5921 .8986
.1505 -.3353 -.563$ ,5816 .916S
• 1505 -.1667 -.5676 ,5802 ._770
.1505 0.0000 -.5666 .5787 .9196
,1501 .1667 -.5746 .5787 .9196
.1505 .3333 -.572_ ,5793 .9186
.1505 ._000 -.5611 .5852 .9091
.4095 -._000 -.2998 .6_66 .8161
• 6995 -,3333 -,2962 .6461 ,8160
.6995 -*1667 -,2978 .645_ .|160
.6995 0,0000 -,3048 .6636 ,81|7
,6995 ,1667 -.3038 .6686 .8116
,6995 .3333 -.2945 ,6460 .8150
.4995 ._000 -.2737 *6516 .8068
,7996 -,$000 -,0641 .7069 .7265
.799_ -.3333 -*06?2 .7039 .7261
,7996 -.1667 -,0613 ,7036 .7269
.T996 0.0000 -.0603 .706T .7267
,7994 .166? -.0581 ,7066 .7222
,7994 ,3333 -,0580 ,7061 .7226





XlC CP P;LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,0761 .9866 .1600
• 0135 -.3269 .6380 ._273
.0271 -.6176 .5672 ,9374
.3515 -.8353 ,5131 1,02_5
.0763 -.0230 .4917 1.0602
.I012 -,9798 ,67R9 1.0817
• 1503 -,_688 .4_62 1.0603
• 199_ -.8_73 .50_6 1,0302
• 2501 -,7056 .5647 ,_732
.2999 --.6043 .5674 .937_
,3699 -.5386 ._3 ,9098
• 399_ -.6_70 .5909 ._878
.6696 -.4256 .6151 ._628
.6997 -,3?32 ,6273 ,9638
• 5692 -.3109 ,6625 .8206
,5996 -.2653 .6545 .8020
.6695 -,Z_4_ .6635 ,7882
.6996 -*1760 .6756 .Z?O0
.7689 -.1297 .68_6 .7696
.8003 -.07_1 *?OL8 .7293
.8500 -,0Z02 .71_8 ,7076
.8993 ,0447 .7323 .6820
,9489 ,1204 .750_ .6536
PT 15.3745 PSI CX .2206
TT 252.4_05 K CH ,0056




XtC CP P_LI_T MLOC
0,0000 1.074L .9866 .1_00
• 0122 .6910 .8616 .5023
.0251 ,1786 ,7645 .6311
• 0510 -.1002 .6_53 ,739_
.075_ -.2124 ,6677 .7_17
.1000 -,2941 .6484 ,8126
• 1506 -.367_ ,6300 .8307
.2006 -,3862 ,b265 .8681
• 2501 -.3735 .?ZTI .8662
.3002 -.3697 .6309 ,8386
.3507 -.3270 .6379 .827_
.4000 -.3019 .6468 .8169
• 6_03 -.2666 .654q .8016
.5000 -.2300 .6606 .79_6
,5_06 -.Z060 .6686 .7806
,5097 -.1751 .6771 .76?4
• 6502 -,1540 .6811 .7611
.7003 -.|176 .6890 .7677
.7697 -,0858 .6995 .73_8
.7_98 --,0408 .7100 .7166
• _503 -.0083 .7188 ,7030
.0000 ,0296 .7285 .6879
.9683 ,1105 .7680 ,6973
C01 .00750 COCOR1 .OOTZ5
C02 .00788 CDCOR2 ,00763
C03 *00762 C DCOR3 .00760
C04 .00700 CDCOR4 .00692
C05 .00666 C0¢0R5 ,00636
SPAN_ISE
XIC fig CP P_LIPT NLOC
_150§ *.5000 ".0Z20 .51?2 1.017?
*1505 -,3333 -,9067 .6953 1.0561
,1505 -.1667 -.9160 .6931 1.0577
.150_ 8.0000 -.9488 ,6862 1,0693
.1505 .1667 -*9302 .4905 1,0622
,1505 .3333 -.9252 .4902 1.0626
,1505 ,5000 -.8672 .5052 1.0376
.6993 -.5000 -.3622 ,6296 .8403
.6995 -.3333 -.3656 .6285 .0_19
.4995 *.1667 -.365g .6297 .8601
.4995 0.0000 -,3732 .6273 .8438
.6995 .1667 -.3?63 .6261 .84_?
.4995 .3333 -.3687 ,62?8 ,8431
.6995 .5000 -.361! .6358 .8307
,7996 -,5000 -,0816 .7005 .7312
.7994 -.3333 -.0821 ,7008 .7308
.7996 -,1667 -,0758 .7016 .7298
.7096 0.0000 -.0761 ,7018 .7293
,7994 .1667 -.0732 .7026 .7281
.7996 .3333 -.0727 .7032 .7272





XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .902Z .0666 ,2206
*0135 -.5669 .5R38 .9114
.027t -._5 .5162 1,0228
.051_ -1.0560 .4596 1.1150
.0763 -1.1690 .6372 1,1544
,1012 -1.2000 .6267 1.1770
.1503 -1.2466 .6148 1,1954
.1994 -1,1685 .437b 1.1538
.2501 -.7570 ,5335 ,9913
.2999 -,6066 ,57_3 ,9295
.3499 -.5663 ,5004 .9168
.3996 -,5133 .59_6 .8975
.6696 -.4_16 ,6087 ,8726
.6997 -.305_ .6226 ,8_11
.5492 -.3331 .6385 .8266
,5994 -,2_29 ,6520 .8058
.660_ -.2375 .6619 .7006
,b99b -,1R58 ,b767 ,7710
.7680 -,1326 .6678 .7_0_
.8003 -,0793 ,7017 ,72q5
,8500 -,0206 .7157 .7078
,8093 .06?4 ,?335 ,6_00
,9689 ,1233 .7514 ,65L9
Pr 18,3740 PSI CN ,3382
TT 252,3668 K CM ,OlOl




X/C CP P_L/PT ML_C
0.0000 .99?2 *9666 .2206
• 0122 .6390 ,8800 .6309
.0251 .3315 ,E03_ ,567T
.0510 .0670 ,7325 .6817
,0755 -,0761 ,7019 .7292
,1000 -.1637 .6808 ,7617
.1506 -,2528 .65q7 .7960
• 2006 -,2X95 .6698 ,8093
.2501 -.29_0 *6685 ,8112
,3002 -,2600 .6526 ,8052
,3507 -.2656 .6568 .80L5
,6000 -,24?0 ,6587 .?956
,6503 -,2195 .6662 .7861
• 5000 -.2042 ,6b99 ,7?83
.5506 -.1794 ,676_ .76_3
.5997 -*1478 .68_ .7546
,6502 -.1307 .6886 .7500
,7003 -.0986 ,6963 .73?8
.T4qT -,06_0 .7038 .7_62
.7998 -,0337 .7120 .7121
• 8503 -,0040 .7108 .7016
,0000 .0293 .7201 .6870
,9483 ,1070 .7476 ,6583
141
C01 .00866 CDCO_I ,008?6
CO2 ,00898 CDCOR2 .00856
C03 ,00875 C_0_3 .00834
C06 ,00?79 COCOR6 .00763
CD5 ,00684 COCOR5 ,006?2
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
.1505 *.5000 "1.0618 .4575 1.1186
,1505 *.3333 -1,2022 ,6236 l*l?g_
.1505 *.1667 -1,23q5 ,4123 1,Z000
.1505 0,0000 -1.2668 .6140 1.19S4
.1505 .1667 -1,2211 ,4181 1.1803
.1505 ,3333 -1,2468 ,A124 1,1990
.1505 ,5000 -1.1553 .4332 1.1618
.6995 -,$000 -.3906 ,6238 ,8492
.6995 -.3333 -.3890 .6266 ,8483
,6995 -,1667 -.3923 .6244 ,8683
,4995 0,0000 -,3954 .6226 ,8511
*6995 .1667 -.6063 ,6206 .8565
,6995 ,3333 -,3937 ,6233 .8501
,6995 .5000 -,3691 .6303 ,8395
,7994 -,5000 -,0871 .69_7 .T360
,7996 -.3333 -.0866 ,6992 .7333
.?994 *.1667 -.08!6 *6995 *7329
,7994 0.0000 -.0?93 ,7017 .72qS
.7994 *1667 -,0756 .7016 .7296
,?996 ,3333 -.0?55 ,7019 *7293








X/C CP PeL/PT HLOC
0.0000 ,9101 .9¢48 ,2859
m013S -*7490 .5339 *9906
.0271 -1'0431 ,4657 1.104¢
,0516 -1.2362 .4174 h190¢
,0763 -!.3204 ,3918 1.2388
,1012 -1,372? .3765 1.2686
• 1503 -1.4215 .3588 1.3042
.1994 -1,4527 ,3598 1,3042
• 2501 -1.3748 ,3819 1.2579
.2999 -,704Z .5491 .9662
.3499 --,6940 .5990 .4E77
.3994 -.4783 .6027 .8818
.4496 -,4442 .6123 .8671
.4997 -.3964 ,6224 .8515
.5492 -.3396 .6368 '6293
.5994 -.2882 .6481 .4116
.6495 -.2447 .6601 ,7934
• 6996 -,1934 .6724 .7739
.7489 -,14!4 .6859 .7534
.8003 -.0835 .6996 .7328
• 8500 -.0243 .7141 ,7102
.8993 .0433 .7316 .6831
.9489 .1143 ,7489 .6858
PT 18,3786 PSI CH .4613
TT 252,4294 K CM ,0135




X/C CP P_L/PT HLOC
0.0000 .9101 .9448 .2859
,0122 .7501 ,9089 ,3781
,0251 ,4628 ,8364 ,5114
.0510 .1774 .7688 *6290
• 0755 ,0389 .7293 .6867
.1000 -,0§54 .7047 .7248
.1506 -.1593 .6754 .7693
.2004 -,2064 .6683 .7809
,2501 -,2193 ,6673 .7824
.3002 -.2156 .6694 .7792
,3507 -.20_7 .6695 .7790
.4000 -.2014 .6712 .7764
.4503 -.1783 .6778 ,7662
,5000 -.1703 .6785 .7652
,5506 -.1525 .6431 ,75_2
,5997 -.1256 .6885 .7498
• 6502 -*1103 .6934 .7423
,7003 -.0813 ,7005 .7312
.7497 -,0560 .7070 *7212
.7998 -.0218 .7148 ,7091
• 8503 .0028 .7209 .6998
.9000 ,0312 .7286 .6478
,9483 .i036 .7465 ,6601
CD1 .01337 CDCOR1 ,012|8
C02 ,01399 COCOR2 ,013_7
CD3 ,01318 CDCOR3 ,01264
¢04 ,01111 ODE 0R4 *01071
C05 .00864 C DCOR5 ,00831
SPANdZSE
XlC YIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
.1505 -,SO00 -1,2803 .4021 l,ZlqO
.1505 -,3333 -1,4364 .3638 1,2940
.1805 -,1667 -1,43_2 .3646 1,_923
,1505 0.0000 -1.4215 .3588 1*3042
.1505 .1667 -1.3839 .3764 1,2687
,1505 .3333 -1.4669 ,3562 1.3094
.I§05 .8000 -1,4186 ,3648 1.2840
,4995 -,5000 -,4177 .6175 .8589
.4995 -,3333 -,3970 .6216 .8_27
.4qqs -.1667 -.3947 .6229 *8507
.4995 0,0000 -.3968 .6224 .8515
.4995 ,1667 -,4130 ,6187 ,8572
,4995 ,3333 -,3940 .6223 ,8516
.4995 ,5000 -,3776 ,6271 ,8442
.7994 -.5000 -*0955 ,6976 .7358
.7994 -.3333 -*0951 .6970 .7367
,7994 -.1667 -.0817 .6997 .7325
.7994 0,0000 -,0835 ,6996 *7328
,7994 .1667 -*0747 .7017 *7296
,7994 .3333 -,0421 .7002 .7317





XlC CP P_L/PT _LOC
0.0000 ,7890 .91_2 ,3S56
,0135 -.9421 .4900 1.0630
.0271 -1,2059 ,4232 1.1798
.0515 -1.3883 .3757 1.2703
.0763 -1.4874 ,3571 1.3077
.1012 -1.5197 ,3435 1.3361
.1503 -1,5890 .3276 1*3698
.L994 -1,6023 .3Zb5 1,3727
• 2501 -1.5229 .3413 1.3407
_2999 -1.3517 .387_ 1.2465
.3499 -.7673 .5307 _958
.3994 -.5301 .5868 ._067
,4_96 -,4123 .6187 .8371
• 4gg? -*3bgO .6313 ._377
,$492 -.3130 .6414 .8221
• 5994 -*_891 ,6519 .0060
.649S -,2399 .6611 .7919
.6996 -.1944 .6749 .7707
.7489 -,1412 .6885 .7_90
.8003 -.0819 .6989 .7336
.8500 -*0256 ,7161 .7072
.8993 .0378 ,7298 .6858
,9489 .1056 .?475 .6581
PT 14.3775 PS! CX ,5868
TT 252.56S7 K CN ,0152




X/C CP P_LIRT qL_C
0,0000 .7890 .9162 .3556
.0122 .8449 ,9303 ,3227
,0251 ,5679 .8615 .4661
.0510 .2786 ,7891 .5914
.0755 .1459 .7587 .6404
.1000 ,0442 .7311 ,6838
.1504 -,0695 .7037 .7264
,2004 -*1265 ,6906 .7466
,2501 --.1534 ,6414 .7607
• 3002 -.1605 ,6819 ,7600
.3507 --.1618 *6806 *7620
.4000 -.i_9i .6792 .7641
.4503 -,1412 ,6858 .7539
• 5000 -.1351 .6889 ,7491
.5506 -.1220 .6889 .7492
.5997 -,1105 .6958 .73A5
.6502 -,097§ ,6964 *73?7
.7003 -,0735 ,7046 .7249
.7497 -.0454 ,7120 ,7_35
.7998 -.0134 .7159 .7075
.8503 .0061 *7Z39 ,6951
.9000 .0259 ,7Z69 ,6904
• 9483 ,0966 ,7652 ,6617
C01 ,02262 COCOR1 ,02220
C02 ,0Z294 COCOR2 .02229
003 .02172 COCOR3 .02106
C04 ,01736 CDCOR4 ,01682
C05 ,01306 COCOR5 ,01261
SPANVISE
XlC YIC CP P_LIPT RL_C
.1505 -,5000 -1.4309 .3661 h289S
.1505 -.3333 -I.6032 .3270 1.3716
,1505 -.1667 -1,5884 .3298 1.3660
.1505 0.0000 -1.5890 .3278 1.3698
.1505 ,1667 -1.5059 ,3476 1,3275
.1505 .3333 -1.6255 .3214 1.3838
,1505 .5000 -1.5807 .3314 1.3618
.4995 -.5000 -.4434 ,6113 .8686
.4995 -.3333 -.3093 .6246 .8480
,4995 -.1667 -.3720 .627S ,8431
.4995 0.0000 -.3690 .6313 *|377
,4995 ,1667 -,3846 ,6258 ,8461
,4995 ,3333 -,3783 .6298 ,840[
.499§ .5000 -,3668 .6291 ,8411
.7996 -.5000 -.1269 .6912 ,?457
,7994 003333 -,1062 ,6947 .?402
.7g94 -.1667 -,0908 06964 ,7377
.7994 0,0000 -.0R19 .6989 *7338
.7994 ,1667 -*0802 ,7027 ,7200
,7994 .3333 -,0776 ,7018 .7293





XlC CP P.LIPT _LOE
0.0000 .6958 .8925 .4062
.0135 -I.0_57 ,4406 1.1325
,0271 -1,3182 .3_00 1.2423
*0515 -1.5104 .3452 1,3325
,0763 -145947 .3265 1,3726
.1012 -1,6271 .3153 1.3974
.1503 -1.6793 .3002 1,4322
.1994 -I.6704 ,3020 1.4280
.2501 -1.6224 ,3159 1,3963
,2999 -1.3699 .3803 1.2610
,3499 -.9659 .4813 1.0777
,3994 -,7444 .5310 .99_3
.4496 -*5462 ,581§ .9150
.4997 -,4113 ,6191 ,8566
,5492 -.3398 .6346 .8327
,5994 -,2875 ,6487 ,8110
.649S -.2_87 .6585 .7959
,6996 -,1962 ,6687 ,7803
=7489 -.1500 *6834 .7577
.4003 -,0459 ,6966 .7374
.8_00 -,0¢18 .7095 ,7175
*6993 ,0198 .7230 ,6965
,9489 ,0758 .7371 ,674S
PT 17,2074 PSI CN ,6680
TT 2_2.0453 K C_ .0150




X/C CP P_L/PT qLOC
0,0000 ,6958 ,8925 ,4062
,0122 .9012 .9437 .Z886
• OZS1 .6400 ,87?9 .4351
,0510 ,3575 .4086 *5591
,0755 ,Z215 ,7757 .613Z
,1000 ,1176 ,7487 ,6562
• 1504 -.00_3 ,7172 .7054
• 2004 -.0749 .6997 .7325
.2501 -,1035 .6935 .7422
.3002 -.1218 *6898 *7477
,3507 -.1304 .6882 .7503
,4000 -.1324 ,6841 ,7566
,4503 *.1231 ,6871 .7519
,5000 -,1240 ,6902 .7473
.5506 *.11h4 ,6901 .7473
.5997 -,1010 .6949 ,?399
,6502 -*0954 *6943 ,7410
.7003 -,0820 ,6972 .7365
.7497 -.0588 *7060 .7229
,7994 -,0289 ,7132 .7118
.8503 -,0139 .7164 .7067
• 9000 *0037 ,7190 ,7028
• 9483 ,0643 ,7342 ,6?90
CD1 ,0371Z CDCOR1 ,03636
C02 ,03638 CDCOR2 .03562
CD3 .03466 CDCOR3 .03390
C04 *02543 EDCOR4 *02500
C05 .01743 C DCOR5 ,01713
SPAN_ISE
X/C Y/C CP P_LtPT NLOC
• 1505 -*5000 -1,5484 .3366 1,3907
• 1505 -*3333 -1.7072 ,3009 1.4305
,1505 -,1667 -1.6641 ,3007 1,4311
.1505 0.0000 -1,6793 ,3002 1.4322
.1505 ,1667 -1,6144 ,3202 1,386Y
,1505 .3333 -1.7276 .2959 1.4424
,1505 ,5000 -1.6805 .2966 1.4407
.4995 -*5000 -.4632 .6042 .8796
.4995 -.3333 -.4013 .6194 ,8461
,4995 -.1667 -,3938 .6223 ,R516
,4995 0,0000 -.4113 .6191 ,8_66
.4995 ,1667 -,4522 ,6069 .8754
,4995 *3333 -,4286 ,6126 .8666
.4995 .5000 -.3845 .6246 ,8480
,7996 -.8000 -,2182 ,6639 .7876
• 7994 -*3333 -.1488 .6795 *7637
.7994 -,1667 -*[113 *6901 *7474
,7994 0.0000 -.0959 .6966 ,73?4
.?994 ,1667 -*0808 *6982 *?349
.7994 .3333 -,0794 .6969 .?Sb9
.7994 ,5000 -,0909 .6952 ,7395
142
TABLE XXV. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.70






_IC CP P,LIPT qLOC
0,0000 1,1238 ,9986 .0451
.0135 *IZ#$ ,75U .6523
• 0271 -,1557 ,67q5 ,7636
• 0515 -.3572 ,62R7 .8416
.0763 -.4765 .5994 .8069
,I012 -,5242 ,5879 .9048
.1503 -.5411 ,5836 ,0117
.1994 -,5494 .5_11 ,9155
,_501 -,5000 .5981 ._967
.2999 -,4719 .6016 .9836
.3499 -.4221 .6148 .8631
.3994 -.3830 .6238 ._492
.4496 --.3368 *6349 .8321
.4997 -.3001 .6433 ,_192
• 5492 -.2535 .6563 .7992
.5994 -.2176 .6660 .7R42
.6495 -.1854 ,6735 .7727
,6996 -.1454 .6826 ,75RB
'7_89 -.3042 .6920 .7442
.8003 -.0586 .703b .7264
,8500 -.0111 .7159 .?073
• _993 ,0490 .7298 ,_857
,948_ .1143 .7460 .6604
PT 29.3926 PSI CH -,0211
TT 215.1089 K CN .0003




XIC CP PeL/PT qLOC
0.0000 1.1238 ,9986 .0451
,0122 ,1182 .7484 ,6565
.0251 -.1888 .6712 .7763
.0510 -.4307 ,6103 .8700
,0755 -.5130 .5908 .q003
,1000 -.5733 ,5757 *9240
.1504 -.6061 .5674 .9371
._004 -.5R83 .5714 ,9307
• 2501 -.5376 .5839 ,9111
.3002 -,_073 ,5970 .8895
.3507 -,4418 .6099 .8707
.4000 -.3072 .6203 .8546
• 4503 -,3468 .6324 ,9359
.5000 -.3133 .6400 .8242
.5506 -.2730 .651_ .8067
.5997 -.2290 .6632 .7885
.6502 -*2032 .6691 .7795
,7003 -,1507 .6813 ,7608
.7497 -.I068 .6914 .7452
.7998 -.0_43 .7046 .724#
.8503 -.0135 .7154 .7082
,9000 ,0321 .7256 .6924
,9483 ,1175 ,7468 ,6S91
C01 ,00823 CDCOR1 .00011
C02 .00822 COCOR2 .00809
C03 ,00#34 CDCOR3 ,00822
C04 ,007_9 CDCOR4 ,00739
C05 .00672 COCOR5 .00667
SPANVISE
XlC TIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
,1505 -.5000 -.4833 .5971 ,8905
.1505 -,3333 -.5540 ,5800 .9160
*1505 -.1667 -.5399 .5847 .9098
*1508 0.0000 -.5411 .5836 ,9117
,1505 ,1667 -,5681 .$75g .9237
,1505 ,3333 -.5460 ,5828 *9129
.1505 05000 -.5369 ,5855 *9087
.4995 -,5000 -.2990 .6425 .8204
,4995 -.3333 -,2966 .6439 .8182
.4995 -*1667 -.2943 ,645_ .8162
,4995 0.0000 -.3001 .6433 ,8192
.4995 ,1667 -.2994 ,6424 .8205
.4995 .3333 -.2952 *6443 ,B176
,4995 .5000 -.2662 *6522 .8055
.7994 -.5000 -*0667 ,7017 .7294
,7994 -,3333 -*0687 ,7001 ,7316
*7994 -.1667 -,0612 .7022 .7285
*799_ 0,0000 -*058& ,7036 *7264
.79g4 .1667 -.0571 .7041 .7257
.7994 .3333 -,0547 ,7036 .7263





XlC CP P,L/PT _LOC
0.0000 .9R42 .9643 .2282
,0135 .6319 ._775 .4358
• 3271 .3_75 .8083 .5594
,0515 ,1194 ,7511 .6523
,0763 -,0294 .7145 .7096
• 1012 -,1051 .6954 ,7390
• 1503 -.1790 .6787 .7648
.1994 -.2349 .6655 .7850
.2501 -.2373 .6637 ,7877
.2999 -.2444 .6610 .7919
.3499 -.2313 .6642 .7970
.3g94 -,Z197 .6681 .7811
,_496 --,1097 ,6737 .7724
._997 -,1806 ,6780 .7658
,5402 -.1523 ,684E .7562
.5994 -.1302 .690B .7_61
.6495 -*I138 ,6961 .73_0
,6996 -,0863 ,7017 .7293
,7489 -,0607 .7085 .7188
.RO03 -.0253 .7155 .7079
.8500 .0110 ,72_ .6Q41
• 8993 ,0583 ,7368 *6748
.9489 .i089 ,7499 .6542
PT 2g.3968 PSI CN -.3647
TT _15.2334 K CN -,00?2




X/C CP P;L/PT HLOC
0,0000 *9842 ,9643 .E282
• OlEZ -.5718 ,5B02 ,916Q
.0251 -,8605 ,5113 1.0274
.0510 -1,0879 ,4531 1,1263
.0755 -1.1780 .4311 1.1695
.I000 -i,2308 ,4174 1.1906
,1504 -1,2907 ,4030 1,217_
• 2004 -I.]007 .4037 1,2161
.2501 -,6010 .5519 .9617
• 3002 -.6105 .5706 .g_O
.3507 -.5692 .5807 .9161
.4000 -,5150 .5953 .8933
.4503 -.4505 .6120 .8674
.5000 -,3999 .6240 .8488
.5506 -,3456 .6366 .8295
.5997 -.2890 .6518 .8061
.6502 -*Z528 .6620 .7903
.7003 -,1894 .6764 .7683
,7497 -.1395 *6692 ,74R7
,7998 --.0744 .7034 *7267
,8503 -.0237 ,7159 .7074
,gO00 .0306 .7300 .6854
.9483 ,1180 ,7521 .6507
C01 .00985 C 0 C OR1 *00965
C02 .00973 COCOR2 .00950
C03 .00953 C_OR3 .00933
C04 .00855 C0C084 ,00041
C05 ,00709 C DC 0R5 .00704
SPANVISE
X/C Y/C CP P_LIPT RLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,1758 .6793 .7639
• 1505 -.3333 -.1985 .6734 ,7729
• 1505 -,1667 -,1938 *6749 ,7706
.1505 0.0000 -,1790 ,6787 ,7648
.1505 .1667 -*1995 .6734 .7728
,1505 .3333 -,1962 .6739 ,7721
,1505 *5000 -,1789 .6786 .7649
.4995 -,5000 -.1695 .6805 ,7620
.4995 -.3333 -*1745 ,6794 .7637
.4995 -.1667 -,1755 ,6791 ,7642
• 6995 0.0000 --.1806 .6780 .7630
• &gq5 ,1667 -*1801 ,6779 ,7660
._995 ,3333 -.1745 ,6794 ,7637
.4995 ,5000 -,1542 ,6843 .7861
.799_ -,5000 -,0377 ,7128 ,7122
• 7994 -.3333 -.0369 .7125 .7126
.799_ -.1667 -*0296 .7150 .7087
• 7994 0.0000 -*0253 .7155 ,7079
• 7994 ,1667 -.OZZO ,7166 ,7062
.7994 .3333 -.0195 .7168 ,7060







X/C CP P,LIPT qL3C
0,0000 1,0702 ,_852 o1460
,0135 ,4HOl .6383 .5079
.027l .1938 ,7666 .6777
,0515 -*031_ .7096 .7171
.0763 -*173_ .6751 .7702
• 1012 -,23#4 .6600 .7935
• 1503 -.2955 .5451 .8164
.199_ -,3406 .6Y_5 .8357
.Z501 -.3Z85 .6371 ._Z87
.2999 -.3254 .6373 .q2_3
.3499 -,3005 .6431 .8195
.3Q94 -._R01 .6494 *g0_8
._496 -,253g .6585 ,7958
.4997 -,Z264 .6640 .7873
.5492 -.1R86 *6735 .7727
.SQg4 -,1626 .679Q .7628
.6495 -.1398 ,6845 .7558
.6096 -,1083 ,6gll ,7456
,74_9 -.0757 .7007 ,7309
,4003 -.0383 ,7100 .7165
.8500 ,0009 .71o2 .7023
.#993 ,0542 .73]8 ,6R27
.9489 .1109 ,7454 ,6613
RT 29*3029 PSI CN -.2531
TT 215.18F4 K CN -.003?




X/C CP PeL/_T qL_C
0.0000 1.0?02 *9852 .1460
,0122 -,3231 ,63R4 ,8_67
.0251 -.6158 ,5647 .9413
,0510 -._514 .5047 1,0384
.0755 -*9241 ,4BqO 1.0662
,1000 -.9828 ,4750 1.0884
.1504 -1,0319 .4617 1,111Z
*Z004 -,8028 .5171 1.0179
.2501 -*7046 *5435 .9752
.3002 -*6204 .5638 .q427
,3507 -.5516 .5R04 *q|66
.4000 --,4894 .5973 *8902
,4503 -.4241 .6155 .8619
,5000 -,3775 ,6265 *8449
,5506 -.3Z36 ,6400 .0241
,5997 -,2710 ,65_1 ,8040
.650Z -._354 ,6607 .79_3
*7003 -,1760 *6742 ,771T
,7497 -,1273 .6879 .7506
,7998 -,0688 ,7024 ,7202
,8503 -.0215 .7136 .7109
.gO00 *0319 *7262 .6913
.9483 .1193 ,7475 .65q0
144
C0I .00040 CDCOR1 ,00827
C02 ,00840 COCOR2 .00824
C03 .00839 COCOR3 ,008_7
CD4 .03785 COCOR4 .00775
CD5 .0_695 CDCOR5 *00690
SP&NVISE
X/C Y/C CP PeL/PT HLOC
.1505 -,5000 -,2917 .6463 ,#|45
.1505 -.3333 -.3148 *6408 *8230
,1505 -,1667 -.3035 .6443 ,8176
,1505 0.0000 -.2955 ,6451 .#164
,1505 ,1667 -,3220 ,635# ,8261
*1505 ,3333 -.3072 .6427 ,SZ01
.1505 .5000 -,2984 .6456 .8156
*4995 -,5000 *,2104 ,6669 .7828
,4995 -*3333 -*2193 ,6653 .7653
,49q5 -.1667 *,2192 ,6644 .7867
*4995 0,0000 -*2264 ,6640 .7873
,4995 .1667 -,2225 *6639 .7875
.4995 .3333 -*2202 .6651 *?857
,4995 *5000 -.1954 *&703 *7?77
,7994 -,5000 -,0490 *7073 *7207
.?994 -,3333 -.0496 *7077 ,7201
,7994 -,1667 -.0433 ,7101 ,7163
.7994 0,0000 -.0363 ,7100 .7165
*7994 .1667 -,0352 .7107 ,7155
.7994 *3333 -,0334 ,7117 ,7139







_lC CP e,LIPT qL_
D,O000 1,123B ,99_2 ,0507
,0135 ,1183 ,7674 ,6582
• 0271 -.1666 ,67T4 .766e
,0515 -,3668 ,6Z67 ,_477
.0763 -,4913 .5951 .8936
.I01Z -.5389 .583Z *_IZ2
,1503 -,_512 .9785 ,_196
• 19q4 -.5622 ,5769 *_2ZI
• ZSOI -.5076 ,5906 ,9006
• ZQqq -.67_5 .5074 .890I
.34Rq -,4Zq8 .6094 .1716
,3Q94 -.3012 .6187 .8571
.4696 -,3641 .6318 ,3360
,49Q7 -.3070 .6413 ,SZ2Z
.5692 -.2568 ,6530 .8043
.59Q6 -.Z226 .6625 *7896
,5495 -*l_bl .6728 ,7739
• 6996 -*1669 .6B16 .7603
• 7489 -*I064 .6q26 .7433
• 8003 -.0603 *?060 *7258
• 8500 -*0106 .7152 ,7085
• 8993 *0_92 .7301 .5853
,9689 ,1141 ,7665 ,6585
PT 29.2865 RS! _H -,0139
TT Z15,156_ x CR .00_




X/C CP PeLleT HLOC
0,0000 1,1_38 ,998Z ,0507
,0122 ,1311 ,7505 ,6532
*0Z51 --.1803 *6760 *7720
,0510 -,421? .6110 .86q0
,0755 -,5058 ,5g15 ,8992
.I000 -.5675 .5761 ,9234
.1506 -.5_85 .5666 .9388
.2006 -.5876 ,5706 .q3_1
,ZSOl -,5324 ,5846 .9108
.3002 -.4837 ,5961 .8921
,3507 -*_19 .6064 ,8761
.6000 -.3996 ,6167 .8602
.4503 -*3478 *6309 ,_303
.5000 -.9152 ,6392 ,8254
.5506 -*_720 .6692 ,8101
.5907 -.2300 *6606 .7926
,6502 -,2003 ,66_2 .779_
,7003 -.1495 .6809 ,7613
.7697 -,1069 *6925 ,7635
,799R -.054Q .7054 ,7237
,8503 -.0120 ,7148 .7091
,9000 .0322 ,7259 ,6%19





_lC CP P,L/PT _L_¢
0.0000 1,0667 ,9840 *LSIB
• 0135 -.36_6 .6316 .8371
,0271 -,6195 ,5636 ._632
,0515 -,8103 ,515Z I*0211
.0763 -,92_5 .4865 1.0689
• 1012 -,q57_ ,679? 1,0903
,1503 -,9363 .4_55 1,0705
,1996 -,EI?B ,5131 1,0_45
• 7501 -,6953 ,5450 .9727
.299_ -.6325 ,5580 *_520
• 3499 -.5515 .5793 *9186
.3996 -,_004 ,5969 ,89_0
.4696 -.4258 .6110 .8600
,4997 -,3759 .6266 .54_0
.5492 -.3156 ,6403 *_Z38
.5994 -.Z679 .6510 .807_
.6495 -,2265 .6619 .7906
.6996 -.1778 .6730 ,7735
.7489 -.1306 ,6850 ,7550
.8003 -,0769 .6995 ,73_8
.8500 -,0Z16 .7U9 .7136
,#993 *0446 ,7284 ,6870
• 94|9 .11q4 ,7476 .6582
PT Zg,Z86? PSI CN .2326
TT 215,0065 K Cq .0042




XIC EP PeLleT qLqC
O,Q000 1,0667 *9840 *1518
,0122 ,5037 ,843_ .6988
*OZSI .2033 .7688 .6_61
.0510 -.0676 .7007 ,7309
*0755 -*1766 .6736 ,77_9
*I000 -*Z553 ,6567 ,8017
*150_ -.3318 .6360 .8303
._006 -.3608 .6Z71 .8641
*ZSO1 -.3480 ,6316 .R371
*_002 -,3322 .6333 .8346
,3507 -,3134 *6388 *8260
.4000 -.2_93 .6_51 .8163
,6503 -.Z553 .6536 ',8033
,5000 -,_362 .6593 .7946
.5506 -,2070 ,6673 ,782_
.599T -.1727 *6748 *7708
.6502 -.1575 ,6791 ,7641
*T003 -.1137 ,6890 *74_9
,7697 11070_ .6977 .7355
.7_98 -.03_3 .7_00 .7169
.8503 -.0016 ,7169 .7058
,9000 ,0330 .7256 .6923





X/_ CP P*L/PT _LOC
0.0000 ,9R47 *_643 *2Zq2
*0135 -.5_03 .5759 *9Z36
*027L -,R39Z .5124 1,0_57
,3515 -1*0388 .4633 1,1086
*0763 -lb1444 ,4374 1.1542
.1012 -1.1858 .4258 1.1751
.1503 -1.Z316 .4157 1,1938
,1994 -1.2335 ,4153 1,1944
.2501 -.67_7 .5537 ,9_89
*2999 -,6526 .5598 ,9_9Z
.3699 -.5803 ,5763 .9231
*3q94 -.5202 *5qL5 ,_992
,4496 -.456Z .6085 ,_7Z7
,4997 -,3993 ,6222 .8516
,569Z -,3360 ,6383 ,8_68
,5996 -,2_65 .6492 ._101
,64q5 -,Z401 .6603 ,7930
.69q6 -.1890 ,674Z ,7717
.7489 -,13q6 ,6870 ,7520
.8003 -*0836 .7010 .7304
,8500 -,0238 .7145 ,7095
,0q93 .0628 *73L4 *6832
.9689 *lleZ ,7500 ,6540
PT Z9,4511 PS_ C_ ,356Z
T7 215.0539 g CH ,0075




X/C CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 .9847 ,9643 ,2282
,O122 .6668 ,6799 ,6311
*0251 *348Z ,8066 ,56_3
.0510 *0764 .7S89 ,6714
*0755 -,0468 *7096 .7|7_
,1000 -,1310 ,6875 ,7513
.1506 -.ZZ14 .6658 ,7666
.E004 -.Z610 ,6560 ,7996
,2501 -,2631 ,6553 ,8006
.3002 -.2589 .65?I ,79R0
,3507 -,2505 ,6580 ,7965
.6000 -.2339 .66_5 .7897
.4503 -,2080 .669S ,7789
.5000 -.1951 ,67_? ,7740
.5506 -.1717 ,6789 ,7644
,5_97 -.1651 ,6_42 .7562
.6502 -,1301 .6e76 .7510
.7003 ,-,0935 ,6978 ,7353
,7497 -,0643 ,7056 .7_33
,7o98 -,0241 ,7157 ,7077
,m503 *0063 ,7_20 .6979
,qO00 ,0363 ,7293 ,6865
,9683 .I|46 ,7491 .6556
,ORIGINAL PAGE IS
DF POOR QUALITy 145
C01 ,00821 CDCOR1 ,00809
CQZ ,00817 COCUR2 .00803
C03 ,OOB2Z CDCOR3 ,00811
C06 *OO?4g COCOR6 .00741
C05 .0066_ CDCOR5 ,0065q
SPANMISE
XlC ¢1C CP P_LIPT RLOC
.1505 -,5000 -,491_ ,5956 ,89_B
*1505 -,333_ -*5622 .5799 ,9174
,150§ -,166? -,5698 ,560? .q161
.1501 0.0000 -.5512 .5788 .9196
*1505 ,1667 -,5775 ,5742 ,gZ66
*1505 .3833 -.5540 .5820 ,ql6Z
,1505 ,5000 -.5455 .581_ ,q164
.6995 -.5000 -*3009 .6436 *61B?
,4995 -,3333 -.3002 .6430 .8195
,4995 -*1667 -.29?3 ,6633 ,8192
,4995 0,0000 -,3070 .6413 ,8222
.4995 ,1667 -.3020 .6433 ,8191
.4995 ,3333 -,Z982 .6435 .8101
,4995 .5000 -,Z689 ,650_ ,8083
.7996 --,5000 -*0673 *7016 *7299
,7994 -,333) -,0693 ,7020 ,72B8
.7994 -,ibb? -,0650 .7020 ,7288
*7996 0,0000 -*0603 *7040 *72_
,7996 ,1667 -,0571 ,7039 ,?_9
,7994 .333S -*0568 .7056 .T2_2
,7996 ,5000 -,0604 ,7032 ,72?0
C01 *00#46 CDCOR1 .0083Z
C02 ,0386_ CD_ORZ .008_6
C03 *00564 COCOR3 .00629
C04 .00777 COCQR4 .00?6_
C05 ,0_68_ COCOR5 ,00600
SPANMI_E
X/C YIC CP P.L/PT RLOC
• 1505 -.50Q0 -.7733 .5256 1.0041
.1505 -,333] -.8936 .4945 1.05_3
,1505 -.1667 -,9366 .4833 1.0741
,1505 0,0000 -.9363 ,4855 1.0708
.1505 ,1667 -.9069 ,4923 1,0591
• 1505 .3S33 -.9343 .4B4_ L.O?_4
• 1505 ,5000 -,8971 .4932 1.0575
.499_ -*5000 -*3637 .6Z61 .86_7
• 4995 -,3333 -*3703 ,624? *8478
.4995 -.I667 -,3694 .625? ,8462
• 4995 0*0000 -*3755 ,6Z46 *8480
• 4998 .166T -*3737 .6Z36 *B6@5
,499_ *3333 -*372? .6261 .B487
.699_ ,5000 -,3391 ,6333 .8346
• 7994 -*5000 -,0843 ,6969 .736?
,7994 -,3333 -.0853 ,6963 .7_00
• ?994 -,Ib67 -,0791 .6972 .7363
• 7996 0.0000 -.0764 ,6q95 ,7320
• 7994 .1667 -.0738 .699S *T327
.7996 .3333 -,0727 .6974 ,?3Sq
• ?996 .5000 -*07?3 ".6977 *7355
COL ,0095Z ¢OCQR1 ,O09Z_
CD2 ,00954 CDCOR2 .00927
C03 ,00939 C0¢0R3 ,00916
C04 .00_19 COCOR4 .OOe04
£05 .00664 C_0R5 *00659
SPAN_ISE
X/C Y/C CR P_L/PT RLOC
• 1505 -*5000 -1,0164 .6696 1.0976
,150_ -.3333 -I,2006 ,62Z6 1.1010
• 150_ -,1667 -L.2323 ,6170 1,1912
.lPO_ 0,0000 -1,2316 ,6157 1,1935
• 150_ .1667 -1,1829 ,6284 1,1706
,1505 *3333 -1,2622 ,40?3 1.2094
,1505 ,5000 *1,18_6 .427B 1.1714
• 4995 -,5000 -,3927 .6Z3_ .8_96
.4995 -.333_ -,3969 ,6221 *$518
.4099 -.1667 -*3946 *6234 .8694
.499_ 0,0000 -.3993 ,b222 ,8516
.6995 .1_67 -,3986 .6ZZO .6519
.499_ ,3333 -,3967 ,6221 .85L?
• 4995 .5000 -,3632 ,63EI ,8378
.7996 **5000 -*0q64 .6965 .?373
• ?994 -,3333 -,0932 .69?2 ,7363
• 7994 -.1667 -.0869 *6908 *7337
.7994 0,0000 -,0836 .7010 ,7304
• 7994 .1667 -.0799 .7006 .7310
.7994 ,3333 -,0781 ,7010 *7305













_IC CP P,LI_T HL_C
0,0000 ,8847 ,9397 ,2990
,0135 -,7794 .§271 1.0017
.0271 -1.0451 ,4607 1.1130
,0515 -1,1077 ,4191 1.1475
,0763 -1.31%4 ,3920 1.2384
*I012 -i.3595 .3803 1.2612
,1503 -1,4089 ,3569 1.2879
.1994 -1.4530 .3580 1,3058
,2501 -1,4545 .3531 1,3160
.2999 -.8038 ,5166 1.0188
,3499 -.5411 ,5850 ,9095
.3994 -,4858 ,5991 .9_74
,4496 -*4360 ,6097 ,8709
.4997 -.3916 ,6206 *9541
*5492 -.3393 *6347 ,8324
.5994 l'_8_3 .6469 .8136
.6A95 -,2482 *6582 .7963
,6996 -,1Q66 ,6712 ,7763
,7489 -,1436 ,6R44 .7560
.8003 -.0P86 *6989 *7336
.$_00 -.0285 .7138 .7106
,8993 ,0395 .7_96 .6861
.9489 ,1106 ,7461 .6601
LO_ER SURFACE
XlC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 .8847 .9397 ,2990
• 0122 .7582 ,9082 .3732
,0251 ,4726 ,8372 .5099
,0510 .1995 .7677 ,6258
• 0755 .0705 .7370 ,6745
,1000 -.0188 ,7141 ,7102
,1504 -.1245 .6872 .7517
.2004 -*1753 ,6757 .7604
.2501 -,1890 .6698 ,7785
.3002 -.1940 ,6690 ,7797
.3507 -*1941 ,6712 .7763
.4000 -,1868 .6733 .7730
,4503 -.1678 .6766 ,7680
.5000 -,1586 .6787 .76A7
.5506 -,1406 ,6841 ,7565
,5997 -.1135 .6904 .7468
,6502 -.i077 .6931 .7427
,7003 -.074_ .701_ .7299
.7497 -.0464 .7005 .7188
.7998 -.0099 .7184 ,7035
,8503 .0140 .7243 .6943
.9000 .0386 .7293 .6864
,9483 ,1132 .7468 .6591
C01 .01486 CDCOR1 ,01439
C02 .01469 COCOR2 ,0143Z
C03 ,02079 COCOR3 ,02037
COA .01109 C DOOR4 ,01075
CD5 ,00842 COCOR5 .00528
SPAMWISE
_lC YIC CP PpLIPT RLOC
.1505 -,5000 -1,2178 .4149 1.1951
,1505 -.3333 -1.4217 ,3671 1.2073
,1505 -.1667 -1.4415 .3607 1_3003
.1505 0.0000 -1,4089 .3669 1.2_79
• 1505 .1667 -1,3156 .3905 1.ZAI2
.1505 ,3333 -1.4638 .3567 1.3085
,1505 .5000 -1.4195 ,3662 1,2891
.4995 -,5000 -.4193 .6143 .8639
.4995 -,3333 -.4105 .6174 ,8590
.4995 -,1667 -.3909 ,6212 ,8532
.4995 0.0000 -.3916 .6206 .8541
.4995 .1667 -.3954 ,6202 .8547
,4995 ,3333 -,3907 .6204 .8544
,4995 .5000 -.3665 ,6272 .8439
.7996 -,5000 -.1098 ,6912 ,7A55
,7994 -,3333 -.i039 .6920 ,7431
,7994 -.1667 -,0935 .6975 .7358
,7994 0,0000 -,0856 ,6989 .T336
.7994 ,1667 -,0840 .6977 .7356
.7994 ,3333 -.0826 .6981 .7349













Xl_ CP PJLIPT _LOC
0.0000 .7799 ,9130 .3625
• 0135 -.9372 .4847 1,0718
,0271 -1.2288 ,4150 1.1950
,0515 -1.3842 .3750 1,2716
,076_ -1.4737 .3527 1.3168
,1012 -i,5246 ,3425 1.3382
.1503 -1.5696 ,3294 1.3663
,1994 -1,6027 .3208 1.3853
,2501 -1.6106 .3t65 1.3950
.2999 -I.0_56 .4484 1,1346
.3499 -,8263 .5138 1,0233
.3994 -,6576 ,5541 .9581
.4496 -.4496 .6078 .8739
.4997 -.3623 ,6288 .8414
.5492 -,3133 ,_27 ,8200
.5994 -.2709 ,6504 ,8082
,6495 -.2384 .6599 ,7Q36
,6996 -,1974 ,6729 .773&
.7489 -.1437 .6831 .7580
,8003 -,0878 .b977 .7355
• @500 -.031_ .7107 .7154
.8993 .0327 .7265 .6909
.9489 .0Q96 .7435 .6642
LnWEP SURFACF
XlC CP P;L/PT qLDC
0,0000 ,7799 .9130 ,36_5
• 0122 ,8456 .9291 .3255
.0251 .5752 .8626 ,4640
,0510 .2987 .7935 .5841
,0755 ,1688 .7611 .6364
.1000 .0755 .7390 ,6714
• 1504 -.0405 .7093 .7175
.2004 -.1036 .6935 ,TARO
.2501 -,1279 ,6863 *75_i
.3002 -,1389 .6841 .7564
.3507 -.1418 .6840 .7567
,4000 -.1453 .6819 .7508
,4503 -,1293 ,6874 .7514
.5000 -,12q9 ,6867 .7525
.5506 -.I142 ,6920 ,7442
,5Q9? -,0943 .6945 .7405
.6502 -.0932 ,6960 ,7381
,7003 -.0639 .7059 ,7229
,7497 -,0409 ,7087 ,7186
.7998 -,0032 .7187 .7030
,8503 .0124 .7216 ,6985
.9000 ,0290 ,7256 .69_3
.9483 .1011 .7439 .6636
C01 .02607 COCOR1 ,02559
C02 .02537 COCOR2 ,02498
C03 .03241 CDCOR3 .03179
C04 .01809 COCOR4 .01753
C05 .01303 COCOR5 ,01261
5FANWISE
XlC YIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.3400 .3855 1,2509
• 1505 -.3333 -1,5638 ,3299 1,3652
,1505 -.1667 -1,5952 .3248 1,3765
.1505 0.0000 -l,5696 ,3294 1,3663
,1505 .1667 -1.4289 .3634 1,2949
• 1505 ,3333 -1.6060 .3194 1,308A
,1505 .5000 -1.5fl46 .3274 1.3707
.4995 -.5000 -,4415 ,6100 .8705
.4995 -.3333 -.4106 ,6176 ,8587
,4995 -,1667 -.3722 .6250 .8460
,4995 0.0000 -.3623 .6288 ,0414
.4995 .1667 -.3593 .630A ,8390
.4995 .3333 -.3733 ,6269 .84A4
.4995 .5000 -.3540 ,6304 ,8300
.7994 -,5000 -.1374 .6851 .T550
.7994 -.3333 -,1217 ,6890 ,7489
,7994 -,166T -,0989 ,6953 ,7392
.7994 0.0000 -,0878 .6977 *7355
• 7994 .1667 -.0828 ,6987 .73A0
.7994 ,3333 -.0838 ,6984 ,7344













XIC CP PeLIPT _L_C
0.0000 .7841 .9134 ,3618
.0135 -,934b ,4851 1.0712
,0271 -1,2085 ,4165 ],19_2
,0515 -1.3847 .3751 1.2715
,0763 -I,4760 *3523 1.3176
.1012 -1,5165 .3428 1.3376
,1503 -1,5684 ,3304 1.3641
.1994 -1,5061 ,3212 1,3845
._591 -1.6213 .3170 1,3936
.2_99 -1,1193 .4395 1.1504
,3499 -*8432 ,5078 1,0333
.3994 -,6723 .5499 ,9649
.4496 -.4534 ,6060 ,8767
,4997 -.3627 .6293 ,8407
,5492 -,3098 ,6410 ,$216
*599A -,2801 .6512 ,8070
*6495 -.2431 ,6602 .T931
.6996 -,1027 .6717 ,T755
.T489 -,1444 .6828 .7584
.8003 -,0871 .&g62 .737g
,8509 -.0335 ,7099 ,7166
.8993 .03_3 .7266 .6907
,9A89 .1003 ,7439 .6b37
LOWER SURFACE
X/C _P P;L/PT ML_C
0.0000 .7841 .9134 .3618
.0122 .8467 ,9294 .3249
,0251 ,5770 .8620 .4651
.0510 .2978 ,?g33 .5843
*0?55 ,1684 .7611 ,6364
.1000 .0787 ,7390 .67_3
.1504 -.0398 .7099 .7167
.2004 -,0998 .6938 *T415
.2501 -,1284 .6077 ,T509
.3002 -,1362 ,6545 .7559
,3507 -.1441 .6822 .7594
.4000 -,1463 ,6812 ,7609
,4503 -.1321 .6859 ,7536
.5000 -.1295 .6872 .7516
.5506 -.1149 ,6896 ,7479
,5997 -,0949 .6971 ,7365
,650Z -.0934 ,6973 .7361
.7003 -.0630 .7039 ,?259
.749? -,0411 ,7085 ,7148
,7098 -,0056 .7165 ,7064
,8503 ,0100 ,7208 ,6997
,9000 ,0302 .7261 .6915
,9483 .1030 .?446 ,6616
CD1 .02644 COCOR1 .02599
¢02 ,025T3 COCOR2 ,02524
C03 ,03149 COCOR3 ,03114
C04 .01821 CDCOR4 .03801
C05 ,01290 COCOR5 .01290
SPkNWZSE
X/C Y/C CP P*L/PT NLOC
,1505 -,$000 -1.3422 ,3867 1,2A85
• 1505 -,3333 -1.5602 .3306 1,3637
,1505 -.1667 -1,5822 .3243 1,3776
,1505 0,0000 -1.5684 ,3304 1,3641
.1505 .1667 -1,4317 ,3645 1.2926
.1505 *3333 -1,5899 .3232 1.3799
,1505 .5000 -1,5758 .3259 1,3741
• 4995 -.5000 -.4444 .6001 ,8734
,4995 -.3333 -,4063 ,6174 ,8591
,4995 -.1667 -,3724 ,6263 ,8453
• 4995 0,0000 -.3627 ,6293 ,8407
.4995 ,1667 -.3611 ,6289 .8413
.4995 *3333 -.3645 *6278 ,8430
,Agg5 ,5000 -.3561 ,6304 ,8390
.79q4 -.5000 -.1407 ,6043 ,7562
• ?994 -.3333 -*IZO0 ,6910 ,T458
• 7994 -.1667 -,1026 ,6949 *739|
• 7994 0,0000 -.0871 *6962 *7379
.7994 .1667 -.0822 *6988 .7338
• 7994 .3333 -.0549 ,6997 ,7324






X/_ CP PpL/PT _LOC
0,0000 .6716 ,5876 ,4159
,0135 -1.1060 ,4453 1.1400
,0271 -1,3502 ,3846 1.2527
.0515 -1.5Z06 .3414 1,3404
.0763 -I,5Q49 ,3220 1,3827
.IOIZ -1.6616 .3125 1.4038
.1503 -1,6945 .2999 1.4331
.1994 -1.7210 .2937 1.4;78
.2501 -1.6951 .3027 1.4264
• zgg9 -1,0_46 ,4576 1.1184
• 3499 -.9754 .4782 I*08Z9
.3994 -.8300 .5151 1.0212
,4496 -,6248 ,5681 ,9360
._997 -.4761 .6031 .8512
,5492 -.3_87 ,6330 ,8349
• 5_94 -,2859 ,6513 .8068
.6495 -.2302 ,6649 .7_59
• bqb -o1_11 .67_8 ,7707
.7489 -.1355 ,68_3 ,7499
.8003 -,0B49 .7010 ,7304
,8900 -,0364 .7139 ,7104
,8993 .0286 .7285 .6878
.948_ .0738 ,7400 .66_8
PT 29,4009 PS! CN ,68Bq
TT Z[_.4576 K CH .0126




XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .6716 .5876 .4159
,012_ .9095 .9455 ._837
,0251 ,6534 .8819 .4271
.0510 ,379_ .8136 *5506
,0755 ,2428 .7793 .6072
.I000 .1520 .759_ .6309
,1504 ,0232 .72_8 .6719
.2004 -.0466 .7087 .718S
,2501 -.0750 .70_g .7275
.3002 -.09BZ .6952 .7394
• 3507 -,108q .6931 .742T
.4000 -.I124 .6928 .7431
,4503 -.1051 .6962 .7379
.5000 -.I089 .6939 .7413
.5506 -.1003 .6968 ,7369
.5997 -,0872 ,7004 .7314
,6502 -.086_ ,7004 ,731_
,7003 -,0637 .70_0 o7_58
,7497 -.0446 .7110 .7150
.799B -.0130 .718T .7030
,8503 -,0048 *7217 .6984
.9000 .0111 .7242 .6945
.9483 .0711 .7393 .6709
C01 ,04274 CD¢OR1 .04209
CD2 .03981 CDCOfl2 .03922
C03 .04S63 CDCDR3 .04_01
CO4 .02828 CDCDR4 .02776
C05 ,01943 COCOA5 .Olq20
SPaNWISE
XlC YIC CP P_LIFT RLOC
.1505 -,5000 -1,5705 .3S4R 1,3546
,1_05 -.3333 -1.6991 ,3013 1.4297
.150S -.1667 -1.7057 ,2984 _.4366
.1505 0.0000 -1.6945 .2999 1,4331
.1505 .1667 -1.5_29 .3391 1,3_53
,1505 ,3333 -1,7|44 ,2g75 1.4386
.1_05 .5000 -1.7166 .2957 1.4430
.4995 -.5000 -,4663 .6063 .8762
._995 -,3333 -.4ZI_ .6158 .8615
.4995 -.1667 -,3935 .6240 .8_88
.4995 0.0000 -,4761 .6031 *_SLZ
.4995 .1667 -,4944 .5g93 .8870
,4995 ,3333 -.4364 .6121 .8672
.499S .5000 -.3761 ,6283 .8422
.7999 -.5000 -,1935 .6737 .772&
.7994 -.3333 -.146_ .6845 .7550
.7994 -.166T -.1076 .6948 .7400
,7994 0.0000 -*0849 .7010 ,7304
,7999 .1667 -.0787 .7021 .7288
,7q94 ,3333 -,0771 ,701_ *7293




Pf 29,2813 PSI CN .7417
Tr Z15,67_4 K CN .O01b




XlC CP P.L/_T _L3C
0.0000 .5094 .8670 ,4558
.013S -1.2079 ._092 1.2058
,0271 -1,4214 ,3580 1.1059
• 0515 -1.5057 .3176 1,3928
,0763 -1.6_88 .2986 1._3bl
.1012 -1.703_ .2_78 1.46_0
• 1503 -1.7473 .2774 1.4875
.1994 -1,7014 ._901 1.4564
• 2501 -1,201_ .4163 1.1925
.2999 -1,1096 ,4411 1.1475
.3499 -1.0500 ,4519 1.1284
.3994 -.9429 ,4778 1.0835
.4496 -,80_6 ,5151 1,0212
.4997 -,6936 ,55L2 .96Z8
.549_ -.5_03 .5816 .9147
.5996 -,4196 .60_6 ,8727
.649_ -,3157 ,6353 .8314
.6996 -,2364 .6574 .7975
.7489 -.1801 .6715 .7758
.8003 -.12_5 .6844 .7559
.8500 -.0788 .6951 *7395
.899_ -.0369 .7069 .7213
.9489 ,0049 .7173 .7052
LOWER SURFAC_
XlC CR P_L/RT YL_C
0,0000 .5994 .8670 .4558
.0122 .9_8S .9536 ._613
.0251 ,7111 ,8943 .4024
,0510 ,4383 .8266 ,5283
,0755 .3021 .79_4 ,5859
.1000 ,_q96 .7659 .628_
,1504 ,0683 ,733_ *6805
.2004 -,0076 .7146 .7004
,2501 -.04E4 .7049 .7244
.3002 -.0694 ,7007 .7309
,3507 -.0912 .60_8 ,7431
.4000 -.1006 ,6898 ,7476
._503 -.097_ .6917 .7448
.5000 -.L074 ,6885 *7496
.5506 -.0999 .6880 .7504
,5997 -,096_ .6901 ,7472
,6502 -.099_ .6898 ,7477
.7003 -.0794 .6967 .7370
.7497 -.0674 .6997 .73_4
,7e_8 -,04ZO .7061 ,7ZZ5
.8503 -.0389 .7051 .7240
.9000 -,0457 .7047 *7247
.94_3 ,0075 .7179 .7042
C01 .06565 COCORI .06517
C02 .06175 CDCDR2 .0608S
C03 .09977 CDCOR3 .09885
C04 .04472 CDCDR4 .04437
CD5 ,03242 CDCDR5 .03232
SekqUlSE
XlC ¥10 CP PeLIPT HLOC
.1503 -.5000 -1.6182 .308? 1.4127
,1505 -,3333 -1.7514 ,2761 1,4907
.1_05 -.1667 -1,7464 ,2763 1.4902
,1505 0.0000 -1.7_73 .2774 I._875
• 1505 .lb67 -_.5951 ,3_65 1,3995
.150S .3333 -1.7617 ,2735 1.497Z
,1505 .5000 -1.78_0 ,2674 1.5129
.4995 -,5000 -,4999 .5922 .8982
.4995 -,3333 -.4683 ,5977 .8896
.4995 -,1667 -.554_ .576_ .9228
.499S 0,_000 --.653& .5512 .9628
.4995 .1667 -,6030 .566_ .9387
.4995 .3333 -.5632 ,5739 ,9269
.499_ ,5000 -.5179 ,5856 .908_
,7994 -.5000 -,2504 .6538 .8029
.7994 -,3333 -.1766 .6715 ,77S8
.7994 -,1667 -.1394 .6809 .7613
0994 0,0000 -.128_ .6844 ,75S9
.7994 .166T -.1278 ,6846 ,7557
,7994 .3313 -,IZ66 ,6840 ,7565





XIC CP PeLIPT NLDC
0.0000 .5180 .0454 ,_953
*0135 -1*3346 .3802 1.2613
.0271 -1.5240 ,3309 1.3611
.0515 "1.6581 ,29_5 1.4481
.0763 -1,7293 ,2761 1.4907
.1012 -1,7750 ._665 1.5152
,1503 -i._025 .2583 1,5367
,1994 -1,6666 .2943 1.4463
.2501 -1,2047 .4100 1.2043
.E999 -1.1338 .4279 1,1713
,3499 -l,07Lb ,4402 1,1492
,3994 -.9770 .4685 1.0994
,4496 -,8431 ,5030 1.0411
,4997 -.6078 ,5381 .9837
.5492 -.5588 .5?38 ,92?0
.sgg4 -.4600 .5976 ,_897
,6495 -,3600 .6?43 ,_484
*6996 -.3000 .6360 ._303
,7489 -.Z_05 .6537 .8032
,5003 -.I_20 .6669 ,7828
,8_00 -,1370 .6785 ,7650
,8993 -,0949 ,b896 .748_
.9489 -.0417 ,70_6 ,7264
PT Z0.1833 PSI CN .790?
TT 215,2223 K _8 -.0034




K/C CP P_L/PT qLgC
0,0000 ,51RO ,84S4 .4953
.OI2Z ,9882 ,9640 .2_93
,0251 .7678 ,9082 *3?30
.0510 ,4927 *8379 .5086
.0755 ,3511 ,AOE3 .5695
*i000 .2487 ,7771 .6108
.1504 .I147 ,7428 *6654
,2004 ,0334 ,7229 .6964
.2501 -,0139 .7106 .7156
,3002 --,0414 ,703? *7263
.3507 -,0679 .6950 ,7397
,4000 -,0866 *6929 .7429
.4503 --*0846 *6939 .7414
,5000 -.1051 ,6877 ,7509
,5506 -.1017 ,6890 *7489
,5_97 -.0939 .&901 .747_
,6502 -.1124 .6B66 *75?6
.7003 -,0979 ,6873 ,7515
,7487 -,08E4 .6920 .?442
,7998 -,0642 *6967 ,7370
,8503 -,0719 ,6950 ,7397
,9000 -,0861 .6918 .7446
,9483 -,0331 *7057 .7231
CD1 ,07869 CDCOR1 ,07809
C02 ,07629 CDCDR2 ,07554
C03 .11004 C_0_3 ,10938
C04 .059LZ COCOR4 ,05861
C05 .04453 CDCOR5 .04423
SPANMISE
X/C Y/C CP P;L/ET MLOC
.1_0S -,5000 -1.7082 ,2843 1.4704
,1505 -.3333 -1.g047 .2549 1,545R
,1505 -,L667 -1,8066 .2562 1,54Z2
,150S 0,0000 -I,g025 .2583 1.5367
,1505 ,1667 -1,7395 ,2764 1,4899
.1805 ,3333 -1.8105 ,2534 1,5498
,1505 ,5000 -1,837B .2_83 1,5636
,499S -,5000 -,5_33 ,5807 .9161
.4995 -,33t3 -.4959 .590L .9015
.4995 -,1667 -,6273 ,556? *9540
.4995 0,0000 -,6978 ,538[ ,983?
.499S ,1667 -,6037 .5604 .g48E
,499S ,3333 -,5551 .5751 .9249
.499_ ,5000 -,5905 *5660 .9393
.7994 -,5000 -,3021 ,6392 ,82S4
.T994 -.3333 -.Z141 *6604 *7929
.7994 -,1667 -,1772 ,6708 *7769
,7994 0,0000 -,1820 .666g .78_8
.799_ ,1667 -,1890 .6677 .7817
,7994 ,3333 -.2146 ,6603 ,7931
.?994 .5000 -.3060 ,6384 ,8267
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RIC CP PeLIPT qLDC
0.0000 ,4135 ,8707 ,5385
• 0|t5 -1.4539 ,3525 1,3172
,0271 -1.6506 ,3026 1.6272
,0515 -1,7R06 ,2706 1,5048
• 0763 -1.B421 ,2542 1,5677
• 1012 -1,8618 ,2670 1.5673
• 1503 -I,8537 ,2682 1,5639
• 1994 -1,5535 .3263 1,3732
.2501 -1.2083 ,4102 1,2039
.2999 -1,1379 ,4Zq6 1,16_5
,3499 -1,0622 ,6503 1,1313
.3994 -,9575 .4795 1,0807
,6496 -.8370 ,5061 1,0360
• 4997 -.6964 ,5659 .9712
,5692 -.5_7T ,5690 ,_366
.5996 -.5007 ,5918 .]gRB
• 6695 -,4155 .6101 ,]703
,6996 -,3540 ,6249 .8_74
,7689 -.2975 ,6&08 ,8230
• RO03 -,2380 *6559 .7998
,8500 -.1944 .6669 .7829
.B993 -,1590 ,6798 .7707
,9689 -.1182 ,6868 .7522
PT 29.6368 P5[ CN .B345
TT 216,0498 K CH -,0088




X/C CP P,L/PT qLOC
0.0000 *_135 ,8207 .5385
,0122 1,0226 ,9728 .1986
.0251 ,5137 ,9204 ,3460
.0510 ,5527 ,8552 .4777
• 0755 ,4041 .RI?6 ,543?
.1000 ,3001 .7908 ,5856
,1504 ,15Q5 ,7551 .6460
• 2006 .0705 .7338 ,6795
• 2501 ,0234 .7206 ,7001
.3902 -.0137 .7121 .7133
,3507 -.0_08 .7063 .7222
• _000 -*0640 ,7023 .7284
• 4503 -.0695 ,6987 ,7340
.5000 -.0882 ,6972 .7383
.5506 -,0958 .6923 .7438
.5997 -,0973 *6928 .7431
• 6502 -*11_4 .8863 ,7531
,7003 -.I027 ,6883 .749q
.7497 -.1012 ,6901 .74?2
.7998 -.0832 .6948 .7400
,8503 -,0956 ,6917 ,?46?
,9000 -.1220 .684_ .7563
.9483 -.0857 ,6950 .739T
C01 .09996 CDCOR1 ,08938
C02 *OeB40 COCOR2 .08775
CD3 ,08561 COCOA3 .08694
C04 ,07428 CDCOR4 ,07385
CD5 .05725 CDCOR5 .05715
5PANWXSE
XIC YIC CP PtLIPT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.8098 .2628 1,5269
.1505 -.3333 -1.9216 .2376 1.5935
,1505 -.1667 -1,8980 .238T 1._903
,1505 0.0000 -1,R53Z .24e2 1,5639
,1505 ,1687 -1.8373 .2559 1.5431
,1505 .3333 -1.9425 ,2324 1.6065
• 1505 .5000 -1,8837 .2623 1.5801
,6995 -.5000 -.5677 ,5714 .9308
,4995 -*3333 -.5566 .5791 .9187
.4995 -.1667 -,6731 .5477 .9684
• 4995 0.0000 -*696% *5459 .9712
• 4995 .1667 -.6123 .5601 *9666
.4995 .3333 -.5717 *5753 .9247
.4995 ,5000 -.6164 ,5619 ,9655
.7994 -.5000 -.3379 .631B .836B
,7994 -.3333 -.2602 .6506 .8082
.7996 -.1667 -.235B .6563 .7991
• 7994 0,0000 -.23B0 ,6559 .799§
.T996 .1667 -.2520 .6533 ,@0]7
.799_ .3333 -,3126 .6372 .8285




PT Zq.4830 PS! CN .R820
TT 215.9634 K CN -.0168




XlC CP PpLIPT _L_C
0.0000 .3113 .7966 .5792
.0135 -i,_547 ,32_4 1.3615
.0271 -1.7572 .2801 1,4807
,0515 -1.6795 .2403 1.5610
.0763 -1.9360 .2378 1,5929
*_0_2 --1.9292 .2326 1.80R5
.1503 -1,9643 .23_I 1.5977
.1994 -1.5726 .3299 1.3653
.2501 -1.2022 .399B 1,E235
.2999 -1.1026 ,6_8 1.1609
.349_ -.9989 ,46_4 1.0996
,3996 -.8957 .4958 1.0532
,6_96 -.7831 ,5217 1.0104
.4997 -.6740 ,5493 .9859
.549Z -.6027 ,56_8 ._364
,5996 -,558_ .578_ .9_00
.6695 -._815 .5956 .8929
.6Q96 --*3777 .623_ .8698
.7689 -,3R98 .6201 ,_5_8
,RO03 -,3198 ,6375 ,_80
,8500 -.2960 ,84_5 .8172
.8993 L.2_5 ,6507 .8077
,9489 -.2126 .86_9 .7860
La_ER SURFACE
X/C CP PeLIPT NLOC
0,0000 ,3113 .798_ .57q2
,0122 1,0519 .9803 .16R5
,0_51 ,_598 ,9326 ,]170
,0510 .59?7 .8672 .4554
• 0755 .6566 ,R3_6 .5179
.1000 .3485 ,8037 .5671
,1506 .2032 ,7698 .62?4
,2006 .I067 .?464 .6596
• 2501 ,0542 .7336 .6?OR
.3002 *0166 *7232 .6961
.3507 -,0219 .7124 .7128
.4000 -,0469 .?071 .7210
• 6503 -,0616 ,7020 .7_88
,5000 -,0_25 .6970 .73_6
.5506 --*0915 ,6953 .7392
,5_97 -,0998 .69_8 .7431
.6502 -.1200 .6863 ,7531
,7003 -,1133 ,6R94 .7482
.7697 -,1187 .6879 .7506
,7908 -.1042 .6914 .765_
,8503 -,1265 .6_68 ,7523
,9000 -.1634 .6751 .7702
.9483 -.1362 .6839 ,756B
COl .10610 CDCOR1 .I0481
COZ ,10036 COCOR2 .09911
C03 ,07011 C OCDR3 ,06915
C04 *08367 CDCOR4 .06327
C05 ,07244 CDCOR5 ,07213
5P&N_ZSE
XIC YIC CP P*L/PT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1,8308 .2615 1.5282
.1505 -.3333 -1.8582 .2509 1.5565
.1505 -,1687 -1.955T ,2301 1.6152
.1505 0.0000 -I.9463 .2361 1._977
*1505 .1667 -1.7273 ,2873 1.6631
,1505 ,3333 -1,8543 ,2519 1,5539
.1505 .5000 -1.8281 .2619 1.5271
.4995 -.5000 -.6043 .5675 .9370
.4995 -.3333 -.5714 .5769 *9220
,6995 -.1667 -.6637 .5584 .9512
.4995 0,0000 -.6740 .5493 .9659
.6_95 ,1667 -.TIOS .5387 .9828
,6995 .3333 -.6517 *5570 .9536
.6995 .5000 --.6530 .5561 *9550
.7996 -,5000 -,3838 ,622] .8516
,7994 -,3333 -.3221 .6385 *8265
,7996 -.1667 -.3147 .6390 .B258
.7994 0.0000 -.3198 *6375 ,S_80
,7994 .1667 -.3429 .6325 .e357
.7994 ,3333 -.3775 .6267 .8477





XXVI. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.70














_1_ CP P,L/P7 _L3C
0,0000 1,1246 ,9990 ,0381
.0135 .1021 .7605 .6369
*027[ -.0926 .6958 ,7379
.0515 -,3199 *6393 ,8247
*0763 -.4498 ,6069 ,5748
,1012 -,5080 .5934 .8759
,1503 -,5230 .5896 .q017
.1994 -,5395 ,586_ ,9071
,Z501 -.4929 .89_3 .88_1
.2999 -,4637 *6052 .8774
,3499 ".4175 .6159 ,8608
.3994 -,3819 .626a .8439
.t496 -.3352 .$381 ,9266
.4957 -,EqB? ,6463 ._139
.5492 -.2530 ,6552 .7957
.5994 -,2160 .6668 .7829
.6495 -.1535 .6743 .7710
.6906 -.1465 .6835 ,7568
.7489 -,1054 .6939 ,7408
*8003 -.0622 .7044 .7247
,8500 -,0123 .7162 *7064
,8993 ,0478 ,7314 .6826
.9489 .11Z8 *7476 *6574
LOWER SURFACE
_/C C p P,LIPT _L_¢
0,0000 1,1246 ,0990 ,0381
.0122 *0761 .7301 ,6706
,0251 -.2267 .6620 .7900
.05[0 -.4677 ,6025 .8815
,0755 -,5540 .5800 .q1_3
,1000 -,b192 ,5650 ,9404
.1504 -.6448 .5594 .q_93
.2004 -,6238 ,5652 ,9400
,2501 -.5630 ,5800 ,9!53
.3002 -,50_2 .5941 *8946
• 3507 -,4614 .6050 .8777
,4000 -.4154 .6186 .8867
,4503 -,3624 .6316 .8356
.riO00 -.375_ ,6358 .8_40
,5506 -,2828 ,6505 ,8071
,5997 -.2370 .6613 .7909
,6502 -,2095 ,6678 .7800
,7003 -,18?2 .6809 ,7609
,7497 -,1121 .6922 ,7434
.7998 -,0573 .7056 ,7278
• 8503 -*0173 ,7140 .7084
,0000 .0271 .7263 *6907
,9483 .1178 ,7488 .6554
C01 ,00808 COCOR1 ,00800
C02 ,00813 C I_OR2 ,00801
CO3 .00793 CDCOR3 .00784
C04 .0_793 COCOR4 .00766
C05 ,00?16 C DCOR5 ,00¥11
SPABWISE
XIC YlC CP P,LIPT MLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -.4747 .6018 .8826
,1505 -.1333 -,5136 ,50Z5 ,8572
.1505 -*1667 -,5283 ,5801 *?n24
,1505 0,0000 -.5230 ,5896 .9017
• 1505 .1667 -,5264 ,5890 .9026
,1805 ,3333 -,5250 *5857 .9016
,1505 ,5000 -,4902 .5986 .8877
,4995 -,5000 -,2970 ,6462 .814Z
,4995 -.3333 -.2978 .6487 *8149
,4995 -,1667 -,2929 ,6465 ,8136
.4995 0.0000 -._987 .6463 *8139
.4995 ,1667 -,2974 ,6461 .8143
,4995 ,3333 -.2961 ,6461 .6142
.4995 .5000 -,2610 ,6545 .8014
,7994 -,5000 -,o63e .7039 ,7284
,7904 -.3333 -.0656 *7036 ,7259
,7994 -olbb7 -.0607 .7046 *7244
,7994 0.0000 -.0622 ,7044 ,7247
,7994 *1667 -.0574 ,7055 ,7230
.7994 ,3333 -,0554 ,7061 ,7220















XlC CP P, LtPT qL3_
0,0000 1,1243 ,99_9 ,0394
,0135 ,1263 .7517 ,6508
.0271 -.1305 .6879 ,7501
• 0515 -.35_0 ,6331 ,5343
• 07b3 -*4PlO .6004 ,8848
• 1012 -,5332 .5883 .9037
,1503 -,5474 .5846 .9095
,1994 -.5_87 ,5824 ,9130
,2501 -,5104 ,5939 ,5949
,2999 ".4783 ,60_9 .8825
.3499 -.4302 ,6143 ,8633
.3994 -,3011 .6236 ,_489
.4496 -.3451 ,6349 ,8315
._997 -,3075 ,6449 ,8162
.5492 -.Z_83 .6577 ,7964
.5904 -,2206 ,6655 .7_44
• 6495 -.1879 .6733 ,7725
•5996 -,1485 .6829 .7578
.7489 -.1074 ,6930 .7422
.8003 -*0614 ,7048 .7239
• 8503 -.0117 .7166 ,7057
• _993 .048fi ,7317 *6822
.9489 .1125 ,7479 ,6568
LOWER SUPFACE
XlC CP P,L/PT qLOC
0,0000 1,1243 ,geAO ,0394
,O1ZZ .1124 .7483 .556_
.0251 -.1899 ,5731 .77_R
.0510 -,4321 .613R ._642
,0755 -.5108 .590P .8908
,1000 -.5842 ,5757 .9235
,1504 -,6180 ,5671 .9370
.2004 -.5987 .57_ .9285
,2501 -,8461 .5851 .9087
,3002 -,_943 ,8979 ,8_8Y
.3507 -.4504 .6093 .8711
,4000 -._05b ,6200 ,8545
,4_03 -,3553 .6324 .8354
,5000 -.3204 .6417 ,8_Ii
.5506 -,_771 .6533 .8036
,5997 -*_323 .66_6 .7889
.650_ -._064 .6687 ,7795
.7003 -.1534 .68t7 .7596
.7497 -.1099 ,69_4 .743_
.7998 -.05bO .706_ .7219
,8503 -.0144 .7159 .7068
,9000 ,0277 ,7265 .bOO3













XlC CP P,L/PT BLOC
0.0000 .9856 ,96fi_ ,2271
• 0135 ,6394 .8793 ,4319
,0271 .3749 .8131 .5508
,0515 _1310 .7529 ,6499
• 0763 -.0203 .7147 .7086
• 1012 -,1002 .6_56 .73_2
.150_ -.1750 .5765 ,7675
,1994 -.2364 ,66_3 .7894
• 2501 -.2399 .6602 ,7926
.2999 -,2482 .65_3 ,7956
.3499 -.2333 ,5615 .7904
.3994 -.2234 ,6644 .7862
.4496 -,2010 ,6600 ,7792
,4_a7 -.1850 ,6741 ,771Z
,5492 -.1541 .68L5 ,7599
• 8994 -,1327 ,6878 ,7507
,6495 -.1148 .6922 .7435
,6995 -.0@8_ .b978 .7348
.748_ -.0605 ,7054 ,7231
• _003 -.0260 .7137 ,7102
• 8500 .OIOZ .7223 .6969
,8993 .0594 .7347 ,6776
.9489 .1112 ,7475 .6574
LOWER SURFACE
XIC C_ P,L/PT qLOC
0,0000 ,9856 .9646 ,2_71
• 0122 -,5723 ,5797 .9171
• 0251 -.8332 ,5136 1,0_32
.0510 -I.0813 ,45_6 1.1_68
• 0755 -1.1694 .4294 1,1681
,1000 -1.2404 .4130 1,1982
,1504 -i,3140 .3940 1,2342
• 2004 -1.3432 .3884 1,2450
,2501 -1,0940 .44_2 1,1346
.3002 -.6142 .5674 ,9_65
.3507 -,5509 ,8877 .9125
.4000 -,50_I .5935 ,8956
.4503 -.4472 .6077 ,8735
,5000 -,4050 .6198 .8540
,5506 -,3_84 .6332 ._41
.5997 -.2030 ,6481 .8112
.6502 -.2583 ,6_66 ,7981
• 7003 -,1937 ,6718 ,774fl
.7497 -.1412 .6854 .7530
,709_ -,0?58 .7014 ,7293
• 8503 -*0262 ,7137 ,7110
• 9000 ,0251 .72&1 ,6909
.94R3 .1178 .7491 ,b549
CO1 ,00814 ¢DCOR1 .00807
C02 .00806 ¢DCOR2 ,00?97
C03 .00799 ¢0C0R8 .00?92
C04 ,00797 CDCOR4 .00790
C05 .00717 ¢_0R5 *00712
SPANWISE
X/C Y/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
,1505 -,5000 -.4946 *5963 ,8912
,1505 -,3333 -,5367 .5865 ,9065
.1505 -*1667 --*5550 .58_4 ,9130
,1505 0,0000 -.5474 .5846 ,9095
,1505 ,1667 -*8493 *5827 .9174
,1805 ,3333 -,5512 .5829 ,9122
,1505 *5000 -,5176 *5916 ,8985
,4_95 -*5000 -,3047 .6440 .8176
*_995 -,3333 -,3042 .6440 .8175
,4995 -.1667 -.3013 ,6456 ,8150
,4995 0,0000 -,30?5 .6449 ,_lbZ
.4995 .1667 -,3049 ,6430 .8177
.4995 ,3333 -,3023 .6444 .B168
,4995 .5000 -,26B6 ,6537 *8026
*7994 --.5000 --*0646 *7038 .?255
,7994 -,3333 -,0683 ,7028 *7271
.7994 -,1667 -,0615 ,7041 .7251
,7994 0,0000 -,0614 ,?048 *?239
.7994 ,1667 -.05?7 .7055 ,72_9
,?994 ,3383 -,0569 *?0S6 .?227
.799_ .5000 -,0612 .7042 ,?249
C01 ,01136 CDCOR1 .01107
C02 ,01108 CDCOR2 ,01073
C03 ,01080 COCOR3 .01047
CD4 .00965 CDCOR4 *00951
¢05 ,00826 COCOR5 ,00815
SP4NWISE
X/C Y/C CP R,L/PT qtOC
,1505 -.5C00 -,1552 .6816 .7597
,1505 -.3333 -.1762 *6788 *7687
.1505 -.1667 -.1864 .6732 *?727
.1505 0*0000 -.1750 ,6766 .7675
,1505 .1667 -,1802 ,6754 *7692
.1505 ,3333 -.1765 .67_2 .?695
,1505 ,5000 -.1576 ,6803 .7617
*4995 -,5000 -,1755 *b761 ,TbBZ
,4995 -,3333 -.1819 *6744 .7700
,4995 -.1667 -,1801 ,674b .7706
.4995 0,0000 -,1859 ,6741 .7712
,4995 ,1667 -,1804 .6749 .7701
.4995 ,3333 -,1778 *6?54 *?692
.4995 ,5000 -,1551 ,6808 ,?6[0
.7994 -.5000 -,0382 ,7095 .?168
,7994 -*3333 -*0366 .7105 *7151
,7994 -*1667 -,0266 .7132 ,7110
,799_ 0.0000 -,0260 ,7137 ,TIOZ
.799_ ,1667 -,0225 ,7133 *7108
,7994 ,3333 -,0197 .7147 ,?086
,709% *_000 -*0245 .7187 *7102






XI_ CP P,LI_T XLOC
0,0000 1.0660 .9887 *t;B4
• 0135 ,4935 ,_427 .4997
• 0271 .Z254 .7763 *b115
,0515 -,01%1 ,7169 ,7053
,0763 -.160% ,6815 ,7599
•1012 -.2311 ,6635 ,7876
,1503 -*2915 *6%q6 ,8105
• 199% -,3368 ,6375 .8275
• 2501 -.3258 ,6800 .0236
.2999 -,3234 ,6811 .8220
• 3499 -,2090 .647Z *8126
,3994 -,2792 *6528 .8080
.4496 -,2_03 ,6507 ,7935
.49Q7 -*ZZS6 ,6658 .7341
• 589_ -*1097 ,6744 .7708
.5994 -,1640 ,6817 ,7596
.6495 -.1412 .6867 .7519
.6996 -.1009 .6942 ,7404
.7_89 -*0760 .7030 ,7268
.8003 -.0379 .7125 .7_21
,8500 ,0016 ,7221 *6972
,8993 ,0557 ,7352 .676_
• 9469 ,1107 ,7486 .6557
PT 57,5514 PSI C_ -.1687
TT 260,5405 K Cl p.OOJ4




XIC CP P_LIPT MLDC
0.0000 1.0660 ,9847 .1488
.012Z -.3489 .6340 ,fl329
,_251 -.6350 .5632 ._432
.0310 -,3677 ,_054 1.0367
.0755 -.9507 *8861 1.0691
.1000 -1.0000 .470Q 1.094Q
• 1504 -1.080_ .4510 l.lEg_
,2004 -.3353 .5142 1,0222
,2501 -.715_ .5436 .g745
.3002 -*63%6 .3641 .9417
.3507 -*5689 .5815 .9144
,%000 -,5003 ,5981 ,8884
,%503 -,%3%7 ,6141 .3636
• 5000 -,38F_ ,6261 .8450
,5506 -.332% .63g2 .8250
,5o97 -.2794 .6533 .8032
• 6501 -,24%3 .6613 ,7910
.7003 -,1828 ,6759 .7685
.7497 -.1324 .6891 ,7483
,799_ -*0713 .7042 ,7_49
.8503 -*02%6 .7156 .7072
,gO00 *0273 .7282 ,6977




PT 57.5536 PSI CN -*1835
TT Z60.6AgZ K CM -.OOlZ




Xl; CP P.Lt_T ML_C
0.0000 1.1154 *Q967 .0683
• 0135 .3225 .BOOI .5727
,0271 *0530 .7338 .6765
• 0515 -.1730 .67R0 ,7652
• 0763 -.3129 ,6%%3 .3170
,IOIZ -.3717 .6291 .3404
• 1503 -.41ZZ *6L94 ,3555
.1998 -,4448 .6115 .3677
,2501 -.4173 .6197 .8550
.2999 -.3091 ,6233 .340%
,3499 -*36%5 ,630Z ,83U0
• 399_ -.3352 ,6373 ._ZT9
.4496 -.2077 ,6474 .9123
,8997 -,267% ,6548 ,8o10
,5492 -*228_ ,6687 ,7857
.5994 -.1035 .6733 .7725
,6895 -.1645 ,6797 ,7627
• 6996 -.1292 .6090 ,7%8%
.74_9 -.OqL% ,697_ ,7387
,8003 -,0504 ,7085 ,7182
.8500 -,0050 .7195 .7012
,Rqg3 ,05L8 .7337 ,6792
.988g ,1124 .7483 .6562
LOWER SURFACE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLO_
0.0000 1.1154 ,9967 ,0683
*0122 -.1091 ,6930 ,7422
.0251 -,4105 .6195 .8552
,0510 -,6%Z7 .5625 *9444
,0753 -.7165 *5847 ,9727
,I000 -,7758 .5292 .9978
,1504 -*7780 *3290 .9921
,Z004 -.7253 ,5422 .9768
.2501 -,6395 ,5650 ,g404
.3002 -.56A% .5815 .q143
.3507 -.5114 .5938 ,3051
,%000 -._5%3 ,6076 ,8736
.4503 -,3963 .6230 .849_
,5000 -.3552 .6330 ,8344
,5506 -.3058 ,6446 ,8166
,5997 -.2569 .6576 ,7966
,6502 -,2252 .66%7 .7_58
.7003 -,16F6 ,6793 .7633
,7697 -.1210 ,6905 ,7460
*7998 -*0646 ,7050 .7237
,8503 -*0199 .715R .7069
.9000 .0271 ,7275 .68R7













XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,12%2 .90¢9 ,0402
.0135 .12Db ,7496 .6541
,0Z71 -,1337 .6875 .750b
•0515 -73592 *63Z% ,8353
.0763 -.4_42 .6010 .8840
.1012 -,5377 ,5845 .703_
.1503 -._501 ,5848 .9092
,1998 -.5603 .5827 ,9124
,Z501 -.5122 .5_49 .8935
,ZQg9 -,4798 .6026 .3815
,3%99 -.4308 ,6145 ,8630
.399% -.3_15 ,62%9 .8469
.4496 -,3453 .6361 .8296
.4997 -.3074 ,6853 ,_55
,5492 -.2579 .6584 .7954
,5994 -,2210 ,6676 ,7813
• 6495 -.1885 .675% ,7693
.6996 -*1896 .6849 ,7567
.748_ -,1087 ,6948 .7395
._003 -*0615 ,7066 .7113
.8500 -.012_ ,71_6 .7026
.8993 ,0475 ,73%1 ,6785
,94dq ,1124 .7403 .6546
LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP P,LIPT NL_C
0.0000 1.1242 .09_9 .0%02
.0122 ,1207 .7407 .6541
,0251 -.1P59 .67%6 .7705
•0510 -,4276 .6155 .3614
,0755 -,5141 ,5936 ,8955
,I000 m,5788 .57_4 ,9193
.L504 -.6116 .5696 ,9331
,2004 -.5942 ,5744 .9255
• 250L -.5420 .5075 .9049
,3002 -,%_03 .6000 .8855
• 3507 -,%471 ,6105 .B6_Z
.4000 -,402% .6223 .3510
,4503 -.3526 .6343 ,8324
.5000 -.317_ *64Z7 .Slq5
,5506 -,27%2 ,6543 .8016
.5_97 -.2304 ,6653 ,7849
.6502 -.2051 .6713 .7756
.7003 -.152fl ,6881 .7550
.74_7 -,10_q .6945 ,73_9
,7o08 -,0_56 ,7080 ,7t90
.8503 -.0155 .7t80 .7036
,QO00 .0271 .7290 .6864
• 9483 .1169 .7504 .6528
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY 151
C01 *00976 COCOA1 ,00q6?
C02 .00929 CDCOR2 ,00936
CD3 .00932 CDCOR3 .00922
C04 .00885 CDCOR4 *00877
C05 .03790 CDCOR_ ,007g4
SPANWISE
XlC YIC CP P_L/PT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -,2628 ,6565 .7_e3
*1505 -.3333 -.2079 ,6498 .SOB?
.1505 -.1667 -*296_ .6470 ,bl_7
.t505 0,0000 -.2915 .6406 .810_
.1505 .1667 -*2Q47 ,6486 .§104
,1505 ,3333 -*2936 .6484 .8108
.1505 .5000 -.2673 ,6555 ,Tqq|
,4995 -.5000 -.2159 ,6678 ,7810
.8995 -.3333 -.2Z30 ,6671 ,7821
,4995 -.1667 -.22_4 ,6660 ,7825
.4995 0.0000 -.2256 ,6658 .7641
.8995 ,1667 -,2227 ,6661 .7836
,499_ ,3333 -.2207 ,6676 .7812
.4995 ,5000 -*1939 .6736 .7720
.7qq4 -*_000 -*0h55 .7099 .7_6_
.7993 -.3333 -.0466 .7100 .7160
.799% -.1667 -.0392 ,7121 .712e
,7994 0.0000 -.0379 ,7125 .7121
.7994 ,1667 -,0349 ,7125 .7121
,799_ .3333 -.0332 ,7133 ,7100
,?994 ,5000 -*0325 ,7137 .7102
CD1 .00019 COCDR1 .00807
C02 ,00818 CDCOR2 ,00706
C03 .00607 COCQPt .00704
C04 ,03?92 COCOR4 .00786
C05 .00715 CDCOR_ ,00710
5PANWISE
_IC Y/C CP P.L/PT qLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.3?60 *62?3 .§A32
.1505 -.3333 -,4071 .6189 ,8562
,1505 -.1667 -,4198 .6163 .8602
,1505 0.0000 -,4122 *6194 ,0555
.1505 .1b67 -.4170 .bi72 ,SSSq
.1505 .3333 -,4163 ,616b .859?
.1505 ,5000 -,3866 ,6246 ,847_
,%995 -,5000 -.26Z7 ,6546 .B012
,4995 -,3333 -,2650 .6_40 ,8022
,4995 -.1667 *.2615 *65%5 .8014
.4995 0.0000 -.2674 .6548 ,8010
,4995 ,_667 --.264_ ,6_43 .8017
.%995 ,3333 -*2b26 ,6547 ,_010
.4995 .5000 -,2312 .6620 .7098
.?994 -.5000 -,0568 *7067 .721|
,?994 -,3333 -.0575 ,7065 ,7214
.7994 -*1667 -.0526 .?062 *72t8
,7998 0,0000 -,050% .7085 .7182
.799% .1667 -*0475 *7090 *?_76
*7994 .3333 -.0%%3 ,7097 ,7164
,7994 .5000 -*0497 _7069 .7207
C01 .00806 COCOR1 .00799
C02 .03806 COCOR2 .00706
C03 .00795 COCOR3 .00786
C04 ,00792 COCOR4 .007S5
C05 .00716 COCQR5 .OOTIZ
SPANWISE
X/C f/C CP P.L/PT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.495? .5993 ,8866
.t505 -,3333 -,5380 .5894 ._020
,1505 -.1667 -*5536 ,584? ,qoq4
,1505 0.0000 -.5501 .5545 ,q092
• 1505 ,1667 -,5508 ._95? ,90?9
.1505 .3333 *.5516 .5060 .9073
•1505 ,5000 -,5170 .5937 .8953
• 4995 -.5000 -.3043 .6462 .8141
• 4095 -,3333 -.3052 ,64?8 ,e116
.%995 *.166? -,3018 ,6477 ,8118
,%995 0,0000 -,307% ,6A53 .0155
.%995 .1667 -.3050 ,6462 ,S142
.4995 .3_33 -,3030 ,6484 ,8108
.8995 .5000 -.2692 .655T .Tgq6
.799% -,5000 -.0654 ,7049 *?z3q
,7994 -.3333 -.06?8 ,7042 ,?250
• 7994 -,1667 *,0619 .7062 ,7219
• 7994 0,0000 -,0615 ,?066 ,7213
• 7994 ,1667 -,0589 .?065 .7234
,?994 .3333 -,056? ,?069 ,7200





KIC CP PeL/PT _L_C
0,0000 1,1183 ,o972 ,0532
.0135 -,0975 ,6_2 ,7389
,027! -.3380 .6347 ,8319
,3515 -,5603 .5798 .9170
,0763 -,6802 .5504 ,_635
,1012 -,7261 ,5389 .9521
,1503 -,?OSO ,5446 ,9728
,1994 -.6003 .5481 ,9673
,2501 -,6089 .5687 ,9346
.Z999 -.5614 ,5798 ,9170
,3499 -,4949 ,5965 ,8909
,3994 -,4454 ,6001 .R729
.4496 -.3895 ,6206 ,_536
,4997 -,3454 .6339 .5330
,5491 -*2903 ,6476 ,8120
,5994 -.2469 ,6577 ,7965
.6495 -.2082 .66?5 .7814
.6996 -.1656 ,6792 ,7634
,7409 -,IZ04 ,6903 .7464
,8003 -.0706 .7028 ,7271
.8500 -,0180 .715? .7072
.8993 ,0455 .7315 .6825
.9489 *1152 ,7402 .6563
PT 87.5597 PS1 .CN .1009
TT 260,99_9 K ¢1 ,00_1




XlC CP P,LIPT qLOC
0.0000 1.1183 ,qq?2 .0632
• 0122 .3224 .7995 .5736
.0251 ,0162 .7228 .6960
.0510 -.2401 .6_95 .7930
,0785 -,3_28 ,6343 .8325
.1000 -.4160 .6159 ,5608
,1504 -,_734 .60Z1 .5572
,2004 -._793 .6001 .8554
• 2501 -.4505 .6080 .8731
.3002 -.417_ .6156 ,8613
.3507 -.3850 .6238 .8486
• 4000 -.35_4 ,631_ ,_372
.4503 -.3107 .6402 .8233
.5000 -,2837 ,6492 .8098
.5506 -._472 .65fl3 .7956
.5997 -.Z076 .6675 .781_
.6802 -,1856 .6731 .77_7
.7003 -.1377 *656Z .752?
.7497 -,0980 .6958 .7379
,7598 -,048Z .7084 .7185
._503 -,0100 ,7174 .7044
.9000 ,0272 .7270 ,6096
.9483 .116_ .74|$ .65_e
C01 .00008 CDCOR1 ,00797
C9_ .00810 COCOR2 ,00794
CD3 ,00800 CDCOR3 ,00?87
C04 *00794 C OCOR4 ,00706
C05 .00713 CDCOR5 .00707
SPANW[5E
XlC ¥1C CF PeLIPT NLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -.6289 .5634 .94Z9
,1505 -,3333 -,6882 .5495 .9650
• [508 -.1667 -*?074 *5442 ,9735
,1505 0.0000 *.7050 .5446 ,9720
,1805 .1667 -,6954 .5469 .9692
• 1508 ,3333 -,7059 ,5_51 ,9720
,1501 ,5000 -.6634 .§551 .9561
,4995 -.5000 -,3361 .6363 ,8294
,4998 -.333] -.3404 ,6348 ,03_6
.4995 -.1667 -.3300 .6342 ,8326
.4995 0.0000 -.3484 .6339 .0330
,4995 *L667 -,3416 .6349 ,83L_
,4995 .3333 -.3403 ,6349 .0316
,4995 ._000 -.3038 .6427 .5194
,7994 -.8000 -.0729 ,7020 ,7283
.7994 -.3333 -.0756 .7004 .7308
,7994 -,1667 -,0722 .7019 .7285
,7994 0.0000 -,0706 .7028 .7271
.7994 .1667 -,0680 .7033 .7264
.7994 .3333 -,0683 ,7030 .7268
,7994 ._000 -.0718 .7020 .7203
TEST 119 PT 57.5600 55[ CN .?2ZZ
RUN 60 TT 261.31_3 K CR .0035
POZNT 8 RC 9,0909 RILLrON CC ,0005
MAC_ .7007
ALP_J 1,9958 OEG
UPPER SURFACE LOJER SURFLCF
X/C CP P_LIRT KL_ XlC CP P_LIPT ML_C
0.0000 1,0743 .9865 .1392 0.0000 1.0743 .9865 ,1302
.0135 -.3274 ,6379 ,8269 ,0122 .4_35 .8_20 .5009
,0271 -*_563 ._817 .9141 .0251 ,1895 .7668 .6267
.051_ -,7775 ,5271 1.0011 .0510 -,_767 .7010 .?_99
.0763 -.8952 .4979 1.0491 .075_ -.18_6 .6732 .77_6
.1012 -.9_36 ,4_54 1.0703 .IO00 -.269_ .6527 *fl042
.2503 -.9158 ,4926 1,0581 .1504 -.3_77 ,6336 .833_
.1994 -.8207 .5161 1.0190 ,2004 -,3745 .6269 .8_38
,_501 -,6_91 .5463 .9701 .1501 -,3623 .6300 .8391
.299_ -.6312 ,5626 .9442 ,3002 -.3410 .6347 .8_18
*3499 -.5534 ,5827 .9126 .3507 -.32_8 .639_ .8Z3_
*3994 -,_925 ,5977 ._891 .4000 -.2977 .6460 .8_44
,4496 -,42_3 .6137 ,8642 ,4503 -,2637 ,6546 ' .8013
.4997 -.377_ .6266 ,_443 .5000 -,2435 .6599 .7931
.5492 -.3176 .64_4 .8199 .5506 -.2132 ,6682 .7503
.599; -,2699 .6542 .6018 .5997 -.1765 .6765 .7671
.6495 -,2277 .6649 .7855 ,6502 -*[630 .6808 ,7609
.6996 -.1798 .6767 .7673 .7003 -.[175 ,6921 .7436
,7489 -.1317 .6880 .7499 .7497 -.082_ ,7003 .7310
,8003 -.0786 .7014 .7293 ,799_ -.0366 .7115 .7132
.8500 -.02_9 .7157 ,7072 .8503 -*0027 ,7207 .6994
,8993 .04Z4 .7320 .6818 .9000 *0193 ,7287 ,6869
r .948_ ,1152 ,74|7 ,6955 ,9483 ,1157 .7481 .6553
¢01 .0082_ CDCORI .00817
C02 ,00828 CDCOR2 .00813
C03 ,00809 CDCOR3 .00801
C04 .00807 CDCOR4 ,00800
C05 .00726 CDCOR5 .00720
SPANdZSE
XI¢ ¥IC CP P_LIPT MLOC
,1505 -.5000 -.7676 ,5308 .9951
,1505 -.3333 -.8499 .510_ 1,0279
,1508 -.[667 -,8941 .4992 1,0471
.1505 0.0000 -.9158 .4926 _,0581
,1_05 *1667 -.8820 ,5025 1.0416
,1505 ,3333 -.R857 .5019 1,0425
• 150_ ._000 -,8352 .513? 1.0230
.4995 -.5000 *.3657 ,6303 .8386
.4995 -.3333 -.3723 .627_ .5429
.4995 -,1667 -,3697 ,6282 .8418
.4995 0,0000 -.3776 ,6Z66 ,8443
.4995 .1667 -.3733 .6284 .841_
.4995 ,3333 -.3740 .6271 .8436
.4995 .5000 -,3349 ,6369 ,8208
,7994 -.5000 -.082_ .6995 ,7322
.7994 -.3333 -*0848 .6993 .7328
,7994 -,1667 -,0800 ,6999 ,7316
.7994 0.0000 -.0786 ,7014 .7293
.7994 .1667 -,0760 ,7011 ,7298
.7994 .3333 -,0755 .7016 ,7290





X/C CP P_LIPT _L_C
0,0000 ,9844 ,96_4 .2278
.0135 -.5661 .5759 ._232
.0271 -.7776 .5291 .9979
,0515 -1.0325 ,4662 1,1031
• _763 -1.1441 .43_ 1.1518
,1012 -1.1_29 .4262 1.1740
.1503 -1.2457 ,4127 1.1988
,1994 -1,2667 .4080 1.2077
• 2501 -,7144 ,5447 .9726
.2999 -.6487 ,5611 .9468
,_499 -*§860 .5764 .92_4
.3994 -.5260 ,5902 ._007
.4490 -._610 .6070 ,8746
,4997 -.4051 .6104 ,8539
,5492 -,3405 .6371 .82_1
,5994 -,2q04 .6497 ,8088
.649_ -.2443 ,6606 ,1920
,6996 -.1(;47 .6733 .772_
• 7489 -.1423 .6863 .7526
.8003 -,0851 .6907 ,7318
,5500 -*02?2 .7[45 .7090
,8993 ,0414 ,7316 ,6824
• 9489 .1149 .7497 ,6540
PT 57,56?3 P$[ C_ .3613
TT 261,4398 K CM .0070




X[C CP P_(RT qL_C
0.0000 .9B44 ,96_4 ._78
,0122 .6521 ,8824 ,4257
,025[ .3_60 .8092 .5574
,0510 .0824 .7417 ,666b
.075_ -.0388 ,7116 ,?[34
.I000 -,1250 ,6902 ,7465
,1504 -.2225 ,6659 ,7839
,Z004 -*2639 ,6559 ,7992
,2501 -,2678 ,65_1 ,8005
.3002 -.2605 ,65?0 ,797_
*3507 -*_519 .6590 ,7945
,4000 -,2367 .6619 ,7900
.4503 _,2126 .6685 .?Tqq
,8000 -,1984 ,6715 .7752
.5506 -.1730 ,6785 .7645
,5997 -,1461 *6853 ,7541
,6502 -,1358 *68?4 ,7508
.7003 -.0965 ,6976 ,735[
.749? -.0615 *7062 .7218
,7998 -.0224 .7152 .70?9
.8503 .0044 ,7223 .6969
,9000 .0326 ,7292 .6862
.948_ ,1133 .7493 .6546
C01 ,0096? C0C0R1 ,00951
C02 ,00975 CDCOR2 *00951
C03 .00950 COC0_3 ,00934
CD4 .00879 C0C0_4 .00866
C05 .00777 COCOR5 ,00770
SPAH_ISE
X/C _IC CP P.L/PT qLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.0742 .656[ 1.1206
.1505 -,3333 -1,2210 ,4206 1,1862
.1505 -,1667 -I,2538 ,4113 1.2018
,1505 0,0000 -1,2457 .4117 1,1908
,1505 .[667 -1,[829 ,4292 1.1688
,1505 .3333 -1,2651 .4098 1,2044
,1505 ,5000 -1,1883 ,4275 1,1717
,4995 -*8000 -._035 *6224 *8508
.4995 -*3333 -,4025 *6118 .8_18
*4995 --*[667 --03980 .62_4 .8_08
,4995 0,0000 -.4051 ,6Z04 .8539
.4995 ,1667 -,4040 .6220 *8513
.4995 .3333 -.4013 .bZ15 *8017
.4995 ,5000 -,3621 ,6313 ,8371
.7994 -*5000 -.0966 ,6973 *7355
.7994 *,3333 -.0951 .6982 ,7342
,7994 -.1667 -,0073 ,?000 ,7314
,7994 0,0000 -,0851 ,b997 .7318
,?994 ,1667 -*0830 ,700? *7303
,7994 ,3333 -.0017 ,7015 ,?290














X/C CP P, LtPT RL3:
0,0000 .8557 ,9397 ,2957
• 0135 -,7845 .5253 1.0041
,0271 -*9850 ,4766 I.OBSZ
,0515 -1,2086 ,4219 1,1819
• 0763 -1.3237 *3938 1.2347
• 1012 -I,3703 .381] 1.2989
• 1503 -1,4308 *3664 1,2385
• 199% -1,4705 ,3576 1,3063
• 2501 -1,4789 .3549 1,3129
.2999 -,7973 .52_5 3,0054
• 3499 -,5879 .5747 *9250
,3994 -,4R76 ,6000 ,3855
,4496 -,4345 ,3121 ,8668
• 4997 -.3960 ,6214 .350T
• 5492 -.3395 .6362 .8196
• 5994 -.20Z8 ,6473 .8124
,6495 -,2487 ,6585 ,7952
• 6996 -.1979 .6705 *776_
.7489 --.1474 .6838 .7563
.8003 -,0e93 ,6979 ,73_7
• 8500 -,0305 .7140 .7097
._993 .0402 .7519 ,6819
,9489 ,I097 ,7482 .6563
LO_ER SURFACE
XlC CP P,L/PT qLOC
0.0000 .5857 ,0397 ,2987
,0122 .1644 ,9096 ,3606
• 0251 ,4829 ,8401 ,5042
,0510 .2094 .7727 .6173
.075§ *0801 .7409 .6_79
• I000 -*0099 .71fl2 .7033
.150% -.1212 .6007 .7498
• ZO0_ -.1717 *bTB7 ,7642
,_501 -.1889 ,6730 ,7716
• 3002 -.1914 .674_ ,7732
.3507 -.193Z .67_5 ,7737
.4000 -.1548 .6750 .7699
,4503 -*1682 .6781 .7691
• 5000 -.1604 .6808 .7610
,5506 -.1401 .6856 .7536
.5097 -*1181 ,6907 ,7498
,6502 -.1120 .6924 ,7431
,7003 -.0769 ,7007 .7304
.7497 -*0509 .7078 ,7[0_
,799_ -.0107 ,7175 .7044
.8503 .0128 .7247 .6031
.9000 .0360 ,7509 .6838
.9_B3 *1129 .7490 .6551
C01 .015_7 CDCOR1 .01516
CO2 ,01541 CDCOR2 .01513
C03 .014_8 C OCOR3 .01475
C04 .01240 CDCOR4 .01219
CO5 .01081 COCOR5 .01070
SPANWISE
XtC YIC CP PpLIPT 5LOC
.1505 -,5000 -1,24_0 ,4120 1.2002
.1505 -.3333 -I.4281 .3661 1.2890
,1505 -,1667 -1,4394 ,3615 1.2984
• 1505 0.0000 -1.4308 .$664 1,2G85
,1509 ,1667 -1.3418 .3877 1,2463
,1509 °3333 -I.49Sq ,3592 1.30_1
,1509 ,5000 -1.3966 *372Z 1.2769
,_q_$ -,5000 -,4328 ,6147 ,8628
.4995 -,3333 -*4IT? .619Z ,8953
,4_95 -,1667 -,3978 ,6227 *8502
,4999 0.0000 -,3960 .6224 ,8807
,4995 .1667 -.3992 *6229 ,8500
,4995 .3333 -,4042 ,6ZZ_ ,8906
,4905 .5000 -,3666 ,630_ ,8384
,7994 -,5000 -,1066 .6051 .Y369
.7994 -,3333 -,1047 .606Z .7373
.799_ -.1667 -*09_5 ,697_ ,7352
.7994 0.5000 -,0898 ,6079 ,7347
,7994 .1667 -,0871 .7000 .7315
.7994 ,3333 -,0867 .7007 .7304





XlC CP P,LIPT qL3C
0,0000 .77fi3 .q129 .362_
,0135 -,9_58 .4835 1,0734
• 5271 -I,1557 .43_6 1.15_8
,0515 -1.3703 .3806 1.2603
,3763 -1,4662 ,3581 1.3053
• 1012 -1.5100 .3464 1.3296
,1501 -1.5723 .3329 1.3985
,1994 -1.6003 .3ZZI 1.3821
• 2501 -I,6391 .3199 1.3870
.299_ -1,1335 ,4379 1,15_9
,3499 -*8696 .5050 1,0361
.3994 -,6779 ,9541 .9577
,4496 -.%0Z9 ,5904 ,88_0
•490? -.3812 .6263 ,8448
.5492 -,3157 o641_ ._199
.5994 -,2767 ,65_7- .6041
• 6495 -.2306 .6624 .78q3
.6906 -*1864 .6739 .7715
,74a9 -,1358 .6B46 .7552
._003 -.0B94 .6997 .7313
.9500 -,0297 .7123 .7116
• 8993 ,04ll ,720g ,6851
• 9459 .1002 .7448 .6616
PT 57,9615 PSI CN ,6067
TT 262.072_ K C_ .0126




X/C CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 ,7763 .0120 .362_
,0122 ,84o9 ,0310 ,3706
.0251 ,5820 ,Bb48 ,4505
.0510 ,3073 ,7064 .$787
.0755 .1743 .7640 .6313
*I000 .0789 ,7400 *6691
,1504 -.0383 ,7119 ,7130
.Z004 -.1027 ,6941 ,7405
,1501 -,I_62 .6019 ,7%30
,3002 -.i_01 .6847 .7550
.3507 -,1469 .6846 .7592
.4000 -*1447 .6557 ,7534
._503 -.1332 .6875 L .7507
,5000 -.1321 ,6879 .7500
.5506 -.I191 ,6911 ,7491
.5997 -.0094 .6966 .7367
.6502 -,0999 ,b04_ ,7394
,7003 -.0647 .7041 .7_ql
.7497 -.0466 .7075 .?lq8
.7998 -,00_9 ,7194 .7016
.3503 *0075 ,7270 .6973
,0000 *0269 .7163 .6906
,0433 ,0073 .7441 .66_|
COl .02707 CDCOR1 ,02686
C52 ,02639 COCOR2 .02616
C03 .02567 COCOR3 .025%9
C04 ,01052 CBCOR4 ,01941
CO_ .01704 CDCOR9 ,01697
SFAHWISE
X/C Y/C CP P#LIPT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1,3015 ,3975 1.2_75
*1505 -.3333 -1.5618 ,3324 1.3996
,1505 -.1667 -1,5806 ,3294 1.3660
,1505 0.0000 -1,5723 ,3329 1.3585
,1505 ,1667 -1.4490 ,3618 1,_977
*1909 ,3333 -1,5882 .3259 1.3739
.1505 ,5000 -1.5509 ,3368 1.3_01
*4qq5 -.5000 -,44q3 ,6067 .8TZO
,4905 -,3333 -,4031 ,6190 ,8_60
.4995 -.1667 -,3680 ,6290 .8405
,4995 0.0000 -,3812 .6263 ,8448
.4995 .1667 -,3308 .6257 .8458
.4995 ,3333 -.3742 *6162 ,8449
,4995 .5000 -,3350 ,6321 *B359
.7_94 -,5000 -.1227 .6900 .?469
.7994 -,3333 -,1115 ,6921 *7437
,7994 -,1667 -,0032 .6965 .?368
,7904 0.0000 -*0854 .6097 .7318
*7994 .1667 -.0507 .7004 ,7308
,7994 ,3333 -,0789 ,7001 .?312





_1_ CP P,L/PT HLOC
0.0000 ,6061 .6023 ,_060
,0135 -1.1104 .%475 1.1357
.0271 -1.2688 ,_063 1.2109
,0515 -1.4R71 .3537 I*3144
.0763 -1.5799 ,3314 1.361_
*1012 -1.6239 .3207 1,3853
*1503 -1.6552 ,3081 1.4133
,1994 -1,6960 ,3005 _,4315
.1501 -1.2729 ,4041 1.2151
.2999 "1.0296 ,4601 i*0950
,3499 -*_412 *4877 1.0664
,399% -,8323 .5128 1.0246
,4496 -.6930 ,5%83 ,9670
,4997 -,5604 .5801 .9166
.549Z -.4474 *b064 ,_725
,5094 -,3524 *6328 ,8347
,6_95 -,26q2 ,6552 ,_004
.6996 -.2094 .6669 .782%
,7489 -.1524 .6821 .7591
*B003 -.0026 .6986 *7337
.8500 -,0468 ,70_3 .7157
*8993 ,0040 *7206 ,6099
,9489 .0461 .7317 ,6a23
PT 55.0419 RSI CN *6656
TT 252*3709 K CR ,0092




X/C CP P_L/PT MLqC
0.0000 .6961 .8923 *4060
.012_ ,907% ,0456 ,_32
.0251 .653? .8_25 .425?
.0510 ,3817 .8156 .5467
,0759 ,1416 .7812 ,6037
,1000 .1439 .757] ,6422
,1504 *0]26 ,7226 ,6969
.ZO0_ -.0591 .7099 ,7123
.2501 -,0910 .6973 .7356
*3002 ".1057 ,6966 ,?3b_
*3507 -*|_25 ,6004 ,7%63
,4000 -,1296 .6875 ,7508
,4503 -.11_2 ,6907 ,745?
.5000 --,1222 ,6890 ,7484
,5506 -,I_50 ,6010 .?45%
.5097 -.1019 .6950 .7391
,6502 -.1073 .6051 .7390
.7003 -.0702 .6993 .7326
.7%07 -*0623 ,7044 ,724T
*7993 -*0260 .7150 ,70R3
.8503 -*024% .713R .7I_1
*0000 -,0140 .7137 .7103
,9483 .0339 ,7287 .68?0
COl .04607 ¢0COR1 ,045_4
C02 .04_0S C0¢0_2 .043%5
C03 .04188 CDCOR3 .04137
C04 ,03128 COCOR4 ,03112
C0_ ,01394 CDCOR9 ,02397
SPkNWISE
X/C Y/¢ CP P_L/PT RtOC
• 1505 -.5000 -1,3804 *3753 I.Z?08
.1505 -.3333 -1.6388 .3091 1.%116
.1505 -,1667 -1.6605 .305? 1*%19_
,1509 0,0000 -1.6552 ,3081 1,4138
• 1905 .1667 -1,5251 .3393 1.3448
• 1505 .33_3 -1,6641 ,3028 1.4Z62
• 1905 ,5000 -1.6509 ,3083 I*%139
,49q5 -*5000 -,%730 .6011 .8@3_
• %999 -,3333 -.4470 .6082 ,8?28
,4995 -.1667 -.52%2 .589? ,9015
,4995 0,0000 -,5604 ,5801 ,9166
,4995 ,1667 -.9828 ,5738 .9_6_
,4995 ,3333 -,978? .5757 _9236
,%995 ,5000 -,4351 ,6119 ,5672
.7q9% -*5000 -,1523 .6820 *T3ql
.7994 -,3333 -,1231 ,6884 ,?%93
,7994 -,1667 -.1036 ,6053 ,TA_
• 799% 0,0000 -.0926 .6986 .733?
• 7994 .1667 -*0946 *696% ,7371
,7994 *3333 -,0885 ,6970 ,7361










XI: CP P,L/PT RLOC
0.0000 1.127# .gQq3 .0307
• 0135 .1243 ,7503 .6542
,0271 -,1_5% .6810 .7619
,_515 -,3498 o6331 .B356
.0763 -.4801 ,5905 ._876
• 101Z -.5305 .5873 .9066
,1503 -.5450 .5852 .0099
.[qq4 -.5551 .5836 .9124
.2501 -.5022 .5971 ,]g13
• Z999 -.4736 .6037 .8811
.3%q9 -,4Z55 .6141 ,8649
.3994 -,3881 .6ZZ8 *}515
• %4q6 --.343q .63%9 ._329
,499T -,3048 .6448 ._176
.5%9Z -.Z533 .6579 ,7q74
20.75Q1 PSI CN -.0215
126.2633 K CN .0006




X/C CP P;LIPT ML_C
0.0000 1.1274 ,9993 ,0307
.O1ZZ .1197 ,749Z .5560
.0251 -,I_54 .6736 .773%
.0510 -.%283 .6137 ,86S6
.0755 -,5125 .5q15 ,o001
.1000 --.5764 .575q ,9245
•150% -.6113 .5687 .g358
.ZOO% -,5918 ,574_ ,9267
,Z501 -,5372 ,5885 ,9047
.3002 -.4888 .5999 ,8869
.3507 -,4462 ,6000 ._72q
,5794 -.2167 .6672 ,7_31
,649S -.1863 .6751 .7710
.6996 -.147Z .6827 ,7594
,7489 -,104_ .6gZ6 .7641
.8003 -.0593 .7053 ,7Z45
.8500 -.0099 .7177 ,7053
.8993 .0495 .73Z6 .6821
,9469 *1145 .747R .6582
• 6000 -,4034 .blgO ,857%
.4503 -,3550 ,6321 ,8371
.5000 -,3189 .6413 .BZ30
.5506 -.2734 .6530 .8051
.5997 -.2296 .6641 .7880
,6502 -.2066 ,6701 .7787
.7003 -.1534 .6812 .7_17
.7497 -.1081 ,6916 ,7456
,7998 -,054Z ,7066 .7226
.R503 -.0131 ,7169 .7066
.qO00 .0280 .7273 .690%







_lC CP hLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.0011 .9678 .2168
.0135 .62_8 ,8753 .%40_
,0271 ,3472 ,_047 .5660
*0515 ,llgg ,7493 ,6559
,0763 -.0335 .70Q6 .7178
.]012 -.1111 .6907 .T471
.1503 -.1853 ,6733 .7738
.199% -,2410 ,6585 .7966
.2501 -.245q .6561 .8002
.2999 -.2522 .6562 .8000
.3499 -,2408 ,6601 ,794[
*399% -*_292 ,6624 ,7905
.4496 -.2055 .6680 .7819
.4997 -.1867 .6740 .77_8
.5492 -.1564 ,67_7 ,7639
,5996 -,1360 .6837" .7579
.6%95 -.1169 .6883 .7507
.6996 -.0910 .69_9 .7405
,7489 -.0615 .7023 .72ql
.8003 -,028_ ,7113 .7153
.8500 .0094 ,7204 .7011
.8993 .057g .7327 .681g










XlC CP P,LIPT NLnC
0.0000 1.0011 .q678 .Z168
.0122 -,5435 ,5850 ,_10_
.0251 -,8036 .5178 1.0175
• 0510 -i.0567 .4571 I.IZOI
,0755 -I,1423 .4332 1.1626
.1000 -1.2073 .4175 1.|Q10
,1504 -1.2878 .39q% 1.2251
.2004 -h3045 .3936 1.2361
.7501 -1,0326 .4596 1.11_7
.3002 -.6004 .56q6 .9343
,3507 -.5537 .5R25 .q142
.4000 -.50%6 .5q40 .8961
.4503 -.4436 ,608q .8731
,5000 -,3976 ,6717 ,8532
.5506 -,3_12 .6337 .q346
,5Q97 --._PTO ,6460 .8158
.650Z -.2510 .65%8 .8022
.7003 -.1_9_ .6704 .7783
.7497 -.1368 .6835 .75R1
,7998 -.0760 .6994 *7336
,8503 --*0246 .7119 ,7143
,9000 .0257 .7247 .6044







X/C CP P;LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.0703 ,q853 .1457
*0135 .491% .4420 .5020
.0271 .Z028 .7701 ,6228
,0515 -,0145 .7164 .7073
,0763 _,1632 .67_8 .7639
.1012 -.2337 ,6627 .7901
.1503 -._O21 .6480 .8127
_Yq_ "_336i " .6367 .8301
,2501 -.3Z59 ,639g .8251
,_@gq -'3221 .6411 ._233
.3499 -._990 ,6477 .8131
.3994 -.2797 .6516 .8071
.4496 -.2481 .661_ .79Z0
.499? -.2256 .6666 ,7841
._4Q2 -*1867 ,6765 .7690
.59Q4 -.1632 .6R14 .7614
.6496 -.1391 .6878 .7515
;6996 -.1096 .69%4 .7413
.748q -.0761 .7028 ,72_4
.8003 -;0378 .71_6 .71_2
,_500 ,OOzz .7229 .6q73
.8993 .0525 .7342 ,6797
.9489 .1102 .7%84 .6573
Z0,8150 PSI CN -,2617
126.6041 K CN -.0034




XlC CP P*L/PT qLOC
0.0000 1.0703 .9853 ,1457
.0122 -,330_ .6382 .8278
.0251 -.6227 .5652 *q_13
.0510 -.8549 .5080 1.0337
,0755 -.9333 .4889 1.0655
.i000 -,9_4_ .4743 1.0_03
.1504 -1.0666 ,4562 1.1717
.200% -.8228 .5160 I.OZ06
.2501 -,7083 ,5453 .9731
,300Z -.6_S .5663 .q3_6
.3507 -.5563 ,583g .9119
.%000 -.4_38 .5987 ,8889
.%503 -.426Z .6176 .8595
,5000 -,3Pll .6283 .8430
.5506 -.3248 .6425 .8H2
.5997 -.2746 .6539 .8036
,6502 -.23qq .6630 .7P97
,7003 -.1808 .6769 ,76_3
,7497 -.130g .6893 .7%o2
,7998 -.0708 ,7045 .7258
,850_ -.02_ .7164 .7073
.9000 .0241 .7271 .6906
._483 .I175 .7502 .6545
154
C01 ,00809 COCOR1 .00798
C02 ,O0e00 CDCOR2 .0078q
C03 ,00792 CDCOR3 .007R1
C04 .00782 CDCQR4 .00775
C05 .00705 CDCOR5 .00700
SPANWISE
XlC YIC Ca hLIPT NLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -.4821 .5982 .8896
.1505 -.3333 -.5310 .5859 .9067
.1508 -.1667 -.5496 .381Z ._162
.1505 0.0000 -.5450 .$852 .909g
• L505 .1667 -,5506 .5612 .916Z
.1505 .3333 -.550g .5810 .9165
,1505 .5000 -.5148 .5899 .9026
.4995 -.5000 -.Z916 .6%67 .8148
,4995 -.3333 -,2967 .6451 .817Z
.4995 -.1667 -.2960 *6%47 .8177
.4995 0,0000 -.30%8 .6%48 .8176
,4995 .1667 -,3022 .64%0 .8168
._995 .3333 -.2988 .6446 .8180
.4995 .5000 -.2673 .6519 .0067
.7994 -.5000 -.0714 .6998 .7331
,7994 -.3333 -*06BZ .7011 .7310
,?qq% -.[667 -.0604 .7035 .7Z73
• 7qq4 0.0000 -*05Q3 .705_ .T_%5
.7994 .1667 -.0584 .7030 .7280
.7994 .3333 -.0544 .7045 .7257
.799% .5000 -.0580 .7041 .7263
COl *01111 CDCOR1 .01091
CD2 ,01077 COCOR2 *01057
C03 .0[058 COCOR3 .01039
CD4 ,00946 CDCOR4 ,00934
C05 ,00817 CDCOR5 *00810
SPA¼WISE
_/C Y/C CP P*L/PT NLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,1564 .67BZ ,T663
.1505 -.3333 *.1836 .6732 .7T39
,1505 -.1667 -.IQSO .6685 .70[3
,1505 O.0000 -,1853 ,6733 .7T38
,[505 ,1667 -.lg43 ,6687 .7809
,1505 .3333 -.1911 .6714 .7768
.1505 *5000 -.1663 ,6756 .770Z
.%QQ5 -.5000 -.1831 *6704 .7703
,4995 -.3333 -.1861 .6716 ,7764
.%995 -.166T -.181g ,6719 .775q
,%995 0.0000 -.1867 ,6740 .77Z8
.4995 .1667 -,[867 ,6695 ,77q7
.4995 .3333 -,1817 .67Z7 .77%7
*4995 .$000 -.1580 *6779 .7668
*7Q9% --.5000 --*0486 *7065 .7226
.799% -.3333 -.041q .707Z ,7Z1_
,7994 -.1667 -.0328 .7099 .7173
.7994 0.0000 -.0Z85 ,7113 .7153
,7994 .[667 -.0267 .7120 .T14Z
.7994 .3333 -.0216 .7123 .?137
,7_94 ,5000 -,0Z54 ,7116 .7145
C01 ,00846 CDCOR1 ,00834
C07 *00825 CDCOR2 .00814
C03 ,00821 CDCOR3 ,0081[
CD4 .00804 COCOR4 ,007q7
CD5 .00715 C0COR5 .00711
SP&NWISE
X/C Y/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
.1505 -*5000 -.2523 ,6599 *7944
.L505 **3333 -.2850 .6515 .8073
,t505 *,i6_7 -.2991 ,64&0 ,8158
,1_05 0*0000 -.2921 .6480 ,8127
.1505 .1667 -,2993 .6483 .8122
.[505 .3333 -.2960 .6488 .811%
.[505 *5000 -,Z689 ,6535 .8043
.499_ *.5000 -.2190 .6663 *7846
.4995 -.3333 -*2238 *6658 ,7853
,4995 -.16_7 -,2201 ,6676 .T826
,4995 0,0000 -,2256 .6666 .7841
.4995 ,1667 -.2235 ,6651 ,7864
,%995 ,3333 -,2201 .6668 .7839
,%q95 ,5000 -.1932 .6742 ,??2%
,799% -,5000 -,0546 ,T08% .7198
,7994 -,3333 -,0512 *?084 .7198
.7994 **1667 -.0414 .7102 .7169
,799% 0,0000 -,0378 .7126 .7132
.7994 .1667 -.0344 .7133 ,7[2[
,79q4 .3333 -.0315 .T132 .7122













XIC CP PsL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1151 .9Q63 .0728
.0135 ,3192 ,7076 .5780
.0271 .032E .7265 ,6917
,0515 -.1752 .6763 ,7692
.0763 -,3158 ,6399 .8251
• IO1Z -.3769 .624Z .8493
.1503 -.4153 .6155 .8628
.1994 -.44_8 .6083 ._740
.2501 -.4178 .6158 .8673
.2999 -*400Z .6176 .d595
,3490 -,3646 ,6261 ,8464
• 399% -.3354 .6348 .8330
• 4496 -.2958 .6462 .8154
.4097 -.2650 .6527 .8055
.5491 -.ZZ35 .6639 .7A83
,5994 -.1013 .6720 .7758
• 6495 -.1640 .6781 ,7665
.6996 -,1301 ,6865 .7535
.7489 --*0912 .6953 .7384
.8003 -.0487 .7061 ,7Z33
.8500 -*0044 .7175 .7056
.|993 ,0516 .7315 .6833
• 9489 .1128 .?464 .6605
LONER SURFACR
X/C CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.1151 .9963 .0728
.0122 -.0941 ,6944 .7413
.0751 -.3937 ,6201 ,8556
,0510 -,6317 .5630 .9440
,0755 -.?056 ,5428 ,9770
,1000 -.7685 .5265 1.0053
.1504 -.7766 .5256 1.0048
,_004 -,7188 ,5401 .9514
.2501 -.6351 .5618 .9467
.300Z -.5626 ,5771 .9227
.3507 -.5056 .5908 ,9011
.4000 -.4503 ,6067 .8772
• 4503 -.3899 ,6229 ,8514
,5000 -.3484 ,6319 ,8375
• 5506 -.30i7 ,6444 ,8181
,5997 -.2523 .6568 .7991
• 6502 -.2Z28 ,6634 ,7800
• 7003 -.1674 ,6773 ,7677
.7497 -,i186 .6895 .7490
.7998 -.0620 .70_8 *7204
.8503 -,0180 .7141 .7109
.NO00 ,0180 .7259 .6929
.9483 .114)6 ,74R1 .6578
C01 .008_ 3 CBCOR1 .O001Z
CD2 .O080T COCOR2 *00796
CO3 .00799 CDCOR3 *00791
CD4 .00793 COCOR4 ,00786
C05 ,00710 CDCOR5 ,00?06
SPAN_ISE
XIC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
.150S -.5000 --.3629 .6284 .8429
.1505 -.3533 -,4022 .6174 .8540
.1505 -,1667 -,4221 ,6127 .0670
*1505 0.0000 -.4153 .6155 *_620
.1505 .1667 -.4Z16 ,613E .0655
.150S ,3333 -.4197 .613l .066S
*1505 .5000 -,3908 .6206 .8550
*4995 --*5000 -.2554 ,6_4_ *§0_6
.4995 -.3333 -._614 .65_5 ,0057
.4995 -.1667 -.2596 ,652? .8055
*4995 0.0000 -.26_0 .652? ,E055
,4995 .1667 -.Z633 ,6526 .80_?
,4995 ,3333 -,2616 .65Z5 ,8055
.4995 .5000 -.2329 ,6593 .?952
,7994 -.5000 -*0627 ,7029 .7283
.7994 -.3335 -*0585 .7038 .7Z69
*7994 -.1667 -*0524 *704% .7260
.7994 0.0000 -,0487 .?061 .T_33
,7994 .1667 -*0472 ,7067 *?ZZ4
.7994 .3333 -,0428 .70?7 ,7208





X/C CP R*LIPT qLO_
0.0000 1.1294 .9999 .0104
,0135 .122_ ,7499 .6549
.027l -.1603 .6801 ,7634
.0515 -.3548 .631T ,R377
*0763 -.4823 .5999 .8_70
,1012 -.5353 ,5865 .9078
.1505 -.5442 .5851 .9100
.1994 -,5563 ,5819 .9151
.2501 -.5039 .5948 .8949
.2999 -,4744 ,6033 .8818
,3499 -,4240 .6157 *_625
.3994 -.3850 .6253 .8476
,449b -,3366 .636S .8303
,4997 -.304Z .6447 ,8178
.5492 -.2528 .6575 .7981
.5994 -.2164 ,6659 " .7851
,649§ -.1R63 .6742 .7724
.6996 -.1454 ,6847 .7563
,7489 -.IOZ9 .6943 .7414
.8003 -,0579 .7064 .7228
.8500 -*009i .7142 .?048
,8995 ,0508 ,73_8 .681E
*94|9 ,I144 .7498 .6550
PT 20,7343 PSI CN -.0193
TT 126.6975 K CM .0008




XlC CP RtL/_T NL_C
0.0000 1.1294 ,9999 ,0104
.0122 .1257 .7506 ,6538
,0251 -.lflll .6750 .7713
• 0510 -,4225 .6149 .8638
• 0755 -.5083 .5934 .MS?I
• 1000 -.5731 .5771 .9226
.1504 -.6057 ,5704 ,9532
.2004 -.5883 .5740 .9275
.2501 -.5357 *_869 .9072
• 3002 -.4870 .6002 .856*6
• 3507 -.4425 .6111 .8696
.4000 -,3984 .6220 .85_8
,4503 -,3465 .6341 ,8341
,T000 -.3176 .6414 .8229
• 5506 -.2719 .6528 .8054
,5997 -,2287 .6629 *7898
•6502 -.2062 .6603 ,7800
.7003 -.1512 .6fl33 .7585
.7497 -*i064 .6935 .7428
,7990 -.0535 .7075 .7211
• 8503 -.0130 ,7174 ,7057
.9000 *02q0 .7174 .6902
,9483 *I101 .7S07 .6_36
C01 .00817 COCOR1 *00806
C02 .00798 COCOR2 .00788
C03 .0)796 CDCOR3 ,00?06
C04 .00783 CDCOR% *00777
CD5 .00710 CDCOR5 .00707
SPANWISE
XlC YIC CP PtLIPT flLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.4798 .602S .8829
.1505 -,3333 -.5298 .5893 ,9034
• 1505 -,1667 -.5475 .58S4 ,909?
• 1505 0.0000 -._442 .5851 ,9100
.1505 .1667 -,5476 .5855 .9090
.1505 .3535 -.5490 ,$846 ,9108
,1505 ,5000 -,5129 .5939 .8963
,4995 -.5000 -.2887 .6494 .0106
.4995 -,3353 -.2935 .6481 ,812_
.499_ -,1667 -*Z945 ,6490 .811Z
.4995 0.0000 -,3042 ,644? .8176
.4995 ,1667 -.2988 ,6469 .8144
.4995 .3533 -.Z946 ,6470 .8129
,4995 .5000 -.2657 .6561 .8003
.7994 -.5000 -,0668 .7050 .7250
.7994 -.3533 -.0670 .7045 .7298
,7994 -,1667 -.0603 ,?050 .7249
,7994 0,0000 -.0579 .7064 ,722E
.7994 .1667 -,0536 .?08Z .7200
.7994 ,5333 -,0_34 .70?9 ,7205




PT Z0.7669 PSI CN .0995
TT 126.7149 K CN *0024




x/c CP _,LI_T _LOC
0.0000 1,1178 ,9972 ,0636
*0135 -,0978 .6970 ,7374
.0271 -.36E5 .6292 ,3416
,0515 -,5575 .58_2 .9147
.0763 -.67_5 .5538 .9595
.I01_ -.714E ,54_? .977_
,1503 -.6_16 .5488 .9675
,1994 -.6773 .5535 ,9599
.Z501 -.5076 .ST_6 .J297
.2999 -,5495 .5848 .9106
,3499 -.4861 .6007 *_857
,3994 -.4361 ,6151 .8665
,4496 -.3B38 ,6273 ,8446
,A997 -,3388 .6372 ,_293
,5492 -.2043 ,6510 ,8081
,5994 -,2444 .6618 ,791_
,6495 -*Z059 .6705 ,778_
,b996 -.1614 ,6810 ,76_0
,7489 -.1176 .6913 ,7438
.8003 -.0680 ,7048 ,?253
*8500 -.0166 ,7172 ,706I
,8995 ,0470 ,7326 ,6821
,9489 .1144 ,7490 *6563
L_WER SURFACE
X/C _P PeL/PT WLOC
0.0000 1.1178 .9972 ,0636
,01_2 .3_46 .8013 .5717
.0Z51 ,0170 ,?24? ,6944
.0910 -,2392 .6610 *7927
.0755 -,3359 ,6376 .82R7
,1000 -,4084 .6187 ,8579
,1904 -,4652 .6049 .8792
.2C04 -.¢752 .6035 .8814
,2501 -.4442 ,6106 .8704
*3002 -,4105 .6191 ,8572
,3507 -.3801 ,6269 .8451
,4000 -,3493 .6355 .8319
,4503 -*3064 *6463 ,015_
*5000 -._791 ,6520 .8066
.5506 -.2421 ,6614 ,7921
.5497 -,2058 ,6713 ,7768
.6502 -,1844 .67_8 .?700
.7003 -.1343 .6877 ,7516
*7497 -,095_ .6969 .7375
,7998 -,0455 .7104 *7167
,8903 -,0096 ,7189 ,?03_
.9000 ,0281 ,?Z79 .6894




C01 ,00819 CDCOR1 .00808
C02 .00806 CDCOR2 .00795
C03 .00801 CDCOR3 ,00790
C04 *00785 CDCOR4 .007?8
C05 .00705 COCOR5 .00?02
5P&NVIS£
X/C T/C CP P,L/RT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.5992 .5?22 .9303
,1905 -.3333 -.6651 ,556? .9548
,1505 -.1667 -.6899 .$503 ,9650
.1503 0.0000 -.6916 ,5488 *9675
.1505 ,1667 -.6944 .5486 .96?7
• 1505 .3333 -,6958 .5491 *9669
.1509 ,3000 -,6511 ,5899 ,9497
.4999 -*3000 -,3431 .636_ ,8308
,4995 -.3533 -,3382 .63?6 ,$287
.4995 -,1667 -,3315 .6341 ,8265
.4995 0,0000 -.5388 ,63T2 ,8293
• 4995 .1667 -,3348 *b3§5 ,02?3
• 4995 .3333 -,3346 .6385 .8273
• 4995 ,5000 -,299? ,64T0 .0142
,7994 *.5000 -,0805 ,?002 ,?324
• ?994 -,3333 -,0765 ,7018 .?299
• 7994 -,1667 -.0T22 .?029 .?202
,7994 0.3000 -,0680 ,T040 .?253
• 7994 *1667 -.0671 ,?03_ ,7273
• 7994 ,3333 ;,0605 ,7058 ,7238





X/C CP P,L/PT HLDC
0,0000 1,0733 ,98S9 .14Z6
•0135 -,3248 *6393 .8276
.0271 -,5911 .5714 .9316
,0515 -,7699 ,52_0 1.0010
,0763 -,8888 ,4978 1.0507
,IOIZ -.9356 ,&871 1.0685
• 1503 -,8971 .4961 1,0536
,1991 -,8102 .5170 1,0190
,Z501 -.6911 *5666 ._710
,zqq9 -,6ZZI .56%8 .9420
,3499 -,5477 ,5848 .9106
,3994 -,4870 .59_4 ,8893
,4496 -,4245 ,6137 ,E656
,4997 -.3750 .6267 .8454
,5492 -,3136 ,6437 ,8193
,5994 -.Z693 .6564 .7O%B
.6495 -,2_60 .66_ ,?S7_
,6996 -.l?SL .6770 ,7682
.7489 -,1320 ,6900 .74_|
.8003 -,0768 .70ZO ,7296
.8500 -.OZ3Z .7160 .7030
.8993 ,0441 *731b .6837
,e400 *11Z9 .7501 .6546
PT 20,76Z1 PSI _M .2Z04
Tr 126.5424 K G_ ,00_6




XIC CP PeLleT _LDC
0,0000 h0733 .9839 .1426
.0122 .4946 .8421 .5059
,0251 *18_2 ,7657 .6_98
.0510 -.0743 ,?008 ,7315
.0?55 -.1860 .67_6 *774Q
,I000 -.Z646 .653_ ,_03_
,1504 -.3%47 ,6334 ._3_2
.2004 -.3705 ,6264 ,8459
,250! -.3614 .6287 ,8425
,3001 -,3361 ,6359 .83_4
,3507 -.3210 .6409 .8236
.4000 -.Z945 .6163 .B154
,4503 -.2619 ,6541 .80_3
.5000 -*Z418 .659_ .7946
,5506 -,2095 ,6694 ,7798
,5997 -.1781 ,6788 ,7_53
,6502 -.1618 .6803 .76_1
,7003 -,1158 ,6924 ,7445
*7497 -.0831 ,70_2 .7_93
,7998 -*0350 .?IZ4 .7136
,8503 -.0028 ,7210 ,7001
,_000 .0307 ,7282 .6859
.9_83 .1137 .7_03 .6543
CO1 ,0oB15 COCOR1 .00803
C_Z ,00016 COCOR2 ,00801
C03 .00807 CDCOR3 ,007¢7
CD4 .00778 CDCOR4 .00772
C05 ,00700 CDCOR5 .00696
SRAN_ISE
XIC YIC C8 PetlPT MLOC
,1505 -.5000 -,7298 .5406 .9806
,1505 -,3333 -.B190 ,5171 1.0187
,1505 -.1667 -.8532 .513l 1,"Z3%
,1505 0.0000 -.$971 ,4961 1,05)6
.1505 ,1667 -,8775 .5041 1.0402
.1505 ,3333 -,8775 .5027 1.0kZ6
,1505 .5000 -.B125 ,5231 1.0090
.4995 -.5_00 -,3717 ,6298 ._40_
.4903 -.3333 -.3708 .6300 ,B40%
,&q95 -.1667 -,3645 .6308 ,839_
,_993 0,0000 -.3750 ,6Z67 .B45_
._9Q5 .1667 --*_69_ .630_ ,_A01
*_995 .3333 -.3696 .6303 .8400
,4995 .50_0 -.3327 .6387 .BZ70
,7994 -,5000 -.0881 ,6998 .7331
.799% -.3333 -,0856 .6993 ,7338
.7994 -.|667 -.0794 .7011 .?_I0
,7994 0.0000 -.0768 .7020 ,7296
,799% .1667 -,0755 .7029 *7_82
,7994 .3333 -.0710 ,70_9 .7Z8_




PT _0.73_7 PSI CN ,3440
TT 1Z6.8452 K CM .0075




X/C CP P,L/PT HLOC
0,0000 .9978 .9671 ,Z192
,0135 -.54_9 .5830 ,9133
,0271 -.8011 ,_197 1.0145
,O515 -1.0036 .4703 1,0972
.0763 -1.1108 .4433 1.144_
•1012 -i.I_96 .4313 1.1659
,1903 -1.2068 .4184 1.1894
.1994 -I*_141 .4164 1,1931
.2501 -.68_Z ._498 ,9658
.2999 -,6516 .5576 ,)534
.3499 -.580L ,5758 .9Z16
,399% -.51_ ,58_7 .902E
.4496 -,4545 .6061 .8774
,4997 -,3985 ,51_6 ,8579
,549Z -.3348 .63_5 .8319
,5994 -.2_49 .5_84 . ,6171
,6495 -,2402 .6508 ,7046
.6996 -.1909 ,67L1 _7773
,7489 -.1395 .5_35 .TS_Z
.8003 -.08_5 .6984 .7353
.'SO0 -,0_6_ .?lEg .7128
,@qq3 .0441 ,72_S .686_
• _AOq .1176 .7479 .6501
LO_ER SURFACE
XIC CP P,L/PT _LOC
0,0000 .9978 .9671 ._lq?
,0122 .6379 .877_ ._356
.0251 *3376 ,8029 *5601
*0510 ,0671 .7362 *6765
,0755 -.0521 .7064 .72_9
,i000 -,13_4 .6850 .7558
.1504 -,23_4 .6609 *7928
,2004 -.2743 .650_ ,80_0
,2501 -._749 .6522 .8063
,3002 -.266_ .653_ ,8047
.3507 -._58B .6556 ,8011
._000 -.2%28 ,6584 .7_67
.4503 -.2189 .6647 ,7871
,5000 --*Z046 ,6670 .7_35
,5506 -,1789 ,6743 *??Z3
,5997 -.i_9_ .6820 .T605
.650E -,13_6 .6848 .756_
,7003 -,0999 .6937 .74_4
.7497 -.0677 ,7014 .7306
.7998 -,0_44 .71Z8 *7129
,8503 ,0035 ,7_02 ,7014
.9000 .03_5 ,7E69 ,6910
.9483 .1153 .7173 .6589
C01 *00926 CDC081 ,00909
C02 ,00907 CDCORZ .00890
C03 ,00887 COCOR3 ,0087E
C04 ,03811 COCOR4 .00804
C05 .00720 COCOR5 ,0071_
SPANW_SE
XIE Y/_ CP PeLleT _LOC
,1505 -.5000 -.946Z .4838 1.0741
*1505 ".3333 -1.1447 .4345 1.1602
*150§ ".1667 -1.Z052 ,4Z04 1,1858
,1505 0.0000 -1.2068 .4181 1.1894
.1505 .1667 -1.1787 .4260 1.1755
.1505 .3333 -1.2_70 ,1140 1.1975
.1505 ,5030 -1,1468 ,4349 1,1_95
,_995 -.SO00 -.3945 .6208 .S516
,4995 -.3333 -.3g48 ,6218 ,0530
,49q5 -*1667 -.3920 ,623Z *8509
,4995 0.0000 -.39@5 .6186 ,8579
.4995 .1667 --.3965 ,6203 .8553
*_995 ,3333 -.3938 .6221 *BSZ6
.4995 .5000 -.3fl03 .6310 .6366
.7994 -.5000 -,I049 ,693Z .7431
.799_ -.3333 -,oqq? ,6947 ,7409
,7994 -.1667 -.0880 .6988 .7345
,7994 0.0000 -.08Z5 ,6984 ,7353
,7994 .1667 -.0800 .699% .7336
,7994 ,3333 -*0788 ,6999 *73Z9





XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .9000 .9430 ,Z908
.0135 -.?AI? ,5334 .99ZI
,0271 -.989_ .4676 1.I0_8
,0515 -1.1655 ,4296 1.1689
,0763 -1".Z$73 .%000 1.2_39
.IO[Z -i.32_0 ,3877 1.2474
,150_ -1.3873 ,3726 1.2770
,i994 -1.4340 ,3656 1.2911
_250_0!,3489 .3860 1.Z506
,_999 -.6690 .5548 .957B
,3499 -.5425 ,5851 .9101
,)994 -.4938 .5964 ,_9Z4
,4496 -.4436 .60_7 ,8734
.6997 -,%015 ,6209 ,8544
,_4_ -.3414 ,6359 ,8313
,5994 -.2039 .6471 .g141
,6493 -,2499 ,660L ,7941
,6996 -.1088 ,6700 .77R8
._489 -.1484 ,6834 .7583
,8003 -.0017 .6977 .736Z
,0500 -.0317 ,7123 .7137
.R993 .0413 .7Zg4 ,6871
,9489 .1111 .7494 ,6557
PT 20.7090 PS1 CH .4635
TT t27,Z130 K CM .0105




X/C CP P_L/PT qLO_
0.0000 ,9000 ,9430 ,2_08
.0122 .7492 ,9050 .3804
.0251 *4626 *B321 .51_4
.0510 .1886 *7661 ,62ql
,0?55 ,0628 ,7352 ,67_I
.I000 -.0287 ,7115 ,7150
,1504 -.1359 ,6045 .7566
,2004 -.I071 ,6743 .77_3
._501 -.Ig_5 ,6708 ,7776
.3002 -.2017 ,6705 ,7780
.3507 -.Z041 .6690 .7804
,4000 -,1944 ,6708 .?776
,4503 -.1736 ,6758 .?700
,5000 -,1665 .67¢1 .764_
.5506 -,1474 *6839 .7575
,599? -,1_49 .6890 ,7407
,6502 -*11_3 .69_5 ,7442
.7003 -,0839 ,698b ,?349
,?49? -*0566 .7061 .?233
,7_90 -*01B4 .7159 *?082
.3503 .0073 .7Z19 ,698?
,9000 ,0337 ,72?5 .6_01
,9483 ,1104 ,749_ ,6560
C01 ,0L383 COCOR1 .01353
C02 ,01339 CDCOR2 ,01310
C03 ,01Z72 COCOR3 .01Z47
CD4 .01009 COCOR4 .00997
C05 ,00817 COCOR5 .00814
SPANW[SE
X/C Y/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -1,1705 ,4305 1,1674
.1505 -,3333 -1.3770 .3763 I*Z6qB
.1505 -,1667 -1.4068 ,3730 1.Z763
,1505 0.0000 -1,3873 ,37Z6 I,Z770
,1505 ,1667 -1.3547 .3848 1.2330
.1505 .3333 -1.4Z22 .3650 1.E923
.1505 .5000 -1.3691 ,3B23 1.2579
,4995 -*5000 -.4136 ,6170 ,%604
,4995 -.3333 -,4090 .6162 *R617
.4995 -.1667 -.398_ ,6Z06 .S_49
.4995 0,0000 -,4015 ,6209 *8544
,4995 *1667 -,3960 ,621_ ,SS&O
,4995 .3333 -.394g ,6197 ,8562
,4995 ,5000 -*3647 *6289 *S420
,7994 -,5000 -.1375 ,6884 ,7505
,7994 -.3333 -.1177 ,6902 *7479
,7994 -,1667 -.0980 .6968 ,73?7
,79_4 0,0000 -.OgiT ,6977 ,7362
*7994 .1667 ",0873 *7008 .7314
,7994 *3333 -.0823 ,6990 ,7343














KIC CP P,LIPT HLn_
0,0000 .7069 ,9170 ,3341
• 0135 -,9230 ,4888 1,0656
,0271 -1*1707 .4248 1,_778
.0515 -1*3214 ,3_9 1.2451
• 0763 -1,4285 .3646 1._931
,1012 --1.4728 ,3533 1.3163
• 1503 -1.5271 .3376 1.3492
,1796 -1.5677 .3295 1,3668
• 2501 -1.5767 *3263 1,3738
,Zqq9 -.9560 .4806 1,0795
,349q -,7155 ,544Z ,9748
,3994 -.5455 .5835 ,9125
,_496 -.4244 ,6134 ._661
•4997 -,3643 ,6260 .8465
.5492 -,31_4 ,6366 ,8302
,5994 -,2841 ,6467 ,_146
.64q5 -.2471 ,6567 .7993
,69q6 -,2010 .66_6 *7707
• 7464 -,1522 .6812 .7616
• 8003 -,0481 ,6922 ,7447
,8500 -,0375 ,7098 .7175
.|gq3 ,028Z .7275 ,6q00
,04|9 ,0973 ,7427 ,6663
LP_ER SURFACE
XIC CP PeLIPT HLDC
0.0000 ,7969 ,9170 ,3541
• 0122 .8359 ,0268 ,3315
• 0251 .5632 ,8588 ,4715
,0510 .2905 ,7907 .5R02
,0755 ,1608 ,7504 .6_08
.1000 .0657 ,7356 ,6774
.1506 --,0566 *7045 .7258
• 2006 -.1131 .6911 ,7465
.2501 -.1368 .6847 .7563
.3002 -.1502 ,6812 ,7616
,3507 -,1547 .6827 ,7593
,4000 -,1556 .6804 .76_8
.4503 -*1450 ,bB2q ,7501
.5000 -*1%19 .6816 .7610
.5506 -,1283 *6_%4 ,7567
,5097 -.1083 ,5R06 ,7471
,6502 -.i079 .6014 ,7450
,7003 -.0736 ,7011 .7310
.7497 -*0505 *7065 ,7227
,7908 -,0192 ,?120 ,?142
• 8503 .0058 ,7206 .7008
,9000 ,0223 ,7261 ,6922
,4483 .0966 .742_ .6666
COt ,02321 CO_OR1 .02262
CDZ .01215 CDCOR2 .02165
CD3 .02061 CDCOR3 .02019
C06 ,01389 CDCOR4 ,01371
COS ,01020 CGCOR5 .01002
SPAHW|5E
x/C Yl_ CP P,LIPT qLOC
,2505 -,5000 -1,2991 .3964 1.2307
.1505 -.3333 -1.5320 .3400 1.3441
.1505 -.1667 -1,5641 ,3356 1.3741
.1505 0.0000 -1,5291 ,3376 1,349_
.1505 .1667 -1,4692 .3541 1,3146
•1505 ,3333 -1.5729 ,3299 1.3659
• 1505 ,5000 -1,5179 .3419 1.3402
,499_ -,5000 -,4248 .611S .8685
.4995 -,3333 -.4117 ,6151 .8634
,6q05 -.1667 -,3810 16225 ,8520
.4795 0,0000 -,3643 .6260 .8465
.4995 .1667 -.3562 .6289 *8621
.4995 ,3333 -.3624 .6274 .8644
,4995 .5000 -,3502 .6302 ,0401
• 7494 -,5000 -,2273 .6611 _?q23
.7994 -,3333 -.1506 .6825 .7597
,7994 -,1667 -,1167 ,6914 .7460
,7994 0,0000 -.0981 ,6922 .7447
,7904 ,1667 -,0870 .6962 ,73|5
.?qq4 .3333 -.0839 .6990 ,7362





KIC CP P,LI_T _LOC
O.O000 ,6084 ,892B ,4058
• 0135 -1.0699 ,4516 1.1297
• 0271 -1.3098 .3945 1.23%3
• 0515 -1.4606 .3564 l*30gq
.0763 -1,5_12 ,3346 1.3561
• i012 -1.5055 .3252 1.3762
.1503 -1.6499 .3117 1.4063
,1904 -1,6851 *3028 1.4268
• 2501 -1,5435 .3358 1,3531
,2999 -1.008_ ,4676 I.I018
.3699 -.g086 .4957 1.0542
• 3094 -.7562 .5299 .9978
,4696 -,5781 ,5754 .9253
,4997 -,4453 .60_8 .8732
,5492 -.3505 .6362 ,8340
,5994 -.2977 ,6444 " .8182
• 6695 -*2505 ,657_ .7976
• 6996 -,1989 ,6604 .7798
.7489 -.1522 .6806 .7626
,_003 -.i002 .6953 .7399
,8500 -,046_ ,7061 .7233
,Sqq3 .0137 .7222 ,6983
.9489 .0721 .7374 .6745
PT 20,7273 PSI C_ .6473
TT 127.3267 K CN ,0142




_IC CP P,tlPT HC_C
0.0000 .6984 .8928 .4058
.0122 .8972 *9619 .2_37
• 0251 .6445 ,8797 .6320
,0510 ,3681 .8108 ,5559
• 0755 .2306 .7759 ,6136
• I000 .1359 .7540 ,6483
• 1504 *0087 .7225 ,6978
*ZOO4 -.0600 .7054 .7243
• 2501 -.0937 ,6961 ,?388
,3002 -,1138 .6904 .74?_
,3507 -.1257 ,6805 ,7480
.4000 -,1201 ,6862 .7540
.4503 -.1226 ,68_7 .7502
.5000 -.1252 .6883 ,7508
.5506 -,1124 ,6931 .7634
.5997 -,1199 .6887 ,7501
,6502 -.1067 .6935 ,742_
,7003 -.0767 ,6908 .7330
.7497 -.0593 .7037 *726q
• 7998 -*0254 .7139 .7113
.8503 -,0175 .7133 .7171
,9000 -*006_ ,7171 ,7063
.9463 .0635 ,7353 ,677|
C01 ,03570 C0C0R1 ,03536
COZ ,03285 C0C0R2 ,03243
C03 ,02948 COCOA3 ,02410
C04 *01961 COCOR4 *01940
C05 ,01421 CDCORS .01409
SPANNISE
_lC YIC CP P)L/PT RLO¢
• 1505 -.5000 -1,4120 .3695 1.2833
•1505 -.3333 -1.6215 .3130 1.4033
,1505 -,1667 -1,6436 ,3104 1.6093
,1505 0.0000 -1,6499 ,3117 1,4063
,1505 .1667 -1.5765 ,32B7 1.36_6
,1505 ,3333 -1,6586 .3038 1.4246
,1505 ,5000 -1,6438 ,3104 1,4094
.4995 -,5000 -.4471 ,6117 .8686
• %995 -.3333 -.4251 ,6128 ,8670
.4995 -*166? -.3927 .6206 ,8540
• 49g5 0,0000 -.4453 .608B .8732
,4Q95 .1667 -,4683 .6065 .8767
.4995 .3333 -,4843 ,5980 .8899
,4995 .5000 -,3987 ,6101 ,8_72
,7994 -.50_0 -.2763 .6469 ,§166
.7994 -.3333 -*lg07 ,6715 ,7766
.7q_4 -,1667 -.1326 .6666 ,7_30
,7094 0.0000 -.1002 *6953 *7399
,7994 ,1667 -.0858 .604_ ,7417
,7994 ,3333 -,0763 ,6999 .7_28





XlC CP P,LIPT HLOC
0.0000 .6215 .0735 .4441
• _135 -1.2083 ,4176 1,1909
• 0271 -1,4133 ,3682 1.2658
• 0515 -1,5638 .3320 1.3596
• 0763 -1.6586 ,3114 1.4070
.lOIZ -I,67_0 .3023 1.6280
• 1503 -1.6728 .3042 1._237
• Igg4 -1.2203 ,4Z06 1.1853
.2501 -1,05%5 ,4610 1,1133
.Z999 -.9B03 .4770 1,0842
.3499 -.8046 .5015 1.0445
.3994 -,7843 .5259 1,0043
.4496 -.6818 .5509 ,9640
,4997 --,5623 ,5752 ,9255
.5692 -.4043 .5966 ,8921
,5994 -.4119 .6186 ,8580
• 6695 -,34B0 .6330 ,B358
.6996 -.2071 ,6436 ,8195
.7489 -.2331 .6612 .?g2_
• 8003 -.1812 .6751 .7710
.SSO0 -*1356 .6853 .7554
.8993 -*0965 .6932 .7433
• 0489 -,0494 .7075 ,7211
PT Z0,7291 PSI CN .6716
TT 127,2607 K C_ ,0003




X/C CP P_L/PT NLO_
0.0000 .6215 .8735 .4%41
.0122 .9427 ._533 ,26_3
.0251 *6000 ,8933 *4049
.0510 *4276 *B262 ,3296
.0755 .28qi *7926 .5_61
,1000 ,IP04 *?6_I .6323
• 1504 .0515 .?323 ,60_5
,2004 -,0196 ,7169 .7066
.2501 -,0543 ,T067 ,7223
.3002 --*0842 .GQQ7 *7333
• 3507 -*0943 .69B7 ,7346
• %000 -.1162 .6015 .7459
• 4503 -.1166 .6911 .?464
• 5000 -,1249 ,6B_S ,7500
.5506 -,1105 ,6806 .74_7
.5_g7 -,L003 ,693? ,7424
,6502 --.I_50 ,6_0% *?506
,7003 -,1044 ,6017 ,74_5
• 7497 -,0_03 .b967 ,73?7
,7908 -*0654 *7030 *726?
• 8503 -.0661 .70_6 .72_7
.0000 -,0820 ,696B .73??
• 9453 -.0310 ,7121 .7141
OR/G/NAL PAGE IS
.OF POOR QUALITY 157
C01 *05056 C000R1 .05000
C02 ,05257 CDCOR_ ,05228
CD3 .0%597 COCOR3 ,06550
CD4 ,03162 COCOR_ .03137
C05 ,01452 COCOR5 .02637
SPA_W_SE
X/C _/C CP P.L/PT NLOC
,I_05 -,5000 -1,5005 .3498 1,3235
,1505 -.3333 -1.7184 ,2025 1,6511
,1505 -.1667 -1.7193 .2906 1,6_58
,1505 0,0000 -1.6728 ,3042 1,4237
• 1505 .1667 -1.5651 .3338 1.3574
• 1505 .3333 -1.6267 ,3153 1.3_B2
.1505 ,5000 -1,7134 .2021 1,6_22
,4QQ5 -,5000 -*6735 *SQQq ,5860
• 4995 -*3333 -*4663 .6021 *_835
• 4995 -.1667 -*5209 ,5871 .g06q
,4095 0,0000 -,5_23 .5752 ,9255
.49q5 .1667 -.6031 ,5676 ,9576
,49q5 ,3333 -,599B ,568e *q356
.4905 .5000 -,5127 *5016 ,4002
• 7094 -.5000 -*3004 *6651 .8172
,7996 -.3333 -.2160 .6671 *?B33
• 7994 -.1667 -,1721 *6769 *?683
,?994 0.0000 -.1612 ,6751 ,7710
,7094 ,1667 -.1067 ,6?33 ,7738
• 7044 ,3333 -.1697 ,67B6 ,7657













XIC CP P, LleT qLOC
0,0000 ,5394 ,8533 ,4817
.0135 -103401 ,3849 1,2529
,0271 -1,5308 ,3413 1,3392
,0515 -1,6587 ,3094 1.4116
.0763 -1,7094 .2938 1,%%80
• IO1Z -1.6039 ,3130 1,403%
,1503 -1,1392 ,4283 1,1714
,1994 -1,0421 ,%570 1,1202
.2501 -*¢976 ,4722 2.00%0
• 2999 -.9180 .4915 1.0612
,3499 -.8473 ,50_5 1,0320
.3994 -,7729 *5246 1,0064
• 4496 -.71%0 .5411 ,9797
• 4997 -.6566 .5543 ,9587
.540Z -*5053 *5753 ,_153
• 599% -.5297 .5880 ,905%
,6A95 -,4817 *5975 ,8907
,6996 -,4121 ,6195 ,8_65
.7489 -,3795 .6251 ,8480
,8003 -.3215 ,6415 ,8227
.BSO0 -,2789 ,6521 ,8063
,1991 -.ZZO? *6657 ,7855
,t%iO -.18_| .6747 .7716
LOWEP SURFACE
XlC CP P,LIPT qLOC
0.0000 .5394 ,8533 ,4817
,0122 ,9823 ,963_ ,2321
.0251 ,7603 ,9093 ,3712
,0510 ,4840 ,8402 .5052
*07_5 .3386 ,8037 .5686
.1000 ,_276 .7720 .6181
,1504 ,0882 .7372 ,6749
,2004 ,0092 ,7197 ,7022
,2501 -.034_ .7111 .7156
,3002 -.0619 *7035 *?273
.3507 -,OflTO ,6975 ,7365
.4000 -.1075 ,6908 ,7469
,4503 -,1102 ,6915 .7458
.5000 -.1263 *6Rb5 *7534
,5506 -.1213 ,6903 .7477
,$997 -,1169 ,6905 .7473
.6502 -.185_ ,68_0 .7574
*7003 -,1201 .691? ,7456
,7497 -,1165 .6904 ,?475
,7098 -*0949 .6975 ,7365
.8503 -,1072 *6935 ,7420
,9000 -,1335 ,6873 ,7523
,94tS -,10St ,6940 ,7420
C01 .08944 CDCOXl ,08567
C02 ,00166 COCOR2 *08109
C03 ,07251 COCOR3 ,07190
C04 ,05157 COCOR% ,05144
C05 .0%26% CDCDR5 .04266
SPANWZSE
_lC YIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
,E505 -.5000 -1,540_ ,3341 1.3567
• 1505 -,3333 -1,426E ,3640 1,2943
• 1505 -,1667 -1,2602 .4037 1.2168
.1505 0,0000 -1.1392 *4283 1.171_
• 1505 ,1667 -1,1365 ,4349 1,1595
,1505 ,3333 -1.1736 ,4270 1,1737
• E505 ,5000 -1,4909 *3462 1.3311
• 4995 -,5000 -.5219 .5863 *qOSZ
• 4995 -,3338 -,5597 .5800 *9100
• 4995 -.1667 -.6259 .5641 *9431
.4995 0.3000 -.6566 .55%3 .9587
• 4995 ,1667 -,6505 ,5559 .9560
• 4995 .3333 -,6546 .5564 *g553
.4995 ,5000 -.5539 .5819 .9150
.7994 -,5000 -*312% .6446 .6179
.7094 -,3333 -,2832 ,6460 .8157
.7994 -.1667 -,2885 .6496 .8102
• 7994 0.0000 -,3215 .6%15 *e227
• 7994 .1667 -.3146 .6440 .8188
.7994 .3333 -,3157 .6379 *S282





XIC CP P,LIPT HLOC
0,0000 ,4282 ,8263 ,5295
,0135 -1.4647 *3561 1.3105
,0271 -1,64_3 ,3143 1,%006
,_15 -l,7644 .2854 1.4684
,0763 -1,6566 ,309q 1.4104
.1012 -1,3354 .3903 1.2423
,1503 -1,1496 ,4393 1.1515
,1994 -1,0618 ,4589 1.1169
.2501 -*9816 ,477% 1.0850
.2999 -.q188 .4961 1.0535
.3499 -,8620 ,5079 1.0338
,3994 -,7983 ,$224 1.0101
,4496 -.7483 .530_ ,0970
.4997 -.7021 .5472 .9700
.5492 -*6546 ,5573 .9539
.5994 -.6069 .5730 ".9290
,6495 -,5604 ,5141 .9116
,6996 -.5042 ,fi967 *8919
.7489 -*4637 .6074 ,8753
.8003 -.4164 .6210 .8543
.8500 -,3596 *6326 .8364
,8993 -,297S *6511 .S079
.l%lq -,2671 *6065 ,7997
Pr 20.72%8 PSI CN ,7490
TT 127.4521 K CN -.03%2




XIC CP P_LtPT NL_C
0.0000 ,4282 ,$263 ,5295
.0122 1.0126 .9710 ,2055
• 0251 ,8078 *9207 *34_e
.0510 .5345 .8533 *4%17
• 0755 ,3940 ,8179 .5438
,I000 ,2872 .791_ .5875
• 1504 .1467 .7585 .6413
,2004 .0544 .7346 .6789
.2501 ,OOql .7Z27 .6_75
.3002 -*OZ6L ,7159 *70ill"
.3507 -,0611 ,7059 *7236
•4000 --*0_34 *6995 *7334
• 4503 -,0965 ,6933 ,7430
,5000 -*llll ,6935 *7%27
.5506 -*1168 ,6908 .7469
• 5997 --,1160 .6939 e74Z2
,6502 -*1383 .6881 .7510
.7003 -.1209 ,6914 .7459
.7497 -.1275 .6903 .7477
.7q98 -*1117 .6054 .7398
.8503 -,I_99 ,6093 ,7492
.9000 -.1650 .6036 .7179
,9483 -,i537 ,6|44 *7967
CO1 ,11601 COCOR1 ,11487
C02 .10950 CDCOR2 *10826
CD3 ,09911 COCOR3 .09815
CD4 .07064 ¢0COR4 ,07029
C05 .05889 COCOR5 ,05869
SPANWISE
_lC YIC CP P,LIPT NLOC
,1505 -,5000 -1,4670 ,3612 1.3001
.1505 -,3333 -1.2204 ,%17_ I*1904
*1505 -.1667 -1.1496 *4369 1.1593
*1505 0,0000 -1,1%96 .4393 1,1515
.1505 .16_7 -1,1388 ,4420 1.1468
.1505 .3333 -1,1577 .433% 1*1621
,1505 .5000 -1.4346 .3643 1.293B
,4995 -.5000 -,5841 ,5739 .9275
,4995 -.3333 -.6552 .5606 .9487
*4995 -,1667 -,6939 .5467 ,9708
.4995 0.0000 ".702_ .5472 .9700
*4995 ,1667 -,7090 .5429 .9769
.4995 .3333 -,7161 .5456 ,9726
,4995 .5000 -.6025 .5694 ,9347
.7994 -.5000 -.3396 ,6352 .8324
.7994 -,3333 -,3605 .6318 .B376
,7994 -.1657 -.4016 .6233 ._507
.7994 0,0000 -,4144 .6210 .8543
.7994 .1667 -,4093 ,6179 .8590
.7994 ,3333 -,3939 ,6235 ,8503






XlC CP PeL/PT NLOC
0.0000 .3598 .8072 .5619
,0i35 -1.5_41 ,3319 1.3016
,0271 -1.7153 ,2_97 1.4580
.05i5 -1,.8_ ,2_6 1.5077
,0763 -1,4_lB .3442 1,3351
.1012 -1.2_8_ .4041 1.2161
.1503 -1.1323 .4381 1,1536
,199% -1.0593 .4561 1.1218
,2501 -1,00!? ,%712 1.0957
,2999 -,9_5? .4%46 1.0729
.349_ -.87_9 ,4964 1.0530
,3994 -,8_ '5_62 1.0367
,4496 -,7997 .5205 1.0131
,4997 -.756_ ,5_91 .9991
,5492 -,7074 *5_89 ,9833
,5994 -.b?3B .5491 .9670
,6495 -,6289 .5588 .9514
.6996 -.5825 .5769 .9230
.7489 -.5363 .5846 .9109
.8003 -,4814 .5996 ,8874
,8500 -.4373 ,6112 ,8695
,_993 -.3766 .6251 ,8480
,9489 -,3280 .6399 ,8252
PT Z0,7274 PSI C_ ,7958
TT 127.6329 K ¢R -,5519




X/C CP P_L/PT RLOC
0.0000 ,3598 .8072 .5619
.0122 1,0437 .975_ .1775
*OZSI ,8491 .9296 .3_3
.0510 .5906 ,8666 .4571
*0755 .4458 .0287 .5253
,1000 .3373 ,8022 *5?03
.1504 ,191_ .7671 ,627b
,200% ,0957 ,7431 .6655
.2501 ,0%%4 ,?307 .6850
,3002 -,0009 ,7178 .7052
.3507 -,0353 .7077 ,7208
.%000 -*0662 .7003 ,732?
*4503 -,0744 .7000 .7315
.5000 -.1022 .69_% ,7%45
.5506 -.1120 .688_ *7509
.5997 -*11_% .6879 07514
.6502 -,1%%1 ,680% ,7630
,7003 -,1358 ,68?3 ,7522
.7497 -.1%19 .68_9 *7591
.7998 -.1273 ,6B76 .7510
,8503 -,1596 ,6801 .7634
.9000 -.2049 .66?8 .7_13
*9483 -,1921 ,6?3? ,773_
158
COl .14066 COCOR1 .13983
¢02 .13506 COCOR2 .13368
CD3 .12447 COCOR3 .123%5
CD4 ,06994 COCOR% ,08957
C05 *07634 COCOR5 ,07621
S_AN_ISE
X/C Y/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
,1505 -,5000 -1,%742 .3524 1.3182
.1505 -.3333 -1,2509 .4061 1,21Z3
.1505 -.1667 -1,1790 .%289 1.1702
,1505 0.0000 -1.1323 .4381 1.1536
• 1505 .1667 -1.1265 ,4306 1.1523
• 1505 ,3333 -$,1635 ,%279 1.1720
.1_05 *5000 -1,3907 ,3765 1.2693
.4995 -.5030 -.6290 ,5614 .9450
.4995 -,3333 -,7136 .5411 ,9798
.4995 -.1667 -,7512 ,5303 .9972
,4_95 0,0000 -,7563 ,5291 ,9991
• 4995 *1667 -.?579 *5303 .9971
,4995 *3333 -.7744 ,5259 1.0043
.4995 ,5000 -,6527 ,5549 .9577
,7994 -,5000 -.3968 .6201 .8557
• 7994 -*3333 "*%2%0 .6111 *0696
.?994 "*1667 -.4037 ,5986 .8809
.7994 0.0000 -,4814 ._996 .8874
.7994 .1667 -*%822 .598_ .8097
• ?994 *3333 -*4571 .6038 .0809
• 7994 *5000 -,4177 ,6150 .8635
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
_0_ L_:K)R QUALITY.
TABLE XXVII. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.70
REYNOLDS NUMBER 15.0 x 106
159
TEST 119 PT 45.2379 PS! CN -*020?
RUH P1 77 152.1107 K Cq .OOn?
POINT 1 RC 15.1093 _ILLIOH CC ,0048
MkCH ,7010
ALPHA -,0204 OEG
UPPr_ SURFACE LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP PeL/PT HLOC XlC CP P,LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1226 .9989 .0393 0.0000 1.1226 .9989 .0393
.0135 .1313 .7565 .6441 .0122 .1135 .75Z2 .6509
.3271 -,1512 ,6059 ,7541 ,0251 -,1870 ,6771 ,7676
.0515 -.3504 .6360 ._308 .0510 -.4312 .6161 .$615
,0763 -,4812 ,6036 ,8809 .0755 -,5144 ,5054 .8937
.1012 -.5291 ,5914 .9000 .1000 -.5744 .5802 .9175
,1503 -.5388 .5897 ._042 ,150k -,6049 ,5724 ,9298
.1994 -.5500 .5_59 .9086 .2004 -.5860 .5770 .9225
.2501 -.5044 .5955 .8935 .2501 -.5370 .5874 ,9061
.299_ -.4717 .60_7 .8808 .3002 -,4847 .6004 .885|
.3499 -,4219 .6167 ._607 ,350? -.6401 ,6122 ,86?6
.3994 -.3R32 .6264 .8457 .4000 -.3965 .6231 .8_05
,4496 -,3374 ,6377 .8282 ,4503 -,3479 ,6351 .8322
,4997 -.3018 .6465 .8146 .5000 -.3135 ,64_6 .8192
.5492 -,2543 .6578 .7973 .5506 -.2?19 .6534 .8040
,599_ -,_188 ,6675 ,7523 ,599? -,2296 .6649 ,7864
*6495 -,1R_4 *6749 .7710 ,650Z -,2068 ,6696 ,7791
,6906 -,1455 ,6860 ,7527 ,?003 -,1496 ,6858 .7542
,7489 -,1049 ,6986 ,7345 ,7497 -,1064 .6903 ,7350
.8003 -.0595 .708? .?189 .7998 -.0523 .7105 .7161
.8500 -.0098 .7216 .6989 .8503 -.0120 .7210 .6997
,8993 .0504 .7357 ,6769 .9000 ,0Z46 ,7294 ,6868
.948_ .1118 .7503 .6539 .9483 .1182 .75t9 .6514
C01 .00753 COCORI .00748
C02 .O0?SZ CDCORZ .00?45
CD$ ,00742 CDCOR3 ,00737
C04 .00735 CDCOfl4 .00731
C05 ,00663 CDCOR5 .00662
SPANW_SE
XlC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
,1505 -.5000 -,4834 ,6036 ,8809
.1505 -,3333 -.5270 ,5914 ,8999
.1505 -,1667 -.5467 .50_9 ,_201
.1505 0.0000 -.5388 ,5887 .9042
.1505 .1667 -,5448 ,5885 .9045
,1505 ,3333 -.5452 ,5860 ,9069
,1505 .5000 -.5150 ,5928 .8978
,4995 -,SO00 -,2945 ,646Z ,8151
,4995 -*3333 -.2965 ,6475 .8131
.4995 -,1667 -.2950 .6482 ,0120
,4995 0,0000 -,3018 ,6465 ,8146
04995 .1667 -,2997 ,6449 .8171
.4995 .3333 -.2964 06475 ,0131
.4995 ,5000 -,2565 06577 .7974
.7994 -.5000 -*0697 *7030 .7277
.7994 -,3333 -*0682 *7036 .7267
,7994 -,1667 -*0614 ,7054 ,7240
,7994 0.0000 -,0598 ,7087 ,7189
,7904 .1667 -00556 .7065 ,7223
,7994 ,3333 -,0538 ,7072 .721Z
,7994 ,5000 -,0586 ,7061 ,7230
TEST 119 PT 45.4022 P5!
AUH 81 TT 152.1835 K




XIC CP PsLIPT HLUC XIC
0.0000 ,9058 .9667 *2205 0.0000
.0135 -.5382 ,5_57 ._088 .0122
,_271 -,8067 ,5182 1.0166 ,0251










.0763 -1.1178 ,4402 1,1499
.1012 -I.1694 ,4295 1.1690
,1503 -1.2173 ,4161 1,1935
,|994 -1,2379 ,4117 1,Z017
.2501 -,6984 .5454 ,9726
*2999 -.6430 *5594 .9503
.3490 -,5834 ,5757 ,')246
,3994 -.5_09 ,5897 .¢026
,4496 -,453_ ,5072 ,8753
,4997 -.4002 ,6211 ,_537
,5492 -,3376 .6360 .8307
.5994 -,2P58 ,649_ " .8_02
*b_95 -,2411 .6601 ,7938
,6996 -,19_6 ,6732 .7736
,7489 -,1408 ,6fl49 ,7556
,8003 -,0831 .6998 ,7327
,8500 -,0249 ,7139 ,710P
,8993 ,0434 ,7306 ,6848
,9489 ,1161 ,74_5 ,6567
,0755 -,0467 ,7070 .7216
,i000 -.129§ ,6876 .7514
,1504 -,2277 ,6623 ,7903
.2004 -.2676 ,6529 .8049
,2501 -,2709 .6517 ,806_
,3002 -,2615 .654_ *8020
,3507 -,2536 ,6574 ,7979
.4000 -.2384 *6590 ,7940
,4503 -,2131 ,6668 .7835
,5000 --,1983 ,6712 ,7768
,5506 -,1754 ,6763 ,7689
,5997 -,1463 ,6840 ,7570
,6502 -.1392 ,6854 ,7549
,7003 -.0947 ,6970 ,7370
.7497 -,0645 .7038 .7265
,7998 -,0192 .7156 .7092
• 8503 .0080 ,7221 .6981
,9000 .0290 ,7270 .6904
,9483 ,1164 .7486 .6565
C01 ,00878 COCOR1 .00868
CD2 ,00888 CDCOR2 *00870
C03 .03852 CDCOR3 .00840
C04 .00776 CDCOR4 .00770
C05 .00683 C DCOR5 .00681
5PANWISE
XlC YlC C8 PeLIPT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -.9668 ,4831 1.0752
.1505 -,3333 -1,1714 .4309 1,1668
.1505 -.1667 -1.2225 ,4180 1.1900
,I_05 0,0000 -1,2173 ,4161 1.1935
,1505 ,1667 -1,1944 ,4269 1.1737
.1505 ,3333 -1,2398 .4140 1,1976
,1505 ,5000 -1.1694 .4312 1.1660
,4995 -,5000 -.3999 ,6229 08511
,4995 -.3333 -.3982 ,6224 .8_18
,4995 -,1667 -,3944 .6243 .8489
.499_ 0.0000 -,4002 ,6211 .8537
,4995 ,1667 -,3975 ,6235 ,8502
.499_ ,3333 -,3954 .6231 ,8508
.4995 ,5000 -,3470 ,6360 .8308
,7994 -,5000 -,0972 .6973 .7369
,7994 -,3333 -.0963 .6976 ,7361
,7994 -,1667 -.0873 ,6990 .7327
.7994 0.0000 -.0831 .6998 ,7327
,7994 ,166? -.0800 .7016 .7299
,7994 .3333 -,0780 ,7021 .7291













XlC CP P,LIPT qLO_
0,0000 ,9039 ,9667 ,2204
,0135 ,6259 ,8758 ,4393
• 0271 .3_98 .8075 .5611
.0515 ,1205 .7511 ,6526
,0763 -_OY6_ ,7116 .7144
,10i2 -,1126 ,6942 ,7413
,1503 -,I$_3 ,6760 ,7694
,1994 -,2_54 ,6598 ,7943
• _501 -,2475 .6593 ,7951
.2999 -.2528 ,6570 ,7985
.3499 -,_396 ,6604 ,7933
,3994 -.2_55 ,6655 ,7855
,4496 -,2056 .6703 ,7741
,4997 -,1886 .6735 ,773Z
.5492 -.1583 .6816 ,7607
,5994 -,1381 ,6858 ,7527
,6495 -,1194 .6919 .7449
• 6996 -,0031 .6981 ,7353
.7489 -*063? ,7041 ,7259
.8003 -,0282 .7129 .7124
•8500 ,0080 ,?223 ,6978
• $993 ,0587 .73_5 .6771


















































C01 ,00982 CDCOR1 .00969
COZ ,00963 COCOR2 ,00937
C03 .00923 CDCOR3 ,00905
C04 .00795 CDCOR4 *00786
C05 *00693 COCOR5 *00687
SP4NWISE
X/C Y/¢ CP P_L/PT _LOC
,1505 -*5000 -,1607 .6815 *7609
,1505 -.3333 -,1846 .6759 .?695
.1505 -,1667 -,1962 .6?26 ,7746
.1505 0.0000 -.1843 .6760 ,7694
,1505 ,16_7 -,1945 ,6731 ,7738
.1505 ,3333 -.1912 ,6742 ,7720
,1505 .5000 -.1702 ,6790 ,764?
,4095 -*5000 -.1845 .6742 .7721
.4995 -,3333 -,1859 ,6738 *7727
.4995 -.1667 -.1844 ,6749 ,?711
,4995 0,0000 -,1886 ,6735 .7732
.4995 ,1667 -,1852 .6740 ,7723
,4995 *3333 -.1808 .6751 *7707
.4995 ,5000 -,1536 *6825 .7594
,?994 -.5000 -.0511 ,?084 .7194
.?994 -*3333 -.0450 .7094 .7[78
,?994 -,166? -,0335 ,7115 ,7145
,7994 0,0000 -,0282 ,7129 ,7124
.7994 ,1667 -.0168 ,7164 ,7070
,7994 .3333 -.0196 .7157 .?080






X/C CP P,L/PT MLnC
0,0000 1,0742 ,9861 .1414
*0L35 ,4026 .839Z ,5066
,0271 .2005 ,76_Z .0253
,0515 -,0230 ,7131 .7120
,0763 -,1721 ,6759 ,7695
*1012 -,2410 *6589 ,7957
,1503 -*zq83 o6441 .q183
.1994 -,3457 .6319 ._371
.Z501 -.3353 ,534Z ,a335
,ZqQ -,3274 .6379 ,8279
,3499 -,3032 ,6436 ,6191
,3994 -,2826 ,6484 ,8117
,4496 -.251q ,6S6q ,7986
*4997 -.2Z90 ,66Z7 ,78q7
,5492 -.1921 ,6716 ,7761
,5994 -,1659 ,6777 ,7667
,6495 -,1425 ,6R37 ,7571
,6996 -,1118 ,6911 ,7461
,7489 -,0770 ,6qq5 ,7331
,8003 -,0382 ,7092 ,71_1
,RSO0 ,0018 ,7106 ,7019
,B993 ,0565 ,7331 ,6810
.9489 ,1122 .7466 ,6597
PT 45,4056 PSI CH -.2548
Tr 152.1829 K cq -*0032




XlC CP O_LIOT MLnC
0,0000 1.0742 ,9061 ,1414
.0122 -.303q .6436 ,@I_1
• 0251 -.6089 ,5664 ,0391
,0510 -.8465 ,5085 1,0327
• 0755 -,9209 .4895 1.0644
• 1000 -,9706 .4750 I*0e89
,I_04 -1,05qO .4546 1,1243
,2004 -,8194 ,5138 1.0240
,2501 -,7029 .5425 ,9773
,300Z -,6_16 .564_ ,9418
,3507 -.5526 .5815 .9154
.4000 -,450_ ,596P ,8914
,4503 -,4248 .6140 ,8648
• 5000 -.3701 ,6255 ,8471
,5506 -,3259 .6304 ,8272
.59_7 -.273_ .6500 .8079
,650Z -.2437 ,6596 ,7961
,7003 -.1808 .6739 .7?25
.7497 -.1301 ,6863 .7535
.7998 -*06_3 ,7017 ,7_97
• 0503 -,0243 .7132 .7120
,9000 ,0221 .7245 ,6944
,9483 .1204 .7487 *6565
C01 ,00821 COCOR1 ,OOeXO
CD2 .00805 COCOR2 ,00784
C03 ,00?95 COCOR3 .00767
C04 ,00758 CDCOR4 ,00749
C05 ,0_677 CDCOR5 ,00671
SPANWISE
XlC _lC CP PpLIPT RLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -.2653 ,6532 ,S043
• 1505 -,3333 -,2968 ,6447 .8|75
• 150_ -,1667 -.3103 ,6426 ,|206
.1505 0,0000 -,2983 ,6441 ,010_
.1505 .1667 -.3050 .6434 ,§195
.1505 .3333 -,3037 ,6430 ,8201
.1505 °5000 -,_806 .6500 .8093
,4995 -,5000 -.2239 .6632 ,7890
,4995 -,3333 -,Z272 *6622 *?q05
,499_ -.1667 -.2234 .6632 ,7890
.499_ 0,0000 -.2290 .6627 ,7897
,4995 ,1667 -,2255 ,6628 ,7896
• 4995 ,3333 -,2222 .6635 ,7806
,4995 ._000 -,1875 .6721 ,7753
.7994 -.5000 -,0570 ,7052 ,7243
,7994 -.3333 -,0525 ,7060 ,7231
.7994 -*166? -*0427 .7080 .7199
.7994 0.0000 -.0582 .70qZ ,7181
,7994 .1667 -,0345 .7108 .7157
,7994 ,3333 -.0301 .7116 ,7145





xt_ CP P,LIPT _L_C
0,0000 1.1167 ,9969 .0670
• 0135 .3154 .7976 ,5775
• 0271 ,0323 ,7270 ,6904
•0515 -,1817 ,6727 ,7744
• 0763 -.3211 ,6391 .8261
•1012 -,3_17 ,62;6 .}484
,1503 -.4169 .6166 ,_608
.1994 -,4_74 ,60_I ._740
,2501 -,418_ ,6158 ,8621
.2999 -,4003 .6208 *_543
,3499 -,3634 ,6302 .8398
.3994 -,3348 ,6365 ,_300
,4496 -,2973 ,6447 .8174
,4997 -,2663 .6532 ,d044
.5492 -,2248 ,6628 ,7895
.5994 -*I030 ,6703 ,7790
.6495 -,165q .6770 .7678
• 6996 -.1301 .6858 .75_3
,7489 --.0Q24 .6047 *7406
.8003 -,0498 .7066 .7222
• 8500 -,0035 ,7184 .7039
• 8993 *0_44 *7330 *_8_1
.g489 ,1137 .7479 ,6576
Pr _5.4145 PSI CN -*1341
TT $52.2165 K CM -,0012




X/C CP P/LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.1167 ,0969 .0670
,0122 -.0808 .69ql ,7337
,0251 -,3942 .620_ *_54_
,0510 -.6267 .5617 ,9467
,0755 -,7019 .5443 ,97_4
,I000 -.7586 .530_ ._960
• 150_ -.7642 .5305 .9967
,2004 -.7101 .5428 ,9769
.2501 -.62@5 ,5637 .9_35
,3002 -,5555 ,5823 ,9142
,3507 -.4981 ,5968 ,8915
,_000 -,4453 ,6091 ,8724
.4503 -,3884 ,62_0 .85_4
,5000 -.3465 .6333 ,8_51
,5506 -,2990 ,6444 .8179
.5907 -,2517 ,6557 .8005
,6502 -,2259 ,6620 .7908
.7003 -,1659 .6769 .?680
,7497 -,118§ ,68_ .7_06
,7998 -,0611 .7038 ,7265
,8503 -*0173 ,?150 ,70_2
.9000 .0243 ,7255 ,6928
,0403 .1208 .7497 ,6548
CO1 ,00761 CDCORI ,00751
C02 ,00760 C0C0_2 .00749
C03 ,00776 COCOR3 ,00768
CO4 .00736 COCOR4 ,00730
C05 ,00666 COCOA5 ,00662
5PA_WISE
XlC YI_ CP 9_L/_T _LO¢
• 1505 -,5000 -,3767 ,6256 .8468
,1505 -,3333 -,4112 ,6162 ,8614
.1505 -,1667 -,4270 ,6126 .0670
,1505 0,0000 -.4169 .6166 .860|
,1505 ,1667 -,4255 ,6135 .8655
,1505 ,3333 -.4232 .6132 .8660
,1505 ,5000 -,3958 ,6205 .8547
,4995 -.5000 -,Z614 ,6_45 ,§024
.4995 -,3333 -,2645 .653_ ,_045
• 4995 -*1667 -.2612 .6549 .8017
,4005 0,0000 -,2663 ,6532 ,8044
.4995 ,1667 -.2648 .6536 .8037
,4995 .3333 -.2621 ,6537 ,8035
.4995 .5000 -,2226 .6645 ,7870
,7994 -,5000 -.0624 *7026 ,7233
,7994 -.3333 -,0601 .7041 ,7261
,7994 -.1667 -*0521 .7063 .7226
.7994 0.0000 -,0498 ,7066 ,7222
.7994 .1667 -*0451 ,7070 ,7216
,7904 .3333 -*0414 ,7087 ,7189




pT 45,4158 PSI CH -,0149
TT 152.1537 K Cw .0003




x/E C o _,L/PT qL_C
0,0000 1,1231 .0989 ,0392
• 3135 ,1240 ,7521 .6510
• 0271 -.1601 ,6821 ,7600
• 0515 -,3593 ,6314 .8378
,0763 -,490| .6008 ".8853
• 1012 -.5377 ,5878 ,9055
,1503 -,5478 ,5846 ,0106
• 1994 -.5585 .5816 .9153
• 2501 -,5096 .5942 ,895b
,2999 -.4726 ,6051 ,_785
,3499 -,4251 .6171 ,_600
,3904 -,3_7 ,6266 .84S3
.449b -,3382 ,6386 ,8Z68
.4997 -.3024 .6479 ,4125
,540_ -.2561 ,6600 ,7939
,5994 -.2162 .6688 ,7804
• 6495 -,1@60 ,6763 .7689
.6996 -,1459 .6857 ,7544
.7489 -,1046 ,6960 .7384
• 8003 --*0588 .7074 ,7209
,8500 -.0131 ,71_8 .7017
,099_ *0502 .7351 .6778
.9489 ,1137 ,7497 ,6549
LDWER SURFACE
X/C CP P,L/OT HLOC
0,0000 1,1231 ,9980 ,0)02
,0122 ,1285 ,?532 ,b493
,0251 -.1761 ,6781 .7661
,0510 -,4219 ,6159 ,8618
*0755 -,5058 ,5969 .8913
.1000 -,5679 ,5804 *q!72
.1504 -.6010 .5714 .9_13
,Z004 -,58_2 ,575? ,9_45
,2501 -*5327 ,5884 ,9045
.3002 *,4772 .6040 ,8803
*3507 -,4367 .6147 .@644
,4000 -,3924 ,6_47 ,8483
,4_03 -,3437 ,6372 .8289
.5000 -*3109 ,6458 ,8157
,5506 -,2710 ,6564 ,?995
,5997 -,2250 *6666 .7837
,6502 -*2053 ,67|S .7762
,7003 -.1482 ,685? .7_52
,7497 -,i051 ,6959 .73_6
,7998 -,0506 ,7094 .7178
,8503 -.0115 ,7194 *?023
.0000 .0239 ,728? ,68?9
.9483 ,1195 ,7511 .6526
ORIGINAL PAGE _
DF POOR QUALITy 161
C01 ,00753 CDCO_I ,00?44
C02 ,00767 COCOR2 .00754
CD3 ,0_749 COC0_3 .00739
C04 ,00739 COC0_4 .00732
C05 ,00669 CDCOR5 .00664
SP&_WISE
X/C ¥1C CP P,L/PT NLOC
.1505 -,_000 -,4910 .6010 ,8850
,1505 -,3333 -,5329 ,5911 ,9004
,1505 -.1667 *,5557 ,584_ ,9102
.1505 0.0000 *.5478 .5846 .qt06
,1505 ,1667 -,5529 .585? .9088
,1508 ,3333 -.5500 ,5869 ,0069
.1505 ,5000 -,5219 ,5932 ,8972
,4995 -,5000 -.2958 *6405 ,8116
,4995 -,3333 -,2092 .6481 .012I
.4905 -.1667 -*2956 ,6478 .8127
,4995 0.0000 -.3024 ,6470 ,8125
.4995 ,1667 -,3003 ,64?4 ,8133
.4995 ,3333 -.2990 ,6482 .6121
,4995 ,5000 -,2564 ,6575 ,?9?8
,7994 -,5000 -*0709 .7030 .7276
,7994 -.3_33 -.0738 *?028 ,7281
,7994 -,1667 -,0604 .70?0 ,7215
,7994 0.0000 -.0588 *?074 ,7209
,7994 ,1667 -,0564 *7066 .7221
.7994 ,3333 -.0524 ,7081 .7199












XIC CP P;L/PT NLOC
0,0000 1.11?1 .9969 ,0669
.0135 -.0814 .6081 ,7353
,0271 -,3634 .6273 .844Z
,0515 -*5573 .5773 *gZ20
,0763 -,6793 .5483 .9680
,1012 -.7215 .53?0 ,9861
,1503 -,6997 .5442 .9746
.1994 -,6930 ,5431 ,_763
.2301 -.6100 .5643 .9423
,2909 -.5570 ,5766 ._231
.3499 -.4053 .5915 .8997
.3994 --,4430 .6056 .8778
.4496 -.3_62 .6200 .8555
.4997 -.3419 .6312 .3383
.5492 -.2n85 ,6453 .8164
.5994 -.2450 ,6572 ,7933
.6495 -.2076 .6664 .7840
.6906 -,1633 .67_6 .7653
.748_ -.1193 .6_80 ,7508
.8003 -.0687 .7011 .7306
.BSO0 -,0160 .7141 .7106
.0903 .0487 .7310 .6843
,9A89 .1173 .7476 .658Z
LOWER SURFACE
XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1171 .9960 ,0669
.0122 .3255 .709_ ,5743
.0251 .0234 .7238 .6954
.0510 -.2379 .6573 ,7981
.0755 -,3340 .63A5 .8_2
.I000 -.4057 .6150 .8618
.1504 -.4662 .6024 .8828
.2004 -.4763 .5974 ._906
.2501 -,4477 .60_1 .8786
.3002 *.4106 .6133 .8658
.3507 -,3819 .6200 ,8555
,4000 -.3470 .6297 ,8405
• 4503 -,305_ .6403 .8242
• 5000 -.2774 .6473 .813A
• 5506 -,_423 .6569 .798?
.5997 -,2024 .6678 .7819
,650Z -.1853 .6720 ,7755
,7003 -.1317 .6865 .7532
.7497 -.0936 .6944 .7409
.7998 -,0421 .7077 ,7204
.9503 -,0063 .7165 ,7068
.9000 .0263 .7254 .6929
.9483 ,1205 ,7484 .6569
C01 ,00?63 C0¢031 .00754
C02 .00756 COCOR2 ,00741
CD3 .00750 CDCOR3 .00?42
C04 .00738 COCOR4 .00733
C05 .00669 CDCOR5 .00666
5PA_WISE
XIC YlC CP 8eLIPT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.6132 .5660 .0399
.1503 -,3333 -.67A4 .5506 .9664
• 1505 -.1667 -.7020 ,_432 .9T_?
.1505 0.0000 -.6997 ,5442 ,9746
,1505 .1667 -.7053 .5630 .9764
.1505 .3333 -.7057 .542| .9760
,150S .5000 -.6690 ,5514 .9630
,4905 -.5000 *.3465 .6329 .8356
.4993 -,3333 -.3399 ,6330 .8340
.4993 -.1667 -,3339 .6349 ,|325
.4995 0,0000 -.3419 ,6312 *13e3
.4993 .1667 -.3369 .6333 .8320
.4995 ,3333 -.3357 .6350 ,8324
.499S .5000 -.2893 .6461 .|133
.7999 -,5000 -,0?80 .6902 ,7335
.7994 -.3333 -.0768 ,6986 ,7344
.7qq_ -,1667 -.0698 .7002 .7320
.7994 0.0000 -.068? .7011 ,7306
.7994 .1667 -.0653 .?024 .?286
.7994 .3333 -,0619 .7024 .7287





XlC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1,0716 ,0856 .1437
.0135 -,3085 .6424 .3209
.0271 -.5904 ,5730 .9287
,0_15 -.7?26 .5274 1.0017
.0763 -.8951 .4q68 1,0521
• 1012 -,03_5 .4858 1,0706
.1503 -.8090 .4954 1.0544
,1994 -,8124 .5168 1.0190
.250l -,6_44 .5463 .)712
.2999 -.6_52 ,5636 .9436
.3499 -.5460 .5833 .9126
• 3994 -.4390 ,5986 .8_87
.4496 -,4_25 .6146 ,_638
,4997 -,3737 .6_67 .8452
.5492 -.3140 .6416 ._222
.5999 -.2660 .6547 " *_021
.6495 -.2261 .6643 .7873
• 6996 -,i780 .6764 *7637
,748q -,1292 .68_4 .7502
• 8003 -,0755 .7025 .72_5
.8500 -.0719 .7149 .7093
,8993 ,0459 .7314 ,6836
.9489 .1163 .7497 .6549
PT 45,4207 PSI CN .2226
TT 152.1822 K CR .0036




XIC CP PsLIFT NLOC
0.0000 1,0716 .9856 .1437
• 0122 .4961 .8425 .5008
• 0251 .1959 .7683 .6253
.0510 -.0756 .?006 .7315
• 0755 -.1848 .6734 ,7734
• 1000 -.2602 .6540 .8032
.1504 -.3408 .6344 .8333
,2006 -.3667 .6277 .8436
.2_01 -.3569 ,6302 .6397
.3002 *,3340 ,6361 .8307
• 3507 -.3151 .6407 ,8235
.4000 -.2939 ,6470 .813A
.4503 -.2584 ,6554 .8010
.5000 -.2390 .6602 .7937
.5506 -.2083 .6678 .7819
.5997 -.1742 .6774 .7672
• 6502 -,163S .6798 .7634
.7003 -.1141 ,6922 .7444
.7497 -.0784 .7010 .7308
.7998 -.0298 .7138 ,7110
.8503 -.0009 ,7201 .7012
.9000 ,0276 .7_68 ,6907
.9483 ,1175 ,?SO0 .6543
CO1 .00779 CDCOR1 .00?6|
C02 ,00775 CDCOR2 ,00757
C03 .00758 CDCOR3 .OOTA7
C04 .00738 COC084 .00731
C05 .00669 CDCOR5 .00665
S8ANW_5E
XlC ¥1C CP PpLIPT RLOC
.1503 -._000 -.7365 .5376 .9851
.1505 -.3333 -.8290 .5144 h0230
.1505 *.1667 -.8808 ,5013 1.0446
.1505 0.0000 -.8999 .4954 1.0_44
.1505 .1667 -.8825 .5015 1.0444
,ISOS .3333 -.8908 ,4990 1,0484
.1505 .5000 -.8416 .3110 1.0285
.4995 -.5000 -.3745 .6264 ,0456
.AOq5 **3333 -,3712 .6263 .8458
.4995 -.1667 -._670 .6270 .8446
.4995 0.0000 -.3737 .6267 ,8432
.4995 .1667 -.3707 .6274 ._441
,4995 .3333 -.3683 .6270 .8447
.4995 .5000 -.3208 .6385 .8269
,799% -.5000 -.0858 .6963 .73|0
.7994 -.3333 -.0871 .6964 .7379
.7994 -.1667 -.0790 .6982 .7351
.7994 0.0000 -.0755 .7025 .7285
.7994 .L667 -.0735 ,6994 .7333
.7994 .3333 -,0714 ,7003 ,7318




PT 45,4207 PSI CN .3493
TT 152,1381 K CM .0070




XlC CP PeL/PT RLOC
0.0000 .9992 .9675 .2176
,0135 -.5349 .5869 *_069
.0_71 -.8088 .5189 1.0156
.0515 -I.0076 ,4695 1.0984
.0763 -1;1223 .4424 1.L4fi9
.1012 -1.1709 .4374 1.1638
• 1303 -1.2140 .4209 1.1848
,lqq4 -1.2015 .4238 1.L795
.2501 -,6888 ,5499 ,9655
.2999 -,6_Bq ,$592 *qS06
.3499 -.5826 ,5766 .9_32
.3994 -.5214 .5914 *qO00
,4496 -.4516 ,608? ,_730
• 4997 -.3993 .6218 .852?
.5492 -,3349 .6375 .82_6
.5994 -*2857 .6493 .8103
.6495 -*2412 .6509 .79_0
.6q96 -,1_93 .6711 ,7769
.?489 -,1404 .6844 .7564
,8003 -.0823 .6993 .?334
• 8500 -.0237 ,7138 .7111
.BQ3 .0448 .7303 ,6853
• 9489 .1176 ,7499 *6545
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CP P_L/PT NLgC
0.0000 .9992 ,q6?5 .2176
.O12Z ,6394 .8?84 .4341
• 0251 .3466 .805? .5641
• 0510 ,0721 .7375 .6740
• 0755 -*0466 *7089 .7187
.1000 -.IZg_ ,6894 ,748?
.1304 -,2271 .6649 .?_64
• 2004 --.2662 .6551 .8014
.2S01 -,270_ ,6335 .8040
• 3002 -,Z604 ,6575 .79?8
.3507 -.2528 .6532 .7967
.4000 -.2379 .6616 .7915
• 4503 -,2116 .6681 .7814
.5000 -.1982 .6716 .7761
.5506 -*173_ ,6?75 .7670
• 5997 -.1475 .6836 ,7576
• 6502 -,1405 ,684_ ,7556
• ?003 -,095_ .6944 ,?409
.7497 -,065_ .7030 .?277
.7998 -,0194 .714_ .7092
• 8503 .0082 .72L? .6988
.9000 .0296 *7265 .6912
.9483 .11?L .7A98 .6547
C01 .00871 COCO81 ,00854
C02 .00872 CDCOR2 ,00837
C03 .03892 C_COR3 .00868
C04 .007?5 COCOR_ .00767
C05 ,00683 C0C0R5 ,00680
SPANW[SE
X/C _IC CP P,L/PT MLOC
.1505 -.5000 -,9928 .4714 1.0951
.1505 -.3333 -1.1765 .426_ 1.1745
.150_ -,1667 -1.2219 ,4165 1.1929
.1505 0.0000 -1.2140 ,4209 1.1848
.1§05 .L667 -1.1837 .4239 1*I?93
.1505 ,3333 -1,2367 .4115 1,2021
,1505 .5000 -1.1638 ,429? t,1687
.4995 -.5000 -.4006 .6204 ,8948
.4995 -.3333 -,4006 .620b .8545
.499_ -.1667 -.3938 .6Z27 .0_13
.4995 0.0000 -,3993 .6218 *3527
,4995 .1667 -*3965 .6214 *8533
.4995 .3333 -,3q58 ,6219 .8526
.4995 ,5000 -.3453 ,634? .8328
.7996 -.5000 -,0973 .6953 .?392
.7994 -.3333 -,0969 .6976 .7361
.7994 -,1667 -.0866 ,7003 .7319
.7994 0,0000 -,0823 ,6993 .7334
.7994 .1667 -,0789 .7001 ,?322
.7994 .3333 -.0784 .7021 .?290


































































XIC CP PeLIPT qLnC
0.0000 .9046 .9439 .2891
.0122 .7513 ,9062 ,3775
• 0251 .4686 .8353 .5134
.0510 .1936 *7677 *6262
,0755 .0651 .7348 .6782
.I000 -.0256 .7120 .71371
.1504 -.1319 .6862 .7536
.2004 -.1845 .6727 .7744
.2501 -.1989 ,6706 .7776
• 3002 -.1906 ,6685 ,7808
.3507 -.2006 ,6700 ,7786
,4000 -.1931 .6716 ,7761
.4503 -.1726 ,6752 .7705
._000 -.1655 .6758 .7649
.5506 -,1453 .6826 .7592
.5Q97 -.1220 ,6883 .7503
.6502 -.1214 .6890 .7493
.7003 -.0810 .6991 ,7338
.7497 -.0530 ,7059 .7232
• 7098 -.0t10 .7175 ,?052
.8503 *0119 .7228 ,6970
.9000 .0294 ,7275 .6896
.9483 .1129 .7463 .6602
C01 .01364 C DCOR1 .01344
C02 .01348 C0¢0R2 .01308
C03 ,01273 COCOR3 ,01291
C04 ,01006 COCOR4 *00993
COS .00??1 COCOR5 ,00767
$PANW[$E
XlC YlC CP PJLIPT NLOC
.1505 -.9000 -1.1840 .4_37 1,1797
• 1505 -,3333 -1.3958 .3718 1,Z787
• 1505 -.1667 -1.4101 ,3686 1,_8_0
• 1509 0,0000 -I,3964 .3717 1.2789
• 1505 .1667 -1.3371 .5855 1.2916
.1505 ,3333 -1,4290 .5635 1.2953
• 1505 ,5000 -1.3774 ,3768 1.2688
.4995 -.5000 -.41?3 .6162 .861_
.4995 -.3333 -*_134 .6168 .8604
.4095 -,1667 -.4007 .6220 ,8524
,4995 0.9000 -.4019 .6203 .8590
.4995 .1667 -,3942 .6219 ,8529
• 4995 .3333 -,3981 .6206 .R546
,4995 .5000 -.3553 .6337 .8343
.7994 -.5000 -.1264 ,6881 ,7507
.7994 -,3383 -.1113 .6940 ,7_15
.7994 -.1667 -.0970 .6965 .7377
.7994 0,0000 -,0907 .6978 *7358
.7994 .1667 -,0843 ,6985 ,7346
.7994 .3333 -.0820 .7013 .7304




































































XlC CP PeLIPT qtOC
0.0000 .7905 .9169 .3840
.0122 .R364 .9278 .3288
,0_51 .5637 ,8597 ,4606
.0510 ._848 .7939 ,5837
.0755 .1636 .7654 ,6330
.1000 .0660 ,7374 .6742
.I50A -.0502 .7087 ,7197
.2004 -.I161 .6924 ,7440
,2501 -.1391 ,6858 ,7543
,3002 -.1454 ,6864 ,7534
.3507 -.153_ .6832 ,7587
*4000 -*1§24 ,6843 .7565
.4503 -.141_ .6851 _7554
.5000 -,1368 ,6882 ,7505
,5506 -*12§5 ,6894 .7488
.5997 -.1053 .6962 .7383
.6502 -.1097 ,6927 .7436
,7003 -.0720 *?019 *7263
,7497 -*0481 ,7084 .7194
.7998 -,0123 .?183 ,7041
.6503 *0069 .7249 *6937
,9000 *0184 .7767 ,6909
,9483 ,I000 ,7667 ,6995
C01 .02132 CDCOR1 ,02104
C02 .02067 COCOR2 *02035
C03 .01987 COCOR3 .01962
C04 .01396 COCOR4 .01379
C05 .00912 COCOR5 .0090|
SPAN_ESE
XlC _lC CP PeLIPT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -1.3243 ,3939 1,2559
• 1505 -.3333 -1.5569 .3400 1,3442
• 1505 -.1667 -I.5554 .3359 1,3530
.1505 0,0000 -1,5423 .3388 h3467
• 1505 .1667 -h4739 ,3569 1.3089
• 1505 .3333 -1.5861 *3328 1,3596
.1505 .5000 -1.5343 .3411 1.3418
,4995 -,5000 -.4285 .6145 ,6640
,4995 -.3333 -.41?4 .6194 .8564
,4995 -.1667 -.3877 .6249 .8479
• 4995 0.0000 -,3803 .6282 .8429
• 4995 ,1667 -.3649 ,6303 ,889?
.4995 .3333 -,3805 .6285 .8424
.499_ .5000 -.3430 .6360 .8308
.7994 -.5000 -.1963 .6716 ,?761
,7994 -.3333 -.1459 ,6654 ,7548
,7994 -.1667 -,1160 .6939 .7417
,79q4 0,0000 -*0994 ,6967 ,73?4
.7994 .[667 -.OBB5 .6983 ,7350
,7994 .3333 -,0849 .?OOS ,7316



































































X/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
0.0000 ,6924 *8916 ,40?9
.OIZ2 ,8970 ,94?3 ,2q25
.0251 .6486 .8804 .4302
,0510 .3709 ,8111 ,5549
.0755 .2335 .7769 .6114
.1000 .1365 .7517 .6_16
.1504 .0086 ,7213 .6993
,2004 -.0604 ,T030 ,7265
• 7501 -.0920 .6964 ,75?9
.3002 --.1086 .6923 .7442
.3507 --.1236 ,68R6 ,7499
,4000 -,1294 .6872 ,7_20
,4503 -.1195 .6918 .?450
,5000 -,L238 ,6870 ,7524
.5506 --.1175 ,6912 .?460
,5987 -.0980 .6847 .7406
.6502 -,1065 .6941 .7415
.7003 -.0794 ,699? .7528
• 749? -.0551 .?080 .?_00
,7998 -,0265 .71_ .7114
• 8503 -.0168 .7129 .7124
,9000 -.0138 ,7144 .7100
.9483 ,0624 ,7338 .67_8
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY 163
C01 ,0353? C0¢0_1 .03530
CO2 .03357 COCOR2 ,03346
C03 ,030_5 CDCOR3 .03019
C04 ,02041 COCOR4 ,02042
C05 ,01378 CDCOR5 ,01391
SPANNE$E
XlC _IC CP P;L/PT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.4207 *3636 1.2952
• 1505 -,3333 -1.6322 .1107 1.4087
.1509 -,1667 -1,6473 ,3086 1,4135
.1505 0,0000 -I.6452 .3102 1,4100
,1505 ,1667 -1.5487 .3316 1.3622
,1505 .]333 -1,6631 .3030 1,4265
• 1505 ,9000 -1,6464 .3088 1.4110
,4995 -,5000 -,4354 .6101 ,e?08
• 4985 -,3333 -,4168 .614[ ,8646
• 4995 -,1667 -.3849 ,6198 ,8_08
• 4995 0,g000 -,4525 *6049 .0706
,_99_ .1667 -.4919 ,5960 ,|927
• 4995 ,_3_S -,5009 ,5931 ,_972
• 4995 ,5000 -,3979 .6166 ,8608
• 7994 -,_000 **2639 .6551 ,8014
• 7994 -.3335 -,1918 .6721 .??55
,T994 -,1667 -.1_Z8 .6868 .7527
.7994 0,0000 -.1045 .6942 ,741_
• 7994 ,1667 1.0884 .6986 .7345
.T994 ,3333 -.0_89 ,6976 .7360







XIC CP PsL/PT _LOC
0,0000 ,6176 ,8732 ,4443
,0133 -1.1765 .4266 1.1744
.0271 -1,4218 ,36q7 1.Z82q
,0515 -1,5703 ,332| 1.3613
,9763 -1.6416 .3113 1,4074
,1012 -1.6796 ,3022 1,4283
.1503 -1,7207 ,2977 1,438q
,1994 -1.2546 ,4089 1,2070
,2501 -1,0646 .4565 1,1210
.2999 -1.0019 ,_763 1.0867
,3499 -,8091 ,4904 1,0479
,3994 -,7854 ,52A5 1,0000
*4496 -.6778 ,5527 .9610
,4997 -,5753 .5777 ,9215
,549Z -,4821 ,6010 .3850
,5994 -,4096 .6174 ._595
.6495 *,3511 ,6316 ,8376
,6946 -.2741 ,6565 .7993
,7419 -,2192 .6668 ,7834
.8003 -,1774 ,6759 .7694
,eSO0 -*1184 ,6919 ,7448
,6993 -.0860 ,69_7 ,7344
,9489 -,0437 ,7090 .7135
45,4226 PSI CN .6731
152.2829 K cq ,0028




XIC CP PeLIPT qLOC
0,0000 .6176 ,8732 .4443
• 0122 ,9403 ,9530 ,2629
• 0251 .7078 .eq60 ,3989
,0510 .4349 ,8Z83 ,5256
• 0755 ,28_9 ,7911 ,5883
,I000 ,18_5 ,7663 .6_8_
,1504 *0564 ,7358 .6766
.2004 -,0219 ,7148 .7095
• 2501 -,0638 ,7045 ,7254
.3002 -,0798 .7031 .7276
• 3507 -,I057 ,6953 ,7396
.4000 -,1115 .6946 .7407
• 4503 -.1141 *6922 ,7443
• 5000 --.1211 .6902 .747_
.5506 -.1188 ,6910 .7463
,5997 -,1091 .6921 ,7445
,6502 -.1275 .6872 .7521
.7003 -*I006 .6990 .7339
.7497 -*0341 ,7002 .7320
.7996 -.0656 .7037 ,7267
.8503 -.0632 ,7056 .7Z37
,9000 -,0874 ,6983 .7349
.9463 -,0307 ,7122 .7135
C01 .05698 C D(;OR1 .05670
CO2 *09146 CDCOR2 .05114
C03 .04582 C DCOR3 .01556
C04 .03204 CDCOR4 .03181
C05 .02414 COCOR5 ,02406
SPANWZSE
XlC YlC CP PpLIPT RLOC
.1505 -,5000 -1.5454 .3406 1.3428
.1505 -,3333 -1,7485 .Zq04 1.4563
,1505 -,1667 -1.7430 .2903 1._67
,1505 0.0000 -1.7207 ,2977 1.4389
.1505 .1667 -I.5967 ,3280 1.3702
*1505 ,3333 -1*6498 .3148 1.3994
.1505 *5000 -1,6705 .3062 1,4191
.4995 -.5000 -.4702 .6046 .8793
,4995 -,3333 -,4549 *6003 .0716
.4995 -,1667 *,5164 .5937 ,0963
.4995 0.0000 -.5753 .5777 ,9215
*4905 *1667 -.5948 .5738 .9275
.4995 .3333 -.5966 ,5733 .9203
.4995 .5000 -.5085 .5956 .0933
.7994 -.5000 -.29Z4 ,6508 ,8080
,7994 -,3333 -,2113 ,6685 .7009
,7994 -.1667 -.1639 .6028 .?589
.7994 0.0000 -,1774 *6759 .7694
,7994 *1667 -*1693 *6811 .7615
.7994 ,3333 -.1741 ,6777 .7667







PT 45.4195 P$! CH ,6942
TT 152,2804 K CH -.0213




XlC CP PsLIPT HL_C
0.0000 °5450 ,8542 ,4797
,0135 -1,2_85 ,3969 1,2296
,0271 -1,5009 ,3467 1,3300
.0515 -1;6580 .3115 1,4070
,0763 -1.7210 ,29_7 1.4366
,1012 -1.5832 ,_308 1.3640
,1503 -I.1862 ,42_2 1,1713
.1904 -l*O61Z ,4575 1.1193
.2501 -1,0046 ,4740 1,0906
*_999 -.Q_03 ,4_49 _*055_
,3499 -.8410 ,_I10 1,02_5
,3994 -.7781 .5310 ,9959
,4496 -.7013 .5460 ,9717
.4997 -.6349 *5645 ,9422
,5492 -,5_2 ,5793 ,91_9
,59_4 -.5_55 .5888 " ,9039
.6495 *,4696 ,6036 ,9809
.6996 -.4183 .6158 ,3619
,7489 -.3684 .6Z79 ,3433
.8003 -,3195 ,6404 ,3240
,8500 -,2743 ,6513 ,5072
.0991 -.2163 ,6677 .7821
,9489 -*1_52 .675§ *7696
LO#ER SURFACE
XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,5450 ,8542 ,4797
.0122 ,9764 .9617 .2367
,0251 ,7498 ,9057 .37R5
,0510 ,486Z ,8413 .5028
.0755 ,3438 ,8070 .5618
*1000 ,2369 ,7800 .6063
.1504 .0966 .7451 ,6620
,2004 ,0143 .7239 ,6953
,2501 -.0345 .7133 ,7118
,300Z -*0618 .7066 ,722_
,_$07 -.08_8 ._990 s73_9
.4000 -*1058 .6964 .737B
.4503 -,1078 ,b932 ,7428
,5000 -,i193 ,691R .7450
,5506 -,1268 .6916 .7454
,5997 -,123Z .6888 .7496
,650Z -,1410 .6851 .75_3
,7003 -,1230 ,6801 ,7491
,7497 -*|175 *6902 .7474
.799_ -,0965 .69_8 ,7380
.8503 -.1142 .6911 ,T46_
,9000 -,1457 ,6852 .7552
,94_3 -,II02 ,6943 ,7411
CO1 ,09483 COCOR1 .0842R
C02 .07912 COCOR2 .07819
C03 .07217 COCOR3 .07151
C04 ,05188 CDCOR4 .05144
C95 .04188 CDCOR5 .04158
SPANVISE
XIC YIC CP P,LIPT NL_C
.1505 -,5000 -1,4445 .3626 1.2960
*1505 -.3333 -1.3595 .3841 1.2544
,1505 -,1667 -l,ZSeo .4083 I.ZOel
,1505 0,0000 -1,186Z .4202 1.1713
,1305 .1667 -I.1590 .4335 1.1618
.1505 .3333 -1,1890 ,4263 1.1749
.1505 ,5000 -1.2292 .4154 1.1946
.4995 -,5000 -,5346 .5876 ,9058
.4995 -,3333 -,5697 .5806 .9168
,4995 -*1667 -.6201 ,5679 .936_
,4995 0,0000 -,6349 .5645 ,942Z
,4995 ,1667 -.6354 ,5627 .9451
.4995 .3333 -,6429 .5626 ,9453
.4995 .5000 -,5601 .5827 ,9135
,7994 -.5000 -,2770 ,6513 ,8072
.7994 -.3333 -,2692 ,6542 .8029
.7994 -.1667 -.3019 .6461 .0153
*7994 0.0000 -.3195 .6404 .8240
,7994 .1667 -,3137 .6422 .8212
.7994 .3333 -,30ZZ .6460 .8154




]TABLE XXVlll. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.70














XIC CP PsLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1236 .9990 .0387
,_13_ e1334 .7567 *6455
• 0271 -.1406 .6895 .7505
.0515 -.3495 ,63Q0 .8284
• 0763 -,4830 ,6065 ,8787
• 1012 -.5190 ,5966 ,8Q41
,1503 -.5310 ,5931 ,8998
.1994 -,5462 ,5894 ,9052
• Z501 -,4@99 *6007 ,8876
,2999 -,4659 .6086 ,_753
• 3499 -.4207 .6186 .8598
.3994 -.3817 .6292 .8434
• 4496 -.3321 ,6420 ,_236
,4997 -.2993 .6500 ,8114
.5492 -,2505 .6612 .7941
o5094 -,2118 ,6704 .7800
,6495 -,1796 .6782 .7679
,6996 -,1435 .6885 ,7521
,7489 -.1015 .6972 ,7386
.8003 -.0534 ,70_1 .7217
• 8500 -.0074 .7210 .7018
,8993 ,0850 ,7354 ,6791
,9489 ,1154 i7498 .6565
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP P,LIPT NLOC
0,0000 1.1236 ,9990 .0387
,0122 ,1136 ,7518 ,6532
.0251 -.2054 ,6737 ,7750
.0510 -,4396 ,6170 .8624
.0755 -.5161 .5984 .8913
.1000 -.5725 .5834 .9146.
,1504. -,6063 ,5746 .9286
• 2004 -.5867 ,5795 .9208
.E501 -,5364 ,5917 .9016
• 3002 -.4802 .6051 .8808
.3507 -,4397 .6140 .8670
.4000 -,3975 ,6253 .8494
.4503 -.3446 .6390 .8283
• 5000 -.3132 ,6466 .8166
.5506 -.2695 .6566 .8013
.5997 -.2257 .6670 .7553
.6502 -,2110 .6705 .7798
.7003 -.1487 .687_ .7541
,7497 -,1047 ,6964 ,7398
.7998 -.0472 .7097 ,7103
• 8503 -.0119 .7198 .7035
,9000 .0212 .7271 .6922
.94R3 .1241 ,?_19 .6931
C01 .00687 CDCOR1 .00683
COX 0.00000 CDCOR2 0,00000
C03 ,00677 CD¢OR3 .00672
C04 ,00676 C0¢0R4 .00672
COS ,00607 CDCOR5 ,00606
SPANVISE
Xl¢ YlC CP PeLIPT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -,4831 .6027 .8e_5
.1505 -,3333 -.52_8 .5936 .8987
,1505 -,1667 -.5476 ,5869 9091
• 1505 0.0000 -,5310 .5931 .8_96
.1505 .1667 -.5403 ,5886 ,9065
• 1505 ,3333 -.5454 .5883 ,9070
.1505 .8000 -.5130 .5955 ,8958
,4995 -.5000 -.3093 ,6446 .8197
.4995 -,3333 -.2931 .6481 .8143
.4995 -,1667 *,2941 .6495 ,8122
.4995 0,0000 -.2993 ,6500 .Rl14
.4995 ,1667 -,2982 .6474 ,8154
,4995 .3333 -,2947 .6477 .|149
.4995 .5000 -.2496 ,6604 .7953
.7994 -.5000 -.0599 .T077 .7224
.7994 -.3333 -*0622 .7071 .7233
.7994 -.1667 -.0565 .7087 ,7206
.7994 0,0000 -,0534 ,7081 .7217
.7904 .1667 -,0532 ,7093 ,7198
,7994 ,3333 -.0485 .7105 ,T181













_lC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,9R32 .9639 .Z302
.0135 .6357 .8776 ._371
,0271 ,3624 .8105 .5576
.0515 .1Z67 .7518 .6533
.0763 -.0245 .7155 .7103
.I012 -.I005 .6961 .7403
.1503 -,1731 .6780 ,7633
.L994 -.2351 ,6627 .7918
• 2501 -.2403 .6618 ,7931
• 2999 -,2432 ,6608 .7947
.3499 -,2317 ,66t8 ,7901
.3994 -.2186 .6674 ,7846
• 4496 -.1942 ,6719 ,7777
,4997 -.1807 ,6761 ,7713
,5492 -,1492 .6840 ,7591
.5994 -.IZ83 .6900 ".7497
.6495 -.lOBS ,6945 .7428
.6996 -.0826 .7015 .7320
,7489 -.0538 .7086 ,7209
.8003 --*0179 .T173 ,7075
,8500 ,0175 .7259 ,6940
.8993 .0675 .7378 ,6754
,94|9 .1115 .7480 ,6593
LDW£P SURFACE
XlC Ce P;LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .9832 .9639 ,2302
.012Z --,5347 ,5876 .90R2
• 0251 -.8320 ,51S3 1.0238
.0510 -1.0681 .456l 1.1240
.0755 -1.1627 ,4348 1,1819
.1000 -1._190 .4197 1.1893
• 1504 -1.3016 .3990 1.2281
.2004 -1.3_14 .3942 1.2372
,2501 -1,1097 .4472 1,1398
.3002 -.5773 ,5703 .9227
.3507 -.5445 ,5866 .9007
.4000 -.5057 .5965 .8041
.4503 -.4407 ,6108 ,8719
• 5000 -,3_94 ,6220 .8546
.5506 -.3445 .6357 .8334
.5997 -.2920 .6497 .8119
.6502 -,2688 .6858 .t075
.7003 -,1912 .6747 .7734
.7497 -.1392 ,6876 .7534
.7998 -.0725 .7039 .72_3
,8503 *.0260 .7152 .7107
,9000 .01?i .7256 ,6946
,9483 .1215 ,750_ .6854
C01 .009_1 C0C081 .00905
CD2 0.00000 COCOR2 0.00000
C03 .01068 COCOR3 ,01060
CD4 ,00832 CDCOR4 ,00829
COS ,00696 COCOR5 ,006q5
SPANWISE
XIC YIC CP PeL/PT HLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -.1548 .6817 .7625
,1505 -,3333 -*1761 .6765 .7705
.1505 -*1667 -.1924 .6732 ,7757
.1505 0.0000 -.1731 ,6780 .7683
,1505 .1667 -.1872 ,6737 ,7749
• 1505 ,3333 -.1873 .6737 ,7748
.|505 .5000 -.1642 .6802 .7649
,4995 -.5000 -.1790 .67T0 ,7698
,4995 -.3333 -.1723 ,6776 .7688
.4995 -,1667 -.1759 .6760 .7713
.4995 0.0000 -,1807 ,6761 .7713
.4995 ,1667 -.1771 .6775 .7690
.4995 ,3333 -,1738 .6773 .7694
.4995 .5000 -,1439 ,6839 .7591
.7994 -,5000 -,0296 .7130 ,7141
.7994 -,3333 -,0290 ,7130 ,7129
.7994 *.1667 -,0216 .7150 .7110
.7994 0.0000 -.0179 .7173 .TOTS
.7994 .1667 -.0163 .7163 ,TO90
,7994 .3333 -,0122 .7179 ,7065





XIC CP PtLIPT MLSC
0.0000 1.0647 .9841 .1517
.0135 .4965 .8442 .4991
,0271 .2157 .7755 .6154
.3515 -t0125 ,7109 ,7038
,0763 -,1663 .6808 .T639
• 1012 -,2_74 .6651 .7_0[
• 1503 -,2833 .6523 ,8079
,1994 -.3320 *6395 ,8276
._501 -,3219 ,6423 ,8232
,2999 -.3153 .6443 .g201
• 3499 -,2952 .64o6 .8120
.3904 --12738 *6548 ._040
.4496 -.2420 ,6622 ,7025
,4997 -,22_2 ,6678 ,?840
,3492 -,1831 ,6?67 ,7702
.5994 -,1562 ,6841 .7589
,6495 -.1326 .6901 .7496
,6996 -.1042 .6961 .7403
• 7489 -,07_7 .7054 ,7259
,8003 -,0301 ,7155 .7102
.8_00 .0098 ,7_47 ,6958
.8993 *0636 .7378 .67_4
• 9489 ,1136 .7502 ,6559
PT 57.9302 PSI CN -.5702
TT 112.2288 K CM -.00_1




X/C CP PeL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.0647 ,9841 ,1517
.0122 -,3296 ,6406 .8258
.0251 -,6529 .5617 ,9489
.0510 -,_748 .5081 1,0357
.0755 -.9438 ,4892 1,0673
.1000 -,9956 ,4754 1.0906
.1504 -1.0820 .4553 1.1254
.2004 -.8297 .5169 1.0212
,2501 -,7047 ,54?9 .9709
,3002 -,6217 ,5688 ,9376
,3507 -,5585 .584P ,9125
.4000 -,4968 ,5999 .8888
.4503 -,4285 ,6163 ,8834
,5000 -,3825 ,62?8 ,8455
.5506 -.3200 .6410 .8252
.5997 -.2756 ,6547 .8041
.6502 -.5510 .6610 ,7945
,7003 -,1814 ,6771 ,7697
,749? -,1310 ,6906 ,?4_8
.7990 -,0656 .7068 .7237
.8503 -.0521 .7169 .7081
,9000 .0192 ,7269 ,6925
,9483 *[530 *7527 *&519
C01 .00721 CDCOR1 .00712
CO_ 0.00000 COC0_2 0.00000
C03 .00713 COCOR3 .00?00
C04 .00692 COCOR4 .00683
CD5 ,00622 CDCOR5 ,00618
SPkNWISE
X/C YIC CP P,L/PT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.2613 .6573 ,8001
.1505 -,3333 -,2635 ,6520 ,8082
.1503 -.1667 -,2997 ,6488 .8133
.1505 0.0000 -,5833 .6523 .80?9
.1505 ,1667 -,2955 ,6489 .8130
• 1505 ,3333 -.2962 ,6489 .8130
.1505 .5000 *,2708 ,655g .8023
,4995 -.5000 -,2183 ,6693 ,7817
.4995 -,3333 -,2123 ,6693 ,7816
,4995 -.1667 *,2153 .6687 ,7826
,_995 0,0000 -,2202 ,66?8 .?840
,4995 ,1667 -.2165 ,6697 ,7810
.4995 .3333 -,2141 ,6689 ,7823
,4995 .5000 -.1780 ,6779 ,7683
,7994 -.5000 -,0401 ,7137 ,7131
,7994 -,3333 -,0416 .7137 .7131
,7994 -.1667 -.0331 ,7169 .7080
.7994 0.0000 -,0301 .7153 .7102
• 7994 *1667 -,0286 ,7163 .?087
,7994 ,3333 -,0252 ,71T7 ,7068






X/C CR PpL/PT RL_C
0.0000 1,115Z ,9966 .0697
.013_ .3205 .8009 .5738
.0271 .0337 .7296 .6082
• 0515 -,1806 .6777 ,7687
.0763 -.3239 .6426 .8227
• 101E -.3762 .6291 ._436
.1503 -,4092 .6202 .3573
.1994 -.4642 ,61Z7 .8689
.2501 -.4143 .6101 ._591
.2999 -.3051 .6138 .8517
.3699 -.3621 .6323 .8386
.3904 -.3305 .6403 .3264
.A%96 -,2903 ,6496 .8120
._997 -.Z63% .6565 .8014
.549Z ".2ZlO .6671 .7851
.5094 **1891 .6758 .7724
.6495 -.1618 .5820 .7621
.6996 -.1Z6% .69Z2 .7466
.7469 -.0883 .7017 .7317
,8003 -.0_24 .7134 .7135
• 8500 -,0005 .7246 .6965
• |993 .0575 .7374 .6760
.q469 .1133 .7501 .6560
PT 57.9333 PSI CN -.1392
TT 112.0056 K ¢_ ".000_




XIC CP PPLIPT MLnC
0,0000 1.1152 .q966 .0697
,0122 -.0931 .6990 .7359
,0251 -.4161 .6186 .8595
.0510 -,6606 .5646 .9446
.0755 -.7031 .5693 .9687
.1000 --,7590 ,5162 .9930
.1504 -.7709 .5310 .9981
.2006 -.7109 .5471 .q723
.Z501 -.6169 ,56_6 ,9412
.3002 -.5538 .58%7 .9126
.3507 -,5004 .5g32 ,8918
,4000 -.4%56 *6119 .8702
.4503 -.3863 .6259 ,8685
.5000 -,3679 .6356 .8335
.5506 -.2994 .6477 .8140
.5097 -,1525 .6597 ,7966
.6502 -.2336 .6643 .7893
,7003 -.1668 .6827 .7610
,7497 -.1173 .6966 ,7427
.7998 -*0556 ,7102 ,71_
.8503 -.0166 .7205 .7025
.9000 ,0195 .7281 ,6906




PT 57,932? PS! CN -.0171
TT 112,1940 K C_ ,0009




XI_ _P P#LtPT flLOC
0.0000 1.1238 .99q2 ,0329
,0135 .1229 .75Z7 .6518
.0271 -,1613 ,_822 .7610
,3515 -.3610 ,6317 .8396
.0763 -.4951 .59_3 .891%
.1012 -.5332 .5889 ,0060
,1503 -.5435 .5800 ,0058
.1996 -,5560 .5866 .9132
.2501 -.5067 ,5968 ,3938
.2999 -.4735 .6045 ._817
.3699 -.&256 ,6177 .8612
.3994 -.3_65 .6279 .5655
.4696 -.3397 .6400 ,SZb8
.4997 -.3016 .64o6 .5120
.5492 -.2531 .6620 .7_29
.5994 -*2151 .6713 .7786
,6495 -,1814 .6796 .7662
.6996 -.1431 .6_a5 ,7511
,7%89 -.1016 .6984 ,736q
.0003 -,0550 .7111 .7171
.0500 -.OOBI .7222 .6998
.8993 .0554 .7368 ,6770
.9489 .1161 ,7520 .6531
LnWER SURFACE
XlC CP PJL/PT _L_C
0,0000 1.1258 .9092 ,0329
.0122 ,1263 .7536 .650%
.0251 --.1_q2 .6753 .77_5
.0510 -.4265 06155 .8666
.0755 -,5059 .5956 .8956
,1000 -.5656 ,5810 .9185
.1504 -.5992 .5754 .92?3
.2004 -.5017 ,5780 ,9231
.2501 --.5318 .5Q06 .903_
.3002 -,4778 ,6034 0883%
.3507 -.4372 .6148 ,8657
.%000 -.3961 .6255 .8491
.6503 -.3439 .6380 ",829@
.5000 -.3112 ,6472 ,8156
.5506 -.2692 ,65_0 ,7990
.5Q97 -.226% .6685 .7820
.6502 -,2_10 .6721 .7774
.7003 -.1468 ,6876 .753§
.7497 -.1036 .697q .7376
.7998 -.048_ .7127 .7146
,_503 -.0128 .7211 .701_
*qO00 .0210 *7284 .6902





XIC CP _LIPT _LOC
0.0000 1,0700 .o8_4 .1653
.0135 -,3387 .6394 .8Z77
,0Z71 -.6093 .5722 .9326
.0515 -_7807 .5Z74 1.0040
.0763 -,9218 ,4944 1.0584
,1012 -.9443 .4884 1.0696
.1503 -.9239 .4937 1.0597
,1994 -.8189 .5200 1.01bO
.2501 -.6962 .5491 .9691
,2999 -.6269 .5666 .9415
.3%99 -.5514 .5660 .9107
._996 -.6001 .6006 .8877
,%496 -.%215 .6183 .8602
,4997 -.3752 .6292 .8%3_
._492 -.3130 ,6%%5 .3199
.5996 -.2648 .6561 .8020
.64q5 -,2245 .6661 *7865
.6996 -,1768 .6779 .7684
.7489 -.1287 ,6903 ,7493
.8003 -.07_? .7036 .7287
.0500 -.0179 .7170 .7079
.R993 ,0495 .7333 .6825
,0%89 .1180 .7507 .6550
PT 57.9373 PSI CN .2326
TT 112,1077 K C_ ,00_5




X/C CP P_L/PT _L_C
0.0000 1.0700 .9854 .1455
.0122 .5057 ,8470 .49%1
.0251 .1985 .7710 .6226
.0510 -.0690 .7048 .7260
,0755 -.i724 .6792 ,7664
.I000 -.2653 .660q .7947
.1504 -.3316 .63_8 .82?1
.200% -.355g .6341 .835_
.2501 -.3470 .6353 .83%0
.3002 -.3236 .6613 *82%8
,3507 -.30_3 .6459 .8_77
.4000 -.2862 .6509 ,809_
,4503 -.2_07 .6604 ,7956
.5000 -*_323 ,664% .7891
,5506 -,2010 ,672! .7774
.5997 -.1689 .6798 .7655
.6502 -.1661 .6flOb 07663
.7003 -.1083 .6968 .7%_3
.7497 -.073% .7039 .7283
.7998 -,0237 .7159 .70_b
.8_03 .0058 .722_ .6_8
.9000 .0255 .7276 .6917
.9_83 ,1221 .7510 .6532
ORIGINAL PACE I_
OF POOR QUALITy 167
CD1 .O070B COCOR1 .00700
C02 0,00000 COCOR2 0.00000
C03 ,00788 COCOR_ .00???
C04 .00680 COCOR4 *0067_
CO5 .00610 COCOR8 .00600
SPAN_ESE
XlC Y/C ¢P P.LIPT NLOC
,150_ -._000 -.3778 ,6308 ,8410
.150_ -.3338 -.4042 .6237 ,851g
.1505 -.166? -.4225 .6201 *b_76
.150_ 0,0000 -.4092 .6202 .8573
.150_ .1667 -.%_09 ,6202 08574
.1505 ._333 -.4206 .6197 .8582
.1505 .SO00 -.3921 .6275 .8461
.499_ -.5000 -.2615 .6898 .796%
.699_ -.3333 -.2518 .6618 *7932
.4991 -.1667 -.2558 ,661% .7938
,%99_ 0.0000 -.263% 0656_ ,801A
.4995 .1667 -.Z591 .6603 .7955
,499_ ,3333 -.2569 .6611 .7943
.499_ *5000 -.2160 .67_2 ,7788
.799% -.5000 -.0507 ,7115 .7164
.7996 -.3838 -.0538 ,70qq .7100
.7994 -.1667 -.0471 .7123 ,71_3
.7994 0.0000 -.0%24 .7136 ,7135
.799_ .1667 -*0%15 .7138 .7129
.7004 .3333 -.0376 ,7138 .7130
.799% ,5000 -.0443 .7130 .7142
C01 ,0_704 COCOR1 .00696
C02 0.00000 CDCOR2 0.00000
CD3 .00694 CDCOR3 .00681
C04 ,00681 CDC086 ,006?3
C05 ,00618 CDCOA5 ,00613
SPAN_ISE
X/C YIC CP P_t/FT RLOC
• 1508 -._000 -,4965 .600% ,8882
.1505 -.3333 -.5336 ,5899 .9045
• 1505 -.1667 -.560T ,5847 .9126
,1505 0,_000 -,5435 ,5800 ,q058
• 1503 .1667 -.5556 .5050 *glog
• L50S .3333 -.5544 .9848 .9125
• [505 ,5000 -,5250 ,5985 ,8980
,_995 -,$000 -,3116 ,6%72 ,0157
• 4995 --.3393 -*2947 .6511 *80@6
,4995 -,1667 -.2987 ,6489 .0131
,4995 0,0000 -.3016 ,6406 .0120
.4995 .1667 -,2992 .6501 ,8111
,_90_ .3333 -.2954 .6510 ,OOqg
._995 .5000 -*2526 ,6b02 .795?
,799% -.5000 -,0604 ,7082 .7100
.7094 --*3333 *.0624 ,7101 .7187
• T904 -.1667 -.0583 .7101 .7187
.7994 0.0000 -.0550 ,7111 ,7171
.799% .1667 -*0526 ,7111 .7170
,7004 .8333 -.0500 .71_1 .7160
,7994 .8000 -,0548 _7100 .7174
C01 ,00705 CDCOR1 .00701
C02 0.00000 COC0_2 0.00000
CD3 ,00920 CDCOR3 ,00918
C04 .00687 CDCOR% ,00684
C05 .00613 C0¢0R5 .00611
SPkNNISE
_IC YIC CP P_L/PT RLOC
.[505 -,8000 -*7790 .530% .9092
.1505 -,333_ -.8670 ,5068 1.03Tq
.150_ -,1667 -,01_1 .4971 1.0_30
.1505 0,0000 -,9239 .4937 1,0897
.150_ .1667 -,9129 ,4076 1.0535
.1505 ,3333 -,9211 ,%934 1,0602
.1505 .8000 -.8570 ,5114 1,0302
.40_5 -,5000 -,3825 .6180 ,845A
,4995 -,3339 -.3682 .6315 ,8399
,4995 -.1667 -.3693 .629% ,8431
.6905 0,0000 -.3?52 .6292 ,843%
.4999 .1667 -.3723 .6305 ,8415
,4995 ,3333 -.3695 ,6311 .0405
.%095 .5000 -,3183 ,6%Zl ,8236
.7906 -.PO00 -.0791 .7011 ,7325
,799% -.3333 -,082% ,?024 .?306
,799% -.1667 -.0760 ,70%6 .72?2
,799% 0,0000 -,0737 .?0_6 .7287
.799% ,1667 -.0723 .70E6 ,?2qq
,7994 ,3333 -,0696 ,70_6 ,?287





XIC CP PpL/PT HLOC
0.0000 .9951 .9666 .2212
.0135 -,5510 .5841 .9136
.0271 -.8093 .5190 1.0178
• 0515 -1.0141 .4691 1.1016
.0763 -1.1362 .440% 1.1519
.1012 -1.1716 .4317 1.1678
,1503 -1.2266 .41bZ 1.1978
.199% -1.25%3 .4115 1.2045
.2501 -.7458 .5355 .9909
.2999 -*62%_ .5663 .9416
,3490 -.577I ,5709 ,92!e
,3994 -,5228 .5936 ,9988
• 44_6 -.A521 .6121 .8699
,4997 -.4015 .6235 ,8523
.5492 -,3360 ,6399 '8269
• 599% -.2858 .653% .8061
,6%95 -.2417 .6642 .7895
.b_96 -.19Z; .ST7Z .7696
,7489 -,1396 ,6aB3 ,75_3
.8003 -.0817 ,7032 ,7294
.8500 -.0244 .7169 .7081
,8993 ,0458 .7340 ,6813
.9489 .1182 ,7517 ,6535
PT 57.9276 PS| CN ,3599
TT 111.8700 K CA' ,00_




XlC CP P_LI_T qLDC
0,0000 ,9951 *q666 .Z21Z
.0122 .6448 .8800 ,4323
,0251 ,3446 ,8052 ,5665
.0710 .0756 ,7390 .6736
*0755 -,0369 .7119 .7158
.1000 -.1190 ,6916 .7473
,1504 -,2206 ,6674 ,7876"
.200% -.2601 .6570 .8007
.2501 -,26_9 *6544 ,0047
.3002 -.2531 .6581 .7990
,3507 -,2467 ,660% .7953
,4000 -,2328 ,6670 ,7884
,_503 -,2053 ,6727 ,7764
,_000 -,1932 ,6749 ,7733
.5506 -.1671 ,6816 ,7627
,5097 -.1402 .6891 .7711
.6502 -.1417 .6888 .7517
.7003 -,0_89 ,7024 .7306
.7497 -.0_75 .7085 .7211
.7g98 --.0113 .7207 *7026
,8503 ,0126 .7260 .6939
,9000 ,0275 ,7295 .6884





_lC CP P,LIPT _L9_
0.0000 .8976 .9627 ._22
.0135 -,7393 .5377 .9906
*0271 -I.0280 .466_ 1.1054
.0515 -I,i_78 .%259 1,1779
,0765 -1.3172 .3967 1,232%
.i012 -1.3509 ,3874 1.2503
.1_03 -I*_I_8 .3728 1.2791
.1994 -1.4498 ,3612 1.3022
.2501 -1.4591 .3586 1.3076
.2999 -,9694 .4796 1.0852
,3499 -.5330 ,5882 ._071
,3994 -,%738 .6042 ,8822
.4%96 -,439% .6146 ,8660
,4997 -,3938 .6233 .8526
.5492 -.3_61 ,6362 .032§
,5994 -.2887 ,6483 -.81%0
.6495 -,2485 .6602 .7957
,6996 -,1966 .6725 .7768
.7489 -,1473 ,6863 ,7555
.8003 -,ORS% .7003 .7339
._500 -.0270 .7i46 .7116
,8993 .0437 .7317 ,6873
,_%89 .1122 ,7479 .6594
PT 57.9411 PSI CH .%974
Tr 112.1936 K CN .0093




XlC CP P_LIPT NL_C
0,0000 .8976 .94_7 *_gZ2
.0122 .7611 .9083 ,37%1
,0251 .4710 .8373 ,5114
.O_lO ,2019 ,7702 ,6240
.0755 ,0803 ,7414 .6690
.I000 -.0060 .7196 ,7039
.1504 -.1195 .69_7 .7%56
.2004 -.1710 .6779 .7684
.2701 -.18_1 .6735 ,7752
• 300_ -.1880 .67_7 .7765"
.3807 -*1903 .6731 .7758
.4000 -.1817 .6764 ,7707
.4503 -.1614 .6030 .7606
,5000 -.1550 .6823 .7616
.5506 -.1351 .6861 .7778
.5997 -.1135 .6917 .7471
.6502 -.1199 .6910 ,7468
.7003 -.0696 .7038 ,7284
.7497 -.04%1 ,7117 .7162
• 7998 -.00_ .7211 .7016
.8503 .0193 .7261 .6038
.9000 ,0208 .7280 .6907
.9483 .1203 .749g .6563
C01 .ooszo Co¢OR_ .008;3
CO_ 0,00000 cocoRz 0.00000
C03 .00926 ¢0¢0R3 .00916
C04 ,03741 COCOR4 .00737
C05 ,0_649 CD¢OR5 ,00648
5PAN_|SE
XIC YIC CP P_LtPT RLOC
.1505 --.5000 --1.0570 ,4640 |,_|02
,1505 -.3333 -1.1988 .%281 1.1?39
• 1505 -,1667 -1.2392 .4191 1,1905
.1505 0.0000 -1.2_66 .%162 1.|9_
.1505 ,1667 -1.2070 .%273 1.175_
.1505 .3)33 -1.2522 .%150 1.!980
.1505 .5000 -1.1825 .%330 1.1671
.%995 -,5000 -,4H8 ,6210 ,8_62
,%995 -.3333 -.3959 .6237 .8519
.4995 -.1667 -,3q64 .623g .8516
.%995 0,0000 -.%015 ,6235 .8523
,6995 ,1667 -.3984 ,62%3 .8511
.%995 .3333 -.3963 .6237 .0S20
,%995 *5000 -,3%39 .6360 .8316
.7994 -,SO00 -,0938 .6987 .7363
.7994 -.3333 -,0950 ,698_ .7367
.799% -,1667 -.0846 ,7020 ,7313
.799% 0.0000 -,0817 .7032 ,7294
.7996 ,1667 -.0799 .7021 .7310
,7994 .3333 -.0702 .70Z6 .7303
,7996 ,5000 -.0828 .7024 ,7306
C01 .01377 COCOR1 .01367
C02 0.00000 COCOR2 0.00000
C03 ,01%89 COCOR3 ,01480
C04 .01072 COCOR4 ,01065
C05 .00046 COCOR5 .00846
SPANVI5E.
XIC YIC CP P,LIPT ML_C
.1505 -.5000 -1.2898 .4020 1.2223
.1505 -.3333 -1.4323 .3735 1.Z775
.1507 -.1667 -1.4389 .3695 1.2856
• 1505 0.0000 -1.%180 .3728 1.2791
.1505 .1667 -1.3796 .3790 1.2651
,150_ .3333 -1,4652 .3655 1.2936
,1505 ,5000 -1,402_ .3785 1,2678
.4995 -.5000 -.4%03 ,6163 .8654
,4995 -.3333 *.4119 .6218 .8549
.%995 -.1667 -.4013 .6235 ,8523
,4995 0.3000 -.3938 ,6233 ,8526
,%995 .1667 -,4008 .6260 .8484
,4995 .3333 -.3079 .62_2 .0%96
.%995 .5000 -,3%07 ,636% ,8323
.7994 -.5000 -.1132 .6931 ,7450
.799% -.3333 -.1068 .6949 .7421
.7994 -,1667 -.0931 .6998 .7346
.7994 0.0000 -.0854 .7003 .7339
,799% .1667 -.082_ .7007 .7333
.7994 .3333 -.0803 .7015 .7320





XIC CF P*LIPT _LOC
0.0000 .7812 .9152 ,35q0
,0135 -,9161 .4959 1,0560
.0271 -1.22Z3 .4241 1.I812
.0515 -1.3791 ,3849 1.2551
.0763 -1._646 ,3790 1,30_8
.I012 -I._060 .3519 1,3215
.1503 -1.5579 ,3363 1.3§44
.1994 -1,5893 .3263 1.3761
.2501 -I.6099 .3230 1.3833
,2_99 -1,%122 ,3726 1,2794
.349_ -.8259 .516% 1.02_0
,3994 -,6062 .5706 .9349
,%496 -,4270 .6134 ,8679
.%997 -.3562 .6311 .8%05
,5402 -.3146 ,64_6 .8227
.599% -.2833 ,6519 .8085
,6405 -.2472 .6613 ,7940
,6996 -.1_61 ,67L4 .7784
.7489 -,1465 ,6841 ,7588
,8003 -.0886 ,69_3 .?370
,8500 -,0334 ,7141 .7125
,8993 ,0345 ,7301 ,6877
,9%89 .1009 ,7470 *6608
PT 57.9457 PS! CN .61%7
TT 111.8%97 K CN .0111




X/C CP P_L/_T MLOC
0.0000 .7812 .9152 .3509
,0122 .8467 ,930_ .3232
• OZSl .5?78 .8653 .%605
,0510 .3062 .7984 ._778
.0755 .1760 .?644 .6332
.1000 ,0849 .7433 .6668
.1504 -.0388 ,7115 .7165
.Z004 -.008_ ,6057 .7%00
.2501 -.1270 .6893 ,?509
,3002 -,1341 .6881 ,?527
,350? -,1%28 .6854 ,7569
,4000 -,1440 .6049 .7576
.4503 -,L282 ,6876 ,7534
.5000 -.1266 ,6081 ,752?
,5506 -.1109 ,6930 .7%51
• 5997 -.0933 .6987 .7365
.6502 -*1055 ,6q62 .7%02
.7003 -,0603 ,7051 .726_
,7407 -.0360 .7115 .7165
.?998 ,0024 ,?208 .?020
,8_03 .0178 .726? .6928
.9000 ,0106 ,7262 .6936
,9%83 .1071 ,7486 ,658%
CD1 ,02482 COCOR1 .02%70
CD2 0.00000 COCOR2 0,00000
C03 ,03361 COCOR3 .03356
C04 .01743 COCOR4 ,01738
C05 ,01275 CD¢ORS ,0128%
SPA_NISE
X/C ¥/C CP PeL/PT NLOC
.1505 -,5000 -1.4121 .3736 1.2773
.1505 -,3333 -1,5570 ,3346 1.3580
.1505 -.1667 -1.5819 .3321 1.3634
,1505 0,0000 -1.5579 ,3363 1,3544
.1505 .1667 -1.5162 .3479 1.3297
.1505 ,3333 -1.5012 *3286 1*3700
.1505 .5000 -1,5597 .3376 1.3516
4005 -.5000 -.4691 ,6030 *0826
4095 -,3333 -.4130 .6189 ,8594
4995 -,1667 -,3681 ,6_77 ,8458
4905 0.0000 -.3562 .6311 .8405
%905 ,1667 -.3508 .6332 ,8373
4995 .3333 -,3616 ,6510 .8394
4095 ,5000 -,3339 .6562 .8526
?994 -.5000 -.1515 .6020 .?609
,799% -.3333 -.1260 .6800 .7528
?99% -,1667 -.lOZ8 ,6023 *7%63
7994 0,0000 -,0006 ,6083 ,7370
,7904 .1667 **0839 .6096 ,7350
7994 .3333 -.0799 .6905 .73_1






XlC CP P,L/PT MLOC
O,O000 ,7112 o8951 ,4020
• 0135 -1.0191 o4661 1.1066
eOZ71 -1,3155 ,$gb7 1,23Z4
,O_IS -1,4?72 ,35_0 1.3149
• 0763 -1,568Z .33Z3 1,3b$0
• 1012 -1.6127 ,3243 1,3804
,1503 -1*b451 ,3105 1,4113
,1994 -1,6906 ,3011 1o4329
• ZSOl -1.6773 ,3016 1._318
,2999 -1,07_7 ,4515 1,1321
,3499 -.9405 .48B0 1,0692
,3994 -,8258 ,5152 1,0Z39
• 449& -.6740 *5503 ,9670
,4997 -,5130 45915 .qOZO
,5492 -,30&4 46200 ,_576
• 5994 -*3230 .6371 ,8312
• 6495 -.2514 ,6560 48021
,6996 -.1938 .6721 ,7774
• 7409 -,1448 ,&832 ,7603
,8003 -.0873 .6972 .7386
,8_00 -,O_R5 .70m5 ,7211
,_993 .0205 ,7236 ,6976
,9489 ,ObS& .?354 ,679Z
' PT 57,9455 PSI CN ,6811
TT 112,344B K CN " ,0115




XIC CP PwL/PT ML_C
0.0000 ,7112 ,8951 .4020
,01Z2 .9057 ,9442 .285_
,OZS1 ,6615 ,8846 ,42_2
,OPlO ,3786 .8142 ,5513
,0755 ,Z490 ,7820 .6047
,1000 ,1521 ,7595 ,6414
• 1504 ,020b ,7243 ,6965
,Z004 -,048_ ,7080 ,7_18
,Z501 -.0848 ,6977 ,7378
,3002 -,0973 ,6952 ,7417
• 3507 -,1120 .6929 .7452
• 4000 -.1218 ,6898 .7501
,4_03 -,1125 ,bg02 .7494
• 5000 -*$163 46901 .74q6
,5506 -*1061 ,6923 ,7462
.5997 -*0g70 *6935 ,7443
,6502 -,[_26 .6q05 ,7489
• 7003 -,0687 ,7031 ,7295
,7497 -*051q .7062 ,7246
,7q98 -.016_ ,7149 .71_2
• 8503 -*0133 .7148 .7114
.9000 -.0220 .7130 ,7141
,9483 ,0536 .7316 .6851
COt *04190 COCQR1 *04Lt9
CD2 0,00000 CDCOR2 0.00000
CD3 ,06864 CDCOR3 ,06826
C04 ,02712 COCOR4 ,02664
COS .0!871 COCOR5 ,01852
SPAHVISE
XIC YIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -1,9014 ,3466 1,332_
.1505 -,3335 -t,6SZ5 ,1083 1.4tbZ
,1505 *.1667 -1,6638 ,3071 1,_191
,1505 0,0000 -1,6451 ,3105 1,411_
• L505 *L667 -t,Sge8 .3Z24 1._845
,150S .3333 -1.6729 .3033 1.4279
,1505 ,5000 -I,6612 ,3078 1,4176
,4q95 *.5000 -,4903 .5q59 ,IqS1
,4995 ".3533 -,4219 ,6134 ,8678
,4995 "*1667 -,4416 ,6063 .87|9
,499§ 0,0000 -,5130 .sq15 .q020
.4995 *1667 -,9821 .5730 ,9310
,4995 ,333S -.$649 ,5778 ,9254
,4995 .5000 -4433Q ,6083 ,675e
,7994 *.5000 -,2170 *6640 ,7898
,7994 -.3333 -,1614 ,6781 ,7601
• 7994 -.16_7 -*I_19 ,bg15 ,7474
,79g4 0,0000 -,0873 ,697Z ,7386
,7994 ,1667 -,0805 ,69§0 .7374
,79_4 .3333 -,0778 ,6989 ,7360
,7994 *$000 -,00b$ .6978 ,7576
" ,"_4L
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XIC CP P,LIPT _LOC
0,0000 1,1353 .99?6 .05R?
• 0135 ,1490 ,7340 ,6791
,0271 -,1382 ,6574 *7975
,9515 -,3582 ,5991 ,8874
,0763 -,4961 ,5613 .9467
,1012 -.5594 ,5447 ,9731
• 1503 -,5962 ,5347 .9893
.1994 -.6192 .5295 ,9977
,2501 -.5534 ,5479 ,96_1
• 2999 -,5186 ,5574 ,9529
• 3499 -*4576 ,5739 *9267
,3994 -.4161 .5853 .0090
.4496 -.3000 .6153 .8623
.4997 -.3233 .6095 .5713
.5492 -.2691 ,6230 ,5504
.5994 -.2300 ,6348 ,3322
.6495 -,lO54 .6439 .3182
• 6996 -.1528 .6545 .8018
.7489 -,1081 ,6662 ,7839
.8003 -.0594 .6796 ,7634
.8500 -.0121 ,6924 .7439
• 8993 ,0533 .7092 ,7177
,9489 *1193 .7295 .6893
PF 29.6332 PSl CN -.0221
TT 220.9377 K CN ,0006




XIC CP P, LIPT qLOC
0.0000 1.1353 ,9996 *0597
,0122 .1577 .7363 ,6755
• 0281 -,1561 ,6526 ,8048
.0510 -.4185 ,5830 .912Y
.0758 -,5187 .5553 .9563
.1000 -,5991 .5341 ,9902
,1504 -.6823 .5117 1,0268
,2004 -,65_4 ,5190 1.0147
,2501 -,8904 ,5380 ,9839
.3002 -,5269 .5852 ,9565
,3507 -.4744 ,5695 ,9338
,4000 -.4269 .5824 .9135
.4503 -,3680 .5972 .8904
.5000 -.3342 .6066 ,_758
.550b -,2866 .6183 ,8596
,5997 -,2394 ,6323 ,8361
.6502 -,2102 .6400 .8242
.7003 -,1559 .6537 ,8031
.7497 -,1092 .6689 .7843
,7908 -,0514 .6817 .7602
.8_03 -,0121 .6924 ,7437
• 9000 .0367 ,7048 .7246
.9483 ,1221 .7282 .6882
C01 .00818 C0¢081 ,00810
C02 .00825 COCOR2 ,00813
C03 ,00628 COCOR3 ,OOSle
C04 ,00785 COCOR4 .00999
C05 ,00703 CD¢OR5 ,00701
SPANWIS£
XIC YIC CP P_LIFT NLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -.5255 ,5549 .0568
.1505 -.3333 -,6067 ,5333 ,9916
01503 -,1667 -,5983 ,5357 ,9596
.1505 0,0000 -,5962 ,5347 ,9e03
.1505 ,1669 -,6226 .5291 ,9084
• 1508 ,3333 -.6053 .5336 .9910
.1505 .5000 -.5883 ,5384 ,9833
.4995 -.5000 -.3200 .6092 .8717
,4995 -,3333 -,318? .6103 ,8700
,4995 -.1667 -.3160 ,6100 ,8?05
,4995 0,0000 -,3253 .6095 ,8?|3
.4995 ,1667 -.3183 ,6099 ,8910
.4995 ,3338 -.3157 .6111 ,8688
,4995 ,5000 -,2857 ,6181 ,SSSO
,7994 -,5000 -,0686 ,6962 ,7686
.7994 -,3333 -,0720 ,6764 .9682
,7994 -.L667 -*0643 .6784 .7652
,?994 0.0000 -,0594 ,6796 .?634
.7994 .|669 -,0565 ,6704 ,7636
,7904 ,3333 -.0573 ,6804 ,9622





Xl; CP P,L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1,0351 ,9707 ,2063
• 3135 ,6161 .85_3 ,4719
.0271 .3322 .7837 .6000
• 0_15 ,1041 .7213 .6989
• 0763 -.0489 .6808 .7615
• 1012 -*1287 .6604 .7928
• 1503 -.2062 .6375 .8280
.1994 -,2684 .6219 ,8521
.Z501 -.27_7 .6184 .5575
.2999 -.2767 .6202 .8547
• 3499 --.2626 .6231 ,8502
.3994 -.2499 ,6254 .8467
.4496 -*2268 .6332 .8346
.4997 -.2056 .63_4 ,_267
.5492 -*1712 ,6467 .8139
.5994 -,1498 ,6524 ._051
,6495 -.1292 ,6585 ,7957
.6996 -.1004 .6656 .7846
.7489 -.0692 ,6740 .77L9
.8003 -.0325 ,6851 .7549
.8500 ,0045 ,6943 .7407
• 8993 .0552 .7080 .7196
.9489 ,1124 .7226 ,6969
PT 29.4648 PSI CN -,4189
TT 220.4511 K CH -,0052




XlC CP P_LIPT HL_C
0.0000 1.0351 ,9707 .2063
.01_2 -,4002 ,5863 ,9074
,0251 -.6901 ,5114 1.0273
• 0510 -.9254 ,445_ 1,1391
.0755 -1.0296 ,4186 1,1883
.1000 -1.1063 .3996 1,22_8
,1504 -1,1917 .3732 1.2751
.2004 -1,2450 ,3606 1,3004
,2501 -1.2715 ,3494 1.3236
.3002 -1.30_3 ,3446 1,3338"
.3507 -1,0309 .4175 1.1903
.4000 -,6263 .5243 1.0061
.4503 -,4334 ,5780 .9204
.5000 -,3268 ,6050 .8768
.5506 -.2807 .61?3 .8591
• Sqq? -.2444 .6270 .8442
.6502 -,2210 ,6339 .8335
.7003 -,17_Z .6466 .8141
.7497 -.1229 ,6596 .7941
.7095 -,0655 .6763 ,7684
.8503 -,0200 .6878 ,?JOB
,9_00 ,0290 ,?010 .7305
,9483 ,I172 .9239 .6949
C01 ,01946 COCOR1 ,01919
C02 ,01888 CDCOR2 ,01841
C03 .01810 COCOR3 ,01768
C04 ,01387 COCOR4 ,01366
C08 ,01100 COCOR5 ,01084
SPANMISE
XlC YIC CP %LIFT NLOC
*1505 -.5000 -.2010 ,6389 ,8259
,1505 -,3333 -.2268 .6313 ,8376
.1505 -.1667 -,2237 .6341 ,8332
.1508 0.0000 -.2062 ,6375 ,8280
.1505 .1667 -.2296 ,6312 ,8397
,1505 .3333 -,2251 ,6317 .8369
.1505 ,5000 -.2110 .6395 ,0280
.4995 -,5000 -.1920 ,6415 ,8219
,4995 -,3333 -,2016 ,6302 ,8254
.4995 -.1669 -,2000 ,6395 ,8250
,4995 0,0000 -.2056 .6384 ,8267
.4995 .1667 -.2026 ,6387 .8262
,4995 .3333 -,1989 .6400 .8242
.4995 .5000 -,1746 .6463 ,8145
,7994 -,5000 -.0535 ,6799 ,7629
,7994 -,3333 -.0511 ,6807 ,9617
.7994 -.1667 -,0382 .6831 ,7580
,7994 O,O000 -,0325 ,6851 ,7549
,7994 ,1667 -,0290 .6864 ,7528
.7994 ,3333 -,0250 ,6_77 ,7510





XlC CP PeLIPT qLOC
0.0000 1,0982 .9877 .1330
,013fl ,4757 *_217 ,536_
,0271 .1872 .7442 .6632
• 0518 -.0410 .6834 ,7575
,0763 -.1881 ,6443 .5176
.1012 -,2615 .6240 ,8488
.1503 -,3264 .6065 ,8760
.!994 -.3761 .5936 ,8959
• 2501 -.3648 .5968 .8909
• 2999 -.3601 .5975 ,8900
,3499 -,3307 ,6052 .5779
.3994 -.3071 .6121 ,_672
,4496 -.2731 ,6218 .8523
,4997 -.2467 .6282 ,8423
,5492 -,2047 .6404 .8235
• 5Q94 -*lR04 .6463 *_145
.6498 -,1523 ,6859 ,8032
,6996 -,1198 .660q ,7921
.7489 -,0847 ,6705 ,7774
,8003 -,0421 ,6825 ,7589
.8500 .0007 ,6932 ,7424
.8993 .0561 .?oqo .7180
• 9489 ,1149 .7243 .6943
PT 29,4674 PSI CN -,2763
TT 220.4499 K CM -*0051




X/C CP PsL/_T NLQC
0,0000 1,09_2 .987? ,1330
,0122 -,2193 ,6363 ,8299
.0251 -,5103 .55?8 ,9522
• 0510 -.?626 ,4907 1.0618
,0755 -,8677 ,4629 1.1092
.1000 -.9331 .4444 1.1416
,1304 -1,0435 ,4147 1.1956
,2004 -1.0_40 ,4018 1.2197
,2501 -1,1258 ,3936 1,2354
,3002 -I,0408 ,4154 1.1942
,3507 -.4917 ,5621 ,9494
.4000 -,43_8 ,5770 ,9220
• 4503 -.4013 .5875 .q054
,5000 -*3673 .5960 .8922
,5506 -.3192 .6009 ,q?06
,599? -.2912 ,6220 ,8518
.6502 -,2333 .6320 .8365
,?003 -,1753 .6460 ,8149
,7497 -,1258 ,6895 .?943
,799_ -.0635 ,6768 ,?6??
.8503 -,0L58 *6888 .?492
.9000 ,0357 .?036 .?264
,9483 .L225 .?264 ,6911
ORIGINAL PACE IS
.OF POOR QUALITY 171
C01 ,01113 ¢DCOR1 .01092
C02 ,01097 CDCOR2 ,01075
C03 .01075 COCOR3 .01054
C04 .00944 C DCOR4 ,00030
¢05 .00798 CDCOR5 .00?95
SPANVISE
X/C Y/C CP P,L/RT qLOC
.1505 -.5000 -,3161 ,6086 ,8?26
,1505 -.3333 -,3476 ,6007 .8849
,1505 -.L667 -.3312 ,604? ,8787
• 1505 0,0000 -,3264 .6065 ,8760
• 1505 .1667 -,3499 ,5996 ,8866
,1505 .3333 -,3429 .6019 .8830
• 1505 ,5000 -,3239 ,6067 ,8756
.4995 -,5000 -.2298 .6321 .8363
.4995 -.3333 -,2412 .6288 ,8415
,4995 -.1667 -,2406 .6294 ,8405
.4995 0.0000 -,2467 .6282 ,8423
.4995 ,1667 -,242? .6287 ,8416
.4995 ,3333 -,2410 ,6288 .8414
• .49_5 .5000 -,2148 .6363 ,8299
.7994 -,5000 -,0553 .6?05 ,7635
.7994 -.3333 -,0544 ,6794 ,7637
.7994 -,1669 -.0463 ,6814 ,?606
.7984 0.0000 -,0421 ,6025 .?589
• 7994 ,1667 -,0382 .6841 *?565
• ?994 ,3333 -,0356 .6844 *?560













XIC CP PPLIPT HLC
0,0000 1,1309 ,9963 ,0726
*0135 .3181 ,7797 .6066
,0271 ,0311 ,7023 ,7Z_3
.0513 -,1930 .6435 ,8189
.0763 -,3359 ,6047 ,8707
.1012 -.4033 .5864 .9071
.1503 -.4543 ,57Z2 .9294
.1994 -.4445 .5618 .4459
.2501 -,4576 .5725 ,9290
.2999 -.4393 .5775 .9211
,3499 -.3967 .5894 .9025
.3994 -.3635 .5975 .8890
.4496 -.3187 .6100 .6705
.4997 -.2e6e ,61o_ q_67
.5492 -.2396 .6317 ,8369
.5994 -.2043 .6409 ._2_
.6495 -.17Z7 .6492 .8_01
.6996 -.1361 ,65_0 ,7951
.7489 -.0483 .66_5 .7789
,8003 -.0537 ,6_15 .7605
.9590 -.0049 .6934 .7421
.9993 .058Z ,7091 ,7179
.9489 .1189 .7265 ,6909
LOWER SURFACE
XIC CP PeLIFT _L_C
0,0000 1,1309 ,9963 .0726
,O12Z -,0284 ,6_73 .7516
.0251 -._321 .6053 .8777
,0510 -.5913 ,5373 .4851
.0755 -.6781 .5133 1,0241
.1000 -.7771 .4066 1.0686
• 150_ -,8832 .4575 1.i[85
.2004 -.9166 ,4490 1,1336
.2501 -.6896 ._i06 1.0288
.3002 -.5751 ,_413 ,9786
.3507 -.5Z32 .5557 .9556
.4000 -.4675 .5698 ,9333
.4503 -.4030 .5875 .OOS5
.5000 -.3633 .5985 .8882
.5506 -,3118 .6125 .8666
,_97 -.2594 .6262 ,84_4
.6502 -.2220 .6360 .830_
.7003 -.1601 ,6_04 ,8082
.7497 -.1_0_ .6638 ,7_81
,7996 -,0610 .6795 .76_5
.8503 -.0138 .6911 .7456
.9000 .0380 .7045 .7Z51
.g483 ,1255 .7283 .6881
C01 ,00836 C_OR1 ,00823
C02 .00838 C_COR2 ,0082Z
C03 .00851 COCOR3 ,00837
C04 ,00807 C_Oll4 .00798
C05 ,00710 CD¢OR5 ,00706
SPANWISE
XlC YlC CP P,LIPT HLOC
,1509 -,5000 -.4313 ,5794 .9182
,1505 -,3333 -.4706 .5702 ,9326
• 1505 -.1667 -.4567 .57_0 ,9282
.1505 0.0000 -.4543 ,5722 .9Z?4
.1505 .1667 -.4700 ,5669 .9378
.1505 .3333 -.4648 ,5718 .9302
,1505 .5000 -,4406 .5752 .9248
.4995 -.5000 -.2769 .6214 *0529
.4995 -.3333 -,2814 .6193 .8561
.4995 -,1667 -.2797 ,8199 ,8552
.4995 0.0000 -,2868 ,6109 ,8567
• 4995 ,1667 -,2819 .6200 ,8550
.4995 ,3333 -.2797 .6108 ,8554
.4995 .5000 -.2512 .6275 .8434
.7994 -.5000 -.0638 .6786 ,7649
.7994 -,3333 -,0637 .6778 .7661
,7004 -.1667 -,0578 ,6002 .7624
.7994 0.0000 -.0537 .6815 .7605
.7994 ,1667 -,0499 ,6823 ,7592
.7994 .3333 -,0445 .6829 .7582















XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,1365 .9977 ,0573
,0135 ,1411 ,7311 .6636
.0_71 -,1405 ._5_7 ,q032
,0515 -.3665 .5057 ,6927
.0763 -.5060 .5578 ,9523
.IOIZ -.5743 .5404 .0901
.1503 -.6071 .53_6 .9927
,1994 -,6341 .5252 1,0047
.2501 -.5623 ,5442 ._741
.299_ -.5249 ,5536 .958_
.3499 -,4660 .5695 ,9338
.3994 -,4198 ,5_9 .9iZ6
.4496 -,3675 ,5_4 ;8_5
.4997 -,3_57 .6076 .Y741
.5492 -.2719 .62_2 ,6516
,5994 -.2339 .63_3 - ,8360
,6495 -,1969 .6417 ,_215
.6996 -.1552 .6536 ._033
,748_ -*111_ .6659 .7844
,8003 -,0614 ,67_7 ,7648
,8500 -,0119 ,6014 .745_
.8993 *05Z4 ,7079 ,7197
.9489 .1203 .7260 .6917
LOWEe SURFACE
X/C CP P,LIPT RLOC
0.0000 1.1365 .9977 .0873
• 0122 ,169Z .7387 ,6719
.0251 -,1426 ,6552 ,6008
.0510 -.4063 ,5856 ,9085
.0755 -.5001 .5572 .9532
• I000 -.5920 .5354 .0881
,1504 -.6643 .5173 1.0176
,2004 -,6534 ,5201 1,0130
,2501 -,5853 ,5380 ,9339
,3002 -,5Z15 .5546 .9574
,3507 -.4716 .5680 ,9362
,4000 -,4834 ,5820 ,_141
,4503 -,3671 .5966 .9913
,5000 -.3306 ,6063 ._762
.5506 -.2_45 .6189 .8568
,5997 -,2390 .6304 .8301
• 6502 -,2062 .6393 .0253
.7003 -,1554 .6535 .80_4
.7497 -.i096 .6663 .7638
.7998 -.0505 .6816 ,7603
.8503 -,0107 ,6917 ,7448
.9000 .0378 ,7040 .7850
,9483 ,1240 ,7270 .6901
C01 .00020 C0:991 ,00809
C02 .00830 CDCOR2 .00817
CO3 .00866 COCOR3 .00855
CD4 ,00788 CDCOR4 .00779
C05 ,00708 CDCO_5 ,00705
SPANUISE
XlC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
,1505 -.5000 -.5340 .5527 .9603
.1505 -.3333 -.6175 .5311 .9950
.1505 -,1667 -.6050 .5339 .991Z
.1505 0.0000 -.6071 ._326 .9927
• 1505 .1667 -.6344 ,5260 1.0034
.1505 .3333 -.6182 .5310 .9953
.1505 .5000 -.5974 .5355 .9880
.4945 -,5000 -.3237 .6086 ,8727
,4995 -.3333 -.3207 .6089 ,8722
,4995 -.1667 -.3179 ,6102 .6701
.4995 0.0000 -.325? ,6076 .8741
.4995 .1667 -.3235 .6087 .6726
.4995 .Y333 -,3192 ,6093 .0716
,4995 .5000 -,2888 ,6180 ,8581
,7994 -.5000 -.0709 .6766 .7670
.7994 -.3333 -.0709 .676Z .7686
.7994 -.1667 -,0655 .6779 .7660
.7994 0.0000 -*0614 .6787 ,7648
.7994 .|667 -*0604 ,6794 .7636
.7994 .3333 -,0563 .6801 ,7626













XlC CP P, LIPT _LOC
O.O000 1,1301 ,9961 .0743
• 013_ -,0594 ,67_9 ,7645
.0271 -,344_ .6033 .8804
•0515 -.5538 ,5459 .9712
,0763 -_6864 .5105 1.0288
,i012 -.7573 .44_4 1.0588
.1503 -.0307 ,47_I 1,0032
,1994 -.8264 ,4737 1,0905
.2501 -.6594 ,5180 1,0164
,2999 -,6052 .532? ,9925
,3499 -.51¢3 ,5558 .9554
.3994 -.4659 .5699 .9331
,4496 -,4055 .5861 .907&
.499? -.3573 ,6012 .9041
.5492 -.2956 ,6173 .8591
,5994 -,Z525 ,6Z91 .$410
,6495 -,2129 ,6390 ,8_57
.6996 -.lb74 .650? .8078
.7489 -.120L .6635 .76@0
.8003 -*0678 .&768 .7677
.8500 -.0156 ,6908 .746t
.0993 ,0513 .7005 .7188
,9469 .1237 *7267 ,690&
LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
0.0000 1.1301 .9961 .0743
,0122 ._510 ,7684 .59Z4
.0251 .0365 .7047 .7246
.0510 -.2299 .6325 .8357
.0785 -.3393 .6033 ._804
,1000 -.4175 .5831 ,9124
,1504 -,4953 ,5610 ,9460
,2004 -,5119 .5577 .9524
.2_01 -.4011 ,5657 .9398
,3002 -,4426 ,5762 .9232
.3507 -.4073 .5857 .9083
,4000 -,3706 .5954 .8932
,4_03 -.3236 .6000 ,8736
.5000 -.2951 .6177 .8585
.550b -.2530 ,6286 .8417
.599? -,2126 .6397 .8247
,6502 -.1006 .6455 .8158
.7003 -.1400 .6580 .?q66
.7_97 -,Oq80 ,6694 .7?_0
,749A -,0441 ,6831 .7880
.8503 -.O08Z .6928 .7431
.qO00 .0351 .7042 .7255
.9483 .1226 .7263 .6911
CD1 ,00845 CDCORI ,00832
CD2 ,0084b COCOR2 .00829
C03 .01236 CDCOR3 .01ZZ3
CO4 ,0_706 COCOR4 .00778
C05 .0_677 COCOR5 ,00674
SPANWISE
X/C YIC CP P,L/PT HLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.7015 .5065 1.0354
.1505 -.3333 -.8293 ,4734 1.0911
,1505 -,1667 -.8415 ,4692 1,0980
,1505 0.0000 -.8307 .4721 1.0932
,L505 .1667 -.0200 .4748 1,0886
.1_05 .3333 -.8405 .4?04 1.0962
.1505 .5000 -.8036 .4794 1.0809
.4995 -*5000 -.3521 .5999 .8861
.4995 -.3333 -.3543 .5995 ,8868
.4995 -.1667 -.3496 .6004 .885A
.4995 0,0000 -.3573 .60L2 .8841
.4995 .1667 -.3562 ,5980 ,8878
.4995 .3333 -,3542 .5998 .8867
.4gqs .5000 -.3208 .6081 .8734
.7994 -.5000 -.0769 .6736 .7726
,7994 -.3333 -,0772 *6?29 .773&
,7994 -.1667 -,0717 ,6751 ,7702
.7994 0,0000 -.0678 ,6768 ,?6??
,7994 ,1667 -*0662 .6?65 ,7680
,?994 *3333 -,0630 .6767 ,7678






X/C CP P.LIPT _LI3:
0.0000 1.0934 .9864 .1398
.0135 -*2520 ,6270 ,8443
*OZTL -*5227 ,§540 *q583
*0515 -,7411 .4952 1.0542
,0763 -,8594 *4635 1.1080
.1012 -,9258 ,4466 1,1377
.1503 -1.0111 ,4235 1.1793
.1994 -1.0671 ,%072 1.2095
.2501 -1,0904 .4011 1,2209
,2999 -,8178 .4758 l.Oa6q
,3499 -,4826 ,5644 ,9418
.3994 -,4544 ,5718 .9301
,4496 -.4142 ,5830 ,9125
,4997 -,3702 ,5947 ,9942
.5492 -,3128 ,6111 .8687
,5994 -.2677 ,6230 ,8504
,6495 -,2252 ,6343 ,8329
.6996 -,[771 *6460 ,8140
.7489 -,1273 .65R0 ,7954
.RO03 -.0728 *6745 ,7711
,8500 -,0161 ,6906 .7465
.8993 ,0503 ,7072 *7208
.9489 .1220 .7274 .6895
PT 29.5515 PSI CN .2477
TT 220,4940 K CN ,0059




XlC CP P,LIPT NL_C
0,0000 1,0734 ,9864 .1398
,0122 ,5059 ,8294 ,5288
• 0251 .2013 .7476 .6578
,0510 -.0734 ,6738 ,7721
,0755 -,1805 ,6428 ,8198
,i000 -,2758 .6203 ,8545
.1_04 -.3618 ,5971 ,0905
,2004 -.3954 ,5871 ,9060
,2501 -.3854 ,5900 ,9016
,3002 -,3633 ,5977 ,8903
•3507 -.3418 ,6021 e8827
.4000 -.3157 ,6089 ,8721
.4503 -,2778 *619_ ,8558
,5000 -,255¢ ,6254 .8466
• 5506 -*2216 .63§4 .8812
,5997 -,1866 ,6446 .8170
,6502 -,1667 .6800 ,8089
,7003 -,1226 ,6612 ,7917
,7497 -.0851 .6701 .7780
,7q9_ --*03%7 *6047 .75_
• 8503 -*0002 " .6948 ,7400
,9000 *0363 ,?035 m7265
,9483 ,1196 ,7267 ,6905
CO1 ,00999 COCOR1 ,00977
CO2 ,00995 CDCOR2 ,OOq?O
C03 ,01175 COCOR3 .01155
CO4 *00848 COCOR4 ,00836
605 ,00673 COCOA5 ,00671
SPANWISE
XlC YIC CP P_LIPT MLDC
*1505 -,5000 -,8956 ,4554 1,1222
.1505 -.3333 -1,0166 .4238 1,1780
.1505 -,1667 -l.0212 .4229 l._q03
,1505 0,0000 -1,0111 .4235 1,17_3
.1505 .1667 -,9624 .4376 1,1537
.1505 .3333 -1,0426 ,4169 1,1915
,1505 .5000 -1,0130 .4251 1,1763
,4995 -.5000 -.3745 ._943 ,8949
.4995 -.3383 -.3750 ,5946 ,8944
,4995 -.1667 -.3685 .5971 .8904
.4998 0.0000 -.3702 .5947 .8942
,4995 ,1667 -,3698 *8955 ,0929
.4995 .3333 -.3723 ,5953 ,0933
.4995 .5000 -,3409 .6045 ,8790
.7994 -.5000 -.0056 .6?22 .7748
,7994 -.3333 -.0843 ,6730 ,7735
,7994 -,1667 -,0781 ,6743 .7715
,7094 0,0000 -*0720 .6745 .7?11
,7904 ,1667 -*0704 ,6762 .7686
,7994 ,3333 -,0683 ,6772 ,7670





KIC CP P,LIPT _C_C
0.0000 1,0347 .9704 ,2073
• 0135 -,4273 .57_3 ,9183
,0271 -,6_36 .5102 1.0293
.0515 -,8Q22 ,4545 1,1238
.0763 -1.0133 ,42L7 1.1_26
• 1012 -1.0673 ,4068 1.2109
• 1503 -1.1513 .3_44 1,2531
,1994 -1,2132 ,3699 1,2817
• ZSO1 -I,2419 .3606 1,3005
,2999 -1,2754 ,3535 1.3151
• 3499 -,8808 .4583 1.1171
• 8994 -,8318 ,55ll .9629
,%496 -.3875 ,5891 .9030
.4997 -.3269 ,60§7 .8771
• 5492 -,2R52 .6167 ,8601
,5994 -,2580 .6258 ,8460
,6495 -,2590 ,6346 .8326
,6996 -,1737 .6460 ,8150
.7489 -.1260 .6590 .7950
• 8003 -,0723 ,6734 ,7729
•8500 -.0167 .68_5 ,7496
,8993 .0491 .7070 ,7211
.9489 .1164 .7248 ,6935
PT 29,5032 PSI C_ ,3787
TT 220,7880 K CR ,0069




FIC CP P,L/PT ML_C
0,0000 1.0347 ,9704 ,_073
,0122 .6303 ,86Z3 .4646
,OZ51 .3328 .7824 *6022
.0510 ,0583 ,7090 ,71RO
• 0755 -*0650 .6787 .7693
,1000 -,1829 ,6817 ,8062
.1_04 -.2513 ,6Z56 ,8463
,?004 -,2956 ,6151 ,8626
,2501 -,2975 ,6136 .8649
.3002 -,2893 ,6171 ,85_
,3507 --,2779 .6196 ,8857
• 4000 -.2633 ,6230 ,8504
.4503 -,2318 .6308 ,8388
.5000 -.Z163 ,6353 .8314
,5506 -.1904 ,6421 ,8210
,5997 -,1609 ,6517 ,8061
,6502 -,1473 ,6538 ,8030
• 7003 -,I057 ,66_? .7869
,7497 -*0706 .6739 ,7722
.7998 -.0261 .6858 .7839
,8503 ,0056 ,6945 ,7404
,9000 .0386 ,7043 ,?254
.9483 .1101 .7253 .6928
C01 ,01643 CDCORI ,01612
C02 .01643 COCOR2 *0160?
C03 ,02445 COCOR3 ,02A17
C04 .01210 COCOR4 ,01191
CO5 ,03861 CDCDR5 .00857
SPANWISE
XIC YIC CP P_LIPT RLOC
,1505 -,5000 -1,0278 ,4187 1.1880
.1505 -,3333 -1.1624 ,3820 1,2578
,1505 -,1667 -1,1?60 .3781 1.2654
.1505 0,0000 -1,1513 ,3844 1.2831
,1505 ,1667 -1,0772 .4055 1.2126
.1508 .3333 -1,1848 ,3760 1,2696
,1505 .5000 -1,1898 .3025 1.2868
,4998 --.5000 --,4008 ,_864 .9072
.4995 -*3333 -,3659 ,5947 e8943
.4995 -.1667 -,3355 ,6028 ,8816
.4995 0,0000 -.3269 .6057 .8?71
.4995 .1667 -.3297 .6083 ,8777
,4995 .3333 -.3353 ,6029 ,8815
.6995 .5000 -.3294 .6044 .8791
,7994 -.5000 -,0q88 ,6671 ,7826
.7994 -.3333 -.0933 ,6602 .7794
.7994 -,1667 --,0817 .6727 .7740
.7994 0.0000 -.0723 ,6734 .7729
,7994 .1667 -*0694 .6749 .7705
,7994 .3333 -,0692 .6756 .7695





XlC CP P, LIPT ML3C
0,0000 ,9681 ,9521 .2654
• 0135 -.5636 ,539l .9821
• 0271 -.8360 ,4677 1.1009
• _518 -h0234 ,41_6 1.1883
.0763 -141420 .38a6 1,2449
• 1012 -1.2024 ,3727 1,2762
• 1503 -1.2663 .3532 1.3158
.1994 -1.3190 ,3380 1.3477
.2501 --I,3548 .3287 1,8678
• 2999 -1,3969 *3203 1.3863
.3499 -1.265b .3532 1,3157
.3994 -,7652 ,4850 1,0698
• 4496 -.6484 ,5192 1,0144
.4997 -.4951 *5609 .9473
,5492 -,3442 ,600? ,8856
.5994 -.2413 .6291 ,_410
.6498 -,1Q02 ,6426 .A202
• 6996 -,1542 ,6529 ,8043
.7489 -.1126 .6633 .7084
• 8003 -.0636 ,6760 .7689
• _500 -.0128 .6902 .74?0
.8993 .0463 ,7061 *7226
.9489 .1073 .7210 ,6995
PT 29*5064 PSI CN .5074
TT 2Z0.5035 K CR ,0041




X/C CP P_L/PT NL_C
0,0000 .9681 ,9521 *2654
.0122 ,7323 ,8883 ,4144
,0251 ,446_ .81_1 ,5530
,0510 .1724 .7391 ,6711
,0755 ,0453 ,7060 .7226
.I000 -.0821 .6801 ,7626
,1504 -,1860 .6509 .8074
.2004 -,2142 .6347 .8323
.2501 -.2219 ,6320 ,8352
,3002 -,2263 ,6333 ,8344
*3507 -,22_4 ,6314 ,8374
,4000 -,2201 .6325 .8357
,4503 -.1946 ,6408 *8229
,5000 -.I_77 .6432 .8103
.8506 -,1619 .6492 ,8101
,59q7 -,1404 ,6860 .7995
.6502 -*IZ6q ,6896 ,7941
*7003 -.0973 .6681 .7810
.7497 -,0657 .6758 ,?692
,7998 -.0267 ,6859 ,?887
.8503 .0003 .6q37 .7416
,9000 ,0257 ,?006 ,7310




CO1 ,03011 CDCOR1 ,02962
C02 ,02903 CDCOR2 ,02851
CD3 .03648 COCOR3 .03607
CO4 ,01851 COCOR4 .01921
¢05 .0138q C_COR5 *01381
5PANNZSE
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT HLOC
.1505 -,5000 -1.1125 .3959 1.230q
.1505 -.3338 -1,2766 ,3509 1.3205
.1505 -.1667 -1.2840 ,3461 1,3306
.L805 0.0000 -t,2663 .3532 1,3158
.1505 .1667 -1.1886 ,3755 1,2705
.tSOS .3333 -1.3033 ,3438 1.3355
,1505 ,5000 -1,2004 ,3471 1,3285
.4995 -,5000 -,4223 ,5806 ,9163
,4995 -,3333 -,3484 .8998 ,0864
,49q5 -,1667 -.3596 *$978 ,8893
,%995 0,0000 -.4951 .S60q ,4473
.4995 .1667 -.4862 .5635 ,9432
.4995 *3333 -.3985 .5863 .9073
,4995 ,5000 -,3529 .8996 ,8066
.7994 -,5000 -*1323 *6578 .7968
,7994 -.3333 -.t06[ .6629 .?890
.799_ -.1667 -*0806 ,67[0 ,7765
,7994 0,0000 -,0636 ,6760 .76R9
.7994 .1667 -,0595 ,6773 .?669
.7994 .3333 -*0586 .6757 .7693





XIC CP PtLIPT MLnC
0,0000 ,_903 ,9319 ,31_8
,0135 _,7111 .5025 1.0421
,0271 -.9709 .4320 1.1639
.0518 -1,1381 .3870 1,2480
,0763 -1.2495 ,3503 1,3031
• 1012 -1.3021 .3451 1.3326
,1503 -1,1679 ,3272 1.3710
.1994 -1,4253 ,3137 1,4013
,2501 -1.4483 .3053 1.4204
,2999 -1.2977 ,3470 1.3268
.3499 -.8546 .4642 1.1069
,3994 -,7978 ,479S 1.0806
._496 -.7341 .4981 1.0493
.499T -.6434 .5210 1.0116
,5492 -.5250 ,5549 ,0569
.5994 -.4151 ,5828 ,_128
• 6405 -,2973 ,6159 ,g613
.6996 -.2384 ,62S6 ._417
.T489 -,1529 ,6537 .8032
,BOO3 -.0987 .6662 ,7840
,8500 -.0383 .6851 .7§49
.8993 .0137 .6976 ,7357
• 9489 ,0525 .7081 .7194
PT 29.5179 PSI CH' .5785
TT 220.9857 K CR -,0021




XlC CP P,LIPT NLOC
0,0000 .8903 .9319 .318R
,0122 ,8103 ,9102 ,3688
.0251 .5356 .8362 ,5115
.0510 ,2539 ,7606 ,6372
.0755 ,1270 .7276 ,6991
.lOOO .0302 .7016 ,7294.
.1504 -,0895 .6695 ,7789
,2004 -,1#7_ .6549 .8013
.2501 -.1764 .6460 .8150
.3002 -,18_8 .6448 ,8168
3507 -,1945 ,6410 .8226
4000 -,1875 .6430 .8196
4503 -.1701 ,64_8 ,8107
5000 -.1713 ,6474 ,8128
5506 -,1559 ,6533 .8038
5097 -,1356 ,6576 ,7972
650_ -,1280 ,6611 ,7918
7003 -.1071 .663g ,7_76
7497 -.0793 .6733 .7730
.7998 -.0488 ,6796 .7634
8503 -.0305 .68_2 .7517
.9000 -,0165 .6895 .7481
94e3 ,0412 ,7050 ,7242
C01 e05066 COCQRI .04978
CO2 .04517 COCOR2 .04438
CO3 .05849 COCOR3 .05769
C04 .02956 COCOR4 .02898
COS .02127 COCOR5 ,02098
5PAMWZSE
XlC ¥1C CP P*LIPT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -1.1698 .3807 1,2603
,1505 -.3333 -1.3840 .3257 1,374_
.1505 -,1667 -1.3992 .3211 1,:q46
,1505 0,0000 -1,3670 .3272 1,3710
,1505 .166T -I,4329 .3104 1.4088
.1505 .3333 -1,4068 .3196 1,3879
• 1505 .5000 -1.3989 .3212 1.3844
.4995 -.5000 -.4475 .5758 .9239
,4995 -,3333 -.3779 .5935 .8962
,4995 -.1667 -.5774 .5392 .9880
.4995 0.0000 -.6434 .5210 1.0116
.4995 .166T -,6499 ,5218 1,0tOZ
,4995 .3333 -,5953 ,5354 ,9881
,4995 ,5000 -.4537 *5723 .9294
.7994 -.5000 -.1697 .6478 ,8122
.7994 -.3333 -,1328 .6575 .7973
.7994 -.1667 -.0942 .6697 .7786
.7994 0.0000 -.0987 .6662 .7840
,7994 .1667 -.09el ,6670 ,7827
,7994 .3333 -.07?9 ,6T22 .7748





XIC CP P,LIPT _LOC
0.0000 .8213 .9128 .3629
.013S -.8220 ._?i0 1.0936
.0271 -1,0819 .4027 1*Z179
.0515 -1.2609 ,3557 1.3106
*0763 -1.3614 .3307 1,3635
,IO1Z -1,3977 ,3183 1.3908
,1503 -1.4695 ,3016 1,4291
.1994 -I,4080 ,2904 1.4555
,2501 -1.4199 .3123 1,4043
,2999 -,9819 ,4290 1.1693
,3499 -.8956 ,4555 1.1220
.3994 -.8446 ,4685 1,oqgs
.4496 -.7710 .4858 1.0700
,4997 -.6026 .5077 1,0334
.5492 -.5_21 ,5368 ,9859
.5994 -.5078 ,5570 .9535
.6695 -,6131 ,5_47 .9099
,6996 -,3363 ,6036 ._804
.7489 -.2705 .6221 .8518
,8003 -,1925 .6426 ,_201
.8500 -.1368 .6550 .79_7
,8993 -.0784 ,6722 .7747
,9489 -,032_ .6847 ,7555
PT 29.5195 PSI CN ,6476
TT 221.1579 K CN -,0148




XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .8213 .9128 *_629
.0122 .8708 .9262 .33_5
• 0251 ,6070 .8556 .4769
,0510 ,3315 .7821 ,6027
,0755 .1974 .7470 .6587
.I000 ,0948 .7183 .7035
.1504 -,0261 .68?2 .7517
.2004 -,0992 ,6659 .7844
,2501 -,1315 .6577 .7970
,3002 -.1471 .6530 ,8042
,3507 -,1622 ,6512 ,8069
,_000 -,1651 .6500 .8088
,4_03 --,1_91 *6499 #80_9
.5000 -.1632 .6495 .8096
,5506 -,1517 .6542 ,8023
.5997 -.1375 .6562 ,7993
.6502 -.1397 ,6576 .7972
.7003 -*1140 .6631 ,7887
,7497 -.1019 .6671 ,7526
.799R -*0692 .67_6 .7695
,8503 -.0630 .6757 .7693
.9000 -.0631 ,6763 .7684
,9483 -,0126 .6_00 .7473
C01 ,07174 COCOR1 .07067
C02 ,06546 COC082 .06258
C03 .09919 COCOA3 .09816
C04 ,04211 CDCOR4 *04155
COS ,03225 COCOR5 .03202
5PAHMI$E
XlC TIC CP P,LIPT HLOC
.1505 -,5000 -1,3240 ,3383 1,3472
,1505 -,3333 -1,4677 .3020 1,4281
.1505 -.1667 -1,4734 .2991 1,6348
,1505 O.O000 -1,4695 .3016 1.4291
,1505 .1667 -1,3307 ,3365 1.3510
.1505 .3333 -1.4835 .2978 1,4380
01505 .SO00 -1.4837 .2964 1.4413
.4995 -.5000 -.4763 .5651 .9407
.4995 -.3333 -.4452 .5748 .9254
,4995 -.1667 -.6560 .5169 1.0182
.4995 0.0000 -.6926 .5077 1.0334
,4995 .1667 -,7115 ,5020 1.0428
,4995 ,3333 -,6807 .5118 1,0266
,4995 .SO00 -.5510 ,5450 .9726
,7994 -,SO00 -,2142 ,6361 .8301
,7994 -.3333 -,1769 ,6468 ,8138
.7994 -,1667 -,1591 .6501 .8086
.7994 O*O000 -.1925 ,6426 .8201
,7994 ,1667 -.2135 .6363 .8298
.7994 ,3333 -.1849 .6446 .8171





XlC CP P,L/PT NLOC
0.0000 ,7172 .8868 .4175
.0135 -.9_12 ,4338 1,1606
,0271 -1,Z139 .3722 1.2772
,0515 -1.3849 .3273 1.3709
.0763 -1_4650 ,3054 1.4201
,1012 -i,505_ .2937 1.4477
.1503 -I._700 .2786 1,4845
.1994 -1.5953 ,2718 1.5017
• 2501 -i_6_ .3585 1.3048
• 2999 --1,0042 .4_80 1,1711
,3499 -,9235 .6476 1.1360
.3994 -.8631 ,4650 1.1056
.4496 -,7_89 .4847 1.0718
,4997 -.7315 ,5019 1.0430
.5492 -,6620 ,5173 1,0175
.5994 -,581_ .5405 .9799
• 6495 -,5165 ,5583 ._515
,6996 -,4329 ,5804 *_167
.7489 -.362? ,5991 ,8874
.8003 -.2985 ,6160 ,8613
.8500 -.2409 .6292 .8408
,0993 -,1659 ,6508 .8076
• 9480 -,1190 .6635 .7877
PT 23,6940 _S[ CN ,7Z77
TT 215,9041 K CN -,0283




X/C CP P_L/PT qL_C
0,0000 ,7172 ,0868 .4175
.0122 ,9263 .0420 .2932
.0251 .6752 .8752 .4403
.0510 .4056 .B036 .5673
.0755 ,2668 .7665 .6279
.1000 ,1653 ,?390 ,6713
.1_04 .0304 ,7042 .7256
.2004 -,0451 .6839 ,7567
,2501 -,0835 .6727 ,7739
,3002 -,1101 ,6661 ,7842
.3507 -,1325 ,6589 ,7952
.4000 -.1433 .6568 .7984
,4503 -,1368 .6604 .7929
,5000 -,1476 ,6570 ,7981
,5506 -.1465 .6550 ,8011
,509? -.1338 ,6598 ,7938
,6502 -,1467 ,6_67 .?086
.7003 -,1233 ,6628 .78_2
,7497 -,1128 *6656 ,?849
.7098 -.0864 ,6724 .7744
.8503 -.0961 ,6680 .7812
,9000 -,0994 ,6685 ,?804
.0483 -.057? ,6801 .7626
174
C01 ,09210 COCOR1 .09087
CO2 ,07760 CDCOR2 ,07633
C03 .11927 COCOR3 .11057
C04 .05424 CDCOR4 .05365
C_5 ,043Z8 CDCOR5 ,04259
5PAN_ISE
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
,1_05 -*5000 -1,4808 ,3048 1,4215
.1505 -,3333 -1,5652 .2785 1;4847
.1505 -.1667 -1.8680 .277T 1.4868
.1505 0.0000 -1.5709 .2786 1.4048
,1505 .1667 -1.4288 .3186 1,3902
,1505 .3333 -1.5703 .277l 1.4882
,1505 'SO00 "i;602_ .2686 1;5098
.4995 -,5000 -.49?4 .56]0 _9411
.4995 -,3333 -.4763 .56?5 ,9370
.4995 -.1667 -,6294 .5253 1.0046
.4995 0.0000 -.7315 ._010 1.0430
,4995 ,166T -.7571 .4938 1,0565
,4995 ,3333 -,714T ,5038 1,0398
,4995 .5000 -,5787 ,5388 ,q026
,7994 -.5000 -.2534 .6298 .8400
.7994 -,3333 -,2183 .6360 .8291
,7994 -.1667 -.2368 ,629? .8401
.7994 0.0000 -,2985 .6160 ,8613
.7994 .1667 -,3043 .6163 .8608
,7994 ,3333 -.2B85 ,6181 ,8580




TABLE XXX.- TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.74






XI¢ CP PPLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1%14 ,99Q2 ,0335
,0135 ,1643 .7378 ,6730
,0271 -,L200 ,6622 ,7809
.0515 -,3377 *6046 ,8788
.0763 -.4791 ,5679 ,9361
t1012 -,5502 ,5469 ,9695
,1803 -,5905 ,5300 ,9839
,19q4 -,6185 ,5296 ,9974
,2501 -,8850 .5447 ,9731
,299q -,5204 ,5532 ,9895
,3%gg -.4578 ,5703 ,9323
• 3904 -,4113 .5842 ,g105
,44q6 -,3588 .5970 .8_06
,49_7 -,3170 .6087 ,5723
• 5492 -,2643 ,6228 ,8506
• 5994 -*2230 .63Zg ,8350
,6445 -,1866 ,64%1 ,8178
• 60_6 -,14_6 ,6556 ,8001
.7589 -,1012 ,6665 ,7833
10003 --*0522 ,67_7 ,7647
• 8500 -,0016 ,6928 *7%3%
• 0993 ,O_Q7 ,?0¢| ,7166
,0409 ,1205 .7259 ,6q17
PT %2,6130 PSI CN. -,OZQ?
TT 211.3924 K CM ,0002




XlC CP PeLIPT ML_C
0.0000 1,1%14 .g99_ .0335
*0122 ,149% .7339 ,6792
.0251 -,1599 ,6518 ,805g
.0510 -.4196 ,5027 ,gL2q
*0755 -,5263 ,5554 ,9560
*I000 -.6147 ,5297 ,9973
.1504 -.71%7 ,5049 1.0379
,2004 -,6882 ,5110 1,0270
,2501 -,6113 ,52g6 ,g_74
.3002 "*5397 ,5%_I ,9677
,3_07 -,4_36 ,563% ,9432
.4000 -,4296 .5793 ,g!62
,4503 -,3724 ,5933 ,8963
.8000 -,3331 ,60%4 ,0790
,8506 -,2856 .6171 ,85o4
*5097 -,2360 ,62g2 ,8407
,6502 -,2067 ,6387 ,8Z60
,7003 -,1512 ,6538 ,8028
,7497 -,1050 ,6655 ,7848
*Tqg8 --*0475 *6700 *7627
,8503 ",0040 *6919 .7444
,gO00 ,0309 .7043 .7257





XlC CP P,LIPT ML_:
0,0000 1,0338 ,g708 ,2061
.0135 ,63%% ,0647 .4599
*0271 .3565 .7907 ,588_
,0515 .1271 .TZg7 ,6888
,0763 -*0273 ,6879 ,7504
,1012 -.1053 .6672 .7823
,1503 -,1882 ,6456 .815§
,199% -,2527 .6277 ,8431
,2501 -.2540 .6283 .8421
*2qgq -.2610 ,6255 ,8463
.3499 -,2485 ,6303 ,8389
.399% -.2346 .6330 .5349
,4496 -.2113 .6388 ,825g
*4997 -.1910 ,6448 ,816&
,5%g2 -,1565 .6547 ,q01%
,Sgg4 -.1353 ,659T ,7937
.6495 ",1132 ,6654 ,7850
,6996 -,0869 ,6710 ,7764
.748g -.0588 .6803 ,7621
*PO03 -,0219 ,6886 .7494
.0500 ,0166 ,6998 .7321
.00)03 *0663 .7138 .710g
.9489 ,1207 .7261 .6802
PT 41.6058 PSZ CN -.t588
TT 211.3736 K CM -.0027




XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.0338 ,g70_ .2061
*0122 -,4259 .5830 .9124
,0251 -.6915 .5120 I*0262
.0510 -,9445 ,4447 1.1410
,0755 -1,030% ,4183 1,18_9
,1000 -1,1150 .39_2 1,2265
,1504 -I,Z196 .3711 1.2793
.2004 -1.2677 ,3571 1.3077
.2501 -1,3097 .3475 1,3_77
,3002 -1,3297 ,3408 1,3%10"
,3507 -1,3076 .3490 1,3244
,4000 -,7038 ,80_0 1,0327
.4503 -,5480 .5491 09661
,5000 -.3707 ,5073 ,8001
*8506 -,2707 ,6244 ,8481
*Sq.Q7 --,224Q ,635g *8304
,6502 -.2001 .6%23 .8205
,7003 -,1490 ,6544 .0019
.74g7 -,lOgg ,6667 *7030
,7998 -,0485 .6015 ,7603
.8503 -*0044 ,6942 ,7407
,go00 ,0400 *?066 .7216
,g403 .1276 .7100 ,6853
COl ,00039 CDCORI ,00828
CD2 .00830 COCQR2 ,00817
CD3 ,008Z4 CDCOR3 .00013
C0% .00814 CDCOR4 ,00002
CD5 o00740 CDCOR5 .00733
SPANWZSE
XlC YIC CP P*LCPT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -,5085 *886% ,g544
.1508 -.3333 -.5770 ,5366 .9029
.1505 -,1667 -*5978 .5321 ,0933
*1505 0,0000 -,5905 .5380 ,9039
.1505 ,1667 -,5703 ,5390 ,9022
.1508 ,3333 -.5938 ,5341 ,qqO2
,1808 ,8000 -.5525 ,5443 ,9737
.4995 -,5000 -.3185 .6084 .8T28
,%995 -,3333 -*31%5 *6096 .s?og
*49q5 -,1667 -,3108 ,6108 ,6691
*Agg5 0,0000 -.3170 .6087 *0723
,4998 .1667 -,3139 ,6008 ,0722
,4995 ,3833 -,3107 ,6106 ,869%
,%995 ,5000 -,2743 ,6206 ,0540
,7994 -,8000 -.0528 ,6804 ,7620
.79q4 -,3333 -.058g ,6801 ,7625
,7g94 -,1667 -,0554 *6005 .761g
,799% 0.3000 -,0522 .6787 .7647
.799% .1667 -.0489 .6014 ,7604
,790% ,3383 -,0%0T ,6828 ,7583
,?gq4 ,5000 -,0545 ,6007 .7618
COl ,07155 CDC_RI ,02133
CD2 ,02144 CDCOR2 ,02119
603 ,02049 CDCOR3 .OZO_9
C0% *02024 COCOR% .02010
CD9 ,01791 COCOR8 ,01778
S_ANVISE
XIC YIC CP PpLIPT RLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -,1530 .65%2 ,8022
• 1505 -.3333 -,10%5 ,6465 .6140
• 1505 -,1667 -,1967 .6_35 .0107
,1505 0.0000 -,1882 ,6%56 ,8155
.1505 .1667 -.1020 .6%39 .0101
,150_ ,3338 -,1906 ,6449 ,8165
,1505 ,5000 -.1667 ,6814 ,0065
,4995 -.5000 -,1910 ,6457 ,0152
• 4995 -,3333 -,1905 ,6455 ,8156
• %995 -.1667 -,18T8 .6447 ,0161
,4995 0._000 -.1919 ,6440 .0166
• 4995 ,1667 -.1887 ,6464 ,81%3
• 4995 .8333 -.184g ,6470 ,8133
,4905 ,5000 -,1613 ,6510 ,0059
.7994 -,5000 -*0277 .6884 .7496
,T994 -,3333 -,0329 .6665 ,7526
.7994 -.1667 -,0246 ,6885 ,7494
.7994 0.0000 -,0219 .6886 ,7494
• 7gg4 .1667 -,0200 *6905 *7%68
,799% ,3333 -.0152 ,6912 .7433





_IC CP P,LI_T NLOC
0,0000 1,100_ ,Q879 ,1319
*0135 .4038 ,8_60 ,5291
.D271 .2083 .7513 ,651Q
*0515 -t0141 ,69_1 .7441
,0763 -,1652 ,6523 .8051
,1012 -.2423 ,6310 ,8379
,1503 -,3099 ,6175 .86&_
.1994 -,3637 ,5q69 ,8_06
.2_01 -.35_3 .59_7 ._879
*2gg9 -.3495 .6007 .88_8
.3499 -,3196 .608% .8729
,3994 -,2Q61 .6163 .P606
.%%96 -.?632 ,6252 ,3460
.%992 -,2350 ,6327 .8353
*5%g_ -.1063 ,641g *8211
,5094 _,1_82 ,65_ ,8082
.64g_ -.1418 .6503 *7960
*6996 -,1085 *6669 *?827
*7480 -,0734 ,6760 ,?688
,8003 -,0333 .6867 *7524
,8500 ,0101 ,6084 .7343
,8093 ,0645 .7121 ,7132
.0%0_ .12%3 ,7281 ,6882
PT 41,6015 PS_ CN -,3030
TT 211,1542 K C_ -,0042




X/C CP P_L/PT HLDC
0.0000 hi002 ,QS?Q .1319
,0122 -.2312 ,6323 ,8359
• 0251 -,5271 ,5557 .9855
,0510 -,7747 ,4_9? 1,0633
• 0755 -,8880 ,%603 1,1137
• 1000 -,g556 ,4411 1.1475
,1_04 -1,0641 ,%11_ 1*_01%
,2004 -1.1203 ,3949 1,2330
,2501 -1,1541 ,3838 1.?_42
,3002 -1.1712 ,3811 1,2596
.350? -.6393 .5_29 1,0003
.4000 -.4342 ,5?95 .912_
• 4503 -.38?4 .5935 ,0_60
,5000 -,3509 .6019 *8830
• 5506 -,3050 ,612g .865q
• 599? -,2602 ,6258 .8%60
,6502 -,22_9 ,6348 .8320
• 7003 -,16_2 ,6507 *80?6
• ?%97 -,1104 ,6637 .?876
• ?098 -.0577 .680Z *762%
,0503 -,0105 .6929 .74_7
.9000 ,0372 *70%0 .724%
• 0%83 ,1297 .7206 *6850
176
C01 ,01213 COCOR1 .0|176
C02 ,01199 COCOR2 ,0116g
C03 *01167 COCOR3 *011%1
C04 ,01161 COCDR4 ,01134
C05 .03997 CDCOR5 ,00083
SPANU_SE
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT RLOC
*150_ -,5000 -.2665 *6Z30 .050Z
.1505 -.3333 -,3024 .6136 .8640
.1505 -.1667 -.3151 .611g ,86T5
.150S 0,0000 -.3099 ,6125 ,8665
,1505 ,1667 -.3130 ,6106 ,8694
.1505 .3333 -,3112 .6113 ,6684
.i505 .5000 -,2807 .6_10 ,0533
,49q5 -,5000 -.2383 *6330 ,034Q
,4995 -.3333 -.2334 .&330 .83_5
.4995 -,1667 -.229g ,6340 .0333
.4995 0.0000 -.2350 *6327 ,83_3
,%901 ,1667 -.2326 ,6337 ,0338
.4993 .3333 -.2295 ,63%g ,0319
.4995 ,5000 -*2002 ,6410 ,0211
.799% -,5000 -*0350 .6063 ,7_B
*?gg4 -.3333 -,0304 ,6B56 ,7540
,T994 -,1667 -.0336 .6857 ,T530
.700% 0.0000 -.0333 ,&067 ,7524
,TQQ% .1667 --.0302 *_876 .7509
.790% ,3333 -.0276 ,6805 .7406
,7994 .5000 -,032% ,6860 .75_%
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF. POOR QUALITY
TESt 119 PT 41,6050 PS! CN. -,1509
RUN 66 TT 211,1738 K CN -,00_5
POINT 6 WC 9.056B HILLIOq CC ,0029
MAC_ ,7399
ALPHJ -,98?7 DEG
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE
XI_ CP PeL/_T HL3C XIC CP P,L/PT HLOC
0.0000 1.1336 .9973 .0626 0.0000 1.1336 .9973 .0626
• 0135 .3367 .7852 .5974 .0122 -.0447 .6839 .7568
,0271 ,0496 ,7090 ,7179 ,0Z51 -,3680 ,603Z +6_09
.0515 -+1700 ,6509 .B073 .0510 -.6037 ,5356 *9877
.0763 -.3148 .6112 *q6_9 ,0755 -,6897 ,5113 1.0274
• 1012 -.3889 ,5913 .8995 ,1000 -,7950 ,6630 1,0746 .
,1503 -,4406 .5774 .9212 .1506 -.9115 .4518 1,1285
e1996 --o4_29 ,5662 .9389 .Z006 -.9534 ,4407 1.1481
.2501 -,4509 ,5753 .9Z45 ,2501 -,8733 .4628 1,109Z
,Z999 -.4350 ,5777 *_ZOB ,3002 -.5599 .5443 .9737
.3699 -.3Q19 .58_5 .qoz2 ,3507 -,5143 ,5568 ,9537
.3994 -.3582 ,59_9 .8876 .4000 --,4670 .5699 ,9331
• 4496 -.3138 ,5112 ._685 .4503 --,4062 ,5865 ,9069
• 4997 -,2799 ,6207 ._538 +5000 -.3_29 .$9_6 ,8_91
,5692 -.2319 .6330 ,8348 .5506 -,30_7 .6123 ,8661
,5994 -,I981 .6421 .8208 ,5997 -.2584 .6260 .8456
.6695 --.1669 ,6502 *_083 ,6502 -,2268 .6348 .63_0
,6996 -.1290 ,6608 ,7920 .7003 -,1650 .6512 ._68
.7489 -.09_3 .671Z .7762 .7497 -.1166 .6641 .7_70
• B003 -,0465 .6838 .7568 ,7998 -,0563 .6812 ,7608
• R500 .0012 .6963 .7375 .8503 -,0OQB .6933 ,7421
• 8993 .0607 .7119 .7134 ,q000 .0383 .7060 .7726
,9489 ,1236 .72_5 .6876 .9683 ,1300 .7302 ,6849
CD1 .01155 CDCDR1 ,01130
C02 ,01156 CDCOR2 ,01123
C03 .01166 C0¢0R3 .01126
CD4 .01115 CDCDR4 .01104
CD5 .00977 CDCOR5 .00988
5PkNW[SE
XIC Y/C CP Pet/PT HLOC
.1505 --.5000 -.3860 .5927 I_972
.1505 -,3333 -.4337 ,5799 ,9172
.1505 -.166T -.4463 .5769 ,92_9
.1505 0.0000 -.6406 .5774 .9_2
.1505 .1667 -,4423 ,5777 ,9207
.150_ ,3333 -.4459 ,5767 .9223
.1505 .5000 -.4068 .5874 ,9056
.4995 -,5000 -.2790 .6205 .8541
,4995 -.3333 -,2777 .6216 ,6525
.4995 -,1667 -*2727 .62Z8 ,8505
,_995 0.0000 -.2799 .6207 .8538
,4995 .t667 -.2768 .6211 ,8532
,4995 ,3333 -,2740 .6225 ,8509
+4995 ,5000 -.2393 .6317 .6366
.7994 -,5000 -.0455 *6820 ,7595
.799% -.3333 -*0506 *6806 *7617
.7994 -.1667 -.0458 .6_1S ,7598
*7994 0._000 --+0465 +6836 *7569
,7996 .1667 -.0423 .6829 .7582
,7994 .3333 -,0404 .6833 .7575
,7994 .5000 -*0656 ,6819 .7597
(
r
TEST llq PT 41.6034 PS! Cq -,0191
RUN 66 TT 211.1444 K C_ .0001
POIMT 5 RC 9,0651 _ILLIO_ CC ,0050
_AC_ ,7408
ALPHA ,0216 OE_
UPPER SURFACE LO_EP SURFACE
XIC CP P,LIPT _LOC X/C CP
0.0000 1,1422 ,9971 .0362 0.0000 1.i_22
.0135 ,i_q ,7338 .b79_ ,0122 ,1621
*0271 -.1371 ,6567 .7983 *0251 -.166?
.051_ -.3513 ,59_7 ._864 .0510 -.4071
.0765 -.6942 .5618 ,_657 .0755 -.5145
.I012 -,5678 ,5633 .9754 ,1000 -.6063
.1503 -.6056 .53_1 .9933 ,1504 -.6990
.1994 -.6399 ,5231 1,0081 ,2004 -.6_56
*2501 -.5681 .5415 ._753 .2501 -.6072
,2999 -.5304 ,5515 ,9622 .300_ -.5365
,3499 -.468Z .5678 .9363 .3507 -.4_19
*3994 -.42_2 *5804 *9165 *4000 --,4_9_
*6696 -._659 .5957 ,69Z6 +450_ -.3716
,4997 -.3ZZ9 ,6077 ,@739 ,5000 -,3331
,549Z -.26_7 .6219 ,"520 ,5506 -,2_67
.5994 -.2290 ,6328 • .8352 .5_7 -,2381
,6695 -,1018 .6426 .8201 .6502 -.20_4
,6996 -,I_I0 ,6535 ,_033 ,7003 -,1541
,7489 -.i069 .6667 .7831 .7497 -*1077
,8003 -,0571 ,6_00 ,7626 .7_98 -*0479
.8500 -,0065 ,6934 .7420 .8503 -,0078
.8993 *0577 *7094 .7173 .9000 ,0_79































XIC YtC CP P,L/PT RLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,532B ,552_ ,9611
.1505 -.33_3 -.5891 ,53_5 ,9930
,1505 -.1667 -*6097 ,5316 ,9962
.1505 0.0000 -,6056 ,5321 .9933
.1505 ,1667 -.b0_4 ,5336 ,_909
.1505 ,3333 -,6047 .5346 ,9897
,1505 ,5000 -,5645 ._437 .9748
,4995 -.5000 -.3218 .6097 ,8709
.4995 -,3333 -,3237 .6084 ,8728
,4995 -.1667 -,3163 .6093 .B714
.4995 0,0000 -,3229 .6077 ,8739
,4995 ,1667 -,3208 ,6099 ,8?05
,4995 .3333 -.3107 .609_ .8711
,4995 .5000 -.2805 .6189 ,8566
.7994 -,5000 -.0572 .6757 ,7647
.7996 -.3333 -.0673 .67S6 ,7651
.7994 -.1667 -.0575 ,6790 .7661
,7994 0,0000 -*0571 *6800 ,7626
,7994 *1667 -*05_3 .6794 ,7635
,7994 .3333 -.0531 .6808 ,7613









11_ PT 41.b056 P$1 CM
66 TT 211.0723 K CM
b RC 9,0786 qILLION CC
MACH .7420
AL_tA 1.1003 OEG
_PPE 0 SURFAC_ LO#EO SURFACE
XI_ CP PeLIPT _L_C XIC CP P_LIPT
0.0000 1.1333 ._968 ,0680 0,0000 1.1333 .995_
,0135 -.0636 .6765 .7680 ,0122 ,3609 .7901
*0271 -.3420 ,6018 ._830 ,0251 .0520 .7073
.0515 -p5498 ,5461 ,_708 .0510 -._164 ,6354
,0763 -.6_41 ,50_2 1.0308 ,0755 -,3277 .6048
*I012 -,7635 ,4895 1.0636 .1000 -,4150 ,5827
,1503 -,_454 .466§ 1.1023 .1504 -.4071 ,5601
*1996 -*_96_ .4528 1*1268 .2004 -.fi196 ,5537
*_501 -,7149 .5024 1.0421 ,Z501 -,4860 .5636
12999 "16073 ,5305 1_960 ,300Z --*44_6 .573_
,3499 -.5284 ,55L6 .9620 .3507 -.4096 .5835
.3996 -.4739 .5664 .9385 .4000 -,3719 .5937
*4496 -.4107 .5R24 .9133 .6503 -.3245 .6055
,4997 -.3602 ,5973 .8901 .5000 -.2929 .6153
,54qZ --,2999 .6134 *_651 .5506 --*_533 *6_59
,5996 -,2548 ,6251 ,8460 .5997 -.2113 ,636?
*6495 -,_133 ,6363 ,8298 .6502 -.1878 .6431
*6996 -,1659 ,6479 .8119 *?003 -.1359 ,b560
,7489 -,117_ ,6b06 ,7925 ,7497 -,0943 ,6660
.8003 -.0645 .6747 .7708 .7_98 -.0389 ,6816
*8300 -.0090 .6909 .7459 .6503 -.0006 ,6931
.8993 ,0_6 ,7093 ,7175 .9000 ,0392 ,7041


























C01 ,03B60 COCDR1 ,00865
C02 ,OOB60 COCOR2 *00841
C03 .0_044 CDCOR3 .020_9
CD4 ,00831 COCOR4 ,00|22
C05 ,00739 COCOt5 .00735
SPANVlSE
X/C Y/C CP PeL/PT HLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -.7321 +4961 1,0525
.1303 -,3333 -.8431 ,46?7 1.1009
• 1505 -.1667 -.8672 .4399 1.1164
.1505 0,_000 -,6434 ,4668 1,1023
,1503 ,1667 -,8192 .4728 1,0920
,1503 ,3)33 -,B545 ,4646 1,1061
• 1505 .3000 -.80)7 .4769 1,0630
.4995 -,3000 -*3567 .5974 ,6899
.4995 -.3333 -,3598 ,5960 ,6890
,4995 -,1667 -,3362 ,5982 ,8187
.4995 0.0000 -,3602 *3973 ,B901
• 4993 ,1667 -,35_3 ,3970 .8906
.4993 ,3333 -,35?_ ,_987 .ooeo
• 4993 .3000 -,3183 .6078 ,B737
•7994 -._000 -.0646 .67?0 ,7673
.7994 -*3333 -.0691 .6732 ,7700
.7994 -,1667 -*0667 ,6736 .?693
,?994 0,0000 -,0643 .67A? .?708
,7994 .1667 -,0627 .677_ *?663
,7994 .3333 -.0597 .677? ,7662
















XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.0o87 ,987_ .1316
,0131 -,2516 ,6290 ,8410
• 0271 -,5186 .5570 ,9534
.0515 -.7265 .5007 1,0449
.0763 -,8476 .4675 1,1011
,1012 -,9207 ,4493 1.1329
.1503 -1_0!74 ,4256 1,1755
• 1994 -1.0745 ,4098 1,Z045
• ZSOl -1,093Z ,4053 1,ZL31
,2999 -,8864 ,4586 1,1165
,_499 -;5027 ,5603 ,9482
,3994 -,4509 .5733 .0_76
.4496 -,4115 .5847 ,9097
,4997 -,3711 ,5954 ,8915
• $49Z -,3125 ,61_9 ,_675
._994 -'Z66Z ,6Z49 .8474
• 6495 -,_54 .63_4 .aZ96
.6996 -,1?54 .6488 ,_106
,0003 -.0705 .6759 ,?690
• 8500 -.0137 .6904 .7465
.8993 .0536 ,7097 .716#
,9489 ,1Z4Z ,7287 ,6873
LO#ER SURFACE
XlC CP P_LIPT qtOC
0.0000 1,0987 .98?9 ,1316
• 0122 .5050 ,830E ,SEZO
.0251 ,2035 ,7494 .6548
.0510 -.0658 ,6770 ,7671
,0755 -,1@8_ ,6438 ,§183
• 1000 -,2776 ,6208 .8036
,1504 -,3677 .5983 ._$F6
,2004 -.4015 ,5889 ,9032
.2501 -.3882 .5927 .8972
• 3002 -.3649 .5977 .8895
.3507 -.3459 ,60E2 ,8825
• 4000 -,3186 ,6087 ,8723
• 4503 -.2806 ,6197 ,8553
,5000 -,2573 .6267 _8446
.5506 -,2229 .6357 .8306
.5997 -.1850 ,6464 .8141
• 6502 -.1684 .6515 ._064
.7003 -.1201 ,6635 ,?ERO
,7497 -,0816 .6734 ,772_
.799_ -.031_ ,6863 ,7_28
• 8503 .0020 .6946 ,7401
• 9000 .0360 .7051 .7Z40
,9483 .122| ,72|3 ,6S79
TEST 119 PT 41,6015 PSI
kUX 66 TT Z11,05o3 K







XlC CP PpCIPT NL_C
0.0000 [,0396 ,97_1 ,_013
,0!3_ _.4149 .5813 ,9111
,OZ?t -,6729 .5140 1.0229
.0515 -.8641 ,4601 1.1140
,0763 -1.0040 .4256 1.1755
*ROLE -1,0624 .4095 1.2051
.1503 -1.1_70 ,3056 1,2508
.1994 -l.El14 ,3702 i._81Z
,2501 -I,2433 .3615 I,Z987
.E990 -1.Z713 ,3519 1,3186
,3499 -1.1476 ,3859 1.Z501
.3994 -,5873 .5365 .9063
.4496 *,438_ .574_ .9262
,4997 -.3270 ,604Z ,8793
,549Z -.277Z .61a7 .856Q
.599_ -,Z498 ,6275 .8432
,6495 -,2162 ,6361 .8300
.6996 -,169Z ,6468 .8135
,7409 -.1E48 ,6509 ,7935
.8003 -,0717 ,6739 .7719
.0500 -*0157 .6087 ,7492
,|993 ,04_| .7071 ,720&
.9409 ,1194 .?E50 .6931
LOWER SURFACE
XtC CP P_L/_T qLOC
0,0000 1,0396 ,9721 ,_013
*OiE2 .6300 ,8616 ,4656
,0_51 °3375 .7841 ,5993
.0510 .0641 ,7094 ,7173
,0755 -.06_9 .6771 .7670
,I000 -.1519 ,6531 ,8039
,1504 -._560 ,6244 ,8481
.2004 -.3010 .6135 ,8649
._501 -.3054 .61_3 .0669
,3002 -._965 .6133 ,8653
.3507 -.ZBSZ ,6169 ,8597
.4000 -.2682 .6E19 ,85_0
,4503 -.2387 .6275 .84_8
.5000 -,_Z15 .63_6 .8355
.5506 -.1949 ,6407 .8230
,5997 -.1615 .6511 .8069
.650Z -.1515 ,6534 ,8034
,7003 -,I077 ,6633 .788Z
,7497 -,0737 .6735 .7725
,7998 -,0276 .6857 ,753B
.8503 ,0030 .6937 .7415
.9000 .0340 ,70E9 .7E74
,9453 ,1190 ,7Z51 .69Zq
CO1 ,01049 ¢0C0R1 ,010El
CD2 .0] 054 CDCDR2 .01009
C03 ,0E207 COCOR3 ,02261
C04 .00911 COCOR4 .00895
C05 ,00704 COCOR5 ,00774
5PANWISE
XlC YIC CP P.LIPT NLOC
,1505 -,5000 -.9008 .4559 1.1Z14
,1505 -,3333 -1.0153 ,4E64 1,1740
,1505 -.1667 -1,0253 ,422_ 1,18_7
,1505 0,0000 -1.0174 .4_56 1.1755
.1505 .1667 -,9746 .436_ 1,156_
.150S .3333 -1.0335 .4215 l,lBE8
,1505 .5000 -.9068 .43_4 1.1630
,4995 -,5000 -,3031 ,5933 ,8963
.4995 -,3333 -.378Z ,5941 .8950
.4995 -,1667 -,3660 ,5978 .809E
,4995 0,0000 -.3711 .5964 ,8915
• 4995 ,1667 -.3694 ,5970 ,8906
.4995 .3333 -.3705 ,5962 ,8919
.4995 ,5000 -.3344 ,6063 .876Z
.7994 -.5000 -.0TEE ,6760 ,7687
.7994 -.3333 -.0708 .6750 .770Z
,?994 -.1667 -,0743 .6761 .7686
.7994 0,0000 -.0705 ,6759 ,7690
.7994 ,1667 -.0666 .67?5 ,7664
.7994 ,3333 -.0673 .6781 .7655
,7994 ,5000 -.0757 ,6757 ,769Z
CD1 .01752 CDCOR1 .01699
CUE .01747 COCOgE ,01698
C03 ,03179 COCOR3 ,03143
_04 ,01312 CD_OR4 .01291
C05 .0101Z COCOR5 ,00996
SRAN_ISE
X/C YIC CP P,L/PT MLOC
,1505 -,5000 -1.0078 .47EO 1.18Z0
.1505 -.3333 -1.1538 ._839 1.Z541
.1505 -,1667 -1,1631 .3_Z5 1,2569
.1505 0,0000 -1,1470 .3856 1,2508
.1505 .1667 -1.0847 .4014 l*EZ05
,1505 .3333 -1.1703 .3794 1.2628
.1505 ,5000 -1.1346 .3901 l,E4Zl
,4995 -,5000 -,4008 .5862 ,9075
,4995 -,3333 -,3669 .595_ ,0933
.4995 -.1667 -,3339 .6045 .B789
.4995 0,0000 -,3_70 ,604Z ,8793
,4905 .1667 -,3263 ,6061 ,$764
.4995 ,3333 -,3356 ,6036 .880Z
._995 .5000 -.3Z34 ,6073 08746
.7994 -,5000 °.0958 ,6691 .7794
.7994 *.3333 -.0894 .6689 .7796
.7994 -.1667 -*0771 ,6732 ,7731
.7994 0.0000 -.0717 ,6739 .7719
s7994 .1667 -,0738 ,6749 ,7704
,7994 .3333 -.0668 ,6750 ,7703





KIC CP P,LtPT MLqC
0,0000 .9800 ,9554 ,2559
.0135 -.5647 .54ZI .977Z
,0271 -.e155 ,4737 1,0906
,0515 -.984Z ,4266 1.1736
,0763 -1_1068 .3948 1._330
• 101_ -1,1768 .378E 1._653
.1503 -1.2559 ,3566 1.3087
• 1994 -1,318_ ,34_ 1.3401
.ESO1 -1.3577 .3335 1.3575
,Z999 -1,3761 .3244 1,3774
.3499 -1,_11_ ,3670 1.2875
,3994 -,7621 ,4060 1,0696
,4496 -,6324 ,5249 1,0051
,4997 -,4723 ,5671 ,9375
,5492 -.3223 .6076 ._738
.5994 -.2463 ,6_78 ,84Z9
.6495 -,1_75 ,6303 ,0251
,6996 -.1_64 ,6497 ,8107
.7469 -.1Z06 ,6608 .79Z0
.8003 -.0?08 ,6?42 .?715
.8500 -,0166 ,6R88 ,7491
• 8993 .0418 ,7054 .7_35
.9489 ,1050 ,72_6 .6969
PT 4[.60|8 PSI CN ,4867
TT 211._5?3 K Cq ,0065




X/C CF P.L/PT qLOC
0.0000 ,9800 ,9554 ,_559
• 012Z ,?295 .8887 .4135
,0_51 .4439 ,8116 .553?
• 0510 .1663 ,736_ ,6755
,0755 .037Z ,70_1 ,7285
.1000 -*0579 ,6??8 ,7660
,1504 -,1734 ,6467 ,8138
,_004 -*_263 ,6334 .0341
,Z501 -,2376 .6319 ,8366
,300Z -,2395 ,6289 ,8411
,3507 -.Z413 ,6Z75 .8433
,4000 -,2377 ,6_72 ,843E
,4503 -,2091 .6380 ,8_71
,5000 -.1991 ,6402 ,RZ37
• 5506 -.I786 .6462 ,81_6
,5997 -,152Z ,6530 ,8041
,6502 -.1470 ,6529 .804_
,7003 -,1131 .6603 .79Z8
• 749? -.0812 ,6714 .7759
,?998 -*035Z ,6B37 ,?568
,8503 -.0084 .60_0 ,745?
.9000 ,0134 ,6_7R ,?35?
• 9483 ,0958 .7199 ,7010
C01 ,02882 CDCDR1 .OERZ5
CO? ,0Z755 COCORZ ,0Z693
C03 ,04731 ¢DCOR3 ,04676
C04 ,01675 CDCOR4 .0164Z
CD5 ,O123Z ¢DCOR5 ,01Z10
SPANWISE
X/C Y/C CP PeL/PT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1,$166 .3985 I.ZZSq
.1505 -,3333 -1,Z766 ,3539 1.314Z
.1505 -,1667 -1,2685 .3525 1,3173
,1505 O,gO00 -I,2559 .3566 1.3087
.1505 ,1667 -l.1978 ,3769 1.2678
.1505 ,3333 -1.E937 ,3494 1.3Z36
.1505 .5000 -1._441 ,3590 1.3036
*4995 -.5000 -.426E ,5773 .qZ13
,4995 -.3333 -.3838 ,5892 .90E?
,4995 -,1667 -,3944 ,587? ,q050
.4995 0,0000 -,47_3 ,5671 .9375
,4995 .1667 -.51E5 .5543 ,9578
._995 .3333 -,4529 ,5707 ,9310
.4995 ,5000 -.3731 ,5934 ,8961
,7994 -.5000 -.1965 _6407 .0229
,7994 -.3333 -,1321 ,6568 .790_
,7994 -.1667 -.0936 .6684 ,7004
.7994 0,0000 -.0708 ,6742 .7715
,7994 ,1667 -,0623 ,6767 ,7677
.7994 .3333 -.0614 ,6758 ,769|











X/C CP P;L/PT NLOC
0.0000 .9046 .9357 .3092
• 0135 -.6760 ,5103 1.0290
• 0171 -,9370 ,4417 1.1464
• 0515 -1.1114 ,3949 1o1329
.0761 -1,2110 ,3672 1,2871
• 1012 -1,2529 ,3530 1.]14S
.1503 -1,33k3 ,3330 1.3586
• 1994 -I.3862 .3185 1.3004
,2501 -1,4130 ,3105 1.4084
• 2999 -1,2413 ,355_ 1,3058
.3499 -.8504 .4662 1.1034
.]994 -.7810 ,4837 1.0734
•4496 -.7104 .5011 1.0443
,4907 -.6120 .5282 ,_997
• 5492 -.4815 .5665 .938t
.5994 -.3797 .5918 .8987
.6495 -.2885 .61&2 .8607
.6g9& -,1169 ,6]$2 .8314
,7_89 -.1596 .6514 .8066
.8003 -.1052 .6638 .7875
• 8500 -.0583 .6763 .7683
.$993 .0006 .6913 .745]





XlC CP PeLIPT MLDC
0.0000 ,0046 .0357 .3002
• 0122 .8001 .0070 *]7§5
.0251 .5238 .8334 .5164
,0510 .240] .7504 .6389
.0755 *i140 .7231 ,6961
• 1000 ,0138 .6949 .7306
• 1504 -.1087 .6626 .7894
.2004 -,1751 .6444 .8173
• 1501 -.2034 ,6365 .8294
• 3002 -.2071 .6361 .8300
• 3507 -.2122 .6369 .8280
.4000 -.2126 ,6360 .8301
• 4503 -.1984 .6387 .q_61
.5000 -*19_g .6407 .8_30
.5506 -.1738 ,6486 .810g
.5997 -,1572 .6513 ,8067
• 6502 -.1355 ,6518 .8050
.7003 -.1227 .6604 .7926
,7497 -,0993 ,6674 ,7819
.7998 -.0617 ,6755 .?695
.8503 -.0S03 ,6735 .7649
.9000 -*0]70 .6§11 .7608
,94|3 *0333 .7018 ,7291
CDX ,04459 COC081 .04412
C02 ,03888 CDCOR2 ,03836
CD3 *06782 CDCOR3 *06739
CO4 ,02040 COCOR4 .020_0
C05 .01430 COCOR5 .01417
SPANVISE
XIC YIC CP P_LIPT RLOC
• 1_05 -.5000 -1.1775 ,3738 1.2700
• 1505 -.3333 -1.3345 .]300 1,3631
• 1505 -.1667 -1.3430 ,]289 1.367:
,1505 0.0000 -1.3343 .3330 1.3586
• 1505 .1667 -1,2669 .3518 1.3187
• 1505 .3133 -1.3537 .3248 1.]764
• 1505 .3000 -1,3288 .3327 1.3392
.4995 -.5000 -.4528 .5703 .9324
.4995 -,3333 -.4097 .5828 .9128
,4995 -,1667 -.4797 .5653 ,9400
,4995 0.0000 -,6120 ,5282 .9997
,4995 *1667 -.6299 .5227 1,0087
.4993 .3333 -.6207 .5262 1.00]0
.4995 .5000 -.400] .5653 ,040]
.7994 -,5000 -.2696 .6207 .S539
.7994 -.1333 -.1057 .6422 .8206
.7994 -.1667 *.1292 ,6364 .7980
,7994 0.0000 -.1052 ,66]8 .7e75
,7994 .1667 -*0970 .6669 .7827
• 7994 .3133 -,0877 .6606 .7002
,7994 .5000 -,0975 ,6630 ,7857














XlC CP P,L/PT qLOC
0.0000 .8343 .9170 .353b
.0135 -.8170 .4765 1,0_56
• 0271 -1.0460 ,4126 1.1995
.0515 -1.2253 ,36_2 1.2852
.0763 -1.]223 .3431 1.3360
.101_ -1.3377 .3306 1.3638
• 1503 -1.4134 ,3121 1.4048
.1994 -1.4253 .3119 1.4054
.2501 -1.0452 .41S7 1.1937
,2999 -.8716 .4633 1.1084
.3499 -.Al17 ,4763 1.0857
,3994 -*7629 .4904 1.0621
.4496 *.6994 ,5001 1,0311
.4997 -.6204 .5180 1.0000
.fl492 -.5447 ,5498 .9649
• 5994 -.4718 .5656 &9398
• 6495 -.4064 .5_59 .9078
.6096 -.3497 .5951 .8_qg
• 7489 -,2R30 .6173 .3591
• 8003 -,2273 *_317 .8360
.8500 -*1750 ,6457 .8153
• 0093 -,1167 .6627 .7891
,9419 -*0810 .6707 .7769
LOVER SUnFACE
XIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 .834] .9170 ,]536
,0122 .8564 ,9231 .3395
.0251 ,5913 .8514 .484]
,0510 ,3201 ,7802 .6055
.0755 ,1790 ,7430 ,6649
.1000 .0761 ,7116 .7139
.1504 -.0310 ,6783 .7652
.2004 -,1299 .6587 ,7954
.1501 -,1588 .6512 ,8053
.3002 -.1722 .64_5 .8004
.3507 -.lg17 *6414 4820_
.4000 -.1917 .6430 .8195
• 4503 -.1849 .6461 .8147
.5000 -,1918 .6426 .8_00
.5506 -.1819 .6465 .6140
.5997 *.1686 .6475 .81_6
,6501 -.1783 ,6468 ,8136
.7003 -*1518 .6513 .8068
.7497 -.1305 ,6582 .T961
• 7998 -,1011 ,6635 ,7848
.8503 -.0909 .6659 .7843
• q000 -,1082 .6630 .7844
,948] -.0857 ,6777 ,7661
COl .06154 CDCOR1 ,06005
C02 ,05492 CDCORZ *05416
C03 .10690 COCOR] ,10633
C04 .03215 COCOR4 .01170
C05 .02247 CDCOR5 .02219
SPA#WISE
XlC YlC CP P.LIPT MLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.2828 .3525 1,]173
• 1505 -.3333 -1,4403 .3100 1.40q7
.1505 *.1667 -1.4480 .3092 1.4115
,1505 0,0000 -1.4134 ,3121 1.4048
.1505 .1667 -1.3716 ,3288 1.3677
• 1505 .3333 *1,4567 ,3056 1.4107
.1505 .5000 -1.4360 .3124 1.4042
.4995 -,5000 *.4963 ,$649 ,9400
.4995 -,331] -.4701 .5675 .9368
.4995 -.1667 -.3746 ,5411 .9789
.4995 0.0000 -.6204 .5280 1.0000
,4995 ,1667 -.6280 ,5299 *qq6q
• 4995 .3333 -.6364 .52]0 1.0082
.4995 .5000 -,5467 .5485 ,9670
.7994 -.5000 -,3090 ,6125 ,8664
.7904 --*3333 ".2226 ,6342 ,8330
,7994 -.1667 -.192] ,6427 ,8198
.7994 0.0000 *.2273 .6317 ,8369
,7994 ,1667 -.2Z70 .6344 ,8127
,7994 .3333 -.2236 .6339 .8334
,7094 .5000 -,1947 ._421 ,0200
TEST 110 PT 41.6036 PSI
RUN 66 TT ?I0.90]0 K




xIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 .7677 .8987 .3932
.0135 -.q018 .4488 1.1338
*0E71 -1,1316 .3876 1,2468
,0515 -I,2896 .3463 1.3301
*076] -1.3_09 .]222 1.3_22
.101_ -1.4368 .30_9 1,4100
.1503 -1.4005 .]15_ 1.3973
.1994 -.0075 .4251 1.176]
,2501 -.8688 .4585 1.1168
.2999 -.8173 .4710 1.0957
,3499 -.7818 ,4833 1.0741
.3994 -,7372 .4949 1.0546
.449& -,6793 ._071 1.0343
.4997 -,6361 .5236 1.0072
.5402 -,5824 ,5355 ,_$79
,5994 -*5374 .545_ *9?22
,6495 -*4_15 .5_79 ,9520
,6996 -.4426 ,5730 .9282
,7480 -,]043 .5878 .)054
*8003 -,3522 .5975 .8897
,8500 -.3108 ,6078 .8737
.89q3 -.2517 ,625_ *3465





X/C CP P;L/_T qLOC
0.0000 ,7677 .8987 ,3q32
,0122 .9080 .q358 ,3088
.0251 ,652? .8673 ,4550
.0510 ,3773 .7939 ,5832
.0755 .2369 ,?562 .6440
.1000 .1358 .7302 .6849
,1504 -,0048 ,6906 *7462
.Z004 -,0832 *6704 ,7774
• 2501 -.1265 .6_80 .7964
• 3002 -,1530 ,6490 .80_8
.3_07 -,1720 ,6468 .8136
,4000 -.1848 .6431 ,8193
,4503 -.1801 .6418 ,821]
• 5000 -.1910 ,6426 .8200
,5506 -.1877 ,6416 .8216
.5997 -.1814 .6413 ,_220
,6502 -,1065 *6378 .8_75
,7003 -.173S ,64_3 ,8159
.749? -.1638 ,64_3 .8098
,700_ -.1434 .6536 ,8031
,8503 -.1542 ,6500 ,808?
• 9000 -,1737 *6464 ,814]
• 9403 *.1393 .6879 .?965
179
C_1 .08391 CDCORI ,0838S
C02 ,07793 COCOR2 .07725
C03 ,12154 COC083 ,12122
C04 ,05553 CDCOR4 ,05519
C05 .04360 CDCOR5 .04342
SPANW_SE
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -1.3371 .]362 1.3517
.1505 -.3333 -1,4815 .2937 I*4476
.1505 -,1667 -1.4603 .2999 1,4331
• 1505 0,0000 -I,4005 ,3155 1.3973
,1505 ,1667 -1,3175 .]414 1.3405
.1505 .3]33 -1.3880 .3189 1.]896
,L505 ,5000 -1,4579 .3027 1.4266
• 4995 -,S000 -*5533 .5409 ,9791
• 4qgS -*33]3 *,5905 .5117 .9940
• 4995 -.1667 -.6359 .5218 1.0102
,4993 0,0000 -.6361 .5236 1*00T2
.4995 .1667 -,6303 .5201 |.012|
,49q5 *3333 -.6451 ,5170 1.0180
• 4995 ,5000 -*5886 .5]$3 *_|82
• 7994 -*5000 -.3201 *6083 .8731
• 7994 -.3333 -.2593 .6251 .84?0
.7994 -,I667 -*]311 .6038 ,8800
,7994 0,_000 -,3522 ,$973 ,|Bg7
.7994 ,1667 -*3394 .6011 .|811
.7994 .333] -.32?9 .606| *8783







_/C CP P,L/PT qLO:
0,0000 .6R97 ,8775 ,4355
• 3135 -1,0519 ,¢105 1.2033
• 0271 -1.2373 .351_ 1.2981
,0515 -1,304_ ,32_5 1,3815
.0763 -1.4662 ,2998 I,_333
.I012 -I,#622 ,3035 1,4Z_7
.1503 -1.04)9 .4141 1.1966
.I094 -.9094 .4519 1.1253
.2501 -.a590 .463_ 1.1076
.2099 -*8125 .4767 1.0_53
.3499 -.?720 .4877 1.0666
,3094 -,7383 .4966 1.0517
.4496 -,7000 .5062 1.0358
.4997 -.6620 .5151 1.0210
• 5492 -,6P44 .5277 1.0006
.5994 -.5873 .3377 .qd43
.6495 -,5535 .5472 .9601
.6996 -,5146 .5567 .9571
.7_0) -,4721 .5700 .9329
•$003 -.4274 .5817 .9144
• aSO0 -,3024 .5867 .9066
.8093 -.3423 .6030 ,@_II
.q4l@ -,3140 .608Z .873Z
PT 61.6066 PSI CN .6231
TT 211.05_6 K CH -.0335




XlC CP PpLIRT qLOC
0.0000 .6897 .8775 .4355
.0122 .0502 .9476 .27RI
• 0251 .7107 .8836 .4237
.0510 .4610 ._123 ,5576
.0755 .2938 .?7i? .6196
• I000 .1887 .744_ .6674
,1504 .0449 ,7055 ,7_33
• 2004 -.0411 .6836 .7570
.2501 -,0854 .6?08 ,7767
• 3002 -.1178 .6625 .7895
,3507 -.1447 .6554 .8004
.4000 -.1652 ,64_8 .0090
,6503 -*1688 .6483 .q113
,5000 -.Iq13 ,6441 .Ol?O
• 5506 -.1846 .6451 .8162
.5097 -.1805 .6463 .81_4
,6502 -.1992 .6417 .8215
,7003 -.1886 .6421 .8208
.7497 -.1770 .6483 .gi13
.TqqR -.1_28 .65_2 *8053
.8503 --.1878 .6_17 .82i5
.0000 -,2221 ,6351 .8315
.0483 -.2022 .63_2 .8268
CO1 .10770 COCOR1 .10687
C02 .10554 C DCDRZ .10449
C03 .10967 COCflR3 *!0802
C04 .07811 CDCOR4 ,07754
C05 ,06433 C DCDR5 ,06397
SPiNglSE
XlC YIC CP PeLIPT _LOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.3965 .3168 1.3944
*1505 -.3333 -1.241e *3505 1.302e
*1505 -.1667 -1.1388 *3910 I*_OZ
.150P 0.0000 -1,0439 .4141 1.1966
.1505 .lbb7 -1.0222 .4169 1.1915
.1505 ,3333 -1.1058 *3060 1.2307
.1505 ,5000 -1.3322 ,3394 1.3467
,4995 -.5000 -.6006 .5334 .9912
.4995 -.3333 -.6620 .5168 1,0183
.4995 -.1667 -.6578 .5126 1.0252
.4995 0,0000 -,66Z0 ,5151 1.0210
*4995 *1667 -.6593 .5177 1.0168
.4995 .3333 -.6741 .5136 1*0236
.4095 .5000 -.6027 .5275 1.000Q
*7094 -.5000 -.3560 .5989 .887_
.79q4 -.3333 -t3926 .5893 .q025
,7994 -*1667 -.4317 .5777 .9208
.7994 0.0000 -.6274 .5817 .9166
,79q4 *1667 -.4287 .57q5 .9178
.790_ .3333 -.4105 .5866 .9100





_IC C ° P,LIPT ffL_C
0.0000 1.0492 .0743 .1920
• 0135 .6055 .85_0 .4761
• 0271 .3253 .7004 .6052
.0515 .0_81 .7106 .7014
.0763 -,0574 .6776 .7662
• I012 -.1410 .6548 ._012
• 1503 -.2213 .6350 ._317
.1_4 -.286_ .6155 ._619
• 2501 -.2850 .610_ ._561
.2099 -.2085 .6128 ._659
.349_ -.2788 .6183 .857_
• 3994 -.2644 .6236 .8493
.4496 1,2418 ,6279 ._427
.40_? -.Z260 .6305 ._387
.5492 -.1910 ,6403 .5236
.5994 -.1635 .64_6 - .8100
.6495 -.1419 .653_ ,_0_7
• 6095 -*I142 ,6631 .7886
.74_9 -.0_24 .6709 .7766
• 8003 --.044_ .5798 .7628
.8500 --.0061 .6_13 .7652
.8993 .04BQ .7060 .7225
,9_89 .1033 .7105 .TOIb
pr 41.6040 Psi Cq -.398_
TT 211.0846 K C_ -,0059




XtC CP P_L/PT _LOC
0.0000 1.0402 .0743 .10_8
.0122 -*3002 .5927 .8_73
• 0251 -.6458 .5_04 1.01_4
.0510 -.8985 ,4527 1,1260
.0755 -.0_05 .4254 1,1758
,1000 -1.0714 .4053 1.2131
• 1504 -1.1832 .37_0 1,26_7
• 2004 -1,2247 ,3636 1.2045
.2501 -1.2730 .3580 1.3100
.3002 -I,2839 ,34R7 1.325_
.3507 -.9778 ,4300 1,1638
.4000 -,5829 .5385 .9830
.4503 -.4_91 .5777 .0_08
• 5000 -.344_ .5984 .88_3
.5506 -.2q14 .6133 ,8653
.5997 -.2540 .6243 .q_83
• 6502 -.2305 .6300 .81Q5
.7003 -,1835 .6451 .8167
.7497 -,1347 .6569 .7081
.7q08 -*0703 ,6728 ,7736
.8503 -.0270 .6857 *7538
*gO00 *0209 .6085 .7341
• 04_3 *lOgq .7213 .6_88
CDl .01943 "CDCOR1 .01897
C02 .01852 COCOR2 ,01706
CO3 .02044 COCOR3 ,02803
C04 .01430 COCOR4 .01394
C05 .01212 COCOR5 .01197
SPANMZS[
X/C YIC CP P_LtPT RLOC
• L505 -.5000 -,lgBq .6416 .8216
• 1505 -.3333 -.2167 .6364 ,8_96
.1505 -.1667 -.2272 ,6330 ,034B
.1505 0.0000 -.2213 .6350 .8317
• 1505 .1667 -,2276 .6312 *8376
• 1505 .3333 -*2Z43 .6346 .8327
• 1505 .5000 -.198_ ,6408 .8229
.4905 -.5000 -.2Z18 .6342 .8330
,4905 -.3333 -.2228 .6323 *0360
.4995 -.1667 -*Z17Z *6343 .0328
.4995 0.0000 -*Z260 .6305 .8387
.4905 .1667 -.2147 .6361 .8301
.4905 .3333 -.2136 .6347 .6322
.49q5 .5000 -.1546 .6431 .8193
.7994 -.5000 **0717 .6726 *7730
.7904 -.3333 -.0692 .6747 .7708
.7994 -.1667 -.0535 .6797 .7630
.7004 0.0000 -.0442 .6798 .7628
.7004 .1657 -.0377 ,681E .7509
.7904 .3333 -,031Q .6847 ,7554
.7994 .5000 -*0371 _6841 *7563
180
TABLE XXXl. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.74














XI_ CP P.L/RT HLOC
0.0000 1.1399 .q988 .0407
• 0135 .1654 .7393 .6705
,0271 -,1176 ,6640 ,7869
• 0515 -.3378 ,6051 .8777
• 0763 -.4848 .5656 .)397
• 1012 -.5536 ,548k ,7670
•1503 -.5900 ,5376 .984%
,1994 -,6196 .5_93 .9978
.2501 -,5538 ,5471 .969Z
.2999 -.5135 ,5584 ,9511
.34Q9 -.4561 .5732 *9276
,3_94 -,4111 ,5856 ,9085
,4496 -,3581 .5993 ,8867
,4997 -,3173 .6100 ,8701
.5492 -,2653 ,6245 .8%77
• 5996 -.2236 ,6348 ,3318
,6495 -.1903 ,6433 ,_187
.6996 -.1468 .6548 ,_010
• 7%89 -,1037 .6676 .7815
.8003 -.05&% .6807 .7613
.8500 -,0042 .6935 .7415
.8993 .0606 ,7113 .7140
,9489 .1248 .72_% *6875
LO_ER SURFACE
XlC CP P_LIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.[399 .9988 .0407
.0122 .1554 ,7366 ,6747
.0251 -,1588 .6530 ,8038
.0510 -.4220 .5827 ,9128
*0755 -.5224 ,5555 ,9557
*I000 -.6102 .5334 .9912
.1504 -,7047 .5070 1.0344
.2004 -.6789 .5136 1.0238
.2501 -,6006 ,5346 ,9892
.3002 -.5297 ,5541 .9580
,3507 -,4781 .5673 ,9369
• 4000 -.4266 .5813 ,9150
.4503 -.8697 .5962 ,8916
,5000 -.3311 ,6063 .8759
,5506 -.2844 .6194 .8556
.5997 -.2356 .6316 .8367
,6502 -.?11_ .6377 ,8273
.7003 -.1508 ,6538 ,R026
• 7497 -.1052 .6671 .7821
.7998 -.0970 ,6_26 .7580
.8503 -,0063 .6930 .7424
.9000 ,0355 .7046 ,7244
.9483 .1299 .7297 .6854
CO1 .00779 CDCOR1 .00773
C02 .00774 CDCORZ .00766
C03 *00766 CDCOR3 .00761
C04 ,00759 CDCOR4 ,00755
C05 *00686 C OCOR5 .00684
SPANW[SE
XtC YIC CP P_LIPT RLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -,5244 ,5562 .9546
.1505 -*3333 -.5752 .5415 .4781
• 1505 -,1667 -*_956 .5370 .7853
.1505 0,0000 -.5900 .5376 .V544
• 1505 ,1667 -.5829 .5406 ,9795
.1505 .3333 ".5917 .5371 ,9852
.1505 .5000 -.5556 .5477 ,9681
,4995 -.5000 -.3199 ,6097 .8706
.4995 -.3333 -,3164 .6112 ,8684
,4995 -.1667 -.3105 .6125 ,8663
,4995 0.0000 -.3173 .6100 .8701
.4995 .1667 -,3142 ,6112 .8683
,%995 .3333 -.3125 ,6122 .8667
.4995 ,5000 -.2662 .6243 *8480
,7996 -,5000 -*0633 ,6775 .7662
,7994 -,3333 -,0624 .6783 .7650
• 7994 -.1667 -*0570 .6805 .7615
,7994 0,0000 -*0549 .6807 .7613
.7994 .1667 -*0524 ,6804 ,7617
,7994 ,3333 -,0492 ,6818 .7596







XlC CP P,L/RT _LOC
0,0000 1,0430 ,9730 ,197B
.0135 .6121 .8585 ,_712
*0271 .3386 .7k59 .5960
,0515 ,1089 ,7241 .6943
*0763 -.0518 ,6817 .7598
.1012 -.1321 .6609 .7917
.1503 -.2103 .6403 ._233
.1994 -,2752 .6227 .8505
.2501 -.2781 .6_3 ._511
.299g -,2R18 .62_0 ,8516
*3499 -,2664 ,6251 .8467
,39Q4 -,2534 ,_279 .3424
,%496 -.2274 .6353 ,8311
,4997 -.Z063 .6%22 .8205
,5492 -.1756 .6696 ,_090
,5994 -,1521 ,6552 - .8004
.6495 -.1310 .6608 .7919
,6996 -.I056 ,6677 .7_12
,7489 -.0732 .6766 .7676
,8003 -.0362 ,6868 .7522
._500 ,0030 .6Q56 .7383
,8993 ,0558 .7099 .7162


























































C01 .01743 CDCOR1 ,01733
C02 ,01680 C DCOR2 ,01662
C03 ,01507 COCOR3 ,01494
C04 ,01125 CDCDR4 *01115
C05 .00964 CDCOR5 .00956
SflANWISE
XIC YIC CP P,LIPT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -,1813 .6464 .8139
.1505 -.3333 -.2092 .6390 ,8254
.1505 -.1667 -.2192 .6365 .8292
.1505 0.0000 -.2103 .6403 .8233
.1505 ,1667 -,2171 ,6369 .8286
,1505 ,3333 -*2162 .6371 *8283
,1505 .5000 -,1924 *6437 .8182
.4995 -.5000 ".2098 .6393 .8249
,%995 -.3333 -,Z095 ,6396 .8245
• 4995 -*[667 -.1945 ,6451 .8159
,4995 0,_000 -.2063 .6422 *8205
.4995 ,1667 -.?068 .6406 .8229
.4995 ,3333 -.2015 ,6417 .8212
.4995 .5000 -,1703 ,6515 ,8061
,7994 --,5000 -,0646 .6777 *7659
,7996 -.3333 -,0567 .6802 ,76_1
,7994 -,1667 -*0405 .6855 ,7539
,7994 0.0000 -.0362 .6866 .7522
.7994 .1667 -.0308 .6867 .7520
,7994 ,3333 -*0242 .6_00 .768@












_IC CP P.LI=T _LOC
0.0000 1,1056 .9895 .12_7
.0135 .4760 .8208 ,_379
*0271 .1963 .7453 .6611
.0515 -.0333 .5847 .7551
,0763 _.1869 ,64_9 ,_194
.i01_ -.26Z5 ,6213 ._526
.1503 -.3309 .6035 ,8803
.1994 -,38_8 .5')07 ,9002
,2501 -,3704 ,5942 ,8947
,2999 -,3644 .5950 ,_935
,3499 -.3352 ,6022 ._822
,3994 -,310b .6101 ,8700
,4_96 -.2740 ,6ZZO ,_516
.4997 -*2474 .6_79 ,_%_5
.5492 -.2089 .6370 ._285
.599% -,1793 ,6457 .8150
,6495 -,1541 .6535 ,8030
.6996 -.1191 .6623 .7896
,7489 -*0724 .6773 ,7741
.8003 -.0437 .6815 .7601
,&500 ,0025 ,6952 .7389
.8993 .0591 ,7104 ,7154





X/C CP PtLIPT MLO_
0,0000 1,1056 .9895 ,12_7
,0122 -*192Z .6418 ,821!
,0Z51 -.4_79 ,5616 ,9459
,0510 -,7472 .4936 1.0567
.0755 -,8%0% ,_653 1.1049
,I000 -.9139 .4462 1,13_3
,1504 -1*0326 .4150 1,1949
,2004 -i,0879 ,4018 1.2196
,2501 -I*II96 .3936 1.2354
,3002 -i*0933 ,3994 I,ZZ42
,3507 -,5202 .5525 ,9604
*4000 -,4308 .5779 ,9203
,4503 -,4013 .5880 .9043
,5000 -,3658 ,5962 ,8916
,5506 -,3178 ,6078 .q736
,5997 -,2695 .6216 .85Z_
.6502 -,2433 .6298 ,8396
,7003 -,1774 ,6467 ,8135
.7%97 -.i770 .6604 .792%
.799_ -,0649 .675fl *7688
,8503 -,0187 ,6896 ,7476
.9000 .0266 .7018 .?288
*9483 ,1251 .7276 *6887
C01 ,01194 CDCOR1 .01176
CD2 .0L194 CDCOR2 *01176
CD3 ,01111 CDCOR3 .01095
CO4 ,0[028 COCOR4 *01017
C05 .03873 CDCOR5 .00865
SP6NWISE
X/C _lC CP P_L/PT RLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -,2927 ,6160 ,8608
,1505 -.3333 -.3269 .6061 .8762
,1505 -,1667 -,3397 ,6027 ,8815
• [505 0,3000 -,3309 ,6035 ,8803
.1505 *1667 -,3328 *6053 *8774
• 1505 *3333 -,3337 ,6043 ,8790
,1505 .5000 -.305_ ,6119 ,8672
.4995 -*5000 -*2504 *6278 ,8427
• 4995 -*3333 *.2488 .6272 .8435
.4995 -,1667 -*2436 *6287 .8412
,4995 0.0000 -,1474 ,6279 .8425
• 4995 ,1667 -.2446 ,6293 ,8403
,4995 .3333 -*2407 ,6294 .8401
,4995 *5000 -,201B ,6399 *8239
.7994 -,5000 -.0636 .6766 .7676
• 7994 -,3333 -.0598 *6779 *7655
,79q4 -,1667 -,0473 ,6813 ,7603
• 7994 0.0000 -.0437 .6815 .7601
,7994 .1667 -.0369 ,6838 *7566
.7994 ,3333 -,0328 .6851 ,754_
• 7994 ,5000 -.0364 .6842 *7558








XI: CP P_LIPT _L_C
0.0000 1.1340 .Q976 ,0579
• 0135 .3310 .7930 .6007
• 0271 ,0470 .7070 ,7206
• _515 -.177Z .6480 .0115
• 0763 -*3272 .6076 .8739
• 1012 -.3a05 .5879 ,_045
• 1503 -.4504 .5769 .qZSO
• lq94 -.69Z4 ,563b ,94_7
,2501 -,6593 .5726 .9_56
.2099 -,6397 .5763 *9220
.3499 -.3071 .5878 .?047
.3094 -.3615 .59_4 *0881
• 4496 -,3178 .611Z .36d3
.4007 -.Z046 .6136 .3_71
.54q2 -,2370 .6321 ._359
.5994 -.2022 .6407 ,8228
,6405 -,1737 .669Z .3097
.6096 -.1332 ,6603 *7026
• 7689 -*09_9 .5698 .77_0
• B003 -*0_05 .6_19 .7594
.8500 -*0020 .6952 .7390
•8993 ,058_ ,7110 .7145
.g489 ,1205 .7279 .68_2
64.5210 PS! CN -.1471
Z00.3377 g CH -.0024




Xl¢ CP P_L/PT HLOC
0.0000 1.1368 .5976 .0579
.01Z_ -.0240 .6883 ,74o6
.0251 -*3320 ,bOSB ,$767
•0510 -*5034 .5372 .0850
,0755 -.672L ,§160 l. OZ_8
,I000 -.7822 ,6858 1,069_
.150_ -._952 .6563 1.1206
.ZOO4 -.5307 .6468 1.1Y73
.2501 -.7_38 .4834 1.0739
.3002 -,5612 ._438 ,9744
• 3507 -.5181 .555_ ,0557
.4000 -.6667 .5704 ._521
.4503 -.4052 .5880 .9045
,5000 -.3613 .5980 .8889
.5506 -.3090 .6129 ,8656
.50_7 -.2576 ,6259 .8456
.6502 -,2300 .6342 .8328
.7003 -,1656 .6517 .8098
.7497 -.1174 ,6635 ,7877
,7906 -,0570 .6600 ,7624
.8503 -.0132 ,6922 .7436
.9000 .0318 .?030 .7255
.9483 .I283 .7300 .6850
CD1 .00814 CD¢ORI *00803
COZ .0O8Ol COCOA2 ,0o798
C03 ,00881 CDCOR3 .00569
CO4 ,0_75_ COCB_4 ,00774
C05 .00695 COCOR5 .00690
SPANWISE
XlC YIC CP PwLIPT MLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.4023 .5898 .9016
.1500 -.3333 -.4430 .5766 *9Z23
,150S -.1667 -.4584 .5736 ._270
.1505 0.0000 -.4504 .5749 *qz_o
• 1505 ,1667 -.4507 .8760 *0210
• 1505 .3333 -.4527 .5742 .9260
.1505 .5000 -._205 .5637 *9112
,6995 -.SO00 -,Z853 .6205 .8540
.4qg5 -.3333 -.2_61 ,6200 ,8546
.4995 -*1667 -.2789 .6225 .8508
,6995 0.0000 -,2866 ,6184 .8571
.4995 .1667 -.Z80q .6_16 .85Z1
.6995 ,3333 -.Z785 ,6Z16 .8522
.4995 .5000 -*2356 .6340 .8331
.7994 -.5000 -.0612 .6798 *7626
• 7994 -.3333 -,0607 ,6795 ,7651
.7994 -.1667 -.0523 .6816 .7599
.7094 0.0000 -.0405 *_810 .7804
.7994 .1667 -.0459 .6839 .7864
• 7994 .3333 -,0423 ,604_ ,7506






X/C CP P,L/PT _L_
0.0000 1.1613 ,9992 .0333
.0135 .1554 .7350 .6758
.3271 -.1298 .6502 ,7963
• 0015 -.3506 .6007 .d866
.076_ --*405q .5610 ._470
,lOlZ -.5655 ,5430 .9757
,1503 -.6052 .5333 ._914
• 1094 -.6357 ._242 1.0060
• 2501 -.5647 .5645 .5732
.2999 -.5_35 .5551 ,9547
,3499 -.4642 ._722 .92_2
.3994 -.6170 .5R_2 .9103
,4496 -,3613 .6000 .8856
._997 -,3207 .6110 ,86Y6
.5492 -*2687 .6246 .B476
.5594 -,2286 ,6350 ._31k
.6695 -.1934 .6636 ._183
•6_06 -.lfil_ .6550 .7003
.7469 -.I058 .6676 .7A15
.ZOO3 -,0566 .6_Ib ._59_
• 8500 -.0069 ,6946 .7602
.B993 .0583 .7116 ,7136
.948_ .1244 .7263 .890_
PT 64.5148 PSI CN -.01_7
TT Z00.3062 K C_ .0002




XtC CP P,L/PT _L_C
0,0000 1.1413 .99_Z ,033_
.0122 .1654 .7386 .6716
.0251 -,1460 ,6554 ,8002
.0510 -*4105 .5847 ,9096
.0755 -.51_1 ,5566 .0830
.1000 -.590_ .5339 ,0903
.150_ -.6946 ,5094 1.0_0_
,2004 -.676Z ,5134 1.0237
.2501 -.5977 .5357 ._874
,3002 -.5Z07 .554S .95_3
.3507 -.4786 .5656 ,9352
,6000 -.4268 .5816 .9144
.4503 -.3683 .595Z ,85A5
.5000 -.3310 .6085 ,87Z8
.5506 -.2851 .620Z .A543
,5oq7 -.2378 .63Z5 ,8354
.6502 -.2126 .6385 .8261
.7003 -.1530 ,6553 ,800_
.7697 -.1060 .667] ,7_1_
.7g9_ -.0478 .6B39 ,T563
.8503 -,OOP6 ,693_ *7409
.9000 .0335 .7050 ,7238
*9483 *1290 .7275 ,68P8
CO1 .00793 COCOR1 .00784
C02 .03790 COCOAZ .00772
CO3 ,O077B CDCOR3 *00770
CO4 .00763 C_OR4 .00786
C05 .00694 CDCOR_ .00689
SPANWZSE
XlC _1_ CP P_LIPT RLOC
,1505 -,5000 -.5429 ,5408 .9663
.1505 -.3333 -.5908 .5364 .0862
.1805 -.1667 -.6136 .5514 ,9944
,1505 0,0000 -.6052 .5333 .9914
.1505 .166T -.6052 .5322 .9932
,1505 .3333 -,6071 ,5521 *09_3
• 1505 .5000 -,571_ .5426 ,9763
,4995 -.5000 -.32P3 .6060 .8766
,4995 -.3_33 -,3239 ,6073 ,0744
,_995 -.1667 -,3164 *6092 .8?14
.4995 0,0000 -.3207 ,6110 ,8686
,4995 .1667 -.320? .6080 .87_2
.4995 .3333 -.3187 .6087 ,8722
.499_ .5000 -,2714 .6212 ,8528
.7994 -,5000 -,O_SQ .6760 ,76#5
• 7996 -*3333 -.0666 .6756 ,7692
.7994 -*1667 -,0599 .6770 *7658
.7904 0.0000 -.0566 *68[6 *?5qq
.7994 .1667 -*0546 .6791 *7658
• 7004 .3333 -.0516 ,6796 ,7629




PT 66.5200 PSY CN .108_
TT Z00.3325 g CH .0021




XlC CP P_LIPT qLO:
0.0000 1.1355 .0073 .0618
.0135 -*0Z77 .6_66 .7522
,0271 -.3105 ,6102 .9698
,0S15 -,5268 .55_6 ,9603
*0763 _,6678 .5147 1.0226
*IOIZ -.748S .6g36 1.0567
*1501 -._225 .6737 i*0q13
.1994 -.8610 .46_9 1,0087
.Z501 -.6708 .5107 1.0Z_2
.Z990 -.6071 .5301 ._065
,3499 -,5_31 .5530 ._557
,3994 l*_687 *5650 *0358
.4696 -.6056 ,5848 .9095
.4097 -,3576 *5074 .5008
,5492 -.2o89 ,6i38 ,8662
*5904 -,Z526 ,6Z67 ._443
*6695 -.213_ *6373 .82?q
.6096 -.l_59 .6407 *Noq9
.748_ -,1187 .6623 .7806
*_003 -.0663 ,6750 ,76_7
._500 -,012Z ,69U .7452
._093 ,055? *7002 .7173
*Q_SQ .lZ40 .7276 .68_7
Lq_ER SUPF_CE
X/C CP P,L/PT qLOC
0.0000 1.1355 .q973 *061_
.0122 .33q9 ,7860 .597?
,0251 ,0311 ,?Ol? .7290
• 0510 -*_3_6 .6Z95 .0401
• 0755 --,3404 ,6000 .8R57
• I000 -*4350 .5775 .9209
,1504 -.5155 .5554 .0550
.2004 -,53_5 .5516 ,962_
.2501 -.4qBo ._505 .0493
• 3002 -,6548 ,5709 *011_
.350? -*_165 ,5615 .9145
.6000 -*_775 ._9Z4 ,qq?5
• 6503 -.)269 .605_ *8774
.5000 -,2074 ,6135 ,_667
.5506 -*2560 ,6_51 ,8468
• 590? -,2135 .6372 ,8_8_
,6502 -.1802 .6638 ,8180
,7003 -.1371 .6574 ,?97|
.740? -,0954 ,6685 .7800
,TqgB -,0390 ,6832 .7575
.8P03 -,0039 ,6033 .7410
,_000 ,032_ .7031 ,7268
,04_3 .I266 .7Z83 ,60?6
0]_C]_AL PAG]_ IS
OF POOR QUALITy 183
C01 ,00805 COCOR1 ,00799
C02 ,00801 COCQR2 *0070_
CD3 .00801 CDCOR3 .00795
C06 .O07TZ _DC0_4 .00767
C05 .0069? CDCOR5 ,00604
SPANWISE
X/C Y/C _P P,L/_T RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.bqso .5092 1.0306
.1505 -*3333 -*T091 .4009 1.0751
.1505 -,1667 -.0349 ,4710 1,0950
,1505 0.0000 -,8225 ,4732 1,0013
,1505 .1667 -.7904 ,6016 1.0770
*1505 ,3333 -.8[?8 .4759 1.0866
.1505 .5000 -,?805 .6856 1,0702
.6905 -.5000 -.3622 .5074 .S807
.4005 -,3333 -.3564 .SqB§ ,8080
,6995 -,[667 -,3484 .6008 .E045
.499_ 0.0000 -,3576 .5074 .SSq8
*6995 .1667 -*3545 *5006 .8866
*4055 .3333 -.3532 .SqQg ,0058
,4005 ,5000 -.3024 .6150 ,8654
,7904 -*5000 -,0724 *6?46 ,770?
.7994 -.3333 -.073B ,6745 ,7708
.7004 -.[667 -.0672 *6758 *7600
,7994 0*0000 -,0663 .6750 ,765?
,7994 .1667 -,0639 ,6?68 ,7673
,7094 *3333 -.0605 .6781 ,76_3





_/C CP PpLtPT qL3C
0,0000 1.1002 ,98_1 .1305
.0135 -,2280 ,&339 .]332
.0271 -,50?4 ,5600 ,94_6
.0515 -,7252 ,5024 1,0419
,0763 -,8609 ,4685 1.0993
,1012 -,9246 ,4516 1,12¢9
,ISO] -1.0_5] ,4777 1,1715
.1994 -1,0713 ,4137 1,1973
,_50[ -1,0_65 ,4088 1.2074
.2999 -,8_5_ ._593 1,1153
,3499 -.4007 ,564_ ,_417
.3994 -,4_51 ,5733 ,927_
,4496 -,4123 .5840 .9093
,4997 -,3706 ,5962 .8916
,S492 -.3113 ,6110 .4686
.5994 -,2665 ._236 ,_492
,6495 -,2251 .63;9 ,4317
,6996 -.1758 .64_0 .8118
,74_ -,|_66 .6612 ,7913
,8003 -*0716 ,6763 ,76_1
,8500 *.0157 ,b9ZO .7438
*_993 *0530 .7091 .7175
,9489 .1238 ,7_09 ,6852
PT 64,5265 PSI OH ,2495
TT 200,3665 K CN ,0057




x/C CP P,LIPT qLOC
0,0000 1,1002 ,9881 .1305
.0122 .5024 .8289 .S_39
.0251 ,2032 .7493 .6547
,0510 -,0740 .67§fl .7_P8
.0755 -,1910 .6462 ,8143
*1000 -,2775 .6232 ,R497
,1504 -,3659 ,6001 .8_5
,2004 -,3972 ,5923 .8978
,2501 -,3875 .5938 ,8953
,3002 -.36S1 ,5979 .88A9
,3507 -.3439 ,6034 ,8804
,4000 -,3170 ,6101 ,8699
.4_03 -.2792 ,6203 ,8542
,5000 -.?$62 .6267 .8443
,5506 -,2223 ,6348 ,8318
.5997 -.I_68 ,6449 .8164
.6802 -,1719 .6491 .8099
,7003 -,1199 ,66_0 .?_86
.7497 -,0824 .6730 .7731
.7998 -.031_ ,6869 ,7517
,8503 ,0010 .6964 .73?0
,9000 ,031_ ,7035 ,7_62
.9;83 .1242 .7300 .6850
C01 ,00903 ¢0_0R1 .00958
C02 .00976 COCOA2 ,00050
COY ,00937 C0¢083 ,00916
C04 ,00835 CQCOR4 .00823
C05 ,00721 C DCOR5 ,00716
SPANWZSE
XIC YIC CP P,LIPT qlOC
.1505 -.5000 -.9019 .4574 1,1187
,1508 -,3333 -1,0078 ,4287 1,1698
,1508 -,1667 -1.0276 ,4236 11791
,1_08 0,0000 -1.0163 .427T 1.1715
,1505 .166? -,9752 ,4379 1,1_31
.ISOS .3333 -1,0302 ,4227 1,1807
.LSOS .5000 -.9928 ,4326 1*1623
.490S -,5000 --.3846 .5944 .8944
.4995 -,3333 ",3791 *$946 .8942
.4995 -,1667 -,3604 .5976 ,88q4
,4995 0,0000 -.3T06 *$962 .0916
.499S .1667 -,3720 .5978 .8692
.4995 .3333 -,3709 .5967 ,0908
.4998 ,SO00 -.3249 ,6092 .8714
.7994 -*§000 -,0803 .6740 ,7702
.7994 -,3333 -.0815 .6754 ,7695
,7994 -.1667 -.0744 .6761 ,7683
.7994 0.0000 -.0716 ,6763 ,7681
.7994 .1667 -,0702 .6776 ,7661
.7994 ,3333 -.0660 .6792 .7635





_IC CP P_LIPT qL_C
0.0000 1.0453 ._733 .196S
.0135 -,3933 .5d96 .9019
.027l -,6877 ,5181 1,0161
,0815 -,8_67 .4620 1.1107
.0763 -1,0042 ,4273 1,1723
*1012 -1.0882 ,4124 1.1998
,1503 -1,1400 ,3_ 1.2437
.1Q94 -I,2017 ,3736 i,_740
,2501 -I,2363 ,3657 1.2912
,2999 -1,2682 .3573 1,3073
.3499 -,9378 .4431 1.L438
,_994 -,5131 ,5574 ,9526
,4496 -.3791 ,5926 ,_973
*4997 -,32_3 .6068 ._751
.5492 -.?q66 .616_ ,_601
,6495 -.2214 ,6348 ,_319
,6996 -.1764 ,6459 ,_147
,7480 -*130_ .65_4 ,7940
,8003 -,0767 ,6731 ,7729
.8500 -*0196 .6887 .7490
,8993 ,0483 .7067 .721_
,94_9 *1173 .7251 ,6926
PT 64,$469 PSI CN ,3686
TT 200.6964 K C" ,0078




XlC C _ P,LIPT qLnC
0,0000 1,04_3 ,9733 .1965
.0122 ,62_6 ,8616 ,4655
,0251 ,3307 .7824 ,6018
,0510 .0_54 ,7086 ,7182
.0758 -,0673 ,6771 .766R
.1000 -*1580 .6S26 ,8048
.1504 -,2605 .6244 ,8479
,2004 -,3064 ,6128 ,8658
,2501 -,3092 .6125 .8663
.3002 -.2989 .6139 .B64_
.3507 -,288fl ,6167 .R598
.4000 -,_702 .6Z_3 ,8512
,4503 -.2433 ,6289 ,8410
.5000 -.2258 .6332 ,8343
• 5506 -,2001 .b396 .8244
,5997 -.1685 ,6480 .8i15
.650Z -.1587 .6515 ,80_1
.?003 -.1176 .6630 .78R4
.7497 --.077_ .6736 .7722
.?gqR -,0307 .68_4 ,7540
,8503 -,0000 ,693_ ,7409
.9000 *0266 .7009 .7301
,9483 .1179 .7253 .69_4
C01 *01606 CDCOR1 ,01581
C02 .01872 COCOR2 .01543
C03 .O14bO COCOR3 .01437
C04 ,01094 COCOR4 .01000
C05 ,00815 CDCOR5 .00807
SPANWISE
_lC YI¢ CP P*LIPT NLOC
,1508 -.5000 -1.0093 .4253 1.1760
.150_ -.3333 -t.1565 .3865 1.2490
.1505 -.1667 -1.1641 .3051 1,2818
,150_ 0,0000 -1.1400 ,3892 1,2437
,I_OS ,1667 -1.0831 .4056 1,2124
,150_ ,3333 -1,1678 ,3835 1,2849
.1505 ,5000 -1.1334 ,3933 1.2360
,4995 1"5000 -,3081 .8887 .9033
.4995 -,3333 -.3807 .5957 .8924
.4995 -.1667 -,3464 .6030 .8809
.4995 0,0000 -.3248 .6068 .075|
,4995 .1667 -.3282 .60?3 ,8743
.4995 .3333 -.3468 .6047 .8704
,4095 ,$000 -.3166 ,6110 ,0686
,7994 -.5000 -.1187 ,663? .7874
.7994 -,3333 -,1022 .6677 ,7813
.7994 -,1667 -,0840 .6723 .7741
,7994 0.0000 -,0767 ,6731 .7729
.7994 .1667 -,0717 .6762 ,7681
,7994 .3333 -.0682 .6767 .7674





AIC CP #,LIPT ML3:
0.0000 .9779 ,9557 .2848
.0135 -.534_ .5517 ,9618
.0271 -._171 ,4785 1,0872
,_S15 -,9874 ,4295 1.16_4
.0763 -1.1158 .3959 i,2308
.1012 -1.1A25 .3803 1.2611
,1503 -1.2462 .3603 1,3013
.1994 -I,3041 ,3439 1,3353
.2_01 -1.3_71 .3383 1.3537
.29_9 -1.3677 .3287 1.3680
.3499 -1,2469 .8631 1,2956
,3994 -.?332 ,4964 1,0521
.4496 -.5599 .5459 ,O?lO
.4997 -,3893 ,_910 ,_997
.5492 -.2800 .61a6 ,_69
.5994 -,735_ .63_3 ,8357
.6495 -,2069 .6302 ,_250
,6996 -_1712 .6495 ,8091
.7489 -.1286 .6604 .7925
*_003 1.0771 .6?36 ,7723
,8§00 -*0225 .68?6 ,7_06
.8998 ,04_9 .7063 .7218
.9489 .1076 ,7240 .6944
PT 64,5431 oSI CN ,4756
TT 700,4721 K CN ,0078




X/C CP P_I/PT HLOC
0,0000 ,9779 ,9557 *2548
.0122 .7_22 .8872 ,416_
• 0251 .440q ,8131 ,5509
.0510 .1595 .?364 .6750
,0755 .0306 ,?0_3 ,72A0
.I000 -.0601 .6793 ,7634
.1504 -,1748 ,6470 .8130
,2004 -*2311 ,6314 ,8371
,2501 -,24?5 ,62_7 ,8413
.3002 -.2448 .6287 .8412
• 3507 -.2435 .6304 ,83_6
• 4000 -.2362 .6296 ,8398
.4803 -,2175 .63_5 .q_61
.5000 -,2030 ,6407 ,87_7
,5506 -.1814 ,6450 ,8167
.5_97 -.1518 .6846 .8014
.6502 -.1496 .6545 .8015
.7003 -.1064 .666_ ,7827
• 7497 -,0?62 ,6744 ,7710
• 7998 -,0321 .6856 ,?838
.8503 -,0085 .6914 ,?448
• 0000 ,0118 ,698_ ,7330
,9483 ,1013 ,?223 ,6970
184
CO1 .02588 C OCOR1 .02849
C02 ,07511 CDCOR2 ,02481
C03 ,02278 COCOR3 .02258
C04 ,01508 CDCOR4 .01482
C05 .01000 COCOR8 ,00090
SPAN¥[SE
X/C flC CP P_L/PT NLOC
.1508 -,5000 -1.1140 .39?9 1.2271
,1508 -.3333 -1.2647 ,3560 1.3100
.1508 -,1667 -1.2763 .355_ 1,3].10
,1505 0,0000 -1.2462 .3608 1,8018
.1805 .1667 -1.1_60 .3?89 1.2639
.1508 .3333 -1.2792 ,3521 1,3181
.1505 .5000 -1,2547 ,3613 1,2993
*499_ -*8000 -.4014 ._861 ,q074
,4995 -,3333 -,3645 .59?9 .8889
,499_ -.1667 -,3351 ,6053 ,B?T4
,4905 o,_o00 -,3893 .591o ,s_97
,4995 ,1667 -,417o ,8819 ,9139
,4908 .3338 -.3611 ,5988 *8875
,4998 .5000 --*8290 *60?0 *@?49
.7994 --.5000 -,1884 .6460 .8147
,7994 -.3333 -,1377 .6571 .797_
,7994 -.166? -.0991 ,6660 ,783g
,7994 0.0000 -,0771 ,6736 *7723
.7994 .1667 -.0688 ,677? ,76_8
.7994 .3333 -,0636 ,6769 ,7671
.7994 ,8000 -,0700 .6?38 .7710
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
.0_ POOR QUALITY
TEST 119 PT b4.5442 PSX
RUN _? TT 200.4090 K




x/C CP P,LIPT _LOC XlC
0,0000 ,_$38 .9378 ,3037 0,0000
.0135 -,b33' .5212 1.0109 ,0122
.0Z71 -,q308 .4429 1,1443 .0251
.0515 -1,1093 .3966 1,_296 ,0510
,0763 -1,2093 .3fl77 1,2_b? ,0755












.1503 -1,3439 *3334 1.3577
,1994 -1.3935 .3103 1.30_7
.2501 -1.4297 .310b 1,4053
.Z999 -1,4107 .3146 1,3993
,3499 -,8829 .4559 1.1713
,3994 -.7_6_ .4832 1,0743
,4496 -.7098 ,5030 1,0410
.4097 -,611_ .52_5 1.0039
,5492 -.4974 ,5552 .@562
,SqY4 -,3804 ,5881 .9042
,6495 -,2780 ,61M7 ,3566
.6906 -,2012 ,6377 .8274
,7489 -.|499 .6516 .8063
.8003 -,0875 ,670Z .7773
,8500 -,0483 ,680Z ,7621
.B993 .0231 .7001 ,7314



































CO1 .04111 COCOR1 ,04092
C02 ,03641 CDCOI2 ,03617
C03 .03200 C0¢0R3 ,03187
CD4 ,olqBo CDCOa4 .01971
C0_ ,01230 COCOt5 ,01224
SPAHWISE
XlC YIC CP P,LIPT HLOC
• 1805 -.$000 -t,2219 ,1669 1.2079
• 1505 -.3333 -1,3869 .3303 1.3645
,1505 -,1667 -1.3642 ,_297 1,3_5|
,1505 0,0000 -1.3439 ,_334 1.397/
,1508 .tb6T -1,2922 ,_461 1,3265
• 1505 ,3333 -t.3738 ,3258 1,3744
.1505 ,5000 -1.3534 .3326 1,3596
.4905 -.5000 -,4107 ,$880 ,q090
,4095 -,3333 -.3765 ,_930 ,0966
,4995 -*1667 -,4359 ,_765 ,9225
,4995 O,OOO0 -.6113 ,9298 1,0039
.4905 .1667 -,6110 ,_314 ,9944
.4095 ,3333 -.6104 ,_304 .90_9
,4995 .5000 -.4581 .3705 .9319
.7994 -,5000 -.2610 .6252 .8&66
.7994 -.3333 -,1076 ,b430 ,6100
,7994 -.1667 -,1239 ,6599 *?932
.7994 0,0000 -,0875 ,6702 .7773
,7994 ,1667 -.0688 .6767 ,7674
.7994 ,3333 -.0711 ,6750 ,7701













XIC CP P_LIPT BLOC
0.0003 .8322 .0167 .3539
• 0135 -.7509 .401Z 1.0608
._271 -1,024b .4162 1,1_27
.0515 -1,2152 .3701 1.2815
.0763 -1,3122 ,3436 1.33b0
• IDIZ -1.36_0 ,3Z06 1.36b0
.1503 -1,4346 .31_3 1,4047
.1094 -1.4471 .3078 1.4148
,Z501 -1,1183 ,39_0 1,236_
.2999 -.8714 .4593 1*1153
.3409 -*_159 .4747 1.08_7
.3004 -,7674 .480_ 1.0644
.4496 -.6907 .5071 1.0341
• 4997 -.6190 ,5280 .9090
.5492 -.5361 ,5530 .0597
.5994 -,4649 .5699 ,_3_8
• b495 -,3054 .5878 ,_048
• 6996 -.3_04 .6097 ,8705
.7489 -,2578 ,6_66 .8444
.8003 -.1932 .6445 ,_1_8
.8500 -,1494 .6550 ,8008
• 8993 -.00_8 .6683 ,7803
.94U9 -.0_19 .6770 .76?0
LO_£_ SURFACE
XlC CP P_L/PT qL_C
0.0000 ,9322 ,9167 .3539
,0122 ._511 .q210 ,3442
.0251 ,5875 .8408 ,4870
*0_10 .3166 .7790 .6072
.075_ .1764 .7413 .6673
.1000 ,0799 ,7160 ,7068
,1504 -,0526 .6808 .?611
,2004 -.1_34 .6614 .7910
.2501 -.1604 ,6499 ,8087
,3002 -.1766 ,645b .8153
.3507 -.I006 .b4_2 ._04
.4000 -.1952 ,6419 .8208
.4503 -.18_7 .6419 ,_200
.5000 -,1900 ,6428 .8106
.5506 -,1799 ,6478 .8119
.5097 -,1654 .6500 .8085
.650_ -,1778 .6461 ,8145
.7003 -.1435 .6560 .7978
,7407 -.1241 .6623 ,7896
.7098 -,0881 .6?25 ,7739
.8503 -.0899 .6708 .7764
.9000 -,1009 .667_ .7821
.9483 -.0439 ,bEl8 .7506
CO1 ,05917 CDCOEI .08883
CD2 ,05769 CDCOR2 .08713
C_3 .04805 CO_OR3 ,04??0
CD4 ,0313q C0¢0R4 ,03110
COS ,0Z186 CD¢OR5 .02166
SPk_ISE
XIC YI¢ CP PeLIPT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1,2920 .3514 1.3198
.1508 -.3333 -I,4592 ,3098 1.4103
,1505 -,_667 -1,_464 .3097 1.4106
,1505 0.0000 -1,4346 .3123 1.4047
• 1505 .1667 -I,3_86 ,333? 1,3571
• 1508 ,3333 -I,4723 .3064 1.4182
,1505 .5000 -1,4382 ,3132 1.4026
.4995 -.5000 -,4457 .5798 .9173
.4995 -.3333 -,4347 ,5805 ,9162
.4995 -,1667 -._765 .9369 ,985_
.499_ 0,0000 -,6190 ,5280 ,9999
.4995 .1667 -.6330 .9302 ,9963
.4905 ,3333 -,6385 ,9263 1,0027
,4995 .5000 -.5413 ,_464 .9703
,7994 -.5000 -.2938 ,6162 ,8605
.7994 -,3333 -,2169 ,6358 .8303
.7994 -.1667 -.1839 .6446 .8167
,7994 0,0000 -.193Z ,6445 ,8168
,7994 .1667 -,2379 .6312 .8375
,7994 .3333 -,2080 ,638Z .8267
,7094 .5000 -.1039 .6420 .8208
185
TABLE XXX!l. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.74











XlE CP PpLIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.1A26 .9993 .0319
.0135 .1690 .7397 ,6714
.0271 -.1221 .6628 .7906
• 0515 -.3396 .6064 .8778
• 0763 -.A878 ,5659 .q413
.1012 -.5461 .5513 .0644
.1503 -.5818 .5425 .9786
• 1994 -.6195 .5310 .9972
• 2501 -.5506 .5495 .9673
.Z999 -,5129 .5600 .9506
.3499 *.4551 .5763 .9249
.3994 -.4084 .5883 ,9060
,4496 -*3538 .6028 .8833
,4997 -.3142 .6125 .8683
• 5492 -.2627 ,6264 ,8467
.5994 -.2220 .6377 ,R293
.6495 -.1858 .6467 ,8155
.6996 -.14S2 ,6574 .7990
.7489 -,I021 ,6607 .7801
.0003 -.0516 .6_30 *T595
.8500 -.0014 .6962 ,7392
.8993 .0609 .7132 .7128





XIC CP P,LIPT qLOC
0.0000 1.1426 ,9993 ,0319
,0122 ,1546 .7359 .6775
.0251 -.1700 ,6PO1 .8103
*0510 -.4230 .5841 .9126
.0755 -.5163 .5583 ,9533
.1000 -.6021 .5365 .9883
.1504 -.6983 .5116 1,0289
.2004 -.6761 .5159 1,0218
*2501 -,5939 ,5380 ,9858
.3002 -.5252 .5568 .9557
,3507 -.4738 ,5713 .9327
.4000 -,4247 .5839 .9128
.4503 -.3670 .5993 .8888
.5000 -.3294 .608& .8746
,5506 -.2835 .6200 .8552
.p997 -.2365 .6339 .8353
.6502 -.2169 ,6304 ,8282
.7003 -.1518 .6559 ,8013
.7497 -.i059 .6687 .7816
.7998 -.0468 .6843 .7576
.8503 -.0060 .6950 ,7411
.9000 .0285 ,7047 ,7_61
,9483 ,1318 .7311 ,6950
C01 *00701 CD¢OR1 ,00693
C02 0.00000 CDCOR2 0.00000
C03 .00017 COCOR3 .00611
CD4 ,00681 C DCaR4 *00676
CDS .00609 CDCOR5 .00606
5PANWISE
XIC YI¢ CP FJL/RT MLDC
,1505 -.SO00 -.5297 .5558 .9573
• 1509 -.3333 -,5700 .5450 .9746
.1505 ".1667 -.5963 .53R5 *9980
.1505 0.0000 -.5818 *$425 .978_
• 1505 ,1667 -.5940 .53R7 .9047
.1505 .3333 -,5939 .5387 .9048
• 1505 ,5000 -.5552 ._494 .9675
• 4995 -,5000 -.3273 .6093 .8733
.4995 -.3333 -.3093 ,6149 ,0646
• 4995 -.1667 -.3102 .6151 .0642
.4995 0.3000 -.3142 .6125 ,8603
.4995 .1667 -.3133 .6130 *e676
.4995 .3333 -.3090 .6149 .8645
• 4995 .5000 -.2637 .6274 *0452
• 7994 -.5000 -.0604 *6813 .7623
.7994 -.3333 -.0642 *6792 *7655
,7994 -.1667 -.0551 .6025 .?604
.7994 0.0000 -.0516 ,6630 .7595
,7994 ,1667 -.OSOI .6840 .7580
.7994 ,3333 -*0470 ,6837 .7584





XlC CP PaL/PT _L_C
o,0000 1.0385 ,9714 ,2041
.0135 .6172 .8504 .4707
.0271 ,3391 ,7855 ,5083
• _515 .1068 .7237 .6965
.0763 -.0532 .6799 ,76_9
• lOIZ -.1255 .6_04 .7960
.1503 -.2025 .6418 ,8231
,1994 -.2715 .6207 .8S56
.2501 -.2740 .6_00 ,8567
• 2999 -._782 .8197 *_577
.3499 -.2622 .6245 *_497
,3994 -,2491 .6259 .8476
.4496 -.2214 .6346 *_341
,4997 -,Z039 .6398 ._261
.5492 -.1686 .6491 ._119
.5994 -.1460 .6841 ._041
.6495 -.1224 ,6612 .7932
.6996 -,0963 .66A7 .7816
.7489 -.0631 .67_0 ,7672
.RO03 -.0253 ,6867 *7538
.8500 .0130 .6982 .7362
.8993 .0637 .7097 .71_3
.9489 .1136 .7244 ,6954
PT 67.7132 PS| CN -.4287
TT 127.7255 K CH -,0030




XIC CP PeLIPT qLOC
0.0000 1.03_5 .9714 .2041
,0122 -.3793 .5940 .8971
.0251 -.6667 .5176 1.0190
.0_10 -.9125 .4524 1.1207
.0755 -,9994 .4256 1.1777
,I000 -i,0700 ,4061 1.2137
.1504 -1.[925 .3784 1.2670
.2004 -I,2310 ,3639 1.2960
• 2501 -1.2676 .3541 1.3161
.3002 -1.2911 ,3491 1.3265
,3507 -1,3069 ,3458 1,3334
,4000 -.6593 .5159 1,021R
• 4_03 -.4136 .5833 .9139
.5000 -,3061 .6125 .8683
.5506 -,2703 .6219 .8538
.5997 -.2375 .6296 .8418
•6502 -.22_2 .6329 *8367
,7003 -.1677 .6497 .8109
,7407 -.1204 .662A *7907
,7998 -.0587 .6778 .7676
.8503 --,0150 ,6907 ,7477
.9000 .0227 ,6987 .7353
,9483 ,1240 .7277 .69ll
C01 ,01899 COCOR1 ,01894
C02 0.00000 COCOR2 0.00000
C03 ,01809 CDC083 .01804
C04 ,01443 COCOR4 .01440
¢05 .01132 CDCORS ,0U33
5PANgISE
_lC TIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -,1070 .6440 ,8196
.1505 -.3333 -.2066 .6396 .8263
• 1505 -.1667 -.2222 .6329 .8367
,1505 0.0000 -.2025 .6418 .8231
• 1505 .1667 -.2194 .6353 .0330
.1505 ,3333 -,2197 ,6362 ,0317
• 1505 .5000 -.1929 .6407 .8247
.4995 -.8000 -,2021 .6403 .8253
.4995 -,3333 -,1954 ,6412 .g240
.4995 -.1667 -.1991 .6391 .8271
,4995 0.0000 -.2039 .6398 .8261
• 4995 *1667 --*1999 *6409 .8_44
.4995 ,3333 -,1958 ,6411 .8242
• 4995 .5000 -,1638 ,6486 ,0126
.7994 -,5000 -,0490 .6790 ,7658
• 7994 -.3333 -.0396 ,6834 .7589
• 7994 -.1667 -*0321 ,6843 ,7577
.7994 0.0000 -,0253 .6067 .7538
.7994 .1667 -.0244 .6856 .7557
.?994 .3333 -*0167 .6890 ,7804




Pt 67.6588 PSI CH -,2891
TT 1_?.8060 K CM -.0037




XlC CP PpLIPT _L_C
0,0000 1,0978 ,0875 .1342
.0135 .4904 .8260 .5303
.0271 .2035 ,7491 .6567
,05_5 -,0231 .6804 ,7497
.0763 -_IR16 .6471 ,4148
• IOIZ -,2482 .62_8 ,8430
• 1503 -.3126 .6128 ._679
.1994 -.3699 .5972 *_9_1
.2501 -.3572 .6000 .8877
• 2999 -,3487 ,6034 .8825
,349_ -.3227 ,6104 .8?15
,3994 -.2989 ,6174 ._60?
• 4496 -.2631 ,6260 ,8460
.4997 -.2388 ,6330 *_366
,5492 -,1988 .6430 ._211
,5994 -*1692 .6507 ,3093
•6495 -,1430 ,6572 .7993
• 6996 -.1110 .6661 ,7956
• 748_ -,076S ,6756 .7710
.RO03 -.0329 ,6863 ,?545
.8500 .0098 .6982 .7161
.§093 .0668 .7132 ,7129
,9489 ,1209 ,72?4 .6908
LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP PeL/PT HLOC
0,0000 1.0978 ,9875 .134_
*0)22 -,_119 *6392 ,8_?I
,0251 -,5210 *5560 .9571
.0510 -,7618 .4929 1,0600
.0755 -.8661 ,4650 1,1076
,1000 -,9312 ,4469 1.1394
,1504 -1.0533 .4159 1.1954
,2004 -1.10_T .4018 1,2_1q
.2501 -1.1_61 ,3926 1.2393
,3002 -1.1326 ,3951 1,2346
,3507 -,49?8 .5639 ,9444
,4000 -,4186 *5857 .9101
.4503 -.3873 ,5940 .8971
.5000 -.3586 ,6017 .8859
,5506 -,3129 .6127 ,86B0
.5097 --*2645 .6254 *8484
.6502 -,_440 .6306 .8403
*7003 -,|7Z3 ,6498 ,8107
,7407 -.1237 .6630 .7004
.7908 -.0597 ,6792 *7654
,0503 -*0142 .6919 ,?459
,9000 .0260 ,7023 .?29?
,9483 .1308 ,7300 *6867
ORIGTNAL PAGE IS
DF POOR QUALITy 187
C01 ,01019 CDCDR1 ,01007
CD2 0.00000 COCOR2 0.00000
C03 ,01061 COCOR3 ,01050
C04 *00873 COCqR4 ,00864
C05 .00732 CDCOR5 ,00?26
SPAqVISE
x/C Y/C CP P,L/PT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.28?A .6188 .8585
.1505 -,3333 -.3120 .6132 ,86?2
.1505 -.1667 -.3295 .60B1 .8751
.1505 0.0000 -,3126 .6128 *86?9
• 1505 .1667 -.3288 .b086 *8?43
,1505 .3333 -.3258 ,6095 *8?29
.1505 ,5000 -,2959 ,6171 ,8612
.4995 -,5000 -*_380 *632? .8371
.4995 -,3333 -,2306 ,6358 ,0323
,4995 -,1667 -,2338 ,6349 .833?
,4995 0.0000 -.2388 ,6330 .8366
• 4895 .1667 **2367 .6331 .836_
.4995 .3333 -.2321 ,6554 *0329
• 4995 .5000 -.lq45 .6453 .8177
.7994 -,5000 -,0482 ,683? ,?506
,7994 -.3333 -.0442 .6851 *?564
,7994 -,1667 -,03?0 .68?2 ,7531
,7994 0,0000 -.0329 ,6263 ,754_
,7994 *1667 -.0307 ,6883 ,7814
• ?994 ,3333 -.0249 ,6902 ,7485





XlC CP P,LIPT RLOC
0.0000 1.1323 .9q69 .0669
,0135 ,3339 ,7530 ,6009
.0271 .0466 .7067 .7230
,0515 -,1785 ,6477 ,8140
.0763 -.3305 *6056 .8789
.[012 -*3925 ,5Q04 .9027
,1503 -.4441 .5775 ,_230
._994 -,4893 .5649 .9428
,2501 -,4567 .5723 .9312
,2999 -,4350 .5797 ,9195
*3499 -,3932 ,590? ,902Z
.3994 -.3590 .5990 ._894
,4496 -,3129 .6106 ._712
.49q7 -.2819 .61_3 .8577
,5492 -.2340 .6326 ,_369
,5994 -,1990 ,6416 ,8_34
,6_95 -,1687 ,6497 ,8109
,7409 -.00i4 06717 ,7771
,8003 -.0450 ,6R36 .75_7
*_S_0 *OOZ_ .6955 ,740_
+144+ .0611 ,7124 .7142
,q4lq ,1204 ,7276 ,6904
PT 67,7399 PSI CK -,1517
TT 127.7211 K CR -.6020




x/c CP PeLleT qL_C
0,0000 1.1323 .9969 ,0669
,0122 -,0240 ,6884 ,7512
,0251 -,3441 ,6024 ,8840
.0510 -,593L ,5373 ,9870
• 0755 -,6701 ,5149 1,02_5.
,1000 -,7764 ,_881 i,0681
,1504 -.9073 ,4560 _.1_1?
,2004 -,9324 ,4470 1,1392
,2501 -,_664 ,46_q 1.1113
,3002 -.5447 ,5507 .9659
.3507 -.5112 .5593 .9518
.4000 -.4614 .5717 .9322
.4503 -.3993 ,5875 ,q072
,5000 -.3595 ,5987 ,8_95
,5506 -,3076 .6132 .S672
,5997 -.2568 .6261 ,8472
,6502 -.2353 ,6310 ,8382
.7003 -.1645 .650_ .8097
.?497 -.1167 .6649 ,7874
.7998 -.0554 ,6BOil .7629
,8503 -,0111 ,6922 ,9455
.9000 .027@ ,7034 ,7281
.9403 .1320 .7307 .6156
C01 .00757 cOcoR| .00745
C02 0.00000 COCOA2 0.00000
CD3 .01136 COCOA3 .01121
CO4 .00719 COCOA4 .00712
C05 ,0_640 COCOA5 .00640
5PANW!SE
XIC YIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
.1505 -,5000 -.4074 .5050 ,qln
.1505 -,3333 -.4401 .5774 ,9231
.1505 -,1667 -.4593 .5722 ,_:12
.1505 0.0000 -,4441 .5775 ,9230
,1505 .1667 -.4555 ,5722 .9313
• 150_ ,3333 -.4575 ,5728 ,9304
,1509 ,5000 -,4225 ,5821 .9158
.4095 -,5000 -,2810 .6215 ,8544
.4995 -.3333 -.2726 .6223 .8531
,4995 -.1667 -.2747 .6216 .8541
.4995 0.0000 -.2819 ,6193 .8577
,4995 .1667 -.2769 .6228 ,R524
.4995 .3533 -.2746 .6218 .8539
.4995 ,5000 -.2325 ,6329 ,8368
.7994 -.5000 -,0_51 ,6799 ,7644
,7994 -,3333 -.0566 ,6797 .7647
.7994 -,1667 -,0478 .6815 .7619
.7994 0.0000 -,0490 ,6836 ,7507
.?994 .1667 -.0418 ,6834 .7509
,7994 .3333 -,0384 ,6845 ,7573







X/C CP P,[/_T ML_:
0,0000 1.1416 .9994 .02_4
,0135 ,1520 .7369 .6759
.0271 -.1369 ,6597 .?q54
.0513 -,3553 ,6026 ._83_
.0763 -,5066 ,5639 .9445
*1012 -,5615 ,5471 .9713
.1503 -,5960 ,5391 .9841
,1994 -,6253 ,5318 ,9959
*Z501 -,5564 ,5504 ,9660
,2999 -¢5164 .5613 ,9485
.3499 -.4611 ,5740 .9272
.3994 -.4147 .5872 .9078
,4496 -,3579 ,6027 ,_035
.4997 -,3183 ,61_7 ._6_0
,549_ --._654 .6266 ,6464
,59g4 -,2249 ,6370 ",5305
,6495 -.1903 ,6472 ,8147
.6996 -.1485 .6566 .8002
.7489 -.1043 .6700 .77_3
,8003 -,0536 ,6848 ,7568
.8_00 -*0040 ,6976 ,7370
.Sqq3 ,0504 .?154 ,709_
.q48q .1216 .?312 .6040
PT 67.6751 PSI CN -.0170
TT 127.6832 K CR .0007
RC 30,05_ NILLION CC ,0052
kLP_l ;0102 OEG
LOHER SURFACE
XlC CP P,LIPT RLOC
0,0000 1.1416 ,9994 .0284
.0122 ,16_5 ,740R .68q8
• 0251 -.1561 .6547 .8032
,0510 -.4116 *5876 ._070
,0755 -,5067 .5639 ,9445
,I000 -.5899 .5395 ,9834
.1504 -.6760 .5180 1.0185
.ZOO4 -.6559 ,5237 1.0091
,2501 -,5850 ,54_8 ,9701
,3002 -.5177 ,5610 ,9491
.3507 -,4711 ,5722 ,9313
,4000 -.4226 ,5851 ,9110
.4503 -,3636 ,6012 ,8858
.5000 -,3275 .6103 ,R717
,5506 *.2817 .6223 ,8531
,5997 -,2353 .6342 .8347
.6502 -.2185 .6397 ,8262
,7003 -,1511 ,6560 0801_
,7497 -.1058 ,6705 ,7789
.7998 -,0463 ,6867 ,7539
,8503 -.0078 .6968 .7383
,qO00 .0261 ,?06R ,7227
.9483 ,1295 ,7333 .6816
C01 .00718 CDCOR1 .00713
C02 0.00000 COCOA2 0.00000
CD3 ,00919 COCOR5 .00914
CD4 .09714 COCOR4 ,00711
C05 ,00650 C DOOR5 .00648
5PANMISE
x/C YIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 --,5355 *5580 .9539
.1505 -,3333 -*5705 ,5467 .9719
,1505 -,1667 -.6047 .5393 ,9838
.1505 0,0000 -,5960 ,5391 ,9841
.1505 .1667 -.6005 .5408 ,9613
.1505 .3333 -.6032 ,5402 .9824
.1505 .5000 -.5650 .5497 .9670
.4995 -.5000 -,3283 .6118 .8694
.4995 -,3333 -.3131 .6140 .8660
,4995 -,1667 -.3149 .6144 ,8653
,4995 0,0000 -.5153 .61Z7 .86R0
.4995 .1667 -.3141 ,6155 .8636
.4995 ,3333 -.3133 ,6140 .0660
,4995 ,5000 -.2688 .6266 .R465
.7994 -.5000 -,0626 .6821 ,7610
,7994 -,3333 -,0653 ,6796 ,7648
,7994 -,1667 -,0579 ,6821 ,7610
,7094 0,_000 -,0536 ,6048 .7568
.7994 *1667 -,0531 ,6846 ,7571
,7994 ,3333 -.0490 ,6839 .7582
.7994 ,5000 -.0550 _6828 ,7599
TEST 119 PT 67._490 eSI CN .1154
RUN 37 TT 127.6742 K cq .0030
POINT 6 RC 30.1974 _ILLIOH CC .0044
NAC_ ,7398
ALPHA 1.0183 DE6
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE
_lC CP P,LIPT MLS_ X/C CP P_LI_T NLOC
0,0000 1.1535 ,9969 ,0664 0,0000 1,1335 ,9969 .0664
• 0135 -,0421 ,6835 ,75q9 ,0122 ,3515 ,?884 ,5935
,0271 -.3271 .6070 ,_768 ,0_51 ,0369 ,7042 .7269
• 0515 -,5386 .55Z0 ,9634 ,0510 -,2273 ,6348 ,8337
,0763 -_6852 .5117 1.0287 ,0759 -.3312 .6062 ,878_
,1012 -.7507 ,4946 1.0576 .1000 -.4155 .5838 .9131
,1503 -,R306 ,4743 1,0916 ,1504 -.4980 .5620 ,946_
.1994 -.8428 ,47_7 1,0944 2004 -.5114 *5606 ,949?
,2501 -.663? ,5198 1.0155 2501 -.4791 .5680 .9366
.2999 -,b002 ,5362 ,_808 3002 -,4_68 .5?96 .9196
,3A99 -,5203 ,5571 ,9552 3507 -,4056 ,5877 ,90?0
,3994 --.4656 .5?2? .9305 4000 --.36?8 .5987 *8898
,4496 --*4000 ,5097 ,9038 4503 -,3_00 ,611_ ,8704
.4997 -*3550 ,6008 ,_864 5000 -,2911 ,6179 ,8600
,549Z -,2955 ,61_3 ,8593 5506 -.2498 ,6305 .8405
.5994 -,2487 .6297 ,_417 599? -.2092 ,6402 .8255
,6495 -.2094 .639? .8262 6502 -*lQ?4 ,6429 .0213
,6996 -,1636 ,6518 ,8076 7003 -,1343 ,6596 ,7956
.7489 -.1172 .6654 ,?868 749? *.0932 ,6717 ,7769
,8003 -.0629 ,6791 ,7656 7998 -.03?? ,6858 ,?553
,8500 -.0086 .6937 .7432 8503 -,0016 *6956 .?402
,8993 ,0584 ,7115 ,7155 9000 ,0205 ,7036 ,727_
,9489 ,1248 ,7283 ,6894 9483 ,1295 ,7295 ,6875
CD1 ,00715 CDCDR1 .00705
C02 0,0_000 COCOA2 0,00000
CD3 ,00943 COCOR3 .00934
CD4 ,00607 CDCOR4 ,006R3
CD5 .00621 C D C OR5 .00620
5PANVZSE
X/C Y/C CP P,L/PT HLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -,?297 .5007 1,04T1
,1505 -,3333 -*q192 .4747 1*0910
,1505 -,1667 -.8545 .4685 1,1017
.1505 0,_000 -,8306 .4743 hOq16
,1505 .1667 -.0196 ,476? 1,0875
,1505 ,3333 -,8421 .4685 1,1016
.1505 ,5000 -,7942 .4845 1.0742
.4995 -,5000 -,3693 .5974 .8917
.4995 -.3333 -,3509 ,6025 .8839
,4995 -,1667 -.3492 .6033 ,8827
• 4995 0,0000 -*3550 ,6008 *R864
.4995 ,1667 -,3528 ,6018 ,R04q
• 4995 .3333 -,3509 .6025 *8039
• 4995 ,5000 -,3013 ,6160 ,86_9
.7994 -,5000 -,0670 *6?95 .7649
• ?994 -,3333 -,0716 ,6?66 ,7694
• 7994 -.1667 -.0652 ,6795 ,7650
• ?994 0,0000 -,0629 .6791 .7656
.7994 ,1667 -.0614 ,6010 *7627
.7994 ,3333 -,0582 ,6802 .?640






[1_ CP P,LIPT _[_C
0.0000 1,0080 ,9874 ,1346
.0135 -,1290 .6335 ._356
,0271 -.5083 ,5594 ,9516
• 0515 -,7212 ,5029 1.0433
• 0763 -,8552 ,4669 1,1043
• 1012 -,q053 ,4520 1,1302
.1503 -1.0025 .4164 1,1761
• 1994 -1,0651 .4106 1,2053
,2501 -1,0053 ,4043 1,1172
.2999 -1.0899 ,%017 1*2102
• 3499 -.48_7 .5630 .9459
.3994 -.4258 .5796 ,9196
.4196 -.3931 .5883 .9059
,4997 -.3604 .5975 ._916
,5492 -.3046 ,6122 .8688
,5996 -*1577 ,6236 ,_511
,6495 -,2179 .6341 ,8349
.6996 -.1731 .6476 ,8140
• 7489 -,1230 ,6614 ,7928
.8003 -.0651 .6759 .7705
.8500 -,0125 ,6918 .7459
.8993 ,0576 .7102 ,7175
.9489 ,1269 ,7279 ,6900
PT 67,6497 P5I .ON ,2560
TT 117*8508 K CN ,0037




_IC CP P,LIPT ML_C
0.0000 1.0980 .9874 .1346
.0122 ,5075 .8300 .5_35
.015[ .1993 *7480 .6584
.0510 -.070_ *6762 ,7700
*0755 -,1850 ,6456 ,8172
.I000 -,2693 ,6Z20 ,8536
.1504 -.3633 .5971 ,8921
,2004 -.3958 ,5891 .9048
,2501 -.3848 .5913 ,9012
.3001 -.3597 .5978 .8912
,3507 -.3401 .6027 ,8835
.4000 -.3140 .6095 .8729
.4503 -.Z730 .6205 .8560
,5000 -,250T ,6269 ,8461
,5506 -,216@ .6356 ,8325
.5997 -.1816 .6440 .8106
.6502 -,1750 .6456 .8172
.7003 -.1168 *66_7 ,7909
.7497 -*0762 .6734 .7744
.799_ -.0263 .6863 .7544
*8503 *0048 *6964 ,7388
.9000 ,O303 .7030 .7288





XIC CP W;LI#T _L_C
0,0000 1,1007 ,98_1 ,1311
,0135 -,2315 .6329 .8367
,0271 -,5048 .5597 ,9511
,0515 -.7205 .5018 1.0451
,0763 -.8529 .4662 1.1056
,1012 -,9105 .4520 1,1304
,1503 -1,0034 .4262 1,1765
.1994 -1.0657 *4099 1.2067
*1501 "1,0884 ,4038 1,2181
.Z999 -1.0736 .4079 1,2103
*3499 -.4804 ,5659 .9413
,3994 -,4_20 .$766 .9244
,4496 -.4073 .5883 .q060
.4997 -.3685 .59_7 .8897
.5492 -,3084 .b131 .8673
.5994 -.2610 *6150 ,8490
,6495 -,2214 ,5360 ,3319
.6996 -,173[ ,6487 .8114
.7489 -*1229 .66Z4 .7913
.8003 -.0674 .6755 .7696
,8500 -.0135 .69E8 .74_5
.8993 .0566 .711_ .7157
*9480 .[244 .7286 *68q0
Pr 67,8587 PS| CN ,_587
TT lZ?.6935 K CN ,0050




XIC ¢D P*LIPT _L_¢
0,0000 1,1007 .9881 .1311
,01Z2 ,5076 ,8300 ,5233
.0251 .1998 .7477 .6_49
,0510 -,0700 .67_ .7711
.0755 -*1844 .6448 .818_
.I000 -,Z668 ,6736 ,8511
.1504 -.3637 .5970 .8924
.ZOO4 -.3968 .5884 .9059
.2501 -.3_40 ,5918 ,9005
.3002 -,3584 ,59_8 .8_97
.3507 -.3386 .603R .8819
.4000 -,3111 ,6140 .8660
.4503 -.Z716 .6243 - *0500
.5000 -,2497 .6303 .8408
.5506 -,2167 .6375 .m_q6
.5997 -.1816 .6461 .8163
.6502 -,1750 .6484 .8129
.7003 -*I156 ,6640 .7888
.7497 -.0771 .6746 *7725
.7998 -*0275 *6872 e753_
.8503 .0036 .6974 .7374
*9000 *0_96 ,7043 .7_68





_IC CP F_LIPT ML3C
0.0000 1,0381 ,0716 ,E034
.0135 -.4196 .5852 .gi09
.0271 -.6757 .5157 1,0221
.0515 -,8872 ,4606 1.1153
.0763 -1,0274 .4240 1.1806
.1012 -1.0657 .4118 1.2032
,1503 -1,1483 .38_3 1,247b
,1994 -1.2084 .3726 1.2786
.2501 -1.E426 ,3647 1,2q45
.2999 -1,2703 ,3578 1,3085
,3499 -1,E837 .3529 1.3186
.3994 -,5695 ,5427 .9783
,4496 -,3781 .5933 .8q8_
,4997 --.3146 *6111 .9690
.5492 -,2851 .6Z08 .8554
.5994 -,2517 .6301 .8411
.6495 -,2167 ,6387 .8277
• 6996 -.1723 .6502 " .3101
.7489 -.1234 .66Z9 .7006
.8003 -*0689 .6773 .7683
.8500 -.0133 .6924 ,7451
.8993 ,0539 ,7117 ,7152
.9489 .1Z01 .72_6 ,6890
PT 67.7923 PS| CN .4037
TT 127.8682 K CM *0046




XlC CP P*LI_T RL_C
0,0000 1.03EI ,9716 ,E034
.01ZZ .637% ,8656 .4592
,02_1 .3395 ,7858 .5977
.051_ ,0675 ,7141 .7115
,0755 -,0490 .6835 ,?587
,i000 -*1357 ,6593 ,7961
.1504 -*1426 .6199 ,8414
.EO04 -.2893 .6176 .8604
.2501 -,2929 .6174 .8607
,3002 -.17_4 .6_13 ,8547
,3507 -,Z746 .6217 .8540
.4000 -,2573 .6260 .8474
.4503 -.Z156 .6340 .8351
.5000 --*_098 *6399 .8Z59
*5506 --.181_ .6484 *_1_9
,5997 -.1525 ,6564 ._006
.6502 -.151b .6560 ,8011
.7003 -*0978 .6700 .779?
,7497 -,0632 .6789 .7660
.7998 -*0170 ,6911 ,7470
,_503 ,0106 _69_ ,735E
.9000 .0295 .7053 .?25E




C01 ,00937 EDCDR1 ,00895
C02 0,00000 COC082 0,00000
C03 .0161? CDCOR3 .01584
C04 .00800 CDCDR4 ,00774
C0_ .00688 COCOA5 .00675
SPANWISE
XIC ¥IC CP e_tlgT MtgC
• 1505 -.5000 -.9181 .4488 1.1359
.[505 -.3333 -,9998 ,4214 1,[725
.1505 -.1667 -1,0190 ,42E8 1-1827
,1505 0,0000 -1.0025 ,4264 1.1761
,1505 .1667 -.9775 ,4330 1,1642
• 1505 ,3333 -1.0_?3 .4E11 1.1859
,1505 .5000 -.9853 ,4318 1,1663
,4995 -,5000 -.3953 .5889 .9051
.4995 -.3333 -.3719 ,5969 .8926
,4995 -.1667 -.3620 *5971 .8923
.4995 0.0000 -.3604 *5975 *89[6
.4995 *1667 -.3600 .5983 .8904
.4995 .3333 -.3652 ,5987 .E89@
.4995 .5000 -.3188 .6088 ,8740
.7994 -,5000 -*0757 .6731 .7748
.7994 -.3333 -*0800 ,6735 .7742
.7994 -.1667 -*0706 .6759 .7705
.79q4 0,0000 -,0651 ,67_9 .7705
.7994 .1667 -.0642 ,6762 .7701
.7994 ,3333 -.0644 *6777 .767?
.7994 ,_000 -*0685 .6764 .7690
C0[ *00912 COCOR1 ,0089?
CD2 0.03000 CDCOR2 0.00000
C03 ,01021 COCOR3 ,01008
C04 .007@7 CDCOR4 .007E1
CD5 .00666 CDCOR5 *00666
5PINWISE
_IC Y/C CP P_L/PT MLO¢
,1505 -,5000 -,9162 ,4498 1,1343
• 1505 -.333_ -1.0012 ,4ZgZ 1.1711
• 1505 -,1667 -1,0245 ,4137 1.1810
.1505 0,0000 -1.0034 .4262 I*1765
.1505 ,1667 -,9892 ,4330 1,1641
.1505 .3333 -I.0294 ,4217 1,1848
• 1305 .5000 -*g898 ,4331 1.1640
.4995 -.5000 -*3962 ,5902 .9031
,4995 -,3333 -.3?30 ,5973 .8919
,4995 *.1667 -*3643 *5980 *8909
• 4995 0.0000 -.3685 ,sge? *889T
.4995 .[667 -.3646 *5986 *8900
,4995 ,3333 -,366T ,sqqo .8893
.4995 ,_000 -,31q2 ,6100 .E722
,7994 -.5000 -*O?b3 ,6754 .7714
.7994 -*3333 -*0794 .6748 .7723
• 7994 -.1667 -.0718 ,67b5 .7696
.7994 0.0000 ".0674 _ .6765 ,7696
,7994 .1667 -*0666 *6779 .767_
.7994 .3333 -*0646 ,678? *7661
• 7994 *5000 -.0706 .676g .7690
ED1 ,01508 C0_0_1 ,01523
C02 0,00000 CDCOR2 0,00000
CD3 .025_8 C OCOR3 ,02481
CD4 ,01195 COCOR4 .01168
E05 .00992 COCOR5 ,00971
SPAN_TSE
X/C YI: CP P,L/PT _tOC
.1505 -*5000 -1.0592 .4154 1.1965
.1505 -,3333 -1.1656 .3@65 1,3512
.1505 -.1667 -1.1747 .3844 1,E552
.1505 0,0000 -1.1483 ,3_83 1,2476
,1505 .1667 -I.1Z32 .3904 1,12@4
.1505 .3333 -1.1859 ,3811 I._bI%
.1505 .5000 -I,I_94 ,3912 I.E4_2
,4995 -.5000 -,4194 .5846 .9118
.4995 -.3333 -.3618 .5995 .8885
,4995 -.1667 -*3324 .6083 .8747
,4995 0,0000 ".3146 ,6121 *8690
*4995 .1667 -.3138 .6127 *8680
,499§ .3333 -.3244 .6095 .8730
,4995 .5000 -,3080 .6168 ,864?
.799_ -,5000 -.0@77 .6733 .7?45
*7994 -.333_ -*0@85 .6715 ,7?5?
.T994 -.1667 -*0747 .6756 *7709
,?994 0.0000 -.0689 .6773 ,768_
,7994 ,1667 -.0681 .6785 ,7665
,7994 *3333 -.0656 .6786 ,7664





X/C CP PtLIFT _LDC
0,0000 1,0664 *8733 .1972
,0135 -,3q59 .5903 .9029
*0Z71 -.6565 ,5103 1.0163
,0515 -,8677 .4636 1,1100
.0763 -.9971 .4281 1.1731
.1012 -1.0412 .4152 1.196F
.1503 -1.1380 .3921 1.2404
.tg_ -1.1_60 ,3764 1.2710
,2501 -1.2311 .3684 1.2870
.2_ -1,25o5 .3594 1.3o_z
.3499 -1.2_26 .3539 1. 3165
._99_ -,5447 .$459 .9684
,4_76 -,3577 .6002 .887,
.4997 -.3133 .6115 ,8698
.5492 -,2793 .6210 ,8352
.5994 ",2472 ,62_4 ,8_21
.649S -,21i4 ,6384 ,8283
._ -.i7o_ .65Ol ,81o3
*7489 -,1217 .6638 ,7892
.8003 -.0660 ,678Z .7670
,8_00 *,0[00 ,6928 .7444
.Bqg_ 00575 .7115 .7156
,8489 ,1232 ,7290 ,6883
PT 67,7883 PSI CN ,3806
TT 127.7600 K CR *0058




XIC CP PpLtPT qLaC
0.0000 1.0444 .9733 .igTZ
.0122 .6269 .8623 .4653
.0251 ,3298 ,7825 .6032
.0510 ,0575 ,7102 ,7176
.0755 -*0626 ,6775 .76_0
• 1000 -,i_87 .6539 .8045
,1504 -.E534 ,6276 ,8449
,2004 -.2968 ,6165 .8621
,2501 -,2998 .6160 ,8629
.3002 -.2877 .6168 ,8616
.3507 -*EGOS .6190 *8582
.4000 -.2619 ,6243 ,4§00
,4503 -.2297 .63_3 ,8346
,5000 -._148 .6378 .82q2
,5506 -,1864 ,6457 ,8170
.5997 -.1579 .6532 .8055
• 6502 -.1551 .6534 .BOSE
• 7003 --,1012 ,66q5 ,7820
.74Q7 -.0669 .6783 ,7668
,799R -.0179 .6910 ,747]
.8503 .009_ ,6981 ,7363
,9000 .0294 ,7040 *7271
• 9483 .12_9 ,729? ,6872
COl ,01513 CDCORI .01462
C02 0,00000 CDCOR2 0.00000
C03 ,02§91 CDCOR3 ,02545
C04 *01142 CDCOR4 ,01107
CD5 ,03941 COCOR5 ,00920
5PANVZSE
X/C YIC CP P,LIPT RLOC
,1505 -,§000 -1.0453 ,4172 1.1930
.1505 -,3333 -1.1544 ,3897 1.2450
.1505 -*1667 -1.1703 ,3879 1._484
• 1505 0,0000 -1.1380 ,3921 1,2404
• 1505 ,1667 -1.1045 ,4015 1.2225
,1505 .3333 -1.1714 ,3852 1.2538
• 1505 .5000 -1.1403 .3959 1.2331
.4995 --,5000 -.4158 *5869 .9083
,4995 -.3333 -.3682 *$997 ,8882
.4995 -,1667 -,3391 *6070 ,8769
,4995 0,0000 -,3133 ,611_ ,8690
,4995 .1667 -,3221 ,6117 ,8696
,4995 .3333 -.3333 ,6089 .8739
,4995 ,5000 -,3087 ,6180 ,8644
.7994 -.5000 -*0860 .6750 .7719
• 7994 -*3333 -,0865 ,6741 ,7732
,7994 -,1667 -,0743 ,6764 ,7698
,7994 0.0000 -*0660 ,6782 ,7670
,7994 ,1667 -,0664 .6802 ,7640
,7994 .3333 -,0640 ,6801 ,7641





XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .9_6Z ,9532 ,2627
• 0135 -.5429 ,5501 .9665
.0271 -,8387 ,4739 1,0023
.3515 -1.0042 .4202 1.1711
,0763 -[*1324 .3945 1,2358
• 1012 -1,1R43 .3819 1,2602
• 1503 -1.2569 ,3606 1.3028
,1994 -I,3182 ,3445 1,3362
.2501 -1,3526 .3371 1.3518
• 2999 -[,3790 .3304 1*3664
• 3499 -1.4022 .3223 1,384Z
• 399_ --,fl098 ,4810 1,0802
,4496 -,5804 .542§ ,9786
,4997 -*3938 ,5917 ,9007
,5492 -,2722 .624Z ,5501
,5994 -.2217 ,63741 ._298
,6495 -.1939 ,6455 ,8173
.6996 -.1606 .6550 .8027
• 7469 --,1]03 *_64_ ,788_
,8003 -*0649 .6788 ,7661
,8500 -.0122 .6927 ,7446
,8993 ,0545 .7120 ,7148
,9489 ,I141 .7270 *6Q14
PT 67,8231 PSI CN .5024
TT 127.8070 K CM .0051




XIC CP P;LIPT RLOC
0,0000 .966Z ,9532 *_627
.0122 .7256 .8882 ,4154
,0251 .4412 ,8135 .5516
,0510 ,1692 .7409 ,6696
,0755 ,0474 .7082 .7_06
,I000 -.0469 ,6838 ,7583
*1504 -.1581 ,6529 .8059
,2004 -,2142 ,6383 ,PZ84
.Z501 -.2259 *6363 ,8316
.3002 -*2226 .6374 .8798
,3507 -.2Z66 .6351 ,_334
.4000 -,2176 .6382 ,8205
,4503 -.1926 .6454 .8L75
,5000 -.1803 ,64_4 ,8129
.5506 -.1_10 .6537 ,8047
.5997 -.1372 .65_8 .7953
,6502 -.1390 ,6600 ,7949
.7003 -.0873 ,6744 .77_Q
.7497 --.0586 ,67_0 .7_73
,7998 -.0151 .69_0 ,7457
,8503 *0071 .6979 .7367
,go00 .0231 *7037 ,7277
.9483 .1120 ,7264 ,6923
C01 *0Z6_4 CDCOR1 .02568
CDZ 0,00000 COCOR2 0,00000
CD3 .04490 CDCOR3 ,04429
C04 ,0184q CDCOR4 ,01811
C05 *01516 CDCOR5 *01489
5PANgISE
XlC YIC CP PeLtPT NLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -1.1466 .3897 1,7450
.1505 -.3333 -I,2658 ,3581 1.3078
,1505 -,1667 -1.2819 ,3565 1.3111
,1505 0.0000 -i,2569 ,3606 1*3028
• 1505 .1667 -1,2094 .3730 I.E778
• L505 ,3333 -1.2579 .35Z3 1.3199
.1505 ,5000 -1.2613 ,3620 1.2999
,4995 -.5000 -.4369 ,5785 ,9214
,4995 -,3333 -.3534 .6032 ,8827
,4995 -*1667 *,3395 .6077 ,8757
.4995 0,0000 -.3938 .5917 ,9007
.4995 .1667 -,4190 ,5833 ,9139
• 4995 *3333 -,3586 .6018 *8849
.4995 ,5000 -*3225 .6122 *8687
,7994 -,5000 -.1080 ,6688 ,7815
.7994 -.3333 -,I012 ,6659 ,7859
,7994 -.1667 -,0779 .6742 e7732
• 7994 0,0000 -*0649 *6788 ,7661
.7994 ,1667 -,0615 *5811 ,7626
,7994 .3333 -,0539 ,6786 ,7664




PT 67,8120 PSI CN ,5R93
TT 127.7163 K CM -.000_




_lC CP R_LtPT NLOC
0.0000 ._995 .9343 .3133
,0135 -,6673 ,5124 1.0277
,0271 -'_884 .4358 1.1591
.0515 -1,1357 ,3943 1,2361
.0763 "_,2478 .3628 1,2982
,1503 -1,3806 ,3323 1.362Z
,1994 -[.4218 ,3i85 i.3927
.250[ -1,4465 .3107 1.4103
*2999 -I.4391 ,3150 1.4005
.3499 -*0452 .4432 1.1458
,3994 -,8042 ,4950 i,0735
,4496 -.?252 ,4999 1.0483
,4997 ",6427 ,5246 1,0077
,5492 -*_336 .5530 ,9619
.5994 -.3883 .5964 .8933
.6495 -,3023 ,6163 ,_625
,6996 -,2095 .64iZ .8230
,7489 -,1330 .6631 .?903
,8003 -,0?98 .67_6 ,7710
.8500 -.0239 .6902 .74§S
,8993 .0337 ,7066 .?232
,9489 ,0794 ,71_5 .7046
LO_E_ SURFACE
X/C CP P,L/PT qL_C
0.0000 *89g5 ,9343 ,3133
.0122 ,8125 .9123 ,3647
.0251 ,5388 .8400 ,5058
.0510 ,2661 .7667 .6295
.0775 .1379 ,731_ *6838
.1000 *0478 .7101 .7177
,1504 -,0811 .6761 .7702
,2004 -,1439 .657_ *7983
• Z501 -.1729 .649S .8112
.3002 -.1758 ,6500 .q103
,350? -,1097 ,6445 .8189
• 4000 -.1807 ,6499 ,8106
.4503 -,1703 ,6482 ,8131
,5000 -.1647 .6517 ,8078
.5506 -,1510 .5548 *8029
,5997 -,1288 .6648 .7876
,650Z -,1427 ,6586 ,7972
.7003 -,0945 .6717 .7770
• 7497 -,ObS ,6790 ,7645
.7_98 -.0336 .6879 *7521
.8503 --.0185 ,6916 ,7463
,gO00 -,0208 .6922 .7455
.94B3 ,0573 ,7127 .7137
CO1 ,04854 CDCOR1 *04816
COZ 0.00000 CDCOR2 0.00000
CD3 .085L7 COCOR3 *08467
CD4 .02761 COCOR4 *02746
C05 ,02261 CDCOR5 .02241
SPAN_ZSE
X/C YIC CP P_L/PT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1,2422 *3681 1.2876
.1505 -,3333 -1,3722 *3303 1,3066
• 1505 -.1667 -1,3932 ,3289 1.3696
.1505 0,0000 -1.3806 *33Z3 1,3622
• 1505 .1667 -1,3238 ,3465 1.3320
.1505 ,3333 -1*3948 ,3243 1,3797
• 1505 .7000 -1,3811 .3321 1,3626
,4995 -,5000 -*4634 ,5760 ,9254
• 4995 -,3333 -.4107 .5889 ,9050
• 4995 -.1667 -*5386 ,5547 *9591
• 4995 0*0000 --*6427 ,5_46 1.0077
.4995 ,1667 -,6501 ,5267 1,0042
• 4995 ,3333 -,6236 ,5326 *9946
• 4995 *5000 -,4550 ,5768 ,9241
.7994 -.5000 -.1604 ,6541 ,8042
,7994 -.3333 -.128b ,6630 .7_04
,7994 -.1667 *.0906 ,6710 ,7780
,7994 0*0000 -*0798 ,6756 ,7?[0
,7994 ,1667 -.0810 ,6751 .7717
,7994 ,3333 -*OSZ .6814 .7621











XIC CP P*LIPT HL_C
0,0000 ,8_44 .q158 ,3570
• 0135 -,7805 ,4878 1,0687
,0271 -1,0665 .4142 1,1986
• _515 -1,2263 ,3696 1.Zq4Z
,0763 -1,3312 ,3425 1,3404
o1012 -1,3790 ,3331 1,3604
• [503 -1,4425 ,3141 1,4024
• 1996 -1,6571 ,3097 1,4175
• 2501 -1.7068 ,3783 1o2673
.E999 *,8715 .4604 1,1156
.3499 -,e145 ,47d9 1.0837
,3994 -,7621 ,4918 1,0619
• 4696 -,6986 ,5099 1.0318
• 4997 -.6321 ,5267 1,0062
°5692 -°SblZ °5658 .9784
._994 -,4778 ,5716 *9322
,6495 -,4100 *5877 ,9069
• 6996 -*3347 .6070 *8755
,7689 -,2831 .6200 ,8567
• 8003 -*Z17B .6377 ,8294
• 8500 -,1557 ,6545 .8084
,8943 -,1100 .6667 ,7867





XlC CP PpLIPT NLgC
0,0000 ,B266 ,4158 ,3570
• 0122 ,8656 ,_257 .3341
.0_51 ,6007 .8561 ,6769
.0510 .3206 ,7832 ,6020
.0755 .2004 .7693 ,6563
.I000 *1013 .7265 .6052
• 1506 -,0363 .6876 .7526
.2004 -.1029 ,6691 .7810
.2_01 -.1366 .6611 ,7933
,3002 -,1557 ,6514 ,8075
.3507 -.167? °6509 .80nq
.4000 -.1813 ,6665 .8157
• 4503 -.1675 .6511 .8086
.5000 -*171S ,6493 °8114
.5506 -.1636 .6516 ,8070
,5997 -.1639 ,6599 .7952
• 6502 -.1667 ,6573 ,8069
,7003 -,1765 .6636 .7896
.7697 -,1131 ,6652 .7870
,7998 -.0796 ,6765 ,7727
.8503 -,0785 .6750 .7719
.9000 -,1089 ,6670 .7862
.9483 -.0660 .6833 ,7591
C01 ,06390 CDCOR1 ,06335
COT 0.00000 CDCOR2 0.00000
C03 ,10131 COCOR3 ,10084
C04 ,06191 CDCOR4 ,06148
CD5 ,03173 COCOR5 ,03157
5PANWZSE
xlC _IC CP PpLIPT MLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -1.3168 .3659 1.33_3
• 1505 -,3333 -1,_394 ,3008 1.4123
• 1505 -*1667 -1.6429 ,3093 1,4133
.1505 0.3000 -1.6425 .3161 1,60_4
• 1505 ,1667 -1.3857 .3270 1.3737
• 1505 ,3333 -1,4461 ,3080 1,4164
• 1505 .5000 -1.4233 .3146 1.4014
• 4995 -.5000 -*5139 .8895 .9514
.4995 -.3333 -,5506 ,5450 .9736
,4995 -.1667 -,6245 .5257 1.0010
,4995 0.0000 -,6321 *5267 1,0062
.6995 ,1667 -*6319 .5282 1.0018
.4995 .3333 -,6449 .52Z8 1,0106
• 4995 .5000 -.5407 ,5510 *9650
,7996 -.5000 -.1946 ,6454 .8174
,7994 -.3333 -*|867 ,6450 ,SlSl
,7994 -.1667 -,19B6 .6431 .8210
• 7996 0*0000 -.2178 .6377 ,6294
.7996 .1667 -.2199 .6387 *8278
,7994 ,3333 -.2179 .6367 ,S30q
,7994 .5000 -.1892 ,6656 ,1171
r"
TEST 119 DT 67,8201 PSI
RUN 37 TT 127.6600 K




XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0*0000 °75_0 ._960 .39_5
.0135 -.9131 .4577 1.1203
*027L -1.1666 .3895 1,2454
.0515 -1.3059 .3470 1,3310
.0763 -1.4222 ,3209 1.3873
*1012 -1.4567 ,3119 1.4075
.1503 -1.4617 ,3124 1.4066
.1994 -1*138_ *3935 1.2378
,2501 -.9151 .4513 1,1315
.2999 -,8541 .4687 1.1012
.349_ -.8058 *4_9 1.0770
,3994 -,7_95 ,4960 1*0568
,4496 -,6088 .5117 1,0287
*4997 -.6397 *5263 1.0049
*_492 -*5R29 .53_4 .9853
.5994 -.5366 .5529 " *9620
.6695 -.4730 .5730 .9301
.6996 -*4126 *5899 .9035
.7689 -*3727 .5988 .8897
.8003 -,3157 .6131 ,8673
.8500 -,2667 .6267 .8463
.8993 -.2?23 .6376 ._299





XlC CP P_LIPT qLOC
0.0000 ,7530 .8960 .3995
,0122 ,9119 ,9392 ,3010
,0251 .6578 .8702 .6505
• 0510 .3841 .7973 .S788"
,0755 .2540 ,7666 *63_I
• I000 ,1509 .73?3 .6752
,1504 ,013_ ,7019 .?304
• 2004 -.0688 .6777 .7677
• 2501 -,1042 ,6673 ,7837
.3002 -.1265 ,6622 .7917
.3807 -.1517 ,6563 ,8006
._000 -.1615 ,6544 .8037
.6503 -.1607 ;6543 .8037
.5000 -.1686 ,6514 .8083
,5506 -.1677 ,6692 .8116
.5997 -,1570 .6538 ,8046
• 6502 -,1796 *6505 .SOQ6
.7003 -,1417 .6613 ,7029
,7697 -.1374 .6610 ,7934
.7998 -,110? .6675 ,?835
.8503 -*1242 ,6645 .78_1
• 9000 -*165_ .6824 .8068
• 9483 --°1093 .6696 .7802
C01 .07861 COCORI *07861
C02 0,00000 CDCOR2 0.00000
C03 .09513 CDCOR3 *09490
C04 .05900 CDCOR4 ,05904
C05 .04631 COCOR5 ,06640
SPANMISE
XlC YIC CP P,LIPT RLOC
.1505 -,$000 -1.3984 .3325 1.3617
*1505 -.3333 -1.5137 .2968 1,4626
.1505 -.1667 -1.4893 .2998 1.4354
.1505 0.0000 -1*6617 .3124 1.4064
.1505 .1667 -1,4038 .3311 1,3668
,1505 .3333 -1,6291 ,3192 1,3qtO
,1505 ,5000 -1,4196 ,3183 1,3930
,4995 -.5000 -*5727 .5418 *gTg7
,4995 -.3333 -.6293 ,5303 .9987
.4995 -.1667 -,6421 .5275 1.0029
,4995 0*0000 -.6397 .5263 1.0049
.4995 ,1667 -.6377 .5245 1,0077
,6995 .3333 -.6521 ,5240 1,0086
.6995 .5000 -.5058 ,5426 ,9788
.7994 -.5000 -*2395 .6339 *$353
,7994 -,3333 -,2718 .6Z70 .|459
.7994 -.1667 -*2958 .6204 .856|
.7994 0,0000 -*3157 .6131 .8673
.7996 ,1667 -,3195 ,6127 .0680
.7994 ,3333 -*3009 *6193 .8577
.7994 ,5000 -*2013 .6242 .8501
191
TABLE XXXlll. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.76






x/C CP P,L/PT ._LOC
0,0000 1,1461 ,0982 ,3502
• 3135 .1601 .?2AB ,6874
• 0271 -.1239 .6473 .8130
• 0515 -.3456 .$S6Z *9075
•0763 -,4896 *5478 ,96_2
• IOLZ -,567Z ,5Z53 1,_0_6
• 1503 -.6402 .5054 1.0372
.1994 -.6773 .4963 1.D523
,2501 -,5882 ,$204 1,0125
,Z999 -,5493 .5315 .9945
.3499 -.4757 .55E0 .9615
,3994 -.4282 ,$654 ,9403
.4496 -,3766 .$803 .9_69
,4997 -.3303 *$930 ,8969
.5492 -,2749 ,b077 .8741
,5994 -,E350 .6186 ,_57Z
.6405 -,1970 .6278 ,_430
• 6996 -.1539 .64L1 ._226
.7489 -.I103 ,6537 ,903Z
• 8003 -,05_8 ,6680 ,7811
.8500 -.0091 .6817 .7601
• 6993 ,0550 .b988 ,7339
.9489 *lEE7 *7178 .7045
PT Z7.9964 PSI ,N -.OZOl
TT 215.5316 K CM .0001




X/C CP PsL/PT MLOC
0,0000 1.1461 .9982 *0502
,01ZZ .1760 .7315 ,6q31
.0_51 -.1332 .6448 .8169
,0510 -.3994 *5714 *9309
,0755 -.509B .5423 ,9771
.1000 --.6068 .5143 _,02Z4
.1504 -.7241 .48Z2 I*0760
,2004 -,7375 .479? 1.0803
,ZSOI -.6412 .5058 1.0365
,300Z -.5537 ,5303 ,9964
,3507 -,_886 .$4_5 ,9672
,4000 -.4376 ,5628 .9444
,4503 -,38Z_ ,57_6 .q194
,5000 -.3417 .5898 .9019
,5506 -,2_39 ,602& ,8822
.5997 -.Z460 .6156 .8618
,6502 -,20P7 .6246 *8480
,7003 -.1580 .6399 .3243
.7497 -.1126 ,6531 .8041
.7998 -,0527 .669T ,77_6
• 8503 -*0106 ,6814 .7607
,9000 ,03_9 .6944 ,7407
,9483 .1259 .7186 .7031
C01 .00834 CDCORI .00820
C02 .00830 CDCOD2 .00814
CD3 .00846 CDCOR3 .00833
C0_ ,00792 CDCOR4 .00784
C05 ,00695 C0¢085 *0069Z
SPAHW|SE
XlC Y/C CP P*LIPT NLOC
*1505 -.5000 -,5519 .5336 ,9910
,1505 -.3333 -.6352 ,5103 1,0291
.1505 -.1667 -.6319 .511_ 1 0275
,1505 0,0000 -,6402 ,$094 I*0_72
*1505 ,1667 -.6502 .5067 1.0350
*1505 .3333 -,6_36 ,5080 1,0329
.1505 ,5000 -,6140 ,5162 1,0194
,4995 -.5000 *,3288 .5930 ,8969
,4995 -,3333 -,3273 ,5943 ,8948
,4995 -.1667 -,3Z48 ,8954 ,8931
,4995 0,0000 -,3303 ,5930 ,8969
.4995 .1667 -,3265 ,5937 ,8959
.4995 ,3333 -.3240 *5952 ,6q34
.4995 ,5000 -.Z952 .6035 ,8806
.7994 -.5000 -.0730 .6643 .7869
,7994 -.3333 -,07ZO ,6642 ,7871
,7994 -.1667 -.0651 .6669 .7828
,7994 0.0000 -,0588 .6680 .7811
,7994 *1667 -,0587 ,668Z ,7809
*Tqq4 .3333 -.05§9 .6666 .7803




PT 28.1939 PSI CN -,4206
TT Z[5,q672 K CM "*0014




X/C CP P.LIPT _LqC
0.0000 1.0637 .9753 .1_92
.0135 .6013 .84_8 ,4692
*0Z71 .3213 .7711 .6204
,0515 ,0854 .TOSS ,7Z38
.0763 -.066b ,6613 ,7914
*1012 -.14BB ,63q_ .6Z4_
,1503 -,2274 ,6ZlO ,_$35
.1994 -,2016 ,6045 ._791
.Z501 -.2969 ,5986 ._2
.Z999 -,3027 ,5084 ._8_4
.3499 -,Z846 ,6039 ,8799
*3994 -,2713 .6057 .8772
,4496 -,_445 .6136 ._650
.4997 -.E228 ,6Z11 .8533
,5492 -,1809 ,6293 ,8408
,5994 -,1605 .6377 " ,8278
,6495 -,1423 ,644Z ._177
.6996 -,[155 ,6491 *_103
.7489 -.0806 ,6591 .70_9
,8003 -,0439 ,6696 ,77_5
*R_O0 l,O0_O ,69_0 '7_96
,8993 ,0480 ,6938 ,7416
,9489 ,1086 ,7126 ,71Z4
LOWER S_RF_C_
XIC CP P.LIPT ML_C
0.0000 1.0637 ,9753 .1892
.01_2 -,3343 ,591R .89_8
,0251 -,6041 .5162 1,0195
,0510 -.8459 ,4_82 1.1349
• 0755 -.q4EO .4185 1.1886
.1000 -1.0231 ,39_0 1,_260
,1504 -I,13_0 .3704 1,2_0?
,_00_ -I,1999 ,3555 1,3111
.Z_01 -1.2_14 .3427 1.3378
.3002 -1,2595 ,3344 1,3555
.3507 -I,_94_ .3256 1.3746
,4000 -,8701 .4399 1,1497
,4503 -,6200 *5097 1,0300
.5000 --,4521 .$$R0 *95_0
.5506 -,3263 .5907 .9905
,5997 -,2220 ,6207 .8539
.650_ -.1924 ,6305 .8389
,7003 -.1460 ,6406 .82_2
,7497 -.I051 ,6523 ,8053
,7998 -,0539 .6670 .78_7
,8503 -.0132 ,6_00 ,7627
.9000 ,0376 ,6909 .7461
,9_P3 ,1188 ,7155 ,70&O
C01 .02502 COCOR1 .02472
COZ .02456 CD_OR2 .0Z416
C03 .03458 CDCOR3 .03413
C04 .01727 CDCOR4 .0170|
C05 .01240 COCOR5 .01ZE8
SPANW[$E
KIC YIC CR P,LIPT NLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,2221 ,6200 ,8550
,1505 -,3333 -,Z471 ,6144 ,8637
,1505 -.1667 -,Z425 .6145 .8635
,1505 0,0000 -,2274 .6210 .R535
.1505 .1667 -.2536 .6113 .8684
.1505 ,3333 -,Z4@3 ,6141 ,364_
.1505 .5000 -.Z3Z7 .6172 ,R593
,4995 -.5000 -.2072 .6254 .846T
.4995 -,3333 -.2Z08 .6218 .8523
.4995 -*1667 -,2210 .6210 .8535
,499_ 0.0000 *,2228 ,6211 ,8533
.4999 *1667 -,_177 .6225 ,8511
.4995 .3333 -.2166 ,6229 ,8505
.4995 ,5000 -,1928 ,6288 ,8415
,7994 -,5000 -.0710 .6615 .7912
,7994 -.3333 *,0605 .6660 ,7842
,7994 -,1667 -,0501 ,6674 ,7821
.7994 0,0000 -.04_9 *6698 ,7785
.7994 ,1667 -,0390 .6703 ,7777
.7994 ,3333 -,O_R8 .6745 ,7?13





XlC CP P_L/PT _L_C
0,0000 1,1168 ,9098 .1211
.0135 .4696 *9115 ,5542
.OZ7L .1841 .732Z ,6_20
• 0515 -,0477 ,6679 ,7814
• 0763 _.1980 .6279 ,_28
• 1012 -,274Z *6053 *_778
.1503 -.3470 ,5_42 *_106
.1994 -.4037 ,5b83 ,935b
• 2501 -,391Z .5716 ,_304
,Z999 -,3P_5 ,5735 ,_275
.349) -.3521 ,5831 ._124
,3994 -,3258 ,5909 ,_001
.4496 -._906 .5991 .8874
.4997 --,2614 ,6078 ._739
,5492 -,2173 ,5Zll ,_533
.5994 -.1_50 ,6282 ,8423
,6495 -.159b .6364 ,_298
.6996 -.1251 .6446 .8|7Z
.7489 -,0866 ,6155 .q004
• 8003 -.0456 ,668Z .7809
.8500 -.0010 ,5791 .7642
.8993 .0574 *6959 .7_2
,9469 ,IZ08 .7131 .7117
Pr Z_.1840 PSI CN -,2_61
IT 215,1133 K C½ -,_033




X/C CP P,L/PT qLOC
0,0000 1,11_8 ,9898 ,1211
,OIZ2 -.1550 ,6383 ._260
,0751 -.4456 ,9582 ,0517
,0510 -.6080 ,48_0 1,066_
.0755 -._159 ,4576 1.1183
,1000 -*_839 *4367 1.1554
.1504 -.99_8 .4048 1.2141
.2004 -I,056_ ,3874 1,_472
.2501 -1,1042 .3739 i._737
,3002 -1.1271 ,36?6 1,2864
.3507 -1.1480 ,36?7 1.7962
.4000 *.$50_ .5264 1,0027
.4503 -,38?6 *572? ,9295
,5000 -.3104 .5943 ,8949
,5906 -,2779 ,6044 ,879Z
,5997 -.2365 .6147 .8660
,6502 -.2144 ,6212 ,_531
,7003 -.1615 ,6344 ,83E8
,7_97 -.1147 .6477 .8124
,7908 1"0583 *6647 ,?863
,_503 -.012_ ,6759 ,7691
.9000 ,0370 ,6903 ,746_
,9483 ,I753 .7144 .7098
ORIGINAL PAC_, _
OF POOR QUALITy 193
C01 .01485 COCOR1 .01495
C@2 .01477 ¢0C0_2 .01449
C03 .0Z190 C_OR3 .C?160
CO4 .01188 ¢DCOR4 .01162
C05 .00931 CDCOR5 .00921
SPkNM]$E
X#C Y/_ CP P_L/PT BLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,3399 .9@52 ,9092
• 1505 -.3333 -.3646 ,_800 ,9172
,1505 -.1667 -.3567 ,5808 .9159
.1505 0.0000 -,3470 ._842 ,ql06
.1505 .1667 --.3713 .575_ ,9248
.1505 ,3333 -,3634 ,5804 ,q167
,150_ .5000 ",3485 .5831 ,9124
.49_5 -*5000 -,Z439 ,6116 ,8631
• 4995 -.3333 -,Z539 .6102 ,8702
.4995 -.1667 -,_529 .bOq5 .1712
.4995 0,0000 -.Z614 ,6078 ,8?39
• 4995 ,1667 -,2561 .6082 .8733
,4995 ,3333 -,2525 ,6106 .8696
.4995 .5000 -.?256 .6171 ,8995
.7q94 -,5000 -.0631 .66Z6 .?eq5
,7994 ".3333 -*0589 .6633 ,?885
• 7994 -.1667 -,04gT *b666 *?633
,7994 0,0000 -.0456 .b682 ,7809
,7994 .1667 -.0412 ,6686 ,7802
,7994 ,3333 -,0345 ,6701 ,7780













Xl_ CP P#LIPT _LOC
0,0000 L,1406 ,9Q71 ,0640
.0135 ,]226 ,7727 ,6179
•0271 ,0342 .6929 .7429
,0515 -,1929 ,6311 .8]78
.076] -,341Z ,$905 .9008
• 1012 -,4111 .5715 .9306
• 1_03 -.472_ .5543 .9579
.1994 -,5191 ,5419 .9777
,2501 -.4B33 ,5506 .9638
.2999 -.4_31 .5_62 ,9849
,3499 -.414_ ,5712 ,_310
.3994 -,]770 .5798 .9175
,4_9_ -.]]41 ,5o30 ,5969
,&997 -.7937 ,6042 ,979_
,_492 -.245Z .6155 ,3620
._994 -.2109 ,6Z63 .84_4
.6495 -.1770 ,6354 .8312
• 6996 -.1400 .6450 ,_166
.7489 -,0975 t6573 .7977
,8003 -,OSZ9 ,6691 ,779]
• 8500 -.0044 .6818 .7601
,8993 .0554 .6999 .73ZZ
,9489 *1200 .7164 .7066
LOdER SURFACE
XlC CP P,L/PT HLOC
0.0000 1.1406 .q071 .0640
.0122 ,0054 ,6856 .7541
,0251 -.2974 .6018 .0812
,0510 -.560Z ,5304 .9963
,0755 -,6560 .5041 1.019]
.I000 -.7532 .4777 1.0837
,1504 -,8780 ,44]0 1.144_
.2004 -.9284 .4296 1.1682
,2501 -,9613 .4192 1,1_?Z
,]002 -,8336 ,454] 1,1_E
.8507 -.4682 .5564 .9545
.4000 -.4168 .5634 .9414
,_503 -,]969 ,5758 ,9238
,5000 -.35_3 .5865 ,9070
,5506 --,]073 .5984 .8885
.5997 -._584 .6132 .8655
• 650Z -.2219 .6231 .8503
,7003 -.1670 ,6]75 .8_80
• 7497 -,116_ .6520 .8058
.7998 --*0590 .667_ .7819
.0503 -*OILS .6798 .7631
.9000 .0300 .6954 .7391
,9483 ,126l .71A1 ,7040
C01 .00932 ¢DCOR1 .00907
C02 .00943 ¢0COR2 .0091Z
C03 .01310 C_OR3 ,01Z85
C04 .00848 C0¢0R_ .00831
C05 ,00720 ¢0C0R5 .00715
SPANWISE
XIC Y/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -,1465 ,_623 ,945_
• 1505 -,3313 -.4877 ,5499 ,9649
.1505 -.1667 -,4758 ,5S4Z ,?_SO
,150_ 0.0000 -.472_ ,5543 .9579
.1505 .1667 -,4969 *$4|5 .9672
• 1505 .3333 -.4874 .5500 ,9648
• _505 .5000 --.4666 .5567 .9540
.4995 -.5000 -,2865 ,6054 .8776
,4995 -.3133 -,2918 .6043 ,8793
• 4995 -.1667 -.Z879 .6040 .0798
.4995 0,0000 -.2937 .6042 .0795
.4995 .1667 -,2906 .604] ,8793
,4995 .]]]3 -,Z896 ,60A9 ,8784
.4995 .5000 -,2600 .6117 .8679
.7994 -,5000 -.0654 ,6665 .7836
,799_ -,3313 -.0650 .6653 .785]
.7994 -.1667 -.0557 .6673 .78E3
.7994 0.0000 -,0529 ,6692 .7793
,7994 ,1667 -.0494 .6700 .7766
.7994 .]333 -.0470 ,6703 ,7777





XtC CP PpL/PT HLOC
O.O000 1,1473 ,9984 ,0473
.0135 .1584 .7257 .69Z1
.OZ?I -.1316 .644] ,9176
.0515 -.3589 ,58Z7 ._130
• 0763 -.4095 .5440 ,9743
• 1012 -.579Z .5Z03 I.OIZ7
,1503 -.66Z9 .499] 1.0473
,1994 -.6954 .4901 1.0618
.ZSOl -,6138 ,5113 1.0_74
,2999 -.5_84 ._277 1.0006
.3499 --*4856 .5451 ,_7_5
,]994 -,4842 ,5617 ,9461
.4496 -.37_2 .5760 .9236
,4997 -,3334 ,5808 ,9034
,5492 -.2778 ,6036 ._q04
.5994 -,Z371 ,6158 * ,8616
,6495 -*lg_Z .6270 ,8443
.6996 -.1554 .6373 ._83
.7489 -.1104 ,6516 ,8064
.8003 --*0_12 ,6659 ,7844
• 8500 -.0090 ,67_? ,7640
.099] ,055_ .6964 ,7176
.9489 .1212 ,7_55 .7081
PT _7.9942 PSI CN -.0107
TT 215.SZ6Z K CN .0001




X/C C_ P_L/PT HLOC
0.0000 1,1473 ,9984 .047]
.0122 .1895 ,7343 .6787
,OESI -.L?ZO ,6470 .818_
,0510 -.3898 .574_ .9263
.07_5 -,4974 .5446 .9734
,I000 -.5945 ,5161 1.0196
.1504 -,7171 .4843 1.07Z5
.Z004 -,7238 ,4822 1.0760
._501 -.6503 .501_ 1,0441
• ]002 -,550_ ,5299 .9971
,3507 -.4904 ,543_ .9746
,4000 -.436Z ,5611 ._479
,4503 -.3759 ,5761 _9235
,5000 -,339] .587Z ,9060
,5506 -,1916 .5998 .8863
.5997 -,2433 .6140 .864_
,6502 -,2097 .6Z3B ._491
,700] -,1564 .6370 ,8Z88
.7497 -.1101 .6516 .8063
.799P -*0534 .6681 .7R11
.8508 -.oogz .6791 ,7641
.9000 ,0393 ,6920 .7443
,9483 .1257 .716_ .7070
C01 .00837 COCOR1 .00821
C02 ,00848 COCOR2 ,008Z3
C03 .00846 COCOR3 *00830
C04 .00766 C0COR4 .00755
COS ,00667 COCOR5 *00663
SPAN_ISE
XIC _IC CP P. LIPT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -.5617 ,527] 1.0013
,1505 -.3333 -*6586 .4997 1.0467
• 1505 -.1667 -.6631 ,4987 1.0483
• 1505 0.0000 -,6629 .4993 1.0473
• _505 ,1667 -.6728 .4967 1,0518
,1505 ,3333 -,6726 .4959 1.0530
.1505 ,5000 -.6360 ,5062 1,0359
.9995 -.5000 -.3345 ,5884 ,9041
• _995 -.3333 -.]312 ,5909 .9003
,4995 -.1667 -.3288 .SqOZ ,9013
.4995 0,0000 -,3334 .5888 .903_
,499_ .1667 -,3Z99 .5896 .90Z_
.4995 ,]313 -.3269 ,5920 ,8984
.4995 .5000 -,2982 .5957 ,8881
,7994 -.5000 -*07|9 *6614 .7897
.7994 -.]333 -.0724 .6607 ,7924
.799_ -.1667 -.0649 .6643 .7869
.79q4 0.0000 -.061Z .6659 .7844
,7994 ,1667 -.0572 .6668 .7835
.?994 .3333 -*0558 ,6653 .7854





KIC CP P,LIPT _LO_
0.0000 1,1_11 .99_6 .0695
• 0185 -.0178 .6759 .7691
.0271 -._014 ,597b .9900
• 05L§ -,5239 .5378 *_542
• 0768 -_6596 .4997 1.0467
,1012 -.TILL .4797 _.0804
,1503 -_8341 .4527 1.1279
.1994 -.8o66 *_7 1.160_
• 2501 -,9171 .4304 1.1667
,2999 -.7426 .4769 1.0851
• _699 -*4780 ,5506 .963_
.3994 -.4490 ,5576 .95Z6
.4496 -.]o95 ,5?09 ,9315
,4997 -.3563 .5838 ,9113
.549Z -,2o77 .59_Z ,_8
,5994 -.Z543 ,61Z3 .8669
,6495 -,212E ,6228 ,_508
• 6996 -,1641 ,6344 ,83Z8
,7489 -.1161 .6500 ,8089
• 8003 -.063? .6631 .788?
,B_O0 -,0112 ,6783 ,7654
,8993 ,055] .6971 ,7]64
.9489 ,1Z69 ,7161 .7071
oT _7,q921 oSI CN ,IZ08
TT 215.4549 K C_ .O03fl




X/C CP P,L/PT HLOC
0,0000 1.1411 .9966 ,Obq5
.012_ ,857_ .7797 *6066
,OZ51 ,0465 .69_2 ,7410
.0510 -,2252 .6201 ,8547
.0755 -,3405 ,5875 ,9051
,i000 -,4317 ,56_6 ,9447
,1504 --.5174 ,5395 ,9815
,Z004 -,54?9 ,5305 .gg61
._501 -,5102 .54_4 .9769
,300E -,4677 '_Y?8 ._601
,350? -,4286 ,5642 .9421
.4000 -,]_64 .5751 ,9250
,4503 -.]3_2 *58?9 ,q04q
*5000 -*]077 .597_ ,8903
*5506 -*2673 ,6066 ,8757
.599? -,211_ ,6212 ,8531
,6502 -.193] .6250 ,8427
.700] -.1430 .640] ,823_
.7_97 -.1004 .6549 .8014
,7998 -,0452 ,6682 ,7809
.8503 -,0064 ,6?96 ,?63]
.9000 ,0383 ,6924 ,?436
,9483 ,1259 *715_ ,7075
C01 .00914 COCORI .00901
COZ .00918 COCOR2 .00593
CD3 ,01547 CDCOR3 ,01527
CD4 .00778 CDCOR4 ,00?68
CD5 ,03640 COCOR5 ,00637
SPAN¥[SE
X/C _IC CP P_L/PT NLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -,7408 ,47?2 1.0846
• 1505 -.3333 **8547 ,4440 1,14Z4
,1505 -,1667 -.8497 .4461 1,1386
,1505 0,0000 -.8341 ,4522 1,1279
.1505 ,1667 -.8001 .4608 |.11Z8
,1505 ,3]]] -,861Z ,4422 1,1456
,1505 ,5000 -,8290 .4518 1,128_
.4995 -.8000 --,3586 *5824 .9135
.4995 -*]333 -*3559 .5821 .9139
,4995 -,1667 -.3501 .5856 ,9085
,4q95 0,0000 -,]563 .5038 .9113
.4995 .1667 -,35]7 ,58]8 ,9114
.4995 ,3333 -.35Z1 ,_832 .9123
• 4995 ,5000 -.3219 ,5934 ,8q63
,7994 -.5000 -.0782 .6598 ,T937
.7994 -.3333 -.0774 ,6607 .7925
.7Q94 --.1667 --.0714 ,6624 .7899
• 7994 0,0000 -,0637 ,6631 .7887
,799_ ,1667 -*0626 .6641 ,7671
.7994 ,]]33 -,0609 *6652 ,?B55






XIC CP P,LIRT NLOC
0*0000 1,111O ,98nl .1310
*0135 -.1895 .6282 .8424
.0271 -.4572 ,$529 .9601
.0515 -*680; .4915 1.0604
,0763 -.8038 ,4579 1,1179
.lO1Z -.8703 ,4387 1.1518
.1503 -.9649 .4117 1.2011
.1994 -1.0)64 ,3929 1.2367
.2501 -1.0764 .3822 1.2574
,Z999 -1,1115 .3731 1.2753
,3499 -1.1067 .3749 1.2717
.3994 -,5155 .5377 ,9845
*4496 -.3651 .$797 .917E
.4997 -*3182 ,5933 ,0965
.5492 -.Z726 .b039 .7800
*5994 --.2440 .6120 ,8662
.6495 -,2091 ,6227 ,8500
.6996 -.1650 ,6341 ,8333
.7489 -.12oe .6472 ,8132
._003 -.0683 .6617 .7908
.8500 -.0126 .6768 ,7677
.8993 .05E2 ,6942 ,7410
.9489 ,I230 ,7138 .7106
PT 27.9959 PS! CN • .2626
TT 215.3802 K CR .0041




XlC C_ P,LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.1110 .9_el .1310
.012_ .5029 .e190 .5399
• 0251 ,1950 .7339 ,6794
.0510 -,0795 ,6581 .7066
,0755 -.1998 ,6251 .0471
.I000 -.2912 .$993 .0871
• 1_04 -.3874 .5721 .9297
.2004 -,4251 ,5623 .9451
.2501 -.4121 .5662 .9390
,)002 -.3_77 .5735 .9275
.3507 -.3637 ,5805 .9165
.4000 -.3)59 .5875 ,9056
.4503 -,294_ ,5991 .8874
• 5000 -,2694 .6068 .8755
,5506 -,2351 ,6143 .8639
,5997 -,1962 ,6260 ,8457
• 6502 -,1734 .6326 ,8356
.7003 -.1276 .6A45 .8176
,7497 -,0895 .6558 .7999
.7990 -.0381 .6701 .7780
.8503 -.0007 .6801 .7626
• 9000 .0306 .6904 .7468
.9483 ,1250 .7144 .7097
CDI ,01376 COCOR1 .01343
CO2 ._62 CDCOR2 .01319
CD3 .02087 COCOR3 ,02051
C04 .00970 CDCOR4 .0094?
C05 .03730 COCOR5 .00724
SPANWZSE
XlC YlC CP PPLIPT MLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -,8766 ,_370 1.1548
• 1505 -,3333 -,9842 .4073 1.2093
,1505 -,1667 -.9007 .A085 1.2071
.1505 0.0000 -.9649 .4117 [.206
• 1505 ,1667 *.9259 .4233 1,1797
• 1505 ,3333 -1.0033 ,4020 1,2193
.1505 .5000 -.9750 ,4100 1.2042
,4995 -.5000 -,3786 ,5?59 .9237
.4995 -.3333 -,3511 .5839 .0112
.4995 -.1667 -,3167 .5919 ,8986
• 499§ 0.0000 -,3102 ._933 .8965
.4905 ,1667 -,3142 .5937 ,OqSe
.4995 .3333 -,3255 .5909 ,9001
.4995 .5000 -.3128 ,5930 ,0969
,7994 -,5000 -,0093 ,6560 .7996
,7994 -,3333 -.0843 .6575 .7973
.7994 -,1667 -,0734 .6603 .7930
.7994 0.0000 -,0603 .6617 ,790e
.7994 .1667 -.0648 .6628 ,7092
,7994 .3333 -,0635 .6633 .7804





X/: CP P,LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.0613 ,9743 .1931
.0135 -,3362 .5850 ._095
,0271 -.5974 .513l 1.0245
• 0515 -.0155 ,4549 1.1230
• _763 -.9275 .4210 1.1839
• 1012 -1,0029 .4039 1,2157
• 1503 -1.0816 ,3798 1.2622
.1994 -I.1561 ,36_3 1.2971
.2501 *i,1977 ,3504 1.3215
.2999 -1.2261 ,3401 1,3433
.3499 -I*_578 .3318 L.3611
• 3994 -.9146 ,4269 1,1731
.4496 -.5913 ,5177 1.0169
,4997 -.4408 .5596 .9494
.5492 -.3018 .5970 ._007
• 5994 -,2226 ,6175 1485_9
.6495 -,1748 ,6322 ,8)62
.6996 -,1339 .6406 .8233
.7489 -.I057 .6513 ,fl069
,8003 -,0571 .6650 ,7850
• 9500 -.0107 ,67A9 .7645
.8993 .0547 ,6960 ,7381
.9409 ,n90 ,7132 ,7115
PT 28.0851 PS! CN .3B95
TT 215.0809 K CN .0028




XlC CP PsLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1,0613 .974) *1931
.0122 ,6183 .8506 .4_60
.0251 ,3238 ,7691 ,6236
,0510 ,0472 ,6938 ,7416
.0755 -,0773 .6574 ,7975
.1000 -.1667 ,6351 ,BAl?
.1504 -,27)0 ,6041 ,8797
,2004 -,3197 .5933 ,8965
,2501 -,)236 ,5919 .0986
,3002 -.3128 ,5933 ,R965
• 3507 -,)044 .5960 .8923
.4000 -,2861 ,6010 ,8844
.4503 -.2546 .6108 ,8692
,5000 -,2334 .6169 ,a590
• 5506 -._036 ,6242 .q486
,5997 -,1767 .6302 ,8392
.6502 -,1561 ,6374 ,82_2
,7003 -.1159 .6456 .4156
,7497 -*0825 ,6577 .7970
.7998 -.0319 ,6720 .7751
• _03 -,0032 .6810 .7613
,9000 ,0336 ,6902 .?A71
.9483 .1147 ,7118 .7137
CO1 .02353 COCOR1 .02288
COZ .02310 COCOR2 ,02245
C03 ,03017 CDCOR3 .02951
C04 .01505 CDCOR4 .01459
C05 .01114 CDCDR5 .01106
SPAN_ISE
XlC YIC CP PpLIPT RLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -.9727 .4117 1.2011
,1505 -.3333 -i.1091 ,3759 1.2698
,1505 -,1667 -1.1153 ,3727 1,2762
,1505 0,0000 -1,0816 ,3790 1.2622
.1505 ,1667 -1.0235 ,3976 1,2276
,1505 .3333 -1,1292 ,3704 I.ZBOB
,1505 .5000 -1,1055 .3754 1,2708
,4995 -,5000 -,3984 ,5707 ,9319
,4995 -.3333 -.3225 ,5917 .E990
.4995 -,1667 -*3608 .5800 ,9172
• 4995 0*0000 -*AAOS ,5506 .9494
.4995 ,1667 -.4221 ,5642 .9422
.4995 ,3333 -.3779 ,5763 .9230
,4995 ,5000 -,3463 .5841 .9109
,7904 -,_000 -.Iii0 .6494 ,8097
.7994 -,3333 -.0940 ,6536 .8033
,7994 -,1667 -,0759 ,6597 ,7939
.7994 0.3000 -.0571 .6650 .7850
,7994 .1667 -.0509 .6661 ,7842
.7994 ,)333 -.0518 ,6656 ,7850





[IC CP P, LIPT NL_C
0.0000 .9o83 .9572 .2504
.0135 -,4818 .5462 .9708
.0271 -,7447 ,4753 1,0878
.0515 -,9391 ,4232 1,179_
,0763 -1,0611 .3903 1,2417
• 1012 -1.1709 ,3739 1,_738
.1503 -I.1050 .3520 1,1182
,1994 -1,2590 .3369 1.3_01
.2501 -1.3000 ,3246 1,376_
.2999 -1.3422 .3156 1.3969
• 3499 -I,3357 .3133 1,4022
.3994 -.7657 ,4717 1.0940
.4496 -.6930 .4928 1.0583
,4997 -.6213 .5105 I*0288
• 5492 -,5199 .5379 .9841
,5994 -,3R18 ,5775 ._712
.6495 -.2827 .b042 .8796
,&996 -.1778 ,6338 ,9330
,7489 -.1140 .6498 ,_092
.8003 -.0470 ,66_ .7782
• 8500 ,0034 .6838 ,?570
.8993 .0502 ,6964 ,7)76
,9409 ,0_ql ,7097 .7170
PT 28.1985 PSI CH .4975
TT 215,9182 K C_ -,0027




X/C C _ P.L/PT NLOC
0.0000 ,9983 ,gS?Z ,_504
.0122 .7131 ,8777 .4354
.0251 .4284 .?99? *5739
,0510 ,1531 ,7244 .694_
*0755 .0216 .68A5 .7497
.I000 -.0?05 .663E .?086
.1504 -,1825 ,6315 .8376
,E004 -*2372 .6190 *8582
,2501 -*2540 .6127 ,8664
,3002 -,2688 ,6157 ,8617
.3507 -*2556 .6113 ,_68A
,4000 -,239A .6167 .86_2
,6503 -.2184 ,6232 ,8500
,5000 -.2060 .6251 .8672
.5506 -,18_2 ,6306 ,8)86
,5997 -.1565 ,6395 .8250
,6502 -.1482 ,6412 ,9223
.7003 -.1146 .6_12 ,R070
.7497 -.0846 ,65?9 .?96?
,7998 -,0376 .6?27 .7739
._503 -.0122 ,6?95 .?636
.9000 *0050 *6839 .7567
.9483 ,0795 .7043 .7254
ORIGTNAE PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY 195
C01 ,04000 COCOA1 ,03942
CO_ ,03688 CD_OR2 ,03612
C03 ,03519 COCOR3 ,03752
C04 ,02320 CDCOR4 .022?5
C05 ,01670 CDCOR5 .0165_
SPAN_ZSE
_IC YIC CP P.L/PT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.051A .)963 1.2301
,1505 -,3333 -1,2129 ,3476 1,3274
• 1505 -,1667 -1.2295 ,3A56 1.3317
.1505 0,0000 -1.1950 ,3520 1,3182
,1505 .1667 -1.1702 .3638 1,2941
,1505 ,3333 -1.2339 .3418 1.3396
,1505 ,5000 -1,2256 .3A66 1,3295
,Aggs -,5000 -,4280 ,5662 ,9389
,4995 **3333 -,3699 ,5829 .9127
,4995 -,1667 -,5385 .5339 ,9905
• 4995 0,0000 -,6213 ,5105 1,0288
,4995 ,1667 -,6282 .5112 1,0275
.4995 ,3333 -,5538 ,5325 .q929
,4995 *5000 *.AE)B .5490 *966)
,7994 -.5000 -.1515 .6A04 ,8235
.7994 *,3333 -,1132 .6524 .0051
,7994 -.1667 -,0753 ,6615 ,7912
.7994 0,0000 -,04?8 ,6699 .7702
,7994 .1667 -.0429 .6?04 ,??75
,7994 .3333 -,0469 .6?06 ,7?72




119 PT 28.1_64 PSI CN , ,5520
51 TT 2]6.)636 K CH -*0202
10 PC 6.0423 NILLION CC ,OOqH
N4Cd .7608
ALPHA 5,0550 OEG
UPPEe SUMF4CE L_WER SURFACE
XIC CP _pLIPT NLOC XlC CP P;L/PT RL_C
0.0000 ,9398 .9412 .2953 0.0000 ,9398 .9412 ,2953
• 0135 -.5075 ,§147 1.0218 ,O1ZZ ,7B94 .BqHO .3925
• 0271 -.8737 *4402 1.L491 .0251 ,5149 .B238 .5332
• 0515 -1.0301 .3_39 1.2340 ,0510 .2313 .7439 .6636
,0763 -1,1400 .363e 1.29_1 .0?55 ,1016 ,7081 .7194
,1012 -1,1038 ,3_2 1,3262 .1000 .0047 ,6BOH .7614
.1503 -1.2_21 .327b 1.3702 .1504 -.1152 ,6_98 .80HI
• lqq_ -1.3266 ,31Z3 1.4044 .2004 -.1857 ,6286 .8417
• 2505 -1*3509 .3067 1*6172 .2501 -.2014 .6249 ,8474
.29H9 -1,0326 .39_b 1,2295 .3002 -.Z155 ,6222 ,8516
,34§9 -.7773 .4648 1,1058 ,3507 -.2275 ,6172 .8594
• 3994 -,7414 .4758 1.0869 *4000 -*2220 ,6195 ,8558
• 4496 -,?098 ,4850 1.0714 ,4503 -.2070 ,6240 ,_48H
,4997 -,6644 .4961 1.0528 .5000 -.Z048 ,6234 .849?
.5492 -.6059 ,_125 1.0255 ,5_06 -.1896 .6278 .8429
.5994 -,5384 .5304 .9963 ,5Q9? -,1688 .6329 .8351
,6495 -,46Z1 .5519 ,9617 .6502 -.1670 .6337 .0339
• 699_ -,3713 .5773 ,921_ ,7003 -.1328 .6434 ,8190
• 748H -.2626 .6047 ,_787 ,7497 -,lOq6 .6524 *8052
• 8003 -.2058 .6235 .8497 .7998 -.0748 *6605 .7926
.8500 -,1323 .645q .8151 ,8503 -,0637 ,6648 .7_61
• _993 -,0852 ,6564 .7990 .qo00 -,0641 .6623 *?gO0
• 9489 -*0407 *6601 ,7795 ,9403 ",0165 .6758 ,76H_
COl *06749 CDCOR1 ,06649
C02 *06455 CDCOR2 *06350
C03 .IOZZ? CDCOR3 .10113
C04 ,03608 COCOe4 ,035ZB
COS .OZB7_ ¢0COR5 .02859
SPAN_ZSE
XIC YIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
.1505 -,$000 -1.1110 ,3747 1.2722
.1505 -.3333 -1,2617 .3254 1.3751
• 1505 -.1667 -1.2990 .3210 1.3640
.150_ 0.0000 -1,ZOZ1 .SZT6 |.3701
.1505 .1667 -1.2529 .3355 1.3531
.1505 .3333 -1.3092 .31?e 1.3920
,1505 ,5000 -1,3041 .3196 1.38B0
.4995 -.5000 -.4527 *5555 .g55g
,4995 -.3333 -.4386 ,5581 ,9518
.4995 -,1667 -,6743 .4952 1.0542
.4995 0.0000 -.6644 .4961 1.0_26
,6995 .1667 -.6886 .4903 1*06Z4
,4095 ,3333 -.6498 .4995 1.0470
.499_ .SO00 -.5610 .5265 1.OOZ6
• 7994 -.5000 -,1952 .6231 .8471
,7994 -.3333 -.1687 ,6345 .6327
,7994 -.1667 -,1691 .6335 .e343
,7994 0.0000 -.2088 .62_5 .6497
.7994 .1667 -.2057 .6222 .6516
.7994 .3333 -.1412 .6421 ,B211
• 7994 .5000 -.1170 .647q ,Slit
TEST 119 Pr Z6.4215 P_ CN .6187
R_N 51 TT 206.2073 K CN -.031B




XIC CP PptlPT NL0C
0.0000 ,87Z7 .9Z22 .3419
,0135 -.7257 .4807 1.0787
.0271 -,9796 .4113 1*2019
*_515 -1.1476 .3627 1.29_4
,0763 -1.2379 .3366 1.3507
.1012 -1.2915 .3222 1.3q23
.1503 -1.3745 ,3029 1.4260
*19g4 -1.3798 ,2983 1.4367
.2501 -1,18)9 .3536 1.3150
.2999 -.8799 ,4393 1,1525
.3499 -.fllg3 .454? 1.1235
.3994 -.?OS_ .4632 1,I0_
,4406 -,7625 *471Q 1.0936
.4997 -.7153 .4e72 1.0761
.5492 -.6663 ,4964 1.3523
.5994 -.6040 .5145 1.02_2
.649§ -.5281 .5374 ._9
.6996 -,4_54 .5554 ,g561
.7489 -.3699 ,5818 ._144
.8003 -.3103 ,5954 .8933
,6500 -.2255 .6218 *BSZZ
.6993 -.1_83 .6301 ,8_72
.9409 -.1117 .64H3 ._LO0
LQ_E_ SUEFECE
XtC CP Pet/PT NL_C
0.0000 .8727 *Q_2Z .3419
,0122 .8512 ._166 .3547
.0251 .5615 .8442 .4975
.0510 .3047 .?649 .6305
.0755 ,1725 .7278 ,6_90
.)OOq .0670 .6987 .73_0
.1504 -.0544 .6671 ,7_27
.2004 -.1273 .6452 .616Z
,2501 -.1_64 .6377 .8277
.300_ -.1TB8 .6320 ,8365"
.3507 -.1_21 ,6281 .8425
,4000 -.1934 .62H6 ,8402
._503 -.1834 .6316 ._371
,_000 -.1867 ,6_89 .8414
.5506 -,1775 ,631? .8371
.5H97 -.1625 .6365 ,R2_7
.6502 -.1650 .6374 .8263
.7003 -,1432 .6417 .8216
.7497 -*1727 .6498 *8092
.7098 -,lO01 .6535 ,6035
.8503 -.0943 .6579 ,7968
.9000 -,0990 .6_44 ,8021
.9483 -.0634 ,6643 .7070
COl .08365 CDCORI .08271
C02 .0638t COCOR2 .08275
CD3 .14265 CDCOR3 ,14165
C04 .05007 _OCOR4 .04940
C05 .03978 CDCOR5 .03944
SPANVISE
XIC V/C CP P_LIPT RLDC
.1505 --.5000 -1.Z596 ,3350 1.3943
• 1505 -.3333 -1.3725 .3021 1,4279
.1505 -.1667 -1.3915 .2994 1.4342
.1505 0.0000 -I.3745 .3029 1.4260
.1509 .1667 -1.3266 .3165 1.3949
.1505 .3333 -I.39_O *2959 1.4425
.1505 .5000 -1.4046 .2956 1.4427
.49H5 -.5000 -,4822 .5476 .9686
._995 -.3333 -.497_ .5440 .9743
,4995 -,1667 -.7093 .4816 1.0771
.4995 0.0000 -.7163 .4822 1.0761
.4995 .1667 -.7216 .48|4 1.0775
.4995 ,3333 -,6909 .4906 1,0620
,4995 ,5000 -,6072 .5100 1.0Z96
,7994 -.5000 -,2348 .6168 .8601
.7994 -.3333 -,2292 .6108 ,8569
.7994 -.1667 -._673 .b095 .8713
.7994 0.0000 -.3103 .5954 ,8933
,7994 .1667 -,2864 .6025 *8821
.T994 .3333 -.2031 .6260 ,8458
















XIC CP P;LtPT _LQC
0.0000 ,7Q38 .9009 .3_87
.0135 -.8307 .45_4 1.1276
,0271 -1.0754 .3B54 I*2513
.0515 -1.2503 .3362 1.3517
• 0763 -1.3348 .3132 1,4014
.1012 -1,3_ID ,2992 1.4346
• )503 -I,4408 ._8_g ],4740
.)994 --),4511 *_776 )*48&H
,2501 -),1766 .3526 ).3170
,29Hq -.9363 ,423? 1.1790
.3499 -,fl646 ,44_4 I*145Z
,3994 -,8290 ,4536 1,1_54
• 4496 -,7?32 ,4654 1.104_
.4997 -.?368 ,47H5 1.0808
.5492 -.6015 ,49_0 1.0579
• 5994 -.6334 ._051 1.0378
.6495 -.5773 .52)0 1.0117
.6996 -,514_ .5372 ._054
.7489 -,463I ,5514 .96Z6
.B003 -.393_ ,572_ ._ZH5
• _500 -.3173 .5945 ,_4?
.8993 -,2485 .6139 .3646
.9489 -*2006 .6261 ,8456
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C C _ P,L/_T _t_C
0.0000 .7938 .9009 .33B7
.0122 ,9071 .9322 ,3181
.0251 .65?7 .8621 .4650
.0510 ,3755 ,7053 ,59?6
.0755 ,2391 ,?477 ,6577
.1000 ,1339 .710| .7040
,1504 ,0051 *6926 .7588
*2004 -,0581 .6584 .7960
.2501 -.1_00 .6459 .8153
.3002 -.t_23 ,6427 .8201
,3507 -,i658 ,6355 .8311
,4000 -.17_2 .6336 ,8341
.4503 -.1515 .6323 ,8361
.5000 -,1802 .632_ .8353
*5506 -,1779 ,6322 ,8363
.5997 -,1671 .6342 ,833?
,6502 -.1756 ,6321 ,8364
,?003 -,1590 .635P ,8307
,?497 -*1496 .6383 ,%_68
*7995 --.1228 .6471 *_134
*8503 -.1262 .6472 .8132
.9000 -.1414 .6434 .PIH1
,9483 -.1041 ,6520 ,0046
J96
CD1 .)0235 CDCORI .10111
C07 .0_88Z CDCOR? .0873_
C03 ,13414 COCOR3 *13286
C04 *05H?q COCOR4 *05865
C05 .04965 COCOR5 .0490_
SPAN_|$E
X/C ¥/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.3566 .3060 1.4189
.1505 -,3333 -1.4593 ,2786 1,4046
.1505 -.1667 -1.4531 .ZSOZ 1.4_05
.1505 0.0000 -1.440g *7829 1,4T40
.)505 .1667 -1.4072 ,2920 1.4516
.1505 .3333 -1,4619 .2779 1.4863
.1505 ,5000 -1,4831 ,2719 1,5013
,4995 -,5000 -.5109 ,5407 ,9797
.4995 -*3333 -.5133 *5393 *98_0
.4995 -,1667 -.6784 ,4929 1.0563
.4qq5 0,0000 -,7368 .479_ 1.0808
,4995 ,1667 -.7330 .4591 1.0913
.4995 .3333 -.7306 ,4791 1.011_
.4995 .5000 -.5955 .5159 1.0200
.?g94 -*5000 -.2771 .6053 .877q
.7994 -*3333 -.257) .6106 *$695
.7994 -,1667 -.3109 ,5942 .6H51
,7H94 0,0000 -.3934 ,5722 .9295
,7994 .1667 -.3909 ._738 .9270
,7994 .3333 -,3564 ,5627 ,g331
,?gq4 ,5000 -,3056 ,5956 ,8929
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OE I:_OR QUALt'I_
TABLE XXXIV. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.76
REYNOLDS NUMBER 9.0 x 106
197
TEST 119 PT 40.9507 PSI CN -*0268
RUN 67 TT Z10*310B K CR -,0004




X/; CP P, LIPT _LOC XlC CP PwLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,1518 ,9995 ,0272 0.0000 1.1518 ,9995 ,0272
.0135 ,2778 ,7292 ,6865 ,0122 ,1Rll ,7302 ,6R50
.0271 -,_081 .6495 ,_094 ,0251 -,1424 .6400 ,E240
.0515 -.3303 .5891 ,9029 ,0510 -.3952 .5711 .9311
.0763 -.4775 ,5477 .9683 *0755 -.5025 .5407 .0794
• 101Z -,5640 ,5234 1,0075 ,1000 -,6106 ,5105 1,0287
,1503 -,6549 ,4997 1.0466 .1504 -,7325 ,4782 1,0828
,1994 -,6985 ,4875 1.0671 ,2004 -,7952 ,4607 1,1129
,2501 -,6197 ,5090 1.0372 ,2501 -,7730 ,4665 1,1028
,2999 -,5726 ,5210 1.0115 .3002 -,5740 ,5206 I*0121
,3499 -,4_95 ,5447 ,9731 .3507 -.4070 ,5_26 ,9765
.3994 -.4361 ,5599 .9491 ,4000 -,4407 .5585 .9511
,449b -.3795 .5753 ,_245 .4503 -.3835 .5747 .9262
,_997 -,3346 *$8Sl .9044 .5000 -.3444 ,5854 .9086
.5492 -.2781 .6033 .8808 .5506 -,2048 ,5986 ,8980
.5994 -,236Z .6160 *_611 .5997 -,24_3 .613_ .8650
.649_ -,19§7 .6262 *_453 ,6502 -.2149 .6217 .8522
.6996 -.1560 .6392 ,8252 .7003 -.1587 ,6385 ,82_4
.7489 -,1097 ,6510 *_072 ,7497 -,1105 .6507 ,8076
.8003 ".0585 *6647 *7861 .7908 -,0491 .6673 .7821
.8500 -,0060 .6796 .7633 *8503 -.0068 .6?06 *?633
.8903 .0583 *6065 .7372 ,9000 ,0303 .6912 ,?453
.9489 .1278 ,7158 ,?074 ,9483 ,1312 ,7167 ,?099
C01 .00883 CDCOR1 ,00868
C02 ,00807 CDCOR2 ,00868
C03 .02076 CDCOR3 ,02048
C04 ,008|1 CDCOR4 ,00846
C05 .00760 COCOR5 .00756
SPANU35E
XlC YI¢ CP PpLIPT NLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,5524 .$277 1,0005
,150_ -,3333 -.6276 .507_ 1,0337
,1505 -.1667 -,6594 .4975 1,_SOZ
,1505 0,0000 -.6549 ,4997 1.04_6
• 1505 ,1667 -,6405 ,5033 1,0405
• 1505 .3333 -*6566 .4995 1.0470
.1505 ,5000 -.6036 .5130 1,0246
,4905 -,5000 -,3378 .5868 ,9065
• 4995 -,3333 -,3353 ,5879 ,9047
.4995 -.1667 -.3201 ,5893 ,9026
,4_9_ 0,0000 -,3346 ,5081 ,0044
,4995 ,1667 -,3304 ,5888 .9033
.4995 .3333 -.3294 .5895 .9022
.499_ .5000 -.2932 ,5992 ,8871
.7q94 -.5000 -,0640 .6625 ,7895
.7994 -.3333 -,0667 .6616 .7008
.7994 -,1667 -.0600 .6636 ,7878
.7994 0.0000 -,058_ ,6647 ,7861
,7994 .1667 -.0558 .66_8 .7860
.7994 .3333 -,0546 ,6650 .785T
.T994 .5000 -,0597 ,&637 .T977
TEST 119 PT 40.9560 PSI CM -.3924
RUN 67 TT 210.4116 K CH -,0034
POINT Z RC 9,1012 RILLZOH CC ,0040
HAC_ ,7603
ALPHA -3,0039 OEG
UPPEP SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE
XIC CP P,LIPT HLOC X/C CP PpLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.0739 ,_7_6 ,1756 0,0000 1,0739 ,97_6 .17_5
.0135 ,5881 ._453 ,4954 ,0122 -.3025 ,6007 ,YB48
,0271 .3068 ,7672 .6266 ,0251 -.5732 ,524P 1.0052
,051_ *0_12 *7052 .7237 ,0510 -.4226 .4564 1,12_4
.0763 -,0766 ,661L .7917 ,07_5 -,9245 ,4272 1.1725
.1012 -.1613 ,5393 .E252 ,i000 -I,0100 .4061 1,2116
.1503 -,2463 .6158 ,d613 .1_04 -1,1170 ,376_ 1,2686
,1994 -,3153 ,5954 ,8_30 ,2004 -1.1681 ,3603 1,3011
,2501 -.3185 ,5047 ,8_41 ,2501 -1,2133 ,3482 1.3263
,Z999 -.3764 ,5920 ,8983 .3002 -I.2369 .3408 1.3417
.3499 -.3074 .5Q76 .88_6 ,3507 -1,_663 ,3333 1.3579
.3994 -,2917 .6016 *_835 .4000 -.8015 ,4609 1.1126
,4496 -.2625 ,610_ ,_692 .4503 -,5530 ,5308 .q955
.4997 -.2446 ,6139 ,8644 .5000 -.4239 ,5643 .9418
.5492 -.2071 .6239 .d489 .5506 -,299_ ,5983 .88_6
,5904 -.1_16 .6325 " ._356 .5997 -,2354 .6177 .8585
.6495 -,1596 .637E ,_274 ,6502 -.Z092 ,6242 ,8485
,6996 -.1796 ,6456 ._15_ .7003 -.16_4 ,6360 .8302
,7489 -.0059 .6543 ,8020 .7497 -.1226 .6460 .§134
,8003 -*0567 ,6057 .7846 ,7998 -.065_ .6631 .7_85
.8500 -,0153 .6767 .7677 ,8503 -.0235 ,6744 .7732
,8993 *0401 ,6932 ,7423 ,9000 .OZO_ .6878 ,7507
,9459 .0_86 .7085 .71e6 .9483 ,1093 ,711_ .7140
COl ,02398 CDCOEZ ,02370
C02 ,02194 COCOR2 .02164
C03 .03672 COCOR3 ,03646
C04 .01608 COCOR4 ,01589
COS .01Z40 CDCOR5 ,01224
SPANWZSE
XlC YIC CP R_LIPT R[OC
,IS05 -.5000 -,2101 .6239 ,8489
,1505 -,3333 -,2410 .6165 ,|603
• 1505 -.1667 -.25_0 ,6110 .8689
,1505 0.0000 -,2463 .615E ,8613
• 1505 .1667 -,2522 ,6123 ,8668
,150_ ,3333 -.2496 ,6141 ,S63g
,1505 .5000 -,2254 .6192 ,8562
.4995 -.5000 -,2457 .6166 ,8602
.4995 -.3333 -.2437 ,6127 ,8662
.4995 -.1667 -,2376 ,6161 *8609
,4995 0._000 -.2446 .6139 .8644
,4995 .1667 -.2364 .6191 .8563
.4995 ,3333 -,2324 .6158 .8614
.4995 ,5000 -*_017 ,6260 ,8456
.7994 -.5000 -,0937 .6561 .7993
,7994 -.3333 -,0905 ,6563 .7990
.7994 -.1667 -,0694 .6620 .7891
,7994 0,0000 -.0_67 .6657 .7846
.7994 .1667 -,0499 .6682 .7807
.7994 ,3333 -,044_ ,6690 ,7796








40,9539 PSI CN -.301q
210,303b K C_ -.0017
9.1286 qZLLIDN CC ,0048
.7635
-1,95_1 OEG
UPPER SURFACE LOdEP SURFACE
xl¢ CP P,LIPT _LDC X/C CP P;LIPT qLoc
0.0000 1,1188 ,9005 .1166 0,0000 1.118_ ,9905 *II_6
,0135 .4770 .8115 ,5_39 *0122 -.1437 .6398 ,_58
.0271 *1927 .7329 ,6808 ,0251 -,4332 ,5590 .9503
*0515 -.0333 ,6707 ,7769 .0510 -.683§ .4903 1.0624
,0763 _,1877 .6277 ,_430 ,0755 --.799_ .4580 1,1176
.1012 -,2?00 .6058 ,8769 ,1000 -,8806 ,4367 1,1553
.I503 -,3454 ,5835 .9116 ,1504 -.9920 ,4039 1,2156
,L994 -.4044 ,5675 .9369 ,2004 -1,0579 ,3861 1,2498
,2501 -,3882 ,573_ ,9275 ,2501 -I,1092 ,3?39 1.2738
.2999 -,3002 ,5?03 .9324 ,3002 -1,1284 .3650 1,2917
.3499 -.3560 ,5811 ,9155 ,3507 -1,1603 ,3579 1,3061
,3994 -,3303 ,5887 ,_034 .4000 -,84_9 .4447 1,1410
,4496 -*20§0 .5989 ,8R77 .4503 ",4697
.4997 -,2652 .6048 ,_784 .5000 -,3482
,_4gZ -,2192 ,6175 ,_587 ,5506 -._610
,5994 -,1890 ,6261 ,_454 .5097 -.Z181
,649_ -.1614 .6351 ,8317 ,6502 -.1905
,6996 -,1259 .6451 .8162 .7003 -.1536
*7469 -.0866 ,6550 ,7907 ,7497 -,1072
,8003 -.0444 .6669 ,7827 ,7098 -*0477
,8500 ,0001 .8805 .7619 ,8503 -,0072
,8993 ,0591 ,6958 ,7383 ,9000 ,0382












CDI .01668 CDCOR1 .01639
E02 ,01653 CDCOR2 .01617
CD3 .03105 CDCOR3 .03074
CD4 ,01693 COCOR4 .01665
COS .01371 CDCOR5 ,013_1
SRA_ISE
X/C fie CP P,L/PT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -.2979 .5968 ,8908
,1505 -,3333 -,3365 .5851 .90ql
.1505 -,1667 -,3510 ,5811 .9154
.1505 0,0000 -,3454 .5835 ,9116
.1505 ,1667 -,3491 ,5826 .9130
,1505 ,33)3 -.3484 ._818 ,9143
• I_05 ,5000 -,3190 ,5900 .9015
.4995 -,5000 -.2633 ,6082 .8732
• 4995 -.3333 -*2608 *6080 *8735
,4995 -,1667 -,2591 .6080 .8734
,4995 0,0000 -,2652 .6048 ,8784
• 4995 *_667 -,2§78 *6097 *8708
,4995 .3333 -,2543 *6098 ,8707
,4995 ,5000 -.2258 ,6173 ,8591
,7994 -,5000 -*0629 ,6628 ,7890
.7994 -.3333 -,05E9 ,6624 ,7897
.7994 -.1667 -.0498 .66&2 *7839
.7994 0,0000 -,0444 ,6669 ,7827
.?g94 *1667 -,0407 ,6690 .7795
,7994 ,3333 -,0358 ,6688 ,7798
.7994 ,5000 -*0425 .6682 ,7808






XIC CP =tLIPT MLnC
0,0000 1,1462 ,9979 .0551
.0135 ,3381 ,773; .6166
• 0Z71 .0545 ,6950 ,7396
,0515 -,1692 ,6329 ,3350
,0763 -.3219 ,5913 ,_994
• 1012 -.4C30 .5694 *_339
• 1503 -,4718 ,550Z .9643
• 199k -.5262 .$355 .9_79
• Z501 -.4P77 .5459 ,}712
.2999 -,4717 ,5_04 ._640
.3499 -.4147 ,56_6 ,9413
.39%4 -*_810 ,5750 .9_34
,4496 -,3331 ,5h04 ,QO_O
,4997 -,2971 ,59_4 ,dd54
,5492 -.2473 ,6119 ,_675
• 5994 -,2114 .62Z0 ,8516
.6495 -.1779 .631_ ,_372
,6996 -,1380 ,6428 ,3197
,748_ -*0961 .65;I ,_023
,q003 -,049Z ,667_ .7819
.8500 *0006 .6803 .7621
• 0993 .0619 ,6966 ,737C
,9489 *1276 ,71_7 .7076
PT 40.9507 PSI CH -,1671
TT 210.3438 K CM -,00_7




XIC CP PwLIPT NL_C
0,0000 1,146Z .9979 ,0551
• 0122 ,010_ .6825 .7§87
• 0231 -.3205 ,5909 .9000
,0_10 -,5465 ,528_ ,9997
• 0755 -.6449 .5010 1.0430
.I_00 -.7497 ,4734 1.0910
.1504 -,6839 ,4361 1.1564
,EO04 -,Q445 ,4198 1.186_
,Z501 -.9843 .4083 1.2074
,300_ -1,0073 ,4027 I,_189
,3507 -,7815 .4645 1.1064
• 4000 -.4168 .566_ .9389
.4503 -,3602 .5809 .9157
,5000 -._346 .5880 ,_046
,5506 -,Z930 .59qZ ,5871
.5_97 -.2486 .6117 ,8677
,6502 -,_iPl .6E04 ,_543
,7003 -,161_ ,6364 ,8_96
.7497 -,I127 .64_ .8094
,7_ -,0497 ,6673 .78_1
.8503 -,0055 ,6786 .7647
.9000 *0405 ,6907 .7461
,9483 ,131_ ,716_ ,?0_7
C01 .OIOSO COCOR1 ,01063
COZ ,01066 CDCOR_ .01047
C03 .02_98 CDCOR3 .OZEeO
C04 ,01065 CDCOR4 ,Ol05Z
C05 ,00907 CDCOR5 ,00897
3PANWISE
XIC YIC CP P,LIPI RLOC
.1505 -.5000 *.4126 .5652 .9404
,1505 -,3333 -,4616 .5506 .9637
,1505 *.1667 -.4803 ,5461 .97_9
.1505 0.0000 -,4?18 ,550E .9643
*_505 .1667 -.4693 ,5495 .9654
*1505 .3333 -.4765 .5465 ,9703
*1505 .5000 -,4431 ,5564 .9544
.4995 *.5000 -,3009 .5974 .8900
.4995 -,3333 -,_973 ,5976 ,$396
,4995 -*1667 -*Z900 .5992 .087Z
.4995 0.0000 -,2971 .5904 ,8004
,4995 .1667 -._943 ,5992 .887|
,4995 .3333 *,_914 .5993 .0870
.4995 ,5000 -*6559 .6007 ,0724
.7994 -.5000 -.058_ .6637 ,7876
.7994 -.3333 -.0593 .6633 .7862
,7994 -.1667 -.0535 .6640 .7860
,7994 0,0000 -.049E ,6674 *7819
.7994 .1667 -.0455 ,6672 .7623
.7994 .3333 -.0438 ,6676 .7816





xIC CP PeLIPT _LL3_
0,0000 1.1498 .9903 ,0307
.0135 .1708 .7293 ,_64
.OZTl -,1154 ,6505 ,8079
• 0515 -.3340 ,5907 .000_
,0763 -.4_25 .54_8 ._666
,lOIZ -.5671 .5_67 1,0022
• 1503 -.6457 ,505_ 1.0375
,1994 -*6057 ,4904 1,06_2
,ZS01 -,6176 ,5105 1.0_37
.2999 -.5695 ,5_47 1.0054
.349_ -.4565 ,54q3 ,065_
,3994 -.4360 .56_0 .9455
.4496 -*3708 ,5779 ,qZ04
.4997 -.3349 ,5898 .9017
.549Z -.2779 .6051 ._779
.5994 -.Z355 .617Z .859E
• 6495 -*i_91 ,6279 ._4_7
.6996 -,1555 ,53_1 ._70
,7489 -.1095 .6_14 ._065
.8003 -.0587 .6659 ,7843
• 8500 -.0059 ,6803 .?6Zl
.0993 ,0584 ,69_ ,7356
,94_ ,1273 .7164 .7065
PT 40,O504 PSI CN -,0238
TT 210.3626 K Cq -,0004




X/C _P PJLIPT qLqC
0.0000 1,1495 .9993 ,0307
,01_2 ,17_5 .7318 .63_5
.0251 -.130_ .6465 ,R141
• 0510 -,3980 ,5730 ,9_"1
.0755 *,5021 .5434 ,9753
,1000 -,6089 .515_ 1,0_I0
,1504 -,7318 ,4_15 1.0772
,_004 -.7_4 ,466_ 1,1030
• 2501 -,7438 .4756 1.0872
• 300Z -,fi574 .52_0 1.0000
,3507 -,4900 ,5461 .9708
,4000 -.4_14 ,5605 ,9479
.4_03 -,3815 ,5771 .9_16
• SOOn -,3435 ,5875 ,9054
,5506 -,_938 ,6007 ,_q48
.5097 -.2438 ,6149 *_679
• 650Z *,2135 .6E39 ,_459
,7003 -,157| ,6376 ._77
• 7_97 -,1006 ,6514 .8066
.?_OR -*04_5 .66_4 .7R04
• _503 -.0064 ,6902 .76_3
,gO00 ,0304 .69_3 ,743&
.o_3 ,1306 .7173 .7051
C01 ,00875 CDCORt ,00560
CD2 ,00869 CDCORE .00850
CD3 .01968 COCOR3 ,01953
C04 ,00836 CDCOR4 .00826
C05 ,00744 C0C065 .007_8
SPANWISE
XlC _1_ C_ P*LIPT qLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.5501 ,5304 .9961
.1505 -.3333 -,6176 .5135 1.0E37
• 1505 -.1667 -.6454 .5050 1,0364
,150fi 0.0000 -,6457 .505_ 1.0375
.1505 .1667 -,6390 ,5059 1.0362
• 1505 ,3333 -,645Z .5059 1,0363
,|505 ,5000 -,5908 ,5208 1.0117
,4995 -,5000 *,3377 .5095 ,90E0
.4995 -.3333 -.3335 .5916 ,$990
.4995 *,1667 -.3_61 ,5_36 ._959
,4995 0.0000 -.3349 ,5898 ,9017
.4995 .1667 -.3295 .5919 ,8905
.4995 .3333 -,3274 ,5933 .8964
.4995 ,5000 -.2899 .6035 ,8004
• 7904 -,5000 -.0638 ,6653 .7852
,7994 -,3333 *.0669 ,6641 .7871
.7994 -.1667 -.0617 ,6665 .7834
.7994 0.3000 -.0587 ,6659 .7843
,7904 ,1667 -,0551 .6677 *7815
.7994 .3333 -.0542 .6676 ,7817





XIC CP %llPr _L3_
O,O000 1,144e ,9076 .J5_9
,0135 ,0000 .6705 .7635
.OETI -._P07 .60Z3 ,8523
,0515 -.4003 .5436 ,_74_
,3763 -,6347 ,5034 1.0_04
.101_ -,7176 ,4819 1.0766
.1503 -,8259 ,45_7 1.1304
,1994 -,8_Z6 .43_3 1,1634
•ZSOl -,_2oe .4243 1.1778
• Eq9_ -.9233 .4Z43 1,1779
.349_ -.46_4 ,5457 .9715
.3994 -.4363 ,5596 ._493
.4496 -.3q53 ,5707 ,7316
.4997 -.35?9 .581_ ,q[_
,5497 -.?072 .5075 .8397
,5994 -,25Z5 .6104 ,_697
.6495 -._IZ7 .6Z17 .85_Z
• 6996 -.1647 ,6345 *_376
.7489 -.1177 ,6476 .3123
.8003 -,06?8 .6620 .7902
,9500 -,0091 .6764 ,768Z
,0993 ,0PT? ,5054 .73_9
.9489 ,1Z93 ,715_ .7073
)T 40,949? _$I CN .1131
TT ZI0,_574 K _q ,007?




X/C CP PeL/PT _L3C
0,0000 1,1448 .0976 .05_9
,01ZZ *3503 .7767 .6112
.0Z51 .0407 ,6914 ,7451
.0510 -,27_5 .6160 ,q611
,0755 -,34?0 .5833 ,_1_3
• 1000 -.441| ,557_ .9531
.1504 -,5447 .5_7 ,99_
._00_ -.5791 .51_ 1.0144
,Z501 -.5410 .56_7 ,90?4
• 300_ -,438_ .5448 .97?9
.3507 -.4403 .5500 .9503
.4000 -,308_ .57_ .93_6
,4_03 -,3455 ,5A45 ._101
• 5000 -,310] ,5931 ,_966
• 5506 -,_6_7 ,6054 .9774
.590? -,P21? ,6190 ._565
• 6502 -.1956 ,6664 .8449
,7003 -,1419 .6408 .e_8
,7497 -.0992 .b5_8 ,_044
,7098 -.0401 .6693 ,7_05
.8503 *,0028 .6781 ,7655
• 9000 ,030_ .690? .7468
• 9463 .1305 *7161 ,?068
ORIGINAL PAGE I_
OF POOR QUALiTy 199
C01 .00967 C I)CORI ,00937
CD2 ,0096Z ¢DCO_? .00930
C03 .OZ_9 COCOR3 ,07213
CD4 .00889 CDCOR4 ,008?6
CD5 .00777 CD¢OR5 ,00?70
SPAMWISE
%1C Y/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -,7333 ,476_ 1,0863
• 1505 -,3333 -*_Z77 .4508 1.1303
• 1505 -,[667 -,8396 .44b? ].1304
• 1505 0,0000 -,8?59 .450? 1,1304
,1505 ,1657 -.7968 ,4566 1,1166
.1505 .3333 -.8384 ,44?8 1.1356
• 1505 ,5000 -.7915 .4596 1.1149
• 4995 -*5000 *,366? .5768 *q?_1
.4995 -,3333 -,3601 ,579_ .9184
.4995 -.1657 -.3464 .5019 *9141
.4995 0,3000 -.35Z9 ,5819 .9146
.4995 ,1667 -,3481 ,5820 ._140
,4995 .3333 -*3509 .5817 *q144
• 4995 .5000 -,3168 .SqO? .901_
.7994 -.5000 *.0706 ,bSq4 *?943
.7994 -,3333 -.0715 .6591 ,7947
,7994 -.1667 -.0658 ,6603 .7929
,7994 0.0000 -,0628 .66?0 .7902
• 7904 .1667 -.0607 ,662E .7900
• 7994 .3333 -,0591 .6626 .?894













X/C CP P,LPT NL3C
0.0000 1.1174 °9903 .1181
• 0135 -.1743 ,6335 ,3340
.0271 -.4440 ,5597 ,9402
• 3515 -,6_79 .4q09 1.0463
• 0763 -,?939 ,4652 1.1052
• 1012 -,8549 ,4449 1,1410
• 150i -,9_75 .4170 1.1912
• 2501 -1.0680 ,3871 1,2479
,29_9 -1,1014 ,3770 1.2677
.)409 -1,10k4 .3754 1,2707
,_ "*S131 ,5402 ,_q04
,4406 -,16_1 ,5802 ,916B
.4997 -,31_7 ,5_32 ,8064
.5994 -,_467 ,6140 ._642
,649S -,2092 ,6231 .3499
• _QQ6 *.1660 .635e ,J_06
._46_ -.tt_e .6406 ,qlOe
.800_ -.0681 ,663Z ,7884
,_500 -*0117 ,6741 ,7655
.8993 ,0548 ,6967 .7360
,048_ .1740 ,71_1 .7068
LO_En SURFACE
XlC CP P_LIPT _L_C
O,OOO0 1.1174 ,0903 .1181
.0121 .4902 .RI?O .5446
,0251 .1878 ,7340 .6791
*0510 -.087S ,6576 .7973
.075_ -,Z069 ,624_ ,94_0
,1000 -,3011 .5979 ,4A92
.150_ -,_003 ,$709 ,9314
,200_ -,4423 ,_588 ,q§06
,2501 -.4280 .5637 ,9428
.300_ -,_031 .5700 .9320
,3_07 -.3757 ,5778 ,QZ06
,4000 -,3446 .5867 ,9067
,4503 -,3011 .5990 ,8975
,5000 -.2768 .6048 ,8784
.5506 -,_409 ,6151 ._624
,5997 -,2015 .626_ ,84_0
.6502 -,1805 .6312 ,8376
,7003 -,1309 ,645S ,8157
.74_? -.0910 .6566 .7986
.7998 -.037_ ,6715 .77_6
,8503 -,0020 ,6809 ,7613
.9000 ,0362 *6916 .744R
,94_3 .1253 .?16S ,7062
C01 .01351 CDCOR1 .01315
C02 ,01337 CDCOA2 ,0129_
C03 ,02739 CDCOR3 ,026qb
C04 ,01058 CDCOR4 .01040
CD5 ,00849 CDCOR_ .00839
SPkq_lS[
XlC YIC CP P_LtPT MLQC
*1505 -.5000 -.854g ,4450 1,1405
,150_ -,3333 -.9637 .4167 1,1919
*1505 -,1667 *,9732 ,4139 I_I. 970
,150_ 0.0000 *.9575 ,4170 1.1V$2
,1505 ,1667 -,90_5 ,4310 1.1656
,1505 ,3333 -.9794 .4123 1,1999
,1505 ,_000 -,9397 ,4231 1.1800
.499_ -,5000 -,3872 .5747 ,g154
,4995 -.3333 -,3616 ,5827 ,9118
,4995 -.166? -,3314 .5909 ,9000
*4QQ_ 0*0000 -.3187 *_q3Z *8_64
.49g5 ,1667 -.3186 .5936 .8958
.4995 .3333 -.3311 ,5911 ,8997
,_995 ,5000 -,3164 ,_1 ,893b
.7994 -.5000 "*0832 ,6590 .7949
.7994 -.3333 *,0821 .6592 .7945
,7994 -*1667 *,O?IZ .6620 ,7902
,7994 0.0000 -,0681 .6632 ,7884
,7994 ,1667 -,0631 .6645 .7664
.7994 ,3333 -.0623 ,6647 ,7861





_/_ CP P,LI pT NL]C
0.0003 1.0750 .97_1 .17_0
• _13_ -.3100 .SqZ8 .J071
.0271 -,_6_7 ,5230 1.O0_Z
.3515 -.7855 ,4639 1.1075
.0761 -.9002 .428_ I,L_O?
• IOLZ -,9651 .4111 1*2021
.1503 -1,0648 .3856 1.2510
,1994 -i.1329 ,366_ I,_B80
.2501 -1,1687 .3561 1,3097
.2999 -i,2112 .345_ 1,3326
,3499 -1.2317 ,_3_0 1.3543
,399_ -i.0_33 .3_48 1,_329
,4496 -.6007 .51li 1,0277
.4997 -._13 ,56_2 .9420
.549_ -.3128 .5Oll ,89q8
.599% -.2214 .6159 ",q507
.6_95 -.1"38 .62_0 ,_411
._996 -.1478 .63d5 ._264
.74_9 -.1122 .6_97 ._Ogl
.8003 -,0628 .6620 ,?_02
.8500 -.0113 .6755 .7_95
,A993 ,0526 ,6945 .7402
,9489 .llqZ ,7136 .7108
PT 40.9424 PSI CM .3721
TT EL0.2441 K C_ .0030
P: _.1000 _ZLLIOH CC .0047
MA_ ,7604
ALP_ 3.0141 nEG
XlC CP PsL/_T _LOC
0.0000 1.0750 .9781 ,1780
,0122 .6085 ,848_ .4_02
,0251 .3322 .7660 ,6284
,0510 .0373 .6014 ,7450
.0755 -.0903 .6539 ,8027
,iO00 -,1881 ,6270 ,8441
,1504 -._953 ,5986 .3980
.2004 -._446 ,5851 ,9091
,1501 -.3463 .5841 ,9107
,3002 -.3363 .5875 ,905_
• 3507 -,3269 ,5873 ,905R
.4000 -,3059 .5942 *8_49
.450_ -.2721 .60?5 .8_0
.5000 -.2T12 .6113 .q6_3
.5506 -.2_41 ,b158 ,BSI4
,59_7 -.1_11 .6253 ,_467
,6502 -.1739 ,6317 ,_368
.70_3 -,1_81 .6430 ,_lBO
,7497 -,0894 ,6560 ,7_94
,?qR -,0421 ,667_ ,7814
._503 -.0120 .6751 .7702
,9000 ,02_5 .6865 ,?_77
,9_83 ,1115 ,TILT .7137
CD1 ,02216 COCOR1 *02173
C02 .02167 CDCOR2 .02115
C03 .03650 COCOA3 ,03607
C04 ,01399 COCOA4 .01370
C05 .01104 COCOA5 .01083
$PAM_[$E
XlC flC CP P,L/PT MLOC
.1505 -,5000 -.9323 ,4215 1,1830
,1505 -,3333 -1,0656 .3825 1.2569
.1505 -,1667 -1.0800 .3808 1,2601
,1505 0,0000 -1.0648 .3855 1,2510
,1505 .1667 -1.0086 ,4003 1,2225
.1505 .3333 -1.0817 .3780 1,2657
,1505 ,5000 -1.0575 .3871 1,2479
,4995 -,5000 -,3971 .5697 .9333
,4995 -.3333 -,3554 .5822 ,9137
.4995 -.1667 -,3657 ,5793 ,9183
,499_ 0.0000 -.4213 ,5642 ,9420
.4q95 ,1667 -,4367 *558? ,Q507
.4_95 .3333 -.3962 ,5709 ,9315
.4995 ,5000 -,3534 ,5627 ,9129
,7994 -,5000 "*1531 .6383 .8266
.7994 -.3333 -.I112 ,6500 .8087
,7994 -,1667 -,0832 .6591 ,7948
,7094 0,0000 -.0628 ,6620 ,7902
,?Qq4 ,16_7 -.0561 .6652 ,7853
,7994 ,3333 -,0562 .6652 ,7853





XlC C a _,L/PT _LOC
0,0000 1,0t90 ,962R .2331
,0135 -,4_79 ,5536 ._5_
,0271 -.6_95 ,48_3 1.0690
.0515 -,8o27 .4338 1,1605
.0763 -1_0144 ,3092 1.22_6
.1012 -1,0771 ,3_10 1,2597
.1503 -1,15_7 ,35?9 L.3062
.1994 -1.2187 ,3410 1,_413
,2501 -1,2695 ,3300 1.3651
,2999 -1,2927 ,3202 1,3867
.3499 -1.31_6 .3147 1.3990
,3994 --.?847 ,4620 L,L107
,4496 -,b_04 .4908 1.0615
.49_7 -*6066 .5105 1.02_7
,5491 -.4061 .542E ,9771
,5994 -,3712 ,5?75 *g210
,6495 -.2436 .513_ ,_555
.6996 -.1721 ,6_29 ,_350
,7489 -,1134 ,6488 ,_i05
.AO03 -,05_4 ,6642 ,7868
.8500 -,0094 .67_L ,7656
,R993 ,0456 ,6925 ,7434
,0489 ,0o86 ,7074 ,7204
PT _0._472 PSI C _ ,4592
TT _I0,3727 K CM ,0014




X/C CP P,L/PT qL_C
0,0000 I,OIO0 ,9628 ,2331
,0127 .6902 .8742 ,44ZI
,0251 ,4147 ,7952 ,5811
,0_10 .1383 ,7101 ,7022
.0755 .0087 .6_27 .7584
,1000 -.0942 .653? ,R030
,L504 -,2105 ,6238 ,_537
,?004 -.?656 .605? *_770
.2501 -.2791 .6039 .8799
,3002 -.2_76 ,6000 ,8q46
,3507 -,2_11 .6016 .8q34
,4000 -,_87 ,6052 ,8?78
.4503 -,2446 .6118 ,8%76
,5000 -,23?6 ,6144 ,9635
,5506 -,ZOqL ,6219 ._$?0
,599? --,I_35 .62q5 *_%0_
,6502 -,i_95 .6337 ,833B
,7003 -,1326 ,b&39 .8i81
,.749? --,1014 .6522 ,8054
,7990 -*054? ,6652 ,?853
.8503 -,0283 .6728 .7736
,q003 -,0092 ,6773 ,766R
.04_3 ,0?48 ,7008 ,7306
CD1 .03756 COCOR1 .03701
C92 ,03332 CDCO_2 ,03242
C03 .05040 COCOR3 ,04987
C04 ,01773 CDCOR4 .01749
C95 ,01339 £0C0R5 *01326
SPANWISE
X/C V/C CP _,L/PT RLOC
,1505 -,5000 -1,0255 .3952 1,2323
,1505 -.331_ -i,1651 ,3551 1,3119
,1505 -,_667 -I,1666 ,3551 1,311_
,1505 0,0000 -1.1567 .3579 1,3062
,1505 .1657 -1,1000 .37_3 1,2730
,1505 .3333 -L.1835 ,3500 1.3115
,1505 ,5000 -I,1470 .3605 1,3007
,4995 -*5000 -.4137 ,5638 *9426
,4995 -,3333 -,3870 ,5715 ,9305
,4995 -.1667 -*_913 ,5453 ,9721
,4995 0,_000 *.6066 ,5105 1.0287
,4995 .1667 -.6151 ,5070 1.0331
.4995 .3333 -*5?88 ,5185 1,0156
.4995 '5000 -,4954 .544Z *9739
,7904 -,5000 *.?386 ,6147 ,e631
,7994 --,3333 -,1570 *6356 *8309
,?994 -,1657 -,0984 ,6523 ,8051
,7994 0;0000 -,0584 .6642 ,7868
.7994 ,!667 -.0481 ,66T4 *7818
,?994 ,3333 -,045? ,6665 ,7833






_IC CP PpL/PT _L}C
0.0000 ,9655 ,9476 ,2780
,0135 -,5694 ,5718 1,0101
.0271 -.8700 .45)0 1.1764
• 0515 -,8786 ,4059 1.2120
,_763 -i.0069 ,3746 1,2724
• 1017 -1.1539 ,3575 1,3069
,1503 -1,2411 ,3347 1,3548
,1994 -1.3055 .3198 1,3876
,2501 -1.32Z6 ,3174 1,4041
• 299= -1.0232 ,3973 1.22_i
.3499 -.75a5 ,4690 1.0936
.3994 -.717@ .4R10 1.0781
.4496 -.6753 ._921 1.0592
.&997 -,6239 .5001 i*0310
.5492 -.5463 .5318 .9339
.5994 -.4650 .5534 .95q2
,6495 -.3904 .57?0 .q?q7
.6996 -.3075 .5_60 *_921
,7489 -.2524 ,61_q ,86_9
• q003 -.1915 ._255 .8464
• _500 *.1252 ._45) .9160
,8993 -.0657 ,6633 .7883
.9489 -.0291 .6?1_ ,7750
PT 40.9380 PSI CN .4945
TT 210.5327 K Cq -.0079




X/C CP PJLIPT qL_C
0.0000 .9655 ,9476 ,27P0
• O12Z .7732 .8943 ,4071
.0251 .4_11 .8164 .5457
.0510 ,2161 ,7336 .6719
.0755 .0811 .7019 .77_9
.I000 -.0186 ,6735 .7726
• 1504 -.1456 .b390 ._56
.2004 -.2174 .6221 .8517
,7501 -,2)92 .6132 .8_54
.3002 -.2479 .6120 .8673
,3507 -,25_6 ,6086 .8775
.4000 -.7514 .6103 ,06Q8
.4_03 -,Z355 .614Z ,8638
• 5000 -.2294 .6181 ,8578
.5506 -,2124 .6738 ,_49_
.5997 -,1¢03 ,6795 .9403
.6FOE -.1910 .62?2 .8437
.7003 -*1532 .6387 .3261
,7497 -.1359 .6432 .A192
,7qq8 -,1008 .6507 .8076
• R503 -.083_ ,6569 .7981
• 9000 -.0812 .6590 ,7949
,94A3 -*OZ02 .6744 .7713
C01 ,05555 CDCORI .05497
CDE ,04872 COCOR2 ,04786
CD3 .09157 C DCDR3 .09125
CD4 .02638 C DCOR4 .0E613
C05 ,01814 COCOA5 .01791
5PAMWIS[
XlC YI: CP PpLIPT NLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -1.1054 ,3758 1,2701
• 1505 -.3333 -1.2541 .3337 1.3570
• 1505 -,1667 -1.2634 .3325 1.3596
.1505 0.0000 -I.2411 ,3347 1.354_
.1505 .1667 -1,1874 .3531 1.3160
.1505 .3333 -1.2746 .3281 1,3693
• 1505 .5000 -1,2544 .)350 1.3542
,4095 -.5000 -.4407 .5603 ,9482
,4995 -.3383 -.4302 ,5611 .9469
,4995 -,1667 -,5863 ,5173 1,0176
.4995 0.0000 -.6239 .5091 1.0310
,4995 ,1667 -.6224 ,5100 1,0295
,4995 .3333 -.6270 ,5066 1.035E
,4995 .5000 -.5454 .5286 ,9991
,7994 -.5000 -.2758 ,6015 ,8836
.7994 -.3333 -.1978 .6249 .8474
.7994 -,1667 -*1655 .6326 ,8384
.7994 0.0000 -.1915 ,6255 .8464
,7904 ,1667 -.2051 .6212 .8530
.7994 ,3333 -.1788 .6301 .8393





XIC CP PeLIPT _LqC
0,0000 ,R996 ,02°0 ,3Z_2
.3135 -,_1 ,_ol? 1.0608
,0271 -,q251 ,47_5 1,1775
.0515 -1,0735 .3739 1,2639
*0763 -1.1776 ,3511 1.3201
.1012 -1.2422 .3357 1.352P
.1503 -I,3046 .3151 1,3_2
,1994 -I.3088 ,3148 1,3987
.2501 -._314 ,4223 I*18L4
,2999 --,76_8 ,4646 i,i061
,3499 -.7318 .4750 1.08a3
.3994 -.7016 .%856 1.5703
.4496 -.6558 .4954 1,D537
*4997 -.6119 .50_4 1,032_
,5492 -,5557 ,5228 1,0086
.5994 -.5102 .5363 ;9_66
,6495 -,4624 .549_ .9650
.6996 -.4020 ,5701 ._377
.7489 -,3641 ,5774 ,gZl2
._003 -.3133 .5914 *_992
.8500 -.2615 .6080 ,_735
.B993 -.2138 ,6199 .8551
,9489 -,1795 .62_4 ,_419
P7 40,933Z PS! CN ,5180
TT 210,5477 K CM -*0170




XlC CP P_LIPT _LDC
0.0000 ,8996 .92q6 ,3_2
*0122 ._343 .9117 .3654
*0251 ,5636 *P367 .5107
.0510 ,2841 .7_73 .64_4
.0755 .14_6 ,7701 ,7007
.1000 .0486 ,6936 .7417
.1504 -.0909 .65_I .8040
,2004 -.1622 ,6337 ,9337
.2501 -.1990 .6253 .0468
.)002 -,716_ .6184 .8573 "
,3_07 -,2319 .6141 .8640
.4000 -,2361 ,6146 .9637
,_503 -,2258 .6157 .8622
.5000 -*731_ ,6143 ,8636
.5506 -.2235 ,615_ .8620
.5997 -.20_I .6204 ._543
,6_07 -*Z122 .6194 .8557
.7003 -.1834 .6305 .93a6
,7497 -*1729 .6306 .53_5
,7_98 -.1435 .6357 ,_61
.8503 -.144Z .6405 ._734
.9000 -.1593 .6348 .8370
.9483 -,I?01 .6450 ,%164
C01 ,07368 COCOR1 ,0729S
C02 .06739 CDCOR2 ,06721
C03 .12684 COCOR3 ,|2621
CD4 .04446 COCOR4 ,04404
C05 ,03233 C0C0_5 ,03178
SPANWISE
xIC ¥1C CP P.L/PT _LOC
.1505 -.5000 -1,1688 .3558 1.3104
•1505 -.3333 -1,3182 .3125 1,4041
,1505 -.1667 -I.3300 ,3121 1,4048
• 1505 0.0000 -1.3046 ,3151 1.3982
• 1505 .1667 -1.7498 ,3)36 1,3572
.1505 ,3333 -1.)345 .3079 1,4144
.1505 .5000 -1.3202 ,3149 1.39_6
,4995 -,5000 -,5053 ,5375 ,9847
• 4995 -,3333 -.5506 .5Z51 1.0047
,4905 -*1667 -.6115 .5118 1,0266
.4993 0.0000 -.6119 .5084 1.0322
.4995 .166T -.6071 .5091 I*0310
,4995 .3333 -,6242 ,5070 1,0345
,4995 .5000 -.5641 ,5249 1.0051
.7994 liSO00 -.2906 .5992 .8872
,799_ -.3333 -,2555 .6081 ,8733
,7994 -.1667 -,2853 .6001 .8857
.7994 0.0000 -,3133 ,5914 ,899_
.7994 ,1667 -,3188 .5922 ,898L
.7994 .3333 -,3049 .5943 ,8947
,7994 ,8000 -.2766 ,6025 ,88_0
TEST llg PT ¢0.8896 PSI CN .5379
RJN 67 TT _I0,7160 K Cq -*0237
POINT 12 PC 9.0974 WILLI_N CC ,h219
M_C_ .7646
ALPHA 7.0522 OEG
UPPE_ SORF_CF LO#E_ SUPFACE
XlC CP P,LIPT _LOC XtC C p _LteT _LOC
0,0000 ,84_1 ,q124 ,3637 0,0000 .8421 .91_4 ,36_7
• 0135 -,7726 ,4635 1.10_1 *01_2 .885g ,9251 .33_8
,0271 -1,0009 ,4001 1.2_78 ,0751 ,620_ ,853P ,4aOl
.0515 -i,1749 .3542 1.313R *0510 .3537 .7781 .60_0
( ,0763 -1.2636 ,32_5 1,36_3 .0755 ,2137 ,7399 ,6714
.1012 -1.307Z .3140 1.4007 .1000 .1074 .7081 .7193
.1503 -I,3791 ,3096 1.4107 .1304 -*0290 .6710 .7765
• 1994 -.9420 ,4174 1.1906 ,2004 -.1179 ,6464 ._147
._501 --.7_58 .4568 1,1196 .2501 -.1614 .6314 .8372
.2999 -.7577 ,4684 1.0997 *3002 -,1864 *6?72 ,843P
.3490 -,72L4 .4787 1.0870 .3507 -.?067 .6717 .85_?
.3994 -.6877 .4862 1,0692 .4000 -,717_ .6177 .85a2
.4496 -,65_5 .4964 1,08_l .4503 -.216) ,6175 ,85_7
,499? -,615_ ,5055 1,036_ .5000 =.2314 ,61_B ,_660
,5492 -,Sn_l ,5146 1,0270 ,5506 -,72_3 .617o ._658
,5994 -,5439 .5263 1.0079 ,590? -,2155 .6174 ,858?
,6499 -.51Z0 ,5358 .9874 .6502 -.??50 .6157 *_615
.6996 -.4743 ,5451 .)T25 *?003 -*2096 .6[90 .8568
.74_9 -.4379 .554; .9568 .7497 -.2064 ,6195 ,8556
.8003 -,3o69 ,569? ._341 .?oq_ -.1759 .6306 .83M6
• 8500 -,3633 .5?65 ,9Z27 ,8503 -,1982 ,6225 ,8510
• 8993 -.3187 ,8900 ,9014 .9000 -.??54 .6160 .8611
• 9489 -*2769 ,6010 .8843 ._4E3 -.1873 *6?60 .9457
201
CD1 ,09459 COCOR! .09415
C02 *09112 COCOR2 .09058
CD3 .II088 CDCO_3 .11047
CD4 .0T049 COCOR4 .07019
C05 .05611 COCOR5 .05886
SP&NWISE
X/C Y/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
.1503 -.5000 -1.2309 .3359 1.3522
,1505 -,3338 -1.3649 ,_956 1,4431
.1505 -.1667 -1.348e ,3o19 1.4284
.1505 0.0000 -I.3291 .3096 1.4107
• 1505 ,166T -1.24T2 .3314 1.3621
• 1505 ,3333 -1,3264 ,3064 1.4150
.1505 .5000 -1.3562 .?998 1,433E
,4995 -*5000 -,5805 .5193 1.0147
,4995 -,3333 -,6326 .5045 1,0387
.4995 -.1667 -,6216 .5044 1.0388
.4995 0.0000 -.6159 .5055 1.0369
• 4995 ,1667 -,6216 .5080 1,0329
,4995 *3333 -,6295 .5053 1.0372
• 4995 .5000 -.5T89 .5163 1.0197
,7994 -.8000 -.82¢5 .5_62 .9074
• 7994 *,3333 -.3857 ,5677 .9364
.7994 -.1667 -*4034 .9650 *9408
.7994 0.3000 -.3969 ,569? ,9341
• ?994 ,1667 -*3956 .5678 .9363
• 7994 ,3333 -.3994 .5639 *9425
• ?994 .5000 -,3757 ,5?27 ,9_86
ORIGTNAL PAGE _
OF P(3CR QUALITy
TABLE XXXV. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.76
REYNOLDS NUMBER 15.0 x 10 6
202
TEST 119 PT 32.4264 PSI 0_ ",0222
RUH 7b TT 125.4613 K CN ,0002
POINT 1 _C 15.1138 qILLION CC .0059
_k_d .7679
JLP_A ,9000 DEG
UPPEF SUkFACE LD_ER SURFACE
_1_ C_ P_L/_T _L_C XIC CP P_LIPT ML_C
0,0000 1,1_17 ,_g93 .0307 0.0000 1,1517 ,qgQ3 ,0307
,0135 ,1788 .120_ .6_66 .0122 .lg07 ,7331 ,6814
.0Z71 -,1091 ,6507 ._0_8 ,OaSl -,120q .6475 ,@138
.0515 -.3300 ,5B_ .90_5 .0510 -*389b .5723 ,930%
.0763 -.4_31 .5460 ,97Z3 ,0755 -*_941 .5429 ,9772
• 1012 -.5625 .52_5 1,_070 .1009 -,5_56 ,5153 1,0220
.1593 -,6443 .5035 1,0414 ,150k -,7190 .4877 1,0764
.i09_ -.6_16 ,48_0 1.065@ .200_ -,7636 ,4_90 1.09_7
,2501 -.6226 ,5060 1.0373 .Z501 -.7%P5 .4711 1,0063
.Zgg_ -,55P_ o52_0 1,0063 .3002 -.53?8 ,5306 ,0971
13499 -.479% ,5471 ,_705 .3507 -,6_71 ,5450 ,973_
,399_ -,4271 ,5612 .)_90 .4000 -,4337 ,5594 ,9509
,%%96 --.371_ .5778 ._ZIR .4503 -.3768 .5763 *9242
,k997 -.3_89 ,5897 ,7937 .5000 -.3380 *5860 ,g075
.5%92 -.2729 ,6055 ._7A5 ,5_06 -._003 ,6007 .8860
,59_4 -.2306 ,b174 ,d601 .5_97 -.2_05 .6147 ,R643
.6495 -.1_1 ,_259 ._469 .6507 -,2125 .6205 .85_2
.6996 -,1503 ._376 .dZS9 ,7003 -.1531 .636R ._301
_748_ -.I036 .6507 ._OPB .7607 -.1049 .6_03 ,_004
.8093 -.0539 .664b ,7875 ,7_9R -.0465 .6667 .7893
,RSO0 -*0023 ,_79_ s7641 ._503 -,0037 *6794 .7647
.8993 *0612 .6_dl ,7358 .9000 .0_76 .6915 ,74_0
,94_9 ,I_7_ ,7173 ,_06_ .9_83 ,13_9 .7188 ,7038
C01 ,00808 COCOP1 .00786
COZ .09797 COCOR2 .0077§
C03 .00783 COCOR3 .00771
C04 .00757 COCOR_ .00751
C0_ .09685 COC0_5 .00679
SPAHWISE
X/C Y/C CP P,LI_T _LOC
.1505 -.$000 -.5503 ,5288 .9999
,1505 -,3333 -.6200 .5095 1,0315
.1505 -.1667 -.6_35 .5038 I._411
,1505 0.0000 -,6443 ,5035 1.04_4
.1505 .1667 -.6424 .S034 1.0417
.1595 .3333 -.6502 ,501_ 1.0454
.1505 ,5000 -.5934 .5176 1.0182
.4995 -.5000 -,32_7 *5020 ,89_6
.¢995 -.3333 *.3237 .5930 .8979
.9995 -,1667 -.3387 .59Z8 .8983
.4995 0.9000 -.32@0 ,5897 ,903_
.4995 .1667 -.3048 .5969 ,8919
.4995 .3333 -.3227 .5933 .8975
,4995 .5000 -.2825 ,6028 ,8827
,7994 --*5090 --,0?26 *6602 *7943
.7994 -.3333 -.0672 .6621 .7913
,7994 -.1667 -.0578 .6642 .7680
,7994 0,0000 -.0539 .6646 .7875
.7994 .1667 -,0513 .6660 .78_2
,799% .3333 --.068_ .6672 .?836
,7994 ,5000 -.0533 .6655 ,7861
TEST 11o PT 32.4245 PSI CN -,4275
eJN 76 IT lZ_.?2_ K CH .0014
POINT 2 _C 15.07_6 qILLI_N CC *0046
_C_ .7637
AL_IA -3.0171 OEG
JPPf_ SUPF_CE LDa_ SURFACE
XI_ CP _LIPT _ti}C XIC C_ P_IPT _L_C
0.0009 1,0739 .97d0 .1728 0.9000 Im0730 ._780 .17RE
.0135 .5055 ._449 ._069 .0122 -.2873 .6009 ,_857
*0271 ,32_7 *7696 *_237 .0751 -.5600 .5250 1.0062
,0515 .0_26 .704_ .7262 ,0510 -,8123 ._526 1.1283
.0763 -.0652 ,6632 ,7_95 .0755 -.9317 .4_38 1.1790
.i01_ -,1459 ,6400 .8_53 .I000 -.9_89 ,_03_ 1.2174
.1_03 -*7306 .5159 .36_4 .1504 -I. I040 .3737 1.2757
.1994 -,3009 .5964 ._927 .200_ -1.1650 .3568 1.30_4
.7501 -.30_3 .59_I ._953 .2501 -I,I_01 .3453 1.33_4
.299_ -,3061 ,5_55 ,B039 ,3002 -l._3bL ,3381 1.34_7
,3499 -.2_79 .6005 .3_62 .3507 "1.2669 .3290 1.36"3
.3994 -.269_ .hO_6 ,_799 ._000 -i._346 .33_P 1,3514
,4496 -.2452 .6114 ._694 ._503 -.5475 ,_99P 1,0477
,4997 -.2719 .61_6 ,_566 .5000 -.471_ .5505 .9650
.5492 -*i_6_ .6_? ._435 ,5506 -.32_6 .5903 ,_0_2
,5994 --.16_ .6344 *_33¢ .5997 -._50 .6171 .1605
.6495 -,1_15 ,6402 ._24q .6502 -.1787 ,6_9_ ,8408
,69_5 -,1094 .6_6 ._120 ,?003 -,13_7 .6416 ,8228
,7469 -.0F03 ,6579 ,797_ ,74q7 -.I010 ,6521 .q0_6
.RO03 -.0395 .6681 .7_20 .709_ -.0420 .667_ ,7834
,8509 .0011 ,67_L ,7666 oS_03 -.000_ .6777 ,7573
.8993 .0_54 .6951 .7405 .9000 .0365 .68_8 .74_6
,_qSq .I066 .7031 ,71P_ .q4_3 ,12_0 .713_ .7t14
C01 ,02617 CDCOR1 .025?q
C02 o02453 COCOR2 .02411
C03 ,02310 CDCOR3 ,02274
CO_ .021_1 C000R4 .OZt3e
C05 ,01567 CDCOR5 .01545
SPAN_I$E
XIC _1_ C_ P_lleT RIOC
,1505 -.5000 -.1927 .6268 .8455
• 1505 -,3333 -.2260 .6161 .flb21
.1505 -.1667 -.2380 .6157 .8627
.1505 0.00_9 -.2306 ,6159 .Rb24
.1505 .1667 -.2380 ,6143 ,8649
.1505 .3333 -,2367 .6131 .8667
.1505 .5009 -.20_6 ,6236 .8506
,4995 -.5000 -.2193 .6198 .8564
,4995 --,3333 -.2209 .6179 .8593
.%995 --,1667 *.218_ .6179 ,8594
.4995 0.0000 -.2219 .6196 .8566
.4995 .1667 -,21_6 .6197 .8566
.4995 .3333 -,2|60 ,6193 ,8572
.4995 .5000 -,1840 .6273 98448
.7994 --.5000 -*0646 .6618 ,7917
.7994 -.3333 -.0609 .6618 .7918
.7994 -.I657 -,0439 .6677 .7R27
,7994 0.0000 -.0395 .6681 ,7820
,7994 .[667 -.0326 .6707 .7780
,799% .3333 -*030_ .6702 .7788
,7994 ,5000 -.0305 .6714 .7770
TESr ilq PT 32,_296 P_T C_ -.2887
NO_ 7_ TT 125.5535 K CH -.002%
POINT 3 RC 15.11P7 NILLION CC ,0044
_AC4 .That
aLP t_ -1._95_ OEG
UPPEF 5UPFACE LOJ_ SU_FAC_
_IC CP P_LIP7 _L3_ X/C CP
0.0000 1.1215 .0908 .1147 0.0000 1,1715
,0135 .4761 ,_IZ2 ,5536 .0122 -.1310
.3271 .i063 .73_q .67_8 .0251 -.4301
.0515 -.036_ ,6704 .771b .0510 -.6H_5
.0763 -_1025 .6271 .3_52 .0755 -.7944
,1012 -.2701 ,6058 .0781 ,I000 -._702
.1503 -,3424 ,5350 ._099 ,1504 -.0890
,1994 -,4041 .558_ .9_67 .2004 -1.0495
.2501 -.3009 .5718 ._313 .2_01 -1.0919
.2999 -.3834 ,5739 ._279 .3002 -1.1148
.3499 -.3_17 .5826 ,g143 .3_07 -I.1424
,3994 -.3251 .5805 .9034 .4000 -.6752
._496 -.2_56 .5998 .8_73 .4503 -.3984
,499? --.25R_ .50_3 ._742 *5000 --.2000
.5492 -.2145 .62l? ,a5_2 .550b -,2636
.5994 -,IP34 .6200 *_422 .SqQ? -.2293
.6495 -.1581 *635% .83_3 *6502 -.20_?
.60gb "*1197 .6471 *_I_3 *7003 -.1563
o74_Q -.0821 .5573 o7_6 .7497 -.lllO
*RO03 -*0394 .6680 .7822 .799_ -.0504
.8500 .00_6 .6_02 .7635 .8503 -.0075
,S993 .0643 .6964 .73_5 ,9000 .0353
































XlC _IC CR _*LtPT
,1505 *,5000 -,3003 .5956
,1505 -.3333 -,336? ,585?
,1505 -.1667 -.3522 .5808
.1505 0.0000 -.3424 ,5859
.1505 .1667 -,3498 .5818
.1505 ,3333 -,3484 .5824
.1505 .5000 *.3213 .5894
._995 -.5000 -.2519 .6100
*_995 -*3333 -,2564 .6082
,4995 -,1667 -,2524 .6095
._995 0*0000 -,2584 ,6083
,49_5 .1667 -.2544 *6093
.%995 .3333 -.25II .60_?
._995 .5090 -,2160 ,6196
.799_ -.5000 -.0616 .6634
,7994 -*3333 -.0547 ,6654
,7994 -.1667 -,0440 ,6688
.7994 0.0000 -,0304 .6680
.7994 ,1667 -,0348 .6708
,799% *3333 -.0296 *6723








































XIC CP eeL/PT _L_C
OtO000 1.1454 .9978 .0562
,_135 .3301 .77Zb .61_9
.0271 .0441 ,6941 ,74Z1
,0515 -,1855 .6302 ,a403
,0763 -.3357 .5694 ._037
.IOlZ -.41_7 .5669 ._390
,1503 -.4_11 ,54_5 ,_6_3
.1994 -.8316 ,53_6 .0907
*Z501 -*4qOZ .5473 .970Z
.29_9 -,4658 .5_52 ._576
,349_ -,4180 .5675 ._3_1
,3094 -.37_8 .5781 .9214
,4496 -,3_i_ ,5917 ,90_1
,4997 -.2954 .6019 .dBS_
,5_¢2 -.2447 ,6157 .8627
.5994 -.2007 .6241 ._437
.6495 -.179[ .6338 .8347
.6996 -,1375 .64_% *_I_5
,7489 -,Oqb4 .6556 ._013
.8003 -*0507 ,6687 .7811
*0500 **0005 .bP30 .7591
,9489 ,1264 *7179 .7051
LOaEP SURFACE
XtC CP _eLIpT HLOC
0,0000 1.1454 ,9978 ,0567
,0122 .078_ .6893 ,7494
.0251 -,279_ .6049 ,07_4
,0510 -,5304 .5324 ,9941
.0755 -._299 .50_2 1.0338
,1000 -.7337 ,47_8 1.0_30
.1504 --*_661 t4421 _.1469
.2004 -,Q189 .4276 1.1730
.2501 -.@_75 .&185 1,1896
.300Z -.8Q82 .4363 I*1573
,3_07 -.4627 ,5552 ,9576
.4000 -,416_ .5676 ,9378
,4503 -.3_16 .5778 ,9_18
,5000 -,34_ ,5_60 *q075
.550_ -,3005 .6004 .8_5
.5097 -.2511 ,6127 ,_674
.6502 -,2Z_6 ,6210 .8545
.7003 -.1619 .6377 .8288
*7497 -*113_ .6_08 ,P086
.709_ -.0535 ,66_0 ,7823
,8503 -,00_% .680_ ,7625
,o000 ,0356 ,6q32 .7_36
,_483 ,134_ .7201 ,7018
C01 .01228 CDCQRX ,01192
C02 .01298 CDCOR2 ,01Z54
C03 .01265 CDCOR3 ,01224
C04 .01Z_4 COCOR4 .01Z38
CD5 ,01108 ¢0COR5 ,01096
SPAN_$E
_IC ¥1: CP P.LIPT qLOC
,1505 -.5000 -.4Z06 .5674 *9383
.1505 -.3333 -,4654 .5556 .9_70
*1505 -.1667 ",4810 ,5508 .9645
.1505 0.0000 -._811 ,5485 ,968_
,1505 ,1667 -.4800 ,5510 ,9642
.1505 .3333 -,4826 ,8508 ,_645
,150_ .5000 -.4461 ,5604 ,949_
,4995 -.5000 -*2881 ,60_5 ,8017
.4qq5 -.3333 -._903 ,6034 .8819
,49@5 -.166? -.2877 ,6035 ,8817
.4995 0.0000 -,2954 .6014 .8849
.4995 .16_7 -.2910 .60_4 ,8834
,4995 *_313 -.2874 ,604Z ,8807
,4995 .5000 -.2511 ,6136 ,0660
,7904 -*5000 -*0689 ,6646 ,7874
.7994 -.3333 -.0617 .6664 .7846
,7994 -*1667 -,0528 ,bT07 *7781
.7994 0._000 -.0_07 .6687 .7811
.7994 ,1667 -.0456 .6710 .7776
.79_4 .3333 -.0401 .6724 .7755





_lC CP _.LIPT HL3:
0,0003 1.1506 ,0992 .0331
.0_35 ,I738 .72_ .68_1
.0271 -.1161 ,_%-_Z ._llO
.0515 -.3377 .5,;76 .9004
.0763 -,4_07 .545_ ,_732
.I012 -.5737 .52_i l.O0??
,I_03 -.65_i ,4_02 i*04_7
.1994 -,6_69 ,49_ i.0671
.ZSOL -,6ZZ% .5074 1.0351
,2999 -*559b ,5Z44 1.0072
,3_93 --_4790 ,5490 ,3691
,3qq% --,4_97 .5617 .9472
,449_ -.3713 .5774 .;Z25
,4q97 -,32_5 .5_0_ ,_018
,549_ -,2724 .60_Z .,_775
,5994 -,231_ ,_!53 *abI8
,6%95 -.1'.50 .626_ ,3454
.6996 -.1500 .63o_ ._26_
*7489 -,I061 *65_% ._06_
.8003 -.0559 .6655 .7_6I
*8500 -,0022 .fi797 .76_2
.Sq_3 .C590 .5970 .7376
.94d9 ,I_R? ,715_ .70a7
PT 32.4568 PSI CN -,0155
TT I?_.3777 K C_ .0004




XIC CP PeLleT _t_C
0,0000 1,150_ .9992 .0331
,01_2 .1973 ,7354 ,6179
•0251 -.I156 .6494 .8108
.0510 -,3_29 ,5751 ,9_60
,0755 --*_90_ .5_55 .9730
.i000 -.8893 .5190 1.0160
,1504 -.7148 ,4835 1.0750
,2004 -*7504 ,4734 1,0923
,2F01 le6909 ,4859 1.0710
• 300Z -.537Z ,5306 .9971
.3507 --*4_54 ,59_Z ,971 °
,4000 -.432_ .560P *94R6
• 4503 -.3736 .5768 *_Z34
,5000 -.3370 .5893 ._05_
.5506 -,_76 ,6020 .88_0
,5o_7 -.2407 .6138 ,_656
.6502 -.2133 .621 o .8532
.7003 -,1519 .63n7 ,_273
.7497 -.1064 .b573 ._063
.TO_a -.04_0 .6677 ,78_7
• _503 -.0038 .b792 ,7_49
._000 .034_ .6903 *747_
,94_3 ,133_ .7169 .7067
C01 .00812 ¢D_ORI .00799
C02 ,0_812 CD_0_2 .00788
C03 .O080Z CDCOR3 .00791
C04 .00773 COCDR4 .00767
C05 .00689 EOCQR5 .00683
SPkqgISE
XIE YIC EP P_L/PT RLOC
,t505 -.5000 -.8640 ,52_8 1.0097
,1505 -.3333 ",6434 .5005 1.0466
,1505 -._667 -.6726 .4928 1.0593
• 1505 0.0000 -.6581 .4992 1.0487
.1505 .1667 -.6565 ,4071 1.0521
.1505 .3333 ".6702 .4930 1,0591
.1505 ,5000 ",6170 ,5083 1.0336
•%995 --.5000 --.328_ .5_83 .9054
t%qq% --.3333 --.3Z73 ,5886 .904_
e4995 -.1667 -.3239 .5893 ,9038
.4995 0.0000 --.3_05 .5906 ,_018
,4995 ,16_7 -.3260 .5889 ,9044
,4995 .3333 -,3Z46 ,5893 ,9037
.4995 ,5000 -.2871 .5995 .8870
,7994 -.5000 -.0731 .b590 .7960
,7994 -,3333 -*0683 .6602 ,?942
,7994 -.1667 -.0585 .6638 .?887
.7994 0._000 -*0559 *6655 .7861
,7994 .1667 -.0506 .6653 ,7864
.79Q% .3333 -.0486 .6657 .7857





XIC CP P,LIPT _t_C
0,0000 1,1444 .9_74 ,0606
• 0135 .0037 .68_9 .7593
• 3271 -.2856 ,6034 .8818
• 0515 -.4_67 ,5453 .9733
.07b3 -.6503 .5051 1.03_8
.1017 -,7197 ,4_52 1.07_1
• 1503 -*_210 ,4552 I.iZ39
,1994 -.8880 ,4378 1,1547
• ?501 -.0058 .4 3_7 1.163_
• 2999 -*75_0 ,47%8 1.0_98
.349_ -.4748 .5513 .9638
,3994 -.4475 ,5585 ,9523
,4496 -.3051 ,5722 ._3_6
•4997 --.3_1 .5845 ,9|13
.5492 -.2919 ,59_% ._01
• 5994 --,2&R8 ,6119 ._fl_7
.6495 "*_093 .6238 *_503
• 6_96 -*164_ .b387 ._72
.7489 -.114_ .6513 ._079
._003 -.0613 .6654 .786Z
._500 -,0087 ,6_14 .7b15
.8993 .0585 .7017 .7303
.9489 .I_95 ,7207 ,?008
PT 32,45E2 PSI EN ,1159
T_ 12_.257_ K Cq ,0033




X/C CP PeL/_T _L_C
0,0000 1.1%44 .9_74 .0606
,0122 .35_3 .7796 ,6075
• 02_1 .047_ .6951 ,?404
,O_lO -.2258 ,b200 .8561
.0755 -,341_ .5898 .9029
• 1000 -.930R .56_6 ,9%76
,1_04 -.5271 .5363 .9879
• 2004 -.5556 ,5293 ,q991
• 2501 -,5170 *5398 ,0821
.3002 -,&67b .5530 .9611
.3507 -.42C9 .5639 ,9437
• 4000 -.3867 ,5753 *q_58
.4503 --*3364 ,58P4 .905Z
,5000 -.3046 .5_76 .8909
,5506 -,2606 ,6081 ,_7%6
.5907 -._179 °6204 *q555
,650Z -.19_4 .6_76 ,8444
• 7003 -.13oh .6455 .R169
.7497 -.OqSb .6566 .7008
.7_9_ -.03_? ,6716 .7767
.8503 -,0028 .6830 ,7591
.9000 *03_7 ,6q52 ,7%03
.9483 .1311 ,7212 .?001
CO1 *00839 ¢0COR1 .00815
ED2 .00831 CDCDR2 .00799
C03 .00806 ¢DCOR3 *00?88
E94 ,00761 COCDR4 .00753
¢D5 ,0_679 CDCOR5 *00673
SPAN_ISE
_/_ Y/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
.1505 -.SO00 -,?255 .4876 1,06_Z
,1505 -.3333 -.8195 .461b 1,11Z6
.1505 -.1667 *.8%]7 .4557 1,1230
.1505 0.0000 -,B210 *4552 1.1239
,1505 ,1667 *.8150 ,4631 1,1100
,1505 *3333 -,8374 .4567 1.1211
,1505 ,3000 -,7901 *4698 1.0985
,4995 -*SO00 ".3676 ,5838 .9124
.4995 -.3t33 -.3590 .5866 .9081
,%995 --.1667 -.3515 ,5900 *q027
.49_5 0.0000 -,3S21 ,5845 ,q113
,_995 ,1667 -,349? .5887 ,9047
,4995 .3333 *,3498 .5881 .9041
,4995 ,5000 -.3121 .600B ,8859
,7894 -.5000 -.0779 ,6628 *7903
.7994 -.3333 -.0?57 *6635 ,7892
,?094 -._567 *,0658 .6669 ,7839
,?994 0.0000 -.0613 .6654 ,7862
.7994 .1657 *,0588 .6680 *7622
.7994 ,1333 -.0566 ,6687 ,7811






_/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
0,0000 1,1166 ,a807 ,1218
,0135 -,1531 ,b3RO ,eZd3
,9271 -,43S8 .5603 ,_4q5
o9515 -,6504 ,6997 1.0675
,0763 -,7859 ,4640 1,10q4
•1012 -,R53g ,4455 1,140P
• 1503 -,9515 ,4179 1,1907
,_gq4 -1,0232 *3q_ 1.2264
,ZSO1 -I,0577 .38_8 1,_45A
• Z99_ -1,0002 ,37_9 1.2_31
,3490 -1,009_ *4025 1.2195
,39Q4 -,44_8 ,5576 ,_537
,4Q@7 -,3161 ,5_34 ,_974
,549Z -.2"14 ,6040 .8809
• 5904 -*2442 .6141 *_652
.6_95 -*_079 .6236 ,8500
• 6006 -*1650 .6351 ,_OZ_
,7489 -*U76 ,64_5 *_1_1
,8003 -*0637 .66Z4 ,7908
• _500 -*0082 ,6775 ,7677
• 8093 ,0564 ,6963 ,73_6
,04e_ .I773 ,_I_4 .7090
PT 32,4603 PSI CN, ,Z448
TT 125.2793 K CM ,0052
RC I_.1504 NILLION CC ,00_
_CH *7619
LOWER SURFACE
XIC C# PeLIPT _Lqc
0,0000 1,1166 .8887 .IZI@
,012_ ,4Q45 ,8173 ,54_0
,0Z51 ,1_0 *V348 ,6789
.0510 -.0_32 ,6570 *TQgO
*075_ -,2031 .6251 *_493
,I000 -.2_34 .b003 ._q66
,1504 -,_946 ._719 .0311
,ZOO4 -.4314 .5623 ,g463
.2501 -,4201 ,5650 ,_420
,300Z -.3026 ,5727 ,0209
,3507 -.3673 ._00 ,91_4
,4000 -.3367 ,SEE6 .0049
.5000 -,_6_5 .6063 *8774
,5906 -,2348 ,616@ .8610
,5007 -,195_ .6276 ,q443
,6_0Z -.17e0 ,631= ,8378
,7003 -,I_83 ,6453 ,_171
,7407 -*0076 ,6568 ,?Qg4
,?ogB -,0356 .670_ *7788
*_503 ,0007 ,6790 *7638
.0000 .03_2 .6897 .74B0
,9483 ,1_91 .7160 .7082
C01 ,0123Z COCDR1 *01203
C02 .01206 COCOA2 .01175
C03 .01131 COCDe3 ,01105
C04 .008q7 C0¢0_4 .00884
C05 ,00721 CDCOR5 ,00713
SPA_WISE
_IC YIC C_ PeL/PT RLOC
• 1505 -,_000 -,8602 ,4422 1.1461
,1505 -,3333 -.94_7 ,4184 1.1809
,150_ -,166? -,96_9 ,4149 1,1962
o1505 0,_000 -,9515 ,4179 1,1907
,1505 .1667 -.92_3 ,4231 1,1813
,1505 ,3333 -,_725 ,_118 1*2021
• 1505 ,5000 -,9387 ,4224 1,1824
,4905 *.5000 -,3904 ,§744 ,_272
.49Q_ -,3333 -,3630 .5818 ,9155
,40g§ -,1667 -.3306 *_8qq ,9029
,4995 0,0000 -,3161 ,5934 ,8974
.4995 ,1667 -,3181 ,5943 ,8960
• 49?5 *3333 -.3Z52 ,5922 ,0992
m4Q95 *5000 --.3028 ,5975 mOQOQ
.7994 -,$000 -*0964 ,6552 ,8020
.7994 -,3333 -*0877 .6582 .7_73
.7974 -.1667 -,0729 .6619 ,7915
,709_ 0.0000 -.0637 ,6624 ,7908
,7994 ,1667 -,0603 .6651 ,7866
,7994 .3333 -,0561 ,6663 ,784B





X/_ C p #,LI#T WL_C
0,0000 1,0737 .q779 .1791
,0135 -.3057 ,5900 ,_919
.027l -.5_62 .5208 1,012_
•0515 -.7_6_ ,4635 1,L002
,0763 -.9161 ,4?78 1.17Z7
• 1012 -,q792 .4113 1,207_
,1503 -I,0_88 .3_6_ I,_503
• 1994 -1.1350 ,30_5 1,Z_57
,ZSOI -I*1657 .3574 1.30_I
,Z00_ -1,7139 ,3501 1,3233
• 349Q -1.2333 ,340Z 1.3442
.3994 -.75_3 ,47_ 1,0_66
,44_6 -.4_Z .5476 *_696
,4997 -,3332 ,5_Q ,)044
,54%2 -,2405 .6130 ,_670
.5994 -,2155 .6Z12 ._543
,6495 -*1035 ,62_I .q_36
,604b -,16_2 ,6374 ,3_@3
• 748_ -*i18_ *6489 ,3115
,8003 -.0654 ,66_ .770_
,8500 -,0152 .67_3 ,7694
,8g93 ,04_Z .69_3 ,7417
.94H# .1133 ,7133 ,7174
Pf 3Z,45_9 PSI Cq ,35?7
TT 1Z5.3068 K CM ,0060




X/C CP P_L/PT qLO_
0.0000 1,0737 ,0770 .1791
.0122 ,6119 .8504 .4871
*0251 ,3ZC_ ,7700 .6218 *
,0510 ,0401 *6q_1 .7451
.0755 -,0639 .6578 ,7_78
,1000 -,1753 ,633_ ,9357
.1504 -._PSg .6026 *9831
,?004 -,3797 ,5007 ,0016
*7501 -.3377 ,586_ .9077
.300_ -,31PI ,5g62 ,903_
.3507 -.31_7 ,5946 ,8055
,4000 -._011 ,6001 ,8969
,4503 -*_591 ,6101 .8715
.5000 -,Z430 ,6130 ,8656
.550_ -.?116 .6234 .8508
,5997 -,180_ ,6309 ,8382
.650_ -,16_4 .63_0 ,g3Z9
,7003 -,1277 *6483 ,q1_6
.7407 -,0R52 ,6581 ,7074
,7Qg_ -*0332 .6717 *7765
._503 -.0072 *6746 *7660
,gO00 ,0_05 ,6864 ,753q
,9483 ,1159 ,7t26 .7134
COl ,01972 C_¢0R1 *01_13
C07 ,01896 CDCOR2 ,01838
C03 ,01671 COCOR3 .01615
C04 ,01061 COCOR4 ,01044
C05 ,007@9 COCOR5 *00790
SP&NWISE
X/C flC CP _*LIPT RLOC
,1_05 -,5000 -.94_3 ,4183 1,1901
,1505 -,3333 -1,0707 ,3844 1,2542
.1505 -,1667 -1.0777 *3828 1,2573
,1505 0,0000 -1.0688 ,3864 1.2503
,1505 .16_7 -1,0302 ,3950 1,2337
,1505 ,3333 -i,0910 ,3788 1,2652
.1505 ,5000 -1.0601 ,3877 1,2478
.4995 -,5000 -.3075 .5726 .9300
.4905 -,3333 -.3505 ,5845 ,9112
.4905 -.1667 -.3153 .SgZ4 .8989
.4995 0,0000 -,3332 ,5889 ,9044
,4995 ,1667 -*3426 .5864 ,9083
,4995 ,3333 -.3355 ,§8B7 ,9048
*4995 ,5000 -,3136 .5929 ,8981
,7994 -,5000 -.1712 ,6326 .0367
,?994 -,3333 -,1161 ,6510 ,8084
.79q4 -.1667 -,0854 ,6§87 .796§
,7994 0.0000 -.0654 ,6628 ,7902
,7994 ,1667 -*0503 ,6639 *7845
*7004 .3333 -,0554 ,6677 ,702?





XlC CP P,L/PT _L ]C
0.0000 1.0143 ,0612 ,2395
•0135 -,4310 ,5588 .9502
.OZ71 -,7036 ,_34 1,0753
• 3515 _,8_77 ,4313 1.16_
,0763 -I,0117 .39d5 1,2270
.I012 -I,0711 .3809 I,_610
• 1503 -i,157_ ,3576 1.3070
,lgq4 -1,2291 ,3404 1.3437
,ZSOI -1.2518 ,3297 1,3607
,2999 -I,30_I .3212 1.3454
,349_ -1,3279 ,31E0 1.4060
,399_ -*_275 ,4525 1,12_b
.4496 -.6675 ,4070 1,0523
,4997 -,56_5 .524Z I.}074
.5492 -,4027 ,5hOl .9355
• 5994 -,?097 ,595Z ,_g4b
,b495 -*2008 ,6Z41 ,9497
,6096 -.1458 ,6414 ,_23Z
.7489 -,1090 ,_510 ,EO_
• _003 -,060? ,667d .7901
m_500 -,0149 ,5771 ,76_3
,fl993 ,046b *6933 ,7432
,9489 .1045 ,7090 *7181
Pr 3_,4468 PSI CM ,4545
Tr 1Z5,4_56 K CN .0035




X/C CP P_L/RT qLO_
0.0000 1.0143 ,96L? ,_395
• 012Z *7063 .8755 ,4492
,0251 ,4201 .795? .5_12
,0510 ,1433 ,718_ ,7047
.0755 ,0154 ,6837 .7581
• 1000 -,0920 ,653? *q050
.1504 -,2013 .6233 *_511
,Z004 -,_560 *609? ,g7Z9
• 7501 -.2?59 .6014 ,8840
,300_ -,2604 .6063 ,_773
,3507 -,_718 *6047 ,_7o7
• 4000 -,2570 .6101 *_714
•4503 -*2326 .6160 *8622
•5000 -,2_55 ,6176 .9598
.5506 -.lq82 *6257 ._72
.5097 *,1769 .6Z94 .q417
,6502 -*16q9 .63_7 *_365
,7003 -.1214 ,64_i ,R128
.?407 --,0896 .6564 ,8001
,799R -,04?0 ,6666 *7943
• 0503 -,0_26 ,67_0 ,7715
,o000 -,0004 ,6803 ,7632
.94_3 *OS7Z .704_ *??65
OR/GINAL PAGE It]
OF POOR QUALITY 2O5
C01 ,03Z_5 COCORI .03251
C02 .0_991 COCOR_ .02957
CD3 .02540 C DC OR3 .02_1_
CD4 ,01237 COCOR4 ,01230
C05 .01047 ¢DCOR_ *01043
SP_WIS_
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT qLOC
,1505 -,5000 -1,0426 ,3915 1.2405
• 1505 -,3333 -t.1603 .3S65 1.3101
•1505 -.1667 -I.1749 ,3553 1,3125
,1505 0,3000 -1,1578 ,3576 1,3070
.1505 ,1667 -1,1341 ,3661 1,2905
,1505 ,3333 -1.1806 ,3508 1.3Z18
• 1505 .5000 -1.15_7 .3598 1,3032
,4905 -,5000 -*3932 *568? ,9361
• 4995 -,3333 -*3609 *5?95 ,9191
,4995 -.1667 -,4116 ,5662 .9401
• 4995 0,0000 -,56Z5 ,5242 1,0074
• 4995 *166? -,587_ ,5145 1,0233
.4995 ,3333 -,5432 .5289 .999B
.4995 ,5000 -,467? ,5506 .g648
• 7994 -*5000 -*Z496 .6112 ,8697
• 7994 -*3333 -,1636 ,6345 ,833?
,?994 *,1667 -,1043 ,6517 ,B072
.7994 0.0000 -*0607 ,6628 ,7901
,7994 .1667 -,0460 ,6676 *78Z8
• 7994 ,3333 -,0477 *666? *7842





XIC _P PeLI=T _LOC
0,0000 .9659 ,067_ .2776
,0135 -,523Z ,531L ,9763
,0271 -,8254 ,45ZI 1,12_Z
.0515 -,Q_g3 .6063 1,2123
,0763 -I,0_54 ,3?43 1.2740
,IOlZ -1,1511 ,3_73 1.3084
,1503 -1,2360 ,3355 1,3542
,1994 -1._56 .3204 1._73
,2501 -1.3175 .31L3 1.4078
.29_ -3.1316 ,3606 1.30_1
.369g -,?_39 .4506 1.1160
.3996 -,717_ ,_771 1.3850
.44@6 -.6710 .4a0_ 1.0646
.6997 -,6131 ._04B 1.03_3
,54@Z -.5_65 ,5217 1.0090
.5_94 -.45_6 ._4_2 ._077
• 6695 -.3_40 *_b9Z .)354
.6§96 -,329_ .$813 ,9163
,?_B9 -.237Z .6116 ._690
._003 -.16_6 ,6301 ,q405
• 0500 -.1291 .6399 ._754
._3 -,0_IZ .6po8 .7Q46
.q609 -.0052 ,b?T1 .764_
PT 3_.4535 PSI CN' .49_5
TT 125*5847 K CN -.OOTl




XlC CP PeL/PT qLOC
0.0000 .9680 .g670 .2776
.01Z2 ,7737 .8932 .4052
,0251 .5006 ,_1_1 ,5419
.0510 ,2_23 ,7406 .6607
,0755 .084_ .700_ ,7316
.1000 -,0153 ,673_ ,773_
.1504 -.1389 .6404 .8267
,E006 -.2066 .6Z08 ._540
,2501 -,_327 ,6133 ,_664
,3002 -,2665 ,6078 *0750
.3507 -.2_Z ,6086 ,8737
,4000 -,246_ ,60_7 ,q736
,4503 -,2_89 .6132 *_666
,5000 -,_295 .6121 ._682
,5506 -,_16_ ,615_ ,_635
.Sgg7 -,1B74 .6749 ,8485
• 65_2 -,18_0 .6237 *8503
.7003 -.1633 .6281 .8635
.74q7 -.1313 .641_ .0234
,70_ -.0@73 .6528 .8056
.8503 -.0879 ,6514 ,8077
,gO00 -,0_i0 .6543 ,8033
.0483 -.0065 ,6767 .76@9
C01 .05366 COCOR1 .05286
COZ ,04503 COCOR2 ,0_450
C03 ,06557 COCOR3 ,0450z
CD4 ,02374 COCOA_ ,0236Z
CD5 .01476 COCOR5 .01453
SP4NWISE
Xt_ YtC CP PeLtPT HLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.0B_3 ,3763 1*_702
.1505 -.3333 -1.2469 ,3340 1.3574
,1505 -,1657 -1.Z3_4 .3326 1.3_05
,1505 0,0000 -i*2360 .3_55 1.354_
• 1505 .1667 -1.1809 .3505 1.32Z5
,1505 ,33_3 -I,Z667 ,3Z_5 1,3693
• 1505 ,5000 -1.2301 ,3351 1.3550
.4995 -._000 -,6079 ,5637 *q461
.4995 -,3333 -.3813 .5711 .9324
,6995 -,16_7 -.5571 .521q 1.0113
,6q95 0.0000 -,6131 ._04B 1.0303
• _995 .1667 -,6148 ,5060 1.0374
.4995 ,3333 -.6229 ,5037 1,0412
.6995 .5000 -,5422 ,5260 1.004_
.79q6 -.5000 -,_B39 ,5965 ,_qZ5
.7996 -.3333 -*Z067 .6_14 .8560
,7996 -,1667 -.1561 ,6337 .B350
.7996 0.0000 -.1686 .6301 .8405
.Tqg6 .1667 -.1852 *624| .86q7
.79Q6 ,3_33 _.1561 *6354 .8323





XIC CP PeLIPT qL_C
0,0000 .8o7Z ._2_7 ,3270
.0135 -.6355 ,5034 1.0617
,0271 -*0_5_ ,4_34 1.1807
.0515 -I.0PbZ ,37_I 1.2666
• 3763 -1,1975 ,34_5 1*3267
• 1012 -I,2470 ,3368 1.3557
• 1503 -I,30_3 ,3150 1.3_3
,1994 -1,3265 ,3112 1.60_i
,1501 -I,0131 .4001 I._41
• 299_ -,8001 ,_576 1.119_
.3996 -.7073 .4_1_ 1,0778
,4_96 --,665_ .6_0 1.3507
.4_g7 -,6070 ,$114 1,0Zd4
,5492 -.5570 ,5_68 1,3031
.5_94 -,5023 ,T40l ,9_17
.6675 -.4437 ,5573 .054_
.6996 -,3o12 ,5712 .a3_Z
• _003 -.2766 ,6051 ._7_i
• _500 -,1298 ,616_ ._b16
,8993 -,I_78 .6363 .4316
PT 31,44PB PSI CN .5276
TT 125,69_@ K CW -,0142




XIC C o P_LIPT _L3_
0,0000 ,_972 ,0287 ,3_70
,0122 ,_36_ .911B ,3657
*0251 .9714 *R393 ,506Q
,0510 ,_954 ,7615 .6366
.0_55 .1566 ,7236 *6064
*I000 .0575 .6962 .73_0
,1504 -.3789 ,6565 ,79_8
.2004 -*1555 .6362 ,8311
,2501 -*1%26 .6300 ,_607
,3002 -._05_ *6216 ,@_11
,3507 -,_165 ,6200 ,_561
*6000 --,22@I .6152 .063_
,4503 -,_0_2 ,6_39 .8501
,5000 -.Z167 ,6107 ,85@6
,5506 -,20_0 .6231 .6514
,5097 -,1_66 .6250 ,84_4
,6502 -._066 .6230 .8515
.7003 -,1771 ,6306 ,q30?
.74_7 -.1615 .6351 ,_327
.7_ -,1230 .6475 .8137
._503 -.1284 ,6445 .81P3
,qO00 -,13@_ ,6641 ,q1_9
._83 -,OqOl ,6592 ,795_
CO1 ,00815 COCDR1 .067_q
COZ ,06041 COCORE ,05961
C03 ,070_2 CDCOR3 .07021
C04 .03546 C DCOR6 ,03_II
C05 ,08505 C0:0R5 ,02566
SPA_WISE
X/C TIC CP _eL/PT MLOC
,1505 -,5000 -1.1769 ,3551 1,3130
,1505 -,3333 -I,3260 .3134 1.4030
,1505 -,1667 -I,_287 ,3128 1,6044
,1505 0.0000 -I.3063 .3150 I*3993
,1505 ,1667 -1,2761 ,3271 1.3725
,1505 .3333 -1.3645 ,3082 1.4147
,1501 ,5000 -1.3190 ,_156 1.3903
*6905 -.50_0 -,6627 *5576 *9537
,6995 -,3333 -,4586 *556Z *q560
.4095 -,1667 -,5962 ,5134 1,0151
,4995 0.0000 -*60TO ,5114 1.028_
.6995 .1667 -.6081 .5118 1,0276
,4995 ,3333 -,6266 .5103 i*0308
*_qq5 .5000 --.5565 .5244 1,0071
,7996 -.5000 -,3117 .5037 *8969
.7094 -.3333 -,2400 .6147 .8643
,7996 -.1667 -,2455 ,6115 *869Z
,7994 0,3000 --,2764 ,6051 ,8791
,Tqg4 .1667 -,2_67 .6012 .8@52
,7_Q6 .3333 -.2811 .6033 *@870






X/C CP P_L/_T _L3_
0,0000 ._264 ,9093 ,3713
,0135 -.7_01 *4769 l.O_Q6
,OETl -I*015') ,3073 1,Z?_4
,0515 -l_lql6 ,352_ 1,31=6
*0763 -1.2750 .3258 L,3753
,I012 -1,3293 .312_ 1,4042
,1503 -I,3253 .3135 1,_027
.19%4 -,_816 ,6007 1,205_
.2501 -._154 ._535 1.L268
,2999 -,7744 .4667 i,i072
.3499 -,7461 ,47@I 1,0841
,3904 -,6V16 .4_74 1.06_5
.4696 -,666Z ,4_77 1.051Z
,&997 -,6_55 ,50_4 L.0336
.5_92 -,5780 ,5236 1.0134
,599& -,5396 .5314 .9056
.66Q5 -,4QQ5 .5_I_ *_500
.6_Q6 -.460Q ,_&Q6 ._608
,746_ -,4214 ,5635 ,_464
*8003 -*3687 ,5814 ,_161
*_500 -,3356 .58q3 .g037
.8093 -.2861 *6031 ,_21
,04_q -,Z_6_ ,6140 ,_056
37,4401 _SI CN ,5546
1_5.70_5 K CM -,0239




X/C C@ P_L/_T _L_C
0,0000 ,_2_4 ,00_3 ,3713
• OIZ_ ,qgE[ ,0_73 *3303
• 0151 ,6333 ,B552 .6764
,0510 ,3653 ,7823 ,6031
,0755 ,271_ .7_12 *66@7
,lO00 ,1220 ,7146 ,7106
,1504 -,0_14 ,6765 ,7722
,2004 -*1020 *6526 .805@
,2501 -,1437 ,6417 ._27b
• 3001 -.1667 ,6)33 *0355
.3507 -,1R@7 ,631_ ._365
,4000 -.2025 ,6_34 ,@500
,4503 -*lq¢_ *6264 *_667
.5000 -,2151 ,6_I_ ,_533
,550b -.2053 .6230 .8501
• 5097 -,[g54 ,6256 ,@450
,6501 -,2180 ,6192 ,_573
.T003 --.1056 *6236 *@50Q
,TAg7 -,1@50 *6287 ._416
.70g_ -.[541 ,6405 ,q_45
,6503 -.1713 .6_46 ,_335
,0000 -.2034 *6260 ,@468
,94_3 -,1639 ,_36@ ,_301
C01 ,0%5_1 COCOR1 ,08466
C02 .07959 COCOR2 ,07868
CD3 ,09006 CDCOR3 ,08961
C04 .05552 COCOR4 ,05524
CD5 .06330 CDCOR5 ,04298
SP4HWISE
_/C Y/C CP P_L/PT qLOC
,1505 -,5000 -1.2627 ,3366 1,3514
,1505 -.3333 -1,4166 .2946 1.4466
.1505 -.L667 -1.3859 ,2066 ).4623
,L505 0.0000 -1.3253 ,3135 1.4027
,[505 ,1667 -1,15@6 .3380 1.3_4Q
,1505 ,3333 -1,3182 ,3217 1,3B44
,1505 .5000 -1.3130 .3166 I*3956
,4095 -,5000 -.5233 .5373 *9662
.4995 -*3333 -*6063 ,5109 1.0292
.4995 -.1667 -*6266 *5082 _*0337
,4995 0,3000 -.6255 .5044 I*033_
*6095 ,1667 -*6140 *5095 1.0316
.4995 .3333 *.62_3 .5065 1*0396
.4995 .5000 -,5_50 ,51Q7 1,01_8
,?gq4 -*5000 -,3312 .5885 *9050
,7994 -.3333 -,3313 .5876 .906_
.79Q4 -,166T -.3765 ,5733 *Q2@q
.7994 0,0000 -,36B7 .5814 ,9161
*Tqq6 .1667 -.37?0 .575g .Q_45
.7996 *3333 -.3713 .5765 *0236











X/C ¢P PpL/PT _L_C
C.O000 .7552 .8Bol o6134
.0135 -.0794 ,4372 1,1557
*OZTI -1,1073 .3733 1,Z761
,0515 -1,Z?bb ,3Z03 1,3677
,0763 -1,3659 ,3048 1,4_26
,1012 -1,3688 .]102 L,4103
,1503 -,g071 ,4078 1.2095
*1994 -,8590 .4432 1,1379
.ZSOI -.BOb; ,4508 1.1157
.Z_gg -.7575 .4725 1.0437
,3499 -,7343 ,6807 1,0797
,3994 -,6070 ,4_77 1.0680
,4496 -.665Z .494b 1.0504
.4qq7 -.63a5 .504_ 1.03_3
.5492 -,6079 ,5114 1,0ZB4
.Sqq4 -.5790 .52_1 1.0109
.6495 -,550Z ,5329 .9433
*bqqb -,5171 .53_0 .9R34
.74A9 -,4_38 ,5455 ,_731
.8003 -,4529 .5557 ,_56_
.@50_ -.4150 .567g .g374
.8993 -.3789 .5747 .aZ66





XIC CP P_LtPT _LOC
0.0000 .7552 .88_1 .4134
,OIZ2 .937_ ,q_o_ ,ZqB4
• 0251 .6934 ,8723 .4454
• 0510 ,4Z38 .79R6 ,5764
• 0755 .2842 ,7602 ,6388.
.1000 ,1792 ,7315 ,6841
• 1504 ,032L ,6913 .7463
• Z004 -,053_ ,66B5 ,7_14
• 2501 -,i037 .6535 ,8044
.3002 -.1307 ,b456 ,8167
,3507 -*1611 ,6385 ,8275
.4000 -.186L .6291 ,8_21
.4503 -,1874 ,6273 ,8449
• 5000 -.2035 ,6350 ,8483
.550b -*_053 .6Z30 .]_14
• 5oo7 -,2007 .6265 ,8661
• 650_ -.?Z?4 .6229 .a516
,7003 -._034 ,6256 ,8475
• 7497 -,2051 .6228 ,8518
.7998 --,1999 ,6284 .8431
.8503 -.2003 .6246 .8490
.g000 -,2630 .606_ .8765
,9483 -,Z303 ,6170 .q608
CO1 ,1_449 COCOR1 ,1040b
CD2 ,1_240 COCOR2 ,10189
CD3 .09051 COCOR_ .09016
C04 ,07709 CO¢OR4 ,07696
CO5 .OGZ3Z CDCOR5 .06212
$PANWISE
XIC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
• 1505 -,5000 *1,2383 ,3384 1.3481
,1505 -.3333 -1,2144 ,3437 1.3367
,1505 -.1667 -1.10g3 .3732 1._764
.1909 0,0000 -.9971 .4078 1.2075
• 1505 ,1667 -.9780 .4106 1.2067
• 1505 .3333 -1.0134 .3994 1.ZZ53
,1505 ,5000 -1,0320 ,3946 1,2366
• 4q¢5 -.5000 -.6209 .5088 1.0327
.4995 -.3333 -,6501 .4904 1.0483
.4995 -.1667 -.64_1 ,5014 1,0650
,4995 0.0000 -.b385 .5068 1*0393
.4995 .1667 -.6335 ,5053 1.0385
• 4995 .3333 -.6408 ,5020 1,0440
.4Q95 ,5000 -,6008 ,5134 1,0251
.7994 -,SO00 -,3827 ,5763 .9246
.7994 -.3333 -.4277 .56Z9 .9654
.7994 -*1667 -.4572 .5541 .9593
.7994 0.0000 -.45_ ,9557 .9560
• 7994 ,1667 -.4414 .S598 .9502
,7996 .3333 -.4411 .5592 ,951Z




TABLE XXXVI. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.76





11Q PT 64.8283 53] CN -,032Q
3S TT I25.6162 K CM .0002
1 RC 30.1160 qILLION CC .005?
wAC_ .7633
ALP_J -.0315 OEG
tiPPER StJ_FAC_ LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP PpL/OT qL_C X/C CP PJLI_T qL3C
0.0000 1.1521 .9993 .032? 0.0000 1.1521 .9993 e0327
.0135 .105_ .7363 .5_01 .O1Z2 .1797 .7300 .6868
.0271 -.0938 .6539 .50,5 .0251 -.1457 .6395 .8267
.0515 -.3200 .5_19 .#00_ .0510 -.403Z .5689 .9_66
.0763 -.*_01 .54_I .)b_2 .0755 -.5045 .5,23 .9790
.1012 -.5479 .5_09 ._qqO .1000 -.608Z .5133 1oOZ6Z
*1503 -.6360 .5044 1.0_i0 .I_0' -.7273 .'791 1.0_35
.1994 -.6_54 .*002 1.0_'7 .2004 -.7926 .'60_ 1.1155
._501 -.6126 .5_5 1.0300 .2501 -.7966 ._5_5 1.1172
.2999 --.§530 ,SZP_ 1.0018 .3002 --*_*6L .5300 ,907_
.3699 -.6777 .5495 ._690 .3_07 -._794 .5681 .9607
*3996 -.4259 ,5620 .@660 .4000 -.*355 ._603 .9502
.'696 -.3678 .57?6 .9232 .*503 -.37_9 .57_9 .9272
,4q97 -.3Z80 .58_6 ._56 .5000 -.3417 .5849 .9115
.5492 -.Z701 .6056 .6791 .5506 -.Z90* ._QO0 .8_7_
.59Q4 -.2276 .61_2 .6596 .5997 -._41b .6143 ,_656
.5_5 -.I_26 .62_1 ._*_2 .b502 -.2229 .6197 .85_2
.6996 -.I'93 .6192 ._Z86 .7003 -,I§_0 .63h0 .8306
.7689 -.103g ._521 .8072 .7_97 -.10_ .6513 .8_8_
.8003 -.0515 .666q .78_* .7gg_ -.0467 .6643 .7_24
,0500 -.0013 ._12 .7625 .0503 -.0052 .6801 .7641
.8_93 .063_ .5_91 .7364 .q000 ,032_ .6895 *?6g?
.@689 .1200 .7159 .7088 .9483 .1369 .71_* .70_q
CDI .00734 CD_ORI .007_9
COZ 0.00000 COCOR2 0.00000
C0_ .00833 CDCOR3 .00827
C_6 .00698 COCOR4 ,0069_
C_5 .00623 C0_085 .00622
SP_NWISE
xlC Y/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
.1505 -,5000 -.5552 .52?0 1,0037
,1505 -.3333 -._129 .5122 1.0ZeO
,1505 -.1667 -.6450 .5038 1.0_89
,[505 0,0000 -,6360 .5044 1.0410
.i_0_ ,1667 -.6355 .5048 1,0402
.1505 .3333 -.6435 .8037 1.0420
.1505 .5000 -.5902 ,5190 1.0169
.499_ -._000 -.3418 .5862 .9093
.,99_ -.3333 -.3231 .5931 ,898b
.499_ -.1667 -.3220 .593, ._981
.4995 0.0000 *,3Z80 .5886 .9056
.4995 .1667 ".3234 .8913 .9014
.499_ .3333 -.3ZI? .5935 .8980
.49q5 .5000 -.2766 .6060 .8?85
.7996 -.5000 -,0626 ,6634 ,7898
.7994 -.3333 -.0693 .6625 .7913
.799_ -.166? -,0556 .6662 .7856
.7994 0.0000 -*0515 .6669 .1§46
.799_ .1667 -.050_ .6668 .7846
.7994 .3333 -.0481 .6684 .78_2







_1¢ CP P_L/PT _L_
0.0000 1.0669 ,9761 .1864
• 0135 .601_ .4473 .6920
.0271 .37_5 .7722 .6190
.0515 .0_56 ,7055 .7_9
• 0763 -.0672 .6617 .7_25
• 1012 -.i'3_ .6405 ._ZSI
.1503 -.2_56 ._I_8 .S586
,2501 -.3005 .5966 .q_31
,2999 -.301Z ,5q% ._903
.349_ -.2_75 .6002 ._76
.399_ -.2717 ,6047 ._80_
._496 -,_420 .61_6 ,4682
.4997 -.7219 .61_2 ,4500
.5492 -.1_52 .6312 ,_394
• sqq_ -.16LZ .6359 " ._322
.6495 -.I_96 ._413 .o23_
.69@_ -.fits .6*% ._126
.7489 -.0775 .6506 .7056
._003 -.0347 .6?lq .7767
• 8500 .0021 .6dlO .7626
.8993 .05_5 .605* ,7406
.9489 .I_¢5 .710_ ,7173
65.55_9 _$I CN -.,32.
125.753_ K CM .0018




x/c CP P_L/PT _LOC
0.0000 1,0669 .9761 ,1864
• 0122 -._825 ,6012 ._60
,OZSI -.5_25 .5207 1.0140
.0510 -,80_5 .45.3 I.IZ6_
.0755 -.o192 .*257 1.1775
.I000 -.995* .40,7 1.2164
.150, -1.11Z4 .373R 1.2762
.ZO0_ -L.165_ .3573 1.3095
.2501 -I._065 .3,55 1.33'I
• 3002 -I,2418 .3388 1.3*93
,350? -1.2703 .3277 1.3723
,_000 -I._769 .37_7 1.376_
.'503 -.6809 .6900 1.0636
.5000 -._739 ,5'q5 .9675
,5506 -.2073 .6003 .8_73
.Sqg? -.2090 .62_7 .8826
•6502 -.1774 .6309 .8.00
.7n03 -.1326 .6'28 .9215
• 7_97 -.0_90 .6537 ._0'8
,?Oq_ -,0_56 .6690 .7_13
.R503 -.00_6 .6789 .7651
• qO00 ,0297 .6885 .7512












XlC YIC CP P.tI@T _Lg_
.1505 -.5000 -.2017 .6_38 .8508
,I_05 -.3333 -.2236 .6181 .8597
.1505 -.1667 -,2465 .6112 .8704
• 1505 0.0000 -.Z256 .6188 ,8586
.1505 .1667 -.2377 ,6139 .8663
.1505 .3333 -.238_ .6141 .8660
.1505 .5000 -.2140 .619? .8572
.6095 -.5000 -*2199 .6193 .85T9
.,995 -.3333 -.Z140 .6220 ,8538
,4995 -.1667 -,2175 ,6221 .8836
.,995 0.0000 -.2219 .6192 .8580
.4995 .1667 -.Z174 *6ZOO *8568
.4995 .3333 -.2130 .6222 .8533
.49_5 .5000 -.1798 .6325 .8375
.7994 -.5000 -,0622 .6658 ,7861
.Tqq_ -.3333 -.0614 .6631 *7903
.799, -.1667 -.0441 .6683 .78_4
.7996 0.0000 -.036? .6719 .7767
,7994 .1667 -*032_ .6739 .7737
.7994 .3333 -.0276 ,6725 *7759







XlC CP P,L/PT _LOC
0.000_ 1,1130 ._8_4 .123P
• 0135 .4_b_ .P176 .5_5_
• 0271 .ZOOZ .7390 .6727
.0515 -,ozq_ ,6753 .7715
• 0763 -.1_67 .6342 .]368
• 1012 -.2577 ,61_5 ._653
• 1503 -,3306 .593, ,]_81
.199_ -.3o20 .5762 .aZ51
• _50_ -.37_5 .57_6 .#lg?
.Z99o -.369_ .5825 .4152
._499 -,3'26 ,5qU .4017
.39_4 -.3148 .5_91 .ya92
.4496 -.276_ .6100 .d722
._qq? -.2_OT .6143 ._655
.5492 -.2106 .6244 ,_500
.599' -.1700 .6330 .J367
,6495 -,1504 .6414 .4237
• 6996 -.1178 ,6'9' ._115
.7689 -.0_13 .5612 ,7933
• _003 -.0_68 .6725 .7757
.8500 .0077 .6a57 .7556
.8993 *0669 .7021 .7302



























































OF POOR QUALITY 2O9
CDI ,01615 CDCOR1 .01406
C_Z 0,00000 COCOR2 0.00000
C03 .01356 CDCOR3 ,01366
CO* .01152 COCOR4 .01144
CD5 .0_937 COCOR5 .00933
SPANWISE
_/C TIC CP P_L/PT RLOC
.1508 -.5000 -*3039 .598? .8808
,1505 -.3333 -,3304 ,5900 ,q035
,1505 -.1667 -.3482 .586? .9086
.1505 0.3000 -.3306 .5034 .8981
.1505 .1667 -,3441 .58?6 .9071
,1505 .3333 -*3456 .5858 .qLo0
.1505 .5000 -,317Z ,5953 ,8952
,4995 -*5000 -*2509 ,6133 .8672
,*995 -.3333 -,2468 .6157 .8634
,49q5 -,1667 -,2472 .6169 .8646
.*995 0.0000 -.2507 .6163 .0655
.4995 .1667 -.2500 .6135 .8668
.*995 .3333 -.24?6 .6155 .8638
.*995 .5000 -,Z06S .6Z61 ,84?3
.7994 -*5000 -*0556 ,66T7 .783_
.7996 ".3333 -.0533 .6678 .7831
.7999 -.1667 -.0621 .6716 *77?3
.799_ 0.0000 -.0368 .6726 .?75?
,Tgg* ,1667 -,0333 .6738 .7739
.7996 .3333 -,029_ .6744 .77_q













_IC CP P,LIBT qL_C
0,0000 1,1429 ,Q979 ,0%02
,0135 ,34Z5 ,777% ,6111
,0271 .0530 .6973 ,7376
,0515 -,1727 .b391 ,_34
*0763 -.3320 ,5913 ,9014
,1012 *,3996 ,5724 ,9311
,$533 -,4635 .5559 *_972
.1904 -,5236 ,53_3 ,_855
,_01 -,4852 ,54_0 .9699
,2999 -,4%1Z .9550 ,9972
,3_90 -,_37 ,56_1 ._37o
139_6 --137_9 ,9R05 191_2
.4496 -.3Z49 .5926 .9994
.6997 l._919 ,60_4 ,JR_ 0
,5492 -,2397 ,6171 .6612
.5994 -.2033 .b263 ._470
*6_q_ -.13_3 .6477 .J140
,748_ -,OOle ,65_4 ,7_76
.8003 -,0437 .67Z0 ,?7%6
._00 ,0¢_1 .68_b .7557
,8993 *0650 ,7011 .73i7
,448_ ,1748 .7147 .T0_5
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CR PeLIPT qtoc
0,00oo 1.1420 ,Q979 ,0602
,012_ ,0135 ,6_73 ,7531
,0251 --.3051 ,9998 ,8897
,0910 -,5512 ,$300 .9_74
,0795 -,6406 ,5066 1,0_72
,i000 --,7]97 .4787 1.0%4_
.150_ -,8795 ,4416 1,148M
,200_ -,932_ .4256 1.1776
,250] -.97Z8 .413P 1,1994
,3002 -,9849 ,_119 1,20_9
,3507 -,$532 ,5_07 ,949_
,4000 -,3988 ,5740 .9286
.4903 -,_A29 ,58_i .9159
.5000 -*_417 ,9887 .9054
• 5_06 -,_972 ,6013 ._898
,5997 -._49_ ,6136 .8667
.6502 -,231_ ,61_2 ._980
,7003 -,1631 .639_ *q_61
.7_97 -.1131 .65_9 .8066
.7998 -,0504 .6701 .77a9
,8503 -.0089 .6024 .7606
,_000 ,0313 ,6918 ,7460





X/C CP O, Ll_T NLgC
0.0000 l*1_gl ,99o3 ,0307
,0139 ,1751 .7318 ,5_41
,0271 -,1153 .%510 ,_0_
,_515 -,33_7 ,5902 .Q031
,0763 -,_059 ,_474 .@708
•I012 -.5_30 .5272 1.0039
,1503 -,6_81 .5046 1._407
.1994 -*_oO1 .4038 I*0586
• 2501 -,613g .5134 I,_260
.Z999 -,5541 ,5303 ,9084
.349_ -,47_4 ,5933 .9614
,3994 -.4_74 ,5652 ,94Z4
._49_ -,3688 ,5_15 ,91_
,4Oq? -.3_79 .SQZB ._90
,5492 -,_70_ .6094 .8733
.5994 --,_93 .62_5 ._561
• 6495 1,1021 ,5318 .,3e5
,699b -,1500 ._43l ._212
• 7489 -,ih4_ ,6549 ,_02o
.8003 -.0525 .6690 .781_
.S500 -*001_ .68_I ,75d0
,R9_3 .0_41 ,701Z ,7316
.94_¢ *12_I ,71#_ .7052
PT 65.l_65 PSI CX -,O20Z
TT 125.7445 K C_ .0007




XIC _P P,L/RT _E_C
0.0000 I*1491 .qq_3 ,0307
,012_ *1890 .7356 ,67_1
,0251 -.i3_ ,6456 ._172
.0510 -,3_25 .5754 ,9Z63
.0759 -,4945 .547_ .9703
.1000 -.5014 ,5193 1.0163
.1504 -,7172 .4895 1,0725
• ZOO4 -.7556 ,475_ 1.0_00
,2901 -,7100 .4870 1,0701
,3002 -.5321 ,536_ ,9_86
.3507 -,4860 .5512 *a647
,4000 -.432_ ,5637 .044P
.4503 -.3735 ,580_ .0188
,5000 -.3367 .5004 .90ZB
,5506 -.2_65 ,6049 ,880_
.5o07 -,_3_ .6176 .8605
.6502 -.2201 ,6241 ,8504
,7003 -,152_ ,6423 ,8_24
,7497 -,1055 .65_6 ,A035
,709_ -,0465 ,6707 ,77_7
.8503 -.0049 ,6831 ,75_5
,9000 .0322 .6924 ,7451
,9483 .1358 .7Z03 ,70ZO
C01 ,00886 CDCOR1 .00867
C02 0.00000 COCOR2 0.00000
C03 .O[blT ¢0COR3 *01600
C04 ,00782 CDCOR4 .00766
C05 ,00673 CDCOR5 ,00667
SPANVISE
XlC ¥1C CP _,L/RT HLOC
• 1509 -,5000 -,421_ .5686 ,9371
,1505 -,3333 -,4975 ,5570 ,9895
.1505 -.1667 -,4737 ,9598 ._97_
,190S 0,0000 -,463S .9599 .997Z
,1505 ,1667 -,471? ,9947 .9991
.1505 .3333 -.4755 .99Z0 .9634
,1905 ,5000 -,4346 ,5669 .9409
.4999 -.5090 -,2934 ,6055 .8793
• 4995 -.3333 -*_8_3 *6079 *8795
.4998 *,1667 -,2834 ,6070 ,8769
.4995 0.0000 -.2919 ,6024 .SS40
.4995 .1667 -,_865 ,6074 .8764
.4995 ,3333 -,2830 ,6077 ,$79B
,4995 .9000 -._401 ,6189 ,8589
,79_4 -.5000 -,0598 ,6673 .7839
,7994 -,3333 -,0600 ,6671 ,7842
,790_ -.16%7 -.0487 .6701 *7796
.7904 0.3030 -.0437 .6720 .7766
.799_ ,1667 -,0420 ,6722 ,7764
• 7994 .3333 -,0358 ,6729 ,7753
,7994 ,9000 -,0429 .6717 ,7771
C01 .007Z1 COCOR1 .00715
C02 0,00000 CD¢OR_ 0.00000
C03 ,01405 C0_0R3 .01395
C04 ,00689 CDCOR4 *0068Z
C09 .00639 COCOR5 *00633
SPANWISE
XlC f/_ CR PeLleT _LOC
,1509 -,5000 -.6961 ,4917 1.0%22
,1509 -,3333 -,6194 .5146 1,0Z40
,1505 -,1667 -.6531 .5059 1,0394
,1505 0.0000 -.6481 .9046 1,0407
• 1505 ,1667 -,641Z ,5068 1.0370
,1509 .3333 -,6503 ,5062 1,0380
,1505 .9000 -.5971 .5212 1.OI3Z
,4995 -,5000 -,3447 ,5903 .9030
.4995 -.3333 -,3Z_0 ,9966 ,B031
.4995 -.1667 -,3Z29 ,9976 .8916
,4995 0.3000 -,3279 ,9928 ,8990
,4095 .1667 -,3260 ,5994 ,8950
.4095 .3333 -,3214 ._97[ .89Z4
,49g5 ,9000 -.277Z ,6101 ,87Z1
,7994 -.9030 -,0629 .6603 .7808
.7994 -.3333 -.0646 ,6679 ,78_9
.7994 -.1667 -,O958 .6696 .7804
,799% 0.0000 -,0525 ,6690 ,7812
,7094 ,1667 -.0509 ,67_5 .7758
,7994 .3333 -,0486 .6723 ,776Z




PT 56,1436 o51 CX .lEO6
TT 125.6610 K C _ ,0038




XlC CP P,L/PT _Ln:
0,0000 1.1457 ,998Z .3910
.313_ -,00_0 ,6833 ,7592
• 0271 -,_33 ,6035 ,882_
.0915 -.5006 ,5461 ,)729
• 0763 -;6930 .5038 1.34Z0
.101_ -.714_ .4_7_ I*0697
.1503 -,_247 ,4579 1.I_01
,1994 --*_4 ,4407 i,1509
• Z501 -.4_70 .4365 I,L580
,299_ -,5503 ,4493 1.135Z
.349% -,45_6 ,5558 ,9558
,3904 -,4407 ,5626 ,4466
.4496 -.3894 ,9757 ,)Z60
,_097 -.3501 ,58_5 ,9088
.849_ -,2a73 ,60]2 .18Z8
• 5994 -*24?0 ,6159 *¢631
.6495 -,2071 ,6_71 .)458
.6996 -.1620 .6404 *_93
.7469 -,1130 .6530 ._059
• 8003 -.058Z .56?? .7_33
._500 -*0046 .68_ *7609
.dOq3 .0_34 .703_ ,73ZB
Ln#E_ SURF_CF
X/C CP _,L/RT _LOC
0.0000 1.1457 .9982 .0510
.01Z2 ,3562 ,7816 .6047
• 0251 ,043Z ,6958 .7399
.0510 -.2_60 ,6_19 ._944
• 0753 -,3375 ,5905 .0026
.1000 -,425_ ,5669 ,9405
,1504 -.57_0 ,5409 ,9R13
• 2004 -.5491 ,5346 .9q14
.7501 -,5099 ,545? ,9744
.300_ --*4646 .9553 .9582
.3507 -,4_7_ ,565? .9417
.4000 -.3_6_ ,57?4 .9231
.4503 -,3338 ,5910 ,q010
,5000 -.3036 ,5993 ,88_9
• 5506 -.2506 ,61ZZ *8680
• 599? -._166 ,6Z42 *_503
.650_ -,2020 .62_5 ,843%
.70D3 -.13_4 .64%_ .8154
• 749? -.0945 .6581 ,?990
,709_ -,03R9 .6731 .?750
,8503 -*001_ *6830 .7597
.9000 .0315 .6916 ,?464
.0483 ,133q .7701 .70_3
CO1 .03790 COCOR1 .00777
C02 0.00000 CDCOR_ 0,00000
CD3 ,0176Z CDCOR3 ,01743
C04 .00771 tUtOR4 ,0070§
C05 .00640 COCOR5 .00645
SPtNWISE
X/C Y/C CP _L/PT _LOC
.1505 -,5000 -,7555 ,4?60 1,08BB
.1509 -.3333 -.8281 .4578 1.1203
.1505 -,1667 -.8463 .4506 1.|37q
.1505 0*0000 -,8247 .4579 1,1701
.1909 .1667 -.8113 .4606 1.1153
*1505 ,3333 -.8434 *4536 1.1Z76
,1509 .5000 -.7952 ,%646 1,1084
.4999 -,5000 -.3731 .9805 .9183
,4995 -.3333 "*3525 .5859 ,9099
.4995 -.1667 -,3480 ,58?4 .q075
.4995 0.0000 -.3501 .9865 .9088
,4q99 *L667 -.3470 .5877 ,9071
.4995 *3333 -,3471 .5874 .9076
.4995 ,5000 -.3033 ,5097 .8883
.7994 -.5000 -.0665 *6649 .7875
.7994 -.3333 -.0704 ,6639 .789Z
,7994 -.1667 -.0615 .6644 .7883
.7094 0.0000 -.05BZ ,6677 .7B33
,799% .1667 ".0564 ,6677 ,7832
.7994 ,3333 -.0551 .668I ,7827






IIC CP P.LI_T _LqC
0.0000 1,1139 ,9804 .1237
• @135 -.1750 .6357 .3325
,0Z71 -,4_93 ,5596 ,9513
.0515 -.6680 .4002 1.0495
,0763 -.8025 ,%620 1,1116
,lOIZ -.F623 .4471 1,1390
,1503 -.0635 .%189 1,1@00
• 1994 -1,0330 .3@46 1,2230
• 2501 -l.0720 ,3003 1,2%40
.Z999 -I,0977 ,3795 I./650
,349_ "1,1232 ,3722 1,279%
.399% -.5176 .3406 .)817
.4%96 -.3355 .5@00 .?03%
,4997 -.Z983 .599_ .3881
.5492 -,2691 .6095 ._747
.5@9% -.2350 ,6173 ,3610
.6%95 -.2036 .626% *3%6B
,6996 -,161@ ,6337 *_279
,7489 -*1142 ,6515 *_011
.8003 -.0591 .6054 ,7852
.8300 -,0064 .6815 .7620
,8993 *0616 *700_ .7329
,943] .1271 .7187 .704_
PT 65.1%13 PSI CN' ,2606
TT 125.7760 K CR ,00%8




XIC CP PeLIPT qLOC
0,0000 1.1139 ,qB94 ,12_?
.0122 ,5037 ._220 ,5372
• 0251 .1963 ,7371 ,6757
,0510 -.0738 .3621 ,7010
,0755 -,1928 .6303 ,8408 -
,i000 -.2@18 .606% ,377R
• 1504 -.3n35 ,5782 .92_0
,Z004 -,4221 .5667 .9402
,2501 -.40_i ,5723 .0313
.3002 -.3R33 .576, ,9240
.3507 -.3609 .582% .9153
.4008 -.3205 .592% ,8907
,4503 -,2_71 .6033 .8_26
.5000 --.26_? .6093 .9733
.5506 -.2278 .6193 ,3570
.5997 -.I@02 ,62_6 e8419
• 6502 -,lPll .6326 *_373
,7003 -.1210 .6%_ .R106
,7%97 -.0810 .6606 ,7941
.7Q99 -*02EO .6751 .7719
.8503 .0040 " .6844 ,7576
• @000 .0318 ,6921 ,7456
,9483 *1324 .7201 .7022
C01 ,01206 CDCOR1 *01160
C02 0,00000 CDCOR2 0,00000
C03 .02448 £_093 .02410
C04 ,00960 CDCOR% ,ooq_3
C05 .037q2 CDCOR5 .00752
5PANWI$E
X/C ¥1C CP PpLIPT RLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -.8919 .4406 1*1_06
.1505 -.3333 -.9736 .4201 1,1377
.1505 -,1667 -,9074 ,%133 1,1_65
,1503 0,_000 -,9633 .4189 I,I90U
• 150§ ,1667 -,0427 ,%267 [01737
• 1505 .3333 -.9979 .4133 1.2000
.1505 .5000 -,9_50 ,4242 1.1802
• %995 -,5000 -.3936 .5757 .9258
,4995 -,3333 -,350_ ,5683 .9061
.%995 -.1667 -.3201 .5936 .8947
• %995 0.0000 -.2983 ,5996 .68@I
.%995 .1667 -.3108 .5990 ,889_
,4903 .3333 -.3203 .5965 ,8932
.4995 .5000 -.2952 ,6025 ,8040
.799% -,5000 -.0754 .6629 ,7906
.799% -.3333 -.0762 .662% .7913
,799% -,1667 -.0631 .6660 ,7838
.7994 0._000 -*05qb .6664 .7652
.7996 .1667 -*0587 ,6675 ,7016
,7994 .1133 -,0561 .6680 ,7626




PT 65.1%27 PSI C_ .4023
TT 125*5%44 K C_ .0010




XIC CP P*L/PT _L3C
0.0000 1,0628 ,_753 ,la_7
• 0135 -.3308 ._q_5 .q995
.0271 -.5913 .5105 1.0160
,0515 -.8001 .4626 i*111_
,0763 -,_380 .%245 1.17@7
• 1012 -,9911 .4113 1.2041
,1503 -1.0745 ,3849 1.254;
.1994 -1,1513 .3673 1,2@_?
.Z301 -1,1856 .3562 1.311_
,2999 -1,2162 .3474 1,3301
,3499 -1.Z571 .33q6 1,3%87
.3994 -1,2524 .3394 1,34ql
.4496 -._759 .5244 1,0081
.49@7 -.3700 .582_ *)152
.5%92 -.2590 .6106 ,8714
.5994 -.2034 .627_ ,d446
.6_95 -.1763 .6346 .B342
.6996 -.1411 ,6428 ._216
.7460 -.10_0 .65%6 ._03%
.8003 -*0565 .6630 .7828
,8500 -,0041 .68Z3 .7608
._093 *0_10 .7011 ,2313
.9480 .12%5 .7167 °7076
LOJFP SURFACE
XtC CP PeLIOT _LOC
0,0000 1.062_ .9753 .1397
.0122 ,6225 ,_544 .4900
.0251 .3280 .7727 ,61@0
.0510 .0525 .6972 .2370
.0755 -.0662 .66%4 .7983
.1000 -,15_5 .6399 .3261
.1504 -._693 .607_ ._767
.2004 -.3152 .5970 .8926
,2501 -.3212 .5942 ,8069
.3002 -,3052 *5983 .8904
• 3_07 -.293@ .6030 ,@_31
• 4000 -.Z760 ,6070 ,8769
._503 -,_430 .6162 .062?
.5000 -.2257 .6_i ,8536
.5506 -.200_ .626R ,8463
,5097 -.1681 .6376 ,R206
.6502 -,1620 ,63_3 .q_P6
.7003 -,i0_0 ,6519 ,_076
.7497 -,0710 .6642 .7886
.Tq_ -.0231 .67_1 ,76@7
._503 *0056 .6830 ,7567
,qO00 .022_ .6920 ,7%5e
.9483 .1250 ,7168 .7024
C01 ,0Z134 CDCOR1 .02070
C02 0,00000 CDCOR2 0,00000
C03 .03832 CDCDR3 .03771
C04 .01536 CDCOR4 *01567
C05 ,01Z_3 COCOR3 *01273
SPANWISE
XIC flC Ce P_LIPT MLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -1,0017 ,6098 1,2066
,1505 -.3333 -1,0994 ,3816 1,2609
• 1505 -.1667 -1,0976 .3602 1.2637
,1503 0,_000 -1.0745 .33_@ 1,2544
• 1505 ,1667 -1.0334 .3957 1.2336
• 1505 .3333 -1,1173 ,3766 1,2706
.1505 .5000 -1,0788 .3853 1.2533
.%9@3 -.5000 -,4244 .3675 .9396
.4q95 --.3333 -.3361 .5@14 .@013
.49@5 -,1667 -,3410 .5895 .9043
• %995 0.0000 -.3700 ,_825 .9152
,4995 ,1667 -.3680 .5830 .91%4
,_905 ,3333 -.3599 ,5648 ,q115
.4995 ._000 -.3263 .5930 .8980
.799_ -.5000 -.0936 .6_55 .6020
.799% -,3333 -.0848 ,6600 ,7951
.7994 -,1667 -.0678 ,666Z .78_6
,799% 0,3000 -.0565 ,6680 ,702@
.799% ,1667 -,0469 ,6684 ,7022
.790_ .3333 -,0493 .6607 ,7801













XlC CP P,L/PT 4L3C
0.0000 1,0020 .9596 .2467
.0135 -.4673 .5532 .9616
.0271 -,2597 ,4754 1,0_99
• 0515 -_9320 .%2a3 1,1727
.0763 -1.0537 .3@2R 1.Z3@O
,1012 -1,0947 .3793 I._653
.1503 -I,1707 ,3556 1.3131
,1994 -1,2%10 .3369 1.3430
,2301 -1,3007 ,3_00 1.369%
,29@@ -1,3182 .3200 1,3_3
.349_ -1.3583 .3101 1,4117
,3994 -l.1011 ,3342 1,315@
,%496 -,7109 ,4874 1.069%
,4997 -,62@1 .5100 1.0116
,5%92 -,5332 ,5351 ,q_Ob
• 5994 -.3@@9 .575@ .#25_
.6%95 -.2641 ,60@9 ,_72%
LO_E_ S_R_C_
X/C CP P,L/PT _L_C
0.0000 1.0020 .95R6 ._467
.0122 .7_2_ ,@@12 .42@4
,0251 ,%303 *8044 .56_1
• 0310 .16@1 ,7303 ,6863
• 0755 .0409 ,69_0 .7427
.1000 -,0533 ,366@ ,7_46
,1_04 -,1771 ,6309 *6399
• 200% -,2360 ,61_4 ,q624
• 2501 -.241@ .61@8 ,_5"7
• 3002 -.24@4 .614_ .@635
.350? -,2452 .6159 ,_631
,4000 -.2367 ,b172 ,0612
.%503 -.2113 ,6247 ,@%@3
,3000 -,2010 .6277 .84%8
,5306 -,1799 .632P .@370
,5997 -,1561 *6%02 ,8256
,6_OZ -.1609 .638% .8Z94
,6996 -,1682 ,636_ _.831q .7003 -*lOP5 ,6525 .@066
*7%@9 -.1165" ".650_ "'*_10| ,7%97 -*073% ,6627 .?910
.8003 -.0_40 .6601 .7911 .?@@e -.0370 .6711 .77_1
.8500 ,0078 .68Z0 .7613 ,8503 -,0158 ,6754 ,771%
*6@93 ,0632 .69_0 .7351 ,@000 -,0051 .6801 ,7642
.9489 .1143 ,71%2 ,7114 ,9493 .0869 .7067 ,7231
OR/G/NAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITy 211
C01 .03@26 CDCOR1 .03740
C@2 O.ODO00 C0C0@2 0,00000
C@3 .08062 CDCOR3 ,079@4
CD4 ,02575 EDCOR4 *02303
C05 ,02067 CDCOR5 .02043
SP_NWISE
_IC Y/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
,1505 -,5000 -I,0866 .3823 1,2594
,1505 -,3333 -1.1@37 ,3532 1,3181
,1505 -.1667 -1.1062 .3310 1,3223
,1505 0.0000 -1.1707 .3556 1.3131
• 15@5 .1667 -1,1%36 *3666 1.2906
.1505 ,3333 -1.2071 .3473 1,_30_
.1505 ,5000 -1,1@06 ,3354 1,3136
,4@@5 -*5000 -*4620 ,534@ *@590
.4993 -*3333 -.4811 ,54?2 .qTll
,4993 -.1667 -*5505 .5327 ,9@46
,4@@3 0.0000 -,62@1 ,5100 1.0316
• 4995 ,1667 -.6270 ,50@3 1.0320
• %9@5 .3333 -,5@@? ,5147 1,0239
,4q95 *5000 -,5257 .5393 ,@@36
.7@9% -,5000 -,1375 ,64@2 ,9133
.799% -.3333 -,1083 ,6516 .@030
• 7@9% -,1667 -.0656 ,6648 .7877
• 79@4 0.0000 -*04%0 .6691 .7911
• 7@@4 ,1667 -*0334 .6761 ,7?0%
,79@6 .3333 -.0365 .6714 ,7??3





XlC Co P,LI_T _LDC
0,0000 ,95_2 ,_45b ,2841
,0135 -,5_65 ,5263 1.004o
• _271 -,e313 ,4506 1,1328
.0515 -1.0032 ,4041 1.2175
.0763 -1,1197 .0713 I.Z_O1
• 1012 -1,1942 ,3161 1,3121
• 1503 -1.2634 ,3351 1.3963
,1094 -1.3073 .3L_5 1.3903
.2901 -1.3_25 .3142 1,_024
,_9q_ -1.1742 ,35_0 1,3061
.)49_ -,?_60 .4617 1,I134
,3904 -,7145 ,4a3G 1,0769
,4496 -.6786 .4¢50 1,_550
.4997 -.619L ,5079 1,0351
.5492 -,56_§ ,5568 1,0041
,5994 -,4907 ,5481 ,_698
,5495 -,4_36 *_63@ ,)447
• 6qq6 -,3451 .5877 ,q070
.748_ -.2646 .6100 ,_?E2
,8003 *.1@42 ._333 ,_362
._500 -.1310 ,6456 .8173
,8gq3 -,0927 ,65_1 ,7Q80
.Q4E9 -,0341 .6707 ,2786
PT 65.1386 eSI CN .53_8
TT 125.6430 K CH -,0142




X/C CP PeL/PT MLOC
0,0000 ,_5_2 *_56 ,_841
,0122 ,?e44 ,q_76 ,3963
,oz_1 ,5o3o ._!_e ,_41o
,0510 ,2372 ,7468 .6604
,07_5 ,1042 ,?Og4 ,71_8
,I000 ,0132 ,6_74 _25_
,1_04 -,!144 ,6513 ,8086
,_004 -,igO0 .6284 ,8437
._501 -._07_ .62_6 ,8_96
,3002 -._176 ,6_5 ,8_9
,3502 -._g4 ,6_82 .8596
,4000 -,?_45 ,61P5 .85_1
,4503 -.2072 ,6_7 .8480
,_000 -,205o ,6_47 ,_4_
,5506 -,1861 ,6_0_ ,839_
,5gg? -,1676 ,6_6g ,8306
.6502 -,lq_8 ,6_04 .q407
,7003 -,1381 ,6447 .9187
.74_7 -,ii17 ,6521 ,8072
,7908 -,O?P8 .66_3 ,7016
,8503 --*0714" ,66_3 m7916
,gO00 -,Og01 ,6561 ,8011





Xl: CP P,L/PT _L3C
0.0000 ,8P99 ._77 ,32q5
,0135 -,6523 ,5012 1,3462
,0271 -.g301 *4539 1,180q
,0515 -1.10_1 .37_1 I,_716
.0763 -1.2135 ,3420 1.3310
• 101_ -h2633 ,3356 1,3_50
.1503 -l.31uO .3353 1.3097
,1094 -1.3538 ,314_ 1.400_
,2501 -I,0713 .3_81 1,24_2
,_9qg -._156 ,45_5 l.lla9
.3499 -.7_4 .4760 1.0872
,3_94 -.7155 ,4e23 1.0605
,4496 -.6233 ,4gR4 1.050g
,4992 -.6189 ,5006 1.03_4
,_492 -.5729 ,5_3 1.00_
,5994 -,517_ ,543_ " ,7775
,649§ -.4684 ._538 ,9606
• 6g95 -.41[_ .56gB *g351
.2489 -,3493 ,5_5 ._042
,_003 -,3061 .99_2 ._006
,_500 -.2495 ._133 ,_67_
.Sgg] -,iq34 .6302 *_409
.9480 -.1¢75 ,63_1 ._2_q
PT 65,1302 PSI CN .5962
TT L25.6_67 K C_ -.0203




X/C CP P_L/PT qtO=
0,0000 ._8_9 ,0277 ,3_g5
,0122 .839_ .9133 ,36_6
,0251 ,5712 ._389 .507_
.0910 ,3005 .7647 .6310
,0765 .1683 .7282 .6806
.IO00 .0743 ,7035 ,72a0
• 150¢ -,0677 .661b .2927
,Z004 -,1310 .64q3 ,8116
,2501 -,1706 .635_ ,R3_
,3002 -.1858 .631_ .83n5
• 3507 -.2024 .62o2 ._425
,4000 -,_0°7 ,6267 .Y472
,4503 -.lq_5 ,6286 ,8_35
.5000 -.2105 .6_25 .R528
.550_ -.10_ ,6274 ._453
,SOq? -.1778 ,b362 ._317
,650_ -.2005 ,6276 ,_451
.7003 -.1632 .63_0 *8_89
,7407 -./403 ,6467 .8156
.790_ -,IIB_ ,64_g ,8107
,8503 -.1_37 .b4?q .8137
.gO00 -.1543 ,6410 ,8_43
,9453 -,1007 .6537 ._047
¢01 .09960 COCOA1 .OSBg2
¢02 0,00000 CD¢OR2 0.00000
C03 .10_90 CDCOR3 .10433
CD4 ,03466 CDCOR_ .03421
CD5 .OZ6S? CDCOR5 ,02561
SPANWISE
XIC VIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
,L505 -,5000 -1.1427 .3669 1,2900
,1505 -,3333 -1,2746 .3319 1.363l
.1505 -.1667 -1,2744 .3311 1,_50
,1903 0.0000 -1.2634 .3351 1,3563
.1505 .1667 -1._I09 .3481 1.3286
.1903 .3333 -1.2910 .3274 1,3730
,1905 ,5000 -1.5620 ,3349 1.3576
,4995 -.5000 -.472_ ,5498 .9670
,_q99 -.3333 -.9274 .5349 .9910
.40q5 -,1667 -.62_0 ,512_ 1,0269
.4_05 0,3000 -.62@1 ,3070 1.0351
,4095 ,1667 -.6202 .5089 1.0335
.4995 .3333 -.6339 .5054 1,0393
,4gO5 .5000 *.5424 ,5366 .9582
,?qq4 -.5000 -,[636 .6378 ,8293
.7994 -,3333 -.1486 .6449 .8183
.7904 -.1667 -.1505 .6435 .8204
,7094 0.0000 -.1842 .6333 ,8362
• ?gq4 ,1667 -,1922 .6290 .8414
.7994 .3333 -,1453 .6458 .8169
,7994 ,5000 -,1306 .6490 .8120
CO1 .07259 COCDE1 .07180
¢32 0,00000 CDCOR2 0,00000
CD3 ,11961 COCOR3 .11889
C04 .05109 CDCOR4 ,05065
C05 .0397_ COCOfl5 .03964
SPANWISE
XlC YIC CP _L/PT NtOC
• 1505 -.5000 -1,2123 ,3460 1.3312
,1505 -.3333 -1,3307 .3126 1.4056
.1505 -,1667 -1,3469 .3126 1.4059
.1505 0.0000 -1.31$0 .3153 1.3997
• 1505 .1667 -1,283_ .3271 1.3735
• 1505 .3333 -1.3532 ,3089 1.4144
.1905 ,5000 -1.3405 ,3149 1.4006
,4095 -,5000 -,5321 ,9408 .9814
• 4909 -.3333 -.6094 .5136 1.0257
.4095 -,1667 -.6278 .5115 1.0291
.4095 0.0000 -.6189 .5096 1.0324
•4qg5 ,1667 -.6266 .5151 1,0233
.4gq5 .3333 -.6323 ,5073 1.036Z
• 4_g5 .5000 -,5714 ,5270 1.0038
.2994 -.5000 ".2077 .6_59 ._477
,7094 -.3333 -.2528 ,6112 ,8704
• 7994 -.1667 -,2807 .6052 .B7gB
.7qg4 0.3000 -,3061 .5982 .Bq06
.7994 .1667 -.zq?4 ,601Z .8860
.7994 .3333 -,3017 .5977 .S914




TABLE XXXVII. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.76






XlC CP P,LIPT qLDC
0.0000 Le14q3 .Qq_6 ,0253
• 0135 ,1771 ,7359 ,_7_3
,0Z71 -,1065 ,6609 ,795?
,3515 -,3303 ,5q6_ *8961
,0?63 -,4o35 ,5_7 .9710
• 10L_ -.5616 ,5312 ,9992
• 1503 -,6394 ,5115 1.0314
.1994 -,6_79 ,5002 1,0503
,2501 -*60Z% ,52Z5 1.0_34
,299_ -,5558 .5343 ,_9_2
,34_q -.4_14 .5546 ,9614
,44_6 -._717 ,58_? ,_170
,499? -.33il .5946 ,_983
,5492 -,275B ,6090 .37_8
.59_4 -.2336 ,6180 ,Ib_
.64_ -,1970 .6267 ._4B4
.74_ -,1058 .65_? ._052
,800_ -,0_30 ,66_8 .7833
•8500 -,0044 ,6B13 ,7641
• $qq3 .0611 .6_9_ .7364
,04e_ ,1_46 .7157 ,7108
_Y _0,3151 PSI CN . -,0275
TT 110,6456 K _M *0007




X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1493 .9_96 .0_53
• 01_ .166_ .7331 ,6_37
.OZ_l -,1603 .6_64 ,_181
•0510 -._095 ._746 .4_4B
• 0?55 -.4_7 .5470 ,9737
,1000 -.6015 ,5_03 1.0170
.1504 -,7280 ,4B74 1,0718
.2004 -.7761 ,4762 1,0908
.?SO1 -,7254 .4890 1.0690
,3002 -._3_q ,5_05 .0q41
.3507 -._040 .551Z .0660
.4000 -.4433 .56%0 ,9666
•4503 -.301_ ,5801 ,g_11
.5000 -.3447 .5900 ,904_
.5506 -,_954 .6037 ._84_
,5997 -._478 .6141 ,_680
.6502 -,_31_ ,6173 ._630
,7003 -,_503 .63_4 ._03
.7497 -._I01 *6538 *_066
,7_98 -.050_ .6696 .7_I
,8503 -.00_8 .6798 ,7664
.0000 ,OPSq ,6896 ,7514
.9483 .1351 .7186 ,7063
C01 ,0070_ COCOR1 .00697
C02 .00?00 C040R2 .00693
C03 .00693 COC_3 .00689
C04 .00667 COCOR4 .00669
C05 ,00641 CDCOR5 .00606
5PANWISE
X/C Y/C CP _L/PT MLO_
.1505 -,5000 -,5810 .5Z14 1.O15Z
.1505 -.3333 -,6409 ,506_ 1.040_
,1505 -.1667 -.6772 ,49_1 l.O_?
,1505 0.0000 **6394 .5115 1.031_
,1505 ,1667 -.6543 .5011 1.0407
,1505 .3333 -.6707 ,4q80 I*0539
.1505 .5000 -,6194 ,5139 1.0_75
,4995 -,5000 -.3495 .5873 .9098
,4995 -.3333 -,3_94 .5920 .qOZ4
,4995 -.1667 -,3309 .5892 ,9068
,4095 0,0000 -,3311 .5946 ,8q83
,4995 .1667 -,3306 .59_4 .9017
._95 .3333 -.3281 ,59Z4 ,9018
.4995 .5000 -.2782 .6037 .BB41
,7994 -.5000 -,0659 .6633 ,7919
,7994 -.3333 -,0686 .6633 .791_
,7994 -,1667 -*0601 .6642 .7905
,7904 0.0000 -.0530 .6688 .7833
.7994 ,1667 -,0541 .6666 .7869
.7994 ,3333 o,0514 .6681 ,7846




XIC CP P,LIPT XL.)C
0.0000 1.1464 ,qO_3 *0499
,0135 ,3376 ,7761 ,61_2
,O_TL .0562 .69_Z ,7380
,0515 -.1_02 .6347 ,5361
,0753 -.3454 .5801 ._070
*i01_ -.4095 .5720 ,_339
.1503 -.4733 .554_ .9612
,19_4 -,5404 ,535_ ,_927
._501 -,4076 ,5_63 ,9748
,29_9 -,4692 .5554 .9602
,3499 -.4_44 ,5676 ,_409
.3_94 -.3_3B .57%_ ,_240
,44q6 -.3_1_ ,5_35 ,)001
.4097 -*_gq3 ,6002 ._"96
.549Z -.24_6 .613B ,_6_5
.5994 -,2096 .6250 ._511
,6495 -.1779 .63_0 *_372
.6996 -,1393 .6439 ._19
,7489 -.0_63 .6557 ._036
,8003 -.0_3 .6715 ,?794
*8500 *0009 .6fi43 .7596
*8993 .0630 ,?010 ,7338
.04B9 .12_6 .7171 .70_7
pr 80,3146 psi CN -,1557
TT I10.6391 K Cq -.0070




X/C CP P, LIPT _tqC
0.0000 1,1464 ,9983 ,04_9
,01_2 ,0195 ,6#_8 ,7526
• 0251 -.2978 ,6009 ,8885
• 0510 -.5460 ,5344 .99_0
• 0755 -,630_ ,5110 1,0323
,I000 -.72_6 .4R_3 1,0769
.1504 -._744 .4450 1.1451
• 2004 -.9304 .4202 1,1753
•2501 -,9702 .4165 1.196_
•3002 -.9810 ,4152 I,I992
.3507 -.631g .5107 1.0378
,4000 -.3B28 ,5785 ,9Z36
.4503 -,3646 .5845 ,9142
• 5000 -.337R .5R96 _9_62
.5506 -.2062 .6007 ._989
,5097 -,2518 ,6134 ,_691
•6502 -._37_ ,6175 .B62fl
.7003 --,1636 .637_ ,83_
.7_7 -,I144 ,6507 *qi13
• 7_8 -,0550 .6691 .7831
,P503 -.0111 .6810 ,7647
.9000 .0251 .6906 ,?4qq
,9483 .1346 ,7_04 ,7036
C01 ,008q7 C0C0R1 ,00894
C02 ,038_1 (0C0R2 oOOSB4
C03 ,00855 COCOR3 .00850
C04 .00767 COCOR4 .00760
CD5 ,00657 C_COR5 ,00651
SPANWISE
XIC Y/C CP P,LI_T _LOC
,1505 -,5000 -,4377 ,5614 .9507
,1505 -,3333 -.4717 .55_8 .964_
• 1505 -.1667 -.5028 ,5431 .9800
.1505 0.0000 -,4733 .5548 *gblZ
• 1505 .1667 -.487E ,547_ ,97Z3
.1505 ,3333 -,4951 .5463 .9747
,1505 .5000 -.4609 .5546 .9615
.4095 -.5000 -,3090 ,5964 ,8956
,_995 -,3333 -.2_36 ,6019 *_?D
,4995 -.1667 -._980 ,6010 .8884
,4995 0,0000 -.2993 .6002 ,8896
,4995 *1667 -.2978 ,5995 *8907
,4995 ,3333 -*_934 .6019 ,8069
,4995 ,5000 -.Z458 ,6153 .8661
.7994 -.5000 -,0652 ,6634 ,7918
.7994 -.3333 -*0650 .6637 .7913
,7994 -.1667 -,0539 ,6663 .7074
.7994 0.0000 -.0463 ,6715 .7794
,7994 *1667 -*0454 ,6689 ,7B33
,7994 .3333 -.0424 .6699 .7817





X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1172 .9900 ,IZ03
,0135 *_920 .A1_5 ,54_0
.0_71 *lqgl .7373 ,6771
• 0515 -*033_ .6746 .7745
.0763 -._OIt .62_6 ,d455
.LOIZ -._6b? ,6110 ,a?1B
.1503 -.3379 .5_17 .q029
.1994 -,4031 .5740 ._307
.Z_OI -,3019 ,574_ ,g_q3
,299_ -,3854 .576% ._63
,3499 -.3_64 .5%%? ._140
,3994 -,3_77 ,597e ,)011
• _496 -,2A47 .6041 ,_836
• 4997 -*_b03 .6106 *_734
,549_ -,2171 ,bZ31 ,_540
.5994 -*185Z .63Z0 ,_403
.6495 --,15_3 ,63_5 *e303
• 6996 --.I_43 ,64_3 .4151
• 7409 -,0_47 ,6603 ,7966
• _003 -.040Z ,67_3 ,77_I
,0503 .0031 ,6027 ,7620
._993 .0631 ,6997 ,?358
,9489 .L1_ ,T_49 .7121
PT _0.3057 PSI CN -._970
TT 110.5668 _ CM -.0016




X/C CP P_L/_T MLOC
0.0000 1,1172 ,9900 ,1203
• O12Z -.L50_ ,6434 .BZ_7
.0251 -,4474 .5594 ,_538
.0510 -._872 ,495_ 1,05_5
,0755 -.79_ ,4653 1,1096
• i000 -._687 ,4460 1,1433
• 1504 -.9951 .4117 I,_056
,2004 -I.05P6 ,3946 1,73_0
._501 -].0970 ,3810 1.7643
.3002 -1.11_I .3790 1,2761
,350? -i.1525 ,365? 1,2947
.4000 -.830g .4545 1.1_3
• 4503 -.367Z .5a13 .91o2
,5000 -,_813 ,6048 .8B25
,5506 -._592 ,6115 .8719
,5997 -.2317 ,619_ ,_601
• 6502 -,_241 ._Z03 ,R5@3
.7003 -.1598 ,63_5 ,9302
,7497 --,1150 ,65?0 ,5094
,799_ --.0552 .66R2 ,?_45
• 0503 -.011_ .6786 .7684
.9000 .0235 ,6898 .75_6
,9483 .1305 .?i_3 ,?06_
214
C01 .01470 CDCDR1 ,01464
CD2 .01430 CDCOR_ *01416
CD3 ,01361 CD_OR3 .01350
C04 ,Olll7 C0_0R4 .01115
C05 ,009Z0 CDCOR5 .00895
SPA_WISE
X/¢ _1_ CP PmL/PT MLOC
.1505 -,5000 -,3136 ,5957 .8966
,1505 -,3333 -.3304 ,5083 .908Z
,1505 -,1667 -*3657 ,5803 *9207
,1505 0*0000 -.3379 .5917 .9029
.1505 ,1667 -.3568 ,5038 .9153
,1505 ,3333 -,3589 ,5026 .9171
,L505 *5000 -,3297 .5903 *q051
.4995 -.5000 -*2637 .6094 ,875E
,4995 -*3333 -._499 .6147 *8670
,4995 -.1667 -,E586 ,6119 ,8714
,4995 0.0000 -,2603 ,6106 *_734
*4995 .1667 -*2572 .611E .87_4
,4995 ,3333 -,2501 ,6146 ,0671
.4995 .5000 -*2094 .6Z54 ,8505
.7994 -*5000 -,0664 .6644 ,7903
,?994 -.3333 -.0605 .6660 *7079
,7994 -,1667 -,0475 .6693 .?SZ6
,7994 0,0000 -*0402 .67_3 .778I
,7994 .1667 -.038I ,6721 ,7703
.7994 .3333 -.0322 ,673? ,7758











• 0271 -,1068 ,6523
,0515 -,3355 .58_9
• 0763 -.5074 ,5438
• 1012 -.5697 .5264 1.0071
• 1503 -*6626 ,5001 |.050§
.1994 -,7062 ,4_76 1,071_
,2501 -.6530 ,5027 1.0_6_
,Zqo -.$59_ .$27q 1.0046
,34O_ -,485S .54P2 ,q719
.3994 -.4320 ,$632 .O_O
,44%6 -,3705 .5_2 .0210
,4997 -,3314 *$Q13 ,0_37
.S4%2 -,27S0 .6072 ,_788
,S094 -.2314 .6187 ._610
.649S -.1040 ._2_0 ,q666
.6996 -,1511 ,63_5 ,_288
.7480 -,|046 ,6S09 ,_112
.BOO3 -*0511 ,66a3 ,7_44
._500 -,000_ .681b .763g
.Ngq3 *0652 *6q96 .7361







_L_C XlC CP PpLIPT
• 0726 0.0000 h1S33 ,9996
,68_6 ,0172 ,103_ .7367
,dOOl ,0751 -,126q .666?
,_07S .0510 -,3830 ,57S8










,IO00 -,$792 .523q 1.0113
,1504 -.7054 ,4R83 1,0703
.200; -,76S1 .4716 1.0_01
,2501 -.7463 ,4764 1.0904
,3002 -.5268 .5370 ,qBa8
.3507 -.4R31 .548A .Q709
,4000 -,4333 .5628 ,_4_6
,4503 -,3722 ,5798 ,q717
,5000 -,3378 ,S_qS .q06S
,5506 -,7888 .6035 ,_q47
.59q7 -.?409 .6160 ,_6SI
•6502 -,7250 .6194 .8S09
,7003 -.1527 .6301 .8_04
,7497 --.I049 ,6S08 ._11_
.799_ *.0451 .6?00 .7_18
,d503 -.0047 .6804 .7657
• qO00 *0_05 .6qO0 ,7S09
.9483 ,13_3 ,71qI .70S7
CD1 .00690 COCORI .00604
C02 .00688 COCOR2 .00680
603 .00684 COCOR3 .00676
004 ,00665 COCOR4 .00661
COS *00620 CDCOR_ .00597
SPANWISE
X/C YIC CP R,LIPT NLOC
.IS05 -.SO00 -.§9RO ,$142 h0271
,IS05 -.3333 -,65SS ,4992 1.0520
*ISOS -.1667 -.6889 .4903 1,0670
.150S 0.0000 -.6626 .5001 1.OSG_
.1S05 ,1667 -,6667 .4952 1,0S88
• ISOS ,33_3 -.6843 ,A912 1,0653
.1505 .SO00 -,64S8 .5022 1,0470
.4995 -,S000 -.3493 ,$8S3 .q131
.499S -.3333 *.32?2 .SBqS .q06S
,499S -.1667 -.3306 ,5897 .9062
.49_S 0.0000 -.3314 .5913 ,903?
,4_95 *1667 -.32_9 .5906 .q047
.499S ,3333 -._?_Q .$898 .9060
.499_ .5000 -.2777 .6043 ,8833
,7994 -.SO00 -,0624 .6640 ,7911
.7994 -.33t3 -.0648 ,6632 .7_22
,7994 -.1667 -.0S74 .6663 .7074
,7994 0.0000 -.0S11 ,668_ ,7844
.7994 .1667 -.0S12 ,6670 .7863
.7994 .3333 -.0478 .6679 .7850













XIC CP P, LIPT ML_C
0,0000 1,1468 ,qqSL ,05|8
.3135 ,0023 ,6_44 .7596
,3271 -,2737 ,6077 .fi7dO
*0515 -*_qlO .54q) .)708
,0763 -.6523 .5045 1,0432
*1012 -,70_6 *_97 1.0629
.1503 -.clq7 .45_4 1.1216
,1994 -._22 .43_8 1.1_62
*2501 -.91_ ,43_3 1.1679
,2999 -,9718 .42_7 1.17_6
.3497 -,4747 .55?8 ,_665
,3994 -.415_ ,568_ ,_3q9
.6496 -.3775 .57_5 .9237
.4997 -.3647 .5874 ,_098
.5492 -.2003 .6029 ._56
.59o4 -.2459 ,6160 .1652
.6495 -._064 ,6253 .850_
*6996 -.1624 .63_4 ._249
.746q -.1134 .65_ ._0_1
,8003 -,0S71 .6678 .7_51
*RSO0 -,0038 .6,J17 ,76_7
,flqq3 ,0637 .7001 ,7352
,q48_ ,12_ ,7184 ,7069
LOGES SUgF_CE
X/C C # P_LIP7 Wtff C
0,0000 1,1468 .9081 .0518
.0122 ,3519 .7803 ,60_4
.0251 ,0400 ,6q42 .7444
*0510 -,27P? .620R .q577
*0755 -.334_ *S_16 .9031
*I000 -,4220 *$683 .9_q9
.1504 -,5224 *$400 .9_$1
.2004 -.5615 .5296 1,00_0
,2501 -.$201 .$40_ .0q37
,3002 -.4672 .$546 .O616
,3507 -,4_88 ,5654 ,946_
.4000 -,38_9 *$760 ,9776
.4503 -,3333 .S007 .9046
.5000 -,3043 ,5qBS .8924
.5506 -.2604 .61|i ,q??_
.5q_7 -.2173 .6_38 ,_$31
,6502 -,2074 ,_250 ,8S12
.7003 -,13_7 ,6450 ,_I_9
,74q7 -.0945 .6S81 ._001
,7q9_ -,0327 .674S .774_
,R503 -,0000 ,682S ,762S
.O000 ,O2_g ,690_ .7501
.9483 ,13SS ,7202 ,7040
C01 .00763 ¢0C091 ,00757
C02 .00764 COCOR2 ,0075S
C03 .03740 COCOR3 .00732
C04 .00694 COCQR4 .00691
COS .00633 CDCORS *00603
SPAHWI5E
XlC YIC CP P,LIPT _LOC
• 150S -,SO00 -.75g0 .4?10 1.0998
.ISOS -,3333 -,8181 ,4S64 1.12S2
,1SOS -*1667 -.8470 .4488 1.1386
.1S05 0.0000 -,8197 .4S84 1.1216
.ISOS ,1667 -.804S .4581 1.1221
,150S ,3_33 -,8421 .4497 1,1368
,ISOS .SO00 -._040 .4606 1.1178
• 499S -,SO00 -,3818 .$763 .q272
.49qS -.3333 ".350P .$841 .9|4q
,499§ -.L667 -,34_4 ,$86S .9112
.4995 0.0000 -.3467 .587_ .9098
.4_95 .1667 -.3408 *$876 *qOq4
.4995 .3333 -.3399 .58?1 .9102
.499S ,5000 -.2940 .6004 .8094
,7994 -.SO00 -*0674 .6641 *?908
,7994 -.3333 -,0712 .66S_ .7892
,7906 -,1667 -,0627 .6651 .7894
,7994 0,0000 -.OS?I .667_ .78S1
.7994 ,1667 -.0S66 ,6671 *?g62
.7994 .3333 ".OSS1 .6696 .7824







XIC CP P,LIP? ML3C
0,0000 1,1167 .980_ ,1209
.013S -,1610 .637_ ,8312
,0271 -.4388 ,5675 .9491
,0515 -_6_81 .5019 1,0474
,0763 -,7O?B ,4644 1.1112
•i012 -,_508 ,4690 1,13_0
,1S03 -.9554 ,4212 1,18_2
,1994 -1.0263 .4001 1.227S
,2501 -1.0651 ,3904 1.2461
.2q99 -1.0o56 ,38_0 1.2625
,3699 -1,1276 .37_9 i,?_04
.3994 -.7_71 .4_7 1.0798
.6496 -,3298 .5929 ,0011
,4997 -,_97 .6032 ,8B51
.5492 -,2620 .6113 ._724
,5994 -.2290 ,_Iq3 ._600
.649S -.2041 ,62_2 ._462
•6qgb -.1621 ,6401 ,_278
,7489 -.1144 *b526 ._0%5
.8003 --*0593 .66B5 .7_41
• 6500 -,0056 _6_32 .7614
.R993 .0617 .7014 .7332









X/C CP P,L/PT qL_C
0.0000 1.1167 ,989_ ,1709
.0122 .4q81 ._1_4 .$432
•0251 .1974 .7373 ,6772
.0S10 -,0?62 .6619 .79_3
• 0755 -,IA_O .6315 ,8412
,1000 -,27S2 ,6073 ._787
.1504 -,3_27 ,5785 .q737
.2004 -*4?30 *7661 ,0433
,2S01 -.4113 ,5701 .9371
• 3002 -,37q8 ,$7_7 .q23S
,350? -,361S .5R35 ,91S9
,4000 -,3330 .5910 .9040
.4503 -.?865 ,604P ,88_6
• 5000 -,_657 .6098 ._740
• 5506 -.2268 .6710 ,qS74
• 5qq7 -,1912 ,6?97 ,8439
,6502 -,1874 .632_ ,8392
.7003 -.1711 ,6S13 *_OS
.7497 -*081B .6616 ,794?
,7eO_ -,0295 .6?66 ,7716
.8503 .004_ .68S9 .7S73
.0000 ,0?80 .6922 .747S
,9403 .1324 ,7201 ,7042
215
C01 ,01246 CDCOR1 .01737
C02 .01236 COCO_? .01222
C03 ,0115S COCOR3 ,01146
C34 ,00q67 COCOR4 ,00966
C05 ,00837 CDCORS ,00796
SPA_WIS_
XfC Y/C CP P,L/RT qLOC
,1S05 -.$000 -,893S .4388 1.1562
• ISOS -.3333 -.9628 ,4201 1.1902
• 150S -,1667 -.9793 .4142 1,2010
,1505 0,0000 -,9SS6 .4212 1,1882
,1SOS ,1667 -.9386 .476_ I*I78S
,ISOS .3333 -.q867 ,4136 1,2022
.IS05 .5000 -*9457 .423S 1,1840
.4995 -.$000 -*6049 .5731 .9323
• 4995 -*3333 -*3463 *SqO0 .90S8
,499S -,1667 -.3140 ,$98S .8924
• 4995 0.0000 -.289? .603Z .8881
.4995 .1667 -.?945 *6034 ._848
.499S *3333 -*3066 .6008 ,8888
.4995 ,$000 -*?854 .6066 .8798
,79q_ -.5000 -,07_1 ,6634 ,7919
,7994 *.3333 -,0768 .6619 .7q42
,Tgq4 -,166? -.0648 .66S2 ,?891
• 7994 0.0000 -,0S90 .6685 *?841
,79q4 ,1667 -.0870 .6676 ,7855
• 7994 ,3333 -,0S39 ,6682 *784S







XIC CP PJLIPT qLOC
0.0000 1.0_1Z .9794 .1735
• 0139 -.2720 .6031 .5P58
,0271 -,5416 ,5295 1.0026
• 0515 -.7k94 .470_ 1,1004
,0763 -.9001 ,4317 1.1695
• !012 -.Q412 .4i90 i.i926
,1503 -1.0387 ,3916 1,2442
,19Q4 -1,1058 ,37Z4 1,Z818
.2501 -1.1457 .3620 1.3027
.2999 -1._35 ,3524 1.3223
.3k99 -1,2266 ,3406 1.3471
.3996 -1,2506 .3360 1.3570
,4_96 -.6754 .4938 1.0615
.4997 -.3089 .5715 *9354
,5492 -.2652 .6063 ,_400
.5_94 -,_o50 .6277 ._476
.6495 -,i64_ ,6345 ._)70
• 6996 -.1392 .6425 .6247
;?ks_ -,_o_z .6p36 .eo76
• 8003 -,Op3_ .66_1 ,7e13
• 8$00 -,0014 .6704 ,7677
,5_3 ,0609 .6973 ,7402
.9489 .1250 ,7145 ,7135
Pr 73.4954 PSI CN .3775
TT 104,3074 K CN .0011




XlC CP PpL/PT NL_C
0,0000 I*O_IZ .9794 .1735
,0122 .bOOB .fl455 .4_78
• 0251 .3017 .763_ .636_
.0510 .0300 .6B73 .7556
.0755 -.0867 .6566 .q030
,1000 -,1741 .6315 .R4i7
,1504 -.2928 .59R_ .80_1
• 2004 -.3421 .5543 ,glSZ
._501 -.3395 .5854 .9134
.3002 -.3_72 .5895 .9070
•3507 -.31_ .5917 ,0036
,4000 -,2967 .5993 ,5917
.4503 -.2573 .6094 ._?60
,5000 -.2424 .6146 ._fl78
.5_06 -,_115 .A21Z ,5577
,5997 -*l_Og .6316 .8415
,6502 -,lPOZ .6303 ,R_36
.7003 -.1175 .b405 .8155
,7997 -,OBO0 .6605 *79_9
.7Q95 -.0308 .6724 .7?86
.8503 -.0001 ,6798 .7672
.9000 .01_0 .68_4 ,7585
.9483 .1_48 ,7144 ,7136
CD1 .OZZ4B COCOR1 ,0_178
CDZ ,OZIiS CO¢ORZ ,0203_
C03 ,OZO0| C0C0R3 .01896
C04 .01621 CDCOR4 .01_ez
COS .01314 CDCOR5 ,012S4
5PRHWISE
X/C YIC CP P/L/PT NLOC
• 150_ -,5000 -*97Z1 .41Z_ 1.2052
• 1505 -.3333 -1.0537 ,3BET 1._499
,1505 -,1667 -l.OSeZ .3054 1,E?_2
.1505 0.0000 -1,0387 .3916 1.244Z
,1505 .1667 -1*0264 ,3972 1._335
.1505 .3333 -1,0750 .38ZB 1,261_
,1505 ._000 -1,0391 .3907 1.2459
.4999 -*PO00 -.4223 .5643 .9467
,499_ -,3333 -,3381 .5865 .9117
.4995 -.1667 -,3479 .5646 ,9147
.4995 0,0000 -.398_ .5715 .935_
.4995 .1667 -.4034 .5695 .9385
.4995 ,3333 -.4042 ,568Z .9405
.4995 .5000 -.3469 ._849 .9142
.7994 -,5000 -.1121 ,6491 .8146
.7994 -.3333 -.0955 .6541 .8068
.799_ -.1667 **0673 .6595 .79_6
.7994 0,0000 -,0534 ,6661 .7883
.7994 .1667 -.046B .6671 .7867
.7994 .3333 -.0455 .6679 .785_





X/C CP P,LIPT HL3C
0.0000 1.0_4_ .0801 .17_3
• 013S -.2_21 ,5023 ,_71
.d271 -.5409 ,5291 1.0334
.0515 -,7541 ,4714 1.0996
.0763 -.SOLZ ._315 1,1609
• 1012 -,9358 ,4io6 1,1916
• 1503 -1,03_8 ,39_I 1,2434
.1994 -1.1036 .3729 1.2809
,2501 -i.1478 .3617 1,3033
.299o -1,1_53 .3528 1.3215
.3499 -1,2207 .3402 1.3479
.3994 -I._390 .3350 I._591
.4496 -,7085 .4_40 1.07_1
.4997 -.4090 ,5674 .9418
_92 -,_635 ,6o7o ,_7_
,5994 -,1_97 .bZ55 "._510
.6495 -.1645 ,6344 ._373
• 6996 -.1342 .6424 ,o_49
.7489 -.0080 ,6_19 .8103
• 8003 -.0451 .6653 ,7896
.BSO0 ,0001 ,6795 ,7676
• _ .o617 ,6970 .7_o7
,9489 ,1242 .7138 .7146
PT 73,48E6 PSI CN ,3764
TT 104*2334 K CH *0017
RC ;5.21PB _ILLIO_ CC ,0055
M_CH ,7666
ALP_/ 2, )73_ hE6
LOdE_ SURFACE
_/C CP P_LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,0_42 .9801 .1703
.0122 .602R ,8471 ,4951
.0_51 ,3034 ,7633 ,6364
,0510 ,0300 ,68_4 .75_9
.075_ -.0870 ,65_7 .B059
.lOOD -.1774 .6300 ,9440
,150_ --,2933 .5986 .5979
,2004 -.3422 ,5841 .9155
.2501 -,3441 ,5844 .9151
• 300E -,3_47 .590P .0051
,3507 -.3_04 .5901 .9061
,4000 -.7979 .5962 ._69
.4503 -._5_7 .6086 _B793
,5000 -.2427 ,6134 .5598
,5506 -,_llZ .6215 .8572
.5_97 -,1825 .6275 ._479
.6502 -,l_2b ,6Z93 ,_451
,7003 -.1193 .6465 ,_I_5
.7497 -,0827 ,6561 ,_037
,70gq -.03_6 ,6696 .7B30
._P03 -,0001 .6705 .76_7
,9000 .0173 .6847 .7§07
,o483 .1233 .7135 ,7149
CDI .02239 CDCOR1 .02193
COZ .O21qk COCOR_ ,02146
C03 ,0Z013 COCOR3 .019?6
C04 .01627 C0_0R4 .0161_
C05 .0133_ CDCOR5 .01277
SPANWISf
XlC YIC CP P,LIPT NLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -,9706 .4127 hZ043
.1505 -.3333 -I.0532 .3891 1.2491
,1505 -.1667 -1.0733 .3851 1.2567
• lP05 0.0000 -1.0388 ,39_i 1.Z434
• 1505 .1667 -I.0224 .3984 I*Z31Z
.1505 .3333 -1.0730 .3836 1.2597
.1505 ,5090 -1,0541 .3904 1.2k65
.4995 -._000 -.4195 .5641 .9470
,4995 -,3333 -.3_08 .59_0 .903Z
,4995 -.1667 -*3642 .5791 .q234
.4995 0.3000 -.4090 .5674 .9418
.4995 ,16_7 -.4141 .56_6 ,9446
.4995 ,3333 -.3640 .5823 .91_3
.4995 .5000 -.35ei .580B *9ZOB
.7994 -.5000 -.1127 .6491 *8166
,7994 -,3333 -.0939 .6546 .8061
,7994 -,1667 -.0680 ,6612 .7959
.7994 0.0000 -.O4el ,66_3 ,7e96
,7994 .1667 -.0464 .6674 .7863
.7994 .3333 -*0443 .6683 .7849




PT 73,4989 PSI CN .5066
TT I04.4091 K CW -.0034




XlC CP e,L/PT "LOC
0.0000 1,O1B6 .o621 .2367
.0135 -,4_81 ,5591 .9566
.0271 -,72_2 ,4R20 1,0_15
• 0_15 -,_881 .4357 1,16_3
.0763 -1,0389 ,3q6_ 1,_343
,1012 -1,0_55 ,3844 1,2557
,1503 -1,1611 ,3602 1.3065
,1994 -1,2241 ,3431 1,3418
.2501 -1,7654 ,3320 1,3655
,2999 -I._ ,l_'_;_F 1.3815
.3499 -1,3329 ,3128 1,40_0
,3_94 -1.3478 *3075 1.4202
.4496 -.7453 ,4761 1.0915
,4q97 -,6196 ,5110 1,0330
.5492 -,5261 ,5347 .9_42
.5994 -.3666 ,5_02 ,9216
.6495 -,2535 ,b10_ ._748
,609b -,1361 ,64S8 ,_L96
,7489 -.0o23 ,6566 ._029
.8003 -.040_ .6706 .7_14
,_500 .0048 .6_37 .7612
.8993 .0639 .6998 .7362
.9489 .[165 .7140 .7[42
LOWE_ SURFACE
X/C _P P,L/PT _L_C
0,0000 1,01e6 ,9621 ._367
*012_ ,7167 .879_ ,4349
*0251 .4256 .79q? .5?_5
.0510 ,1557 ,7_40 .6gq7
*0755 .0362 .69_5 .7476
,1000 -,0576 ,6669 .7870
,1504 -.1_49 .6298 .S443
*2004 -,2399 .6148 .R675
._501 -.2590 .60o7 .5754
.3002 -._570 .AIOB *_738
.3507 -,256_ ,6100 .8751
.4000 -,_21 ,6106 ,8741
.4503 -,2_21 .6203 .8590
.5000 -,2137 .b228 ,8551
.5506 -.1906 ,6275 .R479
,5997 -,1635 .6362 ,5344
,6502 -.1759 ,6316 .8415
,7003 -,1156 ,65_0 *qlO1
*7497 --,0_64 ,6553 *5004
.7998 -.03_2 .671_ .7904
*8503 -,OlSq .67B0 ,7700
.9000 -,0067 .6R04 .7663
.9483 .0913 .70?0 .?_50
CO1 ,03950 COCOR1 ,03867
C02 ,03585 EDCOR2 ,03494
C03 .03188 CDCOR3 .03114
C04 .0E443 CDCOR4 .02394
C05 .01733 CDCOR5 .01652
SPANdISE
X/C Y/C CP P,L/tT _LOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.0871 ,3833 1*2603
,1505 --.3333 -1.1775 .3565 1,3138
• 1505 -,1667 -1.1854 ,3S47 1,3176
,1505 0.0000 -1,1611 *SbOZ 1.3065
.1505 ,1667 -l.1394 ,3689 1,2887
.150_ .3333 -1,1969 ,3512 1,32_9
.1505 .5000 -l.16e2 ,3S95 1.3079
.4995 -,5000 -,45?3 *5550 .9615
• 4995 -.3333 -.4280 .5639 .9473
,4995 -.1667 -.54?3 ,528Z 1.0047
.4995 0.0000 -*6196 ,5110 1.0350
• 4495 .1667 -.6_07 .5099 1.0347
• 4995 ,3333 -,5896 .5194 1.0190
.4995 .5000 -.5570 .5255 1.0091
• 7994 -*5000 --.1961 ,6_64 *8496
,7994 -,3333 -,1369 ,6426 .8246
• 7994 -,1667 -.0B24 ,6577 .8013
• 7994 0.0000 -.0404 ,6?06 .7814
.?994 ,1667 -.0315 .6719 .7794
• 7994 *3333 -,0336 ,6711 .7805
.7944 ,5000 -,0476 ,6673 .7865






[IC CP _,LIPT _LOC
0,0000 ,9568 ,Q452 .2861
.0135 -._632 .SZSQ 1.0036
,OZTL -.8250 .45_1 1.L297
.0515 -,q924 .4078 1.2135
o076t -1,1224 .3736 1,2793
•1012 -I.1710 .3614 1,30_0
• 1503 -1.2690 ,33_1 1,3524
• 1996 -1.3138 .3210 1.3572
• 2501 -1,3655 .3137 1.4061
• 2994 -i.2566 ,3255 1.3792
,349g -.9412 ,4216 1,I_7¢
,3996 -,7Z99 ,4781 1.0882
,4696 -.6_95 .6_L6 1.0653
.4097 -.64ZZ .5066 1,063q
• 549Z -.5797 ,523Q 1.011_
,5994 -.5049 .54Z5 *)516
,6695 -,4322 ,_b_5 ,9512
.6996 -,33_1 .5891 .9076
.7_89 -*2636 .60_5 .8774
• _003 -.1008 ,62d3 ,8667
.8500 -.1269 .6667 .5192
,8993 -.0536 ,66_9 ,7840
• q_$q -,0117 .6796 *7670
PT 73,5050 _S! CN . .5_8q
Tr 104,1815 K CH -.0140




XIC CP PeL/PT ML_C
0,0000 .9548 ,0652 .2_61
.0122 .7875 .8995 .393?
,0251 .5005 ,8106 .543_
,0510 .Z359 .7466 .6631
.075_ ,1115 .?131 .7156
.1000 .0209 .6R88 .7536
.1506 -*1108 .6691 .8146
,2004 -.1_16 ,6350 .839_
*Z501 -.208_ .62_0 ,8504
,300_ -,2223 .6101 ,0600
.3507 -.2310 .6176 ,_633
,_000 -,2345 .615_ .8670
.4503 -._0F6 .6242 ._530
,5000 -.Z072 ,62_3 .8528
,5506 -,16o2 .6366 ,8338
.5907 -.1759 .6332 .8391
,6502 -.lq15 .6280 ,8_72
.7003 -,13_9 .6440 .8225
.7607 -.I13_ ,6600 ._134
.7006 -.07g8 ,6590 ,7004
.85C3 -*0720 *6613 .7957
*qO00 -.07P6 .6623 .7943
.0483 -.0073 .6806 ,7660
C01 .05946 COCOR1 ,05165
CO2 .05268 CDCOA2 .05160
C03 .04906 CDCOR3 .04013
CD4 .05376 CDCOR4 .03314
CO5 .02712 C_OR_ .02639
SP&NWISF
XI¢ YIC CP PJLIPT MLUC
.[505 -.5000 -1.1523 ,3641 1.2086
,1505 -.3333 -1.2581 .3358 1.3_73
.1505 -.1667 -1.2492 .5533 1.36_8
,1505 0.3000 -1.2490 .3381 1.3_2_
.1505 .1667 *I.2001 .3_8_ 1.3306
.1505 .3333 -1.2801 .$298 1.3704
.1505 .5000 -1.2381 ,3366 1.3562
,49_5 -.5000 -.4507 .§_55 ,960?
,4905 -.3333 -._62_ .5533 .0643
,6905 -.1667 -.6203 .5110 1.0330
.6995 0.0000 -.6_22 ,504_ 1,0430
.49q5 .1667 -,6363 .§042 1.0662
,6905 .3333 -.6429 .5035 1.0455
.6995 .5000 -.5591 ,527B 1.0054
.79_6 -.5000 -.2251 ,6181 .$626
.7904 -.3333 -.1797 .6290 .845?
.?qq4 -*1667 -.1630 .6346 .8370
.7094 0.0000 -.1908 *6283 ,846?
,?qq6 .166? -.2071 ,6230 .8548
.7994 .3335 -.1850 .6275 .8480





X/C CP P,LIPT NL_C
0,0000 .864_ .9274 .3315
,0135 -.685q ,500? 1.0500
.0271 -.0474 .4279 1.1765
,3515 -1.10_4 ,382_ 1.2622
.0763 -1.2302 .3503 1,3_67
,1012 -1.2665 .3410 1.3466
.1503 -1.3436 .3196 1.3927
,1996 -i.7529 .ZOO7 1,5_06
.2501 -1.2866 .3381 1,3525
.2999 -.0330 .4310 1.170_
.3490 -.7m22 ,67_0 1,09_6
,3996 -.7_6 ,4_46 1.0776
,4496 -.6_12 *_62 1.0575
.4992 -.6450 ,5Oil 1.0378
.5492 -,5863 ,5233 1,01_8
.Sgg_ --.5220 ,5457 ._264
,6495 -._569 .5528 .4_91
.6q96 -.6062 .5726 .g336
,74_9 -,337_ .5933 .9011
._003 -.2737 ,61_6 .,716
._500 -.2220 .6_20 .8555
.B9@3 -.1667 .6397 ,8291
.q489 -.i091 .6561 ,803?
PT 73,5965 _51 CN .6015
TT 104,180R K CM -,Olqb




X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 ._868 .02_6 ,3315
,O12Z .q466 ,q172 .3555
• 0_51 .571_ ,8610 .5046
• 0510 .3060 .7677 *6_q3
.0755 .1761 .7330 .6832
.1000 .0847 .7092 ,2217
,1506 -,3578 .6702 ,78_1
• 2006 -.1306 .6512 .0113
• 2501 -.1616 ,6635 .8231
• 3002 -.1_37 .6355 .B356
,3507 -.1940 .6345 *_370
.4000 -.20_3 .6270 ,84_7
•6503 -,1876 .6338 ,8382
,5000 -,1002 ,6301 .8639
,5506 -.1876 .6330 ,8305
.5g_7 -*1606 .6414 ,826_
• 6502 -.1903 .6368 .8366
.7303 -,1547 .6415 .8_62
,7697 -._340 .6487 ,8151
.7998 -,1028 ,6581 .8006
,$503 -,1112 .6537 .8025
.0000 -.1305 ,6468 ,8181
.0483 -.06o4 .6670 ,7870
CD1 .07032 COC081 .07061
C02 .06398 ¢0¢082 °06619
C03 ,06240 ¢DCOR_ ,06265
Cb6 ,041_5 CDC_R_ .04227
C05 .03402 COCOR5 .03302
SPkNWI$[
XlC Y/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.2568 .3456 1,3367
• 1505 -.3533 -1.3711 .3176 1.3_72
,1505 -.1657 -1.3584 ,3162 1.6005
.1505 0,0000 -1.3_36 .3196 1,3027
,1505 .1667 -1,3150 .6zqT 1.3705
,1505 .3333 -1.3940 ,3114 1,4112
• 1505 .5000 -1.3516 ,3180 1.3965
.6905 -.5000 -,4036 .5501 .96q_
,6995 -,3333 -.5517 .5350 *q3T
.49q5 -.1667 -.5364 .511_ 1.0315
• 4995 0,0000 -.6450 .5051 1.0_T8
.4995 .1667 -.64_0 .5001 1.0362
.49_5 .3333 -.6544 .5070 1.0306
.4_95 .5000 -.5763 .5283 1.0046
.7996 -.5000 -._286 .6235 .8_65
,7qq_ -.3335 -.2111 .6270 .84§8
.79q4 -.1667 -.Z162 .6298 *866_
.7994 0.0000 -.2707 .6124 *8714
.7906 .166? -,_842 .6081 .8781
.7996 .3335 -.2672 .6116 .8725





XlC CP O_L/PT _LO¢
0.0000 1.0_22 .9775 .1814
.0135 ,5q61 ,8468 .6991
.O_?L .3203 *76g5 .6_66
.3515 .0_79 .7050 .72_3
,0763 -,0_I .6568 .3027
.1012 -.1525 .63_2 *8313
• 1503 -.2315 .61_L .8626
,1906 -.3076 ._66 .8906
• 2501 -.3026 .6005 ,8800
.ZqqO -.30_ .5056 .SqT2
,3%99 -.2010 .6016 ,_88_
.3996 -.2762 .6050 .5829
,6696 -.245l .5138 ._692
,4997 -.2261 ,6188 ,8614
,5492 -.l_O0 .62_2 ._468
• 5q94 -*1621 .6366 .8361
.b495 -.1400 .6432 .0237
,6995 -,flOg .6514 .5110
,748_ -.0770 ,6612 .7060
._003 -.0321 .6730 .7778
.0500 ,0043 .b_46 .7598
.8g03 .05Q7 ,60ql .7389
.0489 .1080 .7108 .7191
PT 73.6332 PSI CN -.6254
TT L06,1225 K CW .0036




X/C C 0 P_L/=T qL3C
0.0000 1.0222 .9775 .1_14
• 0122 -.Z661 ,6065 ._505
• 0251 -,5616 ,5260 1,0083
• 0510 -,?¢bO .460? 1.3181
• 0?55 -,8q13 ,6326 1,16m0
• 1000 -,9725 ,6115 1.2066
•1506 -1*0950 ,37_¢ 1,2620
,2006 -1.1660 ,3626 I,_015
,2501 -1.2050 .352_ 1.3215
,5002 -1.21qq ,3643 1._306
,350? -1._630 ,333# 1.3616
• 6000 -I.2220 .32_8 1.8726
,6503 -,_088 ,4886 1.0703
,5000 -*_582 .5546 ,9625
.550_ -.2065 .5_91 ,8921
,5097 -.1965 *6269 *0688
,6502 -,1851 *6308 ,8629
• 7003 -.13_? .643_ *_232
.7497 -,1203 .6492 ._146
.7008 -.06P% .668_ ,?84?
• 8_03 -.010_ *bS05 .7661
.9000 *0255 .688? .7535
• 9483 .1269 .7161 .7110
217
C01 .0255_ CD_O_I ,0255?
C02 .02510 CDCO_2 *02472
C03 ,02296 C0C083 .02256
C06 ,01898 CDC084 .01878
C05 .01461 CDCOR5 .01328
SPkNWISE
X/C ¥/C CP _,L/PT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 **2062 .6268 .8521
.1505 -.3355 -,2863 ,6146 ,8680
.1505 -.1667 -,2531 .6100 .8751
.1505 0.0000 -.2313 .6181 ,8624
*3505 .1667 -.246b .6132 .86q3
.1505 ,3333 -.2535 ,6092 ,8763
.1505 .5000 -,2230 ,6183 .8622
,6995 -*5000 -,2280 .6183 .8622
.4995 *.3313 -.2221 .6190 .8611
.4995 -,1662 -,2262 .61R0 .862?
,6995 0,0000 -.22_1 ,6188 ,861_
,4995 .1667 -,2220 .6202 .8593
,6095 .5335 -*2202 .6195 .8603
,4995 ,5000 -*1775 .6309 .8_27
.7994 -.5000 -,0679 .6608 .7966
.7994 -.8833 -.0656 .6629 .7053
,799_ -.1667 -.0466 .6682 .7851
.7094 0.0000 -.0321 .6730 .77?8
,7994 .1667 -,0331 .6?06 .7817
,7996 ,3333 -,0286 .6731 .7776
,?996 .5000 -*0308 *6?25 .778_
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY,
TABLE XXXVlII. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.78






r/C C D PpL/PT WLq_
0.0000 1.1600 .9996 .0236
.0135 .1798 .7201 .7010
.0271 -.I077 .63_7 .8253
,0515 -.3361 .5734 ,_277
.0763 -.4835 .53_0 .9037
.[OIZ -.5727 .5062 1.0350
.1503 -.6699 .4765 1.095_
.IO94 -.7452 .4571 1.1104
•ZSOl -.7734 ,4504 1,1312
.Z990 -.77_Z .4485 1,1344
.34g0 -,6819 .5326 ,_030
.3094 -.4Z44 .5478 ._q3
.4496 -.3850 ,5507 .)6_4
.4997 -,3425 .5713 .03[0
.549Z -,Z863 .5871 .00%2
.5996 -.2455 ,_990 ._a63
.6495 -,2072 ,6107 ,_695
,6996 -.1635 ,6236 ,_496
.7480 -,1152 .6371 .8287
._003 -,0634 .6513 ,_070
• 8500 -,0098 ,6650 .7846
,8993 *0552 .6653 .7507
.q480 .1275 .7055 .7235
PT 25.13_7 e$[ CN. -.0151
TT 100.6873 R CM -.0000




XIC CP PtL/PT WL_C
0.0000 1,1600 .0906 .0_36
.0122 *_158 .7304 .6850
*0251 -,0957 .6421 ._ZIO
,0510 -.36a5 ,5642 ,9423
1075_ m'_?_O .5333 .9017
.I000 -,5875 .50_0 1.0429
.1504 -,7105 ,4640 1.1058
.200_ -.7856 .4456 1.1306
._501 ",ql_O .6377 1.1537
,3002 -,_343 ,4314 1.1650
,3507 -.5806 .5044 1.0390
,4000 -.39_ ,556B .9530
,6503 -.3658 .5652 .0407
,5000 -,33_0 .57_3 ,9_05
,5506 -,2_53 .5546 ,9102
,5097 -,_4_3 .5991 .0875
,650_ o.2161 ,60_7 .87_6
,7003 -,16_6 ,6Z30 ,869Z
.7497 -.1135 ,6376 ._79
,709_ -*0537 ,6541 ,80_7
.8503 -,0096 ,6659 .7_45
.9000 ,03_7 ,6806 ,7619
.9483 ,1207 ,706_ .7_25
C01 .009B7 CO_OR1 .00960
C02 .00976 COCOR2 ,00946
C03 .00957 ¢DCOR3 *00932
CD4 .008_3 COCOR4 ,00813
C05 ,00714 COCOR5 .00708
SPANWISE
XlC YIC CP P,LIPT _LOC
,1505 -.5000 -,59B1 *4qBB 1.0483
• 1505 -,3333 -,6897 ,4736 1.0909
.1505 -.1667 -,6810 .4747 1,0889
• 1505 0.0000 -.6699 ,4765 1,08_
,1505 .1667 -.6854 .4739 1,0903
,1505 ,3333 -.6819 .4758 1,0871
.1505 .5000 -,6705 .4777 I,0838
.49_5 -.5000 -.3532 ,5692 .9344
• 6995 -.3333 -.3455 ,5720 ,9299
.4995 -.1667 -,338_ .5733' ,q_79
,4995 0.0000 -.34_5 .5713 ,9310
.6995 ,1667 -.340B .5727 .9288
,4995 ,3333 -,3392 .5738 .9270
.4095 .5000 -,3096 ,5814 ,9151
,7994 -.5000 -.0815 ,6465 .814_
.7094 -,3333 -,0783 ,6465 ,6143
,7994 -,1667 -.0679 .6491 .8103
.7994 0.0000 -.0634 .6513 ._070
.7994 .1667 -.0607 ,6525 .8052
,7994 ,3333 -.0587 ,6521 .8057





X/_ CP P,LI_T _L_C
0,0000 1,0_48 .oBI3 ,1641
• 0135 ,5B06 ,835Z ,5134
,0271 ,ZoSZ ,7538 ,b4_2
• 0515 .0503 ,6_7 ,75_
,0763 -*0913 .643_ ,@I_6
.lO1Z -.l?PP ,6Z03 ,_546
•1503 -._7ZO ,5903 ,9013
.I904 -.3374 .5753 .0_q7
•2501 -,3419 .5737 ,9_80
,2900 -.3407 ._7_8 ,0_86
.3490 -,3302 .5750 .9_37
.3994 -.315| ._00 .0_73
,4406 -,_818 .5801 ,9047
,6997 -,_570 ,5054 ._q33
.5602 -,_223 ,_079 ._73_
.5904 -.lO25 ,_145 "._637
,6695 -.1686 .6219 .5522
.699_ -.1376 ,63L5 ,8373
.7489 -,I058 ,6600 ,_2_3
.8003 -.06_6 ,55_5 ,_0_1
.8500 -,0246 .6617 ,7909
,_993 ,0323 ,6BO_ .7675
,068_ .0850 .69_8 ,7632
Pr Z5,1371 PSI {N -.4119
TT 1_),232& K C_ ,0054




_lC CP P.LIPT NLO_
0,0000 1,004_ .0_13 ,1641
,012_ -,_321 .6043 ._704
• 0251 -.5086 .5_51 1,0050
.O_LO -,7436 ,_551 I.I_8
,0755 -,8_76 ,4_30 1.1q03
• I000 -,9407 .4017 I,??00
.1504 -I,0647 ,3605 I,_8_6
• ZOO4 -1.1213 ,3520 1.3164
,2501 -I.1660 .3391 1,3455
,3007 -1.207_ ,3301 1.3649
,3507 -1,_354 ,31_5 1.3905
•4000 -1,2533 ,31_1 1,40_7
.6503 -.7401 ,4573 1,11_I
•5000 -,61E5 .49P3 1,059_
,5506 -.5119 .5256 1,0041
,5997 -,3868 .5501 .9503
,650_ -.23¢_ .6017 ,8835
,7003 -,1472 .678_ .0415
.7497 -,0030 ,643_ ,81_7
,7909 -,0330 ,6673 ,7901
• _03 ,0071 .670B .7771
.O000 .046_ .6_4_ .7565
,9&83 ,I178 .7021 ,728_
C01 .03539 CDCORI ,03465
C02 .0326R CDCOR_ ,03218
C03 .02974 Cocne3 ,o293o
004 .02175 COCOR4 .02143
C05 .OIIOI COCOR5 ,01160
,P&_WISE
X/C YIC CP P_L/PT HLOC
,|505 -.$000 -.2580 ,5960 ,8_24
• 1505 -,3333 -,2807 ,5890 .9012
,1505 -.1667 -,27Bi ._905 .9009
,1505 0.0000 -,2720 .5903 ,9013
.1505 .1667 -,2941 ,5857 ,9084
,1505 ,3333 -,2760 .5904 ,9011
,1505 .5000 -.2775 .5907 ,9006
,4995 -,5000 -.2412 ,5996 .e867
,4995 -,3333 -.2537 .5_53 ,8934
.4995 -.1667 -,2510 ,5995 .8860
,4995 0.0000 -.2570 .5_54 ,8933
.4995 .1667 -._553 .5956 .8929
.6995 .3333 -._529 ,5956 ,8930
,_995 ,5000 -.2_16 ,6078 ,8739
.7994 -.5000 -.0Q55 .6q19 .8214
.7994 -,3333 -.OBO ,6415 .8220
,7994 -,1667 -.0702 .6506 ,$081
,7994 0,0000 -,0606 ,6545 ,802|
,7994 ,1667 -,0595 ,6521 ,8057
.7994 .3333 -.0557 .6510 ,8074





XI_ CP PeLIPT _L)C
0.0000 1,1357 ._930 .1000
• 0135 ,4653 ,_010 .570_
.OZTI ,I_iI .7Z06 .7002
,0515 -,10550 ,6539 ,I0_9
• 0763 -.2076 .6056 *_713
,lOll -,2_77 ,5854 ._073
•1503 -.3740 ,5623 ,9452
,1996 -,4391 .5440 ._745
.ZSO1 -,4316 .5664 ._737
.2990 --.4_46 .54q2 ,_676
• 3499 -.3P29 ,5605 .)4d|
,3994 -.35Z6 .56_2 ._344
,4496 -,3154 .5?0_ ,91@5
• 6997 -,_833 .5_¢2 ,_030
.549Z -._364 .603Z ,3317
• 5994 -,2010 .61h6 ,4606
• 6495 -,1752 ,b185 ,@5?4
•6096 -.139Z .62d0 ,_4_8
•7469 -,0_60 ,64Z6 .4206
,8003 -,05ZO ,6540 ._O_R
.8500 -*0068 .6679 ,7_14
,8993 *0537 ,6846 *7556
.04B_ ,1Z06 *7027 ,7_0
PT 25.1_25 PSI CN -.2950
TT L_o.7904 K CM ,OOt4
_C 6,394_ _ILLION CC ,0084
MA_ .7@02
ALP:t; -I,9843 OEG
X/C CP P_L/PT 4LOC
0.0000 1,1357 ,9930 .1000
• _I_ -,0009 ,6436 ,Rig8
,0251 -,3700 ,5609 ,9476
,0510 -,636_ .4883 1,0658
.0755 -,7_15 ,454_ 1.1_39
,1000 -,_50 .6331 1,16_0
• 1504 -,O4B3 ,30_6 I,_59
,_004 -I,0135 ,3803 I,_613
.2501 -1,0621 ,364_ 1,_934
• 3002 -1.1011 ,355_ 1.3110
,3507 -1.1365 ,3460 1,3308
,4000 -I,1460 *3433 1,3365
.6503 -,6671 ,6701 1,0_15
,5000 -,4_96 .5476 ,96n?
,5506 -._87 .5B83 ,_043
,5997 -.?042 ,60gO ,R?07
,b_OZ -.1714 ,6196 .q557
,7003 -,1320 ,6_98 .8400
,7497 -,0996 ,6414 ,_?_I
,709d -,0451 .6550 .7909
,8503 -.0071 *66?8 ,7_16
,O000 ,0300 ,6804 .7622
.0483 ,1259 ,?06_ ,7256
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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CO1 .02110 COCOR1 .02061
C02 .0_054 COCOR2 .02004
CD3 ,01952 00C0R3 .01906
CD4 .01566 C0¢0R4 .01514
C05 .00989 COCOR5 .00932
SPANWISE
X/C Y/C CP _.L/PT qLO¢
.1505 -,5000 -.3562 .56?5 ,93?0
• 1505 -.3333 -,3_?6 ,5584 .95[6
• 1505 -,1667 -.3856 ,55B9 ,9506
.1505 0,0000 -,3740 ,5623 ,9452
,1505 ,1667 -.39?0 .5559 ,95_4
.1505 *3333 *,3770 ,5614 ,9466
,1505 ,5000 -,3?87 .5609 ,9475
.4995 -,5000 -,2?23 ,59_0 ,89_6
• 4995 -,3333 -,2R17 ,5888 ,9035
.4995 -.1667 -,_?_6 .5918 ,_gBq
• 4995 0,0000 -.2833 ,5092 ,q030
,4995 ,1667 -,2B05 *509? ,90_2
,4995 .3333 -,276_ ,5903 ,9013
,4995 .5000 -,2472 .600? ,_850
,7994 -*5000 -*0897 .64_0 ,$212
,7994 -,3333 -.0815 ,6455 .SlSO
,7994 -.1667 -,0659 .64_3 .8115
,7994 0.0000 -,0520 .6540 ,602e
,7904 .1667 -.0513 .6530 ,_043
,7994 .3333 -,0469 ,6554 .8006













XIC C D PeL/PT _LJC
0.0000 1.1573 .99Q0 .0374
,0135 ,3362 ,7648 ,6307
• 0271 .0486 ,683Q .75_B
.0_15 -,1R55 .617l ,_595
,0763 -*_353 ,573_ .QZT1
• ]OIZ -.4Z14 ,_4_5 ,_672
• 1_03 --.6985 .52_ *)ggo
.1_96 -,56_7 ,5086 1,0319
.2501 -.52P9 .5202 1.OI_Q
,Zgqg -,_223 ,5213 1.0112
,3699 -,44_5 ,54Z1 ,9774
,3994 -.4048 ,_5_ ,_SP_
,6696 -.3_42 ,Sbd5 ._35_
,%997 -,31%4 .5796 ,_ITQ
• 5492 -.257q .596_ .3917
,5996 -.2715 ,60_8 ._7_4
• 6695 -.1P59 .6170 .8598
.6996 -.1460 .6279 .d430
.7489 -.!050 .6409 ._23a
,SO03 -,05R? ,6566 ._021
._500 -.0063 .6685 ,7_05
.8993 ,057_ ,6864 ,7529
,_4_9 .125_ ,7062 ,7Z_5
LDWE_ SURFkCE
x/c CP P,LI_T WL_
0,0000 1.1573 ,_9_0 ,0374
,0122 *051_ ,6863 ,756_
,0251 -,_4_6 ._905 .8q70
• 0510 -.5124 .5_Z 1.006_
.0755 -.6150 ,4941 1,0560
• I000 -.?05Z *4675 1,101_
• 150_ -,_465 .4290 1.1677
,_004 -,9110 .4100 1,2043
,_501 -,9638 .3967 1.2_9_
• 300_ -,_II .3879 1._46_
•3507 -I.0_2_ .3789 I._b39
.4000 -.7916 *4438 1.1428
.6503 -.3653 ,5656 ._404
• _000 -,_904 .5865 .9072
,5_06 -,_649 ,_965 ,49_7
.5o_7 -.2356 .6068 ,8796
.6502 -._055 ,6114 ,8684
.7003 -,1547 ,6_54 .94_8
.7497 -.1U9 ,63_3 .8270
,7098 -.05_5 .65_0 .8014
,q503 -,0085 ,6673 ,7_23
• 9000 ,03_9 .6812 .7610
,9493 .l_1 .7070 ,7Z18
C01 *01507 CDCOR1 .01463
C0_ .OI_Z5 CDCORZ .01476
C08 *01k70 CDCOR3 .014Z8
C04 ,01338 COCOR4 ,O131Z
C0_ .OlOTZ CDCOR5 ,01052
SPAN_ISE
_lC 71C CP P_LIPT _LOC
,1505 -,5000 -*_703 ,5371 .9854
• 1505 -,3333 *.5135 .5_40 1.0068
• 1508 -,1667 -.5021 .8Z75 1._010
.1505 0.0000 **49_5 ,5288 .9990
• 1505 ,1667 -,51_9 ._Z31 1.0083
• 1505 .8333 -,5044 ,5266 1.0025
• 1505 ,5000 -.4961 *SZ?Z ,9982
,4995 -.§000 -,3086 .5833 .9122
,49e5 -.3333 -.3110 .5817 ,q146
,4995 -,1667 -,3088 .583? .9116
.4995 0,0030 *,3164 ,5796 ,9179
• 4995 .1667 -*3089 .5831 .9124
,4995 .3333 -.3081 .58_8 ,91_9
.4995 .8000 -,_771 ,5918 ,8989
,7994 -.5000 -,0760 ,649Z ,810_
.7994 -,3333 -.OTZO ,6503 ,8085
,7996 -*1667 -,0617 ,6_6_ ,80_8
.7994 0,0000 -.054Z ,6544 .80Zl
.799_ *1667 -,0514 ,6_61 ,7995
.7994 ,3333 -,049_ ,6568 .7985





glC C _ P,[I_T _L]:
0.0000 1.1_9Z .999_ .OZ?8
*0135 ,IE93 .773Z ,b_61
.0_71 -.09_9 .6431 ,_1_5
.0818 -,3704 .5762 .'_233
.0763 -.6758 .536o ._891
,i01_ -.5654 ,5092 1.0311
,1503 -.6616 .4823 1.0760
.1994 -.7_38 ,6644 1.1067
._01 -.7583 ,65_7 t,I_35
,209_ -,6042 ,47_ i*0_33
.3499 -,4775 ;5363 ._00
,3994 -,48_7 ._5 ,#737
.9696 -.3P¢6 ._603 ,_6P5
._997 -.3_0_ ._731 .q_82
.549Z -,2n37 .500_ ,7011
.5994 -,2470 ._0_0 " ._8_0
,6495 -,2029 .6118 ,8_7C
,6996 -,15_4 .6_48 .8477
.748_ -.ii16 ,63_6 ,?768
'_003 -.0_96 ,6565 .aOlo
,bSO0 -,00?3 .66_3 .7809
.8993 .0573 .6_77 .7511
,g4B9 .1794 ,7071 ,7_12
PT Z5,1446 _$1 CN -.0220
TT 1_9.8357 K C_ -,0003




XIC CP P_L/OT qt_C
0.0000 1.1592 .9995 ,0_78
.0122 ,_0_8 ,7_79 ,6888
,0251 -.10_7 .6601 ._242
.0510 --.3779 .5624 ,9450
• 0755 -.6_70 .5317 .0943
,1000 -.5926 .5015 1,0638
,1504 -,71_7 .4661 1.1037
.ZOO_ -.7878 .4_62 1,13_5
.2501 -.8723 .4365 1.1558
• 3002 -.530_ ,4333 1.161_
,3_07 -.5377 .5177 1,0178
.6000 -.3918 .5578 ,95Z4
•6503 -.365_ .565R ,93q7
• TO00 -.3307 .5737 ,q_80
.5500 -.2058 .5_6_ ,9065
.5997 -._469 .6007 ,8_51
,650_ -,2130 .6089 ,87_3
.7003 -.1588 .67_7 ._479
,74_7 -.I10_ ,63_6 ._265
.709R -.0516 *_5_R .?_85
• _503 -.OOe2 ._680 .?q13
._000 ,O&06 ,6#_9 ,75_3
.9483 ,1310 .7075 .7_04
C01 .00963 CDCORI *00935
COZ *00951 CDCORZ *0092Z
C03 ,0093_ CDCOR3 .00909
CD4 *00812 COCOR4 *0080_
C05 ,00702 CDCON5 ,00695
SPANWISE
X/C YtC CP P_LIPT _tOC
• 1505 -*$000 -.592_ .5014 1.0439
• 1505 -,3333 -.6786 .4765 1,0888
• 1505 -.1667 -.67Z9 ,4784 I*08Z6
.1505 0,0000 -.6616 .4823 1.0760
,1505 *1667 -.6755 ,4777 1.0838
.1505 .3333 -.6754 ,4774 1,0848
.1505 .5000 -.6639 .6810 1.0782
,4995 -,5000 -,3478 .5707 .9319
,4995 -.3333 -,8443 .5715 ,9_08
,4995 -,1667 -,3348 .5746 ,9258
• 4qq5 0.0000 -,340Z .5731 .9282
.4995 .1667 -.3355 .574Z .9264
,4995 ,3333 -.3367 .5736 ,9274
.4995 ,5000 -,3055 .58Z9 ,91_8
,7994 -.5000 -.080_ .6457 .8155
.7904 -,3333 -,0758 .6670 ,8136
,7994 *.1667 -.0660 .6503 .8085
.799_ 0,0000 -.0596 ,6565 .8019
,7904 .1667 -,0579 ,65ZI ,8057
,799_ .3333 -,0554 .6528 .8046
,7994 ,5000 -.060B .6518 ,806Z
_EST 11( PT _5,1_b8 _51 CN .1161
RJN 52 If L_9,776_ K C" ,00_3
POINT 6 RC _.0_o4 MILLIC_ CC .0073
H_C_ ,77R7
ALP IA I,OIRO _EG
3PP_ D SURFACE LO_EP SUOFkCE
XIC C p P,LIPT _L]C XIC CP P*L/PT qLqC
0,0000 1.1565 .9985 .0458 0.0000 1.1565 .99P5 .0458
'3135 .0370 .678q ,76_5 ,0122 .35_1 ,7694 ,623Z
,0271 -,2390 .6011 ._R44 .OZSI ,0433 .6_15 ,7605
,3515 -.6656 ,5350 ,)_74 .0510 -.Z320 ,60Z3 ,_8_5
,3763 -_60_9 ,4959 1,0532 ,n755 -,352] ,5679 .9363
• 1012 -.6_12 ,4740 1,0_01 ,1000 -,668_ .5403 ,9803
,1503 -,7_68 .4413 1.L_73 .L504 -,5937 ,6997 1.0485
.1_94 -,8693 ,4205 1.Iq43 ,_004 -.6Z39 ,490B 1,0617
,2501 -.g160 ,4075 1,2049 ._501 -.6_97 ,48_? 1.0643
;_ -,9_33 ,_9_I 1.226_ ,300Z -,5138 ,523Z 1,0081
,_q9 -'_56_ .39_I 1,2267 ,3507 -,4626 ,53"5 .qq33
.399_ -.573_ .5196 1.0139 .4000 -,41_0 .5508 *_635
• 6696 -,]628 .57_4 .7294 .4503 -,3587 ,567_ ,9365
• 6997 -.3170 ,58_4 .9168 ,5000 -,3267 .57el ,0203
,5492 -,_709 .59Z_ ,49_2 ,5506 -.2781 ,5902 .9014
• _94 "._3H5 .6010 ,_65 *5997 -,_339 ,60_3 .88_5
• 6495 -,_0i9 .6114 ,"694 ,650_ -.ZOE6 .6112 ,86_7
,6996 --.15_6 ,6_37 ._494 ,?003 -.1501 .6261 *_457
,7489 -.1133 ,6371 ._Zd7 .7497 -.105[ *6395 .8_5l
• _003 -.0635 .55_I .4057 ,7_ -.0513 *_556 .8004
• _500 -*0067 ,6670 ,78_8 .8503 -.0081 .6672 ,78_5
,8q93 ,0567 ,68_0 ,7536 .QO00 *03_5 .6811 ,7612
._489 ,1256 ,7059 ,7Z30 .9483 ,1269 .7062 ,7_4
CO1 ,01120 COCDR1 ,01084
CD2 .Ollll CDCOR2 ,01074
CD3 ,01071 COCOR3 ,01041
C04 ,00B74 CDCOR4 ,00857
C05 .03709 COCOR5 .00698
5PANWISE
X/C ¥/C CP P,L/PT RLOC
• 1505 -*5000 -,7259 .4646 1.1063
,1505 -*3333 -.8269 .4361 1.L566
.1505 -,1667 -.8165 .4385 1.1523
.1505 0._000 -,7948 ._413 1,1473
,1505 ,1667 -.8063 ,4418 1,1463
• 1505 ,3333 -.SZl_ .4371 1.1548
,1505 .5000 -,8084 ,6402 1.1492
• 6995 -*5000 -*3666 *5649 ,g411
• 6995 *,3333 -,8658 .5716 ,9305
,6995 -.1667 -.3219 *5792 .9187
• 6995 0.0000 -,3170 *5804 .gl&8
,4995 ,1667 -*3095 ,581Z .q184
,4995 .3333 -.3E08 *5787 ,9193
.4_95 ,5000 -,308_ ,5829 .91_8
,7994 -,5000 -.0817 .6467 ,8140
.7994 --,3333 *,07@1 ,6473 .8[_1
• 7994 -.1667 -*0698 ,6496 *8096
,7996 0.0000 -.0635 .6571 .8057
,?994 ,1667 -,0590 ,6531 ,8041
• 7994 .3333 -.0564 .&535 .8036






X/_ CP P,L/PT HLqC
0,0000 1,1209 ,0913 o1116
,0135 -,1202 ,6355 ._312
,0271 -,37_8 ,5613 ,9668
• 051S -.6069 .495Z 1,0543
.0763 -.7374 ,4500 101146
• 1012 -.8126 ,4333 1.1525
.1503 -.9198 .4102 1.2040
.1994 -,96b5 ,38e8 1,2447
.Z501 -1,0376 ,3756 I,Z705
.Z999 -l,OP1q ,_64Z 1,2033
.3%99 -I,1066 ,3556 1,3100
,3994 -I.1101 .3557 1.3107
._496 -,5356 ,5177 1.0170
._997 -.37Z0 ,5633 ._437
.5492 -.2580 .5956 .8929
,5Q9_ -,ZOI? ,6117 ,_67 o
.6495 -,177S ,6109 ._553
,5996 -.1425 .6293 .3_07
,7489 -,1057 ,_403 ,_Z3_
.8003 -,0563 ,6531 ,a041
,8500 --*0048 ,6689 ,7799
.8093 *0609 .6_72 ,7518
,9480 .1247 .7070 .7213
PT 25,1463 PSI .CN ,2595
TT lo9,8002 K CH ,0009




XIC CP PpLIPT NL_C
0,0000 1,1299 .9913 ,1116
*DI_? ,4883 .8087 ,5589
,0251 ,l_3S ,7216 .69_6
°0510 -,OQT_ .6406 .823_
,0755 -._104 .6077 ,8749
,I000 -,312g ,5806 ,016S
.1504 -.424_ .5507 .96_7
,_004 --.4759 .5341 ,9903
,2501 -,4607 ,5395 .Q_16
,_002 -,4277 ._497 ,9652
,3507 -,3986 ,5568 ,9_40
,4000 -,3638 ,5675 *93?I
,450_ -.31_6 ,5704 .9193
,5000 -,_91_ ,5_63 .9075
.5506 -,2507 ,5_7? .88_?
,5_97 -.ZI08 ,6091 ,8720
,6502 -,1642 .61_0 ,_583
.700_ -,1372 ,6308 ,_384
,7497 -,0078 ._426 .8204
,7_9_ --,045? ,6562 .7995
._503 -*0052 ,66_# ,7801
.o000 ,03¢1 ,6_II ,7612
,9_83 .1243 .7008 .7215
COl ,01759 CDCORI ,01707
C02 ,01732 CDCDR2 ,01679
603 ,01623 CDCOR3 .01582
CO4 ,01223 CDCOR4 ,01200
CO5 ,00_$3 CDCO_5 ,00_)7
SPANW|SE
X/C YIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -.8)46 ,4319 1.1641
.150_ -,333) -*_))1 .4032 1.2171
,1505 -.1667 -.9306 .4062 !,2115
• 1505 0,0000 -,qlq8 ,4102 1,_040
• 1505 ,1667 -*_12? ,4097 1,2049
,1505 ,3333 -,9426 ".4005 1.2223
,1505 ,5000 -,9293 ,4065 1,2109
,_995 -,5000 -.3783 ,5624 ,9451
,49g5 --.)3_) -*_g_4 ,5_54 *90Sq
,499S -,1667 -,)151 .5814 *q151
.4995 0,0000 -,3720 ,5633 .9437
,4995 ,1667 -,3447 .5719 ,9_00
.4995 .3333 -,3467 .5716 ,q)O_
,49_5 ,5000 -,3076 ,5835 .9118
,7994 -,5000 -,09_8 .6416 ,S21e
,7994 -,3333 -.0856 ,6461 ,8149
,7994 -.1667 -.0680 .6504 ,BOB)
,7994 0,0000 -.0563 .6531 .8041
.7994 ,1667 -,0505 ,65_4 ,8007
,7994 ,33)3 -.0509 .6560 .7997




PT Z3,6361 ¢SI CN ,389)
TT lqg,BS61 K ¢_ -,00_3




XlC CP P,L/PT MLqC
0,0000 1,Oald ,=COT ,Lb71
.0135 -,76_0 ,5926 ._7
,0Z71 -,5228 .5211 [,0104
•0515 -,74_9 .4_58 I,Iio4
,0763 -*8702 .4231 1,1_02
•i012 -,943_ .4043 1.2150
.1503 -1,01_ ,3775 1,2668
,1994 -1,0_61 ,3583 1,3053
,_501 -1,1345 ,3451 1.3307
._999 -I,1786 ,33_b 1,3551
,349g -1,_196 .)Z46 1,)?70
,3994 -1,2312 ,3Z14 1,3_41
,4496 -,6P70 ,4778 1,0837
,4997 -,5002 ,5007 1.0451
.549_ --.4066 ,_9_ ,997_
,51q_ --.)535 .5698. ,_3)4
,_495 -,Z197 ,_075 ,5744
,6996 -,1328 ,6331 ,8349
.7489 -,0_00 ,6480 ._120
• _003 -,0_46 ,5611 ,7919
• _500 ,0153 ._7) I ,??)5
,8993 *0709 .6_g6 ,7491
.9489 ,1241 ,7043 ,7255
Ln_E_ SOPFAC_
XIC C_ P,LIP7 _L_C
0,0000 1,0918 ,9807 ,1671
,0122 ,6077 .8472 ,5012
,0Z51 ,3129 ,7592 ,_396
,0510 ,0340 ,6808 .7617
,0755 -,0924 ,64_0 ._I_1
.1000 -,1899 ,617_ .95_5
,1504 -,3058 ,5R09 ,919_
,_004 -,3589 ,5680 ,936)
• Z501 -.363) *5662 *9)92
.3002 -,3479 ,5709 ,931?
,3507 -.3337 ,5760 .92)6
.4000 -,306_ ,5838 ,9114
.4503 -._735 ,5947 ._943
,5000 -,2573 .5056 ,89)0
,550_ -,22F5 .6057 ,_773
,Sgg? -.I911 ,61_0 .8614
,6502 -,166) .62_7 ,_510
,7003 -,1317 ,6_35 ,8)44
,7497 -,093_ .6441 ,_1_1
,7_ -,0410 ,6564 ,7991
,8503 -,0154 ,6644 ,7_69
,qO00 ,0_25 ,6758 ,7903
,948) .lOOq ,6977 .7)57
CO1 .03107 COCORI ,03019
C02 .0)011 C DCO_2 .02926
C03 ,02543 CD_OR3 *02477
C04 ,01961 CDCOR4 .0191S
COS .01359 CDCO_5 .01)24
5Pk_WISE
K/C YIC CP P, LIPT MLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,9_76 .3960 1,2307
.1505 -,3333 -I,0606 .3699 1.281e
.1505 -,1667 -1,0559 .3698 1.2820
,1505 0,0000 -1,0182 ,3775 1,266@
,1505 ,1667 -,9717 ,3946 1,2))0
,1505 ,)333 -L.0755 .)657 1.2q02
,1505 ,5000 -1.0490 ,3719 1,2780
,4995 --*5000 -*4198 ,5507 ,96_?
,4995 -,3333 -.3234 ,5784 .9199
.4995 -,1667 -,5136 ,525) 1,0047
,4995 0.50_0 -,5_02 ,SOOT 1,0451
,4995 .1667 -,5696 ,5081 1,0328
._995 .3333 -.5427 ,5161 1,0197
,_995 ,5000 -,4869 ,5328 ,99_4
,7994 -,5000 -,I)00 ,6338 .83)9
,79_4 -,333) -,I016 ,6414 ,8221
,7994 -.1667 -,0603 ,6529 ,8045
.7994 0,0000 -,0246 ,6611 ,2919
.7994 .16_7 -,026_ .6631 .?889
.7994 .3333 -,0)_2 ,6612 ,7918





XtC _P P,LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,03e3 ,g65) ,2250
• 0135 -.38_q .5594 ,94o8
,0271 -,6222 ,4900 1,06)I
• 0515 -.e238 ,4320 1,1640
,0763 -,0467 ,396_ 1,2202
• 1012 -1,0)99 ,377_ I._673
,1503 -1,I760 ,3527 1,31_
,1994 -L,1_18 ,334_ 1,_54b
.7501 -1,2133 .1230 1,3805
,7999 -1,2594 ,3115 1,4063
.3499 -1,05B@ ,)650 1,_916
• 3994 -,6P66 ,4715 1,0944
.4496 --,6_67 .4_5 1.0758
,4097 -.6_47 ,4919 I*0598
,5492 -,5758 ,5071 1,0344
,5994 -,_085 ,5249 1,0053
.6495 -,4185 ,5502 .9645
.6996 -,3404 ,5704 ,_)24
• 7489 -.2675 ,5908 .J004
• 8003 -*I_LZ ,6_47 ,1448
,8993 -.0038 ,66_7 ,7B03
,946_ ,0305 ,67_b ,764_
PT ?3.5470 PSI CN ,4597
TT _O0,092_ K CM -.O159




X/C CP P_L/PT NLO_
0,0000 1,0)_3 ,9653 .2250
• 0122 .6961 ,R674 ,4550
,O_SL ,40Z9 *7@)0 ,6013
,0510 .1766 ,70)_ .7_62
,0755 -,0070 ,6656 ,7_50
,i000 -,0981 .6439 ,B183
•l_O_ -,2177 ,6100 ,@707
,_004 -,276_ ,SqlP ._Oq@
,7501 -,2977 .5840 ,_111
• 3002 -.208_ ,_@4? ,9009
• 3507 -,3002 ,5919 ,9144
.4000 -*_QO0 .5649 .9097
.4503 -,_5_I ,SqbP ._911
.5000 -,2467 ,5995 *@869
• 5506 -.2154 ,6094 *_?15
.5997 -,I_39 ,6144 .8637
,6_02 -.1805 ,6190 ,_5_2
,700) -,14E1 ,6254 ,84b8
,74_? -,I_43 ,6)18 ,_369
,7998 -.0721 .6402 .9102
,B503 -,0556 ,69)3 ,8038
.9000 -*O)E) ,65_8 *?954
• 9483 ,0214 .6?62 ,76_B
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
.OF POOR QUALITY 221
CO1 ,05222 CDCO_I ,05135
COZ .04993 CDCOR_ .04899
C_3 ,04214 COCOR) *041_g
£04 ,02900 COCOA4 ,02849
C05 ,02270 CDCOR5 .0223)
SP_NWISE
XIC Y/C CP P_L/PT _LOC
.1505 --,5000 --1,02_0 ,3751 1.2715
.1505 -,)333 -1,1224 ,_454 I,)321
.1505 -,1667 -I,1144 ,3474 1.3279
.1505 0.0000 -1.1260 .3527 I._168
.1505 ,1667 -1,0491 ,3691 1,28)5
.1505 ,3333 -1,1395 ,3405 1,3424
.1505 ,$000 -1,1152 ._4?2 1,)284
.4995 -,5000 -*4168 .551l ,9630
,4995 -,33)3 -*3740 .5664 ,93_@
,4995 -.1667 -,6364 .4881 1,066)
,4995 0.0000 -,6247 ,4919 1,059B
,4995 .1667 -,6072 ,4970 1.0513
,4995 ,)3)3 -.6196 ,49?0 1.0513
,4995 ,5000 -,5673 ,SO?? 1,0334
,7994 -.5000 -.1T)1 *6196 .855?
,7994 -.33)3 -.1461 .6240 .8428
,7994 -.1667 -,1209 ,6351 .@318
,?994 0.0000 -,1512 .b2b? .S448
,7994 ,1667 -,1437 ,6280 ,8428
*7994 *)))3 -,1161 *6)65 *0297













XIC CP PsL/PT qLaC
0,0000 ,9_05 .9516 .2670
,0135 -,5_I0 .5269 1,0021
,0271 -.7450 .4551 1.1212
.0515 -,0319 .%032 1,2171
,0763 -1.0_77 ,3706 1._RO_
,1012 -1.1066 ,3534 1,3154
._503 -1.1_q3 .3308 1.3634
,1994 -i._575 ,311Z I._002
,_501 -1.2695 .3063 1._181
,2999 -1.0533 ,3601 1._54
._49) -.7581 .4517 1,i_35
,3994 -,705_ ,46R[ I.[003
.4496 -.6777 .9799 1.0"36
._997 -,6_37 .4_40 i,073_
._492 -.6082 .99_5 1.0539
.5_94 -.5576 ,50n9 1,0298
,6495 -.4038 .52o5 ._978
.6qq6 -,4315 .5462 ,q?10
,60_ -.2732 .5916 ._997
.8500 -,_110 .61o5 ,_698
.948_ -.1004 .6421 ,8ZI0
LOS[R $_FACE
XlC _P aeLIPT _LOC
0,0000 .0005 ._516 ,2670
*Ol?_ .7713 ,8891 .4130
._51 ,4880 .4_78 .5603
.0510 ,ZIC7 .7_90 .6972
,0755 .075_ .6906 ,7466
.I000 -,0223 .6625 .7897
.1504 -.1465 .6294 .8406
,2004 -._123 .6093 ,8?I?
.2501 -.2507 .5970 ,8_07
,3002 -.25_3 ,5999 .8990
.3507 -,_570 .5971 ._006
._000 -,_569 .5960 .497_
.4503 -._403 ,5998 ._865
.5000 -,Z391 .6019 ,P_3_
.5506 -,_1_5 .6063 .8763
.59o7 -,1973 .61Z6 .S665
,650_ -.193_ .6150 .8628
.7003 -,_666 .6216 *_5Z6
.7997 -,1425 ,6_98 .8901
.799_ -.105Z ,639_ ,8_52
.850_ -.I007 ,69_6 .8_03
._000 -.I011 .6398 .8_47
,9%83 -.0540 .6553 .q008
CO1 .07163 COCOR1 ,07033
CD2 .07_24 CDCOR_ *07093
C_3 *06%%7 CDCO_3 *06327
C04 .04050 CDCOR% ,03968
C05 .03330 COC085 ,03Z65
SPANWISE
XI¢ Y/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
.1505 -,5000 -1.09_8 .3582 1.3055
• 1505 -.3333 -1,2201 .3240 1.3782
.1505 -.1667 -1.Z110 .3Z47 13766
.150_ 0,0000 -1.1993 .3308 1.3639
.150_ .1667 -1.1617 .3386 1.346_
.150_ ,3333 -1.2383 .318_ 1,3895
• 1505 ._000 -1._202 .3221 1.38_4
.999_ -.5000 -*1122 .5430 .9760
.499_ -.3333 -.4189 .5515 .9624
.499_ -.1667 -.65_5 .4§06 I*0789
.499_ 0.0000 -.6537 .4840 1.0732
.499_ .1667 -.65_8 .4B30 1,0749
,%99_ .3333 -.6448 .1873 1.067_
.%995 ,5000 -.5677 *5065 1.035_
,7994 -.5000 -,2134 .6082 .8731
,7994 -.3333 -*2119 *6080 .8737
.7994 -.1667 -._456 .6010 ,8846
,7994 0,0000 -*Z732 .59t6 *8992
.799% .1667 -*_506 .5976 *8899
.7994 .3333 -.Z143 .6072 .87_0













xtC CP P_LJ_T _tO_
0.0000 .9_33 ,_325 .3172
.0135 -.604_ ,4951 1,35%5
.0271 -._89 ,4_31 l.l??6
.0515 -I.03_1 .37_2 i,_?72
.0763 -1.13_9 .349_ 1,3333
,I01_ -I.1990 ,3296 1.3660
• 1503 -1._7% .30_0 1._120
,1994 -1,3094 ._047 1._454
.2501 -1._461 ,313b 1,_015
,2999 -,R989 ,411 _ 1,2009
,3193 -.7_6 .41_9 1.1373
,399% -,7560 ,4550 1,1230
,%496 -.77_5 ,%63_ 1.1083
._997 -.b_7% .4727 1._9Z4
._492 -._90 .4850 1,0715
.5999 -.6016 ._978 1.39_9
.6995 -.5_17 ,51_0 1.:3Z65
.6996 _.4962 ,5331 ._QbQ
.7489 -.4361 ,5959 .9721
,_003 -.37_7 ,562_ ._451
.8500 -,3027 ,5827 ,_132
,8993 -.242_ .5_03 .3P72
.9489 -,19%0 .614_ ,16t1
L_4EP SURFACE
XlC CP P,LIPT wtqC
0.0000 .@233 .93_5 .3172
.0122 ,9331 ,9060 .3790
.0251 ,563_ .9305 .5_18
.0510 .2874 .71Ol .6556
*0755 .1504 .71_1 .7134
,lO00 .0512 .6848 .7555
,1504 -.0_04 .6168 .8139
.2004 -.15_9 ,62_8 ,8508
,2501 -.lq20 .614_ .8641
*3002 -,2130 .6076 *87_3
.3507 -,_266 .6056 .8775
.%000 -,_35% .6030 ._14
.4503 -.Z176 .6073 ._748
.5000 -.2_%6 .6047 .8789
.5506 -._137 .6088 .87?4
.5097 -,1977 .6179 .q662
._502 -.2053 ,6106 .8696
.7003 -,[703 ,6200 ,8552
,74_7 -.1641 .62_9 .8507
.70_ -,_3[_ .6308 .8384
.8503 -.130_ .6317 .8371
,0000 -,1431 ,6276 .5434
,_483 -.1012 .6398 ,8_47
EDI ,09192 ¢0_0R1 ,09019
CD2 .08272 COCORZ .08165
C03 ,07080 CDCOR3 .0695[
C04 *05102 CDCOR4 .05022
C05 .0%473 CU_OR5 *0%%02
SPANWISE
_IC YIC CP P*L/PT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -1.1559 .338_ 1.347%
.1505 -,3333 -1.3039 .3016 1._290
.1505 -.1667 -1,2897 .3039 1,4237
• 1505 0.0000 -1.267% .3090 1.4120
• [50_ .[667 -1,1979 ,3262 1.3735
• 1505 .3333 -1.3175 .Z978 1.4381
.1505 .5000 -i,3061 .ZqgZ 1.4346
.4995 -.5000 -.4819 .5306 .9960
.4995 -.3333 -.4916 ,5279 1.0004
• &995 --*[667 --.686_ *%733 1.0913
,4995 0.0000 -,6871 .47_7 1.0924
.4995 .1667 -.6717 ,4764 1.0860
•4995 .3333 --,6687 .%773 1.0845
.4995 .5000 -.5495 .5124 1.025_
.799& ".5000 -._Sgl .59%3 *8969
,7999 -.3333 -.266Z .5916 .8992
• 799% -.1667 -.3173 ,5769 *9_22
.7994 0.3000 -.3717 .5624 .9451
.7994 .1667 -,3713 .56Z3 .945Z
.7999 ,3333 -.3549 *5663 .9390













Wit CP P_LIPT _t 1_
C,O000 ._92 ,9148 .35_8
.0135 -.7086 .%_7% 1.101_
.027[ -.9_10 ,3995 1.2241
,0515 -1_1728 .3407 1.3231
• 3763 -1.2196 .3297 1,376_
.10L2 -1,2698 ,309_ 1.411[
.i_d3 -1.32_8 .29_a 1,9498
.1991 -I,2012 ,32o5 1.3663
•_501 -.9078 ,411% 1.2017
._99 -.?Q15 *4431 1.1_35
'3499 -.7_2 ,9536 1.1256
,3994 -,7_77 ._5 [.1169
._496 -.7130 .4655 1,1047
,5492 _.6575 .4812 1.07,10
• 599% -,6343 ,48_ 1,06_1
• 6495 -._54 ,5014 1.0%39
,699b -,5525 ,51_7 1,0253
.7489 -.5130 ,52_Z [*')096
,_003 -,4L67 .54h9 ,9794
• PSO0 -,40_8 ,5511 .9631
• 5993 -.3451 .5693 ,_34_
.9489 -.2037 ,5t63 .9075
LOWE_ SUP_kCE
X/C CP P_L/pT qL_C
0.0000 ,8592 .9148 .3589
,0122 ,8_F3 .0223 ,3417
,0251 ,6Z41 .8%74 *4qIB
.CSlO ,3%77 .768% .6?48
,0755 ._145 .7310 .6940
.1000 ,1077 .?008 .7308
.1_04 -,0_27 *6636 .7_8[
*2004 -,1070 *6%02 .8241
,_501 -.1510 ,6268 .0447
.300Z -.[?87 .61RI .8581
,3507 -,19e2 ,6130 .8h47
,4000 -,211_ ,608% ,8730
.4503 -,Z074 .6097 .871[
.5000 -,21_8 ,6069 .875%
.5506 -.2113 .608% ._731
,5_97 -,2060 ,6103 .8702
.6502 -.2098 .6[0_ *860_
,7003 -,1919 .b152 ._6_5
,7497 -,1_5% .6157 .8617
,7aO" -,15_[ *6?5% .8468
.8503 -.1780 ,6173 ,8593
,_000 -,2002 .6107 .56_6
.9483 -.1734 .h205 ,854_
222
C01 *10857 CDC_RI ,10710
C02 .13676 CDCORZ ,10509
C03 .09942 CDCDR3 *09806
C09 ,07044 CDCDR4 *06918
CD5 .05537 CDCOR5 ,05431
SPAN_ISE
_/C Y/¢ CP PtL/PT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -1,2368 .3157 1.3968
• 1505 -,3333 -1.3412 .28%9 1.4689
.1505 -.1667 -1.3442 *2855 1.4676
.1505 0.0000 -1,3268 ,2928 1*1198
,1505 ,1667 -[,2547 .3106 1.4084
.1505 ,3333 -1,3535 .2814 1.4775
• [505 .5000 -h3734 ,2771 1*4082
• 4995 -,5000 -.5199 *5243 1.0062
• %995 -.3333 -.5?98 *5035 [.0405
• %995 -.1667 --,6815 .4?48 1.0888
• 4995 0*0000 -.6894 .4729 1.0921
.4995 ,1667 -.6912 *4743 1.0897
• 4qg5 .3333 -,68b4 .4731 1.0918
.4q95 .5000 -.6105 *%950 1.0546
.7994 -.5000 -,Z969 ,5845 ,9104
• ?99% -.3333 -,3718 .5642 ,9923
.7994 -.1667 -.4553 ,5402 ,9805
.7994 0,0000 --,%567 .5%09 ,9794
.790% .I667 -.4499 .5%09 ,9795
.7994 .3333 -,%023 *5555 .9561
• 7994 .5000 -*3332 .5769 *9253
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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TABLE XXXIX. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.78








[/C CP PpL/PT HL3C
0,0000 1.1595 .9990 .03_6
.0135 .1080 ,7231 ,6963
*0Z71 -.0_61 .6420 ,8ZL2
.0515 -,3067 ,5794 .91og
.0763 -*4540 .5364 ,9898
,lOlZ -,55Z9 ,5071 1,0344
.!_03 -.6544 ,4782 1,0B80
,1994 -,7297 .4573 1.1171
.Z501 -.7616 ,4493 1.1330
*Zqqq -.769g ,4469 1.1373
,_4_ -,5_47 .5110 1.0267
.3974 -,_z73 ,5458 ,9715
.4496 -*3762 .5§78 .95Z4
,4997 -.3346 ,570Z *_3_6
.549Z -._793 .5862 .9076
*5994 -.2375 ,59_7 .d8_1
,bk_ -.i99_ ,6093 _73Z
.8_o_ *.o_5_ ,6534 ._5_3
.a_o *.oo29 .6_3 .7853
,_993 .06Z5 .6_48 .7555
.9489 *I3ZO .7045 .7Z50
35,1151 PSI CN -.0344
lg0.5_17 K CM ,0009




X/C CP P_LI_T _LOC
0,0000 I*1595 .qgqo ,0386
,0122 .2109 .7267 .6g05
• OZS1 -,Og40 .6397 .5247
,0510 -.3601 .5631 ,_40
,0755 -,4653 ,5312 .q051
.I000 -.5825 .4986 1.04_5
,1504 -.7121 .4616 1.1115
• 2004 -.7#73 .4407 1.14_3
.ZSOI -.8356 ,4?92 1,1709
.300Z -._531 .42_1 l.lq02
.3507 -.#734 .4144 1.196Z
.4000 -.4303 ,5421 .9775
• 4503 -*3361 .56q3 ,9347
,5000 -,3194 .5746 ,gZ58
,5506 -._B37 *5849 .9096
,5997 -.73_4 ,59_2 ,A889
• 6507 -*_095 .6053 ,B778
.7003 -.1535 .6_18 .85Z3
,7497 -.I07_ .6350 .83Z0
• 709_ -.0471 .657# *8046
• _503 -.0045 ,6649 .TqbO
.9000 .0427 ,6791 .764_
.9483 .1343 .7057 .7240
CO1 .01051 COCOR1 .OIOIB
COZ .01032 CDCORZ .01001
CO3 .OZZ46 COCOR3 ,0Z_17
C04 .00951 COCOR4 .00933
C05 .00818 CDCOR5 .00809
SPAMWISE
X/C Y/_ CP P_LIPT HLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.5841 .4991 I*0477
.1505 -*3333 -.6491 ,4BOO 1.0799
*1505 -.1667 -,6640 ,476Z 1,0864
.1505 0.0000 -,6544 .4787 1.0630
*1505 .1667 -.6413 _4827 1.0753
.1505 .3333 -.6644 .4756 1.0874
*1505 .5000 -.6324 .4852 I*0710
.4995 -.SO00 -.3575 .5631 ,9439
.4995 -.3333 -.3450 .5674 ,9371
*4995 -t1667 -.3314 .5713 *9309
.4995 0.3000 *.3346 .570Z .93_6
.4995 *1667 -.3312 .5707 .9319
.4995 *3333 -.3378 .5709 ,9316
,4995 .5000 -.7997 .5806 .9164
.7994 -.5000 -.0692 .6469 .8137
.7994 -.3333 -.0671 .647_ .8131
,7994 -*1667 -,0590 .6490 .8105
.799_ 0.0000 -.0553 ,6504 .8083
.7994 .1667 -,0534 .6514 .8067
.7994 .3333 -,051B .6516 .8064




PT 35.1104 o51 CN -.4044
TT L90.4895 K Cq ,0092




XIC CP PeLIPT ¢L_C
0.0000 1.1050 .9835 ,1541
• 0135 *_745 .8315 .5199
• OZ71 *?g3g ,7504 .6534
• _15 ,0651 .6_39 .7568
.0763 **OgZZ ,6400 ._747
.IOIZ -.i_35 ,6133 ._654
• 1503 -.2774 ,5653 .9090
.1994 --.3491 ,56_ .73_1
• Z501 -.3514 .5656 .1400
.Z999 *,3609 ,56_5 ,1449
.3499 -*3343 .5719 .9300
,3994 -.3175 .5764 .97_g
• 4496 -,ZaT8 .5_32 .71_3
.4997 -.2637 ,5_96 *_072
.549Z -.Z336 .5994 .8471
.5994 -,i095 ,60_0 - ,_737
,6495 -,177_ .6135 .@646
.6996 -*1446 .6246 .84_0
.7489 -*1116 .6336 ._341
.8_03 -,0731 ,644_ ,_166
.850_ -.0307 .6544 .3021
• B_3 .0Z33 .6741 .7719
.9489 *0611 .6031 .75d0
L_ER SURFACE
XIC CP PeLtPT qLqC
0.0000 1.1050 *q_35 .1541
.0122 -.2057 .6080 .8737
• OZS1 -.4734 .5301 ,q968
,0510 -.7159 ,4592 1.1157
,0755 -.8351 ,426_ 1.1731
• 1000 --.911_ .404; 1.21;a
,I_04 -I.0187 ,3720 I,_777
,?004 -I.0913 ,3541 1,31_0
._501 -I,1359 .34_5 1,3426
,300_ -I.1691 .3305 1,3641
.3507 -1.2153 .3199 1.3_74
,4000 -1._123 .3203 1*3964
.4503 -.7170 ,4590 1.1144
.5000 -,5963 ,4940 1.0563
.5506 -,5860 .5116 1,0_71
.6502 -.3301 .5674 *0371
,7003 -.Z211 .60_6 .qq?o
.74_7 -.1302 .6Z82 ,8424
• 7908 -.0517 ,6511 .8077
• 8503 -.OOZe ,6647 .7_63
.9000 .0542 ,6B_Q ,75M3
• 9483 .1048 .6957 .7387
COl *04007 CDCDR1 *03782
C02 ,03477 CO_ORZ .03374
C03 *05875 CDCOR3 *05825
CD4 .03096 COCOn4 .03059
C05 ,0Z139 CDCOR5 *0Z075
SPAqWISE
XIC YIC CP P,L/PT BLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.Z303 .5993 .8872
• 1505 -.3333 -.Z668 .58q5 .9074
.1505 -,1667 -,7797 ,5851 .9093
.1505 0.0000 -.Z774 .5853 .9090
• 1505 .1667 -.Z809 .5847 .9099
,1505 .3333 -.?BIT ,5854 ,9088
.1505 .5000 -*7529 .5927 .8975
.4995 --*5000 --*_6_7 *5881 .9047
.4995 -.3333 -.Z684 .5878 ,9050
.4995 -.1667 -.2677 .5870 .9064
.4995 0.0000 -*7637 ,5896 .9022
• 49g5 .1667 -*_675 .5B99 .9019
,4995 .3333 -.2592 .5905 .9009
.4995 ,5030 -._30B .5976 .8898
,7994 -*5000 -.1005 .6362 ,8301
.7994 -.3333 -.0910 .63ql .0256
,7994 -.1667 -.0804 .6429 .8198
.7904 0,0000 -,0731 ,6449 .8166
,7994 .1667 -.0719 .6444 ,8174
.7994 ,3333 -,0601 .6480 ,8120





Xl_ CP P,LPT _LSC
0.0000 1,1345 ,o073 ,lO4q
• 0135 .4723 .803_ ,5674
.0271 .1907 .TZ_L .6077
,_515 -,035Z .6574 .7o75
• 076_ -_1_5 .6131 *_657
• lOIZ *.27b7 .5879 ._050
• 1503 -,3637 .5627 .9446
.1994 *.43_1 .54Z? ._77?
.ZSOl --.417_ .5503 .9544
.Z999 -.4194 .5479 ._6"Z
._ -.3e2o ,55_9 ._5o6
.3994 -,353_ .5664 .93_7
• 4496 -.3116 ,5795 .9180
.499T -,2769 .5906 .9007
.549Z ",Z322 .6015 .A_37
• 5994 -.2017 ,6108 .5093
.6495 -.16_3 *6ZD5 .R54_
• 6996 -.1378 .6313 *8376
@T4d9 -.09Z7 .5426 *3?03
._500 -.0014 .667B ,7815
.8993 *0555 .6B47 .7556
• 9487 .l_O_ ,70_5 .7281
PT 35.137A PSI C_ -.3130
TT IO0,44_1 K CM ,00¢6




X/C CP P_L/PT _L_C
0,0000 1,1345 .99Z3 .1049
•01Z2 -.00?@ ,64?4 ,B_06
• OZSl -.3716 .5613 .9468
.0510 -.6Z18 .4@9S 1.0_38
•0755 -.7418 .456Z 1.1209
.1000 --.R165 ,4333 1.1617
• 1504 -,934_ ,3991 1.?750
,ZOO4 -1,0070 ,3705 1,76_8
.2501 -1,0671 .36_3 i*_011
• 300Z -I.0939 .3551 1.3171
• 3507 -I,1340 .3441 1.33_9
,4000 -I.13B8 .3419 1.3_96
• 4503 -.8850 .4159 1.1934
• 5000 -.4_55 .5317 .9_50
.5506 -,3643 .553_ ,947B
• 5og7 -.2443 .50_5 .8_84
,650? -.1666 ,6710 .4535
,7003 -,1203 .6340 ,R371
• 7497 -_O_Z1 ,6456 ,8156
,7098 -.0334 .6595 ,794Z
.6503 ,0002 *6708 .?769
• 9000 .0466 ,687Z .7505
,94B3 .1329 .7059 ,7_28
CDI ,0??44 COCOR1 ,0?205
CD? .02Z57 COCORZ *OZZ09
C03 .03940 CDCOR3 .03900
C04 *OZIOZ COCOR4 .02069
C05 .016Z6 COCOR5 .0160Z
SP4_WISE
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
,1505 -.5000 -.31_6 .5773 .9_16
,1505 -.3333 -,3492 ,569Z ,9343
,1505 -.1667 -.3681 ,5629 .9443
.1505 0.0000 -*3637 .5627 *9446
.1505 .1b67 -.3645 .5624 ,9451
,1505 .3333 -.3634 .5651 *9407
.1505 *5000 **3347 .57Z5 *9?92
,4995 *.5000 -.?844 ,5855 ,9087
,4995 -,3333 -,2806 .5891 .9031
.4995 -.1667 -.Z73B *5893 .90Z7
*4995 0.0000 --*_769 *5906 *900?
,4905 .1657 -.?739 *5885 .9040
,4995 .3333 -.Z694 .59Z3 .8981
,4995 *5000 -.237? ,5997 *8866
*7994 -*5000 -*0739 *6467 .8139
.?904 -,3333 -.0690 .6477 .81Z4
.7994 -.1667 -,0569 .65Z4 .805Z
,7994 0,3000 -.0485 .655_ 18008
.7994 .1667 -,0435 ,6554 .8006
.7994 .3332 -,039_ *6562 .7992
.7994 *5000 -.0451 .6557 .6001
224








X/C CP #nLIPT qLOC
0.0000 1,154b ,99al ,052_
,0135 ,3441 .7614 ,6164
.0Z71 .0611 .&861 ,7535
.0515 -.1656 .6216 *_5_7
,_763 -,3142 ,57_? ,45)3
*101Z -.406_ *_5_1 .g615
.1994 -*5613 .5061 1.0361
*1501 -,5266 ,_173 1.0176
,1999 -*5104 ,PlTZ 1.0178
,349_ -,447) ,5305 .4816
.3_ -,30_9 ,0531 ,_598
,449_ -p3_O ,56_5 ,_355
.4997 -.3078 ,5791 .01_7
,5492 -._46 *_Q59 .8024
.599_ -,2164 ,6061 *_767
.6_q5 -.1826 .6155 ._61_
,6996 -,1407 ,626_ ,_4%5
,7489 -,0966 .63@8 ,8245
.8003 -.0477 .653_ .@02q
,_500 .OOH ,66_2 ,7_0q
,_993 .063_ .6_56 .7041





CN -,1851 COl '01661 COCOA1 ,01618
¢M ,0010 C02 .Ol6qZ CO¢O_Z ,01667
CC ,0053 CO3 ,03018 CDCOR3 ,0_q75
C04 .01561 CD¢OR4 .01_)k
CD5 ,01306 C0¢_A5 .01285
LOWER SURFACE $i_NWISE
_lC C e P,L/_T wtnC XIC ¥1C CP PeLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1,1546 ,9_81 ._523 ,1505 -,5000 -.4224 ,_472 ,q692
,0122 ,0465 ,6R32 ,757q .1505 -.3333 -,4720 ,_330 ,99_
.0_51 -,2_68 ,50_ ._88q .1505 -.1667 -._g06 ._281 I._001
,0_10 -,00)4 .SZSZ 1.00_7 ,1505 0.0000 -,4859 ,526_ ,v_
.0755 -,6063 ,495) 1.0541 ,1505 .1667 -.4817 .5303 .9965
,i000 -,7070 ,46?6 1.1011 .1505 ,3333 -,4921 ,5273 1.001_
.lP04 -.83_8 ,4_74 1,17_Z .1505 .5000 -,4554 ,5381 .953q
._00_ -,_O?Z ,_070 I,ZIO0 ,4q#5 -.5000 -.3137 .57_5 .q180
._501 --.9597 .3q3b l._355 .49q5 -.333_ -.3076 ._3 ._136
,3002 -*_8q3 ,3827 l._565 .49q5 -,1667 -*2983 .§843 *ql06
,3507 -1.0289 .3731 1._755 .4q_5 0.0000 ",3076 .5791 .91§?
,4000 *I,0289 ,373_ 1,2754 .4995 .1667 -,3027 ,5827 *q131
,_503 --.4713 .5332 .q91_ ,_9_5 .333_ --.300_ ,564_ *qlO_
*_000 -*_170 .5765 .0_28 .49_ ._000 -._647 *_q39 .§q56
.5506 -,_465 .5_ ,88_ ,7_q_ -.5000 -,0645 .650_ *8085
.5907 -.20_ .60_4 .q?30 ,7994 -.333_ -.061_ .6499 .8090
.6502 -.1_70 .61_3 ,_63q ,799_ -.1667 -*0506 .6533 .803_
.7003 -.]3_1 ,6273 ,8439 .7o9_ 0.0000 -.0477 .6_39 ,8029
.7497 -,0964 .6390 .q2_5 .7994 .166T -,0459 .6555 *8004
,7_9_ -.04|0 ,655_ .7_q ,79q4 .3333 -.0430 .6552 ,BOOq
,_503 .000_ ,667q ,?_t_ .79e_ ,5000 -.0664 .6565 .B020
.qO00 *0444 ,6801 .7675






X/C CP P,LIOT _t_¢
0.0000 I.ITV6 ._9_5 .0251
.013_ ,1949 ,7248 ,6036
*0271 -*0882 .6434 ._190
o_519 -,3064 ,5e_3 .qleu
0326_ -.455_ .5370 ,9857
,I01_ -,5531 ,_102 1.02_
.1503 -.6575 ,4_14 1.0776
,IQq4 -,7256 *_61_ 1.111_
.Z501 -,755_ ,;537 1,125_
,ZqV_ -.7553 ,_521 1.1282
.3994 -,4306 ,§450 .qTZ_
,4496 -.3e06 .5504 .';_q
.4997 -,3370 ._72_ .72_3
,5492 -,_795 ,5_I ,_046
,5994 -,2370 ,5_q7 ,_6
.6495 -,i_87 ,6107 *_6q4
.6996 -,1_35 .6_I_ ,$5_1
,768_ -,1057 .6357 ._30q
._003 -,0_38 ,6524 ,_051
*_500 -.0015 .6676 .7818
.Bqq3 .06_4 *h_4_ .75_4
,_48o .1336 ,7C5_ .7231
35.1821 PSI CN -,03_6 C01 .01021 COCOR1 .00q81
190,7116 K CN .000_ C02 ,0101Z C0¢0R_ ,00973
_*1031 _ILLION CC .0071 C03 ,0_222 CD¢OR3 ,OZ19)
,7870 C04 .03q_7 COCQA_ *00901
.0100 DEG C05 .00804 CDCOR§ ,00795
L_WEP SU_FkCE SPk_WZSE
X/C _P P*L(eT qL_¢ (l{ Y/C CP P,L/PT MLO¢
0.0000 1,1566 ._Oq6 ,0_51 ,1505 -._000 -.57_I ,5028 1.0416
.01_ ,Z01_ .7268 .6_04 .1505 -.3333 -.6450 .4632 1,07_
,0251 -,102_ ,63_ .B_51 ,1505 -,1667 -.6633 ._767 1,0855
*_§I0 -.36_7 .5635 ,q433 .1505 0.0000 -,6575 .4816 1*0776
,0755 -,47al .5329 ,_q_ *1505 *166T -,6428 .4846 1,0721
,1000 -*SPb5 .5007 1,04_I .150_ .3333 -,6645 .4776 1.0840
,1504 -.7171 .464_ i*I067 .1505 ,5000 -,6337 .4852 1.0711
.2004 -.7_04 *4434 1.14_6 *4905 --*5000 -*35_q *_656 *q_qq
.2501 -._333 .4315 1,16_9 ,49_5 -.3333 -,3434 ,5691 ,9345
.3002 -,850_ ._148 1.1771 .4o9_ -.1667 -.333_ ,_737 .q272
,3507 -,7_61 ,44_8 1,1447 ,4_95 0._000 -,3)70 ,572_ ,9293
,_000 -.3q_6 ,555_ ,0_63 .4qq5 ,1667 -,3315 ,5723 .92q3
*_503 -.3489 .5684 ._355 ,4q95 *3333 -.3311 .5726 .q_89
.5000 -.3281 .5749 .9_5) .49q5 .5000 -*_qO ._§35 .qll_
.5506 -.28_6 ,5863 .9074 .7994 -.5000 -.0680 .6480 .81_0
.5q_7 -,_3_7 ,Sqq2 ,qET3 ,?q@_ -.3_3_ -*0663 *6493 .6100
,6502 -.20q3 .6077 ,8741 ,7994 -.1667 -,05q8 ,6500 .BOBe
,7003 -,15_3 ,6123 *8516 .7994 0.0000 -*0538 .6524 .8051
,7497 -,104_ .6361 .6302 ,79_ ,1567 1,05_5 ,_527 ,804 O
,70_q -,0456 *_48 .RO_ .Tqq4 ,3333 -.050q *6537 .803_
,8503 -*0024 .6673 ,7a22 .7994 .5000 -,0573 _6508 .80?7
._000 ,0427 ,6792 .76_1
,_4fi3 .1359 .70_4 .7221




35.Lb3F P51 _q .12?7
Iq0,6002 K C# ,000_
0.1124 MILLI3N CC .0081
1,04BB _E_
UPPE o SUOFAC_
XIC _P _,LI_T 4LqC
0,0000 1,1569 *g_ ,0500
• 0135 *0420 ._790 ,7_44
.3Z71 -.7330 ,5_05 .8d6_
• _515 o.443q .53_1 ._823
.0763 -_5902 *_97_ 1,0500
• 101Z -.6717 .473_ 1,0003
• 1503 -.7_09 ,4397 1.1501
,19qk -.P&65 .4170 1.18_8
•ZSOI -._106 *_069 1.2103
• Zqqq -,o512 ,3050 1,Z328
.3499 -*9712 ,3672 1.2477
.3_ -,R407 .4240 1.17#5
.4496 -,3763 *5576 ._577
,4_97 -,Z94q ,58L6 *_1_
.Skq? -,_557 .5933 ,_65
,59q_ -,2257 ,601b ,8836
,6495 -.I_56 .6113 .AbBb
.6996 -.151q *6116 *_510
,748_ -,1077 .6356 ,_310
,_003 -.0566 .649_ ._0o2
,_500 -._023 ,6662 ,7_4_
.8qq3 .0615 .6842 .7563
,948_ ,1309 .7047 .7_55
t_£P 5U_FA_E
X/C CP PeLIPT qLq_
0.0000 1.1_69 ,99_2 .0500
,0_?_ .]571 ,?6qZ ,6_3_
• 0751 ,0533 .6_17 *760?
.0510 -,2Z22 ._027 ,qElO
,0755 **3404 ,56_3 .9341
,1000 *,44Z7 ,5396 ,0_15
• 1504 -,5930 ,4965 1.0522
.ZOO4 -*_261 .4868 1,0683
.7501 *.6491 ,4_I? i,0_70
• 3002 -.534_ ,5141 1*_q
.3507 -,_6o8 .5317 ,9_50
,_000 -,4147 ,546_ ,q705
• 4503 -,3600 ,56_2 ._453
,5000 -,3?46 .5731 ,9_q?
• 5506 -,2774 ,5_69 .9064
,59qT -.2311 .6000 ,_860
,6502 -*2020 ,6094 ,q714
,7003 -,1463 .67_2 .84n6
,7_7 -.1015 .6373 ,8_84
,79o_ -,0455 ,65?9 ,5043
._mC3 -*0023 .66_2 ,7540
,9000 ,041_ ,6785 .?650
,q483 ,1340 ,7051 *7241
OR/G/NAL PAG/_ Ig
,OF POOR QUALITy 225
C01 ,01_19 COCO_I .01194
C02 ,01_06 CO_OR_ ,01178
C_3 ,0?408 ¢DCOR3 .0_386
C04 ,01024 COCOR4 ,01011
C_5 .03062 CDCOR5 ,0085b
SP_NWISF
X/C YIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
.1505 -*_000 *.7170 .4610 1,1176
.1505 -*3)33 -.7q63 .43q3 1,1506
.1505 -.1667 -.8065 *4361 1,1564
,1505 0,3000 -,7909 ,4397 1,1501
,1505 .1667 -,7618 ,4481 1,1352
.1505 *3)33 -.80?5 ,4361 1,1566
• 1505 ,5000 -,7759 .445_ 1,13q7
• 4995 -.5000 -,37)0 .5601 .q487
,4995 -.3333 -,3358 ,570g ,9317
,4q95 -,1667 -,3044 .5800 *qlT3
.40q5 0,3000 -*Z94@ ,5816 .914S
,49q5 .1667 -*Z905 ,583? ,q115
• 49q5 *3)33 -,30)1 .5002 .9170
,4qq5 *5000 -*zq45 .5E28 *ql?q
,7994 -,5000 -*07)4 ,646_ ,8147
• 7904 ",3)33 -,0711 *&464 .8144
.799% -*Ib&7 -,0605 *6494 *80g?
,7q9_ 0.0000 -,0566 ,64g_ ,BOqZ
.7gg4 .1667 *.0521 *652) ,8054
• 7994 ,3)33 -.0518 .6519 ,g059













XI_ CP P*LIPT _LOC
©.0000 1.1329 .9921 .1065
.0135 -.I054 .6386 ,_Z64
,0271 -.3_73 .S625 .9448
.9515 -.5e59 .502_ 1.04Z5
.0763 ".7151 ,4650 1.1056
.I012 -.7954 .4425 1.1451
.1503 -;9005 ,_iz6 1.1996
.i094 -.9_60 .3004 1.2_07
,2501 -1,024_ ,37Q2 1,2633
929qq -1,0663 .]670 1.Z_78
.3400 -1,0_59 ._5_4 1,3053
,_ -I.O_4e .357_ 1.3o_3
.4_96 -,_671 .52ST 1,oo_o
,4997 -.j6_9 .5720 ,_ZQ9
.S4_Z -.253S .S_O ,8_91
._094 -,2105 .6104 ,_bqq
.AO03 -.0_61 .6_30 .0042
_4Sq .1256 .7050 .72_9
LOeER SURFACE
XtC CP R.LIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.1329 .9921 .I065
.0122 .4A14 ._060 ,_633
.0251 .1700 .7207 .6409
.0510 -.09_6 .6420 ._IE
• 0755 -.2206 .6062 ._765
,1000 -,3183 .$704 ._197
,1504 -,4302 .5465 _9703
,Z004 -,4flTZ .530Z .0_66
.2501 -,46_4 .5370 ,_Y56
.300Z _.4374 ._45_ *_?16
,3507 -.4000 .5540 .q584
.4000 ".37Z7 *_63_ .9434
.4503 -.3228 ,57_2 .q_01
._000 -._956 *_860 .9079
.5506 _.2571 ._70 .RqO?
• _097 -*_15_ .6090 .87_I
.6502 -,1_Z3 ,6147 .R633
.7003 -.1412 .63_0 .8_6
.7497 -.OOeZ .6421 .8210
.7_q -.0441 .6567 *7986
._503 -*00_0 ,667_ .?_
.9000 .0348 ,67@6 .76_4
,0483 .1257 .?059 .7_29
COl *01708 CD_OR1 .01678
C02 .01677 CDCOR2 .01637
CD3 *02977 CDCOR3 .0_947
CD4 .01172 _0COR4 ,01161
COS .oo8_6 COCOR5 ,00892
SPANWISE
XlC YIC CP R_LIPT NLOC
.150_ -.5000 -.8120 .4379 1.1534
,1505 -,_333 -,9088 ,4107 1,Z030
,1505 -.1667 -.9155 .4091 1_061
.1505 0.0000 -.q005 .4126 1.1_96
• 1505 ,1667 -.8669 .4222 1.1817
.1505 ,3333 -*9232 .4066 1.2107
.1505 .5000 -.8869 .4172 1.1909
.4qq5 -.5000 -.3871 .55ql .9504
• 4795 -.3333 -.33_ .5727 .9258
._qO_ -,[667 -.3260 *5778 .q20B
.4995 0.0000 -,34A9 .5720 .9299
• 4995 .1667 -.35_0 .5673 ._372
.499_ ,3333 -.3510 .5694 .9340
• 4995 .5000 -.3168 ._BO_ .9167
.7_94 -,5000 -*1108 .6380 ,8262
• 7904 -.3333 -,0_11 ,6438 .RIB4
• 7994 -,1667 -.0680 .6494 .8098
,7994 0.0000 -.0_68 .6530 .80_2
,7094 ,1667 -.0520 .6552 .8008
.7994 .3333 -.0511 ,6552 .8009













XlC CR P_LIRT _LOC
0.0000 1.0975 .9019 .1617
,0135 -.2551 ,5905 .9984
.0271 -.SOb? .5260 1.0035
.0519 -.71_ .46_0 1.L005
.0763 -.8341 .4310 1.16§_
.101_ -.g047 .4119 i._008
.1503 -1,0056 .3044 1.2532
.Igg4 -I,0656 .3641 I,Z936
.2501 -1.1128 ,3S_3 L,3178
,Z990 *1.1559 .3402 1.J433
.349_ -1.1P3_ .3300 t.3651
.4496 ".6665 .4801 1,0798
.4097 -*_321 .5140 1.0164
,5492 -.4141 .5515 ._624
.6495 ".1792 *_185 .4574
,69q6 -.1778 .63_7 ._330
.7489 -.0_95 .6440 ._iqO
• _003 -.0471 .6_65 .7980
,_500 ,0007 .66_5 .7789
.I¢03 .0586 ,b868 .7523
.94Rq .1744 .7039 .7259
LO_Eg 5UEFACE
XlC C_ PeLleT qLOC
0.0000 1,0975 ,9019 .1617
,OIZ_ .5959 ,R401 .5047
,0251 .2970 .7547 .6466
*0_I0 *0243 .6772 .7672
,0755 -,lOR2 ,6380 ,_273
.I_00 -.Z025 .611E ._677
,1504 -.3165 .5802 ._16o
,2004 -.3815 .5594 ._4_8
.2501 -.3830 .550_ .04_0
.300Z -,_729 ,5632 .943_
.3_07 -.3540 .56_9 .9379
.4_00 -,3207 .57_8 .9239
.4503 -.2953 .5857 .9_83
*_000 -.271_ ,5¢22 ,_0_2
.5_06 -.2403 .6010 .8R45
,5097 -.2057 ,6100 .8705
.6502 -.1P55 ,6167 ,_632
.7003 -.I_95 .630_ ._?qO
.7497 -,I027 .6403 ,023R
,799q -.0512 ,6553 .8007
.8503 -*0200 ,6634 .7883
.9000 .0157 .6746 .7711
*04_3 ,1064 ,69_ ,7338
C01 .02770 CDCOR1 .02699
C02 .02558 CD_DR2 .02486
C03 ,0396b COCOR3 *03896
C04 .01450 COCOR4 .01400
CD5 .01152 ¢0COR5 .01129
SPANW|SE
_lC YIC CP P,LIPT RLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -,0936 ,4176 1.1903
.1505 -,3333 -1.0056 .3R23 1.2572
• 1505 -,16_7 -1,0079 .3806 1.2606
,1505 0.0000 "1,0056 .3044 1.2532
• 1505 .1667 -,9623 .3961 1.2269
.1505 ,3333 -1.0240 .3771 1.2676
.L505 ._000 -.gR9_ .3650 1.2505
,4995 -,5000 -.4005 ,5536 ,9591
.4995 -,3333 -,3054 .5507 .9510
.A995 -.1667 -.4672 .§35R .9675
.4993 0.0000 -.5321 *51SO 1.0164
• 4_05 .1667 -.5402 ._137 1.0Z37
,4993 ,3333 -,5273 .5182 1.0162
.4995 .5000 -.4812 .5318 .9qAo
.7994 -.5000 -.1027 .6163 .8600
,7994 -,3333 -.1260 .6330 ,8350
.7994 -.16_7 -.00C7 ,645_ .R159
• ?994 0.0000 -.0471 .6565 .?qB9
,7994 ,1667 *,0382 .6601 .7933
• 7_94 ,3333 -,0358 .659_ ,7947












KIC CP P_LIPT _Lq:
0,0000 1,052Z ,96_7 ,2134
*_135 -.3707 ._6_2 ,9A30
*0271 -.6050 ,4_40 I*056_
.0515 -.605] ,43_7 1.1519
,3763 *_0235 .4025 1.2186
.I012 -,_637 ,3855 1.2510
.1503 -1.0776 *_§_7 1.3026
.1994 -1,1493 .3406 1.3424
,_501 -1.1874 .3248 1*3677
.2999 -1.2338 ,3181 1.3015
,3499 -I.2036 ,3_59 1.3720
.3qg4 -.73_1 ,_606 1,L13Z
.4496 -.6508 .48_1 1,0713
*4097 -*6099 .4967 1.0518
.5492 -.544Z ,5141 1.0230
*5904 -*4_4Z .5407 ._7q7
.6495 -.3611 .5672 ,_375
,6996 -.2616 *Sq_O ._qZ4
.740_ -.1_77 *61L6 *_681
.8003 -,1103 ,637_ ._276
._00 -,067Z .64?7 ,8124
*0993 .00_8 ,57_5 ,7742
.q4_9 ,0406 ,6701 .7642
Ln4E_ S_kCE
X/C CP PeL/_T qL_
0,0000 1,0522 .969? ,_134
,0122 ,6810 ,9633 .46?7
,0251 ,3916 ,?703 .6071
,0510 ,t164 .7017 *72#3
,0755 -,Ol_g ,662_ .7902
,i_00 *.11_? ,6343 ._330
.1504 -,2394 *50_3 ._871
• 2004 -.3047 ._816 .9148
,2501 -,3Z20 .5761 ,9235
,300_ -,3167 ,5793 ,9185
• 350? -.3112 .5n09 .915_
,4000 -,_9_q ,5847 .9100
,4503 -.2711 ,5930 ._70
• 5000 -*Z663 .5943 ._940
.5506 -.2397 .600P *q040
.5_97 --*_067 .6111 .06_9
• 6_OZ -*_017 .6175 ._667
.7003 -,15_4 .6253 ,R469
• 7_q? -.1335 .6_99 *_3Q0
.700_ -.0*04 ,6463 .8145
.8503 -.0708 ,6466 .B140
.0000 -.0400 .6584 .70_0
,94_3 .0241 .6744 .7714
C01 .04765 CDCORi .046R2
C_2 *04069 ¢DEORZ .039ql
C03 ,05417 COCOR3 .05350
C04 *0_034 COCOR4 ,01994
C05 ,01505 COCOR5 .0147R
SPAqd|SE
X/C f/E _P ReL/PT RLOE
.1505 -.5000 -,9532 .3950 1.23_7
.1505 -,3333 -1,0071 *3570 1,30_0
• 1505 -,16_7 -1.1008 ,3555 1.3112
•1505 0.0000 -1.0776 ,35_7 1.3026
.1505 .1667 -1.0167 ,3768 1,2691
• 150§ .3333 -1.1057 .3517 1,31e9
.1505 ,5000 -1.0837 .3604 1,301Z
,4995 -.5000 -,4131 .550_ .9645
,AO_ -,3333 -,4126 .5519 .9618
.4905 -.1667 -.5_17 .51Z6 1.0253
,4905 0,_000 *.6090 .4967 I,05tl
,4995 ,L667 -,5950 .4_8_ _*0493
• 4995 .3333 -.5079 .4991 1,0470
,4995 .5000 -.5426 .515E [.021I
,7994 -,5000 -,2583 .5944 ,R946
• T99_ -.3333 -*E_6_ .6177 ,8506
.7904 -.1667 -.1167 .b355 .8307
,7994 0.0000 -.1103 ,637t .gZ_6
,7904 ,1667 -,[315 .6305 .0307
.7094 .3333 -*0_30 .6417 .0217






xlC CP PtL/PT HLSC
0.3000 1.0026 ,0545 °2578
*013_ -,4_34 ,_340 .9904
e0271 -,7193 ,46_9 1,1003
,0515 -.8fl95 .4131 1,1986
,0763 -.9973 ,3804 1,2611
,101Z -1.0_90 ,3626 l,_qbb
.1503 -1,1437 .3374 1,3492
.1994 -1.2098 °3205 1,3_62
.250L -1,ZZb6 .3167 1.3946
.2999 -,_082 ,4134 1,2037
.3499 -,bOZ? ,4678 h10_7
*3994 -.6563 ,47_5 1,0_4
.4496 -*6215 ,4874 1.0674
*489? -.5_8 ._096 1.04_6
.5492 -.5421 ,_114 1,0273
.599_ -,4034 ,8241 1.:066
*6495 -.4_84 °_415 ,47_4
.6996 -.3783 ,_73 .9532
.7489 -.Y371 ,56n8 ,0349
*#003 -.2750 .58_2 ,9044
.B500 -,2222 ,_029 ,_16
.8993 -,1636 .bZOq ,_537
,9489 -,123! .6312 ._37F
PT 35.2143 PSI CN, .4434
TT 190.5716 K CM -.0146




XIC CP PpL/DT qLOC
0,0000 1,0026 ,8548 .2578
• 0122 ,7455 ,8794 ,6321
.0251 ,4726 ,8032 ,5679
,0510 ,1ebb .7230 .beSS
,075_ ,0_6 ,6832 ,7578
,1000 -.0460 ,6532 .8030
,1_04 -.1779 .61_8 ,Rb31
,2501 -°2756 ,588? ,q036
.3002 -,2912 ._841 .910_
,3507 -,2995 .5806 ,9164
.4000 -,2948 ,5822 .913_
,4_03 -,27_4 .5868 ,9067
• 5000 -,26oa ,5892 ,9029
,5097 -,2348 ,5084 .8886
,6502 -,_274 ,_018 .EBb1
,7_03 -,192_ ,6106 .S696
.7497 -*1791 .6147 .8640
.7998 -.1375 .6_76 .843_
,8503 -.1326 1 .62_6 .8418
,9000 -.1331 .6Z96 ._40_
,9483 -.0830 .64_? ._ZOI
C01 .06581 COCO_l .06480
COS .05903 CDCOR2 .05797
CO3 ,10436 CDCOR3 .10353
C04 .03366 COCQR4 *03311
C03 .0Z410 CDCOR5 ,02374
XIC _lC CP PeLIPT NLOC
• 1508 -.5000 -1.0088 .3738 1.Z701
.1505 -.3333 -1.157_ .3367 1.3507
,150_ -.1667 -1,1582 ,3340 1,3864
.1508 0,_000 -1.L437 .3374 1.34_
• 1505 .1667 -1,0902 .3524 1.3175
.1505 .3333 -1.1799 .3303 1,3646
,1505 .5000 -1.1526 .335? 1.3529
.4995 -.5000 -.4313 .54_Z ,9774
.4995 -.3333 -.4991 ,5215 1.0106
.4905 -.1667 -.$937 .4982 1.0493
.4995 0.0000 -.5858 .4986 1.0686
• 499_ .Sbb? -.579e ,4995 1.0_71
,4995 .3333 -.5887 .4957 1.0536
.4995 .5000 -.5484 .5111 1.0278
.7994 -,5000 -.2804 .8868 .9071
,7994 -.3333 -.2170 ,6053 .8779
,7994 -.1687 -,23_4 ,5970 ,8907
,7994 0.0000 -.27_0 .5182 .q04_
.7994 *1667 -.2787 ,5870 ,9063
.7994 .3333 -.2596 .5931 .8969




PT 35,1673 P_] C_ .4645
TT 100,_240 K CN -,0175




XlC CP P, LlaT _LOC
0.0000 .9542 ,9399 .2e83
.013_ -,5699 ,_048 1.0343
*0271 -._15_ .4330 1.1621
.0519 -.OTbL .3B60 1,2801
.0763 -1,0915 ,3568 1,3034
.1012 -1.1368 .33_0 1.3457
*1503 -h21_7 ,316_ 1._941
*1994 -1.2490 .3000 l,_121
*Z501 -,P637 ,4164 1.192_
.2009 -,7028 ,46_1 1,1089
.3499 -.6749 .4733 1.0913
,3994 -,6457 ,4808 l*_796
,4496 -.6191 .4_7 1.0651
.4997 -.5857 .4969 1.0514
._49Z -.5_11 .5067 1,03_1
,599_ -.5165 ,5140 1,0166
.6495 -,4_58 ._237 1.0073
.6996 -.4398 ,5300 .9825
.748e -,3885 .5_17 ,_621
.8003 -,3596 ._611 ,_472
.8_00 -.3232 ._726 ,7_9
.8993 -,8719 .5_8 ,q036
.9489 -.2330 ,bOO/ ._859
LO_E_ $11RF_C_
XlC CP PeLIPT _L_C
C,O000 .9542 ,9390 .2985
*OI_Z .e140 .9005 .3896
.0_51 ,540_ .8216 .5358
.0510 ,_638 .7419 .6669
.0755 ,1304 ,70_ .7233
,1000 .0_09 .6717 ,7756
,1504 ".1139 .6338 ,_8
.Z004 -,1942 ,6112 ._6_7
.2501 -,2303 .5987 .q_81
.3002 -.25_3 .5918 .8988
.3507 -,2695 .5895 ,9024
,4000 -.2758 ._870 ,9064
.4503 -.Z673 ,5896 *90EZ
._000 -,_711 .5874 .0058
,5_06 -.25_9 ,5913 ,8905
,_e07 -.2428 .5965 ,_015
.650_ -,2568 .5898 .90_0
.7003 -.??46 ,600_ .8948
,7_e? -,ZOne .6067 ._751
.799_ -,1_26 ,61ZI ,9674
.8503 -.1000 ,6109 ,8602
.9000 -,_038 .6083 ,_73_
,94_3 -.16]9 .6205 ._44
COl .08034 COCORL .0?912
COZ ,07606 CDCOR2 *07401
CO3 .11849 CDCOR3 .11740
C04 .05424 CDCOR4 ,08314
C05 .04062 CDCORS .03977
$PAN_I$[
XlC _1_ CP P,L/PT _LOC
,1505 -.5000 -1.084? .3543 1.3137
•1505 *.3333 -1.El_l .3147 1,3991
.1505 -.1667 -1.2261 .3143 1,3999
,1505 0,3000 -1,218? .3169 1,3941
.1508 ,1667 -1,1667 .3307 1.3636
• 1505 .3333 -1,23_8 ,3088 1.4125
.1505 ,5000 -1.2223 .3154 1,397_
.4995 -.5000 -.SEES .5144 1.0224
,4995 -.3333 -.5907 .4968 1,052_
.4995 -*1667 -.5946 .4967 1.0517
.499_ 0,0000 -.5857 ,4960 1.0314
,499_ .1667 -.5793 .4983 1.0494
.4993 .3333 -.3991 ,4938 1,0165
.499_ .3000 -,5581 ,5072 1.0343
.7994 -,5000 -.2899 ,5837 ,9113
.7994 -.3333 -.3218 .S728 .9285
.7904 -.1667 -,35_1 ,5663 .9388
,7994 0.0000 -.3596 .5611 ,9472
.7804 .1667 -.355? .5648 .941_
.7994 .3333 -.3622 .5612 .9469




TABLE XL. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.78







XIC CP P,LIPT _LOC
0.0000 1e1598 ,9994 ,0300
.0135 .2013 .7256 ,6932
,0271 -*0801 .6446 ,_142
.0515 -,3072 ,5a38 .9171
.0763 -,4652 ,5354 .9894
.1012 -,5532 ,5099 1,0309
.1503 -,6499 .4816 1,07%3
.1994 -.7224 ,4606 1.1144
• 2501 -.7524 .4528 1,1279
.2999 -.7177 ,4624 1.1112
• 3499 -,4665 ,5332 ,9928
• 3994 -.4201 .5463 ,9718
• 4496 -.3725 ._616 ,_474
,4997 -*3302 ,5734 ._287
.5492 -,2736 ,5893 .9030
.5994 -.2_14 .6005 .]863
.6495 -,1957 ,6110 ._700
.6906 -.1506 ,6237 .9504
,7409 -,1050 ,63_2 .92_1
.8003 -.0533 .6522 ._065
.8S00 .00_9 .6674 ,7932
.8993 ,0649 .6R54 ,7555
,9489 ,1350 .7056 .7242
pr 31.6287 ps| cH *,0295
TT 124,9322 K CR ,0008




XlC CP PpLIPT _LDC
0,0000 1,1594 ,9994 ,0300
.0122 ,2138 .?289 ,6R_l
.0251 -*0946 .6404 .8246
.0510 -.367S .5636 .944E
.0755 -,4717 .5335 .992%"
,1000 -,5809 .5020 1.0440
,I_04 -.70_2 .4649 1.1069
.2004 -.77_5 .44_2 1.1431
.2501 -.8204 .4334 1.1625
.3002 -,8313 .4300 1.1687
,3507 -.6704 .4769 1.0890
,4000 -,3797 .5_79 ,9533
.4503 -,3539 .5668 .9391
,5000 -,329_ .5736 ,92%3
.5_06 -,2856 .5850 ,9092
.50_7 --.23E0 .5936 ,0993
,6502 -,2130 .6061 *9776
• 7003 -,1524 .6232 .4511
.7497 -.1057 .6380 .4283
.799_ -*0451 .654_ ._029
,a503 -.0011 .6668 .7840
,9000 .0400 .6783 ,7664
.9483 ,1392 ,7069 *7213
C01 .00912 COCOR1 .00887
C02 ,00897 C000R2 .00868
C03 .00077 COCOR3 ,00854
C04 ,00808 CDCOR4 .00796
C05 ,00709 CDCOR5 .00702
SPANWZSE
XIC ¥1C CP RpLIPT RLOC
• IS05 -,5000 -.5842 .5007 1.0A62
.1505 -.3333 -.6446 .4827 1.0764
,1505 -.1667 -,6613 ,4707 1,0433
.1505 0,0000 -.6499 ,4616 1.0783
,1505 .1667 -.64_5 ,4835 1,0751
.1505 ,3333 -.6610 .4780 1,0844
.1505 .5000 -,63_3 .4870 1.0692
• 4905 --*SO00 -*3391 .5708 .9328
.4095 -.3333 -,3336 .5741 ,9276
.4995 -.1667 -,3244 .5750 ,9262
.4995 0.0000 -.3302 .5734 ,028?
,499_ .1667 -.3271 ,5743 ,927A
.499S ,3333 -,3262 ,5763 .9242
.4995 .S030 -,2885 .5853 ,qlO0
.7994 -,5000 -,0756 .6456 .$163
.7994 -.3333 -.0684 ,6492 .8112
,7994 -.1667 -*0577 .6515 .Q075
,799A 0.0000 -,0533 ,65E2 ,8065
,799_ .1667 -,0511 ,6537 ,a042
• 7994 .3333 -,0451 .6556 .e013





Xl; CP P_LtPT _L_C
0,0000 1.1023 ,9027 .1604
• _135 ,5814 .8335 ,5169
• 0271 .3071 .75_9 .%456
• 051S .0756 *6%99 .7501
,0763 -.OR?4 ,b421 ,_220
• 1012 -*1692 .6157 .3627
• 1503 -.2557 .5915 *_972
,1994 -.3348 .5605 .9349
.2501 -,3_08 .5670 .9349
.2999 -.3429 .5675 ,?3aO
,3499 -.3204 .5749 .9263
,3994 -.3019 ,5_13 *_163
,4496 -*2690 *S87% ,9067
• _997 -.2_19 ,_0_3 ,9059
.5492 -.2043 .60_6 ,373_
• _Q94 -*1P10 .61b_ " *_620
.6495 -.1599 .6239 .8S46
.699b -.1272 .6307 ._395
• 7489 -,09_7 ,6371 .3297
.8003 -,0529 .6524 .g062
• _SO0 -*0177 .661l .?92_
,B993 *0302 .6777 .7673
._489 *0_53 ,6011 .7466
PT 31.5597 PSI CN -,4181
TT 12_.6910 K CM .0087




XIC CP P_LIPT RL_C
0,0000 1.1023 .9827 ,1604
.0122 -.2044 .6088 .0734
,0251 -,48?6 ,5290 ,9906
.0510 -.7363 .4566 1.1213
,0755 -,%447 ,42S4 1.1770
.i000 -.9060 .4035 1,2176
.1504 -1.030_ ,3716 1.27o5
.2004 -1,0841 .3543 1.31_7
,2501 -I,128_ ,3402 1,344_
,3002 -1.166_ .3311 1.3638
,3507 -1,209_ .3202 1.3_77
.4000 -1.2201 ,3162 1,3956
.4503 -,9574 ,3897 _._440
,5000 -,6115 ,4913 1.0619
.$506 -,5043 ,5Z27 1,0099
,59_7 -.389_ .5_6S .9_S_
.650_ -.2711 .5891 .9041
.7003 -*156% .6222 ._526
.7497 -.1038 ,6357 ,8319
• 7998 -,0194 .6620 .7915
,9503 ,0202 ,6720 .7761
.9000 ,0615 .6_44 ,7570
• 9_83 .1281 .7034 ,7277
C01 .03442 CDCOR1 ,03406
C02 ,03097 CDCOR2 .03055
C03 ,0315_ CDCOR3 ,03120
COk .02644 COCOR4 .02616
C_9 .01922 CDCOR5 *01E93
SPAN_ZSE
xIC ?It CP PeLIPT qLQC
• 1505 -.5000 -.2131 .6044 .8803
,ISOS -.3333 -.2521 ,5965 .8926
.1SOS -.1667 -,2657 .5921 ,8994
.1505 0,3000 -.2557 ,_935 .6972
.150_ ,1667 -,2641 ,5897 ,9031
• 1505 .3333 -.2678 .5920 .8996
.1505 .SO00 -,2417 .5990 .8817
.4995 -.5000 -.2414 ,5979 .S904
,4995 -,3333 -.2448 .5970 .0917
.4995 -.1667 -.2366 .6011 .885_
,4995 0,0000 -,2519 ,_943 ,8959
,4995 .16_7 -,2434 ,5973 ,0912
.499_ ,3333 -.2386 .5988 .8690
,_995 .SO00 -,2020 .6110 .8701
.7994 -,5000 -.0746 .6482 .8127
,?994 -,3333 -,0711 .6403 .0126
,7994 -.1667 -.0566 .6518 .80?2
,7994 0,0000 -,0529 ,6_24 .0062
,7994 .1667 -.0442 ,6568 .7994
• 7994 .3333 -,0392 ,6574 .7916





X/C CP P;LIPT _L_C
0.0000 1.1346 ,992_ .1043
.013_ .46_4 ._039 .$677
,3271 *I_3 .7225 ._941
.0515 -.0430 ,6576 ,7982
,0763 -;2029 .6120 .9695
*I012 -,2823 .5d91 .90_1
.1503 -,36_2 ,5629 *_453
.1994 -.4300 ,5441 ,_754
.2501 -.4163 .$517 ,9632
.2Q9_ "*_IOL ._525 *_610
*3499 -,3717 .5627 .9_56
,3994 -.3467 .5700 .9341
.4496 -.3030 ,5823 ._148
.4997 -,2699 .592_ ._994
,5492 -*Z26q *6055 ._7%b
._994 -.lO30 .61¢6 .q645
.5495 -.1636 *6236 .8505
,6996 -,1274 *_329 .%362
.7489 -,0_7_ ,6437 .8198
.aO03 -,0436 ,6555 .8015
.0500 .0025 .6701 .??90
,Rqq3 .0683 .686_ .7533
,9489 .1259 .?045 .?260
pT 31,62_ PS_ Cq -.297S
TT 124,5336 K cq .0024




X/C C= %L/PT _LOC
0.0000 1.1346 .90?4 .1043
.0122 -.0804 .64?8 ,_1_2
• 0251 -.3688 .5637 .9441
• 0_I0 -.6285 *4911 1.0622
• 0?85 -.7410 .4500 1.1172
• I000 -,315_ .43?3 1.1556
,1504 -,9340 ,4013 1.2217
,2004 -1,0036 .3_29 1,2573
,250l *I,056_ ,3696 1.2_35
,300_ -1.0_54 .3603 1,30_4
.3507 -1,116% .3503 1,3229
• 4000 -1.1759 ,34?9 1.3279
,4503 -,7433 .45?0 1,1206
.5000 -,4031 ,5549 .94RI
• 5S06 -.26%3 ,593? .8970
,5997 -.1467 .6136 *R660
,6502 -.1759 .6201 .%560
• ?003 -.1206 .63_2 ._372
.7497 -.0910 ,642? .8_12
,?a_ -,0348 ,6580 .?9?6
• 8503 .O01S ,6699 ,?793
• qO00 ,0431 .6808 *?626
,94_3 .1364 ,70?2 .7219
ORIGTNAL PAGE TS
OF POOR QUALITY 229
C01 .01953 C0¢0R1 .01915
C02 .01940 COCOR2 .01093
C03 ,01959 COCOR3 ,01918
C04 .01650 COCOR4 ,01610
C05 ,01289 COCOR5 .01262
SPAq_ISE
_/C YIC CP P.L/PT qLOC
.1SO5 -,$000 -.3219 .5753 .92S?
,1505 -*3333 -.3601 .5690 .9436
,1505 -.1657 -.3?46 .5614 .9477
• 1505 0.0000 -,3682 .5629 ,94S3
.t505 .1667 -,3735 .5606 .9490
,1505 .3333 -.3?45 .5599 .9501
.1S05 .5000 -,3417 ,5708 .9329
,499S -.5000 -.26E0 .5912 *9000
.499S -*3333 -.2?09 .5912 .9009
• 4995 -.1667 -.26S2 .5929 *8982
• 4995 0.0000 -,2699 .5928 .8904
• 4995 .1667 -,2692 .5909 .9013
.499S ,3333 -,2635 *5933 .0976
,4q9§ ,5000 -.2273 ,6037 ,0014
• ?994 -.5000 -,0702 .6A94 .8107
• ?994 -*3333 -,0619 ,6520 ,8068
• ?994 -.1667 -.0906 .6_35 .!041
• 7994 0,0090 -,0436 *6555 ,0015
.?994 .1667 -.0389 .6_84 .?970
,7994 *3333 -,0323 ,6604 .7939




XIC CP PpLIPT _L_:
0.0000 1,1544 ,99_1 .05ZA
,0135 ,3341 ,7649 ,6313
,0Z71 ,0494 ,5_50 ,7562
*0515 -.Id05 .61_6 .5533
._763 -.3410 .5735 .Q2qO
,1012 -,4190 ,5503 .0654
,1503 -,4965 ._ZST 1,0001
.1994 -.5694 .5076 1.0347
,ZSOI -,5287 ,5170 1,0161
.2999 -,5166 ._220 1,0110
.$4;9 -.4435 .5438 ._758
.3994 -.3984 .5554 ,957Z
.4496 -.346S ,_696 ._347
*4997 -.30_4 .5805 ,9176
,5492 -,2_38 .5062 .8030
.5994 -.2!69 ._0_ ._769
,6495 -.1_8 .6171 ._606
.?45_ -.0o_5 .6420 ._Z23
._003 -.0493 .6551 .4020
.8500 ,0017 ,6659 ,7909
.8993 .06_6 ,_#74 .7524
.9489 ,1289 ,70_1 ,72_5
PT 31.6333 PSI CN -,1551
TT 124,2776 K Cq -,0011




0,0000 1,1544 ,_981 ,05_
.01_2 .0700 .6898 .7487
•02_i -.2360 .6040 .8509
.0510 -.4967 ._287 1,0002
.0755 -,5941 ._014 1.0451
.I000 -.6035 .47_2 1.0944
.1504 -.8333 .4330 1.1633
• ZOO4 -.8090 .4135 1.1953
._501 -.94_ .4004 1,_735
•300Z -,9705 ,3925 1,2_01
.3507 -I*0030 .3847 1,2536
.4000 -,6384 .4B?O 1.0691
.4503 -,3450 ,5608 .9344
• 5000 -._78 ,5684 .9083
,5506 -.261Z .5941 ,8963
.5997 -.2_70 .6037 ,8q13
.650Z -._097 .6004 .5725
,7003 -.1521 .624_ .8491
.7497 -,1076 ,6394 .9263
,7_98 -.0478 .6556 .8913
• 8503 -.0037 .6675 .7830
.QO00 .0384 .6800 .7638
.9483 .1345 .7077 .7_10
C01 ,01236 CDCOR1 .O1Z06
C02 .01214 COCOR2 ,01162
CD3 ,01104 CDCOR3 ,01157
CD4 *01018 C_DR4 .00999
C03 ,00043 COC0_ .00830
5PANWISE
XIC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
,1505 -,5000 -.4403 .5_50 ,9739
,1505 -,3333 -,4838 ,8320 .9940
.1505 -,1667 -.5038 ,5266 10036
.1505 0.0000 -,4965 *_87 1.0_01
.1505 .1667 -.4992 ,5_83 1.0009
• 1505 ,3333 -,5021 .5268 1.0032
.1505 .5000 -.4691 .836_ .9876
,4995 -,5000 -,3037 .5831 .9136
.4995 -,3333 -.3067 ,5823 .9148
.499§ -.1667 -.3005 .5031 .9136
.4995 0.0000 -.3084 .580_ .9176
.499_ .1667 -.3040 .5830 .91_?
.499_ ,3333 -,3006 .5640 ,9121
.499_ ,5000 -.26Z7 ,5939 .8967
.7994 -.5000 -,0773 ,6464 .81_5
.799_ -,3333 -,0680 .6493 .0110
.7994 -.1667 -,0_55 .6_21 .8067
.7994 0.0000 -.0493 .6_31 ,8020
,?_94 .1667 -.0466 ,6551 .0020
.7994 ,3333 -*0422 .6_66 .7997





Xl¢ CP P,LIPT _LOC
0.0000 1,1570 ,99_ ,0_21
,0135 .I_96 .7_34 .0_66
*0_71 -.0_37 .64_ .8_18
.0515 -.319_ .57_7 ._05
.0763 -.4777 .5_0 ._900
,IOIZ -._67 .5007 1.0313
.1503 -.660q .4816 1.07_3
.Iq94 -.?_82 .46_2 1.1098
.2501 -,7575 .4545 1,1250
.299_ -.68_0 .474l 1.0911
*349_ -.4677 ._366 ._874
i .4496 -.376? ,5_9 ._4_7
.4997 -.3320 .575_ .9_56
.8492 -.2758 ,5919 ,3998
._994 -.2344 .6028" ._8_8
.6495 -.1986 ,6140 ._655
.60_6 -,1_26 .6Z81 ._436
.748_ -.1051 ,6414 .u231
._003 -.0_60 ._564 ._000
.9500 -,0021 .6713 .7771
._993 .0630 .6907 .7473
.9489 ,1301 .70_4 ,71_4
PT 31.64_7 PSI Cq -,0179
TT 1_4,5187 K C_ .0005




XIC CP P_LIPT qLO_
0,0000 3,1570 ._8 .04_I
.0122 ,2Z03 .7327 .6530
.0251 -.0897 .6434 .8_01
,0510 -,3619 .566_ .9_0_
.0755 -.4698 .5372 .9_64
.i000 -.57_0 .5062 1.0370
• 1504 -.7020 .4699 1.0983
.200_ -.7744 .4501 1,1126
,2501 -,8030 .4413 1,14P4
.3002 -,_IZ5 .4387 I,_530
.3_07 -.4915 .5290 .9984
.4000 -.4055 .55_2 .0576
.4503 -,_6_5 ,5660 ._404
,_000 -,33_3 ,5745 ._70
.5506 -.28_9 ,588_ .90_6
.59o? -._407 .6010 .88_6
.6502 -.2151 .60_ ,8727
.?003 -.1537 .6270 .8441
.7497 -,1051 ,6414 ,8_31
.?099 -.0480 .6587 .7965
.8_03 -.0039 .6708 .?779
.9000 .03P9 .683_ .7577
,9483 ,1348 ,7107 .7164
C01 .00882 COCOR1 .00856
C02 .0_879 CDCOR2 .00847
CD3 .00055 COCOR3 .00827
C04 .00794 COCOR4 .00794
C05 .0_698 C0¢0R5 .00692
SPANWISE
XI_ YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
.[505 -._000 -.5871 ._058 1.0377
• 150_ -.3333 -,6512 ,4872 1,0687
.1505 -.1667 -.67_0 .4816 1.0783
.1505 0.3000 -.6609 ,4816 1.0783
,1505 .16_7 *.6583 ,4857 1.0713
.1505 .3333 -.6727 .4811 1.0790
.1505 .5000 -,6418 ,4901 1,0639
.4995 -._000 -.3404 .57_9 .q848
,4995 -,3333 -,3346 .5769 .9233
.499_ -.1667 -.3269 .5780 .9216
.4995 0.0000 -.3320 ._754 .9Z56
.449_ ,L667 -.3309 ,5706 .9206
.4_95 ,333_ -,3283 ,5?87 ;9205
,4995 .5000 ",2907 ,5882 .9055
.7994 -,3000 -,0761 ,6503 ,8095
.7994 -.3333 -,0705 .6501 ,8097
.79_4 -,1667 -,0605 .6_41 .8036
.7994 0.0000 -.0560 .6_64 .8000
,7_4 ,1667 -,0508 .6574 .7985
.7994 .3333 -.0485 ,6564 .8001
,7994 ,5000 -,0548 -.6557 ,8011
TEST 119 PT 31.6579 PS[ CN .I190
RUN 75 TT 124.43_4 K CM ,003_
POINT 6 PC 15.1360 _ILLIflR CC ,0071
WACsl .7809
ALP_t_ 1,0155 PEG
_PPE; SJgFACt LO_ $(IPFACE
X/C CP P_LIPT NLOC XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.1544 ._o_ .0540 0.0000 1.1544 ._9qO .0540
.0|35 .0410 .6808 .76_5 .0122 .3640 .77Z8 .6185
.0Z71 -.2412 .5990 .8_73 .OZSl .0600 .6858 .7540
• 0515 -.4577 *5392 ._32 .0510 -.2184 .6073 .8759
( .0763 ;,61Z0 ,4q62 1.0536 .0755 -.3387 .5739 .02PO
• 1012 -,6fl14 ,4751 1,0593 ,1000 -,4336 ,5457 ,9727
• 1503 -,7_60 ,44_! 1.1469 ,1504 -,571_ .506_ 1.0370
.1994 -,A737 ,4ZlZ 1.1846 ,2004 -,6175 .404n 1,0561
.2501 -.9111 .4097 1.2060 .2501 -.5874 .5019 1.0442
.299_ -.q471 .4004 1.Z235 .3002 -.5024 .526n 1.0032
,3499 -.9_13 ,3996 1._250 ,3507 -,4514 .5417 .9792
.4496 -.3799 .574_ ._Z64 .4503 -.3465 .5701 .0340
.499? -.2995 .58_8 ._140 .5000 -._170 .5?7_ .9_19
.5492 -,Z670 .5q25 .8_88 *5506 -*_713 .5913 .9007
• 5994 -._314 .60_3 ._35 .599 _ -*2246 .6043 .0_05
,6495 -.1_81 ,6118 ,468_ ,bSO_ -,2016 .610_ ,8?04
,_q96 *.1555 ,6Z39 *_501 ,7003 -,1443 .6771 ,845?
• 748¢ -.1083 .5379 .87q5 .7497 -.0986 .6407 .8Z4_
.8003 -.0564 .6521 .8067 .7098 -.0416 .6563 .8002
• 8500 -*0017 .66_3 .7P18 .A503 --.0001 .6687 .?_11
.8993 .063Z ,b_65 .753? .9000 .0381 .6704 .7647
.9489 .1317 .706_ .?_23 .9483 ,1356 .7080 .7Z06
C01 .01076 COCOR1 ,01029
CO? ,01076 COCO_Z ,OIOZ1
C03 ,01014 COCOR3 ,00985
¢04 .00807 COCOR4 .008??
C_5 ,00753 COCOR5 *00745
5P4HWISE
X/C YIC CP P#L/PT ML_C
•1505 -,5000 -.7285 .46?3 1,1115
.1505 -,3333 -,7990 .4419 1.1473
,1505 -.1667 -,0153 .4304 1.1535
.1505 0.0000 -*?960 .4421 1.1469
• 1505 .1667 -.7836 .4466 1.1390
• 1505 ,3333 -.81Z9 .4379 1.1544
,1505 .5000 -*7673 .4464 1.1394
.4995 -.5000 -.3754 .56?6 .9459
.4995 -,3333 -.3484 ,5714 ,9320
.4995 -.1667 -.3175 .5789 .9200
,4995 0.0000 --*_995 .58_8 .9140
,4995 .i667 -._033 == ;_S=3i _ ._136
.4995 .3333 -,3151 .5808 .9171
,4998 .SO00 -,2934 ,5858 ,9093
.?994 -.5000 -*080? .6459 .8162
.7994 -*3333 -.0741 .6489 ,8115
,7994 -,1667 -.0634 .6517 .8073
,7994 0*0000 **0564 .65_| *006?
.7994 ,1667 -.052? .6540 .003?
,7994 .3333 -,0503 ,6557 .8011






_lC Ce P,L/_T _L_C
0.0000 1.1334 ,o918 ,10_8
.0135 -.1094 .6403 .324?
,0271 -.3?03 ,5614 ._47_
,0515 -.5099 .4q_O 1.06_9
*0763 -*7307 ,6610 1.1137
.I012 -,79?5 ,4609 1.1490
*1503 ".9017 .6113 1,Z030
,19q4 -.q752 ,3_qg 1,Z435
.2501 -1,0201 ,3776 1,2673
.2909 -1,0594 .3661 1.2o04
.349q -1.0q02 .3565 1.3101
,3994 -l.0q?? .3563 [,3|0_
.6496 -.4068 ,527? 1.0918
.49q? -*3230 *5773 *_226
*_492 -.2357 ,6020 .3_41
*59R4 -,2069 ,6120 ._685
.6495 -.17_6 .6184 ,_5_5
,6996 -,1651 ,6273 ._44a
*74Sg -,I06_ ,63_4 .826Z
,#003 -*0_47 .6_32 ._050
.8500 -.0041 .66_0 ,7821
.8903 .0_11 .686_ .7536
,9480 ,I773 .7060 ,7237
PT 31.5630 P51 'CN ,2493
TT 124,3770 K CM .0012




XlC CP PgLIPT qLOC
0,0000 1.1334 .Q918 .1088
• 0122 ,4_00 .80_6 ,5598
o0251 .1916 °7239 ,69_0
,0510 -,0863 .64_I .8174
,07_5 -*2126 ,6066 .S736
•I000 -,3097 ,5801 .91_2
,1504 -,4_13 .54_3 .q685
• 2004 -.475l .53_7 *qg37
• 2501 -.4622 *536Q .9870
.300_ -.4_81 .5463 *q71q
• 3507 -._020 .5§31 .0610
.4000 -,3620 ._659 .9406
,4503 -.3163 ,5791 .9198
.5000 -.2_99 .5867 .9078
,5506 -,Z506 ,_977 .q907
.5097 -.2065 .6121 ,8683
,6501 -,1_05 .61_3 .8634
.700_ -*1370 ,629_ .841_
.7_97 -.0946 .64_2 .8_1_
• 7ogO -.0397 ,6574 .70_5
.0503 -.0046 .6679 .7_73
,gO00 .0312 .6781 .v667
.9403 .1_ .7063 .?_33
C01 .01656 C0¢0_1 .01607
C02 .016_Z COCOR_ .0155q
C03 ,01_00 CDCOR3 *014_6
C06 ,01087 CDCO_6 *01062
C05 ,00810 COCOA§ ,O0?q?
SPiH_[$£
XIC YIC CP PetlPT RLOC
.1505 -.5090 -.8197 .4366 1.1603
,1505 -.3_33 -.9102 .4093 1.2067
.1505 -.1667 -.9188 .407e I.:09_
.1505 0.9000 -.9017 .6113 1.2030
.150S .1667 -.6768 .41_3 1.1899
.1505 ,3333 -,925_ .4049 1.2150
,1505 ._000 -.8936 ,4150 1.1961
.4q0S -.5000 -.38g? .5500 .qS30
,4995 -.3333 -.3362 ,5743 .0276
• 4995 -,1667 -.3073 .5811 .?166
.699§ 0.0900 --._Z30 *5773 .9Z_6
_4995 *1667 -*3Z16 .9774 .9224
.499_ ,3333 -.3199 .57Bq *q_Ol
,_9Q5 .5000 -.3027 *5824 .9146
.79q4 -.5000 -,114i .6373 .8294
.7904 -.3333 -.0941 .6427 .8_II
,7Q94 -,1667 -*0692 *6690 .8102
.7994 0.0000 -.0547 .6_32 .8050
.79q6 .1667 -.0501 ,6_55 ,_014
.7904 ,3333 -.0672 ,6_61 .8006




pr 31,5653 _5! CH ,3544
TT 174.?9?8 K CH .0012




XlC CP O_LIPT _L_C
0.0000 1.0069 ._gll ,165_
,0135 -.7338 .60_3 *_B35
.9271 -,5037 ._Z_ 1.0055
.0515 -.7099 .4655 1.1059
,0763 -.e601 .42_2 I*1720
.1012 -.9014 .4107 1.2041
.1503 -1.0042 .3_32 i._565
.1994 -I*06_7 .3634 1.2Qbl
,ZSOl -I.I057 ,3_03 1.32_q
.Zq9_ -I.1_50 .33o3 1,3461
,3_q_ -1.1_44 .3190 1,3665
*3004 -i.2096 .3_40 1.3792
.6496 -.ba26 .47L5 L,0056
.4997 -.5251 ._171 1,0191
.5492 -.3_93 .55_0 .9563
.59g4 -.2453 .5906 *_77
.6_95 -,1686 .61oi .a576
.6996 -.1234 .6326 .836_
.7489 -*0017 .6_1 ._270
,8003 -.0509 ,6543 ,8033
._500 -,OOZ2 ,6675 .7_Z9
._9q3 .0569 .6_57 .7§50
.948g .1_11 .?OLb ,7_05
tqaEe SUeFACE
xlC CP P_LIPT _LOC
0.0000 1,096_ ._11 *1652
*O12Z ,6001 ,839g .5058
.0251 .3007 .7571 .6435
*0510 *0266 .6?58 .7?03
.075_ --.lOOg .6392 .8_64
.i090 -.lqBZ .6115 .8693
.1504 -.3133 .5800 .91_4
.Z004 -.375q .5611 ,0482
.2501 -.3806 .5579 .9532
.309Z -._634 .5640 .06_2
.3507 -.3400 .5684 .0367
,4000 -.3237 .5766 .023_
,4_03 -,Z_70 ,§870 ,_073
,5000 -,z6q9 ,5901 *q026
.5506 -*Z37_ ._995 .8879
.5oq? -.Z039 ,6114 ._694
.6_02 -.18g? .6130 ._669
.7003 -.13_b ,6285 ._631
.74_? -.O90q .6307 ,0256
.7096 -.047_ .6553 .8018
._503 -,017_ .6632 .7_g6
.9000 ,0127 ,6731 .7744
.0483 *1059 .607? .7377
COl .02677 CDCORI ,02675
C02 ,02435 CDCDR? .07428
C_3 *02211 COCDR_ *02163
C06 .01215 COC_6 .0111_
C05 .00924 CDCORS .00899
SP&qwlSE
X/C YI: CP PILIPT qLOC
.1_05 -.5000 -,B950 .412_ 1.2008
• 1§0S -,3331 -L.0094 .1807 1.2624
• 1505 -.1667 -1.0021 .3792 1.1644
.1505 0.0000 -I.0062 .3832 1.?Y65
,1505 .1667 -.9708 .3908 l*241e
.1505 .3333 -l,OZT1 .3752 1.2724
• 1505 .5000 -.9894 .3828 1.2_73
.4995 -.5000 -.40ZZ .5551 .9576
.4995 -.3333 -.3691 ._61Z *q4eO
•6995 -,16_7 -.4561 ,$360 .0671
,409S 0.0000 -,5251 .5171 1.0191
,4995 .1667 -.5114 .5161 1.0077
,49q5 .3333 -.5271 .5159 1,02tO
.4995 *_000 -.4881 .5776 1.0019
.7994 -.5000 -.20Q? .6074 .6757
,7994 -.3333 -.1354 .62?2 .6450
.7996 *.1667 -.0766 .6636 .8700
.7994 O*OOOO -,0_00 ,6543 *8033
.7994 ,1667 -.0358 .6570 .799|
,7996 ,3333 -*030_ .6_74 .79_6




XIC C _ PeLleT _L3C
0.0000 1.0505 ,06_2 ,7154
*013_ -.34_9 ,5678 ,9376
.0271 -*_Z42 ._gOg I*0526
.051_ -._06 ,4369 1.1567
.0763 _,0443 .4005 I._234
,I012 -I*0064 .3626 I.Z581
.1503 -1,0_82 .3500 1.3051
.1794 -1.1525 .33q3 1,3467
,Z501 -1,1_85 .3Z_3 1,3698
,Z999 -1.2321 .3175 1.3o37
.369_ -1.2466 .3110 1,4085
,3Q04 -.8_32 .4166 1.1031
*4496 -.6593 .4700 1.0_27
.4997 -,6060 ,4_56 1.0547
.5492 -.53_1 .5149 1.0_77
,5996 -.43_3 .56_3 .97_2
,b495 -,3332 .5732 .92_0
.bq96 -.7104 ,6069 ._764
,7489 -,1397 ,629? ._41q
,$003 -.0666 .6511 ._0_?
*_500 -.0176 .6633 .7_95
.8093 .03_1 .67@Z .7665
.0680 .0_67 .6_38 .74_6
Pr 31,5_16 P_! C_ .4370
TT 174._324 K Cq -,0013
RC L5.0100 MltLIq_ CC ,011_
ALPHA 4,0384 DEG
LO_P SURFACF
X/C CP P*L/PT _LD_
0.0000 1.050_ ,06_2 ,_154
,0122 .6B74 .8641 .4610
.0Z51 .4065 .?84? .59_3
.0510 .1300 .7070 .7221
.0755 -.O0_q *6685 .7815
.1000 -,O_g@ *6407 *@Z_2
.1504 -.??40 ,605? .8791
*_004 -.?042 ._842 .9117
,_501 -._O?q .5?qq .0185
*300? -*30gq .5R04 *0177
.350? -.3034 .580? .0173
,4000 -.?q_? .5846 ,0111
.4503 -,?646 .5918 .8998
,5000 -.2520 ,5_66 ,89?4
,5506 -,2307 .6010 ,8861
.50_? -*Z025 .6007 ._720
,6502 -.1965 ,6117 .8600
.7003 -.1576 ,625q .8470
,7497 -.1167 .6357 ,e31B
,7qg_ -.06_0 .6504 ,$0_3
.8_03 -.0477 ,6547 .80_7
.9000 -.0317 .659? *7958




C01 .04715 CDCOR1 .06166
C02 *03510 CDCOR? *03647
¢03 ,0198? COC0_3 .02q37
C04 .01478 CDCOR4 .01450
C05 ,01162 CDCO_5 .01137
5PAN_IS£
_/C _1: CP PeL/PT RL_C
.1505 -,_000 -.9762 .3032 1.2373
,1505 -.3333 -1,0q_4 ,355? 1,3116
.1505 -.1667 -1.1112 .3550 1.3131
.1505 0.0000 -I.0882 .3509 1.3051
• 1505 .1667 -1.0611 .3600 1.2846
.1505 .3333 -1.1138 .3505 1,3225
.1505 .5000 -i,099g .3581 1.3066
.4995 -._000 -.40_5 ,5529 .9612
.490§ -.3333 -.3850 .5504 .9506
.4095 -,1667 -,5313 .5161 1.0207
.699S 0.0000 -.6060 .4q56 1,0567
• 4QQ_ ,1667 --.5q87 .4q?Q 1.0_07
• 4995 .3333 -.5971 .49_0 1.0400
.490_ ,_000 -,5592 .50_1 1,033%
.7994 -*5000 -.1670 .5056 .8960
.7094 -,3333 -.1819 .6140 .8640
.?gg_ -.1667 -.1107 .6373 .82q4
.799_ 0,0000 -,0666 .6511 .8002
.7994 .1667 -.0644 .6517 *80?2
.79_4 ,3333 -,070_ ,6469 ,B147







XI_ CP P,L/PT qLOC
0.0000 ogg7b .9530 ,2b33
.0X3S -,4444 ,53"_§ ._342
.0_71 -.72?4 ,4b01 1.115Z
• 0519 -.OQq_ ,4107 I,Z041
,O?bJ -1,0184 .3781 1,Zb65
•z0i_-i.oot8 .3_90 z._o4Q
• 1S03 -1,1597 .3360 1,3532
,1994 -1,21_9 ,31#9 1,3_03
._$01 -1.2576 .3119 1.4063
• 2_99 -,99b8 .38_0 1.2530
• 3497 -.737? ,4604 1,1147
.4496 -.63_5 .4859 1.070o
.49_7 -._0_3 .4o_5 1.04o9
.5492 *.5437 .5111 1.0289
,740_ -.3014 .5_2a ,?137
,6003 -.2495 .5953 .8945
• 8500 -.IQOS ,bl_O ,_0_4
31.55_9 PSI CN .4609
1_4.8010 K CR -.0125




x/c C_ _,LI_T _tO_
0.0000 .Sg7& ._30 .2633
.01_ ,7573 ,_834 ,4_49
.0251 ,4789 ._047 .5662
.0510 ._034 .T_Sg .bSZT
• 0755 ,ObB_ ,bSBO .7914
.i000 -*027Z .6619 .7916
.1504 -*163_ .6207 .8550
,_004 -._34T .6001 .8869
._01 -.258_ ,596_ ._931
.300Z "._738 .5910 .9011
.3507 -.2749 .5919 .8997
,4000 -,_709 .5_74 ,9068
.4503 -._601 .5940 .Bq6_
._000 -,_084 ._95_ .8946
.550b -.2374 .508_ .8_9
.5097 -.2147 .bOB0 .B?4b
.bSOZ -._Z05 .6066 *8758
.7003 *.1796 .61_ ._$89
.7497 -.1563 .6Z4_ .84_6
.7_98 -.126_ .630_ .83_9
._03 -,1179 .63_0 ._361
._000 -.1163 ,6351 ,837_
.9483 -.0567 .65_3 *B064
CO1 .06Z01 COCO#I .06167
COZ .0§33Z COCOE2 .05313
C03 .04511 COCOR3 .044e_
CO4 .0_87 CO_OR_ .0_875
CD5 ,01840 COCOR5 .01832
5PANW_SE
_IC _/C C_ PeLIPT NLOC
• 1509 -.9000 -I.02?3 .3711 1._805
.1505 -.3333 -1.1628 .3350 1.3554
• 1505 -.166T -1,1639 .3328 1._599
• 1fl05 0.3000 -1,1597 ,3360 1.35;2
.1509 .lb6T -1.1131 ._465 1.3309
• 1505 .3333 -|.1829 ,_292 1.367_
.1SOS .$000 -1.157S ,3347 1.3560
.4995 -._000 -.4088 ._SO? .9647
.4995 -.3333 -.4196 *$468 .q70q
.4995 -.1667 -,$791 .5020 1.0441
,4995 0.0000 -.5953 .498S 1,0499
.4995 .1667 -.5_74 ,4996 1,0479
.4995 .333_ -.$949 .4966 1.0530
.4999 ._000 -._46_ ._114 1.0_85
,7994 *.S000 -,Z910 .$840 ,91_1
,7994 -.3333 *.2181 .6076 .875Z
,7994 -.166T -.1970 .611Z ,8697
.7994 0._000 -.2495 .$9S3 ,S945
,7994 .1667 -,Z546 .$944 .8959
.7994 .3333 -.2_62 .6053 .6786





XlC CP P_LIPT _L]C
0.0000 ,9S48 .9397 .29_b
• _13S -.5400 ,51_3 1.02b_
,0_71 -,E31B ,430_ 1.167_
•O_IS -,Qglb .3849 1._533
,3763 -i.0_56 .354_ 1.315_
.IOIZ -1,1373 .3383 1.3_8Z
.1_03 -1.225_ .3169 1.3950
,1994 -1.24_5 .3068 1.41_i
.2501 -._$8 .3922 1.239_
.Z999 -.7320 ,4544 1.125_
.3497 -.6o_9 ,46_1 1.1014
,3_94 -.b_dD .47?2 1,0_58
.4496 -.62T_ .4_61 I*0706
.4997 -.5_05 .4_37 I*0_79
.54_Z -,5537 .5095 1,031b
.5994 -._178 .51Oh 11.01_5
,6495 -,47_9 ,$323 ,_943
• 6995 -.4351 .5440 .)755
,7489 -,3f64 .5560 .9553
• BOO3 -.3_09 ,5b45 ,94_
.8500 -.3022 .57_5 .91_1
,8993 -.2_98 .590_ .;0_
.9489 -,Z124 .60_4 ._0Z
_T 31,54&9 _SI ¢N ,&797
T? 124,5423 K CM -.01qZ
P_ 15.0464 MILLID_ CC .0245
_ACq ,7843
ALPHA b.OSb_ DEG
XIC _P P_LIPT NLDC
0.0000 .Q548 .9397 ,2_96
.01_ ,8193 .9015 .3879
• O_SI ,$494 .8240 .53Z0
,0510 ,2744 ,7464 .660b
.0755 ,134_ .7057 .7241
.1CO0 .030Z .6739 .7731
.1504 -.1036 _.6377 .$_n7
.ZOO4 -.1_76 _ 6117 ._6_7
.2501 -.2_62 .6014 .8849
,3002 -,2413 ,$956 ,8g_0
.4000 -,_655 .$898 .9030
.4503 -,2548 .5930 .8980
.S000 -.2621 ,5884 .90SZ
.5506 -.2434 .598_ .88g9
.5Q97 -.232_ .6002 .88_7
.bS02 -._393 .5996 .8877
.7003 -,2125 ,607S ._754
.7407 -.i04_ ,6109 .8703
.709B -,1700 .616_ .8616
._503 -.1736 ,6164 ,8615
.9000 -._017 .6069 ._763
.g493 -.1444 ,b740 .8500
C01 ,0764S COCORI .0TS94
C02 .07018 COCDR2 ,06943
CO3 .06217 COCOR3 .06165
C04 ,04395 CDCOR4 ,0436_
CD5 .031S3 CDCOR5 .03117
SPANWISE
XIC TIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
t1505 -.5000"-i,0763 .3547 1,3138
.1505 -.3333 -1.22_7 .3144 1.4006
*ISOS -.1667 -1.239] .3138 1.4020
.1505 0.0000 -1.2_52 .3169 1.39S0
.1505 *1657 -I.169_ .3279 _.370b
.1905 .3333 -1.2669 .309Z 1.4125
.1SOS .5000 -1._320 .31S8 1.3974
.4995 -,S000 -,4638 .$336 ,9981
,4_95 -.3333 -.S$77 ,S031 I*0421
.4995 --.1667 -.$952 .4940 1.0573
.499S 0.0000 -.$905 ,4937 1.0979
.4999 .1667 -.5892 .4977 1.0511
.4995 .3333 -.5961 .49_0 1.0606
.4995 *5000 -.5S35 *5060 1.0373
,7994 -,$000 -.3_3_ .$738 .9281
.7994 -.3333 -,2875 ._840 .9321
,?994 -.1667 -.3164 ,$748 .9266
.7994 0.0000 -.3509 ,$645 ,9428
.7994 .1657 -.357_ .$641 ,9435
.7994 .3333 -.3500 .Sb4b .9427





X/C CP P,L/PT qLOC
0,0000 .9738 .91_1 .3518
• 0135 -.6546 .48_i i,_775
• OZ?I -.9_51 ,4048 I,Z15_
.OS1S -I.07_4 .3S80 1,30_
.0763 -1.1913 .32_ 1._35
• 1012 -1.2373 .3161 1.3967
• 1503 -I._797 ,30b$ 1.4180
,1994 -.9664 .30_? 1._3_
• _801 -.775b .4475 1,1373
._99_ -.731/ ._608 1.1139
,3499 -.ba38 .4700 l. OqqO
.3994 -.66Z0 ,47_i 1,0_5
.4496 -.6_ES ,486@ 1.0693
.4997 -.blOl .4965 1.0531
.5492 -.$775 .5031 1,04Z_
.S_94 -.543Z ,5112 1,32_d
,6_95 -,51SI ,5192 1,0156
.6996 -._86_ ,5301 ,997@
.7489 -.4498 .5407 ._80_
.8003 -.4133 .5531 ,9609
.8500 -.3807 .5S89 ,_517
,8993 -.3348 ,575Z .q_58
.949_ -.3119 ._793 ._210
Pr II,5402 PSI CN .$139
TT 125,18Z9 K CM -.0243




_/C CP P_L/PT qLOC
0.0000 ,_73q *9181 .3518
,01E2 ,87o6 .91_5 ,8486
.0251 .6175 ,8447 .4_73
.0510 .3447 .7656 .6301
.0755 ,_067 ,72?6 ,690_
.lO00 .1025 .6980 *7360
.1504 -,0405 .65_6 .?067
,_004 -.[248 ,63_8 .8364
._S01 -.1770 ,61_6 ._$67
.300_ -.7010 .6ii_ .8687
.3507 -*72Z4 *6046 ._790
,_000 -*_3ZI .6019 .884Z
.4503 -.?306 .60_I *gSOfl
.5000 -,2387 .60_I .803_
*$506 -,_41S .$991 .8_8S
.5007 -*Z305 .6007 .8_59
.6502 -*Z46_ *5953 *8929
.7003 -,_759 ,6044 ,8803
.7497 -.7163 .607_ *8759
.799_ -.1017 .6160 .86??
.8503 -.?lZ3 *6070 .876_
,9000 -.2 465 .6003 .R866
,9483 -.21S_ 'bOSS .8781
CO1 .087_0 CDCOR1 .08690
CD_ .07971 CDCO_Z .07886
CD3 *071ZS COCOR3 ,0?048
C04 .0Slll CDCOR4 ,0S064
CDS ,0_199 CD_ORS ,04149
SPA_W!SE
X/C _/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
• ISOS -.SO00 -1.180E .3323 1.3610
• |SOS -.3333 -1.3087 .2966 1.4419
.1505 -,1667 -1.2946 ._980 1.4384
.1505 0._000 ?1.E?q? .3065 1.4108
• IS05 .1667 -1._2_S .3i93 1.3896
.1S05 ,3333 -1.2736 .306S 1.4186
.1505 .$000 -1.2737 ,3040 1.4Z45
.4995 -.5000 -.560S .$002 1.0338
.499S -,3333 -.6153 .4916 1.0614
• 4905 -.lbb7 -.6183 .4930 1.0591
.499S 0.0000 -.6101 .496S 1.0531
.499S .1_? *,605? *4953 _.OSS?
.4995 .3333 *.616Z .4913 1.0619
.4995 ,5000 -.$799 .5039 1.0408
,?904 -.5000 -.3563 .$664 .9398
,?99_ -.3333 -,388? .957Z ,9544
.?094 -*L667 -.41S6 ,$471 .9705
.7994 0.0000 -.4133 .9531 .q_09
.?994 ,1867 -,4165 *$492 .9671
.?994 ,3333 -,4110 .SS08 *0646
,?994 ,5000 -.4017 .5511 .9641
232
TEST 119 PT 31,5457 PSI
RUN 75 TT 124,9223 K




XIC CP P,LIPT _L_C x/C
0,0000 ,_037 ,mg75 .3968 0,0000
.0135 -,784) .4474 1,1375 .O12Z
,:Z71 -110305 ,3775 1.Z678 ,0251
,0515 -1.1782 o3351 1,3551 ,0510
.0763 -1.2623 .30Bg 1,q135 ,0755
*1012 -1.2830 ,Z_7b 1,43q3 .1000













.Lg94 -,8151 ,4345 1,1606
.Z501 -,75d5 ,4515 1.1303
.2999 -.7303 .4600 1.1154
.8499 -,7021 .4?04 1.0a76
.3qg4 -.6#07 ,4753 1.088_
.4496 -.6_36 ,4_07 1.079_
,4qq? -.&300 ,68_2 1,3670
,54qZ -.&060 .495§ 1.054_
._994 -.5791 ._007 |.0461
.64g_ -,5&09 .50_ 1.0_33
*6996 -,5311 *5158 1.3212
.7489 -.5068 ,5196 1.0150
,8033 -,qP05 .52q8 1.0000
.8500 -.4488 ._3_5 *_844
.899_ -._11_ .56q7 ,_&b4

























































C01 ,10896 CDCOR1 .10835
CO_ ,I0450 CDCOR2 ,10339
C03 .09905 CDCOR3 .09030
CD6 ,07966 CDCOR6 ,0790_
C_ ,06507 CDCO_ .06451
XlC YIC CP w*LIPT HLOC
,1505 -.5000 -1,_072 .3212 1._655
*1505 -.3333 ol.2896 ,8010 1.4315
.1505 -.1667 o1.1893 .3273 1._7Z0
,1505 0.3000 -1.0451 .8663 leZg01
.150_ .1667 -1.0173 _3755 1.Z?16
.1505 .3333 -1.0171 ,3T30 $.276_
.1505 .5000 -1,0630 .3684 1._960
,4995 -,5000 -.6171 ,4904 1.06_4
,49g5 -,3333 -*6480 ,6815 1*0784
.4995 -.1667 -.6381 .6834 1.0752
.49q5 0.0000 -.6300 .488Z 1.0670
.4995 .1667 -.6_56 .4879 1.0676
.4995 ._83 -.6_41 .4_40 1.0741
.4995 .$000 -.5q87 .4967 1.056_
.7994 -,5000 -.4_2 ,54T8 .qbq4
,?gq4 -03333 -.4702 ,531_ ._q_g
,7994 -.1667 -,4906 *5_76 1,0020
.79_4 0,_000 -.4805 *5208 100000
.7qq4 .1667 -.4712 .5341 .9916
.7994 .3333 -.4730 .5305 09972




TABLE XLI. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.78








XI_ _P PpLI_T %0C
0.0000 1.1593 .)995 .0341
.0135 .5071 .71_6 .b_91
.0271 -.0_31 .6464 .8160
.0515 -.3045 .5830 .9144
,0763 -,4657 ,5366 ,98_Z
• 1011 -.5473 .5149 1.0536
.1503 -.6&59 .4848 1.J738
.1994 -.7128 .;689 1.1009
,2501 -.7388 *4bZZ 1.IIZ6
,2999 -.6931 .4730 180938
.349g -.4586 .5403 *g_53
.399% --,4_87 ._408 .9669
m4496 -.3673 .564Z *94¢I
.4997 -.3166 .5751 *g168
• 8495 -.2711 ,505_ .80o5
.5994 -._5_9 .6052 ._797
.6495 -.1QIZ .6157 ._634
.6996 -.1478 ,6279 ,8446
,74_9 -.1003 .6408 ._547
• PO03 -.04P5 ,6546 .8034
,8500 .0040 .6700 .7707
.8993 .0694 .68_4 .?514
.8489 .1346 .7083 ,7505
63.9393 PSI Cq' -*0308
[55.1599 K CM ,0006




XIC CP PpLIFT HLnC
0.0000 1,1593 .9995 .0342
.0125 ,2074 .7587 .6859
.0251 -*1159 .6379 .8_91
• 0_10 -.3707 .5697 .9440
.0755 -._688 ,8357 .9897 '
.1000 -.5819 .80_1 1.0348
.1804 -.?096 .4666 1,1049
,5004 -,7A58 .4483 1.1170
.2501 -.8220 .4386 1,1842
.3002 -,8334 .4332 1.1639
.3507 -.6139 ,4965 1.0846
.4000 -,3713 ,5633 ,0454
,9503 -,3398 .5750 .9317
.5000 -,31_6 .5771 .9237
,P_06 -,2853 .5893 .904_
.5997 --.5371 .6058 .8834
,6802 -.217? .608_ ,87_1
.7003 -,1497 ,6273 .8456
.7497 -.1050 .6403 .8284
,7908 -,0454 .6564 .8007
.8503 .0005 ,6690 .7813
.9000 *0377 *6793 ,?6_4
.9483 .1413 .7105 .7176
C01 *00832 COCOR1 .00819
C02 0.00000 CO, OR5 0.00000
C03 .01564 COCOA3 .01584
C04 .00757 COCOR4 ,007_1
C05 .00685 COCOR8 ,00653
SP4NVTSE
XIC YIC CP P,LIPT qLOC
,_505 -,$000 -,5950 ,5000 1.0483
.1§05 -.3333 -,6445 .4869 1,0702
• 1508 -.1667 -.6622 ,4799 1.08_1
.1505 0.0000 -,6459 ,4848 1.0736
.1508 .1667 -,6376 .4670 1.0701
,1SOS ,3333 -,6658 .4909 1,0804
• 1505 .5000 -.6292 .4893 1.0661
.4995 -.5000 -,3536 .5697 .9354
.4995 -.3333 -,3295 .5768 ,9241
• 4995 -,1667 -.3265 ,57?5 ,9530
,4995 0,0000 -.3266 .57S1 09268
.4095 .1667 -,3263 .5774 ,9232
,4995 ,3333 -,3543 ,5783 .9218
.4995 .5000 -.2809 ,5905 ,9057
.7994 -._000 -.0636 ,6557 ,8064
,7994 -.3333 *,0657 ,6516 ,8080
,7994 -,1667 -,0538 ,6846 ,8034
,7994 0.0000 -.0488 ,6546 ,8034
.7994 .1667 -.0475 ,6573 ,7993
,7994 ,3333 -,0439 ,6570 ,7997





_/C CP _eLIPT _LOC
0,0000 1.0_%3 .9803 ,1689
• 0135 .§k78 ._3_4 .5140
.0571 ,3_97 .7544 ,6994
•3815 .0733 .6870 *7535
,0763 -,0_$5 ,6409 ,8546
,1015 -.1055 ,6517 ,8545
,1503 -,_553 .8945 ,8963
.1994 -,3350 .8705 *_341
.5801 -.33_% .56d8 .9368
,_qq_ -,3417 .5680 ,_330
,3499 -.3180 ,5769 .9540
.3994 -.5o81 .5830 .9144
.4496 -.5677 *5950 .g003
• 4997 -,54_6 .6008 .8866
.5495 -,2003 .6082 ._751
.5094 -.1787 .6173 ,86_0
.5495 -.156% ,6_31 .55_0
.6996 -.1233 *6340 *0351
,748_ -.0905 .b4ZP ,_5_0
,gO03 -,0560 .6531 .8055
,_500 -.0106 .6633 ,?gO0
.8993 .0453 ,6d05 ,7635
.948_ .0037 .6959 ,7445
PT 63.0858 PSI CN -.4256
TT I15.3_38 K CH .0094




XIC CP P,LIPT _t_C
0.0000 1.0q43 .g_03 .168_
• 0155 -,2013 .6096 ,8759
.0251 -.47o9 .5578 1.0030
• 0510 -,7205 .4592 1.1177
.0755 -.8167 .41q4 1.17_7
.1000 -,9199 .4055 1,2150
.150a -1,0276 .3725 1.2?8R
,2004 -I,0862 ,3555 1,3138
.5801 -1.1306 ,3414 1,_427
,300Z -1.1651 ,332_ 1.3625
,3507 -I._155 ._513 1.3864
.4000 -1,2343 .31_7 1,398_
,4_03 -1.2085 .3536 1,3_13
,5000 -.5947 .SOOT 1.0471
,5506 -.4940 ,5266 1.0045
,5997 -,3511 ,5681 ,9379
,6_05 -.5243 .60_7 .8811
• 7003 -,127_ .6350 ,8368
.7497 -.0746 .6470 .q151
• 7998 -,0511 .663_ *7902
.8503 .01_7 ,67_0 .7766
• 9000 .0500 .6819 ,7614
.9483 ,1334 ,7042 ,7269
COl ,03%38 C0_0_1 ,03390
C02 0,00000 COC085 0,00000
C03 .03441 COC083 .03409
C04 ,02457 COC084 ,02400
C05 .01348 COCOR5 ,01358
SPkN_ISE
XIC YIC CP _LIPT MLOC
• 1805 -,5000 -,5188 ,6063 .8781
• 1505 -,3333 -,2430 ,5998 .8881
• 1805 -*1667 -.2633 ,5955 ,699_
• 1505 O,O000 -.5553 ,5945 ,8963
• 1505 ,1667 -.2576 .5952 ,8954
,1508 ,3333 -,2888 ,5954 .8950
.1805 ,5000 -.2335 .6010 ,886_
.499_ -.5000 -,2492 ,5960 ,8940
,4998 -,3333 -,2356 .6011 .8860
.4995 -*1667 -.5414 .8988 ,8897
• _995 0,0000 -,1426 .6008 ,8866
.4995 .1667 -,_441 *$978 ,8917
,4998 ,3333 -.2328 ,60Z0 .8847
.4995 .5000 -,1981 .6111 .$705
.7994 -,8000 -.0845 ,6444 .8191
.7994 -.3333 -.0774 .6463 ,8165
.7994 -.1667 -,0606 ,6_11 .80_8
.79_4 0.0000 -.0560 .6532 .8055
,7994 ,1667 -.0453 ,6586 .8019
.7994 ,3333 -.0379 ,6876 .7988





XIC CP P_LIPT ILOC
0,0000 1,1332 ,Q_ZO ,1072
,013_ .4760 ._080 .5660
,0571 .lqll .7_41 ,6960
,051_ -,0387 .68_0 ,798_
.0763 -,5013 ,6118 ,_695
.[01Z -.5759 .5918 .9007
.1503 -,3604 ,5663 .;%08
,1994 -.4354 *54%7 .9755
.2501 -.%101 ,5497 ,_671
.SqqQ -.4101 *_553 .9&30
.34q9 -*3737 ,8634 *9483
,3994 -.3479 ,5693 .9360
*4496 -.3005 05_47 .9117
.4997 -.5718 .5917 ._008
.5492 -,_551 .604_ ,t802
.5994 -,1899 ,6173 *t609
.6495 -.1618 ,b531 ,8550
.6996 -,1258 .6341 .8350
*7489 -,0869 .54_1 ,_lq_
._003 -,0414 .6568 ,_001
,8500 ,0056 *6708 .7785
*8993 .0_65 .6_6 ,7510
,9489 .15S0 ,7050 .?557
_r 63.8795 P$! CN -*3061
TT 115.5514 K CR .003_




X/C CP P;L/PT _LOC
0,0000 1,1332 ,9920 .1072
• 0122 -.0752 ,6991 .8118
.0551 -.38_8 .5601 .9506
,0510 -,6181 ,4930 1,0_99
,0755 -.?330 *4604 1.1157
• 1000 -,8144 ,4_88 1.1539
,1504 -*9340 .4020 1.21q_
,700% -1.0000 .3838 1,5566
.2801 -1.0555 .3690 1._888
,3001 -1,0nZ5 ,3608 1,3025
• 3507 -1,124_ *3500 1,3247
.4000 -1.136_ .3445 1.336_
,4503 -._gO .417% 1.19_?
.8000 -*4209 ,5495 .9679
• 5506 -,56%9 ,5936 .8978
.5997 --.1857 .6185 .9891
• 6802 -,1690 ,6210 .8582
,7003 --,12_0 *633_ .8359
• ?497 -.0891 ,6435 ._35
,799_ -,0337 .6§9_ .7967
• 8503 ,0034 *6705 .7?94
,9000 .0377 ,6804 ,7637
,9983 ,1375 ,7085 .7203
C01 ,01994 ¢0COR1 ,01976
C05 0,00000 COCOR2 0,00000
C03 .018_4 CDCO_3 ,01062
C04 .01607 CDCOR4 .01888
C08 .01511 ED_DR5 .011q6
SPAN_[SE
X/¢ Y/_ CP P_L/PT RLOC
,1505 -.5000 -.3261 ,5769 .9541
,1505 -.3333 -,3522 .5693 ,9360
,1508 -,1667 -.3773 ,8615 ,9404
.1505 0,0000 -.3604 ,8663 ,9408
• 1505 *1667 -.3692 *5646 .9434
.1505 .3333 -.3688 .8646 ,9434
.1505 .5000 -.3410 .5718 .9350
,4995 -,5000 -.2712 ,5917 ,9008
,4995 -,3333 -,2648 .5940 .8975
,4995 -,1667 -.5684 .5954 .0997
• 4998 0.0000 -.2718 .5917 .q008
.4998 .[667 -,5663 ,593| ,898b
.4g95 *3333 -,5623 .8947 .8961
,4995 .5000 -.2532 .6053 ,8796
,7994 -*5000 -.0677 ,6505 ,8097
• ?994 -.3333 -*0644 .6510 .6089
• ?994 -,[b67 -,0498 ,6565 .8008
• ?994 0,0000 -.0414 .6568 .8001
• 7994 ,1667 -,036_ ,6594 .7960
,?994 .3333 -.0315 ,6604 .7944
.7994 *SO00 -.0306 .b619 .?921
ORIGINAL PAGE IS











X/C CP PPLIPT qL_C
0,0000 1.1557 ,998) ,04@9
• 0135 .314Z ,7671 .6281
,0271 ,Op4Z .6843 ,7P77
• 0515 -,1753 ,6104 _577
• 07#3 -_3363 .5731 09Zgq
,1012 -,411Q .5503 .966Z
• 1503 -,4919 .5Z79 1,0023
.1996 -.5745 .5045 1.0407
• 2501 -.53_0 ,5140 I,_ZSO
•_97_ -.517e .5_o6 1,o142
• _994 -43_96 .5539 ,9604
_4496 -_438 ,5706 ._33Q
,_9q7 -,_0_7 .5e31 ._143
._994 -,2!27 ,6069 .,3771
'5996 -.1394 .6291 .8_2_
.fk_9 -;0q43 .6_09 ,9244
_ob_ -,0_6 .6_6_ ,_00_
• _00 .003_ ,6695 ,7804





XtC CP P_LI_T qLOC
0.0000 1.1557 .9983 .0489
,OI2Z .0704 .6#91 .7_03
.0251 -.2447 .5991 .8872
• 0510 -.4924 ;5_91 1.0003
• 0755 -.5899 .5009 1.0667
• I000 -.6024 &4731 1.0938
.1504 -,8260 .4326 1,16_0
._004 -.8947 '4i32 1._005
.2501 -.9407 ,3990 1.2_73
.3002 -.9710 ,3913 1.Z419
.3507 -1.0057 .3814 1.2613
.4000 -.9884 ,385_ 1._527
.4503 -.3609 .5658 .9416
._000 -.270Z ,5929 ,8990
• 5_06 -._4_3 ,p99i ,88_
.59_7 -.7ii0 .6074 ,_763
.650_ -.2016 .6094 ,8732
.7003 -.1457 .6274 .8453
.7497 -.09_3 .6395 .8_66
.79G_ -.0416 .6573 .799_
.8503 -,0002 .6684 ,78_2
• 0000 .0367 .6765 .?666
.9483 .1397 .7078 .7Z13
C01 .01462 CDCOR1 .01448
C02 0.00000 CDCDR2 0.00000
C03 .01416 COCOR3 ,o13qz
C04 .01Z86 CD_OR4 *01_71
C05 ,0i067 CDCOR_ *01059
SPANWISE
_lC YIC CP PeL/PT NLOC
,150_ -.5000 -.4_20 *_370 .9876
.1505 -.3333 -.4872 .5277 l*OOEb
.1505 -.1667 -.5103 *$Z13 1.0131
• 150_ 0.0000 -.4919 *_ZTq I*00_3
.150§ ,1667 -,5001 .5232 1.0100
.1505 .3333 -.5081 .5Z17 1.0124
• 1_05 .5000 -.4727 .5321 .9q55
,499_ -,5000 -.3213 ,5758 *925?
.4995 -.3333 -.30Z5 .582_ .9156
• 4995 ".1667 -.3029 .5814 *9170
,4995 0,0000 -,3047 .5831 .9143
.4995 .1667 -.3039 *5808 .9179
.4995 .3333 -.2991 ,583Z .9141
.4995 .$000 -.2568 .5945 .8964
,7994 -.5000 -,0648 .6508 ,8093
• 7994 -,3333 -.0635 ,6499 .8107
• 7994 ".1667 -*05_5 .6532 *8055
,7994 0,0000 -*0446 .6_65 .800_
.7994 ,1667 -.0417 .6_74 .7991
• 7994 .3333 -.038_ .6571 *7096





XlC CP P,LI_T ML]_
0.0000 1.1597 .9993 .0324
• _135 .2013 .7_53 .6941
• 0_71 -.0(77 .6424 ._3
,0515 -,3110 ,5705 ,91g9
• _763 -.4700 .5332 .9939
• I012 -.5694 .5100 1.0316
,1503 -.6493 .480_ 1.0803
• 3994 -;7_69 _45_7 !.i!87
• _01 -,7_7S ,4511 1,1320
._999 -.7747 .4465 10_400
._99 -,4_41 .5172 1.0035
._994 -.4063 ._517 .9639
_4496 -.3646 .5635 ._451
.4997 -.3774 .5744 ._Z?9
.5492 -._726 .5900 ,9035
.5_94 -,2301 .5030 .,_3_
.6495 -,19_8 ,61_5 ._684
.6996 -.1478 .624_ ._498
.74%9 -.0999 .6390 ._74
,AO03 -.0677 .6541 ._042
,A_O0 .0058 .6691 .7811
.8993 .0697 .$8_I .7518
,948_ .1357 .7071 ,7224
PT 63.9873 eSI CH -.0Z67
TT 1_5._521 K CH ,0013





XI_ CP P_LIPT qL_
0,0000 1.15_7 ._933 ,03Z4
• 01_ ,2213 .7310 .6852
• 0251 -.0¢79 .6394 .8268
.0510 -,3609 .5653 .94Z4
.0755 -.45?0 .5368 .9_78
.1000 -.567Z ,5049 1.0401
• 1504 -.6984 .4669 1.1044
._004 -.7701 .4463 1.1404
._501 -.8150 .4347 1,1612
.300Z -.8_80 ,4313 1,1673
.3507 -.7671 .4493 1.13_2
.4000 -.3703 .56Z0 .9475
.4503 -.3364 .5716 *9314
• 5000 --*3ZOZ .5765 .9146
.5506 -.2807 .5877 .9071
,_997 -._357 .6014 .8857
.650_ -.7146 .6057 ,9790
,7003 -.1481 .6_44 .8_00
.7497 -.1001 .6390 .8275
.7999 -,0415 .6559 ,_014
.8503 .0021 .6680 ,7828
.9000 ,0377 .6790 .7659
,9483 .14Z4 ,7090 .719_
C01 .00860 COCOR1 .00848
coz o,o_0oo cocoRz o,ooooo
C03 .01199 CDCOR3 .0U87
C04 .00767 COCOR4 *00761
CD5 .00653 CDCOR5 .00692
SPANWISE
XlC Y IC CP P_LIPT RLOC
,1505 -._000 -.6034 .4956 1.0556
.1505 -.3333 -.6518 .4818 1.0788
.1505 -*1667 -.6711 .4763 1.0882
,1505 0.0000 -.6493 .4809 1.0803
• 1505 .1667 -.6452 .4836 1.0758
.1505 .3333 -.6669 .477§ 1.0861
• 1505 .5000 -.6379 ,4858 1.0721
.4995 -.5000 -,3574 .$664 .9406
.4g95 -.3333 -.3297 .57_8 .9305
• 4995 -.1667 -,3Z§2 ._744 .9279
.4995 0.0000 -,3Z74 ,5744 ,9_79
.4995 .1667 -.3256 .5755 .9_62
.4995 ,3333 -,3Z20 .5750 *q270
.4995 ,5000 -.Z816 .5869 ,9083
.7994 -.5000 -.0639 ._493 .8116
.7994 --.3333 -*0625 .650Z .810Z
,7994 -.1667 -*0P38 .6_26 .8065
.7994 0.0000 -.0477 .6541 *SO4_
.7994 .1667 -*0466 .6§4Z .8040
.7994 .3333 -*0440 .65§_ .80Z1
,7994 .5000 -.0494 .6538 .8046
TEST 119
R_N 39
pr 63.9871 p_1 CN .1219
TT 12_.25@3 K CN .0027




Xl_ CP P,LIPT _LqC
0.0000 1.1556 ._090 .0534
*0135 .0_05 .6827 .760Z
.3271 -,2341 .6015 ,_855
.3515 -.4555 .5410 .gdll
.076) _.607g .4968 1.053_
.1012 -.6740 .47_3 1,o_48
,1503 -.7943 .4445 1.1437
.1994 -,8650 .4229 I.I_26
._501 -.9h54 ,till 1.2044
,_9_9 -._34 ,4003 1.Z_48
.3499 -.9663 .3951 I._347
.3_94 -.5a7_ .5003 1.0478
.4496 -,3126 .5809 ._176
.499? -.2934 .5871 .9080
.549Z -.Z6_3 .5q65 ,R933
.5994 -'_2_6 ,6057 *_789
.64_5 -.1_25 .61_0 .3645
.69_6 -.1497 .6Z67 .8464
.T4_9 -.1038 .6400 .8258
r ,_003 -,0515 ,_553 .dO_4
.8500 .0015 *6708 ,77_5
.R993 .06?4 .6896 .7496
.9483 .1339 ,7077 .TZlb
LOWE_ SURFACE
X/C C p P,L/_T qLOC
0.0000 1.1556 .9980 .0S34
.01Z2 .363L .7719 .6Z04
• 0251 .0S0_ .6828 *7600
.0510 -.ZZOq .6076 ,_760
.0755 -.33E9 .5750 .9_69
• 1000 -.4315 ,5472 .9711
• 1504 -*5748 .5068 1.0369
,Z004 -*6094 .4959 1.0551
.Z_Ol -.6115 .4951 1.0565
.300Z -.$007 .5Z64 1.0048
• 3507 -.4534 .5409 .9813
.4000 -.40Z7 .5555 *9578
.4503 -.3460 .5714 .93_6
.5000 -.314Z .5811 .9173
,5506 -.2687 .5947 .8961
,5997 -*_Z39 .6071 *8768
• 650Z -.Z067 .6110 .8708
.7003 -*1409 .629_ .8425
• 7497 -,0960 .6423 .8224
.7098 -.03?9 .6501 .7964
• 8503 .0019 *6706 *7757
.9000 .0350 .6804 .7638
• 9483 .1397 .7094 .7190
C01 .01003 COCOR1 .00982
C02 0.00000 COCQR2 0.00000
C03 ,01761 CDCOR3 .01740
C04 .00853 CDCOR4 .00845
CD5 .03696 CDCOR§ *00694
$PANWIIE
X/C Y/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
.1_05 -*5000 -.741Z .458_ 1.11q5
*1505 -.3333 -,79Z8 .44Z1 1.1480
.1S05 -.1667 -.8096 .4381 1.15SI
,1505 0.0000 -.7943 *4445 1.1437
,1505 *1667 -.774_ .4488 1.1360
*1505 .3333 -*8064 .438E 1.1549
.1505 *5000 -.7772 *4473 1.1386
.4995 -*5000 -*3740 .5643 .q439
.4995 -.3333 -*3367 ,5772 .9E35
.4995 -.1667 -.3136 .5833 .9139
.4995 0*0000 -*_934 .5871 ,9050
.4995 .1667 -*2931 .5873 .90?7
,4995 .3333 -.3122 .5841 .91Z7
.4995 ,5000 -.2855 .5912 ,9015
*7994 -*5000 -*0664 .6519 .8075
.7994 -*3333 -.0665 .6524 *B068
*7994 -*16_7 -.0570 .6547 .803E
.7994 0,0000 -.0515 *6553 .80Z4
.7994 .1667 -*0494 .656? ,800E
,7qq4 ,3333 -.0472 .65?8 .?984












XI: CP PpL/°T _LIC
0,0000 1,1345 ,9¢18 .1083
• 0135 -.0042 ,6409 .9246
• 0271 -,3?07 ,5619 ,94?7
• 3515 -,5912 ,4997 1.04_7
,0763 -,7212 ,4603 1,115P
• IOIZ -.7¢51 ,4432 1,I_5q
• 1_03 -*9000 .4127 1.2015
.199_ -,Q71T .3007 1,2431
,2501 -1,0200 .3784 1,2672
• 2999 -1.0_e8 .3661 1,2916
.3499 -1.0951 .3564 1*3115
• 3994 -1,1097 .3512 1*3222
• 4496 -,8245 ,4330 1,16_7
• 4997 -,3672 .56_2 ,0440
• 5492 -*22q2 *6039 .4817
,5994 -,IRI0 .6173 *_610
,6493 -.1567 .6_37 ._511
• 69q6 -,1289 .6311 ,B3d6
.7400 -,0o25 ,6423 ._224
• _003 -.04_9 .6367 ,8002
• _500 .0054 .6706 .7789
._09] .06_2 ,6597 ,7494
.0409 ,131_ ,7Oh? ,7231
LDdEO SURFACE
XlC CP 2,LIPT RL_C
0.0000 1,1345 *9918 .1083
• 012_ ,_925 ,B085 .5603
,0251 ,1R66 .7211 ,7007
• 0510 -*0855 ,6440 .8197
.07S5 -,2026 .6104 .8717
,I000 -.2072 ,5040 .0114
• 150_ -,4123 ,5518 .9636
,2004 -.466q .5348 *9011
,2_01 -.4530 .5399 ,9_29
.3002 -.4208 .54A2 .¢606
• 3507 -.3q23 ,5567 .955_
• 4000 -.3585 .5656 *9419
.4503 -,3069 ,5806 ,01_3
.5000 -,282? .58S3 ,9061
,5506 -.2431 .6000 ,8979
,5097 -,2023 .6112 ,8704
• 6502 -*lglq .6137 .8666
• 7003 -.12a_ .6315 ,B_4g
,7497 -.088q ,6433 ,_20B
,7098 -,0337 .6601 ,7949
.8503 *0015 *6694 .7_06
.go00 .0310 *_TQ1 .7657
.9483 ,1338 .7074 .7221
COl .01735 COCOR1 *01652
C02 0,00000 COCOR2 0,00000
C03 .03100 C000R3 ,02977
C04 .01331 COCDR4 .01Z02
C05 .00q76 C0C0R5 .00_65
SPANWIS£
XlC YIC CP P_LIPT qLO¢
,1505 -,5000 -,8340 ,4309 1.1680
*1505 -.3333 -.9107 .40gg 1.2067
,1505 -.1667 -*g196 ,4073 1-2115
.1505 0,0000 -,9009 .4127 1.2015
*1505 *1667 -.8738 .4198 1.1883
.1505 ,3333 -,9273 ,4052 1.2156
,1505 .5000 -.0893 ,41_q l*lq))
.4995 -*5000 -*3957 *§564 *g565
.4995 -,3333 -.317_ .5706 .9213
.4995 -*1667 -.3416 ,5702 .934_
,4905 0,0000 -.3672 ,5642 .0440
.499_ .1667 -.3649 ,5652 ,9425
,4995 .3333 -,3589 ,5668 .9400
,4995 .5000 -.3354 .5720 .9318
,7994 -45000 -,0831 .6467 .8156
,7994 -.3333 -,0754 ,6476 .8143
,7994 -*1667 -*0542 ,65_9 .8061
,7994 0._000 -*0459 *6567 .8002
,7094 .1667 -*0406 ,6588 .7970
,7994 ,3333 -.0391 .6579 ,7984













xt: CP PeLIPT _L_C
0.0000 i*0036 .980_ .1686
.0135 -,2426 .599d .88_2
,0271 -._035 ,5248 1.0074
40513 -,7165 ,_648 1.1081
.0763 -,8505 ,4259 1,1771
.1012 -.9138 ,410g 1.2048
,1_03 -I,0102 .3832 1,2578
*1994 -1.0_51 .3611 1.2977
.2501 -I.107_ .3513 1.3220
.2999 -I,1686 ,3415 1,3424
.3499 -141961 ,3293 1,3688
.3994 -1,2192 ,3222 1,3944
.4496 -1.2014 ,3256 1,3768
,_qqT -,5_04 .5052 1.0397
.5492 -,4_56 .5380 ,9845
.5094 ",311q ,5796 *glg8
,6495 -.1682 .6225 ._529
.6q96 -.10q2 ,63_6 ,_ZqO
,7489 -,07_5 ,64_3 ,_111
.BOO3 ".0304 ,6609 ,7038
,8500 .0147 .6742 ,7732
,Bqg3 ,0727 ,6_10 .7473
,9489 *131E .706_ *72_7
LO_ER SURFACE
XlC CP P_LIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.0¢36 .9804 .16_b
,0122 .6066 ,841? ,5029
,0251 ,3135 .?_78 .64_9
*0510 .0382 *6798 .7646
,0755 -*08_9 ,6440 ,0198
,I000 -,1777 ,6199 .85_0
,1504 --._q_g 05_61 *_0_6
.2004 -,3_12 .5712 .0330
.2501 -,35q4 .5651 .9426
.3002 -.333? .5776 ,0228
,3507 -.3ZTT .5763 ,9249
.4000 -,3080 .5_13 .4170
.4_03 -.2725 .5906 ,9024
,5000 -,2531 ,5q62 ,_907
.550_ -.220_ .6060 ,07_5
,5997 -,le51 .6157 ,_634
.6_02 -.178_ .619_ ._76
.7003 -,1222 .6349 ,8337
,7497 -,0_83 .6447 ,_lqT
,7OgA -*0351 ,659_ .7959
.8503 -,0035 .6691 ,7811
,9000 ,0167 .675_ .7718
,_483 .1165 .7026 ,72q5
COl .02926 COCOR1 ,028_3
C02 0,03000 CDCOR2 0.00000
C03 ,05952 COCOR3 ,05912
C04 002154 COCOfl4 002143
C0_ .01358 CDCOR5 .01368
5P_vISE
KIC Y/C CP PmLIPT MLO¢
*I)05 -03000 -*9316 ,40)3 1.2191
,1505 -,3333 -1,00_4 ,3794 1,2652
,1505 -,1667 -1.02_8 ,3714 1,26?2
*1505 0.0000 -1.0102 ,3e32 1,2_78
*1503 ,1667 -,9750 ,3909 1.2427
,1505 ,3333 -1.0275 .)?42 1,2754
.1505 .5000 -1,0110 .3023 1o25q5
.49_5 -.5000 -.4728 .5351 .9006
.4g9_ -,3333 -.4773 .5345 .9917
04995 -,1667 -.5052 .4gqq 1,0484
,4995 0.0000 -,5#04 .5052 1.0397
.4995 .1667 -.5976 ,49_6 1.0489
,_995 .3333 -.6174 ,4947 1.0572
.4995 ,5000 -.6203 ,4_q 1.0652
.7994 -.5000 -.1264 .6340 *8)52
.7994 ".3333 -.0926 *6433 .8208
.7094 -,1667 -,0554 .65_6 .0049
.7994 0.0000 -*0304 ,6609 .7930
,79_4 ,1667 -,0223 .6636 ,7096
,7994 ,3333 -*0240 ,6628 .7900













XlC CP PeLtPT _LOC
0,0000 1.0415 ,9659 .2233
,0135 -,3736 ,5637 ,94_9
.0271 -,657_ .4_77 1.0680
,051_ -._270 .4355 1,1597
,0?63 -49_?? ,39_B 1,_276
,1012 -1.0096 4383* 1,2573
,1503 -1.1032 ,3578 1,3086
,1994 -1,1680 .1394 1,3470
.2501 -I,2090 .3285 1,3704
,2999 -1,_418 .31_7 1,3921
,3499 -i.2573 ,3127 1.4057
,3994 -.995_ .3918 1.2410
,4496 --*6432 *4640 1.0752
.4997 -,6074 .49?2 1.0529
.5492 -,5612 .5105 1.030_
*5904 -*4007 ,_309 ,9074
*6493 -*3R39 .5654 *9422
.6996 -,3024 ,58_5 .0119
,?469 -,2093 .6109 .8708
.aO03 -,1145 .6393 ._270
,_500 -.0564 ,65_6 .801_
.8993 ,0106 ,6736 .7742
.9489 ,0603 ,68?0 ,7535
LOWFe SUEFkCE
X/C CP P_L/nT _LqC
0.0000 1,04|5 .9659 .2233
.0122 .6983 .8684 .4541
.0251 .4149 .7901 .590?
.0510 .1346 ,7086 *7202
*075_ .0106 .6?36 .?742
*I000 -,0860 ,6457 ,_1?0
,1_04 -.2087 ,611_ ,M699
,2004 -,273_ .5930 ,)98?
.2501 -.2852 .5903 ,@030
*3002 -,2871 *5804 .q043
,3507 -.2832 ,500_ ,¢042
.40_0 -,2705 *Sg&5 .89)4
*4503 -.2551 *5049 .8958
,5000 -.0396 .6018 .8850
*5506 -.2134 ,6093 .8?34
.5997 -,1_44 .6179 .8600
,6502 -,1831 .6219 .8538
,7003 -.1365 ,6317 ,$3_?
,7497 -,1196 *6)64 .8314
.7_q_ -.05a3 *_549 ,0030
,_03 -.0352 .6616 .79_?
.9000 -,051_ ,6559 ,0015




CDI ,0508? C000R1 ,050_6
C02 0,00000 CDCOR2 0,00000
C03 .OqTqO COCOR3 .09754
C04 ,03002 COCOR4 ,03065
C05 .02375 COCOR5 ,02366
SP&NWIS£
X/C YlC CP P,L/PT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1,0156 ,3845 1.2552
,1505 -,3333 -I.1198 .3557 1.3129
,1505 -,1667 -1.1146 .3539 1.3169
.1509 0,0000 -I.I032 ,3578 1.3086
.1505 ,1667 -1,0677 ,3697 1,2B43
.1505 .33)3 -1,1408 .3498 1,3_51
,1505 ,5000 -1,0991 ,3583 1,3074
,4999 -,5000 -*499_ ,52?7 1.0026
*4995 -.33)) -*5379 .5165 1.0209
,4995 -,1667 -,6097 .4977 1,0522
.4005 0.0000 -*6074 ,4072 1.0529
,4995 ,1667 -,5097 ,4903 1.040_
.4gg_ ,3353 -,6111 .4957 1,0554
,499_ ,5000 -.5780 ,5066 1,0372
*7904 -.5000 -.1565 *627? .0449
,7994 -.333) -,1252 .6359 ,6322
,799_ -,1667 -.1074 ,6386 .8281
,7994 0,0000 -.1145 ,6393 ,8270
,7994 .1667 -.1051 .6423 ,8224
*7994 .3333 -*0824 *6480 .8135
,7094 .5000 -,0800 .6464 ,8160
!i
7 f
TEST 119 PT 63.9G55 P5!
RJH 39 TT 125,1S03 K
POZHT 10 P_ 30.241_ MZLLZO_
ALP_ 5.0814 DEG
UPPEP SU_F_¢E
_IC CP PpLI_T _k_:
OoO000 .qo06 *q514 *Z6?q
.013_ -,_b86 o_350 °9909
,O?6J -1.045_ .3750 I.Z739





0.0000 .9;_06 ,951_ .E67q
• 012_ .7651 ._86_ ._183
• 0251 ,48_7 ,807_ .5623
.0510 ,E154 ,7317 *b_42
,0755 .fle_O ,696Z ,7394
,1000 -.01_7 ,6646 .7_80
.150_ -,150Z .6253 .B_B6
.ZOO4 -.ZlBq .6068 .877Z
,2501 -._k_6 .5976 ,e916
,300Z -,264Z ,5909 ,90EO
.3507 -._6E? .5_'60 .8941
._000 -,2641 ._g35 .89B0
.6503 "._4U5 ._g_ .8q_3
,5000 -,Z_75 .5974 .891q
• §SOb -._01 ,6010 ,8863
.5_97 -,ZlOE .60_2 ,8751
,650Z -._1_9 .6DE6 ._745
,7003 -,17_8 .620_ .856_
,7497 -,1560 .6_47 ,84q6
,79_ -,1174 .6393 .8_3Z
.9000 -,1330 .633E ._364
.9_83 -,0689 .65E1 .8073
C01 .06860 CDCOR1 .068_3
CDZ 0,00000 COC_[_ 0,00000
C03 .10456 COCOR3 .104_9
CO_ .041_8 CDCOR_ .0_1_7
COS .03_13 CDCOR_ .03_I
XlC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 1505 -,_000 -1,0710 ,3651 1,2938
.1505 -.3333 -1.18Z) .3340 1.35B6
• 1505 -.1667 -_,17_e .3330 t,360_
.1505 0,0000 -1.1657 ,3_55 1,35_
.150_ .1667 -1.1377 .346_ 1.33Z9
• 1_0_ .3333 -I.EOZ3 .32_ 1.3711
• !505 .5000 -1.1bB3 .3351 1.356_
.49g_ -.5000 -,4625 .5333 .9936
.4995 *,3333 -,5692 .5079 1.0351
.4995 -,1667 -.6048 .497_ 1.0530
.4qqS 0,0000 -,5914 .499_ 1.0_q6
• 4995 .1667 -,5975 .500b 1.04?_
• 4995 ,3333 -,b087 ,4964 1.0543
,4995 .5000 -,5534 .511_ 1.0_g?
.?994 -,5000 -,17_Z ,6E01 .8566
.79_ -,3333 -,2118 .608_ ._7_
.7994 -.lb67 -.263b .5925 .B995
.Tqq4 0.0000 -,2870 .§8bq ,qOBZ
.7qq4 .tbb7 -.277_ .992_ .qO00
,?qq4 ,3333 -.ZTOZ ,5917 .9007
.7994 ._000 -.2143 .6066 .877_
238
TABLE XLII. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.78








XIC CP PpL/PT _L!]C
0,0000 1,1609 .9993 .0308
,0135 ,2010 ,7253 .6q66
.0271 -,ORI_ .6461 ._192
,0515 -,3110 ._607 .9208
•076) -.&?B_ ,5336 ,_59
.1503 -.6_06 .4_34 1.0790
•199_ -.7326 ,4600 1,1193
.2_01 -.7630 .4515 1.134Z
,2999 -,7_9_ .4461 !*!438
• 3499 -.5122 ,5_52 1,0096
.4&9b -.)b07 .5679 ,0411
• _492 -,27i_ ._942 .8997
,_9_4 -.2292 .6074 ._791
.6_96 -.i48I ,6Z_8 ,_459
72,7032 PSI CH -,Olq6
104,0844 K CM ,0011




X/C _P _L/PT NLOC
0.0000 1.1609 *9993 .0308
.01_ ,2274 ,?_8 .6540
• 0251 -.097Z ,6415 .E263
,0_10 -,)_18 ,_691 .93_I
.0755 -.4502 ,5416 .9330
,1000 -.5_70 .5116 1,0315
,1504 -.6895 ._723 1,0_79
.ZOO4 -.7661 .4505 1.1359
._501 -.8000 ,4354 1,1574
,3002 -*9210 .4371 1.1507
• 3507 -,7054 ,4704 1.1013
.4000 -,3644 ,56_4 ,9433
,4503 -,_40_ ,5736 ,0320
.5000 -.1235 ,_787 .qZAO
• 5_06 -,2814 ,5_i5 .9039
,_097 -._361 .6054 .B_21
,650_ -.2216 ,609_ ._763
.700_ -.1482 ,6Z_B ,_459
.7497 -.OOf16 ,b407 ,B_?_
• 7098 -.0334 ,6602 ,7974
._503 .0000 " ,6715 .7_00
.9000 ,0357 .6816 ,76_4
,9483 .1453 .7121 ,7172
C01 ,00818 COCO#1 .00793
C02 ,0_816 COCO#2 *00791
CO3 ,007_1 CDCOR3 *00772
CD4 ,00723 CDCQR4 ,00714
CD5 ,00635 CDCOR5 ,00618
5PANWISE
XlC YIC CP P,LIPT NLOC
*1_0_ -,5000 -.6114 .497_ 1.0_93
*1505 -.3333 -,6551 ,4844 1,0775
,1505 -,1667 -,6790 .477_ 1.0_96
,150_ 0.0000 -,6506 ,4834 1,07_0
.1505 ,1667 -,6530 ,_857 1.0751
,1505 ,3333 -,6728 ,4793 1.0860
,I_05 .5000 -.6435 ,4873 1,077_
,4995 -,5000 -.3541 .5702 .9374
,4995 -,3333 -,3277 ,5767 ,9271
,4995 -,1667 -.3244 .5766 .9_73
.4995 0.0000 -,3276 ,5775 ,9258
.4095 ,L667 -.3253 ,5703 ,9245
.#995 ,3333 -,3_25 ._782 ,9248
,4995 ,5000 -,2750 ,5906 ,9053
,7994 -.5000 -.0580 .6523 ,BOOT
.799& -.3333 -*0617 .65Z3 .8097
.7994 -.1667 -.0522 *6564 *8049
,7904 0,0000 -*0475 .6562 .8035
,7004 .1667 -,0454 ,6_9 ,B041
.7904 .3333 -,0435 ,6_73 ,8019




PT 72.6975 PSI CN -,431_
TT 104,@203 K C_ .0080




X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0941 .9606 .1604
• 0135 ,5_5 .8398 ,_081
• 0271 ,3155 .7611 .6398
• 0_15 .0837 ,696_ .?407
,0763 -.0853 ,6473 .8171
• 1012 -.1578 .6250 .8471
,1503 -,_471 ,6047 ._831
.1994 -,3253 ,5708 ,_ZZl
• Z_Ol -.3269 .5777 .02_
._99_ -,3315 .5774 ,9Z60
,3490 -.3103 ,5_53 .9135
,3904 -.2945 ._q_ ,9o73
,4496 -,Z660 ,5956 ._073
• 4997 -.2395 .6047 ,0840
.STq_ -._035 *b_56 ,5667
,$994 -,1736 ,6Z_9 .d549
.6495 -,1539 ,6288 ,8458
.6996 -.1221 ,63_0 .9325
.7489 -.0_77 ,6472 ,_174
,8003 -,0406 ,6606 .7966
• 8500 "*006_ ,6695 .7_9
• _993 ,05_7 ,6863 ,7570
._89 ,09_? ,6993 ,7369
LPWER SURfaCE
X/C CP P*L/PT WLOC
0.0000 1.0041 .qSO6 .1684
.0122 -,_46 .6094 .8758
*0251 -,5122 ,5274 1,0060
.0510 -,7567 .AbOZ 1,11_9
*0755 --,_486 ,4314 1.1699
,1000 -.9308 ,4090 |._095
.1504 -1.0403 .377_ 1._7_1
,2004 -I.1071 ,3588 1.30o0
,_501 -1,1413 ,346_ 1,3340
.300_ -I,17_ .3374 1.3537
,3507 -1._87 ,3264 1.3777
,4000 -1,_46_ ,3206 1,3Q0_
,4503 -I,_364 .320_ 1,3999
.5000 -,5_2 ,5074 1,03_8
.5_06 -,4274 ,55_5 ,9654
,5_0? -.2_0 .SqZ1 ,0029
,6502 -.1763 ,6_25 .8555
,7003 -,1126 .6407 *R_73
,7497 -,0768 .6503 ,81_6
,7998 -,0_76 .6643 .7010
,3503 .0077 ,6735 .7767
,gO00 ,0370 .6824 .7630
.9463 .1507 .7083 *7229
C01 .03211 COCOR1 .05213
CO2 .03066 CDCOR2 .03060
C03 ,0286E COCOR3 .02866
C04 ,02284 COCOR4 ,02285
C05 .01333 CDCOR_ .01326
$PANWISE
XIC Y/_ CP PeL/PT NLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,ZI6Z ,6090 .0765
,I_05 -,3333 -.2420 ,6036 .8846
• I_05 -.1667 -,_6_3 ,5968 .8955
• lSO_ 0,0000 -,2421 ,6047 .8831
.1505 .1667 -.2585 .5970 ,8952
,1505 ,3333 -,2641 ,5975 ,8943
,1505 ,5000 -,2341 .6056 .6817
,499_ -,5000 -.2466 .6033 ,8854
,4995 -,3333 -,2362 ,60_8 .8830
,4995 -.1667 -,2413 .6034 ,88_Z
,4995 0,0000 -,_395 ,6042 .8840
,499_ .1667 -,2307 ,605_ ,8819
,4995 .3333 -.2337 .6055 ,8819
,4995 ,5000 -,_919 ,6173 .8635
.7994 -,_000 -,0793 ,6506 .81_1
,7994 -,3333 -.0772 ,6492 .8142
,7994 -,1667 -*0576 .6558 .8040
.7994 0._000 -,0406 .6606 ,7966
,7994 ,1667 -,0397 ,6615 ,7948
,7994 .3333 -,0359 ,6609 .7962













XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1334 .99_1 .1067
.0135 ,47_1 ,8058 .566Q
• 0271 ,1_22 ,7266 ,6945
,0515 -.0415 .6615 .7954
.0763 -.2094 .6123 ._715
.I012 -,2783 .5934 ,_010
,1503 -.3584 ,5708 ,_36_
,1_q4 -,4373 ,5484 ,97_1
._SOl -,4150 .$55_ ,7600
,_999 *,4108 .5564 ,Q593
.3499 -.381_ ,5629 ,9490
,3994 -.3466 ,5743 ,9310
.4496 -,2_90 .5806 ,)068
.4997 -,_703 ,5966 ,d95_
,5492 -,2_61 .6092 ,_762
.5994 -,1920 .6200 ,3595
,6499 -.16Z_ .6Z_3 ,_466
,6_96 -.lZ73 ,6383 ,_31_
.7489 -.OeqO ,6404 .#141
,#003 -,043_ .6614 .7956
• 8500 ,0041 .674? .7?50
,8993 .063? ,6906 .7505
,@ABq ,1721 ,7079 .7Z37
LO_E_ SURFACE
X/C CP PjL/_T _L_C
0.0000 1,1334 ,9921 .1067
,01_ -,07oq ,6501 ._130
,0_51 -.3900 .56_3 ,9499
,0510 -,6260 ,4960 1,0564
,0?55 -.7_7_ ,465_ 1*lOqZ
,1000 -,8045 ,4447 1.1461
,1504 -,9341 .4082 1,2177
._004 -i,0014 ,3891 1.2491
.2501 -1,0550 ,3759 1,2747
,3002 -1.0_12 ,367_ 1.202_
.3507 -I*1154 ,3540 1.117Z
.4000 -1.13_1 .3516 1,3Z40
,4503 -,6771 .483_ 1,0703
.5000 -,3362 .5781 .qzAq
.5506 -.2_41 ,6097 .4754
,5997 -.1_10 .6203 ,85_0
.6502 -*1911 .620_ .85_q
,7003 -,1371 ,6355 .8355
.7497 -.0_78 ,6466 .81R3
.7990 -*0397 .6615 ,79_3
,R503 -,0018 .6731 ,7776
.9000 ,030e .6813 ,7649
.9483 .1366 ,71_0 ,7[73
240
C01 .01034 COCORI .018Z4
COZ ,01792 COCOR2 ,01740
CD3 .01737 COCOR3 ,017Z4
CO4 .01440 COCOR4 .01430
CO5 ,01103 CDCOR5 ,01059
SPANWISE
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT RLUC
• 1505 -,5000 -,3247 ,5824 .q181
• 1505 -,3333 -.3518 .5737 ,9318
,1505 -,1667 -*3007 .5653 .q451
.1505 0.0000 -,3584 .5708 *9365
,1505 ,1667 -.3700 ,5695 .9385
,1505 .3333 -.374? ,56?3 ,94Z0
,1505 ,5000 -.3453 .5753 .9293
,4995 -,5000 -.2779 ,5932 .901Z
,4995 -,3333 -.2678 ,596? ,8957
,4995 -.1667 -,2679 *5982 ,B915
.4995 0.0000 -,2703 ,_966 *6958
,6995 .|667 *.268_ ,5959 ,0970
,4995 ,3333 -.2661 .59?2 ,8949
.4995 ,5000 *,216_ ,61Z7 .8?08
.?994 -,5000 -,0709 .6544 ,6063
.7994 -*3333 -*0660 .6525 *8092
• 7994 -,1667 -.a555 .6_77 .8012
.?g04 0,0000 -,0402 ,6614 .?956
,?994 ,1667 -,0381 ,6636 .7qZl
,7994 ,5333 -,03Z8 ,66Z1 .7944







Xl¢ CP P,LIPT _LaC
0.0000 I,1569 ,9986 ,5486
*0135 .3417 *7674 ,6298
,0271 ,0557 ,6878 ,7540
,0515 -.1759 ,6121 ,8563
*0763 -,3443 *5734 *_323
.1012 *.4136 .5544 .9625
.1503 -,4A03 .5353 .9931
.1996 -,572_ .5096 1.0356
,2501 -,5310 ,5216 1.0196
,Z999 -,9191 ,9ES4 1.0093
.3499 -*444Z .9662 ,)7§6
,3996 -,3089 .5586 ,9556
.6496 -,3600 .9750 ,Q298
,6997 -*30&O ,5§53 ,9135
,5692 -.2_15 *6013 .qO86
.9994 ".2118 .6110 ,k734
,6495 -,17_9 ,6204 ,8589
.6996 -.1401 .6510 .8410
,7489 -,0941 ,6447 ._113
.8003 -,0632 ,6503 ,7988
*8900 *0097 .6729 ,7786
.8993 ,0700 ,6906 ,7506
.94|9 .1301 ,7080 ,7236
PT 72.62el R$I C_ -,1667
TT 106.1090 K CM .0005




XIC CP PPLIPT NL_C
0.0000 1.1S69 .9986 ,0456
,0122 ,0731 ,6913 ,769_
,0251 -,2474 .6012 ,8997
*0_10 -.6907 .5331 ,0967
,0759 -.5807 ,5069 1.0606
,1000 --*6777 ,479? 1,0896
,1904 -,8239 ,4381 1,1979
,2004 -,A920 ,4187 1,193_
,2501 -,9410 ,40_9 1,2178
,3002 -,9645 .3987 1.2_1S
,3507 -1,0032 .3892 _,2507
.4000 -.9320 ,4077 1.2137
,4503 -.3_77 .5785 ,9243
,9000 -,2661 ,5961 ,0967
.5506 -.2926 ,6010 .8890
.50_7 -*Z16T .6099 .8757
.6902 -.2114 .611_ .8731
*7003 -.1470 ,6300 ,8_40
.7497 -.1000 ,6431 ,8238
,7990 -*0421 ,6596 .79R3
,a503 *0003 ,6710 ,7107
,9000 *0367 ,6806 *7660
*9483 *1419 .7113 *7103
C01 *01461 CDCDR1 ,01443
C02 .01532 COCOR2 .0150R
C03 ,0t451 COCOR3 ,0143e
C06 ,01350 COCOR4 .01336
C05 .011S2 CDCDRS *01116
SPAHWZSE
XIC flC CP PeL/RT _LOC
,1505 -,9000 -,4_11 ,5435 ,_O00
,1805 -,3333 -.482$ ,5357 ,9926
,1505 -.1667 -,5198 ,$283 1.0096
,1505 0,0000 -,680) ,9383 ,_31
,1505 ,166T -.4975 ._303 1,0012
*1505 ,3333 -.8086 .5282 1.0047
,1909 ,3000 -,4756 ,5367 ,9909
,4999 -,5000 -.3177 ,8809 .9205
.499_ -.3333 -,3001 .5866 .914T
,499§ -,1667 -,3022 .9859 .9126
,4995 0,0000 -,3040 *$853 *q138
.4998 .1667 -*3038 .5850 .9141
,4995 .333_ -,2990 ,8869 ,9162
,4999 ,5000 -,2690 ,6010 ,8891
.7994 -,5000 -,0691 .6527 ,SOOq
,7994 -,3333 -,0626 ,6531 ,8004
,7994 -,1667 -,0519 .6964 ,R033
,T994 0,0000 -,043Z .6593 *7969
,7994 ,1667 -,0418 ,6993 ,7988
,7996 ,3333 -.0360 .6606 ,?96?





_1_ CP P;LIPT _L_C
0,0000 1.1611 ,_998 .3180
,0135 .1o73 ,7268 .6947
• 0271 ".0R31 .6679 ,8163
.0515 -.3536 .5822 ,91_4
• 0763 -,4801 ,5348 ,90kO
• 1012 -.5526 .5142 1.0275
,1503 -,6519 ,6854 1.0736
• 1994 -.7292 .46_8 1.10_1
• 2901 -.7576 ,4574 1.1280
.2999 -,7743 ,_913 1,1349
• 349_ -.4P78 ,5327 ,9976
,3994 -,6070 ,5560 ,9598
• 4696 -,36?3 ,9691 ,9_90
,4997 -,3292 ,5800 ,9220
,9692 -.2725 .9967 ,8998
,5994 -,2289 ,6061 " .A810
.6498 -.Io21 .618_ ._616
,6996 -,1484 ,630_ ,8433
• 7409 -,0999 ,6_35 .8231
.0003 "*0_76 *b_5_ ,79g3
,8900 ,0052 .673L .7775
• Bqq3 *0708 .6_0 *7483
,94_9 ,1355 ,7104 ,7198
PT 72,6314 PSI CN -*0208
TT L04.2876 K Cq *0013




X/C CP P_LIPT NLqC
0.0000 1.1611 .990B .OtBO
,0122 ,2201 ,7329 ,6866
*0291 -.1042 ,6419 ,8295
,0510 -.359_ ,5691 ,93_1
,0795 -.4545 ,5420 ,9824
,1000 -,_606 ,5110 1.0314
,1804 -,6048 ,4734 1.0961
,2004 -,7666 ,6968 1,128_
.1901 -.8056 ,4488 1.1477
.3002 -.81_6 ,4387 1.L56_
.350T -,649_ *4868 I*0733
.4000 -,8691 ,5668 ,94_7
.4503 -,35_9 ,9726 ,93_5
,5000 -.33C2 ,5797 ,9_24
,5506 -.?_27 .5918 ,9036
.5997 -.2356 .6042 ,8840
*6502 -,2220 .6102 ,8746
.7003 -.1491 .6302 ,0636
,7407 --,0998 .6436 ,8230
,79_ -*0428 *bb03 ,7972
.8503 .0009 .6718 .7704
.0000 ,0390 .6820 .7_38
,9488 ,1446 ,7129 ,71_R
CO1 ,00786 COCOR1 *00777
C02 ,03706 CDCOR2 .007?2
C03 ,00775 COCOR3 ,00766
C04 *00711 COCOR4 ,00707
CO9 ,006Z3 COCORS *00611
SRAN_]SE
XIC YIC CP P,L/RT qLOC
,1505 -,8000 -,6007 .4988 1,0537
,1505 -,3333 -,651? ,4869 1,0732
.1508 -,1667 -.661! ,6788 1,0869
,1505 0,0000 -,681_ ,4_4 1,07_6
,1505 ,1667 -,6903 ,4867 1,0?34
,1905 ,3333 -.6716 ,4810 1.0831
.1505 .9000 -,6490 ,4890 1,0696
,4998 -,5000 -,352_ '9717 ,93$0
,4995 -,3333 -,3266 ,578Z ,0248
,6995 -*1667 -.3260 ,$789 ,9236
,4999 0,0000 -,329_ _5_00 *92_0
,6993 ,1667 -,3256 ,8796 ,92_9
.4995 ,3333 -,3242 ,$794 ,9228
,6995 .5000 -,2745 ,5937 ,9004
,7996 -,9000 -,0596 ,6966 ,8063
,7996 -,3333 -,0613 ,6539 ,8071
.7996 -,1667 -,0528 ,6571 ,0021
,7996 0,0000 -,0676 *6589 *7993
,7994 ,1667 -*0467 .6581 .8006
,7994 ,3333 -,0436 ,658q ,799_





XlC CP P;LIPT HLqC
0.0000 1._568 .qqqS *0470
,0135 ,0481 .6=45 ,7599
.0Z71 -,2318 ._055 .8821
• 3515 -,4534 .9460 .9791
• 0763 -_6150 ,49_3 1,0540
,1012 -,66T3 ,48_0 1,0816
• 1503 -,7_80 ,6674 1.1614
• _994 -*_647 ,4253 1.1qll
,2901 -.9043 ,6137 1.Z026
,zqq9 -.9426 ,40_i 1,2204
• 3699 -,969? .3954 L,1370
.3994 -*8678 .4263 1,1829
• 4696 -,3170 .5821 ,_186
• 499? -.2767 ,5926 *9026
• 5492 -,2486 .6003 ,_01
• 5994 -,2167 .6088 ,8773
• 6495 -*I000 .6175 ._634
• 6996 ",16_6 ,6186 ,_463
• 7489 -.1012 ,6415 ._62
• B003 -.0468 ,6978 *_012
• 8500 .0051 .6716 *7798
• 8993 .OTO_ " ,6903 .750g
• _489 .1367 *?0_7 ,7224
PT 72.6421 _S| _N .1337
TT LO4.0TIO K CH .0015




X/C CP P;L/PT qL_C
0,0000 1,156e .99e5 ,0470
.0122 *3630 .7737 .6106
,0251 *0506 .68_4 ,7885
.0510 -.21_1 ,6104 .8763
,0759 -,3260 ,5799 .9221
.i000 -,471_ .5518 .0667
.1504 -'5751 .5077 1,03P3
,Z004 -,60_8 ,49_4 1.053R
.1901 -.6219 .6939 1.0613
.3002 -,6932 ,$316 ,9996
,3507 -,4530 *9419 ,98_5
,4000 -,4019 *5569 .9592
,4903 -,3443 ,5730 *9330
.5000 -.3126 .5823 .glE3
,SOb -,_656 *9955 ,89Tb
,5097 -,2214 ,6072 ,8794
,650_ -.2098 .6119 ,8721
,7003 -.1396 ,6310 ,9624
,7497 -,0938 ,&436 ,8_0
.7999 -,0364 *6607 ,7966
,q903 ,0029 ,6710 .780?
,9000 ,033? .6798 .7671
,9483 .1425 .7109 ,7190
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY 24J
CO1 .OlO17 COCORI .009?7
C02 .OlOZ9 COCOR2 .00986
C03 ,OOQ6& COCOR3 ,00930
C04 ,00062 COCOR4 .00864
C05 .00733 CDCO_9 *00703
SP6NMISE
_/C Y/¢ CP PeL/PT NLOC
.1905 -,5000 -,?348 ,4606 1.1183
.1505 -,3333 -,7881 ,4658 1.1442
.1505 -.1667 -,8126 ,439_ 1.1554
,1509 0,0000 -,7080 ,66?4 1.1416
• 1905 .1667 -,7715 ,4501 1.1366
.1505 ,3333 -,8081 .4402 1.1543
.1905 ,_000 -.7796 .4680 1.1388
• 4995 -.8000 -,3756 ,5642 ,q4TO
.4995 -.3333 -,3153 .$809 ,q209
.4995 -,1667 -.2867 ,SBgR ,q081
.6999 0.0000 -*2767 .9924 *9024
,6995 .1667 -,2?33 .S931 .9014
.6995 ,3333 -.2792 .5911 ,g044
,6995 *9000 -,264? *gs& *8974
• 7996 --,9000 *.0648 .6515 .3_08
,7994 -,3333 -.0698 ,6919 *8093
• 7996 -.1667 -*0545 .6566 .8061
.7994 0,0000 -,0668 ,6978 .6012
• 7994 .1667 -.0461 *6568 .8027
.7994 .$333 -.0457 .6801 .8006









X/C _P PeL/PT NLOC
0.0000 1,1357 .9925 .1042
• 0135 -.9_!0 .6432 ._36
• I$03 -.q_21 ._i59 i.19e4




XlC CP P;_TPT qL_C
0.0000 1.1357 ._QE5 ,1045
.01_ ,4_33 .P094 ,_606
.0251 .1008 ,72_6 .6902
.0510 -,0841 ._k54 ,8_02
.075_ -,1074 .6131 ,870_
,1_04 -._077 ,5535 ,9_30
,_004 -._67_ .5366 .9011
• 2501 -,4526 ,$409 ._842
.300_ -.414_ ._5_ .9660
.3_07 -.3_53 .5623 ,_96
• 4O0O -.3543 ,57_5 ,9369
.5000 -.2P02 .$918 .9034
.59_? -,2012 ,613_ .9601
• 6502 -_1945 ,6160 .8657
.7003 -,12_5 ,&_40 ._365
.7_98 -.0318 .66_Z .7943
._503 .003_ .6723 .7797
• 9000 .O_e_ .6801 ,7666
,_603 ,L3_9 .7097 .7_0S
CO1 .01711 C0C0R1 *01642
C02 .01695 CDCOR2 *01574
_03 ,0_89 COCOR3 .01491
C04 .013_E _OR4 ,01_99
CD_ .01092 CDCOR5 .0106_
SPAN_ISE
X/C 7/C CP PeLIPT _LOC
• 1505 -,5000 -.8310 .4360 1.1617
• 1505 -.1333 -.9128 .4138 1,20_3
• 1505 0.0000 -.89_1 ._1S9 1.19_
.1_OS .16_7 -.e74e .42_e l.te3e
,1S05 ,5000 -.094_ .4177 1*19_0
,4905 -.$000 -,3901 ._02 ,9_64
.4995 ".3333 -*3117 ._829 .9173
• 4995 -.1667 -.3149 *5822 ,910_
.499_ 0.0000 *.3595 .5694 .9307
• _005 .1667 -.3640 .5602 *0406
,4095 .3333 -.3551 ._707 ,0367
.4995 .5000 -.3071 ._844 .9150
• 7994 -.5000 -.0760 .6495 .8139
.7994 -,3333 -.0738 .6503 .81_7
.7004 -,1667 -.0540 .6559 .S040
.7994 0.0000 -.0430 .6590 .799Z
.709_ ,1667 -.0403 .6596 .7903
.7094 ,3333 -.0392 .6601 .7979









0.0000 1.0064 ,9811 ,i662
•_i_5 -._36_ .6033 ._e_
.0_11 -.50Z6 ._Z_5 1.00_I
• 0763 -.8_13 .4286 1,17_i
• 250L -1.1016 .3548 1.3175
,29_9 "1,1400 .3448 1,33_2
.4¢g? -.6485 .&E38 1.07_4
._09_ -.28_6 ,_866 ".9116
,699_ -,1074 .6396 ._293
• _ -*0268 .6603 .7972
• _O0 .015S ,6722 .77_4





X/C CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.0964 ,9011 ,1662
.017_ .6057 .e421 ._039
.0251 .313S .7507 .642_
.0_10 .0346 .679_ .T680
.075_ -.0827 .6467 ._182
.I000 -.L787 ,6177 *_630
.150_ -.3015 *_82_ .9184
.2004 -.3572 .5687 .9307
._501 --.3649 ,5646 .9462
• 300_ -.3469 .5704 .0371
.3_07 -.3365 *_737 *_18
.4000 -.3172 ._798 .9_
._03 -.Z710 .5944 ;_9_3
._000 -._618 .5039 .9001
.550_ -.2252 ,6047 ._932
.5_97 -.1910 .6143 ._6PZ
,650_ -.1026 .6146 ,9679
.7003 -.1290 .6335 ._387
.7497 -,08_6 .6441 .8_2_
.7998 -.03_5 o65_7 .80_
• fl503 -.0087 .66_6 .7890
.9000 .010_ .6713 .7_03
.9403 .116_ ,7029 ,7314
COl .02921 COCOR1 ,02824
C02 .0281_ CDCORZ .0272_
C03 *02592 CDCOR3 *02498
C04 .OZIOI COCOR4 .02067
C0_ ,01377 COCOR_ ,01305
5PAN#ISE
X/C Y_ CP P,LIPT NLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -,9128 .4001 1.2120
.1505 -.3333 -1.0013 .38_2 1.2_86
• 1505 -.1667 -I.0189 .3808 1.26_I
• 1505 0.0000 -.986_ .3870 1.2531
.1_0_ .1667 -.96_3 .3940 1.2395
• 1505 .3333 -1.0216 .3784 1.2699
• 1505 .5000 -1.0021 .3856 1.25_8
.4995 0.5000 -.4613 ,5305 .9860
,4995 -.3333 -,4616 .5381 ,9886
.499_ -.Z667 -.6342 .4870 1.07_9
.499S 0.0000 -.64_5 .4038 1.0784
.499_ .1667 -.6633 .4811 1,0Y29
.4905 .3333 -.7041 .4692 101033
.4995 .5000 -.7282 .460_ 1.1189
.7994 -.5000 "*]520 .6263 .3497
.7994 -.3333 -.1029 .6396 .029_
.7994 -.1667 -.058_ .6530 .8086
.7994 0.0000 -,0268 .6603 .797_
.7996 .1667 -.0219 .6633 .79_7
,7994 .3333 -,OlqB .6633 .7927













XIC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.0369 .9655 .2254
.0135 -.3075 .56_0 .0456
• 02_i ".6546 .4901 1.0678
.0512 -,_35_ .43_ 1.1565
.0763 -,9_12 .4003 L.2277
.1012 -1.0_18 .387_ 1,2527
.1503 -1,0o75 .3616 1.303b
.1994 -1,1817 .3433 1.3413
.2501 -1.2149 .3323 1.3649
.Z999 -1.2_85 .3232 1.3947
.3_99 -1.2902 ,3110 1,41Z0
.3094 -1.2P03 ,3003 1.4160
.4496 -.7601 ,4580 1.1218
.4997 -.6_94 .49_5 1.0537
,_4qz -.5708 ,513_ L,0289
• 59_4 --,6757 .5407 t4845
.649§ -.3532 .5743 ,9310
.6996 -,2212 .h130 .9703
.7_89 -.1360 .63_4 ._357
.P003 -.0_2 .6601 .7976
• R§O0 -.0030 ,6722 .?700
.8993 *05qg .6g22 .7481
.9489 .I076 .?053 .7278
LO_ER SUmFACE
XlC CP PeLIRT qL_C
0,0000 1.0369 ._655 ._254
.0122 .7020 .6712 ._02
*0_51 .4144 .?905 .5;_2
,0_i0 ,1412 .7136 ,7148
*0755 .0227 .6016 .76_5
,1000 -.0?39 .6532 ,8078
.1504 -.20_I .6135 ._6_6
.2004 --*_603 *601P *8478
*_01 -,2766 *5961 *8968
*3002 -._74_ ,5970 .89_
,3507 -,2770 .5950 .8970
,4000 -.26B5 .5954 ,0978
.4203 -._387 .6025 .8820
.2000 -,2761 .6116 ._726
,_06 -,202_ .6169 ,_642
.5997 -.1776 .62¢4 ._5_7
,650_ -,1_37 .6220 ,8565
,7003 -.I291 ,6380 .8304
.74_? -.0937 .6473 .9174
.7998 -.0472 .6615 .7954
,8203 -,0310 .6643 .7_11
.9000 -*0_03 *6697 .7827
,9483 .0766 ,6066 .7412
C01 .04247 C0¢0R1 *04544
COZ ,03981 C0¢0R2 .03975
C03 ,03464 COCOR3 .03457
C04 .02795 CD¢OR4 .02801
CD5 .Of 95I CDCOR_ .01929
SPAN_ISE
X/C T/C CP P,L/PT NLO¢
.1505 -.2000 -1.0201 ,3854 1,2563
.1505 *,3333 -1.1227 .3500 1.3093
• 1505 -,1667 -1.1334 .3260 1,3140
.1505 0.0000 -1.0976 .3610 1.3036
.150_ ,1667 -1,0803 .3T07 1,_$52
,1205 ,3333 -L,L451 ,3225 1,3222
.150_ .5000 -I*1170 ,3606 1.305_
.4995 -.2000 -.4094 ,5352 .9933
• 4995 -.3333 -.50_0 .534_ .9945
,4_95 -,1667 -.5790 .5140 I*02_0
• 4995 0,0000 -.6294 .49S5 1.0537
.4995 .1667 -.6174 .4992 1.0526
,4995 ,3333 -*6223 .5008 1,0499
.4905 *5000 -.2908 ,5107 1.0335
.7994 -._000 -.2003 .6182 .8623
• 7994 -,3333 -.1312 ,6383 ,831_
.7994 -.1667 -.0053 ,6496 .8130
.7994 0.0000 -.05_Z .6601 .7976
.7994 .1667 -.0203 .6501 .0007
• ?994 .3_33 -.0338 ,6656 .TBql
.T994 .5000 -.0578 .6573 .OBI9
242
rTABLE XLIII. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.80








_IC CP P.LIPT _LqC
0.0000 1.1684 ._9_8 .0147
• 0_35 ._1Zl .?le2 ,7o40
_0S15 -_301Z ,56_7 *%3_1
,D_§3 -.4489 .5_60 1.0035
• ;503 -_§445 .4678 1.1008
81_ -.7265 ._442 1_1_Z
;_5_) -.770 .,30, 1.1659
_999 -,8100 ,4193 1,1871
• _q_4 -,_$89 ,4_44 I,O?Z5
849_7 -,2953 ,_69_ _333
,_?z -._89_ ._,z6 ._1¢_
.6_95 -_z6 ,60_ _0
• 8003 -.0517 ,640B ,_731
• 8500 _0_5 ,6573 87978
Z3.8306 PSI CN -*0Z46
195.3304 K cq .O01Z




X/C C_ P;L/hT ,LnC
0,0000 1.1684 ,9998 .0147
,01_2 ._4_5 ,7_71 ,6000
.0_10 -,3384 .5578 .95Z_
.075_ -.44_5 .5_61 1_0033
,lOOO -,_5_o _49_7 1,055z
.1504 -.6900 e4545 1.1240
,_004 -.76_0 ,4332 1,1618
.2501 -.817_ .4179 1.1007
.300Z -.8466 ,_086 1.Z070
,3507 -.8746 ,401_ 1._Z06
.4000 -._253 _4150 1.1950
,4503 -,33_9 ,5606 ,94?9
,_000 -,_769 ,5753 .9_48
.5506 -._59 ,58Z6 ,0133
,5o07 -.2230 ,5922 ,8982
.650Z -.1959 ,6004 ._856
.7003 -.1_38 .6136 .8650
,7497 -,1035 .6Z63 ,8455
.7098 -,04_0 ,6437 ,8187
,8503 ,002_ .6573 _797B
,0000 ,0404 .6705 ,7774
.g_8_ ,1_02 .6063 ,7_7_
C01 .0126_ COCOR1 .01207
C02 .01255 CDCOR2 .01201
C03 ,0121S CDCOR3 ,0!169
C04 ,00978 CDCDRk .00951
C0_ .03773 COCOAS ,007_7
5PAN_ISE
XlC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
• 150§ -,5000 -.6067 .4783 1,00Z7
• 1505 -.3333 -,6736 .4581 1.1177
.1505 -.1667 -,6628 ,4621 1,1094
,1505 0.0000 -.6445 ,6678 1,10_8
.1505 ,1667 *.6560 ,4639 1.1076
• 1505 .3333 *.6609 .46!8 1.|112
.1505 .5000 -.6477 .4673 1.1018
,4905 -,5000 -,3_20 .5540 ,9585
.4995 -,3333 -.3277 .5611 .q671
.4995 -,1667 -.3030 ,5687 ,9352
.4995 0,0000 -.2953 *56qq ,q333
,49q_ ,1667 -.2933 *5712 *q3IZ
.4995 ,3333 -,30_8 *5686 .q3_6
.4995 ,8000 -,2915 ,5721 ,9298
.7996 -.5000 -.0786 .6_40 .8336
.790¢ -,3333 -,0713 .6359 *830?
.7996 -,1667 -,0588 .6403 .8239
,7994 0.0000 -*0517 .6408 ,8231
.7994 ,1667 -,0495 06425 ,0204
.799_ .3333 -,0461 ,6433 .81g3





XlC CP PtLIPT _L3C
0,0000 1.1350 .9_7 .10_1
_13_ ,4674 ,8024 .569_
.0271 .1_35 ,7_15 ,6_7
,_515 -*0499 ,6587 .7057
,0763 -.1994 .6128 ._63
• 1503 -.3654 .5663 ._390
,19Q4 -.4_77 ,5479 .96_Z
._501 -,4111 ,55_2 .9613
,2993 -,4135 .55_L ._615
,3499 -,3739 ,_6_5 ,')418
.3994 -.34_4 .5707 .93L9
,4696 -,3094 .5_32 ,91Z4
,4_97 -._772 ,5011 ,_999
,5094 -,1064 ,6134 *4654
,6495 -,1667 .62_8 .8508
.6996 -,1309 ,6338 .8338
,748_ -,0_11 .6451 .8165
.R003 -.0_03 .6545 ,PO?O
.8500 *.00_5 ,66_7 ,7803
,R993 .057Z ,6660 ,7_37
.9489 ,1227 .7050 .7_3
PT Z4.Z435 P_I Cfl -.2976
TT 1_5._052 X CH .0011
P_ 6.0513 _ILLZOH CC .0077
ALPHA -Z.0_60 hE_
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1350 ,9927 .10_1
,Ol_ -.091_ .6430 .5197
.0Z51 -,3857 .5594 .9498
,0510 -,6546 .4879 1.0666
,0755 -.75_5 .4554 1.1_4
.1000 -.8_EZ .4335 1.1612
,1504 -,9525 ,_g_4 1.2243
.2004 -1.01_1 .3807 1,2604
• _501 -I,07_ ,3658 1,2901
,300_ -1,1011 .3565 I._0qI
• 3507 -I,1417 ,3466 I._?_7
,4000 -I,I_73 .3_35 1.3_6_
,4503 -.5885 .5039 1.0398
,5000 -,4070 ,554_ .0581
;5_06 -;_TPO .5¢01 ,qOIS
,5q97 -,2012 .6120 .8675
,6502 -.1758 .6ZOZ ,_548
.7003 -.1390 .6315 .8374
,7_97 -,097q .643Z ._104
,7g9_ -.0469 .6555 ,R005
.P503 -.0065 ,66_1 ,?RIP
,go00 ,043Z .6620 .75_0
.9483 .1289 ,7068 ,7_16
CO1 .0Z019 CDCOR1 .01977
COZ .01998 COCOR2 .01953
C03 .01891 CDCOR3 .01851
C04 .0147Z C0_0R4 .01_48
CD5 .00953 COCQR5 .00933
SPAN_ISE
XlC YIC CP PeLIPT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -,3498 ,5718 ,930Z
,1505 -,3333 -.3841 .5505 ,q497
.1505 -,1667 -.3676 .5644 ,94_0
.1505 0,0000 -,3654 ,5663 ,9390
,1505 ,1667 -.3887 .5608 ,9476
• 1505 .3333 -,3721 .56ZQ *g443
.1505 .5000 -.3608 ,5663 ,9389
.4_95 -.5000 -*Z571 .5974 .8902
.4995 -.3333 -.2687 ,5941 ,8953
,49g5 -,1667 -.2635 .5939 .8957
• 4095 0.0000 -.Z772 .5911 ,8q90
,_995 ,1667 -,2694 ,5939 .8956
.4995 ,3333 -.2668 ,5946 ,8945
.4995 ,5000 -.2340 *60ZO ,8830
.7994 -.5000 -.0769 .6481 .8i19
.7994 -,3333 -.0720 ,6500 ,8090
,7994 -.1667 -.0563 .6537 ,8033
.7994 0,0000 -.0503 .65_5 .0020
,7994 .1667 -,0441 .6574 .7975
• 7994 .3333 -.0417 ,65#6 .?gSS





X/_ CP P,LIPT HL_C
0.0000 1.16_1 .90o6 .0230
,0135 .3354 .755Z ,6459
,0271 .0533 ,6?ZB ,7740
• 0_15 -,lnl8 .60_0 ,_79¢
• 0763 -.3330 .5508 ._50_
• 101Z -.4ZZl ,5328 ,99_4
.1503 -.5306 ,5015 1.0_38
.1994 -.6020 .4807 1.07_8
• Z501 -,647_ ,4667 1.1027
,Z999 -.6591 ._637 I,I0_0
,3409 -,_620 .52Z0 1.OlO1
.3994 -,4071 ,5 363 ,_56
,_g6 -,3601 .5504 ,9641
• 4997 -,3Z03 .56?3 ,9453
.5492 -,2652 *_7_3 ._184
,59_ -.2261 ,5903 ,901Z
• 6495 -,lO07 ,6001 .4850
.6gg6 -,14S0 .6125 ,_667
• 7489 -,1028 .6262 ._456
,RO03 -,0515 .642_ ,9210
.8500 -.0016 ,6570 .7_2
.8903 .0643 .6758 .7603
,_489 ,13_2 ,69_1 ,7351
PT 23.eZ51 PSI C_ -.1634
TT 195.4532 K Cq .0041




X/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
0,0000 1,16Pl ,9996 ,OZ30
.012_ *I134 .6901 ,7473
,0251 -,1870 .6023 ,88?6
• 0510 -,4485 .SZ5g 1,0037
,0755 -,5565 ,4934 1.0574
.lO00 -,6477 ,_666 1.1028
,1504 -.7885 .4259 1,1751
._004 -,8622 ,4044 1,?149
.2501 -,0134 ,3886 L,2451
• 3002 -,9509 ,3781 1.2655
,3_07 -,9803 ,367_ 1,Z_68
.4000 -.9976 .36Z7 1.29_3
,_503 -,9025 ,3911 1.2403
• 5000 -.392Q .5410 ,97_3
.5506 -.Z519 .5Y32 .9123
,5907 -.1875 .6017 ._8_6
.6502 -.1601 .6091 .87Z0
,7003 -.I_33 .6108 *8554
,7497 -,0870 .6308 ,R3_4
,799_ -.0341 ,6473 *_132
,0503 ,0043 ,65@? *?g55
,qO0_ ._515 .67_I *7750
,0483 ,I_i_ .69q9 ,733_
C01 .016_1 COCOR1 .01607
C02 ,01631 COCOR2 ,01584
C03 .01577 COCOR3 .01540
C04 ,01231 CDCOR4 .01210
CD5 .00860 COCOR5 *00846
SRANWISE
X/C YlC CP P_L/PT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -,4970 .5108 1.0284
*1505 -,3333 -.5463 ,4958 1,0533
.1505 -.1667 -*5435 ,4969 1.0515
.1505 0.0000 -.5306 .5015 1.0430
.1505 ,1667 -,5494 ._957 1.0535
,1505 *3333 -.5465 ,4957 1.0534
.1505 .5000 -.SZTZ ,5016 1,0436
*4995 -*5000 -,t339 .557Z ,9534
,4995 -,3333 -,3270 ,5597 *9495
*4qg5 -,1667 -,3170 .5638 ,94Z9
,4905 0.0000 -.3Z03 ,56_3 ,9453
.4095 ,1667 -.3151 *5627 *9447
,4995 ,3333 -,3154 ,5631 .9_40
,4995 .5000 -._850 ,57_g .9Z85
,7994 -,5000 -,0838 .63Z2 *8363
,7994 -.3333 *.0731 *6349 ,83ZZ
.7994 -,1667 -,06Z8 ,6300 .8258
.7004 0.0000 -.0515 .6422 .8Z10
,7094 .1667 -,0_81 .6_Z7 .8202
,7094 .3333 -.0431 .6437 .8107
,7q94 *5000 -.05_0 .64Z_ .0Z09
244
TEST 119 PT 23,6156 P5! CH -,0127 C01 ,01377 CDCORI .01296
RUN 53 TT 195,3624 K ¢H ,0004 C02 ,01306 CDCOR2 ,01235
FO|NT 4 RC 6.0372 HILLZOq CC .0104 C03 .01271 CDCOR3 .01206
MAC_ .8003 C04 .0101q CDCOR4 .00986
ALPqA .0063 O[G C05 .00783 COCOAS .00766
UPPEF SURFACE LO#ER 5URFACF
XlC CP P,LtPT qL_C XlC CP PeLIPT qLOC
0,0000 1.1719 1.0002 0.0000 0.0000 1.1719 1.0002 0,0000
• 0135 .2066 .7161 .7072 .0122 .2502 .7289 .6872
• 0271 -,0707 ,6336 .8342 .0251 -,0548 ,6393 .8270
.3515 -.3041 .5654 .9403 .0510 -.3284 .5582 .9517
.0763 -.4492 .5228 1.00_7 .0755 -.4350 .5270 1.0019
.1012 -.5372 .4954 1.0539 .1000 -.5403 .4945 1.0554
• 1503 -,6400 .4640 1.1074 .1504 -,6787 .4549 1.1732
,1904 -.7308 .4409 1,1480 ,_004 -.7530 .4341 1,1602
,2501 -*77_b .4268 1,1735 .2501 -.8085 .4180 1.1896
.2999 -.6155 ,4148 1.1955 .3002 -,8378 .4082 1.2076
,3499 -.P433 ,4099 1,2064 ,3507 -.8690 ,4014 1,2206
.3994 -.7286 ,441_ 1,1463 .4000 -,8255 .4134 1,19_1
,4496 *,3315 *5504 .9514 .4503 -,3500 ,5530 ,9601
,4997 -.2_22 .5722 ,;297 .5000 -.270_ .5755 ,9_44
.5492 -,2453 .5_4 ._137 .5506 -.2418 .5834 .0121
,5904 -.2211 ,5911 .9000 ,5997 -.2161 ,5026 .8977
,6405 -,1896 ,6007 ,_851 ,6502 -.1920 .599_ ,8863
.6996 -.14_2 .6131 .3658 .7003 -.1437 .6144 *q638
• 748_ -.1012 .6272 ,5441 .7497 -.Oq?O ,6284 ,04_1
• B003 -.0_16 .6416 *_219 .7908 -.0403 .6449 ,8166
,8500 .0021 .6576 .7074 .8503 ,0034 ,6579 .7960
._993 .0666 *6762 ,7687 .9000 ,0506 ,6715 .7759
• 0480 .1378 ,6058 .7386 ,9483 .1397 ,6064 .?377
5PAMWZSE
XIC TIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -.609o .4768 1.o854
.1505 -,3333 -.6790 .4574 1,llS8
• 1505 -.1667 -.6665 .4595 1.7153
,1505 0.0000 -,6480 .4640 1,10_4
,1505 ,1667 -,6615 .4614 1,1120
• 1505 ,3333 °.6698 ,4604 1.1136
• 1505 .5000 -.6522 .4637 1.1080
,4995 -.5000 -.3571 .5510 .9632
.4995 -,3333 -,3169 .5618 ,9460
.4995 -.1667 -.284_ .5713 .9310
,4995 0,0000 -.2822 ,5722 .929?
.4995 .1667 -.2844 .5724 ,9293
,4905 ,3333 -.2874 ,5705 .0323
.4995 .5000 -.2834 ,57|7 .0304
,7994 -.5000 -.0766 .6332 ,8348
.?994 -,3333 -.0705 ,6344 .8330
,7994 **1667 -*0582 .6390 .8258
,7094 0.0000 *.0516 .6416 ,8210
,7904 .1667 -.0469 .6420 ,8213
.7994 ,3333 -,0449 ,6410 .8214
.?994 ,5000 -*0510 ,6411 .8226
TEST 119 FT 23.8195 PS! CH .1242
RJN 53 TT 1_5.2114 K CM -.0006
POIHT 5 RC _.0351 qItLIqN CC .0106
MAC4 .7979
ALP'IJ 1.0127 OEG
UPPEP SU_FAC_ LO_P SURFACE
XIC CP PoL/DT _L_ X/C CP PeLIPT qLOC
0.0000 1.1666 .99_0 .0372 0.0000 1,1666 ,9990 ,0372
*0135 *0728 .67_0 .7_59 .0122 .370_ .7655 .6295
*_271 -.ln84 .5903 *_q8 .0251 *0656 .6758 .7695
,0515 -,4250 ,5316 .9_44 ,0510 -,7112 .5944 ,8949
,0763 -,5658 .4908 1.0617 ,0755 -.3300 ,5600 ,94o0
.1012 -.b435 .4671 1.1020 .i000 -.4311 .5295 .997_
,1503 -,7_05 ,4334 1.1614 .1504 -.5779 ,4871 1.0680
*1994 -.6414 .4107 1,_031 ,_00_ -.6405 ,4696 1,0_78
.Z501 -.8006 .3963 1.2303 .2501 -.684_ ,4567 1.1202
.299_ -.9322 .3_24 1._571 .3002 -.6976 .4513 1.12_5
,3499 -,964_ .3736 1,2745 .3507 -.5586 ,4928 1.0583
.3Q94 -*Q_IO .36_4 1*2028 ,4000 -,3920 .5422 .9774
.4496 -.6722 .4600 1,1143 .4503 -.3536 .5535 ,05_3
.4997 -,33_9 ,5564 ,9547 ,5000 -.3241 ,5607 ,9478
,5492 -.2?89 .5911 ,0000 .5506 -.2_03 .5761 .9236
*5994 -.1071 .601E "*_834 *5997 -,2331 ,5883 *9045
.6495 -.1_03 .608q ."723 .6502 -.Z007 .5970 .8907
,6996 -,133Z .6180 ._582 .7003 -.1508 ,6128 .8662
,7489 -,09_0 .6_98 ,8400 .7497 -.1038 .6272 ,8440
.8003 -.0473 .6477 ,_202 ,799_ -.0457 ,6431 ,8195
.8500 ,0_50 .6586 .7_57 *8503 .0001 *6572 .7979
*8q93 .0675 t6767 *7680 ._000 .0480 ,6709 *?768
.9489 .1361 ,6966 ,7373 ,9483 ,1390 ,6975 .7360
C01 .01496 CDCOR1 .01436
C02 .01456 CDCOR2 .01424
CO3 .01408 COCOR3 .01345
C04 .01075 COCOR4 ,0105|
C05 ,00724 COCOR5 ,00710
5P_H_XSE
XlC ¥10 CP P*LI_T NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -,6036 .4533 1,1260
,1505 -,3333 -.7891 .4269 1.1731
,1505 -.16_7 -,7727 ,4294 1.1607
.1505 0.0000 -.7605 ,4334 1.1614
• 1505 *1667 -,7625 ,4351 1,1620
.1505 .3333 -,7912 ,4263 1,1745
.1505 .5000 -.770q .4299 1*1677
,4995 -,5000 -,3534 ,5525 .9608
,4995 -.3333 -.2555 .5818 .9146
,4995 -*1667 -.2055 ,5700 .9332
.4995 0.0000 -.3389 .5564 .9547
.4995 *1667 -.3212 .5620 .9458
.4995 ,3333 -.3217 .5624 .9451
.4905 .5000 -,2864 .5726 ,9289
.7994 -,5000 -,0863 ,6313 ,8377
,7994 -,3333 -.0743 ,6357 ,8310
.7994 -.1667 --*0581 ,6403 .8238
,7994 0.0000 -.0473 .6427 .8202
,7994 .1667 0.0410 ,6444 .6175
.7994 ,3333 -,0433 .6448 .8170
,7904 .5000 -*0508 .6425 .8205
TEST 11 ° PT 23._330 PST CN .2640
RUN 53 TT 1_5.3333 K CM -,0053
POINT 6 _C 6.0332 _!LLTPR CC .01_6
_EH .7q79
ALP_k 2.0162 OEG
UPPEP S_FaC_ LO_FR SUPFACE
X/C CP PeLIPT %aC x/C CP P_LIPT _L_
0.0000 1.1474 .9937 .0947 0.0000 1.1474 .9937 .0947
*0135 -.0696 ,6369 .8290 ,OIZZ .4H75 ,0002 ,5731
.0271 -,3207 ,5626 ,44_9 ,0251 .1_58 ,7112 ,7148
.0515 -_5_61 ,4940 1.0563 ,0510 -.0012 ,6303 .5_92
,0763 -,6807 .4571 1.1194 *0755 -.2134 ,5942 .8052
.IOIZ -.7653 .4347 1.1591 .i000 -.3146 .5665 .9307
.1503 -,8600 .4057 1.2124 .1504 -.4398 .5288 .9990
.1994 -,938) ,3829 1,2561 ,2004 -.5106 ,5003 1.0325
.2501 -,Q874 .3672 1.2073 .2501 -.5_8 .5029 1.0415
.299_ -1,0395 .3535 1.31_2 *3002 -.4710 ,5199 1.0134
.3409 -1.067_ .343? 1,3357 ,3507 -.4377 .5285 ,0995
.3994 -I.0085 .33_9 1.3459 ,4000 -.3859 ,5446 ,9734
.4496 -1.0663 ,3466 1,3296 ,4503 -,3330 .5610 ,9473
.4997 -.5475 ._56 1.0536 ,5000 -*3096 *5655 .9402
.549Z -.4060 .5370 .98_5 .5506 -*2647 .5795 ,9182
,5994 -.Z765 ,5769 ,9223 .5997 -.2_03 .5933 ,8965
.6495 --.17q9 ,6034 .B508 .6502 -.1930 ,5996 ,8_68
._996 -,1075 ,6?52 ._472 .7003 -.1436 .6146 .0635
,7489 -,069? ,6375 ._281 ,?497 -,1001 ,6_87 ,8418
.8003 -,0256 ,6404 .8114 ,?_98 -,0496 ,6413 .8223
.8500 .0172 ,6621 ,7903 .8_03 -.0065 ,6552 .8010
,8993 .0735 .67o3 ,7639 ,9000 ,03?7 *6659 *?500
*9409 .1343 ,6971 ,7366 *9483 .1257 ,6945 ,?405
ORIGINAE PAGE Tg
OF POOR QUALITY 245
CD1 .02360 CDCOR1 .02270
C02 .02341 COCOR2 .02253
C03 .0_099 COC_R3 ,02009
C04 ,01511 COCOR4 .01442
C05 .Ol04Z COCOR5 .01006
5PA_V£SE
_IC Y/C CP ¢,L/PT qLOC
.1505 -,5000 -.7720 *4302 1.1673
,1505 -,3333 -.8869 *3901 1.2248
.1505 -.1667 -.8832 ,3085 1.2263
.1505 0.0000 -.8600 .4057 1.2124
.1505 ,1667 -.0554 ,4057 1.2124
• 1505 *3333 -,9009 .3050 1.2326
.1505 ,5000 -,5747 .4008 1.2216
.4905 -,5000 -.4218 ,5321 *9035
,4995 -13333 -.5041 ,5460 .9712
.4995 -.1667 -,5386 ,4970 1*0408
.4995 0,0000 -*5475 .4956 1.0536
.4905 .1667 -.5767 .4866 1.0657
.4995 *3333 -.546? ,4q85 1,0488
,4905 .5000 -,5585 ,4920 1,0596
.7994 -,5000 *.1202 .6221 ,8515
,7994 -,3333 -,0882 ,6306 .6309
.7994 -.1667 -,0477 .6418 ,8215
,7994 0.0000 -*0256 ,6484 .5114
.7994 .1667 -.0225 .6500 ,0078
.7994 .3333 -,0222 ,6499 ,0091











XI_ CP PeL/PT NLDC
0.0000 1.1157 .QB3S .15_6
.0135 -.I¢05 ._007 .8851
• 0Z71 ;._d9 ,52_6 )o76
• 0515 -.6_17 .4639 1.i076
• 0?63 -,?B71 ;4259 1,1751
;1012 -,8551 .4061 1,_117
• 1503 -;9402 .37_1 1.2656
.1994 -ls01q2 .35Q6 1,)027
,_50_ -1.0675 .3430 1.3371
.4406 *,7!7 _ .44_! 1.1352
,_? -,564 _ ._Qoi 1;o6_q
.s_.__ -.+?o? ,SalZ 1.o;13
;_500 ,.o212 ,E_o2 ;_087
LeWER SURFACE
X/C C _ P,LIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.1157 .9038 .1_76
.012_ .5_30 ._)_2 .5188
.0251 ._043 .74_8 ,6656
• 0510 .0181 .6630 .7_q01
.o7s5 -.11o_ ._++ ,_s_
• I000 -*_I03 ._052 .8936
.1504 -.3317 .5_74 ._531
.2004 -.3977 .5415 .9784
.2501 -.40_5 .5866 .9864
.3002 -.3911 ,5463 .973_
• 3507 -.3779 .5669 .9698
.4000 -.3457 *$5_) ,9_16
.4_03 -.3076 ._681 *9361
.5000 .._908 .5704 .93_4
.5506 -.2579 ;5?85 ,0197
._497 -._181 .5050 .8939
.6502 *.1914 .6022 .|BZ?
,7oo_ *.1_1 ._io_ .s6_z
.7497 -.1126 .6243 .8405
,850_ -.0360 ;_+56 ,¢i57
;90_o -;oo73 .65_2 .so_5
.g481 .0661 .6757 .7695
C01 .04274 C0C0_1 .0_|65
C02 .0_076 CDCOR2 .OSqS5
CO3 .03265 COCOR3 .03153
C04 ,02_69 COCOR4 ,02406
C0_ .01734 COCOR5 *01692
SPAN_ZSE
XIC YIC CP PeLIPT qLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -,8548 .4050 1,20Bl
• 1505 -.3333 -.9680 .3717 1.2762
• 1505 -.1667 -.9630 .8?26 1.7765
• 1505 0.0000 -.9402 .37_1 1.26_6
• 1_05 .1667 -.9Z03 .3888 1.2446
.1505 .3333 -,9841 .3669 1.2878
.1505 .5000 -.9603 .373A 1.2749
.4995 -.5000 -.5451 .4978 1.0409
• 4995 -.3333 -.7250 .4437 h1430
.4995 -,1667 -,5994 ,4799 I*0002
.4995 0.0000 -.5660 .4901 1*0629
,4995 ,1667 -.5727 .4897 1.0635
.4995 .3333 -*5999 .4804 1.0792
.4995 ._000 -.6461 .4655 1.1047
.7994 --.5000 -.1580 .6095 .8714
.7994 -.3333 -*I152 .6231 .0503
.7994 -.1667 -.0718 .6354 .0315
• 799_ 0.0000 -00837 .63Z6 .8357
.7994 .1667 -.0982 .6287 .0417
.7994 .3333 -.0513 .6416 .8219












X/C CP _,LI=T _LSC
0.0000 1.0777 .97_7 ,1993
• 313S -.2_73 *5718 *g303
• 027I -.5400 .4992 1,3_77
.376_ -,87_6 ._016 z.1701
• 1012 -,9471 .3_14 1.2590
• I_03 -1.o33_ .3550 1.3103
• 1994 -1.006I ,3367 1.3506
.z_OI -1.1373 .3231 1.3_0Z
._oo_ -1.t66& ,i_i z,4017
• 4496 -,5_83 .+_27 1.0753
• _qq7 -.56o2 ._015 1.o69,
,54_Z ",53_1 ._00_ 1.044Q
.5094 -.4071 .5117 1.0_69
.6_q5 -._?0 ,_15+ 1.oo_5
• RO03 -._596 ._01 .9172
._oo -.l_OZ .6oo6 ._Sz
0g48_ *.0_46 .6302 ._39A
LP_ER SURFACE
XIC CP P,LIPT qLOC
o,0o00 1.0777 ._717 ,19_3
• OIZ_ *6719 .8536 ._906
.0251 .3_5_ .7702 .6720
• 0510 .1023 .606M .7524
,0755 -*026Z .6497 .8005
.1000 -.1253 .6217 ,85_
.1504 -._506 .5841 .9107
.Z00A -.3_28 .5632 ._439
.2501 -.3478 .5548 .957_
• 3002 -.3525 .5524 .Q_]0
• 3507 -.3440 .5_64 .9546
.4000 -.3345 ,55q0 .9511
.4503 -.)0_8 .5667 .93R3
.5000 -,206_ .5720 .9300
.§506 -._567 .58Z0 .9141
.5o07 -.2294 .5_01 .9015
• 650Z -.218_ *59Z4 .8079
.74_7 -.1505 .6112 .4_7
.7_90 -.1137 ,622_ .8506
.8503 -.0933 .6290 .0412
.qO00 -.0n53 .6312 ,e37_
.9483 -.0430 .6425 *_0§
C01 *063Z7 COCOR1 .06257
CD2 .0612? CDCOR2 .060_0
CD3 .05311 CDCOR3 .05249
CD4 .03Z42 COCOR4 .03201
C05 .02820 COC0_5 ,02791
SPANWISE
XlC YIC CP P_LIPT NLSC
.1505 -,5000 -.9073 .3895 1.2434
.1505 -.3333 -1.0_76 *3406 1.3Z54
• 1505 -.1667 -1.0445 .3500 1*3Z16
.1505 0,0000 -1.0304 .3559 1.3103
.1505 .1667 *.999_ .36Z4 1*2069
.1505 .3333 -1.0661 .3432 1.3360
.1505 .5000 -1.0439 .3501 1.3222
.4995 -.5000 -.4627 .5228 1.0067
.4995 -.3333 -.4600 .5193 1.0144
.4905 -.1667 -.5903 .4642 1.07_6
.4995 0.0000 -.5602 *4015 1.0604
.4995 .1667 -.5770 .4894 1.0640
,4995 .3333 -.5672 .4077 1,0669
.4995 .5000 -.5638 .4920 1.0597
.7994 -.5000 -.1778 .6056 .877_
.7994 -.3333 -.1757 ,6053 .8779
• 7994 "J_667 -.2166 .5944 .89_8
.7994 0.0000 -.Z596 .5601 .9172
.7994 .1667 -.Z341 .5091 .9032
• 7994 .3333 -.1959 .5993 .6871





Xl: CP PeLIPT _L]C
0,0000 1.0310 .9501 .Z449
• 0135 -,3_q8 *_381 .9839
• 0271 -.6_74 .A672 1.1018
• 051_ -._480 .40_9 1._045
• 0763 -;_531 .3765 1.268k
• i012 -1;_8i .3590 1.3039
• I503 -1.1037 ,3339 1.3566
.1994 -1.1569 .3162 1.39_7
,2501 -1,2106 .3046 1.4ZZZ
.2909 -t.OZQO .35_7 1.3168
.3+_9 -.7071 ._oz 1.13[+
,3994 -.6483 .4664 1.1031
• _496 -.6_91 .4734 1.0912
.4997 -.5087 .4815 1.0773
,549Z -.5686 .49_Z i*05_3
,_994 -.5367 ,_998 1.0467
.6495 -.4033 .51_6 1.0_55
.6996 -.443Z ,5Z_0 1.0003
.7469 -.30_7 .5404 ,9_03
.8003 -.3_01 .55_4 .9515
.8_00 -.?o14 .5?06 ,9321
,8093 -.Z2RO .5901 .gOl5
.9460 -*176b .60_3 ._777
PT Z3.9464 PSI CN .4611
TT 1_6.1449 K CM -.0_07




X/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
0.0000 1.0310 .gSgl ._449
.01ZZ .7505 ,_765 .4378
.0_51 .4652 .7935 .5842
.0510 .1080 .7132 .7117
.0755 .0525 .671_ *??53
.1000 -,0435 ,6_46 .8173
.1504 -.1773 *6054 .0778
.2004 -._536 .5816 .9148
.750| -.2834 *5756 .9_43
• 300Z -*Z98_ ,5677 ,9367
• 3b07 -.3055 .5679 .936_
• 4000 -*2978 ,5693 .0312
,4503 -,_806 .5754 .9265
.5000 -.Z770 .5759 .9239
• 5506 -.25?6 .5831 .0125
.5_7 -*2366 .5872 .9060
.6_02 -.2340 .5866 ._040
• 7003 -.1908 .5096 .8060
,7497 -.1812 .60_I .d?97
.799_ -,1_30 ,6160 ,6613
.R503 -.1419 .6145 *8636
• gO00 -.14_8 ,6151 .8617
• 9483 -.0910 *6306 .83ql
C01 ,07SZS CDCOR1 ,07758
C07 ,07167 COCOR2 .070_5
CD3 .06214 CDCOR3 .06147
C04 .04111 COCOR4 .04072
C05 ,03668 C0COR5 *03618
5PAN_|SE
X/C _/C CP PeL/PT qLOC
• 1505 -*5000 -.9820 .3705 1.2806
.1505 -.3333 -1.1320 ,3170 1.3700
,1505 -.1667 -1.1196 .3183 3.3689
• 1_05 0.3000 -1.1037 ,3339 1.3566
.1505 .1667 -1.0483 .3511 1.3202
.1505 .3333 -1.1508 .3226 1.301_
.15o5 .5000 -1.129o .3255 1.375o
.4995 -.5000 -.4634 ,5211 1.0099
• 4995 **3333 -.4917 .5115 1.0273
• 69q5 -.1667 -.6050 .4778 1.0837
,4995 0.0000 -.5967 ,4815 1.0773
.4995 .1667 -.5887 .405_ 1.0708
.499_ .3333 *.5964 .4310 1.0782
.49_ ,5000 -.5620 .490? 1.0619
.7_04 -.5000 -.2194 .5039 ,8956
.799_ -.3333 -*2197 *5005 .0010
• 7994 *.1667 -,3035 .5690 *9346
.709_ 0,0000 -.3_01 *5586 .9515
.?094 .1667 -.3300 .5592 .9502
• 7904 .3333 -.3195 .5642 ,9423












XlC CP eeLIPT qL,IC
0,0000 .q?lb ,94_3 ,Z9_5
.0135 -.5170 ,S068 1,0300
• 0271 -,7559 .4347 1,15Q2
• 0515 -,9302 .3_27 1,256b
o0763 -1,0410 ,3520 1,31_3
• 1015 -1,1012 ,3354 1,3535
,1503 -1.1R39 ,3118 1.4056
,lqg4 -1,2173 .2955 1,4436
• Z501 -1,2140 .3018 1,42RF
J2999 -,8R88 .3Q76 1*2Z75
,3499 -,7493 ,4371 1,1548
,3994 -.7152 ,4488 1,1341
,4496 -.6A32 .4571 1.1195
,4997 -,6539 ,4659 1,1043
.549Z -.6Z31 .473_ 1.040_
.5994 -,5Q_7 .4815 1,0771
• 649S -,5573 .4915 1.0606
,6996 -.5158 ,5054 1,0374
.748) -,47?4 ,5161 1.0197
.0003 -.4201 ,5324 ,_31
• 8500 -,3741 .5457 ,9717
,8993 -.3165 .5625 *9450





XlC CP RpLIPT qLoc
0.0000 .9716 .9423 .ZQ25
.012_ .9184 .89?5 ,3959
• 0251 ,5_69 .8171 .5445
.0510 .2630 .7334 .6003
.0755 .130b .6955 ,7301'
,I000 .0298 ,6665 *7037
.1504 -,1055 .6273 ,8440
.2004 -.tQO? ,6010 ,8833
• ZS01 -.2258 .5018 .89_4
• 3002 -,2477 ,5853 ._Oql
• 3507 -,2660 .8789 .0192
.4000 -.267_ .5706 .q180
,4503 -,2555 .5818 ,0146
.5000 -,2636 ,5802 .0172
• 5506 -.2511 ,5831 .9126
.5947 -,ZS_Z ,5859 ,OOR2
.6502 -.2417 .5844 ,0106
.7003 -.2169 ,5032 .$068
,7497 -.2024 ,5960 ,Bqll
,7_¢A -.173_ .6048 .87R?
.8503 -,1810 . .6025 .8823
.9000 -,1945 ,5004 .8887
.¢4m3 -.1576 .6008 ._?OQ
COl .00671 COCOR1 ,09854
COX .0888_ CD¢OR2 ,08761
CO3 .07979 CDCOR3 .07862
CO4 ,08305 CDCOR4 .08Z25
COS ,04783 CDCOR5 .04717
SPANWZSE
XlC YIC CP PpLIPT qLOC
• 180S -.8000 -1.0696 ,3412 1.3410
• 1505 -.3333 -1.1897 .3058 1.4195
• 1505 -,1667 -1,1070 ,3072 1,4161
• 1505 0,0000 -1,1839 ,3118 1.4b_6
• IS09 ,1667 -1,11?3 .3272 1,3713
,1505 ,3333 -1.5037 .3017 1.4289
• 1505 ,5000 -1.2037 ,3023 1.4274
.4995 -,8000 -.5137 .8051 1.0379
• 4995 -.33_3 -,5560 .4919 1.0599
.4905 -.166? -.6644 ,4613 1.1155
,4995 O,O000 -.6S39 .4658 1.1043
,4995 ,1667 -.6394 .4682 1.1003
,4995 .3333 -.6408 .4669 1,1024
,4995 .5000 -.6129 .4764 1.0865
,7094 -,$000 -.2770 .$746 ,9259
.7994 -,3333 -,302S ,5675 .9370
.7994 -.1667 -.3931 .5407 .0708
.7994 0.0000 -,4201 ,$324 ,9931
.7904 .1667 -,4152 ,5340 .0906
• ?gq4 .3333 -,4040 ,5377 ,9846




TABLE XL V - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.80
REYNOLDS NUMBER g.0 x 106
248
TEST 119 PT 35.0461 PSi CN
RUN 69 TT 190.5750 K CN
eOINT 1 RC 9.1931 HILLXON CC
84¢_ .5007
ALPHA ,_305 BEG
UPPEF SURFACE LO#Ee SURFACE
XIC CP ,.LIFT _L_C
0,3000 10167? ,qgSO 00378
,0135 .2026 ,7157 ,7077
.0271 -,0787 ,63Z6 .5357
,0515 -,2Q72 .56?4 ._371
*0763 -.4461 ,5239 1.OObq
,1012 --*5399 ,4957 1.0534
.1903 -.64Q7 ,4634 1.1083
,lqg4 -,7371 .4387 1,1520
,2501 -,7_1B ,_24T 1,1773
,2999 -,8190 04144 1,1963
.3499 -,8*68 ,4055 1.2128
,3994 -.8042 ,4182 1.18¢2
,449b -,3566 ,5503 ,9643
.4007 -*ZB84 .5705 *932Z
,549Z -,253_ .S_OI ,9172
*5994 -*Z3Z7 .5556 .00_8
,6495 -,1076 ,5975 .8Bqg
,6996 -,1559 06097 0_710
,7469 -,1996 .6Z31 ._503
,8003 -*0_7 .6379 .0275
08500 -.0051 .6537 ,_032
,8993 00595 ,6728 ,7739




XlC C_ peLleT qt_¢
0.0000 1.16?7 09990 ,03?E
00122 .Z465 .7186 .6876
.0251 -.0535 .6400 08243
,0510 -,31F? .5611 .9472
,07§5 -,4269 ,52_6 ,q976
,1000 -.542Z .4951 1.0545
,1504 -.677_ .4553 1.l_25
.Z,04 -,7555 ,4332 1.1617
.2501 -,_104 04162 1,1_20
• 3002 -.4433 .4072 1*2096
,3507 -,8757 ,3970 1,2_89
• 4000 -.8_23 ,3952 1,23_4
.4503 -.4425 .5250 1.0050
,5000 -,284_ .571_ ,Q302
• 5506 -.2475 ,_E19 *9143
.5907 _._259 ,5906 ,g007
• 6502 -.ZOO1 ,_068 ,8911
07003 -,1501 ,6112 ,86R6
.7407 -,10_5 .6_43 .8484
,TOg_ -.0483 ,6400 ,0228
,8_03 -*0053 ,6536 ,8033
,9000 ,03_6 ,6669 ,7829
.94_3 .133Z ,6045 .7405
C01 .01401 CDCOR1 .01316
CD2 .01370 CDCORZ .01290
C03 .01323 C OCOm3 ,01254
C04 .0_117 COCOA4 .01100
CO§ ,03806 COCOA5 ,008?9
SPAN_ISE
XIC Vie CP P_L/PT BLOC
.1505 -,$000 -05_?8 .4821 h0T64
,IS05 -,3333 -.6579 ,4625 1,1100
,1505 -,1667 -.6687 .458E 1,1_64
• 1505 0.0000 -,6497 .463A 1.108_
,1505 .1667 -,6337 ,4666 l,Oqq5
• 150_ .3533 -.6648 ,460_ 1,1135
,1505 ,5000 -,6300 ,4702 1.0967
.4995 -*_000 -,3693 ,5467 ,9701
.4995 -.3333 -,3326 ,5575 0952_
o499_ -.1667 -.3029 .5670 ,9378
.4995 0.0000 -,Z884 ,_705 ,932Z
,4g95 .1667 -,Z866 ,5710 ,9314
.4995 .3333 -.2922 ,_694 ,9339
.4995 ,5000 -,Z906 .5706 ,93_1
,7994 -0_000 -009_3 *6278 ,8430
• 7994 -.3333 -*0818 .6312 ,8378
• 7094 -,1667 -.0667 .6361 ,0303
,Tgq4 0,3000 -,0587 ,6379 ,8275
,7994 ,1667 -*0532 ,6402 ,8239
• 7994 ,3333 -,OSO0 ,6406 ,8234




110 FT 34.96_6 _SI CN -,2656
69 TT lg0.6210 K CM ,0091
Z AC Q,1847 HILLZON CC .0159
_AC_4 ,_031
ALP;tA -1o046P DEG
UPeEe SORFIC_ L_Ee _URFACE
KIC CP _LI"T qL_lC XlC CP PeLIPT 8L3C
0,0000 1.1_19 ,9946 .0_77 0,0000 1.1_19 ,9946 00877
00135 ,4_27 .7_8 ._917 ,0122 -.0111 .6_23 *_053
• 0271 .1720 .70_2 .7ZZ4 .0251 -._q6T .§68_ .9357
• 351_ -.OhOZ ,6387 *_62 *0_10 -.55_ *4933 1.057§
,0763 -.2164 .5925 ,8977 .07_5 -.6675 .4600 1.1144
• 101_ -.3064 .5646 09416 .I000 -,74_8 ,4367 1.1555
.1503 -,40Z7 .5357 *_78 .1504 -.867q .398_ 1.2_60
.1994 -.4o95 ,_0_5 1.0305 .ZO0_ -09471 .3780 I._657
.2_01 -.49Z4 .5070 1.0346 .2501 -._853 .3611 1.29e7
.2999 -.4_ZZ .51_0 1.3_64 .3002 -1.0366 .3_?1 1.3te?
.3&99 -,4379 .5252 1.0048 .3507 -1.0690 *3389 1.3459
.3994 -.3o5z .5393 ,4819 .4000 -1,0qOb ,3347 1,3549
• 4496 -,3489 .$517 .96_1 .4503 -1.0797 .335_ 1_3_Z4
.4997 -,3119 .5610 .Q47Z ._000 -.68_I ,4_05 1,1310
,5492 -.2631 ,5761 ,_235 ,5506 -.4677 ,5156 1.0204
.$9q4 -oZZg6 .5664 ,qOT3 05997 -,3646 .5465 .970_
.6405 -,lOg_ .5_37 ._958 ._50Z -.Z621 .5751 .9251
.6996 -,I_73 .6075 ,8764 .7003 -,1459 .6109 ,8601
,7489 -,1173 .6208 ._38 .7497 -.0786 ,6322 ,0363
• _003 -.0663 .6354 ,$314 ,790_ -.0170 .6499 ._Oql
,0500 -.01B5 ,6477 *8124 .8503 *0218 .6596 ,7941
,R993 *0_08 .6b63 .7939 *g000 .060_ .67_0 .77_1
09489 .I038 .6845 .75_9 .94E3 .131Z .69_6 ,7434
C01 .0_749 CDCORt ,02759
C02 .0Z015 COCOR_ ,02TS2
CD3 .0Z06_ CDCOR3 .0203_
CD4 ,OZ03? CDCOR4 .OZOI5
COS .01095 CDCOR5 .0106g
SP_VlSE
XlC _1_ CP PeLIPT RLO¢
.150_ -.5000 -.3507 .5538 .95BT
.1505 -.3333 -.3910 .5378 .9843
.1505 -,1667 -,4120 ,5318 ,_40
• IS05 0.0000 -.4017 ,5357 09878
,1505 ,1667 -.4070 ,5373 ,gs52
.1505 ,3333 -._086 ,3326 .9927
,1505 .5000 -.3831 ,5404 ,SEOZ
04995 -,3000 -.3121 .5617 .9461
,4995 *,3333 "*310g .5584 .q51_
.4995 -.1667 -,3100 ,5621 ,94_5
._995 0.0000 -.3139 .5610 .9472
.4995 ,1667 -.3100 .5624 ,9451
.4995 .3333 "*3081 ._619 ,9450
.4995 *_000 -027_? .5734 .qZ77
,7994 -.5000 -.1135 ,6196 ,855_
,7994 -.3333 -.0_52 ,6166 ,_449
.7994 -.1667 -00806 .6206 .8418
.7994 0.3000 -,0663 ,6354 .83|4
.7994 .166? -.0623 ,6347 .8323
.Tqq4 *3333 -,0560 ,6301 .8_71
.7994 ,5030 -*0618 ,_342 ,8332
TEST 119 PT 35.0539 e5I CH -.1646
EON 69 TT 190.6376 K CN .0040
POINT 3 PC 9.1468 _ILLIO_ CC .0127
8AC_ ,8016
ALP_ -,9794 _EG
UPPEV $_RFaC_ LO_ER SURFACE
KIC CP P_LIPT _L3C KI¢ ce P_LIPT qLO_
0.0000 1.1655 .9956 .04_Z 0.0000 101655 .9986 .04_Z
.0135 ,3390 .75_ ,6456 .01_2 .1112 .6_0 ,750_
.0271 .0_50 ,6727 ,7741 ,02_1 -.1861 ,6019 .Bq3_
.0515 -.1691 ,6063 ._763 .0510 -.4411 ,_61 1.0034
( ,0763 -,3237 ,5504 ,9490 *0755 -*5443 .494_ 1.05_?
,1012 -,4167 .5318 ,9941 ,1000 -.h6_ .4652 1,1052
.1503 -.5317 .5004 1,0456 *1_04 -.?_98 .4246 1.1774
( .1994 -._014 .47_1 1.0831 ,2004 -.0571 ,40_§ 1,_179
• _501 -,6_59 ,4648 1.tObO ,2501 -.9105 ,3_6A 1._485
,2999 -.6_g ,4545 1,1_39 ,300Z -,747_ ,3759 I._700
.3499 -,5328 .4_4 1.3490 ,3507 -.9873 ,3645 1.1927
,3994 -.4113 ,_349 .9R91 ,4000 -1,00&_ ,3590 1.30_2
• 4406 -.365Z .5470 ,9b_2 .4503 -,9638 .3716 1,27_4
• 4997 -,3145 .5591 ,9501 ,_000 -.4490 ,SZZ5 1.000_
._49_ -.17_1 ,5763 ,9_31 ,5506 -,2836 .5?23 .9_04
._99& --e_3_1 ,_070 *QOh3 ._997 -.1980 ,5968 .9910
• 6495 -,1043 ,59_? .8_1 ,6502 --,Ib10 .60_5 ,0729
• 6906 -,15Z8 .6101 .970§ .7003 -.lZ_6 .6199 .856?
.7409 ",1071 ,6236 .8495 ,7497 -,0869 .6_96 ,8402
• 8003 -,0566 ,63_g .5_60 ,79_ -,0347 .6454 ,8160
,0500 -.0060 ,&5_8 ,_045 ._503 *0034 .6556 .8002
,8993 .0_86 ,67_3 .7745 ,qO00 ,0447 .66R_ ,TRO@
,0489 ,1184 ,69_8 ,7431 ,94_3 .1335 ,6943 ,7408
_RIGINAL PAGE IS
DF POOR QUALITY 249
C01 .01804 CDCOR1 .0175Z
CD2 ,0181] CO_OR2 .01754
C_3 .017_5 CDCOR3 ,01706
C04 .014L0 COCOR4 ,01378
C35 .0396_ C_OR_ ,00037
SR_VISE
_IC Y/C CP PeLreT BLOC
.1508 -.§000 -.4559 .5Z19 1.0107
,IS05 -03333 -*_151 .5014 1,0439
.1505 -.16_? -,_445 ,49?2 1.0_00
,1505 0.3000 -.5317 ,5004 1.0456
• 1505 ,166? -,5Z29 ,5018 1,043Z
.1505 *3333 -,_457 ,4953 |.0541
.1505 ._000 -,5082 ,8078 1,0332
.499S -,5000 -*3280 ,5595 ,94qT
.4qqS -*3333 -*3293 ,5604 .9483
,4995 -.1667 -.3Z17 *5596 .g495
• 4995 0,0000 -*3245 ,5501 .950Z
,4095 *lbb? -.3211 ,5615 ,9465
.4995 .3333 -.3_89 .5634 09434
.4995 .3000 -,2894 ,5691 .9344
.7994 -._000 -*0940 .6197 ,1402
• 7994 -,3333 -.0016 ,6319 .R367
,?gq4 -.1667 -.0664 ,6340 *0323
,7994 0,0000 -.0566 .6389 ,0260
.7994 ,1667 -.0815 ,&4Z3 ,0207
,7094 ,3333 -,0460 .64_4 ,8206







Ale CP P,LIPT _LaC
0,0000 1.1657 .99_8 .0420
• o135 .zlli .?lqz ._o23
,027! -,6_1_ ,6369 ,_29o
• 0515 -,2030 .5721 ,9290
• 0763 -.4403 ,5283 ,9o98
.1503 -,641_ ,467_ 1,1006
.19q4 -,_291 ,4434 1.i435
.ZS01 -,_670 ,4313 1,i652
.J_ -,_265 .A143 1,[9_4
._£6 -._10 ,5560 .9507
,_q? -._O_a .5677 ,9367
,6405 -,1_4 ,6000 ,q_60
,8S60 -_0034 ;6566 .708!
35,01_ PSI C_ -,020_
190,_971 K CM ,OO[5




XlC C_ P_L/_T qL_C
0,0000 1,1657 ,9958 .0420
.0122 ,2_47 *7261 .6916
,0251 -,0670 ,63_2 .0_70
.0510 -,334_ .55q8 .94_2
.0755 -,4305 .5285 .99_4
,I000 -,5545 .40_2 1.0560
.1504 *,6889 ,4541 !,1246
.2004 -,7657 ,432_ 1.1_25
.Z501 -,9173 .4167 1.1914
,3002 -,0499 ._070 1,20_3
,3_07 -,8787 ._qq6 1.2240
.4000 -*0_49 .61_ 1.1990
.4503 -.3762 .5450 .9716
.5000 -,2824 ,5744 .9261
,5506 -,2_23 ,5824 .0136
.59_7 -,2243 .5918 ,8_89
,6502 -,_015 ,5991 ,8874
.7003 -,1407 .6136 ,9_0
,7497 --.1034 ,6269 .8444
*?q_0 -.0462 .6449 ,fl167
,_503 -,0034 .6567 07_05
.qO00 ,0434 .66@0 .?783
,9483 .1344 .697_ .7364
_01 .01260 COCORt ,OI20Z
CO2 .01248 CO_QR2 .011_2
C0_ ,01203 COCOR3 .01140
C04 ,01020 C0COR4 ,0100_
C05 .00846 C0¢0_15 .00027
5P&NW[SE
XlC YI¢ CP e_LtPT qLOC
,1505 -.5000 -.5769 ,4090 1.0547
,1_05 -.3333 -.6_62 ,4692 1.0904
,1505 -,1667 -,6551 .4648 1.1059
.1505 0.0000 -,641_ ,4679 1.10C_
,1508 .1667 -.6299 .4735 1.0011
,1505 .3333 -._60_ o_630 1.10_6
,1505 .5000 -,5249 ,4737 1.0907
,4995 -.5000 -,3b4_ .5502 ,0648
,4995 -.3333 -.3395 .5579 .9523
,4091 -,16_7 -.3132 ._654 .9404
,4991 0,0000 -.3053 ,5677 .0367
,4995 ,1667 -.3009 ,5690 ,9347
.4995 ,3353 -,3007 ,5670 ,q3?B
._993 .5000 -.2937 .3711 .93_4
,?994 -,5000 -,OqOq .6311 ,_379
.7904 -.3333 -.0790 .6348 .0322
.7904 -,1667 -.0654 .6393 .8253
,7994 0.0000 -,0882 .6414 .8221
.?q9_ .1667 -.0529 ,6423 .8200
.7904 .3333 -,050A .6632 .0194




PT 35.0644 PS! Cq .1091
Tr 190,6608 K C_ -.0002




XI¢ CP _,LI_T eLIC
0.0000 1.1644 ,0901 ,0516
,0135 ,0"39 ,6904 ,7622
• 0271 -.i005 .5_4 .3_71
,051_ -.4016 ._367 .9862
.0763 -,5426 ,40§4 1.3557
.[012 -°6284 ,47_3 1,0964
,1503 -,7504 ,4340 1.1604
,19_4 -.82_4 ,4[05 1._034
,250[ -,8761 ,396_ 1,2200
,2990 -,_33 .)A31 1,2557
,5499 -.0533 ,_733 1.2752
• _Q94 -,9_2 ,36OQ 1.2820
,4496 -.6950 ,4496 1.1325
.4997 -.3835 .5505 ,_3q
• 5492 -.2447 *5821 ,_140
._994 --.1006 *59_4 " ._8_6
,5495 -.1647 .6055 ._758
• 699_ -,1300 ,6160 .0612
,748_ -.0q31 ,62?2 ,_440
• B003 -,0_7_ ,6411 .9225
.0500 ,0048 .6557 ,799_
.89_3 ,0652 ,6745 ,771Z
,0407 ,1324 .6_30 ,7415
khmer SURTACE
XlC CP P,LIPT qL_C
O.OOOO 1,164_ ,9961 .0516
.0122 ,3610 ,?621 .6348
,0251 ,0604 .6732 ,7732
,0510 -,2117 .5926 ,897_
• 0758 -.3266 .5575 .95?8
.I000 -,4358 ,$270 1.0018
.1504 -.59A6 .4829 1.0751
,2004 -.6557 .4614 1,|118
• 2_01 -,6_03 ._4E6 1.1343
.3002 -,7225 ,44_3 1.145_
.3507 -,7203 .4420 1.1460
.4000 -,3q_Z ,53_0 ,0_25
.4503 -.3377 ,5549 ._56_
,5000 -,3214 ,5600 .0_66
,5506 -,2823 .5710 ,@315
.5997 -.23_7 ,5051 .90Q4
.6502 --.2077 .5937 .FQ_q
.7003 -,1531 .6072 ,8716
.74_7 *,1063 ,6233 .0500
,7¢08 -,0494 ,6407 ,_32
.8503 -,0050 ,6530 ,8042
.0000 ,0401 .6677 ,7825
.94_3 ,[341 .6943 .7407
CD1 ,015_3 CDCOR1 ,01560
CD2 ,0_541 COCOR2 ,01511
C03 ,01453 COC0n3 ,01429
C04 ,012[6 COCOR4 ,01206
CD5 ,00Oe9 COCOR5 *00863
SPANWISE
X/C Y/C CP P_LIPT HLOC
.1505 -.SO00 -,6750 ,6560 1.1213
,1505 -.3333 -,?521 ,4341 1,1602
,1505 -,[667 -.75_7 .4308 1.1661
,1505 0o0000 -,7504 ,4340 1.160_
,1505 ,1667 -,7231 .661E 1.1463
.1_05 ,3333 -,7605 ,4292 1.1600
,1505 ,5000 -.7371 ,6375 1,1542
.499_ -,YO00 *,3826 ,5424 ,9770
.4995 -.3333 -.3237 ,5590 ,4492
.4995 -.1667 -.3353 ,5549 ,9570
*4095 0._000 -.3535 .5505 ,9639
,4995 ,1667 -.3505 .5495 .9656
,4995 ._3 *,3523 ,5514 .9626
,4995 .5000 -,3327 .5555 ,9558
*?qQ_ -.5000 -.0067 ,6259 .6460
,70_4 -,3333 -.070E ,6308 .830A
.7994 -,1667 -,O560 .6371 ,6287
.7994 0,0000 -,0479 .6411 .0225
.7094 .1667 -.03_5 .6428 ,8200
,7994 .3333 -.0371 .6A31 .8195












XI: CP P,LtPT _LOC
0.0000 1,1477 ,9935 ,0966
*OI3S -*0_59 ,6417 .BZ[7
,0271 -._050 .5643 .9420
,0515 -_5337 ,5005 1.0455
,0763 -,6551 .462b 1.1099
.lOlZ -.7315 ,4403 1.L4ql
.1503 -,8443 ,407_ 1.2002
,1094 -.922[ .3845 1,2529
,2501 -,q703 ,3705 1.2807
,29_9 -1.0159 .3565 1,30_5
.3499 *1.0426 .345b 1.3317
.3994 -1,0769 .3407 1,3421
.44_6 -I.051_ ,3A27 1,3370
,4997 -.5_02 ,5007 1.0450
,_492 -,3?64 .5442 *q742
,_904 -,260! .570_ ,9197
.6495 -.1679 ,6055 .3776
,6996 -,1[_9 .6215 ,_520
,74_ -.0800 ,6300 .03_5
,0003 -,0334 .6440 ,8181
,0500 .0111 ,b_74 ,7975
.0993 ,0671 ,67_? ,7?09
.0480 .1335 .6_35 .7419
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CP P_L/PT _LOC
0.0_00 1.1477 ,_035 .0066
,0122 ,47_6 ,?065 ,5?02
.0251 .1705 .7071 ,7211
,OSlO -,0962 ,62Rn ,8415
.0?55 -.2253 ,$893 .9027
.1000 --*3265 .550 _ ,OAQ7
• 1504 -.4572 .5213 1.0111
.2004 -,$342 ,4086 1.0485
.2501 -,5649 ,4097 1.0635
,3002 -.5068 ,5066 1.0353
.350? -,45o5 ,5170 1,0166
,4000 -*6039 .53R3 .9836
.4503 -.3517 ,549? .0653
.5000 -.3187 .560E ,94_9
.5506 --*2?66 .5736 .Q_74
,599? -,2355 .585? *0054
.b502 -.20_5 ,5932 .8966
• 7003 "*[562 .60q7 ._711
,74_7 -.1121 ,6713 .0531
,7998 *,0552 ,6376 .$270
.8503 -,0155 ,6405 ,8006
,0000 .0259 ,6626 ,7805
.04P3 .1225 *6903 .?4?0
C01 .02254 COCOR1 ,02190
COZ ,021_? CDCOR2 .02123
CD3 ,02003 COCOR3 .01944
C04 ,01345 CO¢OR4 ,01308
C05 .00904 COCDR5 ,00878
SPAN_]SE
X/C f/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
,[505 -,5000 -.7449 .4362 1,1582
.[505 -.3333 -,_$03 ,A068 1,2104
.1505 -,1667 -,0515 ,4057 1.2124
.1505 0.0000 -,8445 ,4074 1.20_Z
,1505 ,1667 -.8027 .410Z 1.1092
,1505 .3333 -,8716 ,4006 1.2222
,1505 .5000 -,8332 .4111 1,2023
.4gg5 -.5000 -,4080 *5364 .g866
.4005 -.1333 -,4156 ,5320 ._93E
,4905 -*[66? -,4?69 .5144 1.0225
,4995 0,0000 -,5202 ,5007 1.0450
.4995 ,1667 -,_294 ,5010 1.0446
.4005 .3333 -.6061 .4?57 1.0672
,4995 .SO00 -,5_53 .5001 1,0460
.7006 "*5000 -.1574 .60?5 ._?A4
*?094 --*_333 -.1052 *6229 .8506
.7004 -,1667 -*0623 .6364 *02gB
.7094 0.0000 -,0334 ,6440 ,8181
.709_ .1667 -,0163 .6486 ,E110
,7994 .3333 *,0210 ,6475 ,6127








XIC CP P*L/PT _LOC
0,0000 1*120_ ,9850 ,1471
.0135 -,1644 .6056 ._774
• _Z71 -.4237 .5303 .9_65
.0515 -.6195 .46_0 I.I004
• 0763 -.7570 ,4322 1,1636
• lOIZ -.8198 .4118 1.2009
.1303 -.0335 ,3R31 1.2557
.1994 -.9940 .3607 1.3014
.2501 -1.0461 ,3454 1,3322
.2999 -1.0838 ,3327 1.3595
,3499 -1.1211 .3224 1,351_
,3994 -1.1421 .3136 1,4015
,4496 -.84Z6 .401B 1.2198
.4997 -.5666 ,4039 1.0733
,549Z -,5159 .5036 1.0403
.5994 -.4452 .5229 1.0086
.6495 -.3718 .5415 .9784
.&996 -.2245 ,5_93 ,q028
.7489 -.1533 .6082 .87_3
,8003 -.0665 ,6337 ,d340
,8500 *.0018 ,6541 .8026
,E993 .0613 ,6717 ,7755
.q489 ,1101 .6869 ,7522
34.7221 PSI CN *3332
100,6176 K CN -,0079




XIC CP PpLIPT ML_C
0.0000 1,1208 ,9850 .1471
• 0122 .5808 .8258 ,5301
.0251 .2020 .7411 ,6681
,0510 .0062 .6537 .8032
.0755 -.1207 ,6196 ,8557
.1000 -.2193 ,_802 .Q029
,1504 -.3446 ,S55Q ,9554
.2004 -,4251 .5283 ,9908
,2501 -,4409 ,5240 1.0067
,3002 -,4203 .5263 1.0030
.3507 -.4077 .5332 ,9918
,4000 -,3858 ,5379 .9842
.4503 -.3352 ,SS24 .9610
.SO00 -.3085 .5605 .9481
.5506 -.2721 .575Y ,9246
,5997 -.2310 .5861 .9078
• 6502 -.2205 ,5864 .9073
•7003 -,1642 .6070 .8751
,7497 -.1289 .6155 .8621
.799R -.0778 .6303 .8392
.8503 -.0459 ,6411 .8225
.q000 -,0086 .6511 .8072
.9483 .0760 ,676 A .7677
COl ,03910 C DCOR1 .03821
C02 ,03368 CDCOR2 ,03278
C03 .02899 COCOR3 ,02?96
C04 .OITSO CDCOR4 ,01664
COS ,011i3 CDCOR5 .01043
SPANW]SE
XIC _1_ CP P*LIPT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.7976 ,4148 1*1q55
.1505 -,3333 -.9205 ,3800 1.2618
.1505 -,1667 -.9271 .3784 1.1449
.1505 0,0000 -.9335 .3831 1.2557
.1505 .1657 -.8675 .3940 1.2347
.1505 ,3333 -,9433 ,3733 1,2752
.1505 .S000 -.9164 .3816 1.2587
,4995 -.$000 -.4975 ,5059 1,0365
,4995 -,3333 -,5184 .S005 1,0454
,4995 -,1667 -,5810 .4816 1.0772
.4g95 0.0000 -,_666 ,4839 1,0733
,4995 .1667 -*5587 ,48TT 1,0668
,4995 .3333 -.5960 .4776 1.0840
.4995 .5000 -,6321 ,A665 1,1031
.7994 -.5000 -.2262 .3855 ,9087
.7994 -.3333 -.1457 .6094 ,E715
,7994 -.1667 -.0831 ,6284 ,8421
.7994 0.0000 -.0665 ,6337 .8340
,7994 ,1667 -.0750 ,6303 ,8392
,7994 ,3333 -*0565 ,6358 .8307





XlC CP PJLIPT HLgC
0.0000 1.0775 ,9725 .1998
• 0135 -.2953 .5706 ._321
.0271 -,5415 ,4094 1.0490
,0515 -.7404 .4404 1.14qq
• 0763 -.A555 .4046 1.2145
.IOIZ -,9242 .3856 1.2508
• 1503 -1.0161 ,35_1 1.3057
.1994 -1,0788 .3393 1,3473
.Z501 *1,1320 ,3257 1.3745
.2999 -I.1707 .3143 1.4001
,3499 -I.0159 .35_0 1.3061
.3994 -.6645 .4633 1.1085
.4496 -,5954 ._37 1,07_7
.4997 -.5729 .4901 1,0628
.5492 -.5789 .5008 1.0449
.5994 -.4725 .5L72 1.0179
.6495 -.4093 .5356 ,_79
,6996 -.3379 ,5573 ._331
,7489 -,2601 .5_14 ,)151
.8003 -,2014 .$976 ,dH98
• 8500 -.1420 ,6135 ,8651
.B993 -,08Z3 ,6318 ,J36_
• 9469 -.0353 ,6459 ,8151
Pr 34.7117 PSI CN ,3823
TT 100,7128 K Cq -.0123




X/C CR PeLIRT qL_
0.0000 1.077_ .9725 .1908
.0122 .6702 ,8536 .4805
.0251 .3817 ,T691 ,6_37
,0510 .I034 ,6877 .7510
.075_ --.0309 .6470 .8135
• 1000 -,1314 .6193 ,8578
.1504 -.2608 .5709 ._174
.2004 -._432 .5_47 .95?3
• 2501 -.35_4 ,5524 .960_
.3002 -.3630 .5507 .963_
.3507 -,3571 .5515 ,_824
.4000 -._407 .5581 ,q518
,4503 -.3162 .58_8 .9444
.5000 -,2986 .5704 .9374
.5506 -.2733 .5759 ,9237
,sgg? -.2429 .5847 .9100
.8502 -.2334 .$873 .9059
.7003 -.1809 .600_ .88_8
.7497 -.155_ .6120 .867_
.709R -.1176 .6227 .8517
.8503 -.I002 ,6258 .8461
,o000 -.0867 .6304 .8390
.94_ -.0184 .6509 .8074
C01 .05525 CDCOR1 .05478
C_2 ,04745 COCOR2 ,04655
C03 .03824 COCOR3 .03782
C04 .02193 COCOR4 ,02168
C05 ,01539 COCORO ,01515
SPAN_SE
XIC _IC CP R,LI_T MLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.8918 .3948 1.2331
,1505 -,_333 -1,0073 ,3580 1.3061
.1505 -.1667 -1,0190 .3558 1.3105
• 1505 0.0000 -1.0161 .3501 1.3057
.1505 .1667 -1,3627 ,2566 1.$414
• 1505 .3333 -l,0324 .3506 1.3214
.1505 ,5000 -1,0096 .3586 1,3048
.4095 -.5000 -.4076 .5372 .9854
.4995 -,3333 -,422A .5305 ,9961
,4995 -.1667 -,5617 .4900 1.0629
• 4995 0,0000 -,5729 .4901 1.0628
.4¢95 ,1667 -,SS56 ,4938 1,0567
.4995 ,3333 -,56_3 ,4893 1.0642
,4995 .5000 -,5419 .4959 1,0532
,?994 -,5000 -.2635 ,5776 .9210
.?994 -,3333 -,1936 ,5998 .8864
,7094 -,1667 -,1524 .6133 .2654
.7994 0.0000 -._014 ,5976 .8898
• 7994 ,1667 -,2130 .5925 ,897?
,T994 .3333 -,1795 .6039 ,8800





KIC CR P,LIPT qL_:
0.0000 1.0432 ,9618 .2364
• 0135 -.3_34 .5421 ._775
• 0271 -.6491 .4680 1,1005
.0515 -,8139 .4160 1,1932
• 0763 -,_30h ,3831 1.2557
.1012 -,9963 .3636 1.2_45
• 1503 -1.0779 .3377 1.3485
,1994 -I.1423 ,3191 1.3801
• 2501 -1,1765 ,3115 1,4063
• 2999 -.P699 .3976 1.2281
.3499 -,6473 .4626 1.1098
,3994 -.6237 .4745 1,0_94
.4496 -.5909 .4820 1.0765
.4997 -.5641 .4884 1,0658
,5492 -,5319 .5003 1.0457
• 5994 -,4943 ._108 1.02_3
,6495 -.4474 ,5223 1.0094
,6996 -,4067 ,53_6 ,9028
.7489 -.355R ,550T ._637
,8003 -.3063 ,5648 ._41Z
• R500 -,2675 .5745 ,_260
,8993 -._101 ,$926 ,_976
.9489 -.16B1 ,6051 ,8781
_T 34,7408 _S! CM .4026
TT 190.d376 K C_ *,0147




X/C CP P_L/PT qLDC
0.0000 1.0432 .9618 .2364
,0122 ,7382 ,2725 ,4453
• 0251 ,4609 .?02_ .SqS|
.0510 ,1779 .70?_ ,7198
.0?55 ,0458 ,6698 .??84
.1000 -.059_ .6398 .8261
.150A -.1940 *59_0 ,_91
• _004 -.2708 ,5730 ,9282
.2_01 -.3016 .5683 .935?
• 3002 -.3242 ,5595 ,951_
• 350? -.3370 ,5543 .95?9
.4000 -,3239 .5623 ,9452
.4503 -.3015 .5671 ,9376
• 5000 -,3053 .564? ,9A15
,5506 -.2842 ,5731 .9202
,599? -.2590 .5800 ,9173
• 6502 -,2S9A .$778 ,970R
,7003 -,2335 ,5_9 .9113
• 7497 -.I985 .5970 *8908
.?Og_ -,162_ .6071 ,8751
• 8503 -.164T ,6049 ,A?ES
.g000 o,1642 .6061 ,8766
.9483 -.1130 ,6214 ,85_9
OR/G/NAL PAGE rs
OF POOR QUALITY 25J
CD1 .07031 COCOR1 .0696T
C02 ,05303 CDCOI2 ,06228
C03 ,05411 CDCOR3 .05352
C04 ,0340R CDCOR4 ,03369
CD5 .02364 C OCOR5 .02332
5PAM_ISE
X/C TIC CR P#L/RT NLOC
,1505 -.SO00 -,9504 ,3730 1,2758
.1505 -.3333 -1,0851 .3358 1.3527
• 1505 -.1667 -1.0841 ,335E 1.3527
.IS05 0,0000 -1.0779 ,33?7 1,3A85
,1505 .1667 -1.0327 .348? 1,3253
.1505 .3333 -1.107_ ,3293 1,3667
• 1505 ,5000 -1,0809 .336? 1.3507
,4995 -.5000 -,4178 .5306 ,9960
.4995 -*3333 -,5059 ,5045 1.0387
.4995 -,1667 -,5748 .4871 1,0679
.4995 0,0000 -,$641 .4884 1.0658
,4995 .1667 -,5478 ,4922 1,0592
.4995 .3353 -,5628 ,427T 1.066E
.4995 .5000 -.5380 ,49?9 1,0497
,7994 -.5000 -.2915 ,$700 ,9330
,?994 -,3333 -,2443 .$811 ,9155
• 7994 -.1667 -.2801 *5728 *9256
,7994 0.0000 -,3063 ,5648 .9412
,7994 ,1667 -,3114 .5642 ,94_3
• 7994 .3333 -,3031 .$657 .9429











XlC _P P_LIPT qL_C
0,0_00 .0773 .9437 .ZB_6
*0_35 -,5028 ,_0_7 1,0302
.ozTL -_?_4 ,_36z 1.z56_
,0763 -1.0165 ,35a0 1.3060
,l_z _!._'2_ ._oo _;_436
,1503 -I.I_93 ,3173 1.3933
.z5oz -._3o .3e_ 1._9_
.2999 -.6_71 .4560 1.1Z12
.449b --.5010 ._05 1,¢790
,)l _ _,)o)4 --" ._)e7
. -,2bb5 ;_771 ,_210
LO_EP 5UPFACE
XtC CP P*LlPT qLOC
0.0000 ,9773 *q&3? ._S_6
,01ZZ .8105 .094_ ,4014
• 0251 .5)47 .8131 .5510
.0510 .2584 .7325 .6_16
,0755 ,1221 .6924 ,7438
.I000 .0146 ,_597 ,?_6
• 1504 -,liB3 ,6225 ,8517
.ZOO4 -._068 .5965 .8915
,ZSOI -,Z_03 .5817 .9147
.3002 -.2717 .577_ .q208
.3507 -.2qO0 .5714 .930q
.4000 -,2943 .5709 ,q317
.4503 -,2832 ,5713 .9310
.550b -.2770 .5759 .g238
.SQQ7 -.2621 .5700 mglgO
.650_ -.2b_? ,576_ *q_z2
._oo_ -,141_ .5_51 ._o_4
.7_98 *.I_98 .596_ .8_09
.qO00 -._321 .58b_ ,9066
.q483 --.18_ ._Qq7 *88_6
CD1 .08406 CpCO_! ,08353
C02 .07799 CDCOR2 .0765Z
C03 .07202 Cpcoe3 .07065
C04 .05412 COCO_4 .0_321
C05 .04095 C DCOR5 ,O_04q
SPAMVI5E
XIC YlC CP P_LIPT MLQC
.1505 -.5000 -1,0Z44 .3544 1.3134
.1505 -.3333 -1.1515 .3146 1.3989
.1505 -,1667 -1.1556 .3146 l._qq3
,150_ 0,_000 01,15_3 ,3173 1.3_33
,1505 ,1667 -1.1084 ,3297 1.3658
• 1505 .3333 -1.1746 ,30BO 1.4144
.1505 ._000 -I.154Z .3150 1.3983
.4995 -.5000 -.5129 .5048 1.0383
,4995 -,3333 -.5834 .4843 1,0726
,4995 -*1667 -.5756 .4845 1.0724
.4995 0.0000 -.5742 .48q4 1.0640
.49q5 ,1667 -.5635 .4qo0 1.0631
.4gq5 ,3333 -*5826 ,4845 1.0722
._99_ .5000 -.54_5 .4943 1,055e
,7994 -.$000 -.3120 sS627 .9446
.7994 -,3333 -,3407 .5521 .q614
,7994 -.1667 -.3761 ,5467 .9733
.7994 0,0000 -.3735 .5457 .971b
.7994 .1667 -.3811 .5423 .9770
.7994 .3333 -,3846 .5415 .q784
,7994 ,5000 -,3636 .5484 .9674
252
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XIC CP =,LIPT qLOC
0,0000 le1675 ,9992 ,0329
• 0135 .2!S_ .7195 .70ZB
• 0271 -90661 .635a .8317
.051$ -.2_o6 ,P?08 ,9330
• 0763 -o4476 .$254 1.0056
• 101Z -.5356 .4969 1*0493
.1503 -,6419 .4676 1.L024
• 1994 -.7275 *4434 1,1447
,Z501 -.76_ .4305 1,1678
,2qqq -._OeO ,41_7 1.1_q_
.349¢ -.83J_ .4119 1._020
.3§94 -,7419 .43?7 1.L546
• 4496 -.321_ ,5623 .=464
.44_? -92R57 .5?ZO ._310
,54_ -,2562 .5_L? .9158
,5994 -.Z_06 ,_909 ,_014
• 6_95 -.1_97 .60_ ._866
•69qb -,l_J_ .6123 ,_67_
• ?_S_ -,ioO_ .6265 ,_461
• AO03 -,0_03 .6410 ,_238
,_50_ ,0029 .6566 .7o98
,8993 ,0679 ,67_0 .7701
.9489 .1375 ,6963 .73_7
LO_ER SURFACE
XlC CP F,LIRT qLOC
0.0000 1,1675 ,9992 ,0329
,0122 ,250_ .7299 .6866
*0Z51 -,0640 *6395 ,826Z
.0_10 -.3_35 ,_60_ ,9487
,0755 -.4320 ._300 ,9_B1
,i000 -,5431 ,4067 1.0530
,1504 -.6771 ._5?_ 1,1203
.2004 -.7528 .4360 1,1_80
,2501 -.8061 .4196 1.1877
.300Z -.8366 ,410_ 1,Z050
,3607 -.864_ ,40_6 1.2104
.4000 -.8622 ,40Z4 1,2198
,4503 -,350_ ,5536 ,9602
,5000 -._707 .5764 .9241
,5506 -,?SIS .5830 ,9_37
*5997 -.214Z .SZe .8985
.6502 -.1973 ,_Qq2 ,9901
,7003 -.1439 .6140 .86P4
.7497 -,0976 .6275 .R4_6
.799_ -.0394 ,6442 .8188
1
,8503 .0026 .bS6S ,799_
.9000 ,0434 .6619 .7911
,q483 ,14_0 ,6_76 .7367
CO1 ,0124) C0¢0R1 .01199
¢02 .01217 C0_0_2 ,01174
¢03 .01174 CO¢OR_ .01134
C04 ,010Z7 COCOA4 .01009
COS .OOBIB COCOR5 .00808
SR_N_SE
_lC YIC ¢P P_LIPT MLOC
.1505 -,5000 -,5_67 ,4795 1.0820
,1505 -,3333 -.6490 .465_ 1.1063
• 1505 -.1667 -.6606 ,4620 1.11=0
.[50_ 0,0000 -.6_19 .4676 1.10Z4
• 1505 *1667 -,6392 ,4675 1.1024
• 1§05 .3333 -.6630 .4641 1.i063
.1505 ,$000 -.6249 ,4724 1.0940
.4995 -.5000 -.3621 .5459 .9678
.4995 -,3_33 -,3291 .55_1 ,9514
.4995 -,1667 -,ZQEq ,5695 .93_0
.4995 0,0000 -.2857 ._720 .9310
.4996 *1667 -,27BS ,5735 ,9287
,4995 ,3_33 -.2908 .5704 ,9336
• 4991 .5000 -.Z744 .5?49 .9264
.7g94 -*$000 -.084_ ,630g .8393
• 799_ --.3_33 -.O?Z? .633B *8349
,79q4 --.1667 -*0576 .63q0 ,8Z69
,7994 0.0000 -,0503 ,6410 .823B
,7994 .1667 -,0462 .6423 .8219
.7994 ,3_33 -.0421 ,b429 ,8210













(I; CP P_LiPT _L_C
0.0000 1.14b3 ,_930 ,1002
.0135 ._599 ,7913 ,5_8_
.0271 .i_1_ .?OQ_ .717?
• 0515 -,0_96 ,64Z0 ,8223
.3763 -.2130 ,_944 ._950
,I012 -.297_ .5705 ,9333
.1503 -.3qOq .5412 ,9BOO
,1994 -.4821 .5171 1.01_
,_501 -.4_34 ,5214 1,0122
.Z999 -.47_4 *_17_ 1,0190
.3499 -._201 ,53_5 ._q_i
,3994 -.3_32 ._433 ,9767
,4496 -.333B ,_SB_ .9623
.4997 -,209Z ,567_ .9376
,5492 -,2533 ,5_02 .11_1
,5994 -.2_Zq .5961 ,_933
,649§ -.1863 .6031 .FRZ4
.6996 -,1477 ,6131 ._669
.748_ -.1_77 .6236 ._0_
._003 -*05_8 .63_9 ,8271
• _500 -.011_ .552_ ,_069
.8993 .0511 .6?I_ .7764
.94Bq .1153 ,690% .7470
LO_E_ SURFACE
XlC CP P_LIPT qL_
0,0000 1.1463 ,9930 .1002
.0122 -.0108 .6531 .8052
,0251 -,3035 .5676 ,_3nO
.0_I0 -,_9_ .4q2_ I.OSO_
,075_ -.67_1 .4589 1.1174
• I000 -,7600 ,_352 1,1594
• lSO_ -.8745 *3_91 1.2260
,2004 -,9551 .37_R 1,2653
• 2501 -1,0016 ,3637 1,_gS_
,3002 -1,0356 ,3532 1,3169
.3507 -1.073Z ,3406 1,3434
.4000 -I,0890 ,3_P 1.3535
,4503 -1.0623 .339_ 1.3470
,5000 -,6_02 ,4646 1.1074
.5506 -._400 .525_ 1.0059
,5907 -*Z696 ,57_S ,9192
•650_ -,17_q ,6053 ,8790
,7003 -.11_6 ,6_2R ._519
,7_97 -,069_ .6349 *_332
,?_q_ -.0209 ,6500 .8100
• _503 .017_ .660S .7q38
.9000 .0570 ,6721 .7760
,96_3 ,1370 _6973 .?_7_
C01 ,02510 COCOII ,02479
C02 ,02503 COCORZ ,02466
C03 ,OZS03 COCOR3 ,02473
C04 .01662 COCOR_ .01864
COS ,009Z6 COCOR5 ,O090B
SPA_IS_
XIC _J_ CP P_L/PT RLDC
.1505 -,5000 -,3439 ,5543 ,9591
.1505 -.3533 -.3BIR .5444 ,9750
• 1505 -.1667 -,3989 ,5393 .9830
.1506 0.0000 -,3909 ._41_ ,9600
,150_ .1667 -.3981 ,5383 .9S47
.1505 .3333 -.4004 .5389 ,9838
• 1505 ._000 -,3696 .5400 .9692
.4995 -.50_0 -,3021 .5684 .9367
.4995 -,3333 -.3011 .5609 ,9359
.4995 -.1667 -.2906 ,5727 .9299
,4995 0,0000 ",_qz .5678 *_376
• 4995 .1667 -,2969 *_699 ,_343
,499_ .3333 -,2900 ,S?2Z ,9307
• 4995 .5000 -,2495 ,$84B .9110
,7994 -.5000 -.0986 ,6269 ,8455
,7994 -,3_33 -.0858 .6319 ,0370
.7994 -.1667 -.0669 .6365 *6306
.7994 0,0000 -.0_88 ,6389 .8_71
.7994 .1667 -.0507 ,6410 .S239
.7994 .3333 -.0457 .6437 .8197





_/C CP PeL/PT _L_C
OeO000 1,1663 .998_ ._4_6
.0135 .3366 ,7552 ,_469
• 0271 ,0537 ,6713 .7773
• 35L5 -.1750 ,6042 ,_06
.0763 -.3365 .5564 ,9557
• IOIZ -.4Z30 .5310 *_66
• 2903 -._348 .40_6 1.0531
,1994 -*b03B ,475_ 1.0892
• _01 -.6467 .4630 l.llOZ
._999 -,6R79 .4_14 1.L305
,349_ -.5_33 ,4803 1.0_06
.3994 -,3o21 ,_3_Z *_32
.4496 -,3563 *5_92 *bTZ
,4997 -.3199 ,_609 ,_4_6
.549Z -.2658 ,_774 ,#_2_
,5994 -,2274 ,5892 ,_055
.6495 -.1019 *59g9 ,3873
,b996 -.1488 *61Z0 .86_5
,7489 -,I031 ,6Z64 ,8463
,_003 -,05ZZ ,6307 ,d258
,8500 -,0004 ,65_3 ,8010
._993 ,0654 ,6750 .7716
• 94_g .1317 .6947 .741_
pr _Q.6515 PSI C_ -.1539
TT 120.5069 K Cq .0047
_C 15.0953 _]LLJDH CC ,0125
ALPHI *.9_?7 010
LOVEe SURFACE
X/C CP P_L/PT qLOC
0.0000 1.1663 .9984 .0486
.0122 .1245 .69_9 .74&0
.0_51 -.17Z1 .6049 .8707
.0510 -.43_4 ,5279 1.0015
,0755 -.5360 ,497? 1,0512
.1000 -,6351 ,4686 1.1007
,150_ -,?722 ,4_66 1.1749
• 2004 -.B423 .4048 1.2153
.2501 -.8948 .3890 1.2439
.300Z -.9326 ,3?92 1,2644
,3507 -,9745 ,3680 1.2867
.4000 -.90_3 .3636 1._057
.4503 -,?754 ,3666 i*Z896
,5000 -,4102 ,5343 ,9912
,5506 -,24_3 ,SBZ6 ,9144
,5997 -.1_2Z ,6015 .6_48
.6502 -,16_3 ,6077 *4?52
.7003 -,1245 ,61_2 .8575
• 7497 -.0893 ,6305 *_400
.7998 -.0331 .6454 .8171
• 6503 .00_6 ,6571 ,7991
• 9000 ,0456 ,6691 ,7806
,9463 *1304 .6967 *738_
C01 .016_5 COCOR1 .01634
C02 ,01666 C OCOR2 .0161_
CD3 ,01583 CDCOR3 ,01537
C04 .01314 COCOR4 ,0126_
C05 ,0_805 CDCOR5 .00?65
SPAN_ISE
_IC Y/_ CP P,L/PT _LOC
.1505 -._000 -.4731 .5147 1,0231
• 1505 -*3333 -,5326 ,4970 1,0524
,1505 -,1667 -,549_ .4916 1,0611
,1505 0,0000 -,5348 .4966 1,0531
.1505 ,1667 -.5312 .49?6 1.0515
.I_05 .3333 -,5_80 ,4925 1,0600
,159_ ,5000 -,SI7Z .5014 1.0450
.4995 --*_000 -.3345 ,555& .9571
.4995 ".3333 -.3300 .5575 *9536
.4995 -.16_7 -.3184 ,5609 ,9406
,4995 0,0000 -.3199 ,5609 *9406
.4995 .1667 -.3157 .5611 .9482
• 4995 .3333 -,3156 .S6ZO ,0_66
,499_ ,5000 -.2801 ,_721 ,9308
• ?994 -.5000 -*0900 .b296 .8414
,?994 -.3333 -*0?70 ,6339 ,8348
,7994 -,1667 -*0657 .6372 *6_96
.7994 0.00_0 -,0522 *6397 .8258
• ?994 .1667 -,0475 .6421 .8222
.?994 .3333 -.0449 .6_33 .6203
,7994 ,5000 -.0480 .6424 .8216








X/C CP PsLIPT _L3C
0.0000 1.1676 .9992 .0340
,9135 .2176 .7193 .7031
,0271 *,0678 ,6360 ,_315
,0515 -,2A90 .5708 ,9330
,0763 -,4469 ,5Z40 1,0079
,1012 -,5341 ,4o43 1,0502
• 1503 -.6,09 ,46_5 1,1042
,1994 -,72_I ,4416 1,1479
,2501 -,7695 .4294 1.1699
.Z999 -,FOflO ,4182 1.1903
.3499 -,B3ZS .4096 1,2062
,3994 -,7?14 ,4278 1.1728
.4496 -.3242 .5603 ,9500
,4997 -,2788 ,5716 ,9300
,_492 -.24_5 ,5_21 ,9151
,_994 -,2203 ._Q09 ,9014
,6495 -,1084 ,6000 ,8_72
._996 -,146b 06123 ,_681
.7459 -,0999 .62§5 ,_477
• 8003 -,0509 m6418 ,e_zs
,8500 ,0048 ,65_5 ,7070
m8993 .0689 .h776 ,7675
.948_ .1375 ,697§ ,7360
2_,b235 PS| CN -,0147
120.4465 K CM ,0007




XlC CP P,LI°T qLOC
0,0000 1.1676 .9992 .0340
.0122 .2405 .7287 ,6AR5
.0251 -.0530 .6401 .gZ31
.0510 -.3236 .560R .9487
,0755 -,426_ ,5301 ,9900
*i000 -.5387 .4970 1,0_25
,1504 -.67_1 .436? 1.1212
,2004 -.7500 .4351 1.1_95
,2501 -*g031 ,4195 1.1879
,3002 -.B322 .4111 1.2035
,350? -.A615 .4012 1,2121
,4000 -.8641 ,4005 1,2_34
,4503 -,3644 ,54_2 ,9696
.5000 -.26A6 .57S7 .9_3
.5506 -*2424 ,3039 ,9124
*5q_7 -.2146 .5q26 ,8_8
.6502 -.1958 .597R .8906
,7003 -,1417 .6138 ,8658
*7497 -*0957 .6267 ,845_
,7098 -.0389 .6454 ,8171
.8503 .0057 .6_87 .?066
,9000 .0446 .670_ .7785
,948_ .1420 .69_ ,7349
COl ,01251 CDCOR1 ,011??
COZ _ .01226 COCOR2 ,01159
C03 ,01176 COCOR3 ,01128
C04 .01010 COC0_4 .00907
C05 ,03513 CDCOR_ ,00799
XlC Yl: CP P,LIPT HLOC
.1_0_ -,5000 *,9984 .4831 1.0798
,1505 -.3333 -.6518 .4666 1,_041
,1505 -,1667 -,6599 ,4636 1,_092
,I_05 O,O000 -.6409 .4665 1,1042
,150_ ,1667 *,6393 ,4712 1,0961
• 150_ .3333 -,6567 ,46_1 1,1066
• 150_ ,_000 *,6257 .4736 1,0920
.499_ -.5000 -.3591 ._51_ .9640
.499_ -.3333 *,3316 ,_607 .94|9
,499§ -.1667 -,3046 .56_4 ,9367
.499_ 0,0000 -.27§8 ,_726 .9300
.499_ ,1667 -,2045 ._731 ,9293
,49q5 .3333 *,2996 .5700 ,9342
,499_ ,5000 -,_809 ,_7_4 ,92_7
,7094 *.5000 -*0811 ,&330 ,3361
.7994 -.3333 -.0703 .6364 .8309
,7994 -,1667 -,057Z .6403 .02_0
,7904 0,0000 -,0509 .6418 ,8225
.7994 ,16_7 -,0455 ,6435 .0200
,7994 .3333 **0419 .6444 .8105












• 0763 -._43 .4924 1.0601
,I012 -.6266 .4706 1,0_72
• 1503 -,7_6 ,4352 1,1593
,1994 -.P273 ,4120 1.201_
• 2_01 -,8752 .3977 1.2287
.2990 -.0_14 .3847 1.253_
,349_ -*9518 ,3757 1,2713
,3994 -,_674 ,3713 1.2_01
.4496 -,761_ .4326 1,1640
• 4097 -.3271 .5601 .9498
,549Z -,Z20S .5925 ,8_90
,5994 -,1890 ,6019 " .a_42
,649_ -,1660 ,60_4 ,8742
• 6996 -,133Z .61_1 ,8591
,7489 -,0034 ,6295 ,_416
.8003 -*045_ ,6436 ._108
• _500 ,0068 ,65d9 .7962
,9993 ,0694 .6773 ,7678
.94_9 .1367 .696_ ,73_0
19.6245 051 CN .11_2
120,4767 K C# -,0011




_L3_ XIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
,0460 0,0000 1,165g *99_5 .0460
.7_90 ,01_2 ,3677 .7638 .6331
._919 .0251 ,0705 .6764 .76_4
.9363 *0510 -,2074 .5946 .8956
.07_5 -,325_ ,5_06 .9_06
,I000 -,4280 ,5291 ,909?
,1504 -,5766 ,4850 1.0726
.Z004 -,6419 ,4665 I*I041
.2501 -,6913 ,4_18 1,120_
*3002 -.7081 .4474 1,1376
,3307 -.6464 .4658 1.1054
,4000 -,3_II ,5437 .9760
,4503 -,3438 ,5553 %9975
,_000 -,319q *5623 .9464
,5506 -.Z774 ,5758 ,9251
,5097 -.2317 ,§894 .9037
,6_02 -.Z069 .5964 .E9_8
.7003 -,1478 .6138 .8657
.7497 -,1013 .6270 ._4_4
,7999 -,04_I .6446 ._1R3
,8503 ,0008 ,6§72 *7989
,9000 ,0403 .66_9 ,7809
.9483 ,139? .6976 ,7367
C0l ,01442 COCO_l .01409
C02 ,01434 CDCOR2 ,01392
CD3 ,01341 CDCOR3 ,01311
C04 ,01116 COCOR4 ,01101
CD5 ,00858 C DCOR5 ,00550
$PAHWES[
K/C YIC CP PtLIPT _LOC
,150_ -,5000 -.6935 ,4525 1.1285
• 1_05 *,3333 *,755_ ,4339 1,1617
• 150_ -,1667 *,7637 .4317 1,165?
• 1505 0,0000 -.7436 ,4352 1,1593
,1_05 ,16_7 *,7346 .4405 1.1499
.1_09 ,3333 -,7677 ,4304 1,1681
• 150_ .SO00 *,7400 ,4386 1,1532
.499_ *,5000 *,3739 *_454 .9733
,499_ *.3333 *.3121 ,_637 ,9442
,4999 *.1667 *.2972 ,3689 .9360
.499_ 0,3000 -.3271 .$601 .9498
,4995 .1667 *,3386 .5558 ,9567
.4995 ,3333 -,3391 .95_? .9_65
,409_ ,5000 -,2946 ._697 ,9347
,7994 -.5000 -.08_ ,6306 ,0390
,7994 *,3333 -,0727 .6344 ,B340
• 7994 -*1667 -,0526 .6405 .0246
,7994 0.0000 *.0455 .6436 .8196
.7994 ,1667 *,038? .6453 ,8173
.7994 .3333 -.0350 .6455 .8169
.7994 *§000 "*0423 %6435 ,0199
TFSr 119 PT 2),6261 PSI CM .2399
RJN 74 Tr 120,4334 K CM -,0034
P31_T 6 RC 15,00C7 qZkLlO_ C¢ ,0143
_AC_ ._023
ALPHA 2,031_ DEG
_PP[P SUkFACE LOJER SURFACE
XIC _P P,LI_7 _LOC XIC CP P_LI_T qtO[
0,0000 1,1_03 ,9936 .0997 0,0000 1,1503 ,9_6 .0957
.013P -,0273 ,6458 .8164 ,012_ ,4930 ,7965 ._800
*0271 -.3047 .5645 .9429 ,02_I ,I_49 ,70_9 ,7193
.951_ -,5257 ,5006 1,0465 ,0510 -,0935 .6177 .944_
.076_ -;6544 ,4615 1,1129 .0755 -.2207 .5894 ,903_
.1012 --*72B6 ,4405 1.14q6 ,1000 -*_203 .560_ .944_
.1503 *._396 ,4084 1._094 ,1504 -,4_lq .5225 1.0103
,1994 -,9112 ,3_52 1,15_8 ,2004 -.5316 ,497_ I_0521
.2501 -.9646 *3709 1.2909 ,2501 -,5645 .4_8 1,0662
.299_ -i,0052 ,3572 1,30_7 .3002 -,SZbO .49P? 1,0497
.3499 -1,0433 .3464 1,3310 ,3507 -.4602 ,SIB5 1,0169
.3994 -I.0627 .3403 1,3440 ,4000 -,4017 .5354 ,9B03
,4496 -1,0675 ,3392 1,3463 .4503 -,3465 ,5519 *q628
,4997 -,6001 .4765 1.0_?0 ,5000 -,3182 .5508 ,9504
.5492 -,3926 ,5367 .9872 .5506 -,27_9 .5713 ,9t22
,5994 -,2441 .5032 .9134 ,5997 -,1311 ,5871 *90?3
.6495 -,1533 .60_ *_733 .b502 -,2076 .SqZ9 ,5982
*6996 --,1029 ,62[3 ,9542 ,700_ --,1546 *6060 *8780
,740_ **0722 ,63_2 *_358 ,7497 -.1083 *6226 *8522
,_003 -,0363 .6444 ,_1_6 ,7_q8 -.0525 .6396 ,_260
.R500 ,0091 ,65d3 ,7972 ,8503 -,0137 .6516 *0075
.8993 ,0722 ,6756 ,7706 ,9000 .0245 ,6616 .7922
.9489 ,1313 .6944 ,7416 .9483 ,L233 .6921 ,?453
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY 2_5
C01 ,0_262 CDCOR1 ,02200
CD2 ,02179 CD_OR2 ,02116
C03 *02024 COCOR3 .01976
C04 ,01290 COCOR4 .01271
CO_ ,03664 CD_OR5 .00854
SP_VtS£
X#_ Y#_ C_ P_L#PT RLO_
• 1505 **5000 -.7618 .4306 1.1677
• I_05 -,3333 *.0456 .4051 i.2146
,1505 **16_T *.0471 ,404S 1,115?
,1505 0.0000 **8396 ,4084 1.2084
• 1505 ,1667 *.8129 ,4155 1.1953
• 1505 .3333 -.qST9 .4015 1,2215
,1503 .5000 -,8259 *4100 1.2040
.49Q5 **_000 *.417_ .5310 *9965
• 4995 -,3333 -,392S ,$406 ,9010
• 4995 -,1667 -,4889 .5100 1.0295
,499_ 0.0000 -.6001 *4765 1,0070
.4995 ,1667 -.6194 .471_ 1,0936
,4995 ,3333 -,6175 ,4745 1,0905
.4995 .5000 -,5?78 ,4847 1,0732
,7994 **5000 -.161_ .606_ ,8771
,7994 -,3333 -,1033 .6243 ,8496
,7994 *.1667 -,0611 .6366 ,_306
• 7994 0.0000 -*0363 ,6444 .8106
• 7994 ,1667 -,020? ,6481 .0120
• ?994 .3335 -.017_ ,6496 .0106
.7994 *5000 -,0336 ,6447 ,$101
TEST 110 PT 29.6265 PSI CN .3666
RUN 7¢ TT 1Z0,3955 K CR -,0069
PD|_T 7 RC 15,0870 NILL|DN CC .0167
MAC_ ,8012
ALPHA 3,0141 DEG
UPPEP SUkFAC_ LO_ER SURFACE
XI: CP P,LIPT _L_C XIC CP PPLIPT ML_C
0._000 I.IZ14 .9853 .1457 0.0000 1.1214 .9853 .1457
.0135 -.1601 *b103 .8713 ,0122 ,5896 .02qg ,5234
.0271 -,4Z01 ,5313 .9961 ,0251 ,2940 ,7416 .6683
.0515 -.6335 .4687 1.1005 .0510 .0141 .6593 .7956
*0763 -.7668 .4309 1.1670 .0755 -.Ills ,6234 .8509
,1012 -,8184 .41L& 1.2025 ,1000 -,2196 ,5086 .q050
.1503 -.9328 .3529 1.257Z .1504 -.3405 .5566 .9554
*1_Q4 --eQQTI ,3619 l*SqgZ .2004 --._16_ .5328 sqq3T
.Z501 -1.0525 .3_7_ 1.3ZPO ,2501 -.4229 ,53_b .9940
.2999 -1.0907 ,3363 1.3525 ,3002 -,4054 .5375 .9860
,3499 -I,_314 ,3250 1.3771 ,3507 -,6015 .5391 ,9835
.3994 -[.1507 .3173 1.39%3 ,4000 -.3604 .5497 .9664
.4496 -1.1350 .3206 1.3969 .4503 -.32_i .5595 .9509
,4997 --*5033 .4834 1,0753 ,5000 --,_951 ,5?08 ,0330
;_492 --*5025 .5068 1*0362 .5506 -*2636 ,5772 ,022B
.5994 --,3R85 ,5434 ,9755 .5997 -.2214 ,5924 ,9990
.6495 -.3045 .5b_1 ,_420 .6502 -,2128 .5921 .899_
.b996 -.1932 .5965 .9927 .7003 -.1595 ,6064 .8772
,7489 -,0991 .b258 .8472 ,7497 -.1206 ,6195 ._571
.8003 -*0327 .6463 '8157 .790_ --*0669 .6363 .$311
,8500 _0156 .6606 t7937 .8503 --.03_4 .6459 .8162
._993 .0712 .67%6 .?bql .9000 -,0041 ,6545 .8031
.q499 .i_86 .b931 .7437 .9483 ,0951 ,683_ ,75R9
CDI .03_70 COCDR1 ,03382
COZ ,03084 CDCOR2 .02958
CO3 *02798 CDCOR3 ,02707
C04 .01468 COCOa4 .01401
CO5 ,00990 CDCOR5 .00956
58ANWISE
XIC YIC CP PwLIPT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -*8344 ,410_ 1*2039
,1505 -.3333 -,9320 ,3801 1,26Z_
,1505 -,1667 -,9_28 ,3785 1,_65B
• 1505 0.0000 -.932R ,3820 1,2_7Z
• 1505 .1667 -,9043 .3903 1.24_8
.1505 .3333 -.9487 .3754 1.2721
.1505 .5000 -.9304 .3822 1.2586
,4995 -,5000 *,4875 ,5099 1,0510
.4995 -.3333 -,4664 .SZO0 1.01_5
,4995 -,1667 -,5967 .480_ 1,0805
,4905 0,0000 -,5933 .4834 1.0753
.4995 ,1667 -,&024 .4760 1.0879
,4995 ,3333 -,6610 ,462_ 1.1105
,4995 .5000 -.7201 .4441 1,1435
.?998 -,5000 -.2_8 ,5876 ,9066
,7_98 -,3333 -,1418 *613S ,8658
• 7994 -,1667 -,OT04 ,6340 .8347
.799_ 0,9000 -.0327 ,6463 .0157
.7994 .1667 -.0240 .6402 .6120
.7996 .3333 -,0214 .6492 .811Z
.799_ .5000 -,0255 .6463 ,8156
119 PT 29,627Z PSI CN
74 TT L_0.4139 K CN
TEST ,3804
RON -,0153
PDZNT ¢ PC 15,1179 H|LLIO_ CC ,0241
_4C_ ._045
ALP_& %.04_& OEG
UPP_P $DRFACE LOJ_R SU_FA_F
XlC CP P,L/_T _LOC XIC CP P,L/PT NL_C
0,0000 1.0830 .9739 .194B 0,0000 1.0830 .9739 .1948
.0135 -,2393 .580_ ._177 .012_ ,6661 .849_ .4892
• 0271 -,5166 ,5031 1,04_3 ,0751 ,3_40 ,7682 ,6Z60
• 0515 -.6989 ,4_50 1,1419 *0510 ,09_5 ,6817 ,?61_
• 0763 -,0465 .4051 i*21_7 *0755 -.0266 ,6467 .8158
• 1012 -,B99_ ,3_55 1.Z503 .1000 -.L387 .6118 ._689
• 1503 -.q048 .35_9 1,3031 ,1504 -,2656 .5753 .9759
,1994 -1,0630 ,3403 1.3441 ,2004 -.34Z5 ,55_0 ,9613
,2501 -i.I049 .3271 I.J7Z5 ._501 -,365Z .5457 .9729
.2999 -1.1366 .3154 1.39_5 .300_ -.3760 .540R .9807
,3499 -i.0794 .1365 1.3521 .3507 -.3696 .5457 ,97_5
.3994 ".&8"7 ,4519 1*129h ,4000 -,_904 ,5693 .9553
.449b -,5948 .4795 1,0819 .4503 -.3150 .5611 .94fl3
,4997 -.5503 .4904 1,0635 .5000 -.3071 .5&73 *9464
• 5492 -*52_0 .4994 1.0485 .5506 -._754 .577_ .9307
• 5994 -.4731 ,5143 1.0236 .5997 -._435 ,58_0 ,9156
,6495 -.4164 ,5295 .3990 .bSOZ -*_3e_ ,58_6 .9144
.6996 -.3585 .54b0 ._723 .7003 -.2003 .5930 .B982
.7489 -.2_72 .5680 .9373 .7497 -.1641 ,6044 .8503
•8003 -.21b3 .589_ .0031 .7998 -*llk3 .5188 ,8501
.0500 -.1517 ,6091 ,_730 .9503 -*lO0_ .6241 .84_B
'8_93 -.1024 .b230 ._515 .9000 -.1018 ,6237 .551_
,9489 -,O&lb .64_4 ,_17 .9483 -.0155 .6501 *5099
CDI ,05701 COCO_I ,05645
CO2 .0_998 COCORZ ,04958
C03 ,04475 CDCOR3 ,0444Z
C04 .025_6 CDCOR4 *0251b
C05 ,OlbSb CDCOR5 ,01679
SP&NV_SE
XlC ¥1C CP 8_LIPT qL_C
.1505 -,5000 -.8938 ,3907 I,_4_1
.1505 -.3333 -.9971 03577 1,3077
• 1505 -.1667 -I.0010 .3582 1.3066
.1505 0.0000 -.994B .3599 1.3031
.1505 ,1667 -,9737 ,3671 1,2885
.1505 ,3333 -1.0183 ,3514 1.3207
• 1505 .5000 -.9007 .3612 1.3004
.4995 -.5000 -.4311 .5240 1.0079
,4995 -.3333 -,440Z .5240 1.0079
.4995 -,1667 -,5504 ,4868 1.0695
.4995 0._000 -.5503 .4904 1.0635
,4995 ,1667 -.5414 ,4913 1,06_0
• 4905 ,3333 -.5604 ,4885 1.0667
• 4995 ,5000 -,5336 .4918 1,0611
,?994 -.5000 -,2651 ,5757 .9252
.7994 -.3333 -,1917 ,5975 .8911
.7994 -.1657 ",1702 ,6034 .8820
.7994 0.0000 -.Z163 ,5898 .9031
,?994 *166T -.2214 .5886 .9049
,?994 ,3333 -.1880 *_986 .8594
.7994 ._000 -,1434 .6113 ,8697
rEsT 119 ,4023
RUN 74 -,0155
POZ_T 0 _C 15.0746 R[LLION CC ,0205
_A_H ,_033
_LP_ 5.074_ OEG
_PPEP SUPF_C_ L_V_R SU_kCE
Xl_ C _ PeLtPT 4L_ XIC CO P;L/PT _LO_
0.0000 i, 0406 .9bll ._359 0.0000 1. 040b .9611 .238_
• 0135 -.3b|3 ,5480 .qb01 *0122 .7414 ,8731 ,4449
.0271 -.b279 .4&_7 1.09_ .0251 .4611 .790& .5897
.0515 -.7954 .4185 1.18_7 .0510 ,1_14 .7072 .7719
• 07&3 -_9197 .3P20 ].25_9 ,0755 ,045S .667_ .7_3&
• 1012 -,9_45 .3639 1,_951 *1000 -,0601 .63b6 *n307
• 1503 -I.0617 .3390 1.3465 .1504 -.1972 .5947 .4954
.1994 -1.1381 ,31_8 1,39_7 .2004 -.2758 .5737 .9283
• 250_ -1,1637 °3]08 1.4089 .2501 -.3]19 .56_1 ,9465
• 2909 -*94%9 *3750 1,_728 *3002 --.3_$5 ,5570 .954_
• 3499 -.b593 ,45_g 1.1174 .350? -,3383 ,_537 *9600
• 3994 -,6100 ,4718 1,0951 .4000 -*3347 *5533 ,9606
.4496 -,5871 .4824 1.0770 .4503 -.3013 .5665 ,9307
.4997 -.56?0 .4Po9 i._&43 .5000 -.3035 .56?3 .9385
• 5492 -.5281 ,498b 1,_497 .550_ -.2B72 .5697 .934?
.5994 -.4o20 .5102 1.0305 .5997 -._572 .5793 .9195
• 6495 -,4_36 .52_ 1,010B .6502 -.2636 .5781 ,9214
.6996 -*4112 ,5331 .9931 *?003 -,2273 ,5873 *90?0
• 7459 -.3422 .54?2 .)704 .7497 -.1957 .5055 .8943
• 8003 -,3147 ,5615 ,9476 ,7998 -.1657 ,6054 .8787
,8500 -.2645 .57_3 .9243 ,8503 -,1608 .6069 .8745
• 8993 -,2169 ,5900 ,90_B .goon -.1742 ,6026 ,qR31
• 9489 -.1759 ,&010 ,_856 *9483 -,1216 .6171 *8607
_r 2_.61T9 PS! C_
TT L20.5525 K CR
CO1 ,07079 COCOR1 ,0700T
¢02 ,06556 COCOR2 ,06469
C03 .0539T COCOR3 ,0532Z
C04 ,03454 COCOR4 ,0340%
C09 .0_388 CDCDR5 .02335
SPa_ZSE
X/C Y/: CP P,L/PT RL_C
.1505 -.5000 -.9615 .3696 1.283_
.1505 -.3333 -1.0719 .3350 1.3536
• 1505 -.1667 -1.0793 ,3367 1.351B
.1505 0.3000 -1.0617 .3390 1,3468
.1505 ,lb67 -1.0430 .3456 1,3329
,1505 ,3333 -1.0926 .3297 1.3665
• 1505 ,5000 -1.0735 ,3384 1.3481
,4995 -,5000 -.4165 ,5307 ,9970
,4995 -,3333 -.4918 .5094 1,0318
,4995 -.1667 -.5696 .4850 1.0725
.4995 0.0000 -.56?0 .4899 1.0653
,4995 ,1667 -,5_10 ,%910 1,0624
.4995 .3333 -.5668 .4873 1.0686
•4995 ,5000 -.5_69 *4947 1.05_Z
.7994 -,5000 -,2964 *5659 .9407
,Tq_ -,3333 -,Z558 .5519 ,9155
,7994 -,1667 -,Z725 ,5744 _272
.7994 0.0000 -.3147 .5615 .9476
.7994 .1667 -,3154 ,5603 ,9496
.?994 ,3333 -.3106 .562§ .9456








XIC CP PeL/PT qLOC
0.0000 *9780 ,9437 ,2891
,0135 -,4_09 ,5207 1,0133
• 0271 -.7324 ,4358 1.1528
.0515 -.9021 ,3917 1.2401
,0763 -1.0155 ,3582 1,3067
• 1012 -1.0657 .3619 1.3406
• 1503 -1,1543 .31d5 1,3o15
,1994 -1.1929 ,3042 1,4242
,2501 -,9850 .3639 1.1950
,29g9 -.7108 .4657 1.1353
,3499 -*&539 ,460q 1.1139
• 3994 -*6233 .*706 1.0971
• 4496 -,6016 ,4792 1.0841
• 4q97 -.5717 .'B53 1.0721
,5492 -,5451 ,4955 1.0550
,5994 -.5173 .5031 1.0423
,6495 -,4870 .5124 1.0268
.6996 -,4550 ,5216 1,3118
.7689 -.4140 ,5357 .7490
,8003 -,3857 e_413 ,97_9
,8500 -,3506 ,5521 ,962b
• 8993 -*2998 *5670 ,9377
,q4B9 -.2638 .5795 ,9192
2o.6106 P$Z CN .4390
LZ0.6451 K CM -.0170




XIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
0.0000 .97_0 .9437 .2_91
,0122 ,8031 .0920 .4076
,0251 .5319 .8115 ,5550
.0510 .260_ ,7331 ,6817.
,0755 .1206 .6917 *7450
.1000 *01_0 .6598 .7949
,1504 -,1228 ,6109 ,8542
.2004 -,2115 ,5930 ,89A1
,Z501 -.Z532 .5799 ,9186
.3002 -,2706 *5777 *9220
*3507 -.2991 ,5656 ,9'11
.4000 -,2998 ,5660 ,9405
**503 -.289? °5700 .93_1
.5000 -,zg4B ,5670 ,93_g
.5506 -,2815 ,5730 *9295
.5997 -,2652 .57?_ ,9228
,6502 -.2784 .5738 *9292
,7003 -,2470 ,5828 *9141
.7497 -.2261 .5907 ,9016
,799_ -,2086 ,5934 ,_974
.5503 -,2132 ,59_6 ,8988
.9000 -.2366 *5063 .9085
.9'83 -.1_97 .6012 .8853
C01 ,08212 COCOR1 .08162
C02 .07535 COCOR2 .07442
C03 .06011 COCOR3 ,06T64
C04 .04903 CDCOR4 ,04RTq
COS .03541 C_R5 ,03506
SPANWISE
_IC YlC CP P,LIPT MLOC
.1505 -,5000 -1,0313 ,3521 1,31qZ
• 1505 "o3333 -1,1516 ,3164 h3963
,1505 -,166T -1.1492 .3162 1,:967
,1505 0.0000 -1.1543 *31E5 3.39_5
.1505 ,1667 -1.61_1 .1795 1.7807
.150_ .3333 -1.1704 .3109 1.4008
• 1505 ,5000 -I,1439 .3177 1.3937
,499_ -.5000 -,4828 .5129 1.0261
.,99_ -.3333 -.5801 .4846 1.0733
.4995 -.1667 -.5837 ,4824 1,0770
,4995 0.0000 -,$717 .4853 1.0721
.4995 ,1667 -.5650 .4887 1,0664
.4995 .3333 -.5860 .4828 1.0763
.4995 .$000 -,5426 ,4945 1.0566
,7994 -,5000 -.3227 ,5607 ,9488
,7994 -,3333 -,3240 .5621 ,9467
.7994 -,1667 -,3719 .5465 ,9715
.7994 0,0000 -.385T *5413 .9T99
.7994 .1667 -.3799 ,5439 ,9757
,7q_4 .3333 -.38_1 .5447 .9744





XlC CP PeLIPT _LqC
0,0000 .9266 .9279 .3290
,0/35 -,5544 ,4931 1,0590
.0Z71 -,n304 .41_5 1,lO90
• 3515 -,9P11 ._6_5 1.191_
• 0763 -1.1C11 .3351 1,3552
.1012 -1.1390 .3198 1.38_5
• 1503 -1.2021 .3003 1.4331
,1994 -1,0447 ,3'68 1.3302
• 1501 -,7442 ,436_ 1.1565
.2993 --.6R59 ._5_2 L,1239
,3499 -.6539 .'6L4 1.1130
,3994 -.6307 .4710 1.0965
.4496 -.61_5 ,4770 1.0563
,4997 -,5853 .4831 1,0750
,5492 -,5635 ,4888 1.0661
• 5994 -._441 .4947 1,0562
,6495 -,5217 ,5028 1.0428
.6996 -,_29 ,5095 L.0316
,7489 -,4675 ,51_0 I.OITF
,8003 -.4_06 ,5262 L,0_4_
• gSO0 -.4112 ,5337 .9921
,8993 -.3743 .5456 ,2729
.9489 -.3507 .5535 .9603
PT Zg.6184 PS| CN .4699
TT |20,7912 K Cq -.0205




XIC CP _LIPT _LOC
0.0000 .9266 ,9779 *3_90
.0122 .8660 ,9105 *3640
.0251 .6051 .8344 .SIS?
.0510 .3275 ,7517 .65_1
,0755 ,1910 .7134 ,7123
,I000 .0_23 ,6794 ,7648
.1504 -,0597 *&371 *82_9
,2004 -.1520 ,6099 ,8718
,2501 -.1956 ,5981 ._902
.3_02 -.2266 .5900 .902_
,3507 -.255_ ,5788 .9_03
,4000 -,2677 ,5777 ,Q_O
,4503 -,2642 .5786 .9206
.5000 -.2737 .5748 ,9267
.5506 -*2740 .5741 .9277
,5997 -*2659 .5767 .7236
.6502 -.7845 .5725 .9303
.7003 -._603 .5781 ,9215
.7497 -.2543 ,5807 .9174
.?_gfi -,2354 .5_66 ,9081
.8503 -.7527 .5805 ,9176
,o000 -.2_0_ .5702 .9338
._483 -.2581 .5807 .9173
C01 ,09644 CDCOR1 ,09590
C02 .09190 COCOR2 .09120
C03 .08605 COCOR3 ,08551
C04 ,05922 COCOR4 .06879
C05 ,0553T COCOR5 .05491
SPA_ISE
_lC YIC CP P.LIPT MLOC
.1505 -,5000 -I.I020 ,3336 1.3583
.1505 -.3333 -1.2056 ,2977 1,4393
.1505 -.1667 -1,2180 .7965 1,442_
,1505 0.0000 -1,2021 ,3003 1.4331
.1505 .1667 -1,1753 .3121 1.4059
.1505 ,3333 -1.2164 ,2945 1,4468
• 150_ ,$000 -1.2198 .E959 1,4'34
,4995 ".5000 -._754 .4861 1,0707
• 4995 -.3333 -.6082 ,4756 1.0886
,499_ -.1667 -,3969 .4793 1,0823
.499§ 0.0000 -o5853 .4831 1,0755
,4995 ,1667 -,5823 .4841 1,074_
,499_ ,3333 -,5959 ,4792 1.0824
.499_ ,5000 -.5629 .4893 1.0653
.7994 -,5000 -.3953 ,5398 ,9822
.7_94 -.3333 -.4429 .5251 1.0060
,7994 -,1667 -,4483 ,5225 1.0104
,7994 0,3000 -,4406 .5262 1,0042
.7994 ,1667 -,4399 ,5267 1,0034
.7994 .3333 *.4516 ,522b 1.0101





KIC CP P,L/PT qLb_
0,0000 ,8511 ,q065 ,37?4
• 0135 -.6625 .4635 1.1095
.0771 -.917_ .3k72 1,2488
,05L5 -1,0755 .3414 1,3416
,0763 -1.1713 ,3122 I*4056
• 1012 -1.2193 .29_1 1.43_3
• 1503 -1*1417 ,3199 1,3884
.1994 -.7_4? .4215 1,1_42
• 2501 -.7251 ,4424 1.1464
,2999 -*6085 ,_503 1.1324
,3499 -.6721 .459_ 1.117_
.3994 -.6511 **659 1.L053
,4496 ",6326 ,4702 1,0978
.499? -.6145 .47_6 1,08_5
.5492 -.6013 ._7_7 1.0_15
.5994 -,5_0l ,*86? 1,0706
,6495 -.563? ,4909 1,06_6
.6996 -,_430 **967 1._5_9
.748_ -.5213 .5015 1.043_
• 8003 -.4q¢3 ,50_3 1.0320
• 8_00 -.4757 .5152 1.0222
• _993 -*4452 .525_ 1,0062
.9489 -.42*8 ,5310 ,_qb4
_r 29,6405 PSI CN .5111
TT 1_0,9254 K cq -,0282




XIC CP P;L/PT qLOC
0,0000 ,8511 ,9065 .3?7*
,0122 ,9189 .9266 ,332?
.0151 ,6689 ,8529 ,4q27
,0510 ,_979 *7735 .6174
.0755 ,2570 .7320 ,6834
,1000 ,1479 ,6996 .7336
,1504 .00?3 .6565 *8000
,2004 -,0904 ,628? ,842?
,2501 -.1473 .6138 .8659
,3002 -,1807 .6026 ,88_?
*3507 -.2167 .5927 ,8985
,4000 -,2293 ,5895 .9035
.4503 -,2341 ,5873 *qo?o
,5000 -.25ZZ ,_8_I ,_152
.5506 -*2573 ,580? ,9173
,599? -._5?? .5_08 .9172
.6502 -,2054 .57?6 ,9301
,7003 -*7641 .5756 .9_06
*?497 -*7665 ,5?77 *9220
,799_ -,2597 ,579? .9189
,8503 -,2829 ,5?20 ,q311
,9000 -,3392 ,5562 ,9560
.9483 -,3077 ,5655 ,9414
ORIGINAL PAGE [8
OF POOR QUALITY 257
C01 ,117_2 CDC081 ,11174
C02 .13B53 COCOR2 ,10764
C03 .10368 COCOR3 .10298
C0' .09_80 CDCOR4 .08517
C05 ,0700? C0¢0R5 .0694?
S_4N_ISE
_/C Y/C CP P_L/PT HLOC
,1505 -.5000 -1,2141 .29R0 1.4304
.150_ -*3333 -L.7603 ,?845 1.4710
.1505 -.1667 -1,7162 ,3000 1,4338
• 1505 0,0000 -1.1427 .3199 1,3884
.1505 .1667 -1.0813 .3371 1.3507
,1505 .3333 -1,1336 1 ,321T 1,3043
.150_ .5000 -1.1351 ,323R ].3797
.499_ -*5000 -.6304 ,4719 1,0950
.4995 -,3333 **6437 .4671 1.1031
.4995 -.1667 -.6273 .4706 1.0971
,4995 0,0000 *.6145 .4756 1.0885
• 4995 .1667 -.6120 ,4770 1.0861
,4qqs .3333 -.6Z36 ,4730 L,Oq30
,4995 .5000 -.5863 .48?7 1.0765
.T994 -.5000 -.4715 ,5190 1,0147
.7994 -*3333 -.5055 .30?3 1,0353
• 7994 -.1667 -.5118 .5049 1.0392
.7994 0,0000 -,4993 ,5093 1.0370
.7994 .1667 -,4893 .5146 1,0232
,7994 *3333 -,4940 .5107 1*0197
.7994 .5000 -.498o ,5090 1.032_
TABLE XLVI. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.80








XIC CP PpLIPT _LOC
0,0000 1,1680 ,9091 ,0358
• 0135 ,2379 *7244 ,6958
,0271 -,0493 .6402 .8758
,0515 -,2687 ,5750 ,9273
.0763 -,4306 .5265 1.0048
,1012 -.7140 .5030 1,0419
• 1503 -.6710 ,4715 1,0967
,1994 *.7097 .4456 1,1419
• 2501 -,7518 ,4329 1.1646
,2999 -,7a55 ,4222 1,1840
,3490 -,8229 ,4146 1,19_i
.3994 -,_255 ,410] 1,2051
.4496 -,3_46 .5500 ,9669
,4997 -.2590 .5731 .9224
,5492 -.2331 ,$854 ,9109
.5094 -,2139 .5926 .d997
,6695 -,1R3q ,6012 .6R61
.6996 -,1428 .6136 ,_669
,7489 -,0085 ,6767 ,9467
,8003 -,0452 ,5415 ,8238
.8500 ,0068 ,6576 ,7990
.8993 .0730 .6762 .7707




















,0755 -,4250 .5273 1.0035
.I000 -,5472 .4949 1.0570
.1504 -.6555 .4525 1.1298
,Z004 -,7791 .4310 1.1680
,2501 -,8155 ,4141 1,1989
,3002 -,3520 ,4056 1,2148
,3507 -,R856 ,3961 1.2328
,4000 -,8915 .3914 1.2620
,4703 -,7777 .4273 1,1784
,5000 -.2808 ,5716 ,9325
,_T06 -,Z06S ,59_6 ,8006
,5997 -,1906 ,5994 ._800
,6502 -.1962 .6006 ,8872
.7003 -*1312 ,6170 .8616
,7497 -,0907 .6290 ,8431
.7q_B -,0336 .6452 ,8181
.8703 ,0069 .6576 .79_0
,qO00 ,04_3 .6674 ,7839
,9463 .1474 .69fl5 ,735g
C01 ,01266 COCOR1 ,01028
C02 0,00000 C0COR2 0,00000
C03 *02653 CDCOR3 ,02469
C04 .01080 CDCOR4 *00972
C05 ,03890 C0COR5 ,00850
SPk_dISS
_lC ¥1C CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -.6741 ,4565 I,IZZT
,1505 -,3333 -,6304 .4687 1,1014
.1505 -,1667 -.6434 ,4656 1.1_68
.1505 0.3000 *.6210 ,4715 1,0967
• 1505 ,1667 *,6169 ,4733 1.0935
,1505 ,3333 -.6383 ,4664 |.1055
,1505 ,5000 -.6081 .4760 1.08g9
• 4995 **5000 -,3701 .5461 .9731
,4995 -,3333 -,3115 .5633 ,945?
,4995 -.1667 -.2770 ,5738 ,9292
,4995 0,0000 -,2590 ,5781 ,9224
.4995 .1667 -.2623 .5779 ,9227
,4995 ,3333 -.2709 .5753 .9268
,4995 ,7000 -.2612 .5784 ,9219
,7994 -,5000 *,0728 ,6337 ,S359
,7994 -.3333 -*0673 .6336 ,8359
.7994 *,1667 *.0528 ,6391 .|275
,7994 0.0000 -.0462 .6415 ,8236
,7994 ,16_7 -.0432 ,6424 ,6224
,7994 ,3333 -,0388 ,6421 .8229







XIC CP PJLIPT _L_C
0.0000 1.1484 .0037 ,0077
.0135 ,4625 .7q_6 .5_69
,0271 ,1_17 ,7113 ,7162
,0515 -,0478 ,6440 ,_190
,0763 -,2159 ,5937 ,_978
• 1012 -,2alQ ,5707 ._340
,1503 -,3913 .5410 ,9813
,1994 -,4_11 ,7172 1.02_2
,2501 -,4665 ,5200 1,0159
.2999 -,4021 ,5079 1.0320
,349_ -.4316 ,52o4 1.0001
.3994 -,3_96 .5306 ._835
.4496 -.3340 .SS84 ,0535
• 4997 *.2995 .5662 ,)412
.5492 -*2711 ,5833 .9142
,5994 -,2155 ,5910 ",9022
,6405 -*1853 ,6013 ,8861
• _996 -,1454 .6_42 *8660
,74_9 -.I014 .6262 .8474
.6003 -,0557 ,6416 .8237
• 8500 -,0089 ,6520 .B076
.8993 *0532 .67L0 .77_4










XlC CP PeLIPT qtOC
0.0000 1,1484 .9937 .0975
*0122 -,0043 .6558 ,B018
,0251 -,3187 ,5652 ,9427
*0SI0 -,55R7 .4046 1.0574
.0755 -.6649 ,4621 1,1128
,1000 -,7415 ,4337 1.1741
,_504 -,8679 .4010 1*223_
,2004 -.9401 .3_04 1.2633
,2501 -.9970 ,3645 1,2950
.3002 -1.0212 .3541 1.316_
.3507 -1,0714 .3415 1.3426
,4000 -I,0839 ,3349 1,3567
,4703 -1,0901 .3365 1.3534
,5000 -1.03_0 ,3482 1,3286
.5506 -,4422 .5273 l,O03h
.5997 -.3077 .5638 .9450
,6502 -,1_06 ,6027 ,R_39
.7003 -.1011 .6272 ,R45fl
,7407 -.0599 ,6384 ,8286
.799A -.0171 .6529 .8063
.@503 .0_24 .6612 .7934
.9000 .0523 .6707 .77_8
,9483 .1422 .6964 ,7362
C01 *02647 COCOR1 ,0263l
CD2 0,00000 COCOR2 0,00000
CD3 ,04735 ¢0COR3 ,04720
C04 ,02000 CO_OR4 .01989
C05 ,01125 CDCOR5 .01123
SPANWISE
XlC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -,3550 .5532 ,9618
,1505 -.3333 -.3543 ,5426 ,9788
.150S -,1667 -,4010 .5391 .9843
,1505 0,0000 -,3913 ,5410 .9|13
• 1505 ,1667 -,3982 ,5405 ,9822
.1505 ,3333 -.4050 .5365 .9886
• 1505 .5000 -,3700 ,5482 .9697
.4995 -,5000 -,3121 ,5639 ,9448
.4995 -.3333 -,2972 .$679 ,9384
.4995 -,1667 -.3012 ._652 ,9426
.4995 0,0000 -,2995 .5662 ,9412
,4995 .1667 *,2974 ,568Z .9360
,4995 ,3333 -,2909 ,5698 .9354
.4995 ,5000 -.2535 .5793 ,9204
,7994 -,5000 -,1009 ,6235 .8516
.7994 *.3333 *,0879 .6301 ,8414
,7994 -.1667 -.0676 .6376 .8299
.7994 0._000 -*0557 .6416 *_237
.7994 ,1667 -.0523 ,6379 ,R294
,7994 .3333 -,0459 ,6424 ,6224





























PT 50.3893 PSI C _ -,1615
TT 120.3512 K CM .0040




_,L/FT _LOC X/C CP P;LIPT qL_C
,09_? .0428 0,0000 1,1647 .909? .0428
.7574 ,6438 ,0122 ,1211 .6922 .745_
,6734 ,7747 ,0251 -.1931 ,6005 ,8073
• 60_3 ,_752 ,0510 -,4421 ,5283 1.0019
• 55@2 ,_522 *075_ -*5443 ,4984 1.0511
,5348 ,9914 .IO00 -,6339 ,4705 l.OqP3
,5017 1.0456 ,1504 -,??81 .4285 1.1727
.48_6 1.0778 ,2004 -.R5_7 .4074 1.2116
.46ol 1,1008 ,2501 -,qOB1 .39L5 1,2417
,45_2 1,11B0 ,3002 -,9390 ,3821 1,2600
,5046 1.0407 .3507 -,9800 .3697 1,2846












,4503 -.9897 ,3670 1,2900
,5000 -.415_ .5350 ,0910
,7506 -,?384 ,5866 ,9090
,5997 -,1668 .6067 ,877?
.6502 -.1541 .6105 ,8717
,7003 -,1157 ,6P28 ,8527
.74_7 -,0P53 ,6333 ,n_64
.7998 -,0299 ,6483 ,8134
,8503 *0082 .65_B *7972
,9000 ,0435 .6684 ,7825
,9483 .1430 .6083 .7367
259
C01 ,01684 COCORI ,01650
C02 0,00000 CDCOR2 0.00000
C03 ,03195 COCOR3 .03155
CD4 .01352 CDCOR4 .01323
C_5 ,009?5 COCORS ,0096R
5P&HWISE
XIC TIC CP F_L/PT qLOC
.1505 -,5000 -,4825 .5147 1,0241
,1505 -.3333 -*5268 ,4999 1,04S6
,1505 -.1667 -,5484 ,4949 1,0570
.|505 0.0000 -,5284 ,5017 1.0456
• 1505 .1667 -.5237 .$020 1,0451
,1505 ,3333 -.5477 ,4938 1.0508
,1505 ,5000 -,5125 .5054 1.0394
• 4995 -,5000 -,3498 .5542 ,9601
,4995 -,33_3 -,1247 ,5610 ,9494
,6995 -.1667 -.9180 *5622 .9474
,4995 0.0000 -,3175 .5638 ,9449
,4995 .1667 **3149 *5645 .9439
,4995 .3333 -,3127 .5645 ,9438
,4995 .5000 -,2?27 ,5?56 ,0263
,7994 -,5000 -*0870 *6302 .8413
,7094 -,3333 -.0751 ,6343 *6340
.7994 -,16&7 **0598 ,6394 .8271
,7994 0,0000 **0502 ,6423 ,B225
,7094 *1667 *,0473 ,6618 *8233
,7994 .3333 -,042b ,6439 .$201















_IC CP P,LIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.1716 ,9992 ,03%1
• 0!35 .7315 .71Q9 .7027
.0271 -.0534 .6354 .A332
• 05!5 -,2727 .57_0 .Q035
.0763 -.4363 ,52_o L.0107
.10i2 ",51&2 .4997 1.0%59
•1503 -.627e .4663 1,1057
.199{ -.7i3Q ,%%03 1.151k
,2501 -,7580 .%756 I,I779
,2gO9 -.802_ .4130 1.2011
,_49_ *.8350 ,%033 I,_1_2
,_b6 -,_96 .46_ l,Zb?_
,54_2 -.2185 ._e_3 ._o_3
.5_94 -.19_0 .504l .9973
.6495 -.1715 _6015 .8_55
._063 -,_ ,_oe ._25_
•_0 .olO_ .6565 ,_o07
,_%i_ ,I_ .6_ .7_a7
LOWE_ 5U_FACE
xlc CP P,L/PT qLOC
0.0000 1.1716 .9997 .03%1
• OlZ2 .2565 ,7780 .6007
,02_1 -,0537 .6353 .0334
.0510 -.3173 .5593 ,_571
.0755 -.41_6 ,5290 ,g_9?
,1000 -,5_44 ._967 I*0_30
• 1504 -.6609 ,4541 1,1260
,2004 -.7369 .4_6 1.165_
• ?_01 -.7949 .4146 1.1000
,300_ -.8304 ,4048 1.2165
.3507 -.6664 .3940 1.7370
• _000 -.8775 ._qlO I._410
• 4_03 -,8477 ,_020 I._I?
.5000 -.2_15 .569_ ,9363
.5506 -,?0_4 .5919 ,9007
,5997 -.I_39 ,5986 .8903
.6507 -.1760 ,_990 ,R_8_
.7003 -.!2%3 ,6149 .66_0
,7_7 -.0871 ,6273 ,9457
,7998 -,0314 ,6_40 .8100
.6503 .0092 .6562 .6011
,9000 ,0433 ._66_ ,7858
.0403 ,1403 ,6i65 ,?3ql
CDI .01491 COCOR1 .0145Z
C02 0.00000 CDCOR_ 0.00000
C03 .02917 CDCOR_ *07892
C04 .01204 COCOR% .011?9
COS ,00955 CDCOR5 ,00946
SP_N_ISE
XlC Yl_ CP P_LIPT HLOC
*1_05 -.5000 -._087 ,0704 1.0832
.1505 -.3333 -.63_6 .46_8 1.1116
*1505 -,1667 -,6531 ,4590 I,I177
,1505 0,0000 -.6778 ,4663 1,10_7
.1505 .1667 -.6_19 ,4696 1.1000
,1505 .3333 -,6469 ,4600 l.llSq
.1505 .5000 -,6133 ,4717 1,0977
,4905 -.5000 -,369_ .5435 ,9773
,4995 -,3333 -,2914 .5656 ,9420
.4995 -.1667 -,2565 ,5767 .9_45
,4095 0,0000 -,Z%9% ,5786 .92!3
,4995 ,1667 -.Z475 ,5795 .9201
,4995 _3)33 -,2504 .5766 ,9707
,4995 .5000 -,2477 ,5793 .9Z05
,7994 -,5000 -,07_3 ,6303 *|011
,TOg4 -,3333 -,064_ .6327 ,8381
,7g00 -,1667 -,0490 .6373 ,0300
,7990 O,O000 -,0470 ,6408 ,0250
,7990 ,1667 -.0367 ,6408 ,8708
,7994 ,3333 -.0336 ,6413 ,0241





0,0000 1,1604 ,09_6 .044_
.0133 ,I1ZO .6_50 ,7568
,0771 -,1701 .6016 ,3856
.0515 -.3806 .530_ ,_83_
• 0763 -,5370 ,4o_'6 1,0608
.I012 -.6037 ,0731 1.0030
,I_0_ ..?_?_ ._ I.i_78
,1994 -.80_4 .%1_5 1.2019
• 2501 -._521 .39_1 1.2701
• 299_ -.6 °79 .3635 1.Z573
.3099 -.936_ .3733 1._77_
. %';.96 -.9548 .367% 1.2892
,4997 -,65:)? ,4575 1.1_10
,549_. -,;_58:) .5737 ,9_93
,6405 -.1796 .6128 .868Z
.6996 -,1032 .6203 ._Sb§
,RO03 -,0293 *60_6 ,3_1
.8500 ,018_ .6570 .7999
.Sqq3 .OBll .67_1 ,7721
.9469 ,1424 .6038 ,7033
eT 50.0850 PSI C_ .1151
TT 120.3800 K CH -.OOZ8




X/C CP P;LtOT MLOC
0.0000 1,1604 .0986 ,0445
.012_ .37_1 .76_Z .635_
,0251 .0617 ,6703 ,7794
,0510 -,2060 .591Z ,9018
.0755 -,3189 .557% .0551
• i000 -.SlOg .5273 1.0035
,_004 -,6490 ,4598 1.1170
• 0501 -.6glE .4450 1,1414
,300Z -.7_64 ,4345 I,!617
,3507 -,75_5 .4_61 1.1770
,%000 -.6703 .4530 I.I?A_
.%503 -.3116 ,5585 ,_533
,5000 -,0739 .5693 .0361
.5506 -.2555 ,5707 ,0_77
,5_q7 -.27i6 .5846 .¢|_1
.650Z -.?I06 ,5097 ._057
,7003 -.1448 .6079 ,8757
.70OR -,0000 .6394 ,8_70
.8_03 .0010 .65_0 *q077
,9000 .0373 .6621 *79ZZ
.0063 .1437 .6q41 ,7427
C01 .01670 CD_OR1 .01581
C02 0.00000 CDCDR2 0.00000
C03 .03210 COCOR3 ,03157
C04 ,01274 CDCOR4 ,017_0
C05 ,00876 CDCO_ ,00878
5PAHHI$E
XIC ¥1¢ CP P_LIPT HLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,6858 ,0404 1,1369
.1505 -,3333 -.7295 ,034Z 1.16Z3
.1505 -.1667 -,7410 ,4310 1.1600
,1505 0,0000 -,7278 ,4367 1.1570
.1505 ,1667 -.7118 ,0407 1.1506
.1505 .3333 -,7000 ,4E90 1.1701
• 150_ .5030 -,?[?? _8_ 1.1555
,4995 -,5000 -,3891 ,535Z .9908
,4995 -,3333 -.3551 .5461 .g731
,4995 -,1667 -,4928 ,5057 1*0399
,4995 0,0000 -.650_ ,0575 1.1210
• 499§ o1667 -.6967 .4437 1.1450
.4995 ,3333 -.6_97 ,4606 1.1086
,4995 .5000 -,5E44 *4958 1.0555
,7090 -,5000 -,0807 ,625B *8081
,_q9% -,33_3 -;06_% .631% .k393
,7994 -*1667 -*04Z7 .63g0 ,0z77
,70g4 0,0000 -*0293 .64Z6 .8Z21
.70q% ,3333 -.0201 ,6449 ,8186





XlC CP OeLIPT qLOC
0.0000 1.1486 .9036 ,0960
.OZT1 -.310g ,_660 *0408
.0515 ".5159 ,5038 1,04_i
.0763 -.6604 .46_7 1.1110
.101_ -.7_43 ,4437 1.1453
,1503 -.04_1 .%110 1.Z048
.1990 -.9156 .39_3 l._479
.Z501 -,9588 ,3741 1.2757
,t99_ -1,00.60 .3611 1,301_
,300_ -i,0470 .3407 1,3Z53
.3gg4 -l*06gO ,3433 1.3388
,4496 -1.0704 ,3405 1.3360
,499? -,9251 *38%8 I*Z547
,549Z -,3880 ,5438 ,_768
,5994 -*2535 ,5R14 .g17Z
.6495 -,1007 ,6163 ._6Z7
.6096 -.0_97 .6_0 ,8431
.74_9 -,0551 ,6390 ,e777
,RO03 -,0177 ,6505 .8100
.8500 .OZSO ,66Z0 ,7gOB
.9993 ,ORZ6 .6ROZ .76%2
.0080 ,1%50 .6980 ,7367
PT 59.78L8 PSI CN .2615
TT LZ0.3543 K CM -.0072




X/C CP P,L/PT _L_C
0.0000 1.1486 ,_6 .0%0
.0251 *1791 *?099 *7180
.0510 -.004? ,6?76 ,84_
.0755 -,Z151 *5930 ._0_%
• i000 -.3167 ,5633 ,9456
,1504 -,4467 ,5Z68 1,0044
,2004 -,5197 *50%% 1.0411
.Z501 -,55_5 ,4935 1,0503
,300Z -._glZ *51E? 1.0_62
,3507 -,443Z ,5Z6_ 1.0043
,%000 -,3_95 *_%_6 ,97R8
.4303 -,3303 ,5604 ,_502
,5000 --*3067 .5663 *0000
,5506 -._637 .5802 *0101
• 5007 --*_0_ ,50l_ ,g019
.650Z -*Z059 ,5g73 .80_3
• 7003 -.1426 .6130 .86?2
,7497 -,0985 ,6062 ,8474
,?008 -,0425 .6%32 .B_I_
,8503 -.005[ .65%% ,80_0
.0000 .0_65 *6637 .7R96
,9403 ,1340 ,6948 ,701_
CDI .0Z200 CDCORI .02Z50
CD_ 0.00000 CDCOR2 0.00000
CD3 ,040_4 C OCOR3 ,03973
C00 ,01703 COCOR4 .01663
CD5 .01218 CDCOR5 .01194
SP&NWISE
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
.1505 -,3333 -.8515 ,%07% 1.Z115
,1505 -*1667 -.8513 *4059 1,2144
•15o5 0,oo0o *;8%Zl ._ZZo 1,zo%e
.1505 ,1667 -.8135 .4176 1.1906
,1505 ,3333 -.0653 .4034 1.?191
,1505 .5000 -.SZ7Z ,0130 I,ZOI2
,4995 -.5000 -.§95Z .%792 1.0835
• %995 -,3333 -,6011 ,4556 1.1Z03
.sgg5 -,[667 -,801_ ,%078 I.ZI08
.4905 0.0000 -*0251 .3848 1.2507
• %g05 ,L667 -1.0418 ,3476 1,3208
,4995 ,3333 -I,0405 ,3090 1,3Z50
.4095 ,5000 -.8425 .4074 1.Zl15
,7994 -*5000 -*1090 *6234 .8517
,7094 -,3333 -,0771 *6345 .8346
,7004 -,1667 -.0425 ,6000 .8186
.7904 0,0000 -.0177 *6505 .8100
,799% ,1667 -,0092 .65Z8 ,8064
• 7994 .3333 -.0146 ,65Z6 ,806%








XlC CP P,L/OT qL_C
0,0000 1,1177 ,9043 ,1508
• 0135 -.1672 ,6069 .8773
• 0271 -.4249 .5304 ._q84
.0515 -,6304 ,4703 1,0980
,0763 -.T73S ,4291 1,1715
.1012 -*_365 ,4129 1,2012
.1503 -*9326 ,3_35 1,2573
.1994 -,9936 .3625 1.2992
• Z501 -1,0468 ,3490 1.3269
,1999 -1,0820 ,3374 1.3514
• 3499 -1.1295 ,3E54 1,3774
• 3994 -1.1579 ,3174 1,305Z
,4496 -1.1662 ,3175 1.3o50
• 499? -.Pe59 .3990 1.2273
• 5492 -.5_64 .5021 1.0450
,5994 -,4531 .5126 1.0112
.6495 -,3621 ,5476 ,9707
.6996 -.240b ,5_44 *_125
• 7489 -,1347 .616R ,8619
.8003 -.0339 .646_ .8162
.8500 .0309 ,6657 .7865
.0993 .0P68 ,6817 ,7619
,04Re .1414 ,6980 .7367
59.2861 _S! CN .3835
120._707 K CM -.0160




X/C CP PpLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1,1177 ,9843 _1508
,0122 ,5933 ,8303 ,5Z31
• OZSL .2991 ,7414 ,6660
.0510 .OEIO .661_ ,7929
.075_ -.1016 ,6265 ,0470
,1000 -,ZOO0 ,5991 ,$094
.1504 -.3785 *5606 ,9500
.2004 -,4028 .5364 ,9_$
.2501 -.4141 ,_347 .9915
.3002 -.3966 ,53_9 .9847
,3507 -.3786 ,5456 ,9739
.4000 -.3477 .554_ ,95Q0
.4503 -.3038 .5695 ,Q359
.5000 -,284t .57_0 .9273
.5506 -.243_ .5850 ,9116
.599T -.2122 .5934 .6984
,6502 -.2063 ,5936 ,0981
.7003 -.1_6_ .6120 .86_5
• 7497 -.1071 ,6240 .e49_
.799_ -.0552 ,6402 ,825_
.8503 -,0226 .6500 ,8107
,9000 -.0036 *655Z .B027
.9485 .1002 ,6a59 ,7554
C01 ,03569 COCORI ,03S36
C02 0.00000 CDCOR2 0.00000
CD3 .07230 CDCOR3 ,07202
CD4 *02533 CDCOR4 ,02513
COS *01485 CDCOR5 ,01478
SPANMZSE
X/C YIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
,1505 *.5000 -.8735 .40Z1 1.Z216
*1505 *,3333 -.9354 ,3804 ],_634
,1505 -41667 -.9393 ,3?06 _,Z_4
,1505 0,0000 -.9326 .3835 1.2573
.1505 ,16b7 -.9129 .3905 1,2436
,1505 .3333 -,954? .3747 1.1746
,1505 .5000 -.9260 ,3825 _,2_92
,4995 *.5000 -.6908 .4553 1*1248
,4995 *.3333 -.9852 .3668 1,2904
,4995 -.1667 -1,0904 .3378 1,350_
,4995 0.0000 -,8859 ,3990 1.2273
.4995 .1667 -.9261 ,3864 1.251T
.4995 .3333 -1.1295 .3244 I03?96
,4995 45000 *49731 .3721 1.2?97
,7994 -,5000 -.1648 ,6086 ,8747
.7994 -.3333 -,1065 .6242 ,BSOb
.7994 -,1667 -*04QO *6403 .0_57
,7994 0.0000 -.03_9 .6465 .m162
.7994 ,1667 -.0311 .6478 .0141
.7994 .3333 -.0295 .6468 .0157





KIC CP P,L/PT HLOC
0.0000 1.0775 ,9728 ,I990
*0135 **ZSBO ,5791 .9_08
.0271 -,2404 .5015 1.0460
.0515 -,7357 .4441 1.1445
.0763 -.5685 .4037 1,21_5
,1012 -.9196 .3888 1._470
,1503 -1.0211 .3612 1.3017
.1994 -1.0715 .34Z3 1.3410
.Z501 -1,1154 .3301 1.3672
.Z999 -1,1633 .3191 1.3915
.3499 -1.1_75 .3156 1.3993
.3994 -._646 .406_ 1.2127
,4496 -.6111 .4_0_ 1.0_08
,4997 -,5_6 .4952 L.05_6
,5492 -,5242 .50_3 I*0447
*5994 -.4901 .5161 _.0Z1_
.6495 -.4326 .5301 .3990
,6_96 -.36_4 .5498 ._b?3
,7489 -.Z086 .5746 *)278
,0003 -.2356 ,5874 ._078
*_500 -,1460 .6157 ,_637
._99S -*OTT9 ._357 .8327
,9409 -,0236 ,6522 ,8074
PT 59.4_94 P5I C_ *4100
TT 1_0.3326 K C_ -,0202




XlC CP PeL/FT NLOC
0.0000 1,0775 .qTZ8 .1990
.0122 .6662 *$513 ,4_@
,0251 .3021 ,7705 ,622e
,0510 .1089 ,6006 .74H_
.0755 *.0221 .6513 ._O_T
,I000 -.1221 ,6221 .853_
.1504 -.2522 .5855 ,0107
.2004 -.3270 ._605 ,q502
,2501 -.3497 ,5545 .9597
.3002 -.3430 .55_5 ,9533
.3507 -.3335 .5637 .9450
• 4000 -,3252 ,5641 .9444
.4503 -.2_37 ,5734 _9290
.5000 -.2829 ,5757 .9261
,5506 -.2605 .5797 .91_0
.5997 -.2217 .59_4 ,_969
.6502 -,225R ,5907 .9025
.7003 -.1749 *6064 .07_1
.7497 -.1381 ,6186 ,_593
,7998 -.I045 ,675_ .84_0
.9503 -.0919 .6350 .0339
.9000 *,OOOZ ,6327 .9374
.9483 -,0074 .6569 .8001
C01 ,05708 CDCOR1 .05745
C02 0,00000 CDCOR2 0,00000
CD3 ,11201 CDCOR3 ,11135
C04 .03404 CDCOR4 ,03354
C05 ,02640 CDCOR5 .02611
SPAN_IS£
XIC YIC CP P_LIPT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -,9Z77 .3853 1,253?
,1505 -,3333 -1.0046 .3602 1.5038
,1505 -,1667 -1.0182 .3562 1.3079
,1505 0,0000 -1.0211 ,3612 1.3017
,1505 .1667 -.975_ .371_ 1.2613
,1505 ,3333 -1.0259 ,3539 1.3167
,1505 ,5000 *1.0064 .361? 1,300R
,4995 -05000 -,5?56 .4906 1,0641
,4995 -,3333 -.5590 .4924 1.0613
,4995 -.1667 -.5839 .4873 1.0698
,4995 0.0000 -.5506 .495_ 100_66
,499S .1667 -.5600 ,4952 1.0565
,4995 ,3333 o. 5791 .4067 l,OTO|
.4995 ,5000 -45868 .4056 1.0723
,7994 -,5000 0,1095 .6032 .8831
.7994 -.3333 -.1569 .6117 ,069e
.7994 -.1667 -.1539 .6154 .8642
.7994 0.0000 -.23_6 ,5174 .901_
,7994 ,1667 -.2158 .5954 .8952
,7994 ,3533 -*1750 ,6068 ,8775




PT 5G.2_47 PSI CN ,4169
TT 120.3671 K Cq -,0197




Xl: CP =,LIPT _L_C
0.0000 1,0_93 °9606 ,Z40T
,013_ -.3549 ,5481 .9700
• 0271 ".6311 ,4687 1.1015
• 0515 -.7019 .4192 1.1896
.0763 -;9093 ,3921 1*2601
,1012 ".q695 ,3660 1.2920
.1503 -I.0h80 .3308 1.3463
,199_ -1.1216 ,3212 1.3867
• 2501 *1.1654 ,3114 1.40_8
.Zqq9 -i.0241 ,3499 1.3250
• 3499 -.6995 ,4456 1,1418
.3994 -46105 ,4745 1.0916
.4496 -.5757 ,4_40 1,0753
,4qqT -.5521 ,4907 1,0_40
,_4q2 -.51_5 .4qqO 1.0501
,5994 -,4941 ,5072 1,0365
,6495 -,4653 .5170 1.0204
,6996 -,4275 .5254 1,0065
.7489 *.392? .5358 .9_q0
,nO03 -,34_0 ,5511 .965Z
,_500 -,3019 ,5642 ,_443
,8995 -.Z504 .5800 ._194
• 9489 -,2049 ,5936 .8981
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
0.0000 1.0393 .9606 4240?
,0112 ,741! ,8722 ,4469
,0151 *4648 .?q_6 45q6_
.0510 .1%49 ,7070 .7214
,0755 .0220 .6672 .?S4_
,1000 -,0500 .6383 .02_1
,1_04 -,1866 ,299? ,SBR_
,2004 -.2697 .5712 ,9300
.2_01 -,3016 .5661 ,9411
,3002 -.3122 .5605 .9501
,3507 -,329_ ,5551 .05_0
,4000 -,3221 ,5595 ,9518
,4503 -,2958 ,5666 .0404
.5000 -.300T .56_0 .9431
,5506 -.2920 ,5690 ,9366
.5_97 -,25_2 ,5769 ,9_42
.6501 -,1646 .5762 ,9254
.?003 -,2252 .5854 ,9109
.74_? -.2075 .5906 ,902?
.7998 -.1690 .6031 ,A_32
.0503 -,1680 .6037 ,8622
,9000 -,1979 .595_ ,8951
,94_3 -,1357 ,6140 .8663
ORIGINAL PAGE T8
OF POOR QUALITY 261
C01 .07584 CDCOR1 ,07540
C02 0,00000 C_COR2 0,00000
CO3 ,12731 COCOR3 ,12673
C04 ,0406? COCOR4 .04028
C05 ,03906 CDCOR5 ,03808
5PA_TSF
XlC Y/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
,1505 -.$oo0 -.9696 ,3650 1,2940
,1505 -,3333 -1,0739 ,3383 1.3495
.1505 *,1667 -L*0658 .3363 l*15tq
,1505 0,0000 -E.0658 .3390 1.3463
.1205 .1667 -1,0303 .3470 1.3310
,1505 ,3333 -I,0965 ,3116 1.3630
,1505 .5000 "1,0596 .3301 1,3499
,4995 *.5000 -.4930 .50R2 1.0349
,4995 *,3333 -.566? ,485? 1,0725
,4995 -,1667 -.5652 .4848 1,0739
,4995 0.0000 -.5521 .4907 1,0640
,4995 .1667 -,5502 ,4913 1.0630
,4995 .3333 -,5700 ,4853 3.0?32
,4995 *5000 -*5309 .4926 1.0605
,7994 -.5000 -,2231 .50?0 ,9083
.7994 -.3333 -,28_3 ,5602 .9374
,7994 -,16_7 -,3393 .5531 .9619
,799_ 0,0000 -,3_50 .5211 .q652
,?994 *1667 -.3426 .5517 ,9642
,?994 .3333 -.3371 ,_526 ,962?
,7994 ,5000 -,2?59 ,5710 ,9322
TABLE _KLVIi. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.80








KIC CP P,L/PT NLOC
0.0000 1.1731 ,9998 *0192
.0135 .2345 ,7230 ,7000
.0Z71 -.0400 .6414 .SZb?
• 3515 -*Z715 ,5745 ,9303
.0763 -.4356 ,5250 1.0085
.lOIZ -.5102 .5043 1.0437
.1503 -.6238 .4709 1.100Z
.1994 -,7096 ,4450 I,L455
.2501 -.7572 .4318 1.1691
• 7999 -.7974 .;195 1.1914
• 3499 -.8349 .4074 1.Z140
.3994 -.8485 .4031 1._221
,4496 -.7901 .4198 1.1909
.4997 -,2550 .5782 ,9245
.549Z -.1998 .5939 .SQQQ
,5994 -,1830 .59B9 .8920
,6495 -,1638 .6041 .08_0
,6996 -*1328 ,6143 .8681
.7480 -,0006 .6270 ,8484
.8003 -.0386 .6425 .8244
.0500 .OILS .6571 .8019
,gqq3 ,0771 .6765 .7720
.9489 ,2396 ,6945 .7443
77.2906 P$I ON. -,0204
105.3480 K CN .0010




X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1731 .9998 .Oig2
.0122 *254Z .72R8 .6909
*0251 --.0608 ,6353 .8356
.0510 -*3101 .5608 .9521
.0755 -.4102 .5332 .9963
.1000 -,5229 ,T006 1.0499
.1504 -.6717 .4S68 1.1246
.2004 -.7423 .4353 1.1627
.2501 -.BO?7 .4184 1.1935
.3002 -.8324 .4092 1.2106
.3507 -.8711 .3967 1.2342
,4000 -.8816 ,3933 1.2407
.4503 -,8691 .3965 1.2346
,5000 -.3037 .$638 .9473
.5506 -.1961 .5950 .8982
,5997 -.1720 .6022 .8869
.6502 -.1736 .6012 .89P§
.7003 -,1233 .6171 .8638
.7497 -.0834 *6291 .8457
.799B -.0284 .6455 .9190
.8503 .0102 .6567 .gOZ6
.9000 .0430 .6665 .7675
.9483 .150E ,69?6 ,?394
CD1 .01293 COCOR1 .00992
C02 .01278 CDCOR2 .01002
C03 .01329 CDCOR3 .01003
C04 ,01089 C000R4 .OOqZq
COS .00871 COCOR5 ,00759
5P&NWISE
XIC Y/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.5755 .4633 l,OTgg
• I505 -,3333 -.6329 .4670 1.1060
• 1505 -.1667 -.6488 .4&05 1.1182
.150_ 0,0000 -,6238 ,4709 1.1002
.1505 .1667 -.6003 .4760 1.0914
.1505 .3333 -,6423 ,4643 1.I116
,1505 .$000 -.6070 *4729 1.0960
.4995 -.5000 -.3553 ,5488 .9712
.4995 -.3333 -,2753 .5720 ,q344
,4995 -.1667 -,Z604 ,5754 *qISg
.4995 0.0000 -.2550 ,5702 .9245
,4995 ,1667 -.2507 ,$797 ,qE2E
.4995 ,3333 -.2567 .3774 .9257
,4995 .5000 -.2429 ,5606 ,9208
.7994 -,5000 -,0693 ,6322 ,|404
,7994 -.3333 -,0626 .6349 ,8363
.7994 -.1667 -,048_ ,6395 .8290
,7994 0.0000 -,0306 .6425 ,|244
.7994 .1667 -.0356 .6422 ,|250
,7994 ,1333 -,0319 ,6439 .8223




PT 72.3129 PSI CN -.1514
TT 105.4143 K CN .0061




XlC CP PsLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1.1717 ,gq94 ,029Q
.0135 .3425 .7556 .6485
.0271 .0620 .6730 ,7775
.0515 -.173B ,6047 ._831
*0763 -.3391 ,5542 .9625
*1012 -.4157 ,532a ,9969
*1503 -.5327 ,49_Z 1.0539
.1994 -,6054 ,4752 1,0927
,2501 -.6595 ,4593 1.1202
.Z999 -.69?7 .4519 1.1333
.3499 m.7140 .4448 1.1457
.3994 -.4513 .5230 1.0130
,_496 -*3229 .5605 ,)525
.4997 -,3057 ,5647 .9458
.3492 -,2590 .577B .4252
.5994 -.2227 ,58_2 .q089
,6495 -.1913 ,59_7 ,3924
*6996 --*I&R1 *6114 *9726
.7489 -,1023 .6Z60 .8499
.8003 -.0487 .63o7 .8288
.BSO0 ,00Z4 .6557 .8041
.8993 *0690 .6739 ,7760
.9409 .1328 .6932 .7462
LOWER SURFkCF
XIC CP P;LIPT qL_C
0.0000 1.1717 .9994 ,0299
*OlEZ *1394 .6958 .7422
.0251 -,1723 .6040 .8841
,0510 -,415o .5325 ,9974
,0755 -,5119 .5033 1.0454
,1000 -,6093 .4759 1.0Q16
.1504 -.756R .4322 1.1693
,2004 -.R277 ,409? 1.?097
.2501 -.8814 .3939 1.2396
.3002 -,9202 .3850 1.2567
.3507 -,9627 .3717 1.2830
.4000 -,9650 .3662 I,_940
,4503 -,9790 .3677 1,2909
.5000 -,6541 .4592 1.1204
,5506 -.2633 .3763 ,9272
,5997 -.1636 ,6056 ,gR16
,6S02 -,1464 ,6119 ,_719
.7003 -.1071 .6235 ,"539
.7497 -,0772 .6334 ,9395
,79gg -.0232 ,6472 .8172
.8503 ,0115 .6584 .7999
,9000 .0446 ,6668 .7870
.9493 ,1478 .6976 ,7394
C01 .01744 CDCOR1 .01647
C02 .01696 COCORZ .01621
C03 .01663 COCOR3 .01572
C04 .01335 COCOR4 ,012g4
COT ,00886 COCOR5 .00010
SPANWIS[
XlC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
.1505 -,5000 -.4936 .5083 1.0371
.1505 -,3333 -.5331 .4970 1.0559
.1505 -,1667 -,5582 .4894 1,0687
.1505 0.0000 -.53Z7 .4982 1.0539
.1505 ,1667 -,5312 .4972 1.0555
.1505 .3333 -.5546 .4907 1.0663
.1505 .5000 -.5260 .4q59 1.0527
,4995 -,5000 -.3560 .5409 ,9710
,4995 -.3333 -,3295 .5575 ,9573
.4995 -,1667 -,3i40 .5637 .9474
.4995 0,0000 -.3057 .5647 ,9458
.4995 ,1667 -.2979 .5660 .9437
,4995 .3333 -,304g *3648 .9457
.4995 ,5000 -,2657 .5779 ,9250
,7994 -.5000 -.0840 .6313 ,8418
.7994 -,3333 -.0702 .6322 ,8404
,7994 -.1667 -,0607 .6372 .9326
,7994 0,0000 -,0407 ,6397 ,8288
.7994 .1667 -,0452 ,6427 .9242
.7994 .3333 -.0417 .6429 .8239









XIC CP PeLtPT CLOC
0.0000 1.1708 ,g995 .0274
.0135 *2233 ,7200 .7047
,0271 -.0527 .6388 ._303
.0315 -_EFO0 ,571_ ,_345
.0763 -,44S6 ,5246 1.0103
.1012 -.5170 ,5033 1.0435
• 1503 -.6323 .4699 1.1021
,1994 -,7169 ,4439 1,1474
.2501 -,76IT ,4300 1.1723
,2999 -._039 .4171 1.1959
.3499 -,_420 .4061 l*Z164
• 3994 -.8S52 .4020 1,2242
.4496 -,6935 *4503 1,1361
.4997 -,2448 ,9829 .917_
.549_ -.2096 ,5032 *_009
.5994 -.lO2I ,5982 .8031
• 6495 -.16_S .6048 ,d8_9
,6996 -,1342 ,6154 ,_664
.7489 -,OgIl ,62*6 ,_460
.8003 -,0388 ,6449 .8208
• _500 ,0120 .65_6 ,?996
,8993 .0?68 ,6778 .770I
• 9489 ,1392 ,6960 .7419
PT 72.2949 PSL CN -.0155
TT 105.3047 K Cq .0016




XfC C ° PeL/_T qL_C
0,0000 I*1709 ,9995 .0_74
*0122 ,2597 ,7307 ,6879
.0231 -.0359 ,6378 .3317
,0310 -,3103 .5629 .94_7
*0753 -.409_ .5333 .99_9
.1000 -.5180 .5029 1.0460
,1304 -,6648 ,4602 1.118_
.2004 *.7362 .4352 1.I575
.2501 -,7922 .4210 1,1590
.3002 -.8228 .4115 1.2062
,3507 -.8623 .4001 1.2277
,4000 -.8740 .3964 1.2347
.4503 -.8126 ,4151 1.1996
.5000 -,25?5 ,5792 ,9230
.5506 -,205_ .5045 ,_990
.599? -.IP57 .6001 .890?
.6502 -.1_48 ,6000 .890)
,7003 -.12_4 .6171 .86_8
.7497 -.0P74 *6299 .8439
.7999 -,0316 .64?0 .917S
.8503 .0093 *6S?g ,8009
,9000 ,0422 .66?6 .78S7
.9483 ,1501 ,6992 .7369
ORIGINAE PAOE IS
OF POOR QUALITY 263
C01 .0[256 00COR1 ,ooqB4
C02 .01237 CDCOR2 *O09ql
C03 *Ollqg C_Og3 .00qB1
C04 .0L042 00COR4 .00997
C05 *03851 CO, OR5 .00750
SPANWI$E
X/C YIC CP P.L/PT MLOC
,1505 -.5000 -,6017 ,4704 1.0873
.1505 -.3333 -.6433 .4657 1.1092
*1505 -.1667 -.6629 .4604 1.1184
.1505 0.0000 -,6323 .4690 1.1021
.1305 ,1667 -.6272 ,4?09 1.1001
.1305 .3333 **6323 ,4630 1.1138
,1303 .5000 -,6203 ,4725 1.0969
*4995 -.5000 -*3546 *5502 .9690
.4995 -*3333 -.2799 .5723 .9330
.4995 -.1667 -,Z4gZ *5823 ,9100
,4995 0,0000 -,2446 ,5829 .g172
.4995 ,1667 **245| .5024 .gl7g
,4995 ,3333 -,2505 ,5010 .9201
.4995 ,5000 -.239T .504E .9141
,7994 -.SO00 -*0656 .6351 *9360
,7994 -,3333 -,0609 .6364 ,8339
.?994 -,1667 -,0466 ,6409 .82?0
,?994 0,0000 -,0388 ,6449 ,E208
.7994 .1667 -,03?4 .6434 .8232
.?994 ,3333 -,033T .6444 ,621_













_lC C p P,L/PT _L3_
0,0000 1.1679 .9989 .0393
• 0135 .0965 ,6e_O ,7509
• O_T1 -,tTez ;604e ._nsa
.o5is -._o21 ._4o9 .9n30
;OY6) -,_1 ;4_34 z.o_19
'10i2 -,62_1 .4751 1.0_30
.15o; -;74_5 ._4oo 1.1544
,1994 -.4195 .4158 1_i953
• 2pO_ -.567b.... .4021 1.2240
.349_ -.05_1 .)763 1.2738
.3994 -._764 ,3734 1.2796
• 449b -._626 .3?46 i._772
.6405 -,IS?6 ;bl?C _639
• 8}00 .0_9 o66Z5 ;7936
._402 .1412 16_'.'9 .73|9
LO_ER SURFACE
XIC CP P_L/PT _LOC
0.0000 1.1679 .9¢E9 .0393
.01ZZ .3?21 ._655 ,63ZE
• 0251 .0653 .6T5_ .7730
.0_I0 -.204_ .5960 .eg_b
.0755 -._136 ._647 ,9455
.I000 -,4101 .5366 .9905
.1504 -15b76 ,_i4 1.06_3
.2004 -.63_5 .46#6 i.1041
.2_01 -.6833 .4561 1.1250
.300E -.?074 .4490 1.1384
.3507 -.?371 .4400 1._544
.4000 -._?_9 .5_92 .970b
._503 -.3123 ._b51 ._4_I
• 5000 -.Z905 .P_76 .9413
._506 -*_6_b .5_81 .9_47
.5997 -.2265 .59i5 .9011
.6502 _,_I37 .5947 .5066
.7003 -.1431 .6242 ,8bB3
.T4qT -.OQS_ .6Z90 .84_
.Tq_A ".0396 .6467 ._179
,8503 ,0031 ,6579 ,800T
.9000 .0355 .b66E ,?eTO
.9653 .1453 .6901 .7371
C01 .o16ez COCOR! .o1610
COZ .01650 COCORZ .OIS?q
C03 .01502 ¢OCOR3 .O¿50g
CD4 .0134T CDCOR4 .OlETT
C05 .01090 COCOR5 .010Zq
5PAN_ISE
XIC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -.7040 .4507 1.1354
• 1505 -,3333 -.7530 .43S0 1._570
• 1505 -.1667 -.7704 .4336 I._458
.1505 0.0000 -.7435 .4400 1.1544
.1505 .1667 -.7311 .4427 1.1495
• 1505 .3333 -.7697 .433E 1.1666
.1505 .5000 -.7435 .4414 I*1518
.4995 -.5000 -.3746 .5475 .9733
.4995 -,3333 -.3445 .5565 .9589
.4995 -.1667 -.4358 .5Z09 1,O03Z
.4995 0.0000 -.6087 .476E 1*0901
.4995 .1667 -.5107 .5077 1.0381
.4995 .3333 -.5046 .5096 1.03_0
.4995 .5000 -.4130 .5356 .9924
.7994 -.5000 -.06bb .6365 .8306
.7994 -,3333 -.0589 .6417 .0257
.7994 -.1667 -.0436 .64_7 .0Ell
.7994 0.0000 -.0312 .6489 *E145
.7094 .1667 -,0Z93 .6494 .0138
.7994 .3333 -.0296 .6502 .0126




XIC CP P,[IPT HLOC
0.00_0 1.1#63 .9930 .1007
• 0135 -.0_21 .6434 .0231
• 0271 -.3175 ,5653 ._449
.0515 -.5342 .5002 1.050e
.0?63 -,6T_O .4603 1,1195
.I012 -.7_65 ._42T 1.1495
.1994 -.9334 .3P79 1,2512
• _501 -.9807 ._T44 I._77_
.2999 -1.0164 .3614 1.3037
._9_4 -1.0522 .3_25 1.34_e
.4496 -1.0736 .3_31 1.3415
.4997 -1.064_ .3497 1.3277
._49_ -.4452 .5277 1.0053
.5994 -.273b .5779 ".9_50
.6495 -.1560 .61_6 ._70_
• 6996 -.0_16 .b32_ .8404
.T§_9 -,O_6Z .54].I .4_66
• 8003 -.0i47 .65_9 .80d4
._500 .0243 .6652 .7694
._99) .0816 .b_28 .T6_2
.9409 .13_3 *69Ab .7379
PT 72.6306 PSI CN .Z663
TT _05,5_3 K CN -.OOq5




XIC CP P_LIPT _L_C
0.0000 1,14_3 .QQ30 .1007
.OIZZ ,499]. .504_ .5603
• OZS1 .1918 .7141 .7].38
.0510 -.0795 .6333 .83_7
• 0755 -.1960 .601_ .U594
• 1000 -._9E6 .5724 .9337
.1504 -.4Z_4 .5335 .99_8
.ZOO4 -.5004 .5139 ]..0_79
._501 -.Sl_? .S097 i;_3_9
.300Z -.4623 .SZ3E _.0126
,3507 -.4412 .5296 1.00_].
• 4000 -.3857 ,545_ .97b0
.4503 -,3_28 .5599 ,9534
• 5000 -.3060 .5704 .936_
.5506 -.E641 .580h .9_07
• 5097 -*_Z9 .59Z7 *9015
• 6502 -.21_4 .5981 .8964
.700_ -.1436 .6170 .8639
.7497 -.I001 .6283 ._465
.7_98 -.0434 .6445 .8214
.8_03 -.0071 .6561 .8_35
.9000 .0Z15 .6653 .78qE
.Q483 *1301 .69b_ .7416
CO1 ,02377 COCOR1 .02291
C02 ,0_331 CDCORZ .02254
C03 .02E04 CDCOR3 .OElS].
C04 .01838 CDCOR4 .01505
CD5 .01373 COCOR5 .01330
5PAK_ISE
XlC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -.7914 .4263 1,1790
• 1505 -.3333 -.855Z .407Z 1.Z144
.].505 -.1667 -.8670 .4042 IeZ199
.1505 0.0000 -.8481 .4104 1.2054
.1505 .1667 -.0281 .4156 1.1987
• 1505 .3333 -.5712 .4025 1.2232
.1505 .5000 -.54Z4 .4114 1.2064
.4995 -.5000 -.5362 .5039 1.0644
.4995 -.3333 -.T232 *_6 [.1_0
.4995 -*1667 -.9056 *39TQ 1.2320
.4995 0.0000 -1.0642 .3497 1.3277
.4995 .].667 -1.0727 .3479 1.3315
.4905 .5000 -.86i8 .4106 1.2000
.7994 ";5000 -.1_04 16_48 ;8_i7
.7994 -.3333 -.0821 .6361 .8344
.7994 -.1667 -.0430 .6475 .016T
.7994 0.0000 -.0147 .6529 .8054
.7994 .1667 -.0].61 .6552 .5049
.7994 .3333 -.O16Z .6552 ,0048




TABLE XLVIII. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.82














_IC CP P,LIPT NL_C
0,0000 1.1783 .9993 ,03_6
.0135 .2347 .7!30 .7122
.0271 -.0391 _6314 ._379
.OSIS -.2720 .5609 .9677
,0763 -.4146 .5166 1o0191
• 1012 -,5027 .4QO0 1,0633
,1S03 -.6181 .4541 1.1736
,Iq94 -,7017 ,4289 1.1698
.2501 -,7577 .41Z5 1.1009
.E999 -,B038 ,3q86 1.2261
,3499 -,83e3 ,38_ 1,2;5_
• _99_ -,_5_6 ,38Z8 1.2566
,4496 -.8605 .3700 i,_639
.4qq? -.6643 ,439_ 1,!§36
.$49Z -,_580 .5641 ,9426
.5994 -,!000 ,$8_I ._0_9
,6495 -,1460 ,5973 ._905
,6996 -.llBP .6061 .8769
.7487 -,0834 ,6170 ,8600
,BOO3 -,0410 ,6295 .8407
• $500 ,0081 .64_9 .8171
,_993 ,0689 .6635 ,7884
,94B9 ,1373 ,6834 ,7579
L_ER SURFACE
XlC CP PpLIPT qL_C
0.0000 h1783 ,9993 .8316
.O1Z2 .2730 ,72_8 ,693R
.0251 -,0269 .63_0 ,_322
,0510 -,297_ ,5533 ,9508-
*0755 -,4033 .5200 1.0_35
.1000 -.5093 .4880 1.0666
.1504 -,_493 ,4453 1,1_03
.2004 -,7237 .422Z 1.1870
._501 -,785? ,4042 1.2155
.3002 -.8230 .39_7 1,t_72
,3507 -,8654 .3801 1,2610
,¢000 -,879_ .3753 1.2713
.4503 -.8703 .3760 1,2698
,_000 -.7256 ._Oq 1,184J
.5506 -,_813 .5570 ,9538
.5997 -.1831 ,587_ ,9863
.6502 -,1422 ._985 ,8888
.7003 -*1109 .6084 .8733
,7497 -,07_8 ,6193 .856_
.7999 -.0291 .6331 .8351
.8503 ,0109 .6457 .81_7
.9000 .0543 ,6_91 .795Z













KI¢ CP P,_IPT _LOC
0,0000 1.16_3 ,9950 ,0771
.0135 .4475 ,77_8 ,6084
,0_7i .1710 ,6976 .7360
,0515 -.0635 .$_B ,8_0
,0763 -.2181 ,5759 .9_41
• 1012 -.3153 .5509 .9637
,1503 -.4135 .5197 1.0141
.1994 -.5134 .4911 1.0614
• 2501 -.5618 .4719 1,0_0
,_999 -._937 ,4628 1.1097
.3499 -.57_6 .4692 1,008§
.3994 -.4071 .5217 1,0108
.4496 -,3521 .53_0 ,9544
.4997 --,3_8 ,5456 .07_1
.5492 -.2714 .5614 .9469
.5994 -.2378 .5719 " .9303
.6495 --.2096 ,5709 .9177
• 6996 --.I_92 .5916 ,_095
,7489 -.1Z64 ,6042 ,6790
._003 -,078Z .6ZOZ ,_551
,8500 -,0297 .6355 ,d315
.8993 ,0272 .6497 .8096
.94_9 ,0963 .6727 .7743
L_ER SUMFACE
X/C CP P,L/PT _LOC
0,0000 1.1658 .9958 ,O??I
,01_ .0409 .655_ ,BOO7
.02_1 -,_560 .5693 ,q345
.0510 -,5021 ,4923 1,0504
.0755 -,6063 .4581 1.1179
.i000 -,7053 *4336 1.1614
,1504 -,_235 ,3959 1.2311
,_004 -,897_ ,3756 1.2707
.2501 -.9416 ,3567 1,3097
,3002 -.9802 ,3457 1.3316
.3507 -I.0291 .3332 I,_5X3
,4800 -1,0528 ,3269 1,37_1
.4503 -1.0566 ,3253 1.3755
,5000 -1.0173 .3355 1.3533
.5506 -.5104 ,4864 1,0693
.5997 -,4308 ,5136 1,0Z41
._502 -.342_ ,5396 .9817
.7003 -.23_6 .5718 ._305
,?497 -*130_ ,6030 ,8_17
,799_ -.0311 .6344 .#332
.8503 .0243 .6518 .8065
.9000 .0701 .b62_ ,7q9b
,9483 *135_ .6845 ,7562
C01 .01837 ¢DCOR1 .01412
¢OZ ,0180Z COCOR2 ,01422
CO3 .01732 COCO,3 .01394
¢84 .01344 _OCOR4 .01_58
C05 ,00877 ¢0C0|5 ,00_81
SPAN_ISE
XlC YIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
.1505 ".5000 -,5998 .4605 1.1136
,1505 -,3333 -.6463 .4453 1,1404
,1505 -.1667 -.6351 .4498 1.1323
• 1505 0.0000 -,6181 ,4548 1.1z26
.150_ ,1667 -,629_ .4515 1.1294
,1509 .3333 ",6402 ,4471 1,1371
,150_ ,5000 -,6260 .4526 1,1275
.4999 -,5000 -,3921 ,5238 1,0073
.4995 ".3333 -,_326 ,5109 1.0284
,4995 -,L66T -,5268 ,4823 1,076_
.4995 0.3000 -.6643 .4395 1.1506
.4995 .1667 -.5595 ,4731 1.0920
.4999 ,3333 -.5994 .4603 1,1140
,4qq_ .5000 -,44_q .586q 1,0351
.7994 -.5000 -.1018 ,b113 *8688
,7994 -,3333 -.0797 .6183 ,S580
.7994 -.1667 -,0560 .6249 .8479
,7994 0,0000 -*0410 .6295 .8407
.7994 .1667 -,0346 .6317 .8373
.799_ .3333 -.0350 .6319 ,8371
.7994 ,5000 -*0435 *6286 .8421
_91 *03Z53 COCOR1 .03208
¢D2 ,02997 CDCOR2 .029_6
C03 .02918 CDCOR3 .02880
_04 .01649 EocnR4 o016E5
¢05 .01027 ¢0C085 .01009
$Pkq_I$E
XIC YtC CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -.3985 .522_ 1,0094
,1505 -.3333 -.4381 .5086 1.03ZE
• 1505 -.1667 -,4250 ,5130 1,0250
,1505 0.0000 -.4135 .5197 1,0141
,1505 .1667 -.43B9 .5103 1.0295
.1505 ,3333 -.4431 .5071 1.0347
.1505 ,5008 -,4280 ,5121 I,026_
.4995 --*5000 *.3358 ._401 *9809
.4995 -,3333 -.3234 ,5432 ,9760
,4995 -*1667 -.3217 .5460 .9714
.4995 0.0000 -,3220 ,5456 ,9721
,4995 .1667 -.3161 .5461 .9713
.4995 ,3333 *.3110 .5469 .9700
.4995 ,5000 -.2927 ._548 ,9574
,7994 -.5000 -.125_ ,6065 .8762
,7994 -,3333 -.1122 .60Tq ,8740
.7994 -*1667 -,0939 .6137 .8650
,79_4 0,0000 -,0782 ,6ZOZ ,8551
• 7994 ,1667 -,0736 .6221 *{5_1
,7994 ,{333 -,8713 .6203 .0549













XI: CP P,L/_T _L3C
0*0000 1,1752 ,9987 ,0432
• 313_ ,3439 .?470 ,659_
.0271 ,0625 .b6_5 .7899
,0515 -,1706 ,_910 ,9004
,0763 -_3174 .5473 ._694
• 101Z -,4119 .5176 1.0175
.1503 -.5235 .4_41 1,0731
.1994 -,6080 *4602 1.1142
,2501 -.6616 .4446 1.1415
,2999 -.70_Z *42_0 1.1713
.3699 -*7320 ,4231 I*L_3
.3994 -.7191 .4283 l,l?08
,4496 -.3_78 ,5_80 ],0004
.499? -._795 .5611 ,9474
.5492 -,_3_9 .5713 ,9312
,5994 -.2154 ,_787 ._lqb
.6495 -.1950 .5_57 ._097
• 6996 ",1490 ,_090 .8800
• 7489 -.1055 *61LO ,d693
,8003 -,0591 ,6_54 ._470
,8500 -,00_4 .6415 ,8273
.8993 .0_82 *b61_ .7917
• 9489 .1273 .6812 .7612
LO_E_ SURFtCE
X/E CP P,L/PT _LnE
0,0000 1,1752 ,9987 ,0432
.01_Z ,1574 .690_ .7469
.825t -.1388 .6017 .8_37
,0510 -,3977 .5227 1.0099
.0755 -.5071 ,4890 1,0634
,1000 -,5960 ,_618 1.1115
,1504 -.7338 ,4_04 1.1957
,Z004 -.8146 ,39?8 1,2776
,2501 -.8745 ,3804 1,2613
,3002 -.0065 ,36_0 1._859
• 350? -,9528 ,3565 1.3093
.4000 -,9730 ,3516 1.3194
,6503 -.076_ ,3507 1,3212
• 5000 -,8778 .3809 1,_602
.5506 -*41B6 ,5170 1.01_4
.5997 -.2897 .5563 ,9551
.6502 -.1753 .5916 .8994
,7003 -.0983 .6143 .0642
,?497 -,0553 .6262 .8458
.7098 -.0113 ,6399 .R_48
• 8503 ,0213 .6504 ,80_5
.0000 *064? ,66]3 ,7887
.g4R3 .1430 ,6860 *7539
C01 ,02355 CDCOR1 .0_195
CO? ,02294 CO¢ORZ .0_148
C03 ,02196 COCOR3 .01067
C04 .0146Z COCDR4 ,01409
¢05 .00942 COCOR5 .00921
SPAN_ISE
X/E _IC CP P;L/PT qLOE
.1505 -,5000 -,5033 ,4892 1,0645
,1505 -,3333 -.5489 .4774 1.0846
.1505 -.1667 -,5340 ,4790 1.0818
,1505 0,0000 -.5235 .4B41 1.0731
,1505 ,1667 *.5400 .4781 1.0834
.1505 *3333 -.5496 .4772 1,8850
,1505 ,5000 -.534b ,4789 1,08ZI
.4995 -.5000 -,3569 .5349 *9992
,_995 -*3333 -.2964 .$532 *9599
,4995 *,1667 -*2746 ,5594 ,9502
.4995 0.0000 -.2795 ,561I ,9474
*4995 *_667 -._645 .56Z9 .9446
.4995 ,3333 -,2768 .5592 .9505
,4995 .5000 -,2?49 ,5593 .9503
.?994 --*5000 -.1085 .6083 *5735
,7994 -.3333 -*OglZ .6144 .8640
.?994 -.1&67 -*0694 .6220 .8523
.7994 0,0000 -.0391 .6254 ,8470
.?994 ,1667 -.0512 *6257 .8466
,7994 *3333 -,0477 .6276 .8436
.?994 .5000 -,0515 *62T4 ,8639
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TEST 11q PT 17.9706 PSI C_ -.0070
RUN 51 TT 160,q566 K Cq -.O00q
POINT 4 RC 6.0663 MILLIOH CC ,0160
MAC4 ,81P8
ALPdA ,0032 DEG
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE
XIC CP P,L/PT MLJC XIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.1768 .9989 ,0405 0.0000 1.1768 .ggSq .0405
,0135 .2328 .7139 .7108 ,0122 .2702 .7252 .6933
,0171 -,0435 .6306 .3390 .0151 -.029& .6348 .8326
.0515 -.2740 .5b16 .9467 .0510 -.2qg7 .5538 .qSqO
,0763 -,4172 ,5171 1.0183 .0755 -,405Z ,5707 1.O1Z4
.lOiZ -,5085 .4931 1.0679 ,I000 -,5152 ,4882 1.0663
.1503 -.&239 .4555 1.122% .1504 -,6550 .4461 1*1389
,1994 -.707_ .4295 1,168q ,2004 -,7285 *4232 1.1902
.2501 -.7&20 .%1%3 1.1965 .2501 -.7993 .4061 1.2119
,2999 -,8061 .3996 1.1241 .3002 -.8255 .3937 1.2353
.3499 -.8383 .3902 1.2121 .3507 -.866g .3816 1.2589
.3994 -.65%q .3847 1.2528 *4000 -.8791 .3774 1.2671
.44g6 -.6659 .3814 1,2593 .4503 -,87?5 ,3793 1.2633
.6997 --*4930 .4q42 1.0561 .5000 --.473_ ,5002 1.0161
*5492 -*2562 .5655 .9605 .5506 -.2513 .5569 .9382
.5q94 -.I_37 .58_8 ._03_ .5997 -.1761 .5q09 .900&
,64g5 -*1507 .5q_0 .8596 .650Z -.1157 .5996 .8871
.6996 -.1242 .6063 .8766 ,7003 -.I182 .6087 .8778
,748@ -,0_53 .6169 .8602 .74_7 -.0T79 .6191 .8567
.8003 -.0621 *6301 .83_4 .7998 -,0310 .6317 .83%2
.8500 ,0006 .6463 .3140 .8503 .0110 .6670 .8137
.8993 .0705 .6641 .7875 .9000 .0562 .6598 .T942
.9489 .13_9 .6855 .7546 .9683 .1424 ,6866 .7530
C01 .02046 C OCORI .01958
C02 ,0i999 C0¢0R2 .01914
C03 .b1_33 COCOR3 .01859
C04 .01464 CDCOR4 .01427
C05 .00945 COCOR5 .00923
5P&RMISE
_lC TiC CP PwLIPT MLOC
,1505 -.5000 -.5994 .4626 1.1101
.1505 -03333 -.6503 .4474 1.1367
.1505 -.1667 -.6372 .4505 1.1311
.1505 0.0000 -.6239 .4555 1.1:_4
.1505 .1667 -.6348 .4519 1,1287
.1505 .3313 -.6477 .4481 1.1353
.1505 .5000 -.6287 .4531 1.1266
.%905 -,5000 -.4212 .5161 1,0200
.499_ -.3333 -.4813 .5038 1,0401
.4995 -.1667 -.4925 .4946 1.0554
.4995 0._000 -.4930 .4942 1.0S61
,499S .1667 -.5828 .4672 1.1021
.4995 .3333 -.5203 .4060 1.0700
.4995 .5000 -,3850 .5271 1.00|9
,T994 -.5000 -.0958 .6167 ,8636
.7994 --.3333 -.0790 .6182 .8581
.7994 -.1667 -.0553 .6268 .844_
.7994 0,0000 -.0421 .6304 .8394
,7994 .1667 -.0349 .6330 ,8353
.7994 .3313 -.0324 .6324 .8361
.7994 .5000 -.0130 .6305 .8392
TEST I1Q PT 17._692 OSI CN .llR5
RUN 56 TT 160,9350 K CM -.0067
POINT 5 RC 6.0642 _ILLION CC .016_
_AC_ .8151
ALe_A 1.00_2 DEG
UPPEP SUeFkCE LO_EP SURFAC[
_1= CP P_LIPT _L_C XIC CP PpLIPT MLnC
0.0000 1.1739 .9o88 ,0407 0,0000 1.1739 .9998 .0407
.0135 *II03 .6_00 .7631 *0122 .3759 .7575 .6%25
,0271 -.1157 ,59_5 .8877 .0_51 .0747 .6660 .7847
• 3515 -.]723 .5310 ,9957 ,0510 -.1981 .5835 ,9117
.0763 -.5151 ,4955 1.0658 .0755 --.3178 .54P3 .9678
• I012 -.599% .4637 1.1082 ,I000 -,4242 ,5165 1.01_2
• 1503 -.7152 ,4791 1.1693 .1501 -.5637 ,4718 1,0890
• 1994 -.7910 .404U 1.2142 .Z004 -,&465 .4485 1.1347
.2501 -.8656 .3o04 1.2%17 .2501 -,6964 .4354 1.1581
.2999 -.8015 .3743 1,2733 ,3002 -.7325 .4273 1.1qf8
• 3499 -.gZgl ,363% 1.2951 .3507 -.7711 .4111 1.2075
• 3991 -.9546 ,3567 1.3088 .%000 -.7899 .%064 1.2114
.4496 -.9617 .3548 1.3126 .4503 -.5000 .4q40 1.0565
.4997 -.8878 .3731 1.2757 .5000 -.3062 .5494 .9660
,5492 -.3598 ,5375 .gRsz .5506 -.2395 .5737 .9276
.5994 -.2530 .5665 .9358 .5097 -.2026 .5818 ,9148
.6495 -.1598 .5952 .8938 .6502 -.1844 .5878 .Q054
,bgg6 -.0993 .6139 *8669 .7003 -,14_g .6007 .8852
.7489 -.0631 .625[ .9476 .7497 -,1006 .6138 .9650
• R003 -.0198 .&373 .82_7 .7996 -.0436 .6301 .0398
.8500 *0218 .651_ ._063 ,8503 .0006 .6455 .8162
.8993 .0778 .6672 .7028 ._000 .0466 .6577 .7973
.9489 .1447 .6453 .7550 .94P3 .1376 .6831 .75fl3
C01 .02153 CDCOR1 .02056
C02 ,02088 COCOR2 .01986
C03 .01978 COCOR3 .01881
CD4 .01442 CDCOR4 .01394
C05 .00872 COC0_5 .00848
SPAq_ISE
XlC TIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.6673 .4419 1.1665
• 1505 -.3333 -.7343 .4230 1.1805
.1505 -.1667 -.?255 .4254 1.1761
.1505 0,0000 -,7152 .4291 1,1693
.1505 ,1667 -,6927 .4343 1.1600
.1505 .3313 -.1428 .4204 1.1853
.1505 .SO00 -.7296 .4242 1.1783
.4995 -.5000 -.5474 .4771 1.0851
.4995 -.3333 -.7815 .4089 1.?066
,4995 -.1667 -.7829 .4075 1.2092
,4995 0.0000 -.8_78 .3731 1.2757
.4995 .1667 -.9126 .3665 1.2888
.4995 .3133 -.87_? .3870 1.2580
.4995 .5000 -,7905 .4052 1.2135
.7994 ,.5000 -.1068 .6111 .869!
.7991 -.3313 -,0730 .6229 ,8509
.7994 -.1667 -.0407 .6320 .8368
.7994 0,0000 -,Olg8 .6373 ,8737
.?gg% .1667 -.0152 .6388 .8264
.7994 .3333 -.0182 .6394 .8255
.7994 .5000 -.0318 .6347 .8327
TEST 119 PT 17,96_6 PS! CN ,2414
RUN 5% TT 161.320_ K CH -.O14q




Xl¢ CP PeLIPT HL_C
0.0000 1.1_94 .9941 .0923
.0135 .0043 ,6%51 .816_
.3271 -,2451 .56_3 ,_360
.0515 -.47_8 .4_3 1.0486
.0763 _.5971 .4600 1.114_
.1012 -.6775 .4367 1.1557
.1503 -.7014 .4045 1.2148
,1994 -,8736 .380% 1.2611
.1501 -,0173 ,3641 1,_934
,2099 -.0649 .3501 1,3225
.3499 -1.0007 .3392 1.3475
.3994 -1.033% .3321 1,3606
.4406 -l.0436 ,3268 1.3713
.4097 -.9930 .3423 1,3388
.5491 -.5014 .4904 1,0626
,5994 -,4190 .517% 1.0177
.hsg5 --.3400 .5387 ._831
.b00& -._183 ,5757 .g_44
.7%89 -,0967 .61%1 ,4646
._003 -,0273 ,8334 ,8348
.8500 .0357 .6517 ,d066
*8993 ,0o10 .6&08 ,7787
.0489 .1414 .681_ .7558
LOdER SURFACE
X/C CP PeL/PT MtOC
0,0000 1,15o4 .g041 ,0923
.0122 ,478l ,7882 .5930
.0_51 .1821 .60?? .7358
,0510 -,0057 .6146 .8637
.0755 -.2192 .574? .0?59
.I000 -,3204 .5%50 .9731
,1501 -,SUOl ,4956 1.0688
.2004 -.5360 ,4824 i.0761
,2501 -,5960 .4616 1,1117
.3002 -*62P6 .%520 1.1285
.3507 -*6526 .4_38 i.i4P0
.4000 -.5178 .4893 1.0644
• %503 -.320% *5%5? ,9719
,5000 -,3066 .5501 ,0669
,5506 -,2792 .5577 ,0527
,59_7 -,2415 .5710 ,9317
• 6502 -.Z140 .5770 .9224
,7003 -,1621 ,50?7 ,0077
,7497 -*1117 ,60_8 ,8?27
.7_98 -.06%7 .6220 ,85?3
.8503 -*0100 ,63%5 .8330
.9000 ,o?4g .6408 *qoq5
• 9483 ,1119 ,6755 ,??00
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C01 .03203 COCO_I ,03110
C07 ,01018 COCOR2 .02922
C03 .02667 COCOR3 .02554
C04 *01696 COCOR4 ,01670
C05 .01048 COCOR5 .01016
SPAN_ISE
X/C ¥/C CP P.L/PT _LOC
.1505 -.5000 -.7188 .6238 1.1791
• 1505 -.3333 -.8010 .3974 1.2283
.1505 -.1667 -.8047 .3971 1.2289
.1505 0.0000 -.7914 .6045 |._148
.1505 .1667 -.?866 .4032 1,7173
,1505 .3333 -,8217 .3915 1.239_
,1505 .5000 -.8018 ,3980 1,2277
,4995 -.5000 -.6423 .446T i.1378
• 4995 -.3133 -.9313 .3601 1.3010
.4995 -.1667 -1,0114 .3353 1.3537
.4995 0,_000 -.9930 .3423 1.3388
.4995 .[667 -1,0213 .3317 1.3616
• 4995 .3333 -1.0281 .3_08 1.3636
.4995 .5000 -,9398 .3570 1.3081
• 7994 -.5000 -,1603 .5951 ,8939
• 7994 -.3333 *.1029 .6103 *8?03
.7994 -.1667 -.04?8 .6206 .8406
• 7994 0.0000 -*0273 .6336 .8_48
• 7994 ,1667 -,0207 ,63?4 .8286
• 7994 .3333 -,0208 ,6352 .8319
.7994 .5000 -.0319 ,6329 .8355
TEST119 PT 18,0845 PSI CN . ,2944
RUN 54 TT 161,74T1 K CM -,0209
POINT 7 RC 6.0715 NILLIaq CC .0275
MACH ,8213
ALPqA 3,0141 OEG
UPPEk SUPFACE LO_ER SURFACE
XI: CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC CP P;LIPT NLOC
0,0000 1,1401 ,Q879 ,1319 0.0000 1.1401 ,9879 ,1319
• 0135 -*0Q51 *$146 ,_637 .01Z2 ,5723 .8165 ,5460
• 0271 -.3437 .537_ ,)_50 .0251 ,2724 .724Z °6948
,0515 -.5724 ,4705 1,0964 ,0510 -,0032 ,6425 ,8206
,076) -,603_ ,4326 1,1631 ,0755 -.1333 ,6022 ,q830
• 1012 -.7621 ,4113 1,2022 ,lO00 -.2365 .5706 .QY24
,1503 -*8584 ,3812 1._587 .1504 -.3717 ,5289 ,q_90
.1994 -,931Q ,35QI 1.3039 .2004 -._573 ,503i 1,0413
,Z_O1 -,9988 ,3430 1,3374 ,2501 -,5065 ,4891 1,0648
,2g99 -1*0236 ,3292 1,3669 .3002 -,5357 .4777 1,0041
,3_49 -1.0_§1 ,3182 1,3412 ,3507 -.5457 ,4745 1,0895
,3gQ_ -I,03_8 ,3277 1,3703 °4000 -.4239 ,51_9 1,0252
• 44q6 -.5061 .4615 1,11_0 *_503 -.3560 ,5343 *9903
.4_97 -,52e0 ,4845 1,0724 ,5000 -,3372 .5421 .4776
,54Q2 -,4Q52 .4927 1.0590 ,5506 -.3026 ,5509 *9637
.5994 -.4601 ,5012 1.0446 .58q7 -,2624 .5611 ,Q474
• b495 -,4205 ,5150 1,3217 ,650Z -,_403 ,5696 *9339
,6q9_ -,3579 ,5322 ,9936 ,7003 -,1929 ,58_4 ,9139
,7489 -,2069 ,5534 ,959_ ,7497 -,15gl .595i ,8940
• 8003 -._!43 .5780_: ,7207 .799R -,106] .6107 ,86q7
,8500 -.1529 *5935 *a964 *3503 -,OEgl .6130 ,8662
.8993 -*0860 ,6145 ,8630 ,9000 -.0671 ,6_03 ,854q
• 9489 -.0124 ,63Q1 .8259 .9483 .0029 .6438 .3187
C01 *05247 CDCDR1 .05126
C02 .05227 CDCOR2 ,05117
C03 .04419 COCOR3 ,0_302
C04 .02006 COCOR4 ,02713
CD5 *020Q3 CDCOR5 .02030
SPANWISI
XlC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -.7847 .4051 1.2136
,1505 -.3333 -,840g ,373& 1,2747
• 1505 -.1667 -*8734 ,3740 1.2739
• 1505 0,3000 -,M504 ,3812 1,25_7
• 1505 ,1667 -,8596 ,3825 102571
• 1505 ,3333 -*q098 ,3679 1.2861
• 1505 .5000 -*8812 .3731 1.2755
,4995 -,5000 -*6938 .4313 1.1645
• 4995 -.3333 -*91g7 .3625 102969
• 4995 -*1667 -.5549 ,4720 1.0924
,4995 000000 -,5200 *4845 1.0724
.4995 .1667 -.5351 .4800 1,0802
.4995 ,3333 -,5948 .4612 1,1125
,4995 ,5000 -.0320 ,3886 1,2451
.7994 -,5000 -*1072 .5849 ,9099
,7994 -,3333 -,1545 .5934 .8966
.7994 -.1667 -.1777 .5865 .9075
,7994 0.0000 -.2143 ,5780 ,4207
,7994 .1667 -,Z016 ,5805 ,9167
.7944 .3333 -*1605 *5916 ,8995
,7994 .5000 -*1076 ,6073 ,8743
TEST 119 PT 18,0179 PSI CM ,3563
R_ 54 TT 161,7992 K CM -.0227
POINT 8 RC 6,0452 MILLIOq CC .0316
MA_q ,8209
ALPdA 4.03_i OEG
UPPER SURFACE LOWEP SURFACE
XIC CP PeL/PT XL_C _IC Co P;LIPT qLOC
0,0000 I,I039 ,9771 ,1823 0,0000 1.1039 ,9771 .IB_Y
.0135 -,2042 ,5_07 ,9164 ,0122 ,6558 ,8413 .5030
,0271 -,4460 .5080 1,0332 .0_I ,3644 .7533 .6491
*05_ --*6_g3 ,4441 1.14_4 ,05101 *O8#q .6703 *777g
.0?63 -.7821 .4059 1.21_2 .0755 -.0_45 .67_3 .a411
,I012 -,8587 .385_ 1,2517 ,I000 -.1464 .600_ ._8_I
,1503 -.9463 .3572 1,3077 .L504 -.2833 ,5577 ,95_8
,1994 -1,0128 ,3361 1.3520 .2004 -,3659 ,5320 ,9939
,2_0_ -I_0_3Z ,3228 1,3_I0 .2501 -.4044 .5L96 1,0142
,2044 -L.0098 .3093 i.4i14 ,3002 -,4112 ,5i*0 1,0i60
,349_ -1,05_4 ,3237 1,3790 .3507 -.4323 ,51_0 1.0_65
.3444 -.6649 ,4414 1.1473 ,4000 -.3893 ,5262 1,0035
,4496 -,5757 .468? 1.0495 ,4503 -.3489 ,5373 ,9854
.4997 -,5479 .47_ I*0854 .5000 -,3422 ,539Z ,9824
,_442 -,5208 ,4859 1,0701 .5506 -,3077 .5504 ,9645
,5Q44 -,4R77 ,4943 1;0561 ,599.7 -,2748 ,558fl .9530
,6495 -.4556 ,504g 1.0_83 ,_50_ -._5_i ._647 ,4_16
*6996 -,4095 ,5185 I.OL60 ,7003 -,2175 ,5766 .92_9
.?489 -.3560 ,5351 .9890 .7497 -*188? .5857 ,90_6
,Rb03 -,3017 ,5514 ,96_8 ,799_ -.1505 ,597_ ,A907
,_500 -.2515 ,5651 ,9411 ,8503 -,13R8 ,5993 .0874
*_993 -.I_65 ,5857 ,?087 ,9000 -.I_97 ,6029 .881q
,9489 -,1331 ,6028 .88_0 ,9483 -,0791 ,6191 ,0567
C01 *06601 CDCOR1 ,06464
C02 .06561 COCOR2 .06422
C03 ,07404 COCOR3 ,07276
CD4 .03734 COCOR4 003651
CO_ .03150 CDCDR5 .03093
SPANWISE
XIC YIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -,8507 ,3857 1,2505
• 1505 -.3333 -.9625 ,3501 1.3225
,1505 -.1667 -,9664 ,3512 1,3201
,1505 0.0000 -.9463 .3572 1.3077
,1505 ,1667 -,9379 .3593 1,3034
,1505 ,3333 -,9839 ,3436 1,3361
,L505 ,5000 -,9744 ,3488 1.3251
,4995 -*$000 -,6216 ,4536 1.1E57
,4995 -,3333 -.6230 ,4529 1,1270
.49_5 -.1_67 -;5540 .4750 1.0887
.4995 0,0000 -.5479 ,4769 1.0854
,4995 *1667 -.5517 ,4748 1,088q
,4995 ,3333 -,5456 .4764 1.0863
,4995 .5000 -.5464 ,4773 1.0848
,7994 -,5000 -._142 *5759 ,9240
,7994 -.3333 -,2150 ,5761 ,9237
,7994 -,1667 -.2909 ,5_40 ,9587
,7994 0,0000 -.3017 ,5514 .9628
,7994 ,1667 -.2821 .5553 ,9567
,7994 ,3333 -,2716 ,55g2 ,g504
,7994 ,5000 -.2198 ,_755 ,9246
TEST I19 PT I_,0832 aSl CN ,4390
RUN 54 TT 161,_o54 K C8 -.0320
POINT Q P_ 5.055_ MILLION CC ,O_4T
qACq .8103
ALP_ 5,0303 OEG
UPPER SURFACE LO_FR SURFACE
XtC CP P,LIPT MLq: XlC CP Pellet MLOC
0.0000 1.0620 ,_650 ,2260 0.0000 1,06_9 .q650 .2260
.0135 -*_183 ._475 ,9690 .0122 ,7313 ._647 .4603
• 0271 -,5570 ,_76_ 1,0862 *0251 ,4500 ,7802 *6060
,0_15 -,T545 ,4161 1,1932 .0510 ,1731 .6963 .73_I
.0763 -,8660 ,3805 1.2609 ,0?55 .0372 ,6540 ,8030
.10i2 -.9_53 ,3611 I,ZQ98 ,lO00 -.0622 .6_6_ .8448
.1503 -1.0188 ,3354 1,3535 ,1504 -,2042 ,5017 .9149
,1944 -1,0R84 ,3166 1,3949 ,_004 -._853 ,5587 .9512
,2501 *L*1237 ,3023 1,4275 ,2501 -.325? ,5440 .9?46
,2qq 9 -1,_09 ,2870 1.4400 .3002 -,3445 .5404 .9805
,_4gQ -,BQ79 ,3737 1,2745 ,3507 -.3536 .5378 ,9846
.3894 *.6813 ,436b 1.1560 ,4000 -,3489 .5369 ,9861
,4496 -,6458 ,448? 1.1344 ,4503 -,3265 ,5451 ,9?28
.4gq? -.6087 ,4581 1.L162 .5000 -,3217 .5459 ,9716
,549E -,5800 ,4698 1,3975 ,5506 -._945 .5559 ,9556
,5894 -.5_67 ,4748 1,0640 ,5987 -.2708 .5613 _q_70
.6495 -,5253 ,4854 1.0710 ,6502 -,2646 ,5641 ,94_6
.6496 -,4R36 ,4986 1,0487 ,7003 -._324 ,5?44 .4263
,?489 -,441_ ,5101 1,0298 .7497 -,_0_4 ,5803 ,9171
,8003 -.3791 ,5283 ,9999 ,79_8 -.1759 ,5898 ,9022
,8500 -,3165 ,5465 ,8707 ,8503 -,1651 ,_924 ,0982
,8983 -,2638 ,5643 ,94_3 .9000 -,1668 .5927 ,89?8
.948_ -.2078 ,5815 .g152 .9403 -,1222 ,6074 .8749
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C01 ,07983 COCOR1 .070qB
C_2 ,07060 COC082 .06961
C03 ,06238 CDCOR3 ,06145
CD4 .04810 COCOR4 ,04748
C05 ,04156 COCOR5 .04111
SP4H_ISE
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
,1505 -,5000 -.9192 .3646 1,2927
,1505 -,3333 -1.0430 .3233 1.3689
,1505 -.1667 -1.0363 ,3302 1,3649
.1505 0.0000 -1,0180 ,3354 1.3535
.1505 ,[66T -.8880 .3438 1,3357
,1505 ,3333 -1,0611 ,322B 1,3810
,1505 ,5000 -1.0481 .3266 1.3727
,4895 -*5000 -.6713 ,4410 1,1479
.4995 -,3333 -,6552 .4432 1.1440
,4985 -.1667 -,6117 ,4582 1,1176
,4495 0,3000 -,6087 ,4541 1.1162
.4995 .1667 -.5866 ,4666 101031
,4995 ,3333 -,5701 .4666 1.1031
,4895 ,5000 -,5688 ,4?04 1,0q57
.7994 -,5000 -.2578 *5657 ,9401
.7994 -,3333 -,2489 ,5684 ,9358
.789_ 0,0000 -,3?91 .3283 .9qqg
,7994 .1667 -,3748 ,5303 ,gg6T
.7994 ,3333 -,3765 ,5283 ,9975







XIC CP PpLIPT 4LqC
0.0000 1.0100 ,9492 ,2739
• 0135 -,4265 .5162 1.0198
.0271 -.6631 .;4Z6 1,1451
.0515 -.8_03 .3n_7 1.2490
.0763 -.0507 .3967 1.3098
• lOIZ -1,0064 ,33o2 1.3499
.1503 -1.0_4_ .314T 1.3993
.1994 -1.1902 .2966 1.4409
.Z501 -1.1843 .ZB?6 1.4625
.2999 -1.1370 .3009 1.4311
.3499 -.8521 .3954 1.2915
,3994 -.7430 .4106 1.1968
.4496 "*7039 .4341 1.1604
• 4QQT -,6687 .4407 1.14_6
.5492 -.6359 ._530 1.1254
.5994 -.6004 ,_622 1.1107
.6495 -.564Q e4719 1.0939
• 6996 --a_9_ .4843 1.0729
.7489 -.4836 .49_1 1.0497
.8003 --.4326 .5147 1.0222
.9500 --.3_07 ,52@5 .9981
.9g93 -.3275 .5464 .9709
.9489 -.2797 p55_5 *9515
lq.0795 PS| CH .5109
160.8691 g CN -.0369




XIC ¢P P_LIPT RL_C
0,0000 1,0100 .9492 ,2739
.0122 .8072 ,_891 ,4151
.0251 .5308 .8038 ,5673
.0510 .2556 ,7220 ,6993
.0755 .1199 .6901 .?b30
.I000 ,0175 ,6497 .9111
.1504 -.1221 .6061 .R??O
• 2004 -.2106 ._804 .9170
.2501 -.2524 ,5696 .9355
._002 -._799 .5596 .94a8
,3507 -.9012 .5521 ,9619
,4000 -.3079 .9910 .9634
.4503 -.2925 .5577 .95_7
.5000 -.3023 ,9516 ,9676
.5_06 -,2940 ,9998 .9495
,5997 -.2677 .5629 .9449
.6502 -.2719 .5606 .9481
.?003 -.2499 .36B9 .9350
• 7497 -.2EB5 .5751 .9253
.7qQ_ -.2006 .5946 *9105
• 0503 -.2010 .5937 ,9119
.9000 -.2179 .9794 ,918_
.0423 -,1709 .58_9 .903?
C01 .09553 CDCOR1 .09427
CD2 ,09631 CDCOR2 .09511
CD3 .10169 C0¢0R3 .10079
CD4 ,06094 CDCOR4 .06024
COg .05236 CDCOR5 .09186
$PAMHISE
XIC YIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -1.0074 .3389 1.3460
• 1505 -.3333 -1.1195 .3055 1.4202
.1505 -.1667 -I.1150 ,3075 1.4156
.1509 0,_000 -1.0949 ,3147 1,99_3
• 1503 ,1667 -1.0791 ,3173 1,3934
.1305 .3333 -1.1250 ,3039 1.4240
.1505 .5000 -1.1159 ,3072 1.4162
.4995 -.5000 -,6334 .4516 1,1299
.4995 -.3333 -.6459 .4484 1.1349
.4995 -.1667 -.6623 .4445 1.1419
.4995 0.3000 -,6697 .4407 1.1496
.4995 .1667 -.6477 .4472 1.1369
,4995 .3333 -.6370 .4511 1.1302
.4995 .5000 -,6175 .4590 1.1180
.7994 -.5000 -.3109 .5491 .9664
.7994 -.3333 -.3227 ,5495 09723
.7994 -.1667 -.3919 .5255 1,0049
,7994 0.0000 -.4326 .514T 1.0222
,7994 .1667 -.4485 .5075 1.0341
.7994 ,3333 -.4274 .5139 1,0237





TABLE XLIX. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.82









Xl: CP P.LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,1764 .=092 .0337
• 0135 ,2348 ,7139 ,7105
,0271 -.0420 ,6306 ._3d%
• _515 -,2588 .5650 .9410
,0763 -.4065 ,5206 1,0124
.1012 --,4096 .4919 1.05@_
• 1503 -.6166 ,4566 1.1203
.199_ -.702_ .4304 1,1669
,2501 -.7518 .4147 1.1959
• 2999 -,_033 ._014 I,ZZO6
• 3499 -.8309 *3025 1.2375
,3994 -.P47l .3871 1,24_1
.4496 -.8_28 .3P57 1,2508
,_997 -.4068 .5199 1.013_
,_492 -.Z32_ .57Z7 .928%
._994 -.1_0_ .5080 ,_Ot9
• 6495 -,1561 .SQSB .9928
.6996 -*I259 .6051 .8783
.748_ -.0_68 .5161 .8612
.8003 -.0412 .6304 .d392
._500 ,0073 ,b_56 ._150
,6993 *0708 .6643 .7871
,0489 ,1386 ,6_54 .7546
31.7516 PSI C_ "*0229
180,8467 K CH .0028
9.0749 qILtION CC *0168
.0000 _EG
LD_ER SURFACE
XIC CP PpL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1764 .9992 .0337
,0122 .2717 ,7251 .6932
.02_I -,0Z40 .6359 *9309
.0510 -.zgob .5554 .9562 "
.0755 -.3_5_ .5239 1,0069
,I000 -,5096 .488 o 1.0650
.1504 -.6_13 .4461 1.118_
.2004 -.7257 ,4234 1,1797
,Z501 -.7840 .40_9 1.2140
.3002 -.92_2 ,3930 1.73_o
.3507 -,8669 .3Bl? 1.25_7
,_000 -,%814 .3767 1,2684
.4503 -.8771 .37_3 1.2652
.5000 -.5831 .4665 1.1030
.5506 -.2_21 ,5577 ._SZ?
.5997 -.1907 .5852 .0003
.6502 -*1505 .5975 ,9901
.7003 -.11_6 ,60_ .8730
.7497 -,0764 ,6191 .8565
.7990 --*0_3 ,6343 .83_2
*_503 .0096 *b_bZ ._147
,qO00 .0526 ,6588 47055
,_83 .1423 .6965 .75_q
CO1 .0100_ COCOR1 *01500
C02 .01762 CDCOR2 ,01496
C03 .01604 COCOR3 *01466
CD4 ,014_1 CDCOR4 .01310
C05 .00993 COCOR5 ,0094_
SPAN_[SE
XIC YIC C_ P*LIPT RLOC
• 1505 -.3000 -*5600 .4741 1.0900
,1505 -,3333 -46254 ,4P40 1.1249
• 1505 -,1667 -,6340 ,4521 1.1282
,1505 0.0000 -.6166 ,4566 1.12_3
• 1505 .1667 -.59_5 ,4625 1,1101
• 1505 .3333 -,6307 .4524 1,1277
,1505 .5000 -.59_3 .4641 1.1073
,_995 -.5000 -.3732 .5310 ,Q955
• 4995 -.3333 -,3255 ,5447 .9733
,4095 -*1667 -,3740 .5296 ,9977
.4995 0.0000 -.4068 .519q 1.0135
• 4995 .1667 -,3971 ,5_36 1.0072
.4995 .3333 -,4046 .5200 1.0120
• 4995 .5000 -.3469 .5360 .9641
.7994 -*5000 -.1039 .6122 .0672
,7994 -.3333 -,0809 .6196 ,0558
,7994 -,1667 -,0567 .6269 *8446
.7994 0,_000 -.041_ .6)04 48392
.7994 .1667 -,0355 .6_20 ,8353
,7994 .33)3 -.0354 .6333 ,0346





XlC CP _LIPT _L_C
0.0000 1.1711 .9975 .0595
.0135 ._491 ,7771 ,6109
,0271 .1733 .6966 ,7373
,0515 -,0537 *6272 ,84_1
,0763 -,2120 .5766 ._227
*1017 -.3062 .5503 .9644
.1_03 -.414_ ,5153 1.0211
.1994 -.5179 .4_99 1.0633
.2501 -.5462 .4_Z2 1,0763
*2999 --.5750 .4706 1.0961
.3490 -.5905 .4659 I.I041
.3994 -.4839 ._55 I*053_
.4496 -,3478 .537_ ,_842
.4997 -.3197 .5460 .9712
.5492 -,2700 ._623 ,9453
,5994 -,2389 ,56_0 .)353
.6495 -.2043 .5826 .9133
*69q6 --.1695 ,_925 ,_976
.7489 -.I169 ,6097 .9711
.RO03 -.0783 .6194 .8561
.5500 -*0310 .6323 .0302
._993 ,0261 ,6504 ._053
.9489 .0034 ,57_5 ,7743
FT 31.75_9 PSI CN -.7661
TT 180.9647 K Cq *0157




XlC CP P_L/PT _L_
0.0000 I*1711 ,9975 .0595
*0122 *0567 .6§8_ .7963
.0251 -,2414 .5714 .930_
.0510 -,4_65 .4_57 1.0536
.0755 -.5o21 .461_ 1,11?0
.1000 -.68_0 ._365 1.155_
*1504 -._036 ,3971 1*2258
,2004 -,8950 ,3764 1,2690
*Z501 -.9561 ,3_qo 1,3040
.3002 -*_857 .3465 1,329_
.3507 -i*017_ .3335 1,3577
.4000 -1.0403 .3_6_ 1.37_2
.4503 -1,0401 ._%4 1,3686
,5000 -,9578 .3528 1.3168
,5506 -.4955 .4041 1.0563
,5997 -.422_ .5120 1.0265
,6502 -,335_ ,5420 .9752
,7003 -.2418 .57_7 .9121
.7497 -.1185 .6092 .8718
*79Q_ --,0446 .6206 *9604
,8503 ,0153 ,6164 .8145
,9000 .0684 .6632 ,7886
,9_83 ,1_45 .6_50 .7553
C_1 403399 COCR1 .03357
CD2 ,03312 CD¢0R2 ,03254
C03 ,03045 COCOR3 .03008
C04 ,02402 CDCOR4 ,0237?
C05 ,01136 CDCOR5 *01111
5PtNWlSE
XIC YIC CP P_L/PT Rt_C
• 1505 -.5000 -.3508 .5361 ,9872
,1505 -,3333 -.4009 .5201 1,01_2
• 1505 -,1667 -,419q .5149 1.0219
• 1505 0.0000 -.4148 ,5153 1,0211
.1505 .1667 -.4050 .5197 h0139
,1505 .3333 -.4217 .5138 1.0216
.1505 .5000 -.3900 ,5239 1,00?0
.4995 -,5000 -,3442 .5388 ,9829
,4995 -.3333 -.3347 .5397 ,_013
,4995 -,1667 -.3261 .5456 ,9719
.4995 0.0000 -,3197 ,5460 ,9712
.4995 ,1667 -,3167 .54?1 .969%
.4995 .3333 -.3135 .5462 .9710
.4995 ,5000 ",2863 .5_76 .g_27
.7994 -.5000 -.1254 ,6052 .0700
.7994 -.3333 -,1123 .6064 .8763
.7994 -.1667 -,0913 ,6151 ,8625
• 7994 0,_000 -,07_3 *6194 *_561
• 7994 .L667 -.0702 .6219 .8522
.7994 .3333 -*0700 .bIg3 .8_63




_r 31._534 _SI CN -.1354
Tr 1_1*%_74 K C8 .0077




_lC CP P,LI_T HL3C
0.0000 1.1749 .99_3 .0492
.0135 .3394 .7452 .6616
40271 .0616 ,6612 ,7917
• 0515 -.1617 .592_ ._74
• 0763 -13197 .54_1 ._712
• 1012 -.4101 .5174 1,_177
• 1503 -,5270 .4822 1,0762
,1994 -.6113 .4561 1.1212
,2501 -*65_8 .4419 1.1463
,2999 -.7088 .4266 1.1735
.3499 -.73%7 ,41_3 1.1_1
.3994 -.7483 .4159 1.1935
.4496 -*6824 .4332 1.1619
.4997 -.2_39 *5562 ,0551
,3492 -,2337 ,5706 ,9321
.5094 -,2105 ._777 ._210
.6495 -.1948 .5951 ._0_
• 6996 -.1503 .5969 ,5010
.7489 -.1070 ,6107 .4695
,_003 -,05?6 ,6247 .84?8
,8500 -.0056 ,6393 *8255
,8993 ,059_ ._Sq_ ,7_5
.9469 ,1291 .67%5 .7652
LnW£_ SUPF_CE
X/C CP P*L/PT _LOC
0,0000 1,1749 *99%3 .0492
,0122 ,1671 .6930 ,742%
• 0251 -.1247 .6048 .%?_7
.0510 -*3766 *5275 1,_011
.0755 -,4896 ,4946 1,05_3
,1000 -.5815 .4603 1,1052
.1504 -.7239 *4225 1.1_I3
• 2004 -,7995 ,3090 1,2252
,2501 -,8559 ,3921 1.2579
.3002 -,%965 *3699 1,2820
.3507 -,9_22 .3566 1,3099
• 4000 -*9618 .3512 1,3201
.4503 -.9584 .3492 I._242
•5000 "*0642 ,3499 1,3229
• 5506 -.4373 .50%8 I*0317
• 5997 -,3053 .5499 ,0665
,6502 -,1924 ,5827 .0131
.?003 -.1064 .6102 ,%?03
.7_7 -*0587 ,6253 .8469
,?_90 -.0091 ,639_ ,8252
• d503 ,0292 ,6490 .8002
,9000 .066? .6617 ,7911
.9483 .1502 .694_ .75_3
C01 ,02430 CDCORI .02344
COZ .02354 COCOR2 ,02270
C13 ,02239 CI)C9R3 .02170
CD4 .01722 COCOR4 ,01694
C05 .01020 COCQR5 .oOqq3
SPANdlS£
X/C Y/C CP PeL/PT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.4706 .4979 1.0490
• 1505 ".3333 ".52TB .4820 1.0766
,1505 -,1667 -,5387 .4502 1.0797
• 1505 0.0000 -.5270 ,4S22 1.0762
.1505 .1667 -.5113 .4534 1.0742
,1505 .3333 -,5426 ,4??5 140842
,1505 .5000 -.5142 .48?6 1.0671
.4995 -,5000 -,3503 *5334 ,9916
.4995 -,3333 -.3076 .547? .96%6
,4995 -,1667 -,2916 ,5564 ,9547
.4995 0.0000 -,2839 .5062 .9551
,4995 ,1667 -,2726 ,5594 ,9500
• 4995 ,3333 -,2784 ,5565 .9544
• 4995 ,5000 -.2733 ,5589 ,9507
.7994 -.5000 -.1141 *6067 .875_
.7994 --,3333 -.0925 .6125 4%668
.7994 -*1667 -.0702 .6203 ,8547
.7994 0.0000 -*05?6 ,624? 484?8
,7994 .1667 -.0401 ,62&4 ,8452
,7994 .3333 -.046? .6264 *8453
















KIC CP PJLIPT qLOC
0.0000 1.1737 .oo87 .04Z7
• 0135 ,2332 .71Z0 .7136
• 0271 -.0461 ,6303 .839Z
.0515 -.2676 .5639 .q42B
,0763 -.4072 .5185 1,0158
,101Z -,5070 ,4902 1,062B
,_503 -.6227 ,4569 1.1199
,1994 -.705_ ,4_91 1,1693
• 2§01 -,7555 ,4IZ4 1.ZOO0
,2999 -.e052 ,4009 1.2215
,3_qq -,934_ .390_ 1.2415
,3994 -.6401 ,383e 1.z544
.4496 -,B56q ,3_40 1.2540
• 4997 -.3_4_ ,5293 ,9993
,549Z -.2366 ,§716 *_30?
.5094 -,1806 ,5875 ,9057
.6495 -,;598 .5963 .89Z0
.6Q96 -,_Z60 .60_3 ._TeO
.7489 -*0657 ,6160 .B6_4
.RO03 -.04)3 ,6311 ._3RO
.$_00 .0077 .6_67 .8140
_93 .07_1 .663z .?ss6
,9409 .1_84 ,6854 .7546
LOVER SURFACE
X/C CP PeLIPT NL_C
0,0000 1.1737 ,qo_7 ,O_Z7
,O122 .2700 .7Z56 .69_4
• OZSI -,0E45 ,6369 .8_9Z
,0510 -,Z_86 ,557_ .9S29
,0755 -,3085 ,5Z42 1.0065
,1000 -.5076 ,4900 1,0631
• 1504 -.649_ *4489 1.1139
.ZOO4 -,7195 .4248 1,177Z
• 2501 -,7790 ,4052 1.2134
,3002 -,a24Z ,3961 1,2307
,3507 -,9612 .3925 1,2570
.4000 -.67ZZ ,3765 1,2688
,4503 -,8750 .3792 1,2636
.5000 --.4_Z4 .49t_ 1.04_3
,5506 -.ZbBZ ,56_0 ,9456
,5097 -.187Z ,585_ ,9088
• b_O2 *.1656 ._q?_ .87pO
,7003 -,1161 ,6083 ,m733
,7497 -*0765 ,618? *6571
,T90B ".0299 .6352 ,8317
.6503 .0105 .6475 ,6127
.9000 ,OSSB _6580 .7967
,9483 .14Zg .6867 ,7§E6
C01 .02005 COCOR1 ,01911
CDZ ,01963 COCOR2 ,01865
C03 ,01867 C_ORO ,0176_
C04 ,01563 ¢0COR4 ,01935
CD_ ,01038 CDCDR_ .01010
SPAN_ISE
X/C YlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
• /SOP -,SO00 -,_635 ,4736 l.OqIO
• 1_0_ -.3333 -,6294 ,432g 1.1268
.1SO_ -,1667 -,6353 .4_01 1,1_17
,1505 0,0000 -,6ZE7 .4§69 1.1199
,1505 .1667 -.6031 .4616 I.LII6
,1505 .3333 -,6329 ,4518 1.1287
.1S05 ,_000 -.5971 ,4617 1.II15
.499_ -,SO00 -.3731 .S31B ,994Z
.4995 -,3333 -.3171 .5469 .9666
.4999 -.1667 -.3959 .5231 1.0083
,499_ 0,0000 -,384§ .9283 .9998
.4999 .1667 -,3_57 ,5280 1.0004
,4995 ,3333 -.3709 ,5327 .99Z7
.4995 ,5000 -.3651 ,_324 ,9931
.7994 -*SO00 -.1019 .6147 .8634
.7994 -.3333 -.0764 .621_ .8528
.7994 -.1667 -.0_69 .6267 .8446
,7994 0.0000 -.0433 ,6311 .8380
,7994 ,1667 -.0398 ,6334 ,8345
,7994 ,3333 -.0366 ,6341 .8334













XIC CP P_LI_T _LOC
0.0000 1.17Z3 ._QSO .0531
,0135 .1193 ,6795 ,7636
.0271 -,1T57 ,_89_ .90ZO
._5i_ -.3615 ,5339 .9907
,0763 -,_04Z .4910 1.0614
.lOlZ -.5_60 .466i I.!039
.1503 -.7084 .429_ 1.1688
.1994 -,7031 .4040 i,_42
.IS01 -.844_ '3898 I,_4Z9
,2999 -,BOO§ *374_ 1.2723
,3499 *,9775 ,3637 1.2944
.3994 -.945_ ,3STI 1.307@
.4496 -,9550 .3556 1.3111
.4997 -,7503 ,4170 1,1914
.$49Z -,3598 ,5344 ,9900
,5994 -,2361 ,57i9 - ,_301
.64_5 -.1462 ,_9q_ ,8879
,6996 -.IOZO .6137 .8649
.7489 -,064_ .624Z ,_49_
.8003 -.0354 ,6329 .8353
.9500 .02_S .64_4 ,8098
+_903 ,0780 ,6660 ,73_4
,9489 ,1_08 ,6858 .7540
LOWER SURfaCE
XlC CP P,LIPT qLOC
0,0000 l,l?Z3 .9980 .0531
.0122 .379_ .75R3 ,6410
*OZSl .O_Z1 .667_ ,7_16
.0510 -.lR74 ,5866 ,9070
.075_ -.3045 ,5514 ,9626
,1000 -.4143 ._I_0 1,0166
,1504 *.5564 .4754 l,OqTq
,ZOO4 -.644_ .4497 1,13_5
,ZSO1 -.6917 .4360 1.1569
.300Z -,7307 .4_31 1.1803
.350? -,771q .4108 1.2030
,4000 -.7835 .4061 1.2119
.4503 -,$797 .469_ I*,0985
.5000 -,_d55 .557_ .95_9
.5506 ",_344 .$7Z3 *9_9_
.5997 -,ZO80 ._804 ,9i67
,650Z -.1937 .5851 ,9094
.7003 -.1483 .$997 .8865
.7497 -.1029 .61_7 ,8664
.?q9B -.0460 .6297 .B40Z
,_503 -,0037 .641_ .82_1
.9000 .0387 .6541 .8027
,9483 ,1339 ,6837 ,7572
C01 ,0210Z CDCDR1 .020Z2
CDZ .02033 COCOR2 ,01929
C03 ,019E9 CDCOR3 .01_60
C04 .01§44 COCOR4 ,01515
C_ .00963 C DCOR_ .00946
SPANW|S/
XlC YIC CP P*LIPT MLOC
,150_ -,5000 -.6435 ,4490 1.1337
.1505 -,3333 -,7111 ,4281 1.171Z
,1505 -,1667 -.72Z9 ,4ZS7 1,1755
.150S 0*9000 ".7084 .4294 1.1666
• 1505 .1667 -,6867 .4360 1,1569
,1505 .3333 -,7E62 .4233 1.1795
.1505 .5000 -,7016 .4321 1,1638
.4995 -.5000 -,4536 .5053 1.036?
.4995 -.3333 -,5020 ,4910 1,0614
.4995 -,1667 -.7415 .4170 l,lOq9
.4q95 0.0000 -.7503 .4170 1.1914
,4995 ,1667 -.8490 .3861 1.2500
.4995 ,3333 -.8873 .3743 1,2731
.4995 ,5000 -,7928 .4023 1,2190
,7994 -.5000 -.1144 .6084 .8731
,7994 -.$333 -.0776 ,6191 .8566
.7994 -,1667 -.0438 .6303 .8393
,7994 0.0000 -.0354 .63Z9 ,0353
.7994 .1667 -.0154 .6384 .826E
.7994 .3333 ",0133 ,638S ,8266





XIC _P P,L/_T NLqC
0.0000 1,1619 .9_47 .0_67
.0139 .OISZ ,6472 ,8132
,0_71 --.24Z7 .5671 ._377
.0519 -.4726 .5010 1.0446
.0763 -;3974 .4634 1.1086
,10i2 -.66_0 .4393 1.1510
.1503 -,?_IP .40_7 1._1Z6
,1994 -,8_61 .3808 1.2603
,ZSOl -.91Z5 ,365q I.Z_O0
.2999 -,956Z ,3517 1,3190
.3409 "1,0051 *3404 1._4Z6
.3994 -1,0154 ,3325 1,3§99
.4496 -I*02_B ,329b 1,3662
.4997 -.9402 ,3590 1.3040
*_49Z -.47Z? ,498? 1.0486
._994 -,3796 ,P262 1,0032
*6495 -._909 ,5519 ,963Z
.6996 -.1573 .5051 ._938
.?469 -,0762 ,6190 ,3_67
.B003 -,015? .6364 ,_qO
.8500 ,0335 ,651_ ,_072
*_993 ,0_48 *669_ ,761_
.9469 .1410 .6_54 .?546
PT 31.85E5 PSI CW ,2118
TT le0,8409 K Cq -,0073




X/C CP P,L/PT _LOC
0,0000 1,1619 .9947 .0867
,0122 ,_819 .7_06 .5921
•0251 ,185Z .697E *7363
.0510 -.0902 ,6166 .8604
• 0755 -.2151 ,5?89 ,919_
• 1000 -,3186 *5455 ,9721
.1504 -,4@15 .4966 1,0570
.ZOO4 -.5349 .47RS 1*0026
.250! -,5q66 ,4616 1,1116
.3002 -,6342 .449_ 1.1329
,3507 -._697 ,4417 1,1467
,4000 -.6468 .4446 1,1416
,4503 -,3766 *52?5 1.0011
.5000 *,3111 .5493 .9660
,5506 -,2806 ,$570 .9538
.599? -,2466 .Sbb6 .93B5
,650Z -,2200 ,57?7 ,9209
• 7003 -.1700 ,5912 ,8998
.740? -,12_0 .6049 ,9786
,?QQ8 -,0676 .6207 ,_41
,6503 -,0Z68 ,6328 .8354
.9000 .0165 .6475 .81Z9
• 9463 .1114 ,6?65 .76_3
C01 .02907 CDCOR1 ,02603
¢02 .02759 COCOR2 ,02637
C03 .0_494 ¢0COR3 .0Z380
CO4 ,01367 C0C0R4 ,01312
C05 .00953 COCOR5 ,O09ZO
SP&NW[SE
_IC Y/C CP P,L/PT HLOC
,1505 -,5000 *,6939 ,4309 1.1661
,1505 -.3333 -,?837 ,4032 1.2173
.1505 -.1667 -,788B .4021 1.2192
,1505 0.0000 -.T$15 .4057 1,21Z6
,1505 .1667 -.7446 .4155 1,1943
,1505 ,3333 -,8030 ,3973 1.2204
,1505 ,5000 -.7684 *4003 1.2076
.4995 -.5000 -.5Z57 .4832 1.0746
,4995 -*3333 -,6966 ,4318 1,1643
,4995 -.1667 -.8994 ,3670 1.2878
,4995 0.0000 -,q40z ,3590 1,3040
,4995 .166? -.9806 ,3453 1.3325
,4995 .3333 -1.0146 .3356 1.3532
.4905 *5000 -.6922 ,3692 1,2833
,7994 -,5000 -.2043 ,378? .q195
.?994 -,3333 -,]155 .6057 .6772
.7994 -,166? -.0541 ,6252 .0471
.7994 0.0000 -,0157 .6364 .0290
,7994 .1667 -.0161 .63_q .8306
,?994 .3333 -.0075 ,6386 ,R269

















XI= CP PsL/PT _LD_
0,0000 1.1365 .9870 ,1369
• 0135 -.1023 ,6119 ,_677
• 0271 -.3540 .53_0 .9874
.0515 -.5797 .4705 1.09_3
• 0763 -.7036 .43_9 1.1606
• 101Z -,7608 .4135 1.1980
• 1503 -.8663 .3820 1.2579
.1994 -.9360 .35Q8 1.30_3
.2501 -.9825 .3447 1.3336
.Z999 -1.0320 .3314 1.3622
.3499 -1.0_93 .31_2 1.38_1
.3994 -I.0O00 .3146 1.3995
.4496 --.6_47 .433_ 1.1607
.4907 --.5355 ,4flZ9 1.0751
.549_ -.4070 .4951 1.05_5
.5994 -,4469 .5074 1,0340
.6495 -.3873 .5267 1.0024
.6996 -.3100 .5491 ._663
.74d9 ".ZZ2T ._768 ._ZZ4
.8003 -.1516 .5966 ,_915
.8500 -,0795 .5182 .8590
.B993 -,0056 .6418 ,_Z15
.9489 ,037e .6_48 .8016
LOdER SURFACE
XIC C p PpL/PT HLOC
0.0000 1.1365 ,9870 ,1360
• 0122 .5726 .8163 ,5461
.025_ .2807 .7281 *6_b
.0_10 *0040 .6464 .8146
• 0755 -.1249 .6081 .8737
• I000 -,1324 .5?32 o9180
• 1504 -.3679 .53?6 .9978
.2004 -.4550 .5054 1.0374
• 2501 -.5171 .485B 1.0702
.3002 -.5144 .487_ 1.0666
,3507 -.SI10 .4802 1.0661
,4000 -.4157 ,5183 1,0161
.4503 -.3592 .532? .9027
.5000 -*3396 ,5420 .97?7
.5506 -.3009 ,554_ .9581
• 5997 -.2607 *_638 .9429
,6502 -.2369 .5722 .9_97
• 7003 -.1903 ,5853 ,9091
.?4qT -.1512 .5984 *_887
.7998 -.1028 s6114 .5_85
.8503 -.0760 .6192 .8564
.9000 -,0444 .6304 .8391
.9483 .0280 .6SIB .q062
C01 ,04690 COC0_1 ,04634
CO2 ,04039 CDCOR2 .0_977
CO3 ,03316 CDCOR3 ,0326S
C04 .019Z5 CDCOR4 .01894
CO5 .01714 CDCOR5 ,01188
SPANNZSE
XIC T/_ CP P,LIPT HLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.7585 .412T 1.1994
.1505 -.3333 *,8563 ,3810 1.7599
• 1505 -.1667 -.8591 .3803 1._613
,1505 0.0000 -.8663 .38Z0 1.2579
.150_ .166T -,8240 .3929 1.2369
.1505 .3333 -.e795 ,3740 1,?TOg
.1505 .5000 -,8509 .3828 I.?$63
,4995 -,5000 -.5384 ._786 1*0824
,4995 -.3333 -.5825 .4667 1.10Z9
.4995 -.1667 -,5723 .4698 1.0975
.4995 0.0000 -.5355 .4829 1,07_1
.4995 *166T *,5129 ,4863 1.0693
.4995 .3333 -,5585 ,4739 1,0903
.4995 .5000 -.6643 .4419 1.1463
.7994 -,SO00 -.24_2 .5683 ,9358
.7994 -.3333 -*16_0 .5948 .8943
,7994 *.1667 -.1156 .6075 .8745
.7994 0.0000 -,1516 .5966 .8915
.7994 .1667 -,171_ .589T .9022
.7994 .33_3 -,1298 .6042 ,8797













XlC CP P_L/PT _LqC
0.0000 1.1075 .9781 .17_2
• 013_ -,2102 .5703 .?1_4
• 0271 -,4_19 .5055 1,0373
.0515 -,6412 .4470 1.1372
.OTb3 -,7855 .408_ 1.2074
• 1012 -,8454 ,3886 1._451
• 1503 -,9353 .3592 1.3035
• 1994 -1,0199 .3387 1.34_4
.Z501 -1.0568 ,3245 1.3772
.2999 -1.0o5_ .3145 1.3988
,3499 -.8712 .3807 1.2605
.3994 -.5_62 .464_ 1.1060
.4496 -.5_78 .4790 l.Ofll?
• 4997 -.5190 .4859 1.0700
.5492 -.4955 .4935 1.0573
.5994 -._672 ,5035 1.0405
.6495 -.4235 .516V I*OIPS
• b@96 --.3792 .527_ 1.0004
.7489 -.3248 .5456 *9719
• 8003 --.2766 .5592 .9503
.8_00 -*2251 ,5758 .9240
._993 -.1780 *58_q *_035
.R489 -.1108 .61[9 ._677
LOaE_ SU_FAC_
XlC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1075 .q?Sl .1782
.01_ ,6554 .8427 .500_
,0251 .3636 .7526 .6500
.0_10 ,0897 .6689 .779_
.0755 -.0435 .6320 ._367
.I000 -.14_7 ,5991 ,8_76
*1504 -.Z_89 ,5551 .9568
*Z004 -,375? .5326 ,9929
,2_01 -.4148 .5185 1.0158
.3002 -.4208 .5182 1.0163
,3507 -.4462 .5091 1.031_
.4000 -.3971 ,5249 1.00_3
.4503 -.3618 .5351 .9888
,5000 --,3498 .5371 ,9_55
.5506 -.3188 .5469 ,9698
.5997 -*2799 .5600 .9489
.6502 -.2702 .5631 .9440
.?003 --.2336 .5720 .9_9_
.749? -.1948 .5849 .9098
.7998 -.1594 .59_6 ._945
._503 -,1462 ,5996 ,5867
,9000 -.1451 .59M8 .8880
,94F3 -.0732 .6232 ,850_
C01 .06414 CDCOR1 ,06349
C02 *05652 CDCOR2 .05607
C03 .04706 COCOA3 .0_644
C04 .0Z892 CDCDR4 .0285_
C_5 ,02091 CDCOR5 ,02052
SPAN_ISE
_l¢ ¥1C CP P,LIPT ntOC
.1505 -,5000 -.835_ .3901 1,2423
.1505 -,3333 -,9405 .3575 1,3070
.1505 -.1667 -.9455 .3579 1.3063
.1505 0,0000 -.9353 .3597 1.30_5
,1505 .1667 -,9097 .3675 1.2867
.1505 .3333 -.9629 .3507 1.3711
.1505 .5000 -,9357 .3608 1.3003
.4995 -.5000 -.4340 .5107 1.0256
.4995 -.3333 -,4667 .5015 1.0439
.4995 -.1667 ".5345 .4822 1.0762
,4995 0,0000 -.5190 ,4859 1,0?00
.4995 .1667 -.5074 .4884 1.0657
.4995 .3333 -,5_44 .4840 1.0732
.4995 .5000 -.5178 ,4873 1.0677
.7994 -,5000 -.2663 ,5679 .9443
.7994 -,3333 -._[2§ .5791 ,91_
.7994 -.1667 -._489 ,56_3 .940_
.7994 0.0000 -*Z?6b *5592 .9503
*7994 .16_? ".2748 .5604 *9484
.7994 .3333 -,2581 .5653 ,9405
.T994 ,5000 -*2140 ,5759 ,q738
TEST 119 ,3455
RUN ?0 -.0127
POINT 9 RC q.0884 _ILLIDH CC ,0355
_C4 .8273
ALP_tA 5.0303 _9
UPPE_ SURFAC_ LO#E_ SURFACE
_IC CP PttlPT HLO[ XfC C_ PeLleT qLOC
0.0000 I*0676 .9659 .Z231 0,0000 1.0676 .0659 .22_I
.0135 -,3009 .5513 .9627 ,0122 ,7748 .8622 .4649
.0271 -,5468 .4771 1.0850 .0251 .4417 .7765 .6119
*0515 -.7226 ,4Z28 i.I_09 .0510 .1675 .6928 .7437
.0763 _.8329 .3_64 i._494 .0755 .0314 .6_97 ._093
,1012 -.0052 ,3667 1.Z884 ,i000 -.0761 .6184 .8576
.1503 -1.0073 .3351 1,3521 .1504 -.Z150 .5?65 .9?28
.1994 -1,0670 .31_2 1,3890 .2004 -.3062 .5498 ,965_
.2501 -1.1074 .306_ 1,4172 ._501 -.35_? .535_ .98P6
,2999 -._788 *3?53 1.2712 *3002 -.3?28 ,52_ .99_0
PT 31,_513 PS_ CN
TT 181,_900 K C_
.3499 -,6100 .4555 I,[_2_ .350? -.3943 .5210 1.0117
.3994 -.5724 ,4679 1.1007 ,4000 -,38?5 .5?56 1,0042
,4496 --,5523 ,4750 1.0886 .4503 -.3532 ,5353 .q_84
.49q? -.5308 .4810 1,0783 .5000 -.3551 .5343 .9901
.5492 -.50_7 ,48?6 1.0671 .5506 -.33?4 ,5414 .97_?
.5994 -.4R_6 .4936 1.0570 ,5_97 --,3084 .546? ,9?0?
*6495 -,4583 ,503? 1.0402 .6502 -.300? .5515 .96_5
,6996 --.4262 .5123 1,0_60 .7003 --.2674 .5605 ,9482
.7489 -.3_06 ,5Z20 1,0101 .7497 -,2451 ,5663 .9300
,8003 -,3525 .5351 ,9_87 .7_98 -.2082 .57_9 .9191
s8500 -.3129 ,5473 ._69_ *8503 -,2048 .5801 .q_?2
,8993 -,2_29 .5595 .9498 .9000 *,2163 .5766 ,92?7
,g489 -*235? .5689 .9351 .9483 -.168_ .5891 .9031
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOI_ QUALITY 273
C01 ,0?769 CDCORi ,0?718
C02 .07086 CDCOR2 ,07022
C03 ,06156 CDCOR3 ,06098
C04 ,0404? COCOR4 .04009
COS .0Z866 CD_O_5 .0282T
SPANU_SE
X/C ¥/_ CP P_L/PT RLOC
,1505 -.5000 -,9807 .3729 1.1760
,1505 -.3333 -.999_ ,3369 1,3504
.1505 -.1667 -1.0010 .3370 1.3502
• 1505 0.0000 -1.0073 .3361 1,3521
.150S .1667 -.9625 ,3480 1.326_
,1505 .3333 -1.0257 .3_91 1.3673
.1505 ,5000 -1.0076 .3365 1.3512
.4995 --*_000 -.4261 .5113 1.0277
,4995 -,3333 -*5264 .4806 1,0790
• 4995 -.1667 -.54_B .4763 1.0864
,6995 0,0000 -.5308 .4810 1.0783
.4995 .1667 -.5190 .4830 1,0749
,4995 .3333 -.53?3 .4772 1.0847
.4995 .5000 -.522S .482? 1,0754
.7994 -*5000 -.296? .5516 .9624
.7994 -.3333 -,2856 ,5548 .9572
,7994 -.1667 -*3356 .5403 .9804
.7994 0,_000 -.3525 .5351 ,98_?
• 7996 .1667 -,3496 .5355 .9881
,?qq4 .3333 -.3526 ,5345 .9898





XIC CP PJLI)T _L_C
0.0000 1,0132 .9502 .2709
.0135 -.4220 .5191 1.0149
• 0271 -_6543 .4463 1.1385
.051S *._322 ,3939 1,2349
• 3763 -*9290 *]620 1*2978
.1012 -1.004S .3420 1.3394
.1503 -1.1503 .2990 1.43_2
.!994 -1.i410 .29_9 1,4332
.2501 -1.0293 ,3341 1.3562
PT 29.4454 PSI _H .4018
TT 179,0225 K CN -.0135




XIC CP PeLIPT qLOC
0.0000 1.0132 .9502 .2?09
.0122 .7964 .8855 .4202
.0251 .5204 .8011 .5715
.0S10 .2423 .7179 ,?044
,0755 .lOR1 .6759 .?693
,i000 -,0012 .6445 .8175
,1504 -,13P7 .6036 .880_
.2004 -.229_ .5750 ,9253
.2501 -.2779 .5608 .94??
.2999 -.6741 .4406 1,14Rh .3002 -,3069 .5515 .9626
.3499 -.6212 .4584 1.1171 .3507 -.329_ .5463 .9708
.3994 -.5o67 .4652 1.1054
.4496 -.5753 .4711 It0953
.4997 -85_2_ .4771 1.0850
.5_92 -,5352 ,4_35 1.0741
.5994 -,_40 ,4899 1,_633
.649_ -.48?1 .49_4 1.0524
.8996 -._596 .5048 _.0383
.7489 -.431_ .5159 1.3201
,8003 -.4080 .5213 1.0112
._00 -.3733 .53_3 .9934
._993 -.3378 ._424 ,9771
.9489 -.3057 .5528 .9605
.4000 -.32_2 .5461 .9711
.4503 -.3208 .547_ .9684
.5000 -.3296 .54_4 .9738
.5506 -.3176 .5491 .9664
.5997 -,3001 .5544 .Q_?q
.6502 -.3088 ,5503 .9645
.7003 -.2814 .5587 .9511
,7497 -.26_3 .5668 .93_1
.799_ -._409 .5718 .9304
.8503 -,248_ .5699 .93_3
.9000 -.2689 .5632 .9440
,9_83 -.2282 ._761 .923_
¢01 .08803 CDCOR1 .08714
CO2 .08172 CDCOR2 .08097
C03 .0?624 CDCOR3 .07_62
C04 .0_640 COCOR4 .0§_91
CO5 .04167 C OCOR_ .04120
$PANd]$E
XIC YlC CP P*LIPT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -,9653 .3536 1.3152
.1505 -.3333 -1.0885 .3163 1.3956
.1505 -.1667 -1.1247 .3046 I._223
• 150_ 0.0000 -I.1503 .2990 1.4352
.1505 .1667 -1.0499 .3200 1.3695
.1505 .3333 -1.1136 .3087 1.4128
.1505 .5000 -1.0939 .3139 1.4009
.4995 -.5000 -.4980 .4941 1.0563
.4905 -.3333 -.5707 .4702 1.0967
.4995 -,1667 -.5652 .4723 1.0932
,4995 0.0000 -,552_ .4771 1.0850
.4995 .1667 -.5498 .4784 1.08Z7
.4995 .3333 -.5616 .4730 1.0919
.4995 .SO00 -.5378 .4806 1.0791
.7994 -._000 -,3378 .5409 .q794
.7994 -.3333 -.3044 .S283 .9999
.7994 -.1667 -.4079 .5209 1.0119
.7994 0.0000 -.4080 .5213 1.011Z
.7994 .1667 -.4035 .5211 1.0116
.7994 .3333 -.4142 .5193 1.0145
.7994 .§000 -,3945 .5250 1.0053
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qTABLE L. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.82






XlC CP P,LIPT dLJ:
0,0000 1m1764 ,99_8 ,0409
,0135 ,2384 ,7150 .7098
*0Z71 -,0408 .631Z ,_390
,0515 -,2603 ,56¢0 .4437
.0763 -,4140 ,5174 1,0187
,101Z -*SOIl .4910 1,0625
,i503 -.6146 .4565 1*1215
,199k -.7017 ,4303 1,1692
.2501 -,7509 ,4142 1.1q76
,2999 -,?¢?8 ,3996 1,2251
,_499 -.8339 .3893 1,2447
,3994 -.E_04 ,3858 1,2515
,4496 -,8544 ,3854 l_ZSZ3
.4997 -.4,_4 .4973 i*0519
,5492 -,_348 ,5718 ,Q313
,5994 -,1725 ,5918 ,8999
,6495 -,1489 .5Q_5 ,8895
,697§ -,1183 ,60_1 ,_761
.74E9 -.0_17 ,6179 ,8595
,8003 -,0381 .6314 ,8386
,8500 ,0122 ,6466 ,3149
,89_3 ,0740 ,6661 ,7852
,948_ .1425 ,6853 ,7556
PT 79.3172 RSI CN *.0145
TT 170,2413 K CN ,0020




XlC CP PeLtPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1764 ,qqB ,0409
.0122 .27Q9 .7Z76 ,6903
• 0251 -,0189 ,6378 ,8_8
,0510 --,?_56 *55_3 *9559
,0755 -,3888 ,5250 1,0062
,i000 -.4909 ,4914 1,0618
• 1_04 -,6405 ,4486 1.1355
• 2004 -,716_ ,4258 1.1763
,2501 -,7743 .4071 1,210_
,3002 -.8117 .3954 1.2t3Z
,3507 -,8539 .3823 1,2583
.4000 -,8715 ,3795 1,2640
.4503 -.9684 ,3812 1.Z605
• 5000 -.sq_n ,4639 i,I087
,5506 -,2635 .5631 ,9450
,5997 -.1731 ,5916 .9002
,6502 -,1501 ,5981 ,8901
.7003 -*1110 .6003 *8727
.7497 -.0752 .6198 .8565
.7998 -,0262 ,6350 .8331
,B503 .0129 .6470 .8146
.9000 .0497 ,6588 ,7964
,9483 ,147Z ,6860 ,7534
C01 ,01904 C DOOR1 ,01800
CO? .0L812 CDCOR2 ,01735
CD3 .01767 CDCOR3 ,01697
C04 .01450 COCOR4 .01409
C05 ,00984 COC085 ,00959
SPANMISE
XtC Y/C CP PeLIPT MLDC
,1505 -.5000 -.5709 ,4700 I*0987
.1505 -.3333 -.6285 .4534 1,1Z71
,1505 -,1667 *,6389 ,A515 1,i_03
• 1505 0,0000 -,6146 ,4565 1,1ZI5
,150S ,1667 -.6061 ,4594 1.1166
,1505 .3333 -,6325 .4521 1,1292
.1505 ,5000 -.6047 .4618 I*I123
.4095 -.5000 -.3794 .5299 .9983
.4995 -.3333 -.344_ ,5396 .98Z7
,4995 -.1667 -,4431 .5089 1.0376
,4995 0.0000 *.4854 .4973 1,0519
,4995 *1667 -.4431 ,5107 1,0297
,4995 .3333 *,4898 ,4956 1,0547
,4995 ,5000 -.4004 .5219 1,0114
,7994 -.5000 -,1026 ,6127 .8675
.7994 -.3333 -.0779 ,6198 .8564
.7994 -*1667 *,0529 .6284 .8433
.7994 0.0000 -*0381 .6314 ,8386
,7994 .1667 -*0315 .6342 ,8344
• 7994 .3333 -.0796 ,6344 *8339





K/C CP PpLIPT _LIIC
0,0000 1,1671 ,qq65 ,0711
,_135 ,4521 ,7801 .6068
• 0271 ,1754 ,6965 .7364
.0515 -.0521 ,62_8 ,_4_6
,0763 -.2149 ,5774 ,9225
• IO1Z -,3048 ,54q6 .Q666
,1503 -,4085 ,5_06 1,0134
,1994 -.5132 ,_OTl 1,0691
• _501 -.5634 .4732 1,0927
,299_ -.5917 ,463_ 1,1093
.3499 -,5958 .4633 1.1098
43994 -,4170 .5177 1.01_1
,4496 -.3356 .5406 ,q80Q
,4997 -.3155 ,5463 .9718
.5492 -.76_0 .5617 ,94_2
.5994 -.2347 .5708 .932_
,6495 -42031 .5F09 ,9170
• 6996 -.1613 ,594_ ._957
,7489 -.1174 .60_0 ,8748
• 8003 -.0725 ,6210 .8547
• 8500 -.0250 ,6353 ,0325
._993 ,0355 .6536 ._044
,_489 ,I033 ,6761 .7698
PT 29.3104 PSI CM -.26_5
TT 120,3927 R CM .016Z




_/C CR P_LIPT NL_C
0,0000 1o1671 .0965 .0711
.01_2 ,0566 ,fl605 ,7939
.0251 -,2351 .5724 ,9304
,0510 -,4865 .4977 1,0517
,0755 -.5q61 ,4619 1,1121
*I000 ".6744 ,4375 1.1552
.1504 -,8113 .3990 1,2767
.?004 -,_764 .3771 1,2687
*ZSOl -.9369 .3603 1.3024
.3007 -,0723 ,348_ 1,3271
.3507 -1,0162 ,3362 1,3528
,4000 -1,03_7 .3305 1,3650
.4503 -1,0303 .3302 1.365R
.5000 -1,0425 ,_250 1,3751
.5506 -,5475 ,4758 1.0883
.5_97 -,4181 ,515_ 1.O?2Z
.650Z -,3230 ,5446 .9746
.7003 -.2057 ,5811 .9167
.7497 -.0_90 ,6136 ,8662
,799R -,0275 ,6346 ,8335
.8503 ,0306 .6522 ,8066
.9000 ,0739 .6653 ,7_63
.9483 ,1431 ,6881 .7513
COl .03145 CDCOR1 .03127
C02 .03155 ¢D_ORZ ,03138
CO3 ,07923 ¢0COR3 ,02912
C04 ,01725 ¢0COR4 ,017Z4
C05 *00968 COCOR5 .00968
SPAHMISE
_fC _/C CP P_LfPT MLOC
,1505 -.5000 -,3579 .5377 ,9957
,1505 -,3333 -*3q79 ,5264 1.0040
.150_ -.1667 *,4123 ,5197 1,0150
,1805 0.0000 -,4085 ,$206 1*0134
*1505 .1667 -,4108 .521? 1.0116
.1805 ,3333 -,4185 .5202 1,014Z
.1505 ,5000 -.3905 45262 14004?
.4995 -.5000 -.3296 ,547_ ,9704
.4995 -,3333 -,3309 ,5464 .9716
,4995 -,1667 -.3197 *5482 ,9689
.4905 0,0000 -,3158 .5463 .97L8
,4995 ,1667 -,3135 ,5520 ,9627
.4995 .3333 -.3117 ,5522 ,9624
,4995 ,5000 -._751 ,5615 .9477
.7994 *.5000 -.1216 .6067 .8776
,7994 -.3333 -.0998 .6156 .8630
,7994 -,1667 *.0795 ,6219 .8533
,79q4 0,0000 -.0726 .6210 .4547
.7994 *1667 -.0639 .6237 ,8505
,7994 .3333 -*0537 *6294 ,8417
,7994 *5000 -*0567 .6288 ,8427
rEST 119 Pr 29,3027 PSI CN -.1421
R_IH 73 TT 120,4842 K C_ ,0089
POINT 4 _ 15,_915 MILLION CC ,0185
M4CH ,_199
ALPHA -,9901 DEG
UPPER 5_RFAC_ LOWER SURFACE
Xl: CP R,LIPT ML3C X/C CP PeLIPT _LOC
0*0000 1,1750 .99_0 ,0377 0,0000 1.1750 .9900 ,0377
! ,0135 .3457 ,74?3 ,6594 ,0122 .1759 .6958 ,?395
,0271 .0639 ,66Z4 ,7910 .0251 -,1215 .6063 .5774
• 0515 -.159_ .59_1 .8964 ,0510 -.3791 .5275 1,0071
( *0763 _.3731 ,5458 ,a726 .0755 -,48?3 .4962 1.0537
• IO1Z -.4147 .51_1 1,0158 .1000 -,5885 ,4667 l.[03q
,1503 -,52_4 ,4840 1.3744 ,1504 -.7_91 .4233 1.1809
( ,1994 -.6105 ,460_ 1.1140 ,2004 -.8069 .4017 1,2ZlZ
,2501 -,6607 ,4464 1,1394 ,7501 -.8659 ,3846 1.7539
• 2999 -.70_i .4335 1,1623 *3002 -.9008 .3?37 i*_754
.349_ -*7287 .4253 1,1777 .3507 -,9437 ,3606 143018
.39q4 -,?469 ,_165 1.1935 .4000 -,9553 .3533 1.3166
• 4496 -.5?59 ,4693 1,0993 .4503 -,9589 .3536 1.3162
,499? -,2732 .559B .9503 ,5000 -,9682 ,3493 1.3750
• 5492 -.?303 ,5?34 ,9_? .5506 -,4327 ,5122 1.0_73
• 5994 -.Z086 *5?02 .9196 .5_97 -,_770 ,_585 *q524
._495 -,1_59 ,5_68 ,9078 ,6502 -.1647 .5933 ,8977
.6996 -.i_98 .5992 .8g_4 .7003 -.0960 .6155 ,8632
• ?489 --.1057 .6144 ,_659 .7497 --,0625 .62?4 ,8448
• 8003 -,0546 .6301 ,8406 ,7998 -.0152 ,6419 *8224
._500 -,0010 ,6435 ,8200 .8503 ,02_I .6508 ,80_B
.8993 ,0647 ,6626 .7906 .9000 ,0618 ,6617 ,7920
.9489 ,1342 .682R ,7596 .9483 .1517 ,6800 .7515
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CD1 *OZZ9Z CDCOR1 *02?28
C02 *02Z43 C040R2 .01173
CD3 ,02107 COCOR3 ,02045
C04 .01434 CDCOR4 .01388
CD5 *00959 COCOR5 .00925
SPANW_SE
X/C Y/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
,1505 -,5000 -.4802 .498? 1,0504
.1505 -,3333 -.5283 ,4830 1,0760
.1505 -.1667 -.5377 *4799 1.0812
.1505 0.0000 -,5284 .4840 ],0?44
,1505 .1667 -.5218 .4886 1,0715
,1505 ,3333 -,5404 ,4?93 1.0823
,1505 ,5000 -,5170 ,4862 1.0706
.4995 -,5000 -*3540 *_369 .9869
.4995 -*3333 -.3081 ,5_08 ,9646
.4q95 -.1667 -._817 *5559 *9566
,4998 0.0000 -.273? ,5598 ,9503
,4995 .1667 -.2666 *5633 *9448
.4998 *3333 -,2723 *_616 ,9474
.4995 ,5000 -,2640 .5612 ,9480
*7994 -,5000 -.1066 .6173 .8681
,7994 -,3333 -,0877 .6193 .8573
.?994 -.1667 *.0641 ,6273 .8449
.?994 0.3000 -,0546 .6301 ,8406
,?994 ,1667 -*0476 .6301 .8406
.7994 43333 **0443 46323 .8372






X/C C_ P.L/PT ILnC
0.0000 1.1757 .9Q8_ ,0607
.0135 .2426 ,7171 ,7005
.0271 -,0374 ,6333 ,8357
• 0515 -,2580 ,5671 ._3_8
.0763 -.4135 ,5108 1.0148
• 1012 -*4989 .4929 1,0592
,1503 -._133 .4596 I*1162
.1094 -.?033 ,4342 I.IblZ
• 2501 -,7520 .41m7 1,1894
.2999 -.7057 .4038 1,2171
.3499 -,8268 .3051 1,2336
.3q94 -._432 .3001 L,Z43Z
• 4496 -,d484 *3884 1.2465
.4997 -,3510 ,53_P .3823
,5492 -.ZIIR .5819 ,9155
• 5994 -.1797 .5016 ,g003
.6495 -,1603 ,5076 ,_900
.6996 -,1250 ,6070 ,8764
,7480 -.0570 ,6183 ._588
,_003 -*0403 .6329 ._363
,8500 ,0007 ,6484 ,d125
,8993 .0736 .6674 ,7833
.948_ .1397 ,6875 ,7524
zq,3078 psi GN -,o2oo
120,59_1 K CR .0016




XlC CP PeLIPT XLOC
0,0000 1.1757 ,0980 .0407
.0122 .2720 ,7260 .6027
•0251 -*0279 .6361 ,8314
• 0510 -*zq61 .555b *q570"
• 0755 -.3085 .5243 1.0074
.i000 -.5087 .4900 1.0662
,1504 --.h529 .4476 1.1372
,ZOO4 -*72g5 *4Z63 1.1754
.2501 -.78_1 .4079 1.2006
.3002 -.8218 .3950 1.2321
.3507 -.8636 .3840 1,2_50
.4000 -.876B ,3800 1.2630
.4_03 -.8754 .3803 1.2624
,5000 -.4862 .4001 1.06_9
.5506 -.2367 ,8744 .0272
.5997 -.1731 .5936 ._072
,6502 -.1562 .5988 .6800
,7003 -.1136 .6104 .8710
.7497 -,0781 .6210 .8547
,7908 -.02_2 .6374 ,8203
,8503 .0126 .6403 ,81li
,0000 .0505 ,6604 .7940
.9483 .1445 ,6889 .7501
C01 *01853 CDCOR1 ,01801
C02 .0150_ CI)COR2 .01717
C03 .01Tt5 CDCOR3 *01650
C04 .01397 CDCOfl4 ,01375
CD5 .00988 COCORP *00974
SP&NMISE
XlC ¥1C CP P,LIPT qLOC
.1505 -.5000 -,5699 .4731 1.0926
.1505 -.3333 -.6248 ._557 1.1220
• 150_ -.1667 -.6342 .453Z 1,_273
.1505 0,0000 -.6133 ,4596 1.1162
• 1505 .1667 -.6055 ,4625 1.1111
• 1505 ,3333 -,6279 .4548 1.1_46
• 1505 .$000 -,597_ .4643 1.1080
.4905 -.§000 -*3755 *5309 *9066
• 4005 -.3333 -.3152 ._499 *0662
,4995 -.1667 -.3091 .5528 .9614
.4995 0.3000 -,3_I0 .5398 ,9823
.49q5 .1667 -.41T4 .51_3 1*0_71
.4995 .3333 -.3821 ,5297 ,9986
.4995 .5000 -*Z889 .5589 .951|
.7994 -.5000 -.1000 ,6148 .8641
.7994 -.3333 -,0772 .6220 .8531
,7094 -,1667 -.0539 .6zgo .041Z
.7994 0,0000 -.0403 .6329 .8363
.7994 .1667 -.0349 .6344 .8340
.7994 .3333 -,03_? .6354 *_324





_lC C_ P,LIPT _t_C
0o0000 1.1750 *_Oq5 .0462
.0135 ,1318 .b_3b .7583
.0271 -.1443 .5906 ._78
• _515 -,3563 .5357 ,9889
.0763 --.5057 .4900 1._6_i
,I012 -.5867 .4666 1,1044
.1503 -.6o03 *_313 1,1663
.1994 -.?ROb .40_0 1*Z130
.2501 -._3_0 .3905 1._4
.19_9 -*8900 ,3760 l._708
,3400 -,0170 .3647 I._933
.3904 -,_400 .35_ 1.3061
.4406 -.9428 .3551 1,3130
,4097 -.9365 .35_4 L,3061
• 5492 -.4087 .5160 1.0194
.5994 -.2349 ._708 ,932_
.6495 -.1617 .59_2 ,4890
.6gqb -.0_16 .6154 .8633
.7489 -*0580 .6_4 .8463
._003 -.0158 .63b_ .8303
._500 *0158 .6501 ,q097
,8993 .0_55 .6_76 ,7_32
.948_ .1452 .6867 .7535
#T 19.3150 PS_ CN *1010
Tr I_0.4066 K CM -.0035




XIC CP P,LIP7 RLOC
0,0000 1.1750 .0985 .046Z
.0122 ,3811 .7590 .6408
.0251 IO_Z .6687 .7811
.0510 -.1005 .§852 .9102
,0755 --.3078 .550_ .965b
.i000 -.4163 .5170 1.0178
.1504 -.55_9 .4756 1.0885
,2004 -.6403 .4485 1.1356
.2501 -.6933 .4331 1.1631
,3001 -,7_64 .42_5 1.1_'3
,3_07 -,7718 .4087 1.2070
,_000 -.7840 .4054 1.2141
,q503 -.7738 .4064 1._122
.5000 -.36_5 .5318 .0053
,5_05 -.2210 .5740 *0179
.5997 -.1802 .5867 ,qi11
,6502 -.1785 .5871 .0073
.7003 -.1408 ,6005 *_854
.76_7 -.0976 .6144 .8648
,7998 -.0400 .6E05 *_416
.8503 -.0007 .64_1 .qZ21
,0000 .03_4 .6535 ,8046
.94_3 ,33_6 ,6847 .75fl6
C_1 ,02150 COCORI .02044
C02 .02066 CDCOR2 .01952
C03 ,01955 CD_OR3 .01871
CD4 .01542 CDCOR4 .01504
C05 .00951 COCOR5 ,0091_
SPANWIS[
XIC Y/: CP P, LIPT _LOC
*1505 -.5000 "*6468 ,4441 1.1434
.1505 -,3333 -.6999 ,4281 1,1721
.1505 -.1667 -,7061 .4263 1.1754
*1505 0,0000 -,6993 .4313 1.1663
*1505 ,1667 -.60_3 .4324 1.1644
.1505 ,3333 -,7122 .4244 1.1769
.1505 .5000 -.b871 .4321 1.1649
.4095 -.5000 -.5110 .6875 1.0685
.4995 -,3333 -,6214 .4532 1,127_
.4995 -,1667 -.8577 ,3817 l*ZSqY
,6995 0,0000 -*_365 .3584 1.3062
,4995 .1667 -.9399 .3576 1.3079
.4995 .3333 -.9376 ,3573 1.30_6
.4005 .5000 -.8058 .3974 1.2_92
,7994 -*5000 -.i127 .6071 .876_
.7994 -.3333 -.0749 ,6193 .E_75
.7994 -.1667 -*0379 .6307 ,_397
,79_4 0,0000 -*015_ .6368 .6_03
,7996 .1667 -,00_2 .6397 ,e158
.7994 .3333 -.0057 .640_ .0_50





XlC CP P_L/_T qL_C
0.0000 1.1614 .99_5 .0_91
._135 ,0202 ,6534 ,9004
•0Z71 -.2556 .5675 ._387
,0515 -.4643 ,50Z7 1.0428
.0763 -&6110 .4614 1,1130
.1012 -.6717 ,4347 1.1530
,1503 -.7?67 .4071 1._109
.1994 -,8677 .3826 1,1578
.2501 -.9072 ,3673 1.2887
.2999 -.9519 .3532 1.3170
.3499 -,9019 ,3407 1.3432
.3994 -1.0133 ,3341 1.3573
.4496 -1.0201 .3315 1*3620
.4997 -1.0_70 .3292 1.3680
,5492 -.5215 .4813 1.0771
,509_ -.3742 .5298 i,_000
• &495 --*1764 *§5_q ,9566
.6906 -.1494 ,5o68 .8o22
.7489 -.0782 ,6165 .@blb
,"003 -.0132 ,6392 .8266
,_500 .0350 ,_514 ,_07B
,8993 ,0825 _&694 ,7801
,0489 .1450 ,6855 ,7554
PT 19*3164 PST CN ._16q
TT 120.5148 K CM *.O08q




X/C CP P;L/PT _L_C
0.0000 1,1614 .0945 *08_1
.0122 *6830 .7_00 .5906
.0251 .1B84 .700? .7319
,0510 -,0800 ,6160 .86_4
.0755 -.2170 *5900 ,9164
*I000 -.31_1 *5447 *97%5
,1904 -.4?68 .40?9 1.0500
,Z004 -.5356 .48_8 1,076_
.2501 -,597_ ,4610 1.1137
,3002 -,6326 *4500 i.I_20
.350? -.67_7 *4375 1.1552
.4000 -,6502 ,444_ 1.1431
.4503 -.6140 .51_6 I*0_17
,5000 -,2_4 ,5535 .9603
,5506 -,_728 .5570 .9833
,5997 -.24_2 .5691 ,9356
.5502 -,Z1T9 .573? ,9284
,7003 -.1638 .5021 *8905
.7497 -.1_27 ,60?0 .38_6
,?998 -,0617 ,6245 .34_2
,9503 --.0144 .6333 ,0356
,9000 .0156 .6493 ,_111
.9483 .1174 ,6771 ,7683
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY 277
CD1 *02894 C0¢0R1 *OZ7ql
CD2 *02763 CDCgR2 ,026_8
C03 ,OZSOZ C0¢0_3 ,02394
C04 .01339 CDCOR4 .01284
C05 .03934 CD_DR5 ,00923
Se4NWISE
X/C _/C CP P*L/PT NLOC
.1505 -,5000 -.7089 .4281 1.1711
.1505 -.3333 -,7805 .4048 1.2156
.1505 -,1667 -.7892 ,403? 1,1173
• 1505 0.0000 -oT767 .40T1 1.2109
• 1905 ,1667 -,7613 .4123 1.2013
,1505 .3333 -,7972 ,3995 1.2_53
.1505 ._000 -.772? .4086 1,_080
• 4005 -.5000 -.5533 .4738 1,0916
,4995 -.3333 -.7648 .4114 1.2028
.4995 -.i667 -*0729 ,3471 1.319?
,4995 0,0000 -1,0270 *3292 1.3680
.49q5 .1667 -1*0193 .33E4 1.3609
,4995 .3333 -1,0215 .333? 1,3580
,4995 ,5000 -,8?83 .3?58 1.2713
.7994 -,5000 ".1084 *5816 ,9159
• 7994 -.3333 -.1116 .6106 ,S705
• ?994 -.1667 -.0463 ,6181 ,8437
.7994 0.0000 -.0132 ,639_ *S166
,7994 ,1667 .0018 .6424 .8117
.7904 ,3333 ,0013 ,6448 .8179
,7_94 ,5000 -,0165 ,6371 ,e198
JTEST 119 PT 29,3140 PS! CM *3005
RUN 73 TT 120,5709 K CM -*0151
POINT 8 RC 1§.0938 HILLZOH CC *02§q
H4C_ ,5212
ALPHA 3,014I D_G
UPPE_ SUEFkCE LOWER SURFACE
XIC CP PpLIPT MLO: XIC Ce PxLIPT qLnC
0.0000 1,1392 ,9877 *1333 0,0000 1.139_ .9877 .1333
• 0135 -,0911 ,6144 ,8617 ,0121 ,5759 o8178 ,5442
,0271 -.3438 ,5_66 ,9874 ,0251 ,2840 .7274 .6906
• 0515 -,5669 ,4729 1.0932 ,0510 ,0039 *6452 .8173 "
• 0763 -,687b ,434I I*Ib13 ,0755 -,1241 ,6048 .8797
.1012 -,7556 ,4139 I*1QSZ ,ZOO0 -.2306 ,5729 ,9297
• 1503 -,8626 *3828 1.2573 ,1504 -,3662 ,5319 *9935
,1994 -,9221 ,3618 1,zgg4 ,2004 -.4555 .5033 1,0418
.2501 -.9791 .3461 1.3318 .2501 -.5128 .4873 1.0687
,2999 -1.0212 ,331_ 1,3b02 ,3002 -,530§ .4815 1.0786
.3499 -1,0694 ,3214 1,3_50 ,3507 -,5182 ,4877 1.ObflO
,3994 -1,0_77 ,3135 1,4026 ,4000 -,41_6 ,5201 1,0142
.4496 o.9569 ,3525 1,3183 ,4503 -.3514 .5359 ,9895
• 4997 -,5614 .4738 1.0917 ,5000 -,340_ ,5407 ,9809
,5492 -,4852 .49_2 1,0571 .5506 -,3056 .5487 .9680
• 5994 -04_41 ,5054 1.03R_ 05997 -,2646 .5600 .9500
.b495 -.3_94 .5252 1.0059 .b502 -,2401 ._704 .9336
.6996 -,3172 ,5_bQ ._708 .7003 -.1924 .5147 .9110
.7489 -.2170 .5790 .9199 .7497 -.1467 .bOO2 .8868
.8003 -,1545 .5942 .8962 ,799_ -.I010 .6105 .8709
.8500 -.0717 .b195 .8569 .8503 -.0684 .b205 .8554
.6993 -.OZ[O .6341 ,8344 .9000 -.0559 .6235 .8508
• 9489 ,0475 .6575 .7984 ,9483 .0324 .6530 .8054
COl .04598 CDCORI ,04497
C02 ,0_006 COCOI2 ,03895
CD3 .03415 CKOR3 .03322
C04 ,02091 ¢DCOR4 .0_053
CD5 .01288 C D_OR5 ,01259
SP&N_iSE
_lC YFC ¢P PpLIPT MLOC
.1505 -05000 -.7699 .4097 1*2060
*1505 -.3333 -.8738 .3817 1*2597
*1505 -,1667 -.8486 .3007 1.Z_15
.150_ 0,0000 -.0626 ,3828 1.257;
.1505 .1667 -,8366 .3895 1,2444
.1505 ,3333 -.0943 ,3755 1,Z718
.1505 .5000 -.8425 .3825 1,2579
,49_5 -.5000 -.6075 .4575 1.1199
,49_5 -,3333 -.8063 .3965 1.2310
.4995 -.1667 -.7265 .4218 1.183b
,4995 0.0000 -.5614 .4738 1.0917
,4995 ,1667 -,5341 04798 1,0815
,4995 ,3333 -.626Z ,_512 1.1309
,4995 ,SO00 -.8300 ,3905 1,2425
,7994 -.5000 -,2408 .5686 .9364
,79_4 -.3333 -.1541 ,5944 ,8959
,7994 -.1667 -.1093 .60Tq *8749
.7994 0.0000 -.1545 ,5942 .8962
.7994 .1667 -.1671 .5910 ,9013
.7994 .3333 -,1443 ._974 .8913
,7994 .5000 -.0_90 .b141 ,8653
TEST 11_ eT 29,3161 eSl CN ,3287
RUN 73 TT 120.6553 K CM -.0148
P3INT 9 RC 15.0619 H_LLI_N CC .0308
_&CH .81©4
kLP_ 4.0197 DEG
JP#EP $_F_CE L_VE_ SU_F_CE
XlC CP _,L/_T _L_: XlC CP P,L/PT qLOC
0.0000 I.I065 .9778 ,1796 0,0000 1.1065 .9778 ,1796
.0135 -,195_ .5857 ,9095 .0122 ,6519 .8411 .S037
,3271 -,4491 .50_5 1.0334 ,0151 *3691 .7555 ,6463
.0515 -.b449 .4490 1.1347 .0510 .08?4 *6701 .77_9
.0763 -,7902 *4078 1.209b .0755 -,0469 .6321 .837b
• 101_ -._659 .3896 1.24_2 .1000 -.I,79 .6000 .8872
.1503 -,935Z ,3615 1.2998 .1504 -,2871 ,5572 .9545
.1994 -.9@77 .3;03 1.3440 ,2004 -,3786 ._178 1.0016
.2501 -!.0_08 .3269 1.3728 .2501 -,4213 .5169 1,0194
.2999 -I,0862 .3157 1,39T7 ,300Z -,4Z14 ,5165 1.0_01
.3499 -I.0085 ,34I_ 1.3417 .3507 -.4357 .5139 1,0_44
.3994 -,6187 ,4556 1.1231 .4000 -,404_ .5205 1.0136
,_49b -.SSlb ._792 1.0824 .4503 -.3532 .5389 .9537
.4097 -.5254 .4871 l.ObgO .5000 -.3444 .541_ .97g0
.5_97 -.4032 ._935 1.0583 ,5506 -.3137 ,5478 .96q5
,5994 -,4627 .5038 1,0410 ,5997 -*2816 .5586 .9513
._495 -,4254 ,5146 I.OZ3Z ,6501 -,2723 .5b09 ,9486
.699h -*3815 ,_288 1.0001 .7003 -,2282 .5750 ,9_63
*7489 --.3342 .5_7 *9777 *7497 -*lg_q .553_ .9134
*8003 -.Z_I2 .5579 ,_534 ,7_9_ -,1573 .$954 .8944
.8500 -.2_3_ .57_9 .qZb4 .8503 -,1397 ._003 .8867
,8993 -.1717 .5915 ,0005 .9000 -.14_0 .5997 .5877
,948_ -,I185 .606Z *_776 .9483 -.0758 .6191 .8576
C01 .0_3_1 CDCOR1 .06230
C02 ,05784 COCOflZ ,05658
C03 .04803 COCOR3 .0472_
C04 *0307b CDCOR4 .03034
CD5 .02106 CDCDR5 .02070
XIC YtC CP P_L/PT qLOC
*1505 -.5000 -,8389 .3897 1,Z440
,1505 -,3333 -.9480 .3588 1.3055
,1505 -,i667 -.9_32 ,3584 1,3061
.1505 0.0000 -.9352 .3615 1.2998
.1505 .166? -.9140 .3670 1,1888
.150_ .3333 -.969I .3524 1.3186
,1505 ,5000 -.9346 ,3610 1.3008
04995 -.5000 -.4798 .4979 1.0510
.4995 -.3333 -.4815 .49_3 1.0536
.4995 -.Ibb? -.5333 .4809 1.0795
,4995 0.3000 -.5164 .4871 l.Ob90
.4995 .1667 -.5077 ,4894 1.0651
,4995 .3333 -.5291 .4819 1.0779
.4995 .5000 -.5836 .4039 1.0745
.7994 -.5000 -,1630 .5643 ,9431
.7994 -.3333 -.2079 .5814 .9163
.7994 -*16&7 -.2348 *5709 .9328
,7994 0.0OO0 -._e12 ,5579 .9534
,79q4 .1667 -,2703 ,56_I .9467
.7994 ,3333 -.2544 .5673 .9384




119 PT 19.3217 PSI CN .355S
73 TT 1_0,8747 K C_ -*0136
i0 RC 15.0451 HILLION CC .0352
_4C_ ,8ZIb
ALPdA 5,0298 OEG
UPPEP SUSF_CE LOJE u SURFACE
XIC CP P_tlOT 8L_]C XtC CP P_LIPT 8tOC
0.0000 1.0673 ,9657 ,2238 0.0000 1.0073 .9657 *7238
• 0135 -.2_30 ,5574 .954E .O1Z_ .7268 .8629 ,4642
• 0271 ".5513 .4774 1.085_ .0251 .4453 ,7784 .6096
.0515 -,7295 ,4230 1.1_14 .0510 .1669 ,6940 ,7423
,0763 -_4_4 .384_ 1.2533 .0755 ,030b .6510 ,8084
.1012 -,9217 .3667 1.2894 ,i000 -.0761 *6216 .8536
• 1503 -I,0043 ,3403 1.3440 *150_ -.2159 .5785 .9209
• 1994 -1,0659 .3212 1.3_5b .2004 -,306b ,5507 .9648
•2501 -I*i051 ,3078 1,415B ,2501 -,3515 .5360 .9_83
.2099 -.9639 .3508 1,32[9 ,3002 -,370_ .5305 .g973
.3499 -,6379 ,4503 1.1324 ,3507 *,3883 .5258 1,0049
• 3994 -,5894 .46_b 1.1057
,4496 *,5514 .4?33 1.0924
• 499? -.533b .4811 1.0791
.5492 "*5087 .48_4 1,0668
.5994 -,4887 ,4980 1.0508
.b495 --.4605 ,504_ 1,0401
• bqb -.4_78 .5133 I*015_
• 7489 -.3909 .5241 1.0076
• 8003 -.3455 .5383 ,9848
,8500 -,313b .5469 ,9710
.8993 -,2711 .Sblb .9474
,9489 -.Z_81 *5741 ,9176
,4000 -*3786 ,5293 .9992
.4503 -,3533 .5336 ,99?4
,5000 -,352Z ,5360 ,0884
,550b -*3258 ,5429 .9773
,5997 -,2968 .5558 ,9567
.6502 -,2987 .5533 ,960?
• 7003 -.2619 ,5635 .9444
,749T -*1375 ,5706 ,933_
,7998 -,EO14 .5819 .9155
• 8503 -*2001 .5812 .9165
,9000 -.2175 .5778 ,9E19
,9483 -.1596 .5949 .R952
C01 ,07763 CDCOR1 *07747
CD2 ,07086 COCORZ ,07065
C03 *06689 COCOR3 ,066?7
C04 ,04111 COCOR4 .0413Z
C05 ,03032 C OCOR5 ,03039
SP4HgISE
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -*9135 ,3655 1._918
,I505 -.3333 -,9998 ,3383 1,3_83
,1505 -,1667 -,q995 ,3389 1,3470
,1505 0.0000 -1.0043 ,3403 I,_440
• 1505 ,1667 -1,0053 .3408 1.3420
,1505 .3333 -I,0839 .3310 1,3641
.1505 ,5000 -1.0015 .3383 1.3483
,4995 -,5000 -,4308 .5133 1,0154
• 4995 -.3333 *.5245 .4843 1.0738
• 4995 -,1667 -,54Z8 .4?60 1.0879
• 4995 0.0000 -,5336 .4811 1.0791
.4995 .I667 -,5214 .4059 1,0711
• 4995 *3333 -*5425 .4788 1.0830
.4995 ,5000 -,5E07 *4827 I*0765
.7994 -.5000 -._829 .556I .9_b?
,7994 ",3333 -*E8?4 *5534 ,9604
.79_4 -.1667 -,3404 .5382 .9849
.7994 0,0000 -.345b .5383 .9848
,7994 .1667 -,3531 .5348 .9903
.T994 .3333 -,3560 ,5326 ,9939














XIC CP P,L/PT ML3C
0.0000 1,0203 ,9523 ,Z654
• 0135 -.3712 .5310 ,0965
• 0Z71 -.6303 ,4519 1,1297
.0515 *,b119 .30_9 1.2264
• 0763 -,9282 ,3b_1 l,Z94b
• 1012 -,980? .3464 1.3311
• 1503 -1.057Z .3212 1,3856
.1994 -1,1223 ,3032 1,4264
.Z501 -1.0377 ,3311 1,3637
.Z990 -.7037 *4206 I.L694
.3499 -,6128 ,4561 I*IZZ3
.3994 -.5017 ,4b_l 1.1119
,449b -,5697 ,470b 1._972
,4797 -._496 .4773 1.0857
.5492 -,5373 ,4815 1,0785
• 5994 -,5110 ._B81 1.0073
.b495 -.4931 .4922 1.0605
.699b -._b37 .SOLE 1.04_7
.7489 -,4370 .51ZO 1.0276
• 8003 -*4093 ,5186 1.0166
.3500 -.378a .5Z78 1.0016
.R993 -,342Z .5394 ._d_9
,048_ -.3071 .5507 ,9646
LOWER SURFACF
X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 loOZ03 ,9523 .2654
,0122 ,7_80 ,8815 .4288
.0251 ,5192 .7Q99 ,5744
.0510 ,2429 ,7173 .7062
.0755 ,1042 .675b .7705
.i000 -.0021 .6424 .8216
,1504 -.1443 .5981 ,_qOZ
.2004 -.2352 .5717 ,9315
,Z501 -,2849 .5_83 .9527
.300Z -.3160 .5470 ,q707
.3507 -,3380 .5_94 .q029
.4000 -.3426 .5377 .9857
,4503 -._243 ,5448 ,_743
,5000 -.3343 .5423 ,97A2
,550G -.3253 .5455 .9730
.5997 -.3092 .5492 .9672
,b502 -.3187 ,_451 ,9738
,700_ -.2_38 .5562 ,05_1
.7497 -.2643 .56_1 .0435
.7998 -,2415 .5694 .9350
.8503 -,_473 ,5677 *9_78
.qOOO -,2771 .5_91 ,9514
.q48_ -.2277 .5?47 .9_60
C01 ,08q|q COC081 *08872
CO2 ,08164 C DCOlt2 .08022
CO3 .07Z15 COCDR3 ,07081
C04 ,05AO0 COCOR4 .05375
C09 ,04018 COCORS .040U
SPANWIS[
Xl_ YIC CP PeLIFT BLOC
.1305 -.5000 -.0709 ,3486 1,3265
,1905 -.3333 -1.0665 .3184 1.3017
.1_05 -.1667 -1,0700 _3186 1,3912
• 1_05 0,0000 -1.0572 .3212 1,38_
,1505 ,t667 -1.0523 .3240 1,3T04
,1505 .3333 -1.0879 .3119 1,4063
,1505 ,5000 -1.0732 ,3176 1,3034
,4995 -.5000 -,5004 .4901 |,0639
,409_ -,3333 -.5677 *4721 1,0945
,4995 -.L66? -*$613 ,4706 1.09?1
.4995 0.0000 -,3496 ,47?3 1.o057
,4995 *1667 -,5400 ,4781 1.0842
,4995 ,33_3 -,556_ ,4754 1.0889
.4995 .3000 -,3312 ,4?98 1,0815
.7994 -,_000 -.3376 .5415 ,q?q_
.7494 -,3333 -,3654 ,5318 .9952
.7904 -,1667 -.4100 .5182 1.017_
,7994 0.0000 -,4093 .$186 1.0166
,7004 ,1667 -.4051 ,5196 1.0151
,7994 .3333 -,4154 ,5167 1,0109




LI. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.82








_IC CP P*L/PT HLQC
0.0000 1.1761 ,99e9 .0393
• 0135 *Z491 .7190 *7042
.0271 -.0351 .6339 ,8356
• _515 -.Z540 .5690 ,g367
.0763 -.4149 ,5204 1.0147
.I01Z -,4011 .4970 1.0535
.1503 -.6105 ,4621 1.1128
.1994 -.6043 ,4353 1.1603
.Z501 -,7449 .4Z09 1.1864
.7999 -.7998 .4080 1.2105
• 3499 -,_781 .39_3 1.2287
,3994 -.8453 *3917 1.Z413
.4406 -,P487 .]895 l.Z_5
.4997 --.5977 .4649 I,i0_I
._49Z -._169 ._796 ._ZO0
._994 -,1595 ,5973 .8922
.6495 -.1450 .60ZO ,8850
.6996 -*1_0_ .6100 ._726
.?489 -*08_3 .6212 ,t552
.8003 -.0333 .6349 ._340
.8500 .0155 .6496 .8114
•8993 ,0780 .6688 .7818
.948_ .1416 ,689Z .7503
58.6730 PSI CK -,0226
120.2304 K CM .0021




Xl¢ CP PnLIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.1761 .99a9 ,0393
.OlZZ .2738 .7Z64 .69_6
.0_51 -.0383 .6329 ,8371
.0510 -.2970 ,5561 .9372
.0755 -,3946 .5265 1,0048
.I000 -.5059 .4925 1.0610
• 1504 -,65]I .4493 1.1353
,2004 -.7217 ,4270 1,1753
• 2501 -.7838 .4092 1.2081
.3002 -.823Z ,3994 1.2266
,3507 -.8667 .3867 1.2510
.4000 --*q?b5 .3817 1,2607
• 4503 -,_714 .3827 1.2588
.5000 -.734Z ,4238 1.1812
.5506 -.2532 .5687 ,9372
.5997 -.1575 .5980 .8912
,6502 -.1475 ,601Z .8862
• 7003 -.1101 .6130 .86?B
,7497 -,0747 .6E]5 .8516
.7998 -,0212 .6386 .8283
.8503 .0152 ,649_ ,8115
,9000 .0406 .6600 .79_
.9483 .1501 .691_ ,7464
C01 .01799 COCORI .01624
C02 0.00000 C000R2 0,00000
C03 .03386 COCOR3 ,03274
C04 ,01416 C000R4 ,01348
003 ,00923 CDCOR5 .00906
SPANWISE
XlC YIC CP PpLIPT HLO¢
,1505 -.5000 -.5S02 ,47Z4 1,0952
.1505 -.3333 -,6248 .4592 1,1180
• 1505 -.1667 -.6344 .4554 1.1246
.1505 0.0000 -.6105 .4621 1,1_8
.1505 .1667 -.6012 .4661 1,1060
.1505 ,3333 -,6310 ,4573 1,121Z
• 1505 .5000 -.5961 .4669 1.1046
.4995 -,$000 -.3838 ,5313 .9971
.4995 -,3333 -.3816 ,5308 .9979
.4995 -.1667 -.3275 ,5494 ,9678
.4995 0.0000 -,5977 .4649 1.1081
• 4995 .1667 -.4051 .5249 1.0075
.4995 *3333 --.5369 .4840 1.0753
.4795 .5000 -,Z900 .5606 ,9499
.7994 -.5000 -*0812 .6226 .8830
• ?994 -*3333 -,0663 .6263 *84?3
.7994 -*1667 -*0476 *6309 .8402
.7994 0.0000 -*0333 ,6349 .8340
• 7994 *1667 -.0325 .6372 .8305
.7994 .3333 -.0285 .6376 *8298





XIC CP P_LIPT qLOC
0.0000 1.1613 ,995_ .0834
.0135 ,4610 .7855 *5986
.0271 .1774 .7003 .7332
,0515 -.0476 .63Z3 *8379
.0763 -,_09 .5810 ._177
• 1012 -.302P .555_ ._580
.1503 -.3081 .5Z69 1.0041
• 1_94 -.5109 .4g17 1.0623
,2501 -,5537 ,47_2 1.0835
._ggq -,_746 .47_ 1.0956
• 3499 -.5_66 .4672 1.1041
.3994 -.4_48 .5177 1.019Z
._496 -.3517 .5_21 ._795
,4997 -.3172 .5531 .9619
,549Z -.Z663 .5644 ._439
.5994 -.Z330 .5735 -.9295
.6495 -.i096 .5847 .ql_O
.6996 -.1565 .59_ .88_g
.7489 -.1160 .6108 .8713
._003 --.06_7 ,6Z64 ,_471
._500 -.0150 .64ZZ ._227
.8993 .0426 .6564 *_000
•9489 ,1037 .6761 .7706
PT 5_.6702 PSI CN -.?fl47
TT 120.2d13 K CH .0177




X/C _P PeLIPT _L_C
0.0000 1.1613 .9952 ,0834
.0122 *0390 .6591 .7967
,0751 -._60d ,5_90 .9367
,0510 -.4900 .4969 1.0537
,0755 -.6139 .4633 1,1108
.I000 -.6906 .4392 1.1534
,1504 -.8202 .4002 1.7250
,2004 -.8854 .3791 1.2659
.2501 -.q437 .3619 1,3002
,300Z --.q760 .3513 1,32_2
.3507 -1.0177 .3371 1,3519
.4000 -1.0472 .3305 1.3663
.4503 -1,0594 ,3302 1.3670
,5000 -1.0689 .329Z 1.3712
.5506 -._093 .4005 1.Z2_
.5997 -.4206 .5169 1,0_05
.650Z -.2966 .5554 .9582
.7003 -.155_ .5996 .9887
.7497 -.0759 ,6ZZA ,_526
.709_ -.0014 ,6454 ._17?
.8503 .0379 .6581 .7983
.9000 .0744 .6660 ,7861
.9483 .1482 .6895 .7499
C01 .03072 CDCDRI .03015
C02 0,00000 COCOR2 0.00000
C03 ,06171 COCOR3 .06110
004 ,0_020 COCOR4 .01972
C05 ,01071 CDCORS .01051
SPAHWISE
XIC YIC CP P,L/PT MLOC
.1505 -,5000 -,3702 ,5310 .9975
• 1505 -.3333 -,3949 .5255 1.0065
.1505 ".1667 -.4185 .5221 1.0120
.1505 0.0000 -.3981 .5269 1.0041
• 1505 .1667 -.4111 .5186 1.0177
• 1505 .3333 -.4172 ,5187 1.0175
.1505 .5000 -.3899 *$306 .9981
.4995 -.5000 -.3365 *$458 ,9736
.4995 -.3333 -.3310 .5437 .97?0
.4995 -.1667 -.3185 *5508 .9657
.4995 0,0000 -.3172 .5531 .9619
.4993 .1667 -,3100 ,5S38 ,9608
• _993 .3333 -._080 ,5_06 ,9658
,4995 .SO00 -.2687 .$657 .9419
• 7994 -,5000 -.1179 .6103 .8720
.7994 -.3333 -.10_7 .6128 .8681
07994 -.1667 "00832 .6178 00604
• 7994 0.0000 -*0647 ,6264 .8471
.7994 .1667 -*062_ .6270 .8462
.7994 .3333 -.0518 .628Z .844_





x/c CP PeL/PT _t_C
0.0000 I.l?4Z .9987 .0435
,0135 .3514 ,7488 .6575
.0271 ,0646 ,6650 .7876
.0515 -.1572 .5982 .8_08
• 0763 -.'3231 .5473 ._712
.1012 -.4039 ,5214 1.3131
• 1503 -,S_4q ._989 1,0671
.1994 -.6022 .4646 1.10_5
.Z_O1 -.654Z .4490 1.134Z
,Z999 -.7031 .43Z3 i.lb57
.3499 -,7376 .4Z01 1,1579
• 3q94 -,743_ .4_18 1.i_48
• 4496 -*5_39 .46_7 1,1015
.4997 -.Z532 .5683 ._]78
.5492 -,2163 .5785 .9_17
.5994 -.2064 ,5_Z9 ,g148
.6495 -,1_48 .5903 ,q032
.6996 -.1443 ,60_i ._B_8
.7409 -.0063 ,6146 .8653
• 8003 -,0492 .6283 ._44_
• 8500 .0013 *6443 ._L94
• 8993 .0680 ,6651 .?875
.9489 ,13_0 .684g *?569
PT 5_.6815 PS! CH -.1477
TT 1Z0.2367 K CN *0095




X/C CP P_L/PT _L_C
0.0000 1.1742 .99R7 .0435
.012Z .1754 ,6954 .?40?
*0_51 -.14Zl ,6028 .8837
.0510 -.38?9 .5288 1,0010
.0755 -.4871 .4978 1.05_0
.lO00 -.5785 .4687 1,1015
.1504 -,7343 ,4_60 1.1772
,ZOO4 -,8062 ,4033 1.2193
,Z501 -,8635 ,3871 1,2503
*300Z -.89Z8 ,3?50 1,2739
,350? -.9343 ,_607 1.302_
.4000 -.9623 ._559 1._1_5
,4503 -,9611 ,3551 1,3143
.5000 -.9701 .3522 1.3201
,5506 -*5692 .4719 I*0959
,5997 -,2471 .5706 .034_
.6502 -,1400 ,6038 .8822
,7003 -,082? .6206 ,8561
.7_97 -,0469 .6_5 .8423
,7998 -.0006 .6430 .8218
*8503 .0296 .6529 *_063
.9000 .0592 *b6Z5 .?glb




C01 ,02Z75 COCOR1 ,02230
COZ 0,00000 COCOR2 0.00000
C03 ,04069 COCOR3 .040Z5
C04 ,01762 CDC084 .017E8
CD5 .0105_ CDCOR5 .01041
SP4NWISE
X/C Y/C CP _,LIPT _tOC
.1505 -,5000 -.4898 .495? 1,0564
.1509 -,3333 -,5274 .4850 1,0737
• 150_ -*1667 -.5430 *4828 1.0773
• 150_ 0.0000 -.5248 ,4889 1,0671
,1505 ,lb67 -.5176 .4B68 1.0706
,1505 ,3333 -.5436 .4801 1.0820
,150_ .5000 -,5183 .4903 1.064_
• 4995 --*5000 _,368_ .53_9 .99_7
.4099 -.3333 -.2998 .55Z6 .9625
.499_ -,1667 -.2738 .560? ,9498
• 4995 0.0000 -*Z53_ .5683 .93?8
,499S .1667 -,2503 .5695 .9359
.4995 .3333 -*Z66_ ,5626 *4468
,499_ 95000 -.2510 .56?6 ,9389
,7994 -.5000 -,1003 .6143 *8658
.7994 -.3333 **0838 .6196 .85?6
.7994 -._667 -.0625 .6254 ,8486
• 7994 0,0000 -,04qZ ,6283 ,8442
,7994 .1667 -.044_ ,6_lZ ,8398
• 7994 ,3333 -.0398 .6328 ,8372





_/C CP P,L/PT _L3C
0,0000 1,1781 ,?092 ,0341
,0135 ,2468 ,7169 .7075
,027| -*0362 ,6310 .5385
,0515 -.2508 ,5664 ,9609
,0763 -,4129 ,5181 1,0185
,1012 -.4_4 ,4951 1,0566
.1501 -.6068 ,4590 1.I183
,1994 -*6Q_b .43Z9 1.1646
,2501 -*?44Z ,4173 l,lq31
.Z999 -.7913 ,_030 1,Z198
,3499 -.8308 .3922 1,2404
,3994 -.8456 .3866 1,2512
,44q_ -.6531 ,3845 1,2553
,4997 -,B282 .3917 i,z414
,_4q_ -,2736 ,5503 ,9521
.5994 -.1551 .5%7 ,8932
,6495 -,1318 ,6036 .8825
.6996 -.1085 ,6109 ,8711
,7489 -.0724 .62L1 ,8553
,8003 -,0289 ,63_6 ,8345
,_500 ,0207 ,6486 ,8128
,8993 ,0828 ,6676 .7836
.9489 .1458 ,6862 ,7549
RT 58.6718 PSI 'CN -.0133
TT 120,_336 K CN .0011




X/C CP PeLIPT _LOC
0,0000 1,1761 ,9992 ,0341
• 0122 ,2828 .7278 ,6905
,0251 -.0285 *6343 ,8349
,0510 -,2806 .5573 ,9552
,0755 -,3828 ,5Z72 1,0036
• I000 -,49_8 ,4935 1,0594
• 1504 -,6392 ,4492 1,1355
• 2004 -,7128 .4274 1.1745
.2501 -,7730 ,40q6 1*2093
• 3002 -.8090 ,3979 1*2294
.3507 -.8553 ,3848 1.2547
,4000 -.86P6 ,3796 1,2648
,4503 -._661 ,3806 1,2630
,5000 -,8696 ,37_1 1,2658
• 5506 -.3172 ,5460 ,0737
• 5997 -,1578 ,5950 ,8945
,6502 -,1339 .6029 ,9835
• 7003 -*0981 .6141 ,8661
,7497 -*0634 ,623Y ,8511
.7098 -.0158 *6385 .8284
,8503 ,021_ .6489 ,8125
,qO00 ,0537 ,65_8 ,7072





XlC CP P,LI_T HLOC
0.0000 1,1771 ,q_S ,0460
• 0135 ,14_7 .6858 .7557
,3271 -.1317 .6014 ,8859
.0515 -._413 ,53_7 .9_51
,0763 -.5019 .4906 1,0641
,lO1E --,$660 ,4701 1,0991
• 1503 -.6898 l .4_3 L 1.1642
,1994 -.7686 ,4085 1,Z095
,1501 -,8177 ,3931 1.2387
._999 -.8680 ,3778 1,16_4
,3499 -,9078 ,366L i._017
,3994 -,9327 ,3590 1,3061
,4496 -,0398 .3578 1.3086
.4997 -,9526 .3522 1,3_01
.5492 -.5312 .4B08 1,0808
.5994 -,2379 ,56_8 .)354
.6495 -.1249 ,6049 .8804
.6996 -,0765 .6187 .]590
,7480 -,0414 .6282 .8443
,8003 -,0072 ,639Z ,_274
,8500 ,035_ ,6517 ,8080
,8993 ,090_ .6691 .781_
.0489 ,1487 ,6867 ,7543
PT 58._395 PSI CN .0909
TT 120.2632 K Cq -,0015




XIC CP PeLIRT qL_C
0,0000 1.177l ,9985 .0460
,0122 ,3824 ,7579 .6431
.0251 ,0773 ,6648 ,7879
,0510 -,1879 .5852 ,9112
,0755 -,3004 .5817 .9642
,1000 -.4052 .5188 1.0173
*1504 -,5494 ,4757 1.0895
,2004 -.6330 .4496 1.1347
,2501 -,6_87 .432_ 1.1658
,3002 -,7_06 ,4226 1,1834
,3507 -,7664 .4090 I,_085
,4000 -,7_74 ,4031 1.21_6
,4503 -,7805 .4061 1.2140
,5000 -.6271 ,4510 1,13_3
.5506 -.2155 .5765 ,9248
.5997 -.1736 ,5893 .9048
,6502 --.17P9 *5886 *9059
,7003 -.12_? .60_6 .8839
,7497 1,0880 .6141 ,8661
*799_ -.0362 .6304 ,5410
,8503 .0037 ,6421 .SZZq
.9000 ,0369 ,6517 ,5066
,0483 ,1423 ,6867 ,7573
CO1 .0_162 COCORI .02062
COZ 0.00000 COCOR2 0.00000
C03 .03691 COCOR3 ,03646
C04 ,01776 CDCOR4 ,017_0
C05 ,01223 COCOR5 .01219
SPAN_ISE
XfC YIC CP P*LIPT ML_C
.1505 -.5000 -.5762 .46?5 1.1035
*150S -,3333 -,6203 ,4551 I*1251
.1505 -,1667 -.63_3 ,4520 1,_305
,1505 0.0000 -.6068 ,4590 I,I183
,1505 .1667 *.5930 .4624 1.1123
,1505 ,3333 -,6289 *_525 1.1297
,1505 .5000 -,5968 ,4628 1,1117
,4995 -.5000 -,5619 ,4721 1,0956
.4995 -,3333 --.6262 ,4526 1,1294
.4995 -.1667 -.7426 ,4186 1.1907
,4905 0,0000 -,8282 .3917 1.2414
,4995 .1667 -.8579 ,3825 1.2592
.4995 .3333 -,8383 .3884 h2A77
,4995 .SO00 -.6092 ,4589 1.1184
.7996 -.5000 -,0854 .6177 ,8605
.7994 -,1333 --,06S9 *6238 *8512
.7996 -,1667 -,0419 ,6304 .8410
,7996 0.0000 *.0189 .6346 .8345
,7994 ,1667 -.0229 ,6367 .8313
,799_ ,3333 -,02_2 .6369 .8308
,7994 ,5000 -,0293 .6342 ,8351
CDX ,02270 CDCOR1 .02169
CO2 0,00000 CDCQR2 0,00000
C03 ,03976 CDCOR3 .03864
C04 ,01613 COCOR4 .01556
C05 ,01068 COCQR5 ,01054
SPAN_[SE
XlC YIC CP P_LIRT _LOC
• 1505 -,5000 -,6524 .4440 1,1_48
• 150_ -.3333 -,6q42 .4313 1,1676
,1505 -,1667 -.7011 ,4279 1.1737
,1505 0,0000 -.6898 ,4331 1.1642
,1505 .1667 -,6779 ,4362 1.1586
.1505 *3333 -.7098 *4265 1.1761
,1505 ,5000 -,6803 ,4342 1.1623
,4995 *.5000 -.6320 ,4490 1,13_8
,4995 -,3333 *,8426 .3861 1,2521
,4995 -.1667 -,9309 ,3617 1,3007
,4995 0,0000 -*95E6 ,352Z 1,3201
,4995 .1667 -,9433 ,3545 1.3155
,4995 .3333 -,9389 .3569 1.3105
,_9q5 ,5000 -.8017 ,4007 1,2241
.7994 -.5000 *.1015 .6112 .8707
,7994 -,3333 -.0657 ,6227 .8529
.7994 -,1667 -,0284 .6335 .8361
,799_ 0.0000 -.0072 .6392 ,8274
.7994 ,1657 ,0006 ,6421 .8228
,7994 .3333 .0003 ,6427 .8_Z0





X/; CP P,L/PT HLOC
0.0000 Z.1588 ,9941 .0024
• 0135 .0163 ,b501 ,8105
,0271 -,2592 .5676 ._3_q
,0515 -,_721 ,5041 1,0415
.0763 ".6183 ,4618 1.1134
,I011 -.6?80 ,4419 1.1485
,1503 -,7003 .4086 1.Z093
,1994 -.87_5 ,3850 1.2543
,2501 -.9185 .3700 1,1840
,2999 -,q6L8 ,356_ 1,3110
.3490 -1.0092 ,3436 1,3381
.3094 -1,0312 ,3366 1,3531
,4496 -I,035r ,3355 1,3554
,499? -I,0540 ,t304 1,3664
,5492 -,8i26 ,4012 1,2231
• 5994 -,3751 .5341 ,q924
,6495 -,249q ,5717 .9323
• 6996 -,1321 ,6069 .8773
.7489 -,0513 ,b323 ._380
.8003 *0007 ,6464 ,8162
• 8500 ,0434 *6597 ,7958
.8993 .1010 ,6760 *7707
,9489 ,1523 .6017 *7465
PT 55.5783 RSI CN .254_
TT 120.3021 K CH -.0150




X/C CP PeL/PT RL_C
0,0000 1.1588 .9q41 .09_4
,0122 ,4_51 ,7913 ,58_1
,0251 ,1799 .6q97 ,7342
,0510 -,0908 .6188 ._589
• 0755 -,2006 .5843 .0126
,I000 -.3100 ,5525 ,962_
,1504 -,4722 .5042 1.0415
• 2004 -,5765 .4888 1,0672
.1501 -,5868 .46_6 1,0998
,500Z -.6170 ,4509 I,I167
,3507 -.6334 ,4564 1,12_8
• 4000 -.448? ,5115 1,0293
,4503 *,_203 *5503 .9664
• 5000 *,3131 ,5527 ,96_5
• 5506 *._734 .5634 *9455
• 5997 *,2297 ,$777 ,02?9
,6502 o,217_ ,5815 .9169
.7003 -,1516 ,6010 ,8864
,749? -.1056 .6160 ,8631
.?998 -.04e3 ,6314 ,8393
.8503 -.010_ *6436 .q206
,9000 ,0217 .6571 .80?4
.9483 ,1257 ,6837 ,?588
CO1 ,02885 COCO_I ,02786
C02 0.00000 COCOR? 0,00000
CO3 ,05165 CDCOR3 .0506Z
C04 .01025 CDCOR4 .01837
C05 ,01315 CDCOR5 ,01281
SPAN_ISE
X/C Y/C CP P_L/RT NLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,7351 *4?52 1.1786
,1505 -.3333 -,7972 ,4063 1.2136
.1505 --.1667 1"0030 '6040 1.21T9
.1505 0*0000 -.7903 *4086 1.2093
.1505 .1667 -*7692 .4148 1.1974
.1505 ,3333 -.8183 ,4000 1,2255
,1505 .5000 -.7857 .4092 I,Z081
.4995 -.5000 -,7275 ,4277 1.1740
.4995 -*3333 -,9533 .3610 1,3021
.4995 -,1667 -1.0114 ,3409 1,3439
,4995 0,0000 -1.0540 ,3304 1,3664
,4995 .1657 -1.0303 ,3341 1.3585
,4995 .3333 -[.0394 ,1352 1,3562
,4995 ,5000 -,8759 .3817 1.2608
,7994 -,5000 -,1329 *6077 ,8761
,7994 -*3333 -,0771 *6223 .8535
.7904 -*1667 -,0232 *6387 .8281
,?994 0,0000 .000? *6464 .8162
,7994 .1667 .0071 *6496 ,8113
,7994 *3333 .0079 *64?9 ,8140








XIC CP P_LIPT _L_C
0.0000 1.1362 .9871 o1365
,0135 -.0976 ,6164 ,_626
• 0271 -,3603 ,5377 .986?
• 051S -,PSq8 ,4745 I,O91P
.0763 -.bq30 .4344 1.L6ZO
• 1012 *,7658 .4163 lo1950
.1503 -.8623 ,3848 1,2547
• 1994 -.9395 ,3624 1.2992
• 2501 -*_RbO ,34R6 1.3276
,2999 -1.0387 ,3360 1.3543
• 349q -I,06_8 ,3233 1,3B20
,3994 -1,0927 ,3146 1.4014
• 4496 -1,0675 .31qq 1,3896
.4997 -,7Z97 ,4226 1.1833
• 5492 -.4032 ,4955 1,_5_0
.5994 -,4_11 ,PO_9 1,0337
• _495 -.4032 ,SZb2 1,0053
,6996 -,3319 ,_45_ .9739
,7489 -,2610 ,5640 ,9446
• _003 -,1608 ,5963 .8938
.8500 -*I006 o6132 o867_
,8993 -.OZSQ ,6364 ,8317
.9489 ,0244 ,6487 ,_127
58.5762 PSI CM ,3361
120,3829 K CR -,0242




XIC C ° PpLI_T _t_C
0*0000 1.1362 .9871 .1365
,0122 ,_78Z .8196 .5417
• 0251 ,2850 .7316 .6_45
• 0510 ,0055 ,6451 .81_3 "
• 0755 -,1169 .6084 .8751
.1000 -.2194 .5806 .9184
,1504 -.3586 .5366 .9885
• ZOO4 -.4399 .512e 1.0272
• Z501 -.4935 .4969 1,0537
.3002 --,4700 ,5064 1.0378
• 3507 -.5008 .4931 1.0599
.4000 --,4097 .SZO? 1.0143
.4503 -.344_ .5387 .9850
,5000 -.3300 .5435 *9773
°5506 -,Z858 .55_0 ,9541
,5997 --*Z475 *5702 ,9340
.6502 -.233b ._770 .9240
.7003 -,1731 .5934 *_983
,7497 -*1429 .599? .8685
,7998 -.0889 .6179 ,B602
.8503 -,0707- .6222 *B535
,9000 -.0478 .6?98 .B419
.9483 ,0240 ,6486 .8128
C01 .047RS CDCOR1 .04719
COZ 0.00000 CDCOR2 O.O0000
C03 .0B676 CDCOR3 .08590
C04 .02981 C DOOR4 *02950
COS ,01952 CDCOR9 .01951
SPANWISE
XIC Y/¢ CP P,LIFT RLOC
.150_ -,5000 -,7929 ,4046 1,2167
.1505 -.3333 -.86lZ .3035 1,2573
.150_ -.1667 -.8744 .3809 1.2624
.1505 O,OOO0 -.8623 .3048 L.2_7
• 1505 .1667 -.8342 .3922 1,2404
.1509 .3333 -,8835 ,3767 1.Z?06
.150_ ._000 -.8636 ,3841 1.2560
.499_ -.$000 -,7643 .4136 1,199_
.499_ -.3333 -1,023e ,3338 1.3_91
.499_ -.1667 -1,0176 .3341 1.3584
,499_ 0.0000 -.7297 ,4226 1,1833
,499_ .1667 -.7460 .4192 1.1896
.499_ .3333 -*9865 .3451 1.3350
,499_ .5000 -.9139 .3655 1.2929
.?qq4 -,5000 -.1805 .5901 .9035
,T994 -.3333 -.1252 ,6035 ,8794
.7994 -.1667 -,1089 o6110 ,8709
.7994 0.0000 -*1608 ,_963 .0938
.7994 .1667 -.1756 ,5916 .9012
,7994 .3333 -*1405 .6009 .8866




PT 5_,6716 PSI CN .]463
TT 120.4187 K CN -.0197




x;¢ CP PeLIPT _LDC
0.0000 1.1049 .977_ .1819
• 013S -.19_6 ,SEb4 ,_0_3
.OZ?I -,4490 ,50_9 1,0336
• 05L5 -.657Z .4496 1._34?
• 0763 -,793_ ,408l 1.2102
• 101Z -.8318 ,39Z3 1,2402
.1503 -,9352 .36Ze 1.29_4
.1994 -1.0043 ,341Z 1.3432
• 2501 -1,0415 ,32S7 1,3701
.2999 -1.076_ .3169 1,3962
.3499 -1.0BS_ .3131 1.4048
,3994 -.T5_5 ,41_6 I,_01_
,4496 --*_566 .477_ 1.0_68
.4_97 -,5094 ,4889 1,0670
.5492 -,4_69 *4974 I*0527
,5_94 -.46Z1 ,6045 1.0404
.6495 -,4355 .5132 1,0Zb6
,6996 -.3o42 ,5236 1.0095
.74_9 -.35Z5 ,5374 .007_
,6003 -.3042 ,5404 ,4678
• 8500 -.2_36 .5717 ._324
.5993 -.1876 .5885 ,9060
.9489 -*1496 .596_ .893_
L04ER SURFACE
XlC CP P_L/PT qLgC
0.0000 1.1049 .Q?72 .1819
.012_ ,6590 .6426 .5015
*0251 .3682 .7554 .6470
,0510 .0944 .6751 .T?_l
.0755 -.0344 .6360 .83_Z
.IO00 -.1390 .6016 *88_6
*1504 -,2791 .5607 ,9498
,2004 -.3713 .53_ ,9956
._01 -.4130 .5187 1,0176
,3002 -,423_ ,5146 1,024_
,3_07 -,4624 .5020 i*04_I
,4000 -,39e_ .5213 1.0133
,4P03 -,3504 .5394 _9_40
.5000 -.3444 ,5389 .984R
,5_06 --.304_ ,5_2_ ,qE_q
.5997 -.27_6 .5620 .9478
.6502 -.2739 .5619 .g4?q
.7003 -.2226 ,5756 ,9263
.749? -.1904 .5664 .9093
,709B -.1548 .594? ._963
,B503 -,134_ ,6046 ,REOe
.0000 --,15_6 *SqgO ,8806
*94q3 -.0931 .6137 ,8668
COL ,06724 COCOA1 ,06TZt
CD2 0.00000 CDCOR2 O,00000
C03 ,11259 C0¢0R3 ,11246
C04 .03909 CDCOR4 ,03906
C05 .03177 CD:OIt_ .03194
SPAN_ISE
XIC YI_ CP P,LIPT RLOC
.1509 -._000 -*_626 ,3826 1.25e9
.150_ -.3333 -.9334 .3607 1,3027
,1505 -.1667 -,9425 .3594 1,3053
• 1505 0.0000 -,9362 .362E 1.2964
,1505 .1667 -,9112 .3680 1.2880
• 1505 .3333 -.9566 .353T 1.3171
.1505 .5000 -.929g .3632 1.2976
,4995 -*SO00 *,6912 .4354 1,1601
.4995 -.3333 -.5913 .4636 1,1102
.4995 -.1667 -,5324 ,4817 1.0792
,4995 0.0000 -._094 ,4889 1.0670
.4995 ,1667 -,_123 .4694 1,066Z
.499S *3333 -,5411 .4788 1,0841
.4995 .5000 -.5876 .4650 1,1079
.7994 -*5000 -.206B .SBO? .9182
.7994 -,3333 -.2245 ,5766 .g24T
.7994 -.1667 -.2761 .5595 ,9517
.7994 O, OO00 -.3042 .5494 .96?8
• ?qq4 .1667 -.Z964 .5536 *Q611
.7994 *3333 -,2701 .56_6 .946_
,7994 ._000 -.ZOO? .5824 .9156
283
TABLE L!!. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.82








X/C CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1781 .Q995 .0280
*0135 .2426 .7105 .7070
.0Z71 -.0315 ,6363 ,6342
.0515 -02560 .5686 .9398
.0763 -.4182 .5202 1.0176
.1012 -.4893 .4982 1.0540
.1503 -.6093 .4619 1.1161
.1094 -.697_ .4358 1.1619
.Z501 -.7460 .4209 1.1890
.2999 -.7959 .4068 1.2152
.3499 -._359 ,3949 1.Z377
.3994 -,R533 ,3886 1,2498
,4496 -.8535 .38_6 1.2498
.4997 -.8702 .3833 1,2601
,5492 -.3328 .5449 ,9777
.5994 -.1543 .5990 .8920
.6495 -.1207 .6056 .8770
.6996 -,0990 ,6155 .8664
.7409 -*0680 .6247 .8521
,0003 -.0268 .6386 ,8307
,8500 ,0207 ,6520 ,_009
.8993 .0832 *6709 .7809










X/C CP P,LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.17B1 .9905 *0280
,0122 .2800 .7295 .6845
.0251 --*0297 .6360 .0334
.0510 -.2819 ._608 .9522
• 0755 -,3772 .5325 .9975
,I000 -,4805 ,4402 1.0541
• 1504 -.6350 .4540 1.129_
• 2004 -,7103 .4320 1.16R8
• 2501 -,7696 ,4138 1.2021
• 3002 -.8059 .4038 1.2209
• 3507 -.9508 ,3404 1.2463
.4000 -.868Z .3841 1.2585
.4_03 -.8608 .3864 1,2541
.5000 -.8543 .3881 1.2508
,5506 -,2673 .5646 ,0462
.59q7 -.1492 .6006 .E846
,6502 -.1350 .6043 .g_30
• 7003 -,047_ .6158 .8659
.7497 -.06_9 ,6253 ,8811
,7998 -,0184 ,6411 .8268
,R503 ,0181 ,6512 .0111
,9000 .0494 .660? ,796_
.9483 .1530 .6920 .?482
CO1 .01558 CDCOR1 ,OOq2S
C02 ,01S38 CDCOR2 .00907
C03 .02140 COCOR3 .01545
C04 .01307 COCOR4 .00|91
COS ,009_0 COCOR5 .00783
SPkHWXSE _
XlC YIC CP RwLIPT MLOC
.1505 -,5000 -,5870 .4694 1.1028
.1505 -,3333 -.6226 ,4584 1.1219
.1505 -.1667 -.6410 .45_0 1_1P96
• 1505 0.0000 -.6093 .4618 1.1|6_
• 1505 ,1667 -.6072 ,4636 1.1120
.1505 .3333 -,6317 .4557 1.1267
,1505 ,5000 -.6014 .4659 1,1089
.4995 -.5000 -.6564 .4473 h1415
.4995 -.3333 -.7808 .4107 1.2079
.4995 -.166? -.8408 .3937 _,_99
.4995 0,0000 -.8?02 .3833 1.2601
.4995 .1667 -.8704 .3029 1,2609
.4995 ,3333 -,0639 .3857 1,2554
.4995 .5000 -.6715 .4446 1.1_63
.794_ -.SO00 -.0821 .6215 .|571
,7494 -,3333 -.0639 ,6269 .8487
.7994 -,i667 -.0403 .6338 ,8381
.7996 0.0000 -.0268 .6386 .030?
.7994 ,1667 -.0233 .6391 .8298
.7994 ,3333 -.0215 .6396 .8291






XlC CP P,LIPT NL_C
0,0000 1.1783 ,9944 *_301
.0135 .3556 .7520 .6545
*0271 *0800 .6684 .7848
.0515 -.1500 .598Z .8935
.0763 -.3190 .5484 .9720
,1012 -.3098 ,5281 1,0048
.1503 -.51SS .4912 1,0659
.1994 -.6011 .4648 1.1109
*ZSO1 -.6488 ,4500 1.13_9
.2999 -.7002 ,43bi 1,161S
,3499 -,7366 ,4229 1.1855
,3094 -.7505 .4193 1.1921
.4496 -.7379 .4245 1.1825
.4997 -,2935 .5575 .0576
.5492 -.2002 ,5_48 .9145
.5994 -.i_45 ,5_86 " ,_0_4
.6495 -.1775 ,5926 ,0021
.6996 -.1438 ,6026 ,8866
.7489 -.1005 .6144 ._682
*RO03 -.0474 ,6303 .9435
.8500 ,0017 .6449 ._210
.8993 ,0657 .6648 ,T903
.9489 .1294 ,6845 ,7509
PT 68,53B7 PSI CN -.1472
Tr 102.4900 K CN ,0105




X/C CP P,LIPT qLPC
0.0000 1.1783 .9094 .0301
.O1Z2 .1687 ,69_8 .7425
*0251 -.13_7 ,6025 .n867
.0510 -,3726 .5310 1,0002
.0755 -,4900 *_000 1.0512
,I000 -,5762 .4720 1.09_4
.IF04 -.7237 .42_7 1.1749
.2004 -,7982 .4056 1,2175
.2501 -.8526 .3887 1.2498
,3002 -.9026 .3784 1,264_
,3507 -,4345 ,3633 1.2990
.4000 -.9580 .3569 1.3130
.4503 -.9635 .3568 1.3132
,5000 -,9712 .3534 1.31_2
.5506 -.6956 .435_ 1.1621
.5997 -.2848 .5584 ,4561
.6502 -.1426 ,6031 ,8858
,7003 -.0811 ,6214 ,8873
,7447 -,0459 ,6309 .8427
.7_99 -.0011 .6444 .8218
,8803 *0304 .6535 .8077
.4000 .0563 .6620 .7947
.9403 .15_? .6915 .7491
CD1 .02327 COCOR1 .01055
C02 .07268 CDCOR2 *01?90
C03 .02176 CDCOR3 .01742
C04 .01515 CDCOR4 .01243
CD8 .01008 COCOR5 .00821
SPAM_3S[
KIC YIC CP P.LIPT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -,4885 .4978 1.0548
.1505 -,3333 -.5168 .4894 1.0689
• 1505 -.1667 -.5375 .4032 1.0793
.1505 0.0000 -.5156 ,4912 1.0659
,1505 ,16_7 -,5112 ,4910 1.0662
.1505 ,3333 -.5366 .4834 1,0?90
.1505 .5000 -.5138 .4904 1.0672
.4995 -,5000 -.3627 .8359 ,9922
.4945 -,3333 -.3035 .5537 .9636
.4995 -.1667 -.3159 .8496 .9702
.4995 0,0000 -.2935 .8575 .9576
.4995 ,1667 -,3305 .5456 .9766
.4995 .3333 -.3006 .8846 .9622
,4995 ,5000 -,2532 .5688 .9402
.7994 -.SO00 -.1029 .6131 .8702
.7994 -.3333 -*0801 .6178 .8629
.7994 -.1667 -.0641 .6286 .8509
.7994 0.0000 -.0479 .6303 .8438
.7994 .1667 -.0479 .6312 .e422
.7994 ,3333 -.0307 .6327 .8399





XlC CP P,LIRT HL_C
0.0000 1.1004 1.0001 0.0000
• 0135 ,2464 ,7188 .7069
• 0271 *.0288 .6356 .A385
• 0515 -.2566 .5687 ,_398
,0763 -;4187 .5194 1.0191
,I012 -.4939 .4984 1,0538
,1503 -.6129 ,4630 1.1140
•igg4 -.7005 ,436_ 1.1609
,2501 -.7471 .4211 I.I_88
• 2999 -,7971 ,4081 1.2129
,3490 -,P373 .3963 1.2382
• 3994 -,8549 .3917 1.2440
.4496 -.8539 .3011 1.2452
._0_? -.8651 ,3_61 1,2549
,5492 -,2040 ,5573 .9578
,5994 -.1508 ,6023 ._871
,b495 -.1303 .bO_O .8782
• 6996 -,I096 .6156 *_663
.7489 -*0704 .6250 ,_518
• 8003 -.0245 .6381 .8315
.0500 .0221 .6524 .S095
.8993 ,0027 .6720 .7793
.9489 .1430 .6899 ,7517
PT 68.5461 PSI CN -.0043
TT 102.3422 K C_ -.0000




X/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
0.0000 1.1804 1.0001 0,0000
.0122 *2825 ,7296 *6844
.0251 -.0260 .6364 .8342
.0510 -,2820 ,56U ,9519
,0755 -,3745 .5327 .9974
*i000 -.4929 .4988 1,0532
.1504 -.63Ol .4552 1.127?
.2004 -.7124 .4329 1.1673
,250l -.7698 .4143 1.2013
,3002 -,8069 ,4052 1.2184
*3507 -,8515 ,3920 1,2433
,4000 -,8686 .3876 1,251_
.4503 -.8621 .3886 1,2409
.5000 -.8289 .3969 1.2340
,5506 -.2512 .5702 .93?4
,5997 -,1507 .6023 ,8871
.6F02 -*1481 ,6027 ,8864
,7003 -,1004 .6157 *8662
.7497 -*0680 *6255 .8510
,?998 -.0187 ,6398 .8_89
,_503 .0188 ,6514 .8110
,9000 ,0478 .6615 .7954
,9483 .1531 *6426 .74?4
•OR/G/N'AL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY 28_
C01 .01930 COCOR1 .01810
CD2 *01912 CDCOR2 .01797
C03 .02975 CDCOR3 *02866
C04 .01499 CDCOR4 .01437
C05 ,0113S CDCOR5 .01077
SPAN_ISE
X/C Y/C CP R.L/PT NLOC
.1505 -*5000 -*540? .4691 1.1034
,1505 -.3333 -,6232 .4585 1,1219
.1505 -.1667 -.6404 .4836 1.1305
,1505 0._000 *.6129 .4630 1.1140
.1505 .1667 -.6092 .4636 1,1130
,1505 ,3333 **6326 .4557 1.1268
• 1505 .5000 -,6020 .4651 1.1104
• 4995 -*5000 -.6534 .4485 1,1394
.4995 -,3313 -.7990 ,4051 1.2185
.4995 -,1667 -,8311 .3970 1.2330
• 4995 0.0000 -,8651 .3861 1.2549
,4995 *1667 -.8717 .3828 1.2611
.4995 .3333 -.8701 .3837 1.2594
.4485 *5000 -.65T0 ,4493 1,1381
• ?904 -.5000 -.0_03 .6226 .8588
.7994 -.3333 -.0622 .6282 .8468
.?994 -,1667 -,0409 .6342 .8375
.7994 0,0000 -,0245 .6381 ,8315
.79q4 ,1667 -.0225 .6399 .028?
.7994 ,t333 -,0219 .6403 ,8281
.7994 .5000 -.0304 .6374 .0326












X/C CP PtL/PT HLOC
0,0000 1.1773 ,99q0 ,0386
*0135 .!394 ,6866 ,T566
,0271 -,1304 °6052 ,8025
.0515 -,3_4 .5404 ,9849
*0763 -.5064 ,4916 1.0652
.101Z -*5670 ,47_6 1,0q74
*150_ -,6_73 ,4358 1.1620
,1994 -*T?3S .4107 1._079
.2501 -.B_14 .3963 1.235Z
,_999 -,A694 .3817 1.2634
.3_g9 -,G17L .3682 1,2902
• 3_q4 -,9_7_ ,3610 1,3047
,_4¢_ -.9_SS .1611 1.3o45
,6495 -.1_83 ,SgRZ ,$935
.6996 -,_?_6 ,_2_1 ,_$62
LOWEP SURFACE
XlC CP P*LIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.1773 ,9990 .0386
• 01ZZ ,3853 ,7606 ,6407
,0251 .0700 *6680 ,78_4
.0510 -.1853 .50_3 ,9088
,0755 -.2911 ,5565 *_59Z
• I000 -.397Z ,5_39 i.0117
.1_0, -.5405 ,480_ 1,0_5
.2004 -.62q9 ,4540 1,|2¢7
.2_01 -.68_8 ,43BI 1.1579
,300_ -,7130 ,4288 1.1746
,3507 -.7631 .4145 1,2008
,4000 -.7838 ,4073 1,214Y
,4503 -,777g .4086 _*_118
.5000 -.6591 ,4441 1.1473
._506 -._032 *5824 .ql_l
• 5097 -,1668 ,5936 ,9006
• bSOZ -.16_Z .5g22 .9028
,7003 -.1237 .6067 .8801
.74_7 -.00_6 ,6181 .86_4
,799U -,0_94 ,6_47 .8_8
,8503 ,00?9 . ,6460 ,Bl_3
• qO00 ,0405 ,6547 ,_058
.9_3 .1472 ,617_ ,755Z
C01 .02725 COCOR1 .02596
CO2 .026_9 CDCOR2 .02104
CD3 .04254 CDCOR3 *04111
CO4 .0_170 COC_R4 ,0_126
COS .01651 COCOR5 .01560
SPAH_SE
XlC YlC CP PjLIPT ML_C
.1505 -,SO00 -.6417 ,4463 1.1432
.1505 -,3333 -.6qOZ ,433Z 1,1668
,1_05 -.1667 -.7045 ,428T 1,17_B
,1505 0,0000 -,6873 .43_$ 1,1_0
• 1505 .1667 -.6659 .43_0 1,1564
.1505 .3_33 -.7056 .4285 1,1752
,I_0_ ,_000 -,6801 ,43_I 1,1615
.4995 -.5000 -.770Z .4094 1.2103
.4995 -.3_33 -.901g .3646 1.2672
.4995 -.1667 -.9342 ,35q6 1.3076
.499_ 0,0000 -,9586 ,3536 1.3197
.4_q5 ,1667 -.9467 ,_561 1.3147
.4995 .3333 -.9399 .35Sl 1.3105
,4gq5 .$000 -.7719 ,4087 1,2110
,7g94 -,SO00 -,0869 ,6172 ,e63q
• 79q4 --*_333 --*0485 *6284 *_466
.7994 --.1667 -.014_ .63ql *B300
.7994 0.0000 .003_ ,6447 ,§214
.7gg4 ,1667 .0085 ,6460 ,8193
.7994 ,3333 ,008_ .6_5_ ,8_01




TABLE LIII. TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.30








26.9608 PSI GRIT.SIZE ,0025 IN
L91.8630 K GRIT LOC .0500 C
3.0412 MTLLIOH CN -.0037
.3024 CM .0003
,0000 DEG CC .0077
UPPER SUAFACE
XIC CP P_LIPT ML_C
0.0000 1,0561 1,00_0 0,0000
,0135 ,0468 ,9410 ,2959
,0271 -,1666 ,9284 ,3273
• 0515 -.2PlZ ,92Z2 °]420
.0763 -.34?7 ,9174 *3530
• 1012 -,359_ ,9166 .3548
,1503 -,343R ,9174 ,3529
,1994 -,3528 ._170 .35_8
.2_01 -,3210 ,9193 .3486
,299_ -*2062 ,9206 *3_b
.3_9_ -,2677 .9218 ,342A
.3994 -.2343 ,9243 ,3370
.4496 -,2104 .9253 ,3347
.4997 -,1_4 ,9273 ,3_00
,5492 -.1493 .9203 ,325!
.5994 -,I73_ .9308 .3214
,64%5 -,0952 ,9325 .817_
,_996 -,075_ ,9331 .3157
.74_ -,040¢ ,9354 ,3100
,_003 -,0084 .0371 .3059
.8500 ,0_63 ,9398 .2990
.8_93 ,0740 ,9427 ,2914
.94_@ .1_$5 ,9462 ,2820
L_WER SURFACE
X/C CP P,LI_T qL_C
0,0000 1,0561 1.0020 0,0000
,0122 ,0721 ,9425 .2910
.0251 -.1440 .9298 .3240
.0510 -.2896 .9217 .3430
.0755 -.3427 .9177 .3523
,1000 -,3604 .9165 .3_48
.1504 -,3621 .916_ .3554
.2004 -.3873 .9167 ,3544
.2501 -,3258 .9100 .8493
,3002 -,29_9 .9_07 .3454
.3507 -.2692 .9217 .3430
.4000 -.2335 .924_ .337I
._503 -,2094 .9253 ,3346
.5000 -,1851 ,9271 .3304
.5506 -.1573 .9288 .3263
.5097 -.1265 .9307 .3218
,650_ -.i036 .9320 ,3185
.7003 -.0762 .9331 ,3159
,7497 -.03E0 .9356 .3097
,7998 -.0126 .936_ .3065
.8503 ,0232 ,9396 .2905
.9000 .0631 ,9420 .2932
,9463 ,1336 .9_65 .Z811
CO1 .00e79 CDCOR; .00950
C02 ,03821 CDCOR2 .00949
C03 .0074_ CDCOR3 .00943
C04 .00762 COCOR4 .OOq_S
CO5 ,00795 COCQR5 ,00949
SPANWISE
XIC YIC CP P. LIPT NLOC
.1505 -.SO00 -,3369 .9183 .3909
*1505 -.3333 -.3451 .9175 .3526
.1505 -.1667 -.3623 ,9165 .35_
,1505 0.0000 -,3438 .9174 ,3529
.1505 .1667 -.3598 .9169 .3540
.1SOS ,3333 -.3552 ,9169 ,3540
.1505 .8000 -,3366 .9180 .3515
.4995 -,$000 -,1709 .9200 .3202
,4995 -.3333 -.1780 .9280 .3283
,4995 -.1667 -.1746 .9276 .3293
,4995 0.0000 -.1824 .9273 .3300
.4995 .1687 -,1796 .927S .3295
,4993 ,3333 -,1827 .9278 .3200
.4995 ,5000 -.1613 .9284 .3273
.7994 -.5000 -.0040 .9381 .3034
.7994 -.3333 -,0048 ,9379 .3038
.7994 -,1667 -,0049 .93S0 .3035
.7994 0.0000 -.0084 .9371 .30_9
.7994 .1667 -.0071 .9379 .3039
,7994 .3333 -.0059 .9378 .3040





XlC CP R,LIOT HLDC
0,0000 ,5738 ,9727 .1991
,0135 .7623 ,_841 ,1513
.0271 ,506d .96_$ ,2142
,0515 ,2777 .9544 ,2588
,_763 .1411 ._462 .2818
• 1012 ,0670 .9413 ._949
.1503 -.00@i ,9357 ,3094
.I094 -,0_72 .93_7 .3169
• 2501 -*0659 .9317 .3194
._99_ -.0_30 *9310 .3210
t3499 -.0_3_ *930T .3_8
.3994 -.0735 ,9307 ,3217
,4496 -,0694 .9314 ,3200
,4997 -.058_ .9333 .315_
.3492 -,0_31 ,93_9 .8164
.5994 -.0278 .9339 ,3t38
.6%95 -.OIZ9 .9351 .310q
.69_6 -,0020 ,93_8 .3091
.7489 .0176 .9365 .3074
.8003 ,0381 .9304 .3025
.8500 .0575 .9387 .3017
• 8993 .0872 ,9410 .2958
.9489 .1296 .9434 ,2q94
PT 2_.9639 _Sl GRIT SIZE .0025 IM
TT 192,1306 K ORIT LO: ,0500 C
RC 3,0556 _ILLION CN -.3773
_AC_ .3046 CM -,0003
_LP_A -4.01_3 OEG CC -.0107
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CR P_LIPT qtoc
0,0000 ,5738 ,9727 .1991
,0122 -1.1459 ,8679 ,4542
• 0251 -1.1130 .8696 .4509
,0510 -.9908 .8764 ,_380
.0755 -,9229 .8814 ,4282
,i000 -,8594 ,_845 ,4Z21
.1504 -.7547 .R891 .4129
,2004 -,6643 ,8949 ,4013
,2501 -,5?74 .8996 ,3915
,3002 -.5248 .q035 .1833
.3507 -,4647 .906R ,3763
,_000 -.4053 .9097 ,3698
.4503 -,3559 ,9134 .3618
.5000 -,3121 .q176 .3523
,5506 -.2671 ,9188 .3497
.5997 -.2193 ,9219 ,3426
.6502 -.17_9 .92_7 .3362
,7003 -,1344 .9275 .3294
,7497 -.0_73 .9299 .3238
.7098 -.0_60 ,9331 .31S0
.8503 -.O00g .9330 .3111
._000 .0480 ,9385 .3022
,9483 .1296 ,9434 .28_4
C01 .00892 CDCORI .00950
C02 .00849 COCOR2 ,00955
C03 .00?73 CDCOR3 ,00948
C04 .00801 COCOR4 *00983
C05 ,008Z1 COCOR5 ,00956
SPANWISE
XtC YIC CP P_LIPT _LOC
,150S -.5000 .0014 .9356 ,3096
.1505 -.3333 -*0116 .9347 ,3118
.1505 -,1667 -.0112 ,9349 .3113
,1505 0,0000 -,0081 ,9357 .3094
.1505 .1667 -.0156 .9345 .3123
.1505 .3333 -.0199 .9342 03131
.1505 ,5000 -,0017 .9355 ,3098
.4995 -.5000 -.0510 .9321 .3183
.4995 -,3333 -.0508 ,9323 ,3178
.4995 -.1667 -.0S39 .9324 .3176
.4995 0,0000 -.0585 ,9333 .3154
,4995 ,1667 -,0584 .9316 ,3194
.4995 .3333 -,0551 .9320 .3185
,4995 .5000 *,0469 .9328 .3165
.7994 -.5000 ,0373 .9370 *3060
.7994 -.3333 .0336 ,9366 .3071
.7994 -.1667 .0337 .9380 .3036
.7994 0,0000 ,0381 ,9384 ,3025
.7994 .1667 .0335 ,9160 ,3066
.7994 .3333 .0326 .9365 .3072





XIC CP P,LI_T ML_C
0.0000 .7853 ,9859 .1425
,0135 ,6381 .9773 ,1R13
,0271 ,3719 .9613 .2379
._515 ,1558 ._3 ,2763
.0763 ,0834 ,9407 .2966
.i012 -,0286 .9370 ,3061
,1503 -,0871 ,9340 .3136
.19_4 -,1_17 ,_313 .3203
.2501 -.I_24 ,931Z ,3Z05
,2999 -.1311 ,_311 .3206
,3499 -.124_ ,_312 .8204
,3994 -,11_6 ,9322 .3181
,4496 -.0994 .9328 .3166
.4997 -.0892 ,Q339 .3139
.54_ -,06fl7 ._350 *31[Z
.5994 -,0513 ,9362 .3080
,6495 -,0369 .9366 .3071
,6996 -.0180 .9381 ,3033
.7489 ,00_ .9302 ,3004
.8003 ,0250 .9409 .2961
.8500 .OF20 ._27 .291_
.8993 .0_94 .0444 ,2869
,9489 .1322 *_471 ,_796
PT 24.9600 PSI GeIT SIZE ,0025 IN
TT 19_,0418 K GRIT LOC .0500 C
PC 8.0152 MILLION CN -,2879
R_C_ ,3000 C_ -,0006
4LP_tA -2,9734 OEG CC -.0007
LOdER SURFACE
X/C CP F_L/PT qL_C
0,0000 ,7R53 ,9859 .1425
,0122 -,e044 ,8921 ,4070
,0251 -.8607 ,8880 ,4151
,0510 -.8212 ,8900 .4112
,0755 -,7784 ,8921 .4070
,I000 -.7341 ,8947 .4016
*150_ -,66C1 ,8999 ,3908
,2004 -.5834 *9035 ,383_
,2501 -.5_95 ,g075 ,3747
,3002 -,46S5 .911_ .3667
,350? -.4126 .9139 ,3606
,4000 -,3630 .9172 .3333
*¢503 -,3154 .9199 .3473
.5000 -.2826 ,97_4 ,3415
.5506 -,2419 ,9246 ,3362
.509? -.1982 ,9275 .3294
,6502 -.1652 ,9280 .3260
,7003 -,1183 ,9322 .3182
.7497 -.0?42 .q3_5 .3123
,7998 -.0384 ,9371 *3050
._503 .0083 .9401 ,_981
.9000 .05R2 ,9425 *291_
.9_83 ,1340 .9472 .2793
288
C01 ,00378 COCORI ,00932
CDZ ,00832 CDCOR2 .00935
C03 .00758 CDCOR3 ,00932
C04 .00701 COCOR4 ,00956
CD5 ,03016 CDCOR5 ,00948
SPANWISE
X/C Y/C CR PsL/PT MLDC
*lS05 -,5000 -,0701 .9353 .3104
.1505 -,3333 -.0026 .9350 .3111
,1505 -,1667 -.0910 ,9342 .3131
.1505 0._000 --.0871 *9340 .3136
,1505 ,1667 -.1043 .9337 ,3143
.1505 .3333 -.0936 ,93A4 .3127
.1508 .5000 -.073? .9352 .3105
,_995 -.5000 -,0775 .9350 .3112
.4995 -,3333 -.0802 ,9353 ,3103
,4995 -,1667 -,0811 ,9350 ,3111
.49q5 0.0000 -.0892 19339 ,3139
,4995 .1667 -.0861 .9345 ,3125
.4995 .3333 -,0853 ,9350 .3110
.4995 ,5000 -.0T42 .9354 ,3101
.7994 -.5000 .0335 .9414 .2946
,7994 -,3333 .02A9 ,9A09 ,2961
.T994 -.1667 .0283 .9412 .2952
.7994 0.0000 .0250 .9409 .2961
,7994 ,1667 ,0301 ,9413 .2952
.7994 .3333 ,0243 ,9400 .2962







K/; CP P,L/PT _LOC
0,0000 .960Z ,9962 ,0734
,0133 ,4740 ,9669 ,Z195
.0271 .2|66 ,9510 ,2687
,0515 ,0212 ,9395 ,Zq?
.076] -,0M51 ,0320 ,3166
,1012 -.1285 °9302 ,3229
• 1503 -,1706 .ZqO ,3283
.1996 -,1940 ._266 13316
.2501 -,1831 ,9274 .3297
,2999 -,lP57 .0272 .3300
,3499 -.1606 .92_5 .3271
,3996 -,1467 *9259 .3261
• 4696 -,1309 .0301 ,3231
.499T -,11_7 ._311 ,3208
.5492 -.0935 .9327 .3167
,5096 -*0756 ,_334 ,3152
,6495 -,0515 ,_340 ,3114
.6096 -,0365 ._365 ,3076
• 748@ -*01_5 .0383 .3027
,8003 ,0176 ,9392 .3004
,8500 .0456 ,0412 .Z954
,0993 ,0886 ,9439 .29_2
.9489 ,1308 .0460 .2826
PT 24,0577 PSI GRIT SiZE ,0025 IN
TT 192,0461 K GRIT LOC .0500 C
RC 3,0368 qILLION CN -.1960
_AC_ ,3022 CM -,0000
AL_AJ -l.9721 OEG ¢C .0036
L_ER SURFAC_
XIC CP PeLIPT HLO¢
0,0000 .0602 .9962 ,0734
.0122 -,4867 ,9001 ,3713
.0251 -,6036 .0012 ,3882
.0510 -.6371 ,8997 ,3912
• 07_5 -,6318 ,8998 ,3011
.tO00 -,6051 ,q014 ,3878
• 1504 -,5623 ,0043 .3815
,Z004 -,5118 ,0076 ,3749
.2501 -.6531 *9111 .3668
,3002 -,4119 .o136 ,3613 .
.3507 -,3661 ,91_7 ,354_
,4000 -.3172 .91,_ ,3_03
.4503 -,2753 ,021. .3437
,5000 -,2489 .92_2 .3396
,550b -.2128 ,9255 ,3341
.5007 -,1760 ,0273 ,3300
.650_ -,1614 ,9205 .3_67
.7003 --,1031 .0326 ,!1?7
• 7697 -o064_ *9351 ,_IOB
,7998 -.0280 .0365 .*074
,8503 ,0137 ,9393 .30'_
.0000 ,0635 .04_4 ,207/
,0_83 ,1325 ,9461 .2823
C01 ,0_869 CDCDR1 *00951
C02 ,00826 CDCOR2 ,00953
C03 .00751 CGCOR3 ,00949
CD6 .0_773 COCOR6 ,00971
CO5 ,00809 C0C0R5 ,00956
5PAN_ISE
TIC YIC CP PwLIPT mLgC
.1505 -,5000 -.1490 ,9292 .3256
,1505 -,_333 -,1675 ,9291 ,3_5S
.1505 -,1667 -,1703 ,9280 ,3282
,1505 0,0000 -.1T06 ,9280 ,32_3
,1_05 .1667 -*1715 ,9278 ,3Z86
,150_ .3333 -.1791 ,9284 ,3272
,1505 ,5000 -,1_49 .9290 ,3259
,6995 -,_000 -.110_ ,9321 ,3184
.4qqS -.3333 -.1101 *9320 .3_96
,4995 -,1667 -,lllb ,9317 ,3192
,699_ 0,0000 -.1187 .9311 ,3208
,699_ .1667 -.2187 .9316 ,3196
04995 .3333 -.1148 ,9317 .3193
,6995 ,5000 -.1022 °9323 ,$178
.7996 -,5000 ,0168 .9389 .3012
.700_ -,3333 .0194 ,9393 .3002
,7994 -.1667 ,0172 ,9397 *2992
,7994 0,0000 ,0176 ,939Z ,3004
,7994 *1667 .01§Z .9388 ,3015
.7996 ,3333 .0197 *9393 .3001





TIC CP R,L/PT _LOC
0,0000 1,0593 1.0022 0,0000
.013_ ,0651 ,94_2 ,2926
,0271 -,1417 .9209 ,3237
*051_ *,Z760 ,9Z_7 ,3_07
,0763 -.3278 .o190 .3493
.101_ -.3557 .9171 .353§
.1503 -.3466 ,9173 ,3530
.1996 -,3391 ,9176 .352_
.250_ -,3189 .019_ ,34_I
,2999 -,2904 ,9216 ,363?
,3409 -*25_6 .9231 .3397
.3996 -*7324 .0245 ,3364
,4496 -,2061 .9261 .3327
.4997 *,1751 ,_277 .3290
*_49Z -,1696 ,9_97 ,3242
*5994 -,1195 ,9316 .3105
,649_ -,0_77 ,0329 .3163
,6996 -,0674 .9350 .3110
,7489 -,0350 .9366 .3071
.8003 -.002_ ._384 .3026
,8500 .0339 *_409 ,zq_2
.8993 .0702 ,9434 .2896
.9489 ,1249 .9664 .2_14
PT 24.9657 PSI GP[T SIZE ,0075 _N
TT 192.1588 K GRIT LOC .0500 ¢
RC 3.0358 _ILLiO_ CN -.0115
xkC_ .3025 C_ -.0001
ALPHA .0083 DIG CC ,0079
LO_R SURFACE
TiC CP P_LIPT qLOC
0.0000 1.0593 1.0022 0.0000
.0122 ,0476 ,9411 ,2056
,0251 -.1633 *9286 .3268
• 0510 -,309l ,9206 ,36_5
.0755 -.3534 ,9176 .3528
.1000 -.37_1 ,915_ ,3563
,1504 -,_791 .91_4 .3_76
.Z004 -.3_66 .91_3 .3_53
,2§01 -,3347 .9186 .3502
.3002 -.2079 ,qE09 .3668
.3507 -.2736 .9226 ,3610
,4000 -,239_ .9241 ,3375
,4_03 -,2100 .9259 ,3332
.5000 -,1PEt .9273 .3300
.5_06 -.1609 ,9200 .3259
,5097 -,126; .9312 .3205
,650_ -.1081 ,9323 .3178
,7003 -,0704 ,9349 ,3115
,7497 -*0352 ,9366 .3072
.7998 -,0070 ,9381 .3033
,8503 .0309 ,9407 .2066
.0000 ,0690 .9428 ,_010
,9493 ,12_5 ,9467 ,2806
CO1 .00872 CBCOR1 .00923
C02 ,008Z7 C_OR2 .00921
C03 .03750 COCOR3 ,00913
C06 ,00770 CDCOR4 .00938
C05 ,00808 COCOR$ ,00928
SPkN_ISE
(IC YlC CP P_LIPT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.3173 ,9196 ,3478
.lflO_ -,3333 -,3394 ,9180 ,391fl
,150_ -,1667 -,3490 ,9176 .3524
,1505 0.0000 -,3666 ,9173 .3_30
.150_ .1667 -.3649 .9180 .3_15
.1505 .3333 -,350_ *9173 *_$30
.1505 ,5000 -,3317 .9186 .3501
,4995 -.5000 -.1676 .9280 ,3282
.6905 -,3333 -.1713 ,9279 .3285
,6995 -,1667 -.1717 .927_ ,3300
.4995 0,3000 -,1751 ,927? .3290
,4095 ,1667 -,1766 .927_ ,3295
.6995 ,3333 -.17_6 ,9276 ,3291
.4905 ,_000 -.1591 ,9280 .3E82
,7994 -,_000 -.0029 ,9381 ,3034
.Tqq4 -,3333 -.OOTl ,9378 .3061
.7994 -.1667 -,0067 ,9378 ,3041
.7994 0.0000 -.0028 ,9384 .3026
.7996 ,1667 -,00_6 ,9379 .3038
.7996 ,3333 -.0072 ,9378 ,304|







X/C CP P*LIPT _LOC
0.0000 .9496 ,9o56 ,0790
• 013_ -,4_18 .9121 .3646
,0271 -,5#45 ._044 ,3_14
• 051_ -,_964 ,9031 .3842
• 0763 -.5996 .o025 ,3854
,1012 -,5_36 ,9037 ,3829
,1503 -*_283 ,0068 .3761
,1996 -.4_b7 .9003 .3707
,2501 -.43Z5 ,_123 .3643
.E999 -,3_73 ,0161 .3580
• 3499 -.3568 ,91?5 ,3526
.3994 -,3226 ,0197 .3476
,4496 -,2706 ,_222 ,3419
• 4997 -,23_9 ,9242 ,3373
• 5492 -.1052 .9_69 ,3309
.5994 -,1658 .0201 ,3256
.6695 -.1350 ,9309 ,3_11
.6996 -.Oq4q ,9330 .3160
• 7689 -.0613 ,0353 ,3104
• 8003 -.0_05 .93?7 ,3042
• 8503 ,0183 *9402 .?079
.8993 ,0680 .0430 ,_905
.948_ .I_99 .9466 *2509
_4,9663 _$| GRIT $IZ£ ,0025 t_
192.0_?0 K GRIT LOC ,0500 C
3,0300 _ILLION CN .1746
• 3016 CR ,000?
2.0110 OEG CC ,0004
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CP P,L/PT qLOC
0*0000 .9496 ,99_6 *0700
,0122 .4855 ._680 .2150
,02S1 .2116 ,9517 .266S
,0510 -.0009 ,938T .3017
,0755 -.0948 ,0325 ,3165
.1000 -.1426 .@301 .323l
,1506 -,1947 .9260 ,3309
,2004 -.2100 .9264 .3319
.2501 -.1037 ,9267 .3316
,3002 -,I_76 ,9276 ,3201
• 3507 -,1768 ,9283 ,3_7_
,4000 -,1665 .92_0 ,3258
• 4_03 -.1311 ,9306 .3220
• 5000 -,11_9 ,931_ ,3206
,5506 -.0998 ,9326 ,3171
.5997 -,0_04 *_342 ,3132
,650? -.0671 *9350 ,3111
,7003 -,0333 .9367 .3068
.7697 -,0089 .9384 ,30_4
,7_98 *016_ ,9398 ._989
,8503 ,0418 ,9416 ,2942
,9000 .0719 ,963? .2809
,9483 .1361 *9670 *2799
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY 289
C01 ,00895 COCORI .00968
C02 ,00850 COCOR2 .00966
C03 .00773 CDCOR3 .00957
C04 ,OOTT8 COCOR4 .0096T
C05 .00816 COCOI5 ,00953
SPAN_ISE
X/C Y/_ CP P_L/PT NLOC
.1505 -*$000 -*5023 ,9089 .3716
.1505 -,3333 -.5211 ,9077 .3?44
.150_ -*1667 -.53?0 ,9062 ,37?4
.1505 0.0000 -,9283 .9068 .3761
,1505 ,1667 *.5315 ,9072 .3753
,1505 ,3333 -,_2T4 ,9073 ,3?52
.1505 .5000 -._0_I .q08_ .3733
._99S -.5000 -.2286 ,9250 .3353
,6995 -,3333 -,2322 ,9248 ,3358
.4995 -.1667 -,2350 .9246 ,3362
,4995 0.0000 -,2349 ,9242 ,3373
,4995 ,1667 *,2377 ,924_ ,3366
,_995 ,3333 -,2355 ,9246 ,3362
,_995 ,5000 -*ZlSl .9256 .3339
.7996 -.5000 -,0228 .937b ,3046
.79_6 -,3333 -.0288 .9362 .306_
.7994 -,1667 -*0250 *9376 .3066
.799_ 0,0000 *.OZ05 ,q3TT .3042
,7996 *[667 -.0264 ,937_ ,3069
.7gg6 .3333 -.0286 *9369 *3066










XIC CR R,L/RT _L_C
0.0000 .54_L .9717 .2027
,0135 -1,0973 ,9731 ,4443
.027i -1.0_q_ .e74; .441.
,0Si5 **9725 ,8810 ,4289
.0763 -oaOTq .8945 .4222
,1012 -,84_? .98_ ,4141
,1503 -.715_ ,6060 ,3Q_9
.1974 -,6_02 ._99 ,3_08
,2S01 -,5656 ,9046 ,3elO
,79_ -.50BZ ,9078 ,3741
,3499 -,4519 ,9114 .3_68
,_94 -,3_2 ,9140 ,3596
,39q4 *,2_m .Qz63 ,_sz]
.64_5 -.1706 ,9_ .;_i
,_99 -,128_ ,_o7 .3z_8
,_00 ,007§ ,9388 ,3016
GRIT SIZF .0025 IN





X/C CR P,LIPT _LDC
0,0_00 .548l ,9?1? ,20Z7
*01_ ,7874 *98_9 ,1474
,0251 .5_31 ,9701 ._0_4
,0510 ,2585 ,9S44 ,_588
,0755 .1304 ,_46_ ,_09
,I000 .0610 .9_25 ._10
,1_04 -,017_ ,9_?_ .30_1
,?004 -.064_ ,9350 ,3112
,2_01 -,0726 .93_ ,3132
.3002 -.0797 .9336 .3147
,3507 -,0823 ,9336 ,3146
.4000 -.0748 ,9_I ,_134
,4503 *.06_9 ,9348 ,_I17
,5000 -.0554 .03_? ,30_4
,5506 -.0438 ,9359 ,3088
,5_97 -.0310 ,9370 ,308_
.6502 -.02_ .937_ .3054
.?003 -.0012 .9383 .3027
,7497 ,0166 ,03¢_ ,29_R
,_99_ ,0349 ,9407 .296_
,8503 ,0589 ,9419 ,2936
,9000 ,08_3 *9633 ,_Q7
,9483 ,1351 ,9468 ,_803
C01 ,03094 CDCOR1 ,00987
COE ,00854 CD_OR_ ,00987
C03 ,00769 ¢DCOR3 .00968
C04 ,03766 CD¢0R4 ,OOq6q
COS .00805 CO, OR5 ,00958
SPAHdISE
XIC YIC CP P_LIPT HLgC
,1505 -,SO00 -,6869 ,B991 ,3924
,1505 -.3333 -.7134 ,897Z .3964
,1505 *.1687 -,T316 .0959 ,3991
,1505 0,0000 -,7152 .8960 ,3989
• 1505 ,1667 -,7221 ,8971 ,39_7
,150S ,3333 -,72_9 ,0967 ,3976
• 150S ,5000 -,6998 ,0978 ,395E
._995 -,5000 -,_884 ,9221 ,3482
.4995 -,3333 -,2881 .9219 ,3626
,49_S -,1667 -.2943 ,9210 ,3446
,499_ O,OOO0 -.2964 ,9213 ,3440
,4995 .1667 -,Z967 ,9216 .3433
,4995 ,3333 -,2897 ,9218 ,3429
.4995 .5000 -,Z733 ,9223 ,3417
,799_ -,5000 -.0398 ,9362 ,3080
,799_ -,3333 -,0416 .9364 .3076
,799_ -,1667 *,0384 .9365 ,3074
.7994 0,0000 *,0414 ,9361 ,3084
,7994 .1667 -.0400 ,936Z ,3080
,799_ ,3333 -,0411 ,9364 .3075









ORIT SITE .0025 IM





Xl: CP _,LI_T %0C
0,0000 -,1145 ,0319 ,3191
,0135 -1,8509 .8273 .5_72
,OZ71 -I,6697 ,_403 ,5045
*0515 -1*3794 ,8_66 ,4751
,0763 -I,ZZ§7 .8651 ,4575
,1012 -1.1047 ,67_8 ,4449
,1503 -,9270 ,8840 ,4232
,1994 -,8082 ,8899 ,4114
.2501 -,7073 ,8965 ,_978
,7999 -,6_16 .90t? .3471
,3499 -,5437 ,9065 .3768
.3994 -,4755 .9104 ,3635
,4496 -,4222 ,9130 ._606
.4997 -,36_6 .9172 .3533
.5492 -.E_95 ,gZO6 *_456
,5994 -.2536 ,9E35 ,338B
,549_ -,_0_8 ,9263 ,33Z4
.6996 -,15Zl ,9293 _3252
,7482 -,1110 .0321 ,3154
,_003 -.0555 .9353 ,3104
,_500 -,0044 .9384 ,3024
.89_3 *0535 ,9418 ,Z938
,9489 ,1239 .9460 .2_24
LO_ER SURFACE
XIC CP P,LIRT HLOC
0,0000 -.I145 ,9318 ,3191
.OI2Z ,97_9 ,9970 ,06S6
,0251 ,7504 ,9844 *1500
,0510 ,_820 ,9677 ,2169
*0755 ,33_8 *QS_g *_454
,I000 .Z421 .9533 .26_0
,1504 .1277 ,9467 ,2805
,2004 *0674 ,9425 ,2918
,2501 .033_ ,9408 .2_63
,300Z .0186 ,9400 ,2985
.3507 ,0094 ,9395 ,_9_6
.4000 .002S .9390 ,3011
,4503 *0003 ,9391 ,3007
.5000 .0018 ,9309 ,3013
.5506 .0083 ,9391 .3008
,5997 ,0162 .9397 ,2992
,6502 .0173 ,9396 ,2993
.7003 *0389 ,9407 .296S
,7497 *0460 .9415 .2946
,7990 *0597 .9422 ,2927
,_503 ,0737 .9431 ,2902
,9000 ,0868 ,943_ ,Z885
,0483 .1369 ,9468 .E_03
C01 ,00984 COCOR1 .010§9
C02 .03941 COCOR2 ,01031
C03 ,00864 CDCOR3 .010_4
C04 ,008_4 COCOR4 ,01022
C05 *00866 C OCOR5 .00998
SPAN_ISE
_IC YIC CP P,LIPT NtOC
,1505 -,5000 -.SG04 ,8849 .4213
,1505 -,3333 -,9111 ,8835 ,4242
,150_ -,1667 -,9306 .8825 ,_261
,1505 0.0000 -.9270 ,8840 ,4232
• 1505 ,1667 -,9311 ,882S .4261
.I$05 ,3333 -,9210 ,8029 ,4254
,ISOS ,$000 -,0968 ,8845 ,42Zl
,499S -,5000 -.3467 ,9179 ,3518
,4995 -,3333 -,3537 .9177 ,3SEE
.4995 -,1667 -.3559 ,9176 ,3523
,4995 0.0000 -.3606 ,917Z ,3533
,4995 .1667 -.3560 ,9173 ,3531
,4995 ,3333 -,3569 ,9175 ,3527
,4995 ,5000 -,3335 ,9190 ,3493
.7994 -,5000 -.0561 ,9356 ,3095
,7994 *,3333 -,0625 ,9352 .3106
.7994 -,1667 -,0578 ,9357 ,3093
,7994 0,0000 -,05_5 .9353 ,3104
.7994 *1667 *,0§48 ,9357 *3093
,7994 ,3333 -,0633 ,9352 .3107









GRIT SIZE .00_5 I_





XIC CP PeL/PT _LOC
0.0000 -I,1537 ._687 .4526
,0135 -2,7540 ,7737 ,6164
,0271 -2,_732 ._008 ,5721
• 0_15 -1,8_99 ,8_65 .5287
,0763 -1,5B13 ,8430 ,4997
,I012 -1.3_94 .85_9 ,4783
.1503 -I,I_66 ,_709 ,4486
,1994 -,9796 .n?08 ,4314
,_501 -.8407 ,_882 ,_147
• _999 --.7365 .8943 ,40Z5
,3490 -,6376 ,900_ .390_
,3994 -,55Tg .9053 ,3795
.4496 -,4n04 ,_099 ,3695
,4_97 -,_154 ,0136 .3618
,549Z -,3_Zb .q179 .3517
• 5994 -.E_63 .GZ14 ,3437
,6495 -*_352 .9_4 .3367
,6996 -,1779 ,92_3 ,3_?_
,7489 -,|203 ,9325 .3173
,8003 -,0615 .9352 .3105
._SO0 -,0048 ,93_8 ,3016
,RGq3 ,0578 ,94Z6 ,2916
,9489 .I175 ,_457 ._834
LO_ER 5URFACF
X/C CP _,L/PT qLqC
0.0000 -1,1537 ,86P? .4_6
.0122 1,0579 1.00_1 0.0000
.0251 .gZ47 ,9940 *09_3
.0510 ,b?39 .9780 .1747
,0755 .5159 ,9694 ,2109
,1000 .4149 ,9634 .2312
,1504 ,_725 ,9_I ,_67
,_004 .1058 .9503 .2?06
,_501 ,149Z ,9_76 ,Z781
,300Z ,1150 ,9454 ,2840
,3507 .0955 ,9h43 ,_572
,4000 ,0812 ,_436 ,2991
.450_ ,0?74 ,_433 .289?
,$000 .0656 ,9424 ,Z9_2
,5506 ,061Z ,9426 ,2916
,5997 ,0701 ,9428 .2qll
,650_ ,0599 .9482 ,Zq?8
,7003 ,0729 ,9433 ._898
.7497 ,0838 ,9445 .2866
,7998 ,0877 ,944_ .2_75
,8_03 .0956 ,9648 .2859
,9000 ,1016 .9452 .2846
,9483 ,1334 *9466 .Zq08
C01 ,01126 CO_OR1 .01Ill
CDZ ,01092 COCOR2 .01Z14
C03 ,01025 CDCOR3 ,0121b
C04 .00976 COCOR4 .01165
C05 .00994 CDCOR5 .01138
SP4HdISE
_/C Y/C CP P,L/PT RLOC
,1508 -.5000 -1,0922 ,8738 ,4448
,1505 -,3333 -1.1234 ,0710 ,4482
,1505 -,1667 -I,1362 .8706 ,4491
,150_ 0.0000 -1,1366 ,8709 ,4486
,1_05 ,1667 -1,1358 .8705 ,4492
,1505 ,3333 -1,1324 ,0705 ,4493
• 1505 ,5000 -1,102T ,8726 ,4453
.4995 -.5000 -,4042 ,q146 ,3591
• 4995 -.3333 -,4060 ,9142 ,3601
• 4995 -,1667 -,4127 ,9138 ,3609
,6995 0.0000 -.4154 ,9134 ,3616
• 6995 .166T -,4131 ,9141 .3603
,4995 ,3333 -.60?8 ,9140 ,3606
• 4995 .5000 -.3878 ,9153 .35?5
,7994 -.5000 -.0?42 ,9342 ,3130
.7994 -,3333 -.0?04 ,9345 .3124
.7994 -,16b? -,0672 ,9348 .3116
.7094 0,0000 -,0615 .9352 .3105
.?994 ,1667 -*0705 .9345 *3185
,7994 ,333_ -.0726 ,9344 .3127






XlC CP PpL/PT _LSC
0.0000 -1.7335 ,d351 ,5136
.0135 -3,2661 .7456 ,6611
,0271 -2.5233 ,7599 .5900
.0515 -2,006_ .8141 ,5497
,0763 -1,7538 ,8350 ,5138
,101Z -1.5344 ,5474 .4Q18
,1503 -1.2371 .8655 ,4598
.i994 -1.0683 .8752 ,4403
.2501 -,006_ ,5549 .4214
.Z999 --*?@29 *8923 .%064
,3490 --,6803 ,_0R1 .3045
.3904 -,6005 .nO41 ,3819
,4496 -.Slb2 .q057 .37_0
.4997 -,4395 ,_133 .3620
,5492 -,3711 .9177 ,3522
,5994 -,3145 ,920_ .3;4_
.6495 -.2_56 .0240 .33?6
.6996 -,1_50 .027_ .3288
.7489 -.1371 ,0311 ,3208
.RO03 -,0758 .93_3 .3105
.8500 -,0164 .9384 ,3026
.00q3 .0496 ,O4Z6 .Z917
.9489 .1110 ,9460 ,2824
PT 24.9632 PSI GRIT SIZE .0025 IM
TT 192.5517 K GPlT LOC .0_00 C
RC 3.0081 MILLION CN .8147
_C_ ,3004 CN ,0037
ALPq_ 0,03_5 DEG C¢ -,1064
LO_ER SURFACE
_IC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0,0000 -i,7335 .8351 ,5136
,0122 1.0624 1,0024 0.0000 "
• 0251 .9795 .9974 .0605
• 0510 .7471 .9836 ,153g
,0755 ,5032 ._7_5 ,$_74
,I000 .4_97 ,9682 ,Z152
• 150_ .3471 .9598 .2427
,2004 ,2495 .9538 ,2605
.2501 .2031 .9511 ,2684
.3002 .1660 ,9492 ,2737
.3507 ,1391 ,9471 ._794
,4000 ,I$75 .9465 .2811
,4_03 ,1083 .9458 .2_31
,5000 .0991 .9492 .7846
._506 ,0911 .9450 ,2853
.SqST .0858 ._446 .2864
• 650Z ,0772 .9438 .28_4
.7003 ,0_50 .9444 .2869
.7497 .0902 ,0446 ,2863
,7098 ,0919 ,0452 ,Z848
,8503 .0061 ,9451 ,28_1
,9000 .1009 ,9456 .2836
,9403 ,1310 ,0472 ,2792
C01 .01232 CDCOR1 .01304
C02 .01_06 CDCOR2 ,01316
C03 .01128 CDCOR3 *01303
C04 ,01075 CDCOR4 ,01_52
CO5 ,01091 COCOR5 *01222
SPANWISE
XlC TIC CP PeLleT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -hlqB3 ,8680 .4_41
,1505 -.3_33 -1,2216 .0665 .4_q
,1505 -,1667 -1.Z455 .8651 .AS94
,1505 0,0000 -1.2371 ,865S .4500
,1505 ,1667 -1.2405 *_655 ,4507
,1505 .3_33 -l,2376 ,06S9 .4STq
• 1505 ._000 -1.2081 ,86?3 ,45S2
,4995 -,SO00 -,4208 ,9137 ,3611
,4995 *.3_33 -.4348 ,9141 ,3604
.4995 -,1667 -.4356 .9129 ,3629
,%995 0.9000 -,4305 ,913_ ,3620
,4995 .1667 -,43T0 .9132 ,3622
.4995 ,3_33 -.4369 .q$_9 ,3606
.4995 ,5000 -,4100 .9144 ,3596
,7994 -,5000 -.0807 ,934_ .3123
,7q94 -,3_3 -.0717 .9351 ,_109
,7994 -.1667 -.0738 .9349 .3119
.T994 0.0000 -,o?_e ,9353 ,_105
,7994 ,1667 -,0772 .9347 .311_
.7994 ,3333 -,0745 .9349 .3113




PT Z4.9716 PS1 G_IT SIZ_ .0025 IN
TT 19_,550_ K G_IT LOC .0500 C
_C 3,0528 N_LL_N CN ,9000
M_H ,30_2 CM ,0052
ALPqA 10,0130 DE_ CC -.1320
UPPEP SURFAC£
XlC CP P, LIPT _LgC
0._000 -2.3905 .7919 .5868
.013_ -3,P323 ,70_1 ,7_57
,0271 -2.8263 ,7645 ,6312
.0515 -2,34_6 ,7944 *5427
• 0763 -1,9334 .8198 ,5_00
,101Z -1,6_99 .5350 ,5139
,1503 -1.34_5 .0565 ,4754
.1994 -I,138q .868_ ,45_6
._501 -,OTA9 .87d7 ,4335
,Z999 -,834_ ._858 .4196
.3499 -.7279 .8928 ,4055
,3994 -,6274 .8990 ,3qZT
,4496 -,5438 ,q037 .3829
.4997 -.4624 .9085 .3725
._492 -.3950 ,9130 1.3626
,5_94 -.3236 ,0176 .3523
• 6495 -,2723 .0206 ,3456
.6996 -.?033 ,9?50 ,3353
.74d9 -,1446 .9_85 ,3270
,8003 -.0766 .93_5 .3173
,_500 -.0176 .936_ ,30_i
.0993 ,0468 .0399 ,_q_7
.9460 ,1108 ,9438 ,_8_4
LO_ER SURFACE
XIC CP P,LIPT qLqC
0,0000 -2,3905 ,791_ ,5850
,0122 1.0505 1,0017 0,0000
,0251 1,0204 .9998 ,0163
.0510 ,8124 ,9071 .1361
.0755 .6593 .977_ ,179_
.1000 .S_91 .9718 .202_
.1504 .4047 .9625 ,2340
,ZOO4 .3154 ,9570 ,Z511
,2501 .2537 ,0533 ,2621
,3092 ._145 ,9503 ._707
,3507 .1786 .9453 ._762
.4990 .1_97 .947_ ,_794
,4503 ,1424 ,94_8 .2829
.5000 .1Z61 .9447 .2859
.5_06 ,1132 .9442 .2874
,50_7 .1147 .9444 .2867
,6502 .0920 .942_ .7908
.7003 .1056 ,9438 ,28R5
,7497 .1031 ,9437 .?887
,799_ .1057 .9437 .Z887
• _503 ,I037 .9436 ,2858
.0000 ,1026 ,9433 ,2897
,94_3 ,1335 .9452 ,2847
C01 .01338 CDCOR1 ,01403
C02 ,01320 CDCOR2 ,01417
C03 ,01252 CDCDR3 .Ol4IS
C04 ,01172 COCOR4 .01332
C05 ,01181 COCOR_ ,01301
SPANWISE
XlC TIC CP P,LIPT qLOC
,1505 -,5000 -1.3108 .0572 .474_
,1505 -,3333 -1,3394 ,8S56 ,47T$
,1505 -.|667 -1,3498 .8543 .4793
,1505 0.0000 -1._465 .0565 ,4754
,1505 .1667 -i.35_0 ,8546 ,4780
.1S05 ,3333 -1,3391 ,85_6 ,4770
,1505 *$000 -1.3053 ,8_71 .4743
.4991 -,5000 -,4582 ,9093 ,3709
,4995 -,3533 -.46_9 .9004 .3728
,4995 -.1667 -.4661 ,9090 ,3714
,4995 0,0000 -,46_4 ,908_ .37_5
.4995 ,1667 -,4642 .qoB9 .3717
,499S ,3333 -,462_ .9054 .3727
.499S .5000 -.438Z ,9107 ,3677
,79q4 -,5000 -.0698 .931_ .31_9
,T994 -.3333 -.0882 ,932_ .3172
,7994 -.1667 -.0791 ,932T .3169
,7994 0,_000 -,0766 ,932_ ,3173
,7994 ,1667 -,0842 .932_ ,3181
,7994 ,3333 -,0910 .9324 ,3176





X¢C CP P,LIOT qL3C
0,0000 -3,109Z ,75_2 .6506
,0135 -4.4857 .6699 .77_3
,0271 -3.2_b2 ,7475 ,65_1
,0515 -2.5922 ,7_32 ,6019
,0763 -2.1254 .5128 ,5520
,1012 -l,P277 .8256 ,5250
,1503 -1.4_07 ,8520 ,4536
,1994 -1.2246 ._651 e4505
• ZSOl -I,0376 ._7_8 ,4371
,Z999 -,8068 .Ra50 ,4211
.349_ -.7731 .89_2 .4047
.3994 -,6787 ,8903 .3021
.4496 -.5797 .00_S .38_I
.4997 -,4Q43 .909b ,3701
.549Z --,4094 ,3149 *3584
,_994 -.3374 .9190 ,349_
,6495 -,2_61 .9224 ,3415
.6996 -,2147 .9265 ,3359
.7480 -._47_ .9_05 ,3238
.8003 -*0835 .9340 .3136
,0500 -,OZIO ,9374 ,3050
,8993 ,0461 ,0417 ,2939
,9489 ,1051 ,9450 .Z_52
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITy
_T 24.9607 _$I GRIT SIZE ,0025 _
TT 10_,5726 K GRIT LOC ,0_00 C
eC 3,0146 qlLLION Cq .9874
_ACH .301_ CN .0068
kLP_A 11,0049 OEG C¢ -.1612
LqWER SURFACF
_/C CP P.L/PT qLOC
0,0000 -3,10o2 .7522 ,6506
.O12Z 1,0197 .9998 ,0168
,GZ51 1,055_ 1,001_ 0.0000
.0510 ,R?Aq .9912 .1121
,0755 ,?_6_ ,98?4 .1505
,1000 .b$57 ,9755 .1_14
,1504 ,4641 .9666 .2E08
,ZOO4 .3614 ,9603 .2411
.2501 ,300? ,9_68 ._517
,300Z ,2549 ,9_40 .2600
.3507 .2191 .95_2 .2652
.4000 *1866 ,9505 *?700
,4503 .I712 *9493 ,2736
.5000 ,$536 .9482 .2764
,5506 ,1422 .94T7 .27?9
.5907 .1375 ,94T3 ,2?00
,b_02 ,1507 ,945_ ,Z820
,7003 .11T4 ,946_ ,7810
.?497 .1175 ,945R ,_832
.700_ ,1175 ,94_? ,?834
,8503 ,108_ .945_ ,_847
,9000 .1080 ,0454 .2841
,9483 .1319 ,9466 ,2809
291
C01 ,01477 COCORI ,01560
C02 .014_6 COCOR2 .01084
C03 .013_5 COCOR3 .01502
C04 ;01297 COCOR4 ,01486
CD5 ,01305 COCOR5 .01447
SPANW[SE
X/C Y/C CP P_t/PT MLOC
.1505 -,5000 -1.4090 ,0546 .4?_8
.I505 -,3333 -1.442E ,0516 ,4842
• 1505 -,$667 -1,4_96 .0513 ,404s
,1505 0,0000 -1,4§07 ,8520 .4836
,1505 ,1667 -1.45_9 .8_20 ,48S6
,tS05 .33S3 -$.4413 ,8517 .404_
.1505 ,5000 -1,42_4 ,8S41 .479R
,490S -*$000 *,4846 .9101 .369|
,4995 -,3333 -,4801 .909? .3?00
,4995 -,16_7 -,ASBe .9098 .3690
• 4095 0.0000 -,4943 .9096 ,3701
,4995 ,1667 -.4q19 ,9096 ,3701
,4995 *3333 -,488S .9097 ,3700
,4995 ,5000 -,4615 ,9114 .3662
.7994 -*5000 -.0862 .9336 .3147
.7994 -.3313 -,0796 *9336 ,314S
,7994 -,$667 -,0_4 .9344 .3127
,?994 0,0000 -*OSS5 .9340 .3136
,7996 ,1667 -.0810 ,9339 ,3139
• ?994 *3333 -,0844 ,9333 .3553




PT 24.9627 PS[ GRET SEZE .0025 IH
TT 192,5748 K GRZT LOC .0500 C
RC 3,0031 RILLIOH CN 1.0661
HACH .2909 CR *0088
kLRH; 12,0186 OEG CC -.1927
LIPPE¢ SURFACE
X/C CP PpLIPT qLqC
0.0000 -3,8017 ,7097 ,7172
.0135 -5*2277 .62_8 ,R415
• 0271 -3,5056 ,7296 ,6863
,0515 -2.8212 .771; ,6201
• 0763 -2,2858 ,q033 .5679
;ibi_ -1,Q777 ,P231 .5399
.1503 -1,5408 ,847b ,4915
•1994 -1.2891 .8631 .4631
•Z501 -1,1041 o8746 ,9414
,2090 -.9392 ._84Z ,422a
.34_9 -._!50 ,8915 ,%082
,3994 -,69%8 .qQP6 .3936
,9496 -.5o32 ._03b .383i
.4997 -,504b .9100 ,3_93
,5492 -.4_04 ,91%2 ,3bOO
.5994 -.351o ,917_ .35ie
.6996 -,Z079 ,9Zb4 ,331q
• 7%89 -.1992 ,_300 ,323_
,8003 -.0791 ._347 ,3119
,8S00 -.0141 ,9390 ,3011
.e993 .036% .9%18 .2937
.9489 ,1020 ,9%53 ,28%3
LO_ER SURFACE
XIC CP PsLtPT NLOC
0.0000 -3.8917 ,7097 .7172
.0122 .95Z1 ,9958 .0774
,0251 1,0606 1.0023 0.0000
.0510 .9251 ,9942 .0912
.0755 ,7866 .9860 .1_21
.1000 .67?1 .9?96 .1716
• 150% .5202 .9701 .2084
,200% ,%245 .9646 ,2274
.2501 .3418 ,9509 .2424
.3002 .2969 ,9571 .2507
,3507 .2531 .9596 .2584
• %000 ,22o5 ,9532 .2625
.4503 ,2Oh? .9513 .2678
.5000 .1961 .9507 .2695
,_506 .1713 .9999 .2732
.5997 .1567 ,9%82 .2765
.650Z ,1391 .9477 ,2779
,7003 ,1%23 .9%74 .2788
.7%97 ,1330 ,9469 .2802
.799a ,1275 ,9469 .2800
.8503 ,1261 .9972 .2792
.9000 .1046 .9458 .2q30
,9483 .1358 .9473 .2789
C01 .01607 CD¢OR1 .01708
C02 ,01588 COCOR2 .01731
C03 .01503 COCOR_ .01731
C04 .01391 COCOR4 .01618
C05 .01394 CD¢OR5 ,01559
SPAHVISE
XIC TiC CP P.LIPT NLOC
,1507 -.7000 -1,5104 .8490 .4890
,1505 -*3333 -1.5407 ,8472 .4923
,1505 -.1667 -1.5_15 .8465 .493_
.1505 0.0000 -1.5408 .8476 .4915
*1505 .1667 -1.5515 .8465 .4934
.1505 ,3333 -1.5354 .8475 ,4917
.1507 .5000 -1.4963 .8498 .4876
.4995 -.7000 -.4964 .9100 ,3693
.4995 -.3333 -.5052 .9094 ,3707
.4995 -,1667 -.5111 .9088 .3719
.4995 0.0000 -.5046 .9100 .3693
.4995 .1667 -.5043 .9095 .3703
,%995 .3333 -,5059 ,9093 .3708
.4995 .5000 -.4840 ,9104 .3684
.7994 -.5000 -.0820 .9347 .3119
.7994 -.3333 -,0886 .9342 ,3130
.7994 -.1667 -.0821 .9344 .3126
.7994 0.0000 -.0791 .9347 .3119
.7994 .1667 -.0768 .9350 .3111
.7994 .3333 -,0941 .9339 .3138




PT 2_.964R PSI SgIT SIZE .0027 ZM
TT 192,5905 K GRIT LOC .0500 C
_C 2.9944 NILLIQM CH 1.1387
_&C_ ,2_QO C_ .0112
ALPHA 12.9995 DEG CC -.2256
UPPE_ SURFAC_
XIC CP P.LIPT HL3C
0.0000 -4.7267 ,6623 .7900
• 0135 -5.9507 ,5920 ,8987
,0271 -3.0%8% ,712b .7126
,_515 -3.0550 .7597 .6388
,0763 "2,4556 .79_6 .5824
.10i2 -2.1033 ,8153 .5478
.1503 -1.6421 ,8933 ,99q3
.1994 -1.3559 .8591 ,4705
,250i -1.15)0 .8717 ,9469
.2999 -.9_18 ._815 .4280
.3499 -.P%36 ,8_95 .4121
.3994 -.7212 ,8968 .3q73
.449_ -,631_ ,9034 .3839
,%997 -.519b ,9092 .3711
.7992 -.4347 ,9138 ,360_
.5094 -.3599 .9191 ;3%89
.6%95 -,2qZb ,9233 .3393
,6996 -.2259 ,9271 .330%
,7%8q -.1_0 ,9308 .3214
.800_ -,0_63 ,93%8 ,3116
.3700 -.0259 .93B6 .3019
,8993 .0340 ,9420 ,Z931
.9919 .07_I ,99_8 ,2857
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CP P_LIRT _LOC
0.0000 -4.7267 ,b6_3 ,7900
.0122 .8865 .9920 .IObR
.0251 1,0500 1.0022 0.0000
• 0510 .9623 .9965 .0712
,0755 ,_322 ,9888 .1271
,1000 ,7210 .9822 .1604
,1504 ,5713 .9735 ,1952
,2004 .45_5 ,9667 .2202
.2501 .3793 ,9621 .2355
,3002 .3229 ,0588 ,2456
• 3507 ,2766 ,q_8 .2_46
• 4000 ,29_7 ,95%3 ,2593
.4503 ,2202 ,9532 .2625
.5000 .2068 .9519 .2660
.5506 .18_1 .9506 .2697
.5997 ,1793 ,950% .270%
.6502 ,1594 .9493 .2735
,7003 .1430 .9486 .2753
.7%97 ,1404 .9481 .2767
.7998 .1305 .9%76 ,2782
,8503 ,1220 .0473 ,2790
.9000 ,1107 ,9465 .2811
• 9983 ,1235 ,9474 ,2787
COl .01738 COCORI .01873
C02 ,01?53 CDCOR2 .01930
C03 ,01669 COCOR3 .01932
C04 .01529 CDCOR4 ,017qi
C05 .01525 COCOR5 .01729
5PAN_ISE
XlC TiC CP P,LIRT RLOC
.1505 -,5000 -1,6080 ,8456 .4951
.1505 -.3333 -1.6485 ,8438 .4989
.1505 -.1667 -1.6542 .8420 .5015
.1505 0,0000 -1.6421 .8433 ,4993
• 1505 .1667 -1.6462 .8%32 .4993
• 1505 ,3333 -1.6380 ,8444 .4973
.1505 .5000 -1.5949 .8455 .4952
.4995 -.5000 -,5147 ,9097 .3700
.4995 -.3333 ".5289 .9085 .3726
.4995 -,1667 -.5290 .9083 .3730
.9995 0.0000 --.5196 .9092 .3711
.4995 ,1657 -.5253 .9090 .3714
.%995 .3333 -,5294 .9085 .3726
.9995 ,5000 -.5011 .9100 .3694
.7994 -.5000 -.1008 .9340 ,3135
.7994 -,3333 -.0820 .9349 .3126
.7994 -,1667 -.0859 .9397 .3119
• 799% 0*3000 --*0863 *9348 *3116
.7994 .1667 -.0942 .9349 ,3125
,7994 .3333 -.0887 .9340 ,3136





_IC CP O,LtRT RLOC
0.0000 -5.4250 .6137 ._699
.0135 -6.5?83 ,54_5 .9672
,0271 -4.150? ,6005 .7%67
,0515 -3.2_03 .7445 ,6629
.0?63 -2,6241 ,783_ ,6000
• 1012 -2,2418 ,80_0 .5635
,1_03 -1,7089 ,q356 .5127
,1994 -1,4282 ,_5%0 .4799
,2501 -1,1939 .8689 *4533
• 299; -1.0196 .8?8? .4345
,3_99 -,8738 ,886_ ,4180
.399% -,7354 .8945 ._021
.44_6 -.6_84 ,_009 .3897
.99_7 -,53%5 ,9069 ,3760
.5492 -.4476 *o121 ,_6%6
• 5994 -,3701 ,_162 ,3555
,6495 -,?_46 ,9218 ,3%28
.6996 -,21_8 .0260 ,3329
.7489 -.1497 .9Z99 ,3Z36
.8003 -.002% ,9336 ,3196
,8500 -*0306 .9373 .305%
,8993 ,006q .93ql .3008
• 9%89 .0%7? .9415 .29%5
PT 2%,9626 PS| GRIT SIZ[ .0025 I_
TT Iq2,6103 K GRIT LOC ._500 C
RC 3.0070 _ILLIO_ CN 1.2006
_A_ .3005 CH .0140
ALPha 14.0069 OEG CC -.2533
L_ER SURFACE
X/C CP P,L/_T qLO_
0.0000 -5.4250 .6137 .8699
• 0122 ,7q94 .986? .1381
.0251 1,0551 1.0010 0.0000
• 0510 .9_15 ,9981 ,0518
• 0755 ,8750 .q912 ,1121
,i000 .7716 .0851 .1966
• 1509 .bl_? .97_3 .1892
,2004 *5002 .96_9 .21_8
,2501 .9231 ,9699 .2280
,3002 .3617 ._605 .2405
.3507 ,3090 .9573 .250?
,4000 ._10 ,9555 .2557
,4503 ._%74 .9535 .2616
,5000 ,21a9 ,9520 .2658
,5506 ,1950 .9505 ,2700
.5997 ,1751 ,9490 .27%3
.6502 ,160q ,9498 .27_8
,7003 ,1541 .9%_3 .2763
.7%97 .1984 ,0%77 ,27?8
.7098 ,1287 ,q468 ,2804
,8503 ,1237 .9%64 ,2813
.9000 ,0965 ,9495 .2867
.9%83 .1052 .9950 ,2873
___ _C_ 292
C01 .02016 CDCOR1 *02133
C02 ,02043 CDCOR2 ,02202
C03 ,01921 CDCOR3 .02181
CD4 .01766 CDCDR4 ,02017
C05 .01775 CDCOR5 .01961
5RS_WISE
X/C ¥/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
.1505 -,5000 -I,6898 ,8383 ,5080
.1505 -,3333 -1,7340 .8364 ,7119
,1505 -.1667 -1,7477 ,83%8 .7142
.1505 0.0000 -1.7089 ,8356 .5127
.1505 .1667 -1,7281 .8361 ,5120
,1505 .3333 -1.7180 .8373 ,5098
,1505 .5000 -[,6703 ,8394 .5061
,4995 -.5000 -.5040 *q086 ,3722
,%995 -,3333 -,5320 .9075 .3746
.4995 -.1667 -,5335 .q066 ,3765
.%995 0.3000 -.5345 ,9069 .3760
,%995 ,1667 -,5246 .90?4 .3749
,4995 .3333 -,_359 .9073 .3751
,4995 ,5000 -,5047 .9084 .3728
.7994 -*5000 -.1169 .9320 .3186
.7994 -.3333 -,0949 .9337 ,3143
.?994 -,1667 -.0920 .9334 .315Z
.7994 0,0000 -.0924 ,9336 ,3146
.7999 ,1667 -*1000 .9330 .3162
.7994 .3333 -.1081 ,9330 ,3162






• PT 24.967? PS! GRI_ S|ZE ,0025 IN
TT 192,b¢61 K ;RZT LDC ,0500 C
RC 3,0275 qltt10_ CN 1,2064
MACH *30Z7 CM ,0115
ALPHA 14.9qq4 g|G CC --,2599
UPPEP ;UPFJCE
_IC C O P,LIPT _L_C
0.0000 -5.815] .5886 .9039
.0135 -6.4597 .5478 ,96_3
.0271 -4.2_82 .6789 .7646
• 0515 -3.2200 .7431 *6b51
• O?b3 -2.6220 *7703 ,6074
,lO1Z "2,2710 .8021 .5698
• 1503 -1.7264 .8345 ,5148
.1994 -1.4306 *8523 *4830
.2501 -1,18_8 *8669 ,4_61
• 2999 -.9787 .8788 ._334
.3_99 -.8619 .8875 ,4161
.3994 -.7_b7 ,894_ .4014
• 4406 -,6_74 *9002 .3_02
• 499? -.5194 *q073 .3752
.5492 -.4_46 .qilg .3651
.5994 -,3623 .9171 .3536
,6495 ".Z90T .9219 .3425
.6996 ".2363 .OZ_? .3362
• ?_Sq ",1862 ,0268 .33_2
.8003 -.1372 ,_306 .3210
,8500 -*0831 ,0336 .3146
.8993 -.0601 ,9344 .3127
.9489 -.0016 ._38Z .3030
tQ_ER SURFACE
XlC CP P,llPT qLOC
0,0000 -5,q153 .5886 *q03Q
*0122 ,7393 .0828 .15?3
,0251 1,0206 1.0004 0,0000
,0510 1.0054 ,9989 .03q2
*0755 ,8800 .0913 .I115
,i000 ,7971 .9864 .130?
.1504 .6214 .q758 .1R7_
.?004 .Ste5 ,Q696 *ZtO2
.2501 ,4368 ,q646 .2277
,3002 .3586 .9598 .2470
.3507 ,3155 .q578 ,2488
.4000 .2774 .9554 .2550
.4_03 ,2372 ,9528 ,2636
,_000 ,2270 ,_521 *2654
,5506 ,I_13 ,q501 .2712
,5997 .1800 ,_495 ._?28
,6502 ,1612 ,9488 .2748
,7003 ,13_7 .0472 *ZTq_
,7497 ,11Q9 ,9453 .2844
,7_@8 ,1027 .q450 .2853
,8503 .Oq04 .9440 ,28?q
.9000 .0591 .g416 *2q42
o04_3 *076q ,Q430 *ZqO?
COl .02557 C0¢0R1 .0Z683
C02 .025?8 CDCOR2 *0Z727
C03 .02535 COCDR3 ,02780
C04 ,0283S C0¢0R4 ,02745
C05 .03361 CDCOR_ .03270
SPA_WISE
XlC YIC CP PeLIPT RLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -1.6584 *83?9 .5088
• 1505 -.3333 -t.7Z63 ,$349 .5140
• 1505 -*L66T -1.?640 .$326 *St@_
.1505 0.0000 -L.7264 ,S345 .5148
.1505 ,1667 -1.?376 ,8331 ,5172
• 1505 .3333 -1.?146 ,8356 .5128
.1505 .5000 -1.6445 .8398 .5054
.4995 -,5000 -.5321 ,9064 .3770
.4995 -.3313 -.519_ .9070 .37_8
.4995 -.1667 -.5271 .q066 .3767
• 4995 0.0000 -,5194 ,9073 ,3752
.A995 .1667 -,5199 .qO?_ ,3734
.499_ .3333 -,5206 ._069 ,3760
.4995 .5000 -,5175 .9071 ,3755
,7994 -,5000 -.1697 ,9278 ,3288
,799_ -,3333 -.185_ .9268 ,3311
,7994 -.1667 -.1405 .9300 .3234
,7994 0.0000 -.1372 .9306 .3219
• 7994 .1667 -.1218 .q307 .3218
.Tgq4 ,3333 -,163T ,q281 ,32|0




_/C CP P,L/PT RL_C
0.0000 1.0q32 L.O043 o.0000
.0135 °0557 ,q52Z .4831
.0271 -,1"12 ,P156 .5472
.0515 -.3773 .7924 ,5859
.0763 -.4107 ,7818 .603_
,1012 -,4287 ,7797 ,6065
.1503 -.4202 ,7801 .6060
.1994 -,4166 .7813 .6030
• 2_01 -.3_22 ,7_45 ,5_7
• 299# -,3620 .7_85 ,5923
.3499 -.3220 ,7q56 .5806
.3994 -,2_II .7_03 .5745
.4496 -,2609 .8030 .5684
• _9_7 -.227D ,U103 .5561
,5492 -,1880 .8153 .5476
.5994 -,1615 .8181 ,5429
,6495 -.1344 ,_227 ._350
.6996 -.I019 ,82_0 .525_
,7489 -.0631 ,f330 .5173
.8003 -.0355 ,P3_ .5110
• 8500 ,0040 °8440 .4978
._993 .057_ ._524 *4828
.0489 .1170 .8621 .4650
PT Z4.9410 PST GRTT SZZF .0025 ZN
TT 267,5213 K GRIT LOC .0500 C
RC 3.0054 _lttlO_ CH -,0074
M_CH .49qI CM ,0004
ALPH_ -,020_ OEG CC ,0077
LO_E_ SURFACE
XIC CP P.L/PT _L_C
0.0000 1,0932 1.0043 0.0000
• 012Z .0703 ,8557 .4768
,02_1 -.1676 .8176 ,5437
.0510 --.3440 .7808 *5902
.07_5 -,4|67 .7800 ,6046
.1000 -.4396 .7781 .6001
,1504 -,443_ ,7766 ,6116
,2004 -,4269 ,77@8 ,6054
,2501 -.30_1 ,7826 ,6018
• 3002 -,3647 ,7881 .5929
• 3507 -.3_92 .7946 .5823
,4000 --,_72 ,798_ .5760
,4503 -._603 .8031 ,568_
.5000 -.2338 .8093 .5578
,5506 -.19_7 .B136 .5506
• 5_97 -.1676 .8172 .5_44
.b_02 -,1429 ,8215 .5372
,7003 -,I051 .8276 ,5267
.74_7 -.0633 .8320 .5174
,7_90 -.0384 .8562 ,5117
.8503 .0007 ,_435 .4_8?
,qO00 ,0475 .8509 .4855
,_443 .1213 ,86_7 .46_8
CO1 .00859 COCOR1 .00968
C02 ,00842 COCDR2 ,009?1
C03 .00810 C DCOR3 .00?66
CO4 .038_8 CDCOR4 ,00q73
C05 ,O0512 C_0R3 ,00964
SPAN_ISE
XIC YIC CP PeLIPT qLOC
.1505 -,5000 -.3960 .7861 .5961
.1509 -,_333 -.4204 ,TeZq .6014
.1505 -.1667 -,4290 .78_3 .60_4
,1505 0,0000 -.4202 .7801 .6060
• 1509 .1667 -.4227 .7821 .6024
.1505 .3333 -.4263 .7820 .6028
,1505 ,5000 -.3979 .7869 ,5048
,4995 -.5000 -,2181 .8126 ,5_22
,499_ -,3333 -,223_ .8108 .5_53
.4905 -,1667 -.2239 .8126 *_22
,4905 0.0000 -.2270 .8103 ,5S61
.4995 ,1667 ".2267 ,8114 ,5543
.4995 .3333 -.2282 .8105 ,5557
.4995 .5000 -.2060 ,81_2 .5478
,7994 -,5000 -,029_ *8404 ,5043
• 7994 -,3333 -.0328 .83_5 ._076
,?994 -.1667 ".0302 .83_2 ,5064
,7994 0,0000 -.035_ ,8366 .5110
.7994 .1667 -.0304 ,8402 .5046
,7994 .3333 -,02_4 *B3go .5067





XlC CP P_LtPT HLOC
0,0000 °6A27 ,q45_ .2849
• 0135 .T_36 .0599 .2424
.0_71 .512_ *920Z .3463
• 0515 ,2711 .8851 ,4209
• 0763 .1283 ._649 .4597
.I012 ,0472 .8527 .4_22
,1_03 -.0308 ._309 .50_1
.1994 -.0o20 .8326 ,51d0
,2501 -,1053 ,8288 .5245
.Zq_ -.11_Z .9267 ,52_1
.3490 -.1176 .qZ75 .5268
• 3994 -.i087 ,8286 .5249
.44_b -.0989 .8307 ,5213
,4997 -,08?5 ,_329 .5175
.5492 -.0?35 .8350 ,5137
.5994 -,05_2 ,_372 ,_0_9
.6495 -,0440 ,83_7 .5072
.6996 -.0286 .8416 .5020
.7489 -.0091 ._43 ,4973
,8003 ,0160 ._473 .4q19
.aSO0 ,0400 .8514 ,&84_
.8993 .0773 .856_ ,4754
.0489 ._1_0 ._61_ .4659
Pr 24._19b PSl GRZT SIZE .0025 _N
TT 267,5113 K _RIT LOC ,0500 C
_C Z,9936 _ILLI_H CN -.41g0
RAC_ .49?1 C_ -,0027
_LF_A -4*0222 OFG CC -,0093
lOWER SURFACE
K/C Ce P_L/PT _tOC
0,0000 ,6827 .9451 ,_849
.0122 -1.2245 ,6705 ,?7?3
• 0751 -I.2565 .6635 .7880
• 0510 -1. t740 ,6754 ,76_9
• 0?55 -l.0q06 .68_? .?404
.1000 -1.0138 ,6_88 .?338
.1504 -.8891 .71b& ,7063
,2004 -,7841 *7322 .68_0
.2501 -.6938 *7426 ,6656
• 3002 -.6147 .7541 .647_
• 350? -,5451 *76S1 .6301
.4000 -*47?0 ,7748 .6146
,4503 -,4135 ,7848 .5q83
,5000 -*3644 .7027 ,5854
.5506 -.3177 .7906 *5740
.5097 -,262q *80?5 .5608
,6502 -._188 .B1_3 .5511
,7003 -,1689 *_213 ,53?5
.7497 -.118_ ,8284 .5253
.7098 --.0671 .8352 .5134
.0503 --.0154 ,_434 .49_0
• go00 ,0_5_ ,85L8 ,4839




C01 *00933 COCORI .01049
C02 .00921 CD¢OR2 .01055
CO3 ,00886 CDCOR3 ,01051
C04 *0_g01 CDCOR4 .01076
COS ,03894 CDCOR5 ,010_1
SPA_WZSE
_IC Y/C CP R,L/PT RLDC
• 1505 -.5000 -.0231 .8458 ,5018
,1505 -,3333 -,0395 .83q3 .5061
• L505 -.1667 -.0428 .B30q ,5060
• 1505 0,0000 *.03qe .03qq ,5055
.1505 .1667 -.038? .83qb ,SOS?
• 1505 .3333 -.044T ,8305 .50?5
.1505 ,5000 *,0286 ,8409 .5033
• 4995 -.5000 -,0780 ,83_0 .5L37
• 4995 -.3333 -*0833 .8343 ,5|40
.4995 -.1667 -,0053 .8326 ,5150
• 4095 0.0000 -,0875 ,8329 .5175
,4905 .1667 -,0860 .8330 .5157
.4905 .3333 -*0858 .8340 .5156
• 4995 .5000 -.0741 ,8342 .5152
• 7994 -*5000 .0174 .84?4 .4918
• ?994 -*3333 .0147 *8469 *4?27
• 7094 -,1667 ,0155 ,84?2 .4q22
.?994 0,0000 ,0160 ,84T3 .4019
• 7994 .1667 .0141 ,84bq ,492T
• ?904 .3333 .0174 .84?3 .4q20
• 7994 ,5000 *0126 .8467 ,493]
TABLE LIV. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.30









X/C CP P_L/PT _LOC
0,0000 1.0)79 1,0009 0.0000
.0135 -,0113 .9302 .3011
,0271 --,22%6 ,026_ .332S
,0515 -,3634 ,9196 ,3486
.0763 -.4090 ,0160 ,3566
• 1012 -,4227 ,9150 .35a9
.150) -,4023 ,9161 ,3564
.199# -,6055 .9155 .3§53
,2501 -,3750 ,9181 ,3519
.2999 -,3483 ,9104 .3488
,3499 -.3209 .9215 .3635
.3994 -,2870 ,0Z35 .3395
,##96 -,Z566 .9255 ,3347
• 4997 -.2307 .9270 .3312
,5#92 -.1971 .9294 .3255
,5996 -.1660 .9305 .3228
.6495 -.1491 .9318 .3197
.6_96 -.1159 .933_ .3165
,768_ -.0874 .9356 ,3102
,B003 -.0499 .9377 ,3048
.8500 -,0144 .9397 .2997
,86_3 *0395 ,9477 ,2918
,948_ *0058 .9#54 .2865
38.0515 PSI GRI$ SIZE ,0025 IW
119.2617 K GRIT LOC ,0500 C
R.9?21 MILLION CN ,0019
.Z97q CM .0002
-.0204 DEG CC .0075
tOWER SURFACE
_IC CP PpL/RT NLOC
0.0000 1.0379 1.000_ 0.0000
• 0122 *0454 .9625 ,2924
.0251 -.1763 *9293 ,3257
• 0510 -.3460 ,9196 ,3489
.0755 -.3910 .9171 .3541
.I000 -.612# .9156 .3375
•1506 -.6130 .9154 .3579
,2004 -,4005 .9169 .3547
.2501 -.36#9 .9187 .3505
• 3002 -.3318 ,9206 .3466
•3507 -.3161 ,92_0 .3428
,6000 -,28#0 .9237 .3390
,#503 -.2508 .9258 ,3330
,5000 -,2311 .9270 .3312
.5_06 -,2017 .9291 .3261
.5997 -.1653 ,9305 .3227
• 6502 -.1558 .9314 .3206
•7003 -.I158 .933_ .3145
.7497 -,0868 ,9356 ._I01
.799_ -*0470 ,9379 .3044
.8503 -*0163 .9396 .3000
• gO00 ,0236 .941R *2942
,9#83 ,0921 .9458 .2835
C01 ,03732 COCOR1 .00835
C02 ,00731 CDCOR2 ,00836
C03 .00625 CDCOR) ,ooe#o
C04 ,00653 CO COR4 ,00042
C05 .00703 CDCOR5 ,00824
SPANWISE
XlC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
,1505 -.5000 -.3910 .917# .353#
*1505 -.3333 -,4048 .9167 .3549
.1505 -.1667 -.4177 .q1_7 .35_2
,1505 0.0000 -.6023 ,9161 .356#
,1505 .1667 -.4190 .91_8 .3571
*1505 .3333 -.4150 .9162 .3563
.1508 ,5000 -.3847 .9177 ,3529
.4995 -.$000 -,2228 ,qzTI .)309
,4995 -,3333 -*222# .9272 .3308
,4995 -,1667 -.2_98 ,9263 .3320
,#995 0,0000 -.2307 ,9270 ,3312
.6995 *1667 -._2#3 .9271 .3311
,4995 .3333 -.2252 ,9270 ,3312
,6995 .5000 -.2102 ,9275 ,3301
.7994 -,5000 -.0429 .9372 .3061
.7994 -.3333 -*0530 .9368 .3071
.7996 -.1667 -*0422 .9380 .30#2
.799% 0,0000 -.0499 .9377 ,3040
,7994 .1667 -,Oh_8 ,9370 .3065
.7994 .33)3 -,0512 ,9369 ,3068





XlC CP P,L/PT _LOC
0.0000 .560b .9733 .1970
• 3135 .7321 .9831 .1565
,0271 .6656 ,96?6 .2186
• 0515 ,2322 .9537 .2613
• _763 ,0030 ,_45_ .2842
.1012 .0229 .9413 ,_956
.1503 -.0#92 .9374 .3056
.1994 -.1037 ,93#3 .3134
• 2501 -.1212 .9328 .3171
.2999 -.1)66 ,9323 .3183
,3499 -.1260 .9326 ,3176
,3994 -,1241 .9333 .3158
.6496 -.1067 .9360 .3240
,699? -.1017 .9346 ,3131
,5492 -*0775 .9365 *3079
,599% -.0677 ,9363 ;3093
.6695 -.0603 .9376 .3051
.6996 -.0396 ,9385 .3028
.7489 -.0260 ,9400 .2989
.8003 -,0006 .9412 .2Q57
,RSO0 .0253 .9624 ,2925
• 8993 .0_65 .9#43 .Z876
.9#89 ,0930 .9#68 ,2808
PT 30.0196 RSI GRIT SI2f *0025 I_
TT 110,3775 K GRIT LOC .0500 C
RC 8.9306 NILLI_N CN -,3876
MA_4 .2972 CM *0012
ALPHA -6.0019 OEG CC -,0089
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP P,LIPT qLqC
0.0000 .5606 .9733 .1970
.0122 -1.1693 .8721 ,#460
*0251 -1.1680 .8717 ,6478
*0510 -1.0982 .875_ .4309
.1000 -.9202 .8850 .4201
*1506 -.8165 .8926 .6066
,2006 -,7253 ,_980 ,395#
*_501 -.6423 ,9022 .3867
.3002 -.5727 *gOb7 ,3771 "
,3507 -.5159 ._097 ,3705
.6000 -.4665 .9135 ,3621
.4503 -,399q .9169 .354_
.5000 -,3639 ,9191 .360_
.5506 -,3108 .9230 ,340_
.5097 -,263_ .9269 ,3362
,6502 -.2351 .9275 .3300
,7003 -,1806 ,9)03 ,32)I
.7497 -,1623 ,9336 ,3157
,7998 -,0893 .9361 .308_
.5503 -.0#23 .9385 ,3027
,9000 ,0050 .q#12 .2956
.9#83 .0565 ,9464 .2818
C01 .00813 COCOR1 ,0091#
CO2 .00811 CDCDR2 ,00920
C03 ,00714 COCOR3 .009)1
C04 ,00747 COCOR4 .00933
C05 ,00798 COCOR5 .00923
5PANWIS[
X/C IIC CP P_LIPT NLO¢
,1505 -.5000 -.0443 .9)8# *)030
,1508 -.3333 -.0695 ,9383 ,)033
*1505 -.1667 -.0696 .9)71 .3065
.1505 0.0000 -,0492 .9374 .3096
.1505 ,$667 -*0612 ,9)74 .3055
,1505 ,3333 -,0370 ,9379 ,3044
.1508 .5000 -,0461 ,938# .3030
.4998 -.5000 -,0934 ,9349 ,3119
.#995 -.3333 -*0911 .93#8 .3122
.6_95 -.1667 -.0970 .9350 .3117
.6995 0.0000 -.i017 .9344 ,3131
,4995 .1667 -*0935 ,9349 .3L19
.4995 .3333 -.0944 .9346 .312?
,4995 .5000 -,0874 .9358 .3103
,799# -,5000 *00## ,9406 .2972
*799# --.3333 --*0032 .940# *2979
,7994 -,t6_7 *0030 ,9406 .2972
.7994 0.0000 -,0004 .9#12 .2957
.799# .1667 .0010 .9#06 .2978
.7994 ,3333 -.0003 .9404 .297_




PT 3_.0215 _SI GRIT SI2E .0025 IN
TT 119.0615 M GRIT LOC *0500 C
eC 9.0740 _ILLI_N CN -,2095
MtCq .3010 CM .0006
ALPHA -1.9909 DEG CC .0034
OP_E_ SURFACE
XlC CR ?,LI?T _t#_
0,0000 .9130 ,9936 ,0962
,0135 ,4483 .9665 ,2213
• 0271 *lP21 ,9508 .2696
•0515 -*0125 ,9397 ,2996
• 0763 -.1252 .9327 .3175
• I012 -.1672 *9301 .323?
•1503 -,2023 .9279 ,3290
,1994 -*2365 .9Z60 .3335
• 2501 -.2378 .9266 ,3326
.299_ -,2371 ,9262 .3331
• 3499 -.2112 .9276 ,3297
.3994 -.1980 .92_3 .3281
• #496 -*1668 ,0202 .3_59
• 6997 -.1574 ,0305 *3228
•5#92 -,1333 ,0316 ,t201
• 5996 -.1172 .0326 .3177
• 6#95 -,1058 ,93)7 .3169
.6996 -.0785 .9347 .3125
• 7%89 -.0579 ,9360 .3092
.8003 -,0219 ,9381 ,3038
,_500 ,0085 *9398 *2994
,8993 .0693 .06Z6 ,2020
,0#89 .0943 .9655 ,29#5
LOWER SU_FkCE
X/C _P PeL/_T qLOC
0,0000 ,El30 ,9936 ,0962
,0122 -.5638 .90?5 .3?54
• 0251 -.6781 ,9005 ,3902
.0510 -,7371 .8975 ,3965
.0785 -.7069 ,8985 ,3946
,i000 -.6006 .8990 ,3914
.150_ -,6_4 ,9031 .3868
,2004 -,5708 ,q066 .377?
.2501 -.5167 .9101 .369?
.3002 -,6667 ,9128 ,3639
,3507 -,4195 ,q154 .3580
• #000 -*3798 .9176 ,35)0
,450) -.3215 ,9200 .3475
,5000 -,2992 ,0221 .342?
,5506 -.2607 ,0241 .3381
' 5907 1"2228 ,0263 .3328
• 6502 -,_033 .0280 *3289
,7003 -*1547 .930_ .3Z36
,?#O? -oiL03 ,9323 .31_
.7_99 -*0687 ,9353 .3109
• 8503 -.0285 .9376 ,3050
.9000 ,0124 .9405 .2977
.9483 ,0933 ,9#54 ,2866
CO1 ,00743 CDCOR1 ,00846
C02 .0_746 CDCOR2 ,00851
CD3 .03680 C DCOR3 .00869
CO4 .00674 CDCOR# .00862
C05 ,00727 COCOR5 .0084_
SPSNWISE
_/C Y/C CP P_L/RT qLOC
• 1505 -*5000 -*199# .9279 .32g0
• L505 -,1333 -.206_ ,qZT) ,5306
.1505 -,1667 -,2233 .0266 ,3322
• 180S 0.0000 -,2023 ,9279 *3290
.1805 ,1667 -,2268 .9263 ,3329
• 150_ *3333 -.2190 .9265 *3323
• 1505 *5000 -.1976 .9281 ,3286
,4995 -*5000 -.15#8 .930# .3229
• 4995 -,3313 -,1522 ,9)09 ,32t9
.4995 -,1667 -,1857 ,9307 .322)
• 4995 0,0000 -,1574 .9305 .3228
.4995 *1667 -.158_ ,9303 .3232
• 4995 .3333 -.1566 .9306 .32_8
,4995 .8000 -,L428 .9314 .3205
,7994 -,5000 -.0251 .93?7 .30#?
.7994 -,3333 -*0256 ,9381 .3039
,?994 -.1667 -.0202 .9381 .3038
.7996 0.0000 -,0219 .q)81 .3038
,7994 .1667 -*0262 ,937? .3049
,799# *3333 -*0220 .9382 ,3035








KI¢ CR PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0416 1.0011 0,0000
• 0135 .0L38 .9406 .Z974
• 0271 -,2018 .927B .3294
,_$15 -,3335 .920_ ,3471
.O?bS -,)923 .9168 .3549
• [01Z -*4084 .0163 03560
.1503 -,392_ ,9106 ,3553
,1094 -,3904 ,QI&4 ,3558
• 2501 -.3702 .9180 .3520
• 2999 -.3446 .91o4 .3_88
• )499 -,3085 .921_ ,3447
• 4496 ",25_7 ,qZSO .3360
• 4997 -.2Z41 .9259 .3337
.5492 -,ZTA3 .92_5 .3176
.59_ -.i74_ .929Z .3260
.6495 -,i_0 ,_30_ ,3_z7
• _99_ -.1!17 ._3z7 ,t1T4
• 7409 -,0765 .9347 .31Z5
,_00_ -,0462 ,_3_ .3080
,BSO0 -.ooqz .9390 ,3014
.B_9_ .0364 ,94Z1 ,Z935
• 9_6_ ,o60i .94_3 .z849
38,0124 PSI GRI_ SIZE .0025 IN
119.2S17 K GRIT LOC ,0500 C
9.0039 MILLION CN -.OOeS
,2994 CM .0001
• OZlO DEG CC .0074
LOWE_ SURFACE
XlC CP PeLleT qL_C
0.0000 1.0416 1.0011 0.0000
,0122 ,0147 ,9406 .297_
,0251 -.2033 .9277 ,3_95
.0510 -.37_3 ,917E .3523
°0755 -.4032 ,9161 .356_
,I000 -,4Z50 .91_3 ,358_
.1504 -.4Z67 .9146 .3598
.2004 -.4026 ,01S7 .3574
.2501 -.3761 .9177 .3520
.3002 -,3401 ,9197 ,34_2
,3507 -.3151 ._208 .3456
,4000 -,2863 ,92_ ,3419
,4503 -,Z544 .9_49 ,336_
,5000 -,2314 ,9255 ,334_
.5506 -.1985 .9279 ._291
.5997 -.1781 ,9289 ,3265
,650Z -.1540 ,9299 ,3243
• 7003 -.1147 .9325 .3179
,T497 -,0790 .9345 .3129
.?og8 -,0450 ,9365 ,307B
,@503 -*01_4 .9388 ,3019
.9000 .0196 .9411 ,_961
.9483 .0957 ,9456 .2840
CD1 .00725 CDCOR1 .00834
CD2 ,00?20 CDCORZ .OOB40
C03 ,00614 C0¢0R3 ,00029
C04 .00647 COCOR4 ,OOS3S
C05 ,03?06 CDCOR_ .0004Z
SPAEWIS£
X/¢ ¥1C CP P_LIPT NLO¢
.1_0_ -,5000 -,3712 ,9181 .3_19
,1505 -.3333 -,3061 ,9169 .3547
.1505 -,166T -.40?? .9161 .3564
.1505 0,0000 -,39Z6 .91_6 ,35_3
,1505 .1667 -.3999 ,9164 ,3_7
• 150S ,3333 -.3993 ,9161 .3564
,L505 ._000 -._794 .917E ,3527
,4995 -.5000 -.Z262 ,9267 ,3310
,_995 -,3333 *.2181 ,9274 ,330Z
.4995 -,1667 -.22_0 ,927_ ,3309
,4995 0.0000 -*ZZ41 ,9259 ,3337
.4995 *1667 -.2282 ,9266 ,3321
,_995 .3333 -.2220 .9272 ,_S07
,4995 ,5000 -.2069 ,9Z82 ,3284
,7994 -,5000 -,0443 ,9374 .3055
.7994 -,3333 -.0453 ,9376 ,3050
,7994 -.1667 -*0474 ,9376 ,3051
.7994 0,0000 -,0468 ,9_6_ ,_OEO
.7994 ,166T -*0459 ,9373 0305E
.7994 ,3333 -,0422 .937E .3046





Xl: C_ _LI_T _L3C
0,0000 .4_75 ,9604 ,2114
.0138 -1.Io4_ ,e?l? ,44_7
•3271 -i,1787 .871_ .4476
.051_ -1,0778 ,8780 .4356
• 0763 *,9968 .081_ ._294
• i012 -,9768 .8866 ,4186
• 150_ -,7_50 ,0o40 ,4037
• 1994 -.7_18 ,8978 ,_959
• 5501 -.6_91 ,9010 .3950
• _999 -*5797 .90b_ .3782
.3499 -,5139 .oi06 ,36_5
• 3994 -.4552 .9135 .36Z2
,4496 -,4001 ,9172 .3538
._997 -.3532 .9191 .%495
.549Z -.3038 ,q?Z_ .3_15
.5994 -.7645 .q_7 ,3367
• 649_ -.Z277 .927_ .3_98
,6996 -,I_29 ,9297 ,3_8
.748_ -.1369 ,9328 ,3170
.E003 -,0_87 ._3&O .3091
• 8500 -.0377 .93n3 ,3032
• _993 .0173 .q4L5 ,Z949
.948_ ,0773 ,9450 *Z_56
PT 38.0193 PSI ORIT SiZE ,0025 IM
TT 110.7118 K GRIT LOC ,0500 C
RC 8.9205 MJLLION CN o3851
_AC_ .29_I CM -,0008
ALPHA 4,0271 DEG CC -,01_2
L_WER SURFACE
X/C CP P_L/PT qL_
0*0000 ._976 *9604 ,211_
,0122 .7767 ,QR_7 .143S
,0251 ,POZ4 .0697 .2103
.0510 .2Z38 .9536 ,Z616
,075S .1063 ,9461 .2R20
.1000 .0Z53 .9420 ,793_
.1504 -.065Z ,0366 ,3077
.?004 -.0999 .93_2 .3136
• 2501 -._I04 .933P ,3145
,3002 -,i165 ,9333 ,31Sq
• 3507 -.i_12 ,933_ ,3[54
.4000 -.115l ,9334 .315S
.4503 -.1014 .9346 ,3126
.5000 -*0965 .93_2 .3136
.5_06 -.0q44 .03_4 ,3106
.5997 -.0605 .9361 .3089
,650_ -,0689 .9368 ,3072
.7003 -,0427 ,9378 ,3044
.7497 -*0210 .9_06 ,3000
.7998 ,0055 ,9415 .2951
,e503 .0261 ,9420 ,2936
• qO00 ,0391 ,9428 ,_916
,9483 .0q5_ .9461 *Z827
C01 ,00778 COCOR1 .00894
COt .03778 CDCOR2 ,00690
CO3 ,00658 CDCOR3 .00682
CD4 ,00698 CDCOR4 ,ooes4
C05 ,00740 COCOR§ ,OOSTO
SPANWISE
XIC ¥1_ CP _LIPT MLO¢
.1505 -.$000 -.7728 *69S3 ,40LO
,1505 -.3333 -,T929 ,0949 ,4019
,150_ -.1667 -,8176 ,B927 ._064
.150S 0.0000 -,7950 ,8940 ,4037
.1505 .1667 -.8168 ,8928 .4062
,1505 ,3333 -,8057 ,8942 ,4034
,150S ,5000 -.7766 ,8951 .401_
,4995 -.5000 -,3537 ,919T ,3402
.499S -,3333 -.3491 .9196 .3406
.499_ *.1667 -,3572 ,9189 .3501
,_99S 0,0000 -,35_2 ,9191 ,3495
._995 .1667 -,3S68 .9195 ,3486
.4995 .3333 -.3520 .9194 .3489
._995 ,SO00 -.3290 09205 ,3464
,7994 -.5000 *.0870 ,9350 ,311_
.7994 -,3_33 -*0938 .9345 .3128
.7994 -.1667 0.0884 .9346 .31Z_
,7994 0,0000 -.0887 .9360 ,3091
.7994 ,1667 *,0887 ,9349 *3110
,7994 ,3333 -,090_ ,9347 ,312A





XlC CP P_LIPT MLDC
0.0000 ,9215 ,9941 .091B
.0135 -,5386 ,9091 .37i8
.OZ?i -.66_1 ,9027 ,3856
.051S *,6836 .?004 .3904
,0763 -.6_7 .9002 ,3908
• 101Z -.6649 .9019 .3873
• 1503 -,_049 .q060 ,3787
• 1994 -,5593 ,9080 ,3742
.2501 *,5028 .910E .3682
• 2999 -,4568 ,9131 ,3632
• 3499 -.4117 .9162 ,35b2
.3994 -.3686 .9187 .3504
,4496 -,3Z75 ,0210 .3452
,499T *,2079 ,9233 .339B
,5492 -.25_4 ,9_50 .3358
,5994 -,2134 .0_77 .3294
,649_ -.I_64 ,9_97 .3_47
• 6996 -,1398 ,93_9 *31&Q
,?48_ -.1040 ,0350 .3116
.8003 -.DbSb ,9374 .30_7
,fl_O0 -.0251 ,9392 ,3009
,8993 ,0i88 ,94Z0 ,2937
• 9489 ,0872 ,9457 ,5839
PT 39,0932 PSI GRIT SIZE ,0055 I_
TT L19,6763 K GRIT LOC ,0500 C
PC _,9_8& WILLIO_ C_ .i914
MAC_ .Z987 CM -,0009
ALPHA 5,0433 OEG CC ,000_
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CP P_L/RT ML_C
0.0000 .9215 ,9941 ,0018
.01Z_ .4650 ,9674 ,2184
.0551 *1918 ,0520 ,2664
,0510 -,0414 .9379 ,30_3
,0755 -.1783 ,9356 ,3175
,1000 -,1_e6 .9295 .325l
,1504 -,2384 ,qz6? ,331q
,2004 -,5484 ,9261 ,3333
,5501 -*_370 ,9Z63 ,3320
.3002 -.2ZOO .9_70 ,1_IZ
.3507 -.2177 ,o275 .3300
,4000 -.1985 ,92B7 ,3571
,4503 -.1755 ,929_ ,3242
,5000 -.160E ,9308 ,3221
,5506 -.1480 ,0313 ,3507
,5097 -,1151 ,9335 ,3154
.6505 -.1107 .9341 ,3139
.7003 -.0695 ,9370 ,3067
.?49? -,046l .938S .3035
,799_ -,0173 ,940? ,_905
,8503 ,0060 ,9410 ._962
.0000 ,0218 .945? ,2932
,9483 .0996 ,9464 .28Z0
C01 ,00734 CDCDR1 ,OOB3B
CD2 *00733 CDCOR2 ,00838
C03 .006Z6 CDCOR3 .00043
¢04 ,00661 COCOR4 ,00850
C05 .00700 CDCDR5 ,00819
SPtNWISE
x/C Y/C CP P,L/RT MLOC
• 150S -,5000 -*$661 ,9077 .3741
,1505 -,3333 -,_889 .9065 ,3?85
.1505 -,1667 -,6086 ,9043 ,3851
,1505 0,0000 -*5949 .9060 ,370?
.150S .1667 -.605? .q055 ,3797
• 150S *3333 -,6010 ,g055 .3797
,1505 .5000 *.5731 ,9064 ,377?
,4995 -,5000 -.2956 .95?9 .3409
,499S *,3333 -,5880 ,95?8 ,3411
• 4995 *,1667 -._948 .92Z3 ,3455
,4995 0.0000 -,5079 ,gz33 ,3398
.499S .1667 "*2981 ,9227 ,3412
.4995 ,3333 -._914 .9256 ,3416
,499S ,5000 -.5718 ,923? ,3390
.7994 -,5000 -*0700 .9354 ,3106
.?994 -,3333 -*0635 ,9363 ,3005
,?994 -,1667 -,0674 ,9360 *3091
.?994 0,0000 -,0656 ,9374 ,3057
,7994 ,1667 -,071_ .9353 ,310E
,?994 ,3333 **0606 .9364 _3080








XI¢ CP PJLIPT NL3C
0.0000 -.2139 .0279 .3290
• 0135 -1.Ob08 .9245 .5330
.0271 -1.7604 .8358 .5132
.0515 -1.5039 .]505 .4870
• 0763 -L*3365 ,8610 04678
• 1012 -1.2032 .8692 .4524
• 1503 -1,0031 .5906 .4305
,1994 -,8892 ,8883 ,4152
.2501 -.7834 .8943 .4031
•2999 -*70bl .8983 .3949
,3¢99 -,6079 *qO3b ,3637
• 3994 -,5400 ,9079 ,3744
• 4496 -,4P07 ,9116 ,3665
,4997 -.4150 .9155 .3577
,5492 -,3573 ,9185 ,351!
• 5994 -,3098 .9214 .3443
.b495 -,2691 ,9241 .3380
,6gqb -,2119 ,9281 ,32@b
• 7489 -.1635 ,9305 *322@
• q003 -,1106 .9133 ,3158
,9500 -.0537 *9368 ,3072
,8993 *0117 ,9404 .2978
• 9489 ,0878 ,_449 ,2860
38.0370 PS! GRI$ $_2E .0029 IH
119,6707 K GRIT LUC .0500 C
8,9616 MTLL_ON CN ,5764
,2993 CH --,0010
9*9966 OEG CC -,0473
LnMEe SURFAC_
XlC CP P*LIPT _LOC
0,0000 -.2138 ,9279 ,3290
,0122 .9631 ,9965 ,070_
.0251 *7337 ,g$30 *1570
,0510 .4574 .9666 .2212
,0755 .3099 ,9590 ,24_6
,1000 ._117 ,9526 ,2646
.1504 *0965 ,94_4 .28_5
.2004 *0384 .94_5 .2923
.2501 .0025 ,940_ ,2977
,3002 -.0179 ,9388 .3071
,3507 -,025Z ,9301 .3039
,4000 -,0327 .9378 ,3046
*4503 -,0330 ,0379 *3043
*5000 -.0300 ,9381 ,3037
,5_06 -.0263 .9380 ,3040
.5097 -*0191 ,9385 ,3027
,6502 -,0284 ,9382 .3034
,7003 -.0032 .9402 .2983
,7497 .0071 *9405 .2975
,7998 ,0284 ,9415 .2Q§O
*@903 ,0417 *9424 ,20_7
,gO00 *0512 *9427 ,2917
,9483 .1116 .9463 .2822
C01 .00845 COCOR1 .0096_
C02 ,00871 C0COR2 .00981
C03 ,00742 CUCOR_ .00961
CD4 ,00779 COCOR4 .00970
C05 ,00809 CDCDR5 ,00919
SPAMWIS£
X/C YIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,9769 .8826 .4266
.1508 -.3333 -.9975 ,@GOb .4306
• 1505 -,1667 -1,0266 ,8796 ,47_6
• 1505 O.OOOO -1.0031 ,8806 ,430_
,1505 ,1667 -1,0215 .8|00 ,4317
,1505 ,3333 -1,0126 .9797 ,4323
• 1505 ,5000 -,9827 ,0821 ,4275
,499_ -,5000 -,4106 .9148 ,3_93
,4995 -,3333 -,4103 .9158 ,35T1
,4995 -,1667 -,4193 .9112 ,35B3
.4995 0,0000 -.4150 ,9158 ,35T7
,4995 ,1667 -,4133 .9146 .3§97
,4995 .3333 -.4127 .9156 ,3574
,4995 .5000 -,3803 ,9170 ,3543
,7994 -.5000 -,I0@5 ,9339 ,3144
,7994 -,3333 -,1060 .9342 ,3137
,7994 -.1667 -,0982 .9339 ,3145
,7994 O,OOOO -.1106 ,933_ .315G
.7994 ,1667 -,I0@9 .9339 .3145
• 7994 .3333 -,1035 °9343 .31_3







XlC CP P,LIPT ML_C
O.OOOO -1.3276 .86ll ,4677
*0135 -Z.Q036 ,76Q0 .6250
,0271 -2.4339 ,7966 .5800
,0515 -1,0_70 ,8222 ,5369
,0763 -1,6042 ,8392 ,5072
,10_2 -1*4967 ,_509 .4864
,1§03 -1,2217 ,a672 .4562
,1994 -1.0671 .8765 ,43_4
.ZSO1 -.9282 .8_52 .4215
.2999 -.8112 .3_18 ,4083
,3699 -.7100 ,8976 *3963
,3994 -.6308 ,90Z4 ,3961
,4%96 -,5450 ,0073 .3763
.4997 -.4788 ,9111 ,3674
.5492 -.40q2 *g14@ ,3_94
.5994 -,3518 ,9183 ,t514
,6495 -,2_Q1 ,9221 .3426
.6996 -.2441 .9250 .3358
*7489 -.1R09 *92_4 ,3279
.8003 -,1253 ,0316 ,3201
,8500 -,0_95 ,9356 ,3102
*@_9_ .0061 *9399 *_gql
,94_9 .0_41 ._440 ,28_4
38.0198 PSI GilT $1Z_ .0025 TM
119.7655 R GSIT LOC .0500 C
8._675 MILLION CN ,770g
,3000 CM -,0005
_,0312 _EG CC -,0891
LOWE_ SURFACE
XlC CP Pellet MLOC
0,0000 -1.3276 .8611 .4677
,01_2 1.0_02 1.0010 0.0000
.0251 .9085 ,9933 .0982
,0510 ,6_5 ,9783 ,1774
,0755 ,5011 ,9691 ,_1_3
,1000 ,3975 ,9630 ,Z329
,1504 .2518 .9544 .2593
.2004 .1738 .9498 .2724
,2501 .1247 ,9472 .2709
,3002 *0994 .94_5 .2843 "
.3507 .0679 .0436 .2R9_
.4000 *04_1 .9425 .2_24
,4503 .0470 .942_ .2932
.5000 ,0333 ,9415 ,_951
,5506 ,0332 .9411 ,2960
.5997 *0344 .9413 *2956
,6_02 .022_ .9411 ._961
,7003 .0326 ,0414 ,2952
,7497 .0464 .9419 *2939
,709_ .0_51 ,9423 .29_8
,9503 ,0651 ,9430 ,2910
.9000 ,0629 *_433 .2_03
,9483 *1137 .9457 .2837
C01 ,00984 CDCOR1 ,01088
C32 ,00999 CDCOR2 ,OllO|
C03 ,00863 C0COR3 ,01076
C04 .00904 ¢0COR4 ,0108_
C05 ,00_13 COCkleS ,01037
SP_NWISE
_IC _lC CP P_LIPT NLOC
• 1501 -.5000 -1.1922 .8682 ,4_44
• 1505 -.3333 -I,2170 ,8672 ,4582
,1505 -,1667 -1,24E0 ,8635 ,4632
.1_05 0.0000 -1,221? .@672 .4562
,1505 ,1667 -I.2401 .8653 ,459@
.1505 .3333 -1.2261 ._667 *45T2
,1505 ,5000 -1,2004 .8664 ,4578
,4995 -,5000 -,475_ .9101 ,3697
,4995 -,3333 -,4730 ,9114 ,3669
,4995 -,1667 -,4791 ,9124 ,3647
,499_ 0,0000 -,4788 .9111 ,3674
,499_ ,1667 -,4791 ,9099 ,3701
,4998 ,3333 -,4750 ,9113 .3671
,4995 ,5000 -.4454 ,9143 ,3603
.7994 -,§000 -.1259 ,9314 ,3205
.7994 -,3333 -*I16_ .9321 ,3188
,7994 -,1667 -*127_ .9312 ,3209
,7994 0,0000 -.1253 ,9316 .3201
,7994 ,1667 -,1251 ,9315 ,3204
,7994 ,3333 0,1144 ,9322 .3105





XlC CP P.L/PT MLOC
0.0000 -1._647 ,8247 .5326
*0135 -3.3009 .7425 .6671
,027L -2.7772 ,7783 ,6099
,3515 -2.2300 .8108 .5563
,0763 -1.@_7e .5300 ,5235
,1012 -1,6534 .8450 ,4970
.1503 -1.3376 .8639 ,46_4
.1094 -1.1587 .8742 .4429
.2501 -.9050 ,8828 ,4262
,Zqqq -*SkOG *R901 .4_16
*3499 "*7565 *8970 ,397&
*3994 -,6_0 *9009 *3_94
.4496 -,5806 ,9048 .3810
*4997 -.5110 .9098 ,3704
.5492 -.4325 .9136 .3619
*5994 -.371b .9175 *3532
.6495 -.3209 .gZ08 .3456
.6996 -*2559 .0254 ,334_
,7489 -,1060 .9289 .3267
,8003 -,1280 ,9327 ,3174
,8500 -*0608 .9371 *3064
.8993 .0010 *9409 .2064
.04@9 .0781 .9451 ,28_3
PT 38,0148 PSI GRIT stir .00?5 IN
TT LLg*745q K GRIT LQC ,0500 C
PC _.9006 MELLIQN CN ,8640
MkC_ ,2976 CM .0001
ALPHA 0,022_ OEG CC -.1140
LO_F_ _U_FACE
X/C CP P,L/eT NL'C
0.0000 -1,9647 ,8247 .532/
,0122 1.0461 1.0014 0.0000
,0251 ,9707 ,9970 *0658
,0510 ,7338 ,9832 .1559
*0755 ,57B1 *9?40 *I_44
,lO00 ,4726 ,9682 .2157
.1504 ,3176 ,9594 .?443
.2004 .226? .9542 .2598
,2501 .1829 ,9512 ,2685
,3002 *L3_O ,9490 ,Z?48
,3507 ,1103 ,0472 *_7_@
,4000 .092? ,9454 *2645
.4503 *08?8 ,9442 ._878
.5000 ,0648 ,9436 ,_803
,5506 ,0615 ,9429 .2012
*5997 ,0594 *¢430 .2010
,6502 .039@ .9421 ,2934
,7003 ,0526 *9434 ,_@gg
,7497 ,0647 .9436 ,2894
,7_98 .0721 *9444 *_R73
,@503 ,0776 ,0451 .2854
,0000 .0657 ,944? ,286_
,9483 .1105 *q4TO .2802
DRIGIATAL PADE TS
DF POOR QUALITY 297
C01 *01062 CD¢OR1 ,01196
C02 ,01081 COEO_2 ,01200
CO3 *00953 COCOR3 .01177
C04 .00980 COCOR* ,01181
C05 ,00970 COEOR5 .0110_
SPANWIS|
_/C Y/E CP PeL/PT NLO¢
.1505 -.5000 -1,3034 ._651 ,4603
,1505 -,3333 -1,3345 .@629 ,4643
,1505 *.1667 -1,3610 .8616 ,4668
,1505 0*0000 -1,3376 *8639 *4624
.1508 ,1667 -1,35_3 ,86_1 ,46_9
.1505 ,3333 -1,3466 .8622 .46_6
,I_05 .5000 -1.3098 .8646 ,4611
,4995 -.5000 -,5054 ,9107 .36_3
,4995 -*3333 -.5026 ,9113 ,3671
,4999 -,166T -,5004 *9109 *_6Tq
,4995 0.0000 -,5110 .g098 .3704
,4995 .1667 -*5097 .9105 ,36@8
.4995 ,3333 -.5049 ,gl12 ,3674
.4995 .5000 -*4662 .9129 *3635
,7994 -,5000 -.1266 *9327 ,3174
,7994 -,3333 -,1350 ,9322 ,31|6
,7994 -,1667 -,1303 ,g326 .31T5
,7994 0,0000 -,1280 ,9327 ,3174
,T994 ,1667 -,1264 ,9327 *3174
.7994 ,3333 -.134_ ,9322 ,3185





XlC CP P_L/PT qL_C
0,0000 -2,6198 .7870 ,5_$8
.0131 -3.9314 .7138 .7118
*0R71 -3.1386 ,7S90 .6409
.0515 -2*%889 .7975 .5754
.076) -2.0671 .8197 ,5411
.1012 -1.8065 ._359 ,5131
.1503 -1.4381 .d$71 ,6751
.1996 -1.2297 .8604 .4522
.2501 -1.0630 ,8777 ,4961
.2999 -.9300 .8863 .4193
.3499 -.8094 .8930 .4018
.3994 -,7131 ,_988 .3939
,4496 -.6182 ,9050 ,3807
,4997 -,$374 ,9092 .3715
.5492 -,4563 ,014Z ,3606
.5994 -,3921 ,0174 .3534
.6495 -,3247 ,9213 ,3445
.6996 -,2636 ,9250 .3360
.7489 -.i964 ,9288 ,3268
.8003 -,1318 ,9330 ,3167
.ASO0 -.0613 ,9367 .3074
,8993 -,0021 ,0406 ,2974
*9489 *0795 .9450 .28S7
PT 38,0118 PSI GRIT.SIZE ,0021 IN
TT I19,7767 K GRIT LOC ,0500 C
RC 8.8930 _ILLION CH .9535
RAC_ .2974 CM *0011
ALPHA 10.0228 DEG CC -.1406
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CP P,LiPT qLnC
0,0000 -2,6198 ,7870 .5958
,01_Z 1,0241 1.0001 0.0000
.0251 1,0081 ,9992 .034_
.0510 .8031 .9874 .1_$0
.0755 ,6563 .9786 .1760
,I000 ,5431 ,9722 .Z01Z
.1504 ,3900 .0633 ,_320
.2004 .2973 .9179 ,26_7
• 2501 ,2292 .9531 .2619
,3002 ,1893 ,9115 ,2678
.3507 .14P8 .9490 ,_748
,4000 .1225 .9475 .2789
• 4103 .1125 ,9473 ,2794
,$000 *0940 ,9460 .2830
,5506 .0P54 ,9458 ,2835
,5997 ,0813 .9450 .2856
.6502 ,0685 .944_ .2877
• 7003 .0739 .944? ,2866
.7497 .0782 .9448 .2861
,7998 ,0849 ,9455 ,_842
,8503 ,0882 ,9654 ,2B46
,9000 ,0684 .9447 *2856
,9483 ,I147 .9471 .2801
COl ,01163 CDCORI .01285
C02 .01183 COCORZ .01303
C03 .01046 COCOR3 .01266
C04 ,01072 COCOR4 *0!267
CD5 ,01045 CDCOR5 ,01179
SPANWISE
XlC TIC CR PptlPT RLOC
.150S -,5000 -1.6121 .8592 .6712
• 1505 -.3333 -1.4378 .85?? ,4740
.150P -.1667 -1,4623 .8561 .677_
,1505 0.0000 -1,4381 ,8571 .4751
• 1505 *1667 -1.4645 .0562 .4766
.1505 .3333 -1,4501 .8570 .4753
• 1505 .5000 -1.6132 ,8589 ,4717
.4995 -,5000 -*5255 .9106 .5685
.499§ -.3333 -.5295 .9101 .3696
.4995 -*1667 -*$364 .9095 .3702
.4995 0,0000 -.5374 .9092 ,3715
,4995 .1667 -.5301 ,9104 .3691
,4995 .3333 -.5315 .9100 ,3699
.4995 .5000 -.5009 ,9119 .3657
.7996 -,5000 -.1356 ,9322 .3185
.7996 -,3333 -.1390 .9325 ,3177
,7994 -,1667 -.1293 .9329 .3168
.7994 0.0000 -,1318 ,9330 .3167
• 7994 .1667 -.1352 .93Z3 ,3186
.7994 .3333 -.1304 .9326 ,3177





XtC CP PeLIPT _LgC
0.0000 -3,4059 .7371 .67§6
• 0135 -4,4000 ,6748 ,7721
,0271 -3.5446 ,7332 .b817
• g$15 -2.7§01 .77Y0 ,6105
.0763 -2.2573 ,8061 ,5641
,1012 -1,9872 ,8231 .5353
.1503 "1.5529 ,8479 ,4917
,1994 -I,3218 ,_626 .46_9
.2501 -1,1375 ,_727 ._459
.2999 -.9782 *8621 ,4277
.3499 -._585 ,88_4 .4129
.3994 -.7391 .qq66 ,3984
.4496 -.6442 .90_$ .3860
.4997 -.5620 ._072 .3760
,$492 -,4900 .qi19 ,3657
,5994 -.3994 .9160 ,3566
,6495 -.3_77 .9200 ,3476
.6996 -.2707 .9236 .3393
,7489 -.2025 .0275 .3300
• 8003 -,1385 ,_321 ,31_9
,8S00 -,0653 .9362 ,3087
.8993 .0071 ,0603 ,_980
• 9689 *0662 .9436 .2803
at 39.0238 PSI GRIT SIZF ,0025 Iq
TT i19.7831 K GRIT LOC ,0500 C
RC 8,9Z59 _LL_Oq CN 1.043q
_CH ,2086 CR ,0022
ALP_ 11,0575 OEG CC -,1696
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CP P,L/OT HLgC
0,0000 -3,40_9 ,7371 ,6756
• O12Z ,9760 ,997_ *0628
,0251 1.0361 1.0008 0,0000
.0110 ,8616 .9905 .I168
.0755 .7148 .9818 ,16_3
.I000 ,6106 ,9755 .1886
,1504 ,4508 .9662 .2722
,2004 ,35C_ .9606 .Z405
.E501 .2871 .0563 .2535
.3002 .240l .9539 .2609
,3507 .1889 .9510 *2691
.4000 .1601 .9490 ,2723
• 4503 ,1531 .9491 *2743
.5000 ,1203 ,9477 ,2784
.$$06 ,1056 .9466 .?_14
.Sqg7 .1156 .9464 .2819
,6502 ,0993 .9453 *2950
.7003 .0941 ,9451 ,2_$4
.7497 ,0942 ,9451 ,78_$
.7998 .0955 .0418 .2836
,8503 ,0953 ,9456 .2R4I
.qO00 ,0829 ,944_ *_862
.9483 .1055 .9660 ,2a31
C01 .01Z96 COCORI .01411
C02 ,01319 CDCOR2 ,01429
C03 .01180 COCOR3 .01610
C04 .01202 CDCOR4 .01407
C05 ,01149 COC085 *01282
SPANMISE
XIC ¥I_ CP P_LIRT MLOC
*1505 -.SO00 -1.5112 ,8505 .4871
.110§ -.3333 -1,5474 .8516 .4851
,1505 -*1667 -1.5860 ,8496 .4887
.1505 0.0000 -1,5529 ,8479 ,4917
.1501 .1667 -1.5672 .8472 .6930
.1505 .3333 -I,5615 .8508 ,4866
.t505 ,5000 -1.5322 .8527 .6831
.4995 -.5000 -.5595 .9084 ,3736
.4995 -,3333 -.5528 .9085 ,3732
.4995 -.1667 -.5655 .9080 m3761
,4991 0.0000 -.5620 ,9072 ,3760
.4995 .1667 -.5651 .9080 ,3742
,499_ .3333 -,$$50 ,9084 ,3735
,4995 .5000 -,$287 .9102 .3695
,7994 -.5000 -.1393 ,9319 .3193
.7994 -,3333 -.1403 .9331 .3165
.7994 -,1667 -,1403 ,9329 .3169
.7994 0.0000 -.1381 ,932] ,3189
.7896 ,1667 -,1388 .9320 .3192
.7994 .3333 -,1408 .9330 .3165




PT 3_,0209 PSI GRIT SI?F .0025 IN
TT 110,6799 K GRIT LOC .0500 C
RC 3,9123 HILLION CN 1,1215
NAC_ ,2977 CR ,0035
ALPHA 11,9757 DEG CC -.1959
UPP_P SURFACE
_lC CP P_LtPT qLQC
0.0000 -4,1895 ,6939 ,7427
.0135 -4,9_22 ,6414 .8235
,0271 -3.8?57 ,7098 ,71_1
,0515 -Z.9910 .7639 .6331
,0763 -2.4363 ,7941 ,5_41
,1012 -2,0096 ,8146 ,5_98
,1503 -1,6547 ,R419 .5025
,1094 *1*4096 *8563 .4765
,Z$OI -1,1996 ,8694 .4521
.2999 -1.0420 ,8_01 ,4319
,3499 -,PO04 ,8_80 ,4158
.3996 -,7784 .893P ,4041
*4496 -.6761 ,9020 ,3870
*4997 -,5794 ,90?5 .3754
,5492 -,408? ,91_3 ,3649
*5994 -,4249 .9167 ,3551
,6495 -,3509 ,9200 ,3475
,6996 -,2871 .9235 ,3394
*7489 -*Zll9 ,9280 .3299
,8003 -,I_06 ,93_8 ,3171
,9500 -.0739 ,9362 .3086
,8993 -*0014 .9407 ,2970
.9689 *0606 ,9435 ,Z_96
LOWER SUR;ACE
X/C CP P_L/PT _LOC
0,0000 -4,1895 .6939 .74?7
,0122 ,91q9 ,9938 ,0940
,0251 1,0441 1,0013 0.0000
.0510 ,9123 ,9935 ,0966
*0?55 ,7703 *9850 ,1474
,1000 ,bbl7 ,9786 ,1764
,1504 ,5018 ,96q_ *_119
.2004 .3924 .062R *_337
,2501 ,3289 ,95o2 .2448
,3002 ,2712 .q$64 *2535
.3507 .2345 ,9539 *2609
.4000 ,1943 ,9512 ,268b
,4503 ,1776 .9513 ._6R3
.5000 ,1559 ,9500 ,27_1
.550b .1356 ,9499 ,2751
,5997 ,1246 ,9483 *2766
.6502 ,1047 ,9465 .28|$
,7003 .0995 ,0461 .2_28
,7497 ,1014 ,0463 ,2923
.7998 .1027 ,9469 *2806
.8503 ,0932 ,9_59 ,2532
.9000 ,0?26 ,0454 .2947
.9483 .I03_ .9461 ,2528
C01 ,01387 COCORI .01511
CD2 .01422 COCOR2 .01_34
C03 ,01256 COCOR3 ,01505
C04 ,0_261 CoCOR4 .01479
COP ,01218 COCOR5 *01365
$P_NMISE
X/C Y/C CP P,L/PT RLOC
• 1505 -.$000 -1,6276 ,8470 ,693_
,1505 -.3333 -1,6437 ,8447 .4975
,1505 -.1667 -1.6689 ,8621 .5022
• 1505 0.0000 -1.6547 ,8419 .5025
• 1501 ,166? -1.6789 .8640 .4988
,150_ *3333 -1,6525 ,8642 ,6984
• 150_ ,5000 -i,6100 .8455 ,4960
.499_ **5000 -.5699 *9068 .3768
.4995 -*3333 -.$764 *9058 *3?90
.4995 -,1667 -.5781 ,9061 .3784
.4995 0.0000 -*5794 .9075 .3?54
.6905 .1667 -,5789 .9063 ,3779
• 4995 ,3333 -.5?79 *905? ,3792
• 6995 *_000 -*538? *9084 *3736
.?994 -,5000 -*1416 .9324 ,3181
• ?994 -*3333 -*1464 *q323 .3183
.7994 -.lb67 -.1395 ,0325 *3178
,7994 0*0000 -.1406 .9328 ,3171
• 7994 .1667 -,1408 .9326 ,3180
• 7994 *3333 -.1674 .9322 .318_








X/C CP PeLIPT _LOC
0,0000 -_.0231 ,6518 ._074
.013S -§.$335 *b186 *_5_6
.0271 -4.2141 .6963 ,7390
,0515 -3,2_75 .75_6 .6564
*07b3 -Z*b239 .7916 .5_8Z
.1012 -Z.2274 .8120 .5542
.1503 -1,74§7 ,_3_7 .5_2
.1994 -1.49_8 ._55_ .4772
.Z501 -1.2425 .Bb55 .;538
.Z999 -I*0015 .8700 .4336
.3499 -,9255 ,5872 ,4174
.3994 -.d127 .8939 .4039
.469b -.G914 .9002 .3909
.499? -.6002 *9062 .3782
,5492 -,5070 .91|5 .3665
*5994 -.4468 .9150 ,35RE
.6695 -.3587 .91@9 .3477
.6996 -.2930 .9235 .3395
.7689 -,2160 .0281 *3236
.5003 -.1393 ,9327 .3173
,5500 -.0725 ,9363 ,30B4
,8993 -,0095 .9408 ._96q
.9489 .0537 *9442 *2879
PT 3s,0181 PSI GAll SIZE .002_ 1N
TT 110,8Z19 K GRIT LOC 40500 C
_C 6.8994 HELLrON CN 1.1435
_A_ .297_ CM .0057
ALP4A 12.9870 OEG CC -.2291
LOWER SURFACE
x/C C D P,LIPT qL_C
0.0000 -5.0231 ,651_ .8074
.0122 .8445 .989? .1221
• 0251 1.0298 1.0004 0,0000
• 0510 ,9449 .9956 .0798
.0T55 ._244 ,9_87 .1276
• 1000 .7146 .9822 ,1605
,1504 ,5538 ,9727 .1994
.2004 .4469 .9667 .2_06
• 2505 .3681 ._620 ,2361
• 300_ ,308§ ,9592 .Z450
,3507 .2652 .9562 .2541
.6000 .2212 .9337 .2614
.450_ ,Z069 ,9525 .2646
• 5000 ,1784 .9512 ,2686
.5506 *1629 .9503 .2711
.5997 .1339 ,9456 ,275E
• 6502 ,I190 .947b .2786
,7003 *I130 ,9471 ,2_00
.7497 .1105 .9470 .2_01
,790A .1142 ,9674 .Z792
• _503 .1013 ,9464 .2818
,9000 *0756 ,9456 .2839
,9483 .1009 ,_469 ,2_06
CD1 .01529 COCDR| ,01709
C02 ,01567 C0¢0A2 ,01740
C03 .01384 CDCOR3 .01210
C04 ,01388 CDCOR4 .016?7
C05 .01328 CDCOR5 .01541
SPAM_ZS£
XlC YIC CP PeLIPT qLO¢
,1505 -,5000 -1.7073 ,B41_ .5033
,1505 -.3333 -1.7443 ,8392 .5073
.1505 ".1667 -1,776_ .83B2 .5091
,1505 0.0000 -I,7_57 .8317 ,508_
,1505 ,1667 -1.7_90 .8384 .5ORb
.1505 .3333 -1.7479 .8390 .50?7
,1505 .5000 -1.7074 ,842_ .5020
,4995 -,5000 -,5811 ,9080 .3726
,4995 -,33_3 -.6016 ,90?2 ,3?60
.6995 -.1667 -.6023 .9069 ,3766
.4995 0.0000 -.6002 .9062 .3782
,4995 .1657 -,5981 .9078 .3747
._995 ,333_ -,6019 ,9072 ,3760
.4995 .5000 -.5545 .9096 .3707
.7994 -.5000 -.1530 .9321 .3180
,7994 -,3333 -.1423 *9332 ,316_
.7994 --.1667 --,1436 *9324 .3161
.7994 0,0000 -.1393 .9327 .31?S
.7q94 .1667 -.1511 ,9322 .3185
.7994 ,3333 -*1466 .93Z9 ,316B





_IC CP _,LIPT _L_
0,0000 -5.7030 .6075 .a758
.0135 -6,0239 .P936 ._974
• 0271 -4.5165 ,6782 .7b69
.0515 -3,3a17 .7420 .6679
• 0763 -2.7401 ,7802 .6069
• 1012 -2.33_7 .8050 .5659
• 1303 *1.8197 .$347 .515_
o1994 -L,5234 .8523 ._83e
•2501 -1.2771 .8666 ._574
.2999 -I,0936 ._753 ._408
,3499 -.93_5 .8854 .4211
.3994 -.8230 ,_9_6 .4065
.4496 -.7135 ,Bg_V ,3937
.4997 -.6053 .o045 ,3_[8
,5492 -.5223 .Q108 ,36_1
,5994 -,4_68 .0155 ,_577
.6495 -.352L ,9190 *3498
.bqqb ".2755 ,9241 .33_1
.7489 -.2_33 .9273 ,3304
• _003 -,14_3 .o311 ,3213
.8500 -.0902 ,_348 ,3122
• 8993 -.0_2_ .9393 ,3007
,94_9 .0216 ,0417 .2945
aT 38.0120 PSI GelT SIZE ,0025 IN
TT 119.7_73 K GPZT LOC ,0500 C
_C 8,9065 _ILLION CN 1.2447
_&C_ .2qeo CH ,00_1
ALP_) 14.0320 OEG CC -,2540
L_EF SURFACE
X/¢ CP P#LIPT R_
0,0000 -5.7030 .6075 ,8758
*0122 .7791 .9860 .1423
,0251 1.0321 l*O00b 0.0000
,0510 ,9814 ,9976 ,058?
.0755 .R630 .9907 .115_
.I000 .7533 .9844 ,1502
,1504 ,5940 ,9751 .1903
,Z004 .4889 .9691 .21Z6
,2501 .410q ,9645 ,2279
,3002 .3429 *9599 ._426
,3_07 ,2376 ,_571 .2514
.4000 ,25_? .9552 .2570
.4503 ,2171 ,_31 ,2631
.5000 .18_q .9511 .26P9
.5506 .16_1 ,9504 ,2707
,5_97. .1553 ,9498 42725
.6502 ,1293 ,94?4 ,2793
.7003 ,1305 .9478 .27R0
.7497 *1047 ,9466 .2_18
,7990 ,t051 49460 ,_830
,8503 ,0872 ,9452 ,2_52
.9000 ,06_2 .9444 ,2873
.94_3 ,O?bb ._44_ ,2960
C01 .01767 COCOR1 *01889
C02 ,01784 COCOR2 .01911
C_3 .01554 CDCOR3 .01_59
C04 ,01575 C_0_4 .0160E
CD5 .01526 CDCOR5 .01665
SPAN_ISE
XlC YIC CP P_LIPT NL_C
.1505 -,5000 -1.7680 .8353 .3142
.1505 -,3333 -1.819e ,B345 ,515?
.1505 -,1667 -1.8400 ._323 ,5194
.1505 0.0000 -1,8197 ,8347 .515_
.1505 ,1667 *1.8095 .832R ,5155
,1505 .3333 -1,7740 ,B371 ,5110
,1505 ._000 -1,6653 ,8425 .5014
.4995 -.5000 -,579L .9060 .3785
,4095 -.3333 -,5987 .9053 .3001
e4995 -,1667 -.6098 ,9041 e3827
,4995 0._000 -.6053 .9045 ,381B
,4995 .16_7 -.6003 .qO4g 43812
.4995 ,3333 -,5837 ,9062 .3702
.4995 ,5000 -,5851 .9055 .3796
,7994 -.5000 *.1778 .9298 ,3246
,7994 -.3333 -.1416 .93_ 43196
.7994 -*1667 -*1461 .9317 .3197
,7994 0,0000 -.1483 .9311 ,3213
,79e4 .1667 **1616 ,9307 ,3222
.7994 °3333 -.L601 .9_OZ .3234





glC CP P, LIPT _LO¢
0.0000 -6.1F32 ,5803 .9183
*0135 -6.1194 .5828 ,_143
.0271 -4,6049 .6726 .7754
._515 -3.4534 .7396 *b716
.0763 -_.?_87 .77_0 .6104
,I01_ -2,3478 ,8045 *5669
*1503 -1.8016 .8359 .5131
,1994 -1.5715 ,8531 ,4824
,ZSOl -1.2613 ._670 .4567
.2999 -I.0_57 ,_767 .43_
,3499 -.9416 ._P52 .4214
.3094 -.8016 .BQ_9 .4039
.4496 -.6928 .9001 .3911
.4qq? -.bOll .9064 ,3777
,5492 -,5035 .9107 .3653
._994 -,_391 .c147 .3594
,6495 -.3626 .919_ ,3494
.6996 -.3142 ,9223 .3421
,748) -.2495 ,9271 ,3310
*8003 -*1e22 .0298 .3Z44
._500 -.1241 ,9338 ,3146
.8993 -,0723 .9372 .3062
,9489 -,0353 .938R .3019
PT 30,0129 PSI _RIT SZZ£ ,0025 IN
TT 119,7941 _ G_IT LOC ,0500 C
RC _,0011 qELL_ON CN 1.253_
_4C:! ,2978 C_ ,0085
ALP_ 14.0911 DEG CC -,2629
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C C _ P_L/PT qLOC
0,0000 -6.1032 .5803 ,9L_3
,01_2 .7207 ,9_4 ,15_?
,0251 1,0243 1.0001 0,0000
.05]0 ,9969 ,9985 .0460
,0755 ,_73_ ,9913 ,1117
.1000 ,7725 .9055 .1447
,1504 .6154 .9764 ,1534
.2004 ,5022 *9700 ,2094
.2501 .4143 .9646 .2278
.3002 ,3524 ,9605 .2399
.3507 ,2937 .9574 ,_503
.4000 .2627 ,955P .2551
,4503 ,2224 *9534 ,2622
.5000 .1913 .9521 ,ZbbO
.5506 .1713 ,9502 .2714
,599? .1406 *9496 ,2760
*6502 .1140 ,9470 ._03
,7003 *0951 ,9461 ,28_?
.749? *0_59 .9462 ,2823
,7098 .0858 ,9454 .2945
.8_03 ,0664 ,944R .2862
.9000 ,0344 ,9433 .2903
.94R3 *0387 .9431 ,290?
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY 299
CDI ,02079 CDCOR1 ,02237
C02 ,0193_ COCOR2 .02104
C03 ,0L650 C0¢0R3 .02033
CD4 ,020?4 COCOR4 .02401
C05 .02819 COCOR5 *03036
SP_NVlSE
X/C Y/C CP PeLIPT RLOC
.1505 -*5000 -1.6978 *8432 .5003
,1505 -*3333 -I.g045 *8365 .5121
.1505 -41667 -1.0407 .8330 .5183
,1505 0,0000 -I,8016 .8359 ,5131
,1505 .1667 -1,3012 *83?2 .5108
.1505 .3333 -1,7153 .g41b ,5030
.1505 ,3000 -1.3001 ,8528 ,4829
.4995 -,5000 -.5798 .9065 ,37?4
.4995 -,3333 -.5_28 .qO?O ,376_
.4995 -.1667 -.58_3 .906_ *3769
,4995 0.0000 *.6011 .9064 ,3777
.4905 ,1667 -,5748 *9068 .3760
,4995 ,3333 -*5945 ,9063 *37?8
.4995 .5000 -,5950 .9062 .3762
,7994 -.5000 -,2928 .9234 .3597
.7994 -,3333 -.2190 .92?? ,3295
.7994 -,1667 -,1899 .92_9 .3242
.7994 0,0000 -.1822 ,929_ .3244
.7994 .1667 -,2013 ,9287 .3271
,7994 ,333S -.2724 ,9246 ,3365
.7994 ,5000 -.3280 .9219 ,3431
TABLE LV. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.50







XIC CP PeLIPT qLOC
0,0000 1.O01q ,9905 .1165
• 0135 ,4791 ,0129 .3629
• 0271 .2025 *_715 .4472
• 0515 -.0027 ._427 ,5001
• 0763 -.1178 .8248 ,§314
• 1012 -.1784 ,8151 .5479
• 1503 -.2209 .8083 .5595
.1994 -.2518 .8045 .5657
• 2501 -*2454 .8053 .5644
.299_ -.238_ .8054 .5644
.3499 -.2193 .8101 .556_
,3994 -._016 .8132 .5513
.4496 -.1790 .A158 ,5469
,4997 -.1_93 ,El?e .5434
.54_2 -.131_ .8226 .5352
.5994 -.1101 .8252 ,5306
.6495 -.0020 *8278 .5262
.6996 -,0683 .831T .5195
.7409 -.0408 .8350 .5138
,8003 -.0057 ,_398 ,5054
.8500 .0209 .5460 .4943
.8903 .0669 .8529 .481_
.9409 .1167 .8591 .4706
PT 24.9089 PSX GRIT, SIZE ,0025 IN
TT 267,5854 K GRIT LQ¢ .OSO0 C
RC 3,00Ol HILLION CN -,2151
MAC_ .5008 CM -,0012
ALPHA -1,9958 _EG CC .0053
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CP P,LIST qLOC
0,0000 1,0019 .9905 .1165
.G122 -.4928 .7682 .6_S0
.0251 -.6646 .7423 .6667
.0510 -,7408 .7339 .6793
.0755 -.7372 ,7331 .6806
.1000 -.7219 ,7343 ,67_7
,1504 -.6668 .?41fl .6670
.2004 -.6110 ,7512 .6571
.2501 -,5499 .7601 .6380
.3002 -.4905 .7678 .6258
.3507 -.4381 .7777 .6098
.4000 -.3920 .7851 .5978
.4503 -.33_5 .T921 .5963
.5000 -.29Q6 .7Q69 .5784
.5506 -.2597 ,8037 ,5672
,5997 --*_171 .809? .55?9
,6502 -.1847 .8141 ,5497
.7003 -.1399 ._210 .537_
.7_97 -.0959 .8268 .5281
.799R -.0_I_ ,8333 .5167
,8503 -.0101 .8414 .5024
.9000 .0462 .8499 .4873
.94_3 .3721 .8599 .4691
C01 .00881 C0¢0R1 .00994
C02 .00861 C0¢0R2 .00994
C03 .OOeZ6 COCDR3 .00989
CD4 .GOB34 C D¢OR4 *01001
C05 ,00831 CDCOfl5 ,ooqEG
SPANVI$E
_lC TiC CP P,L/PT NLO¢
.1505 -,5000 -.2049 .8114 .5543
.1505 -.3338 -o2201 .8090 ,5583
.1505 -,1667 -.2268 .SOTS .560t
.1_05 0.0000 -.2209 ,8083 .5599
.1505 .166T -*22e2 .8079 .5601
• 1505 .3333 -.2272 .8079 .5601
.1505 .5000 -.2088 .$104 .5559
.4995 -,5000 -,1489 .8193 .540|
.4995 -.3333 -.1539 .8199 .5391
.4995 -.1661 -,1564 ,8210 .5379
.4995 0.0000 -.1593 .8178 .5434
.4995 ,1667 -.1578 .8180 .5450
.4995 .3333 -*1569 .8195 .5406
.4995 .5000 -.14Z9 ,8230 .5349
.7994 -.5000 -.00_6 .6434 .4q|e
.7994 -.3333 -.0146 .8413 .5026
.7994 -.1667 -.0097 .8419 .5015
.7994 0.0000 -*0017 .8398 .505A
.79q4 *166? -*0038 .8431 .4994
.7994 .5333 -.OLZ5 .8416 .5021




PT 24,9181 PS! GRIT SIZE .0025 1H
TT 267.5277 K GRIT LOC .0500 C
8C 3.0217 _ILLIDN CH -.00_3
MAC_ .5031 CM .0004
ALPHA .0_02 DEG CC *0070
UPPFR SURFACE
XlC CP %LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1,0941 1.0043 0,0000
• 0135 *0_75 .8493 .4883
.0271 -.1_07 .F126 .5522
,0515 -.33_ .7903 .5_94
• 0763 -.4054 .7793 .6072
• 1012 -.4311 .7754 .6135
• 1503 -.4_45 .7760 .b125
.1994 -.4206 .777_ .6097
• 2501 -,3850 .78_0 .5995
• 2999 *.3665 .7860 .5963
.3499 -.3247 ,70_2 .5862
,39_4 --.2924 .79_7 *5755
.4496 -,2609 .8037 .56_0
.499? -,2283 ._07§ .5608
.5492 -.18Bq ._130 ,5516
.5994 -.1632 ,_167 .5453
.6495 -.1344 ._20_ .5391
• 6996 *.1023 ._275 .5268
.74_9 *.0667 ._375 .5191
.8003 -.0304 .8361 .5106
.8500 .0099 .8423 .5009
• 8993 .0_84 ,8_99 .4_73
.948_ .1176 ,8585 ._717
LOWER SURFACE
RiO CP R_L/PT qLDC
0.0000 1.0941 1.0043 0.0000
.0122 .0771 .R523 .4830
,0251 -,1693 .8143 .5493
.0510 -.3517 ,T871 ,5946
.0755 -.4161 ,7777 .6098
.1000 -.4421 .7737 .6162
.1504 -.4508 ,7721 .6189
.2004 -,4327 .7759 .6126
.2501 -.3982 ,78_1 ,6027
.3002 -,3719 ,7852 .5_76 *
.3507 -.3313 .79ll .SqRO
.4000 -.2984 .7978 ._770
.4503 -._629 ,802_ .5695
.5000 -,2336 .806? .5671
.5506 -._008 ,8112 .5546
.5997 -.16_6 ._158 .546_
.6502 -.1435 .8190 .54_4
.7003 -.1058 .8270 ,5277
.7497 -.0674 .83_4 .5183
e799_ -,0334 .8363 .5114
.R503 .0063 .8418 ,5018
.9000 .0467 .0484 ,ARqq
.9483 .1216 .8591 .4706
C01 .00855 COCOR1 .00967
C02 .00836 COCOR2 .00964
C03 *OOR02 CDCOR3 .00960
C04 .00806 COCOR4 .00971
CD5 .03807 C OCOR5 .00957
$PA_UZSE
XlC TIC CP PeL/PT RLOC
.1505 -,$000 -.3966 .7818 ,603|
.1505 -.3333 -.4174 .7804 .6054
.1505 -.1667 -.4797 .7790 .6077
,1505 0._000 -.4245 ,7760 .6125
.1505 .166T -.4255 *7775 .6101
.1505 .3333 -.4244 .7794 .6071
.1505 .5000 -,4044 .7827 .60iT
.4995 -.5000 -,2169 .8089 .5584
,4q95 -,3333 -.2218 ,8078 .5604
,4995 -.1667 -.2245 .8070 .561T
,4995 0,0000 -.2283 .80?5 ,3608
.4995 .1667 -.2259 ,8076 ,5606
.4995 .3333 -.2241 .R074 .5609
.4995 .5000 -.20?4 .8095 .5574
.7994 -.5000 -.0262 .8365 .511_
,7994 -.3333 -.03_2 .8354 .5130
.7994 -.1667 -,0312 ,8372 .SOq9
.7994 0.0000 -.0304 .8368 .5106
,7994 .1667 -.0269 .8364 .5114
.7994 .3333 -.0313 .8360 .5120









_ATT Sill .0025 IN





x/_ CP P,LIPT HLOC
0,0000 .9o71 .98g8 ,1212
• 0135 -.4008 .7669 .6_71
,0Z71 *,6753 .7_04 .669_
,0515 -.7179 .7375 ,6738
,0763 -.7341 .7266 .6908
• LOI2 -,?119 .7371 .6743
.1503 -.6306 .7478 .6574
.1994 -,6001 .7495 .65_4
.2501 -.5324 .7651 .6300
.2999 *.4P38 .7670 *6270
.349_ -.4352 .7772 ,6106
• 3994 *.3_30 .TH?& .5940
• 4496 -.3398 *?873 .5942
.4q97 *.2026 .7_94 .5743
,5492 *.251_ .8053 ,5645
.5994 -.2173 ._0_e .5586
.6495 *.1726 ,_1_ .542?
.6996 -.1338 ,8182 .5427
.7489 -.0085 .5286 ,5250
• 8003 **0441 .8364 .5114
.8500 -.0005 ._393 .5061
• 8993 .0526 .8513 .4848
.9489 ,1187 .8579 .4?2?
LORfR SURFACE
X/C CP P#L/PT qL_C
0.0000 .0971 .989B .1212
.0122 .5095 ,9168 .3542
.0251 .2_52 .874? .4411
.0510 -*0232 *8398 ,5053
,0755 -.1778 .8187 .5420
.1000 -.1_27 .8140 ,54_9
,1504 -.24?6 ,8056 .5641
,2004 -.2621 .8006 .57_4
.7501 -._550 ,8080 .5634
.3002 -.2411 .P035 .56?4
.3507 -.2295 .80Tq .5602
,4000 -.2088 .8130 .5516
.4503 -.1775 ,8118 ,5535
,5000 -.1633 .8185 .5422
,5506 -.1461 .820_ .5381
.5_9T -,1196 ,8234 .5339
,6502 -.0953 ,8299 .52??
*?003 -.0670 .82R4 .5?53
.?49? -.0425 .8365 _5111
.?998 -.0178 .8416 ,5022
.8503 .0253 .843? .4992
.9000 .0540 .8515 ,4844
,q483 ,1212 ,8583 ,4721
301
C01 .008?2 COC0_1 .00985
C02 ,0085? CDCOR_ .00989
CD3 .00E21 CDCOR3 .009?9
C04 .00811 CDCOR4 .00974
C05 ,00816 COCOR5 .00964
SPANRISE
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
• 1505 -.5000 -.6062 ,?53? .6485
.1505 -.3333 -.6289 .?476 .65?8
,1505 -.1667 -.6502 .7419 .6668
.1505 0.0000 -.6306 .?478 .6_74
• 1505 .1667 -.635? ,?494 .6550
.1505 .3533 -,6311 .74T3 .6563
.1505 .5000 -.6363 .?440 .6635
.4995 -.5000 -.2829 .8010 .$717
• 4995 -.3333 -.2864 .8000 .5733
.4995 -*1667 -.29?2 .7970 .5782
.4995 0.0000 -.2926 .7994 .5?43
.4995 ,1667 -.2920 ,?996 .5739
.4995 ,3333 -,2894 ,7999 ,5?35
.4995 .5000 -.2?50 .8004 *5?2?
,7994 -,5000 -,0501 *8353 ._152
.?994 -.3333 -*0492 .8344 ._148
,7994 -.1667 -.0484 .8348 .5141
.7994 0,0000 -,0481 .8364 ,5114
.?994 ,166T -.0488 .8355 ,5129
.7994 ,3333 ".0462 .8348 .81_0






PT 14.Q106 PSI GRZT 51ZE .0025 IN
TT 267.8100 K GRIT LOC .0500 C
RC 2.9973 qZLLZON CN .AOA7
HkCq .4900 CH ,0031
ALPHA 4,0171 OEG CC -,0103
UPPER SURFACE
Xl_ CP PpLIPT _LOC
0.0000 ._445 .9381 .3033
.0135 -1.2035 ,6660 .7843
• 0271 -1,Z40i .6653 ,7930
• 0515 -I.1527 *6730 .7735
• OT6_ -1.0774 ,684S ,7S58
• 1012 -I.0043 ,6943 .7407
,i503 -,e65o ,vise ,7076
,1994 -,7775 ,7283 ,6881
,2591 -,685_ ,74zo .6667
,_qq9 -,6094 ,7534 ,6_87
• _4_ -._e3 .764S ,63o5
,3_94 -,47_2 .7735 .6166
,4476 -,4i7_ ,7809 .6046
,A997 -.3642 ,78_9 ,5_15
,549_ -.3036 ,E000 _5733
.6_96 -'_4i .e134 ._506
• _d_ -*119! ,O_?O .5_77
•_00_ -.o648 ,83_3 .5i6#
.0477.,zo .,3,
• 9489 ,I_08 .O56g ,4708
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CR PeLIPT qLOC
0,0000 ,6445 ,93fll ,3033
,01_ .908l ,96Z3 *Z3#6
.0251 .5409 ,91_ .3402
,0_I0 ,2563 ,880q .4292
,0755 ,IZ07 .8610 ,4669
.i000 ,0394 ,8484 ,4890
,150# -,0593 .8346 .3143
,ZOO4 -,lOZ1 ,8279 ,5261
.2501 -.1207 ,8_$3 .5]06
.300Z -.1E40 ,8249 ,531E
.3507 -.1_48 ,BE55 .530Z
.4000 -,1178 .8261 .$Z93
._503 -.1037 ,8Z73 ,5_7Z
,5000 -,0904 .8182 .5Z55
• §506 -,0810 .8316 ,5180
.5_97 -,0653 .635_ ,5135
,650Z -,054# .6360 ,5107
.?003 -,0_10 .8322 .5009
.7497 -*008Z ,6431 *4993
.7990 .OiZ_ ,8446 ,4967
,8503 ,0368 ,8488 ,4891
• 9000 .06Z6 ,8541 .4796
,9483 .1234 ,8593 ,4701
C01 .O00ZZ CDCOR1 ,01034
C02 ,00906 CO¢ORZ .0103_
CO3 ,o_871 CDCOR3 .010Z1
CO4 .008_3 CDCDR4 .01017
CD5 .0085S CDCOR5 .01007
5PAN_ISE
XIC TIC CP P,LIPT HLOC
*1S05 -,5000 -.EIqZ ,7250 .693_
,1505 0.3333 -,8514 ,7103 .7037
.1505 -,1667 -,8761 ,7139 ,71C4
,1503 0.0000 -,8660 ,7150 .7076
.1S05 .1667 -.65#Z .7199 *701Z
,1505 .3333 -,8555 .7177 ,7046
,L505 ,5000 -.8590 ,7165 ,7065
,499_ -,5000 -.3510 .793_ ,9041
.4995 -.3333 -.3526 .7087 .5920
,4995 -,1667 -.3621 ,7907 *5086
,4995 0.0000 -.3_4Z .7089 ,$023
,4995 ,1667 -,3618 ,TgZO .5865
.4995 .3333 -.354Z .7884 *$923
.4995 ,SO00 -.3385 ,794Z ,3029
.7994 -.9000 -,073E ,83Z7 .3179
,799# -.3333 -,069E .8323 .5185
,7994 -,1667 -.0665 .8346 .$14_
.799# 0.0000 -,0648 .8333 .5168
,799# ,1667 -*0714 ,8330 .517Z
,7994 ,3333 -,0651 .8329 .917_








GRIT SIZE *002S IR





XIC CP P.LIPT _L_:
0.0000 ,O_8L *_51Z ,#9§0
*0135 -2,I137 ,5309 ._53
,0271 -I,G60_ .5508 ,9534
,0S15 -I.6560 .59q5 ,98_3
.0763 -1.4P03 .6_52 .8470
,I01_ -I,3339 ,6470 ,0134
,150_ -I,0954 .6810 .7611
.1994 -,9586 ,69_5 .7343
.1501 -.6363 .7223 ,6974
,zgqq -.7362 .7314 .683Z
.3499 -,6_38 .7503 .6536
,S0_4 -,_570 .75_3 ,_409
,4496 -.4945 ,7691 ,6Z37
,4997 -,4230 ,7819 .6013
,3492 -,3543 ,7869 ,5949
,5994 -.3047 ,7_7 43734
,6#95 -*E501 .6061 ,5631
.6996 -.1_60 ,8129 .5516
,7489 -.138Z ,8247 ,5316
,8003 -,0800 ,6Z67 ,5247
.8S00 -.OZ4Z ,8_11 ,5019
.8993 ,0459 ,_475 ,4_15
,9#89 ,110_ ._605 ,4680
LO_E_ SURFACE
XlC CP P,LIPT qLOC
0,0000 ,0581 ,651E ,4830
*OIZZ .999# .9905 .1170
,OZS1 ,7706 .0S67 ,Z520
,O_lO .4916 ,9155 .3570
.075_ .3336 ,8924 .4061
,I000 ,2337 .6778 .4351
*1504 .1155 ,8599 .4690
,Z004 ,0#64 ,9483 *490_
,Z501 ,0067 .8456 .4951
.3001 -,013S .839Z .5063
,3507 -.0148 ,8400 .5035
.4000 -,0Z98 .6360 ,5105
,4503 -.02_1 ,8390 .5071
,5000 -.OZBZ ,6406 *S030
'5506 -.0204 ,8370 ._I02
.5997 -,Ol3d .8415 .50_3
,650Z -,OOql ,8416 .50Z1
.7003 ,0039 .8429 ,#999
.7_97 *0_3[ ,848_ .4903
,7908 ,0391 ,8465 .49_4
.8503 ,0492 ,9519 .4837
,9000 ,0706 ,8512 ,4848
,9483 ,1179 ,8615 ,4661
CO1 .01019 COCDR1 ,01136
CO[ ,OLO03 COCORZ ,01134
C03 .00969 COCOR3 ,OllZq
C04 .00935 CDCOR4 *01099
C05 ,009Z5 CDCOR5 .01076
5PAHWZSE
XIC ¥1C CP PeLIPT MLOC
,1505 -*_000 -,9777 .6964 ,7379
• 1505 -.3333 -1.1007 .6796 .7634
• 1505 -.1667 -1.1033 ,601Z .7609
• I$05 0.0000 -1.0954 ,6810 .7611
,1505 .1667 -1,0644 ,683_ .7574
• ISOS .3333 -1.111e .6779 ,7659
• 150_ ,5000 -1.0546 .6886 ,7495
.4999 -*SO00 -.4164 .7813 ,6040
.4995 -.3333 -.4178 ,7827 .6018
.4995 -.1667 -.4_44 *7769 .6110
,4995 0,0000 -,4Z30 ,7829 ,6013
.4995 ,1667 -,4647 .7800 ,6060
• 4995 .3333 -,4190 .7EZ_ ,60ZO
.49q_ .5000 -.3989 ,7007 .6049
.7994 -.5000 -,0886 .8316 .$197
.7994 -.3333 -,08Z6 .8278 .5Z63
,7994 -.1667 -.0857 ,8301 .$ZZ3
• 7994 0.0000 -,0800 *6187 *5247
,7994 *1667 -*0830 .8324 *_lS3
,7994 .3333 -,0799 .8262 ._Z55







XIC CP P,LIPT qLOC
0.000_ _,5_PO0 -- ,751r'_ ,650_
• 3135 -3,Z_SZ ,354P 1.3124
.5271 -3. ZEZZ .3546 1.31_7
.0515 -Z.5399 .46_9 I,IOZZ
• 0763 -I.6_0 ,56_1 .)454
• IOIZ -1,6_06 .60Z4 ,_52_
• 1503 -1*3166 .6493 ,3098
,1994 -1,137Z ,67#5 .771Z
• _501 -._693 .69_0 ,7351
• 1999 -,R460 ,7101 ,7163
,3499 -,7377 ,7330 ,6807
.3994 -.6302 ,7_39 .5637
.4496 --,556_ ,7577 .6418
,4997 -.477Z ,7716 ,6197
.$491 -,3966 ,7_06 .6056
,_994 -,3393 ,7891 ,5911
.6495 -._736 .B005 *_7_5
• 6996 -,Z109 ,8058 ,_bZO
.7409 -,1499 *8104 .5390
,8003 -,0843 .EZb7 ,5283
.8_00 -,OZ16 ,8387 .5072
• 8993 ,0367 ,8469 ,4927
._489 ,OOU6 *6545 ,4790
Z4,9167 PSI GRIT SIZE *OOZ5 Iq
Z67.q04 K GRIT LOC *0500 C
3,014Z HTLLIOH CN .8186
,3030 C_ ,0148
_,0458 OEG CC -.0946
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
0,00OO -,_000 .?_2_ ..... .6_0_
.O1ZZ 1,0617 1,00Z4 0,0000
,OZS1 ,q304 ,gBo1 ,1605
,0510 ,6789 ,9416 *Z_16
.0755 ,51Z1 ,9179 .3517
*I000 ,#045 ,90Z3 ,3857
.150# .Z631 .8811 *4169
,Z004 .1759 *6687 .4527
,ZSOI ,1Z70 ,9608 ,4674
.3001 ,09ZZ ,8513 ,4818
,3507 *0637 .851E ,4839
,4000 ,0S37 .8471 *4922
,4503 ,0#55 ,R47A *4910
,5000 .0364 .8477 ,4913
.3506 .03#1 ,8431 ,4958
,5997 .0331 ,_451 ,4959
*650Z ,0338 .8463 *493B
,7003 ,0384 ,8445 .4970
.7497 .0315 *8501 ,4868
,7098 *0363 ,8479 .4910
.8503 .0661 .P518 .A839
.9000 .06_9 ,8512 ,4640
,9483 .IOZ5 ,8351 ,4779
C01 ,01Z59 CDCORI ,01380
CO[ ,01Z6Z COCORZ *Ol3qS
C03 .OlZZ6 CDCOR3 .01389
C04 .01158 COCOR4 .013Z6
C05 .01135 C DCOR5 .01Zql
SPA88ISE
K/C T/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
.1s0_ -.soob :i.166s .66_7 .?646
• 1505 -.3333 -1.3071 .6439 *8181
,1_05 -,166? -1.3Z33 ,6468 ,R137
.1505 0.0000 -1.3166 ,64Q3 ,ROOR
,IS05 .1667 -1.Z698 .6506 .8079
,1505 .3333 -I.3L86 .64Z6 .EZOZ
.1305 .$000 -1.Z?97 .6533 ,8030
,4993 -.5000 -.4708 ,768R .614Z
.4995 -.3333 -.4757 .7740 .6157
,4995 -.1667 -,4718 .7676 ,6Z61
.4905 0.0000 -,4772 .7716 ,6197
,4995 .1667 *,4762 ,7679 ,62S5
,4995 .3333 -,4761 ,7?40 ,61_8
• 4995 ,5000 -.4463 ,7714 ,6199
,7994 -.5000 -.1035 .8167 ,SZE1
.7994 -.3333 -,0946 ,RZ53 .$303
,7994 -.1667 -.0689 ,0179 .SZ6Z
.7994 0,0000 *.0043 ,826? .SZR3
,7994 .1667 -.0941 .8181 ,8257
,7994 *3333 -.0944 ,SZSS ,5302






XIC CP "P,L/PT MLOC
0.0000 -._605 .7127 ,7122
,0133 -3.5608 .3225 1,3914
*0271 -3,6028 .3123 1,4043
,0515 -3.2442 .3685 1*2894
.0763 -2,3197 ,5040 1.0395
*1012 -1.6569 *5927 ._974
.1503 -1,3771 .6436 .8186
.1994 -1.1771 ,6696 " .7788
.2501 -1,0106 ,6950 .7396
*2999 -.8767 .7159 .7073
.3499 -.7611 .7302 .6851
.3994 -.6527 .7504 .6533
,4496 -,5659 ,7576 .6420
,4997 -,4R52 ,7742 ,615¢
,5492 -,4040 ,7853 ,5975
.5994 -,3302 .7938 .5835
.6498 -,2710 .a033 ,5679
,6996 -.2125 ,8124 *5525
.7469 -,1467 ,0146 .5;11
.8003 -,0911 ,8302 .5221
.6500 -,0221 .8406 .5040
.8093 ,0299 *8460 *4929
,9489 ,0798 .855¢ .4773
PT 24.9075 PSI GkZT 31ZE .002_ IN
TT 267.8126 K GRIT LO¢ ,0500 C
RC Z.99_6 MILLION CN ,8940
HACH .4905 CM ,0Z17
ALPHA 9.0118 BEG CC -,1136
LO_E_ SURFACE
XIC CP P_LIPT qLgC
0.0000 -._605 .7127 .7122
.O1ZZ 1,0909 1,0040 0.0000
.0251 .9781 .9874 ,1340
.0510 ,7281 .9508 ,2691
• 0755 ,5705 .9290 .3257
.1000 .4621 .9098 *3697
• 1504 .3174 .8911 ,4089
.2004 .222? .8760 .4387
,2501 .16_5 .8684 .4532
,3002 .1280 .8630 .4632
.3507 ,0088 ,P573 .4738
• 4000 ,0856 .8578 ,4728
.4503 .0728 *8525 .4925
,5000 .0573 ,8533 ,4810
.5506 ,0533 .8522 .4032
,5997 ,0506 ,8510 .4853
.6502 .0434 .8497 ,48?7
.7003 .0446 .RSOZ ,4867
.7497 .0518 .8484 .48_q
.7098 .048_ .8508 .4857
.8503 .0607 .8527 .4022
,9000 ,0560 ,8507 .4859
.9403 .088? .8567 *4749
CB1 .01767 CDCDR1 .01924
COZ ,01758 CD¢OR2 .01930
C03 ,01733 COCOA3 .01946
C04 ,0[648 COCOR4 .01868
C05 .01594 COCOR5 ,01805
SPANWfSE
xIc ?It CP PPLIPT NLOC
*1505 -.5000 -1,2728 .6554 *8006
,1505 -.3333 -1,3680 .645S .8152
.1505 -.1667 -1.3706 .6395 .02_9
.1505 0,0000 -1.3771 .6416 .8116
.1505 .1667 -1.3463 ,6445 ,0172
.1505 ,3333 -1,3736 ,6450 ,816_
,1505 .5000 -1.3473 .6430 ,8196
,_995 -.5000 -.4787 ,7725 .6182
.4995 -.3333 -.4807 ,7721 .6188
.4995 -.1667 -.4794 .7734 ,6168
,4995 0.0000 -.4852 .7742 .6154
,4995 ,1667 -.4835 .7718 ,6194
,4995 .3333 -.4818 .7720 ,6190
.4995 .5000 -.4573 ,7766 ,6116
,7994 -.5000 -.0004 .8316 *5197
.7994 -,3333 -,0878 .8302 ,5EZ2
,7994 -*1667 -.0848 ,0312 *5Z04
.7994 0.0000 -.0911 .8302 ,5221
.7994 .1667 -.0028 .8327 .5177
,7994 .3333 -,0082 *0301 ,5223






XlC CP =,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 -1,1163 ,6797 .7648
.0135 -3.7248 *7969 1.4401
.0271 -3.6435 ,3076 1.4151
,0515 -3.1841 ,3772 1,2672
,0763 -Z.5740 .4668 1,1024
• 1012 -1,9866 ._492 ._660
• 1503 -1.4535 .6299 ,8398
.1994 -1,1984 .6674 .7821
• 2501 -1,0230 .69A5 .7342
.2999 -,8784 .7|79 ,7043
• 3499 -.7507 ,7339 ,6794
.399_ -.6632 ,T449 .6621
.4496 -.5556 ,7615 .6359
.4997 -.4768 *7707 .6_11
,5492 -.4010 ,785_ ,5966
.5Q94 -.3295 *7950 .581b
,6495 -.2698 ,_046 .565T
,6996 -.2011 .8116 ,5539
,7489 -.1480 ,8245 .5320
,8003 -.0047 ,_274 .5_69
,8500 -,0451 .8394 .5061
,0998 .0063 .84_8 .5000
.9489 ,0461 ,8523 .4829
PT 24.9140 PSI GRZT SIZE .0025 IM
TT 267.9944 K GRIT LDC ,0500 C
PC 2,_89_ _ILLZO_ C_ .9377
HA_ ,4979 Cq .0254
_P_A 10.0301 OE_ CC -.$21_
LOVER SURFkCE
XlC CP P,LIRT qL_C
0.0000 -1.1163 .6787 ,7648
.0122 1,0977 1.O0_O 0.0000
.0251 1.0120 ,qq25 .1036
.0510 ,7825 .0588 ,2457
• 0755 .6287 .936_ .307_
,i000 ,5159 .9190 ,349_
.1504 .3657 *8974 .3960
,2004 ,2738 .8839 ,4233
• _501 ,Z066 ,8763 .4381
,3002 ,1664 ,86_7 .4507
• 3507 ,1312 .8633 .4628
.4000 .1016 .8576 ,4733
.4503 ,0936 .8571 .474_
,5000 .0608 .P520 ,4835
,5506 .0674 .8536 .4805
.5q9? .0588 .8521 .4833
.6502 .0457 ,850P .4356
,7003 .0473 ,8486 ,48_7
.7497 .0504 .8533 .4812
.7_98 .0429 .8470 .4909
.8503 ,0405 .8518 .4839
.9000 ,0306 .8476 ,4914
._483 .0652 ._551 .477_
C01 .03028 COCOR1 .03208
COZ ,03091 COCOR2 .03207
C03 .02970 CDCOR_ *03216
CD4 .02847 CDCDR4 .03112
C0_ .02718 CDCOR5 ,0E960
XlC YIC CP P.LIP7 RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -L,4082 .6326 .8356
.1505 -,3333 -1.4466 .6367 ,$292
,1505 -.1667 -1,4910 .6190 ,0566
.1505 0.0000 -1,4535 ,6299 ,8398
,1505 ,1667 -1.4635 ,6244 .8482
.1505 .3333 -1,4_35 ,6357 ,8307
*1505 .5000 -1.4Z48 .6289 ,0413
,4995 -.5000 -.4758 .7757 ,6130
,4995 -.3333 -,4?05 .7734 .6168
.4995 -.1667 -,4780 .7730 .6174
.4995 0,0000 -.4768 ,770? .6211
,4995 ,1667 -.4T65 ,7756 .613Z
,4995 .3333 -.4703 .7734 ,616?
,4995 .5000 -.4559 .7763 .61_1
,7994 -.5000 -.0985 .0312 .5204
.7994 -.3333 -,0940 ,8273 ,5271
.7994 -.1667 -.0997 .8317 ,5196
,7994 0.0000 -.0947 .8274 .5269
,7994 ,1667 -.0906 ,8324 ,5184
,7904 .3333 -,0922 .8276 ,5266





XlC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0,0000 -1.2168 .6653 ,7853
*0135 -3.6729 ,3161 1.3957
.0271 -3,5347 ,3160 1,3950
.0515 -2,8164 .4387 1,1518
,0763 -2.3601 .494Q 1.0546
,1012 -2.0212 ,5515 ,9623
.1503 -1.5322 .6249 .A474
.1994 -1.2317 .6600 .7_21
.2501 -1.0343 .6964 ,7375
.2999 -.6725 .7132 ,7115
,349_ -.7530 ,7362 .5757
*3994 -*6402 .74_0 ,6557
,4496 -.554b ,7629 ,6335
*4997 -,469_ .7?84 ,_087
.5402 -.3993 .7824 ,6022
.5q94 -,3387 .79_1 ,5?65
*6495 -.2059 ,7998 ,573h
,6996 -.2415 *POg3 .5578
,7409 -,1932 ._174 ,5441
*8003 -.1615 ,8173 ,5443
.8500 -.1125 ,_307 ,5213
,8903 -,0911 .8293 ,5240
,9489 -,0564 *P373 ,5098
PT 24.9136 PSI _RIT SIZF ,0025 IM
TT 267,9231 K GRIT LOC ,0500 C
PC 2.983? qILLIOH CN .o406
R4CH *4965 CM ,0175
AL_tA 11.0200 DEG CC -.1146
LOdER SURF&CE
X/C CP P.L/PT NLOC
0,0000 -1.21_8 .6653 .?853
• 0122 1,0930 1,0044 0,0000
,02S1 1,0238 ,9930 ,0932
,0510 ,_071 ,9630 .2323
,0755 ,6484 .9307 .3017
• 1000 .5467 ,9249 ,3354
,1504 .3791 ,9012 .3880
,2004 ,2875 ,8853 .4205
• 2501 ,Z178 .8777 ,4354
.3002 ,1672 *8672 .4554
.3507 ,1289 .8643 ,4608
• 4000 .103b .8585 .4716
,4503 .0914 ._576 .4733
,5000 .0652 *_55_ .4766
,5506 .0510 .8493 ,4883
,599? *0525 .8545 .4?90
.6502 ,0233 .8468 ,4920
.7003 .0232 *8480 ,4907
• 7497 ,0242 ,8490 .4889
.709d *013Q .0434 ,4989
.8_03 .0061 .8478 ,4911
,9000 -,015_ ,8404 ,5043
.9483 ,0004 ,8455 ,4951
ORTGINATL PACE TS
OF POOR _U,',LITY 3O3
¢01 .05656 C DCoR1 ,08457
C02 .05686 CDCOR2 ,05593
C03 .05401 CDCOR3 ,05536
¢04 .05413 COCOR4 ,0_531
¢05 .05139 CDCOR5 .0527?
SPA_I3E
X/C Y/_ CP PeL/PT NtOC
.1805 -.5000 -_.5202 .6214 .85Eq
.1505 -.3333 -1.5622 ,6139 ,86_5
.L505 -,1667 -L.6602 .603? ,080_
.1505 0.0000 -1,5322 ,6249 .6474
,1505 .lb67 -1,4039 .6252 ,0469
,1505 .3333 -I,6408 .6053 .8???
.150_ ,5000 -1.5511 ,6225 .|51E
,4995 -.5000 -.4721 .T?79 *6094
.4995 -*3333 -.4712 ,7743 *6152
,4995 -.1667 -.4611 .7784 *608?
,4995 0,0000 -,4699 .?784 *608?
*4995 .16b7 -.4741 ,7776 *b099
,4995 ,3333 -,4650 ,7751 ,6140
.4995 ,5000 -.4435 .7609 ,6046
,7994 -,5000 -,1513 ,8203 ,5391
,7994 -.3333 -,1418 ,§25? ,5300
.7994 -.166? -.1496 .8204 .5390
.7994 0,0000 -.1615 .8173 ,5443
.?984 .1667 -,1590 ,6192 ,5410
,7994 ,3333 -.1450 ,8252 ,5308




PT 24,9088 PSI GRI_ SIZE ,0029 IN
TT 26R.0719 K GRIT LOC ,0500 C
RC 2,9794 HILLION CN ,03q5
_AC_ .4961 C_ .0169
ALPHA 11,0341 OEG CC -,1149
UPPED SURFACE
XlC EP P,LIPT HLSC
0.0000 -I.2549 .6638 ,7877
,_I_5 -3.61_0 ,3145 1,3992
,0271 -3.57q¢ ,3197 1,3875
,0515 -Z.7762 ,4440 1.1423
,0763 -2,3530 *4995 1.0486
.1012 -1.9747 .5542 .9580
• I903 -I,9334 ,6244 ,8482
.2501 -1.0245 ,6979 ,7352
,2999 -.8834 ,7174 ,7090
,3490 -,7_42 ,7395 ,6769
.3994 -.6435 ,7512 ,65_2
.4406 -.5589 .7637 .63Z3
.4997 -.4716 .7764 ,6120
,949_ -.4066 ,7854 ,5972
,999_ -,3_34 ,7956 ,5009
,6_9_ -,2_34 .80Z? ._688
.6_b -._408 ,8i15 ,S_40
,_900 -.1190 .8285 ,$252
,B_q3 -.0_30 ._3tl .5206
,_48_ -.06_5 ,8335 ,9169
LOWER SURFACE
XIC CP P,LIPT qLDC
0.0000 -1,2549 .6630 ,7877
*0122 1.0932 1.0044 0,0000
,0251 1.0200 ,9936 .0094
.0510 ,8095 ,g634 ,2313
,075S ,6953 ,9401 .2981
.I000 .5344 .9224 .3415
,1904 .3e68 ,9o22 .3899
,2_04 ,2806 .88_1 ,4230
.2901 ._278 .8792 .4_29
,3002 .1708 ,8705 ,4_92
,3507 .1326 ,8646 ,4604
,4000 ,1049 ,8603 ,4683
,4503 ,0856 ,8576 .47_3
,9000 ,0679 ,8549 .4782
,590_ ,0920 ,8524 ,4828
,5997 .0450 ,8S21 .4834
,690Z ,0270 ,_480 ,4_91
,7003 ,0249 ,849_ ,4573
.7497 ,016g .8462 ,49_
,799_ .022_ ,8_87 ,4804
,8503 ,0093 ,8466 ,4933
.9000 -,0172 ,8421 .5012
.9493 -,_119 ,8420 .5015
C01 *09700 ¢DCORZ .09962
C02 .05?63 CDCOR2 .06024
C03 .09924 CGCOR3 ,09891
CO4 ,03A54 COCOR4 .09760
C09 .0_166 COCOR5 ,08476
SPANNZSE
XlC ¥1C CP P_LIPT NLOC
,I909 -,9000 -1.9399 ,6200 ,8550
.1S05 -,3333 -1.9719 ,6103 ,8699
.I505 -,1667 -1,6643 .6036 ,8804
,I909 0.0000 -1,9334 ,6244 ,8482
,1909 ,1667 -1.9074 ,6241 .8486
.1909 .3333 -1,6262 ,6023 ,8824
• 1505 .5000 -1.5346 ,6224 .8513
,4995 -,9000 -,4612 .7746 .6148
,4999 -.$3S3 -,4794 ,7772 ,6106
,499S -,1667 -.4724 ,7794 ,6139
,4_99 0.0000 -,4716 .7764 ,6120
.499_ ,166T -.4706 .7732 ,6171
.4999 .3333 -,4726 ,77S2 ,6090
.4995 .9000 -,4933 .7762 .6090
.7994 -,9000 -.1461 ,8231 .9349
,7994 -,3333 -,1498 ,8233 .9340
,7994 -,1667 -,1994 ,8219 .9364
,7994 0.0000 -,1469 ,8241 .9327
.7994 ,166? -.1984 .8212 .9S79
,7994 ,3333 -.1463 ,8232 .9342
,?994 ,5000 -,1778 .8187 ,9419
TEST 134 PT 24.9058 PSI
RUN 2 TT 26_.0590 K
POINT 13 RC _.q913 _ILLION
HA_ .4986
ALPHA 12.0260 OEG
GRIT SIZE *0029 IN





XIC CP P, LtPT qL_
0,0000 -1.1931 ,_676 .7818
•0i35 -3,4775 ,3340 I,_96Z
• 0271 -3,40_0 ,3396 1,3447
,0915 -2.4757 ,4793 1.OP09
• 0?63 -2.0895 .P3_2 ._868.
•I012 -1.7011 ,5931 .8967
.1503 -1.2974 .6516 .8064
.1994 -l.OQ40 ,6830 ,75d2
.2901 -.9390 .7095 .7234
.2990 _,P3_7 ,7103 .7020
,3499 -.7400 ,7316 ._29
.3994 -,6796 °?433 .6647
,4496 -.6183 ,7517 ,691S
.4997 -.9583 ,7609 .6367
.9492 -.513Q ,766Q .6272
,9994 -.4627 ,?74_ ,b149
,64_5 -.4310 .7804 ,bOSS
,69_6 -,3764 ,7_75 ,5939
• 7489 -,3_89 .7942 ,9829
,8003 -,?_ ,79_7 ,57S8
.85ob -,2629 .80_6 ,5657
,89_ --._277 ,8008 ,5§69
.9489 -,19%7 ,8148 .5485
LO_ER SURFACE
XIC CP P,LI°T NLOC
0,0000 -1,1931 ,6676 .7918
,0122 1,0954 1.0047 0,0000
*0251 1.0258 .9943 .0900
.0510 .8117 .0620 .2S_7
.0759 .6953 .939_ ,2996
.I000 .5409 ,9231 .3398
,1504 ,3766 ,8986 ,3039
.2004 ,2811 .8890 .4210
*2901 ,2148 .6792 .4403
,3002 .1619 .8666 .4969
,3907 *llSq .8b01 .4687
,4000 ,0883 .$960 .4762
,4903 ,0734 ,8938 .4802
,5000 ,0454 ,8499 ,4873
,5506 ,0231 ,8467 ,4_39
,S997 ,0138 ,8449 .496E
.6902 -,0087 ,8424 .5007
.7003 -,016S .8406 ,5039
,7497 -,0254 ,8402 ,9046
.7_98 -.0324 .8388 .9071
.8503 -.0923 ,8396 ,91_7
.9000 -.0815 ,8S14 .9201
,9483 -.0863 .8308 ,5_12
C01 .09844 CDCOR1 .09717
C02 .09594 COCOR2 .092S7
C03 .08990 COCOR3 ,08677
C04 ,0S292 COCOR4 .081Z4
CD9 ,07934 CDCOR9 t07702
SPANMI$E
XlC _/C CP P_L/FT qLOC
,1509 -.9000 -1,4217 .6339 .8336
,1905 -.3333 -1.4783 ,6270 ,8441
,1509 -.1667 -1,4234 .6340 .8333
.1909 0.0000 -1.2974 .6916 .8064
.1905 .1667 -1,Z744 ,6596 .8002
.1509 .3333 -1.4586 .6299 .8397
.1909 ,9000 -I.$9Z1 ,6386 ,8263
• 4999 -,S000 -,9303 ,7647 .6906
,4995 -,3333 -.5651 ,760_ ,6373
,4995 -,1667 -.9637 .7612 ,6363
.4995 0.0000 -,9983 ,7609 ,6367
,4q99 *1667 -,9821 .7971 .6428
.4999 ,3333 -,9795 ,7584 .6407
,4999 .9000 -,gSOI ,7661 .6284
,7994 -.9000 *,2656 ,8053 ,9644
.7994 -,3333 -.2779 ,8040 ,5667
,7994 -,1667 -.2610 .8033 ,9679
,7994 0,0000 -,2982 ,7997 .9T38
,7994 ,1667 -,2930 .8013 .9¥11
,7994 .3333 -.2817 ,8034 .9677




_T 18.6092 °S! GRIT SIZE *0029 IM
TT 256.4069 K GRIT LOC .0500 C
_C 3,0181 HILLI3½ CH -.0004
HACd .69_8 CH ,0003
ALP!iA -.0305 0_G CC .0113
UPPFP SJRFACE
XlC CP PsL/PT _LOC
0.00_ 1,1606 1,0073 0,0000
*0135 ,1353 ,7967 ,6439
,o27i -,1307 ,6845 ._0
.0S2_ _.)?_2 ,62)i .8904
.0763 -,46_8 ,6078 ,_740
,1012 -,9456 ,9792 ,_189
,1503 -._P90 .5894 ,_027
.1994 -.5561 ,58Z2 ._139
.2901 -.5113 .5A_1 ,9030
,ZQQ9 -,4619 ,6028 ._817
.3499 -.4194 ,biB9 ,_968
.3994 -,3806 ,6189 ,_968
.4496 -,3364 .643? ,PlS?
.499? -,ZR44 ,b4qO .3109
,94q2 -,_416 .6952 .8009
,9994 -,205t ,6769 .767b
.6495 -.1_39 ,6789 ,7649
.6996 -,I279 .684E .7355
,7489 --,0R78 ,?04_ .7253
,RO03 -,0392 ,708? .7186
.8900 ,0064 ,7_1b .698?
.89_3 _o6s2 .?_ .6716
,9489 ,1392 ,7910 ,65Zb
rOVES SUPFACE
X/C CP P,L/PT HLOC
0.0000 1.160_ _._07_ 0.0000
.012_ .1688 .7640 .6304
*0251 -*1036 ,6912 .?456
.0510 -,3817 .6_17 .89_5
.0?55 -,4883 .6015 .8838
.1000 -,9609 ,9?$4 .9246
.1504 -.5_09 .9817 .9147
,2004 -*5746 .977b .9210
.2901 -.5305 .5843 ,9105
,300_ -,4_26 .602? .8820
,3507 -,4260 ,b163 .8609
.4000 -.3870 .6173 .8993
,4503 -.3358 ,6438 ,8195
,9000 -,_91 ,6463 ,8146
,550b -,2964 ,6515 .8066
,5997 -.2149 .6749 ,7707
*6902 -,1725 ,6768 ,7678
,7003 -.1304 .6840 .756?
,7407 -,0909 ,7036 .7269
,7098 -,0398 .?089 ,7189
,8903 .0053 ,7213 .b991
,9000 ,0960 ,?366 ,6792
,9_83 .1379 .7916 ,6S19
304
C01 .00906 COCORI .01020
C02 .00292 CDCOR2 .01013
C03 ,038?8 COCOR3 *01009
C04 ,00878 CDCOR4 *01020
CO9 .00866 COCOR9 ,01009
SPANNISE
X/C Y/C CP P_L?PT HLOC
• lS03 -.5000 -.502_ ,6029 ,80i6
.1905 -,3333 -,5670 .9847 ,qOqq
,1_05 -,1667 -.5679 .9760 ,9236
• 1905 0,0000 -.5990 .9894 ,9027
,1905 ,lb67 -*5323 ,5956 ,8929
,1509 ,3333 -.9476 ,9046 .q101
.1905 *$000 -*5306 *5853 *9090
.499S --*9000 -*2838 ,657I ,7980
.4999 -,3333 -.2795 ,6509 .8079
,4999 -.I667 -.2920 .6439 ,8183
,499S 0,0000 -,2844 ,b4qO ,8109
.499S .1667 -*2922 .6990 ,8012
• 4993 ,3333 -.2806 ,6506 .8079
.4995 ,9000 -,2683 .6498 .8092
,?994 -,5000 -.0465 .7150 ,7088
• 7994 -,3333 -.0419 ,7106 .?156
,?994 -.1667 -.041I .?08I .7195
• 7904 0*0000 -.0392 ,708? ,7|86
,?994 .1667 -,04_ ,7158 ,70?7
,7q94 .3333 -*0367 ,7119 .7136
,?994 ,9000 -,04SA ,7071 ,7212
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUA[,_
TABLE LVI. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.50











G_IT SIZE ,0025 IN





Xl; CP PPL/PT NLOC
0.0000 t,0682 1.0006 0,0000
,0135 ,0211 .8452 ,4o58
• 017| -.Z159 .8106 .5557
.0515 -.369% ,7866 .5955
• 076) -.#401 .7770 .6111
.IOIZ -.4608 .7747 .6140
,1503 -._485 ,7756 ,6130
.!994 -.4489 .7760 .6127
_2501 -.415B .7822 .6027
,_0_9 -,3958 .7844 .5991
;3499 -&3525 ,7905 ._8_2
,J9_ -,3216 ,7o54 .SelO
.4496 -,2_92 .7993 .5745
.4997 --,2_3_ ,0046 ,565_
.5492 -.2161 .8094 .5577
.5094 -.lO16 ,_138 ,55o_
._495 -.1666 .8178 ,5436
.699_ -.1273 ,_237 ._335
.7489 -&OOl6 .82_9 .524_
,8003 -.0577 ,8343 .5151
,_500 -.0156 ,_403 .5045
.e993 .03_) .8477 .4VlO
.9489 .0_01 *8550 .4766
LOWER SUPFACE
X/C CP P,LIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.o682 1.0006 0.0oo0
.0122 .0606 ,8§1i ,4852
.OZS1 -.1780 ,816Z ._46Z
.0510 -.3862 .78_1 .50_6
.0755 -.4349 .777B .6099
,i000 -.4621 .7745 ,6t52
.1504 -.4707 ,7725 ,6193
._004 -.4520 .775_ .6134
.2501 -.4163 ,78_1 .602B
.300Z -.3843 .7861 ,5963
.3507 -.3515 .7906 .5889
.4000 -.322_ .7953 .SBiZ
s4503 -.2064 ,7998 ,_738
.5000 -.Z563 ,80%2 .5665
.5506 -._Z_O .80_2 .5597
.509_ -,I933 .9135 .5509
.6502 -*]736 *_167 .5453
.7003 -.1280 .8236 .5337
.7497 --.0921 .§2_8 .5Z46
.70q_ -,054_ .8348 .5142
.8503 -,0173 .8400 ,5050
.9000 .0194 .84_7 .49_0





Xt: CP PeL/PT HLqC
0.0000 .654_ .9397 ._9_2
,013_ .7519 .9544 ,2_89
,0271 .4_15 .9141 ,)603
,0515 _2465 .9793 .43_3
.0763 .0997 ._5_0 .qTZ§
,I01_ .0197 .B_63 .4938
,1503 -.OPSQ ._3_0 ,5136
.1994 -.1163 ,0Z61 .5294
,2501 -,1319 ,P236 ,5336
._999 -.1479 ._Zl_ .5367
.3_99 -.1399 ._Z_5 ,5355
,399_ -.133_ ,_23_ .5330
.4496 -.1707 ._757 ,5301
.4997 -.1146 .6_bT .5283
.5492 -.0_48 .8295 .5235
.5994 -.0799 ._324 . ,5184
.649§ -*0709 ._337 .5162
*6996 -.0507 ._370 .5103
,7489 -,0337 ,8304 .506_
.3003 -.0014 .8440 .4079
._500 ,0_36 .8_76 ,4016
.8_93 ,0583 .8526 *_qZ4
,9469 .0_4? .8571 ,474E
PT 38.5067 PSI GPIT SIZE ,0025 IN
TT 164.41_1 K GP]T LOC .0500 C
R_ _.94_3 _ILLIqN C_ -,4256
MAt_ ,4983 CH -,0009
ALPHA -4.0001 D_G CC -.0099
LO_ER SU_F&CE
X/C C_ P,LIPT qLqC
0.0000 ,654Z .q397 .29_
.01_ -1,2468 .6617 .7911
.0251 -1.Z566 ,6576 .7974
,0510 -1.2576 ,6573 .7079
,0755 -1,1747 .6778 .7664
.I000 -1,0547 .6892 ,7504
.1504 -,9_49 .7060 .72_Q
.2004 -,_171 .7278 .6969
.2501 -.7159 .7374 .6741
.3002 -.6359 .7501 ,6541
,3507 -.5608 .7593 ,6395
.4000 -,5058 ,7686 ,6246
,4503 -,4410 ,??R5 .,6086
,5000 -.3078 .7850 .59R1
.5506 -.3444 .7927 .5854
.50_7 -.2004 .6015 .5709
.650Z -.2530 .8069 .5619
,7003 -.1986 .8154 .5477
,7497 -.1530 .8219 .5365
.799_ -.08_5 .8313 .5703
.8503 *,0405 ._387 .50_3
.9000 .0108 .8457 .4950
.9463 .0928 .8568 .4747
CO1 ,OO70Z COCO_I ,00S34
co2 .oo7oo ¢b(o.2 .oo_39
C03 .00660 COCOR3 .00040
CO_ .03670 COCOR4 .00846
C05 .00673 CGCOR5 ,008_9
SPANWISE
XIC Yl_ CR P_L/PT NLOC
.1505 -,5000 -.4317 .7785 .6066
.1505 -.3333 -,4480 .T766 ,6117
.1505 -.1667 -.4635 .7743 .6154
• 1505 0.0000 -.4445 .7758 .6,_0
.1503 ,1667 -.461_ .7741 ,6|_7
.1505 ,3333 -,4543 .7757 ,6132
,1505 ,5000 -,4270 ,7797 ,6067
.4995 -.5000 -,2509 .8040 .5668
.4995 -,3333 -,2466 ,8066 .56_4
,4993 -,1667 -.2549 ,80_ ,5647
.4995 0*0000 -.2534 *8046 ,5658
• 4995 ,1667 -.2546 .8034 .5677
.499_ ,3333 -.2495 .6062 .5631
,4995 .5000 -.2336 ,8084 ,5595
.7994 -,5000 -.0494 .8343 .5150
.7994 -,3333 -,0594 .8336 .5163
.7994 -.1667 -.0512 .835Z ._135
• 7994 0,_000 -.0577 .8343 .5131
.7994 .1667 -,0539 .8337 .516Z
• ?994 .3333 -*0563 ,8341 .5135
.7994 .5030 -,0549 .8347 .5145
C01 .00788 COCORl .00920
COZ .00774 COCOR2 .00917
C03 .00?5[ COCOR3 *00933
C04 .00755 COCOR4 .00931
CD5 .00753 CDCOR5 ,00916
SPANWISE
XlC YI_ CP P,LIPT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.0519 ,8371 .5102
,150_ -.3333 -.0622 .B343 .5150
.1505 -,1667 -,0702 .8317 .5195
.1505 0,0000 -.0589 .8340 ,5156
.1505 ,1667 -.0686 .8347 .5144
,1505 .3333 -.0644 .8340 ,5156
.1505 ,5000 -,0431 ,8358 .5125
,4995 -.5000 -.1117 ,8281 .5259
.4995 -.3333 -,1055 .8292 .5240
.4995 -.1667 -.lllq .8256 .5301
.4995 0,0000 -.1146 .8267 ,5283
.4995 ,1667 -.I132 .8Z79 .5Z63
.4995 .3333 -.1087 .0287 .5248
,4993 ,5000 -.0999 ,8274 .5_71
,7994 -.5000 *0016 .8447 .4968
.7994 -.3333 -.0071 ,8434 .4991
.7994 -.1667 -.0051 .8423 .SOLO
.?994 0.0000 -.0014 .8440 .4979
.7994 ,1667 -.0049 .8437 ,49_5
.7094 .3333 -.0054 ,8436 ,4986




PT 38,5122 eSl GRIT SIZE .00_5 IM
TT 164._R04 K GRIT LOC ,0S00 C
RC t.9798 MILLIOH CN -.Z160
_4_ .5003 C_ -,0001
kLP_ -/.9857 OEG CC .0047
_PaE_ 5_gF_CE
XIC C p P, LIPT _LJC
0.0000 ,9793 .9876 ,_337
.0135 .4490 .9092 .3710
• 0271 .1797 ,_6o5 .4512
.0515 -.0309 .0377 ,5090
.0763 -.1500 ,8Z05 .5390
• I012 -.2045 .0127 ,5522
• 1503 -,2466 .806_ .5632
.1994 -.7766 .R015 ,5709
.2501 -*2730 .NO2? .5689
._999 -._730 .8023 ,56g6
,)%99 -.2454 *_065 .5627
.3994 -,2Z7_ .8082 .5597
.4496 -.2081 .8108 .5554
• 4997 -.1855 *_146 ,5490
• 5492 -,1591 .0190 .5415
.5994 -*1356 ._20 .5363
• 6495 -.1187 .8264 ,5ZS8
,6996 -,0o08 ,d308 ,5Z11
.7489 -.06_4 .8341 ,5155
,MOO3 -,027% ,8304 ,5060
.8500 *0046 ._434 .49qi
• 8993 .0447 ,8489 ._892
.9480 *0824 *q566 *4?53
L_E_ SURFACE
XlC CP P,L/PT qLOC
0,0000 ,9793 .9B76 ,1337
.0122 -,5163 ,7667 .62?6
• 0251 -,6659 .7446 ,6627
,0510 -,?000 ,7253 .6930
.0755 -,7649 ,72_6 ,6853
.1000 -.7458 .7328 ,6813
,1504 -,6961 ,739? .6705
• 2004 -,6335 .748? ,6563
,_50I -,5696 ,75_9 ,6401
• 3002 -,5142 .766? ,6277
.350? -.4626 .?743 ,6154
.4000 -,4164 ,7801 .6060
,4503 -,3609 ,7860 ,5950
• 5000 *,3313 ,7019 ,5_53
.5506 -.2894 ,7997 .5739
,5097 -.2441 .8061 ,5632
,6502 -,2144 .8123 ,55_8
,7003 -,1660 ,81_8 ,5401
,7&97 -.1232 ,8251 .5310
,799R -,0702 ,8332 ,5171
,8503 -,0295 ,8383 ,5080
,9000 .0127 ,8441 ,49?7
,94R3 .0930 ,856fl ,4?49
C01 ,00730 CDCOR1 ,00864
CDZ ,00718 CD_ORZ ,00658
C03 ,00687 COCOR3 ,00864
C04 .00701 COCOR4 .008?4
C08 ,00703 COCOR5 ,00859
SPANWISE
X/C Y/C CP P,L/PT qLOC
.1505 -,5000 -.2271 ,8079 .5602
,1505 -,3333 -.2432 ,8068 ,5621
.1505 -,1667 -,2595 .8033 .5660
• 1505 0.0000 -.2466 ,8062 ,563Z
.1805 ,1667 -,ZSZO ,8042 ,5664
.1505 ,3333 -.1501 .8058 .5638
,1505 .5000 -.2289 ,80?8 ,5604
,4995 -,5000 -,1764 ,0161 .5465
.4995 -.3333 -.1767 .8163 *5460
• 4995 -,1667 -.179_ .8153 ,5477
,4995 0.0000 -.1855 .8146 .5490
.4995 .1667 -,1?9C ,8157 ,5472
• 4998 ,3333 -.1797 .8159 ,5468
,4995 .5000 -,1633 .8177 .5436
,7894 -,5000 *,0252 .8386 .5076
.7994 -,3333 -.0328 ,8373 .5098
,7q94 -.1667 -*0306 .8377 .5092
,7994 0,0000 **0274 ,8394 .5060
.7994 .1667 -.0298 ,8379 ,5088
,7994 ,3333 -,0209 ,0377 .5091
,7994 .5000 -,0353 ,8370 ,5104








XIC CP P_L/PT HL_C
0,0000 1.067_ 1,0005 0.0000
.0139 .0184 ,8449 ,4963
.0271 -,2149 .4104 ,9561
• 0515 -.3716 ,7869 .5951
.0763 -.4404 .7770 .6111
,1011 -.4612 .7738 ,6162
.1903 -.45?9 ,7764 .6110
.1994 -.4401 .7760 ,6127
•2501 -.4195 .7805 .60S4
,2999 -.3986 .?S3b .6003
.3409 -.3948 .7902 .5495
.3994 -,3209 .7961 ,5800
.4496 -.2882 .8001 .5732
.4997 -.2544 ,8047 ,56_6
.9402 -.2189 ,_107 .9959
,9994 -*18_6 .8191 .5481
,b499 -,1673 ,8178 ,5435
.69_6 -.1283 *823Z ,5343
,7409 -,0074 .A?R2 .5298
.8003 -.056_ .8342 ,91_3
,8900 -,0144 .8407 .5039
.8993 .0351 ,8479 .4910
,9489 .0906 .8961 .4761
- III
39,5100 PSI GRIT SIZE ,0029 IN
1_5.0024 K GRIT L(3C .0500 C
8.9630 MILLION CN -.0028
.4998 C_ .0000
,0000 OEG C_ .0075
LOdER SURFACE
X/C CP PsL/PT NLOC
0.0000 1,0b?8 1.0009 0,0000
,0122 .0_01 ,8500 .4856
• 0251 -.1819 ,8152 .$4_0
.0910 -.3924 .7441 ,99_6
.0755 -.4379 .7774 .6105
,I000 -,4699 ,7733 .6171
,1504 -,4740 .7732 .6173
.ZOO4 -.9535 .7793 .6_38
.2901 --.4106 .7805 .605_
.300_ -.3866 .7654 ._974
,3507 -.3934 .7904 .9892
,4000 -.3210 .706_ ,5800
.4503 -,2899 .8009 .5??6
• 5000 -,2973 .8043 ,96_4
.9906 -.2263 .8096 .5576
.9c97 -,1912 .8149 .5489
,6502 -,1741 .816E ,5492
,7003 -.1291 ,8231 ,9349
,7497 -.0978 .8281 *_250
.7998 -*0525 .8348 ,9143
.8903 -,0199 .8405 .5043
,9000 .0201 .8497 .4990
,9483 .0999 ,8968 ,4748
OR/G]'NAL PAGE IS
OF. POOR QUALITY
C01 .00695 CDCOR1 *00819
C02 .0_699 COCOA2 .00|Z9
C03 ,00657 COCOR3 ,00831
C_4 ,00667 tDCOR4 ,008_7
C05 .00675 CDCOP9 .00829
SPAN¥ZSE
XlC YIC CP PfLIPT RLPC
.1505 -.SO00 -.4318 .7706 ,6085
,1505 -.3333 -.4526 .7750 ,6143
.1905 -.1667 -,4685 .7731 .6174
.1505 0._000 -,4529 .7764 .6120
,1505 ,166? -.4616 .7742 .61_6
.1505 .3333 -.4585 ,7741 .6197
,1505 .5000 -,4313 .7784 ,60|E
.4905 -.5000 -.25L5 .8034 .5649
,4995 -.3333 -.Z499 .8090 ,9650
._995 -,1667 -,Z550 ,0053 ,5647
*4999 0.0000 -.2544 .8047 .9696
.4999 .1667 -.2549 .8049 ._653
.4995 .3333 -.2924 ,8047 ,9697
.4995 .5000 -,2333 .0089 .$993
.7994 -,9000 -,0913 .8340 .5140
.7994 -.3333 -.0979 ,8332 .9171
.7q9_ -.1667 -*0543 *635T .51Z6
.7994 0.0000 -,0968 ,g342 ,5193
,7904 .1667 -.0595 .8343 ,9191
.7994 .3333 -.0992 .8336 ,$164





Xl: CP P,LIPT ML3C
0.0000 .0627 ,9§51 ,1465
• 0139 -,9444 ,7624 .6346
,0171 -,7014 ,7103 .67_0
.0919 -,7686 ,7296 .&862
.0763 -.7705 ,7304 .6P90
• 1012 -,7454 .7334 ,6803
,1503 -,66Q0 .7445 ,6629
.1994 -,627_ .7507 .6531
,2901 -,5646 .7602 .6380
,1999 -.52_1 .76_9 .6305
,3499 -,4630 ,7752 ,o141
,3994 -,4179 ,7423 ,60Z4
.4496 -,3692 ,7804 15909
,4997 -.3268 .7950 ,5817
,549Z -.2792 .8018 .5704
.5994 -*2409 .8074 .5611
,fi499 -,2036 *8110 .5939
• 6996 -,1639 ,8190 .5¢15
,7489 -.1237 .6249 .9314
.8003 -.07d9 .8304 .5218
.8500 --,0282 ,83_8 ._072
.8993 ,0262 ,8467 ,4932
,0489 .0932 ,8565 .4794
87 3_,9086 PSI GRIT SIZE .0075 ZN
TT L69.0704 K GRIT L_C ,0500 C
RC _.0902 NILLION CN .7109
_C_ .49q8 CM ,0007
_LP_A [.0958 0_G CC -.0004
LO_ER SURF4CE
X/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
0,0000 .9627 .9891 .1469
,0127 .4890 .9150 .3981
.0751 ._i_2 ,8744 *441q
• 0_10 -,0509 .8356 ,5129
,0755 -,1469 .8710 ,536_
,I000 -.2067 .PlZ8 ,_S70
• 1504 -.2637 ,8043 .9663"
.2004 -.2770 .8024 .9699
.2901 -.2684 .8039 ,9670
.3002 -,298fl .6042 .9_64
,3507 -,1428 .8076 ,9608
• _000 -,2789 ._100 .9966
,4503 -*1978 .8141 .5490
,5000 -.1872 .8156 .9473
• 5506 -*1638 .8188 .5418
,5097 -.1369 .8227 ,5351
,6502 -*1217 ,8241 .5328
,7003 -.0895 ,9299 ,5218
.7497 -.0603 ,8334 ,5199
,799_ -,0291 ,8378 .5080
,8503 .0027 ,8434 .4001
,9000 ,0282 ,8470 .4Q76
,9483 ,I021 ,8578 .4730
C01 ,00719 COCOR1 .00852
C02 .00716 COC0_2 .00|9l
CD3 ,00673 CDCOR3 .00692
C_4 ,03690 CD¢OA4 .0066|
C05 .00682 COCOR9 ,00R42
SPAN_ISE
XIC Y/C CR PeLIPT RLOC
• 1905 -.5000 -.6479 .7469 .6596
.I_09 -,3333 -,6687 ,7446 .6628
• 1505 -.1667 -.6065 .7413 .6679
• 1505 0.0000 -.6690 .7445 .66Z0
• 1509 .1667 -.6834 .741Z .66S1
.1509 .3333 -.6769 .7433 .6647
.1505 .5000 -.6458 ,7473 ,69_4
,4909 -.9000 -,3202 .7960 ,5800
.4995 -,3333 -.3220 .7995 .5809
.4991 -*1667 -.3220 ,7956 .5807
,4995 0,0000 -,3268 .7990 .9817
,4995 .lbb? -.3240 .7955 .5009
,4995 .3333 -,3244 .7991 .9815
.4999 ,5000 -.Z960 ,7994 ,9744
.7994 -.5000 -.0743 .6318 ,5104
,7994 -.3333 -.0706 .8310 ,5208
,7994 -.1667 -.0770 .8320 .91q1
.7994 0.0000 -.0719 ,6304 .9218
,7994 .1667 -.0776 .8313 ,5202
.7994 .3333 m.0?66 .8315 *ZOO






XlC CP O,LIRT qL_C
0.0000 .6398 .9323 .3178
,013_ -1,29_1 ,6_80 .7966
• O271 -1.2757 .6946 ,8020
• 0915 -1,Z307 ,6606 .7028
• 0763 -i,1355 .6748 ,?709
.1012 -1,0451 .6875 ,7514
• [503 -.0005 .709e ,7[70
,1994 -,_197 ,7231 .6964
,2901 -,7218 .7364 ,6796
,Z999 -,6919 ,?4?2 .65_?
,3499 -,5716 .7990 ,6399
,3994 --.5054 ,76_2 ,bZ53
• 4496 -,4479 .7766 ,6118
.4997 -,3o30 .7850 .50_0
,9492 -.3340 .7037 .9839
• 9994 -.2015 .8001 ,9733
• 6499 -,24a3 ,q065 .5629
,6096 -,1074 .8139 ,5509
• 7404 -,1552 .82_6 ,53_0
.5003 -.0092 .82_4 ,9Z54
,8900 -.0418 ,8363 ,5116
.8993 .0227 ,8496 ,4991
• 9489 ,0891 .g956 .4770
38._0_0 PSI GRIT SIZF ,00_5 IM
165.0907 K GDIT L_C ,0500 C
9,0557 NILLION C_ .4Z13
,5001 C_ .0009
3.q819 OEG CC -.0196
L_ER SURFACE
X/C C_ P,L/_T qL_C
0,0000 .605_ ,937_ ,317_
,0122 .7911 .0998 .1425
.0Z51 ,9Z05 ,0108 ,347_
• 0510 ,?396 ,87?9 .4350
• 0755 .1023 *B578 *4?29
.1000 ,0219 .8456 ,4991
,1904 -.0775 ,8314 ,9_02
,Z004 -,I1P3 ,8298 ,5?9@
• 2501 -.1349 .8231 ,5346
,300? -,13_q ,8_28 .9391
,3507 -,1404 ,_226 .5396
,4000 -,1340 .8230 .5346
.4503 -,1701 .8290 .9313
,5000 -.1149 .8261 ,5294
• 5506 -.099[ ,8283 ,9295
,59_7 -.0847 .8306 .5216
• 6502 -.070? ,83L4 ,9101
• 7003 -,0517 ,8350 ,513_
• 7497 -.0323 .8381 *5043
• 7994 -.0030 .8426 .5005
• 0903 ,0199 .8493 .4995
,9000 .0412 ,8483 .4002
.9483 ,1020 ,8975 ,4739
CD1 .00771 CD¢ORI *00916
C_2 ,03?80 COCOR2 .00q29
C03 .00?30 C0¢0R3 ,OOglO
C04 .00743 C_0R4 .00925
¢05 ,00?30 C0¢0R9 *O01q8
5_ANWISE
%/C Y/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
.[505 -.5000 -,86q7 ,7137 .?_Og
.1505 -,3333 -.899? ,7099 ,7179
.1905 -,1667 -,0202 .7061 .72Z?
.1509 0,0000 -.9009 .70¢8 .7170
,1509 *1667 -.9123 ,7074 .720?
,1905 ,3333 -.9103 .70?9 ,7109
.1909 ,5000 -,8755 ,7127 .7125
.4999 -,5000 -,3934 .7841 .9005
*4909 -*3333 -,3889 .7843 ,9902
.4999 -.1667 -,3903 ,T846 ,5060
._qq5 0,00_0 -,3930 .7090 ,9980
.49q5 .1667 -*3979 ,7835 .b005
.4999 ,3333 -,3914 ,7_40 .SgG|
.4995 .5000 -,3610 .7889 .9917
.7994 -,5000 -,09_ ,82?9 .SZ6q
.7994 -.3333 -,0G95 ,82?8 .9263
.?994 -,t667 -,0945 .6282 .9297
.7904 0,0000 -.0992 ,8284 ,9294
.7994 ,16b? -.1000 ,82?2 .92?4
.7094 .3333 -.0956 .9284 ,52_3





PT 38.9121 PS! GRIT SIZE ,0025 IN
TT 164.9259 K GRZT LOC .0500 ¢
RC 9.0681 HILLION CN ,63E5
MAC_ .5003 CM .0031
ALPha 5,9960 DEG CC -,0519
UPPEP SURFACE
XlC CP R_LIRT %0¢
0,0000 -,0032 ._441 ,4977
• 0135 -2,1365 ,5307 ,9961
.0_71 -E,0049 ._494 ,9676
• 0515 -1,7939 ,7796 ._181
,0763 -1.5451 .6160 ,_614
• 1012 -1,3834 .6409 .BE30
• _03 -1.i403 ,6766 ,76_3
,_qq4 -1.0077 ,_q_3 .7378
.2_01 oeE?Sq ,7152 ,708T
,_qqq -.7_05 ,7_=7 .6_6Z
,3_90 -,6766 .74_6 ,6_95
,3994 -,50_7 ,7569 ._32
,4997 -,4603 ,7741 ,6158
• 6495 -*_3_ ,7985 ._759
,6_96 -,2275 ,_061 ,5631
._89 -.1681 ,8136 .S_07
.800) -.11_b ._7 .52_9
.8_00 -,0_07 ,8339 .5158
,R993 ,016_ ,8442 ,4977
,9489 ,0891 ,8548 .4784
LOdER SURFACE
XIC CF R,L/PT _LOC
0.0000 -*O03Z *0441 ._977
,0122 ._73Z .9868 .13_0
,0251 ,7521 ,9541 .Z_97
,0510 .4665 ,@121 .3646
.0755 .3200 .8905 ._101
,1000 .2193 ,8761 ,4385
.1504 .0958 .8580 .4716
.2004 .0302 .8483 .4902
.ESOl -*0034 ,8433 .49_Z
,300Z -.0258 .8403 .5048
.3507 -.0_81 .8396 .5057
.4000 ",O_&3 .8976 .50_Z
.4503 -,0408 .8354 ,5132
.8000 -.0469 .8353 .5133
.5506 -.0389 .8354 ,5131
.5997 -,0300 ,836P ,5106
.650Z -.0318 ,8362 ,5118
.7003 -.0127 .8384 .S080
,7_07 .0055 .8398 ,50_4
.7998 .0246 .8461 .4942
.8503 ,03g2 .8473 .4911
*qO00 .0494 .8490 .4890
.9483 .1048 .8572 .4741
¢01 ,008T8 cp¢Oel ,OlOll
COz .oose8 cOcOez .01oz7
C03 .0083Z COCOR3 .01014
C04 .00862 C000R4 .01038
C05 .00826 ¢OCOR5 ,00981
SPA,_SEXIC ¥1C F_LIPT NLOC
• 1105 -.5000 -I. IOAT .6?64 .7_5
.150_ -.3333 -1,14Zl .6721 .778Z
• 1805 -.1667 -1.1633 .6694 .7793
.1505 0.9000 -1.1408 .6?66 .76_
,1_05 ,1667 -1.!_32 .669_ .7796
• 150_ .33_S -1,1828 .6708 ,7776
,1805 ,5000 -1.1160 ,6764 ,7688
.4995 -.5000 -,48_5 .7758 o6131
.4998 ,.3333 -,4545 .7750 .6143
.Aqq_ -.166T -,4858 .7780 ,6144
.4995 0.0000 -.4603 .7741 .6158
.4995 .1667 -.4566 .7751 .61AI
.49_5 .3333 -.4567 .7747 ,614R
.4995 .5000 -.4242 .7796 .6068
.7994 -.SO00 -,1131 .8257 ,5300
,7994 -.3338 -.1145 .8263 .5290
,7994 -,1667 -.1129 ,8262 ,5292
.7994 0,0000 -.1128 ,8257 .5299
.7994 ,1667 -,llZ8 .8_57 ._199
.79q4 .3333 -,llOe .8268 .5280





XtC CP P_LIRT _L3=
0,0000 -.6636 ,7467 ,659A
.013_ -3.3032 ,3493 1.3244
,0271 -3.4732 .326_ 1.3733
,_515 -2,4018 .4_86 1.0657
.0763 -1.8956 ,56_5 .9410
• I012 -1.66_4 ,5978 ._97
.1503 -1.3594 .6438 ._186
.1994 -1.1773 ,6712 ,7768
.2_01 -I*0171 *_926 .7438
.299R -.8078 .7132 .7117
.3499 -*7665 *7288 .6874
.3996 -.6780 .7411 .6601
• 4496 -.5873 .7559 .6449
,4907 -,506Q .7601 .6239
.5492 -.4395 ,77?9 .6096
,8994 -.3751 .7_74 ,5942
.649_ -,3120 ,7970 .6784
.6996 -,_11 .8056 .5641
.7489 -,1927 ._143 .5494
• B003 -,1226 ._254 ,5305
.8500 -.056fl ,83fl0 .5138
.8993 .0154 .8455 .4952
.9_89 .0778 .8547 .4787
PT 38.915S F5I GRIT SIZE .0028 I_
TT 164.9722 K GRIT LOC ,0500 ¢
RC q.0471 RILLEON CN .9393
_CH .4990 C_ .0101
ALPHA 4.003? DEG CC -,0963
LD_ER SURFACE
XIC CP P_LIPT qL_
0.0000 -.6636 .7467 .6594
,0122 1.0533 .9983 .0492
• 0251 .9060 .9765 .1845
.0810 .6468 .9384 .3024
.075_ .4959 .9164 .3_50
.1000 .3907 .9009 .3_87
.1704 .2504 .8804 o4301
.2004 ,1668 ,8684 ,4532
.2501 .1129 .8598 ,4698
.3001 .0810 .8564 .4756
,3507 .0579 .8510 ._5
.4000 .03_6 .8469 .4927
.45_3 .0342 *_477 .4912
.5000 ,0234 ,8470 .4QZ5
.550h ,0154 .8451 .4960
.5997 .0175 ,8454 .4955
• 6502 ,010_ .8447 ,4066
• 7003 *02_8 .8458 .4947
.7497 .0249 .8465 .4935
.799F .046_ .8804 .4865
.8503 ,0527 *¢511 ,4851
.9000 .0555 .8514 .4846
.9_83 .0942 .8571 .4743
C01 *011_7 COCOR1 ,01268
COZ ,01156 COCOR2 ,01282
C03 *01087 COCOR3 ,01282
C04 ,01072 C OCOR4 .01229
C05 .OO9_Z COCORS .01133
SRANMISE
XlC ¥1C CP P_LIPT MLOC
.1505 -.5000 -1.3247 .6508 ,8o78
.1508 -,3333 -1.3580 .6444 .8177
.1505 -.166T -1.3788 .6399 .8247
.1505 0.0000 -1.3594 .6438 *SLS6
,1505 ,1667 -l.3661 ,6_48 .6171
.1508 .3333 -1.3684 ,6424 ,8208
• 1505 ._000 -1.3323 .6467 .0142
.4995 -,5000 -.5023 ,7699 .6228
,4995 -.3333 -.5050 ,7685 .6248
,4995 -,1667 -.8120 .7668 .6275
.4998 0.0000 -.8069 .7691 ,6239
,4995 .1667 -.5070 .7692 .6236
,4995 ,3333 -.5069 .7682 .6253
,4995 .$000 -.A804 .7718 ,6200
,7994 -.5000 -.1201 ,82_1 ,8310
.7994 -.3333 -.1230 .8243 ._32_
.7994 -.1667 -.1200 .8263 *8290
.7994 0,0000 -.IZZ6 _8_5A ,530_
.7994 .1667 -.1169 .8256 .5_02
.7994 .3333 -.1192 .8248 ,5318





XlC CP P_LIPT _L_
0.0000 -,9013 .7082 ,7195
*_I_ -3.5493 ,3135 1.4021
,0271 -3,809Z ,2829 1.4744
.0515 -3.0285 .39_7 1.2260
.076S -2.Z_?L ,5015 1,0408
,1012 "1,7756 ,5810 ,o159
.1503 -1.41_8 .6345 .5330
.1994 -1,2_72 .6640 .7876
._501 -l,04_Z ,6876 .7511
.Z_¢_ -.9189 ,7082 .71_5
,3499 -.703& .726_ .b911
*3994 -.6964 .7410 ,6684
.4496 -,6046 *?540 .6479
.4997 -,51_1 .7657 .6293
*_2 -.4419 .7772 .6092
,5994 -.3746 ,7065 ,7957
*6498 -.3084 ,7964 .5794
,6996 -.2_1_ .80_i .5599
.7489 -.1784 .8172 *5446
.8003 -,11_3 ,8277 ,5266
.8500 -,05Z3 ,R365 ,5111
.8993 .0044 .8436 .4986
*9489 .0677 *8737 .4807
PT 3E.9173 PSI GRiT _ZE ,0015 IN
TT 164,9070 K GRIT L_ .0500 C
RC 9.0562 HZLL_D_ CN ,9120
H_C_ ,49_3 CX .0177
_LP_A d,9915 OEG _ CC -,113_
LOdER SURFACE
X/C C n P_L/_T qLflC
0.0000 -.9013 ,7082 ,71a5
,01E2 1.0h30 .9998 *0186
,0251 ,9615 .9850 .1472
,0510 .7166 ,9490 .2?43
.0755 .5612 .9257 .3337
,1000 .4469 .q090 .3715
.1504 ,29o4 .8874 .4164
.Z004 ,2093 .8747 .4412
,Z801 .1614 ,R665 .4768
.3002 ,1231 .8616 .4660
.3707 .0903 ,856& .4751
.4000 .0639 ._519 .4R20
.4503 .0545 ,8511 .4881
.5000 .0402 .8483 .4qOZ
,7806 .0358 .8485 .4898
,5997 ,0314 .646_ .4929
,6502 ,0206 ,848_ ,4959
.7003 .0340 .848& .48¢7
.7497 .0369 .84_9 .4892
.?998 .0753 .0520 .4836
.8503 .0500 .8517 .A845
._000 .0371 .8484 .4900
.94_3 .0809 .8_56 .4770
COl .01794 CDCOR1 .0|939
C02 .01827 COCOR2 .019T6
CD3 .01741 CDCOR3 .01931
C04 *01694 COCOR4 .01882
CD5 .01743 COCOR5 .01715
SPAN_[SE
X/C _IC CP R,L/RT N_OC
,1505 -.SO00 -1.3826 .6400 *8244
.150_ -.3333 -1.4019 .6363 .8302
.1805 -,1667 -1,4297 ,6330 ,8351
.150_ 0.0000 -1.4168 .6345 .8330
.150_ .1667 -l,4182 .6348 ,632_
,1505 .3333 -1.4125 .6347 .RSZ6
.1505 .5000 -1.4001 .6373 .8286
.4998 -,5000 -.8089 .?692 ,6237
,4995 -,3333 -.8138 *7695 *6231
,4995 -.1667 -.523T .7666 ,627R
.499_ 0.0000 -,518] .7657 .6293
.4995 ,1667 -.8137 .T6S_ .6EAR
.4995 .3333 -,5165 ,7691 ,6238
.4995 .7000 -.4953 .??08 ,6_11
.7994 -.5000 -.1183 .8253 ,8306
.7994 -,3333 -,1198 ,8261 .5294
,?994 -,1667 -.1125 ,6ZqO .5243
.7994 0,0000 -.110_ ,8_77 ,_Z66
.7994 ,1667 -,1138 ,8260 *_Eqs
.7994 .3333 -.1104 .8Z63 ._290
.?994 .8000 -.1231 .8275 ,$270
3O8
TEST 134 PT 38,9143 PSI
R_N 7 TT 164,9766 K
POINT 11 kC 9,0441 HILLION
_kCq ,4908
ALPHA 9.9792 OEG
GRIT SIZE .OOZ5 IN





X/C ¢P P.LIPT NL_C
0,0000 -1,16_5 ,6715 ,7760
.0135 -3,8209 ,2838 1,4720
.0271 -4,0501 ,Z505 1,5581
,0515 -3,1644 ,3813 1,2596
• _763 -2,6614 ,4545 1,1241
,1012 -Z,1154 ,5319 ,9941
,150S -1,5034 ,6206 ,8543
,1994 -1,2483 .6605 ,7030
• 2501 -1.0576 .6846 ,7559
• Z999 -*9376 .7062 ,7226.
,3499 -.804: ,7252 ,6931
,3994 -.T026 .7306 *672Z
,4696 -,6039 ,7548 .6466
• 4997 -.5171 ,7661 ,6286
.5692 -,446| ,77_5 .60_7
,5994 -.3646 .7805 ,5908
• 6495 -,3042 ,_008 *5721
• 6996 -,2390 ,B072 ,5614
• 7409 -,1GB5 ,_162 *5463
• 8003 -.1290 ,8265 .5286
,8500 -,0631 .8346 ,5146
• 8993 -,0153 .m419 ,5017
• 9489 .0276 ,8490 ,4891
LONER SURFACE
XIC CR PeL/PT qLOC
0.0000 -1,1605 ,6715 ,7760
.0122 1.0619 ,9998 ,0101
*0251 ,9865 ,9084 *1290
.0510 ,7593 .9555 .2556
,0755 ,6140 ,93_E ,3141
.1000 ,4930 ,9160 .3560
.1504 .34_0 ,8937 .4036
*ZOO4 .2486 ,8803 ,4304
.Z501 ,1920 .8703 .4496
.3002 ,1645 ,8651 .6595
,3507 ,1100 ,8597 ,4695
,4000 ,0756 ,0537 ,6004
.4503 ,0738 *8545 .4791
.5000 .0522 ,8503 ,4866
.5506 .0388 .8496 ,4878
,5997 .0451 ,8490 .4_76
,6502 ,0258 ,_4a9 ,409_
,7003 .0293 .8460 .4928
,7497 ,0212 ,8470 ,692?
,799_ ,0323 .8500 .4871
,8503 ,0362 .8491 ,4988
.qO00 .019T .8470 .4926
.9483 .0496 *8522 .4833
CO1 ,02973 C090R1 ,03055
C02 ,03003 COCOR2 .03071
C03 .02889 COCOR3 .03011
C04 *02742 COCOR4 ,02913
COS ,02473 COCOR5 .02630
5PANWISE
XlC YlC CP P_LIPT NLDC
,1905 -,5000 -1,4820 ,6327 .0357
,1505 -,3333 -1.4572 ,6283 ,0424
.1505 -,1667 -1,4984 .6247 ,_680
.1505 0.0000 -1.5034 .6206 *S_S
,L505 o1667 -1,5310 ,6213 .S533
,1505 ,3333 -1,5052 ,6213 ,8534
,1505 .5000 -1,4475 ,6322 ,8365
.4995 -.5000 -.5112 ,T703 ,6218
,4995 -.3333 -.5162 .7669 .6274
.4995 -,1667 -,5143 ,7670 ,6272
,4995 0,0000 -.517| ,7661 .6286
,6995 .16_7 -*5213 .768_ .6242
,4995 ,3333 -*5231 ,7658 *6290
,4995 ,5000 -.4919 ,?703 ,6219
.7994 -.5000 -.1300 .0229 ,5349
,7994 -.3333 -.1269 ,8268 ,5316
,7994 -,2667 -,1152 ,0261 .5293
.7994 0,0000 -.1290 .8265 ,5286
,7994 .166T -.1196 .8244 ,5323
.7996 .3333 -.1273 ,8247 .531?
,7994 .5000 -.1266 ,8244 .5322
TEST 134 PT 38.91_0 PSI
RJN 7 TT 165.1476 K
FOIN? 12 RC 9,0802 NILLZON
_AC_ .5022
ALPHA 11.0072 OEG
GRIT SIZE ,0025 IN





X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC
0,0000 -1,3233 .6465 .8145
• 0130 -3,896_ ,2635 1.5233
.0271 -4,0456 .2349 1.6015
,3515 -2,9030 ,40_g I,_049
,0763 -2,b_32 ,4507 1,1308
• 101Z -2,2582 ,5026 1,0422
• 1501 -l,6726 oSqZ3 .4983
,1994 -1,3336 ,6403 ._239
• 2501 -1.0_13 ,6799 .7647
• 2999 -,914P *7023 ,7287
,3499 -,7769 ,7252 ,6931
.3994 -,6623 .7395 .6707
.4496 -,5819 .75_9 .6466
,49_7 -,4798 .7673 ,b266
• 5692 -,4176 .7780 .6094
.5994 -,3581 .7881 .5930
.6495 -.2916 ,7976 ,5774
.6996 -,2470 .q046 .56_8
,7489 -.1981 ,8108 .55_4
,8003 -,1573 .8177 ,5437
,8500 -,1200 .Y219 ,5366
.8993 -.0830 ,8288 .5246
,94B9 -.0608 ,83ZI ,5190
LD_Ee SURFACE
XIC CF FeLIPT qLOC
0,0000 -1*3233 .646_ ,8145
,0122 1,0744 1.0015 0,0000
*0251 .9942 .9894 .1Z35
.0810 .7999 ,0606 .2400
.0755 .6414 .9373 .3052
.i000 ,5330 ,9204 ,3461
,L506 ,3784 ,_q?_ .3953
,2004 ,Z637 .8798 .4313
*2501 *2029 ,8710 .4483
.3002 ,1574 ,8635 .46_5
,3507 .1_46 ,R59_ ,4698
,4000 ,089_ .9528 ,4821
,k503 ,0710 ,8521 .4934
.5000 ,0559 ,0480 .49_0
.5506 .0367 ,8460 ,4943
,_997 *0285 ._657 .4049
,6502 ,0125 .R430 .4998
,7003 ,0062 ,84_3 ,5000
.7497 .0043 ,8411 .5031
.7998 ,0077 ,8423 ,5010
.8503 -,0121 ,0392 ,5065
.9000 -,0272 ,0371 .5101
.9483 -,0126 ,839_ .5063
C01 ,0_274 COCOR1 ,05520
C02 ,05324 CD_OR2 ,08558
CO3 ,04885 CDCOR3 .08216
CO6 *04062 CDCOR4 .0637|
C0_ *03688 C D¢OR5 .03987
SPANWISE
XlC tic CP P.L/PT MLOC
• IS05 -,5000 -1.4686 ,6252 ,8473
.1503 -,3333 -1.5636 ,6138 ,8649
.1505 -,166T -I,6137 ,6027 .8820
,1505 0,0000 -1.6726 .5923 .0983
,1505 .1667 -1,6526 ,5967 .0945
• 1505 .3333 -1,6197 ,6025 .8824
.1503 .5000 -1,4Tq9 .6226 .8513
.6995 -,§000 -.4991 .7681 *6233
,4995 -,3333 -,4098 ,7694 ,623_
,4995 -,1667 -.6916 ,768_ ,625_
,4995 0,3000 -,4798 .7673 *6266
.4995 .1667 -,4922 ,769_ *623T
• 6995 ,3333 -.4927 .7690 *6240
,49_5 ,5000 -,4710 .7712 ,6204
,7994 -,5000 -,1703 ,0166 ,5455
,7994 -*3333 -.1433 ,0L83 ,5426
,7994 -,1667 -.1523 .slgz ,5A12
,7994 0,0000 -,1573 .8177 ,5437
.7994 .1667 -,1585 08184 ,5628
,7994 03333 -.1493 .SIT? ,5436





XIC CP P,L/PT _LOC
0,0000 -1,4250 .6316 .8374
• 0135 -3.9385 .2596 1.53_8
,0271 -3.2878 ,3547 1,3131
• 0515 -2.3720 ,4632 1*1090
,0763 -2,3092 .5033 1.0410
• 1012 -2,0349 .5407 .9800
• 1503 -1.6307 .6041 ,8800
,1994 -1.3162 ,6483 ,_I17
,E501 -1.0_16 ,6637 ,7573
,2999 -,9161 .7056 .7236
,3499 -,7757 .7279 ,6869
.3994 -,6685 .7654 ,6615
.4496 -,_FOS .7576 .6422
,4997 -._098 ,7670 .6271
,5492 -.4433 ,7780 .6095
.5994 -.3o9_ .7834 .6007
.6495 -,3516 .7917 ,5871
,6996 ".3051 ,7982 ,5T64
,7489 -.277) ,8013 ,5712
,8003 -,2419 .$062 ,5631
,R500 -.7100 *_116 ,5541
• 8993 -.1764 .8160 .5467
,0489 -,15g2 ,8192 .5413
PT 35.9116 PSI GRIT SIZE .0025 T_
TT 165.2657 K GRIT LOC ,0500 C
Re q.0409 NILLI_ CN .9633
qAC_ ,5002 CM .0093
_LR_A 12,0006 OEG CC -,1125
LO#ER SURFACE
X/C CF P_L/RT qLC
0,0000 -1,4200 ,6316 .8374
,0122 1.0710 1.0010 0.0000
.0251 1.0057 ,9913 .1116
.0510 ,8000 ,9610 .2308
• 0755 ,6670 .0416 .2940
.I000 .5512 .0240 ,33?8
• 1504 ,3920 .¢013 ,3_70
• 2004 ,2873 .885_ ,420?
,2501 ,2196 .ST55 ,4_T
.3002 .1664 ,8665 .6568
• 3507 .IZ_6 ,R607 .46?6
• 4000 .0860 .B564 .6?56
,4503 ,0733 .8540 .4NO0
,5000 ,0428 ,_488 ,40aA
.5506 .0295 ,847? ,4914
.599? ,0126 ,8444 ,49?2
.6_02 -,0150 .8411 .5031
.7003 -,0120 .8414 .5025
• 7497 -.0272 .R394 ,5070
• 7998 -,0229 ,838? .5073
• 8503 -.0472 ,8358 .512_
,9000 -.07_2 ,9305 ,5217
• 9483 -,0754 .0315 ,5199
DRIGINAL PAGE T_
OF POOR QUALITy 3O9
E01 .0805b COCOR1 .08326
C_2 ,07916 COCOR2 .08212
C_3 *07220 COCOR3 ,07627
CO4 ,05585 CDCOR4 .08986
COS .05156 CDCOR5 ,05513
SPANW_SE
X/C ¥1C CR _.LIPT XLOC
,1505 -,5000 -1.3906 .6362 ,0304
,I505 -.3333 -1.4601 ,6256 .8466
• 1505 -,1667 -1.5166 ,&167 .8604
• 1505 0,0000 -1,6307 .6041 .8000
• 1505 .|667 -1.5639 ,6105 ,8700
• 1505 *3333 -1,4874 .6216 ,8529
• 1505 .5000 -1.4011 .6336 ,0363
.4995 -,5000 -.5155 ,7646 1.6311
.6998 -*3333 -*4700 .7714 *6202
.4995 -.1667 -.6903 ,770| .622_
.4q95 0.0000 -,50q5 ,T6TO *6Z?I
• 4995 .1667 -,5212 ,?637 .632A
,499§ .3833 -.4962 .7676 ,6263
,4795 *5000 -,4712 ,772g ,6177
,7994 -*5000 -.2136 .0121 ,5832
.7994 -,3333 -.2?86 ,80R7 ,5589
.7994 -.1667 -,2342 .8075 .5609
,Tqq6 0.0000 -,2419 ,0062 ,5631
,7994 .1667 -,2359 ,8088 ,5387
• 7994 *3333 -.2631 *8066 .562_
• 7096 ,_000 -.2492 ,8053 .5647
TABLE LVI!. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.70











4RZT SiZE ,0025 IH





XIC CP P,LIPT HL_C
0,0000 1,0323 ,9775 .1821
,0135 ,6¢41 ,_800 ,4310
• 0271 .3757 .8186 ,5418
,0515 .1_$4 ,7554 ,6456
• 0763 -,0Z1_ ,7562 .7070
,1012 -*1019 ,7023 .72_4
,1503 -,18)7 *676_ ,7683
,1994 -,2356 ,6680 .7813
,Z501 -,5310 ,_6_4 ,7007
• 5999 -,2413 .6615 ,7917
.3499 -,5563 .6719 .77_2
.399_ -*20Pb .67_2 ,7763
,4496 -*1950 ,6704 ,7653
• 4997 -*1683 ,6838 .7575
,5492 -,1398 ,68_6 ,7543
.5994 -.116) .7011 .7304
,6495 -,0077 ,6918 ,7339
.6996 -.073_ ,7059 *7529
,7489 -,0394 .7170 ,7057
.600_ -*0112 ,7197 .7016
._SO0 ,0Z36 ,7316 .6630
,899) .0711 *7417 ,6672


















































C01 ,00993 COCORI *01165
CD2 ,00970 COCOR2 ,01155
C03 .0095! COCOR3 .01153
C04 .00928 CDCQR4 .01147
C05 .0_896 CDCOR5 .01119
SPAHU]SE
XIC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
.1905 -.5000 -.153) ,6R9) ,74|f
*1505 -.3333 -,1798 ,6775 ,7672
,1505 -.1667 -.1861 ,6821 ,7596
,1_05 0,0000 -.1837 ,6764 ,7_9_
*1_05 ,$667 -*1763 .66)7 .7571
,I505 ,333) -,1060 ,6757 .769_
.[_05 .5000 -,1635 ,6877 .7511
,4995 -,5000 -,1578 ,6619 ,7599
,4995 -.33)3 -,1653 ,6869 .7552
.¢995 -.1667 -.$6¢6 ,6850 ,7598
,4995 0,0000 -,1683 ,6838 .7571
.4995 ,1667 -,1688 .6792 ,764_
,_995 .3333 -,1685 .6862 .7533
.4995 .5000 -.1497 ,6857 ,714_
,7994 -,5000 -.005_ ,75)5 ,696_
,7994 -,3333 -.0119 ,7552 .6977
,7994 -.1667 -,0105 .7175 .7050
,7994 0.0000 -.0112 ,7197 ,7016
,799_ ,1667 -,0085 ,7224 ,6974
,799_ ,)333 -,0109 ,752¢ ,697)








_[T SIZE ,OOZ5 _H





_lC CP P*LIPT RL3C
0.0000 1.1057 .99_7 .0953
,01)_ .5031 .8¢37 ,4985
,0571 ,254_ ,7759 ,61Z8
,0515 -.0Z08 .71_I .7087
*076_ -.1547 .6803 .76Z3
.1012 -,7374 ,660¢ ,7930
,1503 -,2979 .6¢65 ,6144
.1994 -.3¢10 ,_3¢3 ,_331
.5501 -,3306 .63_0 ,5305
.5999 -,3530 .8384 *9268
,3499 -.2049 ,66_I .816_
,399¢ -.5712 .6514 *_067
,&496 -._¢03 .6638 .7953
,499? -,5124 ,66_I *?611
.549_ -.1779 ,675¢ .7699
.599_ -*1490 .60_8 ,7601
,64q_ -.1263 ,6877 .7510
.6996 -*0q75 .5958 .7395
.7¢89 -,0617 ,70¢7 .7547
*8003 -,O_B ,719_ .7101
,8500 .0154 *7233 .6959
*_993 *0650 .73_7 .6767
,_¢_9 .1220 .7_q5 .6550
LOMER SUeFACE
XtC CP P_LIFT _LOC
0.0000 1.1057 .9937 .0953
.01_ -.282) .6678 ,R153
,0551 -,517_ ,5919 ,8987
,0510 -,89¢8 .¢98_ 1.0487
• 0755 -,9069 .6936 1.0560
,I000 -,9955 ,47_0 1.0935
,1504 -$*0977 ,4606 1.1131
,5004 -,8Z64 .5135 1,0238
• Z501 -.7139 ,5¢05 ,o800
• 3005 -,657_ ,5677 .9445
,3507 -.5505 ,5fl19 .9151
.¢ooo -.4051 ,598_ .eeee
,4503 -.4156 ,6174 ._591
.5000 -.3649 .6304 .8391
• 5506 -.3110 .6424 ,q206
• Sqq? -.5545 .6557 *_001
,6505 -.Z120 .6664 .793_
,7003 -.1607 .6801 ,76_A
,7497 -,1069 ,6935 ,7920
.7g98 -,0515 ,TOTE ,7211
,8503 .0007 .7197 .7016
,9000 .060Z ,7363 .6788
• 9_83 .1365 .7531 .6493
C01 .00889 COC0_$ ,01091
CO5 .00877 COCOR5 ,OIOe5
CO3 *00956 COCQR3 ,01083
C06 ,00855 COCOR4 *01019
CDS .00836 COCDR5 .01075
SFANdZSE
XI_ YIC CP P_LIFT flL_¢
• 1505 -.5000 -.2588 ,6555 ,8010
• 1505 -,33)3 -.2907 ,648) *|[15
,1505 -.1667 -.3015 ,6455 ,815_
,1505 0,0000 -,5979 ,6465 ,8144
• 1505 .1667 -,2873 ,6481 ,Ellq
• 1_05 .333) -,5995 .6¢61 .8149
,1505 ,5000 -,2779 ,6514 ,8067
,4995 -.5000 -.Z001 ,6699 .7783
• _995 -.3)33 -,2056 ,6683 .?eoe
.¢995 -.1667 -.2112 ,6677 ,7818
,4995 0.0000 -,ZIZ¢ .6681 ,?0L1
• 4995 ,1667 -.5127 .6668 .7051
,¢995 ,3533 -,5098 .6672 ,7854
,4995 ,5000 -,1955 ,6716 ,7758
,7994 -.5000 -*0535 ,7140 ,7104
.7994 -.3)33 -,0564 .7135 ,71_6
,7994 -,1667 -.0263 .7134 ,7114
• 799¢ 0,0000 -.0528 ,7145 ,7101
• 7994 ,1667 -.02¢8 .7137 ,7109
,799¢ ,3333 -*0Z39 ,7130 ,7107






18.547_ PSI _PTT SIZE .00_5 I_
255.9083 K G_IT LgC .0_00 C
3.05_3 qILL[ON CN -,0095
.6987 CH -*0002
,0000 OEG CC .0107
UPPFP SUUFACE
XIC C_ P,LIPT _LOC
0,0000 1,1550 I*0060 0,0000
.0135 ,[33_ .7590 *6479
.0571 -,13¢9 ,68_R .7555
" ,0515 -,374) .6Z67 *8¢¢0
*0763 -,4?85 .6026 *_8_I
.1015 -,5451 ,5_8 .9066
,1503 -.547) ,5693 *9057
,1999 -,5_13 .5887 .9038
.5501 -,5046 .59_5 ._8_
,2999 -,¢76_ ,6036 *9805
*3499 -,4Z39 .6153 *_654
,3996 -,3796 ,6255 ._¢?0
,¢496 -,3353 ,6376 ,YS_O
,499? -,_OlO .6486 *_110
*5495 -.243_ .6&08 *7954
.599¢ -.2060 ,6?02 *?770
,6495 -.173_ ,5_Ob. ,7651
,6996 -,130] ,6903 ,7471
,748; -,0_95 ,7010 .?305
,8003 -,0417 .71_1 .7134
,8500 ,0033 .7238 ,6955
,8993 ,06)6 .73?7 *6735
.9489 ,1563 .75¢0 ,6478
LO_E_ SURCACE
X/C CP _.L/PT qLO_
0.0000 1.1558 1.0060 0.0000
,0122 .$633 ,7612 ,6363
,0551 -.liCE ,691? ,764_
• 0_I0 -,_845 *&_41 ,q487
.0755 -*5004 ,5971 .BgO_
.1000 -,5653 ,5819 .q1¢4
.1904 -,5863 .5793 ,9165
• 5004 -.5715 .583P .¢114
• 2501 -._241 ,5937 ,B960
,3002 -,4_01 ,6027 ,$_14
• 3507 -,4316 .6134 ,_653
• ¢000 --.3Y61 .6536 ,8¢95
• 4505 -.3360 ,6374 .R_83
• 5000 -,2984 ,646R ,8138
• 5506 -,5564 .6576 ,?9?3
.Sgg? -*_1_6 .6686 ,7_04
.6505 -.1763 ,6706 ,7651
• 7003 -,$320 .6_96 ,TSTT
.7497 -.088l .7013 .7301
,7096 ".3403 .7154 .71_0
.8503 .0025 *7535 ,6957
.9000 ,0561 ,7358 .6764
,9483 ,1303 .7550 ,6462
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
.OF POOR QUALITy 3Jl
C01 ,00042 COCDR1 .01031
C05 .03851 COCOR5 ,01059
C03 ,00803 COCQR3 .01015
CD4 .00B04 CDCOR4 *01031
C05 .007E8 COCOR5 *01016
5FA_dISE
X/C V/C CP P.L/PT RLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,4935 .600) .0055
• 1505 -,3333 -.5_5_ ,5679 .q04q
.1_05 -,1667 -,5584 ,5653 ,9090
,1505 0,0000 -.54?) ,_893 ,9027
• 1505 ,1667 -.5537 ,5929 .|q?l
,1Y05 ,3333 -.5516 .9065 .gOT|
,1505 *5000 -.5234 .$939 ,8956
• 4995 -*5000 -*5803 .6541 ,B056
,4995 -,3333 -,2859 ,6557 ,S048
,4995 -,1667 -.2878 .6516 ,806¢
• ¢qq5 0,0000 -.zq$o .6406 ,B$10
,4095 ,1667 -*5909 ,6515 ,B066
,4095 *333) -,_887 ,65Z0 ,8059
,4995 ,5000 -*5683 ,6564 ,TgqO
.7994 -.5000 -,0443 .7116 ,7141
,7994 -,3)33 -,0486 ,7109 .7152
.7994 -,1667 -,0451 ,7100 ,7_54
.7qq4 0.0000 -.0417 .T$51 .7134
.7994 .1667 -*043S ,7110 ,7138
• 7094 ,3)33 -,0448 ,7119 ,7137









.OMIT SIZF .00Z5 IH





XlC CP PpLIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.0013 .9009 .114Z
• 0135 -._2R4 .6434 .819[
.0271 -.5600 .5638 ._114
.OPZp -.94e2 .4ee2 1,0659
.076_ -.9i31 **055 1,0537
• lOi_ -.q679 .4845 1,0722
,1503 -,G104 ,494! I*0560
• 1_04 ".8_22 .5185 1.0157
• 2_01 -.7023 ,546q .9690
• _g99 -.6311 ,5658 .9397
,3409 -,5487 ,5848 ,9096
,_4q6 -*4189 ,6254 ,9529
,_07 -,357% .6337 ,8339
.5_92 -.3001 ;647_ ._lZe
.5q04 -,2538 .6589 ,7_53
• 6405 -,2070 ,6704 ,7776
,6_6 -*I6;0 *6030 ,70_
,74_ -,i091 ,6048 ,7401
,SO0_ -,OR4? ,7077 .7202
.8_0_ -.00i0 .7234 ,6050
• m_3 .b_4_ ,74o6 .660o
,9kS_ .1_29 ,7552 .6460
LOVER SURFACE
X/C C_ ),_IPT qLOC
0.0000 1.0q13 .9909 .1142
• 0122 .5399 ,_562 ,4760
.0251 ,2526 *7842 .$994
.0519 -*0351 .7133 .7115
.0755 -,1661 .6P01 .7627
,1000 -,2456 ,662Z .7401
,$504 -,3254 ,6409 .8229
,200' -,3527 ,6344 ,8320
,Z_01 -.3441 ,6355 .8312
,3002 -.3248 .6454 .8271
.3507 -,3047 .6452 .8563
,4000 -,2?87 .6_29 ,8045
,4503 -,2_29 ,6645 .7_66
,5000 *.21P3 .6680 .7813
,5506 -.iq12 .6744 .7715
,5997 -.1603 .6819 .7599
• 6502 -.1352 .6883 ,7501
,7003 -,OqQq ,6980 ,7352
.74_? -.0617 ,7065 .7271
,79_8 -,OZ3g ,7153 ,7084
• 8503 .0116 ,726_ .6910
,_000 ,0_64 ,7385 ,672Z
,9403 .1269 ,7537 .6463
CD$ ,00696 CDCDR) .01002
C02 ,0087R CD¢OR2 .01082
C03 ,OORSg C DCOR3 *01075
C04 ,00030 CDCOR4 *01068
CD5 ,00820 C_OR_ .01054
SPANVISE
XIC ¥/C CP P_LIPT RLOC
*1505 --*5000 **7_1 ,52R0 *9987
,1505 -,3333 -.0770 ,0057 1,0368
,[SOS -.1667 -,9076 *4988 1.0481
,1505 0,0000 -,0194 ,4941 1,6560
.1505 ,1667 -,R3_6 ,51_7 1,0Z03
,1505 ,3333 -.8q12 .5022 1.0426
,1505 ,5000 -*_431 ,554? 1,0219
,4095 -.5000 -.3624 .6322 ,8363
,4905 0.3333 -.3532 .6347 .0325
.4995 -,1667 -.3583 .6_35 ,e349
,4905 0,0000 -,3571 .6337 .R339
,4905 *I667 -.367Z .63[0 .83SI
.4_45 .3333 -.3548 ,6343 .8335
.4995 .5000 *.3375 ,6383 ,R270
,7904 -.5000 *,0500 ,7075 ,7Z05
,7994 *,3333 -,0601 ,70?5 ,7205
.70q4 -,$667 -,0549 ,7076 .7Z03
,7994 0.0000 *.0547 ,?077 .7202
,7094 ,1667 -*0539 ,?ORS *?tSq
,7994 ,3333 -,0_9 ,7085 ,7169









GRIT 5IZf ,0025 IN





X/C CP P,LIPT _L3C
0,0000 1,0060 ,9700 ,Z08B
• 0135 -.5476 .5876 .905_
• 0271 -,7556 ,_366 ,9863
• 0513 -1,162Q ,4362 1.156Z
,0763 -i._64 .4lq? I,i_63
• $012 -1.2268 ,4218 1,1824
.1503 -I.2_90 .4158 1.1935
.1994 -1,1613 ,_354 1.1577
.2501 -.7192 ,5454 ._721
,2099 *,6612 ,5603 .9483
.34_9 -,5_32 .5700 .918_
,3994 -.5146 ,596_ .8016
.4496 -,4_50 ,b125 .8667
*4997 -,3848 ,6274 ,8436
,5492 -,3224 ,6438 .8185
.5994 -.2687 ,6563" .7_q_
,6495 -.2195 .6687 ,7803
.6q96 -*lRgl .6812 .7610
,7489 -*1181 ,6940 ,7414
.qO03 -*0595 .7087 .7186
.8500 -*00_$ .7230 *6g65
,Bqg3 ,0633 ,7366 ,6752
,0489 .1301 .7560 ,6447
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP P_LIPT NLqC
0,0000 1,0060 .9700 .2088
,012Z .6e3e .e_oe .4o_6
.0252 .4008 ,821_ ,937R
,0510 ,1140 .7506 .6533
• 0755 -.0281 .7151 ,?08q
.$000 -,1159 .6q47 ,7402
.1504 -.?OqO .6715 .7760
.2004 -,2495 ,6603 .?_32
.2501 -,2549 .6597 .7940
.3002 -,2_04 .6618 ,7_08
,3507 -.2383 ,6639 ,7876
.4000 -,2208 ,6687 .7803
,4503 -,1925 ,6747 ,7710
,5000 -,1803 ,6778 .7662
,5506 -,1575 .6043 ,7563
._997 -.1264 *690 ° ,7461
.6502 -.I089 ,695_ ,7384
.7003 -.0778 .7036 .7_65
,7407 -.0475 .7113 ,7146
.7090 -.0132 .7201 ,7010
,8503 .01F9 *?Z_l ,6_R4
._000 .0569 ,7350 .6777
,9483 .1224 .7541 .6477
CD1 ,00978 CDCOR1 ,01164
C02 ,00967 COCOR2 ,01164
C03 .00943 COCOR3 .01163
C04 ,038_3 COCOR4 .01126
C05 ,00860 CDCOR5 ,05087
SPANVISE
X/C Y/C CP P_LIPT _LOC
.1505 -.5000 -1,0027 .4762 1.0864
.1505 -.3333 -$.2583 .4119 $.2007
.1505 -.1667 -1,26_3 ,4146 1.1958
,1505 0.0000 -1.2490 ,4158 l.lq3_
*1505 .1667 -1.0573 ,4627 1.1095
,1505 .3333 -1.2724 .4084 1.2071
.1505 .5000 -I.1_16 ,44Z4 1.1452
,4995 -,5000 -.3957 ,6241 ,8488
,4995 -,3333 -,3869 ,6269 ,8445
,4_95 -,1667 -.3850 ,6306 ,8387
.4005 0.0000 -.3848 ,6_7_ ,R436
,4995 *1667 -.3933 ,6247 ,847R
,4_95 ,3333 -,3873 ,6260 ,8447
,4995 .5000 *,3647 ,6356 .8310
.7994 -.5000 -.0650 .?061 .?227
,7994 -.3333 -*06_5 ,706R .7215
,7904 -.1667 *,0622 .70q3 .7178
,7004 0.0000 --*0595 ,7087 *7186
*7994 ,1667 --*0595 ,7074 .7206
,7994 .3333 -.0577 ,7080 ,7107









_RI7 SIZE ,0025 IN





XlC CP P,LIPT _LOC
0.0000 ,90Bq ,9450 ,_B27
.0135 -.7550 *_386 ._830
.0271 -,_630 ,48_9 I*0699
.0515 -$._719 .4502 1,203_
,0?6_ -1,3688 ,3849 1.252_
,1012 -1.4374 ,3676 1.2864
,$S03 -1.4630 .3590 1.303_
.1094 -1.4R65 .3520 1.31_[
.2501 -1.4794 ,3549 L.3125
*2999 -.7616 ,533B ,990_
,3499 -.581_ ,5788 ,9192
.3094 -*4959 .5090 .8876
,4496 -,4328 .6152 ,862_
,4097 -.3770 ,6290 ,5452
,540_ -*3208 *6420 .8212
,5904 *,2683 ,6547 .8017
,64q5 -.2_17 .6674 ,7823
*609_ -,1690 ,6799 ,7630
,7480 -*1199 .69Z3 ,7430
.RO03 -.0623 ,706P ,7220
.8500 -,0054 .72[$ ,6_93
,8993 .0612 ,?373 .6741
.94R_ .$295 .754Z ,647_
LOWER SURFACE
X/C C_ P,L/PT NL_C
0,0000 ,qoRq .9459 ,_4_7
.0122 *8002 .959? ,3477
.025[ ,52?3 ,8525 ,48_7
,0510 .2383 ,7015 .6038
• 0755 ,0926 ,7450 .66Z$
,i000 *.0026 .7213 .6905
.1504 -.$092 .6930 .7455
,2004 -.1613 .6803 .7624
,2501 -,1817 ,675q .7601
.3002 -,1809 .67?0 .7674
,3507 -,1793 ,6780 ,7660
,4000 -*I?$0 ,6?92 ,7640
,4503 -,1487 ,68_3 ,7547
.5000 -.13_8 ,6879 .7506
.5506 *,$_Z§ .6900 ,7461
.5997 -.0974 ,6970 .7367
.6502 -,0826 .7016 ,7_5
.7003 -.0530 .?084 .7101
.7497 -,0295 ,7147 ,7003
.7008 .0003 .7210 .6001
,850_ *0275 .720_ .6867
.9000 .0632 .7378 ,6733
,9483 .1280 .7538 ,6485
COI ,01502 COCDR1 *01776
C82 .01565 CDCO_2 .01755
C03 .0[526 ¢0C0R3 ,01727
CO4 .01416 C OCOR4 ,01635
CD5 .01224 CDCDR5 ,01444
SPAHWISE
K/C Y/C CR P,L/PT RLOC
,1505 -,5000 -$,2383 ,4541 1.1966
,$505 -,3333 -$.4q02 .3540 [.31Z2
.1505 -*[667 -1.4903 .3535 1,3150
.1505 0,0000 -$.4630 .3590 1.3030
,1505 .1667 -1._1_7 .4197 1.1863
.5505 ,3333 -1,4876 .3556 1.3108
,1505 .5000 -1.5172 ,3401 _.3241
,409_ -,5000 -.4210 .6175 .|500
,4095 -,3333 -,3854 ,6268 .4447
.4005 -,$66? -,380_ ,6266 .0450
.4995 0.0000 -.3770 .6200 .0452
.4995 .1667 -*4004 *6226 .8511
.4005 .3333 -.3821 ,6276 ,8434
.4095 .5000 -.3?35 .6283 ,8423
,7004 -,5000 -,0696 .7040 ,?245
.7904 -,3333 -,0609 ,7043 ,7254
,7994 -,1667 -,0657 ,7061 .722?
,7094 0,0000 -.0623 *7065 .7220
.7004 *$667 -.0628 *7066 .?210
.7004 .3333 -,064[ *?055 ,?235












GRZT STZE ,0025 ZN





XIC CP PPLIPT _L2C
0.0000 ,7826 ,9152 ,3579
• 0135 -,9_31 ,4qZ_ 1,0581
,0271 -1,2092 ,42_2 1,1700
,0515 -1.3746 ,3S&6 1*2466
,0763 -1,4686 m3606 1,3005
,1012 -7,5640 ,341B 1,3396
,1503 -1,6152 ,3267 1.3721
,199_ -1,6554 ,31_5 1,_8R0
,2501 -1.6509 ,3186 1,3902
• 2999 -*Q_q ,4075 1,0671
,3499 -,8362 ,5175 1,_173
,399_ -,7060 ,_501 ,9647
,4496 -,_65 ,_857 ,0oe4
,4997 -,4085 ,6230 ,450_
,5492 -,3163 ,6450 ,_150
• 5004 --,Z590 ,6534 ,7045
,b495 -,2067 ,6732 ,7748
,6996 -,1633 ,684C ,7_67
,7489 -,1141 ,6957 ,7_57
,_003 -,0_51 ,7095 ,7174
.0500 -,0039 .72_5 .697_
• 6993 ,0_67 ,7374 .6739
,o489 ,1186 ,75_4 ,6_03
LOWER SUAFACS
XIC CP F,LCPT qL_¢
0,0000 ,7826 .9152 ,35?9
*O_ZZ ,8905 .9422 ,2028
,0251 ,6370 ,8700 .4331
,0510 ,340_ ,_002 ,5580
.0755 ,1942 ,7701 ,6221
,1000 ,0970 .74_2 ,6570
*1504 -.0230 ,7174 ,7051
,2004 -,08_2 ,7030 ,7260
.2501 -.1106 ,6964 .7376
,3002 -,1211 ,6935 ,7421
,3507 -,1207 ,6911 ,7457
,4000 -,1263 ,6924 ,7438
,4_03 -,1112 ,6953 .7304
,_000 -,111? .6959 .7384
,5506 *,0930 ,7000 ,7308
,5Q97 -,07T6 ,7040 ,7250
.6502 -,0659 ,7073 ,7208
,7003 -,0454 .7129 ,7121
,7497 -,0217 ,7183 ,7037
,7998 ,0063 ,7246 ,6939
,8503 ,0270 ,7301 ,6855
,Q000 ,0544 ,7369 ,6748
,9403 ,1141 ,7513 ,6521
COl ,02735 C0¢0R1 ,02961
C02 ,02680 CDCOR2 ,02011
¢03 ,02618 CDCOR3 ,02070
C04 ,02374 CD¢OR4 ,02630
COS *02076 ¢0¢0A9 ,02203
$PAHVISE
KIC tic CP P,LIPT RLOC
07505 -.5000 -1,4064 .3749 1,2?10
.1505 -,3333 -1.6220 .3237 1,3708
.1505 -01667 -1,6384 ,3211 1-3046
,1505 0,0000 -1,6152 ,3267 1,3721
,1505 ,1667 -1.3414 ,3909 1.2405
,1505 ,3133 -1,6012 ,3271 1,3713
.1505 ,5000 -1,6600 ,3156 1,3969
,4995 -*SO00 -,4409 ,b112 ,861T
,4905 -,3333 -,3091 ,6209 ,0413
,4995 -,1667 -,4002 .6255 .6467
,4995 0,0000 -,4085 *6230 ,8504
,4995 *1647 -,4523 .6106 ,_696
,4095 ,3333 -,3918 ,6283 ,0423
.4995 ,5000 -,3795 ,6305 ,1389
,7994 -*5000 -00754 ,7039 07260
,7994 -,3333 -.0723 *?070 ,7212
,7994 -*1667 -,0592 ,7089 ,7184
,7994 0*0000 -,0551 ,?005 ,?174
,7994 *1667 -,0585 ,7081 .7196
,7994 ,3333 -,0662 ,?085 .7189




TABLE LVUl. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.70









XIC CP D,LI#T _L_C
0*0000 1.1319 1,0009 0,0000
.0135 o08q6 ,7453 ,6614
,0271 -.1R85 .6759 ,7600
,0515 -,4142 ,6146 ,8571
,0763 -,5192 ,5930 ,S068
,1012 -,5713 ,5827 ,7130
,1503 -,5816 ,57?0 ,9218
,1994 -,5914 ,5739 ,9268
,Z50_ -,5397 ,5877 ,9051
,2999 -,5065 ,5049 ,8876
*3*9Q --,44_3 ,6164 *a636
,3994 -,4003 ,5225 ,d511
,4496 -,3520 ,6336 ,B340
.4997 -,3120 ,6467 ,0169
,5692 -*2593 ,6592 ,7946
,5994 -.2263 *6665 ,7834
,6495 -,1913 ,6743 ,7714
.6996 -,1464 o6850 .?549
,7489 -,I040 ,6960 ,7381
,8003 -,0568 ,7101 ,7162
,8500 -,0076 ,7213 ,69d9
.8993 ,0513 ,7350 ,6776
,96|8 ,1188 ,7523 ,6503
40,1628 PSI GRIT $I2E .0025 I_
199,9465 K GRZT LOC ,0500 C
9,1273 MILLIOH CN ,0063
,7012 CN .0001
.0774 OFG CC ,0104
LOWER SURFACE
XIC C_ PsLIPT _L_C
0.0000 1.1319 1.000Q 0.0000
.0122 .1657 ,7639 .6318
,0251 -,1070 ,6960 ,7381
.0510 -,4085 ,6200 .8560
,075_ -.4928 .5996 .8866

























,7497 -,1028 ,6963 ,7376
.7998 -,0504 ,7117 ,7138
,8503 -*0080 .7712 ,6900
,9000 ,03Pl ,7317 ,6826
,9483 ,1221 ,7531 ,6490
C01 *00701 CDCORI .00864
C02 .03698 C OCOR2 ,00866
C03 ,00672 COCOR3 .00059
C04 ,00684 CDCOR4 ,00871
COS *00679 COCOR5 *00863
SPANWISE
XlC ¥1C CP P,LIRT Rt_C
,1505 -.5000 -.5284 .5936 ,8962
.1_05 -.3333 -.5793 .5802 .9169
.1505 -.1667 -,5936 ,5766 .9225
.1505 0.0000 -.5816 ,5770 ,921R
• 1505 ,1667 -,5708 ,5830 ,9125
.1505 ,3333 -,5855 ,5766 ,9193
,1505 ,5000 -,5676 ,5879 ,9047
,6995 -.5000 -,3035 ,6477 ,8122
• 4995 -,3333 -,3029 ,6482 ,8115
,4995 -.1667 -,3055 .6485 ,8111
• 6995 0*0000 ".3120 .644? ,8169
,4995 .1667 -,3085 ,6665 .8141
• 4995 ,3333 -.3053 ,6476 *8124
,4995 ,5000 -.2745 ,6569 ,7995
,7994 ".SO00 -,0547 .?oqe ,7168
• 7994 -,3333 -.0609 ,7061 ,7225
,7994 -,1667 -,0557 ,7022 ,7285
.79g4 0.0000 -.0568 .710L ,7162
• 7994 .1667 -.0556 ,7096 ,7171
,7996 ,3333 -.0561 ,7073 ,7207





xlC CP OeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 i*0063 ,9604 ,2109
*0135 .6315 ,8770 ,436b
.027_ *3493 ,8059 05633
,0515 ,II18 ,7465 ,6594
,0763 -*0782 .7122 ,7129
,1012 -,1155 ,6897 ,7678
,1503 -,1912 ,_60_ ,7783
,1996 -,2505 ,6539 ,q028
,2501 -.2562 ,6518 ,B059
,2999 -*2598 ,6574 ,7974
,3_9_ -,2430 ,6570 07980
.3994 -,2262 ,6610 ,7919
.4496 -,2051 ,6_93 .7_07
,4997 -*1_61 ,6761 ,7687
.5492 -,1556 ,6820 *7595
,5994 -,1372 ,6896" ,7479
,6495 -,1167 ,6936 ,7618
,6996 -,0828 ,7001 ,7_17
,7489 -,0552 ,7064 ,7219
,_003 -,02L_ .7164 ,7065
*8500 .0169 ,7246 ,6937
,8993 ,0627 ,7362 ,6757
,968_ .1160 .7496 ,6566
PT 4D.1587 aSI GRIT 512£ .0025 IN
TT 199.8974 K GRIT LOC .0500 C
RC 9,1177 _ILLIOH CH -,4175
HAC_ .6998 Cq -,0127
&LP_ -3,0243 OEG CC *0707
LOWER SURRACE
_IC CP P,LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.0063 *9694 .2100
,0122 -.5283 ,5899 ,9017
.0_51 -,6M98 ,5474 .9680
.0510 -1.2337 .4114 1.2017
.0755 -1,2698 ,4036 1,2164
,1000 -1,2892 ,3972 1,27M5
• 1504 -1,3246 *3866 1,2489
,2004 -1,32_7 ,3835 1,2549
,2501 -1.3093 ,3876 1,2470
,3002 -,62_6 ,5664 .93k7
.3507 -._566 .5792 ,91_4
.4000 -.5033 .5917 .89_9
• 4503 -,46_0 ,6076 • .8741
• 5000 -,4072 .6216 ,8575
o5506 -,3483 *6343 *8329
,5997 -,2915 .6503 ,8082
.6502 -.2486 .66_5 ,7976
,7003 -,1865 ,6744 ,7712
.7497 -.1356 ,6865 .7527
,7996 -,0732 .70_6 .7263
,8503 -.01_9 ,7157 .7075
,9000 ,0362 .7296 .6859
,9683 01225 ,7512 ,65_0
C01 .00916 CDCOR1 .01149
COZ .00884 CDCOR2 ,01133
C03 ,09066 COCOR3 ,01151
C06 ,00792 COC0_4 .01082
C05 .00768 COCOR5 .01046
SPANWISE
X/C YIC CP P_LIPT qLOC
*1505 -.5000 -,1680 ,6792 ,7639
,1505 -.3333 -.10e8 .67_9 7690
,1505 -.1667 -,2037 ,6696 ,7787
,1505 0.0000 -.1912 ,6698 ,7783
.1505 ,1667 -,1961 ,6722 ,7?46
,1505 ,33_3 -,1966 .6740 ,7719
*1505 .5000 -*1723 .6776 ,7667
.4995 -05000 -,1743 .6767 7677
,4995 -,3333 -,1764 ,6775 ,7665
,4995 -,1667 -,1784 06772 ,7669
,6995 0,0000 -,1861 06761 ,7be7
.4995 ,1667 -,1799 ,6754 7698
.4995 .3333 -_1796 .6767 ,767?
.4995 ,5000 -.1S79 ,6823 .7591
,7994 -.$000 -,0173 ,7161 .7070
,7994 -,3333 -,0261 .7152 .7083
,7994 -.1667 -,0208 ,7171 ,7054
,7994 0,0000 -.0213 .7164 .7065
.7994 *1667 -,0195 .7155 .7070
,7994 .3333 -.0209 .7165 .7064





XIC CP PeLleT _L3C
0,0000 1,079b .9880 ,1312
,0135 04788 .8397 ,5053
*027| ,1006 ,7704 .6214
,051_ -,0_21 ,7113 ,7163
,0763 _,1745 ,6774 ,7666
.1018 -,2517 *658_ ,7_52
*1503 -,3082 ,6462 .8145
,1996 -.3566 .6332 .8346
,2501 -,3_79 ,6360 ,_303
,2999 -,3435 ,6366 ,8296
,3499 -,3104 ,6443 .8175
.3994 -.2848 .6524 ._050
.4496 -,2587 ,65?2 ,7977
,4997 -*2?96 ,6645 *7865
,5492 -.1931 ,6?57 .7693
,5994 -,1662 ,6806 .7620
,6495 -,1445 ,6BbO *7535
,6996 -,1104 ,6969 .739?
.7489 -,0744 ,7045 ,7249
,8003 -,0366 .7132 .7114
,8500 ,004b ,7229 .6964
,3993 ,0567 ,73?2 ,b741
,9489 ,1142 .7496 ,6546
P7 40,1542 PS! GRIT $1ZF ,0025 _N
TT 200,0739 K GRIT LOC ,0500 C
RC _,0959 _ILLI@4 C_ -,?_89
_AC_ .6986 C_ -*0046
kLPHA -1.9755 DEG CC .0080
LOWFR _FA¢E
X/C CP P,L/PT _L_C
0.0000 1.0796 .qE80 .131_
.0122 -.3051 ,6462 .8146
,0251 -,5215 ,50?2 ,8982
.0510 -1,05_4 ,4606 1,113_
,0755 -,0014 ,4974 1,0504
.1000 -,9956 ,4749 1.0886
,1504 -1,0608 ,4608 1.1178
.2004 -.839L .5133 1.0241
.2501 -.7274 ,5423 ._7_0
,3002 -,6404 .5633 .9436
.3507 -,5673 ,5808 .9[60
,4000 -,5009 .5992 .8R71
.4503 -.4349 .6136 ,8648
,5000 -,3856 .6260 ,8457
,5506 -.3306 ,6419 ,8212
.5997 -,2761 ,6533 .80_7
,6502 -*23?0 *6632 ,?986
,7003 -,1809 ,677_ ,7664
.7497 -,1288 .6917 .?455
,7998 -,0679 .7055 .7234
.8503 -,0184 .7172 .7052
.9000 ,0370 ,7323 ,6817
,9483 ,122b ,7516 ,6514
ORIGINA_ PA_,E I_
OF POOR QUALITY 315
C01 .00677 ¢DCOR1 .00918
C02 ,00664 CDCDR2 .00920
C03 ,00637 C_0R3 ,00986
C06 ,03650 C OCOR4 ,00940
C0_ .00642 EOCOR5 ,00922
SPkNdISE
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT RLOC
,1505 -,5000 -.2825 .6514 ,8066
.1505 -,3333 -,3071 .6477 ,8122
,1505 -.1667 -,3220 ,6415 ,8218
,1505 0.0000 -,3082 .6462 ,0145
• 1505 ,1667 -,3152 ,6433 ,8190
.1505 ,3333 -.3138 .6461 .8148
,1505 ,5000 -.2873 .6503 ..8082
,4995 -,5000 -.2213 .6679 ,?GL_
.499S -,3333 -.2206 .6673 ,?823
,4905 -.L667 -,2?64 ,6653 ,7844
,4995 0,0000 -,2296 ,6645 ,?865
,4995 .1667 -*Z275 ,6664 ,7836
,4995 ,3333 -,2241 .66b4 ,7036
,4995 .5000 -,2019 .6719 ,??52
.7994 -,5000 -,0323 ,7161 ,7069
,7994 -,3333 -,0389 .7123 .7129
.7994 -,1667 -,0352 ,7125 ,7125
.7994 0.0000 -,0366 ,7137 ,7114
.7994 ,L667 *.0345 ,7156 ,70??
,7996 ,3333 -,0348 ,7132 ,7114









G_|T SIZE ,OOZS |H





XIC CP PpL/PT HLOC
0,0000 1,1301 1,0004 0,0000
,0135 .1!03 .7477 ,6s?s
,0_71 -,i614 _§800 ,7627
.0_1_ -,_b_? ,6223 ,5014
• 0763 -,S069 ,5959 ,8923
._6_2 -,S663 ,5eo9 ,9158
,_9_4 -.5839 ,$754 ,9244
• 2_91 -,S_23 .5912 ,09_7
• 2999 -,S02B ,5968 .5910
._4V9 ..44_o ._089 ._722
.j_94 -,_973 .6231 .e_01
.4696 -,3516 ,6351 .3316
.5_2 -_z#_s .6s_8 ._o1_
,5994 -,2_$1 ,6660 ,7028
,649S -,i4ii ,6_27 ,77_9
,69_6 -.i_9 ,6834 ,?$74
• 0S00 **0094 ,7_00 ,?Q09
LO_ SURFACE
0,0000 1.1301 1,0004 0.0000
.0122 ,1402 ,7_71 .6427
,0251 -,1247 ,6891 ,7407
*0510 -,4286 ,6161 ,8609
,0705 -.5172 ,5946 ,8944
,1000 -,_785 ,_779 .9203
.IS04 -,6107 .5692 .9342
.2004 *.5949 ,_727 ,9287
,2_01 -.5396 ,_94 ,902_
,3002 -.4017 ,5990 ,4567
,3007 -.44B2 ,6081 ,87_4
,4000 *.4006 ,62_3 .0514
,4_03 -,3_07 ,630_ ,8313
,5000 -,3163 ,6423 ,6206
.SS06 -,2740 ,6022 ,80_4
,5997 -.2205 .6658 ,7_40
.600_ -.1971 ,6712 ,?76_
.7003 -,1500 ,6_1 ,7570
,7497 -,1062 ,6454 .7590
,7999 -.05_6 ,?088 ,7183
,8003 -.0103 ,7198 ,7012
,9000 .0375 ,7307 ,6843
,9483 ,1214 ,7523 ,6_02
C01 ,006_9 CO¢ORI .00870
C02 .00617 CD¢ORZ .00077
C03 ,00563 C0¢0R3 ,00|74
COb ,00095 CDCOR4 ,00888
COS .00590 COCOAS .00977
SPkN_ISE
XlC 71C CP PeLIPT RLOC
,IS03 -,5000 -,5113 .$9S6 .3928
,1505 -,3333 -,3685 ,5812 ,9154
*1SOS -.1667 -.5862 ,5?63 ,q231
*lSOS 0.0000 **$729 .$706 ,9194
,1505 .1667 **S_94 .sesg .9113
,ISOS ,3333 -,5?48 ,5796 ,9178
,ISOS ,SO00 -,5403 ,5876 ,9053
,4995 -,$000 -,3038 ,6471 ,8133
.4905 -,3333 -,3032 .6469 .8136
,4995 -,1667 -.3056 .6463 .8145
,4995 0.0000 *.3115 .6435 .81|8
.409_ ,1667 -.3090 ,6458 .|132
,4990 ,5333 -,3060 .6460 ,8148
,SqqS ,5000 -,2730 ,6539 ,0029
,7994 -,5000 -.OSS1 .7081 ,7194
.7994 -.3333 *.0608 ,7067 .7215
.7994 -,1667 -.0583 ,7071 ,7209
,7994 0.0000 -,0614 ,7073 .7206
,7004 ,1667 *,OSGg ,7076 .7201
,7994 ,3333 -,OS6S ,7078 .7199








GRIT SIZE .00_5 IH





X/¢ Cp P,L(RT qLJC
0.0000 L.0685 .985_ .1408
.0133 -.35S9 .6326 ,8350
.0_71 -.5_63 ._740 .9_66
.OsIS -1,0260 ._671 1.1_20
.0763 -,9_76 ,4872 1.0676
,lO1Z -.969_ .4764 1.0860
.1503 -I.0097 .4712 1.0948
.1994 -,8510 ._I00 1.0296
• 2301 -,7304 .$4ll ._7_9
,2999 -.6617 .5_77 .9_24
.3499 -._723 ,_04 .9166
._994 -,S024 .5970 ,8906
,44_6 -.441_ ,61t9 .8675
.4097 -,3828 .6261 ,8435
.5492 -.3224 ,6416 ,_217
• $994 -,27S1 ,b534 - ,_O_S
,6495 -.2350 ,6628 .7691
,6996 -.I_26 .6751 .7703
.7409 -,130_ ,6_9_ .7486
.$003 -.0772 ,702_ .7ZgO
,8_00 -,018_ .7176 ,7046
._qQ3 ,044_ .73_7 ,6811
.9489 ,1191 ,7518 ,6S11
LO_E_ 5URRACE
XlC CP P;LIPT qtOC
0.0000 1.06b5 .9852 .1458
• 0122 .5267 ,0511 .4850
,0251 ,_392 .7804 ,60_3
.0510 -.0594 .7062 .7223
.0755 -.1725 ,67_6 .7648
,1000 -,2017 .6087 ,7954
.1506 -,3347 .6352 ,8269
,2004 -.3610 .6313 ,8375
,2501 -,3530 .6345 .R_Zq
• 3002 -,3319 .6392 .825_
._507 -,3128 ,6444 ,5173
.4000 -.2876 ,6501 ,80_6
• 4_0_ --.2553 .6579 ,?_67
• _000 -.2335 ,6631 ,7587
• 5506 -,2035 .6709 .7766
.5997 -.1707 .6792 ,76_9
,6502 -.1535 ,6830 .7581
.7003 -,1131 ,6923 .7438
• 7497 -,0770 .7024 ,7281
,709_ -,0319 ,7137 .7108
.8503 .0037 ,7231 ,6961
.9000 .0385 .7313 ,6833
.9480 .1102 ,7518 ,6511
CO1 ,00662 CDCOR1 ,00905
C02 ,00660 COCOR2 ,00913
C03 .00615 CDCOR3 .00902
C04 ,00635 CD¢0R4 .OOq21
COS .00620 COCO85 ,00899
SPA_WISE
XlC YlC CP P_LIRT MLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.8015 .5230 1.0069
.1505 -.3333 -,9591 ,4050 1.0714
.1505 -,1667 -l,OOZ4 .4755 1,0876
,1505 0.0000 -1,0097 .4712 1.0948
.1505 .1667 -.9135 .4962 1,0525
• 1505 .5333 -.9580 .4852 1,0709
.1505 ,5000 -.8838 ,5047 1,0384
.4995 -.5000 -.3706 .6278 ,8429
,4995 -,3333 -,5750 ,6290 .8411
.4995 -,1667 -._791 .6276 .8432
,4995 0,0000 -,3828 .6261 ,8455
,4995 .1667 -.3817 .6273 *0437
,4990 .3333 -,3778 .6283 .8421
.4995 ,5000 -,3657 ,6309 ,8505
.7994 -,5000 -,07S5 .7025 ,7280
.7994 -,3333 -.0791 .7015 ,7296
.7994 -,1667 -.0751 ,7036 .7264
,7994 0,0000 -.0772 ,7025 *?280
• 7994 ,1667 -.0736 .?025 .72|0
.7994 ,3333 -,0749 ,7026 .7279





XIC CP P,LIRT ML_C
0.0000 .q033 .9654 *2246
.0135 -.S_93 ,5775 ._211
.0271 -,7607 .5265 1,0026
.0515 -I,IOE1 ,4204 1,l_50
,0761 -1;2432 ,4074 1,Z091
• 1012 -1,2512 .4048 1,2141
.1503 -1.2_80 ,3963 1.2301
.1q94 -1.3260 .3866 1.24_8
• tSOl -1,1R30 ,4221 l.leZO
.2999 -,6429 .$561 .9S50
,349) -,57_3 ,576? ,9224
.3994 -,5_30 .5897 .9020
.4496 ".4609 .6052 ._779
.499? -.4045 .6195 .d557
,5492 -,3423 ,6344 ,8327
,$994 -.2917 .6482 .0115
.6490 -,2449 ,6584 ,7958
• 6906 -,1919 ,6730 .7734
.7409 -.1400 .6847 ,7554
.8003 -.0810 .6998 .73_1
,_300 -,024_ ,7137 ,7106
,$993 ,0454 ,7513 .6833
,0489 ,1164 ,7487 .6060
PT 40,16_4 _SI GRIT SIZE .0025 IN
T? 200.0708 K ORIT LOC .0500 C
RC 9,1427 HILLI_N CN .4002
HAC_ .7042 CM .0080
aLPH_ Z,9836 OEG CC -,0084
LauEg SURFACE
X/C CP PeL/PT qL_C
0.0000 .9_33 ,9654 .2246
,0122 ,6671 .8942 ,4226
• 0201 .5870 ,81_8 .5501
,OSlO ,0919 ,7409 .6683
• 0755 -.03_0 .7091 ,7178
,1000 -,1220 .6868 .7522
,1504 -,2213 .6626 .?804
,2004 -.2645 ,6517 ,B061
,2501 -,2690 .6504 ,_OEI
• 3002 -.2590 .6520 .8057
.3507 -,2507 ,6567 ,79P5
.4000 -*2348 ,6615 ,7911
• 4503 -,2066 .6683 .?806
• 5000 -.1936 ,6718 .7752
• 5506 -,1705 .6771 ,7671
,5997 -,1411 ,6855 ,7542
• 6502 -.1259 .6880 .7503
.7003 -.0008 .6080 ,?349
.7497 -*0623 .7040 ,?25?
.7998 -.0102 .?152 .70_4
,GS03 .0089 ,7220 ,6078
.9000 ,0443 .7310 ,6_37
• 9483 ,1174 ,?489 ,6556
316
C01 ,00690 COCOR1 ,01140
C02 ,00885 C0COR2 ,01141
CO3 .00838 COCOR3 .01123
C04 .00819 COCOR4 .01102
C05 ,0_727 CDCOR5 ,01002
SPA_MISE
X/C Y/C CP R_L/PT qLOC
,1505 -,5000 -,9615 .4827 1,0753
.[$05 -.3333 -1.2951 .3962 1.2266
,1505 -.1667 -1.3054 .3972 1,2285
.1505 0.0000 -1,2880 ,3963 1,2301
.1505 ,1667 -1.1313 ,4357 1.1572
• 1505 ,3333 -1,3021 ,3965 1.2299
.1505 .SO00 -1.1590 .4334 I_1613
,499_ -,5000 -,4132 .6195 ,8573
,4995 -,3333 -,402? ,6202 .6546
,4990 -.1667 -,4001 .6204 ,6544
,4995 0,0000 -.4045 ,6195 .055?
.4095 ,1667 **4072 .6199 .0550
.4995 ,3333 -.4052 .6196 ,05_6
.4995 ,5000 -.3703 ,62?6 .8430
,?994 -,5000 -,0814 .7003 .7314
.?994 -,3333 -,0038 .6q86 .7341
.7qq4 -,1667 -,0795 ,7004 .7313
,7994 0.0000 -.0810 ,6998 .7321
.7994 .1667 -.0003 ,?006 .7310
.7994 ,3333 -.0785 ,6999 ,7321









XlC CP P.L/PT MLOC
0,0000 ._7_9 ,o38z .3020
,0135 -.8018 .5258 1.0037
,0Z71 -1,0366 .4656 1.1045
•9515 -I•2_76 ,4053 1•2131
• 0763 -1.3861 ,3821 hZ577
.1012 -1,4541 •3631 1.2956
.1503 -1,4839 .3546 1.31Z9
.1994 -1.5325 •3428 1.3376
.2501 -1.5519 ,3408 1.3418
• 2999 -,8049 ,5038 1,0390
.3490 -.6684 .5542 .9516
,3994 -.5197 ,59]3 .d064
• 4496 -.4280 ,6145 .8634
,4097 -,3764 ,62_0 •8425
.5492 -.3334 ,6398 .8244
,5994 -.2966 •6513 •5068
.6495 -,2430 ,662l .7902
.6996 -.1900 •6748 •7706
,7489 -.1414 •6R75 .7511
.8003 -.0838 ,?008 .7307
,8500 -.0249 .7158 .7075
.8993 .0471 ,7326 •6_13
,9469 .1128 ,7494 .6548
40.1543 PS! C_]T SIZE .OOZ5 IM
Z00.2287 K GRIT LOC ,0500 C
9.0765 q|LLION CN ,5243
*6974 Cfl .0113
4.0222 DEG CC -.0178
LDdE_ SUAFACE
X/C ¢P PeL/PT HLOC
0.0000 ,8769 .9382 .3029
.0122 *7824 .9152 ._75
.0251 *5117 ,8470 ,4908
• 0510 .2186 .7762 .6121
.0755 *0869 .7642 .6630
.1000 -,0037 ,7209 ,b_5
.I_00 -•1165 ,69_5 .7434
,200_ -,1669 .6801 .7624
,Z_01 -•1835 .6775 ,7665
.3002 -.1871 .6775 ,7665
.3_07 -,1670 ,6767 .76?8
.4000 -.1626 •6765 .7681
.4503 -.1616 .6805 ,761q
,5000 -,1522 .6839 ,7567
.5506 -•1375 ,6881 ,7502
.5997 -•1113 .604_ .7403
.6502 -*IOOZ ,6973 ,7360
• 7003 -,0700 ,7044 ,7250
.7497 -•0466 .7108 ,7151
,7998 -•0101 ,7190 .7023
.8_03 .0166 .7260 .6916
,9000 •0500 ,?33_ .6902
• 9483 •1170 ,7507 ,6529
¢01 ,016q9 COCOR1 ,01926
C02 ,0167q CDCOR2 ,01q13
C03 •01598 CBCOR3 .01169
C04 ,01529 COCOE4 ,01803
CO_ ,01304 CDCOR5 .0157T
SS_WISE
XlE YI¢ CP 8pLIPT RLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -1.2638 .4103 1.2037
,1505 -.3333 -1.5380 .3453 1.3324
,1505 -.1667 -1.5322 .3445 1,5341
,1505 0,0000 -1.4839 .3546 1,3,79
• 1505 *1667 -1,3022 .4008 1,2216
• 150_ ,3333 -1.5363 ,3457 1.3315
,1505 ,5000 -1.5737 .3345 1,355q
.4995 -.5000 -.4244 *61q2 .8_62
,4995 -.3333 -.3911 ,6266 .8447
.4995 -.1667 -.3814 ,6288 .8414
.4995 0,0000 -.3784 ,6280 .8425
• 4995 ,1667 _.3952 ,6263 ,84_2
,4095 *3333 -.3911 ,6266 ,8447
.4995 .5000 -,3703 .6315 .8372
.790_ -.SO00 -00014 ,7020 ,7207
.7094 -,3333 -,o878 ,7oo8 .7306
,7994 -•1667 -,0815 •7032 *7269
.7994 0.0000 -.0838 .7008 ,7307
• 7994 .1667 -*0792 *7026 07279
.7994 .3333 -*0817 .7023 *?281





XIC CP w,LI_T XLOC
0.0000 ,7654 •qlOl ,3690
.0135 -,9462 •4845 1,0723
•0271 -I•2104 .4104 1.186E
• 0515 -1.3596 •3838 1•Z542
,0761 -1,4583 .3570 1.50_1
• 1012 -1.5121 .3435 1,3361
,1303 -I,5468 •3272 1.3712
• 1994 -1,6440 •3115 1,4063
• 2501 -1.6760 ,3046 1.4222
• Z999 -1•0_60 .4536 1,1254
.3499 -.921_ .49Z0 L•0596
,3994 -,8149 •5175 1.0173
.4496 -,6664 ,5_51 .9597
,4097 -,5181 ,5901 .0014
• 3492 -.365Q .6303 .9391
• 5994 -.2885 ,64R8 " ._105
• 6495 -.2300 ,6651 .?955
• 6996 -.1714 •6794 .7637
.7489 -•1236 .6906 ,7463
,8003 -*0669 •70_8 .7275
.8500 -,0175 .7159 ,7073
.8993 .0413 .7314 .6831
,9489 ,0036 ,7445 •66Z6
PT 40.1524 PSI GRIT SrZE .0025 IN
TT 200.0013 K GRIT LOC .050_ C
PC 9,1145 HZLLIDN CN .63_4
_AC4 ,7004 C_ ,OOqq
ALPHA 5.0507 DFG CC -*0200
LO_ER SURFACE
XlC CP P,LI_T qLDC
0•0000 •7654 .9101 ,3690
• 0122 ,8655 .95_5 •3122
• 0251 ,6094 ,8716 .4460
• 0510 .3225 .8004 ,_725
,0755 ,1015 ,7645 ,6310
• I000 .0R51 ,7405 .6689
,1404 -•0376 .7110 .7148
• 2004 -.I014 ,6946 ,7402
,2501 -.1272 ,6_86 ,7494
.3002 -.1375 ,6847 .75_5
• 3507 -.1426 ,6850 ,7549
,4000 -,1443 .6839 .7566
.4_03 -,1287 .6869 ,7520
,5000 -,1313 .6863 .?§_9
,5506 -,1183 ,6915 ,7449
,5997 -.I000 .6056 ,738?
,6502 -,0949 .6985 ,7343
.7003 -.06_5 .7062 .7222
,749? -,0445 ,7102 .7162
.799_ -.0104 .7169 .70_8
,8503 .0036 .7211 ,6992
.9000 .0_41 .727_ .6897
• 9463 •0835 ,7420 .6665
C01 .03295 COCOR1 ,03373
C02 ,03219 COCDR2 ,03506
C_3 .03115 COCOA3 ,03443
C04 ,02821 CO_OR4 ,03151
COS ,02368 COCOR5 .02682
SPAN_ISE
[IC YlC CP P*L/PT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -l.3232 .3936 1,2353
.1505 -.3333 -1.6147 ,3202 1.3067
.1505 -.1667 -1,6323 .3155 1,3973
,i_05 0,0000 -1,5868 .3272 1.3712
• 1505 ,1667 -1,3?57 ,3807 1,2605
,1505 ,3333 -1.6202 .3188 1.3897
.1505 ,5000 -1,6556 .3097 1,4104
,4995 -,_000 -.4286 .6153 .8622
,4995 -,3333 -.4200 .6156 ,8618
,4995 -.1667 -.50_3 .5936 ,8959
• 4995 000000 -,_181 .5001 .9014
.4995 *1667 ",4989 ,5980 *8891
.4995 .3333 -,4495 *6083 .8731
.4995 ,5000 -.5925 *6209 *8535
• 7994 -05000 -,0814 ,6085 *734|
,7994 -,3333 -,0806 .6995 .7327
,7994 0,1667 -,0700 ,7020 ,7288
.7994 0.0000 -,0669 .7028 .7275
• ?904 ,1667 -.0643 ,7020 ,7275
.7994 .3333 -,0714 ,7018 072ql





XlC CP P#LIPT _LOC
0,0000 .7068 ,8953 ,4003
• 0135 -1,0486 .4563 I,1206
,0271 -I.2a26 .3962 1,2303
•0_15 -1.4423 .3585 1,30_0
,0763 -I,5204 ,3410 1,3415
• 1012 -I,5724 .3264 1,3730
.1503 -1.6360 .3119 1.4053
• 1994 -1,4811 .3512 1,3200
.2501 -1,0_78 .45_9 1.1266
,2999 -.9_94 ,4804 1,0792
,3499 -,8040 .4908 1.0482
,3994 -.?a05 .5226 1.0090
• 4496 -,6931 ,5452 .9723
,4997 -,5_78 .5727 .9286
• 5492 -.4688 ,3965 .8913
,5904 -,3a83 ,6210 ,6534
• 6495 -,3264 ,6389 ,6Z_8
_6996 -,2608 ,6537 .8031
• ?489 -.2096 ,6677 .7816
._003 -,1_23 ,6804 ,7621
,8500 -.1049 ,69_5 ,7434
.8003 -,0484 ,7047 ,7184
,0489 -,0238 _.7122 .7130
PT 40,1538 PSI GEET S_ZE ,0025 Zq
TT 199,7433 K GRiT LOC .0500 E
RC 9,1425 MILLZOH CN .64Z4
NAC_ ,701E CN ,0006
tLPH4 6*0008 OEG CC -*014_
LOWE_ SURFkCE
X/¢ CP P_L/PT _L_C
0*0000 .?068 .8953 ,4003
• 0122 •9072 ,9444 .2_67
.0251 ,6612 .8832 .4245
,0510 .3702 ,0105 ,5556
• 0755 ,2330 ,7771 .6107
• 1000 .1255 ,7497 ,6543
• _504 ,0023 *7195 *7016
,2004 -.0601 .?044 ,?_51
• 2501 -•0972 .6951 ,?425
,3002 -.1182 ,6896 .7479
• 350? -,1310 ,6070 .?506
• 4000 -,1375 ,6_50 ,7551
• 4503 -.1361 •6842 .7562
,5000 -,1402 .6841 .?564
,5506 -.1269 ,6867 .7523
,5_q? *.1110 ,6923 .7438
• 6502 -,1152 .6913 ,7453
• 7003 -,0950 .6950 ,7396
• 749? -,0848 ,6q87 ,?339
• 7998 -.0512 ,7036 ,?233
• 8503 -,0507 ,7060 .?226
,9000 -*0430 .7101 ,7163
,9483 -,0091 .7159 ,?073
ORIGINAL PAG}_ I_
OF POOR QU_kL[Ty 317
C01 .05383 COCORt ,05521
C02 ,05250 CDCOR2 .05414
C03 .05073 C OCOR3 .05288
C04 ,04666 CDC084 ,04048
COS . ,039?4 CDC086 ,04261
SP_N_SE
RI¢ YI_ CP R,L/PT _t_
.1505 -.5000 -1.3108 ,3886 1.2450
,1503 -,3333 -I,6718 ,3039 1,4_38
.1505 -.1667 -1,6&36 *3032 1.4253
,1505 0,0000 -1,6360 .3119 1,4053
.1505 .1667 -1.4442 .3576 1,3069
,1505 .3333 -1.6623 ,3063 1.4183
,1505 .5000 -1.b695 .3018 1_4287
.4095 -.5000 -*5086 .3944 ,8946
,4903 -.3333 -,5727 ,5756 .0241
,4995 -,1667 -,586? ,5725 ,9280
.4995 0.0000 -,5878 .5727 ,9286
,409_ .1667 -*5942 *5?32 .9279
,499_ ,3333 -.5918 ,5708 ,9316
,4995 *5000 ",4E72 .59?3 .8001
*7904 -*5000 -.1105 ,6940 ,7411
.7004 -,3333 -.1276 *6888 ,7492
,?904 -.1667 ".1418 ,6851 ,?548
,?004 0.0000 -.1523 ,6804 .7621
.7094 .1667 -.1350 ,6880 *?504
.7004 ,3313 -,1258 ,6892 ,7485
.7094 ,3000 *.1305 ,6857 ,?539
TABLE LiX. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.74







XIC CP P_L/P ? _LOC
0,0000 1.146; L,O00; 0,0000
,0135 ,1396 ,7312 ,6834
,0271 -,1272 ,5603 ,7929
.0515 -.3049 ,5889 ,9031
,0763 -,5090 ,5573 ,#529
• 1012 -,5q39 ,5340 ,990;
• 1§03 -,6390 ,0227 1,0087
• 1994 -,6720 ,5156 1,0203
PT 41,6634 PSI GRIT StZ_ ,0025 ZN
TT 211,1463 K G_|T LO¢ ,0500 C
RC 9,0761 MILLION CN -.0067
_ACq ,7406 CM -*0004
ALP_k -,0305 DEG CC ,0134
LnWER SURFACE
X/C CP P_LIPT qLOC
0,0000 1.146; 1,0004 0,0000
,Z501 -,5o66 ,53;8 ,4590
,Eq99 -,5570 ,5458 .9713
.3499 -,_858 .5643 ,941R
,3994 -,4304 ,5770 ,9204
,4496 -.)78; °5957 .8925
,4997 -.3269 .6083 ._734
,5492 -,2763 ,6210 ,8534
• 5994 -.2339 ,6318 ,_367
• 6_95 -,1079 .b418 ,821Z
,6996 -.1540 .6531 .8039
• 7489 -,I082 ,66;9 .7859
.8003 -*0577 .6788 .76;4
• B_O0 --,007_ ,b914 ,T450
.8993 ,054Z .7078 .7197
.9409 .1246 .7271 .6898
• 0122 ,1853 ,7434 .6_43
,0251 -.0860 o6713 .7799
.0510 -,4257 ,3834 .9118
,0755 -,5127 .5564 ,9545
,1000 -,6027 ,5316 .9942
.1504 -.6994 ._06_ 1,0353
.ZOO4 -,6863 ,5118 1.0_66
,2501 -,6087 ,5316 ,0943
,3002 -.5402 ,5304 .0640
,3507 -,4870 .5638 ,9426
,4000 -,4331 ,5??E .9215
.4503 -,3746 ,5967 ,6e10
,_000 -,3327 .606_ ,8?57
,5506 -,28_Z ,61?g ,85P3
,5997 -._387 ,6305 .8386
,6SOT -,_040 ,640Z ,qES?
,7003 -.1552 .6528 ,8043
,7497 -,1091 .66;6 .786Z
.7998 -.0_20 ,6803 ,76Zl
.9503 -,OOZE .6911 ,T415
.9000 ,0416 ,7045 ,7240
,q453 ,1284 .7281 ,6802
C01 .00311 COCOR1 ,00976
C02 ,0001? CDCOR2 ,0090S
CD3 ,00?09 COCOR3 ,OOgBO
CDA ,00001 COCOR4 ,OOGS)
CO5 .00780 COCORS .00976
)FANWISE
XlC YIC CP P,L/PT HLOC
,|505 -,5000 -,5749 ,_410 .9?qO
,1505 -,3333 -,6315 .3256 1.0039
,1509 -,2667 -,6524 ,5207 1,0119
,IS05 0,0000 -,6390 ,5227 1,00_ 7
• 1505 ,1667 -.6093 ,5310 .99_9
,1505 .|333 -,63G0 .5237 1.0070
• 1505 ,SO00 -._996 .5340 ._aeo
.4005 -,SO00 -,3236 ,60?S .8743
,4995 -,3)33 -,)233 ,6083 .8730
.4995 -,1667 -,3247 .60?| .8?)6
,4905 0,0000 -.3260 .6080 ,1734
.4901 ,1667 -,3284 ,6062 ,876)
.4995 .1313 -,3265 .6074 ,8743
,4995 .)000 -,EqS) .6162 ,8608
,7994 -,5000 -*0571 *6791 ,7640
,7904 -,|333 -.0633 ,6768 ,7675
.79G4 -.t66T -.0580 ,6TG2 ,7638
.?994 0.0000 -,0577 .6?88 ,7644
,7994 ,1667 -,0374 ,6790 ,T641
.7994 .3333 -.0587 .6?01 .7656








GRIT SITE ,OOZ5 IN





xIC CP P_L/PT _LOC
0.0000 1.0F28 .9755 ,1881
*_135 ,6141 ,85_8 .4708
,0271 .3333 .7854 .5971
,3515 ,0921 ,7197 ,7013
.0763 -,0511 .6817 ,7600
,1012 -,1365 .6590 ,704_
.1503 -._ITZ .63?6 ,8277
,1994 -,2768 .6204 .8542
.2501 -,2+4Z ,6102 .8561
,Z990 -*_942 .61_1 .857R
,3499 -.2681 ,6Z43 .84_3
.3994 -,2510 .6307 ,83_4
.4496 -,EZE1 ,6370 .8_86
.4997 -.1093 .6429 .8196
,_49Z -,2662 ,bStq ,805_
,5994 -.1467 .6564 ,7998
,6495 -.1_19 .66;I ,7871
,6996 -,0028 ,5705 ,7772
,7489 -.0596 ,6P15 ,7603
,8003 -.0245 ,6889 ,74_9
,_500 ,01;3 ,6088 ,7337
,R993 ,0610 .7116 ,?138
.9489 .1204 ,7_67 .6905
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP PeLIFT qL_C
0.0000 1.0528 ,9755 .1881
,0122 -,3631 ,5980 ,SR8Z
,0Z51 -.5581 ,5481 .9676
,0510 -1,0517 ,4149 1,1951
,0755 -1,U24 ,3990 1,22_0
.I000 -1,1529 ,3884 1,24_4
,1504 -1.2286 ,3684 t.2848
.ZOO4 -i,2500 ,3606 1,3006
,ZSO1 -1.2038 ,)SOl I,)222
,)OOZ -1.3235 *3447 1.3335
,3507 -1.2755 .3862j 1.3046
,4000 -.6723 .3190 1,014T
.4503 -.5179 ,5584 +,OSt2
,_000 -.3762 .5959 .8_23
,5506 -.2845 ,6204 ,_542
.5097 -,2339 ,6337 ,8345
• 6502 -.1991 ,6435 .8186
,7003 -.1341 ,6542 ,8023
,T4_7 -,1100 ,66_1 ,700_
,79_8 -.050; .6020 .?SOS
,8503 -,0030 ,6942 ,7400
,GO00 ,0446 ,7072 ,?206
,9483 .1295 ,7291 .6067
C01 ,01901 CDCOR1 ,OtZSq
C02 .01896 COCOR2 .02E46
C03 ,01810 CDCOR3 ,02207
C04 ,01_50 CDCOR4 ,01949
C05 .01407 COCOR_ .01877
SPAHUTSE
XIC YIC CP P,LIPT NLOC
,1505 -,$000 -,1877 ,6453 .8150
.150S -,3333 -,ZlEO ,6362 .0299
,1505 -.1667 -,2)21 ,6327 ,$354
.1505 0.0000 -,El?2 .6376 .|277
.1505 .|667 -.2209 .6365 .8294
• 1505 ,)333 -,2257 ,6342 ,$330
.tSOS .SO00 -,2997 ,6413 ,8221
,4995 -.SO00 -,1949 ,6427 .Slq9
.4995 -,)333 -.1933 ,642? ,8200
.4995 -,1667 -.1905 .6420 .8209
.4995 0,0000 -.1993 ,6429 ,8196
,4993 ,1667 -.2019 ,6408 .EEEE
.4995 ,)333 -,1975 ,6425 ,8217
.4995 ,5000 -.1774 ,6477 ,|123
,Tqq4 -,S000 -,0Z06 .6609 .7409
• 7994 -.$3)3 -,0_63 .6890 *T488
,T994 -,1667 "*OESO .6075 .7511
.7994 0.0000 -.0243 .6889 .74|9
.7994 .1667 -,0238 ,60G0 ,?S03
,7994 ,3333 -,OEll ,6904 .T466









GRIT SiZE .002_ Iq





;IC CP F,LIPT _LSC
0,0000 1,2099 .9906 ,1163
,0135 ,4760 .8213 ,S3?Z
• 0271 ,1070 ,7470 .6_6
.0515 T,OSOE ,6410 .?610
.0763 -.1BbO ,6450 .8163
• 101Z -,271_ ,62_0 ,8518
,1503 -*3394 ,6040 ,879?
.1994 -,3q11 .5898 ,_016
,250L -.38Z5 .5926 ._974
• 2999 -,3750 .59_9 .8969
• 3499 --*3396 ,60;1 ,8?95
• 3994 -,3103 .6125 ._664
• 4496 -*2775 ,6202 *_546
,4997 -,?479 .62_3 ,8420
• 5492 -,_072 ,6385 .8263
.599; -,1775 ,6468 .8116
• 6495 -.1518 .6537 ,q0_9
• 6096 -,1133 .6639 ,7873
• 7489 -.0768 .6741 ,7716
.8003 -,0360 .6853 ,75;5
.8500 ,0063 ,6965 ,737Z
,8993 ,06E8 ,71Z0 .7133
,9480 ,1220 .7279 ,6885
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CP P_L/RT qLOC
0.0000 2,1099 .9906 ,1163
.0122 -.1912 .6431 ,3103
• 0252 -.4105 ,5844 ,9102
.0510 -.0485 ,4412 1,1473
• 0?55 -._555 .4664 2,10)l
,2000 -,9014 .4537 1,1252
.1504 -1,0259 ,4203 1.1842
• 200; -1.0969 ,4013 t.2206
,2501 -1,$464 .38EB 1.2446
• )002 -1.1541 .3E46 1.2_27
,)507 -,624? .5281 ,9999
.4000 -.4523 ,5?4? .9254
• 4503 -.3920 ._E96 .9020
.5000 -.358) ,5989 ,88??
,_506 -.3112 ,6107 .8692
._997 --,2630 ,6240 .840?
,6502 -.22_9 ,6339 ,_334
• ?003 -,1695 ,6489 .8103
,?497 -.120R ,6624 .?896
.799_ -,0600 .6?89 .?643
,8503 -.0123 .691_ ,?449
• 9000 .04)4 ,?06_ ,7213
.G483 .1275 .?294 .6862
ORIGINAU PAGE lr_
OF PO0_ QUALITy ,319
C01 ,01029 CDCOR1 ,01286
C02 .01045 CDCOR2 ,01311
C03 ,01025 CDCOR3 .01)23
C04 ,00943 CDCOR4 *01239
C05 ,00G16 CDCOR5 .01202
5PAqUES[
X/¢ TIC CP P,L/FT HLOC
.1505 -.S000 -.3042 .614E .8630
,1SOS -.))33 -.)360 ,6054 ,O?TS
,1500 -.1667 -,3521 ,6011 ,8842
,1505 0.0000 -.)394 ,6040 .$?q?
,1505 .166T -,3401 .6052 ,8???
,1005 .)33) -,344_ ,6033 .$S07
,1505 ._000 -,3143 ,6112 .$6|5
.49G5 -._000 -.2399 .6)00 .0394
,4995 -.3333 -,23RE ,6303 ,$309
.4995 -.1667 -.2431 .6290 .|410
.4091 0.0000 -,24?9 ,6203 ,8420
,4905 ,1667 -.2466 .6203 ,0421
.4995 ,)333 -*2436 .6293 .6405
.4gqs ,5000 -.2175 .6351 .1305
,?994 -,5000 -.0349 ,6ES4 ,?543
.T994 -.)33) -.0402 .6E42 .7561
.7994 -.166T -,03b0 .684) .?SS9
,7994 0,0000 -,0360 .6053 ,7545
.7994 .1667 -.0364 .68)0 .7549
,?994 .3333 -,0356 ,6855 ,?542







XlC CP P,L/PT _LOC
0.0000 1.1414 .99Ol .03SZ
.0135 .3173 ,7792 ,6073
,0271 .0347 ,7041 ,7Z54
.3515 -,2170 .6373 ,8282
.0763 -.3435 .6034 .8806
.101Z -,4239 ,5820 ,9139
,1503 -,4771 ,5695 .9332
,!994 -,3¢10 .$559 ,_55Z
.2501 -.4899 .5633 .9435
,2999 -.4698 ,56_5 ,_352
.3499 -.4107 .3829 ._126
,3Q94 -,3740 ,5953 .893Z
.4490 -,3290 ,60E4 .8728
.4997 -.ZQO0 .61_ ,8568
.$492 -.Z43G .6304 .83_8
,5994 -.2091 .6410 .8226
,0495 -,1785 ,64_9 ,8104
.6996 -.1355 ,6599 ,7935
,7489 -,0°60 ,6697 .7784
.8003 -*OSO0 .6826 .7587
.8500 -,0019 .0950 .7396
,8993 .05§6 ,7104 .7158
,948_ ,!211 ,7Z76 .6890
41.6575 PSZ _RZT SIZE .0025 _N
ZIi.4695 K GilT LO¢ .0500 C
9.0443 MILLION CN -,1405
,7389 CM -.0046
-,977b DEG CC .0405
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.1414 ,Qq91 ,0352
,0122 ,0004 ,6946 ,740Z
,0251 -.Z575 ,6262 ,8453
,0510 -.6168 .5308 .9956
.0755 -,6011 .5134 1.0Z39
.1000 -,7814 ,4867 1.0685
*1504 -.0960 .6570 1.1194
.2004 -.9411 .4439 1,14Z5
,ZSOl -,882S ,4583 1.1170
.3002 -.5750 .$401 .9805
,3507 -,5259 .5537 ,9587
,4000 -.4740 .5687 ,9350
,4503 -,4103 ,5868 .9064
.5000 -,3656 .5987 .8880
.5506 -,3132 ,6120 .8673
,5997 -.Z612 ,6271 ,8439
.6502 -.2231 .6370 .8286
,7003 -,1670 .6515 .8064
,7497 -.I193 .6635 .7879
,799P -,0600 ,6799 .7027
,8503 -.0114 .6924 .7435
,9000 ,0421 ,7068 ,7213
.9483 ,1283 .TZq5 .6860
C01 ,00719 CD¢ORI ,00984
COZ ,00720 COCOR2 .00990
C03 *00686 CDCOR3 ,00991
C04 ,O0?OS CDCOR4 ,OIOIZ
C05 ,0069Z COCOR5 ,00993
SPAHWISE
XIC YIC CP PpLIRT NLOC
,1505 -,5000 *,4Z99 ,5807 ,9159
.IS05 -.3333 -.4722 .5713 .9308
• 1505 -.1667 -,4885 .5656 .9390
,1505 0,0000 -,4771 ,5685 ,_52
• 1505 ,1667 -.4663 .5710 ,9312
,1505 .3333 -.4?99 ,5692 ,9341
.1505 .5000 -.4448 ,5772 ,9214
.4995 -,SO00 -.2830 ,6200 ,0548
.4995 -,3333 -.2836 .6200 .8549
.4995 -.1667 -.2859 .6181 ,8578
.4995 0,0000 -.2900 .6188 ,8568
,4995 *1667 *.Z897 .618E .8576
.4995 ,3333 -.E874 ,6190 ,R565
,4995 ,5000 -,E571 .6258 .8459
.7994 -,5000 -.0463 ,6028 ,7583
.7994 -.3533 -,0534 ,6808 ,7614
,7994 -,1667 -,0503 ,68E0 .7595
,7994 0,0000 -.0500 ,6826 ,7587
.r994 ,1667 -.0_78 .6824 ,7589
.7994 .3333 -.049Z ,6819 .7596





XIC CP P, LIPT ML_C
0.0000 1,1465 1.0005 0.0000
.0135 .1315 ,7302 ,0849
.0271 -.1371 .55R7 .7953
,0515 -._994 .5890 ,90_6
.0763 -.5204 .557Z .953Z
,i012 -,6_03 ._363 ,7866
.IS03 -.6405 ,SE_ 1,0053
.1994 -,6758 .5151 1,0211
.ZSO1 *.6014 .5339 ,4904
,2999 -._63Z .5431 ,_757
.3499 -,4P81 ,5642 ,9420
.3994 -.4345 ,5799 ,9173
,4496 -.3797 .5936 ,8959
,4997 -*33ib .b063 .8700
*5492 -.Z707 .bEEO ._518
.5994 -.2357 .6331 ,8347
.6495 -.201Z ,6414 .8Z19
,6996 -.15Z7 ,6502 ,7_91
.7489 -.1093 ,060Z .7_37
.8003 -,0579 ,6796 .7632
,8500 -*0070 .6Q31 ,7424
.8993 .0553 ,7|00 ,7164
.9409 ,1Z21 .7278 ,6887
Rr 41.6589 PSI GRIT SIZE .0025 IN
TT 211.5314 K GRXT LOC .0500 C
RC 9.0387 HILLIOH CN -,0019
HAC_ .7386 CM -,0003
ALPHA .,0102 OEG CC ,0131
LO_R SURFACE
XlC CP P_LIPT HL_C
0,0000 1.1465 1,0005 0,0000
,OiZZ .1896 .7457 .6607
,0251 *.0827 ,673Z ,7731
,0510 -,4089 ,5855 .9085
,0755 -,5110 .5597 ,9492
,1000 -.5982 .5369 ,9857
,1504 -.68E6 ,5136 1.0Z36
,ZOO4 -.6790 .514E 1.0_5
,2501 -,6067 .53Z5 ,9927
.300Z -.5406 ,$491 ,9660
,3507 -.4850 .5651 ,9407
.4000 -.4325 .5804 ,9165
.4503 -.3736 .5957 .8033
,5000 --*3340 *6057 *8770
,5506 -.Z865 ,6194 .8559
._997 -.237_ ,6325 ,8355
.6_OZ -,ZOO7 ,640Z .8238
.7003 -.1523 ,6563 ,7990
.7497 -,109_ .6662 .?938
.7998 *.0508 .6815 .7602
.8503 -.0084 .69E7 .7430
,9000 .0433 .706E ,7214
.9483 .126Z ,7289 .6870
C01 ,00662 COCOR1 ,00923
CD2 ,00665 CDCORZ ,00937
C03 .00621 COCOR3 .00924
C04 ,03646 COCOR4 .00949
C05 .00639 COCOR5 .00937
SPAHUISE
XlC VIC CR PeLIPT NLOC
.1505 -,5000 -.5485 ,5497 .9651
.1505 -.3333 -.6331 .5276 1.0007
,1005 -,1667 -,6S39 ,SZO1 1.0130
.1505 0,0000 -.6405 ,5248 1,0053
• 1505 .1667 -.6129 ,5325 ,9927
.150S .3333 -,6429 .SZ_O 1,0049
• 1505 .5000 -.6010 .5342 .9900
.4995 -.SO00 -.3252 ,6096 ,8710
,4995 -.3333 -.3245 ,6085 .8726
,4995 -,1667 -.3263 ,6086 ,8725
.4995 0.0000 -.3316 ,6063 ,8760
,4995 .1667 *,3Z99 .6084 .R729
.4995 .3333 -.3280 ,6076 .8741
,4995 .$000 -,Z9_Z ,6169 ,8597
.7994 -,SO00 -.056Z .6814 .7604
.7994 -.3333 -,0624 .6800 .76Z6
.7994 -,1667 -.0586 .6799 .76Z7
,7994 0.0000 -,0579 ,6796 ,763Z
,7994 ,1667 -.0572 ,681Z ,7608
.7994 ,3333 -.0580 ,6812 .7600




P7 41.6603 PSI GRIT SIZE ,0025 IN
TT Z11.6415 K GRIT LOC .0_00 C
RC _,0330 _ILLZ_q CN .1346
_AC_ .73_7 CM ,0024
ALPqA ,9877 OEG CC .0088
UPPEP SURFACr
X/C CP P,L/PT _LOC
0.0000 1.1352 .9974 ,0605
.0135 -,0581 .0793 .7053
.0271 -,316_ .6090 ._719
• 0515 -,6010 .5319 .9938
,0?63 _.6o77 ._066 1.0351
.IOlZ -.7783 .4845 1,07ZZ
,1503 -,8_5 ,4604 1,1135
_I_4 -.9_7Z ,4462 1.1393
.Z501 -,81Z4 ,4773 1,0843
.2999 -,6124 .5303 ,9004
.349Q --*5377 ,5499 ,9647
,3944 -,4775 .5648 ,_411
.4496 -.4190 .58Z0 ._140
.4997 -.3645 .5938 ,8924
.54qZ -.3073 .6113 .8683
,_994 -,Z593 .bZ39 ,84_q
,64gs -,2208 ,6342 .q330
,6996 -,1099 ,0505 ,q078
.?489 -,l19Z .66_0 ,7857
_8_0_ ",0666 ,6773 ,7668
,8_00 -,0117 ,69_5 ,7434
• 8993 ,0_47 ,71Z1 ,7130
.9489 ,1ZZ6 .?Z93 ,6863
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CP PeL/PT qL3C
0.0000 1.135Z ,9974 ,0005
,01ZZ ,_?15 .7931 ,3845
,0251 ,0900 ,7178 .?043
.0510 -.2224 .6334 .8343
.0755 -,3380 .6029 .9814
• 1000 -.4_39 .5794 .9180
,1504 -,5094 ,556R .953?
.ZOO4 -.5249 ,5537 ,9386
.2501 -,49Z9 ,3627 ,94_5
• 300Z -.45Z0 .5731 .92?9
• 3507 -,4163 .5824 ,9134
,4000 -.3763 ,5918 .8983
• 4503 -,3Z57 ,60_9 .R751
,5000 -,Z954 .6143 .8636
.5506 -*2573 .6Z47 ,84?6
,599? -.21Z3 .6364 .8293
.650Z -.IR61 ,643_ .8187
,7003 *.1375 ,6591 ,7446
.7497 -,0048 ,6713 .7757
,799_ -.0436 *6834 ,7574
,8503 -.0038 .6446 ,?402
• 9000 ,0443 *7094 .7173
• 9483 .1Z36 ,7Z96 ,6859
CDI .0067Z CDCOR1 .00936
C02 ,0067Z COCORZ ,00944
CD3 ,006Z9 COCOR3 .O09Zq
C04 ,00648 CDCOR4 ,00949
C0_ .00634 CD_OR5 .00930
SRAH_TSE
X/C Y/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
.1501 -._000 -.70?2 .5078 1.0331
,1503 -.3333 -.8?07 ,4646 1.1061
,1505 -,1667 -,8917 .4590 1,11S9
.1505 0.0000 -.869_ *4604 1.1135
.1§0_ ,1667 -,7873 ,4863 1.06|8
,1503 .3333 -.8683 .4653 1.1050
,150_ ,5000 -.8233 ,4?72 lt0846
,4995 -,5000 -.36Z9 ,5998 .8861
,499_ -,3333 -,35?8 .6010 ,8843
,4995 -,1667 -.360? ,6010 ,8843
*4995 0.0000 -.3645 .5958 *oqz4
,4995 .1667 -.3639 ,5996 .8865
.4999 .3333 -,3611 .6001 ,0857
,4995 .5000 -,3Z99 .6092 .8717
.7994 -,5000 -,064? ,6797 .7631
,7994 -,3533 -,0691 ,6785 ,7630
.7994 -,1667 -,0667 ,6795 ,7634
,7994 0,0000 -.0666 ,6773 .?668
.7994 .1667 -,0649 *6796 .7631
,?994 ,3333 -,0646 *6796 ,7631





PT 41,6574 PSI .GRIT SIZE .0015 ;M
T? 211,5862 K GR;T LOG ,0500 C
RC 9,0363 _ILLIOH CN ,2S54
_AC_ .73_8 CN ,0049
ALPHA Z*0060 OEG CC .0017
UPPE_ SJkFkCE
X/C CP PtLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,0947 ,9870 ,1366
,0135 -,2577 ,6268 ,8444
*OZTL -,4949 ,5645 ,9415
.0515 -,9279 .4001 1.1315
,0763 -,8Q89 ,4581 1.1175
,1012 -.9311 ,4_@8 1,k330
,1503 -1,0337 ,4219 1.192l
,1994 -1,0o76 ,4056 1,1124
,2501 -1,1436 ,3919 1.2385
,Z999 -1,1536 ,3694 1*2434
.3499 -.5599 ,54_8 ,9697
,3994 -,4504 ,5751 *_249
,4496 -,4121 ,5869 ,_064
,4997 -.3690 ,_q87 *0880
,5492 -.3145 ,6130 *8657
*5994 -,2678 ,_55 ,8464
,6405 -,226S .6375 ,BZ79
,6996 -,1702 .6509 ,8074
,7489 -,124Z ,66Z8 ,7691
*_003 -,0707 ,6?67 ,7676
.8500 -.0124 ,6920 .7441
,0993 ,0539 .7005 ,7171
*9489 ,12_5 ,7295 ,6876
LOWE_ SURFACE
XlC CP PeLIPT qLOC
0,0000 1,0Q4? ,9070 ,1566
,01ZE ,_300 ,6365 ,5109
• OZSL ,2488 ,7622 ,6345
,0510 -,0561 ,6015 .7602
• 075_ -,1769 ,6497 ,8091
,I000 -,2652 ,6257 ,8460
,1504 -,3574 ,5015 ,8835
.2004 -.3014 ._929 ,0969
• 2501 -.3911 ,5947 ,0942
,3002 -.3610 .6001 ,98_7
• 3507 -,3374 ,6060 ,0765
.4000 -,3103 ,6139 ,8643
,4503 -.2725 ,6239 ,04P8
,5000 -,ZSOZ ,630E ,8301
• 5506 -*_172 .6388 .8Z_9
,5997 -.1794 ,6490 .8103
,650Z -.1553 .6S62 .7991
.7003 -,1145 ,6669 .7027
.7497 -*0790 *6748 *?706
• 7990 -,0323 ,5070 ,7519
,8503 ,0046 ,6965 ,7371
,9000 ,0463 ,7075 ,?E05
.9483 .1272 .7_89 ,6669
C01 ,00910 COCOR1 .01153
C02 ,00937 COCOfl2 .0U92
C03 ,00660 CDCOR3 ,01143
CD4 ,00810 C000R4 *01104
CO5 ,00763 COCOR5 ,01030
SPANNISE
XlC YlC CP PeLIPT NLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -,6564 ,4670 1.1020
,1505 -.3333 -1,0362 ,4106 1.1864
• 1505 -,1667 -1,0463 ,417Z 1,1000
• 1505 0,0000 -1,0337 ,4219 1,2421
• 1500 .1667 -,9149 ,4_14 1,1291
,1503 ,3333 -1,0360 .4197 1,1063
• 1505 ,5000 -.9770 ,4356 1.1373
,499_ -,5000 -,3899 .SOLE ,$906
,4995 -,3333 -,3727 ,5966 .6912
,4995 -,1667 -,3662 ,59?q *|091
,499_ 0,_000 -,3690 .5987 ,0080
• 4995 ,1667 -,3716 ,5966 ,0911
• 4995 ,3333 -,3740 .5962 ,0918
,4905 .5000 -,3500 .60ZE ,8824
.7994 -.5000 -*0686 .6769 076?4
07994 -.3333 -,0741 ,6762 .7685
• 7994 -.1667 -,0707 .6770 *?672
,7994 0,0000 -,0707 *6767 .7676
,7994 ,1667 -*0669 .6773 ,7667
• 7994 .3333 -,0690 .6775 ,7664





_IC CP P,LIPT _L_C
0,0000 ],0299 .o6o8 ,zOq4
,0135 -,4270 .5604 .9165
,3271 -,6438 .5_37 1,0071
,0515 -1,0467 ,4173 1,1906
.0763 -1.1099 ,39_3 1.2244
,1012 -1,1437 ,30L3 I,Z398
.1503 -1,1890 ,3771 1.2674
.1994 -1,2554 ,3594 1.3031
,ZSOI -1,2994 ,3505 1,3213
.299_ -1,3362 ,341_ 1,3402
.3499 -1.2936 ,3504 1,3217
,3994 -,6939 ,5109 1,ozeo
,4496 -,5138 ,5590 ,9503
,4997 -.3745 ,5951 ,0934
,5492 -,205E .61_B *_568
.5994 -,2341 .633_ ._347
,6495 -,1965 .6412 ,8222
.699_ -,1552 ,6526 ._044
,7409 -,1118 ,6643 .7867
*_003 -*0608 .6783 ,7653
.8500 -*0074 .6029 .74_0
.8993 .0578 ,7101 .7161
,9469 ,1217 ,7267 *6904
PT 41,6587 PSI GRIT SZZE ,0025 _q
TT 211,4770 N GRIT LO_ .0500 C
RC 9.0467 NZLLZON CN .4360
HACH ,7303 ¢M ,0054
ALPHJ 3,0345 DEG CC -.0016
Lfl_ER SURFACE
X/C CP PeL/PT NLOC
0,0000 1,0299 .9698 ,2094
,0122 ,65_0 .&701 ,4497
,0251 ,3801 ,7965 ,$790
,0510 .0804 ,7172 ,7052
.0753 -,047Z ,b825 ,?587
.1000 o. 1365 ,6593 ,7044
,1504 -,2411 .6301 ,83_Z
,ZOO4 -,Z879 .6176 .8585
.2501 -,2923 .6183 ,8575
,3002 -.1638 .6Z10 ,8533
,3507 -,2749 ,6218 .95Z0
.4000 0,2574 .6270 ,0440
.4503 -.Z_53 .635_ , .8306
,5000 -,2116 .6385 ,_E63
.5506 -,18_9 ,6453 ,qL60
.5_97 -,152b ,6545 ,0013
,6502 -,1390 .6571 ,7977
.7003 -.0993 ,6677 ,7414
,7497 -,0670 ,6763 ,7683
.7098 -,0227 ,698_ .7496
.U503 ,0072 ,6967 ,7360
,9000 ,0457 ,7069 .7211
,9483 ,IZO0 ,7263 ,6910
C01 ,01815 CDCOR1 ,02152
C02 .01855 CDCOR2 ,02203
C03 ,01701 COCOR3 ,02114
C04 ,01449 CDCOR4 ,01839
C05 ,01291 C0_0_5 ,01673
SPAN_$E
XI¢ YIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -,0633 ,4639 1.1074
• 1505 -.3333 -1.2349 .3660 1._8q6
,1500 -,1667 -1,1936 .3764 1,Z687
,1505 0,0000 -h1690 .3771 1.2674
,1505 .1667 -1.03_3 ,4180 1.1094
• 1_05 ,3333 -1,2113 .3606 1.2823
,1505 ,5000 -1.1098 .3775 1.2667
,4995 -.5000 -,3785 .5935 ,8960
,4995 -,3333 -.3631 .5961 .0860
.4995 -,1667 -,3630 .5995 .0066
.49q5 0.0000 -,3?45 .5951 .0934
.4993 ,1667 0.3746 ,5945 ,0944
,4995 ,3133 -,3666 .5072 ,_q03
,4995 .5000 -.3501 ,60|0 ,0013
,7994 -,5000 -*0661 ,6776 .7665
,7994 -.3333 -,0717 .6764 .76Sl
.7994 -.1667 -.0627 ,6781 ,7655
,7994 0.3000 -,0608 ,6703 .7653
,7994 *1667 -,0599 .6792 .7630
,7994 ,5333 -*0660 ,6779 .7650




PT 41,6583 _$1 GRIT SIZE .0025 |N
TT 211,1269 K GRIT LOC ,0500 C
RC q,0650 _ILLIO_ CN ,5351
_AC_ .7391 CN ,0006
ALPHA 4,0485 OE_ CC -.0030
UPPE_ S_PFACE
XlC CP P,LIPT qL_C
0,0000 .9609 .9513 .2675
,0135 -.5957 ,5380 .9838
• 0271 -,8174 ,4770 1.0848
.0515 -1,0_16 ,405_ 1,213_
,0763 _1.1854 .3797 L*2624
,1012 -1,_53_ .3501 1.3037
• 1503 -1.3204 ,3450 1,3330
,1994 -1.3028 .3203 1,3688
• 2501 -1,4192 .3184 1,3907
,Z999 -1.4415 ,3129 1.4030
.3499 -.9296 ,44_Z 1,1401
.3994 -.7781 ,4892 L.O64Z
,4496 -.7066 .505Z 1.037_
• 4997 -,6Z31 ,5272 1.0014
• 5492 -,4990 *5630 ._439
.5994 -,3B30 .5929 .6969
.6495 -,2644 ,62_5 ,8464
.6996 -.2015 ,6395 ,8240
• 7489 -*1227 ,6600 ,7_21
,BOO3 -.0578 ,6803 .76ZI
,8500 -,0056 ,693b .7416
,0993 ,0479 *70?9 ,7196
,9409 ,000_ ,7197 ,70_3
LD_EP SURFACE
X/C CP PeL/PT qLOC
0.0000 ,960q ,9513 ,Z675
,0122 ,7533 .Bq64 .3979
,0251 ,4835 .0238 .5329
,0510 ,1049 .?449 ,6620
.0755 .0556 ,7102 .7161
,IO00 -.0450 ,6816 ,7602
,1504 -,1543 ,6550 .0010
,2004 -.Z025 ,6436 ,8105
,2501 -.2224 .636? .02qZ
,3002 -.2Z70 *6357 .$30b
,3507 -.ZZ60 ,6334 .0342
.4000 -,2186 .6379 ,eZT3
14503 --,1960 ,640g *4227
.5000 -,1930 ,6420 ._Z|O
,5506 -.1660 .6516 .8062
,5997 -,1447 .6564 ,?988.
,6502 -,1300 .661_ ,7914
.7003 -,i0_5 ,6655 .?849
,749? -,0750 *6736 .77Z5
,70_ -,0347 ,6864 .7527
.6503 -,0156 .6910 ,745?
,9000 ,00_9 .6975 .?356




C01 .03590 CDCO_I ,03S87
C02 .03526 COCOR2 .03026
CD3 ,03304 COCOR3 ,03710
¢04 ,02617 CDCOR4 ,01967
C05 ,OZZI9 CDCOR5 .0Z569
SP&N_ISE
X/C YIC CP P,L/PT NLOC
.1505 -,5000 -L,0636 .4037 1*2760
.1505 -,3333 "L.3402 .3389 1,3450
,1505 -,1667 -1.3446 ,3357 1,3527
,1505 0,0000 -1.3104 ,3450 1,3330
,1505 .1667 -1.1500 ,3860 1.2500
,1505 ,3333 -1.$467 .33?2 1,3405
.1505 ._000 -1,3696 .3236 1,3790
.4995 -*5000 -,4643 .5713 *9300
.4995 -,3333 -.5462 .5496 ,9652
,4995 -.1667 -.6_65 .SZ?b 1.0007
,4995 0,0000 -,6231 ,5172 1,0014
,4095 ,L66? *.6287 ,52?5 1.000|
,4995 ,333_ -.5609 *5436 ,9749
,4995 ,_000 -,4606 .5719 ,9299
,7904 -,5000 -.0721 ,6765 ,7600
,7994 -.3333 -.0679 .6786 ,764?
,7994 -,1667 -,0575 ,6790 *?642
,7994 0,0000 -.0_?_ ,6003 ,7621
,7994 .1667 -,0549 .6811 ,7610
,7994 .5333 -.0580 .6813 ,760?
,7994 ,5000 -,076? ,6?39 ,?720
TABLE LX. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.76











;RZT SrZE ,0025 IM





XIC CP P,LIPT _L_C
o,0000 1,154Z 1.0007 0.0000
*0135 ,1508 .7246 .6939
.0271 -.1210 .6502 .8084
,0515 -.3906 .5782 .9199
.07b3 -,_074 ._2 .9723
*1012 -.6022 .5186 1,0157
.1503 -.b866 ,4961 1.05Z5
.1944 -.7209 .4849 1.0717
.2501 -,6626 .5030 1.0411
.2999 -._902 ,522_ 1.0093
.349_ -._008 ,_474 .9688
,3994 -,4636 .7616 .9462
,_496 -,3R94 .5758 ,92_T
.4997 -,3382 ._8_9 .9017
._492 -.2829 .5077 .8770
._994 -oZ386 .6L84 ,8574
.6497 -.2034 .6277 ._4Z9
.0990 -.I_66 .6402 .8238
.7489 -.I089 .6538 .8029
.8001 -.0569 ._678 .7814
.8500 -.0054 .6813 .7607
.8991 .0597 ,7003 .7314
,9489 .1268 .71_4 ,7033
LO_ER SUPFACE
XlC CP PeLCPT ML_C
0.0000 1.1742 1.0007 0.0000
.0122 ,2089 ,7404 .6690
.0251 -.0633 .6660 .7041
.0510 -.4007 ,5754 .9_64
.0755 -._85 ,5476 .9604
.I000 -.5977 ,51a6 1.0137
.1504 -.7275 .4849 1.0714
.ZOO4 -.7357 .4830 1.0746
.2501 -.6742 .4998 1.0464
.3002 -.5614 .5302 .9964
.3707 -.4971 .5484 ,9672
,4000 -._417 .5621 .9474
.4503 -,3633 .5775 .9211
,5000 -.361_ .5890 .9030
,5700 -,_934 .b029 ,8814
,5997 -.2416 .6176 ,8587
,6502 -.2084 .6264 .8451
*7003 -,1567 ,6402 ,823E
,7497 -.I086 .6538 ,8028
.7998 -.0504 ,6696 .TTR6
.6703 -.0066 .6009 .?612
.qo00 .0473 .6969 .7366
.9483 .1306 .719_ .?017
C01 ,00766 C DOOR1 .00938
COZ .00765 COCOR2 .00944
C03 .0074_ COCOR3 .009_1
C04 .00762 COCOR4 .00959
C05 .00750 CDCOR7 .00446
SPANV_SE
XIC TIC CP P,LIPT RLOC
• 1707 -.7000 -.5655 *7291 .9482
.1707 -.3333 -.6850 .4962 1.0524
.1505 -.1667 -.7042 .4090 1.0647
,15_7 0.0000 -.6866 .4961 1._27
• 1505 .1667 -.6398 .5088 1.0316
• 1705 .3331 -.6936 .4939 1.0563
.1_05 ,_000 -.6414 .707? 1.0_34
• 4997 -.5000 -.3341 .5922 ,8081
.4997 -.3333 -.3331 .5920 ,8_83
,_995 -.1667 -.3339 .5920 .84_3
.4995 0.0000 -.3382 .7849 .q017
,4995 ,1667 -,3360 .7914 .8443
.4995 .3333 -.3365 .5911 .8998
.4997 .5000 -.3035 .6006 ,8053
,?94_ -,5000 -.0766 .6686 ,7801
.7994 -,3333 -,0630 .6668 .7824
,7994 -.1667 -.0_86 ,6679 .7812
.T494 0.0000 -.0569 .067_ .Tel4
.7496 ,1667 -.0765 06687 .7000
,7494 ,3333 -,0791 .6679 .7812




P[ 41,0331 n51 GRIT SIZF .0027 IN
TT Z09.5971 K G_IT LO¢ ,0500 C
RC 9,1137 _ILLZON CN -.1526
MACH ,7571 C_ -.0022
ALPHA -L.0205 OEG CC ,0044
_PPER SO_FAC£
0.0000 1.1492 ,99o7 .0267
•013_ .3264 .773b .6163
,0271 ,0494 .6979 .7351
• _715 -.2062 .0279 ._427
.0763 -.33S3 ,5914 ._993
• 1012 -.4_78 ._670 .9377
• 1503 -.6927 .5498 .9650
,1994 -.5_73 ,7340 .9933
.Z50| -.5113 ._437 .9748
.299g -,4880 .5509 .963_
• 3499 -.4247 .)7_0 *9297
.3994 -.3838 ,5814 ,)149
.4496 -.3357 .5q37 ,6958
.4997 -,Z_91 .6041 ._796
.5492 -.2479 ,6177 .8587
,5994 -._113 .6279 ,_427
.049_ -.1808 .63_8 .8306
.b996 -.1356 .b_86 .8109
.7489 -.0951 .6597 ,7960
.80_3 -.0467 ,07_ .7735
.8700 .0004 .b_58 °7537
.8993 .057_ .7010 ,7303
.9489 .1253 .7190 .7010
LOdER SU_F_CE
x/c CP P,LIPT qLOC
0.0000 1,14_2 .9997 .0207
.0122 .028b .6918 .7444
• 0251 -,2271 .6220 ,8718
.0710 -.5942 ,5216 1.0107
,075_ -.653Z .5050 1.0377
.1000 -.7764 ,4768 1,0871
• 1504 -.8907 ,4407 1,1483
oZ004 -.9458 ,4267 1.1771
•2501 -.9901 ,4122 1.2001
.3002 -.9918 .412_ 1,1990
.3507 -.4_45 ,5530 .95_8
,4000 -.4383 .5665 .9384
,4703 -.3917 .5786 .9193
.5000 -.3508 .5877 .9050
• 5506 -.3080 .6011 .8842
,7997 -.2766 ,6157 ,8619
.6502 -.2204 ,6249 .8473
• 7003 -,163_ ,6400 .822_
,7497 -.I161 .6738 .8029
.799_ -,0543 .6708 .7767
._§01 --*00_ ,6834 .7774
.9000 .0436 ,6971 ,7363
.9483 .1312 .7215 .0985
C01 .00911 COCORX .01072
C02 ,00911 C040R2 .01079
C01 .00880 EOCOR3 ,01063
C04 ,00E71 CDCOR4 .01099
C05 .00845 COCOR7 .01024
SPANNZSE
XlC _IC CP PeLleT MLOC
• 1705 -.5000 -.4233 .7701 ,9327
• 1_05 -,3333 -.4070 .5718 ,4617
.1705 -.1667 -.7060 .5473 .9609
• 1707 0,0000 -,4927 .7498 .9650
.1505 .1667 -.4753 .5759 .9752
• 1505 .3333 -.4974 .7495 .96_3
.1505 ,5000 -,4606 ,5597 ,9492
,4997 -.7000 -,2894 ,6060 .8766
,4995 -.3333 -.2931 .6051 .8750
,4995 -.1b67 -.2442 .6045 .$790
.4995 0.0000 -.2941 .6041 ,8796
.4995 .1667 -,2957 ,6042 .8793
.49q5 .3333 -.2968 .6041 .8746
• 4995 ,5000 -.2045 .6126 .8664
.7994 -.7000 -.0462 .6716 ,775_
,7994 -.3333 *.0736 .6704 ,7774
.7994 -.1667 -.0483 .6717 .7773
.7994 0._000 -.0467 .6729 .7735
.7994 .1667 -.0468 .6714 .7778
.7994 .3333 -.0494 ,6715 .?777





XIC CP P,LI sT _L_C
0,0000 1.1206 .9o17 .1091
.0135 ,4750 .8148 .5483
.0271 .1o80 .7395 .6720
.0517 -,0507 .6700 ,7780
.0763 _.1912 .6318 .8367
.1012 -.2793 .5080 .8736
.1503 -.351g ._842 ._043
.1996 -.4094 .5725 .7290
• 2501 -.3086 .9703 .0230
• 2999 -.30_6 ,5770 .9219
.3499 -.3539 .7870 *9062
• 3994 -.3226 ,7978 ._927
.4496 -,Z860 .6076 ._772
• 4997 -,2740 ,6142 .8639
.7492 -.2126 ,6250 ._462
• 5994 -.1818 ,_349 ,8319
.6497 -,1_63 ,0417 .8218
.6996 -,1163 .6516 ._062
,?489 -,0814 ,66_5 .7910
,_003 -.0380 ,0739 ,7720
,8500 .0075 .6862 ,7731
• 0993 .0634 .7023 .7283
,94_9 ,1267 .7187 ,7029
PT 41.0332 PSI ;_IT SYZE .0027 IN
TT 209.9759 _ GRIT L_C .0505 C
RC _,1172 MILLION CN -,3047
MAC_ ,7960 Cq -,0017
kLP_k -2.0249 OEG CC .0005
LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP P,L/PT NLOC
0.0000 1.1206 .9917 ,I091
• 01_Z -.1465 .6_46 .8170
• 0271 -.3673 .7833 .9119
.0510 -.8918 ,4391 1.1511
• 0755 -,8272 *4574 1,1180
,1000 -,873T .4451 1,1404
,1504 -1.0019 ,4101 1,2041
.200_ -I.063b .3932 1.2360
.2501 -1.1308 .3760 1.2696
• 300Z -1,1481 .3695 1,Z827
• 3507 -1.1_00 .3603 1.3012
• 4000 -.7004 ,4921 1.0592
,4503 -.4514 .7002 ,9484
• 5000 -,3379 .791| .8997
• 5506 -,2760 .6081 .8?34
.7997 -.2338 .6206 .8539
.6502 -,2028 ,6288 .8414
.7003 -.1514 .6420 .8210
.74q7 -,1106 .6537 .8033
• ?_98 --.0513 .6702 ,7776
• 8703 -.0036 .6831 ,7579
•9000 .0473 .69?8 ,73_|




C01 ,01376 C04081 .01628
C02 ,01400 CO¢QR2 ,01669
CD3 ,01405 CDCOR3 .01690
CD4 .01287 CDCOR4 ,01574
C05 .01220 COCOR7 ,01501
S_RNW%SE
X/_ Y/C CP P,L;PT NLOC
.1705 -.5000 -.3027 .6011 .8S42
,170S -.3133 -.3407 .5882 .q043
• 1705 -.1667 -.3654 ,5037 .4116
,1505 0.0000 -.3519 ,5802 .4043
.1707 ,166T -.3496 .5882 ,9043
,1705 .3333 -,3_76 ,5060 ,q078
,1505 .5000 -*3256 ,54_5 .0945
.4995 -.5000 -,2665 ,6161 ,8609
,4997 -,3333 -,2484 .6163 ,8006
.4995 -.1667 -,2534 .6152 .8623
,4997 0,0000 -,2740 ,6142 .8639
,4995 ,1667 -.2532 .b163 ,8037
.4995 .3333 -,Z723 .6152 *8622
.4997 .5000 -,2272 ,6224 ,0711
•7994 -.5000 -.0339 ,6?50 .7?03
,7994 -.3333 -,0406 .6734 ,?727
.7994 -,1667 -.0354 ,6748 .??Oh
,7994 0,0000 ".0300 ,6739 ,7720
.7994 ,1667 -.0377 *6?47 .7711
,7444 .3333 -*0358 ,674? .?70?


























PT 40.8896 PSI GRIT SIZE .0025 IN
TT 210.0937 K GRiT LO_ .0_00 C
Re 94086o _ILLION CN -.4474
HAC_ .7575 CR ,0034
AL_HI -3.0039 0E0 CC -*0006
LO_ER SURFACE
NLOC XlC C_ P;LiPT qLOC
.i703 0.0000 1.0780 ,9797 .1703
,4800 .0122 -,3025 .6035 .8805
.6159 .025! -.4888 .552_ ._611
,72_0 ,0510 -.0530 .4183 1.1888
.7902 .0755 -1.0071 .4030 !.2174
._23z .zoo0 -1.0774 ,3_? T,_455
;8598 .150_ -1.1469 .3660 1,2878
.8783 .2004 -I.2034 .3540 1.3037
,8805 .2501 -1.2343 .3440 1,33_0
• _912 .3002 -1.2625 .3350 1._523
,_7d6 .3507 -1.3089 ,3252 1.3755
._703 ,4000 -._668 .4182 1.1800
._645 .4503 -*6828 ,4926 1.0584
.8530 .5000 -,5857 .5206 1.0122
._377 .5506 -.4718 .5527 .9603
.8271 ,599? -.3393 .588_ .9037
•_i4z .65o2 -,2o3z .62_ .84_
.7965 ,7003 -.133l .6408 .80_0
.7827 .7497 -.0820 ,6628 .7091
.7707 ,7008 -,0260 .6765 ,7680
,78_1 .8_03 ,0187 .6887 .7402
• 7344 ,9000 ,06_ ,7012 .7300






XtC CP P*L/PT _LOC
0.0000 1,1556 1,0011 0.0000
,0135 ,1513 .7_53 .6026
,0271 -,[i77 .65i_ ,_050
,0515 -,3_79 .5731 .9201
,0763 -,5094 ,5_ .9735
• !012 -,603Z .5179 1,0165
,1503 -.6_93 ,4939 1.0563
•1994 -.7311 ,4842 1.07Z5
.2501 -,6653 .5015 1.0435
.2099 -.5_57 ,5205 1.0123
.3499 -.5031 ,5465 ._?OZ
,4496 -,3B?b *5776 *_208
,4097 -.3386 ,5011 .8007
,5497 -.2_37 .6072 .0747
.5094 -,2390 .6188 ,8568
.6495 -,2013 .62_7 ,8415
,bOqb -.i_43 .6418 ,82L3
.748_ -.1102 .65_ ._014
.8003 -,05dO ,6696 ,778_
.8500 -.0083 .6810 .7596
.B993 .0572 .7001 .7317
,0489 ,1261 ,7183 .703b
40,S604 PSI GRIT SIZf .0025 IN
210,5331 K GRIT LOC .050o C
9,04_Z _ILLION CN -,0022
,7_66 C_ -.0008
1 .0000 OEG CC .0195
LO_ER SURFACE
XlC CP PtLIPT _L_C
0,0000 1.1556 1.0011 0.0000
*0122 *2062 ,7404 .6_00
*OZ_I -,0661 .6660 .7842
.0510 -,3093 ,5750 .07_0
.0755 -.5035 .5466 .0701
,1000 -.5004 .5100 1.0148
*1504 -.7771 ,4835 1.0738
.2004 -.7433 .4809 1.0782
.250l -.6810 .4972 1.0507
,3002 -.5_44 .5701 .0_3
.3507 -.49?5 ,54RI ,0677
,4000 -.4431 .5623 .04_0
,4503 -,3806 .5796 • ,91_8
.5000 -.3412 ,5904 .9008
.5506 -,2036 ,6045 ,8780
,500? -.7423 ,6181 ,857R
.6502 -.2050 .6275 ,8434
.7003 -*L542 ,64_9 .8212
.7497 -,I0_8 ,6549 *_01_
.7908 -.0515 .6714 .77_0
,8503 -.0092 .6817 .7600
,9000 .0451 .69bR .7368
.0483 ,1302 ,7194 .7018
C01 .02572 C_ORI ,02966
C02 .0_642 ¢_0R2 .0_0_2
C03 .02318 C0¢0R3 .02843
C04 .02095 COLOR4 .02545
COS ,02o2o COCOR5 .02458
5PAMWISE
_lC YIC CP P,LIPT RLOC
,1505 -*_000 -.Z0_9 .6Z62 .0414
.1505 -.3333 -;2372 .6171 .8594
*150_ -*1667 -.2512 .613_ _86_9
.1505 0._000 -.2394 ,616R .R_98
.1505 .1667 -.2459 .61_2 .8624
*t505 .3333 -.2466 ,614_ .R634
,LS05 ,5000 -.2194 .6223 .8514
.4005 -.SO00 -.2103 *6272 .84_0
.499§ -.3_33 -.2111 .6252 .8469
,_905 -.1667 -.2170 .62_4 ,R4|1
.4995 0,0000 -.7208 .6212 .8530
.4995 ,1667 -.2172 .6253 .R467
.4995 .3333 -.21§1 .6241 .8486
,4995 ,5000 -.1941 ,6307 .83_4
.7094 -.$000 -*0285 .6762 ,7614
*7994 -.3333 -.0389 .6717 *7754
.?_94 -'1667 -.0307 .6745 .7711
.7994 0.0000 -.0334 .6747 .7?07
.7904 ,I667 -.0332 .6749 ,7704
.7994 .3333 -,0344 .6729 .7734
.7994 .5000 -*0349 .6733 .7728
C01 .00750 COC0_1 .00923
C02 .00750 COCOR2 ,00027
C03 ,00721 COCOR3 ,00020
C04 .00735 COCOR4 .00933
C05 .00723 COCOR5 .00921
SPAH_ISE
XlC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.5635 .5290 .9984
.1505 -,3333 -.6856 .4956 1.0535
,1505 -.1667 -.7093 .4902 1,0624
.1505 0.0000 -*6893 .4939 1.0563
• |505 .1667 -.6370 .5ORB 1.0314
.1505 .3333 -.6962 ,4926 1.0504
• 1505 .5000 -,6409 .5090 1.0312
,4995 -.$000 -.337_ .5905 .9007
.4995 -.3333 -,3358 ,5913 .8094
.4995 -,1667 -.3351 ,5926 .R9?4
.4995 0.0000 -.3386 .5911 .8997
.4995 .1667 -.3393 ._900 ,0015
,4995 .3333 -.33_1 ,5904 .9008
.4995 .5000 -.3047 .6010 .8844
.?904 -.5000 -.0581 .6672 .7R23
.1994 -.3333 -*0643 *6689 .7843
.7994 -.1667 -,0599 ,6674 ,7820
,7994 0.0000 -*0580 *6606 .77G6
.7904 .1667 -.0570 .66?2 .7822
.7994 .3333 -*0600 .6671 ,7825







XlC CP P,L/RT HLOC
0.0000 1,1462 .qqqb ,04_8
,0135 -.0290 ,57_5 ,7670
.0271 -.2_9 .60_0 .8766
.0515 -.5_12 ,5263 1.0029
,076_ _,6_84 .5012 1.0441
.1012 -.7547 ,4776 1.0_39
,1503 -.8591 ,4494 1.1378
,L994 -.9_59 ,4256 1.1690
*7501 --.9727 .4180 1.1870
.2999 -,q45i .4277 1,1716
,3490 -.5002 .5498 ,_649
,3994 -,4421 .5635 .9431
.4406 -,40_1 ,5748 .0253
.4097 -.3605 .5872 .0058
.5492 -.3023 .6026 .8810
,599_ -.2_81 ,6143 ,_637
,649_ -.?170 ,6260 ._456
.6996 -,1650 .63_7 ,3260
.7480 -,1172 ,6526 .3046
,8003 -.06?5 .6679 .7U12
.8500 -.008_ .6829 ,75B1
.8993 .0571 ,7005 .7310
.9489 *1265 ,7194 .7018
40.8552 PSI GR|T SIZE .00?5 IN
210.7154 K GRIT LOC .0500 ¢
q.0285 MILLION CN .1428
.7555 ¢_ ,0025


















































C01 .00847 CDCOR1 .00998
C02 ,00853 CDCORZ .01006
CD3 ,00816 COCOR5 ,00902
C04 .00706 COLOR4 ,009??
C05 .03773 C0:0R5 .OOqSS
5PANW%SE
_/C Y/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
.1505 -.5000 -.71b3 ,4874 1.06?3
.1505 -.3333 -,8747 .4450 1.1405
,1505 -.1667 -,8895 .4408 1.1406
• 1505 0.0000 -*8501 ,4404 1.1328
.1505 .1667 -,7766 .4708 1.0954
,1505 .3333 -*8749 .4449 1,1406
.1505 .5000 -,8390 .4543 1.1241
.4995 -,5000 -.3665 .5840 .9108
.4995 -.3333 -.3610 *_8b3 .90?2
,4005 -.166? -.3556 .5879 _9047
• 4095 0.0000 -.3605 ,58?2 ,9058
,4995 ,1667 -.3584 .5863 .9073
.4995 .3333 -*3634 .585? .q082
• 4995 .5000 -*3323 .504| .8047
.?994 -.5000 -.0668 .666R .?829
,7994 -.3333 -.0702 .6652 ,7853
.?004 -.1667 -.0653 ,6665 ,?833
• 7004 0.0000 -.0625 ,6670 .7G12
.?994 .1667 -*0653 .6672 .7822
,7994 .3333 -*0655 .6665 .7833
.7904 ,5000 -.0710 .664? .7R61
(








XlC CP P,L/PT _L3C
OaOO00 1,1108 ,983? ,1275
.0135 -.1049 .6294 .8403
.0Z71 -,4Z96 .5655 .9400
,0515 -.8481 .4504 1.1310
• 0763 -.8571 .4477 1.1357
• 1012 -.8862 .4394 1,1503
• 1503 -.9_95 .4123 1.1995
.lq94 -1,0650 ,3919 1.2385
• 2501 -1.1134 .3777 1.2663
,2999 -1.1568 .3662 1,2_92
,3499 -1,1758 ,3616 1.2985
.3994 -.67Z8 ,4¢95 1.0470
.4496 -.4344 .5645 .9415
.4997 -.3295 .5927 .8972
.5492 -.2729 .6058 ,9722
,5994 -,2364 .6187 .8569
.6495 -.2040 .6277 .8430
.6996 -.1590 ,6405 .8233
• 7489 -.1126 .6_32 ,8038
• 6003 -*0600 ,6667 .7831
• 8500 -*0059 ,6824 .7589
.0993 .0574 .7007 ,7308
.9489 ,1250 ,719Z .7021
41.0101 PSI _RZT SIZE .0025 ZN
210.8192 K GRIT LOC ,0500 C
9,0603 RILLIO_ CN ,2947
,7560 CR .0027
1.9857 DEG CC ,0056
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP PeLleT qLOC
0,0000 1,1108 .9087 .1_75
.0122 ,5223 .8268 .5279
.0251 .2422 .7501 .653?
.0510 -.0674 .6650 ,7857
.0755 -.1912 .6308 .8382
.1000 -.2827 ,6054 .8775
.1504 -,3820 ,5792 .91A3
._004 -.4212 .56_6 ,9351
.2501 -.4098 .5710 .0313
.3002 -.3842 ,5784 .9197
.3507 -.3604 ,5853 ,9088
,4000 -,3297 .5936 .8958
,4503 -.2070 ,6050 ,_752
.5000 -*2637 .6108 ,0601
.5506 -.2275 .621_ .8529
.5997 -.1888 ,6318 ,8367
.6502 -.1647 .6385 ,8263
.?003 -.1210 ,6509 ._073
.7497 -.0017 .6617 ,7908
.7908 -.0327 .6741 ,7716
,8503 .0041 .6851 .7_47
,9000 .0472 .6979 ,7351
.9483 .1280 .7200 ,7008
C01 ,01233 CDCOR1 .01472
C02 ,01283 CD¢OR2 .01530
CD3 ,01171 C0¢0R3 ,01443
CD4 .01101 CDCOk4 ,01561
C05 ,01035 COCOR5 .01319
SPAMW]SE
XlC ¥1C CP PpLIPT MLOC
.1505 -,5000 -,0048 ,4639 1,10?3
,1505 -,3333 -.9996 .4091 1.2059
.1505 -.1667 -1,0046 ,4082 1:2077
.1505 0.0000 -.9895 .4123 1.1_5
,1505 .1667 -.8751 .4447 1,1411
.1305 .3333 -1.0015 .4086 1,2069
,1505 .5000 -,9466 .A241 1.1782
.499_ --.3000 --.36_0 .5_2 *910_
.4998 -.3333 -.3399 .5906 ,9005
.4995 -,1667 -.3308 ,5932 ,$965
,4995 0.3000 -.3295 ,5_27 ,0972
,4995 ,1667 -,331_ .5927 ,8973
.4995 ,3333 -.3410 .Sq03 .q010
,4995 .5000 -.3339 ,5924 ,R970
.7994 -.5000 -.0644 .6663 ,?836
,7994 -,3533 -,0688 .665_ ,7831
,7994 -,1667 -.0607 ,6673 ,7821
.?994 0,0000 -,0600 ,6667 .?831
.7994 .1667 -.0604 ,6675 .7819
.7994 .3333 -.0638 .6668 ,7§29




PT 41.0348 PSI GRIT SIZE .0025 |H
TT 210.3583 K GRIT LOC ,0500 C
RC _.0786 HILL]ON CH ,4369
HAC_ ,7539 C_ ,0003
ALPHA 3,0102 OrG CC ,0025
UPPEP SU_V_CE
XIC CP PpLtPT ILQC
o.0000 1.0560 .9743 ,1929
,0135 -,3574 .5903 ,_041
.3271 -.5758 .5282 .9998
.0515 -.9708 .4208 1,1843
,0763 -1,0449 .400S 1.2215
• 1012 -1.0748 .3909 i. Z404
• 1503 -I,1354 .3759 1.2697
• 1994 -1,1038 .3569 1.3082
,2501 -1.2470 ,3446 1.3339
,2999 -1.2_32 ,3343 1,3556
.3499 -1.3087 .3278 1.3698
.3994 -.9611 .4219 1.1822
.4496 -.6631 .5036 1.0401
.4997 -.5401 .5386 .9830
.5492 -,4006 .5757 ,9239
,5994 -.Z_77 .6056 ,8772
.6495 -.1893 ,6337 ._337
.6996 -*1301 ,6506 .3078
,7489 -,0871 .6614 .7012
• 8003 -.0398 .b743 .7714
.8500 ,0073 ,6876 .7509
.0993 .0672 *?039 .7258
.9489 .1267 ,7197 ,7013
LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP P, LIPT qLgC
0,0000 1.0560 .9743 .lqEq
,0122 .6495 .8633 .4625
,0251 .3672 .7859 .5962
.0510 .0689 ,7047 ,7245
,0755 -,0618 ,6692 .7792
.i000 -,1551 .6427 .$200
• 1504 -.2580 ,6155 ,861_
,2004 -.3076 .5999 .8860
,2501 -,3134 .5998 .0862
.3002 -,3027 .6025 .8_20
.3507 -.2961 ,6046 ,8787
.4000 -.2767 .6093 .8715
.4503 -.2455 *6170 ,8581
,5000 -.2241 .6248 ,8475
.5506 -,19_9 ,6322 .8361
._997 -.1665 .6388 ,8259
.6502 -.1463 .6455 .8157
• 7003 -.I046 .6576 ,7971
,7_0? -.0715 .6656 .7847
.7998 -.0265 ,6779 ,7658
.8503 .0018 .6861 ,7533
.9000 .0371 .6q57 ,73_S
.9483 .1129 ,7159 ,7072
C01 ,02345 COCOR1 ,02730
C02 ,02433 COCOR2 ,02827
C03 .02204 CDCOR3 ,0263?
C04 ,01807 C0¢0R4 *02243
C05 ,01710 COCOR5 ,02132
SPANWISE
xlc ¥1C CP P.LlPt RLOC
• 1505 -,5000 -,8797 ,4469 1,1372
,1505 -.3333 -1.1643 .36_3 1.2910
,1505 -,1667 -1,1428 ,Y736 1,27_$
.1505 0.0000 -1,1354 ,3759 1.2697
._505 ,1667 -.9893 ,4170 1,1913
,1505 .3333 -1.1854 ,3677 1,2061
,1505 ,5000 -1.1_13 .3713 1.2790
.4995 -.5000 -,4245 .5691 .9344
.4995 -,3333 -.4750 ,5555 ,9558
.4995 -,1667 -.5142 ,5442 ,9739
,4995 0.0000 -,5401 .5306 ,9630
,4995 ,166? -,5150 ,5443 ,9737
.4995 .3333 -.4831 ,5533 .9594
.4995 ,5000 -.4151 ,5714 ,9307
.7994 -._000 -.05?7 ,6689 ,??97
,7994 -,3333 -,0587 ,6690 ,7796
,7994 -,[667 -.04Sq .6719 ,7750
,7994 0,0000 -,0398 .6743 ,7714
.7994 ,1667 -,0410 .6734 ,7727
,7994 ,3333 -.0522 ,6707 ,7?6R







XlC CP P,LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.0010 .9587 .Z460
• 0135 -.4931 .5506 ,9636
,0271 -.7128 .4887 1.0650
.0515 -1.0019 .4069 1.2100
• 0763 -1,1142 .3825 1.2568
• 1012 -1.1764 .3627 1.2962
• 1503 -1.2378 ,34?9 1,3268
• 1994 -1.2893 .3297 1.3658
,2501 -1,3498 .3181 1.3913
,Z999 -1,2999 ,3310 1,3630
• 3499 -.8383 *4566 1*1201
• 3994 -.?133 .4886 1.0652
,4496 -.6691 *5023 i*0_23
.4997 -.6169 ,51_0 L.0164
• 5492 -.5381 .5401 ,9804
.5994 -,4462 *5620 ,?455
• 6493 -,3579 .586? .9067
,6996 -.2834 ,6053 ._777
• 7409 -,2053 .6251 ,8423
• 8003 -*1290 ,6496 .8094
e8500 -*0?53 .6620 .7089
,8993 -.0166 .6805 .7618
.9489 .0231 *6016 ,744?
40,9411 PSI 0_[T SIZE ,0025 [M
210,3274 K GRIT LOC .0500 C
Q.0638 qILLION CN ,4935
*7545 CN -*0078
4.0332 OEG CC .0068
LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP P#L/PT NLOC
0,0000 1.0010 .958? .2460
,0122 *7333 ,8660 ,4166
,0251 ,4524 ,S083 ,5592
,0510 .1559 .725? ,6919
.0735 ,0280 *6943 *?406
.1000 -.0730 .66_7 ,7861
.1504 -.1080 *6346 ,8324
,2004 -,2533 ,6141 ,8640
,2501 -,2636 ,6145 .8633
,3002 -,262? ,6142 .R63_
.3507 -.2664 .6129 .8650
,4000 -,2569 ,6142 .8638
,4503 -,22?2 .6232 .8500
,3000 -.2209 _6260 .8456
,3506 *.1983 *632? *0352
,3997 -,1725 ,637I ,8286
,6502 -,1623 ,6403 ,8236
,7003 -,1354 .6460 ,8148
,?497 -,1093 ,6543 .3021
,7998 -,0646 ,66?4 .7819
*8503 -.0528 ,6690 .77_4
,9000 -,0333 .6?39 ,7689
,9483 ,0167 .6899 *74?4
• • 1'
325 .
CD1 ,04334 CDCOR1 *0473?
C02 ,04271 COCOR2 ,046R3
C03 *040?? COCOR3 ,04549
CD4 .03214 COCOR4 .03?02
C05 ,02574 COCOR5 ,03029
5PAN_|SE
X/C ¢/C CP P_L/PT RLOC
,I505 -,5000 -1.0131 ,4071 1,2097
.1503 -,3333 -1,2707 .3393 1,3430
.1505 -.1667 -1.2750 ,33?8 1,3481
,1505 0.0000 -1.2378 ,3479 1.3268
• 1305 .1667 -1,0790 ,3090 1.2442
.1503 ,3333 -1.2752 .3381 1,3476
.1305 ,5000 -1.3173 ,3262 1,3733
.4993 -,SO00 *.5141 .546? .9698
,4995 -.3333 **6009 ,3212 1.01ll
.4990 -,1667 *.6211 ,_158 1.0200
,4995 0.0000 -,6169 ,§180 1,0164
.4995 .1667 -.6261 ._162 1,0193
• 4993 .3333 -,6110 ,_155 1,0156
,4995 *S000 -,5064 ,_471 ,9692
,7994 -._000 -*0866 .6614 *?911
• 7994 -.3333 -,1063 ,6545 .8017
.7994 -,1667 -.1220 .6_21 .8055
,7904 0.0000 -,1299 ,6496 ,R094
,?qq4 ,1667 -.1227 ,6316 .S063
.7994 ,3333 -.1061 .6546 ,8017














¢_iT Site oOOZ5 ZN





XI_ CP P,LI#T qL3C
0.0000 .0450 ,Q438 ,2884
,0135 -.5868 ,52Z9 1.0083
.0271 -.846_ .4535 1.1155
,0515 -1,0003 ,4094 1,Z054
.0763 -1.1376 .3729 1.2757
.lOiZ -1.229Q .34_I 1.3265
.1503 -1.20_3 .3306 1.3637
.1996 -1.3412 .3183 1.3908
.2501 *I.I008 ,381_ 1,25_7
.29_9 -,8023 .46_ I.i046
.3499 -.7156 ,4855 1.0704
.3904 -.686Z .4965 _.0§19
,4696 -,b3_? ,SO?? 1.0333
.6997 -,Sa?_ ,_2Z3 1.0093
.549Z -.52_0 .5394 ,o6_7
,3994 -.4741 ,5536 .9589
.6695 -.6!b_ ,5608 .9_31
.6096 -.347_ ,S9i5 .B99Z
• 8003 -.2441 ,61_2 ._z3
.BSO0 -.1990 ,6207 .8615
.899_ -.I_3 .6419 .8_iZ
.94_9 -,1131 .6S19 .BOMB
L_ER SURF&¢E
X/C CP _,LiRT qL_C
0,0000 .9650 ,q_J8 ,ZS_6
,01Z2 ,7923 .9015 *3673
.0_51 .5256 ._100 .5Z41
.0510 .2309 ,?473 ._581
.I000 -.0090 ,632_ .??q3
,1506 -.i3R_ ,_b? ,3137
.ZOO6 -,2015 .6301 ,8393
.ZSOl -.230_ .620_ .S_60
.3507 -.Z_06 .6136 .8648
.4000 -.Z51t ,615? .8615
.4_03 -.Z374 .6IqO ,856_
.5000 -.EZ90 ._Z30 .qSOZ
,5506 -._146 .6ZS 3 ,8466
• 59_7 -,lgSZ .6302 .8_92
.650Z -.19_7 .631Z ._76
.7003 -.1597 ._7 .8200
.7407 -,1411 .64R3 .8116
• ?998 -.112B .6516 ,8047
.8503 -,IOgZ .6536 ,803_
.gO00 -.1095 .653_ .80_5
.96_3 -.O?OZ ._637 .7B76
C01 ,05||2 ¢0¢0_1 ,06_7
CO3 .05S63 COC04tJ ,06!03
C06 ,046S4 CO_4 ,OSZOE
C0_ .O_Bq5 COCO_ .044Z1
SRA_V_SZ
_tC vie ¢P P,LIPT #LOC
,1505 -,5000 -1,178E .36_ I,Zq67
• 1505 -,3333 -1.3ZZ6 ,_24 1.3818
.150_ -.1667 -|,3166 .3110 1.3_48
• 1505 0,¢000 -1,29_3 ,3306 1,_6_;
o1505 .1667 -|.2068 .3_SZ 1,3116
,1505 .3_3_ -I.3336 .3104 1.3886
,150_ ,5600 -1.3698 ,3086 1,61_B
,4999 -,5000 °.5665 .S30q .9953
.4999 -.3333 **b06g ,51|1 1.0162
.6995 -.1667 -.6038 .5211 1.011Z
,40_5 0_000 -,597_ ._2Z3 1.00q3
,4905 .1667 -.6060 .SZO? 1,0120
,49_5 ,3333 -,605Z .51|b 1,0154
.49_5 .SO00 -*539_ *S3B? .goEs
,?qq6 -,5000 -*1630 .6404 .8135
.?qq6 -,3333 -,E09_ .6_R6 ,8616
.7994 -,1667 -,2513 .616T ,e63Z
,7q96 0.0000 -.2491 .6152 ,ObZ3
,?0_6 .1667 -._q_ ,6196 ,8596
.7906 ,3333 -,_213 ,6Z54 ,8466











GRIT SIZE ,0025 lq





XlC CP P_LIeT _LOC
0,0000 ,8719 ,9Z4 E ,3371
,0135 -,6870 ,4939 1,0_63
.OZ?l -.q573 ,4Z33 l.l?g7
.0515 -1.1198 ,3791 1.2635
.0763 -1.10_5 .3567 1.3127
.I01Z -I.269Z .3349 1.3546
.1503 -1.3338 .3170 1.3937
,19q4 *1.1OZ7 .361_ 1.2gg4
.ZSO[ -.83_6 ._5_6 1.1166
.Eg99 -,7563 .4705 1.0857
.3699 -.7196 .4_7Z 1,06?5
.30_4 -.6765 .5007 1.0449
._4_6 -._357 .5101 1.0_94
.4997 -.5_b7 .5_63 I.OOZ8
,56_2 -.534Z ._406 .9800
.5_q4 -,4oZ5 ,5538 ,958_
.6495 -,4_78 ,563Z ,9436
.6990 -.4053 ,5755 .g243
.7689 -.366_ .5856 ._084
.8003 -*316_ .6001 .8857
°8500 -.2766 ,50_4 °_729
.8993 -.2_74 .6104 ._558

















































CO1 .06819 CDCOR1 .07615
COZ .06703 CDCOR2 .07315
C03 ,06689 COCDR3 ,0716q
C06 .05755 CDCOR4 ,0663_
COS .05071 CD¢OR5 .05732
SPAN_ZS_
XlC YI: CP PeLIPT MLOC
,1505 -,$000 -1,1901 ,3607 1,3004
.1505 -.3333 -1.386_ .3085 1.6131
,1505 -.1667 -1.4009 ,3057 1,6195
.1505 0.0000 -I.3335 .3170 1.3937
,1505 .1667 -1.2111 .3550 1.31ZZ
.1505 .3333 -1.3746 ,3110 1.6056
,1_05 .$000 -|,61g7 ,3006 1.4514
.49q5 -.5060 -.5016 .5237 1.0070
,6995 -,3333 -.6110 ,S1?0 1,0166
.6995 -,1667 -.6004 .5219 1.0100
,4e95 0.0000 -.5867 .5263 1.00_8
,40q5 .1667 -,5894 ,5263 1.0061
.6q95 .3333 -.6069 .5i90 1.014_
.4995 .5000 -.562Z .5323 .9930
.7996 -.5000 -.ZbO| ,6144 .8636
.?994 -,3333 -.3051 .6032 ,S809
,7994 -,1667 -,3197 ,5990 ,8875
.7q96 0.0000 -,3164 .6001 *SOS?
.7996 .1667 -°3164 .5989 .8875
• 7096 ,3333 -,3084 .60_3 .|8Z3




pTABLE LXI. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.78







XtC CP P, LI@T HL_C
0,0000 1,1616 1,0005 0.0000
,0135 .1707 ,7205 .7002
,_271 -,OQq3 .6444 .3174
*051_ -e3675 ,_671 .6377
.0763 -,4881 .5328 ._gZ5
,1012 -,5008 .503_ 1.0403
.I$03 -.6006 .47_Z 1.0_63
.1996 -.7720 ,45_2 1,12_1
.250| -._092 .4424 1.1453
.2gg_ -.8210 ._3q6 1.1507
;349_ -.4081 .5316 .9943
*39g6 -.6312 .5505 .9641
.64q6 -.3_7q ,5633 .9437
.49q7 -.3408 .5762 .0_32
.5692 -.2_i .5017 .99_9
,$996 -.2432 .b043 ._795
,6405 -.2028 ,61_6 .q635
.6996 -.154b .6203 .a421
.7689 -.1080 .6421 ._ZOQ
,8003 -.05_5 .656Z .?qQ3
.8_00 -.0015 .6717 .?755
._qq3 ,0610 ,&_l .7_88
,9669 .1325 ,7085 .71_9
134 PT 35.0747 PSI GRIT SIZE .0025 IN
12 Tr 190.3276 K GRIT LOC .0900 ¢
1 _C %0635 MILLZOH CN -.0029
M_C_ .7760 CR ,000%
ALPHA .0102 OEG CC .0069
LO_E_ SURFACE
_C CP P_L/PT NLOC
0.0000 1.1616 1.000_ 0,0000
.0122 .2325 .7380 .6729
,0251 -.0636 .6602 .7933
*0_10 -.3706 .5662 .9391
,0755 -.4738 .5368 ,9_59
.1000 -.5823 .5060 1.0363
.150_ -,71Z6 .4700 1.0971
,2004 -.786_ ,4_81 1.1353
.2_01 -,_218 .438g 1.1516
.300_ -.8340 ,4357 1.1573
.3507 -.50Eq .5286 ,9993
,4000 -.4180 .5562 .95|1
,4503 -.3761 .5666 ._386
,5000 -.3611 .5761 .9234
.5_06 -._933 .$891 .0030
.5907 -.2429 .6035 .8806
.6502 -.2072 ,6133 .8654
.7003 -.154e .6283 .8413
.7497 -,1080 .6622 ,_209
.7_98 --,048_ .6506 .?960
.8503 -.0026 ,6716 .7759
.9000 .0684 .6855 .7_63
.9483 .1359 .70q5 .7173
TEST 134 PT 35.0_72 PSI
RUN 12 TT 1_0,2050 K
PO[_T 2 RC 9.0710 RILL[O_
M_C_ .7754
ALPHA -1.0313 DEG
GRIT SIZE .0025 IN





XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1592 1,0000 .0035
.0135 ,33_3 .766b .6276
.0171 .O_Q6 .6a_1 .7506
,0513 -.2_18 .6151 .86_7
• 07b3 -*3366 .5770 ._211
,lOlZ -,_331 ,54@4 .9658
,IS03 -,5105 .5274 1.0013
.1996 -.5_81 .5049 1.0381
.2501 -,5502 .5151 1.0213
,2999 -.53_9 ,5199 1.013_
.3499 -,4552 ._425 .9768
.3996 -.4003 .55o0 .950_
.6496 -.35Z5 .5712 ._311
.4997 -.3071 .5841 .9109
,5692 -,2550 ._903 ._872
• sgq_ -,Z167 .6101 ,8703
• 6695 -*i_30 .6208 .8538
.699_ -*1386 .6341 .B333
.7689 -.0_0 .6470 .8135
._003 -,04b? .65_4 .7946
.8500 ,0035 .6730 .7736
• 8993 ,0640 .6_9B ,7477
,9489 .1316 .7101 .7164
LO_ER SU_FAC[
XlC CP P;LIPT qLgC
0.0000 1.1592 1.0000 .0035
.0122 .0704 ,6921 .7642
*0251 -.1840 .6190 .8566
.0510 -.56o5 .$1b? 1.0186
.0?55 -*blOB ,499_ 1.0673
.i000 -.7140 .4699 1.0972
.150_ -.$543 ,4300 1.1675
,2004 -.9204 .4108 1.2029
.2501 -.9711 .3q58 1,2313
.3002 -i.0032 .3866 l.Z_gO
.3507 -I.0413 .3766 1.2689
.4000 -.R777 .42_0 l*l?R5
.4503 -.4366 ,5674 ,9690
,5000 -.3156 .5817 .9147
.5506 -.2627 ,5971 ,8906
._997 -,2233 .6083 ._732
.6501 -*iq58 .6172 ,85q4
.7003 -.1409 ,6310 .8382
.7497 -,1060 .6462 .8178
,7998 -.0455 *6597 ,?_39
.8503 .0006 .6721 ,774_
.9000 .0513 .6862 .7532
.9483 *1360 ,711_ .7|44
C01 .00854 C010R1 ,01001
COZ .00861 CO¢ORZ ,01011
CO3 .00830 C_OR3 ,01000
C04 .0_013 COCDR6 .00990
C05 ,00765 CI_OR5 ,00963
SPAN_ISE
X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT RLOC
.150_ -.5000 -.6326 .6q13 1.0607
.1505 -.3333 -,6988 .6740 1.0901
.150_ -.1667 -,7130 ,4686 _,0994
,1505 0.0000 -.6906 ,4?62 1.qR63
.1505 .1667 -.6481 .4670 !.0601
,1505 ,3333 -.7053 ,4722 1.6933
,1505 ,5000 -.6750 .67g6 1.0809
,4_95 -,5000 -.3626 ,5763 .9263
,6995 -,3333 -.3363 .5764 *9229
,4995 -.L667 -,3369 ,5769 ,9222
.6995 O.O000 -.3406 .5762 *9232
.69q5 .1667 -.3385 .5755 .9264
*6995 .3333 -.3395 ,$755 .9264
.6993 ,_000 -.3114 ,$861 .9109
*799% -,5000 -.0566 .6_63 .7991
.7994 -.3333 -.o586 .6531 .6011
*7996 -,1667 -.0534 .6565 .?q|q
,7994 0.0000 -.0565 ,6562 .7993
,7994 .1667 -.0552 ,6567 .7986
,?996 ,3333 -.0542 .6563 .1991
,7996 ,5000 -,0604 ,6_65 .801q
COl .01150 COCOR1 .01300
C02 .01162 CDCOR2 .01398
C03 .01123 COCOR3 .01385
C06 .01063 CDCOR4 .01326
CD_ .01025 COCOR§ .01279
5PAN_ISE
XlC YIC CP P.LIPT RtOC
.1505 -*5000 -,6430 .5476 .9687
,1505 -.3333 "._OB6 ,5279 1,0006
.1505 -.1667 -.5270 .5225 l,oogl
• 1505 0.0000 -.5105 ._Z74 I*0013
.1505 ,1667 -,6090 .53%3 .9900
.1505 ,3333 -.5196 ,5248 1.0055
.1505 .$000 -.464Z .5346 .9095
.4995 -,5000 -.3010 .5876 .9056
,4995 -.3333 -.3017 ,5860 .9079
.4995 -*1667 -.30Z9 ,5863 .9074
• 4995 0.0000 -,3071 .5841 .9109
• 4995 .1667 -,_063 .5060 ,9080
.6995 .3333 -,3054 .5050 .9095
.4995 .5000 -.2737 .5966 .89_'5
.7g94 -*5000 -,0455 .6591 .7940
.7994 -.3333 -.0515 .6575 .7973
,7994 -*1667 -*0659 .6582 .7963
.7996 0*0000 -,0467 .6596 ,7946
.7994 ,1667 -.0652 .6592 .79%7
,7994 .333_ -,0470 .6586 .7956




pr 35.0919 05_ GeZT S_ZE .0025 [q
?T 189.9175 K GRiT LOC .0500 C
R= 9.1039 _ILLIUN CN -.3209
HAC_ ,7773 CR ,0066
ALPHA -2.0013 OEG CC .0039
_P_E¢ SURFACE
XtC CP P,LIP? _L6C
0,0000 1.1378 ,9936 .0956
.0135 .4656 .8036 ,5673
• 0271 .i_08 ,7257 .6922
.0515 -.0626 ,6550 ,_011
• _763 _._031 ,6117 .8690
.1012 -._q53 ,5_66 ,_070
.1503 -.3769 .5629 ,_643
LO_ER 5URCACE
X/C CP P.LIPT qC_C
0.0000 1.1378 *9936 *0956
• 0122 -.0765 .b507 ,8077
• 0251 -.3030 .5E56 .9085
,0510 -,8202 ,6409 1,1479
.0755 -.7400 ,4558 1,1164
,1000 -,8028 ,6615 1,1651
,1506 -,936@ .6063 1.2151
.200_ -1.0069 ,3867 1,2577
,2501 -1.0730 ,366? 1.2884
• 3002 -1.110_ ,3552 1.3110
.3507 -1.1633 ,346? 1.3336
.4000 -1,1566 ,3423 1.3380
• 6503 -,q03z ,4160 1.1970
• 5000 -._297 ,5208 l,Oll9
.5506 -.3961 ,5391 .9503
,5997 -.2723 ,5933 .5955
.6501 -,1787 ,6193 ,_561
• 7003 -.1190 .6361 .8302
,7497 -,0730 .6503 .80_5
,799_ -,0219 .6650 ,78_9
• 0503 ,0198 ,6755 ,7698
.9000 .0650 .6900 .767_
• 9683 .1397 ,?101 ,?16_
.199_ -,4523 ,5621 ,)776
• 2501 -*4392 ,5466 .9702
.2999 -*6326 ._476 ,9606
• 5696 -.3029 .5610 ,9473
.3q96 -,3483 ._717 ,_303
.6_96 -.3078 ,5831 ,9115
.4997 -,27_6 *5935 *8962
.5692 -.2245 ,6071 .8748
•599% -.1922 .61_0 .8612
• b495 -*16_4 .6_39 *_490
.6996 -,1_36 ,6349 ,8321
,7489 -.0F28 ,6475 *_117
.8003 -.0610 ,6505 ,7942
.RSO0 ,0032 .67_7 .7770
,8993 .0624 .hA02 .74_6
• 9489 ,1719 ,?053 ,7239
COI ,01961 COCOR1 ,02297
C02 ,019_6 COCOR2 .02309
CD3 .01gbl C OCDR3 .02368
CD4 .01612 COCOR4 ,02200
C05 .01?10 COCOR5 ,02100
SPANdlSE
_/C _IC CP P*L/PT RLOC
.1505 -.5000 -*3285 ._771 .9210
.1505 -.3333 -*3?37 .5630 ,g661
.1505 -.1667 -*3922 ,5601 .9487
.1505 0,0000 -.3769 *5629 ,9443
.1505 .1667 -.3771 .5633 .9436
,1505 ,3333 -,3866 ,5600 ,9609
.1505 ,5000 -,3570 .5701 ,9_29
.t99p -.5000 -,2626 ,5966 ,8913
,6995 --,3333 --*2666 *5966 ._969
,4995 -,1667 -.2673 *5945 *0966
.4995 0.3000 -.2?34 .5935 .S962
,6995 .16&7 -,269B *5965 .6946
*6995 *3333 -.2712 ,5q30 ._gTO
.4995 ,5000 -,2606 ,6011 ,8828
,7996 -*5000 -.038] ,6S90 .7939
,7994 -.3333 -.0669 *657? *79?0
,7996 -.1667 -.0600 *6591 .7969
.7994 0.0000 *.0410 ,6595 .7962
,7996 .lb67 -.0601 .6592 ,?q4B
.?996 .3333 -.0603 .6590 ,7951








XlC CP P,L/PT _LOC
0,0000 1,1621 1,0009 0,0000
,0135 .172S ,7207 ,7000
• 0271 -,0942 ,6450 .8166
,0515 -.367S ,$685 ,9352
• 0763 -,4878 ,5336 ,9911
,1012 -,5027 ,5040 1,0396
• 1503 -,6A79 ,4773 1,0a#5
.109# -.7687 .4546 1.1238
.2_01 -.8065 ,4442 1,1421
• 2999 -.g152 ,4407 1,1443
,3499 -.5168 .5244 1.005#
.3994 -.4306 ,5511 ,g631
,4496 -,3444 ,56_9 .q443
.4997 -.3378 ,5765 .9227
.5492 -.2526 .5922 .59_2
,5994 -,2411 ,6041 .8796
,6495 -.Z035 .6149 ._630
.699b -.1543 ,6291 ._#I0
.7449 -,I065 .6420 .8212
*SO03 -,0540 ,6S65 *7qRA
,8500 -,000_ ,6715 ,7758
• 8993 .0625 .6903 .7#69
.9#89 ,1314 ,70@! .7179
Pr 35,0867 PSZ GRIT SIZE ,0023 _N
TT 190, L97# K GRIT LOC ,0500 C
gC 9.0701 NILLIOH ¢N -.0020
HACH ,7752 CN ,0002
ALPHA -.0001 OEG ¢C ,0055
LO_ER SURFACE
XlC CP PpLIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.1621 I.O000 0,0000
,0122 ,2332 ,7379 .6731
• 0251 -,0412 .6600 .7935
,0510 -.3706 .567g ,9365
,0755 -.4757 ,5370 .9856
.I000 -,5855 ,5060 1,0362
• 150# -,7127 ,4703 1.0965
.2004 --.7852 ,#499 1.1319
,2501 -,8192 ,4406 1.1485
.3002 -.8265 .43?7 1,1536
• 3507 -.5256 .5223 1.0095
,4000 -.#174 .5565 .9571
,4503 -.3702 ,5667 ,9342
.5000 -,3380 .5765 .9228
,5506 -.2_11 .5_90 ,9019
• 5997 -.2427 .6037 .0003
• 6502 -,2070 ,6139 .86#5
• 7003 -*1537 .6293 .8408
• 7497 -.1056 ,6422 ,$ZOB
• 7998 --*047_ .6_87 .7954
,8503 -,0016 ,6713 ,7762
.9000 .0503 ,6869 ,7522
,9483 .1356 ,7102 ,7162
C01 .00846 CDCOR1 ,00991
C02 ,00853 COCOg2 ,OlOOS
CD3 ,00825 COCOR3 .00991
C04 .00812 COCOR4 .00988
CD5 .00777 C_ORS ,00957
SPANWISE
KIC ¢1C CP PpLIPT MLOC
.1505 -.5000 -,5962 .5038 1,0399
.1505 -.3333 -,6962 .#7#6 1.0_90
.1505 -,1667 -,7122 .4701 1,0968
,1505 0,0000 -,6879 ,#773 l,OBqS
.1505 ,1667 -.6488 ,4890 1.06#7
,1505 .3333 -,7029 ,4727 1*0923
,1505 .5000 -,6?44 ,4809 1.07|4
,4995 -,5000 -,3432 .5751 o9250
,#995 -,3333 -,3370 ,5771 .9219
.#995 -,1667 -,335# .577# ,9214
.4993 0,0000 -,3370 ,3765 *9227
,#995 ,1667 -,3395 .5761 ,9234
.4995 ,3333 -,3402 .5762 ,9233
,#993 ,5000 -,3097 .5047 ,9100
,799# -,5000 -.053# ,6559 .Tqq9
.7994 -,3333 -,0600 ,6546 .8019
.799# -,1667 -.05## .6558 ,79@9
.799# 0.0000 -.0540 ,6568 .79R4
,799# .1667 -,052# ,6561 .7993
.799# ,3333 -,0556 ,6558 .8000




PT 35,0R52 PSI GRIT SIZE ,0025 IN
TT 190.3315 K GRIT LOC .0500 C
kC 9,0603 _ILLION CN ,1627
NAC_ .7751 CN -,0007
ALPHJ -,9979 DEG CC .0150
OPPFP SUKFAC_
XIC CP P.LIPT HLJC
0_0000 1.1571 ,9994 .0_96
• 0135 .0167 ,6756 .7695
• 0271 -.Z382 .6037 ,8803
,3515 -,5566 .5140 1.0231
,0763 -.6357 ,4925 1.0589
• 1012 -.7120 ,4694 1.0981
• 1503 -,8252 ,4372 1.1545
• 1994 -,9064 ,4143 1,[964
.Z_Ol -,_h03 ,3994 1,2243
,2999 -I,0013 .38_3 1.2456
,3#99 -h0200 .3823 1.2574
.3994 -,8701 ,4246 1.1774
.4496 -.3988 .55_7 ._509
_499T -,3077 .5845 ,ql02
,5492 -.3599 .5978 .3894
.5994 -,2248 ,6074" .874b
.6495 -.1Q55 ,6166 ,8604
,6996 -,1505 .6292 ._409
,7489 -,I073 ,5426 ._202
• 8003 -.0_39 ,6570 ,7981
• 8500 -*0003 ,6719 .7753
._993 .0627 .6_9b .74_1
.9489 .1329 .7099 .7167
LO_E_ SURFACE
XlC CP P,LIPT RLOC
0,0000 1.1571 .9994 .0296
.0122 *38## .7799 ,6062
.0251 ,1041 .7008 ,7308
• 0510 -.2147 .6108 ,_693
,075_ -,3339 ,5778 .920E
,I000 -.4329 ,5#87 .9669
• 1504 -.5563 ,5135 1.02#0
.ZOO# -,6062 .4994 1,0473
.2501 -,5_04 ,5070 1,0_46
• 3002 -,5063 .5284 ,9906
.3507 -,4376 ,5417 ,9741
.4000 -,4057 ,5563 ,9548
.4503 -.3484 ,5730 ' ,92_3
,5000 -.31#9 .5885 ,913#
,5506 -,26E7 ,5954 ,8_33
• 5o97 -.2206 .6046 .8724
• 6502 -.1_88 ,bl_4 ,8575
.7003 -.1394 ,6323 ,8361
,7497 -,0964 ,6457 *ql_4
.7998 -,0404 ,6608 .79_2
• 8503 ,001_ ,6724 .7745
.qOOO ,0502 .6860 ,75_5
,9483 ,1366 ,7109 .7151
C01 ,01011 CDCORI ,012g4
C02 ,OlOlB COCOR2 .01299
C03 ,009#7 COC0_3 .01_60
C04 ,00902 COCAS4 .ClZE2
COS ,00859 COCOR5 ,01173
SPAN_ISE
XlC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
,1504 -.SO00 -,7138 ,4709 1,0954
,1505 -,3333 -,8424 ,4338 2,1606
,1505 -,1667 -,8_64 ,4299 1.1677
,1505 0,0000 -,SZ52 .4372 1.1545
,1505 ,1667 -,7639 .#568 1.1200
• 1505 ,3333 -.8#80 *43Z3 1.1635
.1505 .5000 -.8218 ,4397 1.1501
.#995 -.5000 -,3#74 ,5738 ,9270
.4995 -,3333 -,3_21 .5620 .q141
,#995 -.1667 -,3113 ,5850 ,909#
.#995 0.0000 -,3077 ,58#5 ,9102
,4995 ,1667 -,3106 ,5_#2 ,9107
,4995 ,3333 -,3223 ,SO10 ,9145
• 4995 .5000 -,3170 .5034 ,9120
,7994 -,5000 -,0582 ,6566 ,7987
,7994 --.3333 -,060E .6552 ,8008
.7994 -,166? -*0543 ,b575 .7973
.799# 0,0000 -,0839 ,6570 ,7981
.799# .1667 -.0S52 ,6575 ,7974
,7994 ,3333 -.0553 ,6566 ,7987
,7994 ,5000 -.0630 ,6551 .8011
TE5T 134 PT 35.0908 PSI
RUN 12 TT 189.9186 K
PQ[NT 6 eC 9,1158 HILLIOH
HAC_ ,7792
A_P_A 1,9933 OEG
GRIT SI?F ,0025 I_





XlC CP PeL/PT qLSC
0,0000 1,1315 .9916 ,1098
,0135 -,1758 ,6335 ,8_42
• 0271 -.3578 .5672 ._375
,0515 *.7727 .4488 1,1340
,0763 _,7906 ,4##4 1,1410
• 1012 -,8244 ,4335 1.1612
,1503 -,9_49 .40_9 1.2121
,1994 -1,0064 ,38_5 1,2540
.2501 -1.0572 .36_# 1.Z_69
.2990 -1,1121 *3538 1.31#7
• 3499 -1.13bb ,3446 1.3339
,3994 -1.1604 .3404 1,3420
,4496 -,9_09 ,3951 1.2268
,4997 -,5266 ,5128 1,0152
.5492 -,3980 .5553 .9563
,599# -,27_4 .5_19 .59_6
,6495 -.1784 ,6181 ,_580
,6996 -,1207 ,6351 ,8318
,7489 *,0761 .6474 ,8129
,8003 -,0330 *6598 ,7939
,_500 ,0162 ,6746 ,7710
.8993 .0712 ,6899 .7#75
.9480 ,13_7 .7073 .7207
LO_ER SURFACE
X/C CP P,L/PT qLOC
0.0000 1.1315 .9916 .10o8
.0122 .5163 .8164 .5458
.0251 ,237# ,736_ .6?42
,0_10 -,0?28 ,6443 ,8115
,0755 -,200# ,6124 .8668
• 1000 -,2961 ,58#2 ,9107
,150# -.4114 .$521 .961#
• 200# -,#627 ,$3_2 ,9537
,2501 -04554 ,5390 ,9325
,3002 -.4233 .5496 .0654
.350? -*3929 .5571 .9_35
• 4000 -,3532 .5701 ,9329
,A503 -,3052 .5813 ,9153
,5000 -,2_19 .5R86 ,9030
• 5506 -.2420 ,5992 ,886#
,5997 -,2020 .6117 ._679
.6502 -.1720 .6199 .E552
,7003 -.12P8 ,6320 .8353
.7#97 -,0862 ,6#45 ,$173
,7995 -*0376 ,6597 ,79_5
,P503 *0029 .6702 .T769
• 9000 .0#36 ,6821 ,7596
• 9#63 .1272 ,70#g ,7245
CD1 ,OlSbb ¢DCOR1 .02219
COZ ,01772 CDCOR_ .02141
CD3 ,01763 CDCOR3 .02169
C04 ,01665 COCOR4 .02076
COS ,01553 CDCOR5 ,01968
SP_NdISE
X/C YlC CP P,L/PT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -.7629 ,#526 1,1272
,1505 -.3333 -,9475 ,#019 1.2196
.1505 -,1667 -,9506 ,4006 1,2222
.1505 0,0000 -,9249 .4059 1,2121
,1505 ,I667 -,0288 .4339 1,1606
,1505 ,3333 -.9_80 .3089 1,22_2
.1505 ,5000 -.8960 .#161 1.1931
,#995 -.5000 -,4_25 .5#10 .9792
,499_ -.3333 -,#951 .5200 1.0002
.4093 -,1667 -.5111 ,5250 1.0052
.#995 0,0000 -.5_66 ,5182 1.01_2
.#095 ,1667 -.5119 ,52#1 1,0066
,4095 ,3333 *.5014 ._262 1.0031
,#993 ,5000 **4#2? .$### ,9?30
,7994 -,5000 -.0#66 .6549 .001#
.?994 -.3333 -,0457 .6367 ,?906
.799# -,1667 -.0348 ,6599 ,?937
,7004 0,0000 -,0330 ,6sqE .7930
,7994 ,1667 -.0202 .6600 .7936
,7994 .3333 -,0393 ,6585 .79_0
















GRZT S]Z| *Q025 IN





KIC CP P,LIOT _L_C
0.0000 1,0887 .9797 ,1711
.0135 -.266Z .5q51 .8937
• 0_71 -,4707 .5363 ,9868
.0515 -.865q .4257 1.1755
.0763 -.9370 ._053 1.2131
.1012 -.9644 .3965 1.2299
• I503 -I.0440 .3751 1.2715
.1994 -I.lZZO .3534 1.3154
.2501 -1.1648 .3416 1.3402
.Z999 -1.2078 .3305 1.3641
.3499 -1.2Z87 .3223 1.3820
.3994 -.q_05 ,3908 !._409
• 4496 -.6390 ,4880 1.0663
.4997 -.50ZZ .5028 1.0417
._4#2 -.53_6 .51_2 1.0162
.5994 -.4662 .5375 .9848
.6495 -.3650 .5679 .9364
.6996 -.2625 ,5961 .8921
.7469 -.I793 .6194 .d561
.8003 -.0926 .6438 ,_1_5
.8500 -.0153 .b675 .78_0
._993 .0398 .6824 .7591


















































COl .035T? ¢DCOR1 .0383q
C02 .03806 CDCO_2 .04085
C03 .03360 CDCOR3 .03684
CD4 .OZ45q CDCOR4 .OZSZO
CD5 .0Z369 CDCOR5 .OZTZ6
SPANWTSE
XlC YlC ¢P PJLIPT _LOC
.1505 -.5000 -.8423 .4318 1._43
.1505 -.3333 -1.0721 .367q 1.2860
.1505 -.1667 -1.04T_ .374_ 1.8732
• 1505 0.0000 -1.0440 .3751 I._71_
• 1505 .1667 -.q127 .4119 1.Z009
• 1505 .3333 -1.0723 .3678 1.2861
.1505 .5000 -1,0377 .3769 l.Z67q
.4995 -.5000 -.5546 *514q 1.0_17
.4905 ".3333 -.5769 .5080 1.0329
.4995 *.1667 -.5974 .8023 1.0424
.4995 0.0000 -,Sg_E .SOZ8 1.0417
.4995 .1667 -.5928 .5041 1.03q5
• 4995 .3333 -.581_ .5068 1.0349
.4995 .5000 -.5400 .5186 1.0156
.7994 -.5000 -.0595 .6548 .8016
.7994 -.3333 -.0664 .6509 .807_
.7994 -.1667 -.0630 .6538 .8031
.7994 0.0000 -.0926 .6438 .8185
.T994 .1667 -.0633 .6538 .8031
.Tgq4 .3333 -.0609 .6525 *SOS|




TABLE LXII. - TABULATED DATA FOR MACH NUMBER OF 0.80












XlC CP PeLIPT ML3C
0,0000 1.1713 1,0009 0.0000
,0135 .1950 ,7150 ,7088
*0271 -.0712 ,6380 ,8273
.0515 -,3408 ,5556 .9511
._763 -._2 ._257 1.0040
,IO1Z -,5650 .4936 1.0569
,1503 -,66R4 ,_6Z5 1.1099
,1994 -.7591 .4353 1,1579
,ZS_l -,8146 ,_199 1,1_60
,Z_g9 -,8_58 ,_071 I.Z099
._&_O -.8_0 .AbI_ 1,_196
._4_2 -,24_9 ._6_ .9067
,7_89 -,b_ ,6_97 ,e_01
,RSO0 ,0074 ,6611 ,7918
.p_ .07_4 .6_95 ,7_6
,9439 ,1393 ,69_4 ,7345
GRIT SIZE ,0023 IN





X/C CP PeLIPT RLOC
0,0000 1,1713 1,000_ 0.0000
.0122 *E671 .T361 .675_
,0251 -.0079 ,6_65 .TGM3
,0_I0 -,3_55 ,_60? .9477
,0755 -.A_4 ,5_09 .q956
.I000 -.54_8 ,49_0 I.OA_
• 1504 -,6820 ,4_56 1.1168
,1501 -,8170 ,4i$9 1,1578
,3002 -,8476 ,409_ 1.2054
,3507 -,8825 ,4000 1,E232
,4000 ",5816 ,3_97 1*2238
,4503 -,39_3 ,5414 ,9785
,_000 -,_093 .5717 ,9303
,5506 -,2476 .5854 .0088
,6502 -,1847 ,603e ,8_o2
.7oo5 -,1384 .6183 ,R576
.7497 -,09]I ,6_0_ ,8395
,7998 -.5370 ,6477 ,8124
• _503 ,0070 .6610 ,7920
.9000 ,0_84 ,6750 ,7704
• 948_ ,1435 .69_6 .73_5
CO1 .01057 C DCOR1 .01362
C02 ,0106_ COCOR2 .01375
C03 .01007 CPCOR3 ,01340
C_4 .00964 ¢P¢OR4 .0_310
C05 ,00076 COCOR5 .01210
SPANWISE
XlC TIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 1505 -.3000 -,5790 ,4879 1.0665
• 1503 -.3333 -,6853 ,4567 l,lZOl
.1505 -,1667 -,6977 ,4540 1,1248
,150_ 0,0000 -.6686 .4625 1,1U79
,1505 ,1667 -,6212 ,4756 1,0874
,1505 ,3333 -,6362 .4564 I.lZ06
.I_05 ,5000 *.6600 .4648 l*lObO
• 4995 -.5000 -,_251 .$637 ,9429
,4995 -.3333 -,3012 ,5706 ,9321
,4995 -.166? -,2873 .5747 ,9256
.4995 0.0000 -.2844 .5733 .927e
,4995 *1667 -.2678 .57A6 .9258
.4995 *3333 -.3021 .5704 .9329
.4995 ,5000 -,2958 .5722 ,9295
,7994 -.$000 -.0483 ,6439 ,8182
.7994 -*3333 -,0516 .6432 *8193
,7994 -*1667 -,0444 ,6451 .8164
,7994 0.0000 -,0445 .6455 ,8158
,7994 .1667 -.0451 .6449 .816|
,7994 .3333 -,04TZ ,6445 .8173





X/C CP P,LIPT HLOC
0,0000 I,i704 1,0007 0,0000
,0135 ,3327 ,7558 ,6448
*0271 ,0628 ,6782 ,7655
,0515 -,1995 ,6008 ,8849
.0763 -,3346 ,5609 ,_75
.IOIZ -,6367 ,5316 ,9944
.iS03 -,5459 ,5009 1.0447
,1094 -,6_24 ,4777 1,0839
,2501 -,6693 ,4637 1,1079
,2999 -,6851 ,45_9 1,1163
,3499 -,4805 ,51_0 i*0149
._994 -.4_98 ,5_95 ,_815
,4_96 *.3_96 ,55_3 .9579
,4997 -,3152 ,5665 ,93_6
,5_92 -.2607 ,582_ ,_127
,5994 -.2709 ,5947- ,8943
,6495 -*1842 ,6053 .8778
.6996 -.1400 .61_7 ,_571
,7489 -,0040 ,6308 ,3384
,_003 -,0429 ,6460 ,_150
,8500 ,008_ ,5614 .7913
*_Q_3 .0692 .6786 .7649
.9469 .13b9 ,69_i .7334
PT 34,996_ PSI GRIT SIZE .0025 IN
TT 190,0832 K GRIT LOC ,0500 C
RC 9,1_20 MILLION CN -,1788
MkC_ ,79_5 CR .0082
ILP_A -1,0081 OEG CC ,0073
LOWE_ SURFACE
XIC CP P_LIPT NL_C
0.0000 1.1704 1,0007 0.0000
.0122 ,1277 .6959 ,7383
,0251 -,1337 ,6210 .8536
,0510 -.4673 ,5167 1.0156
,0755 -,5516 ,4975 1.0504
,1000 -,6_66 ,4674 1.1015
,1504 -,B004 .4262 1.1746
• 2004 -,8728 ,4046 1,2145
• 2501 -,9279 .3882 1,2459
,3002 -.9641 .3774 1,2669
,3507 -i.0101 ,3645 1.2929
,4000 -I*0273 ,3593 1.3033
,4503 -I,016_ ,3626 1,2966
,5000 -,5170 ,5075 1,0333
,5506 -,3296 ,5628 .9444
,5997 -.2266 ,5930 ,8969
,6502 -,1575 .6131 ,8657
,7003 -*1129 .6266 .5449
.7497 -,0705 ,6377 ,q2?M
,7998 -*0176 .6534 ,0037
• 0503 .021Q *6653 ,7_54
,9000 .0699 ,6785 ,7650
,9483 ,1466 ,7019 ,7291
CD1 *01376 COCOR1 .0184?
C02 .O13RO CDCOR2 ,01855
C03 *01333 COCOR3 ,01855
C04 ,01251 COCOR4 .01773
COS ,OllTZ COCOR5 .01694
SPA_WISE
XIC YIC CP P_L/PT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -,4632 .5230 1.0084
,1505 -,3333 -.5497 ,4987 1.0A85
,1505 -*1667 -,5636 .493T 1.0560
.1505 0,0000 -,5439 .5009 1,0447
,1505 ,1667 -,519R .5064 1,0356
• 1505 .3333 -,5607 ,4955 1,0538
• 1505 .5000 -,5178 .5070 1.0346
.4995 -,5000 -,3124 .5675 .9370
,A99_ -.3333 -,3104 ,5685 ,9354
.4995 -,1667 -,3110 ,5683 .93_8
,4995 0.0000 -,3152 ,5665 *q366
.4995 *1667 -,3122 .5676 .q_69
• 4995 .3333 -,3137 ,5675 *9370
.4995 .5000 -,2656 ,5757 ,924|
,7994 -.5000 -,0442 ,6460 .8150
.7994 -.3333 -.0454 .6443 .8176
,7994 -,1667 -,0442 ,6457 ,8155
,7994 0,0000 -,0429 .6460 .8150
,7994 .1667 -,0436 ,6462 .8148
,7994 ,3333 -,0459 .6456 .8156




PT 34,9952 PSI GRIT SIZE ,0025 IN
TT 190,1651 K GRIT LO_ .0500 C
RC 9,17P2 MILLION CN -,0045
MAC_ ,7955 CN .0010
&LPHX *0011 3EG CC ,0064
UPnEP SURFAC_
_lC CP P,LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.1695 1,0003 0,0000
*0L35 ,2003 ,7173 ,7052
,0271 -,0652 ,6400 .3242
.0515 -,3364 ,5600 ,943_
,0763 _,4559 ,5257 1.0039
,1012 -,556_ .4945 1,0555
.1503 -,6634 ,4642 I.I071
,1994 -,?595 ,4373 1,1544
,2501 -,8090 ,4221 1.I_19
,2999 -,8510 ,40o0 1.Z062
.3499 -,8697 ,4042 I*ZI_Z
,3994 -,8434 .4113 1.201q
,4496 -,3700 ,5500 ,9647
.499? -,_844 ,5?47 ,9257
,5402 -,2476 ,5864 .9073
.5994 -,2137 .59_2 ,3936
,6495 -,IRA* .6049 ,8755
,699_ -,1408 ,6171 ,8596
,7489 *,0935 ,_301 ,8394
,8003 -,0450 ,_443 .qlb9
.5500 ,0i04 .6610 ,7910
.8993 ,0693 .6795 ,7631
*9489 *|3_2 *6990 *7335
LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP P,L/PT _LOC
0,0000 1,1695 1.0003 0*0000
*0121 ,1658 *7364 ,6754
.0251 -,0103 ,b560 .7996
.0510 -,3371 *5598 .9491
,0755 -,4401 ,5303 .9965
,lO00 -.54_5 ,49?0 1,0512
,I_04 *,6037 ,4592 1,1174
*2004 -*7654 *4356 1.1574
,2501 -.8136 ,4193 1,1871
*3001 -.8507 .4091 1,2060
,3507 -.8831 ,4003 1,2226
,4000 -,8747 *4022 1.2191
,4503 -.39_5 ,5446 .9734
.5000 -,1875 ,5737 ,9271
.5506 -,2506 *5855 ,9086
,59_7 -,2113 .5959 *0925
,6502 -.1857 ,6046 .8799
,7003 -,1390 .6176 ,RSB5
.7497 -.0919 ,6306 .83R7
.7_98 -,037q .6469 ,8137
.8505 .0098 ,6608 .7923
*9000 *0563 .6760 .7609
,q483 .1420 .7002 ,7317
C01 ,00903 COCDR1 .01372
CD2 ,00R98 COCOR2 *01375
CD3 .00823 COCOR3 ,01344
CO4 ,00733 COCOR4 ,01309
C05 .00690 CDCOR5 ,01196
SPA_dISE
_IC Y/C CP P_L/PT RLOC
.1505 -,5000 -*5782 ,4392 1,0644
• 1505 -,3333 -.6826 *4593 1,1155
,150_ -.1667 -*6935 *4554 1,1224
• 1505 0,0000 -.6634 ,4642 1,10T1
,1505 ,I667 -*6220 .4?64 1,0R61
.1505 ,3333 *,6547 ,4537 1,1166
,1505 ,$000 -,6556 ,4665 1.,1031
• 4995 -,5000 -.3234 ,5640 ,94Z5
,4995 -,3333 -,3012 ,5710 ,9314
,4995 -,1667 *.2885 ,5741 .9266
,4995 0.0000 -.2844 *0747 .9257
,4995 ,1667 -.2868 .57A7 *0256
• 4995 ,3333 -,3015 ,5710 ,9315
,A995 ,5000 -,2966 ,5717 *9503
.7994 -*5000 -*0472 .644? *0170
.7994 -,3333 *,0523 .6440 ,8181
,7994 -,1667 -.0460 ,6454 .0159
,7994 0,0000 -.0450 .644R .B169
,7994 .1667 -.0439 ,6457 ,6155
,799A ,3333 -,0474 .6454 ,$150
,7994 .5000 -,05A7 .6426 .8199








XIC CP PpL/PT _LOC
0.0000 1.1671 .OqQ7 ,0218
• 0135 ,0611 .6769 .7676
,OZTI -,1_11 ,6038 ,_S06
.0315 -.3185 .S078 1.0334
,0763 -.3836 .4_78 1.0668
• 1012 -.6608 .4639 1.1076
.1503 -.7745 .4308 1,16bl
• 1994 -,8633 ,4054 1.2129
.2501 -.9197 ,3879 1.2465
.2999 **9729 .3744 1.2729
• 3499 --.9G_1 .3679 1,2859
• 3994 -1.0162 .3616 1*2987
.4496 -I.OZI8 .3601 1.3016
,4997 -e4878 ,§160 1*0108
• _49Z -.3179 .5657 .9399
,3994 -.2Z35 .3923 .5_80
.6495 -,1593 .6116 .86Ai
,b996 -.1127 .b249 .8475
.7489 -*07_3 .6363 ,8297
• _003 -,0303 ,6496 ,8094
._500 .0180 .6639 .7875
.8993 *0768 .6818 .7600
• 9489 .1426 .7000 .7320
34.9967 P5! GRIT 5ZZE ,0025 IN
190,3220 K GRIT LOC ,0500 C
9,1668 NILLION CN .1714
.7956 CR ".0063
,9979 OEG CC ,0099
LQ_ER SURFACE
XIC CP P_LIPT RLOC
0.0000 1.1671 .9997 .OZIB
.0122 .3947 .7742 .6154
.0251 .1146 .6927 .7432
.0310 --*_039 ,5996 .8867
,075_ -,3Z22 .5642 .9422
.I000 -.4Z43 ,533Z .9918
.1504 -.$768 ,4887 1,0651
,ZOO4 -.6260 ,4750 1.0185
.2501 -.6840 .A569 1.1197
.300Z -.6964 .4552 I,[Z27
.3507 -*5101 .5103 1,0292
,4000 -.3947 .5432 .9757
.4503 -.3508 .5562 .9549
.SO00 -.3173 .5658 .9397
,5506 -.2723 ,5?90 .918_
,5997 -,2248 ,5919 ,8986
,650Z -.1936 ,6015 .8837
,7003 -,1418 ,616A ,8607
.7497 -.0954 ,6303 .8302
,7998 -.040Z ,6467 .8139
.8303 .0038 *6598 .7939
.9000 .05&5 .6754 .7699
,9483 ,1406 ,6994 .7329
¢01 .01323 CDCORI .017R6
C02 .0131q COCOR2 ,01785
CO_ .01213 COCOR3 .01733
C04 .01171 CDCOR4 .01695
C05 ,01080 CDCOR5 .01598
5PANWISE
XIC Y/C CP PpLIFT HLOC
,1505 -.5000 -,6536 ,4676 1.I01_
.1505 -.3333 -.794R ,4276 1.1720
,1505 -.1667 -.0060 .4236 %._?92
• 1505 0,0000 -,7745 ,4308 1.1661
• 1509 ,1667 -,?036 .4830 1.1266
• 1509 ,3333 -.802S .4253 1.1?62
.1505 *5090 -,7767 .4316 1.1647
,4995 -.SO00 -.3967 ,5444 ,9738
,4995 -,3333 -.4283 .5347 ,9893
.4998 -,1667 -,4594 .8254 1.0064
,4998 0,0000 -.4878 .5160 1,01qS
.4998 *1667 -,4478 ._298 ,q978
.4995 ,3333 *,4367 .5323 .9932
,4995 ,5000 -.3931 ,5448 .9?32
.7994 -,5000 *,0433 .6463 ,8148
,7994 -.3333 -,0434 ,6465 .8143
.7994 -.1667 -,0330 .6496 .8094
,7994 0.0000 -.0303 ,6496 .8094
.7994 .1667 -.0316 .6498 ,8093
.7q94 .3333 -,0373 .6483 .8115





ALPHA Z,O019 OEG CC
UPPER 5UPFkCE LOWER SURFACF
XIC CP P;LI_T _L_C XIC CP P,LIPT ML_C
D.0000 1,1427 ,9923 ,1053 0,0000 1,1_27 ,9923 ,1053
,0133 -,0620 ,63_7 ._Z62 ,0122 .5122 ,8072 ,5613
,0271 -,2946 ,371Z .0312 ,0251 .Z331 ,7258 ,6920
*0313 -.7060 .4408 1.1323 ,0510 -.0?79 .6340 *8334
.0763 -.7202 .447Z _.1369 .0755 -.2062 .5976 .aRqS
,IOIZ -.7720 .4330 1.162Z ,1000 -.3004 .568Z ,9359
,1303 -.8627 ,4039 1.2159 ,1_04 -,4314 ,5304 ,9963
3_,9979 PSI GSIT SIZE ,OOZ5 IN
190,4343 K GRIT LOC .0500 C
9,1703 _[LLICN ¢N ,31tZ
,7974 CM -*015_
.0189
C01 ,02385 CDCORI .02861
C02 .02330 CDCOR2 .0Z824
C03 ,02268 ¢0COR3 ,02798
CO4 ,02173 COCOA4 ,02723
C05 *01q?g ¢0¢0R5 *02512
SR*NiIS!
XlC YIC ¢P P_LIPT NLOC
,1505 -.5000 -,7213 .4463 [,$384
.150S -,3333 -.8813 ,3985 1.2261
.1505 -,1667 -.8811 .3qO3 l,ZZ64
• 1500 0.0000 -,86Z7 .4039 1.2159
• 1500 ,1667 -.7814 ,4287 1*1699
.1505 .3333 -.8948 ,3_£5 1.2336
.ISO_ .5000 -.8310 ,_130 1.1987
,1994 -._3A4 .3803 1.261Z .ZOO4 -.S0_9 .S074 1.0339 .4998 -.SO00 -.923R .3866 1.2489
,2501 -1.0002 ,3636 1,2947 ,250l -,5165 ,5084 1.0372 .4998 -,3333 -,9263 .385q 1.2502
• Z999 -I.0553 ,3463 1,3304 .3002 -.46_2 .5141 1.02_0 ,499S -.1667 -.7847 ,4266 1.1737
.349_ -I*0_78 .33_0 1.3479 .3807 -.4405 .5278 I*0005 .4995 0.0000 -.?$64 .4357 1.1573
,3994 -1,1111 ,3306 1,3639 ,4000 -.3860 ,5434 .9783 .4998 ,1667 -.7587 ,4389 1,1569
,449_ -1,1210 ,3285 1,3683 .4803 -,331_ ,860] ,9487 ,4_95 .3333 -,07b8 ,4004 _,2224
.4997 -.?$64 .4387 1.1573 ,SO00 -.3026 .5697 ,93_1 ,4098 .SO00 -.8137 .4181 1.1894
.$492 -.5003 .SI_8 1.0267 ,$506 -.2601 *5021 .9141 .?qQ4 -,5000 -,040Z .6463 ,8148
,3994 -.4133 ,5363 ,_68 ,$9_7 -.21S1 ,5944 ,8949 .7994 -,3333 -,0346 .6466 .E141
; .6495 -.3ZIS .56Z1 .945S ,6SOZ -.1872 ,6016 ,8B36 ,?994 -.1667 -,0306 ,64?S ,8126
.6996 -.1923 .6022 .8826 .7003 -.1370 .618_ .8376 .7994 0.0000 -.0218 .6520 .8058
.7469 -,1061 ,6265 ,8451 ,7497 -,1000 ,62_3 .8423 .7994 .1667 **0216 .6517 ,8062
_ ,_003 -.OZI5 ,6SZO ,_058 ,709_ -.04Z4 ,645_ ,81SZ ,7994 ,3333 *.0301 ,6479 ,0121
• 6800 .0318 .666Z .7840 .8503 -.OOeS .6541 .90Z6 .7994 *§000 -.0004 +.6417 .0216
,8993 .0_19 .6861 .7834 .9000 ,0369 .6701 .77_1
,9489 .1480 .7011 ,7303 ,9483 *1193 .69Z6 .7433
TEST 134 oT 33.0029 _SI GRIT SIZE ,0025 IN CD1 .04377 C DCORI .04831
RJN 13 T? 189._651 K GPIT LO¢ ,0500 C C02 ,04SZ9 COCOR2 .040g7
POINT 7 _: 9._941 MILL[_ ¢N .3S31 C03 .04124 CO COR3 ,04627
MAC_ ,794R CM -,0177 C04 .02842 CD¢OR4 ,03378
_LP_A 3.0121 OEG C¢ ,02ZO COS .02488 CO¢ORS ,03024
OP_E _ SU_FkCE L_EH SURFACE SPANWIS_
X/¢ CP P,LI_T _LOC XIC CP P_LtPT NL_C X/C YI¢ ¢P P_L/PT NLOC
0.0000 1,11_1 .9847 .1483 0,0000 1,1161 ,9_47 ,14R3 ,150S -,5000 -.7776 ,4353 1.1580
( ,0135 -,1R3Z .6066 ,8758 ,0122 ,6069 .P368 ,3107 .150S -.3333 -.9664 .37S9 1,2700
• 0271 -.401q .5_29 .qTb2 .0251 ,3289 ,7587 .64_0 ,1SOS -._66? -,_856 ,3761 1,26q6
,0315 -,7604 ,4326 1,1629 ,0510 ,0283 ,6673 ,?823 ,ISOS 0.0000 -,9586 ,3?66 1,2606
! .0763 _,8843 .4117 1,2011 .078_ -.1133 ,6274 .84_? *i_OS ,i667 -,B866 ,4124 1.2000
.1012 -.8613 .4043 1.2181 .1000 -.?I02 ,5995 ,R869 .I_OS .3333 -.9802 .3718 1.2781
.1003 -,9_86 .3766 1,26_b .1504 -.3436 .556_ .9540 *1500 .5000 -.9594 ,383? t.2846
,1994 -1.0813 .3563 1,3095 ,2004 *.4039 .$44Z ,9760 ,4098 -*SO00 -,$706 *4930 1".0879
,Z501 -1.0o22 ,3421 1,3392 ,2801 -.4244 .$366 ,9864 .4qqs -,3333 -,5574 ,4956 1.0835
.2999 -1,1261 .327_ 1.3713 ,3002 -,4141 .5359 .9674 .4995 -,1667 -,$44R *$002 1,0489
,3499 -1.1079 .334_ 1.3548 .3507 -.400? ,8414 .9T8_ ,4998 0.0000 -.53_I .8016 _*0436
• 3994 -.7376 ,4423 1,1454 .4000 -*3660 *S_10 .9631 ,_QOS .1667 -,SSO0 .500_ 1.04_4
.4496 -,S753 .4911 1.061i ,4803 -,3217 ,5652 .940? ,4995 ,3333 -,5548 .4964 |*0_22
,4997 -,$311 ,_016 1,0436 ,5000 -,3042 ,5681 .9361 .4995 ,SO00 -,8418 ,5011 1.0444
.$492 -.5138 .5136 1.0238 .,SO6 -.2614 *$867 .906_ .7994 -.5000 -.0860 .6342 .8331
,$994 -,4622 ,5245 1.0060 .599? -.2333 .5912 .0907 ,7994 -,3333 -,1264 .6230 ,8805
,6493 -,3096 .5408 ,0?95 ,6502 -.ZI36 .5953 .8938 .?994 -,1667 -.16§9 ,6130 .8688
• 6996 -,3346 .$603 ,9403 ,7003 -.1720 ,6079 .9738 .?994 0.0000 -.lq89 ,6005 ,8803
,748q -.2631 ,$822 ,913_ ,7&97 -.1370 ,6190 ,_$66 ,?994 ,1667 -.1709 .6098 .8714
.8003 -,1_69 ,6008 .8853 .799_ -,0964 ,6304 ,8390 ,7994 ,3333 -.1277 *6226 ,8511
,B_O0 -,1_17 ,6189 .R614 .9503 -.061[ ,633? .8340 ,7994 ,$000 -,0926 ,6343 ,8330
.8993 -.0893 ,6_19 .8213 .9000 *.0486 .6480 .816_
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Figure 1.- Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 2. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 3. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
number of 0.30 and a Reynolds number of 9.0 x l0 s. Transition free•
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Figure 4. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 5. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 6. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 7. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 8. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 9. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 10. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure l l. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 12. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Math
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Figure 13. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 14. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 15. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 16. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach


































Figure 17. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 18. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 19.- Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 20. = Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 21. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 22. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach










































































Figure 23. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach














































Figure 24. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 25. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Math
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Figure 26. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 27. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 28. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 29., ....Ch0rdwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 30. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 31. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 32. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 33. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 34. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 35. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 36. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 37. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
































































Figure 38. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 39. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 40. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 41. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 42. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Math
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Figure 43. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 44. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 46. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach











Figure 47, - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 48. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
































Figure 49. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 50. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
number of 0.82 and a Reynolds number of 15.0 x 10e. Transition free.
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Figure 51. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 52. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 53. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 54. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 55. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 56. = Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Math
number of 0.50 and a Reynolds number of 9.0 x 10e. Transition fixed.
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Figure 57. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach











Figure 58. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Math



























Figure 59. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
number of 0.74 and a Reynolds number of 9.0 x 106. Transition fixed.
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Figure 60. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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Figure 61. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach

















Figure 62. - Chordwise pressure distribution as a function of angle of attack for a Mach
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